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Cribbing .... 86, 103, 148, 392

Degeneracy of from Racing 341

Dosing 644
Expense of 142

Farm, Degeneracy of . . . 536

Fast, Profit in Raising . . . 636
Fattening 341

Feet, Hard and Contracted 25
41, 72

Pumiced 33

Flies on 672
F^loors for Stables 49

Founder in 23

Frog in Fcot 524

Hay for 129

Heaves 328, 559

Iowa, raifing in 225

Knetrs Ityured by Standing
on Inclined Floor .... 199

KentU'-ky, Horse Exhibition 218

Lame 583

Linseed Tea for 364

Looseness in 40

Market in Boston 24

J

Morgan, the 237

Neck, Galled 178

Plardeiiing 637

Position of 98

Oil Meal for 128

Percheroi'S, Imported at
New York 603
Massachusetts 162

Prices in I'aris 27

Red Water 146

Rii'g Bone 40

Scratches 544

Shoeing 33, 321, 3:37

Hints on 160

Shoulder, Galls 304

Spavin, Bone 563

»-l)liiit. cure for 310

Siables, Ventilating .... {89

Siock Compan> 135

Stallions, and BullsforW^ork 25
Worked in France .... 36

Stopping Runaway .... 611

Talk about 148

Teeth, too Long 516

Throat of Colt, Bunch in . . 340

Thrush in 23, 24

Horses, Tumor 24
Urinary Trouble 58
Warm Stables Injurious . . 136
Warts 619
or Tumor on Colt .... 24

Winnings of 1870 152
W^orking Six or Seven Days 92

Horseradish 63, 111, 202
Horseradish, Horse-chestnut . . 50
Hot Beds Ill

a Cheap . 195
Horticultural Patents 42
House, a Country Farm .... 16

Double or Single 84
Keepers, to young 251

Howard Sanford :^34

Humbugs 19

Human Limbs, Harvest of. . . 571
Hungarian Grass 257, 371
Hybernia Tiliaria 653

INSECTS, Cloud of 636
A Loss from 668
Iowa Agricultural College . . . 279
Illinois, Corn in 50

Dairymen's Convention . . 172
Season and Crops in ... . 630

Implements, Care of Farm . . . 563
Infectious Germs 192
Irrigation 268

or Drainage 3.53

Ivies l-.:0

Ivy Poisoning 42

JANUARY, the Garden in . , 15
J Tlioughts 13
Jewelry, Coral 395
Jo'-keys, Discipline of English 548
Jones and Smith .... 394, 507, 610
Jones, Frank, Farm of 526
July, 1871 301

Farm Work in 302
Flower Gardening for . . . 356
Garden in 313

June, Garden in 262
Things about 253

KALE 64
Kansas 65, 73

Kentucky, Horse Day in ... . 218

LAMPS, When to Fill .... 1.56

Lands, Improve the Low . . 620
Wet, Management of . . , 266

Lantanas 121
Lawns 573
Left-h.andedness 260
Lettuce 64, 242, £62

Seed Growing . 667
Lille* 356

Planting Pond 636
Little Things 396
Locust, the Honey 568
Log, Contents of a 94, IIS
Louisiana State Fair 600
Love Gifts 155

Youth and Hope (i.39

Lumber in a Log 118

MACHINE for Cutting Brush 163
Maine, Aroostook, State

Land in ...... . 220
Board of Agriculture . . . 010
Corn raising in 335
Crops in 505
Franklin Co., Stock iind

Dairy in 231
Gloomy Prospects in . . . 570
Gov. Pi rham, a Farmer . . 000
Grasshoppers in 394
Kennebec Society 110
Letter from 542
Low Prices of Stock in . . 653
Notes from Franklin County 676
Season and Crops in . . 377
Sheep Raising in 261
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Maine, Swedish Settlers in 140, 203
Wheat in 19

Manure, Application of 106, 171, 239

298, 335, 338
Aphes ..111,142,176,323,375
Coal 58, 353, 376, 599

for Wet Land 534
Dry, as an Absorbent . 383

for Apple Trees 179
How to Use 598
in Hill 507

Lt ached and Unleached . 280
of Sods 171
Wood, value of 375
with Chip Manure .... 289

Bone Dust 176
Bones, Uulizing .... 167, 169
Chemical Reasons for saving

Liquid 655
Compost 176

lor Top-dressing 24
Composting and Saving 142, 290
Crib for Compost 83
Experiments in, for Corn . 507

Special 247
Fertilizers 131

Fall Application 667
• Hiime-made 644

Etl'ects of on Soil 317
Frauds in 173

for Potatoes 320
for Tobacco 279, 355

Gas Lime 1.39, 176, 200
Grafton Fertilizer . Ill, 112, 120

142, 320, 328
"Heavy" Manuring .... 344
Harrowing in 290
Hen Manure Compost . 258, 341
Hauling out in February . . 63
How lost 170
Indian Meal for .... 364, 560
Increase and Strengthen the 597
Lime 176, 223
and Muck Ill, 176
and tialt 142
Ashes 320

Making 290
Marl and Muck 140

Muck, 76, 111, 122, 131,140, 142

145, 176,178,290,309, 319, 3-^3

328, 374
and Manure ..••.. 178
Collecting 576
boils adapted to 532
for Apple Trees 24
Uses and Value of. . 273, 518

U^ing Fresh 383
Value of 648

Mulching 254
Phosphate, Loss of .... 232
Ploughing in 65, 132, 164, 170, i!13

2:il, 243, 290, 298, 328, 335
Potash for Orchards .... 177

In Ashes 179
Privy Compost 300
Kotten Wood, for Violets . 275
Rubbish, Rotting 83
Salt 323
Saving 27, 239, 544
Use of on Soil 598

Sawdust 58, 88

Seaweed, Cove 652
Spreading in Winter .... 353
Superphosphate 247

Braaley's 233
Does It Impoverish the

Soil 317
Experiments with .... 655

Surface Manuring 384
Top Dressing, 55, 88 143, 164

243, 290, 298, 54o, 571

Urine as a Fertilizer . 277, 290

Value of from Different
Feeds . , • 97

Winter care of Stable - . . 231

March, Flower Gardening for . 190

Garden in 110
in New England 109

Marketing Farm Produce . , . 191

Marsh in Lenox, Mass 279

Matter, Insoluble 256

Mass. Ag'l Board, Framlngham 95
College Prizes lo Students 36
Does Farming Pay in . . 64

Essex, Transactions .... 159
Farms Cheap in ... . 56, 86
State Board of Ag'l Subjects

for Report 175
Tobacco in Western .... 41

May, and May Revelries .... 205
Garden in 242
Farm Work for 206
Flower Garden in 244

Meadow, a Reclaimed 651

an Old Bog 217
Meadows, Flowing 560
Meal for Miinure 560
Merrimac, Valley of 666
Michigan Ag'l College, Students 279

Farm of 672
Microscope in Post-Morttm Ex-
aminations 386

Millet 184, 255, :-.71

and Hungarian Grass . . . 516
for Fodder 147

Mink Breeding 352
Mocking Bird 204
Mosquitoes, to Prevent .... 636
Mowing Machine, Spite against

in England 617

Muck, Sharp Siicks In . . . 21, 70
Use of

—

See Manures
Mulching 254
Mushrooms 5«4
Muskmelon 64, 542
Mustard 243

Cultivation of 198

]V[E1GEB0RS, Friendly ... 572
i\ New England Ag'l Society . 116

Depopulation of Rural
Towns In 225, 272

Farmer, Monthly .... 174
Close of Second Series . 676

Farmer, New Volume . 141

New Hampshire Board of Ag. . 537

Corn Raising in .... 26, 6;.6

Crops and Fairs in Merrimac c61
Mountaineers 615
Notes from 614
Questions of Board of Ag'l 21

New Publications.
Aditr(s8, Lafayette College 602
American Nsituralist . . . . 602
Catalogue of Michigan Agri-

cultural College 671
Curcnlio, Ransom's Essay
on Trapping 286

Guide to Study of Insects . 671
Money in the Garden . . . 235
Wallace, American Trotting

Regihter 236
What I Know of Farming . 285
War Department Circular . 670

Nichols. Dr. Farm of 590
North Carolina Cheese In . . . 42
Note, a Swindling 332
Farm, cares for 695
November Asi)ccts 593

Garden in 586
Numbaculls and Book Farmers 642
Nurses, Lady 156

OATS for Fodder 162
Musty 85

October, Farm Work for . . . 546
Facts and Fancies 545
the Garden in 551

Ogden Farm 258
Oil Meal 117, 128
Old and True 600
Onions, 64, 202, 208, 243, 246, 272, 279

300, 314, 352, 552
Grub 208
Seed Growing 567
Soil for 507

OflBcers Agricultural So. . 2f6, 241
Orchr.rd Culture 536
Opium Culture 163

from the Poppy 231

PAINT, Fire Proof for Fence 330
Parsley Worm 573

Parsnips 64, 243, 552
Wild • . 549

Passion Flower 630
Pasture, changing Stock in . . 531
Pastures, P'ailure of 129

Fences for 34
Management of , • . • . . 33
Mosses in 372
Improvement of . . . . 83, 6li!

Ploughing ......... 22
Spade in 34
Stock for 34
Turning Stock to 2o7

Patents, Agricultural 92
in Borficuliure .... 42, 136

P.iyasYouGo 611
Pea Weevil 288
Peach, Double Flowering . . . 191
Peaches from one Pit 50
Peanuts 119
Pear, Admiral Farragut .... 6.S1

Buerre Clairgeau 521
Dr. Shurtleff 's Seedlings . . 631
Gen. Sherman 631
Golden Buerre if Bilboa . 260
on Stiflf Soil 313
Orchard. Profit of 105
Tree Blight 557, 638
Trees Dying 509

Dwarf 657
Winter care of 662

Peas 64, 243, 262, 314, 3! 2

Buggy 321, 341

Bug proof ......... 169
Dryliig Green 517
Fall or Winter Planting . . 95

Peddlers' License 340
Peppers 64, 243
Pierce, Joshua, Farm of ... . 525
Pile Driver, a Farmer's .... 531
Pine. Seeds of the White, when

to Plant 246
Pitchfork, Striking Horses with 636

Swindle 673
Plan and System 507
Plastic Slate 58
I'lants from Seed ...,,.. 277

Pots, Worms in ... . . 94
to Protect fr(>m Cold and Lice 176

Planting Seeds, Depth for . . . 211
Plough, I'aring or Turf .... 2S2

Reversible" 578, 666
Ploughing Advantages of Fall 70, 659

Boy killed by Horses taking
Fright 390

Deep and Shallow . 31, 41, 644
Deep, for Worn-out Land . It3
in Spring 206

Plum, Double Flowering . . , , 191
Poetry.

Aftection's Tribute .... 372
Baby Belle 616
Baby's First Tooth .... 394
Barn the Old 116
Farm Wonders 609
Forty Signs of Rain .... 266
Garden and Orchard .... 532
Grandfather's Barn .... 224
In My Garden ....... .'66

Jones 240
Jones and Smith 585
July 363
Love's Colors 269
Marguerite 155
Micliigan Emigrant's Song . 92
My Birthday 637
Our Darling 204
"Smith and Joi es" .... 854
Spring—an Invocation . . . 215
Sugar Camp 120
'i'hat Line Fence 184
The Bashful Lover .... 639
The Cows are Coming . . . 212
'J'he Seed and the Sowers 671
The Old Arm Chair .... 346
When I was Young .... 106
Winter I'oem 81

Poisons, 47, 69, 74
Pollen, Substitute for 300
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Poplin, Irish 640

Pofee, Garget, Phytolacca decan-
dra 575

Indian

—

Verattiim viride . 575

Pork. Bad 19

Decline in Price 571

from a Bushel of Corn . . . 671

Making in Massachusetts . 658

Kiiising at the West .... 668

Treating Old 6d6

Potaoh from Wool 60

Potatoes 64, 243, 314, 352

Beetle 581

Colorado Bug 312, 337, 530, 533

Early 214, 33v(

for Stock 23, 237

Raising 219, 249

Seed 41

Sprouting 240
Storing 572

Sweet 64
tha Foot 621
Three lined Leaf Beetle . . 392

Poultry, Asiatic Fowls .... 46
Bran for 649
Breeds 30
Buffliigton's Yearly State-

ment 199

Cholera 136
Diseases 172, 311

Ducks Die Young .... 585

Eggs, Difference in ... . 379
from Thirty Hens in Three
and a Half Months . . 287

to Get Plenty of . . • 364, 555

in one Hen 297

Preserving 50

Price in Chicago 279

Sex of 330
Value of 311

Expense and Income . . . 199

Fat Meat for 320

GapcS 585

Geese Sick and Dying . . . 119

Goose Story 519

House for 31, 512

Lice 117

Management and Care 31, 258

Massachusetts Association . 208

New Places for .... 19, 94

on a Large Scale 642

Pip 118

Profits 31

Sitting, how to Prevent 163, 203

Sore Head 327

Tonics or Condiments for . 580

Practical Suggestions, by W. D.
Brown 135

Prairies, Waterless 216

Pratt, Jarvls, Farm of 127

Prices, Decline in 323

Pump Legs, Bass-wood for i . 630

Q'L^I^CE
Japonica 25

RABBIT Breeding . . . 152, 163

Racing at Fairs 219

Radishes 64, 243, 2ti3

Ragweed, Dwarf 504

Railroads and Agriculture ... bo

Rain, Amount ol Fall 391

Rats banished bv Goats .... 330

nore in Hianstead, Can. . . 376

Respiration, Diseases Aflecting 5b8

Rev. John Cotton 631

Rhubarb 242, 314

Ring, who wore the First . . . 107

Ringing, &c., to Hasten Bearing 575

Roads, Farm 633

in old Times 109

Trees on 41

Rocks, Rtmoving 546

Rote, Bridal 191

Bushes, Uld 600

liush, Oldest Known . . . 572

Roots, CultivaliLg and Keeping 27

CiAFFORD, N. B., Farmof. • 188
O Sage 243
Salsify 64, 652

or Oyster Plant 243
Sandwich Island Farming . S06
Salt, Use of— See Cattle 147, 170, C54
Scarlet Bouvardia J31

Schools, our Winter 45
Science, Industrial 868

Seed. Importance of Good . . . 2i7

Depth for Planting .... 210
Seeding I^and 217

with Corn Fodder 278
without Manure 249

Thick and Thin 207

without Grain 217
Seeds, Kaising 567

Selection, Natural 617

September, Garden in 541
Thoughts for 397

Sheep and Mutton 329
Brush Destroyed by ... . 129
Coarse and Fine Wools,
Crossing 557 665

Coarse Wool in Large
Flocks 44, 50

Coarst Wool in Michigan . 385
Cotswold 529
and Merino .... 256, 565
Feeding in England ... 91

Diseases Caused by Beards
of Grain 397

Ewes, Fall Treatment of
Breeding 627

Food aU'ects Wool .... 241

Foot-rot 177, 630

Herders in California . . . 6!i7

Husbandry 184

in Iowa 236

Keep up the Standard ... 36
Interest in Sheep Raisiag . 241
Lamb, when does it become

a Sheep ? 672
Lambs from 23 Sheep ... 200

Lamb Skins for Cloaks . 154
Leicester, Prolific 2s(7-

Mutton and Wool 175

Dressing 304

Productive 543
Pulling Wool 140

Raising and Fattening ... 177

in Maine 261

Rheumatism in 19

Shearing 253, 311

Spring Care of Sheep and
Lambs 298

Watering 558

Shingles for Roofs 59'ii

Sphinx quinqutmuLvIaixi.s • . . 516
Sliori-horn

—

See Cuttle.

Herdhook 197

Shovel Making and Generalship 387

Silk in California 50

Skin, Cleanse the 580

Effects of closing Pores . . 680

Skuiik Skins, Deodorizing . . . 654

Snow Protection to Land . . . 119

So; p, Making 275

Souii Lake 635

Soiling 832

Soils, Analysis of 385, 602

Classification of 365

Mixing Garden 279

Restoring Exhausted . 544, 582

Sorrel 367

South Carolina, Ag'l Society . . 92

South, Yankees Invited to . . . 225

tipaiiish Fly 581

Sparrow, English 379, 6.32

bpinach 64, 243, 352, 542

Spireas Ibl

ppring. Early 233

Siiuash 64, 243, 352, 642

Borer . . • t 507

Seed G roving 567

Stable Ventilali^ii 689

Steam Cultivation in England . 215
Machinery on the Farm . . 153

Sticks, Sharp in Muck ... 21, 70

Stock Comiiig to Barn 16

Stock, Grass-fed 26

Stock, Potatoes for 23, 237
Sales of 267
Steaming Food lor 17
Supply of Water for ... 88
Surface Water for 20
Winter Care of 61

Strawberries . 49, 24fi, 263, 314, 552
Mulching 598
Soil for' .576

Time for Transplanting . . 576
Wilson's 553
Worm 213

Stump Puller 191
Stumps, to Prevent Suckering . 342
Subsoil for Top-dressing .... 816
Subeoiling, Doesit I'ay ? . . . . 144
Sugar Beet, in California . . . 644

in Wisconsin .526

Maple in N. H 297
in Vermont 259, 290

Large Crop of 215
Sumac 559
Sunapee Lake 587
Swamp Land, Value of ... . 554
Swedes in Maine 140, 203
Sweet Flag Root 543
Swine, Age to have Pigs .... S30

Breeds of 57
Chester County 57
Cholera, Cooked Foot' for . 279
Soap for 250

Cooked and Uncooked Food 160
Cost of Raising 354
Dressing 662
Essex 57
Experiments in Feeding . . 160
Exposition 581, 610
Fast of a 112
Food, Cooking .... 160, 264
Killing, Hints about .... 130
Lung, Kidney or Liver Dis-

ease 93
Mackay 57
Pigs from one Sow .... 290

Jefi'erson County . . 60, 518
Lame 517
Profitable 72

Shelter 49
Scouring 279
to Make a Sow own Pigs not
her own 104

Porkers, Heavy .... 199, 200
Raising 144
Slaughtering a Fierce . . . 606
Suffolk 57
Sow, sick 320
Water, Loss from want of . 577
Worms in Lungs 103
Won't Eat, and Acts Queer 40

TARTAPEAN Honeysuckle . 191
Thistles, How 1 killed the

Cimiula 604
Throat Diseases 558
Tin Sap Buckets 172
Tobacco Crop 88

in Massachusetts 41
in Wisconsin 617
Market 71
Sales 180
Sorting 71

Tomatoes 64. 243, 203, 314. 352, 542
552

Plants 165
Raising Early 283
Salt for 201
Worms 6'i8

Towel Costumes 039
Town Fairs 623
Transplanting Plants 362
Trees by Roadside 40, 78

Cultivation of . . . 67,113,221
Disease and Enemies of . . 221
Forest growing in Iowa . . 819
Rotation of 269
Growth of Forest . . . 201, 266
Number to Acre 572
Premiums on Growth . . . 189
Raising from Seeds .... 285

;
Fruit 287
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Trees, Pruning Fruit 305
Whitewaebjng 618
Oak and Hemlocli 672
Oldest Known 572
Ornamental and Fruit . . . 221
Reduce top on Transplanting 287
Shade 287
When to Set 131
Traufplanting in Fall ... 605
Uses of 221

TTNDERDRAINING

,

, 128, 610

VERMONT, Board of Agricul-
cullure 135, 186, 386

Crops, &c., in Windsor Co. 302
Dairymen's Association . . 672
Hill Farms Deserted .... 299
Lamoille Valley 608
Scenery in 508
Washington Co., crops in . 378
Season in 148

Westminster Club 61
Vines, Climbing 603
Vinegar Eels 87
Violets, Growing . 68
Virginia, Corn in 313

Western 42

WADSWORTHS in New
York 608

Wagons, Durability of 200
Housing 234
Loading a .... . 161, 232, 278
Ox and Horse 248

Walking Sticks, How Made . . 203
Washington Territory 186
Watercourses 2u7

for Stock 88
Hard and Soft 604

Water, want of on Prairies . . 215
Watermelon 64, 242, 542
Wealth, Future of United States 195
Weeds 263, 352

a Chapter on 377
and Noxious Plants .... 367
and Weeding ..•... 498
Cost of 571
Disposition of 500
In Hay Time 499
in Lawn 5.30

New Varieties of 672
on Highways 499
Place for 659
that We Make 549

Well, How to clean a foul . . . 2.i6

West, as I saw it 6H1

Wheat and Corn Growing . 340, 375
376

Arnautka 275
Australian til8

Chess and WTieat 629
Cleaning from Cheat .... 14U
Crop, Cost of a 295

in Maine 6.56

in South Carolina 52
Cutting, Time for 72
Decrease in England .... 136
Dodge, the 130
Fife 618
in New England 585
in Reading, Vt .... 574, 5''5

in Woodstock, Vt 617
Lime for 574
Mulching Winter 581
New York, Deficiency in . . 119
Premium Crop 19
Winter, E.xperiments with 584
Eair-ing, Loss in 30
Seed-bed. Shallow 557
Straw, Value of 295
Time for Sowing 50

Winter in California .... 330
in Illinois 304

Wheat, Yield of in Old Times
and Now 681
Worms at the Root .... 27<»

Wheel, ^Archibald's Spoke . . . 276
Wheels, Housing 119
Whirlwind, Artificial 572
Whitewashing 267

Trees 618
White Weed 36S
Window Gardening .... 120, 190
Wine and Temperance .... 550

Growing 600
Winter, Does a dry Indicate
Short Crops 270

Winter Preparations 696
Wire Fence 630
Wood, Growing 28
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to Protect from Plre .... 603

Wool, Aflected by Feed .... 241
and Mutton 175
Dr Randall's Advice on . . 617
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Foreign 504
Growers, Frauds on ... . 127
Importation of 225
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THOUGHTS SUGGESTED BY THE IN"-

COMIISTG YEAR.
Gently as the lilies shed their leaves,

When summer days are fair,

The feathery snow comes floating down,
Like blossoms on the air;

And o'er the world like angel's wing
Unfolding soft and white.

It broods above the brown sere earth.
And fills with forms of light

The dead and desolate domain,
Where Winter holds his iron reign.

ANUAEY, 1871!

All hail, though

thou comest in

wintry drapery,

in short, dark

days, in drifting

snows and
threatening
clouds! Wel-

come, welcome,

art thou to our

New England

Homes and
Ileai-th- stones.

Thy coming has

been anticipat-

ed, and well-

stored cellars and lar-

^̂f-^- ders, barns and grana-

^^^^
I
ries, and curling smokes from

thousands of chimneys, all pro.ve

that the New England farmer "takes Time by

the forelock" and is a provident man.

Cheered by the bountiful harvests of the

past, and the new aids coming to alleviate his

labor, which science and art are constantly

presenting, he will enter upon tliis new divis-

ion and starting point in Time, with fresh de-

terminations to improve both the soil and the

mind in a greater degree than ever before.

He will make the very name of January—
meaning two-faced, "looking before and af-

ter,"—indicate the reflective propensities which

she encourages, and which, when duly exer-

cised, cannot fail to lead to good.

Every first of January that we arrive at,

says an amiable writer, is an imaginary mile-

stone on the turnpike track of human life
;

at once a resting-place for thought and medi-

tation, and a starting point for fresh exertion

in the performance of our journey. The man
who does not at least propose to himself to be

better this year than he was last, must be

either very good or very bad indeed! And
only to propose to be better, is something ; if

nothing else, it is an acknowledgment of our

need to be so,—which is the first step towards

amendment. But, in fact, to propose to one-

self to do well, is in some sort to do well, pos-

itively ; for there is no such thing as a station-

ary point in human endeavors ; he who is not

worse to-day than he was yesterday, is better

;

and he Avho is not better, is worse.

This will apply not only to moral duties, but

to all the practical duties of life ; to every ac-

tion, every act and efibrt of life.

AVhat a happy influence does January exer-

cise on all the rest of the Year, by the famib
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meetings she brings about, and by the kindling

and renewing of the social allect ions that grow

out of, and are chiefly dependent on these.

And what sweet remembrances and associa-

tions does she not scatter before her, through

all the time to come, by her gifts—the "new-

year's gifts." Offerings of the affections to

the affections—of the heart to the heart.

How happy ought we to be in the lilxirty of

speech, action and conscience, and the free

pursuit of happiness ! In the exemjition from

cruel wars which, in othet lands, are devastat-

ing some of the fairest portions of the earth,

crushing the efforts of genius, destroying the

finest works of art, breaking up homes of the

aged, sick, and defenceless, and casting them

upon the pitiless world. The beautiful villas

which so lately adorned the fields of sunny

France, have become the charnel-houses of

the slain, and echo only the groans of the dy-

ing or the wails of mourners who go about

the streets. When will men

" bans; the trumpet in the hall

And study war no more ?"

In the light of progressive science, too, how

much there is to encourage the farmer in his

liealthful and enviable position. The posses-

.'^ion of truth will confer happiness, not the

possession of mutable and perishing things. A
more accurate knowledge of the elements with

which he must deal, and of their operation

upon the materials which he is constantly

handling, and which are indispensable to life

itself, are of infinitely more importance than

to amass property beyond a competence to

secure the necessary comforts of life. "Many

a man contracts his spirits upon the enlarge-

* ment of his fortune, and is the more empty for

being full."

As the farmer labors for future harvests

in his physical endeavors, so should he labor

for that future harvest of transcendent purity

and truth, which will bring permanent peace

and joy. In this view, let us introduce to him

what the celebrated and good Dr. Dick says

in regard to the little understood and much-

abused word. Science:—
"Science is nothing else," he saj^s, than an in-

vestigation of the divine pcifections ami operations

as displayed in the economy of the universe ; and

wc have every ground to conclude, both from

reason and revelation, that such investigations will

he carried forward on a more enlarged scale, in

the future world, where the intellectual powei-s,

freed from Iho obstruetions which now impede
then- operations will become more vigorous and

expansive, and a more extensive scene of divine
operation be presented to the view."

Ko other avocation affords more favorable

opportunities for the mingling of labor and

study, than that of the farmer. Some affect

to think that labor of the hands is incompatible

with labor of the head. Undoubtedly it is, if

in an inordinate degree. The powers of body

and mind must presence a proper balance.

The truth in relation to this lies in the pithy

remark of Sir John Ruskin, who said that "it

is only by labor that thought can be made

healtliy, and only by thought that labor can

be made happy."

The position of the farmer is comparatively

an isolated one. Not many can own fai'ms in

or near villages. They must, therefore, form

associations of one kind or another, which will

call them together. Here the interests of

their own calling, or the moving events of the

day may be discussed, after the interchange

of friendly congratulations. Under our con-

genial laws, it is their privilege to discuss the

propriety of repealing revenue bills, .or the

annexation of San Domingo to our little do-

main ; and it is their voice which will greatly

affect the decision upon them m Congress. It

is a duty to be enlightened upon, and inter-

ested in the afi^airs of the Republic.

In his retirement at St. Helena, Bonaparte

uttered many traths ; one of them was, that

"The only true way of appreciating and gain-

ing a thorough knowledge of mankind, is by

trying, and associating with them."

And now, kind reader, as we welcome in

the New Year, we gladly tender you sincere

acknowledgments for your good company,

your valuable contributions in promoting the

successes and amenities of rural life, and yonr

friendly counsel and support. No special

change is contemjjlated in the course which

the New England Farmer has so long and

so steadily pursued. If any improvements

can be suggested to increase its value, the

liberal support of its patrons will justify' their

adoption at once. Its columns will bear a

fair and inviting impress, while they are con-

servative, but progressive, as new light dawns

upon the great agricultural art.

—Hog cholera is causing the farmers great

losses in the vicinity of Springfield, 111. One far-

mer on Lick creek has lost seventy-nine hogs from

this disease within a few days, and other losses

are reported.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE GARDEN IN JANUARY.
Again are we permitted to greet the ever

attentive readers of the New England Far-
mer's Garden Calendar -with a "Happy New
Year." Although the past summer was one

of extreme heat, and in some sections, of

drought, yet the good gardener received abun-

dant reward for all his hibor. Like all others,

the past season has its lessons. What lessons,

you ask ? Have your eyes been shut, that

you have not been able to draw any lesson

from your experience in the garden ? Have
you not received a lesson on the economy, in

a domestic point of view, of a good garden ?

A kind Providence has bestowed upon you
health of body and peace of mind, the greatest

blessings we are permitted to enjoy here be-

low. Did you ever think what a prominent

part the culture of and the supj^ly from the

garden had in bringing these about ? Let us

then look over the experiences of the past sea-

son and profit from their teachings. If we
have had a good garden, with a fair supply of

fresh vegetables, let us not be satisfied short

of a very good garden and an «6»/K/r/H/ supply

of all it has heretofore produced, with the ad-

dition of some other choice and desii-able pro-

duct.

Having always been accustomed to farm
life, I am well aware of the too general feel-

ing of farmers in relation to the care of a gar-

den. They highly enjoy the products of a

good garden, but there is too much of the

feeling that its care is "knitting-work busi-

ness." The comparison is not bad, for a large

share of the work in a garden can be done

—

like woman's knitting—at odd spells ; it can

be taken up and laid down as circumstances

require. Now we know that after having
been in the field and tired otu'selves with its

heavy work, or before going to a hard day's

work, we are reluctant to occupy any spare

time, which we desire for rest, in doing any
kind of labor, however light. But should all

the lalior for the garden be thus filched from
that of the field P If the garden claims a fixed

portion of the territory of the farm, may it

not also claim a fixed portion of its labor P

Admitting that on the farm we work for profit,

the question arises, what is profit? A penny
saved is two pence earned, says the proverb

;

and we all know that it is rather what we save

than what we earn that constitutes wealth. On
this pi'inciple, I urge farmers to cultivate a

garden. Its productions relieve us largely

from dependence on the market or field ; it

saves us from eating too freely of meat or

flesh, at a season when other food is more con-

ducive to health, and meat is less required to

sustain strength and animal heat.

Not only should every farmer have a veget-

able garden, but there should be space devoted
to small fruits, such as strav.berries, raspber-

ries, currants, gooseben-ies, grapes, and if

possible a few blackberries. No one of these

need occupy much space in order to furnish a

family supply, if well cultivated.

If the present garden is not of sufficient size

to produce the necessary vegetables and other

desirable products, enlarge it, no matter if it

does take in a little of that best piece of mow-
ing. Any time during the month, when the

ground is free of snow, will be a good time to

cart out barn yard manure, and spread over
the surface of any new garden spot, to be
ploughed under as soon as the frost is out and
the ground can be worked.

If water stands on the surface of the gar-

den, drain it off by surface ditches, but drain

it on to your own land, not into the street, if

possible. Often a short cut of a few feet will

drain a considerable garden and save a large

amount of injury.

See that the fences are all up and the gates

shut, to keep off stray animals. If you have
not already a good fence about the garden,
now is a leisure time to get the stuff together

ready to build in spring. Seasoned posts will

last longer than unseasoned. Stakes, bean
poles, pea brush, &c., that may be needed the

coming season, are much better prepared dur-

ing the winter than when wanted.
See that the manure pile and compost heap

keep on increasing in bulk, as well as in rich-

ness. A great saving may be made, in the

aggi'egate, from saving in little things—the

world is made up of atoms. Save the wood
ashes, bones, slops and wash from the house,

wash room, »S:c., hen house and roost, which,

composted with barn soil, muck, &c., w^U go
far towards fertilizing the garden. So also

the privy, managed on the deodorizing princi-

ple of the "Earth Closet."

Look over the garden seeds and see if they
are all safe and in good condition ; make a
note of any that may be wanted, ready to or-

der front seed growers at the earliest day, as

early orders are best served.

Bright, pleasant weather, as well as extreme
cold or changeable, will necessitate a close

watch and care of cold frames and their con-

tents. The great object is to keep the plants

in a dormant condition, and to do this we must
keep the temperature miiformly low, by shad-

ing, ventilation and covering the glass and
plants.

Look after the fruit and ornamental trees,

to see that the mice are not girdling them.
Any girdled trees may be saved by an imme-
diate covering of the wounds with a solution

of gum shellac in alcoliol, or you may take a
thick coat of clay, in a plastic state, and bind
on with cloth. I have known valuable pear
trees thus saved, when girdled by rabbits.

Should there be snows or ice to load down
young trees and shi-ubs, carefully shake it off.

Great care will be necessary not to break the

trees or branches, as they are Acry brittle

when frozen. W. H. AVhite.
South Windsor, Conn., 1870.
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STOCK COMIUQ TO THE BAKW.
At a meeting, Dec. 15, of the Westminster, Vt.,

Farmers' Club, the management of farm stock

when coming to the barn for the winter, was dis-

cussed, and reported in the Bellows Falls Times.

The general opinion was that stock was kept out

too long. Mr. 0. L. Fisher wished there was a

law to compel farmers to take up their stock by
the first of November. Mr. N. Pierce said we
have such a law, and the penalty for its violation

is poor stock and thin wallets, enforced without

constables or police officers.

In reply to a question whether meal or grain

should be fed at this season, Dea. McNeil said,

he did not believe in graining high, but at this

season the flesh should be kept on ; cows especially

must not be allowed to lose flesh ; they should be

fed at any and all times when not able to readily

obtain their own proper sustenance. He had fed

this six weeks and he feeds good hay, all they

want. His stock is limited to cows; he feeds

daily from two to four quarts of meal, half cob

corn meal and half shorts, to a cow, varying ac-

cording to the demands of diflerent cows. Others

agreed on this principle. The president, N. G.

Pierce said, "when my cows begin to fall off' in

their milk, I begin to feed." He thought it might

be profitable to visit each others yards and take

a look at the stock and make inquiry how such

and such creatures are fed. Mr. J. B. Morse said

"If I feed meal in any quantity or to any creature

I scald it, and if convenient sometime before

feeding."

N. G. Pierce said late feeding injured the land,

by not leaving an aftermath upon the ground to

enrich it. Some think sheep ought to run out

later, on account of its being more adapted to their

nature to give them a short winter, yet I think we
injure our pastures in this practice.

A COUNTKY FARM HOUSE.
Objections are sometimes made to the high cost

and ornate style of most of the plans of houses

famished by professional architects to agricultu-

ral papers. During a recent visitamong the moun-

tain towns of Vermont, we had some conversation

with a carpenter in Plymouth, Vt., who was fin-

ishing a dwelling that he had erected the past sea-

son for a young farmer of that town. Our friend

said that there were few houses in town that cost as

hijih as two thousand dollars, but that one farmer

was building a house at The Notch which he un-

derstood would cost,$3000. Most ofthe farm houses

not ccsl ever five to ten hundred, though from

in town would the &ctt that farmers generally

furnish lumber, and do a portion of the work
themselves, it was diScalt to estimate the actual

expense of building. For the house on which he

was at work, the owner had cut the lumber, ia-

cluding native black cherry for window casing,

from his own land, in the winter season and col-

lected together many of the other materials at odd
jobs, including the lime for plastering, &c., which
was made from a quarry on the farm.

After a little reflection, however, the carpenter

said that at present prices of materal and labor in

that locality, he would contract to build another

house like the one in hand, and furnish every

thing himself, for from $1200 to $1300. He gave

us the following plan and dimensions of this

house, which is certainly of the better class of farm

houses in this mountainous section.
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CUTTING THE FODDEB,
AND USING GRAIN, IN TWO OR THREE "WATS.

UR own practice

('

\

va. preparing

feed for thirty

head of stock,

—one-half be-

ing horses,

—

is to cut all the

fodder, straw,

meadow hay, if

we have any,

cornstalks, and

best hay. This

is cut by a

horse power standing

in the barn floor.

This occupies from
";^

' one to two hours twice a

week, to cut enough for the thirty

head of stock.

A portion of this mass, enough

for feeding twenty-four hours, is

spread upon the barn floor, sprinkled with

water, a very little salt, and strewed with

such grain as is used; this is principally

shorts. Layer after layer is laid on in this

way until a sufiicient amount is collected to

last twenty-four hours. The heap stands

twelve hours, is then thoroughly turned over

and remains twelve hours more, when it is

ready to be fed out. If the barn in which the

heap is made up is a moderately warm one,

all the fodder will by this time be impregnated

with the taste of the grain and aroma of the

good hay. It will also be softened, so as to

be easily masticated by the animals, and they

will eat the whole with great relish. Or, if

any be left, it will be only the joints of corn

stalks which are not softened, or some coarse

plants of woody fibre. A heap thus prepared

should always be kept on hand, so that each

heap may stand at least twenty-four hours.

These details may seem to require a slow,

irksome, and somewhat expensive process as

to the time required. But they will not be

found so in practice when the system— for it

must be a system,—is once fairly established.

The horse power and cutter will be somewhat

expensive to start with, but with good care,

both will last for many years. Where thirty

or forty head of stock are to be fed, we have

no doubt the cost of both would be. saved by

their use in two or three years.

If the stock consists of ten or fifteen head,

only, a good hand hay cutter will answer the

purpose, and the horse power may be dis-

pensed with.

In our New England winters there are

many days too inclement for out-door labor,

and these may be occupied in the barn in

cutting the fodder and storing it away in

empty spaces for use when mild weather calls

the help into field or forest.

An ample experience for many years con-

vinces us that stock can be kept enough
cheaper to more than pay the cost of labor in

preparing the fodder, and that it will perform

more labor, produce more milk, or gain more
in growth, than it will if fed on the coarse

food. An experiment with twelve milch cows
through an entire winter gave us the most
gratifying results. The cows yielded more
milk, kept in good condition, and at one-

fourth less cost than when fed in the usual

way. Horses thrive as well as neat stock

under such feeding.

In order to work on this system, the barn

must be sufliciently warm to prevent the heap

that is mixed up from freezing; and this

ought to be secured in any case, as an econom-

ical measure in the care of the cattle. An
old sail cloth, cast-off woolen blankets, or any
similar material, thrown over the heap, will

greatly tend to prevent freezing.

Another plan, and one that is gaining in

popularity, is that of

Steaming Food for Stock.

This process will cost much more for the

fixtures necessary to be used, and will require

much more exact care than cutting and soak-

ing the fodder. This care, however, will

make every pound of food tell with the fullest

effect in the production of meat, milk, or

strength. We have visited several farms where

the practice of steaming is adopted, found the

system approved, and the stock looking well.

The product of milk in the cows was very

considerably increased ; the horses were sleek

and strong and the young cattle with soft,

loose skins, and having every way a thrifty

appearance.

The most thorovgh example of steaming

food for stock is afforded in the case of Mr.
E. W. Stewart, of North Evans, N. Y., in

which he details his experience of ten years in

steaming food for a large stock of cattle and

horses, and states why steaming is beneficial.
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1. He says it renders mouldy hay, straw,

and corn-stalks sweet and palatable.

2. It diffuses the odor of the shorts, cojc-

meal, oil-meal, carrois, or whatever is mixed

with the feed, through the whole mass.

3. It softens the tough fibre of the dry

corn-stalk, rye-straw, and other hard material,

rendering it almo3t like green s-j:cculent food,

and easily masticated and digeSted by the

animal.

4. It enables the feeder to turn every thing

raised into food for the stock, withojit lessen-

ing the value of his manure. Indeed, the

manure made from steamed food decomposes

more readily, and is therefore more valuable

than when used in a fresh state. Manure so

made is always ready for use, a'id is regarded

by those who have used it as much more val-

uable, for the same bulk, than that made from

uncooked food.

5. It cures incipient heaves in horses; ar-

rests a cough, alleviates constipation, and

seems to have all the good influences of grass,

—the natural food of animals.

6. It produces a marked difference in the

appearance of the animal, at once causing the

coat to become smooth and of a brighter

color; regulates the digestion, so that the

animal is more quiet and contentsd ; ecables

fattening stccb to eat their food with less

labor, and to fatten them in one-third less

time than on uncooked food. It gives work-

ing animals time to eat all that is necessary

for then in the intervals of labor, which is

important with working horses.

7. It saves, he says, at least one-third of

the food. He found two bushsls of cut and

cooked hay to satisfy cows as well as three

bushels of uncooked hay, and the manure in

the case of the uncooked hay contained much

tho most fibrous matter.

In the case of the Messrs. S. & D. Wells,

of Wethersfiild, Ct., they think the steaming

adds one-.half to the feeding value of fodder.

Governor Boutwell,—now Secretary of the

Treasury,—has for several years practiced

cutting the fodder, at his farm in Groton,

Mass., throwing it into a large chest made for

the purpose, and letting boiling water upon

it ; then cover tight, stand twelve hours and

feed it out. In this way he found the cattle

ate all clean, as meal of some kind had been

added, and Lad flavored the whole. The

cows yielded milk freely, and large quantities

of the finest butter were made from it, extend-

ing, we are informed, far into the winter

season.

Boilers are now constructed well adapted to

steaming food for stock, so that the whole

apparatus may be set in motion at a very

moderate cost. Prindle's is one which we
have seen in use. It is compact, easily man-

aged, requires but little fuel, is safe, and its

coit so moderate as to come witl^in the means

of most farmers keeping a dozen head of

cattle.

It will be economical for those about setting

up a steamer, to visit some already in use,

and spending a day by it to learn how it is

constructed, and how to "run it" when ready

for use.

The present high prices of hay may prove

an opportunity to thousands of farmers to

turn some portion of it into cash, and at the

same time keep the usual amount of stock in

good condition, by being more careful and

systematic in feeding out less valuable fodder.

Nothing, short of actual experience, will

convince the farmer of the great saving which

may be effected by resorting to some of the

modes detailed above. Numerous experiments,

we hope, will be made in these matters, and

the results reported to the Farmer, to be

published for the benefit of others.

OHOWTH OF CEBBALS.
At the last meeting of the British Association,

Mr. F. F. Hallett read a paper on the '-Law of De-

velopment in Cereals." His experience showed him

several years ago, that grain and especially wheat,

was injured by being planted too closely. He
found a wheat plant would increase above the

ground in proportion as its roots had room to de-

velop, and that the roots might be hindered by be-

ing in contact with the roots of another plant.

He continued a series of experiments, planting one

Kernel of wheat only, and succeeded so well in

improving the method of cultivation as to raise

wheat whose ears contained 123 grains. In the

course of his investigations Mr. Hallett made other

discoveries with regard to the growth of cereals,

which he sums up as follows :

—

1. Every fully developed plant, whether ofwheat,

oats or barley, presents one ear superior in pro-

ductive power to any of the rest on that plant.

2. Every such plant contains one grain, which

upon trial, proves more productive than any other.

3. The best grain in a given plant is found in its

best ear.

4. The superior vigor of this grain is transmis-

sible in diflerent degrees to its progeny.
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5. By repeated careful selection the saperiority

is accumulated.

6. The improvement which is first raised grad-

ually after a series of years is diminished in

amount, and eventually so far arrested, that prac-

tically speaking, a limit to improvement in the de-

sired quality is reached.

7. By still continuing to select, the improvement
is maintained, and practically a fixed type is the

result.

PBEMIUM ^WHEAT CROP.
Mr. S. Kilbreth, of Manchester, Maine, makes

the following statement in the Maine Farmer of

the crop of wheat on which he was awarded the

first premium at the late fair ofthCiKennebec Agri-

cultural Society :

—

The land on which my wheat grew was a deep,
gravelly loam, planted the previous year, part to
corn and part topoa.oes. Upon the part planted
to potatoes, after harvesting I spread six cart-loads
ot barn manure. Upon the part planted to corn,
1 put one shovelful of compost manure in each hill

of corn; ploughed and pulverized the ground in

the fall ; ploughed agam in the spring, and har-
rowed before sowing. Sowed the 5th of May two
bushels of Java wheat ; harrowed once, and spread
upon the piece one hundred bushels of leached
ashes ; then harrowed again and rolled it. Har-
vested about the 10. h of August ; threshed the first

week in September 22J bushels of wheat.

Dr.
3 corda of manure $12 00
100 bu h ]8 lji.ched ashea 15 00
Plougi-iaelind 4 00
2 bushels wheat 4 CO
Sewing JJ 00
H<jrvcBting 4 00
Thretlj n^ 4 00
App yingafhes, &c 5 00

Toial $50 00

Ck.
22'^ buBh wh:at at $2.£0 per bush .... $s6 25
1 ton of itraw , 8 OJ
Manure and ashes K ft on band 10 00

Total $74 25
Credit 74 2i
Debt. 50 00

Profit $24 25

Another Pork Scare.—The Pottsdam, N. Y.,

Courier and Freeman says that on slaughtering a

sow of 450 pounds, fattened by Mr. H. D. French

of that town, a dark colored streak was noticed

extending under the back bone through the loin,

in the la)d, which on close examination proved to

contiiin dark brown worms, from three-eighths to

nearly one inch in length, with heads about the

size of a pin's head, with slim tapering bodies.

Nothiug of the kind was perceptible in the lean

meat, but they were found in clean looking parts

of the laid. The hog was purchased last spring

from a drove of western pigs.

Cutting Herdsgrass in Blossom.—At a recent

discussion of "Oar H;ty Crop," by tlie Keene, N. H.,

Farmeis' Club, most of the speakers favored early

cutting, aLdtv/o days drying. The plan of plough-

ing in August, manuring and seeding at once with

herdsgrass, and sowing clover in the spring, was
practiced by several. Mr. Williams used twelve

quarts of herdsgrass and five pounds of clover

seed; Mr. Twitchell sixteen quarts herdsgrass,

half bushel redtop, and six pounds of clover. Mr.
M. B. Foster said "I would cut herdsgrass before

it was in blossom or let it stand till the seed is

partially matured. I would never cut it while in

blossom on account of the irjurious efiects of the

dust that will be in the hay."

Plain Talk.—Mr. D. A. Compton, ot Hawley,
Pa., was present at a late session of the New York
Institute Farmers' Club, and said, "It seems to me
that men who ought to know better—men whose
names carry some weight in matters of agricul-

ture—do a great •wrong in assisting the rascally

manufacturer or vender in swindling the honest

farmer by so highly recommending certain me-
chanical fizzles."

Rheumatism in Sheep.—This disease con-
sists in a peculiar inflammation of the muscles
of the body, very frequently causing consid-

erable pain when they are called into action.

It is usually caused by exposure to cold, and
sometimes shifts from one foot to another, oc-

casionally degenerating into a slow or chronic
form, and attacking the sinews, ligaments, and
joints, as well a's the muscles. The neck and
loins are the parts most fri quently attacked,

either separately or combined. The former
aflfection causes the head to be carried in a
bent position, and the latter produces consid-
erable st ffiiess and weakness of the loins.

The treatment ishould consist in removing the
animal to a comfortable place, giving an ac-

tive purgauve, such as two ounces of epsom
salts dissolved in warm water, with a drachm
of ginger and half an ounce of spirits of ni-

trous ether. A stimulant, such as hartshorn
and oil, or opodeloc, should be well rubbed
over the affected part ; and if the disease as-

sumes a chronic form, a seton should be in-

nerted near the part.

—

Br. ^. H. Paaren,
in Prairie Farmer.

Old and Neav Places for Raising Fowls.
—During 1869, I raised about loJ fowls on
an old place where fowls had been raised more
or less, for years. The consequence was, I

lost at least one-third of aU hatched, by the
much dreaded gapes, 1 tried nearly ali the
remedies recommended, but my only success
was in removing the worms with a feather
trimmed for the purpose. This year I am on
a new place where no i'owls were ever kept.
I set my first hen on the 29 th of January ; I

have now about 140 chicks out, some one-third
grown, and not a single case of gapes or
other sickness yet; treatment the same in

both jears.

—

Poultry Bulletin.
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For the Seio England Farmer,

BURFACB WATER FOR CATTLE.
A correspondent "J," in the Farmer for Dec.

3.1, recommends securing water for cattle in pas-

tures, from the collections of rain and snow in

low places.

I have a field whrch I wish to pasture, but
which must he provided with water, either by
digging a well at considerable expense, or by
some such means as building a cistern to obtain
water, as "J." recommends. Now I wouldinquire
whether water thus secured, would continue to

remain good, healthy, and palatable, for cows
giving milk, through the pasturing season. f".

Franklin, Mass., Dfc, 1870.

Remarks by J.—In answer to the above,

which the editor of the Farmer has sent to

me, I confidently say yes, it would remain
good, healthy and palatable. The reservoir

.vhould be covered either by a roof or by
cross timbers covered by a plank floor. This

would keep the heating influence of the sun

from the water, and keep it cool. Whf:n stag-

nant water is exposed to the sun, a green,

stringy vegetable growth form*', that looks dis-

agreeable. Then, if it is covered, ths cattle

will be kept out of it, as well as flies and bugs.

I should prefer to have it enclosed, and a

roof over it, if in the pasture, so as to keep
cattle from above it. To secure it from frost

in winter, it would be advisable to cover the

plank before mentioned with earth.

What impure water cows often drink in dry
seasons ! Many herds have the slow and last

drainings of swamp lands ; water charged with

a variety of mineral salts and rotting forest

leaves and other vegetable sub-itances,—a reg-

ular herb tea ! The water of springs as they

run slowly in mid-summer over various rocks

and soils is impure and brackish.

Within a year my uncle brought the water
from a distant spring, to his house. While
the season is wet it does well, but in the

drought of last summer it showed strongly of

sulphur, both to the smell and taste, and was
seldom offered to a stranger, without an apol-

ogy. The water from rain and snow is nearly

pure, and if gathered in cement cisterns when
it flows copiotlBly, it cannot be very impure,

even if it runs a short distance on the ground,
over a good turf.

How large must a cistern be to hold enough
to last ten cows six months ? At my barn I

have a circular cistern eight feet in diameter

and seven feet deep, made by cementing upon
the earth, with a flat cover of plank, upon ash

stringers. I watered seven head of cattle

there two and a half months last winter. I

have a brother who has a cistern made in clayey

ground, cemented inside of plank, about the

same capacity as mine. It furnishes water for

five or six cattle and a span of horses most of

the winter. Near his house runs a brook early

in spring and late in fill, but is dry in mid-
mmmer and mid-winter. In the bed of this

brook he dug a pit about six f^et square and
eight deep, stood up plank around its sides

and I think packed clay outside the plank.

This, with the cistern, is depended upon for

water, but T cannot tell the exact time each
will furnish water for stock.

For a permanent supply I would dig a pit

ten feet wide and from twenty to thirty feet

long and from eight to ten feet deep. The
bottom and ends might be oval, so that most
of it could be dug with a team and a common
road scraper. Finish the inside tolerably

smooth, and three barrels of cement, castiiig

from nine to twelve dollars will coat it over
water tight. Before the cementing is done,
timbers should be laid across the narrowest
way and a plank floor laid, and then the edges
of the cistern beneath shoiild be cemented
flush up to the plank so that mice, frogs,

snakes, and other vermin can be kept out.

Make a wire screen for the entrance, so that

leaves shall be kept out of the water.

In blue clay soil I should try such a pit with-

out any cement, and believe *he supply of wa-
ter would be permanent.

I have watered my cattle several winters in

a hole from which I drew muck, and the water
continues in good supply all winter. In this

case, however, the land for an acre or so

around the hole is saturated with water which
helps keep up the supply.

I am told that the Pacific Railroad supplies

its engines from tanks that are filled in the

wet season, and that at the West surface wa-
ter is collected for cattle, in the same way

;

but my impresbion is that many pools there

are not covered, consequently the sun shines

upon them, and the cattle poach up the sides

into deep mud and add their own droppings
to the stagnant mass.

In some cases a pit like the one here sug-

gested would add hundreds of dollars to the

value of a farm, and be a very cheap way of
providing water. My neighbor is to-day draw-
ing muck to his barn-yard, that he threw out
of a pit last summer, which has furnished wa-
ter for eight head of young cattle,—not sur-

face water, but the moisture that leached in

from the swamp around. The cattle have
done well. This pit was not prepared in any
way ; a pool formed where the muck was dug
out. J.

Foot-rot in Cattle.—A correspondent
furnishes the Mirror and Farmer, ISIanches-

ter, N. H., the following remedy for this dis-

ease :—Put them in a place where you can
handle their feet, and then take half a pint of
common tar and as much soft soap, put them
into any vessel, and heat them together until

they get thoroughly mixed ; then let it cool

down some, but not too much
;
put it on the

parts affected quite hot, and in seven cases

out of ten it will effect a cure, but if it does
not, repeat the soap and tar, which will be
suflicitnt to cure any case that I ever saw, in

a few days.
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QUESTIONS TO FAKMBRS.
For several years past New Hampshire has had

no board of agriculture, and consequently there

has been no official report on the progress of this

important interest of the State. Last year a Board

was organized, and it has entered vigorously upon

the discharge of its duties. The Secretary, J. 0.

Adams, has issued a circular designed to call out

the information necessary to enable him to make
a report that will be valuable to farmers, and

creditable to the State. Statements of facts are

requested on the following specified topics, with

such suggestions as may occur to the minds of

~ those who reply.

1. Give the names of some of the agricultural
men in your town, with the specialties to which
they give attention.

2. Report the harvest of the various crops, com-
pared with ordinary years, naming each crop
specially.

3. What are the chief sources of income to far-

mers and other classes in your town ?

4. Have you a Farmers' Club in the town or
neighborhood ? If so, report names of officers.

If not, will you take steps to organize one, con-
sult'ing, if you wish, the member of the Board in
your county, in regard to it ?

5. Give the names of such insects as are in-

jurious to vegetation in your section, and state what
means are used to destroy them or prevent their
depredations.

6. What commercial manures are used in your
vicinity ? How are they applied, and with what
advantages ?

7. What new or improved implements for farm-
ing have been introduced within, a period of
twenty years, and what advantages have resulted
therefrom ?

8. Are any kinds of blood-stock found among
your farmers ? If so, what owners and what
breeds can you name ? Also, inform us as to the
advance in the price of horses, neat stock, &c.,
within twenty years. Give the names and resi-

dences of the owners of stock horses.
9. Is the product of corn, potatoes, and other

farm products greater or less, per acre, than it was
ten years ago ? If either, how much ?

10. Do your farmers attend the State and County
Fairs, c^r other fairs, and make exhibition of stuck
or farm products ? If not, why ?

11. Do the farmers in your section take agricul-
tural papers, read agricultural books, and study
to improvd their methods of cultivation ?

12. Do your farmers keep farm accounts, make
experiments-.and profit from the results ?

The secretary says he was authorized at a re-

cent meeting of the Board to "issue a circular to

such men as he has reason to believe are interested

in the agricultural prosperity of the State." And
we note the fact that the circular of Secretary

Adams appears to be addressed to those who are

"interested" in agriculture, rather than those who
are engaged in that branch of industry, not in a

spirit of verbal criticism, but from a conviction

that just here we discover the missing link in the

chain of sympathy which should bind our Boards

of agriculture with the hordes of agriculturists.

That there is a break somewhere in this chain has

been acknowledged and regretted by nearly all

the managers of State Boards v/herever such or-

ganizations exist. The complaint is ' almost uni-

versal that those who are actually engaged in ag-

riculture do not co-opeKate wittt those who are

"interested" in that pursuit. Meetings are held

by the latter, but the former fail to attend. Dis-

cussions are appointed, but those actually engaged

in farming fail to respond to the arguments of

those "interested in agriculture."

It is much easier to confess the unpleasant fact

of this want of co-operation between State Boards

and State farmers than it is to prescribe a remedy.

But we would suggest that as far as possible all

communication between them should be direct

and personal, without the intervention of any
middlemen, however eloquent, active or "inter-

ested" they may be. Instead of asking "Do your

farmers," or "Do the farmers in your section ?"

"why not inquire, directly, Do you. Sir, or Do
those carrying on the farms adjoining yours ?

When farmers were not in the habit of reading

and writing, but depended on their minister and
the Squire for the performance of these exercises, a

more roundabout course might have been advisable

to obtain information, but now we do not think it

is necessary. At present, the men who are prac-

tically engaged in agriculture are able to speak

and write when they feel themselves called upon
to do so, and where they think it is proper for

them to make the attempt. Why are not the meet-

ings of Boards of Agriculture regarded by farmers

as such time and place ? And why should not ofiS-

cial circulars be addressed to them directly and

personally ?

For the New England Farmer,

THE SHARP STICKS —BEAVERS AND
MUCK BEDS.

The sticks found uncier a muck bed in New
Hampshire, which were mentioned in a late

number of the Farmer were undoubtedly
sharpened by the teeth of beavers. There
are in many localities iu the Eastern States,

and especially in New England, traces of the

works of the beaver. Many of their dams
which I have seen in Vermont are still in a
good state of preservation ; and by digging
into them plenty of the isLarpened Kticks men-
tioned by your correspondent can be found.
A marshy place through which a small

stream runs, and which is covered with a
growth of alders and willows, is generally se-

lected by the beavers for their operations.

A dam is thrown across the stream, often in

zigzag form, and a shallow pond made which
serves as a receptacle for their food, cheap
transportation, and shelter from their enemies,

also, a fish preserve of the best kind.

These ponds gradually till, in the course of
time, with a vegetable deposit brought in by
the stream and other agencies, and the sticks

are thus covered, sometimes many feet, if the

pond had considerable depth.

Hating seen the operations of many colo-

nies of beavers in the Rocky Mountains, on
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the head wafers of the Platte and Arkansas
rivers, I will give a britf account of the work-
ings of a colony, which I watched with no lit-

tle interest, on Clear Creek, which is quite a

large and rapid stream, and a tributary of the

Platte. Its northern bank, at the place se-

lected by the beavers, was about three feet

above the water. Between the bank of the

stream and the base of a mountain—some fifty

or seventy-five yards distant—was a basin or

depression of the ground, two or three acres

in area, covered with a growth of what is

called there the quaking aspen tree, similar

to our New England poplar. This ground
was, in the lowest place, perhaps two feet be-

low the bank of the stream, and admirably
adapted to their wants.

In filling this basin with water they displayed

engineering skill truly surprising. They went
up the stream some thirty or forty yards to a

point higher than the ground they wished to

flow, and dug a ditch to the basin through
which the water flowed and formed the pond.
All the low places at the lower end of the

pond where the water would be likely to es-

cape was protected by short dams made of
small sticks, mud, leaves, &c. Small ditches

were also dug radiating from the basin, among
the timber, to facilitate transportation—on
the internal improvement plan.

The engineering being completed, the fall-

ing of the timber was rapid and systematic.

Trees were levelled of all sizes, from three

to fourteen inches in diameter—cut up into

blocks or sticks, from twelve to fifteen inches

in length, floated through the canals into the

pond, sunk and stuck fast to the bottom ; but

how stuck, I did not learn. The sticks were
all conical in form at the ends, as they gnaw
entirely around the wood, coming to a point

in the centre, with the accuracy of an experi-

enced wood chopper.

A house is built on the margin of the pond,
but above high water, wiih subterranean pas-

sages leading into the water, through which
they brirg the billets of wood when wanted
for food. Afcer hiving eatf-n the bark there-

from, the wood is conveyed to the stream,

where it floa's away. The water is let into

and out of the ponds at their pleasure, but in

winter it ficezes over, forming a secure depot
for their food.

Hoping these remarks will be of interest to

farmers who are "prospecting their muck
mines," I have the honor to remain, yours truly,

Pike's Peak,
Montpdier, Vt., Nov. 1, 1870.

For the yew England Farmer,

PliOUGHIBTQ PASTOKES;
The crop desired in a pasture is grass, and

notwithstanding the great vitality of the many
plants called grass, there are causalties that

destroy them. Severe freezings, when the

ground is bare ; long continued drought ; the

overflow of water, and the encroachments of
other plants, such as moss, brakes, thistles,

ox-eye daisy, raspberry bushes, &c., cause a
pasture to yield less than it ought.

Sometimes it is advisable to replenish the
stand of plants by sowing seed upon the turf;

and with no further care an improvement is

often visible. Where the seed is mixed with
a good dressing of well rotted manure, and
then harrowed in, the result in many cases is

'satisfactory ; though the surface of a pasture,

packed hard by the tread of cattle, is not the
best seed bed. It is therefore frequently ad-
visable to plough.

In ploughing a pasture to improve it, it

should be well turned over and well worked
with the harrow. It should not be cropped
several years to exhaust its stores of fertility,

but re-seed the first or second year with white
clover, June grass and red top. As these
grasses spread from their roots and also scat-

ter their seed, they will soon make a thick turf,

while Timothy is a stationary bulb , and red
clover does not multiply itself by its root and
is not a permanent plant.

In case moss, (Bear's wheat or Robin's
wheat) and white daisy is crowding out the
grass, plough only once, re-seeding the first

year upon the inverted sod. Do not let the

moss tee day light again ; but upon the in-

verted fcod, well pulverized and dressed with
fine manure, sow grain and grass seed ; fence
it from the gattle and harvest the grain and
mow the grass the next year, if the land can
be spared from pasture. If the land cannot
be spared from pasture, it would perhaps be
best to sow winter rye in September, with
grass seed, keep the stock off in the fall and
eai ly in spring, and then let them graze the

rye, that would in a degree protect the young
grass and give more feed than was grown the
year before.

If brakes and raspberry bushes or other

shrubs are plenty, mow them in August, rake
and bur.i them or otherwise dispose of them
if they are so plenty as to clog the plough

;

then have a plough with all its tront edges as

sharp as possible, and plough the ground in

the fall ; then barrow it so that many roots

will be exposed to the frosts of winter, which
will kill many of them. For a smothering
crop, buckwheat or India wheat is the best.

Sowin June, after repeated harrowings during
the spring, and sow no grass seed. In the fall

plough and harrow again, and the following

spring sow barley or oats and grass seed (un-
less the land needs another year's working to

improve it,) but expect a volunteer crop of

buckwheat with whatever is sown. As a first

crop, a rank growing potato is about equal to

India wheat, requiring more work and giving
more profit.

Pasture is often ploughed to reduce or Im-

poverish it. Sheep will so enrich a hill top
that its rank grass will not be eaten, and a
f ivorite resting place of cattle will soon be-
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come too rich. In such cases, a monstrous

crop can be grown a year or two, and the land

re-seeded with advantage.

But ploughing pastures to reduce their fer-

tility should be undertaken with caution, as it

is decidedly better to have land too rich than

too poor, and by a mixture of stock, most of

the feed will be consumed.
If land is sandy or light and produces nearly

nothing, turn it over and sow grass seed and
rye and give a dressing of ashes, lime or- com-
posts.

In ploughing steep hill sides it is not advis-

able to finish them off with such a smoothness

as pleases the eye, as in that case the water

from showers and melting snows would run in

haste to the bottom, leaving the soil still

thirsty.

If good deep furrows were made horizon-

tally along the hill sides to stop the descent

of water, the yield of grass would be increased

and the soil retain its fertility. j.

POTATOES FOR STOCK FEED.
Not one farmer in fifty realizes the true

value of potatoes for stock. They are not

only good for horses and cattle, but for hogs,

calves, and poultry. When storing the pres-

ent harvest, all those too small for table use,

should be sorted out, kept, and judiciously

fed. As to their value for milch cows, ex-

periments have proved them to exceed that of
almost every other root. Our readers will

remember the statement made by Mr. R. A.
Hunt, of Euclid, Ohio, some months ago, in

regard to an experiment made. While thirty-

six quarts of carrots were fed, thirty-two

pounds of milk were received daily ; with the

same amount, one-half potatoes, thirty-six

pounds of milk were given ; and when pota-

toes were fed alone, forty pounds of milk
were received. The roots were cut and fed

raw three times a day, in messes of twelve
quarts each.

The above is heavier feeding than is neces-

sary, but very plainly shows the value of this

vegetable as a milk producer. We believe,

from experience, that they are also a profit-

able feed for the making of flesh, and the

laying on of fat.

As a feed for calves, they make one of the

very best substitutes for milk, containing as

they do sixteen per cent, of starch in a nat-

ural state, and sixty per cent, in a dry state.

They should be boiled as for table use, the

skins removed, mashed thoroughly, and put
into milk. Calves eat tbem in this way
greedily, and thrive remarkably well. They
will not ciuse scours as grain feed does, and
tend to keep the appetite regular.

As a feed for horses in winter time, the

potato possesses rare qualities as a regulator

;

they may be given once or twice a week, say,

in messes of a few quarts. For hogs, they

should be boiled, mashed and mixed in the

swill barrel with kitchen slops and milk, with
a liberal quantity of wheat bran or corn meal
added. This makes one of the cheapest as

well as one of the best early feeds for swine,
and puts them in a healthy and thriving condi-
tion for fattening, and wonderfuMy saves in

pork making, when compared with corn-feed-
ing alone.

Potatoes are profitable as a spring feed for
sheep, and especially for ewes raising lambs

;

they give strength, health and appetite, and
produce milk abundantly. For sheep, they
should be cut and fed raw once a day. One
of the best methods is to cut fine and mix
with wheat bran or ground oats. As a choice,

for breeding ewes in spring, we would prefer
to have fifty per cent, of the feed potatoes,

by weight, than to have the whole amount
either oats or corn.

Potatoes boiled, mashed and mixed with
corn meal, and fed hot, are excellent for
chickens in winter. We know a poultry dealer
who always uses this mixture, and for health
of fowls and production of eggs, no henery,
to our knowledge, excels his, according to the
number of chickens kept.

—

Ohio Farmer.

EXTKACT3 AND KBPLIES.

FOUNDER AND THRUSH IN A HORSE.

Please tell me what are the causes and remedy
of founder in a horse ? Will Hungarian grass
cause founder ? What are the signs cf founder ?

If you or any of the readers of the New Eng-
land Farmer will answer these questions, you
will confer a great favor on me. What is the cause
of thrush in horses' feet, and what will cure it ?

East Taunton, Mass., 1870. h.

Remarks.—In the common language of horse-

dealers, there are two kinds of founder; chest

founder and founder of the feet. The latter is

occasioned by bruising or straining the fleshy

plates in the interior of the feet. They are full of

blood-vessels and are liable to be inflamed when
injured by violence, or long continued action in

racing or hauling heavy loads. Founder is also

brought on by leaving the animal in the cold after

hard driving, or standing long with wet feet in cold

weather. After a hard drive, some persons will

place the horse in a warm stable, and in litter up
to the knees. This sudden transition from cold to

hot, will sometimes bring on an attack of acute

founder.

When returned from such a drive, what the

horse needs is thorough, gentle hand-rubbing,

with woolen rags, or wisps of soft straw. This

ought to be continued until the horse is nearly dry

all over the body, and is comparatively cool. The
circulation of the system is then equalized, and
unless there has been some severe local strain on
the lamina?, or fleshy plates referred to, there will

be little danger of founder.

Again, over-driving and exposure will some-

times bring on an attack of inflammr.tion of the

lungs ; this, all at once, will change to inflamma-
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tion of the feet, or similar afiFections in the bowels

or eyes. It is always best to prevent these dis-

eases by moderation in driving and loading, and

in kind treatment of the animal in every thing.

The remedies are bleeding, soaking the feet in

warm water, poultices, and sedative and cooling

medicines. Sometimes blistering is resorted to.

All these things, however, should be done under

the advice of some surgeon or physician.

Thrush is usually occasioned by filth of one

kind or another. It is a foul discharge from the

cleft of the frog, and attended with disorganiza-

tion of the horn. Sometimes, however, thrush

springs from internal disease. If it arises from

internal disease it commonly shows itself in the

forefoot.

For a cure, remove the animal from all filth,

pare away the frog till only sound horn remains,

or the flesh is exposed, and tack on the shoe.

Wash with chloride of zinc, three grains to an

ounce of water, the cleft of the frog. When the

stench has ceased, a little liquor of lead will per-

fect the cure.

We have had three cases of acute founder, and

one case of thrush in our horses. The latter was

easil}' managed ; but the founder was incorrigible,

and kept the poor animals tripping and stumbling

along in an awkward and dangerous manner, al-

ways after the disease was upon them.

PERTILIZEIIS FOR APPLE TEEE8.

How shall I properly manure a piece of land on
which are twelve large apple trees only fifteen feet

apart, and the ground too much shaded to culti-

vate, although by top dressing it produces a good
crop of grciss ? The trees seem to want more food
than simply a top dressing, which is probably no
more than the grass needs. What shall I apply
this fall to afF)rd a perceptible benefit to the trees ?

Medford, Mass., Oct. 20, 1870. Amateue.

Remarks.—Top dress liberally this fall, and

upon that sow fifteen bushels of unleached wood
ashes. If you cannot get the ashes, dissolve their

equivalent of potash, and saturate loam or peat

with it and sow upon the land.

WART OB. TUMOR ON COLT.

I have a valuable three-year-old colt which has
a wart just back of the fore leg, which has been
there two years. Two months ago it commenced
to maturate and run a whitish substance, which
was somewhat offensive in smell. It appears to be
wholly in the skin, and has been gradually spread-

ing. Immediate advice as to a cure will greatly

oblige A Young Farmer.
Auburn. Me., Nov. 9, 1870.

Remarks.—We fear you have something to deal

with of a different character from an ordinary

wart. You are probably familiar with the use of

a string or cord, and of caustics for their removal.

Equal quantities of spirits of turpentine and sul-

phuric acid, mixed thoroughly in a glass tumbler,

and then put into a vial, may be applied with a

feather once or twice a day to the roots of common
warts, and it will gradually eat them off. From
your description of the case, we doubt whether

either could be safely applied to your horse. If

there is no veterinary surgeon in your neighbor-

hood, we think it would be well to get the opinion

of some regular doctor, after a personal examina-

tion. Mr. S. N. Tabor, of East Vassalboro', in

your State, says he has been entirely successful in

ridding horses of common warts by dosing the an-

imal with chopped cedar boughs, given in his

grain, also washing the warts in a strong decoc-

tion of cedar.- But the one on your colt has been

there so long, and is in such a condition that it

will probably require skilful treatment.

COMPOST FOR TOP DRESSING.

I have a pile of muck which I wish to compost
with chip dirt, lime, &c., as an experiment for top
dressing. Will it be best to mix lime this fall or
not till spring ?

Will a compost of such materials for top dress-
ing grass land pay ? The soil is a yellow gravelly
loam good for grass or com. My idea is to apply
the compost early in the spring and sow clover
seed and thoroughly harrow the turf.

East Dover, Vi., Oct. 20, 1870. E. F. Sherman.

Remarks.—Mix the whole immediately. If the

compost is fine, and in proper condition apply it

this fall, and sow the seed and brush-harrow in

the spring. The carting can be done much better

now than in the spring, and the rains will wash
down the dressing among the roots of grass, and

prepare it as food for the next crop.

SWELLED ANKLE OF A HORSE.

Last June I purchased a very valuable mare,
and ever since I have noticed a slight swelling of
one hind ankle on standing in the barn awhile,
but which disappears after a little usage, or while
running in the pasture. What is the cause, and
what the remedy ? A Subscriber.

Vassalboro', Me., Sept., 1870.

Remarks.—Swellings are of so many different

kinds, and result from so many different causes,

that we are unable to answer the inquiries of our

correspondent. The cause of the swelling must
be ascertained before remedies can be prescribed

further than the most simple ones.

SALTPETRE IN CREAM.

Your correspondent "S. O. J.," in the article on
"Gilt-edged Butter," says Mrs. A. puts two heap-
ing table spoonfuls of saltpetre in her three gallon
cream jug; and that "this keeps the cream per-
fectly free from bitter taste, and does not harm
the buttermilk in the least degree."
The italics are your correspondent's, and it is

not my purpose to attempt to controvert the posi-
tion ; but I would like to have some of your sci-

entific or professional readers do the public the
kindness to inform us of the advantages and dis-
advantages of such an excessive use of that arti-

cle. How does "S. 0. J." know that it has been
used for years without any deleterious effects ?

Arsenic, 'and nearly the whole range of poisons,
narcotius and stimulants have been used for years,
and in some instances, without apparent deleteri-

ous effect; but that only proves that the living
system can in some degree adopt itself to un-
natural conditions and circumstances.

After taking thirty-six pounds of butter out of
the contents of a three gallon cream jug, the little
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buttermilk that is left must be pretty heavily

charged with the two heaping tablespoonfuls of

saltpetre. Pretty good cows those four must be to

mabe an average of one and four-fifths pound per

day, after milk and cream were "used freely in

the family." 0. S. Bliss.

Georgia, Vt., Nov. 7, 1870.

GRAFTING THE GEAPE TINE.

I have a grape vine which came from a raisin

stone. It is six years old, very thrifty, but has

never borne a grape. I wish to know if it can be
grafted, and if so, how, and at what time ? If you
can tell, ple&se give information through the col-

umns of the New England Farmer, and oblige

a subscriber. Mrs. h. a. b.

West Windsor, Vt., Nov., 1870.

Remarks.—The grape vine can be successfully

grafted, though it is not commonly resorted to.

The grafting is done at the root, as follows :

—

wait, in the spring, until the vine has pushed its

first leaves to the size of a dime ; clear away the

earth from the stem and graft much as is done in

apple grafting. Cover with a good body of graft-

ing clay, crowded close to the wood, and then

press the earth carefully but firmly around, leav-

ing but one eye of the scion above the soil. The

scion should have three or four eyes or buds, and

a little of two year's old wood at the bottom of

the cutting.

It is more convenient grafting if the vine is

taken up, and then plant it again, but something

is lost in growth.

HARD, OR CONTRACTED FEET, IN THE HORSE.

Please inform me what I shall do for a horse's

feet that have become dry and hard, so that the

horse is lame in consequence ot it, as I suppose.

I have tried bathing the feet with water, frequently,

this summer, and thought I was taking a great

deal of pains to keep the feet moist. I have even
stuffed them with green cow manure ; but all the

things that I have tried do not seem to do any
good. I have no books that treat upon such a
subject wherein I can get information.

Is there not some kind of ointment in your
knowledge that would be of value in such a case,

to keep the feet in a moist state after they had
been soaked out ? Would not urine and salt mixed
together, be a good wash to use in softening them ?

I wish to try some remedy dififerent from what I

have tried yet. Please inform me through the

columns of the New England Farmer, and by
so doing you will oblige a Subscriber.

Taunton, Mass., Oct'. 28, 1870.

Remarks.—The condition in which you describe

the feet of your horse is not an uncommon one,

and yet the cause and the cure are, to most of us,

shrouded in mystery. A full third of all the

horses we notice, "point" with the forefoot ; that

is, when stopping on the road, or in their stall,

they reach out the fore foot and allow it to rest

slightly on the toe. Frequently both feet are

afiected, and then the suffering animal changes

every five or ten minutes, from one foot to the

other, seemingly unwilling to bear his weight on

either foot, and would not if he could avoid it;

In such cases, the foot is thrown out of use, except

when the horse is in actual motion, and would

naturally decrease in size, as the human arm

would if held in a sling for an extended time. So

the horse's foot, spared in travelling and "pointed"

in the stable, obviously changes its shape. The
quarters draw inward ; the heels narrow ; the frog

hardens and decreases; the sole thickens and
heightens ; the crust becomes marked by veins and

grows considerably higher. In fact, the foot from

being an open, healthy foot, becomes a contracted

or diseased member.
To say, therefore, what ought to be done for a

horse's feet that are "dry and hard," one ought to

know what causes such dryness and hardness;

and this is frequently quite difficult to ascertain.

It may be occasioned by too much pressure upon

the frog, by a strain, or by stepping upon a stone

or other hard substance.

If in travelling the toe of the shoe becomes worn

much more than the rest of it, it indicates that the

tendon which covers a portion of the navicular

bone,—lying at the inner corner of the coffin bone,

—has become injured, and ossification has taken

place ; that is, a sponge-like appearance of the

tendon. It then becomes extremely painful, and

being out of sight, it is difficult to determine what

to do for it.

The only remedies which seem to be relied upon

the most, are light work, kind treatment, and keep-

ing the feet moist. The latter may be done by
keeping the animal standing on moist sand in the

stall, and by soaking the feet every other night,

for one hour, in hot water, for two or three weeks,

and tying them up until the next morning in old

woolen cloths. Bleeding is sometimas resorted to,

and so is a division of the nerve of the leg ; but

they are of doubtful service, and ought not to be

resorted to only by experienced surgeons.

The disease indicated by a pohiting of the foot,

is very common, and ought to receive thorough

investigation by veterinary surgeons. It makes

the horse a very uncertain traveller. He becomes

slow and awkward in his gait, shrinks when he

goes down hill or over stony ground, and is liable

to stumble and fall on any ground.

"We would not advise the use of cow dung, or

the urine and salt which you mention ; but rather

stuff the foot with wet cotton, or something which

will retain the moisture. The cotton may be kept

in by placing a small piece of flat wood across the

shoe. "Wet the cotton when it gets dry.

THE quince JAPONICA.

Can you, or any of the correspondents of your
valuable paper, tell me whether the fruit of that

beautiful flowering shrub called ''Quince Japan-
tea," can be made of any use ? I have a Urge
bush of it, which I have kept in my garden more
than ten years, because of the beauty of its flow-

ers. This year it bore about a peck of fine looking

fruit, somewhat resembling a quince in flavor, but

more acid. I think I have heard the shrub called

Chinese quince. 1 notice in Botany it is classed

with apples and pears in the genus pyrus.
Inquirer.

Remarks.—The "Japan" Quince, or as it is often

called, the Quince Japonica, is one of the most
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beautiful of our flowering shrubs. Like some
other fair things, howtver, it has nothing but its

beauty to recommend it,—and that is enough in

this case. We have, never heard of any use being

made of its fruit, nor can we find any such refer-

ence in the books.

BULLS AND STALLIONS AS W0EKEE8.

In an English edition of a work "On Force," by
Charles Bray, it is asserted that "geldings and
oxen have much more working power, that is,

enduring muscular force, than stallions and bulls."
This is not in accordance with my opinion on the
subject, formed from observation of quite a num-
ber of experiments with animals in both condi-'
tions, in continuous labor and in exhibitions of
strength and endurance.
The same writer says, "the sexual feeling is

generally the strongest in the system and absorbs
the largest amount of force;" but may not this

force be expended in the labor performed by the
bull or stallion which is kept at continuous work ?

Qaife a number of instances have come under
my observation where an entire horse in a team,
has, as the saying is, worked horse after horse to
death, and the owner has offered almost double
price for one which could do as much work as the
stallion; but, I have never known the reverse of
this, to he true. As a class, do geldings do better
on the course than stallions ? Some very fine and
fast geldings, of course, are to be found, but, had
they been lett entire, and had the same care and
training, what would they have been capable to
accomplish, is the question.
Time and again have I seen the bull worked

with the ox, of equal age and^girt, and in a yoke
with one to six inches the shortest end, and other
things being equal, prove more than a match for

any ox which could be obtained ; but, there has
not come to my knowledge a case where it has been
the reverse. Several instances have been observed
where the owner afiirmed that his bull would do
as mvch work upon the harrow or stone-boat, in a
short yoke, as a pair of oxen of equal size would
do ; aod, at some of our shows and fairs the single

bull has competed with a pair of oxen in a test

of btrangth, and made a good s-how at that.

One conclu'^ion, though not entirely satisfactory,

has rather been forced upon me, and it is this

:

that bulls and stallions do not endure exposure to

heat or cold, as well as oxen, geldings, cows and
marcs ; but why, is the query, if the fact is ad-
mitted. In testing their endurance of muscular
exertion of a continuous nature, they should not
be put to any other use during the trial.

The facts—truth—are wanted,—that is all. And
if any who have made fair trials have come to a

different conclusion from that I have expressed, I

shall be very happy to hear from them.
There are well known advantages in emascula-

tion, such as greater do( ility, &c., but are strength

and endurance promoted or increased thereby ?

Farmington, Me., Nov., 1870. O. W. True.

GRASS-FED STOCK.—CORN RAISING IN NEW HAMP-
SHIRE.

When I read the article in the New England
Fakmer on grass-fed beef,—comparing some from
Vermont that had no grain in it, with that from
the best Western steers,—I should, had I a voice

loud enough, have given three cheers that would
have echoed from one hill to another throughout
New Ens; land.

Lij.t winter the farmers of New Hampshire
'vcre urged to "plant another acre oi cuiu" to

.'.^ake up the amount we corsumed. Grass was
ynorcd. The use of corn was not discussed, but

it was declared by some of your correspondents
that we must have corn to have beef.
The importance of keeping animals constantly

growing is fully appreciated by few farmers in
New Hampshire. "Spring poor" is a significant,
but very common phrase here.
This summer we fed two calves with skimmed

milk, and hay or grass, until they were about
twenty weeks old, when they were worth S2.5 each,
to kill or to keep, as that amount was offered by
the butcher, and paid by a man to keep. They
ate no grain. Many heifers and steers two years
old are sold for less money ; but they are animals
that have been subjected to the starving process
twice at least during their growth. There is no
foundation in truth for the statement that New
England farmers must keep their cattle in that
way. Nearly all of our pastures are good at some
time in the year ; but very few remain so during
the twenty weeks that are generally consielered
the pasturing season. All of our farms may pro-
duce something to furnish food for stock in the
summer, when the grass becomes dry and innu-
tritions. Cattle that are thriving, will fatten as
quickly as others that are growing poor will re-
cover their thrifty condition.
What is to be the subject discussed this winter ?

If the same subject was discussed throughout the
State, and the aiscussions reported, we could have
the experience of our friends in other parts of the
State to meet our opponents at home. Better ar-
guments than have ever yet been offered, must be
advanced to induce us to hoe another acre of corn
more than we have done. *
New Hampshire, Nov. 1870.

AN EXPERIMENT WITH ITALIAN BEES.

Five years ago last spring I had an Italian queen
put into a swarm of black bees. The next season
they swarmed four times. The two first swarms
sent out two colonies apiece ; the third swarm one,
which flew off, and the fourth one, which was also
lost. The others I saved; making nine swarms
from one in one season. Since then they have not
swarmed more than the black bees ordinarily do;
and have barely gathered honey enough to live on
through the winter, although the first year every
swarm had abundance of honey, even the third
and fourth, as the fourth was stopped a mile from
home. Now, why is it ? I have kept bees over
thirty years, and never heard of the instance of
such an increase of bees in one season as I have
mentioned, nor should I believe it if I had not had
the sole care of them, and know it to be so. This
season I have but two young swarms that have
honey enough to winter. Orson Towne.
North Dana, Mass., Nov. 11, 1870.

PREPARING TUBS FOR BUTTER.

In reply to the request of "Learner," I will give
the method I have practiced for over twenty y^sars,

and have never had any occasion for complaint;
that the butter tasted of the tub.

After soaking a new tub in -cold water to ascer-
tain that it does not leak, I fill it with skimmed
milk ; much preferring that newly soured. Let it

stand from thirty-six to forty eight hours, then
pour it out, wash and scald the tub thoroughly
and fill with strong brine, letting it stand a week
or more before packing the butter. The brine
should be so strong that salt will remain undis-
solved at the bottom of the tub. I use no salt-

petre ; preferring pure salt to rub on the inside of
ihe tub before putting in the butter. I tre^t tubs
from which the butler lias been used in Jiie same
manner; washing them thoroughly before filling

with the sour milk. m. m. b.

Putney, Vt., Nov. 7, 1870.
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For the New England Farmer.

CTJLTIVATINQ AKD KEEPINQ BOOTS
One method of agricultural progress, and

a very good one, too, is by the perusal of agri-

cultural publications, another by experiment,

and a third, and by no means in^igni6cant

means of advancement, is by observation.

I am in the habit of raising a quantity of

roots every jear for feed; consisting this

year of mangolds, carrots, parsnips, and
Swedish turnips, compri^ing about three-

fourths of an acre in all. On one side of the

piece, but at the ends of the rows, was a

ridge from one and a half to two feet higher

than the ground occupied by the roots. In

July, when the beets were about two inches

through, I had occasion to li vel this ridge, and
in so doing filled in between the rows a dis-

tance of about two feet from the t-nds, and
from three to six inches deep, covering some
of the beets and carrots up around the tops.

There were two kinds of mangolds, two of

carrots, two of turnips, and one of parsnips.

On harvesting, it was found that on the two
feet of the rows so filled in, the ) ield was
double, by actual weight, that of the same
distance on any other part of the row, with

one exception, that of the long orange carrot,

where the difference was not as great, owing,

1 presume, to their growing entirely below the

surface at all times.

Now the query is, will it pay to hill up
root crops like potatoes, or must it be fillid up
between the rows and kept level, as was the

case with these? Would it have bad the

same tffcct if the season had been wet, in-

stead of dry? I have observed also that the

mangolds that were filled in are as tender and
good to cook as the table beet, and those not

£0 treated are a liitle more stringy, though
not very much so.

Speaking of the quality of beets, or any
other vegetable, for that matter, I am led to

express an opinion which is at variance with

that of most writers, and I prefaume that of the

Editor of the Farmer, viz : that, one ) ear with

another, early sowed or planted vegetables are

the best in quantity and quality, turnips except-

ed. I know that Mr. Gregory, and all seed men,
recommend sowing the mangolds, carrots and
al.so table beets, for winter use, the last of

May or first of June. I have been experi-

menting for ten years, and I now plant all

such things as early in the spring as 1 can get

the ground in good condition. I leave the

roots in the ground as late as possible, then

store in a cool dark cellar, and 1 have as good
vegetables as one can ask for. In ISfJ'J I

eowed table beets the 22d of April, and had
some of them the next year, when new beets

were large enough to cook, that were almost

as teni;er as the new ones. For fpring and
Butnm'^r n^e, I bury tome in the fall, and in

the spring take them up and pa< k them in a

box, with mots, and they will keep until new

ones come. Turnips and carrots can be kept
in the same manner. Some contend that the

expense of cultivation is greater when sown
early, but if the land was properly tilled the

previous season, there is but little difference,

or at least so thinks OiiSEUVER.
Oak mil, N. Y., Nov., 1870.

SAVING MANURE.
Our correspondent, J. M. Crafts, Whately,

Mass., writes as follows to the Boston Culti-

vator :—
For the last ten years, I have not allowed

any waste, from water or wind, of my manure,
as I have carefully housed it all, and have en-

deavored to save the urine by means of ab-

sorbents, placed in a trench behind uiy stock

;

using, more generally, peat muck for that

purpose ; sometimes I have used sand. The
quantity and quality of the manure thus made
IS about in the same ratio, say, one multiplied

by ten. Antediluvians thought, and plainly

told me, that "1 should spoil my land by using

so much muck ; it would sour it all up." But
1 have lived to see some of these same men
drawing muck of late years, and using the

same quite freely. It has, however, been at-

tended with a good deal of labor—the supply-

ing of the trench every day—and I have been
casting about for some easier method of ac-

complishing the same result with less labor.

I have just completed a new stable, 1.5 by
40 feet, making room for nine head of cattle

and two horses. Underneath I have a base-

ment room—above ground—that is the same
size of the stable, and about eight feet high

;

a wall of stone surrounds it on three sides,

three and one half feet high, on which rest

the sills of my barn. The whole cellar is en-

closed and warm, so that I hope to prevent

the manure from freezing in the winter.

The bottom of this cellar is covered with

old brick, laid flat ways down, and a little

apart, and then covered and completely filled

with hydraulic-cement mortar, made so soft

that it would easily fill every crevice between
the bricks, and the coating will vary from one-

half to one inch on the top of the brick ; the

wall is pointed with the same material. This

is done to prevent the pigs from rooting the

bottom of the cellar all up, and to retain, to

an extent at lea t, the urine not taken up by
the peat and other absorbents supplied. I

have now four pigs but-ily at work on the pile,

and 60 far I am pleased with the results of my
labors, and I l^ope to make more manure, and
better, than 1 have ever done before. When
I have proved it, I will give the results.

—Horses, it is stated, are among the articles in

Paris which have been most greatly depreciated

by the si''ro. At the fashionalilc horsr; Imzmrs,

aniiiils whii h ht fore the war lirought from ^.lOO

to $1000, arc now selling as low as from $S to $40.
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A DAY AT "INDIAN HILIi" PAKM.

OME four miles from the

city of Newburyport lies

the above farm, which

derives its name from a

large swell of land which

wsLScaWedi"Indian Hill,''''

in I he deed given of it in

1650, by "Great Tom,"

to the town of Newbury_

This bill was subsequent-

ly deeded by the town to

John Poore. It has

since been handed down from father to son,

and the present owner is the seventh proprie-

tor, and is the able and widely-known corres-

pondent, "Perley," o( the Boston Journal.

The view from the top of the hill is exten

sive, when the weather is clear,—the panora-

ma including the ocean from the Isle of

Shoals to Cape Ann, and the lower portion

of the Merrimack Valley.

On the apex of the hill is a well, some eight

feet in diameter and ninety feet deep. Near

this is the form of a masonic lodge, laid in

green turf, in memory of the ancient brother-

hood who were accustomed to meet on the

top of a hill.

The homestead embraces about 200 acres,

and there are about the same number of acres

of outlands, in pastures and woodlots. The

father of the present proprietor, Mr. Benjamin

Poore, was a merchant in New York, but

always passed his summers in the old home-

stead. Visiting England in 1830, he had

plans made of the old family place there, and

on his return had an oaken frame building,

erected in 1650, re-modelled and changed so

as to reproduce a British yeoman's rural

home. To this he added a barn, the lower

story of which is of stone, built on the Scotch

plan, with a reservoir for the wash of the yard

and stables, with the waste water from the

house. This barn holds about 160 tons of

hay, and is this year almost full.

Mr. Benjamin Poore was associated with

Timothy Pickering, E. H. Derby, Gorham Par-

sons, and others, in the formation of the Es-

sex County Agricultural Society and was a

member of the Massachusetts Society for the

Promotion of Agriculture. He reclaimed and

thoroughly underdrained large meadows, and

bis herd of white Short-horns is still kept up

by the purchase of young thoroughbred bulls

as they are needed, thus avoiding breeding in-

and-in.

In 1845, the Massachusetts Society for

Promoting Agriculture, awarded a massive

silver tea urn to him, for "the best-managed

farm," and he obtained many other premiums

from the county society for farm products

and stock.

Major Ben. Perley Poore, who in turn

inherited Indian Hill, has been, and still is,

very much occupied in literary pursuits, and

resides on the farm only a portion of the year,

but manages not only to keep up its former pro-

ductiveness, but to make many and very sub-

stantial improvements . Having been required

,

when a lad, to plant forest seeds and acorns,

some of which are now large trees, he has

given especial attention to arboriculture.

His plantation of twenty -five acres, which has

recently been awarded the one thousand dollar

premium by the "Massachusetts Society for

the Promotion of Agriculture," demonstrates

that forest trees can be grown on the bleak

hill-sides of New England, reclothing them,

ameliorating the climate, and causing dried

up springs to gush forth again.

In this plantation there are twelve varieties

of oaks, with maples, ash, locust, fir, pine,

larch, and other varieties. The land upon

which the forest-plantation is located is quite

high, being a portion of three sides of the

"Indian Hill" itself. Winding in graceful

curves around its sides, are pleasant foot

paths for pedestrians, and comfortable car-

riage-ways for those who do not care to climb

so high. The trees composing the plantation

are all from seeds planted by the proprietors

of the land,—by Maj. Poore, or by his father.

Some of the oaks and chestnuts are now
nearly, or quite, seventy-five feet high, and

in the most thrifty condition. A row of

chestnuts of this character border the north

side of the garden, sufficiently near to pro-

tect, but not to overshadow the smaller plants.

In rambling over the plantation, we noticed

a great diflference in the size of the same kind of

trees, and was surprised to learn that this dif-

ference was the eflfect of shelter. Numerous

instances were then pointed out where oaks

and other trees were three or four times as

large as those set at the same time, but in ex-

posed places.
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The farm, as a •whole, is a fair example of

what thorough drainage, protection, and care-

ful culture will accomplish. The fences are

good, and the land under them is clean, the

fields—though the harvests had been gathered

from them—indicated high condition. They

were broad, clean and productive. All the

cattle of the farm are white Short-horns, and

possess the fine points of that famous breed.

A few sheep, together with a vaiicty of poul-

^Tj gave animation to the scene, and were

the source of cheerful hopes in a gastronomic

point of view.

The dwelling is unique. There is probably

on other like it in the country. It is in the

form of the segment of a circle, fianked at the

points by a round stone building. A porch

over the main entrance to the centre building,

is sustained by large cedar posts, with the

bark on them, and the whole front is overrun

with the Tennessee or some other climbing rose

interspersed with creeping plants that tiower at

different times. The internal arrangements

are as unique as the external. The broad

hall, with its galleries, and four parlors open-

ing into each other in a circle, remind one of

the halls of the ancient barons which we read

of in the novels. But it is the circular stone

building on the south of the structure, where

the genius loci may mostly be found, among
rare paintings and books, Indian relics, and

relics of men buried 3,000 years ago, armors

of Spaaish Knights, Salvos from Damascus,

ancient records of agricultural practices, and

more than 15,000 autographs of distinguished

persons

!

In order to keep fresh in the memory some

of the modes of living, the furniture, crockery,

clothing and domestic utensils of his ancestors,

he has several apartments filled with all the

appliances of their day, from the kitchen fire-

place to the bed-room and parlor. Most of

these articles were the property of the occu-

pants of the farm, and have been handed

down with jealous care from one generation to

another.

Pleased as we were, however, with the for-

est and the farm, nothing was so gratifying to

us as the spirit which animated the domestic

life of all, parents, sisters and children ;

—

that domestic life which is

—

—"filondly to the hcBt pii'»alt» of man, i

Friacdly to tbouglu, to virtue, a:.d to peace," '

those loving and loveable hearts, that

"Brighten light.

And give back sunghioe with an added glow."

HON. HORACE CAPBON'S ADDBE8S.
We have read with much interest the address

of the present head of the Agricultural Depart-

ment at Washington, delivered at the Cotton

State Fair and Agricultural Congress held in

Augusta, Georgia, during the last week in October.

It was so pointed and practical, and contained so

many homely, old fashioned truths in respect to

the true causes and fjundation of national as well

individual prosperity and wealth, that we have
been a little curious to see how it would be re-

ceived by the Southern people.

The Borne Journal of Lexington, Ky., says "it

was full of timely suggestions, and was well re-

ceived," and gives the following synopsis of the

address :

—

He urged the importance of mapufactures. With
the abundant fuel and wat-r power found through-
out that section, the greater portion of the cotton
crop could be manufactured, at least, into yarns
and coarse fabrics, and many millions of profit
saved to the South that has heretofore been lost to
it from the absence of this lucrative industry.
England and France make one dollar's worth of
raw cotton yield three, and the Southern factories
could, in time, turn out all the gojds for which
they have now to send North. These ideas have
been repeatedly set forth in this paper, and tbe
notable success of the manufactory established at
Augusta—two-thirds of the capital of which has
come from its own earnings—proves conclusively
th.it such enterpri^•es are practicable.
There is no reason why a single pound of sugar

should be brought from abroad, for, although our
home production la=t year WdS not ten per cent, of
the consumption, Louisiana alone has suitable
lands of sufficient area to tupply the present wants
of the countiy. Tbe fruits which grow in the fer-
tile South are of such wonderlul variety, the pro-
ducts of which show so largely in our Imports,
should add annually millions of dollars to the
wealth of that section and the country. The
cheapest beef and cheapest wool produced in the
country, are now, as the statistics show, the pro-
duct of the grasses of the Gulf States.
Mr. Caprou also urged upon the Southern people

the benttits that would result to them from a sys-
tem of mixed husbandry. If more grain were
raised and lets cotton, they would be better otT,

for it is an established prmciple that men grow
rich by what they make, and the opinion was con-
tidentially expressed that the Jime would como
when the products of cotton will be all surplus,
other products paying the expenses of the farms.
He encouraged also a restorative instead of an ex-
haustive sy.stem of agriculture, the use of fertil-

izers, judicious rotation and a course ofgrasses.

Tbe Home Journal ul?o says that the "Congress,"

consisting of delegates from agricultural and other

societies, was organized by the selection of Hon.
Ilerschell V. Johnson as president, and adds :

—

Speeches were made by representative men
from all the lute slavehoKhng States, setting' forih
the advantages and c.ipacities of that section, and
the necessity, not only lt)r a wickr range of pro-
duction, but the feasibility and profit ot manutac-
tures. Coniniittees were appointed for practical
work ad interim, and Selina, Alabama, designate'
as the place tor the next uiuetiug.
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This Congress was a gratifying success, and, in

our opinion, its meetings will give a needed im-
pulse to the development of the agricultural and
industrial resources of the entire tiouth, and direct

the awakened enterprise and energies of the people
there so as to lead to the best results.

There is no good reason why the South should
not, with all the people working to one end, with

its high capabilities of soil and climate, with new
and improved modes of culture, and the opening
ap sources of profit hitherto unknown there,

prosper in the future to a greater degree than it

ever did in the brightest days of the past.

Loss IX Wheat Raising.—New England far-

mers who have to figure pretty closely to find a

profit in the result of their farming operations

during the past year, may, perhaps,—on the prin-

ciple that "misery loves company"—experience a

sort of melancholy satisfaction in comparing notes

with those who till the rich soils of the Western

prairies. The following "account current" is fur-

nished to the Prairie Farmer by a Missouri far-

mer, with his wheat crop on four and a half acres,

on which "New York Premium Wheat" was

drilled in, Septembef 2, 1869 :—

Plonghxg, say $7 00

Harrowii g. say 2 00

Drilling, iucluding hire of drill 3 00

S ,ed 8 0)

Heaping, say 4 CO

Bindirg and shocking, say 4 00

HcacRiug, eay - • « 4 00

ToraBhing 5 00

Interest on valne of Imd and taxes .... 21 00

Hauling 75 loads manure, applied before bar
rowing 27 00

Total expense $35 00

Credit by 75 bushels by thrasher's measure,
sold chiefly fjr eeed, and remeagurwd
only 71 buohtls $84 00

Loss $1 00

For the New England Farmer,

POULTRY.
Be&t Breeds, Care, Management, Profits, &c

An Essay read b fore the Concord Farmers' Club,

by BE^JAMIN W. Brown, Wov. 3, 1870.

There seems to be no branch of domestic

economy less understood by farmers in gen-

eral, than that of profitably raising poultry.

Perhaps, if we look into this subject a little,

we may ascertain some of the causes of the

unproticableness complained of, and more es-

pecially by those who keep poultry in small

numbers.
Most people think that fowls must pick

their own living around the house and barn,

roost in an old shed or out in the open air ex-

posed to storms and wind, and yet yield a

good supply of eggs. I have found that fowls

which have to roam about all day in search of

food, have little time or inclination to lay eggs
;

and any one who expects to realize profit Irom

poultry managed in this way, may as well ex-

pect to get rich raising asparagus, strawber-

ries, potatoes, corn or vegetables, and not take

any care of them.

1 would like to ask any one of those gentle-

men who finds fowls so unprofitable, if he
would expect his cows to be a source of profit

if allowed to run at large, in the highways,
and get a living as best they could ; or his

swine to fatten if not taken care of and fed

regularly ; or his horses to perform daily la-

bor ; or even to do a day's work himself, if

treated in such manner as he is wont to treat

the fowls ? Many people labor under the im-
pression that because the fowls find a few flies,

worms, «&c., to feed upon, they will get their

whole living in this way, and be a source of
profit besides. But I have found that in or-

der to pay well, fowls as well as all other do-
mestic animals, must be properly cared for

and fed.

One complaint is that they destroy every-
thing about the garden and house, and are a
trouble in many ways. In answer to this, I

should say, give them a place to stay in, the

same as you do your cattle and horses, and
they will not trouble your garden. The whole
secret of success is in giving poultry plenty of

feed, both grain and flesh. During the sum-
mer months they will provide themselves with
animal food, but in the winter months they

should have plenty of meat of some kind.

Best Breeds.

This is a question on which there is a great

diversity of opinion, and 1 have hardly found
two persons wlio agreed. I have had several

different kinds,—the old fashioned small hens,

the White Dorkings, the Black Spanish and
the Brahma Pootras, and am well satisfied that

for laying, rearing young and for the market,

the Brahma Pootra fowls are the best.

The White Dorkings are very good layers,

but do not grow as large as the Brahmas.
Having heard a great deal about the Black
Spanish fowls as good layers, I purchased two
of them, and in one year I was satisfied that

they would not do for me. They did not

commence laying until nearly spring. They
are very small fowls and lay small eggs.

They would never roost with the rest of the

hens, but get as high up as possible, and I

could not keep them in my hen yard, where
the rest of the fowls would never get out.

When dressed for market their flesh is very

dark colored, and anything but inviting to the

eye.

A great objection urged against the Brah-

mas is that they are more inclined to set than

any other breed. It is possible that such is

the case ; but I found last winter that my
Brahma pullets laid more eggs than any kind

I had, and wanted to set more also ; but I

found that I could break them up in two days,

and they would go to laying again, while the

other kinds would not commence laying again

for a month or more.

In the market no one can deny the fact that

the JSrahraas are the best, for they grow very

fast, and when dressed are yellow and look

very well indeed. Another advantage is that
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when they are sent to market, instead of weigh-

ing six pounds a pair, as the Black Spanish

and other small breeds do, they weigh from
twelve to fifteen pounds per pair.

Of the other kinds of fowls I know but lit-

tle, except the Houdans, which are noted for

their good laying qualities, and also for their

not wanting to set often, though in size they

do not compare with the Brahmas.

Feeding Poultry.

My method of feeding fowls is as follows.

In the first place, I keep grain by them all the

time ; for 1 have found from experience that

they will eat much less when fed in that way,

than when fed twice a day all they will eat. I

have a trough or low box, with slats nailed

across the top so that they cannot get into it

and scratch the grain out. This is kept filled

with corn and oats during the winter; and
about twice a week give them wheat screen-

ings, which I have found excellent food for

laying hens. Oyster shells should be pounded
for them every morning, and from a cake of

pork scraps, kept by them, a small quantity

should be chopped olF for them every morning.

Fresh water should be kept by them all the

time ; and in cold weather it should be warmed.
By this method of feeding about five min-

utes or less a day are required to take care of

them.

The Hen House and its Appurtenances.

The boxes for laying should be large enough
for one hen only, and should be covered if

possible, as a hen when laying will get out of

sight if a chance is given her for doing so.

The roost should be in one corner, acd I

have a floor underneath so as to catch all the

droppings, and once a week take them all up
clean. The result was that last spring I had

hen manure enough to plant two acres of corn

with, which I considered worth more than the

same weight of superphosphate, or any of the

special manures in market.

I have a small room partitioned off in one
end of my hen house for a sitting room, and
when I wish to set a hen, I take her, in the

evening, from the nest she has been laying in,

and place her carefully on the nest she is to

set in ; and in nine cases out of ten she will

set without any difficulty.

A hen house should be built with a row of

windows on the south side, so as to admit the

sun in the winter, and a hen yard of suitable

size should be built on the north side of the

building, so that they may have a cool place

in the summer.
A great mistake is made by crowding too

many hens into a small place. The building

which my hens occupy is o2 by 17 feet, and 1

consider 50 hens a large number to keep in it.

To avoid vermin, which hen houses are apt

to be filled with, I white-wash it thoroughly,

taking great pains to wash the roosts, as the

vermin are more apt to be found there than

elsewhere.

In order to show those persons who think

the raising of poultry unprofitable, that it can
be made profitable, I will give you an account
of my poultry kept in 18C9. I commenced
January 1, 18G9, with
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very slow, and some of it never attained a
greater height than one and a half or two feet,

and the consequence was, it did not average
more than 35 bushels per acre, whereas, my
opinion is, that if I had not ploughed more
than five, or five and a half inches, I should

have had at least 00 bushels per acre. The oat

crop the following season (1866) was very

light indeed ; not more than one-half what I

usually got, when manured so thoroughly.

The following year (1867) it was mowed, but

the crop was very light. The years 1868 and
1869 it was pastured, but the feed was not

very abundant, having usually pastured one
full grown creature to the acre on such land.

This year it was mowed again, and gave a

tolerable crop of hay. I think the land will

recover its former fertility in time, but the

loss has been too great.

I had much rather plough five to six inches,

and run the subsoil plough four or five inches

deeper. This I have done on 19 acres of

these clay lands with great success, improving

both grass and grain. I think manure cover-

ed not over five to six inches deep will give

the greatest benefit to the corn crop, as corn

roots grow near the surface.

My corn this year was planted on a yellow

loam soil, ploughed five to six inches, and
during the most severe drought I have not

observed that the leaves have curled in t^p

least, and it is a most excellent crop, with the

larger part of it good seed corn^ Gravelly

and sandy soils may be benefited by deep
ploughing, as they are more easily affected by

drought.

I am aware that I am running counter to

the opinion of many men upon this subject of

deep ploughing—some of them theorists, per-

haps, and some of them good, sound, practical

farmers. I do not wish to mislead any one

in the matter, but let every farmer test the

matter by experience, and judge for himself.

James Childs.

Deerfield, Mass., Oct. 17, 1870.

DEVONB FOR ALL PUBPOBES.

It is fashionable, on our Illinois prairies, to

praise the biggest cattle as the best, and the

thoughts of most of our stock-improving far-

mers are turned to Durhams and their grades

as the most desirable cattle. Possibly where

beef is the only object, and corn and grass

are far away from towns and railroads, and

cheap, so that an extra ten bushels of corn or

half an acre of grass are hardly worth the

reckoning, these may be the best cattle.

But if one wants to get the animal combin-

ing the best milking, beef and working quali-

ties for the smallest expense, he should get

fthe Devon. Ten or twelve years ago, desir-

ing to improve my herd of caftle. I was in-

duced to look into the question of the most
profitable cattle for the region and latitude of

fc>t. Louis. Here is a market near at hand in

which all kinds of cattle feed bear a fair price,

making economy in feeding a point to be
looked into more carefully than it has been on
our wasteful grain farms. During the later

summer, we have often severe droughts and
short pastures, so that heavy feeders require

a large acreage for their sustenance. Look-
ing at these points, even if we concede that,

with high feeding, the Short- horn is the best,

we mu.st prefer the Devon for the common
ways of common farmers. But experience

goes to show that the smaller animal on the

thinner lands will glean a better sustenance

and get in better condition, other things being

equal, just as in spring, sheep and young cat-

tle will fill themselves from the young grass

before the larger animals are able to do so.

Over and above this, we may believe, from
the experience of those who have bred the

Devon and Durham side by side, that there is

more assimilation of food and less offal in the

Devon, so that a pound of beef represents a

smaller amount of feed in the Devon. This,

I think, is the observation of Col. Horace Ca-
pron, our present Commissioner of Agricul-

ture, who has fed the two breeds together. I

have not enough experience to pronounce a
definite opinion, but I am told by a leeder that

some half grade Devon steers which I sold

him fed more satisfactorily than the common
cattle of the country or grade Short-horns.

Fat steers, I find, agreeably disappoint the

purchaser whose eye judgment has been formed
in the examination of the more leggy and less

compact bullocks of other breeds. The beef
is better and worth more in the markets than

that of the Short-horn, or for that matter, of

most other breeds. Several years' experience

in the use of the beef of grade animals satis-

fies me that it is more generally good, animal

after animal, than that of other cattle, and
most desirable for the farmer who slaughters

his own beef. The smoothness and uniformity

of the steers impress the purchaser favorably,

and make them fancy lots in the markets.

Their weak point, if they have one, is a less

early maturity, whereby they may not attain a

sufficient size at as early an age as the Short-

horn.

As milking animals, I find them very satis-

factory. The quantity of milk is not the

largest, but is nearly as rich as that of the

Alderney, and makes butter of equal excel-

lence, though not so high colored. Taking
quantity and quality both under consideration,

1 do not find them inferior to any breed that

I have seen or heard of. They are kind, lov-

ing animals, like to be petted, but impatient

of abuse, and make reliable and gentle milk-

ers. I noticed that Mr. Allen, in his late book
on cattle, commends the capabilities of the

breed in this respect, as well as others, as

among the best.

For a working animal—and I still have faith

in the economical value of work-oxen on our

large farms at least—the Devon steer's merits
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are conceded. He is qnick, enduring, and
spirited ; and were it. not for the difficulty of
procuring good specimens of that almost ob-
solete race—in this part—the ox-driver, I

would commend him to all concerned. Worked
until about eight years old and then fatted for

beef, be makes^ profitable animal to the

grower.

Beyond these points of merit, I find the

Devon a hardier animal than any other of our
cattle kind—hardier even than our natives.

He endures extremes of cold and heat with an
equaniujity that his great vitality alone ac-

counts for. The Durham requires special at-

tention to endure our cold winters, and does
not thrive in the drougth and heat of our sum-
mers, but the Devon goes through all, hearty

and thriving.

In face of all these facts, it must be con-
cedtd that the Devon is not the popular breed.
His well-balanced merits of beauty of form
and color, excellence of beef, richness of milk,

and superiority as a work animal, do not seem
to tell against the bigness of the Short-horn.
Just as the popular and superficial choice fixes

upon the bigness and bright color of fruits as

criteria in selection and purchases, 'BigRo-
mauites" in preference to Newtown Pippins,
and Concords instead of Delawares, so I some-
times think the big and clumsy draught-horse
and the large and artificial Durham are pre-
ferred for the very insufficient reason of supe-
rior size.

But for many, perhaps most, parts of our
country, I am strongly inclined to think that

the common farmer who grows cattle for his

own use and to sell in the markets, and who is

not doing a fancy business in taking premiums
at lairs and selling over-fed calves at exorbi-

tant prices as breeders, will find the Devon a
more profitable animal than the Short-horn.
I am afraid it may be considered very hetero-

dox, possibly blasphemous, to say so, but such
is the drift of my conclusions thus far, afrer

some experience and some observation.

—

W.
G. Flagg, in Hearth and Hume.

SHOSINQ HOB8B3.
If the shoe does not sit perfectly level all

around, and if it extends so far outside the

hoof that the nails are prevented from enter-

ing the crust in the exa't spot, and in the

very direction, which they should, there will

be a constant straining on the nails, which is

injurious to the foot, and will be liable to chip

pieces off the hoof. The shoe ought to be
made wide across the foot, at the peint where
the two front nails are situated. The greatest

mistake frequently lies here. In pluce of
turning the shoe, at the toe, very carefully on
the horn of the anvil, the smith generally sets

it up on its side and Aien strikes it with his

hammer. The consequence is it yields at the

ctntre of the arch, and, instead of being nicely

and regularly rounded in front, whilst the

breadth from side to side is preserved, the
nail holes on each side are brought nearer to
the centre of the shoe than they ought to be.
As a necessary result, the shoe at the front
nail holes is too narrow for the hoof, and,
when it is nailed on, the crust presses injuri-

ously on the internal sensible parts of the foot.
It is difficult to convince the smiths of the
possibility of laming a horse, by having the
shoe too narrow in front. They generally
think the whole difficulty lies about the heel.

In putting on the shoe the nails should be
driven with a gentle hand, and they ought not
by any means to be clenched very tight.

Hard driving and tight clenching will bend
the hoof, at the place where the clei^hes are
turned, inwards and downwards towards the
shoe in such a manner as to injure the tender
parts contained within the cavity of the foot.
Besides, it is not necessary for a man to for-
get he is working with the foot of a living ani-

mal. The shoe will remain on a sufficient

length of time with gentle driving and clench-
ing, provided it is properly fitted to the foot.

If it has a thoroughly even bearing, there will

be little stress on the nails. The nails are
often made so coarse that they split the hoof,
and thus keep it constantly broken. A fine

nail will answer all the purposes required if

it is made of the right sort of material.

We know of no worse fashion, in connec-
tion with the application of the shoe, than the
one which the smith has, of hammering the
shoe on the one side or the other after three
or four nails have been driven, for the pur-
pose of putting it straight on the foot. 1\n^
is a speedy method of making up for his total

want of accuracy in placing it at first ; but it

should never be suffered to be practiced. It

strains all the nails which have already been
driven, and is thus calculated to do serious

damage to the foot.

Shoeing has been regarded by some as a
necessary evil ; still we are certain, it is an
evil in the horse or in the man only when it is

improperly performed. We are confident in

both cases it w«uld be advantageous, rather
than the reverse, if the artisan could alwa\s
be made sufficient acquainted with the theory
of his profession, and had hands, or rather a
head, for its due performance.

—

Pra. Farmer.

For the New Knglavd Farmer,

MA.NAQEMENT OJP PASTUHES.
"Water.

During the winter inonth.s the need of water
is evident, and many farmers are at great ex-
pense to provide it ; but in summer, it is

niu(;h the custom to depend only upon natural
supplies.

Fortunately the springs and brooks in New
England are so abundant that the majority of
pastures .ire well provided, and it is only hfr,

for us to consider how to remedy the defi-

ciency in a few exceptional cases.
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Some springs that run abundantly in spring
and fall, dry up in raid summer. In my own
pasture a spring stopped, and the earth that

was trodden around it by cattle, showed no
surplus moisture, yet by digging a few inches

a clear stream came bubbling up, and a little

more digging gave a good supply.

The owner of a very dry farm in my neigh-

borhood set his man to digging in a place
where the mud showed symptoms of a spring.

Immediately a spring was released that has
ever since furnished water sufEident to drive

two hydraulic rams, by which water is pro-
pelled to two dwellings. In order to get the

required fall of water, a curb was made around
ihe spring, of stone laid in cement. This,

filled to the top, gave three or four feet fall.

If there are no springs that can thus be im-
proved, surface water can be held in reserve
in pools and cisterns. In most pastures there

are low depressions, where the surface water
naturally accumulates. A pit ten feet square
with the sides of plank, backed up by blue
clay, or the sides plastered with cement,
would hold a supply for a small stock through
the summer. If stock visit the barns at pleas-

ure, the roofs will furnish water, if it is prop-
erly directed into cisterns, from which it may
be pumped as needed. Wells also can be
dug—if shallow, let them be large so as to

hold a good supply.

Stock, in a dry pasture, that are driven

some distance to a brook every day will rarely

keep in good condition. They become uneasy,

and ihe care of them will be a tax upon the

owner's time. Any pasture In New England
can be supplied with water.

Stock for Pasture.

The best stock .to keep a patture in condi-

tion is, doubtless, sheep, as they lay upcm the

elevated portions, which are speedily enriched

by their dfoppings. The lower portioas,

which are grazed QLiing the day, are naturally

richer, but will receive a due proportion of

manure.
Next to sheep, are full grcjwn cattle, fed for

betf, that lie day and night in the pasture.

Young cattle take more from the nutritive ele-

ments of their feed than beef cattle, because

their bones are growing as well as their fiesh.

D.airy cows soon get the habit of coming to

one part of the pasture at milking time, and
if thoy are not removed from the pasture at

night, their droppings accumulate and make a

a portion of the pasture uselessly rich. If

the droppings are shovelled up into heaps, and
some soil added each day or week, there will

be a load or two of manure from each cow
^in the dairy, duiing the season. If this fer-

tilizer is carted back into the pasture and
spread in the fall, it will increase the feed or

improve the pasture. If, in addition to this,

the part of the pasture used for a milking yard

is plowed and sown to corn for fodder, and
another yard fenced out, doubtless the top

dressing and fodder-corn would improve the
pasture steadily.

Horses alone are the poorest stock for pas-
tures, as they are dainty feeders, leaving
coarse grass and bushes, and their droppings
are of but little benefit to the turf. Steady
work horses can profitabljifbe pastured with
cows, as they graze by the hour near the bars,

where the rank feed is refused by the cows.
Colts are apt to chase cattle and sheep at

times. To get the greatest profit from a pas-
ture, mix the stock in about this proportion

:

ten cows, one horse, and fi«e sheep.

Fencea.

Pasture fences should be such as to secure
any stock. In some parts of Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, and Rhode Island, a single

wall surrounds the pasture, and although sheep
would be the most profitable stock where lamb
is twenty-five cents a pound, yet sheep cannot
be kept secure by a slight, imperfect wall. If
stakes supported a rail above the wall, it would
be better, or a board nailed to posts in the

wall. I haye seen miles of wall that was
nearly useless, as its security is measured by
its weak places.

Cedar rails, laid up Virginia fashion, each
two lengths forming the sides of a triangle,

make a good fence, if the work is well done.
Where durable wood for posts can be cheaply
obtained, a board fence is satisfactory, if it be
"pig tight, bull strong, and horse high."

Shelter and Shade,

In most pastures, there are trees that give

shade, but in the cold rains of spring and the
bleak winds and early snows of autumn, stock
should have shelter. Colts, sheep and young
cattle are not usually confined to the farm
yard until winter is fully come. As they stand
curled up by the fence during a cold, pelting

rain, they are very uncomfortable, even if they
do not contract disease that will show itself

during the winter by a cough, running nose,

and general debility.

Build a shed in the pasture, in a poor por-

tion if convenient, and have here the salt

trough, also a place to feed grain. Have the

buildiog so made that it can be closed, so as

to control the stock, whether colts, cattle or

sheep. If mostly closed, it will be darkened,

so that there will be less trouble from flies in

summer. Such a shed will be voluntarilv used
by the stock,—they will hasten to it in the

storm, and will linger there during hot days.

The adjoining portion of the pasture will be
improved, and if bushes or brakes are abun-

dant, they will diminish. The stock will be
more gentle and be more easily controlled, a

fact that will be appreciated by farmers who
have been worried by vild colts, sheep and
young cattle. Such a shed can be cheaply

made, by setting posts in the ground and
boarding upon them and making a roof of

boards. J.
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BUBAIj EMBEIiUSHMSNTB.
Aa A. Means of Making ocr Homes and Newhbor-

BOODB Moke Attractive.

A taste for the beautiful should always be

associated with a taste for the useful. It

often happens with farmers that a piece of

work may be left so as to be attractive to all

who see it, and yet cost no more than it would

standing as a deformity in the landscape.

But, if it costs something, the beautiful should

be one aim of the farmer in many of his op-

erations. He values it in his oxen and cows,

and especially in his horses. He takes pride

in the lawn-like appearance of his mowing

grounds, in the exact lines of his corn-fields

and stone walls, and the furrows turned up to

the sun and air.

Some farmers see all these with a glow of

satisfaction, and yet live in the midst of dis-

order and decay. In his symmetrical animals

he discerns a money return for the beautiful,

but when that glittering bauble is not prom-

ised, the beautiful vanishes and there is no

use in it ! The taste has not been educated to

cherish what is considered beautiful only in a

few things. It sees beauty and order, only in

those matters which minister to pecuniary

gain. In the fine symmetry and action of a

horse, it seems to realize future bonds, or

shares in banks or railroad stocks. But the

most beautiful rose that ever bloomed, or

graceful woodbine which creeps over rocks and

mounts trees to brine its scarlet berries to the

sun, never kindled in him the emotions that

were awakened by the prospect of an advan-

tageous sale of the beautiful horse

!

God gave the flowers and all plants a great

variety of form and color. They might just

as well, for aught we can see, been just alike

in shape, so far as mere subsistence goes.

But He saw fit to make his works beautiful as

well as beneficient.

What can be done by farmers to make their

homes and neighborhoods more attractive ?

It is cheap and easy so to embellish our

homes as to give them an air of taste and thrift

and render them attractive. If the house has

no paint, it may have a grape vine or climbing

rose over the porch or a window. If some

panes of glass are patched, the defect may be

screened by a blooming heliotrope, fuschia or

verbena, in an earthen pot eet upon the win-

dow aVA or hung before the offending defect.

If there is no gravel walk to the door, there

may be a rose bush or flowering shrub by the

side of the cart path to the house, so that the

dusty or muddy way be unnoticed in the con-

templation of the beautiful flower or shrub.

Indeed, it is not the possession of money

or much leisure that will render a farmer's

home attractive, but that general appearance

of order, good taste and economy which must

pervade everything. His fences must be

whole and not reeling ; his door-yards clean

;

sink spouts or other offensive objects screened

by groups of white pines, and here and there

a graceful elm or a majestic maple, standing

like guardian angels, with outstretched wings,

to protect from summer heats or winter blants.

Any person who can manage a farm has all

the requisite skiH to beautify it as far as our

proposition goes. He will not confess that he

does not know how to transplant a shrub, a

vine or a tree. Hundreds will say they have

not the time ! Is this so ? In our judgment

every person has the time—farmer, mechanic,

judge or minister. Few farmers say they have

not time to attend an auction, where the cast-

off trumpery of several generations is to be

sold ; or to bring home a wagon load of rub-

bish to increase that already about the doors,

or torment the women by adding it to the

stock already deposited in the garret

!

The pleasure of making oilr homes attrac-

tive should be a gradual one. That pleasure

is too valuable to be gratified lavishly. A lit-

tle should be done, and well done, each year,

and whatever is commenced be carefully at-

tended to. The autumn of the year affords

an excellent time to make a beginning. Sup-

pose such had been the practice of all the far-

mers of the town in which you live for fifiy

years past, would not the town now present

more rural attractions than any other in New
England?

The first step to take is, utterly to abandon

the old maxim, that

"Money makei the mare go,"

and learn the higher and noi-ler truth, that

The beautiful makes the «o«/grow.

But if a<(iuisition of money is tlie prime ob-

ject, that accumulation will be increased as the

real beauty of the fa^ is increased ; for pro-

fitable crops come from high culture, anu high

culture makes the earth blossom and become

beautiful.
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If circumstances require a sale of the farm,

that which is most attractive in its general

features, will usually command more money

than one in a slovenly condition, although pro-

ducing excellent crops.

The scenes of early life are usually deeply

impressed upon the mind. If agreeable and

attractive, they were the nursery of a patriot-

ism that never dies, and so the beautiful pleases

the eye, cultivates the affections, increases our

wealth and makes us lovers and defenders of

our country.

AQKICUIiTUKAI. COIitiEQB BOYS.
We copy the folIowiDg statement from the Col-

lege Department of the Amherst, Mass., Record.

It is encouraging that members of the Junior Class

should succeed in securing seven of the eight

prizes offered by an agricultural society for best

essays on farming subjects ; but is it not discour-

aging to contrast the sums they received, with

those secured by the owners of fast horses ? Is it

an honor to the managers of our agricultural fairs

that a horse's heels should be valued at more hun-

dreds of dollars than a man's brains are at single

dollars? "But the trotting draws" Yes, sir, it

is drawing and will continue to draw the indigna-

tion and contempt of thoughtfal and moral far-

mers.

The Hampshire Agricultural Society have
awarded eight, prizes for the best essays upon
"Special and General Farming," seven of which
were given to students of this College, and one to

a gentleman of North Amherst. Mr. II. W. Liver-
more rnceivedthe tirst prize for both classes of es-

says, $4 each; Mr F. M. Sommers the'second
prize, $(3 for general, and Mr. J. W. Clark the
second prize, $3, for special farming. The thrte

gentlemen above named are members of the jun-
ior class. It was not generally known that prizes

had been offered, and many of the students had
never heard of it until atterprizes had been awarded.

STALIilOWS FOR COMWON LA.BOR,

There are very ft^w geldings in France. The
reason is, the stallions are not unmanageable,
dangerous and vicious work-horses, but docile,

obedient, easily managed and intelligent.

There is nothing in the nature of things to

prevent our liaving the advantage of the great-

er toughness, strength, spirit, fearlessness,

safety (in being less liable to take fright.)

freedom from disease, and longer serviceable-

ness of the stallion over the gelding, were it

not that we and our ancestors have so abused
ibe temper of the horse, that his progeny ex-

hibit, among the unaltered males, vicious and
treacherous tempers, si^ as make them unsafe

and unreliable as work'^^ses, even under the

kindest and most umform treatment.

The English thoroughbreds, unexcelled for

spirit, endurance, tleetness and wind, are the

most vicious of al-l horses. They came from

the gentle, docile, affectionate Arab, and it is

only the training and abuse of the English
stable boys and grooms, we verily believe,

which have thus, in the course of generations,
ruined the temper of the most noble of the
breeds of horses. Its blood is infused through
all our common stock, and to it we owe most
of the characteristics for which we value our
horses. Where thoroughbreds have been
bred for generations under different treatment,
as under the handling of the negro grooms and
riders of the Southern States, their tempers
improve, and extraordinary exhibitions of vice

are rare among the stallions. The habit of
using stallions is followed a great deal by
French Canadians, who send to this country
so many of the so-called "Kanuck" horses.

These horses are small, close-knit and power-
ful, and when entire, tough beyond compari-
son. Wherever we meet with them, they are
praised for easy keeping qualities, great en-
durance, and freedom from ordinary ills, and
are seldom complained of as vicious.

Do we not, in our ordinary treatment,

sacrifice a great part of the usefulness and
serviceableness of the horse, in rendering him
intractable, more liable to disease, and less

intelligent and spirited ? Is it not worth while

to make experiments oftener of rearing stal-

lions lor labor, though it require more patience,

gentleness anl kindness on the part of those
who handle th« m. and repeated floggings ad-

ministered with a will, for any stable boys who
dare to pinch or tickle, or to ruffle their tem-
pers ?—American Agriculturist.

LOOK TO THE INCREASE.
For two or three years past the owners of

some of the largest flocks in the country have
omitted to breed a large* proportion of their

ewes. As the supply of fine wool in our prin-

cipal markets is generally admitted to have
been in excess of the demand, such a course

may have been a wise one—certainly much
better than neglecting the flock altogether,

and letting disease and casualties adjust the

supply to the demand. But is it the part of
wisdom to pursue such a policy any longer ?

We think not ; and would urge every flock

master, even though he should desire to still

further reduce his number of sheep, to con-

tinue to breed all his best animals, and bring

about a reduction by selling off the older and
more inferior ones. Any other course will as

assuredly bring down the standard of excel-

lence in quality of fleece as it will prove detri-

mental to constitutional vigor, and. as a con-

sequence, increase the cost and labor of hand-
ling. Good rams can now be bought for their

actual worth, and he w!)0 fails, because of any
temporary depression in'prices, to keep up the

standard of his flock, may not realize what a
mistake he has made until it is too late to

rectify it, or recover from its consequences.

—

A. M. Garland, in Western Rural.
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FEATHERS AND FOWLS.

The sale of the meat of

fowls at this market during

the late Thanksgiving week

was not favorable to the in-

terests of dealers, though we

understand that farmers gen-

erally obtained fair prices for

those sold at home. The

weather was too warm and the

supply too large for the mid-

dle-men, speculators or huck-

sters—whatever may be the

name applied to those who

buy poultry to sell again—and

they will probably be a little

more cautious in their pur-

chases next season. But at

the present prices of feathers

is not the fleece of poultry

stock an item of profit of more

importance than it is gener-

ally considered to be by far-

mers ."* The other day we had

occasion to price feathers at

the upholstery stores in Bos-

ton, and found the retail price of the best

quality of "live geese feathers" to be one

dollar and ten cents a pound. The second

quality seventy-five to eighty cents, and a

pretty coarse article of mixed feathers fifty

cents. On referring to the quotations of

prices for geese feathers in the Nkw England

Farmer for 1833, we found the price was at

that time thirty-five to forty cents. At the

same time wool was quoted at thirty-two to

sixty cents a pound ; flour, $5 75 to $6.12, a

barrel ; corn, 65 to 74 cents a bushel. With

these remarks and the above illustration of

aq-iatic fowls, we leave the subject for the con-

sideration of those who raise poultry and pluck

feathers.

%^'^

sumed to be evidence of the carelessness and

ignorance of western dairy women :

—

Several years ago we were applied to by a
large shipper of fat, lard and grease in Chica-

go, in relation to t)lea"hing and deodorizing

rancid butter, suet and tallow. The same in-

dividual wished also to become acquainted

with the best means of combining fats of dilFer-

ent degrees of consistency.' so that they would
have a uniform degree of hardness. Infor-

mation was also desired in relation to improved
methods of imparting fo this ma^s an artificial

color similar to that of grass-made butter.

Co pressing our in(|uiries, we found that

this seeker after practical information was the

proprietor of a butter factory, and a very ex-

tensive one in its way. lie was undtr but

slight obligations to fat pastures or "kine

with distended udders" for his supplies of the

materials that were to be couvertfd into butter

balls. A very small amount of butler was
used, "just to give a .sli^'ht (lavor to the mass,"

that was packed into tlrbins or bulter tubs and
sent to feed the epicures of Gotham. To the

best of our recollection, he statfd that his

usual shipment of this dainty amounted to two
car loads a week. It was sold, he ififormeU

us, in New York, as ^second grade cooking

or western butter. IMuch of it. was dit-posed

WESTERN BUTTER.

Farmers and their wives, at the West and

elsewhere, are no doubt answerable for many

sins of otnission and commission ; but it is

evident, we think, that they are not answera-

ble for all that are laid to their charge. For

instance, the Prairie Farmer gives the fol-

lowing account of the way in which much of
|
^f ^^ restaurants, where large quantities if

the poor butter is produced, that is often aa-
[
oysters, beefatakes and uiut'<jnchop& weie
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served up to customers. The bakers bought
largely of this sort of butter, as did the keep-
ers of cheap boarding houses. He mentioned
several of the most popular eating houses and
hotels of the great metropolis as being num-
bered among his patrons.

Fat of all kinds was bought by this enter-

prising proprietor of what was probably the

largest and perhaps the first operated butter

factory of the west. The cleanest of the hard
fats was sold to candle makers, the more dirty

and rancid lots of the same class were dis-

posed of to the manufactures of hard soap.

The best material for butter making was
found in the grease extracted from marrow
bones. If it was sweet, and not discolored in

the boiling process, itneeded little preparation.

If the contrary was the case, it was bleached
to destroy the color and treated with chloride

of lime to remove the disagreeable odor. If

it was too soft it was tempered with firmer

sorts of fat, as that obtained from suet. After
this the desired color was given by the use of
annatto and other substances.

For the New England Farmer,

CEMENT CI8TEKWS.

I was glad to see the article by "N. S. T."
on underground cisterns and filters. Among
his many good ideas, I find one which experi-

ence teaches me is not correct, viz : the idea

that a cistern cannot well be made in ground
of loose gravel and sand, without brick. I

have made many cisterns in such ground ; one,

since I read his article, in ground which we
could dig but about a foot without its cav-

ing, and yet we made it about a foot larger at

the bottom than at the top.

Some five or six years ago, I made two cis-

terns in just such ground, seven feet in di-

ameter, and twelve deep, from the top of the

ground. They are , in a barn yard. I fre-

quently make two or more cisterns and join

them together by running a pipe through from
the bottom of one to the bottom of the other,

instead of having a large one, with a large

span of arch. It is cheaper to make a num-
ber of such small cisterns than one large one.

The arches being small, require less material

to make them, besides we get the water nearer

the top of the ground, because a large arch

has to commence far down towards the bottom
of the cistei'n. What 1 was going to say

about those two cisterns made in the barn

yard, was that the man repaired his barns in

the fall and did not finish in time for the fall

rains to fill his cisterns. I went there in mid
winter, and found no water in them, and only

a stick of timber over the curbs to keep the

creatures from falling in. 1 went into both
cisterns and found tha inch or so of water

which the pump would not draw out, frozen

to solid ice. Of course the walls of the

cisterns were all frozen solid. When they

thawed out they were aa sound as ever.

Now, if the earth had been clay or loam, or
if the cisterns had been made of brick, the
cement would have been thrown oflf by the frost.

There is another great advantage in plaster-

ing directly upon such sandy and gravely
ground. It saves moving a great quantity of
earth. To plaster directly upon the earth we
have only to move just the quantity of earth
which is required for the capacity of the cis-

tern
; whereas to make a brick cistern, in such

loose earth, we have to dig the whole depth of
the cistern and begin at the bottom to lay the
brick. To prevent caving, the top has to be
dug three feet or so larger than the diameter
of the cistern is to be. Then there is the cost

of the brick, all extra, for it requires no more,
if as much, cement to make a cistern plastered
on the earth as one plastered on to brick.

I would not advise an inexperienced hand
to undertake to make a cistern in earth which
has been lately moved, or in wet ground.
The pipe of the outlet to the cistern should

not connect with the sink drain, as the stench

will pass into the cistern and injure the water;
and should the sink drain happen to fill up
below the junction of the pipe, the water from
the sink would run back into the cistern.

A word in regard to cement. There is

much poor cement in market. One of the

worst kinds is that which contains an excess of
lime. Such cement usually sets quick and
appears hard and good at first, but in a shorter

or longer time,—generally within thirty-six

hours, the lime begins to slake and crack the

cement, and in some cases, crumbles it as fine

as ashes. To distinguish this cement, take
enough to make a ball about as large as a
butternut ; wet it up into good mortar and
make it into the shape of a pyramid, making
the surface as smooth as you can. After it

has become set, place it under water and let it

remain thirty- six hours. If it cracks and falls

to pieces, it is not good, but if it does not
crack and the surface remains smooth and
polished, it is good. A rough surface indi-

cates inferior cement. Another peculiarity of
some cement is that it shrinks slightly in set-

ting, but otherwise it generally makes good
hard work. This cement, when plastered on
the walls of a cistern, will crack perpendicu-
larly in about five places. When made into

water pipe, the pipe will break square off

every few feet. I know of no way to test this

cement, till it is made into work. Cisterns

plastered with such cement are easily repaired,

by chiselling out a groove wherever the cracks

appear, and filling and plastering over with
cement. I never knew one to leak after being
repaired in this manner.
There are various other qualities and pecu-

liarities of cement, which require practice to

distinguish. Properly managed, they gener-
ally will make a good cistern ; if not, an addi-

tional coat of good cement will make all right.

Water pipe requires the best and strongest

cement, and no one can successfully follow
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the business, till he has become familiar with

the various grades of cement.
B. LlVERMORE,

Cement Water Pipe Layer,

Eariland, Vt., Nov. 20, 1870.

EXTRACTS AND KEPLIE8.

FOULS OR FOOT-HOT IN CATTLE.

I have three cows that have the fonls or foot-rot

80 badly that the disease has got up ou the ankle,

causing the leg to swell considerably. How shall

I treat the disease when it first appears ? how
when it has got above the hoof and is of four
weeks or more standing ? and how shall I prevent
its spread among my other stock ? Any informa-
tion on these points, or on the nature of the dis-

ease will oblige a young farmer.
Stotoe, Vt., Xov. 19, 1870. H. J. Hakris.

Remarks.—If the good people who are sufla-

ciently "interested" in agriculture to talk and

write eloquently of the exemption of the farmer

from anxiety and care, were to take upon them-

selves the management for a single season of a

flock of sheep or a herd of cattle with the foot-rot,

or with any other of the numerous diseases and

sicknesses to which stock is liable, such an experi-

ence would probably evaporate the poetry of the

thing amazingly. In England the stock and dairy

men have been much alarmed by a disease among
cattle known as foot and mouth disease. It is re-

garded as contagious, and is characterized by
pustules or blisters on the mucous membrane of

the mouth, on the corners of the hoof, and in those

places where the skin is tender or thinly covered

with hair, as on the bags of milch cows. The
symptoms are moderate fever, rumination ceases,

and eating and swallowing appear to cause pain.

But we do not suppose that your cows have this

disease, still we apprehend it is something differ-

ent from the old fashioned fouls. This disorder

was treated by cutting away all the soft and spongy

parts and applying a caustic liquid, much as is

usually done with the foot-rot in sheep, and after-

wards covering the parts with a mild ointment, or

wrapping and tying on a piece of fat bacon, and

keeping the animal clean and quiet. To do this

it is often necessary to cast the animal, A rope is

frequently drawn back and forth between the

claws to clean them ; but all this is much easier

said than done.

Since the discovery of carbolic acid, it has been

used as a wash for this and a great many other

sores and eruptions. In England in the treatment

of the foot, and mouth disease, a wash of eight

grains of lunar caustic to an ounce of water is

used, as well as lime water, and a solution of car-

bolic acid, after the use of the knife, as above

directed. A poultice of linseed Hour is also used.

We have made these genoral remarks rather to

draw out the experience and management of those

familiar with the disease than with the hope of

answering your inquiries satisfactorily. We are

in doubt as to the nature of the disease. The

books tell about the Foul in the Foot being the

result of feeding in wet pastures, or standing in

filth. This docs not satisfy us as to the disease

among us, either with cattle or sheep. May it

not result from causes similar to those which

produce Black-leg ? For this disorder Prof. Law
recommends the use of carbolic acid internally

and externally. And with our present informa-

tion we should be disposed to use a wash of this

—

perhaps a strong suds of carbolic soap would
answer, as the first remedy. When one animal in

a herd has had the black-leg, Prof. Law advises

that each animal should have two drachms of car-

bolic acid diluted in a pint of water thrown over

its food.

We have thus fVankly confessed our ignorance

of the disease and of its proper treatment. Who
will favor our correspondent with his knowledge

of the subject ?

LATINO LAND TO GRASS.

I have a piece of land ofabouttwo acres. lu 1868

about 28 loads of manure were spread on to an
acre, making about fifty-six loads on the piece.

It was planted to corn with from one-third to one-

half shovelful of manure in the hill ; then, when
manure failpd, a table spoonful of phosphate to

the hill. The result was a good piece of com. I

sowed the wheat in 1869, and seetied down to

grass, but the clover proves to be Southern. Now
if I should, next spring, say the Gth or 8th of
May, plough in the cfover and plant to com with-

out any manure, except a little in the hill, would
the clover enrich the ground sufficiently fur a cood
crop and would it leave the soil richer after taking

off a crop of com than now ?

I have some acres of land that after mowing a
few years runs into June or white grass. Would
not lime, slaked and sown broadcast, when re-

seeding, be beneficial in keeping out the white
grass, and if so, how much to the acre ? m.

Corinth, Vt., Nov., 1870.

Remarks.—Undoubtedly, the roots and stubble

of the clover would enrich the soil, but it is ques-

tionable whether it would bring a good crop of

corn. If you do not like the Southern clover,

why not top-dress as liberally as you can any

time this winter, and early in April sow northfra

clover seed and go over the field with a brush

harrow? This will save ploughing, levelling and

harrowing, and if the land is not weedy, will give

you a crop of clover next summer. If weeds and

clover should come together, cut enrly before

weeds ripen their seeds, and if the season proves

a moist one, you may cut two or three times.

This last summer we mowed a field four times

where weeds seemed determined to take posses-

sion, and now, Nov. 9, the surface is covered with

vigorous grass roots and not a weed to be seen.

With regard to your second inquiry, concerning

the use of lime, there can be no doubt, we think,

that the lime would be useful to the soil, especially

if the soil has licen cultivated for many years-

Wc do not think, however, that it would prevent

the appearance of what you c.ill the "Jut;c grass."

The probable reason why the erass "rims out,"

is, that the fertility of the soil is not kept up by
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manuring, while heavy crops are annually, per-

haps twice in a year, taken oflF. The herdsgrass

and redtop roots—not being well fed—become

weak and die, and nature, hating a blemish in her

works, supplies the waste places by the more

hardy June grass.

Now, if land is in good condition when stocked

with grass, two crops, and sometimes three can be

taken from it and leave the roots healthy and Tig-

orous. Then if top dressed in the autumn just

before heavy rains set in, two or more crops may
be taken off and leave the roots as strong as they

were the second year. In this way, heavy, moist

lands may be kept in grass for many years, if not

perpettially.

A HOG THAT WON'T EAT, AND ACTS QTTEEE.

I have a hog about seven mouths old that did

well until I commenced feeding him with meal.
Since then he will come up to the trough, stick his

nose in his food, and leave for his nest where he
will sometimes sit up for hours. Occasionally he
will start and go around his pen as fast as he can.

I have changed his food, giving him ditterent kinds
of meal, and ti'ied every thing I could think of,

but without any favorable result. If the editor or

any of the readers of the Farmer can tell me
what to do, I shall be much obliged by the infor-

mation. The Farmer comes every wees, and I

should as soon tluuk of getting along without a
plough as the paper. I have tried eight or ten

diGerent agriculturrl papers and am better pleased
with the New England Farmer than with any
of the others. An Old Reader.
Barre, Mass., Nov. 26, 1870.

Remarks.—The hog is about as contrary in

sickness as in health. Sometimes he will eat and

grow, and sometimes he won't. It might be well

to turn him into a pasture or lot, if you can do so,

and see if he can't find the medicine that his in-

stinct teaches him is suited to his case. If you

cannot do that, give him ashes, soot, coal, sulphur,

salt, sods, soil, weeds, roots, twigs, rotten wood,

chip manure, a few beef scraps, &c., and see which

he likes best. Perhaps the change of food at the

time you commenced feeding meal caused consti-

pation or some other irregularity of the digestive

organs; and, perhaps, something else ails him.

Who will tell and advise our correspondent ?

RING-BONE ON HORSES.

Will you please tell me if there is any remedy
for ring jone in horses ? If so, what is it ? I have
a young and valuable horse which has a ring-bone

that I would like very much to cure. It is now
about three months since it first made its appear-

ance. SURSCRIBER.
Pelham, Mass., Nov. 21, 1870.

Remarks.—The veterinary books agree both as

to the cause and treatment of this disease. We
copy what Dr. McClure says of it in his new book

on the diseases of the horse as most likely to em-

brace the latest information on the subject. He
confesses that ring-boae Is a serious affection. "It

consists of a circle of bone thrown out from the

underlying bone. Sometimes, in addition to this,

the cartilages of the foot are converted into bone,

and laid in the form of a circle ; and hence its

name, ring-bone. It is most common in the fore

legs of heavy, coarse-bred horses, with short and

straight up pastern-joints. When it occurs in fine-

bred horses, it is usually the hind leg which is

affected. Ring-bone does not always cause lame

ness.

Cause. Hereditary predisposition, from a pecu

liar formation of pastern-joints, which are found

not well adapted to hard work; and hence, an

effort of nature is set up to strengthen parts which

are too weak, by converting an elastic substance

into a hard and unyielding mass, and a moving

hinge into a fixture.

Treatment. If it is of recent origin, and the

horse is young, much may be done in the way of

a cure, by first removing all heat and inflamma-

tion with cold water cloths wrapped round the

parts tor three days, taking them ofi"at night. At

the end of that time, get one drachm of the bin-

iodide of mercury, mix with one ounce of lard,

and apply one-half of the salve by rubbing it in

well for ten minutes. Tie up the horse's head for

a few hours, and the next day wash off with soap

and warm water, daily anointing the parts with

lard or oil for a week ; then apply the remainder

of the salve in the same way, and proceed as be-

fore. In old horses, not much can be done with

ring-bone, as the bones of old animals contain so

much earthy (lime) matter that nothing can act

upon it."

LAXITY IN A HORSE.

Please tell me through your paper how to feed
a horse to prevent laxity, when on the road, sup-
posing present feed be dry. Cannot something be
added which will remedy this trouble,.'

Haverhill, Mass., Nov. 21, 1870. SrsscRiBER.

Remarks.—Possibly too dry food has caused

the derangement, and it may be well, contrary

to what might at first be thought reasonable,

to give the horse roots or some more succulent

feed. Perhaps the following directions for treat-

ment of diarrhoea, in Dr. McClure's new book on

the diseases of horses, may afford you hints that

may be of service in your case.

"First, give twenty to twenty-five drops of the

tincture of aconite root in a little cold water.

Then give the following powders every two hours,

until a change for the better has taken place :

—

prepared chalk, half an ounce ; catechu in pow-

der, one drachm ; opium in powder, ten grains.

Allow the animal plenty of water to drink."

Rice boiled quite soft may be fed if the horse

will eat it ^ or a thin gruel of wheat meal. Rice

water may be used exclusively for drink.

TREES BY THE ROADSIDE.

How many of the readers of the New England
Farmer have trees set in their highways? la
Germany, all the highways are, by a law of tho
land, set to some of the more valuable forest trees,

and much beauty and comfort are afforded to the
traveller both summer and winter. If there is

anything that the generations coming after us
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wonid thank us for, it would be for the cool shade
of trees in summer, set out and growing by the

roadside. Now is the time to set them out. I

have near two hundred growing on my highways
at a cost of less than fifty dollars, and certainly

two hundred dollars would not buy them.
T. L. Haet.

West Cornwall, Conn., Nov., 1870. ,

F0UL8 OK FOOT-ROT IN C.VTTLE.

We should have appended the following state-

ment to our remarks, if it had come under our

eye at the time we replied to the inquiry of Mr.

Harris, in our last paper. It may not be too late

to be of some service to him and to others, whose

stock may be similarly affected. The writer in

reply to a question by another correspondent says

:

I applied nitric acid to kill the disease, and car-

bolic acid to heal the sore. The latter I mixed
one part acid to three paits of lard, for an oint-

ment ; and for a wash mixed more of the acid
with water in the same proportions as with the
lard. The lard should be melted, the acid put in,

and then stirred until cool, as otherwise they will

not unite.

My treatment of the sore was as follows : After
washing thoroughly with strong soap suds, I ap-
plied the acid and water sufficiently to touch all

pans of the sore, and then applied the ointment.
I then covered a cloth with tar and bound up the
foot for the purpose of keeping the air irom it, the
acid being exceedingly volatile. A little batting,

with a cabbage leaf and cloth, would answer the
same purpose equally well or better.

The ointment should be kept in a closed vessel,

a fruit jar answers a good purpose, and the wash
corked. One or two applications of the nitric acid
after it can reach the sore, are sufficient. I am of
the opinion that the carbolic acid alone would be
sufficient to interrupt the disease and effect a cure.

Since I began to use the carbolic acid, I have had
no new cases, and therefore have not enjoyed the
opportunity of testing its efficiency alone. But it

works like a charm in cleansing the sore, and thus
affords nature a good opportunity to heal the
wound.— Ff. B. Riggs, Palmyra, N. T.,in Ohio
Farmer.

HARD AND DRY FEET IN HORSES.

I would like to say to the gentleman that wishes
to know what to do for a horse's feet that have be-
come hard and dry, so that the horse is lame,

—

that if he will take some clay and put it into a box
some three to four inches deep, and moisten the
same with kerosene oil, and let the horse stand in

it while in the stable, or even wet the hoofs three
or four times a day, it will make them as soft as

ever.
This was told me by a great horse doctor and

tamer. I should like to have him try it and report
the results. But the question with me is, whether
the hardness and dryness of the feet are not the
effect of some disease, which, as you say, is

shrouded in mystery. If we could get at the
cause and remove that, it would be much better
than to doctor the effect. But there may be some
principle in the kerosene that may have a tendency
to remove the cause, as well as soften the hoof.

Keene, S. H , Nov. 28, 1870. C.

Having had something to do with horses with
pinched feet, I would say, that I have improved
them very much in three months time, by simply
pairmg the hoof very thin, even until the blood
starts through the hoof, then have them shod by a
g-)od blacksmith, and fill the shoe with warm or

hjt tar, and mixed with horse dung, to keep the

tar in place ; also wash the feet with saltpetre and
water, which will cool them. The tar mixture
must be applied as often as it falls out. This
treatment greatly adds to the comfort and improve-
ment of the animal. H. B.

Bethel, Me., Nov. 28, 1870.

DEEP PLOUGHING.

With considerable interest, I have observed the
discussions on deep ploughing. Dillerent writers
seem to vary much in opinion. But it may be
that all their differences would disappear if the
conditions were properly considered. If the land
is a tine, loam soil, several feet thick and of nearly
equal richness, it may be presumed that no one
would object to running the plough oue foot deep,
or even two feet, if possible.

1 think, both theory and experience agree in the
conclusion that there is no danger of pulverizing
the earth too deeply, or too finely, for the best
results in the production of vegetables. But in

this, as in every thing else, difl'ering conditions re-

quire corresponding changes in action.

Every cultivator knows it is useless to turn two
or three inches of hard clay subsoil over a few
inches of loam, with the expectation of getting
much of a crop, even though manure be freely

used. If he does not know it, a few experiments
will fully satisfy him.

It is probably about impossible to bring thin
land into a high state of cultivation at once. But
where clay predominates, and sand is easily ob-
tained, by mixing the two together in proper pro-
portions, with sufficient manure to make a rich
loam when combined with the natural top soil, all

the evils of deep ploughing will be obviated, and
the best results obtained. I have seen land which
had been nearly worthless, made very productive
by such treatment.
Some land, however, cannot be so treated, be-

cause the subsoil is a hard gravel, com'posed of
stones and clay or sand, or all three combined, in
so compact a mass that it cannot be ploughed.
Still such land may be made to produce large
crops of excellent hay, by proper treatment, if the
means are at hand, if not, it had better be let alone.*

I think the same remark will hold true of all deep
cultivation. Every inch of pure clay or sand
which is brought to the surface, is a damage to

the crops, unless well mixed with loam and fer-

tilizers, or my observation has been greatly at
fault. If the last named condition can be properly
secured, I think deep ploughing is sure to pay.

Florida, Mass., Nov. 28, 1870. Jacou Davis.

SEED POTATOES.

1 saw in this week's Farmer an experiment of
A. W. Hamilton, Superinttndent of the Experi-
mental Farm, Indiana, Penn., reported to the New
York Farmers' Club on seed potatoes. This re-

port will I suppose have a large circulation, and
may I fear mislead many farmers.
The report should have given the vahie of each

production, as well as the weight. I am led to say
this much from having tried ihe same experiment
myself. With me the one big potato produced two
or three large, and quite a number i«i small pota-
toes, while the midaling sized and the cut, gave
more marketable ones, and conseqiuntly the most
valuable production. N. P. Ckam.
Hampton Falls, N. H., Nov. 25, 1S70.

TOIIACCO IN WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS.
Buyers have commenced looking at the lots in

this vicinity, but are not making luuny bids. It

is feared that prices will not quite come up to last

year. It is said that some lots have been pur-
chased in Ohio at twelve cents per pound, through.
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Farmers here are demanding twenty-five cents.
Some are commencing to strip, and not much is

found to be damaged in drying, thongh some
whice stripes appears. Why do not manufacturers
boy directly of farmers, and have it sorted as they
wish ; or might not bonded warehouses be estab-
lished in Boston and other cities ? s.

Westdeld, Mass., Nov., 1870.

POISON ITT.

"A correspondent vtTites us that whenever he
comes near the poison ivy (Rhtis toxicodendron)
he plucks a leaf and bites it, and say s this is a non-
preventive of any evil effects from it. Some per-
sons, however, are so sensitive to this poison that
we fear serious results would follow the first at-

tempt to put this in practice."

I cut this from a "Western paper. Probably the
correspondent who makes use of this homeopathic
"non-preventive," is, like myself, entirely un-
affected by the poison ivy. Several years ago,
while huckieberrying, I handled the poison ivy
quite freely, and returning home washed my hands
at the kitchen sink. I myself was not in any way
affected by the poison, but my mother, who hap-
pened soon after to use the same towel, was so se-

verely poisoned as to lose her eyesight for several
days. However efficacious "a hair of the dog that
bit yon," may be as a remedy, I should hardly like

to prescribe if, in all cases, as a prophylactic.
Boston, Nov. 18, 1870. Geokge.

EASTERN VIRGINIA.

In reply to the many persons who have written
to me for information in relation to prices of land,
health of the people in this tide-water portion of
the State, I would say through your columns that
I am little acquainted with matters out of my own
neigLiborhood. Within a few months the follow-

ing salfis have been made within a circle of two or
three miles ofmy residence. Several hundred acres
of the Seaford estate, off the water, without im-
provement, at ^15 00 per acre; several hundred
acres of the Burke estate, at same prices ; two to

• three hundred acres of Dr. Tabb's estate at same
price. All the above without improvements.
Oakland 200 or 300 acres at $18 per acre, improved
—very low. Cedar Lodge, about same size, im-
proved, $'35 per acre. The th^e last lie on the
river. Other properties are in the market ; one of
some 300 acres on the water, beautifully situated,

offered at $35 per acre; anotlier unimproved,
plenty timber, excellent oyster shore, worth more
probably than the land, "at $22 per acre.

As to health, there is very littleof lower Virginia
that is not subject to autumnal fevers and chills. A
considerable portion of Matthews and a part of
Gloucester counties are as healthy as any portion
of New England, and I think a good deal more so.

Our land is thin and sandy, but takes improve-
ment very kindly, and is peculiarly adapted to

fruits, such as apples, peai-s—that can't be beat

—

teaches, grapes, figs, &c. No use in writing to

le. Come lor yourselves, via Norfolk.
Sam'l Clark.

Hick's Wliarf, Matthews Co., Va., Nov., 1870.

Cheese Factory in North Carolina.—Spec-

imens of fine cheese made by W. S. Cornell, for-

merly of Ithaca, N. Y., at a factory in Buncombe
County, N; C, were recently exhibited to the New
York Farmers' Club. Mr. C. unhesitatingly pro-

nounces that section of western North Carolina

baving AshviUe as its centre as, in his opinion,

ilie best cheese-making section of the United States,

The region alluded to by Mr. Cornell has a length
of over 150 miles, and average breadth of 50 miles.

The soil is a black loam, rich In potash and vege-

table matter. There are hundreds of locations as

good as Mr. Cornell's for cheese-making, and land
is cheap. This factory is on Elk Mountain, four

miles froDkAshville, and is about 4000 feet above
the sea. Last summer the thermometer did not
go over 80 degrees, and the climate is favorable to

consumptives.

PATENT ON FBUITS A2fD "VEGE-
TABLES.

We have received a circular from George Has-
kell, of Ipswich, Mass., enclosing a proposed bill

to be passed by Congress into a law "to en-

courage the production of new and valuable fruits

and plants," together with the form of a petition

for the signatures of those who favor the passage

of such a law.

The following sections of the proposed law will

indicate its character. The omitted sections re-

late mainly to details :

—

Sec. 1. Any citizen of. the United States, or
any person resident therein, who hath been or shall
be the originator or discoverer of any new and
valuable plant, being a new variety of any fruit,

grain, herb, root, tree, wood, or flower, and which
shall not have been sold or publicly offered for
sale by the originator or discoverer, and his ex-
ecutors, administrators or assigns, shall, upon
complying with the provisions of this Statute,
have the sole right and liberty of propagating and
selling such plant for the term of twenty-eight
years.

Sec. 2. [Provides for a continuation of this

period for fourteen years, after the expiration of
that provided for in section one.]

Sec. 11. The provisions of this Statute shall
apply to the propagation, increase, or multiplica-
tion of any protected plant by cuttings, buds,
scions, slips, offsets, tubers, layers, roots, and in
every other manner except the propagation thereof
by the proper seed.

Sec. 12. All actions, suits, controversies and
cases arising under this law shall be originally
cognizable as well as in equity as at law, whether
civil or penal in their nature, by the Circuit Courts
of the United States or any District Court having
the jurisdiction of a Circuit Court or in the Su-
preme Court of the District of Columbia or any
territory. And the Court shall have power upon
bill in equity filed by any party aggrieved to grant
injunctions to prevent the violation of any right
secured by this law, according to the course and
principles of equity, upon such terms as the Court
may deem reasonable.

Sec. 13. A writ of error or appeal to the Su-
preme Court of the United States shall lie from all

judgments and decrees of any of said Circuit or
District Courts in any action, suit, controversy or
case under this law, in the same manner and under
the same circumstances as in other judgments and
decrees of such Courts, without regard to the sum
or value in controversy.

Sec. 14. In all recoveries under this Statute,
either for damages, forfeitures, or penalties, full

costs shall be allowed thereon.

The circular says, "If you think this or -any

similar law for the protection of horticulturists de-

sirable and just, it is hoped that you and your
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neighbors who concur in that opinion will petition

Congress therefor."

Without claiming to have investigated the sub-

ject very thoroughly, we have read many of the

arguments that have been advanced for and against

the passage of such a law as is proposed ; and as

at present informed, we might sign a remonstrance

iagainst, but not a petition for any legislation that

would give individuals a patent right to fruits and

flowers, plants and vegetables.

We have a great dislike for litigation, and the

immense number of law suits that arise under our

present patent laws, warn us of the consequences

that would result from giving to pettifoggers,

speculators and sharpers the broad field which the

proposed enactment would open to them. Thongh

the inconveniences which must result from giving

to any man, as "originator or discoverer," a mo-

nopoly of "any plant, being a new variety of any

fruit, grain, herb, root, tree, wood or flower," are

sufficiently obvious, we presume that these printed

petitions will be extensively circulated, and from

what we linow of the readiness and carelessness

with which men lend their names in such cases,

we do not doubt that they may be numerously

signed. We hope, however, that Congress will

hesitate before it puts our fruits and our flowers,

our herbs and our trees, our roots and our woods,

among the "patent articles" already so numerous
in the kit of the speculator.

PHEMiaM CHEESE.

At the late Fair of the New York State

Agricultural Society the premium on Cheese

was awarded to that made at Dr. Wrig^^ts'

Factory, Wbitesboro', Oneida County, N. Y.

The process of manufacturing was stated by

the proprietor, as follows, and published in

the Rural New Yorker:—
Preparation of Hennets for Use.

Three earthern jars are procured, numbered
and placed in a line, three days before the

preparation is needed. In number one, as

many rennets are placed as are found by ex-

perience to be needed each day, which is about

one good rennet for each vat of milk of 4,000
pounds. A small quantity of sour whey, and
one-half pint pf salt is placed in the same jar.

The next day these rennets are rubbed out,

and placed in jar No. 2, with whey and salt.

The third day the rennt^ts in No. 2 are rubbed
out and placed in jar No. 3, with whey and
salt, and those in No. 1 are placed in jar No.
2, and tht; same number of fresh rennets are

placed in jar No. 1.

We now use the liquid from jar No. 1 each

day, at the same time rubbing out the rennets

and putting them in the other jars as before,

and dipping the same quantity of liquid as

used from jar No. 3 to jur No. 2, and from ']\r

No. 2 to jar No. 1, each day putting the same

number of rennets, into jar No. 1, and the
same quantity of whey and salt in jar No. 3.

The rennets in jar No. 3 are rubbed out and
removed every few days.

Mode of Makine Choese.

The night's milk is drawn into the vats and
cooled to Go" by Austin^s Agitator and run-
ning water. The morning's milk is run into

the vat, and the whole heated to 84°, when
the rennet and annatto are stirred in.

As soon as the coagulated milk will break
smoothly over the finger, and before it is very
hard, cut and cross-cut, but rather coarsely.
Heat by dry steam to 96° or 9»° ; in the mean-
time, stir with rakes to prevent packing. Let
it remain until the whey is slightly acid. Draw
off the whey and pack the curd on each side
of the vat to drain, air, and acidify.

Next cut the curd in square pieces and re-

verse those next to the side of the vat, plac-
ing the others on them also reversed. When
the curd is quite acid, pass it rapidly through
a curd mill, using steam power, and immedi-
ately salt, using from two to two-and-a-quar-
ter pounds of salt to one hundred pounds of
curd, thoroughly incorporating the salt, and
put to press directly.

Press twenty- four hours, and remove to the

curing house, turning daily for three weeks,
and then every other day. Sell when from
thirty to forty days old to good judges and
responsible men, for the highest price cheese
is going for in Oneida county.

The Tennessee Fruit Kilx.—Any man
can make it in a day who has the stone, and
on it he can dry about one bushels of dried
apples per day. It is built of stone, laying
the walls 10 inches high, and four feet wide,
leaving a place for smoke to go into the chim-
ney at the back end. A few pillars are put
through the centre so as to hold up the top
stone

; that leaves two places for fire. It is

covered with stone two or more inches thick
;

upon that two or three inches of thick mortar
is laid, so as to make a firm body that will

hold the heat. After it is dried, a bubhel of

slaked lime, with very little sand in it, is

spread evenly over the top ; that will become
hard ; the fruit is spread upon the top.

As to length, people can suit themselves,
but eight feet is a good length ; then the heat
can be kept more uniform. The fruit dries

very fast. It requires to be filled morning
and evening. This way saves a great deal of

time to the women, and it dries the fruit fast-

er, so that the (lies and bees are not of any
trouble. If any one tries it once, they will

never do without il while they have fruit to

dry.

—

Ohio Farmer.

—The civilized Indians of Oregon raised 300

bushels of wheat this year.
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irE"W JOINT OR BRANCHINQ CORN.

All careful farmers are aware of

the fact that ihe number of ears,

early maturity and general pro-

ductiveness of corn can be increased

to some extent by judicious selection

of seed. Whether such improvement

has as yet reached its limit, is a

question which few farmers probably

are prepared to answer in the affirma-

tive.

The above cut represents what is

claimed to be the results of experi-

ments in selection and propagation

conducted with greater care and

perseverance than most farmers have

patience to carry out, by E. O. Jud-

son of Cuba, N. Y. He has been

equally successful with the yellow,

sweet and pop varieties. We have

seen a single stalk of his field or

yellow corn with eight ears, which to-

gether measured sixty-one inches.

Samples of the stalks with the ears

on them as they grew can be seen at

the seed store of Wbiftemore, Bel-

cher & Co., 34 Merchants Row,

Boston, who have the seed for sale.

Here specimens can be seen and all

the information we possess obtained.

COARSE -WOOluS IN LARGE FLOCKS.

In reply to a request for his experience with

long wool sheep, Mr. Ira S. Haseltine, of

Richland Centre, Wisconsin, and a breeder of

high standing, writes as follows to Hon. H.

S Randall, as published in the Rural New
Forker

:

—
About five years ago I sold my flock of

about 2000 Spanish Merinos, (which I bad
bandit^d successfully for several years,) and
purchased about five hundred Cotswolds, Lti-

i;esters and Lincolos, in Canada, and took

them to my place in Richland county, Wis-
con-in. 1 have kept them in diflferent-sized

(flocks at different times, according to size of

pasture in summer and convenience of feed-

ing in winter. I find they will not do well on
wild prairie grass, or timbered land pasture,

like the Spaniah Merinos. They do well on
good English grass pasture in summer, and
shock corn with timothy hay in winter.

I kept three hundred in one flock during

one winter; I fed them shock corn and timo-

thy hay ; they wintered very well. They had

an open shed for shelter. I am satisfied that

the Spanish Merinos will do much better in

large flocks than the long-wooled sheep of any
kind, either during summer or winter. I now
keep about 1000 sheep of the different kinds,

and breed them separately. I like the long
wools best for raising lambs, as they are much
better milkers ; I also like them much better

for mutton. I like the Spanish Merino best

for subduing wild pasture, and for rough usage
in large flocks.

Cashmere Qoata.

I also keep a flock of about one hundred
Cafchmere goats, which are njore hardy and
better breeders than any other wool bearing
animal. They live upon browse both summer
and winter, and cost- me no hay or grain to

keep them whilst they are permitted to run in

the woods. I have kept them for five years,

and am much pleased with them. They are

valuable for their wool, their milk, their meat,
and their skins for robes. Their milk is par-

ticularly valuable for consumptive persons
and children while teething.

—A farmer in Iowa has harvested his barley on
the ninetieth day after sowing.
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OUB WINTEB 8CHOOI1S.

^

—

-

KOM the early

I i^^ settltment of

* New England

parents have ev-

er manifested a

deep interest in

the proper edu-

ca'.ion of their

children. The

winter term of

many district

schools is now

about to be

commenced.

—

Parents should

not only use

their influence

to secure for

their children the best

teachers, but should see

that they have all the books

and apparatus that will aid them in their studies.

This will cost considerable. But the cost of

education, as well as of living, has much in-

creased of late. The modern system of teach-

ing requires more books and other appliances

than the system formerly pursued ; but the

education of our children is the last depart-

ment in which we should economize. A good

education is the best investment we can make
for them—the best inheritance we can leave

them. We must keep up with the times and

conform to the fashions of the day. It will

not do to complain that schooling costs more

than it did when we were children, that differ-

ent studies and different methods are pursued,

and to say that we did very well on the old

plan. The world is moving, whether it is im-

proving or not, and we must move with it, or

we shall be left behind in the race.

There are some very important differences

between the schools of to-day. and the schools

of forty and fifty years ago. Female teachers

have taken the place of the male teachers in

our winter schools as well as in the summer

schools. Our normal schools and our high

schools have trained female teachers for the

work of teaching, wbich has now become a

profession. Females now have higher wages

than males formerly had. They have spent

three or four years in fitting themselves for the

work. They have to pav at least twice as

much for board, and other expenses are in

proportion, and they are in general more thor-

ough teachprs than males formerly were, and
why should they not be paid in proportion ?

Instead of attending school five or six months

in a year, children now attend nine or ten

months ; and with better books, with the black-

board and other apparatus, they go over the

couree of elementary instruction by the time

:hey reach the age of fifteen or sixteen years,

when those who are not going to study pro-

fissions or prepare themselves for teaching,

consider their education completed. Formerly

lads of fourteen or fifteen left the schools in

the summer, and woiked on the farm or in the

shop with their fathers, and attended school in

the winter until they were eighteen or twenty.

The same course was pursued by many young

women. There were some advantages in this.

Their minds were more mature. They were

capable of thinking and reasoning. They
understood better what they studied. Prob-

ably the last winter of their attendance, when
they generally reviewed what they had previ-

ously studied, was more useful to them than

any two years which had gone before, owing

chiefly to greater mental maturity.

Now all this is changed. The young men
who rem in at home on the farm, do not attend

schools taught in the winter by females. A
large proportion of the boys leave home for

the city, or the mill, or workshop, at sixteen.

If they do not, they spend the winter in some
city mercantile school, attending to penman-

ship and book-keeping, to fit them for the

counting room ; or in the schools of technology

or science, to fi^t them for some scientific pur-

suit or for engineering, or some other business

than farming.

There is a much greater demand ior instruc-

tion in the Natural Sciences than formerly.

Unfortunately this demand has sprung up just

at the time when female teachers have occu-

pied the desks in all our schools. They have

not been trained to teach the sciences. The
teaching in the normal schools even, does not

fit them for this work. Here is a defect in our

s-ehool system, which must be met by a more
scientific training of female teachers, or by

restoring male teachers to a portion of our
public schools. Males seem to have a greater

facility to acijuire and impart a knowledge
of the natural sciences than females, owiog
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doubtless, in some degree at least, to the more

practical direction that has been given to their

powers of observation, and to their applica-

tion of observed facts.

The theory of our school system is that our

high schools are to furnish free instruction in

all the higher branches previously taught in

academies and special schools, at so great ex-

pense to the scholars, that only the children

of the more wealthy could enjoy the privilege

of such instruction. Owing to the change in

teachers, and to the greater demand for in-

struction in the natural sciences, especially

such as will fit young men for engineers and

skilled woi kmen in the mechanic arts, this the-

ory fails in practice. Our high schools were

established to impart classical instruction and

fit young men for college. But this is found

to require too great a proportion of the time

and labor of teachers in public schools. A
class of two or three boys fitting for college,

in a school of fifty scholars, requires at least

two hours daily of the teacher's time, leaving

but four hours for the remainder of the school,

which is obviously unjust. Instruction given

in schools wholly devoted to classical studies,

is, in the nature of the case, better than can be

^,jr given in our high schools, where the attention

of the teachers is given to instruction in a va-

riety of branches. Hence very few boys go

from our high schools to college. They must

all spend from one to two years at some clas-

sical school, or under private tuition. Those

who need scientific instruction, spend the last

year of school life at the school of technology

or some other scientific school. Our system

then fails in this respect.

We would not say a word against our free

schools. They are the glory of New England.

To them a* due in great degree, the charac-

ter and prosperity of our people. They are

preparing thousands of our young men and

women, who never go to any other schools, for

the business of life, and the duties of ci izens.

But we must not expect too much of them.

If we expect them not only to lay the founda-

tion of a go»d education, but also to impart a

knowledge of the classics, and of the higher

branches of science to our children, by the

time they are fifteen or sixteen years of age,

we are clearly expecting that which is impos-

sible.

We have been often asked why classes can-

not be instructed in agriculture in our common
schools. We answer, briefly, because the

scholars are not fitted to receive such instruc-

tion, and because the teachers are not fitted to

impart it ; and if they were, neither have time

for it, without neglecting other branches of

instruction which must necessarily precede

this to fit them for a proper understanding of

its principles.

In the common school, instruction must be

confined chiefly to such knowledge as is wanted

in common by all the pupils. Let a good

foundation be laid, and then a knowledge of

special branches must be acquired in schools

especially designed to teach them, or from

practice and books which treat of such sub-

jects. Attempts to impart instruction beyond

the capacity of the mind, is but little better

than labor lost. Want of capacity may be

owing to want of age, or want of previous in-

struction.

A felt want among a free people sooner or

later works out a supply. The want of in-

struction in special branches of study, which

it was felt that our common schools could not

supply, has led to the establishment of schools

of design, of music, of chemistry, of mines,

of engineering and other special branches, in-

cluding agriculture ; and it is about as wise to

expect our common schools to furnish instruc-

tion in such special studies as in law and med-

icine.

Let us be contented to use our common
schools for what they are intended, and for

what they are capable of doing, and not spoil

them by attempting to force them to do a work
which they can never do.

ASIATIC FOWLS.
Some twenty-five years ago, when the Asi-

atic breeds of fowls made their appearance
among us, we were upon the verge of Aera

feverism, and the buff Shanghai gave it the
impetus. When first introduced they were a
large, yet compact, short-legged bird, and
were received by farmers as a very desirable
fowl for market purposes; but soon the fan-
ciers, "taking for their stand-point, size alone,"
commenced breeding for that desideratum,
producing a long-legged, coarse, ungainly
fowl that could easily look down upon the top
of a flour barrel, or take their corn from a
four foot post ; the bones of such fowls were
found to weigh more than their flesh, until at-

taining the age of twelve mouths ; the puUets
not laying until six and seven months old.
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Therefore the boarder at the hotel would not

eat them ; the hotel proprietor refused to pur-

chase them ; the butcher could find no sale for

them ; the farmer would not raise them, and
the country at large cried them down, until

the old Shanghai fowl was in oblivion.

Now, at the present time, we notice the

same spirit manifest in the breeding of Light
Brahmas. Agricultural fairs and poultry

shows are favoring size much to the detriment

of other points more requisite to a profitable

fowl ; and our fanciers are endeavoring to in-

crease the size by selecting, as breeders, large,

coarse, long-legged birds. If this course is

continued, we shall soon have in form and
worthlessness a second tribe of Shanghai fowls.

For profit in market fowls and as egg pro-

ducers, give me the compact, short-legged

Brahma that will mature to laying at four and
five months old, and the young fowls, when
dressed, are not all legs and bones. I have
bred the Light Brahmas in purity for the past

twenty years, from 2U0 to 400 annually. My
young cocks hatched in March, when ten

weeks old, sell readily, at that early season, in

Boston market at $1 each; and my pullets,

when high fed, lay at four and five months old.

Of all breeds yet introduced the Light Brah-
mas stand No. 1. John S. l\rES.

Salem, Mass., Oct. 3, 1870.

For the New England Farmer,

MEDICAL TOPICS.
BY A MEDICAL MAN,

POISONS;
TIUEIR SYMPTOMS AND TREATMENT.

Poisons are substances of an animal, vege-

table, or mineral mature, which, when admin-
istered in small quantity, are capable of pro-

ducing deleterious effects on the animal econ-

omy. Such substances are arranged, according

to their effects, into three classes, viz :

—

1. Iruitant Poisons, or those which pro-

duce irritation and intiammation.

2. Narcotic Poisons, or those which pro-

duce stupor, delirium, and other affections of

the nervous system.

3. Irritating Narcotic Poisons, or those

which produce both irritation and stupor.

Writers on Toxicology, or the science which
treats especially of poisons, describe each
article, its effect, its antidote, &c , under the

name of the particular class to which it be-

longs ; but, for the better convenience of the

reader, we will mention them in alphabetical

order.

Acetic Acid.—This is an irritant poi-

son, derived from the vegetable kingdom ; it

is the basis of good vinegar.

Symptoms.—Great heat and burning pain

in the stomach, convulsions, and death.

Treatment.—Give magnesia, soda, or sal-

eratus mixed or dissolved in water. Copious
draughts of warm flaxseed tea, or of warm
water may be given afterward.

Aconite. — The Aconitum napellus or

Monkshood is a narcotic poison when an over-

dose is taken.

Symptoms.—Stupor, numbness, desire to

vomit, delirium, convulsions of different parts

of the body, palsy of the limbs, variable pulse,

quick respiration, general convulsions, and
death.

Treatment.—The stomach must be effectiv-

ally evacuated by means of a stomach pump,
or by emetics 'of ground mustard-seed, or of
white vitriol (sitlpnate of zinc.) After this

has been effected, copious draughts of warm
llax-seed or slippery-elm tea may be given,

followed by strong coffee, once in twenty or

thirty minutes, to which a few drops of aqua
ammonia may be added.
Alcohol —This article is the product of

fermentation, and is the intoxicating principle

in all fermented and distilled liquors.

Symptoms.—General excitement, more or

less, contusion of intellect, sleepiness, delir-

ium, nausea and vomiting, coma, and apo-

plexy. .

Treatment.—See Aconite, Opium, &c.
Amjionia—Hartshorn. This is a corro-

sive mineral poison.

Symptoms.—Excoriation of the mouth and
throat, burning sensation in the throat and
stomach, vomiting and purging ; the ejected

matters oftentimes being bloody.

Treatment.—Administer, without delay, vin-

egar or some other vegetable acid, or, give

repeated doses of some fixed oil, as olive,

linseed, or castor oil.

Antimony.—The only preparation of this

mineral by which poisoning is apt to be
produced, is Emetic Tartar (tartrate of an-
timony.)

Symptoms.—Violent vomiting, burning heat
in the stomach, severe griping pain in the

bowels, and purging, hiccough, a small and
rapid pulse, fainting, great prostration of
stren^^th, coldness of the surface, cramps in

the legs and feet, &c.
Treatment.—If vomiting does not occur

speedily, it should be encouraged by tickling

the throat with a feather, or with the finger,

and by administering copious draughts of
warm water. Strong astringent infusions

should be given, such as an infusion of oak or

hemlock bark, gall nuts, or green tea.

Wine of Antimony, Hives Syrup, and sev-

eral of the Cough Syiups, Cough Drops, &c.,
so much used by mothers and nurses, contain

tartar emetic, and children have been poisoned
by them. In such cases, the treatment should
be as above prescribed.

Arsenic—Ratsbane. This is a metallic irri-

tant poison.

Symplorm.—Violent burning pain in the

stomach and bowel:*, witli tenderness on pres-

sure, retching and vomiting ; dryness and
tightness in the throat, thirst, hoarseness and
difficulty of speech, diarrhoea, tenesmus, and
sometimes excoriation of the anus, urinary
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organs occasionally affected with burning pains

and suppression, convulsions, cramps, clammy
sweats, lividity of the extremities, collapsed

countenance red and sparkling eyes, delir-

ium, death.

Treatment.—The Hydrated peroxide of
Iron is the only reliable antidote for arsenic

;

but as that article is seldom at hand in do-
mestic practice, emetics of white vitriol {sul-

phate of zinc,) or of ground mustard seed,

should be promptly admjnistered ; and these

should be preceded and followed by large

draughts of sweet milk, decoctions of starch,

or of flax-seed, gruel, «&c.

Bauyta—Barytes. The Carbonate, and
the Chloride of Baryta have, sometimes,
caused death.

Symptoms.—General irritation of the ali-

mentary canal, with an affection of the brain

and nervous system, such as dizziness {vertigo)

convulsions, paralysis, &c.
Treatment.—Epsom salts {sulphate ofmag-

nesia) and Glaubers salts {sulphate of soda)
are the proper antidotes. Emetics may be
employed advantageou;-ly.

Belladonna^ Nightshade. The Atropa
belladonna or Deadly Nightshade is a power-
ful narcotic poison. For symptoms and treat-

ment, see Aconite.

Bismuth—Subnitrate of Bismuth. Tris-

nitrate of Bismuth. Pearl Powder. Symp-
toms and treatment similar to Arsenic.

Bloodroot— Sanguinaria. The Sangui-
naria Canadensis or Bloodroot, is an irritant

and narcotic. In over-dose it is a poison.

For symptoms and treatment, sea Aconite.

Blue Flag— Iris. The Iris versicolor or

Blue Flag, is an irritant poison.

Symptoms.—Violent vomiting and purging

;

severe pains in the stomach and bowels
;
great

dryness of the mouth and throat; pulse, at

first, full and quick, afterward, slow and feeble.

Treatment.—The vomiting should be en-

couraged by the free use of warm water, until

all the poison is expelled ; then a strong in-

fusion of coffee should be given freely. Cam-
phor, ammonia and other diffusible stimulants

will be useful, as will the external use of mus-
tard, (fee, to the abdomen.
Blue Vitriol—Sulphate of Copper. See

Copper.
Brandy.—See Alcohol.

Bromine—Bromide of Potassa, Bromide
Soda, Bromide of Ammonia, &c.

Symptoms.—Irritation and inflammation of
the mouth, throat and stomach ; stupor, con-
vulsions and death.

Treatment.—Give the white of eggs, starch

or wheat flour, mixed in water.

Calomel.—See Mercury.
Camphor.—In large doses, cSmphor is a

poison. Symptoms and treatment, substan-

tially the same as Aconite.

Cantuarides—Spanish Fly. Potato Fly.

Blistering Fly.

Symptoms.—A burning sensation in the

throat ; violent pain in the stomach and bow-
els ; nausea and vomiting ; sometimes purging

;

great heat and irritation of the urinary organs
;

a distressing retention of urine, called stran-
gury ; convulsions, delirium and death.

Treatment.—Excite vomiting by the free
use of warm olive oil, warm sugar and water,
warm milk and water, warm flaxseed tea, &c.
Enemas (injections) of warm broth, flaxseed
tea or milk and water, should be administered,
and camphor, dissolved in oil, may be rubbed
over the lower abdomen and the thighs.

Carbonic Acid.—This deadly poison ex-
ists in the form of gas, and is often inhaled

by persons burning charcoal in a close room

;

by sleeping in unventilated apartments ; by
sitting in crowded rooms, without proper ven-
tilation; and by descending into wells, mines,
&c.. without suitable precaution.

Symptoms. — Drowsiness, difficulty of
breathing, loss of sensibility, «&c. The coun-
tenance is of a livid or deep leaden color.

Treatment.—Remove the person from the

situation or apartment in which the poison has
been inhaled, or open the doors, windows, &c.,
for the admission of pure air, and apply .cold

water to the head and neck.

Chlorine— Bleaching Gas. This gas,

when inhaled, produces violent irritation of

the organs of respiration, cough with bloody
expectoration, inflammation of the lungs, and,
oftentimes, permanent pulmonary disease.

Treatment —Let the patient inhale ammo-
nia, (hartshorn) cautiously, and administer
white of eggs, milk or starch. Magnesia
mixed in water, may also be given.

Chrome—Chromate of Potash. Ohromate
of Iron, &c. For symptoms, see Arsenic.

Treatment.—Give a solution of saleratus,

{bicarbonate of potash) or of bicarbonate of
soda, and then administer emetics.

CicuTA—Water Hemlock. See Conium.
Citric Acid—Acid of Lemons. For symp-

toms and treatment see Acetic Acid.
CoccuLus Indicus.—This is an article used

in the manufacture of fraudulent liquors.

It is brought from the East Indies. For symp-
toms and treatment see Aconite.

CocLHicuM—Meadow Saffron. The bulb
of the Colchicum autumnale or Meadow
Saffron is used in medicine ; but in an overdose
it is poisonous. Symptoms and treatment
same as Aconite.

Colocyntii — Bitter Cucumber. Wild
Cucumber. Symptoms and treatment like

Blue Flag, [to be continued ]

Putting away Cabbage for Winter —
Though we have seen recommended various

modes of preserving cabbage through the
winter, and have tried several of them, we
continue to pursue the method that we have
generally adopted for some twenty years. It

is simply to dig slight trenches side by side,

on some rising or dry spot whence the water
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will readily drain off, in which stand the cab-

bage just as it grows, sinking it up to the head.

The rows can be as closely together as the

size of the heads will admit of. Cover over

with corn-fodder, straw, or bean-haulm. Then
set four posts so as to foim a pitch, placing

the head against a wall or board-fence. Form
a roof by bean poles, when boards are not at

band, cover this with cornstalks or straw. If

ordinarily well done the cabbage will keep as

long as is desired, having usually kept ours

untS April and May.— Oermantown Tel.

STRAWBEBBIES.
We have not found It profitable to cultivate

strawberr es on light lands, Tae expense is

too great and the product too small. We
think strawberry culture reaches its highest

profit only where large crops can be readily

obtained, and these come only on heavy loam
or clay land, well drained and heavily man-
ured. Sandg soils will ripen up many small,

very early berries, but the main crop is not

large, and does not hold out well. Our
method for the treatment of all light lands

would be to grow nothing the first or second

years. Simply seed the ground down to

clover, let it grow as thick as possible until

the summer of the second year, then plough it

all under. If we had a muck bed close at

hand, we would haul upon the field 200 loads

per acre, and let it decay during the winter.

The next spring the soil, with light ploughing,

would be in fine condition, full of natural

vegetable, and able to bear heavy crops.

Vege able manure is indispensable in the cul-

tivation of the strawberry, and, as sandy soils

are always deficient in it, we can easily see

why it IS impossible to make such light land

highly profitable.

VV^e have always contended that the most
import int part of tie fruit business lies in

proper marketing. However well the grower
may cultivate his fruit, unless he is equally

Cireful in sending it to market, he will surely

fail in all his plans.

The profits of strawberry culture have been
greatly exaggerated. Estimates of $500 to

$1,000 per acre are rarely realized. Steady
prices of thirty to fifty cents per cjuart do not

come to general cultivators. Our experience

in strawberry culture for the New York mar-
ket, justices us in saying, that no grower
should undertake strawberry culture without a

capital of $2oO per acre, exclusive of land.

Of thid bum he will need $100 for berry bas-

kets, and the balance must he etjuiilly divided

between manure, plants, and labor of cultiva-

tion. After his bed comes into bearing, he
must calculate seven cents per quart for mar-
keting. In some localities it will be eight

cents, in others but five cents, of whii;h two
cents is for picking, two cents for freight, and
th^ee cents for coaiinissioners, labor, assorting

and lost baskets. The average production in

New Jersey is but 1,200 quarts per acre; in

Delaware, is but 1,500 to 2,000. The past

two unfortunate seasons, both East and West,
are sufficient to show how easily the small
fruit business may be overdone. We know
there is always a great demand in the large

cities for fruit, and that it will increase yearly,

but commission men admit every season de-

velops some new features that did not exist

the year before, and many a fruit that was
profitable last year is a dreg this ; and others

sell splendidly now which lagged the year be-
fore. Every grower must expect such pecu-
liarities, and occasional losses are inevitable.

New Fork Horticulturist.

Materials for Floors of Horse Sta-
bles.—The floors of city stables are of various

kinds of material. The stable proper, its

stalls, loose boxes, &c., are usually covered
with wood laid in various ways. This mate-
rial is perhaps less objectionable for such pur-

poses than any other in use, since floors laid

with wood last longer and need less repairing

than do those laid with stone ; however, some
persons object to wood on account of its be-

coming saturated with urine and other animal

fluids in a short time. Concrete is another

substance now used in some rare instances

for floors of stables, but from what we have
seen of it we cannot truthfully recommend it for

such a purpose, as it is very apt during the

hot season to become lull of holes and very
uneven on its surface ; its chief composition

being, we believe, gas tar mixed with sand or

gravel. Cobble and Belgian pavements are

also in use for stable-floors, but more frequen-

ly for the floor of the carriage-house or on that

part of it upon which carriages stand while be-

ing washed.

—

McClure's Stable Guide.

An Illinois Pig Shelter.—A correspond-

ent of the Western Rural, after having tried

different ways of wintering hogs for the last

twenty years, finds nothing etjual to the fol-

lowing plan. I take two forked posts and set

them in the ground, leaving them about four

feet above the surface ; next, I put on a ridge

[Kile, and then get some pieces of plank, or

scantling, or slabs, six or seven feet long, and
set them slanting from the ground on each

hide and let the ends meet on the ridge pole
;

cover them with straw or anything that will

not let the dirt fall through, and then put a
thick covering over this, of earth. I dig a
trench around this shelter, to keep out water.

The shelter should face the south or east, and
be ventilated about the middle. For this pur-

pose I use a small piece of stove pipe. In

the Fall, I gather up forest leaves and fill it

lip. The hogs work them up^mong the dry

t-arih and form a dust. This is all they want.

In the coldest weather they will come out dry

and comfortable.
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aqbicuIiTUBaij items.

—It is stated that "Lady Milton" produced

1595 quarts of milk, and 249 pounds of butter,

and "Cream Pot" produced 1533 quarts, and 239^

pounds of butter in a year.

—A savant in France has been trying how long

he can keep eggs, and he concludes that rather

thick linseed oil smeared over the shell as a var-

nish is better than lime or salt, or hot water.

—It is stated that of all the holiday beef ex-

hibited last year at Chicago, there was not a sin-

gle animal with less than three-quarters Short-

horn blood in its veins.

—The tobacco crop of Lancaster county, Pa., is

the finest in quality and largest in growth ever

raised there, and will be worth over one million

dollars.

—Many persons have wondered why horse ches-

nut, horse-radish, &c., are so called. A Scotch

work says that the original word was "harsh"

—

harsh-chestnut, harsh-radish, and that the French

and Swedes translated it "horse."

—The following indicates the ruling prices for

choice butter in St. Albans during the season : In

May, it opened at thirty-two cents and closed at

twenty-nine ; June, twenty-eight to thirty ; July,

thirty-to thirty-two ; August, thirty-two to forty

;

September, forty to forty-one.

—The silk culture in California is rapidly be-

coming an important interest, and bids fair in a

very few years to rival even the gold production.

A large number of silk establishments have re-

cently been organized, the largest of which is

known as the California Silk Culture Company.

—Sheboygan county, Wis., has 21 cheese-facto-

ries, using the milk of nearly 1,000 cows. The

average amount of cheese produced per year is

about 400 pounds, which, at 13 cents, about the

average price of the season, would be $52 per cow,

or $47,372 in the aggregate.

—The following gentlemen were recently elected

by the legislature of Vermont, Trustees of the

University and State Agricultural College :—Hon.

Frederick Billings, of Woodstock ; Hon. Horace

Fairbanks, of St. Johnsbury ; Hon. Paul Dilling-

ham, of Waterbury, and Henry Clark, Esq., of

Rutland.

—Into the city of New York there flow five great

streams of milk each day. One over the Harlem

road, another over the Erie, another over the New
Haven, another by the Hudson, and yet another

by the Long Island, amounting to #25,000 worth

Qaily, besides that which comes in by numerous

small rivulets.

—The Western Farmer says that Ira S. Hazel-

tine, of Richland Center. Wis., has kept as many

as 2000 Spanish ^erino sheep, and 500 or more

Long Wool sheep—Cotswolds, Leicesters and Lin-

colns. He has kept 300 of the latter in one fiock

through the winter and had them do well. He

writes the Rural New Yorker that he is satisfied

that the Spanish Merinos will do much better in

large flocks than will the Long Wools, and he pre-

fers them for subduing rough pastures, and rough

usage in large flocks, but likes the Long Wools
best for raising lambs, and much the best for

mutton.

—The Ohio Farmer says that thQ experiment

with Ayrshire cattle was tried in the north part of

that State twenty years ago and failed. The only

popular blood stock for our dairies is grade Short-

horns, and the most profitable of all are selected

natives purchased in the spring and turned over to

the butcher in the fall.

—The apple crop in the interior of New York is

enormous. The estimated yield in Genesee county

alone is 30,000 barrels. Prices range from $1.30

to $1.50 per barrel. The potato crop is also im-

mense, and parties are buying heavily for ship-

ment, principally to the West, at prices varying

from fifty to sixty cents a bushel.

—In growing spring sown wheat, as a general

rule, very early sown is better than late ; and in

order to sow early, the better way is to plough the

corn stubble, or other land intended for spring

wheat, in the autumn, and in the spring only use

the cultivator or harrow in preparing the land for

sowing. Such a course will generally greatly

facilitate the sowing, over the usual practice of

spring ploughing for a grain crop.

—An Indiana correspondent of the Rural New
Yorker writes : "A friend of mine, a lady of un-

doubted veracity, recently informed me that sev-

eral years since she cracked a peach pit which
contained two kernels : desirous of noting the re-

sult she planted the kernels, which in due time

germinated, grew and bore, the one a large white,

and the other a large yellow peach ; each distinct

from the other in habit of growth, and appearance

and flavor of fruit."

—An Illinois correspondent of the Country Gen-

tleman says that the present price of com in the

central part of the State is from twenty-five to

thirty-five cents per bushel, according to freight-

ing facilities ; and that it is usual in that section

to allow seventy-five pounds of corn in the car for

a bushel, till tha first of January, when the rate

is seventy pounds. Corn is unusually dry this

season and seventy-two to seventy pounds are now
often accepted as a bushel.

—The Home Journal says that Kentucky shows

an increase in the past ten years of between two

and three hundred thousand souls. The popula-

tion will reach about 1,360,000; the farms will

number about 110,000, and the productive estab-

lishments about 5000. This is the largest actual

increase Kentucky has ever made in any ten years

since her first settlement. Some of the wealthiest

counties have been growing poor and some of the

poor counties have advanced in wealth.
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For the Kew England Farmer,

SHALL -WE GO SOUTH P

I met with a gentleman at one ot our rail-

road stations a few days since who informed
me that he was an agent for an association

whose head quarters were at Memphis, Ten-
nessee. Their object in sending him this way
was to influence emigration and capital south,

especially to their IState.

He unfolded to me his purposes and plans

and the grounds of his hope for success. To
his mind there was not the shadow of a doubt
as to, the question of its being more advanta-
geous for emigrants to settle south and for capi-

tal to seek investments there than any where
else in our countrj'.

These points are being persistently pushed
at the present time with great vigor, not only

by organized bodies of men who send out

their circulars and agents, but by individuals

who have an axe to grind in some way if they

succeed. I am not prepared to say that they
are wholly wrong and selfish in this matter

;

but I am confident that there are so many
drawbacks to be considered and obstacles to

be overcome in a location there, that, what at

first glance appears to be every way desirable,

will, on more familiar acquaintance with all

that pertains to the question, assume a very
different aspect, and doubts will arise and
assume such large proportions as to deter

many from yielding to their first impressions.

Very many have, no doubt, bettered their

circumstances by going south, but more I

should judge had failed to be satisfied by the

change.

On going through portions of Kentucky,
Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi,

last summer, I was convinced of the fact that

almost every northern man who located out of

the cities, fonnd it not only desirable but in-

despensable that northern men should go in

communilits of their own neighbors and fellow

townsmen, or others well known to them.

The fact is. however much we may wish to

keep it in the background, that the southern

people are not what we wish they were in

many respects. Their tastes' and sympathies
are not in unison with ours ; and, of course,

so long as this is so, there cannot be fusion o!

feeling and harmony of action. I learned

from ladies from the north, whom I saw in

Alabama, that they were treated with much
courtesy by the gentlemen, but very patroti-

izingUj by the ladies. This I think will be
found true there almost universally.

1 found some northern men doing well, very
well, so far as money making is concerned,

but more who were not. Crops are more un-

certain than with us in New England, and
when two years of failure come together
great distress often ensues.

If a man goes south with a view either to

prospect for lands or for using money for

Other porposes, he will be surprised at the

amount of consideration bestowed upon him
as soon as his object is disclosed. Should he
be somewhat vain he will find food enough to

satisfy his ambition in that particular. Any
amount of calls and invitations will flow in

upon him. He will be surprised to find him-
self so big a man. As a farmer I would soon-
er go the extreme northwest part of our
country and settle on the proposed line of the
Northern Pacific railroad (say in the valley of
the Saskatchewan, where wheat is said to yield
fifty bushels to the acre and weigh sixty-four

pounds to the bushel) than settle any where
in our southern or southwestern states for a
home for myself and family.

It will surprise most people to be told that

the winter temperature in this northern region
is several degrees warmer than with us,

and that no more snow falls. It is certainly a
very healthy country, and free from fever and
ague and other malarious troubles so preva-
lent at the south, and generally in all new
settled countries.

I am aware that it is claimed for the soutb
that their mines of iron and coal are in great
abundance and of excellent quality. There is

no doubt of this being true. But is it not
equally true that we have as good if not better

mines at our own doors ? Within a few days
I have been looking over some tables and
estimates of the cost of making a ton of pig
iron in Missouri and in Rhode Island, and
find that Rhode Island can produce it for less

cost by about twenty per cent, and of a quality
pronounced equal if not superior to Mjssouri
iron. These tables are given by one of the
prominent business men of Providence, and
are not mere fancy figures to gull the unawry.
If these statements are correct, what advan-
tage are we to gain by going south to invest
in such business ? Is it not manifestly for the
interest of capital to seek out enterprises of
this kind at our own doors, where we can look
after it with our own eyes and handle it with
our own hands ? k. o.

Massachusetts, Nov., 1870.

Westminsteh, Vt., Farmers' Clib.—We
thank the Secretary and Treasurer of this veteran

Club for the information that the association

enters upon a new campaign with the following

ofticers. From what we have published of its dis-

cussions and from what we have seen in the local

paper, the Bellows Falls Times, we conclude that

it is one of the ablest and best conducted, as well

as oldest Farmers* Clubs in New England, and
cannot doubt that it is doing much good among
the farmers of that town.

Vtesident.—W. U, Kimball.
Vice Presidentn —ti. M. Nuttlpg, Geo. W. Mctcnlf,

B. F. PhulpH, II r Kiirr. <). L. FiBtMib
Secretary and '/'retisuri r.— M. V^^Daviii.
Axsistniit Serrttiin/ —I B. Moroc.
l)irfcloni.—i). C. VV'rii,'M, H. Floyd, Orrin n. Black,

N, G. I'ioico, K. Wi Ramiey, Lwnuul bpaulding,
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A SMALL COTTAQE.

The above cut of a small dwelling house is

copied from "Village and Farm Cottages,"

the author of which estimated that it could be

built for six hundred and tifty dollars at the

time his book was published, some fourteen

years ago.

It is. divided into three rooms and a front

entry. The front door, at the right of the

spade seen in the cut, opens into this entry,

and from it there is access to each of the three

rooms. The living room, with the large front

window, is 14 by 15 feet ; immediately back

of this is the kitchen 10 by 13 feet, with a fair

siziid pantry back of the entry ; and in the

left-hand or ell part is the bed-room 10 by 14

feet, with a closet.

The exterior finish which is plain, may be

ornamented by a grape vine or prairie rose,

which will look better and cost less than the

gingerbread finery of the carpenter. But

what a small house for a family ! True it is

not as large as some ; but it is not sufficient

for a small family that has not the means to

build larger ? And would it not be better to

own such a house clear than to have a larger

one with a big mortgage, or to pay rent quar-

terly ?

But if it is not good enough for you, how

would it answej^for your hired man ? Many

farmers are cOTRdering the question of em-

ploying married men and furnishing a dwell-

ing for them, instead of boarding them in their

families. We hope it will furnish valuable

hints to somebody who wants a cheap house.

"Talking Farmees."—In the report of the

proceedings of the late Farmers' Meeting at Con-

cord, N. H., published in the Mirror and Farmer,

we find the following :

—

Mr. George, of Barnstead, offered this resolution

:

Whereas If being a faot that the New Hnmpehire
Sta'e Agricultural fc'ociety is and for the piSt few years
hae been conductel in a large d<gree by B'o'^'-'fsionbl

men and politicisins, rather than by the farmers whose
contributioEB mainly contribute to the success of the
exhibitions, it is, therefore,

liesolved, By the fartrtrs of New Hampshire to-night
assembled, that the manag ment of the Etite Sicieiy
be transferred into the hands of the agricu'turists of
our State, that the lucrative offic s ol said Society be
given to farmerB in full eympathy with our people, that
the ab'us? 8 long existing io the present minagcmentof
the Society be corrected, and that, fail ng in this, we
will join our effo:ts with those of the f^rmeis of our
State in forming a new Society which shall be nt least

partially managed by men ia direct sympathy with onr
agricultural people.

After remarks by the chairman and others, on
motion of J. F. Lawrence, member of the Board
from Rockingham County, the resolution was laid

on the table.

A Fine Wheat Crop.—Mr. A. M. Latham, of

Ashley Barony, S. C, sent to the Rural Caro-

linian, a statement of a wheat crop on "seven acres

of old field." The land was ploughed nine inches

deep and a luxuriant crop of weeds turned under.

Sowed one bushel of seed per acre. When full

grown, the wheat stood about five feet high, he

states, and the yield was 367 bushels of as fine

wheat as he ever saw, or about fifty-two and a half

bushels per acre ! This will probably stir up

some of the fossil farmers in the South.
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•INFLUENCE OP RAJLBOAOS UPON
AQHICUIiTURE.

ARious departments of

r^' agriculture are probably

more directly influenced

by railroads than is believed by

„ i^ those who have not given atten-

>^r tion to the subject. Let us look

"^i^y at some of the effects that have

been and are being produced on

agricultural interests by railroads.

They tend to equalize the value of land.

Land is valuable not merely for its capacity

to produce food for those who occupy it. A
large portion of the population is engaged in

other avocations than farming, and purchases

its daily food in the open market, which it.

supplied by the* cultivators of the soil, from

the surplus which they produce above wh»t id

needed for their own consumption. Hence

the value of land depends largely upon the

facilities for transporting to market its sur-

plus produce. It now costs no more to trans-

port produce from lands lying within easy

reach of railroads, two or three hundred miles,

than it does to transport it fifteen or twenty

miles by wagons. Many articles are now
raised hundreds of miles from the city market,

which a few years ago would not pay for

transportation. Potatoes, green corn, apples

and various vegetables are brought from New
Hampshire and Vermont to Boston, and com-

pete profitably with the same articles raised

within a few miles of the city.

The same is true of the smaller fruits.

Animals of almost every kind are slaughtered

hundreds of miles away from the cities, and

reach the market by the cars in good condi-

tion. Milk is transported daily from fifty to

one hundred miles to Boston and New York.

Tomatoes, peppers, cucumbers and various

articles for the pickle manufacturers and can-

ners, are brought in their season from the

interior. Strawberries, raspberries, black-

berries, currants and grapes are transported

from fifty to five hundred miles in good condi-

tion.

The market gardeners in the neighbor-

hood of New York, have cut up their lands

into streets and house lots, and gradually

crept up the North River from fifty to one hun-

nois are devoted to the cultivation of small
fruits and vegetables for Chicago market, two
hundred miles away. Landjn southern Mich-
igan and southern Illinois are worth from one
to two hundred dollars per acre for agricul-

tural uses. New railroads are penetrating the
boundless solitudes of the West, affording the
means of transporting to market their produce,
and thus increasing their value many fold.

Cities are springing up,—yes, that is the
word, springing up,—almost, like Jonah's
goard, in a night, creating a demand for the
produce of the soil around them, and thus

giving value to that which before had none.

By means of steam, the early vegetables of
the South are brought to the markets of the

North, some weeks before they are ma'urtd
in our colder clime, thus prolonging our vege-
table season five or six weeks

; and the pota-
toes, apples and onions of the North find a
market in the Southern cities, in the autumn.
Both are accommodated by the interchange.

The facilities for moving live stock are in-

creased almost without limit. The herds from
Texas are embarked at Abilene for Chicago,

460 miles distant, and from Chicago to New
York and Boston, a thousand more, and thus

the dense populations of the East are supplied

with beef, which could not otherwise reach
them, and would be of little value, where it is

raised. So the swine and sheep from the

We3t are transported by (he thousand, to the

Eastern markets, on the cars, or are slaugh-

tered, and transported in the carcass. Wool
and dairy products would not pay, were it not
for the railroad.

Another benefit to agriculture is the dis-

semination by rail of good stock to all parts

of the country. Every valuable importation

of cattle, horses, sheep, or swine, soon makes
its mark upon all the stock in the country.

When it took four or five weeks to drive an
animal from New York to Cincinnati, blood
diffused slowly, but now that Short-horns are

transported from Canada to Kentucky in three

days, the work goes on rapidly. Agricultural

machines manufactured in the State of New
York, are exhibited at the fairs of St. Louis

and Chicago, and every improveim-nt in

ploughs and harrows is soon known through-
dred miles, and their "truck" in immense

I
out the country. Guano and^perphosphate

quantities is daily conveyed in boats and cars

to the city. Large sections of southern lUi-

are transported hundreds of mdey, and at

last, pears and grapes are brought from the
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Pacific to the Atlantic. Lumber, too, is trans-

ported by rail hundreds of miles for building

and manufacturing purposes, and lands that a

few years ago were of no value, are now in

the market.

Within the present century, a family from

Worcester County, consisting of a father,

mother, and two sons, built them two wagons,

and transported themselves and their worldly

gear to West Tennessee, and were seventy

days on the way. The journey might now be

accomplished in five days, at less than it cost

to build the wagons. These rapid movements

of produce, stock, and lumber, not only in-

crease the value of land, but increase emigra-

tion and bring the land into demand.

For the New England Farmer.

WINDOW QABDENINQ.

We hope that all the readers of the ever

attractive Farmek have made arrangements

for a window garden, be it ever so small.

Three or four pots of flowers that will bloom

several months, during the dark, cold winter,

will aflford an incredible amount of pleasure

to their owner. To be sure they require daily

care ; a neglect of a few days will greatly in-

jure them. We have had practical illustra-

tions of this fact the past week, when an un-

avoidable absence of a week or more, during

which our household pets were intrusted to

the hands of hirelings, has resulted in the loss

of several of our cherished tender darlings.

During December plants require but little

stimulant, but must gather strength for the

remainder of the season. The)? must have

their season of rest as well as animals, and if

they have bloomed in the summer months, they

cannot be expected to bud and blossom at the

commencement of the winter. We have given

many directions concerning the treatinent of

"window gardens;" but "line upon line, and

precept upon precept" are required, unless

one possesses an inborn love for their culture,

and makes it a study. Any one can make a

plant grow rapidly by watering it with a weak

decoction of guano water, (one tablespoonful

to one gallon of warm water,) applied once

or twice a week ; but it is another thing to

grow a plant in perfect shape and condition.

More than half of the "window gardens"

now scattered throughout New England will

show scraggy, scrawny plants, which an expe-

rienced florist would discard as worthless ; or

else would prune and trim with careful hand,

until we should consider them ruined, dwarfed

almost leafless plants—not quite so, however,

for their leaves are its lungs,—and they must

not be entirelytcut off. If they fall ofi it is

another thing ; for the roots set to work di-

rectly to put forth new ones ; as we see in the

case of roses and fuchsias, &c., which hav^
been kept down cellar for a few months, and
when given light, warmth and moisture, bud
forth anew in fresh vigor and beauty, greatly

enhanced by the period of rest they have en-

joyed.

So take your ill-shaped plants, dear friends,

and give them a six or eight week's sleep in a
dry, frost proof cellar. Then prune with an
eye to graceful shape ; water,—not too plenti-

fully—with warm water, occasionally mixed
with guano or hen manure, and our word for

it, by March you will call in your neighbors

to behold their beauty and glory.

The variegated leaved plants require a sea-

son of rest, and will give you finer foliage an-

other season if allowed to enjoy it.

Scarlet Zonale Oeraniums and all their va-

rieties of cherry, pink, salmon and white, are

the most desirable plants for house culture,

because they are never infested by insects.

They require but little care and will bloom
ten/nonths out of twelve. Plants of a year's

growth do better in-doors than those of greater

age. A well shaped geranium in full bloom
is a lovely sight. At this season the plants in

pots should be frequently turned around.

The stems naturally incline towards the sun,

which does not usually favor us with much of
his light, and by stretching out their leafy

arms to receive its strengthening beams, they
become distorted and spoiled. Twice a week
at least, every pot should be moved and the

saucers brushed out. It is very needful to

have "house cleaning" in our "window gar-

dens" once a week or fortnight,—the former
is preferable.- The pots should be washed in

warm soap suds, and scrubbed with a brush to

cleanse them thoroughly from the green mould
which closes up their pores. One sees pots in

a greenhouse covered wiih this same mould,
and yet the plants are in full flower, but the

greenhouse is heated by steam and the planis

are daily aired, while in a parlor the air is

close and dry and the roots require all ihey
can breathe in, when it is fresh. Unclean pots

are one cause of failure in the culture of
house plants. Fresh air is another. We have
written so often upon this theme that it would
seem as if all our friends must be aware of
its necessity. Throw open the windows every
noon while the air is at its highest tempera-
ture ; do not let ice-cold air fall directly upon.
the tender plants ; but give it free circulation

throughout the room ; keeping a brisk fire in

str>ve, furnace, orfar better, in the glowicg
fire place of wood, not coal.

If plants are kept in the kitchen, the fre-

quent opening of the outside door, will freshen

them, and the moisture arising from the cook-
ing on the stove will be very conducive to

their health. We have seen more thrifty and
vigorous plants in a farmer's wife's kitchen

than in a gorgeous parlor in Boston. Fresh
air and moisture produced the results. If the

kitchen grows cool at night, place the pots in
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a warmer dining or sitting room, and when the

mercury sinks far below the all important cy-

Eher, protect them with newspapers, ever at

and in a wise farmer's house ;
for Tie knows

that they contain the rudiments of all learn-

ing, as well as the weekly markets. We know
a farmer, stricken in years, past the period

when Holy Writ declares that the grasshopper

shall be a burden, who nightly, when the cold

settles heavily down upon his one and a half

Btory cottage, carries twenty pots of beautiful

house plants into the cellar. "You see, my
old woman thinks a powerful deal of these

plants ; our boys and girls are all gone ; and
flowers take their places ; so I carry them in

for her." Could a fashionable, modern hus-

band show his dainty wife more delicate atten-

tion?

Window boxes are much in vogue now, and
are easily constructed by an ingenious boy,

and can be prettily ornamented with osiers, or

moss, or cones, or coffee berries and rice

seeds. They are desirable on account of the

ease in watering them ; for if a newspaper is

used to protect the glass from drops of water,

the whole surface of the plant can be sprin-

kled, and more moisture given than by merely
wetting the surface of the pots. But they are

objectionable on account of not being able to

turn the plants, thus causing them to grow one
sided. They are beautiful for the culture of
bulbs and vines. Ivies, Madeira vines, Trades-
cantia and smilax will thrive perfectly in them,
and the interstices can be filled in with cro-

cuses, hyacinths, Due Van Thol tulips and cy-

clamens.

If these are planted with a goodly admix-
ture of sand, and then thickly covered with

moss, to shroud the bulb from the light, and
allow its roots to penetrate deeply into the

earth before the. tender green sheatli shoots

forth with their wealth of leaves and flowers,

the blossoms will be vigorous and brilliant.

We can give minute directions for the con-
struction of window boxes should our readers

desire them. They will give an air of grace
aud elegance to any surroundings.

Flowers seen in the windows of the com-
monest cottage beautify and adorn it. The
(inae required for their culture is not wasted

;

pure and holy lessons are learned from their

mute lips ; lessons which nature is ever ready
to teach to those who will learn of her, and
who will bend to listen to her revealings.

We trust that many windows will be adorned
with gardens this season, and if their owners
desire any more information concerning their

culture we shall be ever ready to afiordit, and
w« hope that while

"Fiercely the winter's wind,
Biting and Bbrill,

Swteps o'er tbo valley, flclds,

Moorlaud and hllla,"

they will adorn their fire sides with all that is

bright.and cheerful. , 8. o. j.

For the New England Farmer,

TOP DHES8INO.—PliOUQHINQ MA-
NUKE UNDEB.

When we take into consideration the fact

that this is the enlightened nineteenth century
which has developed many marked improve-
ments, and revealed many wonderful discov-

eries in science and the mechanic arts, there
is cause for humiliation that so little progress
has been made in agriculture, the foundation
and main-spring of everything that concerns
man as a living being. And yet in the midst
of this humiliation there is cause for rejoicing

that new light is dawning ; that the clouds of
error and hereditary thought are receding,
slowly it may be, before the march of science
and practical demonstration.

But a few years ago, the opinion was well
nigh universal that manure must be speedily
covered to a depth of six or eight inches, or it

would take wings and fly away. Great cau-
tion was used by the careful farmer, lest it lie

a few minutes too long, and the team was
kept in close proximity to the manure fork.
A change of opinion has occurred to some ex-
tent, and many now believe that top dressing
is the best method of improving the soil, as

well as securing a present crop
;
yet the old

method is still adhered to by many with much
obstinacy.

Here lies, it seems to me, one of the most
important problems in agriculture—one which
the farmer should strive with the greatest
earnestness to solve. It should have been
solved beyond dispute long ago, for in its

solution is involved thousands of dollars an-
nually to the farmer of New England.
When manure leaves the soil, doe? it go up

or down ? If it goes up, then the deeper it is

covered the better, if it is not entirely beyond
the reach of the crop. If it goes down, then
it should be spread upon the surface, and
allowed to mingle with and enrich the soil,

and remain as long as possible where needed,
while passing away in its downward course.
The advocates of the upward tendency will

not contend that manure is drawn up bodily,

by the cart loan, but that it must first be dis-

solved and then taken up in a liquid form.
Now let us take a familiar example or two,
that have a close analogy to this subject.

Suppose we dissolve one hundred pounds of
sugar in water and place it in the sun. Evap-
oration begins and continues until the water ig

gone ; but the sugar remains. Sub.^titute salt

or potash and the result will be the same ; the
water will pass off in vapor, and the dissolved
substance remain. In neither case, if the ex-
periment be conducted with prudence, will

there be more than a slight loss. A small
proportion of such substances as reveal them-
selves to us through the olfactory nerves,
mingle with the atmosphere in the form of
vapor or gas and is lost ; but the proportion
of manurial substances that come within the
proviuce of the general farmtr and u lost in
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this way is inconsiderable. Manure contains

more or less ammonia in a 6xed state that is

liberated and lost by the application of lime

or ashes. Hence the importance of keeping
apart stable or barnyard manure and all

alkalies, and applying them separately.

The farm which the writer occupies is a

small one ; but large enough to test a prin-

ciple. It is but a few years since I turned my
attention to this subject, and abandoned the

old method of ploughing manure under, as it

seemed to me, all at once, to involve a great

loss of manure. I reasoned thus : according

to general principles manure goes down ; there-

fore if I cover it six or eight inches, it is gone
that distance the first jump, and beyond the

reach of many of the finer plant roots. Es-

pecially if it lie under a tough furrow of

greensward, it is nearly useless for several

weeks, un il the stronger roots strike down-
ward through the turf in search of food. It

should therefore be spread upon the surface,

and be permitted to mingle with the soil when
it is needed, become dissolved by rains and
thus converted into plant food to which the

finer and feebler roots may find easy access,

and remain as long as possible where its bene-

fits will be felt.

There are cases where manure should be
covered with the plough, but these belong to

the catalogue of "necessary evils." Upon
side hills where there is danger of washing

into the rich valleys below, and when the

manure is coarse and bulky, it may be covered.

The process of rotting is hastened under the

surface. But it would be better to convert

euch crude manure into a finer substance, fit

for the burfdce, by mixing it with muck and

piling up for a year under cover. c.

Wilmington, Vt., Dec. 1870.

"WINTER PROTECTION OF BEEB.

Farmers who keep only a few hives of bees,

merely to obt..in honey for home use, are not

expected to give such particular attention to

the business as those who are engaged in it

largely, yet a certain amount of care is neces-

sary to warrant a good return. Where the

bees are wintered out of doors, protection

from severe cold winds must be given, and

may be afforded by setting posts on the north

and west sides, boarding the same up closely

and covering overhead.

None but btrong colonies should be selected

for wintering, and the weaker ones "taken

up," or two united in one, which is better.

To unice them, ihere are two simple processes

:

Smoke both thoroughly by burning cotton

rags or rotten wood, and shake all together

upon a sheet and put them into the hive of

the ttrongest colony ; or, invert the weaker of

the two, set the other upon this and drive the*

first up by use of smoke, blown in at the base.

Two swarms thus united, will consume but

little more honey than one alone, as more

heat is generated and less food required.

Not less than fifteen or twenty pouncjs of
honey should be allowed to winter a colony

;

where there is less than this, feeding will very

probably be necessary, and the hives should

be watched closely to see that the supply is

not exhausted, and the family starved to

death.

—

Ohio Farmer.

BXTKACTS AND BEPLIES.

LOW PRICE OF FARMS IN MASSACHUSETTS.

Here in northern Vermont few farms can be
bought under S30 to #40 per acre, and many are
sold at double and sometimes treble these prices.

Why are farms offered so much lower in Mr. Cha-
pin's Advertiser, that are said to be located on or
near the Albany railroad ? Are the towns bonded
to railroads, or deeply in debt, and thus heavily
taxed ? Or is the soil so run down and poor that
they are worth so little ? Can you tell me what is

the matter with your Massachusetts farms that
they are advertised at such low prices ? If you
have such a publication as our Vermont Register

perhaps thari; would afford me the desired informa-
tion. I enclose the money for a copy. w. e. a.

Milton, Vt., Nov. 28, 1870.

Remarks.—At the time your letter was received,

one of our subscribers in the town of Worcester,

a gentleman of much intelligence, was in the office.

We read it to him and asked him to tell us what

answer we should make. After a moment's hesi-

tation, he replied, "Well, I hardly know what to

say. In my neighborhood several farms have been

sold at prices I should have been unwilling to ac-

cept had they belonged to me. It is true that

there is some poor land in Worcester county, but

there is also much good land, and many farms

cannot be bought at a low figure. Our boys seem

to think they can do better at other kinds of busi-

ness than farming. I have raised six boys, and

only one is a farmer, and he probably remains at

home from a conviction of duty to his parents

rather than from choice. In Worcester, noiv a

city of some 40,000 inhabitants, a great variety of

manufacturing is carried on, and the young people

prefer the shop or the store to the farm, and many
of the old homesteads in the country towns are

running down,—both fields and buildiags being

neglected."

Such were the suggestions of our Worcester

county friend. We cannot add anything of value

to them. Some of the towns in Worcester county

are "bonded" for smaller or larger amounts, and a

large part of them are seriously in debt, and there

is much complaint of the late rapid increase of

taxation. But we do not know whether those in

Worcester county are worse off in these respects

than towns in other States.

From our acquaintance with the soil of the Lake
Champlain Valley, we are free to say that in few

localities in New England can its equal be found.

Our experience in the world teaches us that lands,

as well as men, generally pass for just about what

they are worth. We have,little personal accjuaint-
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ance with the farms in "Worcester county, but

must conclude that if they are offered below their

real value, it is the result of some temporary local

cause,—a sort of selling fever or fashion, perhaps,

which prevails at times in all localities.

Probably you will not be able to obtain a satis-

factory answer to your questions cheaper than by

a personal visit to Worcester county.

The Massachusetts Register is a large volume,

and the price, we believe, some f3.50, and prob-

aoiy it would not prove satisfactory to you.

HAIR SNAKES.

What is in the water ? About a month ago I

made a new water trough or tub for my cattle.

Yestertiay I noticed something white at the bottom
of the tub. On taking it out I found it looked like

a horse hair, and was about eight inches long, but

it soon began to move like a snake. Will horse

hairs l)ecome snakes ? If so, how soon after fall-

ing into the water ? o. h.

WalUngford, Vt., Nov. 29, 1870.

Remarks.—The natural history books spoil the

poetry of the popular idea that horse hairs turn to

snakes. These curious worms, like all other ani-

mated beings, are produced "after their kind."

The perfect worm lays its eggs in long chains in

water or moist earth. The young hatch in about

three weeks, and are at first of a very different

form from their parents. They are so small that

some 400 make an inch in length. The American

Cyclopajdia says their posterior portion is cylindri-

cal, rounded, and furnished with short spires at

the end ; the anterior is wider, the mouth having

two circles of retractile tenticles and a club-shaped

proboscis. These minute creatures are swallowed

alive by crickets, grasshoppers, beetles, &c., in the

bodies of which they are developed into long hair

like worms. A hair snake eleven inches long has

been found in a beetle only one inch long. Hence

they are similar to the intestinal worms which ex-

ist in all animals. The books give them the name

of Gordius aquaticus.

Would it not be better if boys and girls would

read books which tell the wonderful stories about

animal and vegetable life, growth and develop-

ment, instead of those which deal in fiction ?

A TRIBUTE TO THE FARM.

Dear Parents :—It is the night before thanks-
giving. I Lave been thinking, all day, while so

busy with my bands, of those days years ago,

when we were all at home, getting ready for thanks-
giving. My memories of those seasons are very
pleasant; and I have been tninking if my child

could havosmh memories to bless him, should he
live, of his childhood thanksgivings, I should be
satibfied.

Then the rfay itself. No memories of cloud or

storm, but swtet memories of the satisfaction and
rest within ; the final adjusting of everything, and
every body l)rigbt and clean and s.itisfactory.

Father going for our dear grandma, who was a
part of thanksgiving; the return ; Ler kind words
and attention to each one, so thoughtful for others

and happy in teeing all happy around her. Wo
were satiiified with each other, and sought no out-

ward pleasures beyond our own comfortable home.

I have felt to-night, 'dear parents, bow much I

would like to live over one of those glad days be-

fore our full circle was broken, with^U those early

joys and feelings. Yes, "I would be a child again,"

for one day—one thanksgiving day ! Not that I

wish to live my life over again ; but such an expe-
rience, seems to me, would be like stepping from
a stormy voyage, on to an evergreen isle baihedin
sunshine and unfading beauty. Not that my voy-
age in life has been rough,—far from it; but only
a very busy one. I do love to stop a morrent at

these mile stones, and recall my early fhildhood
days in the dear old home, with all the loving and
loved ones right there. And I bless my Father in

heaven that my life was cast in a quiet country
home, and that I was brought up a farmer's daugh-
ter. X. X.
Xete Hampshire, Dec, 1870.

Remarks.—We have been allowed to copy the

foregoing extract from a letter written by a daugh-

ter of a Vermont farmer, now the wife of a New
Hampshire clergyman, to her parents. How many
others have seen cause to bless their heavenly Fa-

ther that they were brought up in a quiet country

home,—that they were the sons or daughters of

farmers ! Do parents prize as they should such

an inheritance for their children, when comparing

the advantages of city and country life ? The de-

sire expressed by this lady that her child should

be blessed by the memories to which she alludes,

has been experienced by many parents whose

children were growing up under different circum-

stances.

SEVERAL breeds OF HOGS.

Will you give the characteristics of the breeds
of swine known as Suffolk, Essex, Mackay, Chee-
ter County or White Chesters and Plymouth, in-

cluding their peculiarities of growth, origin and
preference for farmers to raise ? I would like to

know if the Chester County and the White Ches-
ter are the same or diSerent breed of hogs. I no-
tice the breed called by some Chester County are
coarse, large and rawny, and another called the
White Chester are large, but not as coar.-e. D. A.
Brown of this place has two—sow and boar—pur-
chased of Mr. Baker, Barton, Vt., called full blood
White Chester, which are very fine, large, hand-
some hogs. Mr. Baker purchased his breed dir^t
from Pennsylvania. I notice in rending ihe pre-
miums on swine, the breeds are seldom pivrn.

Reader and Subscriber.
Keene, N. B., Dec. 2, 1870.

Remarks.-The Suffolk and Essex are perhaps

the two most popular of all the English breeds.

The Suffiplk is white, with short heads, and long

cylindrical bodies upon short legs, fine, thin hairs.

By many English farmers this breed is regarded

as the best in England. The late AViliiam Stick-

ney, of Boston, imported and bred these hogs, and

in some sections in New England it is still known

as the Stickney breed.

The Essex breed is black, and is said to have

been the result of a cross on the olJ-faihioned

black hogs of Essex County, England, with an

Italian breed known as Neapolitans. Early ma-

turity, and an excellent quality of ficsh are among

the merits of the Essex. The color is not popular

in this country.

The Mackay is an American breed produced by
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crossing with various English breeds, by John

Mackay, who for many years run a packet-ship

between Boston and Liverpool. After retiring from

his sea-faring business, he interested himself in

breeding swine, and for several years the captain's

hogs took all the premiums at cattle shows in his

vicinity. In 1838, Mr. Sanford Howard said, "For

aptitude to fatten, large size at an early age, they

are unrivalled by any swine ever known in our

country."

We know nothing about the Plymouth breed.

The Chester County, Chester Whites, White
Chesters, &c., originated in Chester County, Penn-

sylvania. They are a good kind of white hogs,

but probably they have not been bred with suffi-

cient care and during a sufficient length of time

to be entitled to the name of breed. Hence, as

you say, some are coarse, large and rawny. The
demand for these hogs, caused by advertising, &c.,

has been so large that some breeders have filled

orders with such as they could buy of neighboring

farmers.

Before railroads were introduced, drovers were

in the habit of buying a nice kind of white pigs in

the county of Columbia, N. Y., for the Brighton

market. These pigs became popular, and were

known as Columbia County pigs. The name is

still applied at that market to thrifty looking white

pigs from all sources fl,nd of all breeds.

PLASTIC SLATE.

A few years ago a patent roofing was adver-
tised considerably. It consisted of felt covered
with ground slate and coal tar. I believe it vras

called Mastic Rooting, and I think the Masomc
Temple, Boston, was covered with it. I have not
seen it advertised lately. Has it proved a failure

for roofs, or are they using it to any extent any-
where ? N.

Fairfax, Vt., Nov. 28, 1870.

Remarks.—We are sorry to say that this roof-

ing seems not to have given sufficient satisfaction

to have been extensively used. We say "sorry,"

because a cheap and durable roofing is greatly need-

ed, and the confident manner in which this material

was recommended by Solon Robinson and other

members of the New York Farmers' Club, led us

to hope that the plastic slate would prove to be a

valuable article. We have heard nothing of it for

6ome time, and suppose it is a—failure.

SAWDUST WITH MANUKE—VALUE OF COAL ASHES.

W»!l you please to answer the following ques-

tions. What is the effect of pine sawdust on
manure when used as bedding ? Are coal ashes
won h anything as an absorbent or as a fertilizer

applied to land in any way ? Asker.
Wrentham, Mass., Dec. 3, 1870.

Remarks —The first cflTect of sawdust on ma-

nure is to absorb the liquid portion, that otherwise

might be lost ; then it tends to produce heating,

which must be guarded against and properly man-

aged.

Coal ashes is worth something as an absorbent.

It is good in privies, &c. As a fertilizer it varies

according to the qualities of the coal burned,

kindlings usedj &c., but this value is generally

considered to be very small.

On each of these subjects we have published

several articles during the year past ; and the in-

dex to the Monthly Farmer will refer you to the

various pages on which these matters are dis-

cussed.

URINARY trouble IN A HORSE.

About a year and a half ago a valuable horse
appeared to have some urinary difficulty. It was
passed with effort and was quite bloody. These
symptoms changed in a short time. The urine so
far as I could see resumed its natural color, but
was voided frequently and often involuntarily.
Any sudden start, such as putting a hand on him
unexpectedly, or other nervous excitement, causes
a discharge. No one whom I have consulted has
been able to account for the trouble.

Claremont, N. H., Dec, 1870. S. A. Sabin.

Remarks.—It is difficult to determine the char-

acter of the disease with which Mr. Sabin's horse

is affected from the above description. It may be

a case of gravel, and there may be a stone in the

bladder; or, the whole difliculty may have been
caused by a violent blow upon the loins, or by a

severe strain. If practicable the bladder should

be sounded, and a chemical and microscopical ex-

amination of the urine made by a competent per-

son.

In the meantime, we would advise that the ani-

mal be fed on timothy or natural hay, with a fair

allowance of oats and corn, withholding clover

and other articles which contain lime. Let him
have all the soft water he will drink, but give him
none that is hard. Curry him well, clothe him
comfortably, exercise him moderately, and in

everything keep him in obedience to the laws of

health.

If, on proper examination, a stone be found in

the bladder, have it removed by a surgical opera-

tion. If it be a case of gravel only, give sixty to

eighty drops of strong muriatic acid daily, in the

water he drinks ; also give freely of flaxseed and

other mucilaginous articles. If the case is the re-

sult of a mechanical injury—a blow or a strain

—

mustard poultices, fomentations, &c., will be

proper.

For the nervousness, liberal doses of bromide of

potassium may be useful—say a tablespoonful of

a saturated solution, twice or thrice a day. This

may be obtained of any druggist.

working bulls in hot and cold weather.

In a communication by O. W. True in the last

Farmer, he questions whether bulls will stand
the heat and cold as well as other cattle. In 1839

my father bought two bulls and trained them to

work. They proved to be good workers and ^n-
tle. At five years old they would do more work
about once a month, and have not had any trouble
than the heaviest oxen in Danby, where he then
resided. Since then he and myself have trained

sixteen different bulls, all of which but one were
good workers. All were easy to learn except two.

Daring the same time we have trained four steers,
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all proving good workers and good to learn. Dar-
ing the same time we have had four stags, which

|

could not or would not learn anything, and re-

member it. The Ijulls will endure "the heat or cold

as well as any cattle, provided they are kept away
from cows alter you commence working them.

Wallingford, Fi., .Voy. 29, 1870. Okrin Hager.

For the Kew Enaland Farmer,

MEDICAL TOPICS.
BV A MEDICAL MAN.

Foisons; their Symptoma and Treatment

CoNiL'.M.—The Conium maculalum or poi-

son hemlock, (sometimes called Cicuta,) is an

irritant narcotic, producing symptoms, when
taken in an over-dose, similar to those pro-

duced by Aconite, and recjuiring the same
treatment.

Copper.— SulpTiate of Copper, commonly
called Blue Vitriol

—

Acetate of Copper, com-
monly called verdigris.

Symptoms.—Violent headache, vomiting,

pain in the bowels, cramps in the lower ex-

tremities, diarrhoea, convulsions, palsy.

Treatment —Same as for arsenic.

Corrosive Sublimate — See Mercury.
Creosote.—This is an irritant poison ob-

tained from the various kinds of tar.

Symptoms.—Pungent taste, burning pain,

vomiting, purging, &c.
Treatment —Give the white of eggs imme-

diately ; or if that cannot be obtained give

largely of wheat flour mixed in water.

Croton Oil.—This is obtained from the

seeds of a shrub found in India. Symptoms
and treatment like blue flag, colocynth, &c.

DiGiT.vLis—Foxglove—The Digitalis pur-

purea or Fox- glove is a powerful narcotic.

For symptoms and treatment see Aconite.

Ergot—Smut cl E.y3.~This is a narcotic

irritant, and pciscncus ia over-dose. Symp-
toms and treatment like Aconite &c.
Fowler's SoLDTiCN.— See Arsenic.

Fox-GLOVE —See Digitalis.

Gin.—See Alcchol.

Glass.—V/hec glass or enamel of any kind

is taken into the OLOCiaeh, irritation and inflam-

mation of the Elcr-£.ch and bowels, with the

usual symptoms of suoa aifections may be ex-

pected.

Treatment.—Give ibe white of eggs, wheat
flour mixed in water, or thick gruel ; and fol-

low with such other remedies as are adapted
to the cure of inflammation.

IIellkhore. — The Jlclleborus niyer or

Black Hellebore is a powerful cathartic, and
in large doses, an irritant poi.son. For 8}mp-
toms and treatment gee Blue Flag. Green and
white hellebore may be found under the bead
Veratrum.

Henbane.—See Hoyscyamus.
Hyoscyamus.—Ilyoscyamus niger, or Black

Henbane, is a narcotic poison. Symptoms
and treatment same as Aconite, Belladonna,

Conium, &c.
Iodine—Iodide of Potassiu.m—Iodide of

Irox^Iodide of Mercury, &c.—Iodine in

all its forms, is an irritant poison.

Symptoms.^ Heat and constriction of the

throat, offensive eructations of gas from the

stomach, nausea and sometimes vomiting, jmin

in the stomach and bowels with diarrhaa, a

quick pulse, great thirst, tremblings, convul-

sions and death.

Treatment. — Give starch or wheat flour

mixed in water, and then induce vomiting by
the free use of warm flaxseed tea or other

mucilaginous drinks.

IPfON —This highly useful metal in its pure

state is not poisonous, but some of its prepa-

rations are. Examples : sulphate of iron or

copperas and chloride or muriate of iron.

Symptoms. — Colic pains, vomiting and
purging, violent pain in the throat, a feeling

of tightness at the stomach, coldness of the

skin, feebleness of the pulse, &c.

Treatment.—Give a strong solution of car-

bonate or bicarbonate of soda, and follow with

mucilaginous drinks.

Laurel.—See Prussic Acid.

Lead—Sugar of Lead (acetate of lead)
—White Lead (carbonate of lead)—Red
Lead (red oxide of lead)—Litharge (brown
oxide of lead,) &c.

Symptoms.— Obstinate constipation, vio-

lent colic pains, retraction of the abdomen,
vomiting, a small hard pulse, laborious breath-

ing, a blue tinge to the gums, tremors and

paralysis of the extremeties.

Treatment.—If the poisoning be recent,

give freely of sweet oil, white of eggs or milk,

and follow with an emetic ; then administer

repeated doses of epsom salts (sulphate of
magnesia.) In severe colic from lead poison-

ing, the warm bath, galvanism, anodynes and

chlorate of potash, may be employed in ad-

dition to the salts, &c.

Lime.—Symptoms and treatment same as

Ammonia.
Lobelia—Indian Tobacco.—The Lobelia

ivflata or Indian tobacco, is an irritant nar-

cotic poison. For s)mptoms and treatment,

see Aconite.

Lunar Caustic.—See Silver.

Mandrake—May Apple.—The Podophyl-

lum peltatum or Mandrake root, is a useful

cathartic, but an irritant poison when taken in

overdose. Symptoms and treatment same as

Blue Flag, Colocynth, &c.

Mercury — Calomel, (mild chloride of

mercury,)

—

Corrosive Sublimate, (corro-

sive chloride of mercury)—Red Precipitate,

(red oxide of mercurj)

—

Vermiuon, (red

bulphuret of mercury,) &c.

Symptoms.—A harsh, metallic, astringent

taste, a burning pain in the stomach, vomiting

and purging, irritation of the urinary organs,

and sometimes 8uj)pression of urine, a sense

of tightness and ot burning in the throat, stu-

por, convulsions and death.

Treatment.—Albumen in some form should

be given as soon as possible. The white of
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eggs is best ; but if that be not at hand, milk,

or wheat flour mixed in water may be used.

Morphia or Morphine.—See Opium.
Muriatic Acid or Uvdrochloric Acid.
Symptoms. — Burning in the throat and

fitromach, thirst, a hot and dry skin, a red and
glazt:d tongue, black lips, vomiting of blood

mixed with yellow matter, cold sweats, delir-

ium and death.

Treatment —Administer magnesia or soda,

mixed in water, and follow with flaxseed tea,

or other mucilaginous drinks.

Nitre—Sal Nitre—Saltpetre—Nitrate
OF Potash —See Potash.

NiTKic Acid— Aquafortis. — Symptoms
and treatment like Muriatic Acid.

Nightshade.—See Belladonna.

Nux Vomica.—This is the common name
for the seeds of the Strychnos nux vomica, a

moderate sized tree found in the East Indies.

It is a powerful narcotic and irritant. Sym-
toms and treatment like Aconite.

Opiuji —This is a powerful narcotic poison

extracted from the poppy

—

{Papaver somnif-
erum.)

Symptoms.—Drowsiness, stupor and per-

fect insensibility or delirium, followed by pro-

found sleep, a pallid countenance, deep snor-

inji or stentorous breathing, cold sweats, a

slow, full pulse, a cold and livid skin, a sus-

pension of all the secretions, except that of

perspiration, sometimes convulsions, particu-

larly in children.

Treatment.—The stomach must be evacu-

ated as speedily as possible. Use a stomach

pump if one is at hand ; if not, administer an

emetic of white vitriol (sulphate of zinc) or

of ground mustard seed. Affusions of cold

water upon the head, chest and tpine, may be

employed with advantage ; also, flagellation,

or whipping the extremities with small rods

for the purpose of arousing the patient from

his stnpor. The best liquid that can be given

is a Btrong decoction of coffee.

[to be concluded.]

TIME FOR COWS TO COME IN.

A cow that drops her calf in April is of

more profit than one that comes in earlier in

the year, with the same care and feed. If

your cows drop their calves in February, or

the first part of March, you will have to feed

largely with grain, roots, &c., the rest of the

feeding season, and you will make an article

of butter which must be sold immediately, as

you cannot keep spring butter, nor can you
make butter as cheaply with the mercury at
zero or below, as when 30° to 60° above. By
the first of June, whether you have fed extra
or not, your cows will fall off in quantity and
quality of milk, and you will have a small

yield of butter through the be&t of the season

;

when, if they had come in six or eight weeks
later, they would have gone out to grass

heavy and strong, and capable of giving the

largest quantity and the best quality of but-

ter.

By the first of October your cows will be
nearly or quite dry, when if they had dropped
their calves in April, you would have found
that October was the most profitable month of
the season. And further, you will find this

month and the next, the best to feed grain to

cows.

All cows in a herd should drop their calves

as near the same time a? possible. If one
should drop her calf after jou have com-
menced to pack and put away butter, do not

put her milk with the rest tor two weeks or

more, as it is impossible to keep butter made
from it, and it will damage the rest. This is

one very common source of an occasional bad
tub of butter.—/. E. HoUistcr, in Montpe-
lier, Vt., Watctiman.

Potash from Wool.—One of the most<
interesting among recent scientific applications

is the method of extracting potash from the

yolk of wool fleeces, which from this source

for some time past has been obtained in great

purity. It is computed that if all the fleeces

of all the sheep of France, estimated at 47,-

000,000, were subjected to the new treatment,

France, would derive from this source alone

all the potash she requires in the arts, enough to

make about 12,000 tons of commercial car-

bonate of potash, convertible into 17.500

tons ofsaltpetre, which would charge 1,870,000-

000 cartridges. So that the inoffensive sheep,

the emblem of peace, can be made to supply

the chief muniment of war. The obvious lesson

from these facts, to the sheep farmer, is to

wash his fleeces at home in such a manner
that the wash water so rich in potash, may
be distributed upon the land as liquid ma-
nure.

—

American Artizan.
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FEBRUARY THOUGHTS.
. T ii o u c, II the

shortest month

in the year,

Febhuaky is

sometimes the

coldest. Last

year a storm

commenced on

the 8th day by

scattering snow

Hakes falling in

the morning. The wind

rose as the fall of snow

increased, and in the

evening the air was filled with

it so thickly that only for a

short distance could lar^ ob-

jects be seen. Then came
*"^l the northern l^last, roaring through

the trees, whirhng the dry Hakes into

&* the air and seeming delighted in

scattering them in every direction, or piling

them in masses under the stone walls, or filling

the highway so that man nor beast could pass

over it. It was "fun" to see it, backed by a

warm room, bright lights and an easy chair.

Tiie scene without recalled some experiences

when "snowed in" in the mountains, and gave

the comforts of social life new charms. No
position seems so thoroughly to bewilder the

senses and make all vague and uncertain about

one, as to be overtaken at night in an un-

,f

known region, and amid a trackless waste of

snow. If the heavens have obscured their

lights, every step the traveller takes must be

one of doubt and misgiving ; may lead to

difficulties that cannot be overcome.

How vividly comes every thought of the

poet to one who has sunk exhausted on the

mountain side, and planned his hut of green

branches in the valley below, if a little rest

and reviving powers would enable him to get

to them.

"Lone on the midnight ptccp, and .all .nghast.
The dark, vayfaring stranger breathless toils,

And, ol'tou failing, climbs aguiuBt the blast."

We can have little good farming without

good stock. Ko stock, no manure ; no manure,

no crops ; no crops, no anything. We are

used up. So, the more cold the weather, the

more attention the stock will require. The
backbone of the winter is broken, so far as

days and weeks are concerned. But not so

of the weather. Old Boreas will not resign

the reins till after the first of March, but

blows, and freezes, and showers his snow
flakes upon us more freely than ever. We
nuist not anticipate the green grass too soon,

but huiband the resources of the bam as

th(jugli we knew that February, March, and
even the fickle April, would lecjuire as much
fodder as January itself.

Keep all the stock .so that they shall have

soft, loose skins, and lively hair. If (hey [ire-

sent these appearances, they will, be penua-
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nent advertisements of their owner's skill and

humanity. They will fill large milk-pails, be-

come the envy of every good teamster as work-

ers, or surprise you at the shambles by a

weight which you scarcely expected in an ani-

mal that did not look very fat! The rough

tallow was well laid on, another montirs feed-

ing would have shown the fat nearer the sur-

face.

But, Mr. Farmer, your duties are not all

among the animals who do not think and rea-

son. You have others, perhaps, whose

thoughts are to be guided and reasoning pow-

ers aided, or corrected. So when the boys

have returned from school and assisted in mak-

ing all comfortable for the night about the

barn,—and the girls, with charming zeal and

aptitude, have lightened the mother's cares,

1/ou, yes, yourself must become a teacher in

the hi:;hcr school. The room is warm ; the

lii-hts clear ; the wind roars through leatless

trees without ; books are upon the table, and

their lessons for the succeeding day are

scanned.

Now is the time for the natural teacher to

go as far as he can over the lessons which the

children are striving to master. Nothing will

encourage young students so much, and the

effort may become as instructive to parent as

to child. They become teachers in turn.

It should be remembered, too, that educa-

tion not only secures the means of being use-

ful to the world, but, rightly used, confers

ease of manner, dignity and grace upon its

possessor, and what is of still greater impor-

tance, saves the cTiild from a life of idhness

and vice. Returns from the penal institutions

of New England show the two leading causes

of crime to be the want of a trade, and the

want of education.

The Fehruary evenings, then, arc moments

precious beyond measure, in this light. If ju-

diciously occupied for a single month, knowl-

edge may be. gained and impressions made

which may be a source of power and happi-

ness through a long life. The scenes of such

evenings may become a "joy forever,"—a stay

and comfort in the trials of life, and a fore-

taste of heaven itself.

Who will allow such opportunities to pass

unimproved ? Who so indifferent as not to

recognize and value them? Let it not be

those standing pre-eminently amidst the most

pleasing operations of a Divine Hand, and

witnessing its manifestations in everything he

sees or touches in the duties of his daily life.

Improving the soil tends to improve the mind.

Improving tlie mind gives us power to im-

prove the soil. When both arc accomplished,

the labor of the farm will be more agreeable,

and its profits larger.

APPROPKIATE "WOKK FOR FEBRUARY.
Top-Dkesslng.—If snow is not too deep,

this month is a good time to top-dress lawns

or mowing lands. The weather will be suffi-

ciently cold to prevent fermentation, and if

the dressing freezes or is covered with snow,

there will be little or no loss by evaporation.

The melting snow or rain will wash out the en-

riching matters, and carry them down among

the roots of the grasses, where they will be

ready for use by the plants when the earth is

warmed by the spring sun. This work can

be done without injuring the surface by wheels

or feet of the team, and will be out of the

way when other duties are urgent. In the

spring pass over the manure with Witt's

Breaker, and it will become so fine as to be

washed down by the first rain.

Haul out IVLvnxjre.—Dr. Dana, who had

occasion to weigh the droppings of cattle many
times, states that one cord of green dung, pure

as dropped, weighs nine tJwiisand two hundred

and eighty-nine 2Jounds ! If the farmer, then,

wishes to apply six cords to an acre of his

corn land, liis team must haul thirty-one tons

and seven hundred and thirty-four pounds, in

order to place it on the field. In many cases

it would be necessary to haul this up hill, and

quite 'often over plouglied ground. If several

acres were to be planted, and each suj^plied

with a similar amount, the task to remove it

would require several days, and would be a

Herculean one. Of course, as the manure

was fermented and dried, the weight would be

less.

The labor of removing this immense weight

is not the only objection against leaving it un-

til tlie ground is bare, and planting time at

hand. Other duties are jiressing then, which

cannot be postponed. If hauled to tlie field

where it is to be used, and thrown into a com-

pact form. It will be ready for overhauling and

breaking up as soon as the frost leaves It.

Tills should be done two or thi'ee times, and a
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slight fermentation allowed to take place, in

order to facilitate breaking it up.

Some persons object to lianling out manure

iu the •winter, because it must be unloaded by

hand from a sled. This, however, is one of

the operations which tlie manure needs. It is

so much done towards making it fine. If the

heap is slightly covered with loam, after being

overhauled in the spring, little or no loss will

occur from evaporation. If the ground re-

mains bare, the teaming can be done on the

frozen ground easier than on the soft ground

in tlie spring.

The wood pile, fencing stuff, hog stye,

house cellar, farm implements, poultry house

and many other things, require attention in

this month.

St. Valentine's day will come on the 14th,

when, it was anciently supposed, birds began

to mate. If the day suggests to any party,

any exercises of that nature, it should be re-

membered that large latitude is allowable on

the old Saint's day.

The suggestion of old Tusser, who worked

on his farui, and wrote about it, near 300 years

ago, is a good one with which to close this

homily :

—

"Good provendpr laboring horses woulil have,
Good hay and good plenty i)loiigh oxen do crave,
To haul out thy muck, and to plough up thy ground,
Or clue it may hinder thee many a pound."

For the Kew England Farmer.

THE GARDEN IN" FEBRTJAHY.
Tliough, in our New England climate, little

other work can be done in the garden than to

see that no injury results from negligence,

there are a few things the prudent, thought-

ful gardener will do to antici[)ate Spring work.
But this is the season for planiiiug, study and
investigation,—a part of ga.'den work too

much neglected. Time that should be devoted
to reading and planning for the future may
be spent listlessly or worse. Tiuies and habits

change. A few years ago an "English Straw-
berry" was a novelty in many a New England
village and on most farms. Many vegeta-

bles and llowers have been ii'itroduced during
the past ten years, and a knowledge of their

names and uses is becoming a lu'ce'-sary part

of the education of a fanner's family. Oin-

tal)les are not well provided with vegetables,

J
and we have eonsefjuently fallen into tiie habit

of eating too much meat. It would be more
healtliy, and less expensive to increase the

vegetable ])ortion of our diet. J\Ieat is costly,

and there ap|)ears to be a constantly increas-

ing advance in cost of some kinds. The best

antidote for this state of things is for every

farmer, especially, to grow a greater variety

and quantity of vegetables ; and to do this the

most prolitably, advantage should be taken of

the experiences of others as recorded in hor-

ticultural books, and our farm papers.

Cold Fhamks need good care to prevent
the plants from damping off or other injury.

Plenty of air must be given on mild days, and
protection from sudden changes of tempera-
ture at all times ; the great end is to keep them
in a dormant state, free from injury.

Cuttings axd Scions.—Cuttings from cur-

Vants and gooseberries may be made, din-ing

a mild spell ; also scions for grafting may be
cut and preserved for spring use.

Grate Vinks.—Neglected vines shotild be
pruned during this month, at the latest, be-

fore they come into full leaf. A. S. Fuller

says he prunes in December.
IIoKSERADisir.—A tliaw may afford an op-

portunity to dig for family use or for market,
it may be kept fresh a long time packed in

moist sand, or earth
;

grated and moistened
with water, with a httle salt added, and bot-

tled, it makes a very acceptable condiment with

boiled sauce. Vinegar destroys its life, if

kept in it.

Seeds.—Overhaul all home grown and see

that their vitality is preserved. The vitahty

of seeds depends greatly njion the care they
receive in growing and preserving. Some are

sure to vegetate only one year, while others

will retain gerininative qualities ten or more
years. Send your orders to reliable Seeds-
men for any deficiency. The general garden-
er can ill afford to test many novelties. There
are enough well established varieties of all

kinds of vegetables, &c., frojn which to se-

lect. Let amateurs expeiiment in new kinds,

and if they prove desirable, a few seasons
hence will become plenty and cheap.
For the guidance of the iuexpei^.nced, I

will here name a few of the difi'erent varieties

of vegetables, &c., desirable in every good
garden.

Asparagus.—A bed of greater or less size,

according to size of family, of this very desi-

rable plant shotdd be fotuul in every garden.
Connover's Colossal is the most desu-able,

yet tlie older varieties shouhl not be rejectetl.

Good culture and hitrh matuwing will insiu-e si

corresponding good size and crop.

Beans.—Uf these we want Bush, Dwarf,
and Pole, or Iviuming. Early Valentine,

Cliiua, and Dwarf Wax are desirable sorts

for snaps or string. Lima, Case Knife, lied

and White Cranberry and (liant Wax or
London Jlorticidtural, for poles.

Beets.—Early Bassano, earliest; Long
Blood Turnip, late ; Swiss Chord, fine for
greens only.

Carisace.—Jersey Wakefield ; Early and
Large York; Early Ox Heart; A\ inning-

stadt; Early Flat Dutch; these for early anil

medicun are the most desirable. J\Iarbh'Iiead

.Manunoth ; Stone Mason ; Common Ball

;
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Flat Dutch; Green Globe Savoy, for late,

lied ])utc-h for pickliiia;.

C'aijhots.—Early Horn, for early; for

main crop Long Orange.

C.vULiFLOWKU.—Early Erfurt, dwarf com-

'pact; Eai-ly Paris, fine, but larger than last

;

Wellington, largest.

CiCLiiiiY.—Incomparable Dwarf ; Seymour's

Superb, largest growing, suitable for hot, dry

climate.

Coitx.—Mexican Sweet, s-weetest andtend-

orest Early ; Trimble's Lnproved Sweet ; Cros-

by's Early ; Stowell's Evergreen ; these are

the very best varieties of sweet corn with

which I am acquainted.

Cucumbers.—Early Cluster ; White Spined :

Early Frame and Long Green Turkey.

Egg Plant.—Early Long Purple, earliest;

Long Purple ; N. Y. Improved, and Striped

Gaudaloupe.
Endive.—Green Curled ; Moss Curled

;

use, Sunnner and Fall salads.

Iv^^LE.—Dwarf CJerman and Green Curled

Scotch ; winter and spring greens.

Lettuce.—Early Curled Simpson ; Green

Winter ; Black Seeded Butter, and Ice Drum-
Lead.
MuSKMELON.—Green Citron ; Nutmeg

;

Borneo ; AVhite Japan, and Skillman's Netted.

Watermelon.—^Mountain Sprout ; Black

Sjianish and Ice Cream. Green Citron for

Sweetmeats.

Onions.—Wethersfield Pted ; Danvers Yel-

low ; White Portugal and Potato.

Parsnips.—Hollow Crowned; Round Early

or Turnip, for shallow soil.

Peas.—Early Kent; Carter's First Crop;

Dan O'Rourke ; McLean's Advancer ;
Cham-

pion of England and Black Eyed Marrowfat.

Peppers.— Squash, for pickling; Sweet
^Mountain for studing ; Cayenne.

Potatoes.—Irish.—Early Rose ; Early Mo-
hawk ; Early Goodrich antl Orono.

Sweet Potatoes.—Yellow Nansemond.

Radishes.—Long Scarlet Short Top, and
Scarlet Turnip.

Salsify.—Vegetable Oyster.

Spinach.—Round leaved for early ; Prickly

for wintering.

Squash.—Yellow anil White Bush Scal-

loped ; Summer Crook-neck and Boston INlar-

row for summer. Hubbard ; Yokohama and
AVinter Crook-neck for winter.

Tomatoes.—Trophy,, largest and most
solid ; Gen. Grant, Lester's Perfected and
Tilden.

TuitMPS.—Early Flat Dutch; Red Top
Strap-leaf, and Ruta Baga.

Aside from these we want Sweet Fennel,

Dill, Coriander, Caraway, Iloarhound, Sage,

Summer Savory, Thyme, Sweet jNlarjoram,.

Rosemary and Sallron. W. II. White.
South Windsor, Vonn., 1871.

For the Kew England Farmer.

WHY DON'T THE BUTTER COME?
I see by the Farmer of to-day, that Mr. S.

of East Burke, Vt., asks that same old ques-

tion that has been asked and answi'red a
thousand times already, "Why don't the butter

come ?"

I do not expect to answer it so that it will

stay answered ; but will only give a few facts

from my own experience of ten years at butter

making.
I used to think I could take ci'cam from any

dairy and make butter from it in an hour by
putting it at the right temperature.

I preached that way till I had an oppor-
tunity oilered me to try it. One of my neigh-

bors tried to churn. The cream had not been
kept under the best conditions for two weeks.
Some of it had been frozen, and some of it

scalded. Nor had the cow been grained very
highly or salted regularly. The cream was
bi'ought to the kitchen and poured into the

churn, then placed near the stove to warm.
After warming awhile, the lady of the house

commenced operations. She churned an hour,

then let her girl churn two hours, then she

tried it again, and they took turns and kept
the crank revolving all day. In the evening
the man churned till bed time. The next day
it was started again, and it was kept churning

more or less every day for two weeks.
It was pronounced too cold, too warm, and

too everything. It was warmed, and cooled,

and salted and treated to a dose of saleratus.

Hot water was poured in, and so was cold water

;

but„most of all, it was churned! The mother
churned it, the father churned it, and the

young follxS all took turns at it. It was knit-

ting work for the whole family.

As a last. resort, they sent to borrow my
churn, and I was foolish enough to offer to

take their cream and churn it for them. I

brought it home, obtained the right tempera-

ture by the thermometer, then churned that

cream,—only stopping for meals and lodging

—

two whole days.

By this time the cream was completely worn
out, and I was thoroughly cured of preaching
on the subject of churning.

But about iha facts in my own weekly prac-

tice. I feel just as sure of butter within forty

minutes as I do that a kettle of |)otatoes \vill

be boiled within that time, when placed over a

good fire. I can make the jnittcr for a week
with very much less care and anxiety in mid
winter than in mid sunujier, because it is

easier to make winter weather warm, than to

maki! sunnner weather cool.

I sometimes salt my cows, and the butter

comes well ; again I do not give salt for weeks, .

and the butter comes just as well. I do not

often let my cream freeze, but if it does, the

butter comes just as well for all I could ever

see. I never do put salt in my cream while it

is being gathered, nor do I object to it.

I have never used sugar or saltpetre, neither
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do I say I never will. I once tliouglit I never

•n-ould color butter. I now think diilerently.

I once thought there was an exact tempera-

ture at which all cream should be churned.

I now vary nearly 10° between summer and
winter. In punmier I cluirn at a temperature

from 58° to C2°, in winter from Gi° to G8°.

I want the butter to come so it can be

worked,—not too soft nor too hard. I find

winter butter harder than summer butter at

the same temperature.

Mv cows are at all times kept in good con-

dition, so I do not know whether I could chui'n

cream from half starved cows or not.

If I were going to preach again about

churning, I should say that it is very impor-

tant to have all the cream of a churning alike,

as to temperalure, and sourness, at the time of

commencing to churn.

I am very particular to stop gathering cream
at least twenty-four hours Vx'fore churning

;

and I never fail in fall, winter or spring to

warm all my cream over a stove ; stirring con-

stantly all the time, at least twelve hours

before churning. Then I wait for it to get

sour alike all through. Then bring it again

up to the right temperature and churn it. I

intend to warm it the first time up to about 70°.

I never scald milk or cream, but keep both

as near the proper temperature as possible all

the time.

Now, if Mr. S. gets any new ideas about

churning, from having asked the question,

and either snceeed.i or yt/i/.y, I Avish he would

rei)ort, in the Fakmer ; for it is only after

making many experiments, and under many
difiering circumstances that we can be sure of

having gained a correct position.

A. W. CnEE\T:R.

Sheldonville, Mass., Jan. 7, 1871.

For the Xnc En<jland Farmer,

KANSAS.

Mr. Editor :—I have read Mr. E. M.
Clcv('lan(rs article on "Kansas," and your re-

marks appended to the same, with much nitor-

est. I am somewhat conversant witli tliat

•'Kansas region." I endorse all that ]\lr.

Cleveland says as to its beautiful scenery.

The landscapes are bohlly beaukiful, and some-

times rugged and picturesque. There is much
level and gently undulating surface

;
yet there

is continual relief from that level tameness

found in many prairie countries.

There are many features of natural beauty

never met with in Kansas. Tliere are no
^ iiKjuntain torrents or snow-capped peaks so

fie(juent further West ; no parks, canyons

or gorges, shut in by deep gorgeous forests
;

no rugged sea coast, with driving l)iil()ws and

ascending spray, singing the terribly tiirilling

music of nature, and forming fine haloes and
raiul)o\vs in the atuios[)hcre.

Tlie first time I stood on Blue Blount, at

Manhattan, near the mouth of the liijj Blue,

I was much impressed with the natural beauty

of the scenery, and the sweetness and purity

of the air. It was a bright September after-

noon. Nothing obstructed the sight in any
direction. The views up and down the Kan-
sas river, and up the Blue, were iiulccil very

fine. The swolK-n waters cjuite filli-d the river

beds, and the shrub-like timber fringed their

margins in groves and thickets, as far as the

eye could reach.

Beyond and between the river valleys the

rugged tumbling prairies, elevated some two
hundred feet above the streams, almost con-

fused the senses by their picturesque undula-

tions, abrupt upheavals, tower-like mounds
and .deep ravines. At first it appeared as if

nature, gone mad, had thrown the hills and
valleys to the four winds, because she "would
none of them ;" yet on inspection there ap-

peared to be much "method in her madness.'"

Tlie ridges were more or less connected, and
could be approached, in some way, one from
the other, and they doubtless were all more or

less related to some great back-bone or divid-

ing ridge of table land. The valleys and ra-

vines all tended toward common outlets, empty-
ing at last into the rivers. The soil of these

prairies along the Kaw river, contains no
gravel ; but limestone crops out in quarries

everywhere along the hill sides. These quar-

ries show their gre5' outlines through the green
grass for miles, and form no inconsiderable

feature in the landscape.

These lands have good soil, produce fine

grasses, and for sheep pasture or hill side

vineyards, appear very api)ropriate. But for

ploughing purposes, as we understand tiie

matter in Illinois, nothingcould be more absurd.

I have now spoken of the rougiiest portion

of Kansas I have met with. Passing westward
along the Kaw river, to the mouth of the Re-
publican, and thence up the Smoky-hill branch,

past the mouth of the Solomon to Salina, near
the Saline river, every grade of prairie is met
with, from the most hilly to the deadest level.

At Junction City, near the Republican river,

is found the celebrated magnesiau limestone,

extensively used for all fencing and building

purposes. It is destitute of grit, and is readily

sawed into sliape by several steam sawmills
located in this vicinity. At Solomon City a

considerable quantity of salt is made from
water pumped from wells. South of Salina,

on Gyj)suni creek, are extensive beds of gyp-
sum, ready to be utilized when the needs of

the people demand it.

The soil is, everywhere, all that heart can

wish, and when there in suflicicnt rain it is

wonderfully productive. There is a strong

teudcncy in tlie cIiiiKit(! toward aridity. Tlie

word (lniii;/tif, in Kansas, means a great deal,

and is much fcarc<l even by the most courage-

ous. The most of tlie rains, however, have a

wise habit of falling in April, May and June,
thus giving cn)])s a jrood start. (Irass and the

small grains from this cause generally do ^ell

;
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but the corn crop imist run tlic gauntlet of

JuW and August, which is extremely hazardous,

unless the season be unusual, or the preparation

and cultivation of the soil exceptionably good.

This aridity of climate is favorable to liealth.

There are no swamps or stagnant jjools. The
level lands about the streams are underlaid

with sand, so that the water in the Hats and
baj-ous, disaj^pears as soon as the supply from
the clouds or upper streams is discontinuQd.

For most tree fruits, and for grapes, the

soil and climate of Kansas appears well

adapted. For the small fruits, special nooks

and protected valleys must be selected about

springs and the margins of streams.

Kansas is a first-class stock-raising State,

yet on that subject I think your correspontlent

is a little wild. How he can get one hundred

2)er cent, per annum profit from a herd of

stock, I cannot imagine. Is the young animal

at one year old, worth as much as the parent?

And does he count the year's attendance, salt,

taxes, loss by death, straying, &c., as abso-

lutely nothing? I cannot understand his fig-

ures ! It is easy, in new countries like Kan-
sas, to talk flippantly of stock keeping in good
condition the year round on the Avild range.

Slip-shod pioneers often allow their cattle to

browse for a living through the winter ; and

by seeking the brush and herbage in protected

ravines they generally get through ; sometimes

in tolerable condition, but more generally with

lank bodies and decimated numbers. This

state of things, too, is but temporary. It

passes away entirely as the country is settled

and the range exhausted.

No man desiring to malce vioney hy stock-

raising in Kansas will trust bis herds to the

wild range in winter. At present he can put

up plenty of good prairie hay, which costs but

the cutting and stacldng. This answers a good
purpose. Yet cattle do not get remarkably

fat upon it. As this resource fades away,

under the pressure of an incoming population,

tame pastures and meadow hay must take its

place. And the change will be a happy one.

Kansas is a noble State. She is being rap-

idly settled and her resources developed by an

energetic industrious people. All must feel

pleased at this, and many thousands will better

their condition and prospects by joining their

destinies to that of this young rising star.

Yet 1 must say that new countries are seldom

permanently benefited by exorliitant praises

and over drawn statements of natural advan-

tages. I feel iimch interested in the prosperity

of our young ^Vestern States, and should any

one desire further knowledge of the country

along tlie Kansas river, as far ^ycst as Junc-

tion City or Salina, they may address me, and

I will reply through the Fahmer, if agreeable

to the publishers. JoilN D.WIS.
. Box oU. Decatur, III., Jan. 8, 1S71.

UxcOLORED CiiEKSK.—The demand for

wliil^e or uncolored cheese is said to be stead-

ly increasing. It is stated upon reliable au-
thority that the use of annotto for coloring
cheese and butter has been discarded in some
of the New York cheese factories. A number
of the Herkimer "fancy factories" (so Mr.
AVillard reports) made uncolored cheese all

through the past season, and the sales of such
cheese were at the highest rates received at

the Little Falls market. From the fact that
much of the annotto used for coloring butter
and cheese is adidterated with poisons. it.-j use
should be discountenanced. It adds nothing
to the palatable (pialities of cheese, aiid if it

Avere not for the requirements of 'the English
market for high-colored cheese, it is probable
that there would be little difficulty in exclud-
ing annotto from the manufacture of cheese.

For American use, it might be dispensed with
at once.

BUTTEK MAKUSTG.

The New York Tribune gives the following

as the points of Mr. O. S. Bliss' address at the

late Dairyman's Convention at Utica, N. Y :

—

It is not true that the management of a good
butter dairy has been reduced to a science.

We cannot too earnestly urge the necessity of
cooling the milk as soon as it is drawn from
the cow to about 58 degrees, after which an
increase of severtil degrees may be permitted,

with advantage to both quantity and quality

of the butter. To this end I advise tanks,

holding say oO gallons of water, in which the

newly filled pans may be placed. A supply of
running water would be most convenient for

this purpose, but it is not indispensable. As
a general rule the amount of water required

for cooling a mess of milk in a properly con-

structed tank- may be very readily supplied

from a well without any very great expendi-
ture of force. I would not recommend the

use of ice in butter making, except in extreme
cases, and only in water for cooling milk or
cream. With good cows, good feed, and prop-
er accommodations for setting the milk, there

is little difficulty in making good butter, but it

must be confessed, alter all, that it is, in a
sense, an occult science—there is a soi't of

slight about it which, if it does not come by
nature, must b^ acquired by experience. We
may lay down positive rules for every opera-

tion, but the circumstances in which different

dairies are situated are so vai'ious that these

rules, founded upon the highest success in one
instance, might not prove just the thing In the

other. In coni-lusion, I advise that skinuned

milk be put into the swill-barrel, and not be

made into cheese. When fed to pigs supplied

witn waste material 'from which to make the

coarser and absorbent portion of the manure,
it will pay better than in any other way. One
year with another it is a question if the pigs

themselves will not pay quite as well as the

skimmed cheese, and the manure remain as net

profit.
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TREES,
Ornamental and Fruit—Their Cultivation—How they

Grow—Their Diseases, Enemies, and Uses.

X OUDER to reply to nu-

merous questions in relation

to the setting and culture

of ornamental and fruit

trees, we propose to give

between tbis and the plant-

ing season, several articles

upon the subject, and ad-

vert occasionally to some

of the wonderful operations

in vegetable physiology.

The study of this branch

of science, like that of

chcmistr}', presents a field for investigation in

which the proudest intellect may find ample

scope. If we take the simplest plant and ex-

amine it with reference to its anatomical struc-

ture, aided by some of the instruments of

enlightened skill, we shall find that in all its

parts, nature has evinced the same wisdom,

as regai'ds the primary principles of vegeta-

tion, adaptation and combination, which char-

acterize her labors in higher works of her pro-

duction. The incomprehensible variety of

forms, in which first pi'inciples are made to

devflope in the manifestation of perfect

wholes—ranging thrfAigh the entire series of

qualities, hues, odors and flavors, cannot fail

of being a source of the most pure delight to

the enlightened mind.

What, for instance, can be more dissimilar,

so far as structure and apparent character are

involved, than the tougli, elastic, and well-

known substance called India-rubber, and the

graimlar, sapid and nutritious product of the

sugar cane ? Yet in the laboratory of the

analytical chemist, these apparent boundaries

are said to vanish almost instantly ; while the

article of linen,—the materials of which have

been grtjwn upon a forcigu soil, and carried

throiigli the processes of rotting, bleaching,

i^'c,— is resolvable into a substance identical

with both. By the side of the lordly pine, fit

fur
"The maai of some great admiral,"

grows tiie deadly hen-ljane, or the fatal night-

shade. Yet these plants, so diircrent in out-

ward aspect, and internal qualities, have all

been nonri>hed by similar alimentary particles,

and perfected from the same soil

!

The humus, or decayed vegetable or ani-

mal matter which we apply to apple or pear

trees, is first dissolved, then it is absorbed by
the rootlets or spongioles of the tree. This

fluid thus taken in by ttese roots, is elaborated

not simply into one product, but many. We
trace it m its progress, and find that it produces

under one modification, wood; under another,

leaves or bark; under another, jlowers, fruit,

and the seeds of fruit. If an apple graft be

inserted, that fluid is capable, under the in-

fluence of the principles of life, of producing

the fruit natural to that graft, or of being

elaborated into the fruit of the tree through

which it ascends. If a scion of the Siberian

crab be inserted on a stock of another variety,

the fruit of each will retain its own distinctive

family combination and characteristics unim-

paired. The wonderful power in nature, bv
which this singular immutability is preserved,

is concealed from the eye of the physiologist.

It is a i^owcr lodged amid the arcana of her

most retiring rudiments, and which we are

permitted to contemplate only in its results.

"Far from all vision this profoundly lurks,
Through the whole system's utmost doinh diffused."

There are several kinds of twining plants

which ascend their supporters only from left

to right. The hop is never known to ascend

from right to left ; if inverted, and forced to

assume a direction contrary to that ordained

by nature, it will sicken, lose its native hardi-

hood and vigor, and, most likely, die.

The roots of all plants are commonly re-

garded as the sole media through which they

derive their food. "We consequently attach

to these organs the highest degree of impor-

tance as forming the link of cpmmunication

between the earthly and airy portions of the

vegetable kingdom. But important as are the

ofiices of the roots, they are scarcely more so

than thos#of the leaves. The human lungs

expose the blood to the air, and thus prepare

it for nourishing the system through which it

circulates ; and in like manner the sap—which

may be regarded as the blood of plants—is

exposed and "aired," or aerified by the leaves

of vegetables, which are their lungs.

So far as the economy of nutrition is con-

cerned, the leaves of the oak, the ash and the

elm, asjjire and spri'ad themselves abroad for

the very same puri)ose that the minute spon-

gioles j)enneate and dilluse their innumerable

roots through the recesses of Hie soil ; both

are in quest of food, and the only dilTerencc be-
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tween them is, that while the latter appropriate

ouly liquid matters, or those alimentary par-

ticles which have been previously prepared for

absorption and assimilation by solution, the

former take in only gaseous or aeriform prin-

ciples. This position has been repeatedly

demonstrated l)y experiments, and few who

have contemplated the evolutions of nature,

will doubt its correctness.

If wc bury the limbs of some plants, and

elevate their roots into the free air, we shall

find that the devclopement, as well as the

position of the structure, will be reversed

;

the part having on it the roots will put forth

buds and leaves, and the inhumed branches

assume the character and perform the office of

roots. The willow affords the most complete

illustration of this principle of adajitation in

plants. A twig or sucker of this wood, in-

serted in a moist soil, with its natural position

reversed, will grow almost as vigorously as a

seedling, and in a short time become a thriv-

ing tree.

During the night, plants are believed, by

most, to evolve carbonic acid ; but this process

is by no means so rapid, or so extensive in its

products as to destroy the balance in favor of

the plants, so far as regards the quantity ab-

sorbed by them during the day. The quantity

of this gas taken in by the fohage is graduated

in a greqt degree by the season, climate, soil

and specific character or nature of the plant.

On a general estimate it is perhaps safe to as-

sume that of the entire amount of carbon con-

tained in the crops of our fields,—if the soil

thereof is of medium fertility,—from one-third

to three-fourths is derived directly from the

air.

The functions performed by tki leaves of

plants, are singularly varied and beautiful :

—

"In human works, though labored on with pain,

A tliousand movements scarce one purpose gain,

ki God's, one, single, can its ends produce,
Yet seams to second, too, some other Use."

When we look upon mighty forests, spread-

ing as far the eye can reach, ' 'piercing the sum-

mer heavens with their imnumbered cones,

—

when we survey the bosom of the earth clothed

in all the wild luxuriance of variegated verdure,

and yielding its diversified and inexhaustible

wealth for the support and happiness of man,

—

we seldom reflect that the elastic iluid which

tho hand of Omnipotence has drawn around

our planet is the source from wbach this vast

assemblage of beauty and utility is derived."

We arc too apt to attribute the production of

all this to the earth, and to regard the atmos-

phere—like the old philosophers— as an empty

void, incapable of furnishing anything of im-

portance or usefulness to plants, and nothing

but air to man !

There is not a leaf, however minute, that

"spreads its glossy surface to the summer's

sun, which does not drink from this wide

source of life the aliment which sustains its

being ; all are alike indebted to it, and all

alike would perish were they to be deprived

of it." The elements of the common atmos-

phere, therefore, being of so much impor-

tance, it is of the utmost consequence that we
endeavor, as far as possible, to avail ourselves

of its assistance, which we are enabled to do

in several ways.

GROWING VIOLETS.
The Violet has ever been one of my favor-

ite window flowers. In former years when
brought into the house from the cold pits to

fiower, they were placed at once in the sitting-

room window, where we had a regular tem-
perature of about sixty degrees ; but the stalks

were always slender, and the llowers rather

small. Thinking it was too hot, I kept them
other years in a cooler room, where the heat
might perhaps not range over between 4.5 and
55, and the result has been much healthier

looking plants and finer foliage. Besides this,

they were not much behind what I have had
in warmer places in other years. I am sure

they wan^ very little heat to do well.

Another fact. I have learned that a ma-
nure water made of rotten wood is a capital

fertilizer for them. Once I thought, as shady
places were the natural places where \'iolets

grow, rotten wood would be a good thing in

the soil, but they sometimes get sick in it

;

but the liquid of steeped wood does not seem
to have this elFect ; on the other hand, a lively

green is the result. We never water them ejc-

cept when they show signs of drying ; in our
room, this is about twice a week.

—

Gardaier^s

Monthly.

How TO Cook Egg Plant. —Pare and out

the plant in thin slices ; let it stand for two
or three hours in cold water, well salted,

which removes a strong flavor and makes it

more delicate ; when thoroughly drained, dip

each slice into egg and cream, well beaten,

(two eggs and two tablespoonfuls of cream),
then into cracker crumbs. Have ready a
large iry'mg kettle of boiling lard, frying a
few slices at a time ; they need room, if you
would have them delicate and crisp. Stewed
tomato is very nice with egg plant.
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£XTBACTS AUTO BJEPUJSB.

LICE ON CATTLE.

"Will you or some of your correspondents inform
us here what is the best remedy for lice on cattle ?

My whole stock are covered with these pycsts, and
they seem to laugh and grow fat and increase in

numbers by every exertion on our part to remove
them. If any of your readers can give ns a method
by which we can pot rid of them, they will be con-

ferring a great favor on A Constant Reader.
Alfred, Me., Dec. 22, 1870.

Remarks.—Healthy cattle are seldom lousy in

the summer season. Why should they be lousy

in the winter ? Where did the pests come from

that now cover your stock and "laugh you to

scorn ?" Are your cattle poor ? Is your barn in-

fested ? Sulphur fed with salt; applications of

carbolic acid and oil ; a thorough saturation of the

whole body with a pint of strong soft soap in a

pail of warm water, to be repeated in half an hour,

and m half an hour more wash out all the soap and

dead lice, and cover the animal with a dry blanket

;

brick dust, obtained by rubbing two soft bricks

together, sifted over and well rubbed into the hair

;

a wash of one pound of sal-soda to two quarts of

water ; have the cattle fat when they come to the

barn in the fall, and, during the winter, keep the

tallow gradually increasing about the kidneys

;

applying on a warm day to a space six inches wide

on either side of the back bone from head to tail,

a mixture of a little sulphur mixed with melted

lard,—these are among the prescriptions recom-

mended in the Monthly Farmer for 1870. It' you
have lice in Maine that will laugh and grow fat on

all these infallible cures, then we must join in your

appeal to our r >aders for something that will turn

their joy to grief.

WHY THE TOUNO MEN LEAVE THE FARM.

I have been very much interested in perusing ar-

ticles bearing upon thfs subject in the Farmer and
Other papers, and now, with your permisbion, I

will state a few of my ideas concerning the same,
because I am one of "the boys," and think I know
the reason why so many of them become dis-

couraged with farm life.

I think one reason is to be found in the unat-
tractive appearance of the place, together with
shiftless management. As a naturnl consequence,
labor on such a place being unprofitable, the boys
seek some other employment. Again, they are
obliged to work harder and longer on such a farm,
because of the rocks, brush, rubbish, tumbledown
buildings and "scragej" walls.

Then, the nef.'ect on the part of the parents to

make work interesting. The boys notice these
things; they also notice that the workmen in the
cities and town* command good wages. Hence
they flee td the cities and towns as soon as possi-
ble, in the hope of bettering their condition; for,

you know, they are ambitious,—they think of the
future. Now, I ask, do you blame them ? /don't.
But at the same time I don't like the idea of their
leaving the farm, and for this reason I write this

article. I want to have the parents of these way-
ward boys think of these things. I want to have
them take the matter in hand, and cause the boys
to love home, to love the farm. Teach them in tne
art of farming

;
provide them with instructive read-

ing matter and with amusements ; take an interest

in their fntnrerwelfare ; do it all in a kind manner
and the boys will remain.

I will close with the following, which I take from
•'Recollections of a Busy Life," by Horace Gree-
ley, which contains the gist of the whole matter.
"Our farmer's sons escape from their father's call-
ing whenever they can, because it is made a mind-
less, monotonous dru(ig<^ry, instead of an enno-
bling, lii>eralizin£r, intellectual pursuit."

Westboro', Mass., Dec. 21, 1870. Youno Man.

Remarks.—We have done with worrying alxiut

the boys leaving the farm. We believe that the

whole matter will regulate itself in due time. For
the last twenty-five or more years manufacturing
and trading have been very prosperous throughout
the land, and these pursuits have been unusually
lucrative. Farmer's boys have crowded into them
until there is scarcely standing room for anybody.
Cities 'and villages have outgrown the country.

But "it is a long lane that has no turning." We be-

lieve we are now on the corner of one of those

turns.

A few years ago a trader would fill a store with

goods, put up a sign, perhaps advertise, and then

sell his goods "over the counter." Customers
came to his store or shop, then. Now the city

merchant must add to all these expenses the cost

of "runners" enough to cover the whole country.

Last fall when we were down some one hundred
and fifty feet under ground, in one of the marble
mines of Vermont, the superintendent of the

works was looking over specimens of files which
filled the travelling bag of a runner who had
found his way thither from some manufactory or

hardware establishment. And so it is with all kinds

of goods—they must be carried to the consumer,

whether on the top of the mountains or in the

bowels of the earth.

A few years ago the farmer that fattened a pig,

or made a tub of butter, or a few cheeses, or dried

a bag of apples, &c., must fry a box of doughnuts,

harness up the old horse, tuck in a bag of oats, and
make a journey of one to fourteen days to reach a
market, and that often one of exchange, merely.

Then it was the farmer that had to hunt up and
seek out the consumer, as best he could. Now the

city folks, who command the great wages that

"Young Mfti" talks about, besiege every farm
house, with the money in their fists, begging to

buy everything raised, at prices which would
have been deemed fabulous in those old truck-and-

dicker times. So far as butter is concerned, Fan-

euil Hall has been moved up to St. Albans, Vt.,

and the cheese mart of the nation has migrated

from New York city to Little Falls, N. Y. City

people are beginning to be alarmed at the cost of

living. Some cry out for a "Free Market ;" some
denounce "speculators ;" some curso "capitalists,

—some one thing, some another,—any thing or

any body, by which they can express their sense

of the deplorable condition to which they arc re-

duced by the "extortionate people" who raise and

furnish their daily food. A beautiful place, the

city, for young men "who think of the fuiu'e"—
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who count the cost of making a home and of rais-

ing a family therein.

FOOT ROT IN CATTLE.

For the first time do I take my pen to write for

or to the Farmer, and I do not know as I should

have done so now, had I not seen an inquiry from

H J. Harris, in reference to that terrible disease,

the foot rot in cattle. He wishes fur a remedy to

prevent and also to cure it. I do not know of a

remedv to prevent it. But there is a remedy to

cure it after the creature has an attack of it. It is

this : when the creature is first lame, take the foot

that is lame and tix it in the same way thai an ox
is shod, by placing the foot in a block, then take a

chisel and cut off the ends of the claws, so that it

will bleed freely, and in a day or two it will be well

as ever. Otis T. Streeter.
Westboroughy Mass., Dec. 6, 1870.

Remarks.—We do not understand why this op-

eration should effect a cure, unless the disease is

caused by an unnatural growth of the hoof. In

the case of sheep, whose hoofs often become de-

formed, it is common to ttim them down. It may

be equally beneficial in the case of cattle. We
hope that those who have had experience with this

disease will favor the public with their experience.

We fear that the disease is'a more serious matter

than is generally supposed, and cannot endorse

our correspondent's advice. We hope the State

Board of Agriculture will take immediate action

in the matter, as we understand it has appeared

among cattle at Brighton market.

or early winter, usually yield to the ameliorating

influence of frosts, while "the drenching rains of

spring time distribute the elements of fertility

evenly through the soil, whence they are readily

taken up by the growing crop. w.
Sunderland, Mass., Dec, 1870.

Remarks.—We thank our correspondent for

his model report. While we have not room for

discussions in detail, we might publish the "gist,"

as the lawyers say, of a great many talks of far-

mers' clubs. But did not Mr. Eaton get his story

of the Eastern man at the West wrong ? When
"out West" ourselves we heard it in this form

:

A New England man thought he would show

Western people how to feed economically; so, for

a year or two, he lugged up his corn and fed it

out Yankee fashion, at the same time keeping an

eye on the working of his neighbors' system, and

a few years convinced him that he was wrong and

they right, under all the circumstances of the loca-

tion.

ADVANTAGES OF FALL PLOrOHING.

A social eatheriog of farmers at the residence of

Mr. E. M. Eaton, in Sunderland, Mass., Dec. 9:h,

briffls' di-cusstd the advantages of fall ploughing

as follows :—Mr. Emmons Russell, a practical far-

mer of large experience, and a close observer, is

fully convinced that his corn and oat crops are

very much improved by ploughing the land the

previous fall.

Mr. E. M. Eaton regards the practice of fall

plou£;hing as an old traditional custom ; or fashion

followed by no beneficial results. By way of il-

lustration he related an anecdote concerning a

friend, possessing all the traits of a good thrifty

New England farmer, who removed to Illinois

and soon adopted the practice of fattening pork in

the field, without shelter or floor, feeding the

unground grain, simply because it was fash-

ionable among the Suckers, knowing all the while

it was not an economical practice. .

Mr. Quartns Tower of Granby, is satisfied that

ground should not be ploughed when wet, and a

field may som- times be in good condition to plough

in the fall, when it would not in the spring.

Mr. Arthur Eaton thinks the additional cost of

preparing ground to receive the seed will over-

balance "tbe increased value of the crop on fall

ploughed fields.

L. F. Warner was of opinion that while some
soils were not benefited and might perhaps be in-

jured by fall ploughing, others were very much
improved, and the succeeding crops considerably

increased thereby. He had noticed in fields, a

portion of which was ploughed in the fall, and the

remainder in the spring, that the dividing line be-

twetn the two sections were traceable by the dif-

ferent growth of crops during a whole rotation,

extending over a term of four years,—the fall

ploughed portion producing the largest crops.

Hard and stubborn soils if ploughed in autumn

SHARP STICKS UNDER MUCK—THATCHING PEGS.

With all due deference to Mr. Josiah D. Can-
nings' opinion about "Sharp Sticks under Muck,"
published in Farmer of Nov. IQoh, I beg to give

an opinion, also, on the probability of how the

sticks came under the muck and who sharpened
them. Perhaps I may be out in my calculation;

yet it may not by some be considered out of place

if looked at from another point of view.

The farmers generally of this great go-a-head
country may not be aware that all stacks of farm
produce in the Old World, (England,) are well

thatched with wheat straw, to the thickness of
from eight to ten inches. The process of thatching

is as follows :—A lot of straw is placed on the rick

of wheat, barley or other grain or hay, into which
a lot of hazel sticks, called "thatching peg*,"
sharpened at both ends, are stuck, on which more
straw, threshed by hand, is neatly placed length-

wise. The sticks being sharpened at both ends
allow them to be easier pushed into the stack and
the more easily to receive the upper or succeeding
coating of straw. These thatching pegs are put ia

as the thatcher progresses with his work, to keep
the straw from slipping off. When the last cover-

ing of straw is put on, other pegs with small
hooks on them are used, and put in at regular dis-

tances apart, round which a small cord of lightly

twisted hay is once wrapped, acd goes the whole
length or round of the rick ; when the pegs with
thehooks are pushed down into the stack on the
lower side of hay-band or cord, with the hook
prcjacting over the lines which are placed about
eigfiteen inches apart. Ricks cf grain or hay so

covered or thatched will and do defy the rains and
snows of seven years, or more, though the f.trmers

of this Western world may scarcely credit the as-

sertion. I have actually known farmers keep their

wheat in stack for ten years, and their clips of
wool for twenty years, waiting for higher prices

;

but that was before "steam ships" navigated the

deep waters of the Atlantic, or the plough turned
up the sod of the beautiful prairies of riie West.
My opinion about tiie sharp sticks under muck

is, that at some early period, the land where the
sticks were lound embedded belonged to an Eng-
lish farmer, who pitched off thatch, pegs and all

when the wheat was thrashed, which gradually
rotted away, and to which year alter year, more
thatch, more pegs and more muck were added,
never dreaming itiat his land was crying out for

want of liie muck he so carelessly suffered to go
to waste. The farm, too, may have changed hands
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several times, as it is no new thing here for far-

mers to "pull up stakes," and move on toward the

setting sun, leaving a happy, comfortable home
which they have worked, and striven, and plodded
hard to make, to go and begin the world afresh, as

it were, and build another home for the next dis-

sati-fied successor. I shall be happy to see other

remarks about "The Sharp Sticks under Muck."
Joi£N Whatmoue.

Bride/north Farm, Dunleith, III., Dec. 5, 1870.

Remarks.—Evidently our correspondent i^ after

somebody, '-with a sharp stick." But to see the

"point" we must remember that fresh manure is

called "muck" in England, and that in Illinois, far-

mers move barns instead of the huge piles of

"muck" and straw which accumulate about them.

His description of thatching hay and grain in Eng-

land may be interesting to those who must either

make stacks or "pull down their barns and build

greater."

TOB.VCCO MARKET.

Owing to the dry weather the farmers have been
unable to take down their tobacco, and buyers
have not commenced to buy much. We may be
able to give more sales soon. We are informed
that the Southern and Western tobacco is very
good, and that purchasers have invested more
money in tobacco from thosp sections than usual^t
this time. Throughout the Valley and even among
the mountain towns, the area planted with tobacco
is yearly extending, and it is good this season.

The farmer wants all he can gc't for it. If they
combine as a whole aud insist on a fair price and
stick to it, they may obtain it, thoui^h buyers or
middle men, as in all other kinds of bosiaess, are

bound to have the largest share of the profits,

though the farmer has the largest share of the

taxes to pay, and needs all he can get to pay the
expenses of raising his crops, to support his

family, &c. We otten hear it said that a nimble
sixpence is better than a slow shilling, and if

farmers can sell for cash now and get a good fair

price, we should advise them to let the tobacco
go; if not, all hold on to it, sort it well and pack
it down, and it will sell before the year comes
round.

SORTING TOBACCO.

Take down your tobacco on a moist day, and
pack it. As you strip it, let one man strip, one
make a cartful selection, dividing it into three

grades; have a table before you, a good fire in

your room, and do it up nice and it will sell for

better prices. When well sorted, pack each grade
closely in boxes and await the buyers' time.

Tobacco Gkower.
East Longmeadow, Mass., Dec. 20, 1870.

coloring BUTTER,

Please inform us if there is anything we can
color oar butter with. If so, how mu<.-ti to the

pound, &c. We are new beginners at butter milk-

ing, and some of our customers object to the color

of our butter. A Subscriber.
Harmony, R. 1., Dec. 2, 1870.

Ri;makk8.— In the height of grass feed butter is

yellow enough ; hence the most natural way to

color butter is to feed early cut and carefully cured

Lay, V/iih messes of carrots and Indian meal.

Bai oach fodder is not always at hand, and the

butisr ofcows kept on fair hay is often too light

colored for the fashion, and some harmless ^lor-

i::g material is sometimes mingled with the cream,

j-8t to please the eye. If carrots are used, clean

them nicely, then scrape cfFwith a knife the yel-

low outside only, soak it in boiling milk about

fifteen minutes, then strain through a fine cloth,

end eid the liquid to the cream before churning,

instead of injuring the butter, some think that a

little carrot gives it a sweet, June taste.

Aunotto Is used extensively by cheese makers,

and if pure, will answer as well for butter, but the

comnon article in the market is said to be mnch
adulterated. Mr. Willard recommends "Nichols*

EngLsb LiQaid" as the best.

Mr. Willard gives the following directions for

preparing the common article for factory use.

SidHar proportions for small quantities. Take
four ponndo of best annotto, two pounds concen-

trated potaob, five ounces saltpetre, one and a half

ponnds sal-soda, and five gallons boiling water.

Put the ingredients into a tub, pour on the boiling

watar. The annatto should be enclosed in a cloth,

and £.3 it dissolves squeeze it through the cloth in

£03 liquid. About two ounces of this mixture is

sr'.Soient for one hundred pounds of curd in sum-

ni>3i:. At first use too liftle rather than too much
3cl::ri3g matter of either kind.

Mr. A. R. Bailey of Elmore, Vt, makes the

following statement in the Vermont Watchman,

which was received since the foregoing was writ-

ten:

—

I have until recently used carrots for giving
butter color, but when at the Dairymen's Associa-
tion at St. Albans last winter, I learned from prac-
tical dairymen that annotto was by far the best
agent for coloring butter. I was advised not to

get it at the drug stores, but to ga it all prepared
in liquid form. It can be obtained of Jones &
Faulkner, dealers in butter and cheese, 141 Gen-
esee street, Utica, N. Y. I obtained some from
the above named parties last spring and find it

perfectly satisfacfory.

AMERICAN IMPROVED SUGAR BEET.

Last spring you wrote an Inquiry about the
"American Improved Imperial Sugar Beet"—its

charac'.erittics. and wherein it dilTv-red from other
sugar beets. Without giving you a very full de-
scription, I promised to sena you a few specimens
of tDis year's crop of this variety of beet. In ac-

cordance with that promise, I have this day di-

rected to your address, by express, a box contain-

ing four bects4^ These are not selected on a?.connt

of size, but to show you the shape and form of
growth. You will notice how free they arc from
small Inzzy roots, so common on other varieties.

I have raised this variety for ten successive years
without a failure. Thus far, no insect has injured

them. Since I have raised them as a field crop,

doing nearly all the labor after thinning and {first

hoeing with horseandcultiv.ator, my crop has been
larger, and at an expense of l)ut little more than is

usual with corn and potatoes by the acre. The
produce has often reached forty tons per acre.

The tour beets I send you weigh 8^ each, or thirty-

four pounds. I could show you one thousand
bushels grown on one piece of land, that without
any sorting would average eight pounds per beet.

One of my neighbors drew a load three miles, to

Middlebury, that was taken from a field of 1300

bushels; ilie load being made up of betts just as

they grew, without any sorting. The load weighed
2350 pounds, and by actual count there were only
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257 beets in the load ; making the average weight
per beet, 9} pounds. I have raised various varie-

ties of turnips, carrots and beets, but no variety of

roots could I raise as cheap as this beet, nor any
that would produce so large an amount of healthy

nutritious food to the acre. This beet has super-

ceded all other roots in this vicinity.

Cornwall, Vt., Dec 14, 1870. Henry Lane.

Remarks.—The four beets were duly received,

and according to Boston scales they weighed thirty-

five pounds,—showing a gain of one pound from

our correspondent's weight. They are certainly

smooth well formed roots.

PROPER TIME TO CUT WHEAT.

A little experiment I made two years ago may
possibly be useful to some of your readers. Pre-

vious to 1868, I had an idea that wheat was left to

go over-ripe, and that it should be cut a few days
earlier than it generally is. In order to test this

opinion I took a few ears of wheat from part of a

field which I considered about an average in soil

and grain. These I hung up to dry. In six days

I cut the crop and took more ears which grew near

the place where the others had been cut. These I

marked No. 2, and hung them up also to dry. In

the course of a month I got a small pair of scales,

nicely balanced, rubbed out the first sample and
put it in one side, and then sufficient of No. 2, to

balance it. This done I counted the grains, and,

to my surprise, found in first sample 848 kernels,

while in the 2Qd there were only 737. Not satis-

fied with this, and having more wheat left from
No. 2 sample, I tried it again with a fresh quantity,

but with as nearly as possible similar results.

From this it would seem that the loss in weight

from cutting wheat a week before it was ripe is as

nearly as possible one in seven ; that is, one bushel

in seven, or one acre in seven ; or, supposing that

the straw and quality of grain is a little better in

the early cut, there must still remain a loss of four

or five aollars per acre.

Of course I am as liable to errors as other wri-

ters, but I think this plan of experiment so simple

that any one may try it for himself. The weight

of a given number of grains I think a safer guide

than the produce of a measured space.
John Whatmore.

Bridgnorth Farm, Dunleith, III, Dec. 10, 1870.

profitable pigs.

I killed two pigs eight months old, that weighed

687 pouuds when dressed. The following is what

I sold theoi for and what they cost me.

6S7 pouncs pork BoldatlS cents . . . ^. . . .$103 05

Paid lor pigd whuu 4 weeka old . .
." $10 00

81 bushel meil at $1.13 35 03

2bufltitlcortiat$1.20 2 40

4 bushel potatoes at 50 cents 2 00

10 bushel appxs (wmd falis) at 20 cents . 2 00
$51 43

Leaving a profit of $51 ^2

which I think is doing well for the first time ; but

I am in hopes of doing still better next year.

Weit Neicfield, Me., Dec. 12, 1870. C. J. Adams.

DRY, CRACKED AND MISSHAPEN HOOFS IN HORSES.

I notice an inquiry in your paper what to do for

a horse's feet when they become hard and dry. I

am no horse doctor, but I can tell what I have

done in a similar case. We keep on this farm two

horses for farm work and other uses. In the

summer of 1869 their feet became dry and hard.

One is naturally flat-footed. His feet grew at the

toe, and contracted at the heel, and cracked cross-

wise. The other had a straight hoof. His would
split up and down the edges, were brittle, would
crumble off' so much that it was difficult to keep
him shod. It appeared to me that they needed
some grease or oil, or something else, to soften
and toughen them. About the first of September,
I took oil, which we keep in the barn to oil our
wagons, and applied to their hoofs in front, and up
into the edge of the hair, also to the bottom of the
foot. We did this once a week for a spell ; after

that not so often. Their feet became better after

the first application, and after a while became all

right. This last summer we have used the oil

with their feet. The oil seems to be just what was
wanted, and brought their feet to the natural shape
and condition. R.Davis.

Troy, Vt., Nov. 30, 1870.

BEANS FOR GARGET IN COWS.

Some six or seven years ago, I saw beans re-

commended for garget in cows, in the Farmer, by
a gentleman who had a cow so badly affected that
she was nearly spoiled, but she got to a stack of
beans and ate what she wanted. The result was
she was cured. Since then I have used nothing
else, and it has never failed to cure as yet. Beans,
we all know, will do no harm, and it is a medicine
that all farmers have on hand, or ought to have.
At first I soaked a pint to a feed, and mixed them
with meal to make the cow eat them ; but now I

keep ground beacs, as I think the meal is the best.

This fall I had a very promising two-year-old
heifer become so bad in one teat that I could
scarcely milk it, and the milk was very chunky
and bloody. I gave her one pint of the meal,
mixed with other meal, for four days, when she
was as well as ever, and has remained so. I think
if cows were to be fed with bean meal two or three

times a year, they would not be troubled with
garget. C. F. Lincoln.

Woodstock, Vt., Dec, 1870.

THE COW DIED AND THE CAUSE DISCOVERED.

In a communication of mine published in the

Farmer, of (I think,) the 20th of June, I gave an
account of a very singular case of sickness in one
of my COWS, and I think it due to the readers of
your paper to inform them how it terminated. "

Three days after I wrote the article alluded to,

the cow made an ineffectual attempt to calve. In
investigating the case, it was found that the os

uterus had not relaxed, so that no help could be
rendered without first cutting that part of this or-

gan. This would no doubt have resulted in the

death of the animal. In less than twenty-four
hours the cow was dead. A post-mortem exami-
nation brought to light the following facts. The
calf was doubled, so that the points of the gam-
brel joints were forward and uppermost, as the

cow naturally stood. The head was also forward,

but under and between the hind legs. Whether
the calf died previously to the cow, is a matter of

doubt ; certainly from its appearance it could not
have been very long previous. T. L. Hart.

West Cornwall, Co?m., Nov., 1870.

FOULS IN CATTLE.

I never saw a case of this disorder as bad as

that described by H. J. Harris, of Stowe, Vt., in a
late number of the Farmer, but I never knew a

few applications of equal parts of soft soap and
the pitch of white pine, simmered together, fail to

cure any case of ordinary fouls. e. p. o.

Pelham, Mass , Dec. 5, 1870.

—ifcwa has planted fifteen million trees within

the last three years.
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For the New England Farmer,

KANSAS.
A late writer says: "I woinler if the Al-

mighty ever ma^le a more beautiful country
than Kansas ! These broad prairies, starred

and gemmed with innumerable flowers, thread-

ed by dark belts cf timber, which mark the

winding streams, and clothed in softest green,

are a joy forever." And surely nothing can

surpass the transcendent beauty of the natural

scenery of Kans-as. It is difficult for the

stranger to believe that cultivation and art

have not, lavished their utmost skill in shaping
and adorning much of its natural scenery.

Terrace rising above terrace, with such regu-

larity and beauty, carries the mind baek to the

cultivated and ornamented grounds about fine

old residences in the East, while many of the

bluffs look like forts in the distance. Then
the air is £0 perfectly clear as to bring within

the circle of vision vast extents of these roll-

ing prairies, dotted here and there with culti-

vated patches about the cottages of the settlers,

and numerous herds of cattle fattening upon
these rich, luxuriant grasses. Until within

the past year, not less than forty million acres

of these nutritious grasses, in Kansas alone,

have gone to waste, or have served only for

the vast herds ot buffaloes and other wild an-

imals, which have roamed at pleasure over
these broad acres.

RcLkoning these grasses at the value of only

two dollars per acre, here is a waste of eighty

million dollars annually of a food-producing
element.

But this, in the near future, is all to be
changed. It is said that not less than a thou-

sand immigrants a day have been finding

homes in Kansas during the fall of 1870, and
this flowing tide still continues even into the

winter. These immigrants are from England,
Scotland, Norway, Sweden, Germany, Canada
and the Eastern, Middle and Western States

of our own country ; a majority of them com-
ing from the Western States. Kansas is the

last State of rich lands, within favorable lati-

tudes to fill up; and the tide of immigration
is so great, that she is filling up with amazing
rapidity.

Ai present the State has a tax duplicate of
less than one hundred million dollars. In fif-

teen years with the rapid development of Kan-
sas, under her railroad system and general
enterprise, she will have a tax dupli(;ate of one
thousand million dollars. Who will make this

vast amount of money, destined to be in the

St ite within the next fifteen years ? Of courjie,

those who own, occupy and improve the prop-
erty that makes value for tax duplicates.

Need any be surprised that t^o many are

hastening to secure their share of Ihis tremen-
dous prize ?

And what has produced and is producing
this great immigration, whii-h no other*State
has ever had ? It is the fame of her surpris-

ingly healthful climate, and her wonderfully
productive toil. The choice lands of the State
are being taken by these settlers under the
Pre-emption Act of 1841, and under the Home-
stead Act of 1862.

The Homestead Act gives to every loral cit-

izen of the United States, who has arrived at
the age of 21 years, or is the head of a fam-
ily, whethermale or female, IGO acres of land,
to be located on the public domain, wherever
the settler chooses, at the nominal coit of $18,
which is for the survey and necessary papers.
Foreigners who have declared their iritentiona

of becoming citizens, and soldiers under age,
are entitled to the benefits of the Homestead
Act.

Population, capital and production make
States, and they are making Kansas ; and the
now presents to the world a field as broad, a
chance as great, a pro.^pect as promising as
the world ever opened up for the energy and
enterprise of men.

Stock raising and herding are most remuner-
ative, averaging not less than one hundred per
cent, per annum, on capital invested. And
Kansas will soon become the greatest beef-
producing State in the Union. Her boundless
ranges of natural pasturage, are capable of
supporting millions of cattle, which do well
and fatten during the entire year on the open
range. And her richest cf soils, varying
from three to thirty, and, in places, over fifcy

feet in depth, will compensate the husband-
man for his labor, in yielding the most boun-
tiful crops of all the cereals, vegetables and
fruits of the temperate htitude.

At the National Pomological Congress, held
in Horticultural Hall. Philadelphia, Sept. 15,

1809, Kansas bore off the first premium, over
all the other States in the Union, for her collec-

tion of 'Fruits, unequalled for size, beauty
and^/aror."
The writer having just returned from a sec-

ond tour through this young and buoyant State
of the West, is more fully impressed wiih the
superior advantages that Kansas offers over
any other State, especia'ly to capitalists and
to young men who wish to make themselves a
delightful home in an air the purest, a soil the
richest, and a land the fairest that the sun
•shines upon.

Kansas, occupying as she does the geo-
graphical centre of the American Union, is

destined to become the centre also of a count-,

less population, and of vast interests. In her
school system and educational advantages she
boldly steps out in advance of all other States in

makingyVee all her higher institutions of learn-

ing, throwing wide open the doors of her sem-
inaries, colleges and universities, and this not
to one sex only, but to b('ih, and to-day, even
in heryVee State Agricultural College, there

are more girls than boys, receiving the same
course of in.itruction, and graduating with the

same honors.

The eastern slope of the Rocky Mountains,
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embracing Kansas, ^''^ebraska, Colorado and

Wyoming, owing to its peculiarly invigorating

atmosphere, will yet produce the intellects,

that will mould the destinies of nations and

give laws to the world. E. M. Cleveland.
New Braintree, Mass., Dec. 20, 1870.

Remarks.—Our disposition is to look on the

bright rather than the dark side of all objects

presented to view ; still it is possible to polish

up some things so bright and glistening as to

compel one to turn away his eyes. We think

our correspondent makes Kansas shine rather

brighter than other visitors and the residents in

that young State will think just, unless they

have land they wish to sell. His remark that

•'notless than one hundred per cent, per an-

num on capital invested" m stock raising in

Kansas is realized, leads us to mistrust that

his observations during his two visits were not

very thorough. Stock raising and fattening

is undoubtedly good bubiness in Kansas, but

we mistrust there are many items of expense

and risk omitted in any calculation which ar-

rives at a conclusion of one hundred per cent,

per annum. We mistrust also that there are

exceptions to our correspondent's representa-

tions of the "invigorating atmosphere" which

rests upon the rich soil of Kansas.

For the New England Farmer,

MBDlCALi TOPICS.
BY A MEDICAIi MAN,

Poisons; their Symptoms and Treatment.

CONCLUDED.

PnospnoRUS —This is an irritant poison,

used in the manufacture of matches. '

Symptoms.—A hot unpleasant tastey an

acrid, burning sensation in the throat and

stomach, nausea and vomiting, the matter

vomited bsing of a dark color and emitting

white fumes ; the pulse is small and frequent,

and not unfrequencly violent convulsions end

the scene.

Treatment.—Give an emetic promptly ; also

copious draughts of magnesia in water, and
mucilaginous drinks.

Poisonous Fl-^h —Conger E'?l, Crawfish,

Dolpbin, Old Wile, Spanish Mackerel, and
several others.

Symptoms. —In sm hour or two—often in

a much shorter time—afrer the fish has been
eaten, a weight at the stomach comes on, with

slight dizziness and headiche, a sense of heat

about the head and eyes, considerable thirst,

and often an eruption of the skin; occasion-

ally convulsions and death.

Treatment —An emetic of ground mustard
or of white vitriol (^sulphate of zinc) must be

speedily given, with copious draughts of warm
water. This should be followed by an active

purgative, and then by vinegar and water.

Laudanum may be given if there be indica-

tions of spasm, and stimulants may be neces-

sary in some cases.

Poison Hemlock.—See Conium.
Poisonous Insects.—Bee, Gnat, Hornet,

Scorpion, Waep, &c.
Symptoms.—In general, the sting of these

insects occasions only a slight degree of pain

and swelling. But sometimes the symptoms
are more violent, and sickness and fever are

produced.
Treatment.—Rub hartshorn (ammonia) and

sweet oil on ihe affected part ; and a rag
moistened in the same, or in salt and water,

may be kept upon it till the pain is removed.
Moistened clay is an excellent remedy. A
few drops of aqua ammonia or hart'chorn may
be given frequently in a little water, and a
glass or two of wine or of weak sling may be
taken if the symptoms are severe. The sting

may be removed in most casss by making a

strorg pressure around it with the barrel of a

watch key.

Poison Ivy.—Poison Oak. (Rhus toxico-

dendron.)—Symptoms and treatment like Aco-
nite, Conitum, .&c.

Poisonous Mushrooms.—Several kinds

of mubhrooms are poisonous, and have been
eaten by mistake.

Symptoms —Nausea, heat and pain in the

stomach and bowels, vomiting and purging,

great thirst, small and frequent pulse, stupor,

dilated pupil, cold sweat, fainting, convulsions

and death.

Treatment.—Clear the stomach and bowels
by giving an emetic of ground mustard, or of
white vitriol {sulphate of zinc,) followed by
Epsom salts (sulphate of magnesia,) and
large stimulating enemas. After the poison
has been thoroughly evacuated, small quanti-

ties of brandy and water may be given.

Poisonous Serpents —Boa, Copperhead,
Mocasin, Rattlesnake, Viper, &c.
Symptoms.—A sharp pain is felt in the

wounded part, which soon extend;) over the

limb or body
;
great swelling, at first hard aod

pale, th^n red, livid and gangrenous in ap-
pearance. Paintings come en, with vomiting,

convul^ioas, and sometimes jaundice. The
pulse \i small, frequent and irregular, the

breathing is difficult, the sight fails the intel-

lectual faculties are deranged, cold sweats

come on, and inflammation, suppuration, and
sometimes extensive gangrene takes place.

Treatment.—Apply a tight ligature between
the wound and the heart ; draw all the blood
possible, by means of a cupping glass, then

apply a hot iron, and afterwards cover the

wound with lint, dipped in equal parts of
sweet oil and hartshorn. Warm drinks and
small doses of ammonia, to cause perspiration,

may oe given.

Poison SuM.iCi?.—Dogwood, (erroneously
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80 called)

—

lihus venenata. For symptoms
and treatmf-nt see Poison Ivy.

PoKK —Scoke. Cokum, GargrPt-root.—The
botanical name of this plant is P/iytolacca de-

candria. The root, leaves and berries are

poisonous ; but the young shoots have been
cooked and eaten, like asparagus, and are

quite harmless. Symptoms and treatment like

Blue Flag, Colocynth. &c.
PoTAt^H

—

Potassa.—Carbonate of Potasih.

Pearl Ash. Saleratus, Strong Ley, Nitrate of
Potash, Saltpetre, Chromate of Potash. With
the exception of the Chromate and Bichro-

mate, the symptoms and treatment are like

Ammonia. For those of the Chromate and Bi-

chromate, see Chrome.
Pkussic Acid.—Hydrocyanic Acid. This

exceedicgly active poison is found in combi-
nation with several metals, in the oil of bitter

almonds, in the leaves of the common laurel,

and sparingly in the seeds or stones of the

peach, cberry, plum, &c.
Symptoms.—When the dose is large, death

almost immediately ensues. In smaller quan-
tities, it causes pain in the head, stupor, nau-

sea, giddiness, great debility, a small, vibrat-

ing pilse, eructations having the flavor of

almond:*, spasms, convulsions and death.

Treatment.—Give a solution of saleratus

(bicarbonate of potash,) or of carbonate of
ammonia, and then administer a weak solu-

tion of copperas {sulphate of iron.) The
cold douche, or an etfubion of cold water
upon the headand spine, have been recom-
mended.
Red Precipitate.—See Mercury.
Rhus Toxicodendron.— See Poison Ivy.

Rum.—St^e ALohol.
Sciieele's GitEEN.—See Arsenic.

SiLV^EK —Nitrate of Silver, Lunar Caustic.

Symptoms.—Headache, vomiting, pain ia

the bowels, diarrhoea, palsy, convulsions and
death.

I'reatment.—Give a strong solution of com-
mon salt, (chloride of sodium.) and follow with

mucilaginous drinks, such as flaxseed tea, slip-

pery elm, etc.

S.MUT OF Rye.—See Ergot.

Soda.—Sal Soda, Carbonate of Soda, &c
Svmptomd and treatment like Ammonia and
Potabh.

Stiiamomum, — Thorn Apple, Jameson
we'ied, Stinkweed, &c. Symptoms and treat-

ment like Aconite, -Conium, &j.
Strychnia.—Strychnine. See Xux Vom-

ica.
'

SuLnruRic Acid.—Oil of Vitriol. Symp-
toms and treatment like Muriatic Acid, Ni-
t.ic Acid, etc.

Tartak E.metic.—See Antimony.
Tartaric Acid.—See Acetic Acid.

Thorn Aitlk —See Stramonium.
Tou.vcco.

—

(Nicotina Tabacum.) Symp-
toms and treatment like Aconite an^>ther
narcotics.

"
Tin.—Chloride of Tin,. Oxide of Tin, So-

[

lution of Tin. Symptomg and treatment like
Arsenic, Copper, &c.
Veratrum — Veratrum album or White

Hellebore. Veratrum viride or (rrf-en Helle-
bore. Symptoms and treatment like Aconite.
Verdigris.—See Copper.
Vermillion —See Mercury.
Vinegar —Si-.e Acetic Acid.
Whiskey.—See Alcohol.
Zinc—Sulphate of Zinc or White Vitriol.

Sy mptoms and treatment like Arsenic, Cop-
per, &c.

BEST MILK-PKODUCINQ FOOD.
Our correspondent T. L. Hart, of West

Cornwall, Conn., has written an article for

the Germantown Telegraph from which we
make the following extract :

—

Tcere is no doubt a difference in the quality
of milk in different cows, some being rich in

caseine or cheese, and that of others in butter,
yet as a rule the milk will be in a great meas-
ure what it is made by the feed of the cow.
The milk from the same cows may be varied
by feed from eighty, by the lactometer, up
to a hundred and fifteen degrees, the highest
number being the best, and such as is pro-
duced by the heaviest feed.

In a carefully-tried experiment which I

made last winter I found that heavy feed, such
as corn, wheat and rye shorts, fed to twelve
cows, pound for pound, did not make as much
milk as wheat-bran, into nine quarts a day,
and I have no doubt that for a time this would
invariably be the result, yet I should not dare
to continue for any coni-ide-able length of
time to feed my cows upon wheat-bran, alone,

as it would undoubtedly diminish the strength
of the cow and soon reduce her to a condi-

tion that she would be incapable of giving
very much milk. I am now feeding to twelve
cows two bushels of wheat-bran mixed with
one bushel of corn-meal ground in the cob,

with very satifactory results. The milk is

good, the strength of the animal is kept up,

and a diminished amount of hay will beep the

cow in good thriving condition. I feed twice

a day.

It is yet an open question whether the feed

should be fed dry or wet. There is no doubt
but that in cold we ither it would be much
better if the water, which is recjuired by cows
in milk, could be warmed. It taken into the

system while at a very low temperature the

process of digestion will be retarded until the

temperature of the wafer is raised to blood-

heat. In warming this water digestion is not

only retarded, but there will be a loss of a
certain amount of food, which, like fuel, is

consumed in keeping up the heat of the body

;

and this accounts for 'the fact that a herd of
cattle require very much more food in ex-

tremely cold weather than they do iti warm
weather. It will bo evident, therefore, that
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a large amount of food may be saved by warm
stabling in cold weather and consequently a
much greater secretion of milk secured.

The great m^ss of the community are no
doubt ignorant in regard to the great d.flfer-

ence in the quality of milk made by the dif-

ferent kinds of feed. Milk made from a cow
fed upon turnips and buckwheat-bran or

•buckwheat-shorts, is totally unfit for a young
child, or its mother, and there is no doubt
but that the mortality among children is often

caused bv improper food of which the milk is

made. The physician knows the importance
of having the milk from a new milch cow as-

signed for a young child ; the why and where-
fore very likely he does not know. He prob-
ably does nnt know that the milk from a

farrow cow is one-third heavier and one-third

richer in caseine than that from a new milch

cow, and therefore is not as well adapted to

the wants of the child, nor does the mother
understand that tae cause of the child's illness

is owing to some improper food eaten by the

cow. If I were desirous of makirg a given

amount of milk the best adapted to the use of

the greatest number of children, I would feed

the cows on equal parts (in pounds) of oats

wheat-bran and Indian corn and the best of

hay and apples.

Until we become accustomed to trying ex-

periments, we shall not know for a certainty

the quantity and quality of food that will,

"

when fed to a lot of cows, produce the great-

est amount of really good milk for a given

amount of feed, nor shall we know whether

the cutting of hay for our miloh cows in winter

will pay for the extra expense and labor of

doing it. Some of our milkmen who have
tried cutting are of the opinion that it pays

well for the trouble and some contemplate

steaming.

Roots, especially carrots, increase the flow

of milk and of the best quality, and will tend

to keep the cow in good health. Apples will

increase the quantity of milk nearly as much
as turnips, and of much better quality.

In making milk there is nothing more im-

portant than good early-cut hay. Without
this it miy be doubted whether milk can be

made with profit.

SOMETHINa ABOCTT MUCK.
Several correspondents having lately re-

vived, through our columns, the by no means
new question as to tie value of muck, we
present for their consideration a word or two
upon the same subject.

Expeiim^ntj in the analysis and practical

use of muck are of such number and the

results have been of such a nature as to prove

that it should never be used in its crude state,

or on being immediately thrown up from its

bed. The time it should be allowed to de-

compose depends to a considerable extent

upon the character of the deposit. If it has

been 1} ing in stagnant water, or if water has
been soaking through it—in which latter case
it will be found of but little value for fertiliz-

ing purposes—it should remain exposed to the
action of air, rain and frosts for at least a
twelvemonth. If, on the other hand, it comes
from a dry situation it may be used as an
absorbent after having remained exposed for
but three or four ironths. Without this sea-
soning muck is of very little value.

It is as an absorbent that we place the
greatest value upon muck. When thoroughly
dried it is not only a complete absorber, but
it is also a most perfect deodorizing agent

;

so that by its use in the cow stable the most
valuable part of the voidings of a stock of
cattle, and that usually suffered to go to
waste, the liquid portion, is not only saved,
but absolute cleanliness, and therefore health-

fulness, is secured. But when saturated, the
muck should not be left where it will wash, as

in a short time it would become almost value-

less, by the loss of that which it contained
through absorption. It must remain in some
covered situation until hauled upon the land.

Again, muck forms a most useful ingredient

in the compost heap. Used for this purpose,
in connection with stable manure, lime, ashes,

salt, &c., it becomes a valuable dressing, aside

from greatly augmenting the quantity of the

farm fertilizers. For maoy uses, especially

for corn, garden crops, and as a top dressing

for grass lands, it is regarded by all who have
ever used it as better than pure dung ; espe-

cially if applied on light open soil, liable to

sufler from drougth.

The question is often asked by farmers if

muck used alone is of itself any advantage to

the land. This question can be quite accu-
rately answered by saj ing that generally it is

not. Its value in this respect results fiom its

mechanical action. On sandy, porous soils,

such as are liable to leach, and to readily feel

the eflFect of drought, an application of muck
would give—in consequence of its quality of
attracting ;ind retaining moisture—greater

consistency to the soil ; and upon clayey soils

it would also serve to render them less stiff

and rigid and more susceptible of cultivation.

In some of his forcible and conclusive sen-

tences, Liebig has shown how peat or muck,
consisting for the most part of inert vegetable
matter, and which has ceased to undergo
further voluntary decomposition, often con-

tains substances highly injurious to vegetation,

such as sulphate of iron, free phosphoric and
sulphuric acids ; but that these are capable of
being neutralized and turned to plant food by
the action of lime. This should direct all

farmers in the use they make of muck as a
fertilizer.

—

Maine Farmer.

—Indiana proposes to consolidate its present

State University, Agricultural College and otiier

Statdfclucational institutions into one great Uni-

versity, to be located at Indianapolis.
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THE PENOBSCOT PLTJM.

This fniit originated in the garden of James

McLaughlin of Bangor, Me., and was intro-

duced by B. F. Nourse and Henry Little of

Bangor. The illustration was drawn from

fruit raised by 'Mr. Henry Vandine of Cam-

bridgeport, Mass.

The tree is a very thrifty grower, bears

young, and the specimens we have seen of it

have been unusually free from wart or blight

of any kind. Fruit largo, about the size of

the Jefferson ; oblong, marked with a deep

suture ; stem an inch in length, slender, and

set in a small cavity ; skin, orange yellow,

smooth and fair, with no blush. !Mr. Yandine

represents it as among the best, and well

worthy of cultivation.

—The Laconia Democrat says that the ravages

of the new cabbage worm were stopped the past

season in one place by a liberal coating of fine salt

or. tVf "bbageB""" -lornlng while the dew was on.

COLOR IN" AUTUMNAL FOLIAGE.

Mr. I. AVliarton, in the Amcnca.n Jownal' of
Science observes :—If chlorophyl, the green-

coloring matter of leaves, should be lik(> many

other greens, a compound color, it must have

for one of its elements, a vegetable blue, ca-

pable of being reddened by acids.

If the juices of leaves kept in a neutral con-

dition by vital force, or by alkaline matter

brought in the sap from the earth, should, when

circulation ceases, become acidified i\v tite at-

mospheric oxygon, those juices would tlien be

capable of reddening the vegetable blue of

the chlorophyl.

If, however, that vegetable blue .should be

thus reddened, it ought to become blue again

when exposed to an alkali ; or in otlior words,

if green leaves should be reddened in llie au-

tumn in the manner here suggested, by the ac-

tion of the oxydizing atmosphere, they ought
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to return from red to green, if immersed in

an alkaline atmosphere.

He exposed under a glass receiver, in the

lif^ht, with a capsule containing ammonia, a

variety of autumnal red leaves, and had the

gratification to perceive that in most cases, the

green color was restored, the restored green

color remaining from some minutes to hours.

Frost probably plays no other part in caus-

ing the autumnal tints, than merely to arrest

the circulation, by killing the leaves. When a

sharp frost occurs early in the fall, while the

pulp of the leaves is still full and plump, the

red colors come out brilUantly, because there

is plenty of the blue substance to be acted upon

by the juices then also abundant. When, on

the other hand, the leaves die slowly, and are

at the same time slowly dried in a late and

dry autumn, the pulp becomes so meagre and

the cuticle of the leaf so dry and hard, that

an abundant production of fine red tints is im-

possible, and brown, the color of decay, pre-

dominates.

PLANTING TREES ALONG THE
HIGH"WAYS.

Persons who have travelled through the in-

terior of New England, cannot have failed to

notice the great extent of road-side without

trees. Sometimes for miles together, along the

sides of extensive pastures and sprout-lands, the

roadside is barren, or covered with an un-

sightly and unprofitable growth of alders and

other wild shrubs, or, what is worse, bur-

docks, thistles or milk-weeds.

This ought not to be. If these spaces-were

set with the sugar maple, and well cared for,

in the course of years they would well nigh

supply the whole population with all the sugar

it. would wish to consume, if added to what is

ah-eady produced in sugar orchards. When

the trees become past producing the sugar mak-

ino' fluid, they would form an immense amount

of valuable timber for mechanical purposes,

and the refuse portions make the most valu-

able fuel.

But these are not all the good offices which

they would perform. Numerous tracts of

New England lands suffer for lack of mois-

ture, which would be greatly benefited by

trees as condensers of vapor, and thus en-

able such soils to produce remunerative crops.

The health which such trees would tend to

promote, and the charming beauty they would

impart to the landscape, ought in themselves

to be a sufficient motive to set us at work to

plant them.

In 1869, the Legislature of New York passed

an act in relation to planting trees alongside

of the public highways, and last winter, we
tliink it was, they amended that act to read as

follows, and it is now in force :

—

"Any inhabitant liable to highway tax who
shall transplant by the side of the public highway
any forest shade trees or fruit trees, of suitable

size, shall be allowed by the overseers of hi,£:;hways

in abatement of his highway tax, one dollar for

every four trees set out; but no row of elms shall

be placed nearer than seventy feet; no row of
maples or other forest trees nearer than fifty feet,

except locust, which may be set thirty feet apart

;

fruit trees must be set at least fifty feet apart, and
no allowance, as before mentioned, shall be made,
unless such trees shall have been set out the year
previous to the demand for said abatement of tax,

and living and well protected from annuals at the
tune of such demand."

We hope that the Legislature of Massachu-

setts, at its next session, will adopt the fore-

going law, or one similar in effect, and that

all land owners where road sides are barren

of trees, will avail themselves of its privileges

at once.

FARMERS' CLUBS AND TO^WN MEET-
INGS.

History infonns us that when Charles II. granted

the province of Carolina, in 1663, to eight distin-

giushed noblemen of his realm, the celebrated

John Locke, at their request, drafted an elaborate

code for the government of the colony, in which

he endeavored to avoid all the errors and to com-

bine all the excellencies of existing and past sys-

tems of government. But however beautiful in

theory the scheme of the great philosopher might

have been on paper, it was found to be utterly im-

practicable and useless in the wilderness ; and all

attempts to put it into practical operation were soon

abandoned, and the people proceeded to adopt in

its stead such simple rules and regulations as were

necessary to govern their intercourse with each

other and with the wild men and wilder beasts by
whom they were surrounded.

AVhile the plan of goveniment that was devised

by this gi-eat English philosopher to serve as a

model for the new world, and to shape the legisla-

tion of a continent, is remembered only as a fail-

ure, the deliberations of little collections of unlet-

tered pioneers became the model of State and na-

tional governments.

May w^. not hope that what the town meeting

has done for the government of the country, the

farmers' club may yet accomplish for the advance-

ment of agriculture ? Liko John Locke's consti-

tution, the present organization of Agricultural

Boards and Societies fails to secure the ^^.arty sym-

pathy and co-operation of those for whom it was
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devised. Whatever difference of opinion there may
be as to the cause of this want of co-operation be-

tween agricultural iissociatioiis and practical far-

mers, all will agree that it is very desirable that

greater unity of action should be secured ; that

practical farmers should participate more freely in

the maniigcmcnt, and talic a more active part in

the proceedings of agricultural societies. Among
other means for the accomplishment of these ob-

jects, we have looked to the formation of Farmers'

Clubs and Town Shows as the most hopeful ; as a

beginning at the right place,—among the fai-mers

themselves.

Tne farmers of Maine appear to be taking the

lead of those in the other New England States in

the organization of Farmers' Clubs, and we print

in another column an article by one who has had

much experience in their management and opera-

tion there, and most heartily commend his sugges-

tions to the consideration of our readers.

[

judgment, however, must be exercised in its use.

An ounce or two is enough to butn at once for a

bam of from six to twelve or twenty cattle, and

the operation should be repeated regularly twice a

day. The fumes should pervade all parts of tlie

room equally, and not l)e stronger than the attend-

ant can bear with moderate discomfort.

Cattle Dying in Corn Fields.—During the

past dry season many cattle have died after being

turned into fields of com stalks. Some have sup-

posed that death was caused by eating the smutty

ears which were rejected by the harvesters. Mr.

Elmer Baldwin, who has several times witnessed

post mortem examinations of animals that have

thus died thinks the idea of smut being fatal is

erroneous, and says, in the Prairie Fanner :—
The common practice is to keep cattle on the

short fall feed, or with light fecduig, till the corn-
lield is cleared, when they are turned in with empty
stomachs and ravenous appetites ; there is generally
a scarcity of water, and the fatal results follow.

The cause, evidently, is too rapacious and full

feeding of the dry material, without suliicient

water.
In all the cases he had examined, the second

stomach, commonly called the "manifold," was
Eacked with the masticated com husks, so dry and
ard that the point of a common butcher's knife

would only, with considerable effort, he made to
penetrate its siUjstance, while the coats of the stom-
ach were disorganized and separated, showing that
a violent and fatal inflammation had supervened.

With plenty of salt and access to running water

at least twice a day, he thinks there is no danger

from turning cattle into stalk fields.

The Foot and Moitu Disease.—We hear of

the appearance of this disease in various parts of

Massachusetts, but have no intelligence of any ac-

tion by tlie comiiuttce of which Dr. Loring is

chainnan, appointed by the Board of Agriculture

to confer with the authorities of the State in rela-

tion to the adoption of measures to prevent the

spread of the disease. Mr. A. Scott, of North
Blackstone, says in the J'atriot, there arc cases

which cannot be accounted for othcnvisc than

by supposing that it was proi)agafcd liy contagion

through the air. In an article in the Maine Farmer
by S. L. Goodale, Esq., fumigation of the stable l>y

burning bits of brimstone on live coals in a suitable

vessel, is recommended as a nrevcntive. Care and

For the Xeio England Farmer.

VZINDOW GABDENLNQ.
In reply to tlie inquiries of Etta Parker in

last week's Farmer we would say that we
think a garden might ilourish finely on a light-

stand. Sides oi thin wood, such as cheese

bo.xes are made of, could be nailed around it,

fastening them securely at the corners with

brads ; and lining the inside vrith zinc, either

up to the top edge, or nailing it one inch

below it ; or a tin pan might be made to fit

closely in, which would be more easily pro-

cured. This lining is required, else the water
would leak out, and the wood warp or swell.

To prepare the soil, scatter small bits of

charcoal over the pan, with a good sprinkling

of the dust ; this will act both as a purifier

and a fertilizer, and prevent all mouldiness or

decay. Upon this foundation spread a thin

coat of perfectly decayed stable manure, and
over that place rich loam, with a goodly mix-

ture of sand—at least one-quarter—silver sand,

such as is used for scouring, will answer the

purpose.

To ornament the exterior of the box, sec-

tions of pine cones can be nailed on with small

brads, and varnished with carriage varnish

;

or coffee berries and pumpkin seeds can be
made into ilowers, or glued on in fanciful

shapes, with rice seeds intermingled ; then var-

nish the whole. Split rattans could be nailed

on in mosaic work, or split sticks of maple,
oak, birch, &c., can be used and arranged in

ovals, crosses or squares. Miss Etta can ex-

ercis'e her own ingenuity in its adornment. It

would be a great advantage to be able to

move it about, as the chief objection to '^win-

dow boxes''^ is in their being stationarv, the

plants are likely to grow one sided, and pre-

sent a finer appearance to the passer-by than

to their owner, as she sits besidi' them.

Vines are great additions to the "6oxf.s,"

and they could be trailed about the stand with

very good eUect.

We saw in Cleveland, Ohio, several years

since, an exquisite lloral design. It belonged
to the matron of a Children's Asylum, ami wa.s

her own work. It was a stand constructed

out of the gnarled roots of trei's, Imslu's, anil

grape vine branches. A tripod formed the

standard ; uj)on tliat. irooked branches held

iij) an oval tin pan wliicli was firmly iiaikd to

(hern. This was jiainted green, ami (illeil

with i'arth. Vines of Mancywort, Tnulrscan-

lid, Maurandia and Herman Inj trailed ail

about it. Ijijcopodium was mingled with

them. A winter llowcring Fuchsia, ''Sped-
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osa"—was in the centre, and was filled with

its waxen pinlsT and crimson bells. A ivhite

Geranium was on one side, and a bright pink

of tlie same species, llanked the other. A
white Eupatorium and scarlet Bouvardia com-

pleted the loveliest stand we ever saw. Any
nigenious boy, or even a girl who liked to use

hammer and nails, could construct a similar

one. A wooden circle could be substituted

for the tin pan, and gnarled roots and branches

would ornament prettily.

We hope IVliss Etta will try her hand at its

manufacture, and inform the readers of the

FAitMEK of her success. 8. O. J.

For the New England Farmer.

COLOKING BUTTER.
USE OF SALTPETRE.—WASHING BUTTER.

"A Subscriber" at Harmony, R. I., desires

information on this point. As we are coloring

butter weekly, with a new preparation, called

Annotto. we obtained from Whitman & Buz-
zell, of Little Falls, N. Y., who are the agents

for its sale, we can tell of its desirability. X.
A. Willard, the great authority on dairy mat-

ters, recommended it to us and procured it

from the above-mentioned firm. It is much
used in New York and Pennsylvania by dairy-

men of the highest stamp. The famous butter

of Philadelphia is all colored with it.

Annotto-ine is produced from the seed of a

plant grown in Brazil. The process is to wash

the coloring from the surface of the seeds, by
letting them soak for some time in cold water.

When this is done, the water is drawn off and

the Annotto-ine is dried and then pulverized.

The old process was to boil the seeds, but this

dissolved the. entire seed, which was not desira-

ble, and did not produce so pure an article for

coloring butter. The Annotto-ine is sold at

$2 per pound. One pound of pure potash, of

full strength, and half a pound of sal soda are

mixed with it, according to directions 'fur-

nished by the agents, who will also furnish the

potash at tAventy-five cents per pound, and the

sal soda for six cents per pound, and with

cold water, four gallons of Annotto-ine can

be prepared. This should be bottled and

corked tightly, and kept in a dry place.

When the cream is ready for the churn,

pour in one large tablespoonful of it to every

sLx (juarts of cream. This amount will give

a fine golden hue and a good flavor ; it cer-

tainly does not detract from the sweetness of

the butter. We have used it for six weeks,

and are much pleased with it, haAing always

had a decided dislike to tallowy butter for ta-

ble use. All who see our butter exclaim,

"where did you get your butter? It exactly

simulates the color of June butter."

O. 8. Bliss, Secretary of the Vermont Dai-

ryman's Association, in an essay delivered at

Montpelier, March .5, 1870, says of Annotto

:

"It is a r nrely vegetable extract, and the Brazil-

ians, who manufacture it, make use of it to tint

very many of the most delicate and luxurious
dishes served at their i-epasts. We have a friend
who has traveled in South America, and he speaks
of it as analogous to our butter in some respects

;

one of which is that the really pure article is of a
comparatively imperishable or self-preserving na-
ture, and that it imparts to milk, butter and cheese,
in some degree this preservative principle."

He also says in the same essay :

—

"Many persons affect to be very averse to the
use of colored butter, but we have never seen one
yet who does not like good, rich-looking, yellow
butter better than a poor, lardy, white article, and
would not eat a nicely colored article much more
satisfixctorily than the other, provided, of course,
that he does not know that it is colored ; and the
smartest of the class are unable to distinguish the
colored from natural butter of the same shade of
color."

To all of which we say amen. Mr. Bliss

has taken some exceptions to our style of

butter-making, but we fully agree on the sub-

ject of "coloring" it. As to the saltpetre, to

which he alludes in your paper of Nov. 19,

the practice of twenty years has confirmed us
in the belief of its non-injui'ious properties in

infinitesimal doses. It prevents all cheesy
and bitter taste in the butter, so prevalent at

this season in small dairies, and so disgusting.

A prominent farmer in Grafton County went
to Boston some years since with his butter.

The market price was fifty cents—he could
get but thirty-five. With praiseworthy curios-

ity, he insisted upon knowmg why his butter

could not command the same price in market,
and what his wife should do the next season to

make it saleable ? He was answered that the

best of butter was cured with salt, saltpetre

and sugar—so much to a pound ; that the two
latter ingredients were as preservative as salt,

and if combined with it, would produce an A
No. 1 article. He profited by the advice, and
has ever since received the highest price for

the product of his dairy.

As to washing butter, we must agree to dis-

agree with Mr. Bliss, but should like to place

some;of our unwashed Alderney butter, made
in September, beside of his washed butter, in

the spring, and see if he could not discern a
"difference in the sweetness." He also takes

exceptions to the amount of butter made by
"Mrs. A.'s cows."

We know of several Alderney cows which
averaged fourteen pounds of butter per week,
all the summer months. A four-year-old made
from eleven to thirteen pounds last summer, for

jmany weeks. We are strangers to IMr. Bliss,

though well knoAvn to his friend, X. A. Wil-
lard ; but we venture to assert that should we
meet we should enjoy a friendly chat on butter

and its manufacture, even though we might
differ on some points. s. o. J.

Jan. 2, 1870.

—Thomas J. Field, of Northfield, Mass., has sold

six head of Short-horns to the Agricultural College.

and two to Mr. Ellison, of Leesburg, Va.
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A "WTNTEB POEM.

BY J. O. VHITTI£H.

A sound as if from balls of silver,

Or ellin cymbals smitten clear,

Through the frost-pictured panes I hear.

A brightness which outshines the morning,
A splendor brooking no delay
Beckons and tempts my feet away.

I leave the trodden village highway,
For virgin snow-paths glimmerijig through
A jewelled elm-tree avenue;

Where, keen against the walls of sapphire,
The gleaming tree-bolls, ice-embossed,
Ilold up their chandeliers of frost.

I tread in Orient halls enchanted,
I dream the traga's dream of caves
Gem-lit beneath the North Sea waves 1

I walk the land of Eldorado,
I touch its mimic garden bowers.
Its silver leaves and diamond flowers I

The flora of the mystic wine-world
Around me lifts on crystal stems
The petals of its clustered gems I

What miracle of wierd transforming
In this wild work of frost and light,

This glimpse of glory infinite I

This fore gleam of the Iloly City,
Like that to liim of I'atraos given,
The white bride coming down from heaven I

How flash the ranked and mail-clai'. alders.
Through what sharp-glancing spears of reeds
The brook its mullled water leads I

Yon maple, like the bush of Horeb,
Burns unconsumed ; a white, cold fire

Kays out from every grassy spire.

Each slender rush and spike of mullein.
Low land shrub and drooping f«rn,
Transfigured, blaze where'er 1 turn.

How yonder Ethiopian hemlock
Crowned with his glistening circlet stands I

What jewels light his swartJiy hands I

Here, where the forest opens southward.
Between its hospitable pines.
As through a door, the warm sun shines.

The jewels loosen on the branches.
And lightly as the soft winds blow,
Fail, tinkling, on the ice below.

And through the dashing of their cymbals,
1 hear the old familiar fall

Of water down a rocky wall.

Where from its wintry prison breaking.
In dark and silence hidden long.
The brook repeats his bummer song.

One instant flashing in the sunshine.
Keen as a sabre from its sheath.
Then lost again the ice beneath.

I hear the rabbit lightly leaping,
The foolish screaming of the jay.
The chopper's axe-stroke far away

;

The clamor of some ncigliboring barn-ynrd.
The lazy cock's belated crow.
Or cattle-tramp in crispy snow.

And as in some enchanted forest

The lost knight hears his comrades sing,

And near at hand, their bridles ring.

Bo welcome I these sounds and voices.

These ulrs from f.ir-olF Summer bfown

—

Tliis life that leaves me not alone.

For the white glory overawes me

;

The crystal terror of the seer •

Of Chebar's vision blinds mo

Rebuke me not, O sapphire heaven I

Thou stainless earth lay not on me
This keen reproach of purity 1

Let the strange frost-work sink and crumble.
And let the loosened tree boughs swing.
Till all their bells of silver ring.

Shine warmly down, thou sun of noontide.
On this chill pageant, melt and move,
The Winter's frozen heart with love.

And soft and low, thou wind south-blowing.
Breathe through a veil of tcnderest haze
The prophecy of Simimer days.

Come with the green relief of promise,
And to this dead, cold splendor bring
The living jewels of the Spring I

FARMEBS' CLUBS.

The long evenings an; now at haiul, and
the farmer, finding a little leisure after the

labors of the day, looks about him for some
means of pleasure and amusement wherewith
to occupy the time. lie will find no more
profitable way to spend an occasional evening
than in the meetings of a wide-awake Farmers'
Club. Better by far is it than to doze the

time away, smoking a pipe in the chimney
corner, or lounging at the country store. The
book and the paper tire after a Avliile ; these

organizations come in to occupy a portion of
time in just such a way as the hard-working
farmer needs. Here he can in a measure ob-
tain that

Mental Culture

Which is so much neglected by those who
labor day after day upon tiieir farms. It is

very natural for them to slide into almost en-
tire neglect of any intellectual ellbrt, and un-
less they have something of a character in

which they are particularly interested, and
which pei-tains to the business in which they
are daily engaged, any effort in that direc-

tion soon becomes laborious, and finally is

discontinued altogether. All the time, they
are inclined too much to physical exercise,

while they neglect the e.xercise of the mind.
Even at many of our County Fairs, the annual
address, which once afforded a little mental
stimulus, has been discontinued, and the time
is occupied in a manner which docs not, to

say the least, draw out any mental ellort.

Again, much of the farmer's time is spent
alone, or in company with liircd help not in

any way remarkable for their intelligence, and
the mind riuis along in the old grooves with
but little to excite it to activity. It becomes
sluggish. I\Iind needs contact with mind to

rub it into activity. The more we associate

with other individuals, the more the mind is

aroused ; we think, we study. These Far-
mers' Clubs then, are just what is needed to

draw the farmers together, and to give them
an op])ortuuIty to bring tiieir luiiuis in contact.

The exercises ure such as pertain to their
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every day affairs, and therefore such as they
are more or less familiar with. While exer-

cising the mind, they are reaping other ad-
vantages as well.

Practical Knowledge

Is acquired. However humble the individuals

composing the Club, however ignorant in

"book learning," however fough their exte-

rior, if they are practical farmers each one
knows something which will be an advantage
to the others. Some rough and otherwise ig-

norant men are critical observers, and are
possessed of a fund of practical knowledge,
which, if it can be drawn out, will be of ui-

tercst to all. All farmers need a share in

their knowledge, but it is very difficult to

obtain. They are not public talkers, and any
efibrt made under the formalities of a public

meeting would quite surely result in a failure.

I have seen such men at farmers' conventions,

after the meeting was dissolved, gather to-

gether in knots and talk over the subject

under discussion in a manner which would
have done honor to the lecturer himself. A
Farmers' Club is the very best place to draw
out the knowledge of such men, and at the

same time it is a good place to draw out the

knowledge of those who are accustomed to

public speaking.

Associated Effort.

Another advantage of these organizations is

in associated effort. This advantage will

manifest itself in many ways. Great good
will come from association alone without com-
bining in any effort. When men come to-

gether and comjiare notes, as the saying is,

when they talk over the work in which at the

time they are engaged, when they compare
the different crops raised with the yield of

their neighbors, they are spurred up to effort

and are led to inquiry. These comparisons,

this incjuiry, lead to thought, and through that

to better cultivation and better crops. They
will be encouraged in trying new experiments.

They can also associate in procuring new and
costly kinds of seeds, and in trying new im-

plements to prove their value. In many cases

the members of a Club have combined in pur-

chasing thoroughbred animals for the improve-

ment of their Hocks and herds. Such efforts

cannot be too highly commended. In one in-

stance the results were so satisfactory, and the

interest awakened was so great, that it resulted

in one of the members purchasing the entire

herd of one of the most celebrated Short-horn

breeders in New England. When such re-

sults are being realized from these organiza-

tions, who will dare measure the influence they

are destined to exeit if properly conducted

and earnestly supported ?

Social Intercourse.

Farmers necessarily live at considerable dis-

tances from each other, and in consequence of

this and their habits of steady labor, confine

themselves too much to their own fields and
firesides. They and their families need recre-

ation, need pleasures, need something to
counteract the effect of the constant labor in

which they are engaged. The mechanic in the
village or city has his mind frequently drawn
away from his work by that which is going on
around liim, but the farmer, being diff'erentl

situated, finds nothing to break up the monot-
ony unless he seeks for it elsewhere. It is

quite probable that more work would be ac-

complished and a better tone of feehng be
experienced, to say nothing of the more cheer-
ful countenance which ^ould be worn, if a
half day each week were given to social in-

tercourse with fellow farmers, instead of de-
voting six full days each week to unremitting
labor. After a day spent pleasantly away
from home, the labor is not so irksome—the

laborer is happier. Allowing as much was not
accomplished by giving a little time to relaxa-

tion, it s-hould be borne in mind that food and
raiment for the family, forage for the stock,

and money for the bank, are not the only
things worth striving for. We need happiness

as well. But if a portion of this time be
given to a wide awake farmers' club, ideas

will be gained, practical knowledge acquired,

which in time will bring about results far in

excess of those which will be realized by the

farmer who does not improve these opportu-
nities.

, The Exercises of the Club

Should be varied to suit the tastes of different

members. Discussions upon familiar farm
topics should generally be held each evening,

and every member should take part in them.

Do not depend upon professional talkers, who
may know little of the sut)iect about which
they are talking, but give your own experience

and your opinions drawn therefrom, as you
would talk them to a neighbor sitting by your
own fireside. Practical knowledge will thus

be imparted, which all should seek for. Es-
says upon the subjects which are to be consid-

ered, may be prepared and read by those who
have a taste for putting their thoughts in

writing. It is a good practice to assign topics

six months or a year before hand, so that

those who are to prepare essays may have
ample time to "read up" their subject, or to

experiment upon it on their farms. In this

way almost every member can, if he will, pre-

pare a valuable paper. To fill up any spare

time, extracts from books or papers, which
are not accessible to all, may be read, and the

ideas or recommendations discussed.—Z. A.
Gilbert, Androscoggin Co., Me., in Countiy

Gaitleman.

—Moisture sometimes generates in a bee hive in

winter, and runs down the sides to the entrance,

where, coming in contact with cold air, it is frozen,

filling up the space, and stopping ventilation.

This matter should be looked to occasionally.
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BPECIAXTIEB IN PAKMINO.
|

The business of agriculture should be an

industry and not a speculation. Ihe insane

pursuit of specialties has long been a curse to

American agriculture. A whole community
runs wild upon hops, when selling at 50 cents

per pound, and in two years they are scarcely

worth the price of picking, and extravagance

begotten of high expectations is forthwith

followed by bankruptcy. Wheat brings $2
per bushel, and whole States become wheat

fields, while every other interest languishes,

until the bread crop becomes so abundant as

to be fed to swine in,preference to shipment

for human food. The sheep, with wool at $1
per pound, holds high place in popular esteem,

but is kicked from the pasture by every Ran-
dolph of the farm at the first indication of a

heavy decline in the value of its fleece. In

your section cotton, a great boon to your

agriculture as a constituent in your aggregate

of production, may become an unmitigated

evil if left to usurp the place of all other crops.

The crop of last year produced $100,000,000,

more than 50 per cent larger than ten years

ago. Three millions of bales may command a

profit of $40 per bale, while 5,000,000 may
not bring a dollar above their cost. But
present profit is not the main consideration.

The increase in value and enlargement of the

productive capacity of the soil, by a judicious

rotation, including the restorative influences

of green cropping and cattle feeding, is an in-

crease of capital, a source of large annual in-

come, and an addition to the inheritance of

one's children. It not only insures a profit

from cotten culture, but enables the planter to

pocket the entire proceeds of its sale, other

products feeding man and beast.

—

Hon. II.

Capron, at Georgia Fair.

DOMESTIC HABITS.

It has been truly said that many a man has

owed his success or failnre in business as

much to the management of bis wife, as to his

own individual action. Although domestic

occupations do not hold the high rank to

which they are justly entitled, yet there is rea-

son to believe that the sentiment which has so

long prevailed is undergoing a radical change,

and that females see more and more the neces-

sity of possessing the ability to overlook and

bystematically direct the expenditure of that

part of their husband's income which comes

more directly under their immediate inpec-

tion : and truly we should consider them the

more praiseworthy and deserving our esteem,

whatever their circumstances in life, who
best peiform the duties which their situation

requires. We btlieve that at the present

time the instances are more common than at any

time bince the early settlement of our country

where ladies in the higher classes of society

consider it no disparagement to be familiarly

acquainted with all the internal concerns of

their families. Yet to the shame of many
mothers be it said, that they suffer their

daughters to grow up without any practical

knowledge of housekeeping, and utterly un-

prepared to fill any situation in life with use-

fulness and dignity. They are all instructed

in music and drawing, and all the ornamental,

but not in the useful arts of life ; and the re-

sult will continue to be as ever it has been in

such cases where there is no security for the

possession of wealth, that many a woman
reared in luxury will by some reverse of for-

tune be compelled to exchange her home of

ease and luxury for one of privation and care,

and compelled to perform the lowest drudgery
in order to obtain a small pittance with which

to eke out a miserable existence.

AQBICUIiTimAL ITEMS.

—The Michigan Farmer says, wo know of an

English gardener who would never allow any rub-

bish to be burnt, but had it thrown into heaps to

rot. It is astonishing, if left to time, how quickly

that agent will perform the work of decaying trash.

—It is said that California, that land of wonders,

is peculiarly adapted to the cultivation of cotton,

that the soil and climate are remarkably suited to

it, that the country is free from the chief difficul-

ties and embarrassments that often make it a fail-

ure elsewhere ; the season is uniform, and there

are no worms, no inopportune rains, and no early

frosts.

—The Kansas Agricultural College is now fairly

under way, with thirty-four under graduates and

138 in the scientific and preparatory departments.

Its endowment comes from the 90,000 acres of land

located under the Congressional act of July, 1862.

About one-half of this land has already been sold,

creating a fund of nearly $180,000, which will this

year yield an income of $16,000.

—For the improvement of pastures the Ohio

Farmer recommends that they be divided, one-

half stocked with sheep, and the other half with

cows, and alternate changes made every spring

;

or by an entire change from cows to sheep and

from sheep to cows every few years, always re-

taining a cow or two for family use. The two,

however, never to run together.

—The Michigan Farmer says, if you build a

square crib of poles notched, log-house fashion,

say eight feet square, or larger or smaller, as you

like it, and throw into it all sorts of trash—a little

muck, leaves, bits of everything from the house,

the sweepings, &c., and have it so that the kitchen

slops and soap suds may be conveyed upon it by a

wooden conductor, which a boy may make, you

will, in the course of a year, have accumulated

some ten dollars worth of manure—perhaps more

and have things tidier about the house and yard,

and will continue the practice for profit and com-

fort.
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[Entered according to Act of Congress, in tlic year 1870, by R. P. Eatok & Co., in the Clerk's OflSce of the District Cooit farQw
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RURAL ARCHITECTURE.
BY GEO. E. HAIiHTET, Cold Spring, X. T.

DESIGNED AND ENGRAVED EXPKESSLY FOR THE NEW ENGLAND FAUMEB.

No. 6.—A DOUBLE OR SLNGLB HOUSE.

In continuation of our new series of plans

for moderate priced houses, suited either for

suburban or country residences, we present

the above design. Our readers can but ad-

mire the faithfuhiess with which the engraver

has brought out the ideas of the artist, and

produced a charimng realization of many a

one's dream of a cozy little home.

This design represents an economical house

for a single family, which, however, may be

conveniently arranged for two families. In

the design for one family, A is a veranda

shielding the entrance. B is the entrance hall

containing the staircase, and C the parlor,

fourteen feet by sixteen ; D will be the living

room also fourteen by sixteen, and E may be

used as a kitchen. It communicates with G,

a large wood-shed. F is a large store-room

ojjening from the kitchen also. In the second

story are three good sized rooms, beside a

small room over the store-room.

The house is designed to be built of wood,

the frame being of spruce, boarded and clap-

boarded, and the roof boarded with hemlock

boards and shingled with sawed cedar shingles,

a portion of which may have lower edges cut
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in the hexagon or octagon pattern. The out-

side may be painted and sanded. The cost

would be about S2G00.

We will soon give the plans by which this

Flan of First Floor.

house, by a slight variation of the inner par-

titions, can be made quite convenient for two

small families. It will be understood with

this, as with all other plans which we publish,

that the estmiatcd cost is what would be the

expense of building in or near a city, where

the builder had every thing to buy and full

prices to pay for labor. Where a man can

furnish lumber, or other material himself, and

is carpenter or mason enough to do a portion

of the work with his own hands, the expense

will be correspondingly reduced.

nately made its appearance in this country-,

and farmers everywhere, more particularly

upon the lines of through cattle trailic, should

be on tlieir guard, and upon the first indica-

tion of disease showing any of its symptoms,
immediate information should be gi\en

to the proper authorities, that measures
may be at once taken to prevent its

spread. The disease is highly conta-

gious, not only by contact with diseased

animals, but also by contact with the

discharges from the sores, and the con-
tagion may be conveyed by the matter
adhering to the clothes (especially the

shoes) of persons attending dijeased an-

imals, ami also by the matter in the dung
and litter c>f animals ; on which account
there is special danger from the manure
or dirt thrown out of cattle cars at sta-

tions or in motion. The disease is also

readily and frecjuently (perhaps most
frequently) ct)nnnunicatcd by the dis-

charges dr()p{)cd upon the highways by
sick cattle driven over them, and for this

reason tlie first precaution to be taken

is to prevent the moving of cattle at-

tacked by the disease. The disease

sometimes affects the udders of cows, and
during its course (whether symptoms of its

affectmg the udder or not appear) the milk

should not be used as human food or given to

any animals.

The disease is spreading to an alarming ex-

tent in some parts of New York and in Con-
necticut. Over one thousand cases are re-

ported in Dutchess county, and in Queens
county on Long Island it has made its ajipear-

ance among the cows kejit for furnishing milk

for New York city. We believe, however,

by prudent and active measures, it may be
controlled, and think no groundless fears

should possess the minds of our farmers.

We have great faith in the sul[)hurous

fumigation alluded to by Mr. Goodale
last week, and we hope our readers will

not forget the remedy.

—

Maine Fanner.

Plan 0/ Second Floor.

THE FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE.

This disease, which, though not generally

directly fatal, often jiroduces death by secon-

dary action or its influence on other morbid

symptoms, has, during tiie past year, caused

great anxiety and loss of property in Great

Britain and on the Continent. It has unfortu-

MusTY 0.\TS.—A South Carolina cor-

respondent, after reporting the loss of

a horse, supposed to result from eating

musty oats, says:—"I am certain more

horses die in the South from eating dam-

aged oats than from all other causes.

As the oats are cut rather green, and
often with many green weeds among them,

it Is very difficuU to keep them from molding
more or less in the centre. Many animals
die from this cause, which are supposed to

have had blind staggers, as in the case of
mine. Another horse died recently near me
in the same way, after being fed on oafs mostly
sound, but some of the bundles musty in the

middle."

—

Md. Farmer,
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

A CRinmxG noRSE.

Havins a cnl)I)ing horse and wishing to gam all

the inlonuation 1 can on the cause and cure, if

there is any, it would oblige me if you would an-

swer a fcwqucstions upon the suliject in your Ex-
tracts and Replies.

A friend told nic a few days ago that he met an
Agent of the Ni;w England Fakmeu in Medway,
who, upon seeing a horse crib, said that he knew
the cause and cure ; he said that it was owing to

the teeth being too tight, and that the remedy was
to take a fine saw and saw l)et\vecn the teeth.

What I wish to inquire is, do you think this to l)e

the real cause and cure ? I have never heard of
this before ; is it a new idea or is it an old theory.

It is my opinion, founded upon some experience,

that it is not caused by the teeth. I think it arises

from some hankering in the stomach brought on
by some inflammation or disease. L. A. Cobb.

Sheldonville, Mass., Dec, 1810.

Remarks.—We doubt whether any person

knows, precisely, what causes horses to indulge in

ci-ibbing. Was it ever kno\\'n in a colt who had

run in a pa.sture in the summer and had the free-

dom of a yard in the winter ? We think not. And
if not, then it is natural to suppose that it must be

something that relates to the management of the

animal in the feeding, working, or some peculiari-

ty ill the stall or stable. The largest number of

"cribbcrs arc found among horses that are not regu-

larly worked ; one that is doomed to pass many
weary days and weeks of stagnation in the stall.

This may be the cause, and proljably is, some-

times. Horses in health should never stand a

week at a time without exercise. If the owner has

no use for the animal, he should give him the run

of a small pasture or a large bani-yard, or a drive

with some person on his back or attached to a car-

riage, for the sake of the exercise itself.

If long confined to the stall, and fed liberally, he

gets full of energy, and foiling to find any other

means of working it off, sometimes falls to kicking,

linocking the planks of the stalls to pieces, or the

boarding flies off in splinters from the side of the

barn. Another horse, in his restlessness, will bite

at anything he can lay hold of, and finding that he

can stretch his muscles a little by holding on with

his teeth to the crib, tries it again and again until

habit becomes almost immovably fixed. He en-

joys it. It affords him exercise and he grunts his

approbation of it every time he stretches back

with liis teeth fast to the crib. A good horse loves

action, as much as does an ambitious man. When
properly fed, loaded and driven, he finds enjoyment

in work, and no creature is more faithful in it. Is

it strange that idleness should beget a bad habit in

a horse, when we consider who it is that usually

emploj's an idle man

!

Idleness with high feeding we should -think a

sufficient cause of cribbing. Too much sameness

in the diet may disarrange the digestion, and lead

to a restless habit that induces cribbing. Or, close

and tainted air in the stables may lead to it. All

these arc theories, but wc doubt whether a horse

never subjected to any of these things will ever

become a "cribber."

Horses occupying stalls near cribbcrs are quite

apt to contract the habit, and, therefore, should

not be allowed near them.

The need of salt to horses and swine is too often

overlooked. A lump of rock salt where the horse

can reach it, when in the stall, may prevent dis-

ease, and would frequently lie grateful to him.

The process for curing a confimied ci-ibber is

rather a long one, and is the only one which

proves successful. It consists in tying the horse

in some open place, as the bam floor, where he can

not lay hold of anything. Tie him by a halt<?r

buckled to a staple over his head, and feed him up-

on the floor or in a box, and take the box away the

moment he has done eating. A six months' treat-

ment of this kind will probably be required before

he will forget his old habit.

It is possible, perhaps, that the habit may be

broken up in the stall by removing everything the

horse can lay hold of. Sometimes, however, the

animal does not bite, but presses his teeth against

anything he can find, and then stretches and

grunts.

WHY FARMS ARE CHEAP IX WESTERN MASSACHU-
SETTS.

I find a few leisure moments and think I will

improve them by giving a few reasons why Massa-
chusetts farms are bought and sold so low. Your
correspondent, "W. E. A." asked, are they bonded
to railroads ? Many of them are. Yes, I may say
all are, and many double bonded. I reside some
twelve miles from railroad, and the centre of the

to^vn is about the same distance from one, making
us a border town. I think I nuvy say this town is

not bonded to any pai-ficular railroad company,
and yet I call the town bonded. In Vermont, they
have no Hoosac Tunnel, where millions of dollars

of public money are being thrown away,—saying
nothing of many lives that are being sacrificed. I

say thrown away, for this generation will never
see the earnings of the road meet one-half the ex-
pense, and I fear no generation will see the return

of the money expended. These extra and lavish

expenditures arc calling the money from the far-

mers of jMnssachusctts, and making their yokes
heavy and their farms burthcnsome. In no moun-
tain town in New England can you find a more de-

sirable location than in this. We have l)cautiful

scener3% naturally a good soil, pure air, pure water,

and pure temperance people generally. Many of
the farms are handed down from father to son.

But these sons are getting uneasy. And why ?

They cannot make the farm paj- ! Heavy railroad

taxes, insurance policies, both on life and property,

to say nothing of a multitude of book agents, and
all the other agents that must be patronized. Who
wonders tliat the cities grow fat, while the ribs of

the poor country crop out, and the young farmers

ofl'cr their farms at low figures. The present prices

of farms in this place average only about fifteen

dollars per acre. W. F. Jones.
Worthington, Mass., Dec. 23, 1810.

Remarks.—At the risk of being considered old-

fogyish, wc confess that we sympathize with the

views of our correspondent. Divide the sum of

the public indebtedness of Massachusetts—State,

county, town and society, without including our

national debt,—among the voters of the State, and
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we think the result would show a fearful indebted-

ness. Taxes have increased rapidly within a few

years; but, hij;h as they are, they afford no just

measure of our financial extravagance, as they fall

fur short of meeting our annual expenditures.

The annual interest on the town or city debt alone

of many municipalities represents a larger sum
than was raised on the grand list of those towns

or cities not a great many years ago. Little leaks

sink gicat ships, and we believe that premiums on

life and property insurance are draining from

country towns an ncuount of money that would

surprise us if the sum total could be ascertained.

\\'ho will give us the figures ?

•\aNEGAR EELS.

Messrs. Editors :—Some of you did up the ex-
planations on the "hair snalvt" question, in a late

number of the Fakmer, rather neatly. But didn't

you make one rather broad statement ? Thus :

—

"These curious worms, like all other animated
heimjs are produced after their kind." Three or
four years ago, I took some new cider and put a
small quantity into a new pine "keeler" and set

it up on a shelf in mj' kitchen. In the course of a
few weeks it had changed to JirM-rate vinegar, l)ut

it was full of little eels. I could see tlicm with the
naked eye, and there appeared to ho millions of
them. They were certainly "animate" beings, but
how could they be produced "after their kind ?"

I certainly know that new cider, white pine, and
air, were all the visible materials that entered iiit(j

their pn)diu:tion. I wish you would clear up this

mystery as neatly as you did that in relation to

the hair snakes, for it has bothered me much.
Edwin Guild.

Walpole, N. IT., Dec. 17, 1S70.

Remarks.—'NVTien one begins with compliments

or flattery we generally expect he will end with

something a little dilferent, perhaps with a "poser,"

and we are at once put on our guard. So, taking

refuge behind a pile of books we repeat our belief

that every "animate being," even the vinegar eel, is

produced "after his kind." Of course we shall not

here enter into a discussion of the question of

spontaneous generation. We prefer for once to

dogmatize, and using the language of one of our

])ooks, say that this doctrine "has now no place in

physiology," as the most learned men rest their

l)clief in the simple truth so early announced, that

"every living creature that moveth," is produced

"after his kind."

The vinegar in which you found the eels was

m.ade of cider. Cider is water in which the vege-

t;\ble matter of the apple is decaying or undergoing

transformations. Now the books say,—we quote

from the American Cyelopa;dia :

—

"If a drop of water in which animal or vegetable
matter is (iccayiiig, be placed upon the ol)jeet-

holch'r of a iiowcrl'iil microscope, it will be found
to .swarm u itli l«\ iiig beings in active and incessant
motion. They vary in size from the onc-hundreth
of an inch, when they arc just within the limits of
nna>si>te(l vi.-ion, to a minuteness which it tasks
the power of tlie glass to detect. These arc in-

fusoria; they abound in every ditch, pond, lake,

or river; are ccpially numerous in salt as in fresh
water; have l)een found in hot s|)rings, and in the
melted snow of the Alps; in short, wherever water

I

and decaying vegetable or animal matter exists

I

these infusorial annuals will be found hi vast

I

myriads. There is no doubt that they are often

I

drawn up into the atmosphere in watery vapor,
and Iwnie to and fro by the winds. Many forms
are not deprived of life by complete desiccation,
(thorough drying) and may therelbre be mingled
with dust, and in this condition carried about by
the winds, to resume their active vitality so soon
as they chance to fall into water favorable to their
existence."

If the foregoing statement is reliable you will

sec that "new cider, white pine and air" furnish all

the necessary conditions of comiiliance Avith the

command to "bring forth abundantly ;" and, also,

how it is possible that the eels in your vinegar

might claim descent in regular order from ^lediaival

ancestry. The microscope is amodem invention or

discovery, and medical and other scientific men are

making great use of it of late. It has demonstrated

that there are microscopic plants as well as micro-

scopic animals, and that the i)lant as well as the ani-

mal is produced "after its kind" with as much exact-

ness and certainty as "great oaks from little acorns

grow." The seeds of these microscopic plants float

in the air, and are called "spores." It is supposed

that they produce rust on gi'ain, and fever and
ague and other diseases in the human system, by
their growth on straw and in the blood.

WHAT AILS THE CREAM ?

Our butter has come as well as could be expected
until the two last chumings, when I flunk we
churned nearly half a day each time. The cream
was not over seven days old; had been kept in a
wanu huttery, and well stirred at each skimming.
Wc put in salt, hot water, and lastly butter, to make
it come at all. Now do please some of the readers
of the Farmer, or editor, let a fellow kimw if there
is any way to make it come in a proper length of
time. As this is my first attempt in the writing
line, the editor will please coiTcct any mistakes.

J:,'ast Burke, Vt., Dec. 14, 1S70. 8.

Remarks.—We have made more or less butter

for some twenty-five years, between November and

May, and have rarely had any trouble in chuniing

or othenvise, during that time. The first thing is

to have good cows and clean milk. The milk and
the cream is kept at a temperature of alwut 60°.

The cream is taken off in from 36 to 40 hours. A
little salt is put into the pot as often as cream is

added and the whole stirred. Chum often ; say

once a week, or oftcner if sufhcicnt for six or eight

pounds. In churning, have cream, chum, d;isher,

&c., of a temperature of about G2°. Churn steadily

and moderately, and expect butter in twcnty-fivo

minutes.

These rules have been stated with greater par-

ticularity so often, that on the receipt of your let-

ter wc thought we would try your ipicstionson Mr.

O. S. IJliss, Secretary of the ^el•mout Dairyman's

Association, and a gentleman who ha.s made butter-

making a specialty. The following is his answer.

You will sec that if ho is eori-ect in his iilca of the

cause of the trouble with your cream, the fault is

at the l)arn and not in the buttery ; with the man,

not with the dairywoman, on whose shoulders the
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blame for poor butter is too often heaped by mas-

culine hands. Mr. Bliss says :

—

"This is a very common case, and is generally

attributed to nut salting the cows at proper inter-

vals. It is liarely jiossible that the salt, or the want
of it, may ha\ c some remote connection with the

matter; but after thoroughly investigating innu-

mcraljle cases of tlie kind, we are led to the con-

clusion that the cause is fundamental.
"We never knew a case during the season of

flush feed, when all the little sacs or globules of

cream were 'l)ursting with very fatness;' but they
invariably occur in seasons of short or very poor
feed, or iii the fall when a cart load of the frosted

and l)leachcd 'old fog' upon which the cows are

forced to live, docs not contain enough fatty matter
to make a pound of butter, or in the winter when
the cows are conflued to late-cut or poor hay or

straw.
"The only means of 'fetching the butter' under

the circumstances, is to scald the cream and cool it

do^vn to about 60°, when it may generally be
churned without undue labor. The quality of the

l)utter is at best but poor, and probaltly none the

better for the scalding. It is a fact well understood

by experimenters, that the most complete separa-

tion of the butter may be eti'ccted by heat ; but
that the evaporation of the more desirable flavor

follows as a necessary consequence.
"The great secret of making good butter, and

having it ^come' easily, is in an abundance of rich

feed."

TOP DRESSING.—PLOUGHING MANURE UNDER.

I read with much interest the communication in

the Farmer of December 17, signed "C," Wil-
mington, Vt. The application of manure is a sub-

ject too little discussed in our agiicultural papers.

Manure is the basis of all goo.d farming in the New
England States. With a good stock of manure
managed in the best manner, fanning is rather up
hill business at the present time; but without it

fiu-ming don't pay at all. I think farmers should

study to get the gi-eatest amount of benefit from
what they have, and also to make all they can.

My experience has been very different from that

of Mr. C. I have applied it always and in all

fomis, and on almost all varieties of soils, and
think there is no way by which I can get so much
benefit as bv ploughing it in, after having been
spread on to gi-ass land. It should be turned under
not very deep, say five inches.

Mr. C. wants to know when manure leaves the

soil, and asks does it go up or douii ? I riiink por-

tions of it go both ways, until retained by the soil.

I am thinking but little of it leaves the soil any
way if it is put where it ought to be until it is taken

out in some kind of a crop. Docs Mr. C. think the

ammonia and the gases which arise in stirring a

manure heap tliat has been under cover would not

enrich the soil if they could be made to pass through

three to hve inches "of earth ? I stir my manure as

little as possible until I get it covered up, and I am
one of those men that Mr. C. speaks of who keep
their teams with the plough pretty close to the men
who spread the manure, for I think that all the

gases that rise are floated away by the winds until

some shower carries it into the soil, perhaps miles

awav from mv field.

I do, however, top dress some on land that is too

wet to plough, but I do not think I get near the full

value of my manure thus applied. I have top

dressed witli twenty-five ox-eart loads to the acre,

and got good gi-ass about two years; but by the

tlurd year the grass would not be much better than

it was" before the top dressing was put on. I have
also put the same amount on the same land and
ploughed it in, and with a little in the hill, have got

125 bushel of ears of corn at husking time ; a crop

of oats the next year of from fifty to sixty-five
bushels, and then with a good catch, I would have
four good crops of grass, making in all six crops,
or rather eight, as I mow twice a j'car the two first

years,—all the crops together probably varying
from twelve to fourteen tons fiom one acre. Such
is my experience in top dressing and in ploughing
in the manure. C. F. Lincoln.

Woodstock, Vt., Bee., 1870.

SUPPLY of WATER FOR STOCK.

The question to be solved by farmers just now is,

how shall we provide water for our domestic ani-
mals ? Many wells that have furnished an abun-
dance of water for family use through the drought
of the past summer, now fail to yield a supply for
man and beast. Running water was formerly con-
sidered a luxury, to be enjoyed only by the favored
ones ; but it is now regarded as a necessity on every
well regulated farm. Many farmers who could not
find springs with sufficient head, have put in hy-
draulic rams the past autumn, and others are con-
templating similar improvements. Those only who
are deprived of the advantages of good watering
places on their farms can fully appreciate the priv-
ilege they confer, the amount of suffering they pre-
vent and the labor they save. After one has dealt
out to stock once or twice a day from a well all

the water they get during the day, for a few weeks,
he will value as never before a flowing stream. It

is sui-prising how little attention is given to this

subject of water, when so much is depending upon
it, and when so little expense as would in most
cases be necessary to provide a remedy for the
evil. Wells may be resorted to when nothing bet-

ter can be provided; but experience proves that,
running water, such as is furnished by sprmgs or
streams, and which can be conducted to the points
where it is most wanted, is not only the best for

stock but far the most economical in the end.
There are but few farms on which water works of
this kind may not be constructed, and the water
conve.ved in pipes wherever desired, and nothing
but a little energy and skill would be required to

Ijring an abundant supply of pure spring water to

the farmers' door, to his stock yard and sheep-fold.

THE TOBACCO CROP.

A portion of the tobacco crop has been taken
from the poles and is being stripped and prepared
for l)Oxing. It has cured in good shape, and the
quality compares favorably with the best crops of
previous years. Sales during the week have been
20 and 25 cents for new, and 31 cents per pound for

old. The weather has been favorable for stock
and the price of fodder is not any higher than it

was in November. w.
Sunderland, Mass., Dec. 23, 1870.

Sand Instead of Straw.—J. S. Ives, of
Salem, Mass., writes as follows to the Coun-
try Gentleman : You are correct in the asser-

tion, that Massachusetts farmers advocate the

use of sand as an absorbent in bedding cattle.

I have used it more or less for the past fifteen

years, and consider the manure much improv-
ed, as the sand retains the urine much better

than hay or straw. Fresh sand I think equal-

ly as good as that taken from the sea shore.

Cattle should be bedded three inches deep.

We also consider it very advantageous to the

health of cattle. Farmers in our vicinity col-

lect it in August and store in a dry shed. By
winter it will become dry, and will not freeze

in the coldest weather.
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THE MIQKATION OF BIRDS.

ISTENING to the loud

''honh," honk,'' of a

large number of wild

geese on the tliird of

December, led the

mind to a contempla-

tion of the wonderful

works of an Ahnigh-

ty hand every where

about us. They were

high on the wing, safe

from shot or bullet,

were flying directly

west, and their slow

and heavy motion and

loud cries indicated

or"'" 't^- 'Mgj a long flight and

fatigue. The weather was cloudy and the

air damp and heavy, so that, being long on the

wing in it, they may have become encumbered

with too much moisture ; or, they may have

passed through regions of damp, falling snow,

and become so loaded with it as greatly to

obstruct their passage. We were on high

land, and pruning in the top of a tree, which

afforded an extensive view of them as they

went by. Just at night, and especially in

heavy weather, their notes are quite different

from those which they utter in clear weather,

or earlier in the day. When apparently fa-

tigued their ''Jiorik,'''' or ^'hawk,'" seems more

guttural and prolonged, than the sharp, quick

cry uttered in dear weather.

The contrast between these denizens of the

upper air, and the chattering little chickadee,

hopping from branch to branch on the tree

where we were, and taking insects so minute

as scarcely to be discernible, could not fail to

excite emotions of wonder and delight. This

tiny thing, whose whole weight would scarcely

exceed a couple of ounces, defying heat and

cold, passes the winter in all parts of New
England, uttering his cheerful chick-a-dee

notes among shrubbery and in the branches of

trees, where coldest winds are blowing or the

air is thick with falling snow. lie is proof

against the vicissitudes of our winter climate,

we know, but still our reflections give rise to

the beautifid feelings expressed by Burns :

—

"Ilk li.'ippini; hinl, xvcc, IicIiiIcbh lliiiiv,

Wliicli, ill ilic iiicrry inontliH ori<i>iiiii;,

Dc-lightoil nil- ti> liiiir tlui- mIii^,

%\'ll:it I OIlllH o" »ll( T?
Where will lliuii low'r iliv i liiltenng wing

AiiU clobc lliy c e f''

Why do birds emigrate? Swallows and

martins leave us, it would seem, when their

food is more abundant than ever ; when the

air is swarming with insects, and when their

young are frequently not sufficiently grown to

take long flights to distant lands ; and yet

they evince great impatience at the delay,

gathering themselves into chattering conven-

tions, sweeping the air in wide circles, dart-

ing away in a southerly direction for a brief

time, and then returning and alighting in un-

usual places. Then they urge their young to

take wing, pushing them from their boxes or

the eaves of the barn, until they gain confi-

dence, when with great apparent confusion,

they suddenly dart away and are seen no

more!

Many have attempted to account for such

early migration among birds, but have reached

no really satisfactory results. It cannot be

want of nourishment, because there is still

abundance in the places they are leading.

"Atmospherical currents are not the cause,

nor do the changes of season explain it, as

the greatest number set off' while the weather

is yet fine ; and others, as the larks, arrive

while the season is bad." The latter we have

seen in February, while the earth was deeply

covered with snow. Atmospherical influences

can only hasten the migration in antumn, but

must retard or derange it in spring. "It is

the presentiment, says M. Brelim, of what is to

happen, which detemiines birds to begin their

journey. It is an instinct which tirgcs them,

and which initiates them into the meteoric

changes that are preparing. They have a

particular faculty of foreseeing the rigors of

the coming season ; an exqusite sensibility to

the perception of atmospheric changes which

are not arrived, but are aijpro.iching." ITio

immortal Newton ascribes this sensibility to

"nothing else than the wisdom and skill of a

powerful and ever-living agent."

Tlie mode of migration differs in different

species, some assembling in large (locks,- and

taking their flight together, such as swallows,

geese and ducks, while others seem to prefer

taking their solitary way. The charming little

BobiiUnk, which visits nearly every rural

homestead in New T^ngland, towanls the last

of May, connncnces its llight ^<)uth about the

mil Idle of August. On the shores of the

Delaware, Potomac and other large rivers.
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they feed on the wild rice, and are called Rice

or Reed Bii'ds, and when tliat begins to fail,

they swarm the rice fields in the Southern

States, and soon appear in the islands of Cuba
and Jamaica, where they feed on the seeds of

the Guinea-grass. But one would scarcely

recognize our charming little friends down

there. The males have lost their gay nuptial

livery, and appear in the sombre colors of the

females. They have also lost their jingling

melody, with which they regaled us here, and

only utter a sharp "'weet, hceet, as they pass

from us in flocks or in small numbers.

It is a matter of history, that a falcon be-

longing to Henry IV. of France, having es-

caped from Fontainbleau, was found, at the

end of twenty-four hours at Malta, a distance

of about 1,350 miles! In 1833, a Pohsh

gentleman having found a stork upon his es-

tate, near Leniberg, put round its neck an

u'on collar, with this inscription, '^Hcecciconia

ex Polonia, (this stork comes from Poland,)

and set it at liberty. In 1834, the bird re-

turned to the same spot, and was caught by

the same person. It had acquired a new col-

lar of gold, with the inscription, "India cum

donis remittit ciconiam Polonis''''—(India sends

back the stork to the Poles with gifts.)

Although a large portion of our summer

birds leave us as autumn approaches, we are

not left entirely alono in the winter. Birds

come to us from regions farther north. A few

years since we saw strange birds among the

shrubs in pastures, but quite near thick for-

ests, early in January. A few weeks later

many of the same Icind daily visited a row of

large apple trees, and soon covered the snow

under them with the husks of the buds ; taking

the inside of the buds as a reward for their

labor ! Of course, the trees bore no fruit the

succeeding summer. This bird proved to be

the Pine Bunting, of Canada, and the regions

beyond.

Our little Blue-bird, among the first har-

bingers of spring, passes and repasses annu-

ally in great numbers, from the mainland to

the Bermudas, a distance of not less than six

hundred miles without any intervening land !

What power of wing must the little creature

possess, to sustain itself in that long flight,

without an opportunity to rest

!

This subject would aflbrd an instructive and

delightful winter evening's entertainment to

those who have not yet read up on it.

THE CATTLE DISEASE.
The Board of Conunissioners on Contagious

Diseases among Cattle, of Massachusetts, con-

sisting of Hon. Levi Stockbridge, II. W.
Jordan, Esq., and Dr. E. F. Thayer, have

issued the following, circular to the city and

town authorities of the State :

—

The undersigned, Commissioners on Contagious
Diseases among Cattle, call the attention ot" the
Mayors and Aldcnnen of cities, and the Selectmen
of to^\•ns, to the fact that a highly contagious dis-
ease, known as Epizootic Aphtha, or Foot and
Mouth Disease, has broken out in this State, and
is rapidly spreading among the cattle of very many
of our towns. The disease is not of such an alann-
ing and fatal character as the pleuro-pneumonia,
yet, by its ravages, there is gi-eat danger that it

will inflict immense losses on our cattle o\vners,
and possibly to some extent injure the health of
our people. The disease is communicated by the
contact of healthy with the sick animals, by all in-
animate things that have become contaminated,
and by yarding healthy cattle on the same land,
or driving them on roads pi-eviously trodden by
those diseased. The cattle yards of Brighton are
apparently •contaminated with the virus of the dis-

ease, and annuals driven thence carry and commu-
nicate it whci-ever they go. In view of these facts,

and, if possible, t)iat the contagion may oe eradi-
cated from the Commonwealth, we \\ould most
earnestly recommend that you, in each nuinici-
pality, perform your duty as defined in Chapter
220 of the Acts of 1860, by interdicting all diiving
of cattle to, from, or within j'our respective
limits (see Section 5 of said Act,) and by a most
thorough and radical purification of the yards and
buildmgs which have been contaminated by it.

The Commissioners will, at the same 'time, make
regulations to prevent any further importation of
it from abroad. Notwithstanding'thc great extent
to which the disease has already insidiously spread,
wc entertain the hope that, by the united energetic
action of the authorities, and the co-operation of
our people, this disease may be squelched, and the
losses 3t lias inflicted on the stock-growing regions
of Europe be averted.

Notice to Cattle Drovers, Dealers, and all Persons
Interested in the Traffic of Cattle.

In consequence of the prevalence of Epizootic
Aphtha, or Foot and Mouth Disease, the Commis-
sioners on Contagious Diseases among Cattle here-
by prohibit the driving or transporting, to or from
Brighton, Cambridge, or the Cattle Yards at the
Mcdford Railroad Station, until further notice, all

Cows, Store Cattle, and' Working Oxen.
The Selectmen of Brighton and Medford, and

the Mayor of the City of Cambridge, are directed

to enforce the above order.

The municipal authorities of the several towns
and cities in the Commonwealth are requested to

co-operate in making the above order eflectual.

As the disease is very contagious, the com-

plete separation of such animals as have been

exposed, or which it is feared have the disease,

is of first importance. This commission of

which Dr. Thayer, an experienced veterinary

Surgeon, is a member, advise the following

treatment :

—

1st. The animals to be kept in a comfort-

able, dry place.

2d. A solution of alum, one lb. to three
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gallons of water ; the mouth to be washed

with it daily.

3d. A solution of sulphate of copper (blue

vitriol,) one lb. to two gallons of water ; to

be applied to the sores on the feet.

In this connection we re-publish from the

Farmeu of Dec. 24, the substance of Avhat

Dr. Law said at the meeting at Framingham.

The disease was a kind of eruptive fever, the

sj-niptonjs being a hot mouth, costiveness, lame-
ne.-^s, ti.iihtne.^s of the skin, or "hide-bound," in the

farmer's jjhase. After the first symptoms blisters

appear in the mouth and on the teats and in the

parting of the hoofs. These dejienerate into ulcers

whichare liable, though not certaui, to result in

penuanent injuries, especially to the feet and
udder. In some cases the hoofs have come en-

tirely off. The animal refuses its food, apparently

froni soreness of the mouth rather than entire loss

of appetite. The milk becomes diseased and un-
wholesome, and when drank by manor other ani-

mals produces a similar state of disease in them.
In some eases it has proved fatal to ehiklren, and
swine and dogs have both been badly allected by
the virus. It appears to orighiatc in most cases in

the hoof of animals, and is not contagious through
the air. It continues through a period of fifteen or

twenty days. No immetliate cure c;m be expected,
but tlie isolation of the diseased animals was the
lirst thing to be done.
The Professor recommended treatment as fol-

lows :

—

Wash the mouth with vinegar or some cooling
liquid, such as a dilution of carbolic acid, one
part of acid to one hundred and tiity of water ; and
for the teats, a wash of one part of earbolic aeid to

one hundred and fifty of glycerine may be used.

The hoof should be eleaned and the space between
parting of the hoof eleared of detached scarf,' skin

and lioni t)y drawing a strong rag roughly through
it. Then ap])ly to the raw surface pure carbolic

aeid, and biutl ^^ith a rag covered with tar, tied

between the hoofs and around the pastern.

As the inability of the animal to cat results

from soreness of the mouth rather than loss of

appetite, good nursing is of much importance.

Soft food, such as boiled corn, Indian meal

gruel, «S:c., should be given to preserve the

strength of the animal. In bad cases it may

be poured down- from a bottle.

III. Its members shall consist of such persons as

shall sij,Ti the constitution and by-laws, and pay
annuallv the sum of

IV. Its otlieers .shall consist of a Tresident, (two)
Viic-rrosidents, Seerctary and Treasurer, who
shall jointly eonstitute the Executive Committee,
and shall be elected annually.
V. Its meetings shall be lield weekly, fortnightly

or monthly as the ease may be, at such places as
may be designated by the Club.
VI. This eonstitution may be amended at any

regular meeting by a majority of the meml)ers pre-
sent, said amendment Laving been proposed at the
previous meetmg.

By-Laws.

I. The President shall jiresidc at all meetings of
the Club and Executive Committee, and have
power to call special mcetiijgs.

II. One of the Vice-Presidents shall perform the
duties of the President during his absence.

III. The Secretary shall record the proceedings
of the Club and conduct its correspondence.
IV. The Treasurer shall receive all moneys, and

pay the same on the written order of the President,

countersigned by the Secretary.

CONSTITUTION FOR FARMERS' CLUB.

As inquiries are often made for an outline

of organization, Ave copy the following form

of constitution and by-laws for a farmers'

club, from the Ontario Farmer ; forms which

the editor says are in use by an existing Far-

mers' Club. Of course it may be varied to

suit the circumstances or wishes of the mem-

bers of any association which may adopt it.

Constitution.

I. This firganization shall be known as the
Farmers' Club.

II. Its oiiject shall be the improvement of its

members in the theory and practieu of iigriculture,

and the ilis.-eniiiiatiou of knowledge relative to ru-
ral and household affairs.

COTSWOLD SHEEP.

A somewhat detailed account of the breed-

ing of the llocks and the management of the

farms on the Cotswold Hills in England, where

this breed of sheep originated, is furnished to

the Western liiq-al by William H. Sotham, a

native, we belive, of that section.

Farmers there divide their land into seven

fields, and practice what is called the seven-

Held system of rotation. That is, take a given

field, and beginning with,

1. Turnip fallow,

2. Barley,
3. Clover and rye-gross, mowed,
4. Clover and rye-grass, pastured,
5. Wheat,
6. Vetches,
7. Oats, and then turnips, &c., again.

Consequently each field produces each of these

crops once in seven years. The turnips and

the vetches are fed olT by sheep, in rations, by

"hurdles," or movable fences on the grbund

where they grow.

Mr. S. says that an acre of the light land of

the Cotswold bills will bear a ewe and her olT-

spring, under this system of fanning and ro-

tation of crops. Few farmers there keep less

than 150 ewes to breed from ; many, more

than double that ninnber. This 150 ewes

bring as many lambs, and frecjuently twenty

more, for many bring two; still there is an

allowance to be made for barrenness, escapes,

and deaths. This gives 150 ewes, 150 tegs,

and 150 lambs, on 150 acres of land.

In respect to the common idea in this coun-

try that Cotswold sheep will not do well iu
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large flocks, he says, "there are breeders on

the Cotswuld hills, who breed from a thousand

ewes, following the same rotation, only more

extended. Now, tell me why Cotswolds can-

not be kept in large flocks. I have seen from

700 to 1000 in one field of thirty acres, but

they were in separate flocks."

In this country few farmers have adopted

any such systematic course of rotation as that

practiced in England. Nor are farmers here

in the habit of fencing off small patches of any

thing they raise as food for sheep, by which we

suppose they would virtually be kept in small

lots. Indeed, Mr. S. says that the 1000 sheep

that he has seen on thirty acres were in "sep-

arate lots." May it not therefore be possible

that wliile Cotswold sheep may do well in large

flocks in England, as they are managed and

fed there, they will not do well in large lots

here, as American farmers treat sheep ?

South Carolina.—A correspondent of the Bural

Carolinian says that the Agricultural Society of

that State dates its beginning in 1784, and that it

was regularly organized August 24th, 1785, by the

election of Thomas Heyward, one of the signers of

the Declaration of Independence, as Pi-csidcnt, and

Thomas Pinckncy, Vice President. Mr. Jefferson

and other distinguished men of the country were

enrolled as members. Many of them made com-

munication with the view of furthering the objects

of the Society, and it is an interesting fact that in

1786 Mr. Jelitrson sent some seeds of a grass, found

to be very useful in the South of Europe, in the

hope that it would prove equally useful here. On

the list of its anniversary orators are to be found

the names of McDuffle, O'Neall, Poinsett, Ham-
mond, Seabrook, Alston, King, W. Elliott, Cal-

houn, and others—all now departed.

IIow MUCH Work a Horse can do.—At

a meeting of the British Association at Dub-
lin, Mr. Charles Bianconi, of Caspel, read a

paper relative to his extensive car estabUsh-

ment, after which a gentleman stated that at

rickford's, the great Enghsh carrier's, they

could not work a horse more than ten miles a

day, and wished to hear Mr. Bianconi's opin-

ion on the subject. Mr. B. stated he found

by experience, he could better work a horse

eight miles a day for six days in the week,

than six miles a day for seven days. By not

working on Sunday, he effected a saving of 1:^

per cent. j\Ir. Bianconi's opinion on this

point is of the highest importance, for he has

over 900 horses working- sixty-seven convey-

ances, which daily travel 4214 miles. It is

also tlie result of forty-three years' experience.—Scientijic American.

From the Detroit Courier of 1831.

THE MICHIGAN EMIGRANT'S SONG.

Come all j'e Yankee Farmers,
Who'd like to change your lot,

Who've spunk enough to travel
Beyond your native spot,

And leave behind the village
Where Pa' and Ma' do stay,

Come follow me and settle

In Michigania.

I've hearn of your Penobscot,
Way down in parts ot Maine,

Where timber grows in plenty,
But darn the bit of grain

;

And I have hearn of Quoddy,
And your Piscataqua,

But these ean't hold a candle
To Michigania.

And you that talk of Varmount,
Why what a place is that ?

Be sure the gals are pritty,

And cattle very fat

;

But who among her mountains
'Mid clouds and snow would stay,

When he could buy a Prairie
In Michigania.

And there's your Massachusetts,
Once good enough, be sure;

But now she's always laying on
Taxation or manure

;

She costs j'ou pecks of trouble,
But de'il a peek can pay

;

While all is scripture measure
In Michigania.

Then there's your land o' Blue Laws,
Wlicre deacons cut the hair,

For fear your locks and tenets
Should not exactly square

;

Where beer that works o' Sunday
A penalty must pay,

While .all is free and easy.
In Michigania.

Wliat country ever growed up
So great in little time,

Just popping from the nurs'ry
Right into like its prime

:

Wlien U7icle Sam did wean her,
'Twas but the other day,

And now she's quite a Lady,
This Michigania.

Upon the river Clinton,
Just thro' the country back,

You'll find in shire of Oakland
The town oi' Pontiac—

Which springing up o' sudden,
Scar'd wolves anil bears away,

That us'd to rove about there,

In Michigania.

Then come ye Yankee farmers.
Who've mettle hearts like me,

And elbow-grease in plenty,
To bow the forest tree

;

Come take a 'Quarter Section,'

And I'll be bound you'll say.
This country takes the rag off,

This Michigania.

—During the year 18G9, nineteen hundred patents

upon agricultural subjects were issued from the

United States Patent Office. The more prominent

matters were classed as follows : ploughs and at-

tachments to ploughs, 255 ; harvesters and attach-

ments, 195 ;
planters, 150 ; cultivators, 150 ; churns,

130 ; rakes, 90 ; seeding and sowing machines, 80

;

harrows and pulverizers, 80 ; bec-hivcs, 62 ; sepa-

rators and smut machines, 50.
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EXTBACTS AND REPLIES.

8CPP0SED CASES OF LUNG AND KIDNEY OR LIVER
DISKASES IN I'IGS.

Last February I had a litter .of ten pigs. They
did nicely fur about ten days. I then saw that one
of them was liadly troubled in breathing. 1 thuik
that if 1 should say that he breathed like a horse
badly afflicted with the heaves, it would conic
nearer x\\c case than any description I could give.
There was a movement of the <lanks similar to that
of the horse, when badly alHicted wi;h this dis-
ease, lie seemed to be in con.-iilerabie distress,
lie lived about forty-eight hours after I lirst saw
him.
A few days afterwards another one seeuicfl to l)c

in the same condition, bnt not (juitc as bad. Soon
after an(jt!ier and then another, and so on until all

but fo:ir had the same trouble. They lived several
days after they were taken, hut none that showed
any of these symptoms recovered. I kept them in

a stalilc. From the time they were tlrojiped, until
within a day or two of the time that I noticed any
tn;ul)le, it was very warm and pleasant. We then
had a cold snap.
During the summer, I had two litters of pigs

running together in my orchard. Svhcn they were
about a fortnight old, (somcuf them a little older,)
they commenced to tnni Iilack. They looked as if

they had been stuck in the mud, and it had nicely
dried upon the .^^kin. There was no mud or water
in their pen ; nothing that they could get into to
make them look as they did. They seemed to eat
ipute heartily, but mstcad of growing larger, they

;

grew smaller. Several of them cHeii and the re>t
of them recovered. I don't know as I ought to say
that they i-ecovered, for they have grown l)ut little

since. They have done the meanest of any pigs
that I ever owned, and I keep a large stock ot" them.

I have heard of an instance similar; but no cure
did the owner find after several trials.

During the latter part of their "blackness," I

l)laced fresh water in their pen. They seemed to
like to drink it; and if anything helped them, it

was this. I am quite anxious for advice and infor-
mation, as I fear that I may see the same trouble
again. p,

Mirickville, Mass., Dec, 1870.

Remarks.—We believe the pigs fii-st mentioned,

died of inliammation of the \nx\Q»,^piieumonia.

This was caused by a sudden change in the weather

from warm to cold ; a very common cause of the

same disease in the human species. If wc had pigs

similarly aflectcd, wc should put them in a warm
place, feed them with warm milk and water—equal

parts—and w;ush them thoroughly, two or three

times a day, with warm water, and a little common
salt in it.

The other pig.s, probably, suffered from a disease

of the liver; or, from an alfeetion of two little

bodies situated, one upon each kidney, and called,

in anatomical language, supra-renal capsules, ^c
judge by the symptoms mentioned, that the latter

disease might have been the true one. The causes

of such disciises arc not well understood; and i)er-

haps the owner of the pigs can form as correct con-

jectures in the nnittcr, as we can. We know of no
l)etter treatment in such cases, than to give them
the most nutritions lood, and as much of it as can

be put into them ; keci> them in a clean and well

ventilated pen from which they can go at will into

the open air; anil wabh them every day with elcsui

warm water. Perhaps a little potash or soda in the
water would improve it. Wc should have little

conlidence in internal remedies in this allection

;

but if we were to prescribe anything of that kind,
it would be water impregnated with iron, or a solu-
tion of co\i\)Qvsi»—sulphate of iron.

FOULS OR FOOT-ROT IN CATTLE.
I noticed in the la.^t Paumer a piece written hy

Otis T. Strceter, entitled foot-rot in cattle, and not
being able to fall in with the cure that he pre-
scribed, which was much like cuttim; olf a cow's
head to cure the honi ail, 1 thought I would com-
municate to you a little of my experience with that
distemper.

In the year 18-50, I was keciwig a dairv of sixty
cows, which grazed a very nice hill plisture. In
the month of June, the foot-rot broke out in the
Hock, which I Ibuiul to be a very severe disease.
When a cow commenced being lame she would
nearly dry up her milk on the best of feed, and be
reduced in llesh very nxjiidly. I commenced doc-
toring in various ways, and with various medi-
cines, such as alcohol, saltpetre, blue vitriol, spirits
of turpentine, various kinds of i>ainkiilers, &c.
Finally I commenced washing the sore teet with
brine as strong as could lie made of the Ijcst dairy
salt, dissolved in boiling water. After AvasLing
twice each day for two or three successive davs, in
order to cleanse the sores thoroughly, 1 covered
the sore thoroughly with pitch tar, and soon the
sore would be well, and the cow come to her usual
mess of milk again. The disease went nearly
through tny llock that season, before I found a
means of checking its run, which I did liv feed-
ing saltpetre pulverized and mixed with salt,
after the rate of about a teaspoonful to each cow
once a week. I have been kcci)ing a large dairv
ever since; sometimes as many as one hundred
cows, and have frequently had the same thing
breiik out in my tlock ; and have always succeeded
in enuring and stopping the disease by using the
saltiK'tre. As late as last summer itcomnienccd
in my (lock of sixty, and with the above remedy
1 stopped it by having only four cases of sore feet.
Milton, VI., Jan. Li, 1871. a. m. a.

reminiscences of the NEAV ENGLAND FARMER,,
AND OF WESTERN EMIGRATION.

The prospectus in the last number of the Far-
mer, announcing the fact that the \y.\\WY is about
entering its liftieth year, recalls to my mind sonic
remembrances of its early volumes, Ivhich may be
of interest to your young readers.
About the year ikS'i, when a boy, I fell in with

two or three bound volumes of the Farmi:i:, which-
i)elonged to a neighlior of my father, and wliiehl
borrowed and read with great" pleasure. 1 remem-
ber little distinctly of their contents, cxcci)t a il'w
lines of i)OCtry, which have lingered in mv mem-
ory, from that time till the pre.--c!it. 'J'hVrc was
then an extensive emigration to Michigan, and)
some poet had broken out in praise of liiat Stnte,
which was then considered "(he West." I should
be much pleased to see it reprinted, and i)erhaps
you can hunt it up for that iiuri)<)se. The iiajier
was then jfubli^hcd in the (piarto form, and nuulo
quite a poi'table, convenient book. 1 am quite sure
that Mr. Thomas (i. Fessenden was the editor, in
those days; and if I mistake not, he i)nl)lished or
edited an almanac, furnishing some very origmaF
poetry as heading ft)r the months, of which 1 re-,
member the following specimens :

—

"My dear M.uliim May, I am sorry to Bny
Yon l(M.k riithir sickly iiml palllil,

Ah K from »<im<- hole, junt \uh\kt I he jhiIc

Your Ludjrtliip lately liud itallkd, &.e.''
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"Some poets sing the charms of Spring,
111 rliyirn' tluit jiiicrU's prettily,

And m;"iko tlu'ir >tuH\ <lo well enough
For Houtli of Fraiii-c or Italy,

Eut then our Sprinpr is no 8uch thing.
No eliaim.s lias ever she ihowed,

AikI I liave seen this much praised queen
Look ugly as a tree toad."

Wishing flic Farmer a long and prosperous life,

I remain yours, a. a. f.

Sherborn, Mass., Jan. 3, 1871.

Remarks.—One of the editors of the New Eng-
land Farmer was among those who made up the

"extensive emigration" to Michigan, alluded to by

our correspondent, and whose weary journey to

"the West" was cheered by the music of that song.

Partly to please A. A. F., and partly to gratify our-

selves and other veterans of that campaign, wc
have hunted it up, and publish on another page,

all but two of the last stanzas, which describe partic-

ular localities, and the richness of the soil. Wc
took up our residence in "Pontiac," where we found

more shakes than poetry, though wc have never

forgotten the melody of "John Anderson my Jo

John," in which the song was rendered by Yankee

farmers "who'd spunk enough to travel" and voice

enough to sing, as the boat glided along on the

"raging canawl" on a quiet summer evening. But

Michigan is now an old State, Pontiac is a city, and

the West is—Who knows where ? The old song,

however, may "answer with slight variation" for

Kansas, Nebraska, or any other modem "Miehi-

gania."

STIFLE OUT.

I have aVow that slipped her stifle some six

weeks ago. I have put it in place a number of

times, but it refuses to stay. Can you tell me any
way of keeping it in place ? Some of my neighbors
said it would callous over and not hurt her; but I

do not sec any change in her condition from the

tirst. Lyman Alley.
Agawam, Mass., Dec. 27, 1870.

Remarks.—Having put the bone in proper posi-

tion, you should, if practicable, so confine the cow

that she cannot move the alTected limb. This con-

finement must be continued twelve or fourteen

days, during which time the joint should be thor-

oughly bathed with cold water, twice or thrice a

day. But if you do not succeed in keeping the

bone in place, you need not fear the loss of your

cow ; for, as your neighbors have told you, it will

"callous over," and will not greatly injure the ani-

mal. Considerable time must elapse, however, be-

fore complete recovery will be effected.

AVUITE WORMS IN PLANT POTS.

Will you please inform me what will keep mag-
gots or white woiTns from plants ? Our plants look

thrifty Irat the gi-ound is full of worms, e. m. r.

JIavcr/dli, Mass., Jan. 2, 1871.

Remarks.—In reply to this question, our con-es-

pondcnt, S. O. J., furnishes the following :

—

We, also, arc decidedly annoyed by them, and
have found wood ashes an excellent antidote; but

if these are not obtainable, liuie water will kill

them ; .or a little skicked lime sprinkled on the sur-

face ol" the eai-th, imd in the saucer of the pot.

Apply the ashes with care. Take a teaspoonful of
them, a little wami, and scatter over the soil, be-
ing careful not to touch the stem or leaves of the
plants.

Lime water can be made easily by slacking a
large piece of lime in a pail of cold water, letting
it settle, and then bottling for use. Warm it, and
give each pot a tablcspoonfnl twice a week. Both
these remedies act as fertilizers to all plant growth.

ANNOTTO FOR COLORING BUTTER.

I frequently see in your paper remarks about the
use of annotto in coloring butter. I have used
orange carrots, but I do not think butter keeps so
well with carrots in it as without. Will annotto
injure the keeping of the butter thi-ough the sum-
mer ?

CONTENTS OF A LOO.

I wish to make a few inquiries in regard to meas-
uring lumber. A log sixteen feet long and two
feet in diameter, is measured as one cord of wood,
how much cord wood will it make when chopped
and split, or how many feet of lumber if sawed ?

CORN MEAL AND FINE FEED FOR COWS.

I wish to know which is the best and cheapest
feed for milch cows,—corn meal at ^2.20 per hun-
dred or lino feed at ^2.10 per hundred ? These are
their respective prices here. m.

Tunhridge, Vt., Dec. 31, 1870.

Remarks.—Tm'o of these questions relate to

subjects which arc discussed in this and the pre-

ceding numbers of the F.vrmer, to which we refer

our correspondent. We trust some of the boys

familiar with wood and lumber measuring, will

cypher out the contents of the log.

NEW PLACES FOR POULTRY.

The article in the last F.vrmer, credited to the
Poultry Bulletin, in relation to old and new places
lor fowls is correct. A new jjiece of land, or an
enclosure where no fowls have been kept, is far
prefci'able to an old hen yard. When 1 first pur-
chased my hill or grove, my success was wonderful.
My 400 cliitkcns, hatched in March and April, were
the aibniratiun of every visitor. As to health and
rapidity of growth, they surpassed any tioik 1 have
ever been able to raise. An experienced poulterer,
while admiring my flock in September, made the
following remark, "Well, young man, you will

never meet with such success again." His proph-
ecy did not please mc, neither did I give it much
credit at that time. Yet I have found his state-

ment correct. My opuii»n is, that the lirst and
second seasons the fowls destroy all animal food,
such as worms, insects and their eggs, and there-
lore do not obtain this most necessary food for
young fowls. If any reader of the Farmer enter-

tains doubts upon this subject, I advice him to put
a brood of young chicks in an enclosure wlicre
fowls have not been raised, and where grasshoppers
and insects aboinid ; then i)lace anotiicr brood of
corresponding age in the old i)oultry enclosure,
fee'dhig with the most stimulating food, and he will

soon find the former Itrood, in size and general ap-
pear.ance, lar ahead of the lioultiy-yard flock.

iSalem, Mass., Jan. 3, 1871. Joun S. Ives.

SHORT-HORN STOCK.

At S. D. Conant's farm in Grafton, Vt., I saw
some very fine stock, considering that they arc not
fed for show, or made so fleshy that the natural

proportions of the animal arc liidtlcn from view,

lie has a very fine yearling bull, Duke of Grafton,
sired by the Duke of Putney, and he by tlic 6th

Duke of ThorndiUc. Ill color and form the Duke
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of Grafton resembles very closely his grand sii-e,

the 6tli UiikcofTliomclale, owned by A. Whitman,
Fitchburg, Mass. I also saw nine thorough-bred
cows which are said to be gi-cat milkers. One of

them, a three-year-old heifer, is a line animal. He
has three tine "calves, all thorough-bred animals.

farmers' club.

The farmers of Grafton have a club in successful

operation. From what I was told I concluded that

the meetings must be very interesting. They are

held at private houses, in rotation. The members
take their wives with them, which acts as a sthnu-
lus to their best cftbrts. After the discussion a so-

cial time is generally enjoyed. I think such a club
would be bcneticial to farmers in other towns, if

they would enterinto it with a like spirit and en-

thusiasm, and for the purpose of improvement in

the vai'ious branches of agriculture, and for the in-

crease of the general stock of information.
B. D. W.

PLANTING PEAS IN FALL OR WINTER.

One of your correspondents wishes for infonna-

tion in reference to planting peas in the fall. Last
winter was very open, as doubtless you remember.
Thinking that if tall planting brought forward an
early crop, planting in the winter would probably
do as well in this respect, and much better as far as

lial)ility to rot was concerned, I therefore planted
quite a little lot; and now for the result :

—

But a small numlier of them came up, and those
that did come at all came several days later than
those planted in April. It was near enough a fail-

ure to be called one, and has satisfied me that this

kind of early planting^and foil planting also, are
not to be recommended. !My land was light and
sandy, just what is needed for such business to in-

sure against rot. p.

Mirickville, Mass., Dec, 1870.

MEETING OF THE AG L BOARD AT FRAMINGHAM.
I attended the last day's session of the State

Board of Agi-iculture at Franringham, and was
very much interested in the lectures and discus-

sions. I consider the lecture of Dr. Nichols worth
a great deal to any man who owns even one acre
of land. Had I supposed the sessions would be
one-tenth part as interesting as this one was, I

would have been present at the whole. I wish
every farmer in the State could have been there

;

and I wish to urge my brother farmers to attend
these meetings in the future ; especially the young
farmers. I would say to them tliat they cannot
spend a few days more p'-o!itab!y than by so doing.
I consider my one day 'e attendance the most profit-

able day's work that i have done in the whole year.
The lecture of ;Mr. Gregory, on raising vegetables,
was worth more than a year's experience in the
business to any man who has but a small garden
to cultivate. I hope that at the next annual meet-
ing, there will be a grand rally among the farmers
of Massachusetts. C. B. Rathbun.

West Berlin, Mass., Jan. 2, 1871.

For the New England Far'me

WrNDOW GAEDENIlSra FOR JAJSr-

UARY.
"The icicles hang from each cottage and bower.

Reflecting the moon's paly beam,
The windows are garnished with many a flower
By nature's cold pencil, the frosts chilly power,
Like the wild fancy work of a dream."

Though it has been winter for many a week,
it is not until the latter days of the departing
year, that we have felt his icy breath. It was

left for Christmas to inaugurate liis reign, and
on that holy day the mercury ranged far be-

low* the all-important cipher ; and though we
had, as we supposed, fully protected our loin-

dow gardens by double windows, and folds of

thick paper, yet King Frost touched some of

the plants with his blackening fingers, and ru-

ined their beauty ! But only one window was
thus injured, and we rejoice in the possession

of three others, so all our pets are not gone.
The puny frost-bitten darUngs were put into

a dark cellar, and though their leaves have
fallen, a httle desirable rest will strengthen
their resources, and in a few weeks we shall

give them stimulants, light and air, and by
March they will be a "thing of joy." A Bel-

gium Daisy which was in full bud has suf-

fered the most, all its leaves are blackened
and crumpled. But we cannot expect to cul-

tivate "Window Gardens" without some draw-
backs, some trials of patience, and we can only

be thankful that all did not die ; and not mur-
mur and complain over the few that suffered.

Their loss may be the means of saving others

far more precious, as Patcr-familias will now
take more heed to the fire in the "soap-stone."

We have taken possession of a sunny, south-

western window, in the china closet ; have im-

provised a plant-stand out of a light-stand and
a wooden moulding board, with a shelf added
to the upper case, and feel secure against the

depredations of the frost henceforth. AVe no-
tice that "^4 Housekeeper'''' would like minute
directions for the construction of "Window
Boxes ;" and would also like to know how to

cultivate them. We are very glad to furnish

such directions, and trust many of our readers

will take an interest in lloriculture and write us

of their wants. We shall be happy to supply

all the information we possess on the subject.

Ill last week's issue we answered Etta Park-
er's questions concerning a moveable garden
on a light-stand ; but most "Window Boxes"
are made to fit tightly into the window shelf.

Those of our readers who live in old fashioned

houses, with deep window recesses, furnished

with tight window shutters, have at hand an
admirable convenience for a "Window Box ;"

and can make one exactly fitted to it. But
such charmingly ancient houses are not very

abundant, and those of us not fortunate

enough to dwell in one, must arrange a Win-
dow Box with a moveable leg attached by a
hinge to the middle of the "box" and resting

upon the mop-board of the apartment. The
boards for its construction should be of inch

stuff for the bottom, and the sides and ends of

half-inch stuff, all well seasoned ; and the

foundation board ought to project an inch or

more at the outer side, and at both ends.

The boards must be closely dove-tailed togeth-

er, or tightly fastened with shingle nails. Now
fine it with zinc, or if preferred have a tin pan
made to fit it easily, and have it painted green,

so that it will not rust out. By this arrange-

ment, it can be turned about occasionally, thus
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avoiding the chief objection to these "boxes"

—that is, their tendency to let the Uowers grow

one sided. The outer edge of the "box" can

be ornamented at the maker's pleasure.

Young ladies can exercise their ingenuity to

invent original adornments, or can follow the

directions given to ICtta Parker.

The still' gi'ay and white mosses or lichens,

gi'owing so plentifully in the pine woods, af-

ford an exceedingly pretty ornament. If wet

in water, they become jjliiible, and can be fas-

tened on with carpenter's glue, or tied on

with brass thread wire fastened to small

brads on the inner and outer edges of the

"box." It pi-eseuts a charmingly rustic ap-

pearance, and can be made of shaded col-

ors by a judicious selection of the lichens. If
^

cleft sticks of birch, oak, spruce or maple are
;

used, they can be fastened to the wood with

small brads, and varnished with gum-shellac

dissolved in naptha, or in terpentine, or with

common varnish. Gnarled boughs or roots

can be used ;—the roots of the mountain lau-

rel are much sought for ornamenting rustic

baskets and llower stands, and if at hand, will

be found very desirable for the "box," and a

long root can bo used as a trelUs to train a

vine upon. When the "box" is made and

trimmed, it must be filled with a Layer of tine

charcoal bits or dust, at least an inch thick
;

this is needful to prevent the soil from becom-

ing sour. It acts as a purifier and also fertil-

izes the earth. Now fill up with the richest

soil you can procure ; if possible, purchase it

of a florist,—its cost will be small,—and your

plants will repay your labor far better ; but

if this is not obtainable, use the best loam and

mix with it equal parts of thoroughly decayed

barn yard compost, and scouring sand. This

is an all important ingredient in all plant com-

post, and the neglect to provide it for our

plants, is often the cause of their failure to

grow luxuriantly, and repay us with buds and

flowers. Bake the mixture in the oven for

several hours, so as to kill all the larvaB of in-

sects contained therein ; let it cool, then plant

the "box." In this operation some taste is

needful, the tallest plants must occupy the

centre, the dwarfs, tlie corners and edges.

LycojjocUwm is the prettiest for an edging, or

Stone-crop may be substituted. BeUjium

Daisies, Czar Violets, Cyclamens and Frim-

roses, are each and all desirable, for they blos-

som continually, and require but little care.

The i)ine woods will give us the Partridge Vine

with its rich, waxen, red berries. The Cran-

hcrrij Vine is also considered a pretty plant for

a "^Vindow Garden." Were it a novelty, im-

ported at a high rate, with a long, many sylla-'

bled name attached to it, it would doubtless

possess many admirers ; but as it grows in

marshes, in our own country, it will not be

highly extolled. But if it can be obtahied, fair

reader, ])lcase j)lant it, and admire its pure

white llow(!rs and scarlet berries, even if you

do associate them with i-oast turkey

!

Some one of the many species of the Varie-

gated Foliaged plants must find a place in the

box ; in the absence of flowers, it will partly

supply their ])lace. As we write, the sun

shines brightly through the magenta and dark

crimson foliage of an Achijranthes gilsonii and
makes it a glory entirely overshadowing the

double white Primrose by its side, and the

Cyclamen near at hand, though both are in

full bloom.
A Avinter blooming Fuchsia is also indispen-

sible. There are two varieties that will bloom
from eight to ten months in the year ;—one is

Scn'aiijblia, wliich has a brilliant crimson cor-

olla with petals of a darker shade. The other

is Speciosa, a common species, doubtless

known to all our readers, but it is always de-

sirable. Its petals are of a waxen pink, while

the corolla is of a brilliant crimson. The lat-

ter grows to a great height, but can be topped
off, and trained into a handsome tree. Mig-
nonette and Siccet Alyssum can be sown in the

"box" and will bloom profusely, if only two
or three plants are allowed to remain.

Bouvarda elegans is a very lovely plant,—its

rich coral-red flowers are very plentiful.

Tom Thumb Geraniums are also beautiful

for tins purpose.

Nierembergia Avill bloom all the season, but

its flowers are small.

The Euphorbia, with its bright scarlet leaves,

resembling the plumage of tropical birds, is a

gi-eat addition to every collection.

Abutilon Thompsonii, which possesses vari-

egated leaves, green, shaded and mottled with

yellow, is of easy culture, and with its beauti-

fully striped bells, is suitable for all sorts of

"AVndow Gardening."
Abutilon Santana has flowers of a dark

brownish crimson, and is the handsomest of

this species.

Torrenia Asiatica blooms winter and sum-

mer, and is lovely for hanging baskets, win-

dow boxes or gardens,—its flowers are of a

fight blue, marked with deep violet.

Smilax is especially pretty to train over

trellises, for its pecufiar growth and graceful

beauty recommend it to all. It is said to grow
better in wood than in pottery, and it can be

made either to cfimb or to droop. It is a bul-

bous-rooted plant, but can be grown from
seed. It is much sought after for table deco-

rations, as well as for wreaths and garlands.

Linaria Cymbalaria, Coliseum Ivy—some-

times called Ivy-leaved Snapdragon is also

much used, on accoTint of its lowly habit,—in-

deed nothing can be prettier for a drooping

vine.

These "gardens" possess- an advantage

over plants in pots, because they do not be-

come dry so rapidly, and can be more easily

showered, and the inevitable dust from the

carpet sweeping removed. A miniature water-

ing pot will improvise a summer shower, and

the window panes and sashes can be protected

fi'om the tiny drops, by sheets of paper in-
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serted between them and the plants. Be sure

to water with warm water

—

quite warm to the

hand. These frosty mornings, the earth will

be chilled enough, to bear warm with profit

;

but don't water so plentifully that the roots

decay, nor yet allow the soil to become too

dry, and crack open. Give a goodly supply

every morning, when, by digging down with a

hair pin, you find the soil dry half an inch

down. Choose a southeastern or western ex-

posure—give all the light and fresh air possi-

ble. Stimulate occasionally as we have given

directions in previous numbers and loe know
that you will derive much pleasure and profit

for the time and labor you expend ;—far more
than you can gain by fiUing your brain with

many o^ the "novels" of the period ; for the

flowers will speak to you of the land beyond
the sun where sin and sorrow are unknown.

For the Kew England Farmer.

BEST FEED FOR COWS,
Inquiries of Mr. Hart—Shorts and Corn Meal in con-

nection with Oil Meal and Cotton Seed Calie—Value

of Manure from various Feeds—To Drive Lice from

Cattle.

I have been greatly interested in looking

over the last nuvnber of the Farmer, and very

many of the articles have received two good
thorough and careful readings, as well as being

made the subject of more or less conversation.

The article written by T. L. Hart, and tak-

en from the Germantown Telegraph, is worthy
of a careful reading by every farmer that

keeps a cow. I would like to have IVIr Hart
make some of his statements a little fuller.

"Last winter," he says, "I found that heavy
feed, such as corn, wheat and rye shorts, fed

to twelve cows, pound to pound, did not make
as much milk as wheat-bran, into nine quarts

a day." And then he says he would not dare

to feed so heavily with shorts on account of

their weakening effects.

Now I want to know the quantity of corn meal

and shorts fed to each cow per day ? Also how
many charts or pounds of shorts, will suffice

as an ec^uivalent for his mixed feed ? This

year he is feeding one bushel of cob corn

meal to two bushels of shorts. Is this the

amount fed in a day, or only half the amount ?

As he says he feeds twice a day.

A friend to whom I have just read the arti-

cle says that he has beenfeeding to his cows, since

the middle of October twelve pounds of shorts a

day, with two small feedings a day of hay or

straw
;
generally one feed of hay, and one of

either oat or wheat straw. His cows have done
well and are in prime condition . One of them
has laid on so much fat, that she is in good
condition for the shambles, and he has stopped
feeding her shorts, and, instead, is feeding

three quarts of corn meal to her. She calves

next summer.
I am feeding four cows with shorts, at the

rate of ten quarts daily, to each, with good
results so far, and yet I think a feed of

eight quarts of shorts and one quart of meal
would be better. Still my cows are in fine

condition. Ten quarts of such shorts as I am
feeding will weigh 7| lbs. Will that amount
affect the cows injuriously ? My neighbor does

not complain of its weakening his cows, with

a feed of twelve pounds to each ; although he

thinlvs that they walk as though they were a lit-

tle stiff, which he attributes to the fact that he

keeps them constantly in the stable, excepting

that he lets them out just long enough to drink.

I would like to know if any of your readers

have ever fed, in connection with shorts, eith-

er cotton or linseed meal? Would not a

mixture of either of these be advantageous

with shorts ? The manure, with us, is one of

the great objects of feeding grain, as we want
it to be rich, so as to produce the best effects

on our tobacco. One ton of decorticated cot-

ton seed cake will produce manure that is

worth $27.8G—and Hnseed cake $19.72 ; while

one ton of corn gives manure worth only

$6.65, meadow hay $6.43 and clover hay

$9.64, and carrots and roots generally run be-

low $1.00, gold value. Is there any danger"

in feeding rich cotton or oil meal to cows ?

We know that if your Maine subscriber who
inquires

How to get Kid of Lice on Cattle,

Would feed his cattle and calves oil meal for

a few weeks he would drive the lice all off

his animals, and then his cattle will ''laugh''''

to see them scamper. We have also used

Kerosene. The dregs from a cider barrel, or

even vinegar, sopped into the hair is said to

kill them. All these remedies, however, are

temporary with me, while oil meal is the sure

cure. Feed a calf a handful a day and there

will not be a louse found near him, and the

calf will grow enough faster to more than pay
the outlay. Valley Farmer.

Whately, Mass., Jan. 2, 1871.

OlSr BREEDING HORSES.

The severe work to which young horses are

now subjected is the chief cause of the present

great liabihty to disease. If they were well

fed, and allowed to matm-e their constitutions

before being trained, they Avould, in all pro-

bability, remain sound for a considerable time.

This, we fear, is not hkely to be attended to.

Thefarmer has so many demands on his purse

that 'he can scarcely afford to allow his horses

to roam at large till they reach their fourth

year ; and the turfite finds it more profitable

to race his colts at two years' old, than to keep

them over, at heavy expenses, until such time

as humanity, and a due regard to the sound-

ness of the animals, would point out as the

proper period for their first appearance on the

turf. The necessities of the one, and the

avaricious disposition of the other, thus ren-
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ders it next to impossible to get good sound

stock, either to use or to breed from.

The sj-stem of crossing which has been

adopted since the introdwction of thorough-

bred stallions around in the country, appears

to be a further cause of the degeneration of

our general stock. Let his shape and quali-

ties be good, bad, or indilierent, the one
which possesses a sprinkling of blood is sure

to be the animal which will be selected as a

sire. His light action, showy appearance and
high-sounding pedigree will be a sufficient

recommendation to those who are ignorant of

the various poi«<6' and qualities which are con-

nected with the strength, substance, durability

and disposition of the animal. Besides, the

same horse is certain of being put to a great

number of mares of all sorts, shapes and sizes,

without the slightest regard to that exact adap-

tation of form and size of dam, which is ab-

solutely necessary in order to secure a satis-

factory result. JBreeding from blood-stallions

is highly commendable, provided it is done
with judgment and discretion ; but the prac-

tice of violent crossing is dii-ectly objection-

able, and cannot be too strongly condemned.
Extremes' in crossing are very rarely success-

ful ; and it is really astonishing to see farmers

so constantly putting their complete cart-mares

to thorough bred horses, expecting to have

foals of a class fit for fast work, whereas nine

times out of ten they are fit neither for slow

nor fast use.

By the practice here referred to, breeders

expect to produce a horse combining both

strength and action ; but they are very fre-

quently treated to an animal of such a nonde-

script form, that he is fit "neither for the land

nor the sea." In place of being a fair medi-

inn between the sire and dam, he will take

chiefly after the one in some parts, whilst in

other places he will lean entirely to the oppo-

site side ; and he is consequently so badly bal-

anced and proportioned that he is compara-
tively useless. His temper, moreover, is fre-

quently characterized by a want of conform-

ity to the purpose for which his owner might

think him in other respects besit adapted.

—

JJr.

N. H. raaren, in Prairie Farmer.

POSITION OF THE HORSE'S NECK.

'J'he sliape and position of the horse's neck

should be particularly observed by the person

who trains, rides or drives the horse. It is

rare to see two horses formed so exactly alike,

that tliey can bear to have their heads elevated

to the same height, Avithout painfully interfer-

ing with the action andjjowcr of all parts of

the body. How unseemly and how barbarous

is it, then, for some ignorant trainers, riders

and drivers, to screw up all the horses, no

matter how divi'rsified their shapes, that un-

fortunately fall into their hands, to the same
point, for the purpose of giving them what

they are pleased to call a graceful carriage?

Do such people ever imagine that gracefulness
results from a peculiar and appropriate adap-
tation of the dillcrent pai-ts of the animal to

each other, and not from a partial distortion,

such as we often see exhibited under the influ-

ence of the heavy bit, or that most brutal in-

vention, the bearing rein ?

Were it not for its cruelty, it would be very
amusing to observe the manner in which some
men in riding or driving prop themselves up,
for the purpose of pulling, with might and
main, at the poor animals' mouths, in the fool-

ish hope of being thus able to keep them from
falling, at the same time that they render them
so much more attractive to the passers by.
Their task is certainly a very anxious and la-

borious one, and, if persevered in, it is sure
to end with broken knees, and perhaps a
broken nose. The horse is placed in such an
unnatural position, that his entire action is in-

terfered with, and lic^ gets such a habit of lean-

ing on his bit, instead of watching for himself,

that he is nearly certain of dropping the first

momenthisgovernorforgets thepulling process,

A taut rein, with a quick hand, will have far

the best chance for keeping a stumbling horse
on his feet. He will then depend on his own
vigilance and exertion, in the same way as he
would if he were running at freedom.

—

Dr.
Paaren in Prairie Farmer.

THE IRA ALLEN" FARM.
Our correspondent, "Z. E. J.," furnishes

the Verviont Farmer with a description of this

farm, now under the care of C. P. Allen, Esq.,

Mr. Burnabee, fai*mer. It is in the town of

Ira'sburg, once mostly owned by Ira Allen.

Within the last two years about three and a

half miles of stone wall have been laid in road

and division fences. The stones had to be

drawn but a short distance, and their removal

improved the land.

A New Barn
has been built, fifty by seventy feet, and twen-
ty feet posted, above a cellar eight feet deep
under the whole barn. This cellar is to re-

ceive the droppings from the stable above, and
the great amount of muck that is mixed with
manure. Upon tliis the design is to winter ten

pigs, the luuuber to be increased indefinitely

by breeding in spring and summer. The sev-

en pigs now here (Dec. 2G,) are fed upon bar-
ley meal, and the usual swill from the dairy.

The first story of the barn, above the cellar,

is seven feet high and is divided into horse sta-

ble, granary, cow stable, and sL\ pens for

calves or for hospital purposes. The stan-

chions are so arranged that the cows stand in

two I'ows facing the center of the barn, a feed-

ing walk between them, and back of the cows
on each side are the pens referred to. Twelve
cows were wintered last year ; twenty are now
in the stables, and the number is to be in-
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creased to twenty-five, and it is expected the

farm will produce enough next year to winter

them. They are good native cows, red in

color and good size. In the granary on
this floor is part of the thousand bushels of

grain raised this year. When threshed it is

run by spouts from the floor above. We go
op stairs to the hay and grain barn. The floor

is through the centre seventy feet long, and
on each side are the bays of hay and straw.

As this barn is on nearly level ground, quite

an embankment has been made in the drive

way to the main floor.

Muck, of which Mr. Allen said he would like

to have a thousand cords, is dug and drawn
to the barn for $1.50 per cord, the measure
being taken of the space in the bed from which

it is removed.

MAKING- CHEESE AND BUTTER.
The following statements made by J. C.

Oliver of East Charleston, Vt., to whom the

first premium on cheese and butter was awarded

by the Orleans County Agricultural Society,

at its fair at Barton, last fall, are published in

the Vermont Farmer

:

—
"I submit the following report as to the

manner of making my cheeso : In the first

place, I am careful to have my pails perfectly

sweet, also my pans and cheese box. I strain

my milk in pans at night. In the morning I

skim my night's milk, put the morning's milk
with it in the box, heat the cream almost scald-

ing hot, and stir it into the mUk. Then the

milk should not be quite as warm as when
milked from the cow

;
put in rennet sufficient

to fetch it, and let it stand half an hour ; cut

it in small checks, and let it stand another

half hour, then break it up with the hands.

Let it settle, then draw ofl' the whey, and heat

it scalchng hot, enough to v^arm the cm-d, re-

peat till the curd will squeak between your
teeth, break the curd each time when you ut

on the whey. Then draw off the whey, t

it, three teacups of salt to forty pounds of

cheese, let it stand till it is cold, then put it in

the press.

My method of making butter. In the first

place I deem it necessary that my milk should
have good air. I do not mean by this, to

have the wind blow upon the milk, but have
it well ventilated. Then skim as soon as it

changes, churn and wash the butter until it is

free from buttermilk, then salt, thi'ee-fourths

ounce of Ashton salt to the pound.

Onions.—Many complain that onions d
not keep. The trouble is in keeping them too
warm. The onion is a bulb, a plant at rest,

and the least warmth starts it into activity. It

is much better that onions should remain
frozen through the winter, provided they can
thaw graduafly, than to put them in a cellar or

other warm place where their vegetative *

powers will be aroused. If put in large heaps
onions will be sure to spoil ; but if spread in

thin layers and covered with hay and straw,

so that if frozen the thawing may be gradual,
they will keep well through the winter. It is

the custom with onion growers to get their

crop to market as soon as possible. If they
were to provide proper storage, they would
realize much more for them when sent to mar-
ket later in the season.

—

American Agricul-
turist.

For the Keio England Farmer.

MOUTH AND FOOT DISEASE IN CAT-
TLE.

Eruptive fevers, exanthemata, constitute a large
class of diseases, whicli are presumed to depend
upon tlie presence of some poison in the system, its

subsequent elimination, giving rise to the distinc-
tive symptoms of the inaladj'.

The mouth and foot complaint helongs to this
class of disorders ; and although ordinarily one of
the least tatal, it sometimes assumes a very severe
form, and occasions considerable destruction of the
tissues of important parts. Perhaps there is no
disease of animals that varies more in the degree
of malignancy which it exhibits in difierent seasons,
under apparently similar conditions. Foreign cat-
tle frccpiently suffer from the malady in its most
virulent form ; but English cattlfe arc not cx(<mpt,
under certain conditions which are favoralile to the
development of the virus, from the most violent
manifestation of the morbid action.

Conditions of Liability to, and Origin of the
Disease.

Susceptibility to an attack appears to be increased
by travelling, by pregnancy, parturition, Lictation
and also by change of locality. But neither age,
condition, management, climate, temperature nor
any common causes of disease, seems to exert any
modifying influence. No extremity of privation,
nor the continued action of ordmary causes, is ca-
pable of inducing it ; and one reason for the in-
cUli'erence \\hich has been shown in respect to its

ravages, is to I)e found in the behef of its sponta-
neous origin, an idea which arises out of the obser-
vation of its frequently unaccountable appearance
m isolated places.
The conviction of its spontaneousness has gained

strength from the fact long recognized, that cattle
when being travelled from fair to fair arc often at-
tacked. But there is nothing remarkable in this
tact, when it is remembered that a tuft of grass by
the road-side often holds a sufficient quantity of
saliva from the mouth of a diseased bea^t to uifect
a herd, and the short period of incubation of the
affection accounts for its sudden outbreak during a
journey which occupies only a few days.
Some of the conditions which are essential to the

spread of the disease are known, but others are ob-
scure. It is certain that the malady is eminently
contagious and infectious ; but it is also true, that
its extension in certain years has been apparently
governed by the laws which regulate the spread of
epidemic diseases like cholera; and it has been
found impossible to determine whether the majority
of the attacks are to be attributed to the operation
of morbilic matter or virus, or to certain noucog-
nisable influences, the existence of which can only
be inferred from the effects produced.
A reference to the previous observations on the

histoi-y of the disease will- show that, while there
have always been centres of infection in England,
the malady has prevailed over a large extent of
countiy only at intervals.
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Not caused by Ferment in the Blood.

It is not necessary to dcVotc any time to the ex-

amination of tliciiypothesis, wliifli refers the origin

of all contagious diseases to the presence of a fer-

ment in the "blood. If the idea is merely advanced
as an i:?»i;eniou8 speculation, it may be left to amuse
those who hiid an interest in the investigation of

chunevas; )iut if the suggestion claims to be ac-

cepted as a theory, it may be refused on the gi-ound

that chemical and microscopic research have alike

failed to demonstrate the presence of the germs of

ferment, or the occuiTcnce of any process in the

circulating fluid at all resembling fermentation,

cither in its progress or its product. Examinations
of the blood of diseased cattle have Ix'cn nuule re-

cently, in the sheds where the sick animals were
kept,' and the highest powers of tlic microscope

have been used in'the investigation ; but no unusual

organic particles have been found. The fluid is hi

a state of excessive molecular activity ; the red

discs are nearly all of them stellate in form, and
change their aspect frequently, finally assuming the

circular form. White corpuscles, leucothytes,, are

moi-e numerous than they arc in heahhy blood,

and there are also seen many minute spherical

bodies freely moving in all directions. Backteria

and Vibriones arc constantly found ; small masses

of living germinal matter are also present ; but it is

worthy of iiarticular remark that ail these bodies

have lieen seen in the blood and other fluids of an-

imals atiectcd with non-contagious febrile diseases.

Further, it may be accepted as a positive truth,

that organic particles which possess the power of

communicating infection to the healthy system,

cannot l)c distinguished from those which assist in

the support of the tissues during the process of

nutrition. Microscopic examinations of the dis-

charges from the eyes, the saii\a, the contents of

vesicles, and also of the milk, have resulted in the

discovery of very interesting changes in the mole-

cular constitution of the several secretions. The
saUva when carefully collected, without touching

the skin or mucous membrane of the mouth, is

quite pclhicid, and contains small stellate crystals,

and minute spherical bodies, monads, which move
with activity in the fluid. In the limpid fluid of

the vesicles there arc large nucleated cells and
masses of living germinal matter, besides monads,
bacteria and vibriones. Shnilar bodies are found
in the fluid discharge from the eye.

Effect on the Milk.

Specimens of milk obtahicd from cows in various

Stages of the disease, have been submitted to mi-

croscopic inspection repeatedly, for the purpose of

ascertaining, if possible, whet lier or not any change

occurs in the constitution of the fluid likely to be

injurious to the health of those who partake of it.

Nearly all the specimens of milk which were tested

had a low specilic gravity, (1021) and generally a

fair proportion of creana was thrown up. There

were invariably found large granular cells, or white

corpuscles, having the general characters of the

pus globule. The milk from one cow was exam-
ined from the connncncement to the temiination of

the disease, and for three weeks after recovery ; and
it was observed that the i)us-like l)odies remained

during the whole time. At the worst jjcriod of the

affection, the bodies were numerous, and as the dis-

ease declined, they become fewer in luiniber ; but

some were seen on the last examination, three

•weeks after recovery. :Monads and I)acteria were
among the cells de'tected in every specimen, and
these Ijodies remained nnafl'ectcd, cither in their

form or rapidity of movement, by boiling. The
speciflc gravity of the milk was found to rise

.slightly during convalesencc, from 1024 to 1027,

the last number being within three or four degrees

of the normal standard. In two instances the spe-

cilic gravity of the milk was respectively 1032 and

1034, the quantity in each case being reduced to

one-flfth of tlie ordinary yield.

MiUi taken in the evening from diseased annuals,
gave evidence of the commencement of decompo-
sition on the following morning. This was, in some
measure, due to tlu' high temperature which pre-

vailed during the time the <jl)scrvations were made.
When boiled, the milk remained good for twenty-
four hours, under the same ch-cmustances and at
the same time.

Effect of Diseased Milk on Animals.
What influence the numerous pus-like globules

and gramdar cells, with the living organisms in the
form of monads and bacterya, may exercise upon
the health of the human subject it is imiK)ssiblc, in

the absence of direct experiments to determine.
But the evidence in respect of its effects upon the
young of the lower animals is very conclusive.

Some .years ago. Professor Simonds lost three valu-
able calves in one day in consequence of allowing
them to suck a cow Avhich was suffering from the
disease in the early stage. He also produced ecze-
ma in pigs by giving them the milk immediately
after it was drawn from a diseased cow. Conti-
nental observers also allude to histances of the
poisonous action of the milk on young animals.

Since the above observations were made, other
cases of sudden death of calves from sucking the
milk of diseased cows, have been recorded. With-
in the last few weeks calves, which were apparently
well when left at night, have been found dead in

the morning from this cause ; and there is too much
reason to apprehend that to the young of the mam-
malia in general, the milk from cows aflected with
mouth and foot disease is highly deleterious.

Probably the most recent experiment with milk
from a diseased cow was made in my own house.
During the early period of the prevalence of the
disease, when milk was daily sent to me for exam-
ination, I gave to a young cat a liberal supply of
that which was left from my experiments. The
animal shortly became very weak and ill, and, after

the lirst few days, declined to accept the diseased'

milk, although no other kind was supplied in its

place. Indeed, at the time, the milk on my own
table contained an abundant quantity of the mor-
bid elements.
Among the specimens sent for examination were

some taken from animals which sutt'ercd from the
ett'ects of the disease in one or more quarters of the
udder. These examples contained little else than
pus-corpuscles and exudation cells, with monads
and iiacicria ; the milk globules were few and fiU'

between. This abnormal condition of the secre-

tions may be a subject full of interest for the pa-
thologist; but it is sickening to know that such
morbid matter is used to swell the general bulk of
the monnng and evening quantum of milk which
is supplied to the population, who, if any suspicion

is aroused, are quite reassured by the dairyman's
entirely ronumtic statcnunt, that "when cows have
the disease all the milk dries up."

Flesh of Diseased Animals Harmless.
Meat from diseased animals has also been care-

fully examined, and the results of the investigation

are altogether satisfactory. No morbid products
have been dctccti'd, and excepting the ]»rescncc of
some ol'tlic parasitic liodics,

—

jmoro ti/ienna,—which
were fomul abundantly in the llcsli of animals dead
of cattle plague, and other malignant diseases,

nothing of an abnonnal kind has been observed.

It nniy, therefore, be safely assimied that the meat
of aninnils atfected with mouth and foot disease is

harmless ; the more so that it always, unlike milk,

undergoes some culinary process, before being con-
sumed.

Communication of the Disease.

From experiments, which will l)e hereafter re-

ferred to, it appears that the contagion is m a most
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active form in tlie saliva, and it is remarkable that

this fluid contains the fewest morbid products.

Nevertheless its contact with the interior of the

mouth of a healthy animal quickly causes the de-

velopment of the disease.

There is no evidence of communication of infec-

tion by the skins or other parts of dead annuals

;

and it" is not certain, although very probable, that

the gaseous emanations from diseased beasts are

dangerous to those in the immediate neighborhood.
The spread of the infection along a certain line of

country from one farm to another is supposed to

indicate contamination of the atmosphere ; but, in

considering this mode of communication, the fact

that animals often remain unattacked within five

hundred yards of diseased cattle, must be taken
into account.

Period of Incubation.

According to the general aoceptation of the term,

the time of incubation of an infectious disease is

tlie period which elapses between the introduction

of the virus into the system, and the manifestation

of symptoms which indicate the existence of the

disease. In this ordinary sense the expression is

now used. Some difficulty usually presents itself

iu reference to the determination of the precise mo-
ment of infection. It does not follow that healthy
animals herded with diseased ones should at once
become the subjects of the malady ; on the con-

trary, they may resist its influence for some time,

and, therefore, conclusions which are drawn from
observations of the natural progress of an infec-

tious disease are often erroneous, and always
doubtful.

Direct transmission of the virus into the system
of a healthy animal, furnishes the only reliable

means of ascertaining with absolute certainty the

moment of infection. Tested in this manner, the
period of incubation of eczema ranges from thirty-

six to forty-eight hours. If the rise of tempera-
ture be taken as a positive symptom, which it is

not, the incubation stage will be much shortened,
as this elevation of internal heat sometimes pre-

cedes by twelve hours the formation of vesicles in

the feet or mouth. The extremely rapid action of
the virus is evident from the fact that symptoms of
fever arc apparent in thirty hours after incubation,

and the full development of the characteristic signs,

—the formation of vesicles,—is seldom delayed be-

yond the fourth day.
Professor Sunonds ascertained as early as 1839,

that the introduction of a small portion of hay sat-

urated with infected saliva into the mouth of a
healthy annual, caused the formation of vesicles in

the mouth and feet in forty hours ; milk from a
diseased cow given warm to pigs caused the disease

in three days.
Experiments with hay saturated with saliva were

repeated by tis in 1867, with the usual result ; the
animal took the disease in a mild form, and com-
pletely recovered in the course of a week after m-
fection.

Failure of Inoculation.

Inoculation by punctur'e, and the introduction of
the contents of vesicles, failed to produce any ef-

fects in cows, sheep and pigs.

These observations have an important economic
and judicial bearing, because they enable the veter-

inary pathologist to assert in reference to an out-
break of eczema in any locality ; that the affection

was in some way communicated not more than
four days prior to the development of the disease.

Treatment and Remedies.

1st. Enforce stringent sanitary laws.
2d. No attempt, unless under competent direc-

tion, should be made to open the mouth, or to horn
down any fluids, alimentary or medicinal. If the
fever is very severe, an ounce of bicarbonate of

potass may be dissolved in the drink water, and a
solution of the same,—one part to forty parts of
water,—may be syringed over the feet frequently,
for the purpose of keeping them clean and cool.

The magic healing powders prepared by Dr. A. J.

Hopkins of Providence, R. I., made into solution
and syringed into the mouth and feet several times
a day, arrests the disease at once, with slight loss

of flesh. I should recommend it to all who are
troubled with the malady. Tonics and stimulants
are necessary, when the disease assumes a low
form of fever, and they are best administered in
the food. Salts of Iron and stout may be employed
with advantage in these cases. It will be rarely
necessary to give any other tonics than properly
prepared and nutritious food. A. Bassett,

Veterinary Surgeon.
242 India St., Providence, B. I., Jan. 12,1871.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES,

SPREAD OF CONTAGIOrS DISEASES AMONG STOCK.

Many people are surprised at the rapidity with
which contagious diseases spread among stock;
and at first view, they do appear to be more fatal

and harder to be controlled, than similar diseases

among men. Why is this ? Is it because conta-
gion in the human species is different from cdhta-
gion among our stock, or is it the result of gi-eater

carelessness and ignorance in treating the latter ?

A moment's reflection will, I think, reveal the difler-

ence.
Suppose in a case of small pox, scarlet fever,

cholera or any contagious or infectious disease, the
patient was kept in one room with the rest of the
family ; no matter how large the room or the fam-
ily, both well and sick occupied the same apart-
ment day and night; breathed the air, drink water
and ate the food that had been kept in the room
for hours ; suppose, also, that no care was taken to
avoid contact with the bed, clothing, person and
even excretions of the patient, how long would it

be before all the family would be sick? And if

neighbors and friends came in more frequently than
usual, how long time would it require to carry the
disease through the town and country ?

Contagion among stock has precisely the same
means for spreading rapidly, when the infected an-
imal is kept in the same stable with the well. The
breath, exhalations and vapors of the sick, and
their excrements pervade the whole building; the
hay becomes infected; water, being a ready ab-
sorbent of gases soon becomes infected ; the clothes

of the attendants are infected, and everythmg in
the bam possessing an absorbing power is more or
less contaminated. Under such circumstances is

it strange that a disease quickly rims through a
herd, and if neighbors and strangers throng to the
barn and spend an hour or more hi its infected at-

mosphere, and in contact with infected substances,

is it a wonder that other herds are soon allectcil ?

In the present light of science and experience in

treating contagion among ourselves, there is no
doubt that the rapid spreading of the present cat-

tle disease arises from negligence. And there is as
little doubt that the prompt adoption of well known
precautionary measures, with the help of skilful

veterinary surgeons would enable us to control

them better.

The occasional prevalence of contagions diseases

proves the benefit of having a small stable, for a sick

room or hospital. This should be light, airv, diy,
warm and comfortable in evciy i-espcct, and at a
proper distance from the barn. Where there is

such a room and the affected animal is removed to

it at once, and no others allowed to come near it or
in contact -with anything used in it, and the atten-

dant takes due care to change his Ijoots, fumigate
his clothing, &c., there is greater hope and certainty
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of cliccking its ravages. It is plain that persons

Laving Uie^inimcdiate care of cattle should exer-

cise extreme caution in visitnig an infected bam.
It should Ijc regarded as a pest Iiouse ; and it is not

safe to buy hay or anythiTig from sucli a bam for

some months after the disease has passed away.
When it is understood how easily such diseases are

communicated, the wisdom of the legislature pass-

ing stringent laws to regulate the transporting or

driving uf cattle will be fully admitted; and it is

the duty of every owner of stock to help enforce

them aiid all other minor prudential measures that

tend to check the spreading of these plagues.

Lawrence, Mass., Jan., 1671. n- s. t.

BOOK-KEEPING FOR FARMERS.

Will you please show me through the medium
of your valuable paper, some simple method of

book-keeping suitaljle for a farmer,—something
that will combine day-book and ledger. It is not

customary with many farmers to keep any book
accounts other than a mere memorandum. I do
not see why it is not as necessary for a former to

keep his accounts straight, as for a merchant or

any other business man. The new year, which is

so near at hand, will be a good time to begin.

J. W. Robinson.
Exeter, ^\ IT., Dec. 20, 1S70.

Remarks.—Blank books all mled and headed

have been prepared for farmers' use, and we be-

lieve are now for sale, but we have forgotten the

addi-ess of the publishers. But we do not suppose

such books arc absolutely necessary, however con-

venient they may be, at the commencement of

keeping farm accounts. If farmers would keep

correct accounts with their fields, crops, house,

bams, cattle, horses, &c., we think the balance

sheet would show an amount of income which few

suppose th^cy realize. Credit the buildings for

rent, the horse and carriage for every ride,, the

crops for the board of each individual, the oxen

for their labor, the cows for their milk, the poultry

for eggs and chickens, the pigs for their pork, &e.,

and perhaps reasons would be divulged for the

way in which large wages are dissipated by me-

chanics and clerks in villages and cities. But

from the way in which labor is done and crops are

harvested on farms occupied by families who "live

within their omi means," and produce a "little of

everything," book-keeping of sufficient system to

show all these particulars might require an amount

of skUl and perseverance that few possess. We
believe it is much more difficult for a fanner to

keep accounts that will show cosC of production of

particular crops, profits of particular fields, ani-

mals, improvements, buildings, &c., than it is for

mechanics or merchants to keep such accounts of

their l)usiness. And we somethnes think that those

writers and talkers who exhort fanners to keep

books, and censure them for not being able to show

the exact cost of every crop they raise and of every

animal they keep, expose their own ignorance of

the details of form management. Still we would

by no means discourage farmers from an attempt

at keeping accounts. It is an exercise they need.

They work their bodies too hard and bother their

brains with figures and writuig too little. And to

help our correspondent and others who are dis-

posed to make the new year a little more happy by
an experiment in book-keeping we copy the fol-

lowing plan from the Country Gentleman, which

includes day-book and memorandum and direc-

tions for ledger. Here is a leaf of the day-book or

blotter :

—

Cow
Fuchsia
calved.

Ilfifer calf,

Kora.

Got in last

of potatoes

Star-face
took

Aldcruey
bull Phillip.

November 12tli, 18—

.

Sundries Dr. to Labor Account

:

Barn for 4 men, at $1.25, . $.5.00

Garden 1 do. . 1.25
Improvement account, 2
men altering barn, . . . 2.50

Field No. 1, 7 men gather-
ing turnips, 8.75

Sundries Dr. to Barn Accou7it :

Fiokl No: 1—use of cart, . 1.50
do. No. 2—2 tcam,s plongh-

ing, 6.00

Family—7i ^(allons milk . 1.88

Bam Account Dr. to Sundries :

Field No. 11—2066 bush.
potatoes, at 30c .. . 619.80

No. 15—425 bushels po-
tatoes, at 30c .... 127.50

No. 15—22 loads corn
fodder, at $20, .... 440.00

November 13th.

Cash Dr. to Bam Account :

100 bushels Oats sold

Labor Account Dr. to Cash :

Paid off James Dixon,

Sundries Dr. to Labor Account :

Barn, 4 men, 5.00

Garden, 2 men 2.50

FieldNo. 5, 4 men (ditch-

ing,) 5.00

$17 50

9 38

1187 30

80 00

Sundries Dr. to Barn Account

:

Family—5 galls, milk, . . 1.25 )

1 bush, potatoes, 60
j

Field No. 1—2 carts hauling
stone,

Garden—2 loads manure, . . .

12 60

1 85

2 50
2^0

Make the entries in the day-book—don't be

afraid of using paper,—very particularly and full,

and do it every day. The habit of doing this must

be fixed. A failure in this will spoil the whole.

Have a name or number for every field and every

animal. These accounts should be posted at the

end of every month.

"Open an account in the ledger with each field,

charging them with whatever manure is put upon

them, crediting it to the bam,—also for use of

teams and labor in ploughing, &c. Charge the

bam with the crop when hauled in. This will

show, after labor is charged, what each field has

yielded. So there must be an account opened with

the bam, which should be charged with all stock,

implements, &c., and whenever any thing is sold

it should be credited to the barn, so that at the end

of the year, after stock is taken and valued, this

account will show what the farm has made or lost.

These accounts, with Cash, Profit and Loss, Labor,

Improvement, and Family Expenses are all the far-

mer need open in his ledger, and he will fmd, as he

becomes acquainted with book-keeping, that he is

greatly interested in it."
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CRIBBING HORSES.
j

Having seen at diiFerent times in the Farmer,
extracts and replies respecting cribbing horses, its

cause, and cure, I tal^e the liberty to say,.that the

worst cribbers I ever saw, were .horses that had
always been put to the hardest kind of work, and I

further state from the best authority, that cribbing

horses have been entkely cured by sawing between
their front teeth with a very fine saw.

WORMS IN THE LUNGS OF PIGS.

Tell us what is the matter with the pigs. I had a

litter of pigs in October. They did finely for three

weeks, then they commenced coughing, stopped
gi'owing, and two of them had what I called the

blind staggers, but they lived along for three weeks,
chokmg and staggering about for some time after

eating their meals, and then one of them died. On
examination, I found hundreds of wonns crawling
out of his mouth, the size of a rye sti-aw, and from
six to nine inches in length. I then opened him
and he was full of worms,—thousands of them.
In a few days the other died in the same way.
After the first pig died I commenced putting ashes
into thcu' feed, and once in two days gave sulphur.

The rest of the pigs have ceased coughing, but are

little runts, and do not grow. Others have lost

their pigs in the same way. H. Spring.
Washington, Mass., Jan. 9, 1871.

Remarks.—There can be no doubt that the par-

asitic worms mentioned by our coiTCspondent were

the cause of the disease and death of his pigs. And
it is possible that the cases in Mkickville, men-

tioned m the Farmer of Jan. 14, as supposed cases

of lung and kidney or liver diseases may have been

produced by the same cause. Shiee MTiting our

remarks on those cases, we have seen statements in

the western papers which lead us to think that this

may be the case.

A correspondent in Epworth, Iowa, -wTites to the

Western Ilural that he has lost ten fine Chester

"Whites, and that on examination he found the

lungs tilled with womis the size of a cambric

needle. His description of the symptoms is about

the same as that given by Mr. Spring. The Veter-

inaiy editor of the Rural, after some general re-

marks on the way in which different "entozoa" af-

fect animals, such as Flukes in sheep, "Strongy-

lus"—little round worms—in calves, sheep, pigs,

fowls, &c., says :

—

"In Eastern Europe it is not very uncommon to

find large numbers of wonns in the lungs of pigs

killed in the public slaughter-houses, and it is fre-

quent in Switzerland and Fr-nce. The male of this

species is from eight to nine Imes in length, and the

female about an inch and a half. The females are

by far the most numerous of the two. It is clear

that there are two distinct stages of the- affection,

the one mistaken for true turbercular disease, and

the other when the worms are fully developed and

lodged in the air-passages."

"To cure the disease, inhalations of chlorine gas

are recommended, or the internal administration of

camphor and turpentine, in oil (accordmg to size of

animal—camphor, fifteen gi'ains to one drachm;

oil of tuq^entine, one to three di'achms ; and olive

oil, one-half to an ounce and a half; mix, and give

once daily.) Sound food must be allowed, with

ferruginous tonics. The u'on may be given to the

extent of ten to twenty gi-ains daily to each pig,

with a drachm of common salt mixed together

with the food."

making butter in avinter.

Havmg been a reader of your valuable paper for

many years, and a practical farmer's wife for more
than twenty-five, I presume to offer a few simple
rules for making good butter in \\inter, as in your
last issue, "S." wants to know "what ails the
cream ?"

In the first place, I would have the cows well
fed, well bedded, and milked as clean as possible.

Then it seems to me, if our farmers would take a
little more pains to make labor convenient, about
half the work would be saved.

I have a closet m my kitchen, four feet six inches
high, five feet three inches long, one foot six inches
deep, with one board shelf in the centre, for

strength, and seven tiers of slats, set edgewise,
three-fourths by one and a half inches, and six

inches apart. This closet will hold over forty pans
of milk, as four large pans or five small ones will

stand on a shelf.

When my milk comes from the bam, I strain it

into as many pans as it seems best, and set each
pan over a kettle of scalding water till a skim rises.

This process I think much better than scalding the

cream. When I skim off the cream I set it where it

will not chill, and stu- it faithfully each time I ad'/ any
to it. Before churning, I set my paU or pot behind
the stove, from twelve to twenty-fom- hours, and
have the chum well scalded before putting the

cream in. I do not have to churn over fifteen min-
utes. If these rules are earned out, a good article

will Ije produced even in wmter. Carrie.
Worcester County, Mass., Jan. 7, 1871.

E,emarks.—Mrs. Can-ie will receive the thanks

of many troubled butter-makers for the foregoing,

and if her description of that neat little milk closet

shall secure for others a lilce convenience, they will

have additional cause for gi-atitude, when showing

lumps of good winter butter, as the results of the

observance of Carrie's rules.

SIGNS OF PREGNANCY IN COWS.

I have two valuable cows, both raised by my-
self, one being of native breed wholly, the other half

Jersey. They both went to the bull near the same
time,"and till within a few days past, have given
promise, so far as I know, of coming in ajjout to-

gether ; and this would have been near the first of
March. But now I find at this late day, that one
of them appears like a cow not with calf. Is it

within your own, or the experience of any of your
correspondents, that a cow should for six months
after going to the bull appear as if all was right,

and yet at this late day, should lead you to suppose

her farrow ? As I do not recollect any discussion

of this topic in any number of your excellent pa-

per, I would thank you to lay it before your read-

ers and correspondents, and give us the results of

your OAvn or their experience. d. c.

Essex County, Mass., Jan., 1871.

Remarks.—Your cow is with calf; or, she has

aborted ; or, she is farrow.

Is she with calf? Prof. Law mentions the fol-

lowing, as being trastworthy signs of pregnancy

in cattle. 1. Absence of desire for the bull at the

regular period. 2. The filling and pendant position

! of the abdomen. 3. The movements of the calf,

' seen m the right flank, especially after a drmk of
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cold water. 4. When the closed fist is punched

into the right flank suddenly, and held for a few

seconds, the calf is at first repelled, and as it floats

back in the surrounding liquid, it is felt to strike

against the knuckles. 5. Application of the car

over the right flank, will often detect the beating of

the calf's heai"t. 6. A careful cxamuiation with

the hand in the rectum, made by some one ac-

quainted with the parts, will give positive indica-

tions.

Has the cow sufifered abortion ? This question

can best be answered by yourself, or by those who
have had the care of her. Is the cow farrow ? She

certainly is, if all or nearly all of the signs of preg-

nancy arc absent, and she has not aborted. Have
any of our readers kno^vn a similar case ?

SELLING MILK.

I feel a deep interest in farming, and believe that
there is no need of the farm products being con-
trolled by speculators. If the farmer will awake
to his true situation he will find the matter rests

wholly with him. In my vicinity the chief product
of the farm is milk. We depend more on that

article than all the rest ; but it is the only article

we sell, of the price of which we have nothing to

say. And why is it ? Because we neglect to use
the power that lays in our own hands. If we do
not wallv with the staff we hold, no one is to blame
but ourselves. The speculator has gi'own rich out
of us. And Napoleon like, has learned to be
obeyed, while we, "meek as Moses," have learned
to obey him. Let us open our eyes and see what
is before us. Let us join together, all of us, and
show a bold and honest front, and give the specu-
lator to understand that we ivill have our rights

;

that the time has come for the farmer to malvc the
price for his milk. I say to you, brother fanner,
we can and must break up this ring of monopolists.
I know no better way than to follow the example
the speculator has set for us, that is, to put our-
selves under bonds not to sell one drop of milk to

him, after the first day of next April, unless we
get a fair price, and fair treatment about the return

of millc after it has been trucked to market. If we
take this course you can plainly see he cannot do
business one day without our milk. In my opinion
this is the only sure and safe move to make. Idle
talks will not do; we need prompt action. We
must talk the subject over in our club meetings,
and call a convention of milk producers ; draw up
our lionds, and every man come promptly, up and
sign tJicm. I can see no reason why such a course
as this should not be adopted. One thing is cer-

tain, if we allow the speculator to handle us for ten

years to come, as he has for ten years past, our
farms will not sell for half they cost us. c. av.

Weston, Mass., Jan., 1811.

Remauks.—If the carriers of newspapers . had

obtained such control of their circulation that they

could come into the offlecs of the publishers and

gravely inform them what would be the price of

their respective publications for the next six

months, we should suppose that the proper course

for those publishers to pursue would be to adopt

some other plan for the circulation of their papers,

and to discharge their old agents at once and en-

tirely. Consecjuently we cannot endorse our cor-

respondent's recommendation. Farmers raise the

milk, and they should control the product till it

reaches the consumer. And until they make up

their minds to do this, all "bonds" and Fourth-of-

July speeches, will not do good enough to pay for

the paper they are spread on. Some such course

as that suggested by Judge French at the late

meeting of the Milk Producers' Association, must
be adopted. Both fire and agents are "good ser-

vants, but hard masters."

farmers' clubs in ENGLAND.

At a recent meeting of the Much-Wenlock (Eng-
land,) Wapentake Fanners' Chib, tlie third in order
of its kind in the Kingdom, established twenty-
seven years ago, the New American Revolving
Mould Board Plough attracted much attention and
elicited remarks of high commendation, not only
from the judges, but from a large numl)cr of prac-
tical agriculturists, for its novelty, suuplicity and
perfection of the ploughing.
The following prizes -were embodied in the re-

port:—"Essays," a prize of £10, the gift of the
Right Honorable Lord Wenlock, for the best essay
on the advantages of steam cultivation, and the
best means of introducing it into the Club District.

Some of the other prizes ranged as follows :

—

for the best cultivated farm ; for the best cultivated
root crop; for the best cultivated root crops, on
farms not exceeding 100 acres ; for the best man-
aged fanns ; for the neatest cottage and garden.
Shepherd prize—first class, 232 lambs from 150

ewes ; second class, 82 lambs from 50 ewes. Plough-
ing, eleven competitors. Hedging, nine competi-
tors.

Agricultural clubs have of late years been the
means of sthring up and rooting out the old come-
day, go-day, pray-send-Sunday system of farming,
in the Old World, and have done a vast amount of
good. They have given new life and energy to the
young and rising generation.
Those British Agricultural Clubs and Societies

don't give prizes for the best "trotting horse." By
the owner of such no praise is actually merited.
No, they subscribe their money to farmers and
their servants—the real tillers of the soil—for their
zeal, mdustryand good management in agriculture.
That man \vho can produce tfie finest wagon horse
for agricultural purposes gains a prize ; but they
don't want, and don't have "trotting" horses on the
jjlough or on the thrashing machine. They are
purely agcicultural, and not jockeying clubs.

TO MAKE A sow OWN PIGS NOT HER OWN.
Having a Chester white sow that brought more

pigs than she could raise, but not lildng to knock
them on the head, I took some away and put them
in a four-bushel wheat sa«k together with four
other pigs, of the same age, belonging to another
sow ; tied up the bag, and put them away in the
bush to tumble and roll together, out of hearing of
the sow which owned the four pigs. She was very
uneasy at losing her family. In the course of an
hour, I cm])tied the whole lot out before her. She
looked at them very closely, turned them over with
her nose, smelled first one and then another, but
^v^as quite unable to distinguish her own from the
new addition. So down she lay for them all to
suck, and took to them right awa.y, with motherly
care. John Whatmore.
Bridgenorth Farm, Dunleith, III., 1871.

SALTPETRE IN BUTTER.

Your correspondent, S. O. J., exercising her wo-
manly prerogative is bound to have the last word
about saltpetre and washing butter. To this I will
most graciouply assent after one word more.
Of more than twenty clicmists and jn-ofossors in

agricultural and medical institutions, and a host of
medical practitioners, with whom we have con-
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versed on the sulijcct, \Ye have met not one who
does not pronounce the use of saltpetre ui butter

making injurious in its tendencies.

The ^infinitesimal doses" S. O. J. speaks of in

her rejoinder of Jan. 7, cannot be the doses I al-

luded to ; for in her former paper, that to which I

took exceptions, it was recommended to put two
heaping tablespoonfuls (not less than three ounces)

into each three gallon jug of cream. That implies

a little l^acking down on her part ; but that is un-
called for, since we always back right down when
a woman assails ; and we beg pardon for having
innocently and iguorantly raised our humble voice

against drugging an article of such general con-

sumption as butter. We have known a case where
the whole product of a large dairy was sold much
bolow the ruling price of butter of the same general

quality, simply because it had been drugged with

f saltpetre ; but that may only prove that the com-
mission merchants and the purchasers were either

fools or knaves, or perhaps both.

WASHING BUTTER.

. We have never assumed that as good butter may
not be made by working out the butter milk with-

out water, but we do say that the washing process

is much easier, and there is less liability to injftre

the butter than by working it without the Avater,

and that the quality is in no sense impaired by the

process.

In regard to the desire of S. 0. J., to put some
of her "unwashed Aldemcy butter, made in Sep-
tember, beside his (rhy) washed butter, in the

spring, and sec if he (we) could not discera the dif-

ference in the sweetness," we have to propose that

she send her specimens to Hon. S. L. Goodale,
Secretary of the Maine State Board of Agiiculture,

at Saco, Mc, for comparison with the butter which
he is now using upon his own talile, and which was
washed before being gathered in the churn.
Much especial merit is claimed for Aldemey

butter, but we consent to waive all that and submit
the article named, which is but the ordinary pro-
duct of a "native" dairy owned l)y one of my
neighbors, churned in a box-chum, and washed
when the particles were not larger than peas and
worked immcdiatclj', and but once, and packed
twenty-four hours after. It was made in the fall

for immediate consumption, is not drugged, and is

salted to suit the taste, and not for the purpose of
keeping it; but we are willing to bide the issue

nevertheless. O. S. Bliss.

Georgia, Vt., Jan., 1871.

THREE HUNDRED POUNDS OF BUTTER FROM TWO
TEATS.

I have a cow that calved the 20th of last March,
from which I have made over 300 pounds of butter.

She gives milk from only two teats. She comes in

the middle of next April. Have used Avhat milk
we needed for a family. She is a mixed breed.

Pretty well for two teats

!

J. Ryan.
Putney, Vt., Jan. 6, 1811.

AGRICUIiTUEAIi ITEMS.
—The President and Faculty of the Iowa Agi'i-

cultural College intend to hold Farmers' Institutes

during the winter, at different points of the State.

—A new work entitled the Egyptian Agricultu-

rist, was started at Cairo, in Egypt, on the 1st of

June. This looks lilic returning toward its ancient

glory, when there was "corn m Egypt,"' though

other lands failed.

—Mildew, the Boston Journal of Chemistry says,

is a fungoid plant, which has life or vitality like

other parasitic growths. Examine it under a mi-

croscope of 300 diameters, and its wonderful and

beautiful structure will become apparent.

—Mr. Quinn's pear orchard of Duchesse d'An-

gouleme trees has yielded this year a net return of

$6000. The ground occupied in producing trees is

less than ten acres, but it has taken over ten years

to grow them, and they were undoubtedly sold at

gilt-edged prices.

—The Vermont Farmer speaks of one farm, a

short distance below Montpelier, of 150 acres, that

is valued at §12,000 ; another adjoinmg this, was

sold last year by the Bailey Bros., for $18,000 ; one

of 175 acres, a short distance above the village, was

bought three years ago for $D000.

—The Ontario Farmer says that Canada millers

are importing wheat from Chicago and Milwaukee

largely. One miller in Godcrich had bought 70,000

bushels, costing $1.05 to $1.10 at his mill, in gold.

Other millers in the Province arc also buying States

wheat extensively.

—Mr. A. S. Hay, of Morgan county. 111., raised

two crops of potatoes on the same land the past

season. The first crop was planted March 25;

commenced using them June 1 ; finished digging

August 11, on which day he planted the second

crop, which was harvested November 5, with a

larger yield than the first crop.

—The flashy o^vner of a crow-l3ait span was com-

plainmg to some bystanders that he did not know
what was the matter with his horses ; he had tried

everything he could hear of, Condition Powder and

all other specifics, but to no purpose ; they would

not improve in flesh. A stable boy, whose sympa-

thies were aroused by the story, comprehended the

situation, and modestly asked, "Did yees iver try

corn ?"

—Henry Ward Beecher says that every country

place should have that very coquette among trees,

the Aspen. It seems never to sleep. Its twinlding

fingers are playing in the air at some arch fantasy

almost without pause. If you set at a window with

a book, it will wink and blink, and beckon and

coax, until you cannot help speaking to it. That

must be a still day that docs not see the Aspen

quiver. A single leaf will sometimes begin to wag,

and not another on the whole tree will move!

Sometimes a hidden breath will catch at a lower

branch, then shifting will leave them still, while it

shakes a topmost twig. It is the daintiest fairy of

all the trees. One should have an Aspen on every

side of his house, that no window should be with-

out a chance to look upon its nods and becks, and

to rejoice in its innocent witchcraft.

Difference in Climate.—The Rural Caroli-

nian, in its "Farm and Garden Calendar for Jan-

uary," says :
—"Irish Potatoes may be put in any

time during the month, but in this latitude they are

liable to come up too soon, and get cut ofl' by frost,

if planted the first part of the month."
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APPLICATION OF MAJSTUKB.

The Mirror and Farmer gives a report of

the discussson by the Tuftoiiborough, N. H.,

Farmers' Club, on the subject of applying ma-
nure.

K. B. Neal said he favored ploughing in the

manure ; as, in a dry season like the past, if

on the surface it will lay and become as dry as

chips, and render very little benefit to the

growing crop ; and yet he thought farmers

should use their judgment as to the nature of

the soil.

Peter Stackpole gave it as his opinion that

top-di-essing did much the best on his soil, and
thought top-dressing would largely increase the

crop of hay on most farms. He was like the

boy who wished to have his bread buttered on

both sides ; that is, he thought much land

would bear a coating of manure ploughed in

—

and top-dressing also.

W iiliara li. Davis said that on light, sandy

soil the manure plougiied in four or live inches

worked iirst-rate, but on heavy, wet land it

does much better spread on the surface ; he

thought the land retained the benefit of the

dressing longer when buried beneath the sur-

face, and that much of the richness of manure
when left on the top of the soil escaped in

gases and Avaslostto vegetation.

^V. W. Blaisdell thought the season had
much to do with the application of manure,

but favored ploughing in. One great mistake

lie thought was in allowing the licjuid excre-

tions to run to waste. This is permitted by
many because they are not aware that the li-

quid was not only of e(iual but even greater

value than the solid portion. Every one is fa-

mihar with the great elhcacy of the excrements

of poultry or other bird manure compared
witli ordinary farm-yard manure ; and this

superiority is owing to the fact that in that of

the bird is all tlie liquid as well as the solid,

and hence tlie abundance of ammonia yielded

by manure from the hen-roosts or by guano.

labics* Ocpartmtnt.

How TO Fit a Collar to a Horse —Tn

purchasing a collar for your horse, it is impor-

tant to gec one that (its him, as both the animal

and _\ our^eif will thus bt? saved much annoyance.

The Harness and Carriage^oumal says :

—

"i he plan adopted in the West, which we
are a^sure^l by men who have been long in the

collar business, docs not injure the collar in

the leabt, is to dip it, in water until the leather

is thorouglily wet, then put it on the horse, se-

cure the hames hrmly, keeping it there until it

becomes dry. It is all the better if heavy loads

are to be drawn, as that causes the collar to be

more evenly fitted to the neck and shoulder.

if possible, ttie collar should be kept on from

four to nve hours, when it will be perfectly

dry and retain tnj sama shape ever afterwards

;

and as it is exactly luted to the form of the

neck, will not produce chafes nor sores on the

horse''s neck."

W^HEN I -WAS YOUNG:
OR,

What the Old Woman Said to Her Daughter.

One summor eve I chanced to pass, where, by her cot-
tage gate,

An aged woman in the sun sat talking to her mate

;

The frost of age was on her brow—its dimness in her
eye,

—

And her bent figure to and fro rocked all unconsciously :

The frost of age was on her brow, yet garrulous her
tongue,

As she compared the doings now with those when she
was young. _

"When I was young, young girls were meek, and looked"
round kind of shy,

—

And when they were compelled to speak they did so
modestly

;

They staid at home, and did the work, made Indian
broad and wheaten,

—

And only went to singing school—and sometimes to

night mectin'
;

The children were obedient, then—they had no saucy
airs,

—

But minded what their mothers said—and learned to

say their prayers.
But now-a-days they know enough before they know

their letters,

And children that can hardly walk will contradict their
betters

:

Young women, now, go flirting round, and looking out
for beaus.

And scarcely one in ten is found who makes or mends
her clothes

;

But there, I tell my daughter.
Folks don't do as they'd ouglitor;

They do not do as they'd ouglitur do

—

Why don't they do as tliey'd oughtcr ?

"When I was young, if a man had failed, he shut up
house and hall.

And never ventured out till night, if he ventured out
at all,

nis wife sold all her chiny plates,—his sons came home
from college,

—

His girls left school and learned to wash, and bake, and
such like knowledge;

They gave up cakes and pumpkin pies—and bad the
plainest eating,

And never asked folks home to tea—and scarcely went
to meeting

:

But, now-a-days, when a merchant fails, they say he
makes a penny

;

His wife don't have a gown the less,—his daughters
just as many

;

nis sons they smoke their choice cigars,—and drink
their costly wine,

—

And she goes to the opera",—and he has folks to dine;
lie walks the street,—he drives his gig,—men show him

all civilities,

—

And what in my days were called debts, are now called

liabilities;

They call a man unfortunate who ruins half a city,

—

In my d'lys 'twas the creditors to whom we gave the
pity;

But there I tell my daughter,
Folks don't do as they'd oughter;
They do not do as they'd ougliter do,

—

Why don't they do as they'd oughter?

"When I was young, crime then was crime,—it had no
other name;

And wlii^n 'twas proved against a man, ho had to bear
the blame;

They called the man who stole, a thief,— Ihey wasted
no tine feeling,

—

\Vliat folks ca41 petty larceny, now, in my days was
called stealing;

They did not make a reprobate the theme of song and
story,

As if the bloodier were his hand, the brighter was his

glory

;

But, there, I tell my daughter,
Folks don't do as tliey'd ouglitor;

They do not do as they'd oughter do,

—

Why don't they do as they'd oughter ?"
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WHO WOKE THE PIKST KnsrQP

"Conclusive evidence is not obtainable,"

remarks a recent writer, "when rings were
first used." But one fact is plain—they are

of great antiquity, were always worn as

tokens of trust, insignia of command, pledg-

es of faith and alliance, and as marks of

servitude. The religious system of Zoroaster

is exceedingly ancient, and in some of the old

sculptures of that sect, images hold a ring, in-

dicative of omnipotence and power. And to

this day, the Persians, Hindoos and all the

Eastern nations attach great significance to

the ring. The Egyptians were particularly

fond- of this ornament. There are specimens
in the Museum of the Louvre. Some date

as far back as the reign of Moeris. At the

British Museum there is an exceedingly fine

specimen. This is a ring of the finest gold,

of the Ptolemaic or Roman period, with fig-

ures of Serapis, Isis and Horus. The same
collection Mas also others of a similar metal,

set with the scarabasus or sacred beetle.

Others have the names of Thothmes 11L and
Rameses 111. The most ancient ring in ex-

intance is that formerly worn by Cheops, the

builder of the great pyramid, found in a tomb
in the vicinity cf that monument, of the finest

gold, with hieroglyphics. Sundry passages of

Holy Writ prove the antiquity of the rings.

When Pharoah confided the charge of all

Egypt to Joseph, he took the ring from his

finger and committed it to him as a symbol of

command. Ahasucrus did in like manner to

his favorite, Ilaman, and subsequently to

Mordccai. The impression of the Monarch's
ring had the force of a command. "Write
ye also for the Jews, as it liketh you, in the

king's name and seal it with the king's ring
;

for the writing which is written in the king's

name and sealed with the king's ring, may no
man reverse." Rings among the God-favored
people, when used as seals, were called "ta-

baoth," the name of a root, signifying to im-

print and also to seal. They were commonly
worn on the little finger of the right hand.

—

The Young Ladies' Journal.

DRESSING FOR THE HAIR.

It is a common practice now,—perhaps it

always has been,—to use something as a dress-

ing for the hair. If the hair falls off, some

Phoenix-hke substance is expected to make it

spring up again into all the beauty and redun-

dancy of youth. If it turns gray, some po-

tent alchymy is to restore color, freshness and

lustre. A good head of hair is certainly desi-

rable, and to feel young and look young,

appropriatelij, makes the world more agree-

able, and promotes long life. So let us aW

wear the graces of simplicity, pleasing man-
ners, and sympathy with all our feUow-men,

and if need be to gire more grace to the per-

son, to dress the hair. In doing so, however,

read the timely and valuable suggestions be-

low, which we copy from Dr. Nichols's Bos-

ton Journal of Chemistry, which calls atten-

tion to the diflferent preparations sold by drug-

gists for di'essing the hair. It says :

—

All the oils and greasy pomades with eupho-
nious names are manufactured from lard oil

and simple lard. Bears' gi-ease is the most
filthy of all animal fats, and it is safe to say
that the genuine stuii' is but rarely or never
sold by the druggists. Castor oil and cologne
spirits makes a good and cheap dressing. The
oil derived from the castor bean possesses pe-
culiar properties which admirably adapt it for

use on the hair. A cheap and very good
dressing is made by dissolving four ounces of
perfectly pure, dense glycerine in twelve
ounces of rose water. Glycerine evaporates
only at high temperatures, and, therefore,

under its influence the hair is retained in a
moist condition for a long time. As a class,

the vegetable oils are better for the hair than
animal. oils. They do not become rancid and
offensive so rapidly ; and they are subject to

difierent and less objectionable chemical
changes. Olive oil, and that derived from
cocoa-nut, have been largely employed, but
they are far inferior, in every respect, to that

from the castor bean. Do not use any oils

whatever, is the best advice. Those men and
women having the finest and glossiest suits of
hair, simply use soft water, washing the Jiead

every few days with pure castile soap. But
as we do not expect everybody to subscribe to

this formula, it is well to caution the general
public against the indiscriminate use of pre-
parations sold for the hair."

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.
Sausages.—The proper seasoning is salt,

pepper, sage, summer-savory, or thyme ; they
should be one-third fat, the remainder lean,

finely chopped, and the seasoning avcU mixed,
and proportioned so that one herb may not pre-

dominfite over the others. If skins are used,

they cannot be prepared with too much care
;

but they are ab *t as well made into cakes
;

spread the cakes on a clean, white wood board,

and keep them in a dry, cool place ; fry them
long and gently.

Lard.—Leaf lard is the nicest for all cook-
ing purposes ; skin all the fat that is to be tried

into lard, and commence by fr}'ing gently a
little leaf lard, or your fat will scorch ; let it

cook slowly, and dip oil' the fat as fast as it is

liquefied, and strain it through a cloth; when
aU is sti-ained that can be dipped oil', squeeze
the remainder by itself in the cloth, ii. the

lard is to be used for cooking, salt it a trifle

when first put on ; nnu h of the salt will be
found at the bottom of the kettle undissolved,
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still, it would seem to be better that salt should

be used. If the lard is to be used for burn-
ing in lard latn])s, salt would be injurious.

If the fat is not skinned before trying, the glu-

ten in the skin will make the lard impure and
frothy. Save the scraps and skins for soap
grease.

Potato Paste.—A dough or paste can be
made from a mixture of potatoes and Hour that

is easy of digestion. Take three or four good-
sized potato(!s, boiltht^m well, mash as smooth-
ly as possible, then add a quart of tlour and
as much lard as may be desired. Work all

well together and I'oU in the usual way of

flour paste.

Doughnuts for New-Year and After.—
Boil one quart of new milk and melt in it half

a pound of butter. Beat three eggs with two
pounds of sugar, then pour on the boiling milk,

stirring all the time. When nearly cold stir

in a teacup qf yeast, a teaspoonful of salt, and
flour enough to make a stifF batter ; when quite

light knead in flour enough to make a soft

dough. Add a grated nutmeg and a little

mace. Let it rise again imtil very light, cut

in strips, or according to fancy, and fry in hot

lard.

—

Ger. Telegraph.

A Delicious Swiss-Cuce.—Beat the yolks

of five eggs and one pound of sifted loaf-su-

gar well together ; then sift in one pound of

best flour, and a large spoonful of anise-seed

;

beat this together for twenty minutes ; then
whip to a stiff froth the five Avhites, and add
them ; beat all well ; then roll oul the paste

an inch thick, and cut them with a moulded
cutter rather small ; set them aside till the next
morning to bake. Rub the tins on which they

are baked with yellow wax ; it is necessary to

warm the tins to receive the wax ; then let

them become cool, wipe them, and lay on the

cakes. Bake a light brown.

Seed-Cake.—Take half a pound of butter

and three-fourths of a pound of sugar, cream-

ed ; tliree eggs, beaten lightly, and two table-

spoonfuls of picked and bruised caraway
seeds ; dissolve half a teaspoonfid of soda in a

cup of new milk ; mix these well together un-

til the}' are about the consistency of cream

;

then sift in two pounds of flour, mix well with
a knife, and roll them out into thin cakes,

about an inch in thickness. Bake in a quick
oven.

Buckwheat Cakes.—Have ready two
cups

;
put one teaspoonful of tartaric acid in

one cup, one teaspoonful of soda in the other

cup ; add to each about two tablenpoonsful of

cold water ; stir it Avell. Make one ([uart of

buckwheat meal into a thick batter, Avith mod-
erately warm water ; add the contents of one
of the cups ; stir it well ; then pour in the con-
tents of the other cup ; stir that well also

;

add to the whole one tablespoonful of melted
butter, and bake on a griddla nicely cleaned
and greased with good lard. The batter is

ready for use as soon as mixed.

An Excellent IMarm-sxade is made by
boiling sweet apples alone, in cider made of

sweet apples, and boiled down so as to be
very rich. The sauce is in this case strained

warm through a very coarse sieve or riddle,

and boiled again a little while ; or it may be
put into deep dishes and set into the oven
after the bread is drawn.

Boiled Pears are eaten with roast meat
instead of apple or cranberry sauce. Choose
fair, smooth ones : put them into cold water
and boil them whole, without paring and with-

out sugar. It will take an hour and a half,

according to the size of the fruit.

To Pickle Red Cabbage —Get a head of
the darkest red cabbage, and slice it very
thin ; shake on it a little coarse salt and let it

rest twenty-four hours to drain. Boil an
ounce of black pepper and an ounce of allspice

in a quart of vinegar, and when cold pour it

over the cabbage, then pack it close and keep
it well covered.

Agassiz says that in a certain Amazonian
tribe, on the day of the marriage, whilo the

wedding festivities are going on, the bride-

groom's hands are tied up in a paper bag
filled with fire-ants. If he bears his torture

smilingly and unmoved, he is considered fit

for the trials of matrimony.
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MAKCH IN" NEW ENGLAND.
March, month of "many weathers,'' wildly comes,
In hail, and snow, and rain, and threatening hums.
And floods :

—

*******
Loosed from the rnshing mills and riv^r-locks,

With thund'ring sound and overpowering shocks.
From hank to bank, along the meadow lea,

The river spreads and shines a bttle sea.

Clart'9 Shepherd's Calendar.

ARcri comes in

heralding the

Spring months,

lit by no means

excluding win-

ter weather. In

^^ our climate,

^ March is some-

times more bois-

terous and try-

ing than either

month of the

winter,— alter-

nating with

snow and rain,

hail and fierce

Sometimes the

are blocked

wnids,

ro.l(]>^

"3 ^^^'^ ^^' 'f*^"' 'which are fro-

, ,™ 7en b\ frosty nights, so
^''^^

that it is dangerous to attempt

a passage over them, and then softened by the

sun's rays, so that when once in them it is dif-

ficult to get out again. Even the raih-oads

become so much obstructed as to stop travel

for hours in succession,—snow ploughs are in

demand, and unwonted screams of an aijo-re-

gation of locomotives fill the air. But this,

usually, is of short duration
;
just long enough,

perhaps, to remind the elder class of our citi-

zens of the slow and wearisome modes of trav-

elling by stage coach or wagon.

Only some 30 or 40 years ago, stages were
run daily from most of the villages of New
England to their large cities. At 20 miles from
Boston, a team of four horses and coach would
leave at 4 o'clock in the morning and reach
Boston at 10 A. M., or at 2 P. M., or 9 at

night, as the weather and condition of the roads
might be. Nine passengers inside, three on
each seat, with legs dovetailed into each other

;

noses blue and cold ; fingers numb, and feet

freezing ! The stout passengers inside get-

ting altogether the best time of it,—having
fallen asleep, and rolling over plump into

their neighbors every time the coach gave a
lurch by thumping over a stone or dropping
into a frozen rut. The airy position outside

with driver, was scarcely less desirable than
the crowded one within,—for there was room
enough for stamping the feet and threshing

the arms.

The roads through the month of March
were usually in very bad condition, by one
or another of the things enumerated above.

The 20 mites' ride waS occasionally sufficient-

ly exhausting to require 'a day's rest before

proceeding to business.

But New England has not been alone in
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this particular. Travellers give even morel

graphic descriptions of the ^vretched condition

of the highways in the Southern States.

Even in Enghmd, progressive as she has

been, it is not long since a journey of a hun-

dred miles was an undertaking which few peo-

ple dared to hazard.

Pennant, an English writer who died about

70 years ago, describing a journey from Ches-

ter to London, says,—"the first day, with

much labor, we got 20 miles, and at the end

of the sixth day, to London. The strain and

labor of six good horses, sometimes eight,

drew us through the sloughs of Mireden, and

many other places. We were constantly out

two hours before day, and as late at night

;

and in the depth of winter proportionately

later. Families who travelled in their own

carriages were dragged up in the same num-

ber of days, by three sets of able korses."

The duke of Somerset lived less than 50 miles

from London, and yet he had a half-way

house as a resting place for the night by any

part uf his families travelling to the metropo-

lis.

But with all its turmoil of the elements and

bad roads, March is the harbinger of Spring

—that season which excites all organized

things. There is a new awakening in all.

Man feels its force and is led to expatiate up-

on the Wisdom and Power which bring the

wo«derful changes of the seasons in their

turn . The dumb animals manifest it in vari-

ous ways, and the earth, shaking off the leth-

argy in which it has been bound, begins to

spread over its surface a new life irr a thou-

sand diil'erent forms. New plants quickly

spring up, new colors everywhere meet the

eye, new^ sounds please the ear, and all

thoughtful beings love to exclaim, "How won-

derful are Thy works ; in Wisdom hast thou

made them all !" •

Look at the trees, and see what March is

doing there. Only a few days since, and

their thin and apparently dry twigs, indicated

no signs of life. Now mark the change, and

observe what the sun's light and heat can do.

March winds may blow away their breath,

and March clouds shed their snow and hail

upon the trees, butwhenthe winds are hushed

and the clouds scattered, two or three days of

unclouded sun rouses them into a discernable

activity. See how the buds on some of the

elms have swollen ; how their tops have thick-

ened up ; how the coverings of the buds glis-

ten in the sunlight ! All is life and activity

there now. The smi has asserted its power-

ful sway, making the trees feel , its influence

through every pore. But this is not all due

to an increased temperature, but largely

through the agency of solar light. The na-

ture of this action we can only understand

from its effects. Three successive days of

clear sunlight will excite so much activity in

the twigs of a tree whose roots are in shel-

tered places, that an obvious thickening up

among the branches takes place. This will

occur when the temperature is much below

the freezing point. If the clear sunshine is

immediately succeeded by clouds and severe-

ly cold weather, the thickening up of the

twigs will disappear in a considerable degree,

the buds shrinking into and being closely en-

circled by their coverings or scales. These

are closely applied to each other, and those

on the outside are largest and thickest, thor-

oughly protecting the tender centre of the bud

which is the seat of its vitality.

March, then, has its appointed work of be-

neficence to do, as well as its changing skies,

bad roads, and rough winds to be endured.

It will be found all right, if we ourselves are

right ; teaching us lessons of confidence and

resignation which more quiet elements might

not impart. At any rate, let us endeavor to

receive and improve the lessons which stormy

March may suggest this year.

For the New Enqland Farmer.

THE GABDEN IN" MARCH.
The best soil for a vegetable garden is gen-

erally illy adapted to growing fruit. While a

deep' rich soil is of the first importance to the

production of fine vegetables, it is now pretty

generally condemned for the fruit garden.

Hence we should inform ourselves in regard

to the re(juirements of the many different

varieties of our productions ; for while we
have to go to work one way to obtain fruits,

a different course must be pursued in many
respects, to obtain the best vegetables. For
the growth and rijiening of our fruits, direct

sunlight is essential ; but many vegetables

and roots hide themselves from the light in

a deep rich soil, while for the full develop-

ment of the foliage of vegetables, sunlight is

highly essential to most varieties. Although

it cannot be ex])ected that much actual labor

can be done in tlie garden during the month, yet
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it is a good time to make needed preparations.

Spring weather will be upon us soon, and our

farm duties will require a large share of atten-

tion. We can now decide what we will cultivate

the coming season, and make our plans ac-

cordingly. jNlankind are creatures of habit in

respect to the vegetables they eat, as well as

in other things. The French are noted Salad

eaters, depending upon Salads for a relish

to every meal. The English use them but

little, while we are largely meat and vege-

table eaters, using comparatively few Salads.

Some nations find in Artichokes, Cardoons,

&c., their favorites, and grow them to the ex-

clusion of other varieties.

Believing that a diet composed largely of

vegetables is the healthiest and most economi-

cal, we commend it to all, and especially to

the poor, and advise to the growing of good
vegetables in greater variety.

The potato is the main vegetable, and
among a considerable class almost the only

one used. This vegetable is of inestimable

value to all classes and its culture demands
our first and greatest attention, in order to re-

tain its health and purity. Notwithstanding

the time it has been cultivated among us there

are many characteristics and requirements of

it with which we are comparatively ignorant

;

and many more in which we disagree as to

which is best. No subject has been more
freely discussed by cultivators than the prop-

er method of planting, whether whole, or cut,

small, large, or medium sized, yet without

coming to any j)Ositive conclusion. Undoubt-
edly there is a right and a wrong course with

this vegetable, as well as with any other plant.

But with all our theorizing and experimenting,

we cannot grow good potatoes with the same
culture on our farms to-day as we could forty

years ago.

Cold Frames.—These beds will need ex-

amining to see that the plants wintered in them
are in good condition. As long as the weather
remains cold, the plants should be kept dor-

mant, or as nearly so as possible. Protection

must be given cold nights, and airing on mild,

sunshiny days. It is necessary to harden oil

the plants as fast as is safe, so as to plant out

early.

Hot Beds.—Near the close of the month,
if the ground is free of snow, and there are

indications of the near approach of spring

weather, it will answer to start the hot-bed
;

in the meantime the manm-e for heating should

be accumulating and be got in readiness by
piling the horse stable manures with a small

proportion of cow stable, in a pile, and turn-

ing to reduce fermentation. See that the

frames and sash are in perfect order.

Horse Radish.—Dig, grate, and prepare
for table use. This is an excellent appetizer

if prepared in the following manner : gTate it

as fine as practicable, press it in wide mouthed
bottles, and add a pinch of salt with water
sufficient to moisten the whole ; when used, if

you prefer vinegar, take out a little in a cup
and add the vinegar ; but do not put it up in

vinegar, as it deadens the life, and the peculiar
tang is lost.

Seeds.—Have you looked over the list we
gave last month and decided what you will

grow this season ? Have you obtained any
that you lacked ? If not, no time should be
lost. Compare notes with j'our most enter-

prising neighbor
;
perhaps he has seeds saved

from choice vegetables which you did not grow,
and would be willing to exchange, or sell, or
give. Get good seed, true to name, and be
sure that they have the vital principle in full.

A seed that will only just grow, is about as

good as none ; indeed I should prefer not to

have any, for then I should know what to do.
W. H, White.

South Windsor, Conn., 1871.

For the^ew England Fm-mer,

EECENT FARM EXPEBIMENTS.
In looking over the Report of the Com-

missioner of Agriculture for the year 18G9, 1

find about thirty pages devoted to recent farm
experiments. It contains some very valuable
facts concerning the value of various fertilizers

applied to different crops, and ditferent soils.

At the jVlichigan Agricultural College in

1808 one acre of very light sandy soil was se-

lected from a clover field. Upon dillerent

j)arts of this piece there were applied muck
and leached ashes ; muck and lime ; muck and
ashes ; ashes and gypsum ; ashes, muck and
some other manures. The muck and leached
ashes produced the most clover ; the gain over
the adjoining unmanured plat being at the rate

of 1856 pounds per acre, nuick and ashes (not
leached) made a gain of 1 ,152 pounds. Where
muck alone was used, only 786 pounds per acre
was realized above the amount cut on the un-
manured ground. The gypsum caused a gain
of 1,408, and muck with slacked lime 752.
As there is much dispute in regard to the

worth of muck and ashes used upon land, all

such experiments are of great value to every
farmer ; and ought to be carefully noticed.

Of course the same results may not be reached
upon different soils and at different times, so

one cannot at once decide what manures are
the most profitable in his own case.

I have used muck, ashes, lime and plaster

to a considerable extent with various success.

Two years ago Ave dug a lot of muck at the

foot of a hard-wood forest where it was about
two feet deep. A portion of this we drew on
to a piece of meadow in close proximity, which
we had prepared for corn. All of this we ma-
nured in the hill ;—using horse and hog manure
upon a portion of it, and muck upon the re-

mainder, placing them side by side, a shovel

full of each in a hill. On a part of the muck
a handful of lime was put in each hill. Dur-
ing the summer but very little difference could

be seen in the corn, and when it was harvested
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the corn where the muck and lime was put,

was about ccjiial to that upon which was placed

the manure drawn from tlie barn ; and the clear

nmck gave only a little less yield than the

other.

Ui)on another piece we spread a good coat-

ing of muck, harrowed it in, and planted with

potatoes. Jn this case the crop was about as

good as that whicli received a dressing of bai'n

yard manure. Tliis was a wet season. The
next year was very dry, and similar experi-

ments being made, the result was not so suc-

cessful in favor of the muck. On the driest

portion of the field, the corn was considerably

smaller tlian where the manure was applied.

I would like to know the experience of

others in this matter. Is a dry season un-

favorable for muck ? I would much prefer

carrying nuick to the yard and mixing it with

manure, lime and ashes ; but in these cases,

it was too far away to make it profitable to do

so. C. H. Faknswokth.
Montpelier, Vt., Jan. 20, 1871.

PREMIUM BUTTER—DUTCH STOCK.

JSIr. Thomas Baker of Barton, Vt., who

received premiums on butter at the Orleans

country fair, last fall, submitted the following

statement :

—

"This butter is made in all respects as I

make butter all through the season. My cows

are ])astured upon land that was never

ploughed, but has been in gi-ass ever since the

hardwood forest has been cleared from it.

The cows have salt twice a week. Milking is

counnenced at five o'clock m the morning and

at five in the afternoon. As soon as possible

after milking, the milk is taken to the milk

room and strained into conunon tin pans set

in racks. The room is used entirely for milk

and is well ventilated in summer, and is

warmed by a stove in fall and winter. The
milk is skimmed when it has set thirty-six

hours, so that some is skimmed in the morn-

ing and some at night. At each skimming

about an ounce of salt is put in the can and

the cream stirred. I churiv through the sum-

mer every other day. The butter comes iii

about twenty minutes. The butter-milk is

then drawn oft", cold water poured in and

the floats turned round a few times. Then

the water is drawn out and more cold water

turned in and agitated with the butter. When
the second water is drawn oil" most of the

buttermilk is washed out of the butter.

About two-thirds the necessary (quantity of

salt is then i)ut upon the butter in the chm-n.

By turning the crank a few times it becomes

pretty well worked in. The butter is then

put upon the worker and more salt added, so

that an ounce of salt is used to each pound of

butter. I do not try to make my butter dry by

working it, but to salt evenly. I then pack the

butter for market in spruce tubs holding fifty

pounds each. The tubs prepared by either

burning some brimstone in a dish, in the tub,

aii<l tlien scalding it out, or Ijy filling the tub
with hot water in which a tablespoonful of

saleratus is dissolved. Either of these meth-
ods takes about an hour's time to prepare the

tub. That is, it soaks an hour or smokes an
hour. Either method is satisfactory. I con-

sign my butter to a dealer in Boston as soon
as it is made.
Among my herd this summer I have milked

nine full blood Holstein (sometimes called

Dutch) cows and heifers, and am well satis-

fied of their gi-eat value as dairy cows. My
average yield of butter has never been better

than this year ; and the color, flavor and text-

ure of tlie butter has never been more satis-

factory."

The Grafton Fertilizer.—As some of our

New Hampshh'c correspondents have conmiended

this article very confidently, both as a fertilizer and

destroyer of insects, wc think our readers ought

to Ivnow what scientitic men think and say of it. In

his address at tlie kite Farmers' Convention at

Manchester, Dr. Nichols said :

—

A heavj' powder called the Grafton mineral fer-

tilizer has come into the market within a j'ear or
two, and, it is claimed, has secured a large sale at

the usual price of concentrated fertilizers. What
is the nature of this powder ? Let us judge of it

by the analj'sis which is presented in connection
with its sale. Here it is ;

Silica 30.30

Protoxide of iron 6.27

Lime 20.60
Magnesia 11.17

Carbonic acid 32.11

This statement gives 30 per cent, sand, a small
quantity of iron, and the reniaiiuler is carbonate
of lime and magnesia. One-third (the sand,) it is

plain to sec, is worthless ; the iron is of no account,
as every soil in New England furnishes from the
decomposition of the sulphurets an abandant sup-
ply ; the carbonates of lime and magnesia are
worth something, but how much ? But little more
than ground oystcror clamshells. I would hardlj'

give five dollars at on for this insoluble, unassimi-
lable dolomite, delivered at my farm. In fact, I

should not want it at any price. I make these re-

marks in the interests of agriculture solely. I do
not know the names of the parties who grind the

rock or vend the powder. In justice to them it

should 1)0 said that they do not a|)])ear to sell it

under any false statements as to its chemical com-
position ;" the evil consists in holding it as a fertil-

izing substance of large commercial value.

How LONG A Hog can Fast.—The Farm-
ers' Home Journal of Lexington, Ky., says :

Mr. Wm. Hardin, of this country, missed

about four weeks ago one of his fat hogs.

He supposed it had been stolen. A few days

ago he was hunting in one of his fields, his

dogs were attracted to a sink-hole, and on ex-

amination the hog was discovered at the bot-

tom in wlilch there was a quantity of mud and
water. The hog was drawn out and afterward

well fed and is now doing well, though it laid

for twenty-eight days without food.
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TREES.
Ornamental and Fruit,—their Cultivation,—How they

Enemies, and Uses.

DMiRERS and lov-

ers of trees are

not confined we

presume to civ-

ilized nations

;

but in all civil-

ized communi-

ties tliey are

certain!}' found,

and by their

zeal arid wastes

have become

fruitful places,

purling waters

chase their way

down hill-sides

that had long

been dry, and make meadows

green and fertile, as they go on

their way to larger streams. In

some instances, villages that appeared as

barren and unattractive as a desert, have been

changed into beautiful parks, giving to the

dwellings a charm and attractiveness which no

style of architecture and no gloss of paint could

have imparted. Such an example may be

found in the town of Northfield, IVIass., where

a young lawyer stimulated the citizens to join

him in planting four rows of forest trees

through the broad main street of that now
beautiful village. How many sit under their

shade, enjoy their music, admire their beauty,

and bless the memory of Thomas Power !

The greatly increased consumption of wood

as fuel, and of all sorts of timber in the arts of

various kinds, has at length aroused our

people to energetic action in planting both

forest and fruit trees. Another thing has con-

tributed much to these new efforts,—the belief

now generally entertained, that trees were not

made merely to afford us fuel and timber,

fruit and shade, but for the essential influences

which they have upon the soil and crops.

Various portions of the earth's surface have

become barren lands, or baked clays, in con-

sequence of taking off the trees from wide

reaches of land. Addison found this the case

during his travels in Italy, and referred to it

in one of his poems :

—

"Sometimes misguided by the tuneful throng,
I looli for streams im^mortalized iu song,

That lost in silence and oblivion lie,

—

Dumb are their fountains and their channels dry."

Fortunately, the scarcity of timber, the high

prices of fuel, and these iiew views of the of-

fices which trees are designed to perform,,

have arrested so much attention that tens of

thousands of trees, both forest and fruit, have

been set out within a few years past. Nurse-

ries of them have been established In every

direction. New varieties of trees are being

imported from foreign countries, and ex-

changed from State to State within our own

extended territories. New varieties of fruits

are constantly introduced, their mez'Its tested,

and efforts made to learn what varieties are

best adapted to particular soils and sections

of the country.

Another point of importance is the attention

paid to obtaining a succession of fruits, which

shall ripen at such seasons that the market

and our tables may be supplied with fruit at

all seasons of the year. As an illustration,

we may cite the peculiar properties of the

River Apple,

which originated in Massachusetts. Instead

of being called the "River," its name would

more appropriately be Tlie Poor MaiVs Apple

;

for it is, emphatically, the fruit of all others

which should grow near the poor man's door.

Some say the tree is a poor bearer. It is not

so according to our experience. Give it

plenty of room, on a good soil, and no such

complaint will be made of it. When properly

trained, the tree will throw out limbs near the

ground, spread them in circular form, and

give a large and showy head that is beautiful.

The fruit is generally of medium size, but in

some cases quite large. It is flattish
;
yellow,

much red in stripes; tender, juicy
;
pleasant,

slightly acid. It is a fine cooldng and eating

apple.

The peculiar and valuable quality of this

apple, however, is its property of ripening

gradually through a period of several weeks.

Our attention has been repeatedly called to

trees near our own doors, and especially so ta

several trees in the neighborhood in the sum-

mer and autumn of 1861, which were loadted!

with fine fruit, and when there Avas nearly a

total failure of apples generally. The applet

on these trees began to drop during i/le- last

days in July, and were in excellent eonditi'oa

for cooking or for eating without preparation..

They continued to ripen and drop^ a few eacii
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day, until the last of October, a period of

eight weeks. What remained were then gath-

ered, and remained good four weeks longer,

when the supply was exhausted. From two

trees, such as are described above, some

$2.5.00 worth were sold, a family of seven or

eight persons was constantly supplied with all

they wanted for eating and cooking, and small

baskets filled with them were occasionally sent

to neighbors.

Altogether, it is a remarkable apple ; it

ought to be on every farm, but, not perhaps,

more than a few trees at most, imless near a

market that can be easily reached daih*. For

the villager, or mechanic, who has room only

for a single tree, it is the apple of all others.

We have alluded to the great scarcity of

timber needed in the mechanic arts. Visiting

the new house of a neighbor, he informed us

that the white pine lumber used for finishing

cost $7.5 per thousand feet. The best quality

of white pine lumber was selling at $90 per

thousand feet. Both qualities came from the

State of Michigan.

Some railroad men, anticipating the difficul-

ties of procuring suitable timber for their

works, are about combining to call upon the

State to enforce the planting and preservation

of trees for mechanical uses. Even now,

they find it difficult to get suitable lumber for

constructing freight and passenger cars.

It is quite probable that there are as many
forest trees standing in Massachusetts now, as

there were thirty years ago. But there are

very few timber trees. There is scarcely a

house built in any town in the State, but a

considerable portion of the lumber comes from

abroad ! We reside in the country, and in a

region well wooded with young trees, but most

of them are cut when in the prime of their

growth to meet the demand for them, so that

no forests aHbrding large and good lumber

are in pronii.xe among us.

"Our increasing population creates a new

demand for timber, notwithstanding the vast

increase in the use of iron, brick and stone.

Railroads arc enormous consumers. The sixty

thousand miles now in use or soon to be com-

pleted demand an almost incalculable amount

of wooil. ^Vith 2;jOO ties to a mile, these

roads require 1.50,000,000 ; and these ties or

sleepers decay and require renewal in about

five years. This vast number causes the de-

struction of a nearly equal number of incipi-

ent timber trees—for they are usually cut

when of a size suitable for only one or two

sleepers.

The lumber used in fencing these roads, in

building bridges, depots and cars, is quite an

item to be added to former consumption.

Then of the fuel ! It is estimated that the

distance run each day by trains on all the

roads is 308,000 miles. Each engine with an

ordinary train consumes about one and three-

fourths cords of wood for every twenty miles.

This gives a daily consumption of wood for

this purpose alone of 21,560 cords, or six and

a half million cords annually. * * It will

require half a million trees annually to supply

the decay on the telegraph lines now in use."

DECLINE OF DAIKY PRODUCTS.
In addition to the American Dairymen's As-

sociation, Avhich recently held its Sixth Annual

Meeting at Utica, N. Y., Massachusetts, Ver-

mont, Ohio and other States and localities

have dairymen's associations with organiza-

tions more complete, meetings more interest-

ing, and action more efficient than has been

attained in any other branch of agricultural

industry. Throughout the "dairy belt" of

our broad country, the improved system of

dairying is extending in all dij-ections. Nor

is it confined to our country. Even John

Bull, with all his conservatism and self esteem,

is inquiring into the American system, and the

Yankee cheese factory is actually working up

the milk of the cows of the Good Old English

Gentleman. In fact, dairying i^ rapidly be-

coming a specialty—a fever. Farmers and

farmers' wives and daughters, have "dairying

on the brain." Cheese factories, butter fac-

tories, condensing factories are to relieve the

indoor and outdoor drudgery of the old sys-

tem, and to make farm life more attractive,

profitable and scientific.

But while thus congratulating ourselves on

the success of progressive agriculture in the

dairy line, and anticipating the time when a

like improvement and melioration shall be

ellected in other dei)artments of farming, a

note of alarm is sounded, shrill and clear, in

the Ohio Farmer. We allude to an article

written by Mr. Anson Bartlctt, President of

the Ohio Dairymen's Association.

He assumes "that there is a cause, or per-
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haps more causes than one, at work which will

ultimately ruin the dairy interest." He fears

that the dairy business will, "like the culture

of tobacco in the South, leave a comparatively

barren region bohind it, and seek new and

virgin fields for its development." He says

that statistics show that Geauga county, Ohio,

produced, in 1864, 6,000,000 pounds of cheese,

and in 1868 only 4,000,000; in 1864 Her-

kimer county, N. Y., produced in round num-

bors 17,000,000 pounds, and in 1868 about

14,500,000,—a decrease of 2,000,000 pounds

in Geauga, and of 2,500,000 pounds in Her-

kimer. President Bartlett then says :

—

It will be found, on inquirj^ among old dairy
regions and old dairy men, that in a majority of
instances, the same farms which twenty years ago
would carry forty cows, now have great difficulty

in carrying thirty-five, and in some instances thirty

even is too heavy a stock on the same farm where
forty were kept with ease fifteen to twenty years
ago ; other farms are found on which there used
to be twenty to twenty-five cows, which will not
carry now more than three-fourths as many. An-
other thing, these same farms generallj' do not
produce as much grahi to sell as they fonnerly
did, and furthermore, there has been no increase of
other stock, and no more or not as much waste
land. Nor are such instances isolated cases, we
find them all over our oldest dairy regions, and
within our own personal acquaintance we can cite

scores of instances corroborating the foregoing
statements.
How can we account for this state of things ?

There can be but one answer : the land has liecome
impoverished ; this constant drain of the elements
which go to make up the butter and cheese begins
to tell, and there being no retain to the soil of
these elements, the supply is becoming exhausted

:

and as nature always and everywhere insists upon
compensation, the failui-e is perfectly natui-al and
no more than ought to be expected, from this

course of constant depletion without returning any-
thing to the soil, or anything that will compensate
for the heav3' drain made from it, for every ton of
cheese contains from one hundred to one hundred
and twenty-five pounds of ash or inorganic ele-

ments ; hence, the cheese produced by a dairy of
thirty cows during a single season, will sul)tract

from the soil some six hundred pounds, mostly
phosphates. Nitrogen is an element which enters
largely into the composition of cheese, and when
we view the vast amount of fertilizing matter thus
yearly transported from our dairy farms out of
the country, we cease to wonder at the deterioration-

ofthose farms. It is the same with this as with other
bi-anches of husbandry, constant cropping without
compensating the soil in the elements of fertilitj-,

inevitably produces exhaustion.

If this view of the future prospects of this

Important Interest Is correct—of which we ex-

press no opinion—It Is a subject that demands

the most careful consideration of all dairymen.

And Mr. Bartlett suggests that a committee

be appointed to Investigate the matter, to col-

lect Information as to the fact and cause of

the decline In dairy products, and to try ex-

periments as to the kinds of fertilizers which

can be used to supply the drain of the dairy

on the soil. He also recommends that each

farmer should pay more attention to making

and saving manure, and to the cultivation of

forage crops, such as corn fodder, Hungarian

grass. Sorghum, &c., to be used when grass

in the pastures fail. And for the encourage-

ment of efforts In these directions, he says that

he knows of Individual farmers who have kept

up the fertility of their land, and whose farms

Instead of depreciating are carrying a larger

number of cows now than they formerly did.

This class, he adds, are what some would call

actually penurious in making and saving ma-

nures ;
everything that will add to the size or

value of the manure heap Is carefully hus-

banded ; the manure thus saved is judiciously

applied to the land, instead of allowing its

fertilizing qualities to be wasted by exposure

to sunshine and rain, freezing and thawing

;

and they raise crops for green fodder. Ke
also cites the use of bone dust by English

dairy farmers, and of liquid and other ma-

nures by those of Holland, &c.

YIELD OF CORN" PER ACRE.
A few months since, in a criticism on some re-

marks that we nuide on the profit of stock feeding

at the West, the Kansas Farmer assumed that

fort}^ bushels of corn per acre was a low estimate

of the average production of that State, and that

those who fed the crop to stock realized from

eighty-five cents to one dollar for every bushel fed

to either hogs or cattla. There is also a paragraph

afloat in the columns of the newspapers stating the

average yield of corn in Kansas at 48.4, in Nebraska

42.2, and Cahfornia 41.4 bushels per acre.

In the Monthly Report of the Department of Ag-

riculture for January, 1871, there is a table of aver-

age yield of the principal crops in the United States

for 1870, and the price on the first day of Jan., 1871.

The Commissioner remarks that "the most notiee-

able feature in the returns" on which the table is

based, "is the uniformly high rate of yield of corn,

as compared with 1869, as also with the average of

a series of j'cars."

According to this table the average yield of com
in Kansas in 1870, was 28 bushels per acre, instead

of 48.4 ; Nebraska 29.9 instead of 42.2 ; and Cali-

fornia 35.6, instead of 41.4. The price of Kansas

corn is put at 58 cents per bushel ; of Nebraska 36

cents per bushel.

By the same table the average yield of corn in

Maine is stated at 33 bushels per acre ; New Hamp-

shire, 36.5; Vermont 39.6—the highest on the list;

Massachusetts, 33; Rhode Island 26 bushels per

acre. The price in the four New England States

varied from 98 cents to ^1.14 per bushel.
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THE OLD BAB.N.

The Mloiving lines were written in 1867, by Daniel
Ktcketson, Brooklawn, jjsew Bedford, Mass., for the

Aiiti-^lavenj IStanJard. The poet may have drawn
his picture of some particular barn in his locality, but
it will be recognized as sadly true of many still stand-

ing in other parts of Xew England.

No hay upon its wide-spread mows,
No Jiorses in the stalls,

No broad-horned oxen, sheep or cows,
Within its time-worn walls.

The wind howls through its shattered doors,
Now swinging to and fro

;

And o'er its once frequented floors,
No footsteps come and go.

But once, alas I each vacant bay,
And every spaco around.

Was teeming with sweet-scented hay.
The harvest of the ground. •

And well-fed cattle in a row.
At mangers ranged along,

Kaeh fastened by an oaken bow,
Stood at the stanchions strong.

But where so long old Dobbin stood.
Ills master's pride, and care.

And from his hand received his food,
All now is vacant there.

Then these broad fields, from hill to plain,
Waved in the summer air.

With choicest crops of grass or grain,
Now left so bleak and bare.

How sweet the music of the flail.

Resounding far and clear.
As borne upon the passing gale.

It reached the distant ear.

The blackbird hailed the dewy mom.
From out his rushy perch

;

The sparrow sang upon the thorn,
The cat-bird on the birch.

The robin from the highest tree
Sent forth his whistle clear,

His soul partaking of the glee
That wakes the vernal year.

And childhood's merry shout was beard
The farm-yard choir among,

Which, mingled with the note of bird.
Enriched the tide of song.

The master on his daily round
With conscious pridi' would go,

His faithful dog, close by him tound.
Attending to and fro.

Old honest "Trip" long since has gone,
And moulders 'ucatli the wall;

No more he takes the welcome bone.
Or hears hia master's call.

The kindly master too has died.
The matron in her grace,

And dead, or scattered far and wide,
The remnant of their race.

Maixe.—The forty-second annual meeting of the

ohl Kennebec Agricultiinil Society was held at

lleailfield corner, Jivmiary 30. The by-laws were

amended so as to have the annual meeting on the

tirst Monday of January instead of the last ; also,

to substitute live trustees for three. The following

officers were cliosen :

—

Ih-esident—D. H. Thing, Mt. Vernon ; Vice PrendentH
—Francis Fuller, East Winthrop; H. O. Nickerson,
Keadtield; F. A. Chase, Fayette; Treitxunr—B. T.
Kichards, lieadfield; Agent— Oilbert Uawes, Kead-

fleld; Trustees—8. Kilbreth, Manchester; 8. G.Fogg,
lieadfield; J. E. Brainard, East Winthrop; J.H. Mars-
ton, Mt. Vernon; George Keith, Fayette.

NEW ENGLAND AG'L SOCIETY.
The annual meeting of this Society was held in

this city, at the Meionaon, on Tuesday, February 7.

The following officers were elected :

—

Priifident—Dr. George B. Loring.
/Secretary—Daniel Needham.
Trfasurer—George W. Itiddle.

Maine.— Vice President, Thomas S. Lang, of Au-
gusta. Ti'ustees, 8. L. Goodale, of Saco ; Columbua
Stewart, of North Anson; iSeth Scammon, of Starboro';
Calvin Chamberlain, of Foxcroft; J. E. Anderson, of
North Windham; Geo. W. Kicker, of Portland; Israel
B. Norcross, of Charleston; Asa Smith, of Mattawam-
keag; !S. Wasson, of Blue Hill.

New Hami'Shiue.— Vice President, D. H. Goodell,
of Antrim; Ti-usiees, Warren Brown, of Hampton
Falls; Charles Williams, of M:iuchc.ster; Ivobert Elwell,
of Langdon; Geo. A. Fillsbury, of Concord; Greenleaf
Clark, of Atkinson; Natt Head of Hooksett; Samuel
C. Fisher, of Dover; Peter W. Jones, of Amherst.
Vermont.— Vice President, Edwin 8. Stowell, of

Cornwall. Trustees, George Campbell, of Westmin-
ster; Henry Clark, of Rutland; Peleg Winslow, of
Putney ; George Hammond, of Middlebury ; Daniel
Kimball, of Clarendon ; J*nes A. Shedd, of Burling-
ton ; John B. Mead, of Randolph ; Thomas H. HoskLus,
of Newport; Lj-man G. Bliss, of Brattleboro'.
Massachusetts.— Vice President, Wm. 6. Clark, of

Amherst. Tmstees, 8. H. Howe, Df Bolton ; John John-
son, Jr., of Framingham; J. A.Harwood, of Littleton;
Thomas Sanders, of Salem; Ixichard Goodman, of
Lenox; Wm. Birnie, of Springfield; C. B. Pratt, of
Worcester; John B. Moore, of Concord; Jona Ladd, of
Lowell; 8. B. Noyes, of Canton.
Rhode Island.— Vice President, Amasa Sprague, of

Providence. Trustees, Obadiah ]!rown, of North Prov-
idence; L. B. Fi'ieze, of Providence; J. B. Buft'um, of
Middleton ; G. D. Pearce, of East Providence; Cyrua
Harris of River Point; H. G. Russell, of Warwick; H.
T. Brown, of Cumberland; J. W. D.Perry, of Bristol;
W. E. Barrett, of Providence.
Connecticut.— Vice President, G. H. Hyde, of Staf-

ford. Trustees, 8. M. Wells, of Wethersfield ; B. Sum-
ner, of Woodstock; Burdett Loorais, of Windsor
Locks; H. 8. Collins, of Collinsville; Albert Day, of
Brooklyn; Samuel C. Cobb, of Hartford ; H. L. Stew-
art, of Middle Haddam; T. S. Gold, of West CoruwaU;
Jonathan Camp, of NorwaLk.

By the report of the Treasurer, Geo. W. Riddle,

Esq., it appears that the receipts of the year with

the balance on hand at its commencement, amount
to $1180.24; exi)enditures $286.50; leaving a bal-

ance of $893.74.

Col. Riddle also reported that the amount re-

ceived at the Fair and Exhibition held at Manches-

ter last fall was $27,'560.36, and the expenses, $23,-

798.33, with a few accounts yet unsettled. He
stated that when all the bills had been paid, he

thought there would lie something over three thou-

sand dollars remaining, to be divided between the

New England and New Hampshire Agricultural

Societies, agreeably to the agreement made last

year. The fees for membership this year amount

to about $700, which, added to the balance on hand,

$393.74, and the amount to be received from the

proceeds of the Fair, make the total sum to the

credit of the Society over three thousand dollars.

This is the most gratifyhig exhibit which the books

have ever presented.

There was quite a spirited discussion as to the

location of the fair. The good people of Lowell,

who had procured 175 new members of the Society

and paid, as Major Ladd said, some $700 into the
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Treasury of the society, wished that proposals for

the location of the fair should be received, consid-

ered and settled by this meeting, instead of being

referred as usual to the Executive Committee.

Gentlemen from Connecticut, and from Worces-

ter and Middlesex Counties, Mass., opposed this

proposition as unfair and contrary to the laws of

the association, which imposed the arrangements

for the annual fair on the Executive Committee.

Mr. Pratt, of Worcester, Mass., said, I under-
stand that there are two or three societies anxious
to have the next fair held within their lunits. I

also understand that Lowell is here in force, and I

think it is unfair to bring this matter before the

meeting at this time. We arc desirous of having
the Fair held at Worcester, but we have made no
preparations, knowing that the matter had been
usually left to the Trustees, to be decided at their

meeting held in March. Had M'e known that the

question was to be decided at this time, we should
have had men enough hei-e to represent our side of

the case. The fact is, there are not more than half

a dozen of us here from Worcester, and we are not
prepared at this time to make a proposition. All I

can say for Worcester is, that we want the Fair
there, and are ready to guarantee as much as any
other place.

Mr. Cummings, President of the Middlesex,
Mass., Agiieiiltural Society, said, it seems to me
that this is cstalilishing a bad precedent. How do
the Trustees know, how does any body know but
that Worcester will send in proposals far more ac-

ceptable, if they will only give them a fair oppor-
tunity ? If you will adjourn this meeting, let us
know upon what grouncls you propose to locate the
New England Fair, and give us an opportunity,
we will show you what we will do.
The gentleman from Lowell says they have con-

tributed $700 to the treasury from new members.
I will pledge you a thousand dollars from new
mcml)ers from the old Middlesex Society, if you
want them, if that has any tiling to do with deciding
the question ; or, if that is not enough, we will give
j'ou more. We ar not to be driven otf in that way.

I say, let this nnitter be placed before the Trus-
tees in the legitimate and proper way. Let the
people of Lowell lay befoi'e you, sir, the best pro-
position they have to make, and let oflers come
from any other society ; let the reasons come from
other localities why they should be selected rather
than Lowell ; let the whole subject be fairly,

squarely and honestly considered.

After considerable further debate the following

resolution was passed.

Voted—That the Exhibition of the New England So-
ciety be held in Lowell the present year, should satis-

factory proposals be made for this purpose by the citi-

zens of Lowell to the Executive Committee of the New
England Society.

At a subsequent meeting of the Executive Com-
mittee it was

Voted—That the Secretary give public notice to all

parties desirous of making proposals for the New Eng-
land Fair for 1871, to send them to the Secretary on or
before the seventh day of March next.

EXTRACTS AND BEPLIES.

—A correspondent of the Southern Fanner says,

that having tried many remedies for the destruc-

tion of vermin on fowls, he finds nothing so etfec-

tive as a small piece of lard rubbed on the back

and under each wing. He has cured hens in one

day that were unable to stand up on account of the

ravages of lice. -^

OIL MEAL—COTTON SEED.

I wish to know what you mean by oil meal ?

Also, what is decorticated cotton seek cake ? What
is the dilference between cotton seed and linseed

cake or meal, and which is the most profitable to

feed to stock, either to make beef or as regards the

value of the manure ?

I have sent by the exju-essman two or three times

for oil meal, but my cattle w 11 not eat it very well,

and some of them will not eat even an eighth part,

mixed with corn meal. Perhaps I have not got

the right kind. Any information in regard to it

will be thankfully received. s. c.

South Scituaie, Mass., Jan., 1871.

Remahks.—Oil meal is made from flax-seed.

The seed is ground into meal, then roasted over a

slow fire, then powerfully pressed for its oil. This

oil is "linseed oil," the oil commonly used by

painters. Pressing the meal, leaves it in very hard

cakes; these are oil cakes. Cotton seed cake is

procured in a similar way. It is the seed of the

cotton plant. "Decorticate" means litcr.ally to take

off the bark. When first used, cotton seed was

ground up with the bark or hull, and the meal

thus prepared proved hurtful in some cases. At

present the seed is hulled, or decorticated, and is

hence less objectional)le as feed for stock.

Formerly, in England, oil-cake was used as a

manure, but it was relished so well, and proved so

fiittening to cattle, that it is now used for the latter

purpose. Milk raisers use large quantities of it in

producing that article for the market. The cake

still retains considerable oil, and is considered very

fattening, and also greatly enriches the manure.

Some prefer linseed and others cotton-seed meal.

MILKING cows TILL THEY CALVE.

"UTjat is the foundation for the general opmion
that a cow must be hurt by milking up to time of

calving ? I ^^•as so taught, but this year I have had
charge of one that I could not learn when she was
going to calve ; was told not until very late. When '

she got down to two quarts a day I tried to dry her

off, but found she increased in milk very rapidly,

and came to seven quarts before calving. I sttp-

posed the calf was spoiled, if not the cow. The
calf was small but plump, and has growTi well.

The cow, a pure Aldcmey, gave over sixteen quarts

a day, until the drought cut her short of feed ; and
has done as well as any cow in the barn, though
she was not called any better than some of the

others by those having charge of her before. I

caimot see that it has hurt her any yet.

» Young Farmek.
East Greenwich, B. I., Feb., 1811.

Remarks.— The general opinion that a cow

should not be milked up to the time of calving is

based on well-known physiological principles, and

on the general experience of farmers. In the ani-

mal kingdom, one of the great objects of nature is

the reproduction of the species. If this fact is over-

looked in our ambition to make the cow a mere ma-

chine for the production of milk, we may "run"

this part of the machinery to the injury of some

other portion of the animal economy. In sections

where cows are kept for the supply of cheese fac-

tories or city markets, the milk producing organs •
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may have lieen excited or developed to such a de-

gree as to dwarf or weaken other organs. And the

protest of nature against tliis disturbance of tlie

balance of power or energy has appeared in the

form of abortion,—a result that might have been

anticipated from a knowledge of the facts.

Because yon have as yet been unable to see any

evidence of the bad effects of your single experi-

ment, it will be unsafe to infer that the common
opinion of farmers is erroneous. "The mills of

the gods grind slow," and "because sentence against

an evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the

heart of the sons of men is fully set in them to do

evil;" still it is equally true that these "mills" do
"grind exceeding fine," and that violations of the

laws of nature do eventually meet their just rec-

ompense. We have not the least doubt that your
experiment would prove disastrous if tried on a

herd for a series of years.

PIP IN HENS.
Please tell me the symptoms of pip in hens. I

lose several every winter of a disease that I sup-
pose to be the pip. They commence to make a
noise that sounds as much like the pronunciation
of that word as anything ; then, after several weeks
they falter and die. J. L. Morse.
£a8t Jay, Me., Jan. 19, 1811.

Remarks.—Mr. Bement regards the pip as the

result of a derangement of the mucous membrane
of the alimentary canal generally, which by pre-

venting breathing through the nose as healthy hens
do, compels them to respire through the mouth.
This often produces a dry horny scale en the
tongue, which should not be removed unless loose.

The disease is generally attributed to bad water
taken by fowls for want of good. A teaspoonful
of castor oil, or thereabout, according to age and
strength of fowl, is recommended, with bits of on-
ion or parsley mixed with potatoes, or dough ; or
two grains of black pepper, given in fresh butter.

We liave seen the statement that fowls that have
access to running water are never thus troubled.

tasted some preserved in that way, which was very

mild and excellent. We should think it ought to

be bottled in a moderate temperature, and kept so

afterwards.

Some of the cider bottled by person who make a

business of it,—but who keep their own scci-cts as

to how they do it,—is mild, and retains sufficient

of its saccharine properties to render it very pala-

table. Such cider is always in demand and at re-

munerating prices.

CrXTINO FEED FOU STOCK.

I think, notwithstanding all the theorizing which
has taken place the pastfew years, it is still an
open question whether it will pay to cut feed for

stock, as an invarial)le rule. I acknowledge that I

fail to see any good reason for cutting feed, that an
animal will consume economically, thoroughly
masticate and well digest. Our theorists, I know,
till us tliat the process of digestion is rendered less

laliorious liy the operation; l)nt this argument
lacks weight we think, especially in the case of the

cow or growing animal, who may truly be said to

have no other business on hand than to eat and di-

gest its food. We must not confound tins with the

process of steaming, which now seems to be com-
ing quite into vogue, and of course wltieh cannot
be properly performed with uncut fodder.
How is it with the higher order of animals ? Do

we insist that our own food shall be thoroughly
"hashed" for us previous to partaking ot it ? Is

not the system as well satisfied with food xmpre-
p.ared in this way, leaving mastication to be per-

formed by us in the act of eating ? Perhaps this is

a homely comparison; but does it not prove the

truthfulness of our position ? I know that bare
assertions, unsupported by good proofs, usually
have but little weight.

I was prompted to make these suggestions by
reading the article in the Fakmer of the 28tli ult.,

on this subject, in which a correspondent says, "I

fed thirty cows two winters on cut feed, and then
gave it up, as I could see no reason why haj' would
go any farther cut than uncut." We have good
reason to suppose that if this gentleman hud found
it to his prolit, he would have continued to cut his

hay ; and it seems to me as though his jiractice was
worth at least as much as our theorizing in this

matter. But as stated at the outset, I look upon
this as one of the undecided questions, and hope it

will receive proper ventilation through the Farmer.
tSalisbury, Conn., 1871. W. J. Pettee.

PRESERVING CIDER BY BOTTLING.
Will you, or some of your numerous readers,

give the "modes" of bottling cider for domestic
and medicinal purposes ? State if Iwttled in ex-
treme cold weather, it will be likely to l)urst the
bottles, and how the corks can be secured, so as to
be perfectly tight. Subscriber. <

Northampton, Mass., Feb., 1871.

Remarks.—Bottling cider is a matter with which
we have had no experience. Some of the "neigh-
bors" say, that if a pint of alcohol is added to a
thirty gallon barrel of cider, when the fermentation
is carried only so tar that the excessive sweetness
of the cider is removed, that it will remain sound
and sparkling for many months. If bottled in that

condition, it would prol»ably remain good for

years.

Another plan is to add three pounds of raisins

and a pint of mustard seed to a l)arrel, when in the

condition above mentioned. We have recently

AMOUNT OF LUMBER IN A LOG.

Before leaving my father's house in the Green
Mountain State, I took much pleasure in reading

the Farmer, after a hard day's work, and its occa-

sional visits to this place are heartily welcomed.
Since coming West I have been engaged in the lum-
ber business, and will therefore attemjit a reply to

the inquiry m the Farmer of January 14, as to the

amount of lumber in a log sixteen feet long and
twenty-four inches in diameter. That dc^jcnds in

a great degree on the size of lumber manufactured
from the log. We have to allow one-quarter of an
inch waste for the width of saw every time it passes

tlirough the log. We would refer the intiuirer to

the table, "Logs reduced to Inch Board Measure,"
found in "Scribner's Beady lleckoner." The taljle

sliows that a log sixteen feet long, and twenty-four

inelies in diameter, contains, if sawed into inch

lioards, four hundred and four feet of lumber.
The table has been computed from accurately

drawn diagrams for each and every diameter of

•logs from twelve inches to forty-four, and the ex-

act witlth of each board taken, after being squared
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by taking off the wane edge, and the contents

reckoned up for every log, so that it is mathemat-
ically certain that the true contents is there given.

T. C. DiiiOGS.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 23, 1871.

A log sixteen feet long and two feet in diameter,
will make but 50.21 cubic feet or 39.50 solid feet of
lumber. j. o. d.

Fayette, Vt., Jan., 1871.

EPIZOOTIC APHTHA.

The Commission appointed by the English Gov-
ernment to investigate this disease, which was so
destructive in England, in 1867 and 8, have pub-
lished their Report in a quarto volume of some
400 pages. It gives a history of all the known facts

connected with the disease, and contains a large
number of colored plates representing the disease
in its various stages, as seen on the lips, tongue,
roof of theinouth, throat, oesophagus, the coats of
the several stomachs, the small intestines, ti;e large
intestines, the bag and feet. The ulcerations or
aphthous sores an^ chiefly confined to the mucous
nicmlirancs lining the mouth and internal cavities,

and arc .sunictimes very extensive and severe, and
accomjianicd with a fever of the typhus type.
There are also plates representini^ disease of the

mucous membrane of the human intestines, in some
forms of tj^ihoid fever, much resciuhling this dis-
ease in cattle. The Kcport is an exhaustive treatise
on the disease. The epideniic prevailing on this

side of the Atlantic at the present time seems to
be a milder form of the same disease. The volume,
which I have had the privilege of seeing was sent
by an English gentleman to his brother-in-law in
this State. j. r.

Concord, Mass., Feb., 1871.

DR. NICHOLS' RECEIPT FOR RAISING CORN.

If you would inform me where I could procure
Dr. Nichols' receipt for raising corn you would
gratify me. e. f.

Rhode Island, 1871.

Remarks.—We find among o\x notes of Dr.

Nichols' Lecture at Manchester, recently, that he
said "four cords of good manure, per acre, and
a handful of tine bone and pure ashes in each hill

would produce a good field of corn, other things

being favorable."

Whether the above is what our correspondent

alludes to or not, we cannot say.

HOUSING WHEELS.
I have a wagon that has been in use since 1830,

and is a strong wagon now. All the repairs on the
wood work that have l^ecn required are two spokes
and one neb. The tire has been set twice on the
hind wheels, and once on the fore ones. It has
Ijeen housed when not in use. If any one has an
older wagon I should like to hear of it.

HORN ail.

For the horn ail, or when an animal breathes
hard or runs at the nose, I take soft soap and fine

salt mix them together and rub it on between the
horns, once in two days, three tunes.

E. Rollins.
Groveland, Mass., Jan. 24, 1871.

SICK AND DYING GEESE.

Can any one tell me what to do for my geese ?

The first symptom I notice is an unsteadiness when
on their legs, which continues two or three days,

when they die. They eat well at the time, and
have a warm, comfortable place. >v.

Westbrvok, Mass., Jan. 29, 1871.

Remarks.—Will some of our poultry friifnds re-

ply to the foregoing inquiry.

picklock.

What am I to understand by the term picklock,

in the reports of the wool market ? e. l. b.

East Calais, Vt., 1871.

Remarks.—The best fleeces of the best lots ; the

"pick" of fleeces, not the pick of parts of fleeces,

as the word pick-?oci might be considered to imply.

AGRICULTUHAIi ITEMS.

—New York, which used to be the great wheat-

growing State of the "Union, now produces four-

teen million bushels less than her people consume.

—Mr. Albert Berry of North Andover, has a horse

affected with the cattle disease which is developing

itself in the horse's feet, but not in the mouth.

—David Hinton, of Attleboro', Mass., had thirty-

four chickens from four hens hatched this year

previous to Febraary 5.

—A citizen of West Fairlee, Vt., has surmounted

his elegant new barn with a five hundred dollar

model of a ship.

—The Southern States furnished their quota of

pea-nuts last season as follows : Virginia, 400,000

bushels ; Tennessee, 300,000 bushels, and Georgia

and the Carolinas, from 153,000 to 2,000,000 bushels.

—Greenfield, Mass., has the reputation of doing

as extensive a butter business as any town in

New England, except St. Albans, Vt. She re-

cently shipped to Boston in one day 38,500 pounds,

and 400 pounds more anived just a little too late

to be sent in that lot.

—The strongest vegetable fibre known is the New
Zealand flax. It has long, sword-like leaves, ten

or twelve feet in length. It is used by the settlers

for binding their sheaves, fastening their gates, ty-

ing up their horses, and m almost every possible

way.

—Mr. C. G. Prindle, of Chittenden County, Vt.,

communicates to the Country Gentleman the re-

sults of experiments made to test the protection

afforded to the ground by snow. A trial was made

during the cold snap of January 23, 24, 25 and 26,

when there was about foAr inches of snow on the

ground, with old drifts by sides of fences, &c.

The average temperature of the air above the sur-

face of the gi-ound was 13° below zero ; four inches

under the snow 19° above ; and two feet under the

drifts of 27° above.

The Farmer's Friend.—The Boston Journal

of Chemistry is doing service to the farmers of

New England by showing what special substances

will act as fertilizers of crops, and about what they

are worth when pure. We wish the Journal suc-

cess in its beneficent efforts.
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From the Boston Transcript.

THE SUGAR CAMP.

BY J. II. WOODS.

Wb.it timo JiTow England's hills of snow
Have felt the Southern breezes blow;

"What time the sun begins to break
The bonds of ice-bound stream and lake;

^V^len joyful earth is welcoming
To her embrace the early spring:

Then let us to the woodlands hie,

Ere sunrise gild the eastern sky;

For where yon hill-side slopes to meet
The river wiudmg at its feet,

A thousand lofty maples yield
The sweets within their cells concealed,

And, as the bees are hired by flowers,
We haste to make the treasure ours.

Warm, sunny days, with nights of frost,

Are those we now desire the most.

Ah 1 then, at morn, what rare delight
To walk the lields that, yester-night.

With crusted snow were covered o'er,

Solid and white as a marble floor

!

Such is tlie royal road by which,
O'er drift-screened rock and fence and ditch,

We to our eiieerful task repair,

Beneatli the maples brown and bare.

Now with our twirling bits we tap
The trees, and catch the flowing sap,

—

More grateful to the taste than wine,

—

In cedar pails or troughs of pine.

Then some sequestered nook is sought.
Where bark and branches interwrought.

Soon form the "sugar camj) ;" and near
At hand two forked stakes appear.

With tranverse pole above a row
Of huge black boilers ranged below.

Here, when the evening shades descend.
Groups of young men and maidens tend

The blazing fires and round about.
In shifting circles, laugh and shout.

See how the vapors upward curl,

And tlieir gray phantom shajjes unfurl I

See the hot syrup foam and seethe,

As the tierce flames are stirred beneath I

Some from long ladles love to sip

The neclared sweetness with their lip;

While others, whom experience
Warns when the process should commence,

Pour out the syrup thick and dark,
In moulds of Liu or birclien bark.

And view the cooling crystals meet
In liunps of sugar, crisp and sweet.

O, ye by heavy cares weighed down,
Mid dust and uproar of tlie town.

Lay for a time your burdens by.
When SiJring with blithesome step draws nigh,

And to the woodlands haste,
To breathe a jjurer air, and taste

The sweets that Nature's cliemists there
With subtle alehe:uy prepare.

For the Xew England Farmer.

WINDOW QABDENING FOR FEBRU-
ARY.

The last and shortest of the winter months
lias now arrived, and we must stimulate our
plants at least twice a week to increase tneir

growth and beauty. They have had tiieir sea-

son of rest ; have concentrated tiielr forces,

and now with proper care are ready to bud
and blossom and rej)ay their cultivator for

the many hours passed in their service.

A successful window garden cannot be en-

joyed without close attention. The plants

cannot be watered and cared for at one time,

and then neglected for a week ; but they de-

mand a daily amount of time to be expended
upon them. Every morning when the house-

work is finished, their wants must be attended

to, and be sure to give them warm water. Do
not let tlie ground become caked or dry, but

stir it at least twice a week, when stimulants

are added. We have given so many directions

for these stimulants that it would seem need-

less to repeat them ; but house ])lants will not

flourish without their aid, unless tlie soil has

been prepared by a llorist and made very rich.

All ]iarasites nnist be kept off. We find the

"Grafton Fertilizer," a powder made from
the gold bearing rocks of New Ham])shire, a

great preventive against their inroads. We
have scattered it freely over all our tender

plants just after they had been thoroughly

sprinkled, and not an aphis or a red spider

dares show itself. A wash made of aloes and
saleratus, one ounce each to two quarts of

warm water, is said to kill all intruders. The
branches of the plants are to be dipped into

the solution, and rinsc-d u]) and down in it

;

then dip the whole plant into pure warm wa-
ter. One application of this remedy will often

be enough ; but if the parasites appear, try it

again. The aloes can be procured at any
country store. Pots and saucers must be
washed, and general attention paid to the

neatness of the stand of plants.

Ivies and all climbing plants will grow rap-

idly during this month ; but take care not to

stimulate their growth too much. Long, lanky
stems, with leaves so far apart that they seem
frightened at each other, are not very orna-

mental or gracefid. The German ivy is too

apt to string itself out, and the Madeira vine

has a tendency that way.
The Mexican Cobwa Scandens is an attrac-

tive vine ; it is quite an old plant, but we all

know that it is not every new thing which is

the most beautiful or the most desirable. Its

cultivation has increased of late, on account

of its rapid growth and its handsome bell-

shaped flowers. It is a tender perennial, but

is easily j)ropagated from cuttings ; and if the

seeds are sown in this month, the plant will

bloom the next autumn and winter. The
seeds are large and flat, and should be planted

edgewise. The flowers are full two inches
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long, and will be of a green color at first, but

change to a rich bluish purple, and bloom for

a week or oven more. The calyx is large, and

the long stamens, seemingly growing at one

side of it, give to the flower a grace and
beauty all its own. The plant was named for

a Spanish priest, Cobo.
Stock gilliflowers, and the old fashioned

wall flowers, are great favorites of ours.

Their brilliant flowers and sweet perfume
make them in every way desirable. We al-

ways stow them away in a warm cellar until

this month, then bring tliem up, trim off their

awkward stalks, give them good plant food,

sun-light and air, and by March they are the

admiration of all. They will bear liquid ma-
nure twice a week.
My Lantanas are commencing to grow rap-

idly, and the buds are forming all over the

fresh shoots. These plants thrive best in a

sandy soil, and should be sparingly watered
until late in January. They delight in fresh

air, and their brilliant, changing colors,—yel-

low and orange, white, yellow and crimson,

&c., sometimes to be seen on the same plant

—

make them always interesting, but their ^ler-

fume does not charm us,—is rather disagreea-

ble.

The Azalin is a favorite house plant. Its

shoAvy flowers covering its branches, make it

very attractive. It flourishes best in a soil of

leaf mould, sand and loam, well mixed,—two
parts of loom, &c., to one part of sand. The
roots are often injured by too frequent water-
mgs before the buds are formed ; but after

their appearance, care should be taken not to

let the soil become dry. Dm-ing February
and INIarch, the Azalia is an object of great

beauty.

Double Azcdias have been produced, and
their flowers are very handsome

; but we have
a preference for the old-fashioned single pink,

and the pin-e, spotless white species.

The Ahtifiloit will bloom this month, if it

has plenty of air and water ; but if the tem-
perature is hot and dry, its lovely flower bells

will droop and blast. It requires a sandy
loam to blow in perfection, and when it has

proper care, soil and temperature, it is as

beautiful a parlor tree as oue can desire to

possess.

All roses, heliotropes and geraniums which
were stored in the cellar, can now be re-pot-

ted, trimmed, and brought to light and air.

If attended to in this month, they will be in

full bloom by the first of April, or perhaps
sooner. Roses must have a rich soil to blos-

som well, and old plants should be pruned
with an unsparing hand. Cut close and plen-

tifully, if you desire fine roses. The new
method of growing them is to prune very near
the ground, and to depend upon new, fresh

shoots from the roots, for buds and flowers.

Many plants will require fresh soil at this

season. We have had a general re-potting of
our pets, and are sure that they will be greatly

improved by it. Their tender, fibrous roots

become interlaced and entwined around the

surface of the j^ot, and desire a larger space
in which to spread themselves. Run a broad-
bladed knife around the inner edge of the pot,

turn it over on your hand, rap on the bottom
of it ; the ball of earth will slip out into your
hand, and you can judge if it needs moi-e

room. You can also see if angle worms or
the tiny white mites are destroying the vitality

of the plants. If you detect the angle worms,
pull them out with your fingers,—don't shrink

from the touch of such a harmless bit of life.

If the minute wrigglers are there, take out all

the soil yott can without disturbing the roots,

and replace it with fresh earth, of which, if

you are a good floi-ist, you will have a bounti-

ful siqi])ly stored away in the cellar for this

very purpose, and in which to plant seeds,

so as to obtain an early supply of flowers and
vegetables. This fresh soil must be baked
and added to the pots just a little bit warm.
The soil that is infested W'ith white worms can
then be baked and used again. We always
bake the earth we use for our plants or seed
planting.

Cacti are indispensable in every window
garden, on account of their gorgeous flowers.

Uncouth, snaky, prickly-stemmed though they
are, resisting all efforts to train them into any
shapeliness or comeliness of forms, and filling

one's fingers with their sliarj) nt-edles, still

we plead for them. They can be put away
on a shelf and not watered until this month
commences, and then place them where the

sun's hottest rays will tall tipon them, and wa-
ter plentifully. Soon their buds will appear,
and in a few weeks tliey will rejoice you with
the splendor of their huge scarlet chafices

—

tasseled with shaded violet tassels of flossiest

silk, and at the bottom of their brilliant cups
are seen rare shades of apple-green. The con-
trast of their colors are both rich and rare. No
plant of delicate, graceful foliage can boast
such coloring as the homely Cactus plant ex-
hibits in its flowers. A single blossom lights

up a whole room—is a picture in itself

!

The Ci'ab Cactus possesses most curiously

shaped flowers, yet so brilliantly colored, and
every tip of its peculiar leaves displays the

"Rare, consummate flower."

Cactus Flagelliformis and Cactus Mallisoni
are very desirable for hanging baskets, or the

pot in which they grow may be suspended by
cords from the casement, and their snaky-
shaped branches will be covered with bright

waxy pink or crimson flowers.

We found a Cactus growing wild among the
green fields of the Rocky Mountains last sum-
mer, and carried it safely home. It has not
grown any, but as it still lives, we have hopes
of its future. We brought two specimens, but
the rarest, a turban-siiaped variety, became
too dry to be restored to life. Immense
prickly pears, which belong to the species of
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Cacti, are grown in the gardens at San Fran-
cisco and Oakland, and we were told that their

fruit was eatable. The leaves were perfectly

huge ; m arly a foot long, and at least six or

seven inches broad. We could imagine the

sutFerings of our soldiers in Mexico when
forced to march through such chapparals.

.s. o. J.

MUCK AS AN ABSOKBENT.
The Secretary of the East Turner, Me.,

Farmers' Club reports to the Maine Farmer

the substance of a late talk on manures :

—

C. Gilbert said that with many farmers one
half of the manure is lost from lack of atten-

tion, and nnich of that which is first saved is

lost by neglect and in the application. When
allowed to ferment before applied much loss

is sustained unless some ingredient is com-
posted with it.

J. D. Gilbert said that his cattle were sta-

bled nights in the summer, and littered with a
sufficient quantity of partially dried muck to

absorb and hold all the liquid. His hogs are

kept in the cellar, and are supplied with

liberal quantities of muck or loam which they

woi^k over, and soon convert into valuable

manure. Enough absorbing material should

be used to keep the apartment dry, Fowls if

properly attended to will furnish a large

amount of the most valuable fertilizing ma-
terial. These droppings are very strong, and
should be mixed with five or six times their

bulk of pulverized muck, and allowed to

slightly heat, when the heap should be worked
over. A quart of this compost is sufficient

for a hill of corn. He has realized astonish-

ing results from its use. Ten head of cattle,

with horse, hogs, hens, turkeys, &c., should

make an ox-cart load of manure every two
days on an average the year round.

L. Gilbert makes large quantities of valu-

able compost from . the house slops, and from
the deposits of the privy. An excavation is

made in some convenient place near the house,

and filled with muck and loam—muck is pre-

ferable—and all the suds and slops from the

house are conducted on it, and allowed to

filter through it, or dry up from the surface,

the muck retaining the manurial 2Jroj)erties of

the slops, and allowing the pure water to pass

away. AVhenever any offensive odor from the

surface is discovered, as will frequently be the

case in hot weather, the compost is forked

over, and uU odors absorbed. Muck is one of

the most powerful deodorizers in existence

—

dry earth, of which so much is said, is not to be
compared with it. The privy is suj)plied with

a liberal share of this deodorizing material

from time to time, Avlien needed, and a large

pile of compost is realized therefrom. These
preparations are the most valuable manures
for the corn-liill of anything made on the farm.

They never fail to produce the most satisfac-

tory results.

A. G. Day had composted the solid drop-
pings of his stock by forking over the heaps
at the barn and mixing an ecpial quantity of

pulverized muck, allowing the mass to remain
under cover till the next fall. Comparative
trials repeatedly made had proved this mix-
ture more valuable, bulk for bulk, than the
manure before being mixed. This testimony
was corroborated by the experience of many
other members of the club who had repeated-
ly tested the value of the same mixture.

Z. A. Gilbert believed the farmer who
spends his labor to compost the solid manure
while the liquid is running to waste, is not
using his means to the best advantage. After
this has been done, then the farmer may com-
post his solids with muck and make the opera-
tion pay largely.

S. Townsend said that muck was ipuch
lighter to handle than loam, and its absorbing
power was much greater. In the absence of

a barn cellar, he i)racticed putting muck or
loam under his tie-up floor, and thus saves a
portion of the urine.

THE DEATH OF A BUFFALO.
Whether it be that age causes animals to

become reckless, or that their lengthened so-

journ in the world has familiarized them with
their strength, and imparted to them a knowl-
edge of their powers of destruction, or that

the lassitude resulting from their infirmities

causes their tempers to become soured, I know
not. But when the old bull buti'alo has sep-

arated himself from the herd, and retired, as

it were, into private life, he becomes most
pugnacious, and fearlessly attacks all intru-

ders. Fortunately his activity has deserted
him at this soured portion of his existence,

and but little exertion is necessary to avoid
his onslaught. I once saw one of these hero-

veterans die a natural death, an unusual oc-

currence, for their enemies are numerous, and
always ready to attack them when in that

weak state that precedes dissolution. Well,
my hero was sitting on a mound, a setting

fiery sun slowly dijiped the western bounds of
the landscape behind him, and made his huge
outline loom doubly grand. Food had been
scarce with me, and yonsequently I made a
more than usually careful stalk to get within

range ; the game's position was such that I al-

most doubted the possibility of success, yet

closer and closer, without causing any visible

alarm, I advanced. At length, when I had
decided that the range did not require lessen-

ing, I felt convinced that I had been seen, for

the head and eyes were turned toward me
;

but no angry shake of the horns, paw of the

ground or flash of the eye evinced hostility,

and, moreover, the figure appeared to lessen

with each respiration ; and an air of incapacity

for further exertion Avas indelibly stamped
upon the veteran monarch of the prairie. My
gun was for the moment forgotten, and I
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gazed with wonder, and possibly with sorrow,

at the apparent approach of death. By de-

grees the veteran's forelegs were placed far-

ther and farther apart ; rapidly diminishing

strength instinctively compelled this method of

su])porting the towering figure ; at length the

body swayed, and, with a lurch like a founderr

ing ship, rolled on its side, and life departed
from the carcass at the same moment. Up to

the termination of the career of the noble

brute he had remained upon his limbs, defy-

ing decay with his last breath. With sorrow 1

looked upon the body, regretted that life had
tied ; although, at the same time, I had been
drawn to the spot with the intention of execut-

ing the office in which I had been fore-stalled.

Befitting was such a death to the greatest he-

ro, succumbing only when nature refused to

grant further support, yielding up the life and
strength he had gloried in without a sigh of

regret.

—

All Eoimd the World, by Capt. Park-
er Gilmore.

ADVICE TO YOUNa BREEDERS.
The high prices occasionally realized by

breeders of fine stock for a remarkable speci-

men, and the fine display often made at our
annual fairs by careful and intelligent breed-
ers, have the effect each year of inducing a
new crop of novices to embark in the business.

They purchase a few choice animals, at good
round prices, being fully impressed with the

importance of breeding only from the best,

and witli confidence expect to take rank at

once among the most famous breeders of live-

stock.

But, alas for human hopes ! the finely-bred

animals that for generations have been accus-

tomed to the care and attention of a master at

the business, soon show signs of the change of

condition, and the enthusiastic but ignorant
proprietor becomes ashamed of his purchase.
Or, if they are fortunate enough to escape evil

consequences themselves by the change of
ownership, their progeny, from lack of proper
discrimination in coupling, fall far below the

sanguine anticipations of the owner. The
novice is disgusted. He thinks he has been
swindled—that inferior stock has been palmed
off on him (and perhaps it is tnie) , or that tliis

thing of fine-stock raising is all a humbug. He
gives up the business, and his place is taken
by another with Hke experiences and like re-
sults.

There is one lesson which, if well learned bv
the public generally, would prevent many of
these disastrous failures, and it is simply this :

If you have finely-bred stock, you must take
care of it if you expect to make it profitable.

Animals that have always had the best of care,
whose progenitors for many generations have
been carefully tended by skilful breeders and
Hberal feeders, will not endure the neglect and
starvation to which our "scrub stock" have be-
come inured. Take the finest cow from the

herd of Sheldon, King, or Spears, and subject
her to the rough treatment Common among our
Western farmers for one year, and she would
present but the ghost of her former self.

From various causes there is a coiistant ten-
dency in all breeds of domestic animals to de-
teriorate ; and how to counteract this tendency
by proper care, judicious selection, and dis-

criminate crossings, so that there shall be im-
provement instead of retrogression, must be
the constant aim of him who would hope to
succeed. In this matter of selection and cross-
ing there is room for the exercise of the most
enlightened judgment.
Those whose ambition or inclination would

lead them to embark in this business should
start right. Acquire first a knowledge of the
general principles which underlie the science
of breeding, and then study, critically, the his-

tory, hal)its, form, and disposition of the
species of animals you design to breed. Have
a plan—a well-defined ideal—and then, "hew
to the line ;" the very variability of all our do-
mestic animals will be, in your skilful hands,
the means of success. Go slow, and don't ex-
pect to reach the goal of your ambition at the
first efTort. If you have never read "Darwin's
Variations of Animals and Plants under Do-
mestication," buy, borrow or beg the book at
once, and read it. It will be worth years of
experience to you. Another book, invaluable
for its incidental discussion of general princi-

ples, aside from its specialty, is "Harris on
the Pig." The careful study of a few. such
books will save you many disappointments,
and greatly assist you in acquiring that knowl-
edge of the subject without which you cannot
hope to succeed.

It should not be inferred that stock-raisers
and farmers generally will not find it profitable
to buy improved animals to cross upon the
common stock of the country ; on the contrary,
it is chiefly owing to the fact that the product
of the skilful breeder is constantly being sent
out, that the common stock of our land is as
good as we now find it ; but the aim of this ar-
ticle is to impress upon those who design to
make stock-breeding a special pursuit

—

1st. That it is time and money wasted to
buy a large lot of fine stock at fancy prices
without having any previous knowledge of the
business

:

2nd. That the breeder should have a well-
defined ideal, and labor patiently and perse-
veringly to accomplish his object :

3d. That a thorough knowledge of the gen-
eral principles of breeding is essential to suc-
cess :

4th. That care and attention must be given
without stint, and that all kinds of stock usu-
ally do better if the eye of the owner is upon
them every day ; and

5th. That no man ever became eminent in

any profession or business without patient la-

bor and earnest application.

—

National Live
Stock Journal.
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HEREFORD BULL.

This breed of cattle take their name from

the country in which tliey originated, though

little is positively known as to their origin.

More than a hundred and fifty years ago they

were popular in England as beef cattle. Mr.

Sanford Howard says that, in 1799, a Hereford

ox girthing 12 feet and 4 inches and 7 feet

high, was exliibited at Smithfield, and one

girthing 10 feet, 4 inches, and 8 feet 11 inches

long was sold for a hundred guineas. In.

speaking of the aptitude of the Herefords to

fatten, and of the great amount of flesh they

give in proportion to the bone and ofFal, Mr.

Howard says, "on a well fed Hereford the

choice or top pieces—back, loin and nnnps

—

are of extraordinary thickness and weight as

compared with other parts of the carcass.

The fat and lean are so combined as to render

the beef beautifully marbled." We have heard

this opinion confirmed by our Boston butchers.

Their value as working oxen is also gener-

ally admitted. Mr. Howard says they have

nearly the activity of the Devons, with much

greater size than the average, and correspond-

ing strength.

Many of the descriptions that we have seen

of the ilerefords admit their inferiority as milk-

ers. In this respect Mr. Howard believes they

have been misrepresented. He says, "accord-

ing to the testimony of persons who have had

the best opportunity for comparison, keeping

both Short-horns and Herefords, the latter give

quite as much milk as the. former in propor-

tion to the food consumed, and generally milk

of richer quality."

Mr. Allen, in speaking of the Hereford cattle

bred by F. M. Stone, Guelph, Canada, says

"some of the cows proved excellent milkers."

He also says, that, from occasional marks

among our native cattle, it is evident that Here-

fords were among the early importations to

this country.

Abortion in Cows.—Dr. McClure fur-

nished the Practical Farrier the following as

a preventive of abortion ;:
—'Powdered sul-

phate of iron, two drachms : powdered gen-

tian root, half an ounce ; mix and make one
dose. This will be a powerful tonic, adding
richness to the blood, strengthening the mu-
cous surfaces and imparting health and
strength to the whole system, thereby enabling

the animal to carry her young to its full time.

Good and generous feeding is also a preven-

tive by itself, but better in conjunction with

the above powder."
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ON" PEEDING STOCK.

^ HE New England Farmer

I, «^- is published to accomplish two

1^^. prime objects. First to obtain,

through industry and economj', a

comfortable subsistence for those

employed upon it ; and, secondly,

to impart to our fellow-men sound

and valuable information through

its colums, in which correspondents and edi-

tors become teachers m turn, and thus good

seed IS sown broadcast over the land. It is

in this light that we receive the queries and

criticisms of our correspondent '^Maplewood,''^

and find pleasure and instruction in being

somewhat more explicit in speaking of the

topics which lie introduces, than is usual in

the column of Extracts and Replies. He
says :

—

I am tempted to offer a few remarks relating to

some of the subjects in the last number of the
Farmeh, and,

1. As to what you sa}' in regard to cutting

fodder, I still have doubts. I fed thirty cows for

two winters on cut feed and then gave it up, and
as yet I can see no reason wliy ten or twenty
pounds of liay will go any farther when cut, than
before. Tlie meal or shoi'ts added may as well be
fed dry, or what is perhaps better, uuxcd with
water till thin enough to be drank.

Reply.—Can our correspondent see any

reason why ten or twenty bushels of com will

go any farther, if ground into meal, than if

fed whole ? If he will examine the droppings

of the cattle that ate the whole corn, the rea-

son will be perfectly obvious. So if he would

magnify the droppings of cattle fed on uncut

hay, he would probably find similar reasons.

But he may rejoin, that it is natural for our

stock to feed on long hay. But is it sa?

Our cattle are not in a natural position. In a

state of nature they roam at large, where the

climate is sufiiciently mild to furnish them

food spontaneously throughout the year, and

yield it to them in a fresh, juicy and tender

condition. We have taken them from their

native haunts, tied them by the neck, and

housed them for a considerable portion of the

year. They must now be fed and otherwise

treated as exotics ; and in doing this every

economical method should be resorted to in

order to make their food as near that which

they enjoyed in a state of nature as we can
;

that is, as near young, short sweet grass, or

other herbage. Cattle in pastures nearly al-

ways reject the old, long grasses, and graze

that less than half an inch long in preference. I

Much of the hay fed to winter stock is little

better—principally by standing too long be-

fore it is harvested, and then by over-making

—

than that rejected by cattle in the pastures.

In this view of the case alone, it would seem
to be a matter of economy to cut long fodder.

But we have never advocated the practice of

cutting fodder and feeding it to the stock in a
dry state. It may be economical to do so

;

but we have not tested it.

Every Effort Wastes, or Reduces.

The first fact to which we wish to call atten-

tion is, that "every eiFort of mind, every con-

traction of muscle, every act of secretion

involves the combustion of a certain quantity

of food and a loss to the animal economy."
A man, making his dinner on dry corn, would

become exhausted by the efForts at mastica-

tion, long before he had satisfied the demands
of his appetite, even if he had plenty of sound

teeth. If the corn were boiled, the effort

would be less
; if ground into meal, still less.

But this is not all the advantage of boiling

and grinding. Another process must be con-

sidered,—that of digestion. It is not the

amount eaten that sustains • the animal econ-

omy, so much as it is the amount which is

digested and becemes available to be used as

substances of support.

The roots of plants do not feed upon coarse

materials ; their organization is so delicate

that they require it in the form of water.

Animals commence the work of reducing their

food with their teeth, but the organs of the

body whose duty it is to prepare the food to

pass into the form of chyle anjd then to blood,

could not take it in the form in which it leaves

the teeth. Mastication by the teeth reduces

the food in some degree, and then it is imme-
diately moistened by the saliva, just as we
would have you moisten the hay with water

which has been cut by the machine.

Importance of perfect Digestion.

But this is not all. The organs referred to

could not receive it even in this form. It has

still another process to pass through before

they can avail themselves of it,—and that is

the process of digestion. In order to carry

the food still farther towards a condition in

which it can be converted into good blood, it

passes into the stomach, and is there still fur-

ther reduced by the action of the gastric

juices.
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Here it is reduced to a liquid, and "the power
possessed bj' liquids and f,'ascs of penetrating and
passing tlirough membranes, is of the highest

pliysiological inqjortanfc ; indeed it is one of the

primary conditions of Ut'v. Tlie little cell, the

starting point of organization, is a cioserl bag

—

without an aperture. All its nourishment must
therefore pass through this membranous Mall. So
also with the i)erfeet animal body. Currents and
rides ofjuices are constantly setting this Avay and
rliat, through the membranous sides of vessels.

Tlie liquifiedfood is destined to pass into the blood,

Imt there is no open door or i)assage by which it

ran get there, and so it enters tlie circulating ves-

sels by striking at once through their sides."

The result, then, is the same in animals and

vegetables. In reducing manures to fine con-

dition, before applying them to the soil, they

jiass through one of the processes of digestion,

or preparation, for the plant ; then, moistened

ill the soil, they pass through another, and if

heated, would go through a third.

All Effort Expends Food.

We have said above, that all effort by the

animal is sustained by food ; it follows, there-

fore, that all efibrt expends food. "VNHiy do

we allow (lie fattening ox to rest? Certainly,

so that he shall not expend his food on eiFort

Qf any kind, but divert all the nuti-itive prop-

erties of the food to fat and flesh. If an ox

eiiews thirty or forty pounds of dry hay in

twenty-four hours, there must be a consider-

able effort in it, and whate-fer is saved by

.T.tting that bay is clear gain, after deducting

the cost of cutting.

The object of mastication of food is to com-

minute it, to break down its structure, and to

render it more easily acted upon by the gastric

juice, thus enabling the animal to appropriate

its nutriment. Now, the more finely divided

the food is, when subjected to the gastric

juice, the more easily and rapidly it is di-

"ested. For when finely divided it presents

many hundred times more surface to the action

of the digesting fluid.

If fresh grass is fed to cattle, or any other

succulent food, "the fibre is easily broken and

reduced to a pulpy mass ; but not so with dry,

woody fibre, which must be broken and com-

minuted before the food contained in it is ac-

cessible for animal nutrition. This the aninml

seldom doc;s, and especially the non-ruminat-

ing ;
therefore, it becomes -highly necessary

that we should assist the animal as much as

possible, in extracting the nutriment contained

in food." All food has to be ground up be-

fore it can be assimilated, and pass into the

circulation of the animal ; if we do not do it.

the animal must prepare it himself. The ar-

gument is, that we can do it by the aid of

machinery cheaper than he can.

Tliere are other points worthy of consider-

ation. The following assertion will not be

controverted, probably, by any one : "A
small portion of food, which an animal can at

once eat, digest, and make into its own bones,

muscle, and fat, is worth more than a large

quantity of some kind which it can only eat

with difllculty and digest slowly."

Cells containing Nutriment must be Broken.

Much of the nutriment afforded to animals

in what they eat, is contained in little sacks or

globules. These globules vary in size, but

are always very small. The globules consti-

tuting meal, flour and starch, we are informed

by chemists, are incapable of affording any

nourishment as animal food until they are

hi'oken. "No mechanical method of breaking

or grinding is more than partially efficient.

The most efficient means are by steaming.

The fragments of the shells of these globules

are not nutritive, but are indispensable to

digestion, either from their distending the

stomach, or from some other cause not under-

stood. The economical preparation of afl

food containing globules or fecula, that is,

starch or the green matter of plants, consists

in perfectly breaking the shells of the globules

and rendering the gummy matter contained in

them soluble,, and digestible, while the frag-

ments of the shells are at the same time ren-

dered more bulky, so as the more readily to

fill the stomach.

Another Keason for Cutting Fodder.

It is said by high authoiity that hay cut fine

affords much more nutriment than hay when

fed uncut. The philosophy of this is, that

hay contains woody fiber, which, notwithstand-

ing its hardness, if only made soluble, is iden-

tical with starch ; and as nutritious and fat-

forming. Hence when hay is cut fine it is

better masticated, absorbs more saliva, and of

course it becomes more soluble in the animal's

stomach ; soaking the hay for 24 hours, wet-

ting with scalding water or steaming it, will

make it still more soluble.

Our constant practice in feeding 30 head of

stock, is to cut all the fodder, hay, straw and

corn fodder, add whatever grain is used in

the form of meal, sprinkle, throw into a heap

and let it remain 24 hours before feeding it
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out. This is the course we commend to

others. Scalding or steaming would im-

doubtedly be more effiacacious, but the soak-

ing mode is easy, cheap, and requires no ex-

traordinary skill. The first outlay for steam-

ing is somewhat expensive, and fuel is another

and constant expense. On a farm where 30

or 40 head is kept, a horse-power would prove

economical in other work besides that of cut-

ting fodder ; and a good one would last a life-

time. • When the fodder is cut, and water aud

meal at hand, the labor of mixing is rapid and

easy.

Such are some of the reasons why we have

commended the practice of cutting fodder for

stock. But if we had not these reasons to

give, an every day experience in doing so, for

many years, would satisfy us that it is de-

cidedly an economical operation.

Some other interesting questions of "il/opZe-

wood,'''' will be referred to at another time.

FARM AWD BARN" OF JARVIS PRATT,
READING, Vt.

During our visit to Vermont last fall, we called

on Jarvis Pratt, who owns a tnrin partly in Read-
ing and partly in Windsor, on the north side

of Mill Brook, and perhaps bnlf a mile ' from
the valley, up a very steep ascent. This road,

which terminates in his door-yard, is always kept

in good repair, and as we tug up the hill the fre-

quent bars which cross the road-bed remind us of

going up a ladder.

I

But having made the ascent, we pause to look

at the valley we have left below, and, through
an opening in the opposite wall of the valley,

I

to take a peep at the village of Felchville and

I

the mountains in the distance beyond. Before we
go into the house we will take a look at the barn,

where we see the owner and his son storing away
I
a load of corn. Of the barn, sheds, stable and
yard we took the following sketch

:

Xorth.

Gate.
'

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
Windsor County, VT.—Prendent, Frederick Bil-

lings ; Secretary Henry Boynton, Woodstock. The lo-

cation of annual fair is tixed at Woodstock for another
period of five years.
East Yarmoiith, Me., C\.\yB.—Pres., G. W. Sweet-

zer; Sec, Alfred King.
Merrimac Co., N. H.—Pres., Col. David M. Clough;

Sec, and Treas., J. E. Lang, Concord,
Meredith, N. H., CiiJB.—P?(ri., J. S. Neal; Sec,

J. F. Wadleigh.
Hampden, Mass.,—Pres., Phineas Stedman; Sec,

.J. N. Bagg, West Springfield.

West Hamden, Me., Club.—iVe*., Richard Pat-
ten; Sec, J. C. York.
Webster, Me., Ceub.—Pres., W. T. Kirby; Sec,

J. W. Maxwell.
North Kennebec Society, Me.—George E. Shores;

Sec, D. K. Wing, Waterville.
Central Piscataquis, Me.,—Pres., A. M. Rotin-

8on; Sec, Lyman Lee,
We.st WiNTERPORT, ME., Club.—Pres., W. Thomp-

son ; Sec, John York.
Eastern Kennebec Society, Me.,—Pres., A. H.

Abbott; Sec, H. Colburn, Windsor.
Sherman, Me., Club.—Pres., J. W. Ambrose;

Sec, John Buruham.
North Kennebec, Eastern Division, Me.—Pres.,

W. E. Drummond; Sec, H. L. Crosby.
Knox, Me., Society.—Pres., T. Williams; ^ec,

John W. Fogler.

Frauds on Wool Growers.—As sparks fly up-

ward, wool growers seem of late doomed to trouble,

perhaps on the principle of kicks when going down
hill. The pelt dodge had hardly been played, when

we are treated to a game under the guise of "calf

and cow hah- goods !" A Mr. Dobson, of Philadel-

phia, ^v^^tes to the Practical Farmer that by the

fraudulent representations of the importers, woolen

goods have been introduced into this country un-

der the name lof hair and vegetable fibre, to the

value of ^2,200,000 in gold, and cheatuig the gov-

ernment out of some two million dollars of reve-

nue. The attention of Secretary Boutwell has been

called to the subject.
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broad walk of flat etoncs, elevated above the surface of

;

the yard, on which the barn can be reached drj- i^hod, !

wlion the yard is muddy. There is also access to the
j

barn, uiuler cover, through carriage-house, horse-sta-

ble, sheds and hospital. As there is only a driveway

unsheltered between the carriage-house and the wood-

shed attached to the dwelling, the walk from the

kitchen to the cow stable may be made under cover,

with the exception of some twenty ffeet. No. 4 is the

hen-house.

Those buildings were put into their present form

some ten j-ears ago
;
previous to which the cattle were

stabled in the cellar. From his long experience with a

basement stable—though his was a very open one—Mr.

Pratt is satisfied that stock docs better entirely above

ground, and little use is now made^of the cellar except

for keeping manure. A part of the western open shed

is divided by movable feeding racks into apartments, as

desired, for sheep and lambs.

The next thing that we notice is the neatness of

everything abont the premises,—every stick in the

wood pile, every hoe in the tool-shed, iieing "ranked

and si/.ed" with military precision. This order and

system can hardly be ascribed to an ambition on

the part of the owner to excite the admiration of

the passer-by, for none are expected on this moun-

tain shelf; nor to the fact that he runs a small

farm, for his fences include over 170 acres,—every

corner of which, as well as every pile of stones in

his fields, some of which are rods in circumference,

manifest the same all-pervading method. Less or-

derly farmers sometimes justify the contrast be-

tween their o-s^ti and Mr. Pratt's premises, by say-

ing they cannot afford to speod time as he does in

"fus:-ing." Perhaps not. But as "the proof of the

pudding is in eating," let its inquire what has been

the result of his system of farming.

We remember when, at the age of less than

eighteen, by the death of his father, a fiimily of

five individuals looked to him for care and advice.

His mother was in feeble health, and from the long

sickness of his father all were in destitute circum-

stances. With the assistance of friends, he ob-

tained places in other families for all of them, and

indentured himseif with a neighboring farmer dur-

ing the three years of his minority, for one hun-

dred dollars in addition to clothing, &c.

The family thus provided for, he subseqitently

worked by the month or season, for several j'ears,

when, having saved a few hundred dollars, he bar-

gained for the fitrm which included the buildings

he now occupies, and perhaps one-half of the

land he now owns. We remember, too, that wheii

one of the ncighl)ors heard of the purchase, he ex-

claimed, "What, that little Jarvis Pratt bought the

Capt. Steams fitrm !"—a remark that we feel' justi-

fied in repeating, only as it may afford encourage-

ment to other young men who may be regarded by

their seniors as too "little" to buy a fiirm, because

they may have been known ever since they were

t-mall

!

Having bought his fann he succeeded not only in

slicking up his premises but in meeting his pay-

ments, and as his three boys and one daughter

Iieeame able to assist their parents, pennanent im-

provements were commenced by which the whole

farm is walled,—one hundred rods having been

built in a single year ; an orchard of 150 trees of

choice fruit has been set out, a statement in rela-

tion to which was published in the Farmer
(Monthly, 1869, page 229,) by which it appeared

that its income for 1868 was ^177 ; and recently

something has been done in the line of

Underdraining.

Near his buildings there was a piece of land that

was very wet and very rough ; an eyesore to the

OHmer and a laughing stock, or something worse,

to the boys who had to mow it every year. Some
hurricane had probably prostrated by the roots a

forest of large trees that once grew on this land,

for its surface was a succession of cradle-holes and

hillocks. It was not exactly a swamp, but was so

wet that little could I)e done with it by way of cul-

tivation, especially in the spring. Some seventy-

five rods of stone drain have let in the plough and

harrow and now this is one of the smoothest, most

beautiful and most productive fields on the farm.

He digs his ditches two feet wide and two feet

deep and lays the stone so as to form a water

course four inches wide by six inches deep, leaving

the sides somewhat loose to admit water, and

covers with flat stones, and then with soil. He
has stone remarkably well adapted to this purpose

;

being granite in thin strata, or what we suppose

is called gneiss, and is about equal to brick for

ditch making. Mr. Pratt is very much pleased

with his experiment in underdraining, which has

been done mostlj- at odd jobs. He raised this

year 30J baskets of corn, of a -variety which he

calls the saeep-tooth, a cross, as we understood, of

a small ear./ and a larger variety, of which he

preserves the do ired size of ears by careful selec-

tion. He is very -articular in hisselection of tools,

especially of the ploii h, the proper form of which

he regards of great importance.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

OIL MEAL rOR HORSES.

Will you give your opinion about using oil meal
for fattening a spirited driving horse, who will not
easil}' gain flesh on corn meal ? Will a horse fat-

tened with it hold his flesh as well as if fed with
corn or corn meal ? Ila^c heard it remarked that

horses would easily gain with this fed to them, but

if allowed to shrink could not be easily brought
back again. Does it act as an astringent or is it

laxative ? SvnscKHiEU.
Bradford, Mass., Dec, 1870.

llEMARKs.—We have had no experience in feed-

ing oil meal to horses. We find the following in

one of our exchanges :

—

Many good horses devour Lirge quantities of

grain and hay, and still conlinue thin and poor;
the food eaten is not ijroperly assimilated. If the

usual feed has been ungrotind gi-ain and hay, noth-

ing but a change \\illai!ect any dci^irablc alteration

in the appearance of the animal. In case oil meal
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cannot be obtained readily, mingle a bushel of flax-

seed with a bushel of barley, one of outs and an-
other of Indian corn, and let it be grcjuud nito line

meal. This will be a fair proportion for all his

feed. Or the meal, or the barley, oats and corn, in

equal quantities, may lirst be procured, and one-
fourth part of oil cake mingled with it when the
meal is sprinkled on cut feed.

Feed two or three quarts of the mixture two or
three times daily, mingled with a i)eck of cut hay
and straw. If the horse will eat that greedily, let

the quantity be gradually increased until he will

eat four or six quarts at every feeding three times
a day. But avoid the practice of allowing a horse
to stand at a rack well filled with hay. In order
to fatten a horse that has run down in flesh, the
groom should Ijc very particular to feed the animal
no more than he will eat up clean and lick his
manger for more.

We especially ui-gci,the attention of every stock

feeder to the advice contained in the two last para-

graphs. No errors in fcediiig is more common than

those of givmg too large quantities at once, and

of adding new food to that which has been rejected.

How would the reader like a badly boiled potato

tied to his nose while partaking of his dhmer, or

the remains of dinner served on his plate at tea

time. The scent of cattle, in certain directions, is

as keen as that of a dog ; and when hay has been

breathed upon and turned over a few times, they

will not eat it unless very hungry.

What cattle or horses leave should always be re-

moved from before them, before being fed again,

and when the meal is ended, crib or floor should be

left clean. Especially so should this be the case

with swine. It is an old saying that a horse will

starve tied to the hay stack, even if the hay be of

good quality.

STEAMING FOOD FOU CATTLE.

Are we to see on our small New England fanns
the steam boiler in as general use as the mower
now is ? "If so great a saving as one-half can be
made in feeding stock, I should think some one
would have found it out before," says a neighbor.
If one-third can be saved, I think it is a gain too
important to be lost, unless its cost puts it bejoud
our reach. I saw an account of a German who
steamed his feed and fed it warm in cold weather,
thus, as he said, elfecting a considerable saving of
food ordinarily used by the animal, in elevating the
temperature of its food and water to that of its

body.
Now, if any one has by a long and carefully con-

ducted experiment, shown the utility of steaming,
and is willing to give us its cost and its value in

figures and facts, I should be very glad to hear him.

MEAL AND MEADOAV HAT.

I have heard it remarked that the milk only paj's
for the grain consumed, leaving only the value of
the manure to pay for the hay and use of the cows
and labor,—not very lucrative business if this be
so. Now, if it be true that meal is too highly con-
centrated food for milk cows, soon destroying their
usefulness when freely fed to them, and that poor
meadow hay is so innutritious that it is of itself

utterly untit for making milk, it seems highly de-
sirable to conibhie the two articles. Indian meal
fed dry increases the milk very little if any, it is

said ; but if it were fed in the form of gruel or
pudding, would it not be one of the best articles
for the purpose, that we can get ?

FINE FUEL.

It is said that a cord of wood reduced to shavings
will in a proper boiler, make more steam than if it

were burnt whole. If this be so, wliy could not
granulated fuel be enq^loyed for this purpose. This
fuel is prepared from small trees and brush cut, at
small cost, by a machine, into pieces only a few
inches in length and dried under cover. As the
cost of the fuel would be little more than the labor,
perhaps it might serve the purpose better than wood
or coal. I should like to know if it has ever been
tried by any one, any where, for this purpose.

FAILURE OF PASTUKES.

What are M-e to- do for pasturing ? If we are to
increase the amount of pasture feed, or even main-
tain the present supply, something must be done.
Already some are obliged to feed their cows on hay
and grain during tlie whole of the year. Much of
bur land is too rocky to plough, and many are so
inclined to produce brush and wood, and they are
so valuable for this last named purpose, that little

land is now cleared for pasturing, while the old
pastures, which cannot be ploughed, are annually
producing less. Shall we let all the land now de-
votiid to woodland and much that has been used
for pastures be devoted to producing fuel only, or
is there some way in which at least a portion of it

may be subdued to grass, so as to yield a greater
profit ?

DESTROYING BRUSH BY SHEEP.

If any one has tried to kill brush with sheep, by
j*lacing them upon the land in the spring,—the
brush having been cut the previous fall,—in suffi-

cient numbers to consume every s)irout as soon as
it starts, thus kcei)hig them constar.tly succulent,
and feeding grain to sustain the sheep, until the
binish is killed out entirely, and the ground fully
stocked with grass, I should be very glad to learn
with what success and profit the operation has been
attended. It seems to me that this must be the
way to enlarge the area of our pastures, where the
plough cannot go. C. F. Hayes.

Wesfford, Mass., Jan. 6, 1871.

Remarks. — Our correspondent manifesto a

thoughtful, inquiring mind. His questions will

stir other minds, and those probably who can an-

swer some, at least, of his queries. Asking ques-

tions is said to be a Yankee's privilege ; it certainly

is everybody's privilege in these columns of Ex-
tracts and Replies. But how will the account bal-

ance unless about as many facts are stated as there

are questions asked ? Still we want the questions

to bring out the facts. When asked to write for

the paper, farmers sometimes say they have noth-

ing to write about. These questions furnish topics

or sul)jects for writing, which we hope will be im-

proved.

FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE.

I see that some of the readers of the Farmer are
considerably alarmed about the foot disease in cat-

tle. We have never had any cases in this town

;

but in the adjoining town of Comptou it has been
quite prevalent. I was convei-sing with a gentle-

man from that town, a few days since, who said

that the best treatment was not to do anything for

it. He said it was contagious, like the cow-pox,
and would go through the whole herd, Init would
not injure the cattle any more than the above dis-

ease. Those that had used acids and other medi-
cines had injured their herds much more than
those' that had done nothing. Give them good
keeping and they would soon get over it.
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Some years ago I had a disease given to my cat-
tle by puttiiii? a straiij;er's hoi>e in nij- barn. All
my cattle ^^^'rt' soon art'ectcd with sore mouths and
trorliiiitr, and they Avere so low that they could eat

nothinf,' tor several days. My horses as well as cat-

tle had it. At lirst I feared they would starve.
All 1 (.lid for them was to open their mouths and
put in a iiood liandful of tine salt. It would make
them almost crazy, at tirst, Ijut in a little time they
would seem better. The disease continued only
about a week or ten days. Of course it took oif

some tlesh, but I did not lose any of them.
Eaton, Can., Jan. 13, ISll. Hikam Fkench.

HINTS ABOUT KILLING SAVINE.

The rope for the hog's nose should be small and
strong, and have a good sized iron ring to liold

easily in the hand. Let the hog out of the pen,
which is apt to be a hard jjlace for a scuthe. LqJ
him run. He will soon tire, and may be seized by
a hind leg, the noose slipi>ed over his snout, and
laid upon his l)ack ready for sticking. The blood
nuiy be drawn Ijy an insertion of the knife a little

before the front legs, directly down towards the
s|iuie. Any further cutting is not ouly useless,

but injures the meat. At the great slaughter-
houses, the victuHS are despatched by a single,

ett'ectual stab.

It is well to wash the hog before scalding. It

saves time and rosin, to put the rosin into the hot
water instead of dusting it over the In-istles. An
old, worn-up, round-cornered hoe, with a two-foot
handle, is the best tool to take otf bristles. After
one end of the hog is well scalded, scrape it aoout
clean while the other end is under the water.
Don't forget that the aninuxl heat must all be taken
out of the meat before you salt it. Split the hog
always through the ribs, and let him hang over
night. W. D. Brown.

Concord, Mass., Jan., 1S71.

COLORED OR UNCOLORED BUTTER.

Our cows arc not of the pure Jersey stock, and
as a consequence, butter made from them while
fe€ with common winter feed is not "gilt-edged."
We have never used carrots or anything else to

color it until this fall. We have customers who
have used our butter summer and winter for years,
through all shades of color from dandelions. to hay.
Some were iiuite satisfied with the straw color of
winter, others often referred to the beautiful Jersey
butter found in Boston and Philadelphia.
Sometime this fall, Init not until after our butter

began to grow pale, we used aunotto. Of course
it was noticed. After several had used it a week
or two, one gentleman imiuired why his butter
was of such an unusual color, remarking at the
same time that he was unable to detect any differ-

ence in its taste. When told that it was colored,
he said he had rather see good colored butter, Init

had aprejudice .against any foreign substances in his

food. As we nuike butter to suit our cusiomers if

possible, we have since then, by his request, given
it to him uncolored.
Those of our customers who said so much about

Jersey butter have, since learning that "gilt-

edged," Jersey cow's butter and annotto were so
nearly synonymous, preferred butter without color.
A new custoTHcr had never seen any liut the

colored butter until a week ago, when one pound
of uncolored was sent with the other. This week
there was none but uncolored. When the question
was askeii why the differeiice in the color, and the
whole process was explained, the customer re-

marked that oujjmtter had been nicer than any
winter liuttcr li¥ ever saw before. They supposed
we had real Jersey cows, liut if it was annotto they
had been eating; they preferred the natural color.

All of our best customers refuse annotto, though
not one of them has been able to deti'ct anything
in the taste dillering from the uncolortMi butter.

If the consumers of fanc}' liutter knew they were
eating annotto how many of them would prefer its

natural color ? a.

January, 1871.

THE DODGE WHEAT.
I enclose a sample ot the celebrated "Dodge

Wheat" that has been raised in this section for

several years with good success. It drew the tirst

premium at the Washington County, Vt., Agricul-
tural Society, as did also flour from the same.

Its history is as follows : a gentleman by the
name of Dodge was travelling in Lowell, Vt., and
selected a few heads from a nice held of wheat.
By a judicious selection of seed he improved it

very much. I have raised this wheat hvc yeai's,

always screening my seed wjth one of Hildrcth's

wheat screens. It has yielded as much as fifty

bushels per acre. Some consider it as sure a crop
as oats. It does not rust nor smut, and is not apt

to lodge. A. M. Foster.
Cabot, Vt., Jan. 9, 1871.

Remarks.—Two very fine heads' of bearded

wheat, one six and tlie other seven inches in length,

were received with the above, as well as specimens

of the grain and liour.

ASCARIDES OR PIN WORMS IN HORSES.

"Wliat is the best remedy for worms in horsea ?

Mine has what I suppose to be pin worms. At
times he has a large number coinc away from him.
When they leave him so freely is he not doing
well ? "Snip."
East Otisfield, Me., Jan., 1871.

Remarks.—We are inclined to think so, and

should hesitate about attempting any great amount

of doctoring. We have heard of instances in which

these worms have been lessened by keeping the

anus well lubricated with lard or other grease or

oil, for several days. The worms breed at this

point, not in the bowels, and if kept oily their in-

crease is prevented. An injection of four ounces

of aloes in one quart of whale or any common oil,

with a common large syringe, every morning for

five or six days, in connection with physic, is re-

commended by a correspondent of the Country

Gentleman.

FOOT DISEASE IN CATTLE,

As there is much excitement in Massachusetts in

relation to the foot disease in cattle, I deem it a

duty to say that I have cured an ox troubled with

the "same disease by applying a strong solution of

carbolic acid three tunes, then putting on hot tar

once. Solon Sumner.
Bristol, Vt., Jan., 1871.

Remarks.—The disease which is now prevalent

in Massachusetts is, we believe, something quite

dilTerent from any kno^\-n in this country previous

to August last, and we hope the Epizootic Aphtha

has not as yet reached Bristol.

CREAM THAT COULD NOT BE CHURNED IN SUMMER.

In his reply to the question, What ails the cream ?

Mr. Bliss savs he never knew of any trouble in the

stiinmer. Ihave. In 1838 and 1839 my father had
a cow that, in the best of feed, gave thirty-six
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quarts of milk a day, but he could not sxet four
pounds of butter a week from her milk, and it took
from one to two days to churn it at that. In 1867
I had a cow that came in in the spring, and in Au-
gust one day's churning of her cream was not long
enough to make the butter come. In these cases

the trouble was with the cows. Hence I agree that

good cows and good feed are nccessarj' to make
the butter come. o. ir.

Wallingford, Vt., Jan. 12, 1S71.

MOUTH AND THROAT DISEASE.—BUONCHITIS.

Last January, (Montldy Fakmer, page 119) we
published a statement of cases in Cheshire, Mass.,

of cows with a swelling of the neck, thi-oat and

tongue, accompanied with constant drooling. We
are now informed that Mr. G. A. Carpenter and
others of that section, have recently lost cows b^
tlie same disease.

This may be the disease described in veterinary

books as bronchitis,—an inflammation of the wind-

pipe, lungs, &c. Dr. McClure says the great

trouble with this malady is the fact that it is not

generally noticed until it becomes so bad that it is

difficult to control. It is an irritation of the fauces

of the mouth, throat, and sometimes lungs and

chest, and is apt to atlect a wliole herd. He advises

farmers whose stock may Ix exposed, to study and

compare the sounds in the wind-pipe of well and

diseased animals, so as to be able to detect the dis-

ease in its early stages. A slight rough, grating

sound will first be perceived. In a week or so a

slight busky cough, with weeping from the eyes,

and a waterj^ discharge from the inner corner of

the nose will be perceived.

The treatment prescribed bj' Dr. McClure is as

follows :—If the disease be discovered^vithin forty-

eight hours from the attack, take from four to five

doses of the tincture of aconite i-oot, twenty-five

drops to a dose, and give one dose ever^' four hours.

If there be uncertainty as to whether the disease

has existed longer or shorter, to save time the

aconite may be given along with the following pow-

ders, three times in the day : Powdered sulphate of

iron, three drachms
;
powdered gentian root, half

an ounce ;
powdered ginger root, half an ounce

;

powdered sulphite of soda, half an ounce ; mix and

make a drench, to be poured do^vn the mouth out

of a strong bottle. This medicine is to be Contin-

ued (omitting the aconite after^the fifth dose) till

the animal is well, or looks brighter, and eats all it

gets. If it be a milch cow, the usual quantity of

milk will be given. In addition to the above med-

icines, give, once or twice daily, half an oimce of

commercial sulphuric acid, largely diluted or mixed

in half a bucket of cold M-ater. In feeding, care

should be taken not to give too much, so as to bring

on dangerous indigestion.

twenty acres. This little farm is very pleasantly

situated on the Charles river, and is owned by an

uncle of mine.
I was much interested in reading an article on

the best method of preparing fodder for stock, in

the last number. I think I shall try cutting and
steaming fodder for my stock on a small scale.

I rea(i and hear agreat deal said al)<)ut fertilizers.

I have used Bvadky's Superiihosphate, and seen

it used on ditferent kinds of land, and I am con-

vinced that it works well on most all kinds of soil.

I consider muck worthless, except as it is
_
used

as an absorbent,—and I use a great deal of it for

that.

Will you please infonn me as to the best time for

setting out shade trees, such as pine, maple ami
elm ? D. R. Sfaulding.
Dover, Mass., Jan. 1, 1871.

Remarks. — The exact time for transplanting

trees is of less importance than the proper way of

doing the work. Deciduous trees, or such as shed

then- foliage in the fall, will bear bad treatment bet-

ter than evergreens. The roots of pine trees and

other evergreens will not bear the sun or air near

as well as the maple, elm, &c. Just as the new

growth of evergreens is commencing, about the

first of June in New England, is generally consid-

ered a favorable time to transplant them, while

maple, &c., may be planted earlier. But do the

work well, and not expose the roots to dry air or

sun—take them up and set them out some rainy

day or at night—and evergreens may be safely

transplanted at almost any time.

PREPAHIXO fodder— FERTILIZERS— MUCK—TIME
FOR SETTING OUT SHADE TREES.

I have lately subscribed for your paper, and I am
well satisfied that I have made a good investment.
I feel that I have lost a great amount of useful in-

formation by not subscribing for it before.

I am living at the present time on a farm of

SCARLET BOUVARDIA.

Will "S. 0. J." have the kindness to give direc-

tions for the successful cultivation of the "scarlet

Bouvardia," the kind of soil, temperature, and
treatment. Though my. plants are usually quite

flourishing, and free from aphis, with this I have
tailed, but admire it so much when well grown,
that I shall be glad to know the wherefore.

A Constant Reader.

Remarks.—The followuig is S. O. J.'s reply :

—

Wd have not always been successful in the cul-

ture of the Scarlet Bouvardia. It will not thrive

in the dry, heated temperature of our common
sitting rooms, but, like the verbena, requhes a

cool, moist atmosphere, and a rich, loamy soil with

a mixture of sand, at least a quarter of the whole

bulk of the soil. It is also, like the verljena, sub-

ject to the ravages of the aphis, which injure its

growth and beauty. This season we had procured

a fine variety, the Bouvardia Elegans, which is a

''novelty," and has much larger clusters of flowers,

of a Ijrighter and clearer shade, and far handsomer

than the species usually grown. In December, it

was growing beautifully, the sandy, rich loam, and

the cooler situation, were douig their work, and it

had four beautiful clusters of buds beginning to

show their rich scarlet tint. But they were covered

with green flies in all stages of life. Their pres-

ence was not to be endured,—a warm water bath

must be given them ! So we prepared it, but tlie

morning was chilly, our fingers were cold, and the

result was, the bath was too waim for the health

of the plant. All the gi-een aphides were killed

—

so also were all the beautiful buds and leaves

!
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The plant still survives, and is now recovering

from its Lot bath. Not an aphis has dared to show

its wings, and green leaves now promise a wealth

of buds. We hope that "Constant Header" will

profit by our experience, and will give her plant a

cool temperature, and a cool bath, and a rich,

sandy home. If watered once a week with guano

water, it will flourish more luxuriantly.

BAKN OR WINTEIi. ITCII.

Will you be so kind as to give me any informa-
tion with regard to excessive itching among cattle

ill the winter, and also state some remedy for the

same ? My cattle are not lousy, though some of

them seem to sutler as much from eonstuiit itching

as if the.y were. Any iiil'ormatiou regarding the

matter, either from you, or your numerous con-

tributors, through the columns of the New Eng-
land Farmer, "will be thankfully received.

Albert Harris.
Hudson, JSf. E., Jan. 22, 1871.

Remarks.—Sailors confined to a diet of salt meat

and dry bread are often troubled with scurvy. It

is possible that the change from gi-een feed and

pure air of our mountain pastures to dry hay, close

confinement and bad, perhaps damp, air of stables

tends to produce in cattle a disease somewhat sim-

ilar. A disease among stock known as the Barn

Itch is not uncommon, but its cause is not well un-

derstood. If it is produced as the scurvy among

sailors is produced, then potatoes or other roots, or

even browse, might be beneficial. But if the dis-

iease is of animal origin, as the itch in man, an

ointment of sulphur may give relief. Take lard or

any soft gi-ease and stir in sulphur till it is quite

tliick, and anoint the parts affected. In some eases

the grease, alone, applied after rubbing the affected

pait till the surface is smooth, has proved beneficial.

be covered by a shallow furrow, at the time of ap-
jilying the manure. Very wet land forms an ex-
ception to this general rule. Were we eertain of a
wet season, like those of 1868 and ISGl) in this sec-

tion, the harrow might be used instead of the
])longh, but in seasons like the past, manure not
ploughed in dries up, unless the manure is well
rotted and fine when harrowed in. When the land
on whieh manure is ])loiiglied in w ith a shallow
furrow is next ploughed, it should be ploughed
deep. F.

Plymouth, N. H., Jan., 1871.

FODDER CORN FOR AVINTER USE.

Would you advise a young farmer, keeping a

small dairy, to plant a f(!w acres of sweet corn, as

fodder corn for whiter use ? If so what is the best

variety to plant, and where can it be obtained, and
at what price ? At what time in the season should

it be planted, and how should the ground be pre-

])ared, and how much seed per acre is necessary ?

Fairlee, Vt., Jan, 10, 1871. A. W. Paine.

Remarks.—Cornstalks are so difficult to cure

that we should not advise you to gi-ow any such

<|iiantity asyou name at first. Sweet corn, suita-

ble for sowhig for fodder, may ))e bought in Boston

at Jg-3 to f J per bushel. But why not save your

VERMONT DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIA-
TION.

Burlington, Thursday, Jan. 19, 1871.

Mr. T. D. Curtis, of Utica, N. Y., read a paper on

" The Needs of the Dairy."

Prefachig his remarks Mith a few words on the

necessity for co-operation without jealousy among
workers over the country, and of the proper com-
bination of practice and theory, Mr. Curtis sjioke of
the growing uei.-('s.-iry fur^kilkd laliorand ('(.lucatcd

lal)orcrs on the farms of the country, for more lirain

and less muscle.
He deprecated the hasty spirit of speculation

which has so much ruled the dairy interest hither-

to. That whirh is best for the future is best for

the present ; eheap factories and dair^'' houses should
be abandohed,—they were well enough for the first

experunents, but now fail to realize the best results.

Too little attention was given to preservation of

proper temperature ; and old factories can never
make the best cheese until rebuilt. You Verinont-
ers shoukl take advantage of our experience. One
great drawhark in factcny system is in credited

number of pounds of milk—it should be in propor-
tion to value of milk, quality is rarely taken into

consideration, and some remedy should be devised.

At last convention of Am. Dairymen's Association,

a committee was appointed to investigate the mat-
ter.

Thorough and scientific experiments should be_

made to determine the value of dilllrent kinds of

milk for cheese or for butter ; the best conditions

and methods of manufacture—of pressing and cur-

ing. Cheesemaking may lie lifted to the rank of a
science. I have suggested the establishment of a
model experimental factory, not for immediate
profit, but for knowledge.
Rennet is one of the most important things in

cheese making. Two of the most valuable papers
ever presented to the Dairymen of the country,

were Ity L. B. Arnold on "Rennet," and by Prof.

G. C. Caldwell, on " Putrefactions and their appli-

cation to manufacture of cheese," in 18G9, before

the Am. Dairymen's Association.

From the first of these papers—which were pub-
lished in the llepoi't of the Vt. Dairymen's Associ-

ation for 1870—Mr. Curtis gave some extracts.

We cannot be too careful in keeping and usingown seed, or use ordinary corn ? If sown in drills

three and one-half feet apart, two bushels are 1
rennets. Butcher's rennets have been proved worth

X. .. mv.„ ,.,.„, „, ^A K„_i„i, „„,! only one third those furnished by patrons of tacto-
enough for an acre. The land should be rich and

in good order, and a small patch will produce much

fodder. Corn is. often sown too thick and cut too

gi-een. It is usually sown in the spring soon after

planting field corn. Last year the subject was

pretty fully discussed in the Farmer, with direc-

tions for curing fodder corn for whiter use, &c.

PLOUGHING IN MANURE.

I desire to endorse pulilicly the remarks of C. F.

Lincoln, WoodstocI;, Vt., on the application of ma-
nure. In nine cases in ten I think manure should

ly one third those furnished by patr

ries'. Much experiment ought to be made in prep-

aration of rennets. '

Prof. Caldwell's paper, from which he also quoted,

cws how the action of rennet is occasioned, by
tho velopment of fungus particles, called micro-

coccus t Jls. My opinion differs from his, that

blue-mou. I cj'ls and those of rennet are in the be-

ginning, the same ; but a series of careful cxperi-

inents in the matter is very essential.

Pure air and the cooling of the milk are essential

lor the best make ot cheese, as has been abundantly
])rovcti. The home consumption of cheese should
be increased, for it is healthful and economical

food ; we must not eat only what poor cheese won't
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sell. The home market is of more consequence
than the foreign, and should be carefully supplied

and cultivated. The cost of cheese-making should
be reduced, liy enii)loying the best methods and
materials, by increasing the productiveness of the

soil, and the value of cows,—and without always
looking for uumcdiate returns, either—and by in-

creasing sclentilic knowledge on the subject. The
farmer must have more and better learning ; there

is no position which requires so much as that of the

future farmer. The farm cannot much longer do
without book learning ; and let your boys uuder-
stand that farming is henceforth not to be mere
backbrcaking drudgery, for where can all the fac-

ulties and talents be so fully brought into play.

Mr. Harris Lewis of Herkimer county, N. Y., fol-

lowed Mith a paper on

Cheese Making.
Vermont will always produce, witli proper man-

agement, grasses suitaljle for the production of liest

cattle and" chce^e ; so docs Herkiuicr Co., and we
can surely join in saying " All flesh is grass." We
can both dcly competition in any market in the

world. I will try to present to you the system of

management in our county
;

3'ct rules on paper are

so arbitrary, I lind I must lay my paper aside and
rather give you a talk on the subject. You remem-
ber the story of Naaman the Syrian, in tJie Bible,

what great expectations the man luul, and his dis-

gust at the simplicity of the remedy proposed. It

may be a good deal so with you as to cheese-mak-
ing. We have no secret. We take the eveiriug and
the morning mess for a single curd ; start the water
between the walls of the vat to cool the night's

milk, and bj' the tunc milking is dune the water
space is full, and the agitator begins to l>e moved
by the waste water. The point of cooling is im-
portant. I lind bj' experiments that 65° is the

most favoralde point to which to reduce the even-
ing's milk ; it also needs agitation, airing, to free it

from animal odor, the new-milk smell. We hold it

at that heat till the morning's mess is all added
;

let the agitator continue at work before a tire is

started to raise the temperature. Here is a vital

pomt; adding the evenhig mess reduces the temper-
ature, takes out the odor, and places it in a partial

state of ripeness, as I may call it. When the morn-
ing milk is all added, the water is stopped, tire is

started ami the mercury raised to 84^. Here there

is room for variation. If the weather is cold, and
the mess small, sict it a little above this heat ; if the

weather is hot, below. All these things must be
determined by sound conmion sense. If you color,

now is the time to add the coloring. I think cheese
ought not to be colored, and never would color a
pound, if consumers did not demand it. Put in just

enough anotto to nuxke a bright straw color. Now
add the rennet, enough to perfectly coagulate in 40

or 50 minutes. If you design cheese for immedi-
ate use, add enough to coagulate in 30 minutes.
When coagulation is perfect, when the curd has
" come,"—so thifl by dipping the tinger in it, it will

break clean, it is in the best condition to cut up.

Would prefer if possible to cut it in blocks al)out

half an inch cube. A moderate heat should be ap-

plied after the curd has settled a little below the

whey, to raise it to 88 or 90 degrees. Do not stir it;

in no way can a cheese be so completely " skimmed"
as by stirring it up ; do not move it while in a tender
state. When tirui enough to move, raise the heat to

98 or 100 degrees, still stirring as little as possible,

and keep it there till sulfieiently " cooked," as it is

termed, which is to be judged of bj' taking a hand-
ful and squeezing it ; when if the curd falls apart, it

is done. We think it a Ijctter practice to draw oft'

the whey, but uuiny do not, but let it remain till

acidity develops. We gather the curd at one' end,
raise the vat a little, and let the whey drain otf.

Formerly, at this stage, we salted and then put it

to press ; but now we let it remain till a perceptible

sourness appears, then put it in a hoop and press

out most of the whey, and then run the curd
through a mill ; after which we salt it. The advan-
tage is in better proportioning the salting. We use

a pound of salt to 56 or 60 pounds of curd ; early-

made cheese requires a little more, and late made
cheese a little less. Use the best of salt, and mix
it thoroughly. After grinding and salting, it is best

to spread and air it thoroughly; brmg it to the

temperature of the room, and then press it, as much
or as little as you like.

This is all there is of Herkimer Co. cheese-mak-
ing. If the cheese fail, it is in the curing, ten times

to once in the making. The proper temperature

for a curing room is 72°, by my experiments, and it

should he an even temperature.
I think nnlk requires a certain degree of " ripe-

ness " to make the most and the best of either but-

ter or cheese. Milk just drawn will not make
cheese ; the exact method of determining the proper

age is what I hope some day to sec found out.

The matter of cream has given me much trouble.

To save it, I have always skimmed it otf to make
" sweet butter " so called, and never had a dealer

CQjnplain that my cheeses were " skim-milk " either.

It muft else go to the i>ig-pen, for you cannot mix
it with the curd and have it stay.

I will lay down, in conclusion a few propositions

intended to provoke thought and discussion ; if they

do, I shall have attained my end in coming here,

for action on your pa^J will certainly follow. 1st.

Perfect neatne'ss is absolutely necessary. 2d. Milk
free from all impurity, taint, or odor, is essential.

3d. The gi-eater the yield from a given quantity of

milk, the" better the qualitj;. 4th. The successful

cheese-maker must l)e qualified by nature, by study,

and by practice. 5th. Unfailing success will only

attend those who in proper time attend to the mi-
nutia; of thek business.

Discussion followed, Messrs. Lewis and Curtis

being questionea on some of the details of the pro-

cess, the former holding stoutly to his assertions

that the temperature of the curing-room must be

72°, that the curd should be stirred as little as pos-

sible in the vat, and that the cream, if once risen on

the milk, cannot be saved for the cheese—the divorce

being final.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON.

Peter Collier, Professor of Chemistry in the Uni-

versity of Vermont and Agricultural College, read

a scientific paper on " Chemistry as applied to Milk,

Butter and Cheese," explaining the constituents of

milk, their qualities and uses, the changes which

take place in it, in the formation of butter and

cheese, and showing the scientific and chemical

reasons why this and that thing is done by the

maker, and urging the necessity of more exact ex-

periments by scientific and practical men, as to the

eft'ects of temperature, of rennets—now so much of

a mystery—of difl'erent modes of getting milk and

working the buttter and cheese, &c.

The subject of cheese-making was then taken up,

and Mr. Augustus Smith of Dauby, addreseed the

Association at some length, setting forth his own

practice and the conclusions to which he had come,

which did not dift'er very much from those of Mr.

Lewis, already reported. He also attached the

greatest unportance to proper curing, maintaining

the room at an even temperature between 70 and

75 degrees. He would have the hand and eye edu-
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cated by practice, and not rely entirely on the ther-

mometer during tlie process of cheese-malvinf;, and
coni^idcrcil it essential tliattlie cliecse-makcr should

have a housewife as interested as himself in the

production of the best article. In one respect, his

practice ditfered a little from that of Mr. Lewis; he
cooled his milk in'a very large and shallow pan,

and never got enough cream to rise to make butter

for his owTi family.

A discussion followed on the use of ice, which
was deprecated by Messrs. Smith, Lewis and Cur-
tis, and some other points of cheese-making, kept
up till it began to grow dark, when the Association

adjourned till evening.

EVENING.

The evening session was opened by a few re-

marks, at the request of the President, from
Governor Stewart. The evening was spent in talk,

mostly about fodder and soiling of cattle, and Mr.
Lewis and one or two others w'ere put through a
pretty severe catechizing.

Mr. Smith, of Danby, had planted corn for fod-

der and obtained good results, when grass feed

failed. Mr. Lewis supporte^l his proposition that

grass could be raised to cut for fodder and was
better than corn. Mr. Parris of Fairfax, had ob-

tained much better results fi-om raising oats for

fodder than corn.

Whether such a crop would pay, was discussed

;

and most agreed that a farmer must often raise

crops that don't pay, in dollars and cents. Mr. A.
Stowe of Westford, gave some details of an exper-

ment in raising both corn and oats for fodder.

That ditfercnt crops did better in different places,

must be conceded; and observation and experi-

ment will tell each man which he can raise best,

for the laws of nature are certain, and only by obey-
ing them can the best results be reached, in any
pursuit.

FiUDAY, Jan. 20.

A paper on " The Natui-al History of Cattle," by
Prof. G. 11. Perkins of the University of Vermont,
was read by the Secretary. Describing some of the

anatomical characteristics of cattle, and the process

of digestion and nutrition, the writer spoke of the

dilfcrent animals used in different lands for milk,

and of the different qualities of milk to be obtained

from the cow. The Ayrshire cattle are held by
authorities to make the best rctunis for the dairy

upon the average,—the Jersey being too good for

ordinary purposes. The great majority of dairy

cows now arc of no one breed, but are the result of

crossing of many breeds. English and Dutch cat-

tle were imported very early. The best judges say
our dairy-stock is not imjjroving; if so, it becomes
an imjjortant question how to make a change in

this respect. Whether to improve the native cows,

or to use the high-bred imported races is yet to be

decided ; it will take diligent care and labor, but by
it the dairy interests of the country may be more
benefited perhaps than most will imagine.

A paper was then read by E. R. Towle of St. Al-
bans, on the

Management of Cows.
lAHicthcr the breed be chosen with reference to

object of dairj' or not, the management is not al-

ways the best. Not so much attention has yet been
paid to the proper care of pastures, to the raising of
forage crops and other points. But few i)astures
will yield food enough for the whole season. Plen-
ty of good water should always be supi)lied. Many
details usually thought small, are really of great
importance. As fall comes on, cows need more at-

tention ; it will be found easier to kec]) them in con-
dition tlinn to regain their lost flesh in the spiing;
there is little fear of their getting too fat. Much of
the good results of the following season depends
on how cattle are kept during the winter. If milk
is ex])ectcd in quantity in Decemljcr, the cows
should be carefully fed; but whether the increased
care and expense will be profitable, is yet to be de-
termined. Most ftxrmers in our section feed but
twice a day, while cows are dry,to save time.

As'tnilk-time comes on again, the quality of food
should be improved ; if they have not extra food
and care, decrease of milk will surelr follow. There
has been lately some improvement in managing
cows, slow but sure; and when an improvement
proves itself really such^ it will be adopted.

A discussion followed on the question of stock.

Mr. Lewis thought it highly unportantfor the dairy

farmer to raise his own cows ; he discussed the

qualities of different breeds, and said he had found

grade Ayrshires to give the best results in butter

and cheese for a given amount of food. He was

raising both Ayrshires and Durhams ; Init thought

Ayrshires crossed with Devons might make a still

better breed. Mr. Lewis urged the value and' im-

portance of Farmers' Clubs.

Col. Mead of Randolph, said we must raise a

breed that will be serviceable for beef when their

milking is gone; and for himself he was satisfied

that the short-horn was th } best. We can if we
will, breed a race of short-horns that shall l)e as

well known *s Vermont cattle, as Vermont sheep

and horses are, and as peeuliarlj' suited to our State

and its needs.

Col. Mead of Randolph, moved that a vote of

thanks be given to Messrs. Lewis and Curtis of

New York, for their presence at this meeting, and

the great help and service to the Vermont Dairj'-

men's Association which they have rendered. The
motion was pi-omptly and heartily seconded by
Messrs. Douglas, Stone and Bliss, and was adopted

by a rising vote of the whole assembly.

The Association then adjourned to meet at the

call of the Executive committee. Although neither

Governor Atwood of New York, nor Mr. Goodale

of Maine wei-e present, our correspondent, O. S.

Bliss, Esq., writes to us that the meeting was " a

splendid success."

—The October Report of the foot and mouth dis-

ease in Great Britain, namCd 3002 centres of infec-

tion. In 30 days thereafter the centres of malady

had been lessened by 248. There would be stronger

hope of the malady being on the wane, if the local

authority was energetic in using preventive means

in all parts of the country.
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VT. BOAKD OF AGRICTJLTURE.
Under an act passed by the Legislature of the

State, the following gentlemen were nominated by

the Governor, and confirmed liy the Senate, as a

Board of Agriculture, Mining and Statistics :

—

Gov. John W. Stewart, ex-offido, Pres. ; James
B. Angell, ex-offido, ex-Gov. *F. Holbrook, N. B.

Safford, C. H. Heath, A. B. Halbert, P. W. Hyde,
Z. E. Jameson.

Agreeably to a call of the Governor, the members

of the Board met at Burlington, Jan. 19, for the

choice of Secretary, for the completion of the or-

ganization, and preparation for its work. Hon. P.

W. Hyde and Hon. C. H. Heath of the Frst Con-

gi'cssional District; N. B. Safford, Esq., of the

Second District ; and Hon. A. B. Halbeit and Z.

E. Jameson, Esq., of the Third District, together

with the Governor and President Angell, ex-offido,

were present, being all the members except Gov.

Holbrook, who declines to serve upon the Board.

The Board made choice of Prof. Peter Collier, of

the University and State Agricultural College, as

their Secretary.

The history Of the Boards of Agriculture in other

States has sho^^^l that their efficiency depends on

the Secretarj'. He is the managing and working

agent of the Board. He should be not only a

worker himself, but one that has the knack of

setting others at work and of keeping them at it.

If he has "other fish to fry," the agricultural trout

is apt to be poorly served. If he has other otfices

to fill, or other business to transact, or is elected

because he is somebody's friend that must be pro-

vided for, the drudgery of Secretarj^ship is likely to

be neglected, or postponed till the next year or

even later, as in the case of the Board of New
York, and some other States.

The gentleman elected Secretary of the Vermont
Board of Agricnlture is Professor of Chemistry in

the Agi'icultural College at Burlington, and the

Free Press, of that city, in congratulating the Board

on securing his services says :

—

Prof. Collier has very fine qualifications for the
position. He is practically as Avell as scientifically

familiar with agricultural aftiiirs, as those who
have heard the part taken bj^ him in the discus-
sions of the Dairymen's Association have per-
ceived. He has practical as well as scientific

knowledge of mining. He is, in fact, thoroughly
informed in most of the practical sciences, and has
an acquaintance with gentlemen engaged in in-

vestigations such as the Board is expected to pur-
sue, which cannot ^ail to be of high value to the
Boaixl. He is a young man, and will bring to his

position enthusiastic interest in the work of the
Board, and in the welfare of the State.

Vermont State Agricultural Society.—At a

meeting of the Directors of this Society at Bellows

Falls, January 2.5, a Committee was appointed, as

"we learn from the Times, to locate the next State

Fair, consisting of J. W. Colburn, of Springfield

;

John Gregory, of Northfield, and James A. Shedd,

of Burlington. The competing places for the loca-

tion of the Fair are Rutland and White Biver Junc-

tion. George Ilami^iond, of Middlebury, and H.

M. Hall, of Burke were elected Directors to till the

vacancies caused by the death of Henry Keyes and

Edwin Hammond. Resolutions of respect for the

memory of Edwin Hammond were adopted, and

appropriate remarks made by Hon. John Gregory,

Hon. Crosby Miller and Henry Clark.

Vermont Horse Stock Company.—The annual

meeting of this Association was held at Bellows

Falls, January 25. The Times says the amount of

stock already subscribed is over f28,000, and the

location of the stock fann is to be decided upon

during the next thirty days, and will be given to

the County which subscribes the most stock, other

things being equal. The following officers were

chosen for the year ensuing :

—

President—H. G. Root, of Beniiiiia;ton ; Vice Presi
denti—Coh J. B. Muad, of Raiidolpir; Harluy M. Hall,

of East Burke; Seeretary—h.'V. Tucker, of Royalton.
Treasurei—Henry C. Horton, of Vergeunes.

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS,
[Furnished for the New Englapjd Farmer, ^by W.

D. Brown, Concord, Mass.]

—It is poor economy to reset thin wheel tires.

—Every farmer should have a brand to mark his

cattle and tools. It Mill save its cost, often.

—A wagon shed, centrally located and easy of

access, is a great convenience. It is an investment

that will pay.

—A barn, located square up. to the highway, like

a city block, is worth about half price. No land is

too valuable for buildings.

—Every prudent farmer will avail himself of the

comparative leisure of winter, to put every vehicle

and implement in complete repair.

—Don't live another year without a tool room.

It will save hours of vexatious search for forks and

shovels, that should be ready without a moment's

delay.

—Two dollars a day for a farm hand, makes it

important that he should have good tools to work

with. They cost considerable. Insist that he use

them for the purpose for which they are made.

—If new tools, unpainted, are soaked with raw,

linseed oil, they will work easier, and last longer.

Why don't manufacturers do it by the wholesale ?

—It seems reasonable that a laboring horse should

have a room to lie in at night, where he can turn

over and shift about.

—If your colts are hard to get into the bam, after

their daily exercise, let them find a few oats in their

manger after coming in, and that trouble is over.

—The reason why the horse rubs otf his blanket

nights, is, the girth hurts him. Have it padded and

looser, and fasten the blanket partly under the

breast, and perhaps by a crupper.

—The elliptic springs on most freight wagons are

too light, and often nearly close with the load.
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Then the draft is positively increased, and the load

liable to injury.

—Better pay a car|)enter for making flights of

stairs in the barn, where needed, than a doctor for

mending bones broken liy using ladders. Rule

:

things in daily use sliuuld be exactly adapted to

the need.

AGRICULTURAIi ITEMS.
—For pin wonns in horses the usual remedy is

to give aloes in the form of a ball. An injection of

a weak solution of carbolic acid is resorted to quite

often of late.

—A fatal disease called "the black-leg" is prev-

alent an-iong cattle in Boone county, Iowa. The
flesh becomes dark, the blood almost black in the

veins, and the heart lull of coagulated blood, when
death ensues.

—The decrease in cultivated acres of wheat in

Great Briiain, acroiding to the returns of 1870, is

5.3 per cent. Barley shows an increase of 5 2 per

cent; cattle have increased 15 per cent., and sheep

have decreased 4 40 per cent.

—A correspondent of the Southern Cultivator'

says that oxen may be rid of lice, by giving them
two tablespoonsful of sulphur mixed with salt, in

the morning of a -warm day, and then \\'ork them
hard enough to keep them hot. By night all lice

will be gone.

—A veterinarian correspondent of the Western

Farmer, says that very tight warm horse stables

are just the things for horse doctors, as they give

them lots of busmess, and that the open bams of

this Western country are the greatest enemies the

veterinary practitioner has to contend with, for

they continually rob him of his practice.

—Mr. S. C. Mason writes to the New England
Farmer that he has kept large herds of cattle, and
has been troubled with a disease known as foot rot,

which he has cured by putting air-slacked lime on
the floor of stables, drive-ways to the bam, &c.

The disoi-derto which he alludes is probably some-
thing different from the Epizootic Aphtha, but the

use of lime is recommended in case of the latter

disease.

—The Norristown, Pa., Herald furnishes the

following remedy for chicken cholera:—One ounce
of assafuj'ida; two table spoonfuls of cayenne

pepper, pulverized; one peck wheat bran; one

handful salt. Dissolve the assatceuda in a cup ot

hot water; mix it all together like thick nmsh;
prepare the night before; put it in the trough

every morning if bad, and continue until a final

cure.

—X. A. Willard gives it as his opinion that hun-

dreds of thousands of pounds of cheese have been

lost during the past summer by the lack of atten-

tion to the temperature of curing rooms. He be-

lieves progress had been made during the past few

years in this department, but much remains to be

accomplished, and the principal improvement must
lie in securing a proper and uniform temperature

of the cheese while curing.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES.
Cat-eponia Colnty, Vt.—The annual meeting of the

Caledonia County Agricultural Society, was held at St.

Johnsbury, Vt., January 17th, Harley M. Hall, Presi-
dent, in the chair. The following oflicers were elected
for the year ensuing

:

President, Chas. A. Sylvester, of Barnet; Vice Presi-
f?e?^^>^ Calvin Morrill, St. Jolin.sbury; Joshua Bemis,
Lyndon; SecTetaries, I. W.Sanborn, I^yndonville ; H.
C. Hastings, N. M. Johnson, St. Johnsbury; Chas. D.
Brainard, Danville; Treasurer, C. M. Stone, St. Johns-
bury, together with an Executive Committee, consisting
of one or more members from each town in the county.
The meeting was fully attended. The last Annual Fair,
1870, was one of the Society's best, and a success finan-
cially and otherwise.
Addison County, Vt.—Annual meeting at Middle-

bury, Jan. 18. Oflicers elected for 1871 —Prea., Col. E.
S. Stowell, of .Cornwall; Vice Pres., A. C. Harris,
Shoreham; N. J. Allen, Ferrisburgh; Sec, Albert
Chapman, Middlebury ; Treas., N. P. Barbour, Middle-
bur3-. Also a Board of Town Managers. Itesolutions
of respect to the memory of Edwin Hammond, one of
the founders and best friends of the Society were
adopted.
Waterville, Me., Jersey Ceub.—Pr€S.,TS. R. Bou-

telle: <sVc., William Dyer. *

AxDKOscoGGiN County.—Pres., Rufus Prince; Sec,
Nelson Horn. The next fair to be held in any town the
trustees may designate.
West Penobscot, Me.—Prc.«., Stephen D. Jennings;

Sec, T. P. Batohelder, Kenduskeag.
Sagadahoc, Me.—Pres., W. P. Walker; Sec, G. A.

Rogers, Topsham.

lioRTiciLTUEAL PATENTS.—The Kansas Fariner,

in noticing the petitions that have been circulated

for signatures, asking Congi-ess to include new
vegetables, plants, roots, woods, &c., among the

objects for patent rights, makes a practical test of

the matter by anticipating the sort of notices, warn-

ings and prohibitions which would be issued under

the proposed enactment

:

Know all Men by these Presents, that we, The
Kansas Fm^ier, have had granted unto us by the
Patent Oflice of these United "States ic^rr.s jPofe»U,
for the term of twenty-eight years, upon a Red Onion,
discovered, invented, propagated, grown, &c., by us,

and all persons are forbidden, under the pains and
peiutlties of the law, from buying, raising, or using,
said Red Onion, unless obtained from us or our legally

authorized agent.
[Signed] IvANS.VS FARMER.

BEEKEEPING MATTERS.
The New York Tribune gives the following

as the substance of what Mrs. A. Tiipper said

in reply to questions which were put to her at

a late beekeejjers' convention at Des Moines,

Iowa :

—

Bee-keeping is peculiarly adapted to wo-
man, as she will give more attention to very

essential details than man. Italian (jueens im-

prove in this country. The test of an Italian

queen is the peculiar mark iiuparted to her

brood. Italian I)ees are the most industrious

workers, starting in the morning an hour ear-

lier than the black bee ; they will make one-

tliird nnn-e trips in a day tlian black bees,

lleart's-ease or smartweed alTorded the best
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food for bees ; when feed is scarce it would
pay to furnish Alsike clover for food. Bees
must have access to water. Raising queens
in any but the natural way causes a deprecia-

tion of both brood and queens.
In dividing colonies, secure the young queen

for the new hive. If to save honey is not the

object, two hives can be made out of one colo-

ny each Summer. Do not divide before the

first week in May, and not then unless the eve-

nings are warm. Leave most of the young
bees in the old hive. Avoid having workers
enough in the new hive to fill the cells before

the new queen begins to lay. Do the chang-
ing in the middle of a warm, sunny day, as

then most of the stout, able-bodied stingers

are absent in the fields.

Do not believe in forcing and feeding bees.

Bees brought out prematurely' by artificial

means will not be strong, and. never live to

make honey. I winter my bees in a large,

dry cellar, kept perfectly dark. Do not regu-

late the temperature. The cellar should be
cold enough to keep the bees in a semi-torpid

state. Put them in the cellar in December,
and let them remain mitil Spring. The hives

should have holes, that the bees may come out,

so that they will not become restless and dis-

contented. Take no extra pains to ventilate

the cellar. Out of 100 colonies kept in this

way, I do not have a pint of dead bees in the

Spring. I prefer in-doors wintering to out-

door. One colony wintered out will consume
30 pounds of honej', while one wintered in-

doors will eat 5i povmds. Bees wintered in-

doors are as healthy in the Spring as when put
in the cellar.

For tJie Nexo England Fminier.

BUTTER MAKING.
Milk Sbelves.—Saltpetre in Butter.

—

Wliite Specks.—
Care of Cream.—Churning.

I have been quite interested in the various

articles on butter that have appeared in your
paper, from time to time, especially in "Car-
rie's" description of her "milk closet," and in

the discussion between "S. O. J." and O. S.

Bliss on the use of saltpetre in butter.

Mr. Bliss objects to the use of saltpetre,

but reconnnends the use of potash and sal-

soda in the preparation of annotto-ine. I

have never used anything excepting salt in my
butter, but do not see why saltpetre should be
any more objectionable than potash and sal-

soda.

I would hke to ask "S. O. J." if a small

quantity of saltpetre, mixed with the cream,
would have a tendency to prevent the sour

milk from hardening and staying in the butter

in white curdy specks, that require so much
time and patience to remove. I think I hear

some one exclaim, "there is no need of having

white specks ; / never do !" Perhaps ijoxi never
do, but I do not happen to be so favored. I

think that living in the Valley and buying cows

in the fall and selling again in the spring, as
we do the most of our cows, we do not have
as good a chance to select good butter cows
as those who raise their own stock. My rea-

son for thinking so is, that one winter, after

we bought our winter stock, I hardly had a
churning without white specks, and as soon as

we sold a part of the cows I had no more
trouble. 1 hope there are some of your nu-
merous readers that can give me a remedy for
white specks. If they will be so kind as to

do so, 1 shall be greatly obligi-d.

I would like to give your readers a descrip-
tion of my milk rack, which for some reasons
1 like better than "Carrie's." One is, because
I do not have to scald the milk, as it sets so
high in the room that the creani will rise as

well and as quick as it ought to in summer.
In fact, I had rather make butter in winter,

than in summer. And again, my rack can be
taken down in spring and packed away until

wanted for use in the fall. The side boards
to my rack are seven feet in length and seven-
teen inches wide, with seven cleats on each,

seven inches apart, commencing at the top,

and leaving room underneath to set a table

to use in straining and skimming the milk.

The shelves are formed of two slats, two and a
half inches by one, not standing edgewise, as

they ai'C not fastened, witli the exception of

the bottom one, wliich can be screwed in at

each end, and easily removed. The top is

covered with a wide board, with a two-mch
strip nailed to each end and the front side,

both for strength and looks. It will hold
inside twenty-eight pans of milk, but I seldom
use the two or three lower shelves for milk, as

I do not get as good creaui on milk set so

low, as from that in the upper part of the

room.
Not having as much room as I wished for

milk, my husband took two strips of board,

fifteen feet long, three inches wide and one
and a cjuarter thick, and rested one end and
the centre on the rack, the other end extended
to the door-casing where it is supported by
brackets. This is a very good shelf for a
small mess of milk, as it is out of the way of

dust and in no one's way.
I skim my cream into large pans and set it

in the lower part of the rack, where the tem-
perature is lower than where the milk sets,

stirring it thoroughly at every addition of

cream. I churn twice a week, and never
churn any cream unless it has been skimmed
twelve hours at least. Use Morse's cliurn,

—

thermometer broken, however,—and warm the

cream in the cluirn while churning, by putting

warm water, (ice water in summer) in the

section for that ptirpose. When the cream
begins to curdle, add when necessary, one
cupful of orange carrot juice to twelve of

butter. It will be ready to take from the

chiu'n in from fifteen to thirty miiuttes. I

work all the buttermilk from it as I take it

from the churn. I do not wash in winter, un-
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less it is necessary, but always do in summer.
Add about one j)iut of .'<alt to this amount of

butter, and find that amount of salt suits my
customers better than less, and can always

find a ready market at the highest market
prices. Please correct and excuse all irregu-

larities, as this is my first attempt at writnig

for the public eye. a. m. ii.

Jlamjis/iiie Vounty, Mass., Jan. 23, 1S71.

For the New England Farmer.

BEST FEED FOR MILCH COWS.
Thanks to your \Yhatcly, IMass., corres-

pondent for his compliment in the Faijmek of

Jan. l-l. If he will give my article another

careful reading, .and compare it with his state-

ment, he will see that iie neither understood
nor tpioted my words correctly.

At the time I tried the experiment, I found
that my cows were every day gaining in flesh,

but gradually falling oil' in the quantity ; the

feed at this time being thirty-two pounds of

Indian meal, rye bran, and wheat shorts,—all

of them heavy feed,—in about equal jtarts.

Suspecting that my feed was too concentrated

and heavy and was ju'oducing flesh rather than

milk, 1 resolved upon trying the experiment.

The idea that i intended to convey was,

not that the shorts or the bran would weaken
the cow, . but that the flow of milk produced
by the bran would tend to this result ; or, in

other words, the bran would be expended in

increasing milk, rather than strength, and at

the expense of the cow.

In order to be fully understood, I will here

say that 1 am ])roduciiig milk for the New
York market, and for the sake of conven-

ience, I shall suppose your conx-spondent to be
making milk in winter.

Your -correspondent says : "A friend to

whom he has just read the article says that he

has been feeding to his cows since the middle

of October twelve pounds of shorts a day."

"His cows have done well and are in prime
condition," "One of them has laid on so

much fat that she is in good condition for the

shambles ;" all of which I have no doubt is

literally true, and his exi)erience is just what
mine would have been had I kept on the heavy

feed.

lie further says : I am feeding four cows
with shorts, at the rate of ten quarts daily, to

each, witii gooil results so far. Still my cows

are in fine condition." And well they maybe.
He then asks, "Will that amount allect the

cows injuriously ?" Certainly not, and he

need not fear abortion or any other disease

from that cause. He add;^ "my neighbor

does not complain of its weakening his cows
with a feed of twelve pounds to each, al-

though he thinks they walk as though they

were a little still", which he attributes to the

fact that he keejjs tliem constantly in the sta-

ble, excepting tliat he lets them out just long

enough to drink." 1 should expect that, witii

that amount of heavj' feed and no exercise

they miglit be more still' before spring.

With regard to cotton or linseed meal, I

will say that I am preparing an article upon ab-
ortion which will answer that question according
to the best of my knowledge and experience.

When I tried the experiment in cpiestion, I

was feeding o'2 pounds of Indian meal, wheat
shorts and rye bran, in about equal parts, and
this amount 1 fed twice a day ; and in the ex-
periment, I weighed out the same number of

pounds of wheat bran (G4 lbs.) and fed half

at night and half in the morning with an in-

crease of nine quarts a day in favor of the

bran

.

Wheat shorts, rye bran, linseed and cotton

seed meal are all of them milk producing arti-

cles, but when. fed with or witliout corn meal,
are too heavy and concentrated to produce
milk profitably ; if fed with Indian meal will

dry the milk and fatten the cow. Indian meal
is not a milk producing article, but goes to

the production of flesh. It may indeed in-

ci-ease the flow of milk for -a short time in

some cows, but not in others. There are

some cows which seem to turn most of their

food into milk and get poor. In sucii cases it

is well to feed corn meal enough to keep good
the flesh and strength of the animal, and cows
that tend to flesh may be fed mostly on wheat
bran, which will check the tendency to flesh

and produce more milk.

I am now milking twelve cows, one of them
a two-year-old heifer ; one of them coming in

in March, and one is farrow and has been in

milk more than a year. I am now feeding a
bushel and a half of wheat bran (sliip stuff)

and a peck of Indian meal twice a day, and
making ten qts. of milk per cow, or 120
quarts a day.

I have become convinced that the cobs
which will shell a bushel of corn are" worth at

least as much when ground with the corn as

four (juarts of meal witiiout the cobs.

I am also convinced that when wafer can be
had by bringing half a mile, it pays well to

wet tile meal over night if it can be kej)t with-

out freezing, and that it would pay well to

warm the water, if it could be conveniently

done.

In answering communfcations of this kind,

it would be a very great convenience if all

correspondents would write over tiieir own
names. However, if any are afraid tliat their

creditors will find out their whereabouts,

tliey ought to be excused for resorting to a
fictitious signature.

To carry on successfully the business of a

fann, a great de9,l of connnon sense, thought

and careful observation are required. No
other prof(!ssion would succeed as well as

farming with so great a want of these desira-

ble qualifications.

If every farmer who owns a cow and reads

your valuable paper, would try various experi-

ments, such as warming the water, cutting the
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feed, mixing the meal with the cut feed, or

feeding without mixing, and report the result

to the Farmer, we might all obtain a gi-eat

deal of most valuable information, for want of

which, we all lose more than twice the amount
of time and trouble of doing it.

Will not your readers set apart some of

these long winter evenings in doing so and re-

port the result of such experiments.

T. L. Hart.
West Cornwall, Conn., Jan., 1871.

FAKMEBS' CLUBS.

A true Farmers' Club should consist of all

the families residing in a small township, so

far as they can be mduced to attend it, even
though onl}' half their members should be

present at any one meeting. It should limit

speeches to ten minutes, excepting only those

addresses or essays which eminently qualified

persons ai-e requested to specially j^rcpare and
read. It should have a President, ready and
able to repress all ill-natured personalities, all

irrelevant talk, and especially all straying

into the forbidden regions of political or theo-

logical disputation. At each meeting the

subject should be chosen for the next, and not

less than four members pledged to make some
observations thereon, with Uberty to read them
if unused, to speaking in public. These hav-

ing been heard, the subject should be open to

discussion by all present, the humblest and
youngest being specially encouraged to state

any facts within their knowledge, wliich they

deemed pertinent and cogent. Let every per-

son present be thus incited to say something

calculated to shed hght on the subject, to say

this in the fewest words possible, and with the

utmost care not to annoy or offend others,

and it is hardly possible that one evening per
week devoted to these meetings should not be
spent with equal pleasm-e and profit.

The chief end to be achieved through such

meetings is a development of the faculty of

observation and the habit of reflection. Too
many of us pass through life, essentially blind

and deaf to the wonders and glories manifest

to clearer eyes all around us. The magnifi-

cent phenomena of the seasons, even the

awakening of Natitre from death to life in

spring-time, make little impression on their

senses, still less on their imderstanding. There
are men who have passed forty times through

a forest, and yet could not name, within half

a dozen, the various species of trees which

compose it ; and so with everything else to

which they are accustomed. They need even

more than knowledge an intellectual awakening,

and this they could hardly fail to receive from
the discussions of an intelligent and earnest

Farmers' Club.

A genuine and lively interest in their voca-

tion is needed by many farmers, and by most
farmers' sons. Too many of these regard

their homesteads as a prison, in which they

must remain until some avenue of escape into the
great world shall open before them. The farm
to such is but the hollow log into which a bear
crawls to wear out the rigors of winter and
await the advent of spring. Too many of our
boys fancy that they know too much for far-

mers, when in fact" they know far too little.

A good Farmers' Clubj faithfully attended,
would take this conceit out of them, imbuing
them instead with a reahzing sense of their

ignorance and incompetency, and a hearty
desire for practical wisdom.
Almost every good farmer or gardener will

sometimes have choice seeds or grafts to spare,
which he does not care or cannot expect to

sell, and these being distributed to the Club,
will not only increase its popularity, but give
him a right to share when another surplus is

in like manner distributed. If one has choice
fruits to give away, the Club will afford him
an excellent opportnnity, but I would rather
not attract persons to its meetings by a pros-
pect of having their appetites thus gratified at

other's expense.
The organization of a Farmers' Club is its

chief difficulty. The larger number of those
who ought to participate, usually prefer to

stand back, not committing themselves to the*

effort until after its success has been assured.
To obviate this embarrassment, let a paper be
circulated for signatures, pledging each signer
to attend the introdnctoi-y meeting and bring
at least a part of his family. Wlien forty

have signed such a call, success will be well-

nigh assured.

—

Horace Oreeley.

Gas Lime as a Fertilizer.—A writer in

the Scottish Farmer says: "I believe that

waste gas hme is equal in efficiency to fresh

lime for most of the purposes aimed at in its

use in farm land. I sold all the hme thus

produced at the gas works in Foi-fershire, for

sixteen years, to several farmers, who uni-

fonuly expressed their satisfaction therewith.

One very useful application of it was its mix-
ture with the large pile of weeds and tangled
roots of grass cleared off the fields annually.

On being composed in this way, the lime grad-
ually killed all the vitality of the weeds, and
returned them to the land in the way of ma-
nure. It also served the purpose of opening
up stiff clay soils, being first spread over the

surface, and then ploughed down."

To Cleanse Musty Barrels or Casks.—
Put a quarter of a peck of unslacked lime in

the bung hole of the ban-el, into which pour
a gallon or two of boiling water to slack the

lime, then put in the bung and shake the cask

well so that the contents of it will come in

contact with all of the inside. Let it stand

a day or two, after which rinse out well with

plenty of cold water. If the barrel or cask is

still musty, the same operation must be re-
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peated, and a strip of cloth dipped into melted
brimstone and hung down in the bnng hole,

set fire to and the bung slightly driven in.

SWEDISH SETTLERS LN" MAINE.
A few days since we received a letter from

a Swedish correspondent, making some in<pii-

ries relating to the Aroostook lands in Maine,

and the Swedish settlers in that county. We
have not at hand the data necessary to give

a satisfactory answer to the inquiry as to the

lands, further than to say that they are well

adapted for cultivation, especially for grain,

while the yield per acre compares favorably

with other sections of the State. In the re-

port of the Land Connnissioner, just made to

the Legislature, there is some information re-

garding the new colony and the State policy

of settling her wild lands, which is of interest

not only to our correspondent, but to all New
England readers. A letter in the Journal

gives the following summary :

—

As the result of the Commissioner's labors,

a colony of 114 Swedes—fifty-eight men,
twenty women, and thirty-six children—have
paid their own ])assage from Sweden and set-

tled on the wild lands of Maine. Seven miles

of road hav(! been cut through the forest ; one
hundred and eighty acres of woods felled ; one
hundred acres hand-piled, burnt off and cleared

ready for a crop, and twenty acres sowed to

winter wheat an(l rye. Twenty-six dwelling

hotises and one public building have been built.

The Commissioner says in his report that

this is the first successful attempt Maine has

ever made to induce foreign immigration. It

now remains for tiie Legislature to determine

whether the result shall stand as an isolated,

spasmodic efTbrt, or be the commencement of

a broad, systematic policy for peopling our
State and realizing our latisnt wealth. Maine
has a larger area of unsettled land than is in-

cluded witliin the entire boundaries of Massa-
chusetts ; and of this the State yet owns 52G,-

114 83 acres, of which 246,843 38 acres are

settling lands. Of the Swedish innnigration

flowing to tlie United States, wliich in 1869
amounted to 3"),0(J() souls, tiie Connnissioner

thinks Maine's fair (juota is not less than 3,000
souls a year, wliicii, if the common estimate of

the cash value of the immigrant to the State

be correct, will add more than $,1000,000 ])er

annum to our wealth, and is theorize which
Maine should strive for and win. In securing

Swedish immigration foi* ourselves, says the

C'ommissioner, we shall be forced to compete
at every step with the \^'^estern States ; and to

compete successfully we have only to follow

out the liberal ])()licy inaugurated by the Legis-

lature of 1870, the cliief measures of which are

two : First, one hundred acres of land/ree to

every actual settler ; second, advertising this

fact broadcast over Sweden. With tliis policy

Maine can shout "free homes for the home-
less," as loud as the West ;. but JMaine can
never attract immigration to herself with the

inducement of fifty cents, or any other sum,
pi«r acre for our lands, payable in work or any
other way (her present policy), while the West.
under the liomestead law, ofler one hundred
and sixty acres of prairie land free.

The Connnissioner recommends that an
agent should be employed jn Sweden to adver-
tise our free farms and their advantages suc-

cessfully, and that the entire enterprise at

home and in Sweden should be under the .di-

rection and ccmtrol of a central commission
resident in Alaine. If the measures the Com-
missioniir recommends are adopted, he believes

that in a few years at farthest the stream of

Swedish immigration to Maine will be strong

and l)road enough to roll on of itself, and that

not only all the public lands will be largely set-

tled by Swedes, but they will spread over the

entire State, become our farm hands, mill

hands, house servants, sailors and fishermen,

form an im^iortant working element among us,

and add thousands to the population and mil-

lions to the wealth of Maine.

Eye-Giasses.—The use of glasses becomes
a necessity or convenience, at some time in

their lives, to a large proportion of tiie ])eo-

ple of civilized communities. If short-sighted,

they require glasses in youth as well as in age,

for distant vision. If possessing normal eyes,

they need assistance, with advancing years,

for seeing near objects. The comfort and
safety of the eyes often depend on a proper
selection of these auxiliaries. * * ]f ^^^y

difficultj' is met with in finding such glasses,

the eye should be examined by some compe-
tent authority, to determine if, any unusual

combination of lenses is required, or ascer-

tain the ])resenee of disease if the difficulty in

suiting the eyes arise from this source.

—

Dr.
H. W. WiUiams, in Atlantic Mt>id]tly.

Muck and I\Iai?l.—The muck of our swamps
su])plies not only vegetable matter but a con-

siclcrable amount of those valuable fertilizing

materials which we piirchase at a high ])rice,

in a more concentrated form, under the name
of guanos and superphosphate. Muck and
marl are sometimes found near each other,

and should be used in connection whenever it

is convenient. A compost made up of those

materials, enriched by a small amount of ex-

crementitious_ maiuire is a good fertilizer for

all crops.

—

Rural Carolinian.

Cleaning Wheat from Cheat.—In the

ordidary winnowing mills, put a board in the

place of the riddle, by which means the wheat
will be carried nearly off the screen board.
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then by turning the fan right hard, the flicat

benig hghter, witli the aid of a strong wind,

will be drawn out at the second run of the

grain. Wheat, run two or three times through

the mill in this manner, will be oleaner of

cheat, than if cleaned a half dozen times on

the plan of scrcjening out the cheat with the

screen in the usual wav.

I'm' the Mio England Farmer.

THE NEW Volume.
The simple announcement of a new volume

of the New Exgland Farmer is suggestive
;

it leads to thought upon the influence of the

press, and the value and character of the agri-

cultural branch of it.

The various ways of disseminating knowl-

edge may be classified under three heads,

—

the School, the Club or Lyceum and the Press.

The first is for imparting the elements of

science or laying the foundation of an educa-

tion for futui'e usefulness, and is designed

for youth. The club is for more mature
minds. Whether it is called debating society,

lyceum or lectiu-e, it means the same,—the

gathering together of men for instruction.

Before the art of printing was invented it was,

next to the school, the chief means for the ac-

(juisition of knowledge, but it has lost its for-

mer influence, being superseded by the press.

The press has become the all-powerf id en-

gine for diffusing knowledge. In its daily,

weekly, and monthly form it goes out to the

people, reaching to those who cannot attend the

school or club. It finds the farmer in the re-

tired part of the most secluded town of his

State ; and it reaches with certainty the back-
woods-man and pioneer in their lonely cabins

;

it accompanies the traveller as he journeys

from coimtry to country, and the mariner upon
his long voyages ; it enters every dwelling ; it

reaches the masses, and it does the work the

school and club cannot do. It is difficult to

realize all a free press is doing for Americans.
Every profession, every occupation of im-

portance, has its journal or journals devoted
to its interests. There are one hundred or

more in the United States laboring for the ad-

vancement of its agriculture. They come to

farmers to advise, to entreat, to warn and to

encourage ; they are companions, friends and
counsellors. We find in them all that is said

and done in the school, the club-room or ly-

ceum ; the thoughts and experience of the best

minds of the country and age are collected

and given upon their pages. All this, which
we could not possibly otherwise obtain, comes
with a regtdai'ity and certainty, that but half

a century ago would have been truly aston-

ishing, and all for an insignificant price.

At this time of the year, we are called upon
to decide how many and which of these helps

to good farming we will take. Among others,

the New England Farmer presents its claims

for patronage ; and here, Messrs. Editors,

pardon me, if I am somewhat personal, while

1 give a few reasons for sujiporting the New
England Farmer.

There are nmny small journals of limited

circulation which introduce an agrictiltural de-

partment to insure the support of farmers,

and which possessing considerable local in-

terest are patronized by them. There is an-

other class conducted by and in the interest

of some agricultural warehouse, seed store or

stock breeder. These being somewhat showy
and pretentious, and published at low rates,

obtain a handsome support. However many
papers of this description may be taken, it is

assumed that every thoroughly interested and
progressive farmer desires at least one purely
agricultural journal.

1. Now, a first class paper nuist be located

at the centre of a large population, mai-kets

and news. There must also be a breadth of

territory from which to derive a stipport ; not

every county, nor the valley of a small river,

nor even a whole State will give the desired

patronage. The expense of a first class jour-

nal are of a necessity very heavy, and they

seem to increase yearly, so much being re-

quired of a journal that intends to hold a high

rank. The Farmer certainly has the advan-

tage of location ; the interests of the New
England States are identical. Thej^aper need
not be half filled with matter to please one
section, that will not be attractive and useful

to readers in other parts.

2. A pleasing, ready writer, a mere theo-

rizer, or one of a profound scholastic turn of

mind, is not the man to conduct our agricul-

tural paper. lie should be a man of broad
views, ])ossess a large share of common sense,

and have had an extensive experience in the

subjects whereof he writes.

3. Editors frequently, in pointing oitt the

excellencies of their paper, lay great stress

upon the amount of original matter it contains,

and some papers appear to be made up almost

entirely of editorials and correspondence.

These are original in what sense ? In lan-

guage, not ideas ; the latter are borrowed or

gleaned from books and other journals,—they

are articles re-written. Readers of such pa-

pers will notice a marked sameness, and a
want of variety. Every idea being cast in one
mould, comes to the reader in one and the

same th-ess. A greater variety in style and
ideas is secured where a fair share of selec-

tions are given, with the editorials and corres-

pondence. When editors make a few judicious

selections, giving the cream of some other

journal, t^ey greatly enrich their own, and if

correspondents write readable articles, why
should they not ajipear in the author's own
words ?

Not the least uninteresting part of a paper
is the department to collect all items and facts

sent in by correspondents, and answer their

numerous questions. Few readers .are aware
of the labor necessary to put into a readable
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form Irtters as they are usually writtcu. They
euibrace a wide range of topies, and it would
require a Faculty of Professors to give the

neeessary answers to all ; but with a good
share of patience and diligent research, the

work can l)edone in a pretty satisfactory man-
ner, eitiier by the editor answering directly, or

by correspondents replying to each other. A
nniltitude of facts are thus given in a con-

densed form, and a sort of a debating society

(•an bf carricil on in this de])artnieiit ; and of-

ten the reader can dei'ive more information in

a single evening from two or tlu'ee papers than

from sjx'uding five times the time antl labor in

personally attending meetings.

4. The typographical appearance of a paper
is always to be considered. Some of the

largest and widely circulated weekly papers in

the United States boast of their cheapness
;

and they arc cheap if poor paper and worse
printing are evidences. Farmers genej'ally

read in the evening, after a long day of hard

labor, an<l with lights not the best. The body
being tired, the eyes partake of its exhaus-

tion ; and under these circumstaiu'es, reading

with the best of print is sufHciently trying.

These wretchedly printed sheets for constant

reading are dear at any price.

Suc^i are some of the more striking charac-

teristics of a first-class paper. Those purely

agricultural are chiefly for adult minds, and
their mission being to impart information, to

discuss seriously grave subjects, can well afford

to keep aloof from all catch-penny attractions.

The advantages arising from a division of

labor and thought are seen in newspaper and
])enodical literature, as well as in other things.

The idea that all of this kind of reading a

faniily needs can be furnished in a single pa-

per is fast becoming obsolete. There are pa-

pers exi)ressly for children
;
papers that make

a specialty of illustrations
;
papers devoted to

])olitics, n'ligicn and fiction, and to every

branch of litei-ature, science, art and trade,

that can possibly support a journal, and why
will not farmers give preference to such as are

devoted strictly to their occupation?

And now, kind reader, what think you of

the Fakmkk ? Does it come up to the re(juire-

ments of a first-class journal ? Are not its

editors eminently practical men, and its corres-

pondents, if not always graceful with the pen,

men of ex])erience and toil ? Are not its ex-

])Ositions of science clear? Its advice judi-

cious? Its news free from the sensational?

Its market reports minute and reliable ? Is it

slow to detect error, timid in exposing fraud ?

Has it not always endeavored to iiu-ulcate

progress, and tlie spirit of contentment in this

restless, feverish land of ours ? Judge for

vonrselves. If it meets your approbation give

it your cordial support and help increase its

usefidness by increasing its circulation and its

contribution^!. N. 8. T.

Lawrence, Mass., Jan., 1S71.

For the Xfrn Kn(jhind Farmer.

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS.
Neat Stock Piotitiible—Horses Expensive—Grass Grow-

ing Preferable to (irain Raising—Saving and Com-
positiiiif Manure—Muclv, Plaster, Ashes, Lime and

Salt—Raising Corn—Top Dressing—Sandy Acres.

There is no department in your valuable

])aper that I read with so much sati.-faction as

1 do the communications of men of experience,

who tell us how they manage their farms,

make and apply the Urgest amount of manure
to their land, grow satisfactory crops, and are

yearly bringing up their fields to a better state

of tilth and rendering them more productive.

1 have thought perhaps it might be acceptable

to some of the reatlers of the Fakmer if I

wrote out for them some of my own experi-

ence, with a few of my own thoughts on the

subject of farm culture.

1 think it is best for me to keep all the stock

my farm will sustain in a growing, tliriving

condition, and no more. Neat stock I con-

sider the most profitable, such as oxen, cows
and young stock. 1 put my cows to the best

bulls in my neighborhood, and rely upon this

means to improve and to replenish my stock,

and to keep its numbers full.

A horse is a very useful animal, but expen-
sive to keep, and unless there is reguar work
for him to do to earn a living I think he had
better be dispensed with, so far as profit is

concerned. Hogs I have discarded. I think

them unprofitable, and very filthy creatures.

I can make as much manure with my calves,

during the summer till they are a year old, as

I can during that time with the same number
of hogs, commencing with them when they are

sucking pigs.

I save ail the manure my cattle make that

I can,—most of it under cover,—using ab-
sorbents to take up the licjuid part. I think

it pays to gather other materials besides what
naturally accumulate around the barn, to mix
and compost with the droj)pings of the cattle.

I have a muck swamp that I draw largely

upon for this pur[)Ose. It is composed mostly

of vegetable matter, and is a great absorbent.

Green manure is of a hot fiery nature, full of

rich, light volatile gases, and it seems to be
the very article to mix with the mui'k. They

j

readily combine together, and make a first

]

rate manure, such as my lean, hungry, sandy
1 loam plough-lands need to render them pro-

ductive. Indeed, I have become so well satis-

1 fied of the rich nature of this muck, that I have

j

reserved one side of this muck bed about one
and a half acres, that 1 have ])ared off and
thoroughly drained for a mowing field. It

])roduces yearly a large burden of line English

liay. It has been toj)-dressed with a compost
composed of cattle manure and sarid loam.

I have experimented with and used in a
1 small way plaster, ashes, lime and salt, and

I

tiiink favorably of them all, on some kinds of

I
land ; but in order to realize the greatest
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benefit from the use of them, I believe they

should be incorporated with the compost heap,

where they seem to combine favorably with

the other materials of the heap, in a chemical

way that fits them to be taken up as foo<l by
the growing plants,—making the whole heap

richer and better by their addition.

1 have grown the best crops of corn by
spreading manure liberally on top of grass

ground and ploughing it under just before

planting time,—my land being a ligiit, warm,
sandy loam,—putting a little compost, or

plaster and ashes, in the hill to give the corn

an early start. But for the last few years, I

have turned my attention more to growing
grass, and use the largest share of my manure
as a top-dressing for my mowing fields. The
result is less labor and more hay, which enables

me to keep more cattle. Consequently I grow
less corn and other gi'ain, and I think my
fields are coming up to a better state of tilth

than formei'ly.

I have a few acres of light, warm, sandy
loam landj enclosed in my mowing fields, that

produce a light crop of red-top grass yearly,

which would produce good crops of corn and
rye and clover if liberally manured ; but s(s

yet I have not that article to spare to them,

and do justice to my other fields. I have be-

stowed nuich earnest thought upon them. As
they are located, I can't very well turn them
out to pasture, and I don't want to let them
go back again to a forest. I have thoughts,

Mr. Editor, of trying your clover and plaster

system on them, tliat you recommended in the

Fakmer a few months ago ; by turning them
over with the plough soon after the grass is

mown otF in haying, let them summer fallow

awhile, then reseed, and sow them to winter

rye, putting on a top dressing of about three

hundred weight an acre of plaster, three

bushels of ashes, two bushels of salt, one cart-

load of green manures, and one cart-load of

good swamp muck well mixed and composted
together, sowing it broad-cast with the hand.

Royal Smith.
Millington, Mass., Jan., 1871.

Remarks.—We shall look with interest for

an account of the proposed experiment.

GREEN FEED FOB, COWS,
At the late Dairymen's Meeting in Utica, the

subject of green feed for cows was discussed.

Mr. Harris Lewis of Herkimer, urged upon
dairymen the importance of taking a piece of

land convenient to the barn, say one acre for

every dozen cows, underdrain it, plow it deep,

enrich it as every dairyman has the ability to

enrich it, and early in the Spring seed it with a

general assortment of such of our best grasses

as mature about the same time. Land thus

prepared and put in orchard grass will, as long

as proper fertility is maintained, produce each
season four cuttings, two feet high. It should

be cut just befoi'e or at least as soon as the

blossoms appear. If left, even for a short

time thereafter, it loses its great value as an in-

ducer of a liberal flow of the best quality of

milk. At the head of all forage plants for

dairy cows, in connection with pasturage, he

placed lucern, provided the soil and culture

are suited to its habits. The soil should be a

deep, rich gravel, or sandy loam, naturally

undcrdrained. As the roots strike down to

the water, and prefer to go down eight or ten

feet to reach it, no kind of artificial under-
drainage would be of much service after one
year. The roots would enter any drain where
water could enter, and soon fill up the best-

constructed artificial drain. Again, lucern

will monopolize the soil upon which it grows,

or soon quit it. If the soil is clean and well-

prepared it may be sown broadcast (16
pounds per acre), and thus sown it can be fed

with less labor than when put in drills. Corn
he regards as worthless, its cost in most cases

exceeding its actual value. First in impor-

tance is lucern ; second, orchard grass ; and
third, common meadow grass, all of which

should be fed before they pass out of blossom.

In conclusion, he remarked that all forage

plants are better for being wilted or partially

dried. When this cannot be accomplished, on
account of the weather, he had found it advan-

tageous to feed in connection a small quantity

of hay.

Mr. Farmington of Canada, bad sown Dent
corn very dense, and always with excellent re-

sults. So had Dr. Wight of Oneida ; and Mr.
Seymour remarked that he had used corn as a
forage crop for many years,' and never doubt-

ed that he had been well repaid. He had
sown it broadcast, three or three and a half

bushels of Western or Dent to the acre, and
he doubted the possibility of profitably plac-

ing any other plant in its place. As for mead-
ow and other grasses, he questioned if they
would endure more than one or two crop-

pings per annum.

Mr. Schermerhorn of Oneida, had realized

benefit from soiling with corn. Fed to cows
on a small lot, "he so enriched the soil that he

was able to get a large crop the second year,

without more manure. jMr. Ruggles of New
Jersey, said the people of the northern section

of his State sow the eight-rowed yellow, and
would not willingly give up its cultivation for

forage. ]\Ir. Chapman of Madison, sowed his

first crop of corn for this purpose 30 years

ago, and had kept up the good practice ever

since, raising five consecutive crops on the

same ground without manuring. If not al-

lowed to ear—as it sJiould not be—it does, not

exhaust the soil to any great degree. Experi-

ments of his proved that cows deprived of

corn fodder not only shrunk in their mess, but

that less cheese was made from the same bulk.

Mr. Dick of Erie, had found that he could

get more rnilk from sowed oats than from
corn, but that the quality was inferior. Mr.
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Piatt of Clinton, knew two dairvnien in his vi-
( There is one thing that is very important:

cinity, having the j^anie number of cows, whose We should know exactly when we ai-e to ex-

bill of delivery of milk, on August 1, showed ' pect the arrival of the little ones, and make
a dill'erenceof ;3,oU0 pound. One of them fed due provision for their comfort beforehand.

his cows sowed corn after that period, and the Pigs are remarkably sensitive to colli winds.

other did not. The former, whose bill was They nuist have warm, dry, well-ventilated

the smaller on August 1, gaineil tiie J3,500
j

quarters ; and my rule is to have the pens

ponds and 500 more before Sei)tember 19. I cleaned out every day, just as regularly as Ave

He considered the experiment a detinite one.
|

clean out the horse stable. Why should they

Other testimonv bearing in the same di-
i
not be.'* "It is too nnu'h trouble, and will

not pay." Tiiisis a great mistake. In the first

place, if done every day, it takes only a few
minutes' time to remove tiie soiled litter and
shake up the bed ; and if it pays at all to raise

pigs with the present average rate of mortal-

ity, it will certainly pay if we succeed in sav-

ing the entire litter. I am inclined to think

that, taking the country through, from one-

third to one-half of the pigs die—and this

through sheer neglect and mismanagement.
One of my neighbors, ivho is a very good far-

mer, and takes capital care of his cows, keeps
his pigs in a pen covered at one end with some
straw, thrown on rails. This is very well.

Though o])en in front, it does afford some shel-

ter. But the pen is built on the side of a
building, and all the rain from the roof comes
poiiring into the pen. He "did not believe it

])aid to feed jngs any way," he said, and I pre-

sume he spoke from experience.—/. Harris,

in Am. Ayrieulturist.

rection was given by various members,
and finally, on motion of Mr. Arnold

of Tompkins, it Avas "resolved (and this

resolution Avas passed with scarcely a dis-

senting voice), that in the opinion of this

Convention, corn is a valuable product for the

dairy farm, and that Ave commend it as a for-

age ci'op."

KAISUNTQ PIGS.

A farmer in Holt County, jNIo., favors me
with a description of his piggery and his mode
of feeding hogs. He is young in the business,

but seems to have embarked in it with much
spirit and energy. He says: "In 1860, I

bought and tried to fatten 300 hogs. Gave
them all the corn they Avould eat, broad wal-

lowing pool, and free access to clear Avater. I

sold them at 5^c. per lb., net. I bought them

too fat. The corn fed to them netted me 17

cents per bushel, Avhile I sold the balance of

my corn at tlie crib for 50 cents per bushel.

This 'salted' me from hog feeding until Octo-

ber, 1869."

Without knowing the fact, I should suppose

the trouble Avas not in buying them too fat, but

in paying too much per lb. for them.

"In October, 1869," he continues, "I went

into the business again. I bought 20 soavs,

and 60 pigs and shoats. During the Avinter,

60 pigs were born. In the spring I had not

80 left, all told ! In JNIarch and April, 60 more

were dropped, of Avhich 30 remain—balance

dead. Have had 80 pigs within six Aveeks

—

20 dead, and dying daily. I intend to try

furtlier. Will have 40 sows to drop their pigs

next spi-ing.

This seems bad luck, but I am glad he is not

discouraged. When 1 tirst conmu'iued to turn

my attention to Jjigs, I had, though on a much
smaller scale, ([uite as "bad luck." I iiad 3

sows that droj)ped their litters one night in the

yard, and lost nearly every pig—as 1 deserved

to do. 1 have noAV some 50 Jiigs, and l)y giv-

ing them careful attention, ])lenty ap})ropriate

food, Avith Avarm, dry and clean pens, I antici- A HEKKiMEr: Dairymax.—The Utica Her-

pate no trouble. The last three soavs pro- aid says that Nicholas Smith, of Herkimer

du(;ed 30 pigs, and I saved every one. I knoAV county, N. Y., has made as high as 1-1,200

that it is a general im])ressi^n that you cannot lbs. of cheese, shi])ping weight, in one year,

keep a large number of lireeding soavs on one from a herd of twenty coavs. He makes his

farm ;
but I cannot see Avliy,;;r(n'/'/td each S(nv

i

milk up at home, and sells for the highest

<'ets as good treatment as she Avould if she Avas ' prices paid in Herkimer market. He sells

tlie only pig on the farm. If tliis cannot be 1 every fortnight, thus saving shrinkage. He
done, then do not attemi)t to keep them, for,

]

also keeps the best coavs and none but the

as a rule, farmers who keep only one or tAVO best ; and slops them a little in tiie spring and

sows, do not treat them any too Avell.
' at times of drought, and does not overstock

Does Su}$.soiling Pay?— In ansAvering

this question, the Bural Carolinian, among

other things says :

—

"Some soils Avill hold Avater like a pan, some,

the water Avill percolate through and go out at

the base of the hill. Not only the kind of soil,

but the peculiarities of locality should influ-

ence our decision on this subject. There are

localities where the surface soil has been ex-

hausted, when eight or ten inches beloAv, you
may strike a soil as good or better than the

original mold on the surface. Here, I say, by
all means, subsoil, and not only subsoil, but

bring a portion of the subsoiV to-the surface,

if possible ; but if you have two inches of soil

and a pipe-day substrata, subsoiling can do no
good, for in a Avet season itAvillhold too much
water for the crop, Avithout subsoiling. What
you noAv Avant is thorough draining, close and
deep, with main truidi as an outlet."
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his farm. His cows do not come in early,

and be has juicy, early cut hay to feed them
from the time of calving until they are turned
to tlie pasture.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

A BIG FARMEKS CLUB.

Brother fiimiers, we cannot do without our Ni:w
England Fakmeh for ruariy reasons; but I will

mention only two,—its "Market Reports," and
its "Extracts and Replies." Notwithstanding our
hands are heavy and our pens not accustomed to

writing "printer's copy," let us all meet, and not Le
bashful, in "Extrcts and Replies," until the Far-
mer l)ecomes the organ of a great New England
Fanners' Club. Never mind the poor spelling and
worse grammar. Let the editors do the tiinshing
off, while we do the blocking out. I often see
articles I would like to reply to, but not Ijcing a
writer, I never have done so. I mean to, hereafter,
and nevermind the stamp, although it looks a little

like begging notoriety, but it is information we are
in pursuit of.

CHURNING CREAM.

A week or two ago a member of the Chilj wanted
to know the reason his butter would not come. I

have seen cream churned so fiist when first put in

the churn that the l>utter cnnic, but being a little

warm, it was dispersed instead of gathered. In
such case, a lump of butter is required to form a
nucleus for gathering the new particles. Cream
should not lie churned too rashly in gathering, nor
in fact at aui' time.

COLORING BUTTER.

To color butter, have every fifth cowan Aldemey
grade, with plenty of menl. Corn and oats ground
together make meal good enough for my cows, as
I have wintered a herd of cows on it with a little

straw. It was not expensive wintering, either,

costing §'10.50 per head for grain. I could not
figure the value of the manure per ton of feed, as
closely as some of our oil meal feeders can. My
object was to get them through the winter in good
condition for milking another season, and I suc-
ceeded tip top.

FILM ON EYE OF OX.

Having had considerable to do with cattle for a
few years Ijack, I have a good many i-cmedies on
hand which, having tried,- I know are all right;

and will close by giving a cure for a film on an
ox's eye, caused by the lash or other injury. Let
it alone severely, and I will warrant a cure, and
your ox will not become foolish every time you
take a chew of tobacco.

I have written thus much with the mercury 16°

below zero, in the shade. If it is worth using, use
it ; if not the sheet of paper is worth at the rate of
three cents a pound, is n't it ? b. t.

Addison County, 17., Jan. 20, 1871.

Remarks.—The new member from Addison will

occupj' one of the front seats in the Club-room,

though it may look "like begging notoriety" to

come forward to his place. Look at famiers' asso-

ciations all over the countr}% see who do the talk-

ing and managing, and then tell us who are "beg-

ging notoriety !" Look at farmers' interests in

legislatures and congresses, as contrasted with

those of manufacturers, railroad companies, im-

porters, &c., and tell who are there "begging noto-

riety ;" who there do not "mind the stamps !"

Until farmers get rid of this chicken fear of

"begging notoriet}- ;" until they pluck up courage

enough to manage their own clubs and societies,

to write their own letters, and,—begging pardon of

"B. T.,"—of signing them with their own names ;

to buy their own books; to make their own
speeches; to choose their own officers, and to at-

tend to tlieir own interests,—let all complaints

about politicians, monopolies, fast men and book
fanning "be reserved for a more appropriate occa-

sion." The difference between "come, boys," and
"go, boys," is understood on the farm; and the

same difference will sometime be recognized in

matters of "notoriet}'."

COMPOSTING muck.
I have had the past autumn quite a large amount

of muck dug out, which lies in piles. I wish to
know how I cair compost it in the spring, so that it

will Ijc profital)le to apply either as a top-dressing
on dry, rather gravelly soil, or to ploughed ground,
on ^\hich to sow some kind of a crop for fodder, as
I find in this locality that raising stock and mak-
ing l)utter are more (irotitable than raising com.

In regard t(j compost, I freiiucnrly see statements
comparing compost with stable manures, without
giving us the least idea how the compost is made.
1 have heard men lecture an hour and use no more
argument than they might have done in fifteen min-
utes. What we farmers want is jiractical informa-
tion. We want to know what will enrich the soil

at the least expense, not dissertations on the ques-
tion whether we shall grow corn in preference to

buying it, or any other special crop, as our location,
soil, &c., will determine that. l.

Winchendon, Mass., Jan., 1871.

Remarks.—Tlicrc is probably full as much dif-

ference in the "muck" of different localities, as

there is in the soil of different farms. The soil of

the Miami valley in Ohio, has produced large crops

of corn annually, without manure, for some sixty

years in succession, with no perceptible dhninution

in fertility. Will all "soil" do that? Will the

"soil" of your farm do it ? Fanners recognize a

difference between soils. They do not expect tlie

same results from "soils" of hungiy sand, loose

gravel, light loam, heavy loam, clay, &c. But

somehow there seems to be an impression that

muck is muck, anyhow, and that what one man's

nmck does eveiy man's muck ought to do.

Suppose that Mr. A has on his farm a sort of

Miami valley muck,—a mass of decomposed vege-

table matter, comparatively free from all noxious

acids,—and his experiments convince him that

"muck" is almost equal to barn yard manure. He
publishes a statement to that effect, which induces

farmer B to dig and haul a lot of his muck,—black
sand, with but little vegetable matter. He fails to

receive the promised benefit, becomes discouraged,

and says hard things about agricultural papers and

agiicultural writers in general, and muck puffers

in particular. He tries it in various ways, and ht

knows there is no virtue in "muck." Now, may
not both flicse men be right inevei-ything except in

the use of the word mvck ? They applied that

word or name to different things, and naturally

enough aiTived at different conclusions.
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Hence it is necessary to come to some conclusion

a.s to what the word "muck" means. Webster's

opinion is tliat it means "a mass of deca^'ing vegc-

tal)le matter." AVorcester says, "a substance, as

ilung, straw, &c., that is moist or in a fermenting

state." In England the word is a]>plied to green

manure. And wirli tl>e title "Muck Jloolc" Mr. D.
J. Browne published a book some thirty years ago
wluL'h treats of all kinds of ma/iures.

But if the farmers of New England were to make
a dictionary, what would be their definition of

"muck ?" Would not the common idea be ex-

l)res!»ed \)y saying, "Any dark-colored substance

found in low wet i)laces." It umy be brook sand,

colored by the oxide of iron or some "sour stuff;"

it may be earth washed from the surrounding liills,

and mixed witli a snuUl amount of vegetable

matter; it may ])e nearl\' pure vegetable matter,

the remains of trees, water grass and other plants;

or it ma^' possibly be composed largely of the sliells

of minute aquatic animals.

However composted, tlierefore, different kinds of

muck will operate differently when used as a fer-

tilizer. Generally it is not advisable to apply crude

muck directly to the soil. Farmers call it "sour."

The books say it contains acids injurious to vege-

tations. Muck needs to be mixed with something

that will neutralize these acids and i)ut it in a con-

dition to be "com])ared with manure."

Our correspondent asks how to do just this thing

next spring with a lot he has lying in heaps. Mix-

ing it with the droppings of cattle, horses and hogs,

both solid and liquid, especially the latter, is the

first and best way of composting. Then the privy

will make a large pile properly managed. >So will

the sink spout and waste water from the kitchen.

Mr. Ames, of Wilmington, Mass., obtains the salt

and brine in meat and fish barrels from stores, and

mixes four barrels of it and four casks of slacked

lime with five cords of muck, overhauls twice, and

gets what he thinks a cheap and good manure.

Dr. Nichols says that fresh peat allowed to ferment

in contact with lime is changed into new sub-

stances capable of nourishing plants. Btit still he

thinks its chief use is as an absorbent for the liciuid

nnmure of-stock, so generally lost; but which he

says is about eijual in value to the solid portions.

RED WATER IN HORSES.

AVill you or any of your coiTcspondents please
inform me of a remedy for the red water in horses ?

Marlow, Mass., Jan. 10, 1811. c. w.

Remarks.—Bloody urine is generally thought

to be the result of some strain, ])low, or violence to

the system. Yellow water is an indication of liver

complaint, resulting in jaundice. We should en-

deavor in tlie first place to ascertain the cause or

hication of disease. If the l)loody urine is the re-

sult of a strain, good care and nursing should lie

tried in preference to much dosing. We advise

you to get your family ))hysician to examine your
case. Disorders that affect the urine are similar in

man and beast. Perhajis rubljing the l)ack and

loins to produce counter-irritation might be bene-

ficial. Messes of potatoes or any green food may
be beneficial, if the bowels are at all costive.

SHEEP PULLIXG WOOL.
Can you or any of your correspondents tell me

the cause of my sheep pulling their wcjol, and any
in-cventive ? They are a good tiock ofCotswolds
and South Downs, mcH fed aiid as well cared for
as I know how. Will getting loo fat cause it ?

YovNG Farmer.
East Greenwich, li. I., Feb., 1871.

Remarks.—Probably the wool is pulled out by
the sheep in their etforts to allaj' some irritation of

the skin,—in other words, in trying to scratch

themselves. The itching nuiy be caused by ticks,

scab, &c., or by some mild cutaneous disease caused

by high feed, bad ventilation, want of green feed,

or by cold weather. The remedy should be adapted

to remove the cause of the trouble. Tol)acco wash
is a very common remedy. Dr. Randall i-ecom-

mends an ointment composed of lard, two pounds;

oil of tar, half a pound; su!i)hur one pound.

Gradually mix the last two, then ml) down the

compound with the first. Apply a little of this

ointment on the head of the animal. Part the wool

so as to expose the skin in a Ihic from the head to

the tail, and apply with the finger a little of the

ointment the whole way. Make a similar furrow

and application on both sides, four inches from the

first, and so on over the body. A less thorough ap-

plication in most cases of slight skin diseases would

probably be sufficient.' •

cabbage avokms.

I have been troubled the past season with gi-ecn

worms on my cabbages, and having seen cont-ide]'-

able in the Fakmer relative to their origin, I give
it as my oiiinion that they are produced by the
common yellow biitterily, as I saw one alight on a
plant and" deposit two or three eggs and then fiy

away, and return several times and deposit more.
But as the plant was removed l)efore they hatched,
I don't know what the residt would have been.

Alexandria, JV. JI., Jan. 10, 1871. i. L. F.

Remakks.—The I'ieris rapce, butterfly is light

colored, and may have been mistaken by you for

the common yellow buttertly; or, if not, the yel-

low butterfly may not have laid the eggs you found

on the cabbage. We suppose the butterfly that de-

posits the eggs that produce the new cabbage worm
is just as well known to naturalists as is the robin

or swallow. The common yellow butterfly must

have learned new tricks within a few years past if

she is the mother of the fearfully destructive cab-

bage pest,

SIGNS or PREGNANCY IN COWS.

Under this cajition, I notice the remarks of"D.
C." In regard to his cows, he does not say which
of his cow.- he is in doulit aliout. If it is the Jer-

sey, I should not wonder if he was uiuibie to tell

wiiethcr she was with calf or not. They are thin

Ituilt, ami their calves are generally small. I have
a threc-tburtlis Jersey cow,a valual)le animal that

should, according to our reckoning, have come in

the first week in Decendter. She has not l)ecn in

heat since last taken away,—as our figures niake it,
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more than ten months. She has gradually dried
off, and does not now give more than two quarts of
milk in a day, although we keep her well. She is

in good eonditioii, feels well and eats well. She is

not large, in fact does not look to the casual oljscr-

ver like a cow with calf; and yet wc still think she
is. She has been kept in the stable most of the
time since I have owned her, aljout a year and a
half, so that if she had aliorted we should be very
apt to know it. My information and knowledge m
regard to cows that have aljorted, is that they are
vei-y apt to get crazily hi heat, and that, too, quite

often ; at least this was true of one of my own, a
few years ago, and I have heard that this was true
of others in this vicinity. Do cows often go much
more than nine months with their young ? J. m. c.

Franhlin County, Mass., Jan. 28, 1871.

Remarks.—The period of gestation is generally

stated at two hundred and eighty-four days, which

has been known to be extended to three hundred

and twelve, or more.

NO TROUBLE IN CHURNING —MILLET FOR FODDER.

In reply to the question, What ails the cream ?

I would answer,—nothing, very likely, ails the

cream, but the trouble is in the place you keep it.

I have a cupboard near my chimney where our
milk is kept, v.hich is always warm. Our l)utter

conies in about the same time that it does m sum-
mer, and has the same rich taste.

Please state in the Farmer the merits of millet

as a crop for fodder. l.

Winchendon, Mass., Jan. 0, 1871.

Remarks.—Millet has been recommended as a

substitute for fodder corn, but practical fanners in

our section persist in raising corn instead of millet.

death-like cold sweats—cause, effect and
CURE.

I had a serious attack of bilious fever which com-
pletely prostrated me for a long time. After the

fever broke, deathlike cold sweats set in about
every eight liours. So severe were they that I was
brought to (k'.ith's door. When the sweats were
on, the excreti(jn thro\\ai off by the cutieular pores

stood out on the body in balls as large as small
white beans, and had a veiy offensive smell. In
twenty minutes I would be lying in a pool of wet,

soaking through sheets, English blankets, feather

bed and mattress.

Cause.—A sudden check to the system, l>y re-

maining in a deep ravine after sun-set, while sweat-

ing.

Effect.—As stated above.

Cure.—Three large Asafoetida pills a clay, and
common garden sage tea, strong, drank at bed time
cold, ill (luanritics of from half a pint to a quart, if

it can be swallowed or gulped down.
The tirst night the sage tea was taken, the whole

sj'stem seemed to be undergoing a regular meta-
morphosis, and battling for victory over the disease.

I got no sleep that night, and only one sweat in the
twenty-four hours. The next night I took another
good all()\\aiiee of the sage tea, and had a good
comfortable night's sleep, and no sweat at all. I

drank a little of the sage tea water during the day,
sweetened with honey, continuing to take the tea

and pills, and in a week was consiilerably better.

Some friends coming to see me, I forget to take the

sage tea at night. I sorel}' suffered for the neglect,

for that night I was again deluged in perspiration,

but the smell was not so bad. I continued after

that to take the sage tea as regular as I did my
meals. The sweats entirely left me, my appetite

increased, and I daily gained strength. Any of
your readers who wish to ask me for further infor-

mation, I shall be happy to answer their inquiries,

accompanied with a ready directed, stamped en-
velope for reply. John Whatmore.
Bridgenorth Farm, Dunleith,Ill., 1871.

Remarks.—Happily, few of the readers of the

New England Farmer have any experience with

the diseases peculiar to Illinois and other Western

States, but to that few, the foregoing may be of

value. The writer of these remarks has been pros-

trated by the "death-like, cold sweats," described

by Mr. Whatmore, which were so offensive to him-

self and others that undcr-clothes and bed had to

be changed often. If these directions shall help a

single invalid to a "good, comfortable night's sleep,"

the writer and printer of this article will be well

repaid.

PREPARING FOOD FOR STOCK.

Much has been written on this sul)ject, and your
editorial of a few weeks since prompts me to ad-
vance an idea in regard to a process by which, it

seems to me, a greater gain, with for less expense,
could be oljtained than by any of the processes
you described.
Your correspondent, "K. O.," informed me that

a man near New Bedford had cut grass and packed
it away in its greenest state in ne\f oil casks, and
that it had kept perfectly sweet and good, and was
eaten with relish the next summer,—a year after

—

by cattle in jiastui-e. This was only an experiment

;

but could nut grass be packed away in bins made
air tight, in consideraljle quantities, to be fed to

milchcows in winter ? Here you A\ould have the
pure article—not simply an imitation; while the
cost of securing the hay crop would be greatly re-

duced, and the required room for storage vastly

lessened.
Such bins could be easily and cheaply con-

structed in a variety of ways. The grass would
soon be settled very solid, and the little air let in

for a few moments while getting out a day's fod-

dering would probably be harmless.
Everyl>ody knows the great value of green grass

for milch cows; and if tlie process has not been
thoroughly tried, it would seem to me that it would
be well for persons interested in it to make the re-

quired experiments. If it has been tried we should
like to learn the results of such experiments. The
grass should be cut when entirely free from exter-

nal moisture, not too soon after "heavy rains, and,

of course, no moisture should be allowed to come
in contact with it.

I had a lot of corn stalks a year old which I

have been feeding out recently. They were liadly

injured while being secured, and were not relished

a year ago. I have tilled my feed box with these

stalks, uncut, and poured on boiling water ; then

covered tight, and after standing twelve hours they

were eaten up clean with avidity. No salt, grain,

roots or anything else to give relish was used.

In regard to the use of salt for animals. A phy-
sician, who has kept swine and raised pigs for

many vears with excellent success, tells me he has

never fed a particle of salt, and that he never gave

any to his horses, one of which was a most valua-

ble animal, in his hands, for several years. f.

Franklin, Mass., Jan., 1871.

to kill lice on cattlf.

Two parts of kerosene oil, and one of any kind
of cheap grease, mixed together and ajipliid to the

parts infested by the vermin, will* make them
"laugh" out of the other corner of their mouths.

Give the cattle some corn meal twice a day to keep

their bowels regular; comb their hair in the right

direction—I have some fears it is growing toward
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tlie head on "Constant Reader's" cattle. If this

dues nut kill them, yuiir lice in Maine are diflferent

t'runi tlio.<e in Wrniunt. G. M.
Bristol, 17., Jan., Itill.

Lice cannot live where there is goose grease.
"Work the p-ease thoroughly into the hair and on
to the skin whore the lice live, and in a short time
they will lie on the ends of the hairs looking for the
juniping-ort' place. One thorough application and
the work is done. \v. m. t.

Ea&t Marshjleld, Mass., Jan. 3, 1S71.

BUTTER AND MILK FROM ONK COW.

I saw in your last week's paper a notice of a two-
tcatcd co^v making over 300 ])outu1s of linttcr fi'om

INlarch 20, 1870, to January G, Ibi"!. I have read
the FAiiMKK. for eighteen years, and have never
contributed anvthing as vet, luit I cannot stand
this. I have a cow that" calved the 'iOth of last

March, and from that time till the 1st of Januaiy,
we have made 280 pounds of butter. Beside we
have sold 217 quarts of milk, and raised a heifer
calf. Also, we have used what milk we have
needed for a family of five. But fortune has fa-

vored her with four teats. j. t.

Williarnsiown, Mass., Jan. 23, 1S71.

HOHSE TALK.

First, I would suggest to the fast horse men, who
wish for an animal to Ijet and gamble on, that they
breed their mares to antelojies or other spry-footed
beasts ; and, ^cccjudly to the farmers of New Hamj)-
shirc, wiio are behind those of most other States in

breeding good horses, that thej' make an cttbrt to

procure lietter brood mares. When the season
comes and you meet a man that thitdvs of raising a
colt from a mare that weighs less than 1000 pounils,

try to discourage hmr if possible; if not, tell him
to go lifiy miles, if you know of a larger horse at

that distance. If the farmers of our State would
form a soriety for bringing among us half a dozen
or more mares, weighing some 1400 pounds, a class

of colts might be raised that would be useful on
the farm, and profitable to those who raised them.

I'lymouih, N. II., Jan. 16, 1871. F.

EIGHTY-FIVE TEARS ON THE SAME FARM.

ISIr. Salathiel Bump, of Wallingford, Vt., who is

now cightj'-five years old, has always lived on the
farm he now occupies. He can recollect when
Troy, N. Y., was the nearest niarket or trading
])lace, and wlien there were but four buildings
where the village (;f "Wallingford now is. With no
tools but a saw, gimlet and jack-knife he made a
clock ; afterward.- he nuule onctliat showed the day
of week and month, as well as hour and minute,
witlifx'ir a model. NS'hile able to work, his farm
was kept iH good order, but as tlic inlirmities of
a;,'e di.-;al)led him he v.as obligcil ro let jjortions of
it, until ii priKluccd only enf)ugli tor four cows and
one liur.-c. Under the management of his son,

Hilat;d Hump, it has been improved, and now ten

co«'s and :i liorse are kept upon it. There are now
representatives of four generations—son, grandson,
and great grandson— in the same family.

WaUliiyford, ]'t., Jan., Itill. Orkin Hager.

ciiiniii.NG HORSES.

I would say in reply to friend Cobb's inquiry,
that I once run a tine saw between the tifth of a
bad cribbcr, which tlid U(jt_ cure him. I would not
try that e\|)erinient again." I am inclined to agree
with tli.e edftor of the I'AiiMr.u that the cause is

mostly a iiabit, the resiUt of carelessness on the
jiart of the atteiulant. I once knew a colt to con-
tract the habit before he was a year old. My rem-

edy is a strap, crossing the head between the ears,
buckled arfiund the throat. If this does not etfect

a cure, take a three-cornered piece of zinc, or thin
sheet iron, with two holes through the wide end,
slipped on to the straj) so that the point will prick
the throat between the jaws at' every grunt. f.

Plymouth, N. II., Jan., 1871.

FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE.

VTc have had the Ejiizootic Aptha in but one
herd in this town, and thej- have got entirely over
the disease, without much loss, but some trouble
to the owner. It was taken from an ox frame
where a pair of cattle from Brighton had been shod.
Owing to the energetic efforts of our town officers

and the prudence of our citizens, we hope to pre-
vent the s)n-ead of the disease. s. c.

South ticituate, Mass., Jan. 24, 1S71.

SEASON IN WASHINGTON CO., YT.

Thus far we have had a very open winter,—not
more than ten or twelve inches of snow at any
time. The 12th it connnenced to thaw, and con-
tinued to until the 17th. The 10th was a very
rainy day and consequently we shall have to resort
to wheels until more snow falls. The weather has
Ijeen very favoralile for stock, and in this vicinity

it is wintering Avell. I can see a marked improve-
ment in the management of stock within the last

five years in thin jiart of the county. There are
few farmers that have not one or more animals that

he is proud to show, and many of them whole
stocks.

Sheep are not extensivelj^ kept at present, as most
farmei-s \vxvc got tired of waiting for the good time
coming, that was looked for a few years ago. But
one thing is noticeable, that is, the few that remain
are lieing greatly imiiroved, especially as mutton
sheep. The hogish nature of swin» has taken a
step decidedly down grade, this way, within the
last few months. But possibly the cattle disease

will improve the market for pork.
We are soon to have good railroad facilities in

this part of the county, as the Lamoille valley will

be on one side and the Montpelier and AVells river

on the other. Some are pleased and some are not.

One man in Hardwick, to get rid of the bonded tax
of the town, sold out a good farm with new build-

ings, and the same farm has since been resold for

two thousand dollars advance.
Cahot, Vt., Jan., 1871. S. B. Blodgett.

OFFICERS OP AG'L SOCIETIES.
East Somerset, 'M^.—Pre-ikJcnt, Eleazcr Crocker,

St. Albans; Secretarij, Thoa. Fuller, Hartland.
Waldo Co., Me.—Prea., W. C. Marshall; iiec, Geo.

E. Brat-kett.
Parkman and Abbott, Me., Club.—P/es., "Wesley

Il.irriiigtoii ; .sVc, L. E. Hovey, Parkman.
Kenduskeag, Me., Club.—P/y«., E. F. Nason; Sec,

T. P. BatchoUltr.
South Newburo, Me., Club.—Pres., J. P. Rigby;

^Vc, O.-M. Bickfonl.
Castle Hill and Mapleton, Me., Club.—Pres.,

.Tolm Waddell; .s.
. .. E. Tarr.

Prospect and Stockton, Me., Club.—Pres., Lewis
Miiflirctt: Sec, N. P. Staples.

Nfr. Vernon and Vienna, Me., Club.—/"re.?., Sew-
all Eaton ; tSVf., P. .J.XDogswell.

Corinth, Me., Club.—Pre*., John Thlssell; Stc,
John Thomas.
Lamoille County, Vt.—The Lamoille County Ag-

licuItiiiHl and Mcclianioal Society met in Morrisville,

.lanuary 3d, and eleoted the followincf officers : Presi-
,'fnt. C 8. Parker, Elmore; Vice JW.ti'fentu, O. F.

Small, Morristown : OrHon Hadley, Hyde-park; Secre-

farien, Isaac N. Le Baroii, Morrit'towii ; II. Harris,

Stowe; Treasvrcr, C. W. Fitefi, Morristown.
Wey.mouth, Mass.—Annual Fair of the agricultural

and Horticultural Society on the 19th and '20th of Sept.,

1S71. W. Dyer, Secretary, South Weymouth.
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LIFE nsr ASIA.

We noticed, some weeks since, the vorli

from -which the following extracts are made,*

and more full examination has fully confirmed

our first impressions as to the interest of the

book. The country through which Mr. Knox
travelled is out of the ordinary route of trav-

ellers, and the people and customs, and the

scenery Avhich he describes are therefore new

to the reader, and the knowledge imparted the

more valuable.

Emigrants on the Amoor.

Ever}' (\iiy we saw rafts moving with the

stream or tied along the shore. They were of

logs cut on the Amoor, and firmly fastened

EMIGRANTS ON THE AMOOR.

with poles and withes. An emigrant piles his

wagon and household goods on a raft, and
makes a pen at one side to hold his cattle.

Two or three families, with as many wagons
and a dozen or twenty animals, were fre-

quently on one raft. A pile of earth Avas the

fire place, and there was generally a tent or
shelter of some kind. Catttle were fed with
hay carried on board, or were turned ashore

.

at night to graze.

Some rafts were entirely laden with cattle

on their way to market or for government use
at Nicolaievsk. This is the most economical
mode of transportation, as the cattle feed
themselves on shore at night, and the rafts

float with the current by day. A great deal

of heavy freight has been cariued down the

Amoor in this way, and losses are of rare oc-

currence. The system is quite analogous to

the flat-boat navigation of the Mississippi be-
fore steamboats were established.

Gilyak Village.

In ascending tlie Amoor, the author visited

a native village, which he thus describes :

—

*OvERLANi> THROUGH AsiA. Pictures of Siberian,
Chinese and Tiirt;ir Life.—By Thomas ^Y. Knox. Hart-
ford : Am. Publishing Co. ; Boston ; G. M. Smith & Co.,
12y Waehington St.

We s^w many Gilyak boats descending the
river with the current or struggling to ascend
it. The Gilyaks form the native population
in this region and occupy thirty-nine villages

with about tAvo thousand inhabitants. The vil-

lages are on both banks from the month of the

river to Mariensk, and out of the reach of all

inundations. Distance lend-s enchantment to

the view of their houses, which will not bear
close inspection.

Some of the houses might contain a half

dozen famihes of ordinary size, and were well
adapted to the climate. While we took wood
at a Gilyak village I embi-aced the opportunity
to vi.sit the aboriginals. The village contained
a dozen dwellings and several fish-houses.

The buildings were of logs or poles, split in

halves or used whole, and were roofed with

poles covered with a thatch of

long grass to exclude rain and
cold. Some of the dwelling

houses had the solid earth for

floors, while others had floorings

of hewn planks.

The store houses were ele-

vated on posts like those of an
American " corn barn," and
were wider and lower than the

dwellings. Each storehouse had
a platform in front where canoes,

fisliing nets, and other portable

property were; stowed. These
buildings were the reeptacles of

dried fish for the winter use of

dogs and their owners. The
elevation of the floor serves to

protect the contents from dogs
and wild animals. I was told

that no locks were used and that theft was a

crime unknown.
The dwellings were generally divided into

two apartments ; one a sort of ante room and
receptacle of house-keeping goods, and the

other the place of residence. Pots, kettles,

knives, and wooden pans were the principal

articles of household use I discovered. At the

storehouses there were several fish-baskets of

birch or willow twigs. A Gilyak gentleman

does not permit fire carried into or out of his

house, not even in a pipe. This is not owing
to his fear of conflagrations, but to a supersti-

tion that such an occurrence may bring him
ill luck in hunting or fishing.

It was in the season of curing fish, and the

stench that greeted my nostrils was by no
means delightful. Visits to dwellings or mag-
azines would have been nmch easier had I

possessed a sponge" saturated with cologne

water. Fish were in various stages of prep-

aration, some just hung upon poles, while

others were nearly ready for the magazine.

The mannei'of preparation is much the same
as in Kamchatka, save that the largest fish are

skinned before being cut into strips. The
poorest qualities go to the dogs, and the best

are reserved for bipeds.
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GILYAK VILLAGE.

Though the natives do the most of the fish-

ing on the Anioor, the}' do not have a monop-
oly of it, as some of the Russians indulge in

the sport. One old fellow that I saw had a

boat so full of salmon ihat there Avas no room
for more. Now and then a fish went over-

board, causing an expression on the boatman's
face as if he were sulfering from a dose of as-

tonishment and toothache drops in equal pro-

portion.

A LAKGE BLACKBERRY PATCH.
Ko blackberr}-, excepting the wild one of

the fence sides and pastures, so far as our

knowledge goes, has yet been found which is

sufficiently hardy to ripen its fruit in the open

air in and north of the State of Massachu-

setts. We have transferred the icild one into

the gard^in and obtained tolerably fine fruit

from it; not large, but of very high quality.

It did not prove sufficiently prolific, however,

to make its cultivation an object. If a high

cultivation were persisted in for several years

it might result in producing an abundant

bearer of excellent fruit,

The variety known as the Neio Roclielle, or

Laicton, is a splendid fruit, and is becoming

quite common in tiie markets of New York
city and those south of it. In the region of

Boston, the warm season is not long enough

to ripen it. We have had vines loaded with

the largest and finest-looking fruit wc ever

saw, early In October, when no frost had

touched it. It was in perfect shape, as black

as coal, and as sour as vinegar ! In rooting

out a patch by Irishmen, loaded with such

fruit, no one was found who would eat it. It

was "bail to give the pigs." Tlie bunches of

this fruit surpass those of any other blackberry *

which we have seen. The berries are long,

thick in diameter as compared with other va-

rieties, and are clustered upon long stems, so

that a few bunches only would be required to

fill a (piart measure. The attempt to ripen

them by sheltering hedges, and by other

means, did not succeed, and we were most

reluctantly obliged to give them up.

The Dordicster, introduced by the late Capt.

Lovett, of Beverly, Mass., is nearly equal in

size to the New llochelle, of a more elongated

form, grains rather smaller, somewhat sweeter,

and produces large crops of high-flavored

fruit, and is a vigorous grower on rich soils.

The fruit is of a deep, shining black. When
highly cultivated it runs to vines extrava-

gantly, which are apt to be winter-killed, in

part, and become fruitless. Planted on a

lighter and poorer soil, they make less vines

and are more fruitful with us.

But we intended to say something of the

little blackberry patch of Mr. John S. Col-

lins, near Camden, N. J. It comprises sev-
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enty-five acres, and all in profuse bearing.

It was visited by the editor of the Practical

Farmer, -wlio states that on the day of his

visit, 7,0()0 quarts had been picked ; a full

day's work for the persons employed would

be 14,000 quarts, which were fully expected

the following day. Thousands of the bushes

were bending nearly to the gi'ound under their

weight of fruit. The rows were eight and

one-half feet apart, and the plants four to

four and one half feet apart in the rows. No
weeds were to be seen. By far the largest

jjortion of the vines were the variety known
as Wilsoii's Early. It differs from the Law-

ton in being ripe when black ; is of good size,

melting and juicy, which, with its earliness,

being the first in the market, and treading

closely on the heels of the raspberry, always

secures the best price.

Mr. Collins was receiving twenty cents per

(juart. wholesale price, at the time, which,

with 1-4,000 quarts, makes the round little sum
of $2,800 for one day's picking ! Price paid

for picking was one and one-half cents per

quart, and the average is one hundred to one

hundred and fifty quarts per day to each band,

but sometimes nmning up to two hundred

quarts per day.

We shall be glad to learn whether the Early

Wilson is sufficiently hardy for the climate

north of Boston.

The Kittatinny is said to be hardy, pro-

ductive, and the fruit very rich. Not yet

fruited by us. Neicman's ThoJiiless has the

merit of not pricking the hands when gather-

ing the fruit, but we know nothing of its merits

otherwise. It is said, however, to promise

well.

The Sahle Queen originated in Essex County,

Mass., and is spoken of in the highest terms,

as a good grower, fruit of surpassing excel-

lence, and the vine hardy enough to resist the

cold of New England winters.

A jicrfectly ripe blackberry, of a good va-

riety, is one of the best of our fruits. As the

peach stands at the head of the larger fruits,

so the blackberry stands in regard to the

smaller ones. We have never yet found a

person who did not like the blackberry. Ex-
cellent as it is in its fresh state, it is no less

so when properly preserved. It is also freely

used as an alterative for the bowels.

—England uses 86,000 tons of bone-dust and
210,000 tons of guano a year.

Jfor the Kew England Fm-mer.

"BUTTER MAKDSTG."

I have read with much interest the many
articles upon butter making that have ap-

peared from time to time in the columns of

your valuable paper, and I must say that, ac-

cording to my experience, Carrie has come
nearer the common method of makiu,o- butter

than any other. I am not a farmer's wife or

daughter, and am lionesihj afraid of a loose

cow ; but I know how to make butter, for all

that, having made more or less for eighteen

years. During that period we have had quite

a number of cows, and I have come to the

conclusion that the quality of the butter de-

pends in a great measure upon the cow. Of
course other things must be taken into con-

sideration. Every woman Avho lias the care

of milk and is blessed with a medium share of

common sense, knows she must skim her milk

before the cream moulds on the top, or the

milk becomes so sour that it wheys ; and that

she must churn before the cream smells old in

summer or grows bitter in winter. But one
may take the very best care of the milk,

cream, and butter and then have butter of a

very inferior (juality, and even so ])oor as to

be unfit for table use. That I do know.
And what is more discouraging than mean,
bitter, butter, when a woman has tried her

best to make it good ? We all know how
much labor a pot of butter represents, and
then to have it uneatable,—dear me ! And
worse than all, be obliged to bear all the

blame and have the name of making poor

I

butter, when the fault is in the cow !

It will take a wiser head than mine to say
why one cow makes good butter, while an-

other, standing by her side in the same barn
and having the same care and feed, milked by
the same hand also, makes poor. I can only

say in the words of "Old Aunt Tabithy," "I
dunno heouw they due it, but they du."

Early last Spring my liege lord bought a

Jersey heifer, full blooded, of good size, with

the "points" of a good cow. She dropped
her calf the middle of May, she being then

three years old. The calf was a large, hand-

some fawn-colored fellow, and gi-ew finely,

weighing ahnost one hundred pounds when
the butcher took him in charge at the age of

four weeks. Since then "MoUie Jersey," as

we all call her, has done well. Her milk is

small in quantity but rich in quality, and such

butter ! She has made Sh pounds a week (re-

member she is a three-year-ohl) in good feed,

and during the winter has made from three to

five pounds a week. She gives about four

quarts of milk a day now. We have used all

the milk we need for a family of four, and
that is considerable ; but let me also admit

that all the milk used for puddings, &c., has

been allowed to stand over night and then

skimmed befo^ being made up, thereby en-

riching the cream-pot, and the milk was still good
enouirh. The butter churned last week was
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as yellow as half the June butter one sees,

and as sweet. It has no stable flavor (and
though a boy of sixteen takes all the eare of

Ler and is proud of her too,) no bitter twang,
no uncanny taste of cellar or any other thiny;

than good, ])ure sweet butter ".salted to suit

the taste,'' and not very salt at tliat.

I wisli I had weighetl her butter the past

season, but I have not. I only know it is now
almost February, and we have used l)utter as

freely as we ])leased upon the table, and for cook-

ing, have sold seventeen pounds, and 1 should

judge there was enough stored away to last

until next Fall. We feed her meal and fine

feed twice a day, about a pint of meal and a

quart of fine feed at a time. I scald my milk

by putting a wire bread-toaster upon the top

of the stove and setting the pan of milk on it.

Do not scald too much, as it makes the butter

greasy. I have churned this winter, about

once in eight or nine days. Keep my butter

in large stone pots, up stairs now—my June
butter is in brine. 1 use no sugar or salt-

petre. Mks. S. B. S .

West Ameshury, Mass., Jan., 1871.

For the Xew England Farmer,

CROPS FOK 1871.

The question of Farm Crops for 1871, was
discussed at a meeting of the Sunderland,

Mass., Farmers' Club, Feb. 2.

L. P. ^^'arner, who opened the discussion,

said our crops should be such as to enable us

to make the most of everything,—the most of

the farm, the most of our labor and the most
of our knowledge and talents. I'hose crops

that re(][uire the most labcjr compared with

amount of capital employed will be most
likely to be most profitable so long as man
earns his bread by the sweat of his brow.

He mentioned tobacco, onions, garden vege-

tables and tlie small fruits. Hay and forage

crops ought not to be neglected, for these are

the basis of fertility of the farm. He had
grown corn for winter fodder with satisfactory

results. Jt was planted early in July, in rows

about three feet apart and the hills eighteen

inches. He cut it after the kernel was formed
and before it was full in the milk.

Stocking Fodder Corn.

Three hills, two on one row and one on an-

other, without cutting, were bound together,

above the ears for the conunencement of each

stook. Around these, the corn as it was cut

was placed. These three uncut centre hills

operated rather as guys than braces. After

ihe stook was firndy bound at the top, it was
almost impossible to push one over. Of one
hundrecl and forty stooks thus put up not one

fell. The fodder cured well and was eaten

with good relish by stock in winter.

Mr. E. E. Robinson was o^he opinion that

his crop of grass had been improved by the

a rotation. Thought tobacco, onions and
grass should be the crops grown in 1871.

]Mr. J. R. Smith believed that broom corn
ought to be one of the crops for 1871. He
thought the seed of a well ripened crop of

broom corn worth more for feelings purposes
than the Indian corn that would grow on the

same field.

i\Ir. II. G. Sanderson agreed with Mr. Smith
as to the value of broom corn seed, but said

every farmer should raise more or less Indian

corn, both for green and winter fodder as well

as the grain.

Mr. T. H. Williams wanted to grow some-
thing he could both chew and swallow, and
thought potatoes should not be neglected, be-

cause every farmer had some land better

adapted to this than the tobacco crop.

j\Ir. E. G. Smith remarked it might answer
for a farmer that had a good farm clear of

debt to raise corn, broom corn and potatoes
;

but a young farmer just starting in business

must grow such crops as will leave a margin
for profit, or his pile will increase slowly. He
would grow tobacco, onions and all the forage

possible, but would let the Western farmer
raise corn for him.

"WixNiNGs OF 1870."— The Tutf, Field and

Farm, printed in New York city, gives a table of

the "Principal Winning O^Tiers of 1S69 and 1870,"

from whicli it appears that "Hon. A. Behnont,"

President of the "American Jockey Chib," owns

horses that won §"25,87J in 1869 and $'3-l,7oo in

1870. No statement is made of his losses, nor do

we care to know anytliing about the balance of his

account, or of the influences which were brought

to bear on the results, as we regard the whole busi-

ness as one of the most objectionable forms of

gambling known in the country. But the ques-

tion whether the "Rules" and practices of these

men ai'c to govern the trials of speed or any other

part of the proceedings at the fairs of our agricul-

tural societies, is one in which we are intei'csted,

and it is one that must soon be decided. To say

nothing of the effect of being judged "by the com
pany we keep," some of our societies have been

driven to the mortifying necessity of notifying

those to w horn premiums were awarded for fann

produce and agricultural implements that, after

making up the purses for horses, the funds were

left so low that only a per cent, dividend could be

paid to fanners and mechanics.

cultivation of tobacco, as one of the crops in ' twenty-five to each pair.

—Rabbit-breeding is carried on upon a large

scale in Loudon, Can., where there is a warren of

tive acres, surrounded by a board fence ten feet

high, and containing at jn-escnt two thousand rab-

bits. The cost of feeding and caring for these is

twenty-five cents apiece annually, and the net pro-

fits from the whole warren five thousand dollars a

vcar. The annual increase is an average brood of
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STEAMERS OW THE FARM.
COERESrONDEXT, W h O S C

eyes and thoughts are evi-

dently active, puts a series

of questions to us, which

we published last week, that

others might be thinking

^ them over, that will require

some investigation and con-

siderable activity of mind,

to answer them satisfactorily

either to himself or to who-

ever may attempt to reply.

He desires to know whether it is probable

that engines for steaming food, ami for other

j)urposcs on the farm, will ever become as

connnon as mowing macliines ?

Briefly, for ourselves, we reply, that we
think not. There was a necessity f(jr the mow-
ing machine which does not exist for the

steamer. Hay, roots and grain may be kept

in good condition for a comparatively long

period, while grass, in the state to make good

hay cannot. Large quantities of grass ripen

at the same time, a considerable portion of

which, if kept standing until its seeds were

perfected, would be greatly reduced in value.

The mowing machine, therefore, enables us to

cut and tnake several tons of grass into hay,

where we should secure one ton only, if

obliged to cut the grass by hand.

Another question relates to the use of

Meal and Meadow Hay.

Yov some remarks upon this subject, we re-

fer him to a reply to another correspondent

on a similar topic.

A third inquiry is in regard to

Machines for Preparing Brush for Fire Wood.

He desires to know whether "wood reduced

to fine pieces, or even to "shavings," will

afford as much heat as wood in a coarser form ?

To fully answer this question would require

something of a scientific essay.

Bakers heat their ovens by the use of fagots,

—branches of trees and small bushes tied to-

gether. As they kindle readily, and give a

great quantity of flame, they are used where

a strong and ([uick heat is required. If they

cannot get these, they use dry, pine wood.

It was supposed at one time that locomotives

could only be run by the use of dry wood.

But some scientific person found that coal

could be used by employing a "blower,"

which would kindle coal into a fierce heat, and
send that heat along to the flues of the boiler.

There are many cases in domestic economy
where wood, cut into small pieces, is the

cheapest fuel, and this is a circumstance too

much neglected. Count Rumford states that

in very small fires for some purposes it is the

most cleanly, the most convenient and most
manageable fuel. He found by experience

that any given quantity of wood, bm-ned in a

closed fire, gives near three times as much
lieat as it would if reduced to charcoal.

In order to heat intensely, a steady flame is

required. The volume of flame need not be
large, if it is constant. The operations of the

blow-pipe show how readily metals may be
melted in its flame. A few sticks, confined to

a small space and kindled into a flame, will

produce a powerful heat. This is often done
in the sunnner season by the farmei-'s wife.

A few small, dry sticks are placed directly

under the tea kettle and ignited, which soon

set the "kettle singing," and yet scarcely

warming the room to any perceptible degree.

In such a case, charcoal or large sticks, would
not heat the water half as quickly as fagots or

small pieces of wood, though twice as much
were used of the large pieces.

But our correspondent may wish to know
whether it is economical to use a machine for

cutting brush into small pieces to be used as

fuel. This will depend upon circumstances.

If wood is worth $7 to $10 a cord by hauling

it a mile or two, that would be a good reason

for using the brush as fuel. And if a horse

or steam power were used for other purposes

on the farm—which is sometimes the case

—

then it would cost comparatively littte to cut

the brush, and it might then be economical to

do so, but if this work were to be done by
hand, it might scarcely be economy to do it,

even if wood were worth seven or eight dol-

lars a cord.

Some of his other inquiries will be noticed

hereafter, and we invite the readers of the

Fakmer to help us in solving his jjroblems.

Deep Ploughixg for Worn-out Lands.—The
agi-iciilturist should know that all soils, and even
gi-anite rocks, contain more or less of the elements

of vegetable growth. Soil while in a dense state,

so compact that the gases which form the atmos-

phere, with the a^k of the sun and rain, heat and
cold, cannot penetrate and decompose them, will
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be sterile ; while by disintegrating them they will

become fertile, and their ])o\ver for absorbing and

comliining with niaimrial snl)stances greatly in-

creased. Therefore it is that the same quantity of

manure, the same season, and the same kind of

land, yields far greater rctums where the land has

been deeply and thoroughly pulverized.

LAMBSKTNS FOR LADIES' OVER-
COATS.

In a climate like that of New England, warm
out^ide garments are indispensable both to com-

fort and health. These are too often sought in

fragile and very expensive materials, when articles

which are quite as handsome, cheaper, and stronger,

may be found much nearer at hand.

The sack coats, as tlicy are called, now so f:\sh-

ionable, are among the most convenient, comfort-

able", and reasonable garments ever introduced.

Some of them, made up of expensive materials

and burdened with a pi-odigality of trimming, are

as costly as they are showy, and confer no more

warmth than one of less pretensions. A corres-

pondent of the New York Tribune gives the fol-

lowing process for preparing lambskins for clothing

material :

—

"Make a strong suds with hot water ; let it get

cold, and wash the skins, sqcezing them carefully

to get out all the dirt from the wool; wash the

soap out with clean, cold water, and cover them
with water for twelve hours; then hang them over

a pole to drain ; when partially dry, stretch them
carefully on a board, and when a little damp,
sprinkle on them an ounce each of pulverized salt-

petre and alum ; lay the tiesh sides together, and
hang in the shade for two or three days, turning

them over every day, to Ining the under skin up-

pei-most, till they are perfectly dry; then scrape

the flesh side till all scraps of flesh are removed

;

rub it with pumice or rotten stone and with the

hands; then lay tlie cloak i)attern down on the

flesh side of the skin, trace it round with a pencil,

and cut it out with a sharp knife; overcast the

edges together on the wrong side, and line with

quilted sillc. No coihir, fur, or trimming is worn
with an astrachan or lambskin cloak."

The wool of Cotswold, Leicester, and other long-

wooled sheep, prc])ared in this way, and trimmed

with some bright material, will be found comfort-

able, and will greatly resemble the "Astrachan"

sacks which are now considered so desirable.

of facts the Commissioners were unanimously of

the opinion that the disease was easily prevented,

provided that prompt sanitary and rAtrietive

measures were adopted.

The following prescription for daily dishifection

of the cattle-yards was presented by Dr. Morris,

and received the approval of the Commissioners,

most of whom had tried it :

—

Ten pounds of copperas, 60 gallons water, and
one-half gallon 30 per cent, carbolic acid; total

ex])cnse 26 cents per barrel for the preparation.
Thu solution must be stronger if it is to be api)Iied

on'ly twice a week, and the composition will ac-

cordiiigly be thus: Ten pounds co])peras, 20 gal-

lons of water and one-half gallon of 30 per cent,

carbolic acid.

Farmers' Clubs and other agi'icultural associa-

tions were requested to aid in efforts to avert the

evils now threatened. The following resolution

was adopted :

—

liesolvcd, That a cominittee be appointed to piilili?h

the lieHt remedies for the cure of animals afflicted by
contasfiotis or infectious diseases, and their proper
treatment when attacked by such complaints.

CoMMissioNEKS ON Cattle DISEASE.—The Com-

missioners appointed l)y the Governors of several

States met for comparison of notes at All)any, Feb.

9. There were present from

Nev3 I'orA—General Patrick, Doctors Moreau, Morris,

aud Lewis F. Allen.
Maxmckmeits—Dr. E. F. Tliaycr and Levi Stock-

bridge.
Connectintt—'E. II. Ilydc, T. 8. Gold, and H. L.

Stewart.
Uhode A/f/nrf—Dr. E. M. Snow, Samuel W. Church,

and Edwin iJurling.

Maine— H. L. Uoodale.

Dr. Tliayer was appointed chairman, and Mr.

Stockbridge secretary.
"

After a full interchange of views and statement

Great Crops of Corx.—Mr. A. J. Straiglit

sends us a copy of the Richland, Wis., Sentinel, in

which he pul)lishes a statement claiming to have

raised the past season on twenty-five acres an

average of "fully one hundred and thirty bushels

of shelled corn per acre." He says the corn can

be seen and measured at any time. So we con-

clude it has not been shelled yet, and he does not

inform us by what principle of estimation tlie

amount of the crop was ascertained. Farmers in

New England have raised over one hundred l)ush-

els per acre by estimation, but we never saw one

hundred bushels of com shelled from the ears that

grew on a single acre, and we M-ould willingly

travel one hundred miles to see that amount of

corn on the stalks growing on one acre of land.

THE STOCK YARD OF AMERICA.

Dr. Latham contributes to the Omaha Her-

ald, an article on cattle-raising in Texas, from
which we make extracts as follows : Texas is

triilv the cattle-hive of America. Wliile New
York, with her 4,000,000 inhabitants and lier

settlements two and a half centuries old, has

748,000 oxen and stock ; while Pennsylvania,

with more tliaii 3,000,000 people, lias *721,000

cattle; wliile Ohio, with 3,000,000 jjcople,

has 749,00(.) cattle ; wliile Illinois, witli 2,S00,

000 people, has 867,000 cattle; and while

Iowa, with 1,200,000 people, lias 686,000

cattle ; Texas, not 40 years of age, and with

her 50,000 people, had 2,000,000 head of oxen

and other cattle, exclusive of coavs, in 1867,

as shown by the returns of the county asses-

sors. In 1870, allowing for the dilFerence

between the actual number of cattle owned
and the number returned for taxation, there

must be fully 3,000,000 head of beeves and

stock cattle. This is exclusive of cows, which,
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at the same time, are reported at (100,000

head. In 1802 thoy must mimber 800,000,
making a grand- total of 3,800,000 head of

cattle in Texas. One-fourth of these are

beeves, one-fourth . are cows, and the other

two-fourths are yearlings and two-vear-olds.

There would, th'erefore, be 950,000 beeves,

950,000 cows, and 1,900,000 young cattle.

There are annually raised and branded 750,-

000 calves. These cattle are raised on the

great plains of Texas, which contain 152,000-

000 acres.

labks' ©epartuitnt.

From Harper's Magazine for February.

MARGUERITE.

BY KATE P. OSGOOD,

What aikth jjretty Marguerite?
Such April moods about her meet

!

/

She sighs, ami yet she is uot sad

;

She smiles, witli naught to make her glad.

A thousand flitting fancies chase
The sun and shadow on her face;
The wind is not more light than she,
Nor deeper the unsounded sea.

What aileth pretty Marguerite ?

Doth none discern her secret sweet?
Yet earth and air have many a sign
The lieart of maiden to divine.

In budding leaf and building nest
Lie liidilen mysteries half confest;
And whoso hath the gift of sight
May Nature's riddle read aright.

Not all at once the Iilj''s heart
Is kissed by wooing waves apart:
Not iu a day the lavish May
Flings all her choicest llowers away.

Fair child ! shall jjotent Love alone
Forget to send his lieralds on ?

Ah, happy lips, that dare repeat
Wliat aileth pretty Marguerite !

MODERN HOUSEKEEPLRTG.
The fashions of modern life are not favor-

able to good hotisekeej)ing. Here and there

we meet with a woman who lias made it an art,

and carried it out to a beautiful perfection
; but

the number of those who have done so is small

compared to the iuditterent, the ineflicient,

those who interfere without organizing, and
those who have given up their office to ser-

vants, retaining merely that symbol of authori-

ty called "keeping the keys." Few women
above a very mediocre social position do any-
tliing in the house ; and the fatal habit of fine-

ladyism is gradually descending to the trades-

man's and mechanic's classes ; fewer still try

to elevate the system of housekeeping altogeth-

er, and makeitpossibleforladies, eventhe artifi-

cial product, to take an active part in it with pleas-
ure and profit to themselves. Yet French
and German women keep house actively, and
do not disdain the finer portions of the work.

I With the help of tlie machines which Amer-
ican need has fashioned for the home, this

I
does not seem a very degrading task for

j

women. One consequence wherever ladies of
! education are active housekeepers is, that a
more scientific, compact, cleanly and less rude

I
and wasteful mode of cookery obtains. And

j

indeed that cooking question is a grave one,

I

belonging especially to women, and (piite as
important in its om'u way as the knowledge of
drugs and the mixing iq) of pills. Women do

'

not consider it so, and ladies are rather i)roud
than otherwise of tlieir ignorance of an art

which is one of their elemental natural duties.

But they want to be doctors, if they object to
be cooks. Yet how it can be cont.idered hon-
orable to get meat by manipiilating assafceti-

da, and degrading to attend to the cooking of
that meat when got—beneath the dignity of a
woman's hitellect to understand the constitu-

ent elements of food and what they make in

the human frame, yet consistent with that dig-
nity to understand the elTect of drugs—why the
power of bringing back to healtli should be a
science fit for the noblest intellects to under-
take, and the art of keeping in health an office

fit only for the grossest and most ignorant to
fill— is a nice distinction of honor, the (juality

of winch I, for one, have never been able to
understand

; nor why that impcn'nin in impe-
rio, the kitchen, is a better institution than the
centralization of authority dating from the
drawing-room. Society in its simplest aspect
is, as it were, the radical of our own more
complex conditions, and do as we will, we
cannot escape from the eternal fitness of this

division of labor—the man to })rovide. the wo-
man to prepare for use and to distribute.

While, then, our housekeeping is bad because
not unilertaken witli heart or intellect, and
while our national cookery is still little better
than "plain roast and boiled," we cannot say
that we have gone through this lesson from
end to end, or exhausted even this portion of
our special acre.

—

Macmillan''s Magazine.

LOVE GIFTS.

From time immemorial the most useful love-
gifts have been rings, bracelets of hair, flow-
ers, birds, scented gloves, embroidered hand-
kerchiefs, and sucli like articles, Autolycus
has, in his peddler's pack :"

"Golden quoifs and stomachers
For my lads to give their dears."

In ancient Greece, pretty birtls were gener-
ally love-gifts ; caged birds were sold in the
market at Athens for that purj)ose. Amonc
the Romans rings were excliauLied

; and this

custom seems to have prevailed in all af'es

and every country. Chaucer di-scribes Cres-
seide as giving Troilus a ring with a "posv,"
and receiving one from him in exchanore, and
Shakespeare frequently alludes to such tokens.
The rings that fortia and Nerissa present to
their betrothed husbands play a conspicuous
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part in the last act of "The ^Merchant of
j

Venice ;" and in "The Two Gentlemen of

Verona," Julia savs

:

"This ring I gave liini when ho pr.rti'd from me,
To bind hiui to remember my good will."

Swinburn, in his Treatise on Spousals, gives

the following reason for the ring being the

chosen emblem of true love, "The fonn of

tlie ring being circular, that is, being round
and round without end, iniporteth thus much,
that their nuitual love and hearty atl'ection

should roundly flow from tlie one to the other

as in a circle, and tliat continuously and forev-

er." In the most remote ages the ring or

circle was used as an emblem of eternity ; in

Egypt and Greece, a usual form of emblematic
circle was the serpent with its tail in its mouth,
and this form has been frequently adojjted in

rings and bracelets.

The custom of breaking a gold or silver

coin between lovers is also very ancient, and
may probably have been derived from the old

Athenian symbol. A jnece of metal or wood
was cut into two parts, one-half being retain-

ed by the native of Attica, the other given to

the stranger whose actpiaintance he had made.
Tlie beai'cr of the sA'uibol, whether one of the

original j)arties or only a friend, was entitled

to all the rites of hospitality from the owner
of the other half. Not to acknowledge this

duty Avas considered scandalous and a crime.

Coins were no doubt subsequently used be-

cause of the facility of recognizing the token

by the device. A "bowed," or crooked piece

of money, was preferred as a love token, be-

ing considered more lucky. These broken
coins, pledges of love, are frequently referred

to in poem and story.

Strutt mentions small embroidered handker-
chiefs among the love favors in vogue in Eng-
land in the olden time. They were about
three or four inches s(pia-e, "wrought round
about," with a button or tassel at each corner,

and another in tlie centre. Some were edged
with narrow gold lace or twist, and then fold-

ed so that the middle might be seen ; they

were worn by accepted lovers in their hats or

at the breast. These were so fashionable in

Queen. Elizabeth's days that they were sold in

the shops at from sixpence to sixteenpence

ajnece.

Camden, in his Ancient and Modem Man-
ners of the Iris/i, speaks of lovers presenting
their mistresses with bracelets of woven hair;

and among northern nations a knot was a

syml)ol of love and fidelity. The origin of

the expression true-love knot is not from true

love, as might be supposed, but fi-om the

Danish Tridofa Jidem do—1 jihght my troth.

— Temple Bar.

Fill Yol'r Lamps in the Morning.—
Scarcely a week passes but we read accounts

of frightful accidents from kerosene lamps ex-

ploding and killing or scarring for life, men,
women and children. A simple knowledge of

the inllammable nature of the liquid will

probably put a stop to nearlj' all the acci-

dents. As the oil burns down in the lamp,
highly inllammable gas gathers over its sur-

face, and as the oil decreases the gas increas-

es. When the oil is nearly consumed, a slight

jar will intlame the gas, and an explosion is

sure to follow—death and destruction. A
bombshell is no more to be dreaded. Now,
if the lamp is not allowed to burn more than

half way down, such accidents are almost im-

possible. Always fill your lamp (!very morn-
ing, and then you need never fear an explos-

ion.

Lady Nurses.—In respect to nursing, that

it should cease to be regarded as an occupa-

tion implying a social position not above a cer-

tain level, doubtless would demand that a

high rale or renumeration and an excellent so-

cial position should be enjoyed by some of

the body ; but, provided there were a common
bond of true knowledge and high feeling per-

vading the whole, these more fortunate mem-
bers need be by no means numerous. Their
honor would involve the honor of the whole

;

and the lady who, well instructed in her art,

and with an enthusiasm which shoidd render
her incapable of degrading it, should spend
her time in the abodes of the poor for such
small sums as their means could ailbrd, would
find that the honor of the whole body was to

her " a robe and a diadem," and Avould place

her, as far as it places the curate, from hav-
ing her social grade tested by her purse.

—

Cornliill Mayazlne.
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"Tlio robin and tlio lihie bird sing
o'fr meadows brown and bare;

They cannot know what wond'rous bloom
Is softly budding there;

But all the- joy their hearts outpour
Seems pulsing in the air."

v.w persons can

I'lTolk'tt such

weather as we

have had for the

hist six months.

I he oldest he:i(ls

^,iy "It beats all,"

tlie ahnanac-makers

W;^ are puzzled, and

the astronomers are

thrown out of gear as to

\\J j the weather. The storms

"Vj ha^e ended with warm,

cahn airs, all through the

autunm and winter. The

rains did not descend, nor

the floods eoiue, when the

plants were trying to grow,

and the earth rolled round under

the scorching sun until it became

like a huge clay cake, just from a

seven-tin es heated oven. As to spring thaws

in this region, we shall have none, as there is

no snow to be melted ; there are no swollen

streams, no "'rippling rills," no "sounds as of

a hidden brook," wander where you will.

Cattle roam in search of a living stream

;

"gi-inding is low;" mill wheels are stopped;

luachinery is rusting, and men, women and

children find their means of compensating the

butcher, baker and grocer are getting low too.

But, as we write a little in anticipation of

our fickle friend Api!IL, all this may be

changed before he appears ; the brooks be

singing, the meadows flooded, and the wheels

revolving more merrily tlian ever. Even
snow-drifts, as has hajipened before, may
block the ways so that the traveller is snow-

boiuid at the country inn, and lai-ge companies

of persons, strangers to each other, are left

for hours to their meditations, or to devise by

their own ingenuity some soiu-ce of amuse-

ment while badly snowed up in the cars, hun-

gry, thirsty, and lucky if not half frozen, too I

^V'hat a climate this of ours ! And yet, who
can say how it can accommodate us better.

At any rate, so long as it is too inclement

to engage in labor upon the soil, it extends

the time when

Flans for the Seascn may be Made.

This IS a matter of more importance than

many farmers give it. The carpenter would

come out poorly who commenced iiewing his

timber for a frame without first learning the

size and length rerpiired for his work. And
so in every other calling. Success in any effort

requires system. The farmer who enters his

fields in the spring without some definite plan

of proceeding, finds himself at a loss at every

step. ]f he concludes to devote a certain field

to corn, he finds, by-and-by, that another piece
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is better adapted to that crop, and that he

must change it. This i.s porpk-xing, and car-

ries with it from day to day an uncertainty as

to what is best to be done.

It is important, therefore, in the first place,

that the farmer shall be fully accjuaintcd with

the different tpialities of his soils, and their

character as to being wet or dry. With this

knowledge, he will be able, at his fireside, to

determine what portions of land shall be

ploughed for cultivation, and what particidar

crop shall be applied to each. Nothing of

this kind should be left to be done when the

time for sowing or planting has come, and

men and teams are waiting to enter upon the

work

.

He who commences in the spring with this

uncertainty and delay, will be quite likely to

find himself in the whirlpool of doubt and diffi-

culty, until another frost shuts up the earth.

We should neglect a duty, did we not urge

upon the farmer

More Attention to the Garden.

No part of the farm can be made more pro-

fitable. It will be surprising to those who
have not tried it, how much may be obtained

from a well cultivated garden, towards supply-

ing the table all through the sunnner and au-

tumn months with fresh, nutritious and pala-

table food,—the early lettuce, radishes, as-

paragus, peas, onions, early potatoes, toma-

toes, cabbage, beans, sweet corn, cucumbers,

squashes and melons. Then there are the

fruits ; delicious strawberries for the breakfast

or tea table, or for dessert at dinner, instead

of costly puddings or j)ies ; the raspberry, cur-

rant, or the white or black thimbleberry, that

will grow and fruit abundantly on almost any

soil. These are healthful, and highly appre-

ciated by all, especially the children, and are

altogether more wholesome than much meat

in hot weather. Some hardy varieties of the

blackberry, one of the finest fruits of New
England, may also be grown in our fields or

gardens.

These garden growths not oidy minister to

our physical wants, but they save much money

that is needed for other* purposes,—for the

mechanic, for household conveniences or com-

forts, for books, clothing, schools or the

ohurch.

"But," says one, "it is too puttering work,

I cannot break my back over it ; I had rather

raise oats or potatoes, and buy the garden

stuff.'" But he did no such thing ; for when

unexpected visiters came, he horrowed a few

vegetal)les in order to break up the awful

blank between the bread and meat upon the

table. Without the garden, the vegetables

and fruits are not abundant u])on the farmer's

table. We are happy to confess that a sensi-

ble change has taken place in this matter.

There is no real dillieulty in the way of any

farmer having a good garden. It need not be

laid out in forms requiring the aid of a land-

scape "ardener, but with those simple lines

which would make it easy and convenient to

work among the plants. These should be as

far as possible in straight lines, so as to do a

large portion of the work with a hand culti-

vator or wheel hoe. The women and children

would assist in weeding, and in gathering the

crops as they are wanted, so that the task of

tending a garden would not be half a'b burden-

some as is sometimes imagined.

But the robin and bluebird, the bare fields

and swelling buds, all invite us into the open

air, so we will (juote part of an old song for

the young folks who have read the foregoing

about April and the Garden, and then visit

the singers in the orchard.

"Come listen to me, and so shall you be etoutliearted
and IVecli as a dai^^J'

;

Not ready to chatter on every matter, nor bent over
books till you're hazy ;

No splitter of straws, no dab at the laws, making black
seem white, so cunning!

But wandering down out o' the town, and over the
green meadow running.

Ride, wrestle and play wiih your fellows so gay, all so
many birds of a feather,

All breathing of youth, good humor, and truth, in the
time of the jolly spring weather;

In the jolly spring time, when the poplar and lime
disiievel tlieir tresnes together."

APRIL AFFAIRS ON THE FARM.
A person may pretty thoroughly understand

his business, and yet sometimes forget to do a

certain work at the time when it could most

appropriately have been done.

For instance, how many times have you

heard some of your neighbors say, within twen-

ty-five years, that on the land that was in grain

last sunnner and laid to grass in the fall, they

forgot to

Sow Clover seed in the spring. There

are hundreds of acres now lying within a few

miles of us, which were laid to grass last fall,

where it is the intention to sow clover seed
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about the first of April. How many will be

forgotten ? This work should be done early.

Sometimes it is done on the late snow, when

the seed can be seen as it scatters, which is (juite

an assistance in getting it evenly distributed.

Mowing Fields ought to be visited and all

brttsh from apple trees and rubbish of every

kind gathered up so as to have clean work in

haying.

Drains. Whej-e drains are laid, each out-

let should be examined to see that it is open,

as frogs like to occupy tliem, and where water

backs up grass and small sticks are likely to

accumulate. It will be well to look at the

whole line of the drain to see that it is in good

order.

Stones on lands laid down last year ought

to be taken away. It is not a mark of the

best husbandry to see them standing in miu-

iature pyramids all over the field. They are

greatly in the way when mowing with a ma-

chine and when raking up the hay. They

also occupy valuable ground, and often get

scattered about again.

Ploughing. Soils ploughed while they are

wet and heavy are likely to dry in lumps which

become hard and are then unfit to prepare

food for plants. If ploughing is delayed un-

til the surface soil is sufficiently dry to fall to

pieces when turned over by the plough, it

will remain in that friable condition through

the summer. It will then allow rain to pass

freely through it, catching the ammonia con-

tained in the rain, and letting in the air to give

breath and activity to the soil. It seems bet-

ter to be a little late in ploughing, than to

plough when the soil is too wet. Plough deep

should be the rule, excepting on lands that are

mostly sand.

Barley and Oats afford better crops

when got in early in April, if the soil is in suit-

able condition. It is a singular fact, that these

crops rarely do as well if sowed as late as the

middle of May as they do put in by the mid-

dle of April. There is something in the tem-

perature of April congenial to them which they

miss in late sowing.

The Door-Yard is an index to the farm.

There will be little need for the traveller to

pause and visit the barns and fields. He may
find the counterpart to them around the

house.

The Woman need machines of some kind

in the house, as much as the man does in the

fields. A good husband, who regards his wife

and children as his greatest earthly good, will

consider their wants, and supply them, sO far

as in his power. It is hard to keep the bloom

and elasticity of youth, with the physical pow-

ers worn with too constant labor, and the mind

perplexed with ceaseless cares and petty an-

noyances. Sweet tempers and sunny smiles

in the household are worth more than bank

shares or United States bonds, even at gold

interest.

ESSEX COUNTY, MASS.
We always look over the Transactions of the

Agricultural Society of this count}- with great

satisfaction. There are no records of big purses
awarded to the owners of fast horses; no items of

money expended on the grading or repairing of

"the best Ti-ack in the State," nor for fitting up
the Grand Stand, or for keeping in order expen-

sive buildings used only two or three days m a
year ; and, perhaps stranger than all, in these pro-

gressive days, no appropriations for the payment
of the debt of the association !

But we do find statements of premiums paid to

exhibitors in the amount of $'1183.50; of funds in

the hands of the treasurer amounting to §']3,066.24,

which was increased by the sum of $'.386.14 the

past year. The society" also owns a farm worth
$7000; a valuable library, and the necessary fix-

tures for a genuine old fashioned rotary Cattle

Show, to which the farmers of the whole county
contril)utc ; while most other counties in the State,

in which the parent society has put up permanent
buildings with the ubiquitous half-mile track and
other local fixtures, have been divided and sub-

divided, until there are from two to six societies in

eacli county.

Aside from all this, the addresses, reports of
awarding committees, statements of competitors

for premiums, &c., are more instructive and satis-

factory than those given in the Transactions of

most other agricultural societies of the State. The
following are the officers of the Society for 1871 :—

President—William Sutton, of Peabody.
Vice Presidents—Geo. B. Loring of Salem; E. G.

Kellej-, of Ncwburyport : John Kceluy, of Haverhill;
Benjamin P. Ware, of Marblehead.
Treasurer—Edward U. Payson, of Salem.
Secretary—Charles P. Preston, of Dan vers.
Trustees—One from each town, and as Honorary r

Trustees, J. W. Proctor, of Peabody ; Allen W. Bodge,
of Hamilton, and Joseph How, of Methuen.

At a meeting, Nov. 1.5, the Trustees voted to con-

tinue the offer of fifty dollars for a scholarship in

the Massachusetts Agricultural college to any
young man of the county who can pass the re- -

quired examination.

Ashes of Hard and Soft Wood.—It is gener-

ally supposed that the ashes of pine wood is not so

rich in alkalies as that of hard weod. In his

"Muck Manual," Dr. Dana says that, "in equal
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weights, pine ash affords four times more alkali

than the ash of hard wood." At the same time a

bushel of hard wood ashes yields more alkali than

a bushel of pine wood ashes ; the ash of the pine

being much the lightest. According to analysis

only aljont 13.^ parts m a hundred of hard wood

ashes are "solul>le," while of the yellow pine tifty

parts are soluble.

We mention this as there is frequently a neglect

in preserving the ash of soft woods, under the idea

that it contains very little potash. In many towns,

where large quantities of lumber are sawed out,

hundreds of cords of saw dust are lying waste.

We know of a single lumber yard where there are

probably thousands of cords. Would it not oe

economical to set suitaljle heaps on tire, for the

value of the ash which would be left, although the

quantity of ash from pine is much less than from

hard wood ?

muscle, and has become a competition of science

and intelligence."

Tlie purpose of Mr. Hoar's bill is to establish bj'

national authority a common school system which
shall instruct all children of school age in the or-

dinary knowledge of reading, writing and arith-

metic, in those States which fail or refuse to make
such provisions bj' State authority. It would

seem that some such coercion as this is absolutely

necessary, if as shown, some fve or six million of

our adult population are unaljle to read and write.

OFFICERS OF AG'L SOCIETIES.

CoNToocooK, N. H.—Annual meeting at Hills-

boro' Bridge. The treasurer reported #'693.12 on

hand.

Presidvnt—Moody McIIvin, Antrim Branch.
Vici' i>f.v/(/(;'('.s—Krastus H. Bartlett, Deering; Wil-

liam Merrill, Hillsboro' Bridge.
Secretar-y—Daniel Johnson, Weare.
Treasurer—Edwin B. Morse, Ilillsboro' Bridge.

White River Vam-ey, Yt.—President, Dudley C.
Denison, of lloyalton. Viee Preside7its,\i.'H.. Tupper,
of Rochester, and \Vm. C. Danforth, of Barnard. Sec-

retary, Lorenzo Kent, Woodstock. Treasurer, Merrick
Sylvester, Bethel. Auditor, G. E. E. Sparhawk, Gays-
yille.

North Penobscot, Me.— Pres., W. R. Hersey; Sec,
E. A. Cliftbrd, Lincoln.

NOBLESBORO Club, Me.—Pres., J. F. Sanford; Sec,
. J. B. Ham.

Sidney Club, Me.—iVe«., W. A. P. Dillingham;

Sec, J. S. Grant, Sidney Centre.

Somerset Central, Me.—Pr«s., Hon. A. Coburn;
Sec, W. }i. Snow.

A Hint ox Horse-.shoeing.—A writer in the

Western Rural says that a horse's shoes can be

kept sharp at aljout one-half the usual cost by

having the smith drive a small piece of cast-steel

. into each heel calk, and two into each toe. They

can be cut conveniently from a strip of steel five-

eights or three-fourtl>s of an inch wide, and can be

i easily put into the toe calk while the shoe is being

made. After the shoe is fitted, the calk should be

. hardened so that the steel will be as hard as a file.

Edvcation.—In a speech recently in the House

. of Representatives at Washington, by the lion.

. George F. Hoak, of Massachusetts, to establish a

. system of national education,—he said : "The best

. education is that which an individual derives from

himself. Next to that comes the education of the

family. Next comes that administered and con-

trolled by the districts or the towns."

, In a brief reference to agriculture he said :

—

"•Agiiculture has ceased to be a mere toil of human

EXPERIMENTS IN FEEDING HOGS.
Hon. L. W. Stuart, of ]\Ionmonth, Iowa,

sends Tlie Prairie Farmer the following ac-

count of careful experiments in swine fatten-

ing, made by himself last fall. It will be
found of great interest, and will tend to set-

tle some hitherto unsettled points in feeding.

Mr. S. says :

I commenced my expei'iments October 24th,

1870, by weighing twenty hogs. With the

exception of four, they were one year old in

October and September. They had been fed
two weeks previous to weighing for the ex-

periment. The weight was 4,070 pounds.
They were put upon the scales and weighed
every Monday morning during, the experi-

ment. There was also an accurate account
kept of the feed consumed each week, reck-

oning 56 pounds for a bushel of corn or meal.
They were fed in a floored pen, and in

troughs so arranged that no feed was wasted.
Their sleeping apartments were also well pro-

vided with wheat and straw. They also had
the range of a small lot. When they wert

fed on dry feed they were supplied with
plenty of water. They were fed regularly

three times per day. The experiments were
continued for seventy days, closing on the

second day of January, 1871 ; which day I

sold them for five cents per pound. I take
this as a basis for calculation in making up my
estimates. The sum total in corn consumed
in conducting my experiments the seventy
days was 232 bushels. The net gain on the

twenty hogs was 2,817 pounds, a trifle 'over

two pounds per head per day. The weight at

the time of selling was 6,887 pounds. The
result of feeding was as follows :

They were fed twenty-eight days on dry
shelled corn, and consumed i'ighty-three

bushels ; made a net gain of 8;)7 pounds,
which is ecjuivalent to 18.00 pounds ])er bush-
el, which sold my corn thus fed, at fifty cents

and four mills per bushel.

Tliey were fed fourteen days on meal,
ground fine and fed dry, and consumed forty-

seven bushels ; made a net gain of 553 pounds,
which is equivalent to 11.76 pounds to one
bushel of corn, which brought my corn to 58
cents and 8 mills per bushel.

They were fed fourteen days on meal mix-
ed up with cold water, and consumed 55 1-2

bushels ; made a net gain of 731 pounds,
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which is equivalent to 13.17 pounds per bush-

el. In this trial I realized for my corn 65
cents and 8 mills per bushel.

They were fed fourteen days upon cooked
meal, and consumed 46 l-'2 bushels ; their net

gain was 6y6 pounds, which is equivalent to

14.96 pounds per bushel : this sold my corn

for 74 cents and 8 mills per bushel.

Taking the two extremes, I find I got 24 cts.

and 4 mills more per bushel for my corn by
grinding and cooking, than when fed whole
and raw. After deducting one-seventh for

grinding, leaves 21 cents per bushel.

Had I ground and cooked the feed for my
20 hogs, I find I would have made 663
pounds more pork than I did, which would
have given me $33.00 more.

I find it will require 345.51 bushels of raw
corn to make 3,480 pounds of pork, and onh'

232 bushels when cooked—a difference of

112.6 bushels in favor of cooked feed.

HOW TO LOAD A WAGON.
Some three or four weeks ago the question

was asked whether a Avagon should be loaded
heavier on the hind than on the front wheels.

Your reply, though not asserted to be con-

clusive, implied that the load should be equally

distributed. I propose a scientific elucidation

of the subject, which will prove that the load

should be heavier on the hind wheels, in the

proportion of their diameter to the diameter of

the front wheels.

A wheel is a lever, whose long arm, theo-

retically, is the distance from the ground to

the centre of the axle ; tlie short arm is a pivot

;

but, practically, it is impossible to construct a

lever of such proportions. Hence, in calcu-

lating the advantage of the lever, a wheel or

a lever, allowance must be made for the size

of the axle, and for friction dependent on size,

other things being equal. Without going into

too elaborate a discussion, it will be sufficient

to say in general terms that the power gained
by a wagon wheel is in proportion to its semi-

diameter, and hence that the load on a wagon
should be placed proportionally to the diame-
ters of the front and hind wheels.

Suppose the front wheels are four feet, and
the hind wheels five feet in diameter—then
five-ninths of the load should rest on the hind

wheels and four-ninths on the front wheels.

—

Cor. Rural New Yorker.

GLASS-BLO"WrN"G.

The juvenile mineralogist, constructing his

first cabinet, brings home, as a rare curiosity,

a crystaline stone which shines like glass. It

is glass—the glass of nature, the foundation
of much of modern civilization and science,

without which neither astronomy, chemistry,

nor physiology could ever have emerged from
their crude condition, since without it neither

the telescope, nor the chemist''s vessels would

have been possible. Subjected to an intense

heat, and mixed with other substances, such

as soda, lime, oxide of iron, oxide of lead,

oxide of tin, according to the fabric to be
wrought, it becomes ductile, is drawn out into

the most tenuous threads, is rolled, beaten,

moulded, cut at will, yields to even the slight-

est breath of the workman, and, patterned by
him, takes any form he chooses to impart to

it. Cooling, it loses its curiously ductile

character, and becomes again the hardest

and most brittle of substances. This quartz

rock the boy fancies to be a jirecious stone.

He is laughed at for his wild conjecture. It

is a chance if he be not nearer right than

those who ridicule him. Colored in nature's

man-elous dye-house, it becomes precious only

because it is more rare. Violet, it is an ame-
thyst ; uncrystalized and waxy in its struc-

ture, it is a chalcedony ; red, it is a earn lian
;

of variegated colors, it is an agate ; opaque,

and yet colored, red, yellow, brown, it is a

jasper. In a word, the same substance which

is the chief component of glass is also the

base of most precious stones, yet in its com-
monest form most precious of all ; for we
might well relinquish jasper, agate, chalce-

dony, and amethyst for glass, if we could ob-

tain the latter only by such an exchange.

—

Harper^s Magazine for February.

EXTBACTS AND REPLIES.

cows EATING UP THE BARN ! HEREFORDS AND
DURHAMS.

My cows will eat pieces of wood and tear shingles

off the walls of my bam when in tlie yard. They
seem healthy and are in good condition. What is

the cause, and what is the cure ?

Do you consider Hercfords superior to Durhams
for the general keep or feed of New England far-

mers ? I do not see much in the Farmer as to

their quality or where most kept.

New Subscriber.
York County, Me., Feb. 13, 1871.

Remarks.—AVe must refer you to some remarks

in our last paper on "Why do Cattle Eat Boards r"

for our reply to your first question.

As to the second question, our first remark is

that there is a sort oifashion about the different

kinds of stock. Each kind has its admirers, and

it would be difficult to convince one that there is

anything better than his owi\. According to some

who have claimed large experience, the Hereford

cow has little reputation as a milker. The milk is

rich, but too little of it,—not much more than to

rear her calf in good condition. As a working ox

the Hereford is the peer of any other, and superior

to most, according to Mr. L. F. Allen, hi his

American Cattle Book. As a beef animal the

Hereford is superior. They feed kindly, arc thrifty

in growth, mature early—at three and four years

oldj—and prove well on the butcher's block. And
we have heard experienced Brighton butchers say

that crosses of the Hereford afforded a larger pro-
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portion of the choice parts of beef than he found in

anj' other animals, pure blood or grade.

Short-horn cows (Durhanis) are considered ex-

cellent milkers. The same authority quoted above

says, that the inherent quality of ainnidant milking

exists in the short-horns, no intelligent breeder of

them need duubt. lie says :—Some breeders con-

tend that the thoroughbred short-horn ox is as

good a worker as any other ; but the weight of

evidence docs not conlirm the assertion ; still, they

do work, and that quite toleral)ly, but they have

neither the wind, si)eed, or bottom of the lighter

and moi-e active breeds.

As a beef animal it can scarcely be surpassed.

It is held that, as a fiesh-pi-oducing animal, in

early maturity, weight of meat, ripeness of points,

and giving the most flesh in the best places, the

great merit of the short-horn is found. Every part

is wonderfully tilled. Choice tlesh is put on hi

places A\hcre the common cattle fail to give it, and
making the animal valuable all over, with no more
offal than in a creature of a third less size of an

inferior breed. There are comparatively few Here-

fords in Now England, while there are many short-

horns in every part of it.

There is probably more Hereford blood in the

stock of Maine than in that of any other Eastern

State, and we shall be glad to publish the result of

the experience of the breeders there, as a fuller re-

ply to your question.

Hall C. Burleigh, of Fairfield, in your State,

breeds the Herefords.

MASSACHUSETTS' PERCHERONS.
Some eight years ago, I think, the State of

Massachusetts imported two stock horses from the
coast of France, called the "Percheron Stock."
As much was said at the time as to the great mer-
its of said stock for "all work," I would like to
know how said stock has proved with you ?

Kennebec Co., Me., Feb. 14, 1871. l. e. g.

Remarks.—You allude we presume to the im-

portation, in 1864, Vjy the Massachusetts Society

for Promoting Agriculture, of two stallions and

three mares of the Percheron breed. Though, as

you remark, "much was said at the time as to the

great merit of this stock," we believe the annual

sales of the stock held by the Society, at their sta-

bles, on the Bussey Farm in lloxbuiy, show a

steady and of late a rapid increase in the popu-

larity of this stock. Last year there was a larger

attendance and we believe much higher i)rices were

obtained, than ever before. The following are the

sales of last year :

—

Stallion Orleans, 10 years old, imported in 1864
by the Society, for #700, to A. H. Seabury, of New
Bedf'urd; stallion Nai)<)lcon, .5 years old, for §1000,
to W. A. Woodswortli, of I3oston ; imported mare
Emyircss, 10 years old, in foal to Napoleon, for
.^fjSO, to Francis Dame, of Boston ; a three-year-
old filly, from Emi)ress by Orleans, for #'4.50, to
the same ; a two-year-old filly, out of Empress I)y

Conqueror, for .f.'JSO, to the Society ; the mare Sul-
tana, in foal to Orleans, for #'110, to J. 11. Stone,* of
Boston; a yearling lilly, out of Sultana by Napo-
leon, for $300, to S. Boyd, of Boston, and a gi-ay

mare bv Conquerer, o^vned by Mr. T. J. Coolidge,
for $'m to Ur. Bui-nett.

The "Conqueror" here mentioned was one of the

stallions originally imported, "Orleans" being the

other. The last we heard of Conqueror was in

Skowhegan, Maine, havhig been sold some three

years ago. One of his colts was sold about two

years ago for #'1400, when two years and nine

months old, at which time he weighed 1510 pounds.

Having thus answered your inquiry as well as

we can, will you hiform us how Conqueror's stock

is proving with you in Maine ?

DRYING OFF COWS.

I have a five-year-old cow that last year I milked
till within three weeks of her calving, when find-

ing that the milk was not good, I quit milkhig.
Now her time will be out in about four weeks. I

have milked once a day recently and she gives two
quarts a day or more now. I know of other simi-

lar cases. What can we do to dry her off ? h, m.
Westfield, Vt., Feb. 20. 1871.

Remarks.—By milking less frequently and not

quite clean, and by avoiding special milk produc-

ing food, there is seldom much trouble in drying

off cows. Your cow was milked last year within

three weeks of calving, and we thiidi she will be

likely to give you little trouble after about that

time this year, as this is very much a matter of

habit. Still as the milking qualities of our cows

are largely artificial they must be watched and

treated according to circumstances. Sometimes it

is advisable if not absolutely necessary to relieve

the distended udder l)y milking a cow or heifer be-

fore calving. In their natural state cows give com-

paratively little milk. We understand this is the

case ^^'itll Texan cows, and that owners of large

herds there buy northern butter for their families,

and probably farmers there have no trouble in

drying off cows.

REST FEED FOR CATTLE.

Seeing an article in the New Englaxd Farmer
of January 14, taken from the Germantown Tele-

graph, I beg to give my experience in feeding milk-
ing cows, which process may somewhat differ from
the modes of some of the readers of the Farmer.
Every year I gi"ow oats on good rich land exclu-

sivel}' for milking cows and yearling calves. I cut
the oats green as soon as in the dough. I sow
rather thicker than if for thrashing. I let them lie

on the groui d for a few hours to wilt, and then
turn them with a rake. In fine hot, dry weather
they will be in good condition to stack or put in

the loft in two days. I work them similar to hay,
only I don't scatter out the swath, lest the more
mature oats be shelled out.

To my milking cows I feed out this fodder every
day, with corn stalks, cut while the stalk is part

green. I also give each cow daily, a bucketful of
boiled pumpkins mixed with wheaten bran, raw
l)Uiniikins, marigolds, white stone turnips or
Swecds. I tie up all m.y cows, working oxen,
yearlings and calves, before sun down, in a good
warm, comfortable stal)le, with hay loft over. I

allow each cow four feet, and bed all same as

horses. I tie up calves so as when older there is

no trouble to teach them.
My mode of tying up is to fix a young oak pole

fast to the floor, "and siicure firmly to the joist over

head. On the pole I have a ring that plays up and
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do\ni easil}' as the cow moves her head, or gets up
or lies down. M3' cows milk well, and look well,

and are in good order -for the Initeher. I am quite

satisfied that the oat feed is Ijetterfor milking cows
than hay. Sometimes I change their feed—give

more bran and boiled pumpkins and less roots ; and
then less of the former and more of tlic latter. I

boil the pumpkins fresh every day, and scald the

brnn alicajs. I salt the cattle regularly and turn

them out every day if not too stormy. I grew up-
wards of thirty tons of pumiikins, a part of which
I stowed away in a cellar where no frost could
reach them, the balance I put in aii old wheat stack,

by making a cavitj' in the centre, leaving al)out

four feet on the outside. After tilling the cavity,

put poles across and covered well with straw, leav-

ing at one end a hole large enough to roll out the

pumpkins, and stopping it up each time. None
have been frozen at all. I am still feeding them,
and find a few rotten, but the others are as hard
and firm as when first put in.

In the fall I gave my cows ox cabbages,—grown
from seed I imported direct from England. Cows
will milk better on eabl)age tlian on any other green
food. In very cold days I give milking cows a few
uubl»ins of corn each ; but they generally prefer

pumpkins raw to oats, corn fodder or anytlung else.

I always milk my cows up to the day of calving if

I can get any milk, and I don't see that it has in-

jured them a Int. I have now the finest six-month
calf in all this neighborhood, from a young Dur-
ham and native cow, and she was milked up to

within twelve hours of her calving.

John Whatmohe.
Bridgnorth Farm, III., Feb., 1871.

RABBIT BREEDING.

You will olilige a constant reader of your valu-

able paper very much, if you will publish in your
next issue, something of an account of how rabbit

breeding is carried on in London, Canada, an item
concerning which you published in your paper of
Feliruary 18.

Please tell me first, what sort of a warren is re-

quired, whether wooded or not,—soil hard or soft ?

Next what kind of ral)bits are raised, whether
"fancy stock" or common rabbits, for an article of

food, and lastly where is there a market found for

their consumption ? H. c.

Mvford, Mass., Feb. 8, 1871.

Remakks.—We are unable to furnish the desired

information. We copied the statement from some

other paper, and perhaps by publishing our cor-

respondent's inquiries, some other paper or person

will respond. We have somewhere seen the state-

ment that three years after some Englishman put

thirteen rabbits on his run in Australia, they had

multiplied to such an extent that the destruction of

100,000 at a cost of §t3o,000 did not appear to thin

out the pests. How will this rabbit stoiy balance

the other one .'

BOTTLING CIDER.

In reply to your correspondent who asks how to

preserve cider by bottling, I will say I think the

best way is to leach or filter the cider through
sand, after it has worked and before it has soured.

Put no alcohol or other substances with it. Be
sure that whatever casks, barrels or vessels you
put it in, are perfectly clean and sweet. After it is

leached or filtered, put it in barrels or casks filled,

leaving no room for air ; bung them tight and keep
it where it won't ft-eeze till February or March,
then put it into champagne bottles filled, drive the

corks and wire them. It should be done m a cellar

or room that is comfortable to work in. The best

cider is late made, or made when it is as cold as

can be and not freeze.

Prepared in this way, you may keep it for years,

and at any time you may pull the cork, if it don't

fly when" the wire is loosened, and in a short time

you will have pure cider vinegar, if it is not drank.

The cider should be kept from air and heat to pre-

vent it from souring.
It is not every sand bank that will answer for

filtering cider, the sand must be pure, and not
impregnated with any deleterious ingredient, as

the cider will take it up. h. c.

Woodoille, Mass., Feb. 21, 1871.

Remarks.—Since receiving the foregoing valu-

able communication, we have had the pleasure of

meeting the writer and of testing cider prepared

and bottled as directed. Without claiming to be

an expert in such matters, we can say that it was

excellent. He also showed us some of his vinegar.

It was clear and sharp.

CULTURE OF THE Ol'IUM POPPY.— EVERLASTING
FLOWERS, &C.

Will vou be kind enough to print an article con-

cerning" the culture of the opium poppy, and the

right way of gathering or manufacturing the opium
for market ?

Would there be any opportunity to sell or dis-

pose of everlasting flowers and ornamental grasses .=

They could l)e shipped anywhere, and the grasses

dyed any color. We have raised very fine varie-

ties, and I see that florists offer them at high rates.

Please print soon, as we would like to order some
seeds. e. n. s.

Vermont, Feb., 1871.

Remarks.—Opium is obtained by making in-

cisions into the seed-vessels of the poppy-plant

when they are nearly ripe, allowing the milky juice

which exudes to thicken upon them for twenty-

four hours, then scraping it off. The incisions are

made downwards, through the outer skin only.

Allow us to suggest, that if you will carefully

read De Quincey's "Confessions of an English

Opium Eater," you will never raise a poppy for any

other purpose than as an ornamental flower iu the

garden.

We have no doubt you may find a demand in

Boston for all the ornamental grasses you have to

spare, if skilfully arranged iu bright colors.

HOW TO PREVENT HENS FROM SITTING.

In an essay on "Poultry," in the New England
FAI^MER of November 26, it was stated that hens

inclined to sit could be broken up in two days.

Can any one of vour correspondents inform me
throiisli the columns of your interesting paper

how this is done ?' A Subscriber.

Westfeld, Mass., 1871.

Remarks.—To prevent hens from sitting when

you do not wish them to, watch them carefully,

and at the frst indication of sitting shut them up

by themselves, where they cannot get upon a nesr.

At any rate, they must not be allowed to remain

on a nest over night. This is Mr. Brown's practice,

who wrote the essay alluded to, and that of many

other good poultry raisers in his neighborhood

and seems to be a successful one.
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HOT BED.

For the Jfeic England Farmfr.

For the benefit of new readers I will repeat

directions jriven some years since for the con-

struction of the hot-bed. The frames should

be made of good one and one-half inch stutl',

with iron loops as tenons, on the side pieces,

to pass through mortices in tlie end pieces, at

the corners ; and be fastened by inserting

wooden keys through the loops. Let the

fi'ont side of frame Ix' one, foot high, and the

rear side two feet, with ends sloping to match,

and rabbeted for the sash to slide on, over the

front side, shutting against tlie back level with

its toj). ]Make it of any desirable lengtii to

receive any number of sash, tiiree feet wide,

and the frame as wide as you desire the bed,

calculating from the size of glass used in the

sash. Cross bars will be needed for the sash

to rest and slide on, and cleats at the end, a

few inches abo\e the level of the bed, lor a

jilank to rest on ftir convenience in weeding,

&c. Good iirm well gla/ed sasli, for cover-

ing is needed. The frame is nuidc with close,

or battened joints, so us to exclude all cold.

A somewhat protected location is seUnited

for the bed, well exposed to the sun during

the day. Dig a treiu'h ruiming east and west,

eighteen or twenty-four inches d(!ep, a foot

longer and wider than your frame ; lill this to

the -dejjth of two feet with fermenting ma-
nure, mixing in, as you build it u]), leaves to

insure the jirolonged heating. Let this bed

of heating material be evenly laid up to insure

eveness in settling, and compact it with the

ijack of the fork. On this set your frame,

driving stakes at the corners to hold in place,

and bank up around the outside with soil
;
j)ut

on your sash and let it heat a day or two, and

then lill in six inches of your prepared sifted

soil, spreading it evenly over the manure, in-

side tlie frame ; replace the sash and let it

heat till the heat begins to subside and has

fallen to about 80°, wlien you may sow your
seeds in rows from front to rear. I should

have said above the frame should face the

south. Sowing the seed before tlie heat has

reached its height and begun to subside is often

the reason of seed failing to come in the hot-

bed.

The care of a hot-bed i*: only learned by
experience. Often a few moments neglect in

inid-day suffices to destroy all previous care

and fine prospects, or a cold night will kill the

young plants unless the bed is protected.

With ])roper care they are excellent to for-

ward many plants that may not be had in any
other way so eas.ly. W. IL White.

South Windsor, Conn., 1871.

Fur the Xiw Kiirihiriil Farmpv.

TOP DRESSING vs. PIiOUGHING UN"-
DEK.-No. 2.

It is a fact, undisputed so far as 1 know by
scientific or ])ractical men, that lands worn
out by long continued cultivation and light

manuring, may be jilanted with forest trees
;

or a spontaneous growth of wood may be al-

lowed to overspread them, and they will im-

))rove in fertility ; at first slowly, but more
rapidly as the trees advance to maturity and
the animal croj) of leaves becom(\s greater.

'J'lie valleys and depressions that always

abound in every considerable tract, will re-

ceive more than their ])ortion of the yearly

croj) and improve more rajiidly than the eleva-

tions ; but every ])art will be found advancing

in richness and will a<;ain become "virgin soil."
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Now, if, according to the theory of some
farmers whose opinions upon matters of agri-

cuhure ai-e entitled to consideration, manures,

fertilizers, or whatever we choose to call that

with wliich we feed the soil and prepare it for

the crop, pass into the atmosphei'e and arf

lost rapidly when left upon the surface, how
is it that such lands regain their primitive rich-

ness by the decomposition of the annual fall

of leaves ? According to their theory, as soon

as decomposition has taken ])lace, and the

rains have dissolved the soluble particles thus

produced, they should pass of!" by evaporation

and be forever lost. The land, should, there-

fore, not only grow no richer, but annually

poorer by the constant extJ-action of nutritive

matter from the soil by the growing trees.

Tlie inevitable result would be decay and
linal death of all forests, whether of the sec-

ondary kind under consideration or the pri-

mary, should such a law be enat-tcd ; nay, all

vegetable life not under the inuuediate, con-

stant care of man would share the same fate.

Of course such a theory must be fallacious.

Thus in the natural renovation of soils ex-

hausted through ages of improvident hus-

bandry we see a wise provision of the Creator

by which they may again be made to blossom
as the rose, and yield their increase to genera-
tions of men far down in the fnture. it must
ever be impossible to know how many times

this alternation has been repeated in the old

world since man became a culti^ ator of the

soil, voluntarily by the abandonment of worn
out lands, or forcibly by some great epidemic

or natural convulsion that destroyed whole
populations. Each successive race of cultivar

tors found "new land" in all its vigor, though
it miglit have been the twentieth time such

land had been peopled and cultivated. Al-

ready has such alternation begun in New Eng-
land in small districts, upon hills first settled

and now worn out by long continued ''ultiva-

ion. The inhabitants are gone; the land is

abandoned for the purposes of cultivation and
is being overrun by trees and brush.

If, tiien, these views be correct, it would
seem that no alarm need be felt that manures
left upon the surface" can be lost hy evapora-
tion ; nor that nature, always doing her work
in the best manner, has here given a great ex-

ample that is not worthy of imitation.

The views herein set forth have guided me
in the cultivation of my small tract for several

years ; and under the new regime my lands

have perceptibly improved, and my crops pro-

portionally increased. My method is this

:

Next spring I shall plough up a piece of

greensward, manure the surface, harrow thor-

oughly and plant. The next spring the same
process will be repeated. The third year the

land will be ploughed, manured very liberally

and harrowed thoroughly ; then sowed with
oats or barle}% and grass seed and harrowed,
the inequalities about the margin and other

places being levelled with the hoe. I have

little trouble by lodging when my oats are

sowed early, and generally have large yields.

In 1869 they stood from four to five feet high

and well filled ; stalks could be j)ulled up five

and one-half feet long. Last year they were
nearly as heavy. They are the connnon oat.

Grass is a very important crop in New Ejig-

land and throughout the North. If our object

be grass, and we attempt to bring our farms

to a high, productive capacity by ploughing

manure under, we shall be disappointed. Be-
fore reaching the last acre of arable land, the

first is crying for help and re(iuires immediate
attention, if surface manuring is adopted
and it is desirable to plough largely, a better

result will follow, two loads being equal to

three ploughed under.

In top dressing ])loughed fields it is desirable

that manures be well rotted, but not indispen-

sable. 1 have used green stable manure in

feeding down with good results. c.

Wihningfon, Vt., 1871.

For the Keic Enrjland Farmer.

RAISING TOMATO PLANTS.

I do not ])ropose to teach old ])rofessional

gardeners aiiytliing about the management of

hot-beds, or the raising and selling of jilants.

They have large propagatinghouscs, and heated

water-pipes, where the work can go on
through all kinds of weather ; but from which

large sales nuist be made in order to pay for

fuel and interest on buildings, fixtures, &c.

There are farmer's sons living near villages,

all over New England, that might, after a lit-

tle experience, obtain a better income from a

few rods of ground near the farm buildings,

than their fathers get from some of their acres.

Tomatoes are used now in almost every

family. Many people set a dozen plants an-

nually who have not room for much else in

their small gardens. In order to have a full

crop from the plants, they must be started

under cover before the weather out-side is

warm enough to grow them. jNIany farmers'

wives start a few in some south window of the

kitchen, and have very good plants. Many
fail, however, by planting too early in the win-

ter, by putting in too many seeds for the room
they have, and by not transplanting at the

proper time.

I want my frames made and the holes dug
the fall previous, and a few loads of suitable

soil placed where I can use it about the last

week in March. I have seldom planted the

seeds before the first of April, and never

would for my own use. But village garden-

ers are ajjt to be in a great hurrj- in the spring

to get their gardens under way.

By planting a few seeds for very early

plants, one often has a chance to sell his vil-

lage customers two lots of plants in a season.

I know of men who always buy the first plants

they see for sale. They are the ones who
generally buy twice. It is seldom safe to put
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the plants out till after the 2oth of May, and
the iirst week in June is preferred by many
who '^i-t their fruit as early as those who set a
fortnight earlier.

Ilorf^e manure is the main thing to depend
upon for heat. It should be saved separately
from other uiaiun-e and not be allowed to heat
very nuieh during the winter. A few days be-
fore wanted it nuist be forked over and thrown
up in a high i)ile so as to induce fermentation.
It may be necessary to work it over two or
three times. When well warmed up it may be
put in the beds.

Many beginners fail by not having the ma-
nure dee}) enough in the beds. If for the

earliest planting, I Avant it at least twenty
inches deep after it is well settled and gently
trodden down. Others fail by having their

bods where water can get in and cool the ma-
mire. If the manure is put below the surface
the soil should be well drained. After the

manure is deep enough and well levelled olF,

there should be from four to si.K inches of good
soil laid over it, in which to grow the plants.

The deeper this soil can be and not smother
the heat in the manure below, the less care
will be needed in watering the plants. I used
to have bad luck with my plants by using a

i)oor quality of soil in which to grow them,
f it is very loamy the plants are ai)t to "damp

off" after being watered, especially if the

weather is such as to require the beds to be
closed.

I now use a compost made of the top soil

from the last gears' beds, with enough of the
old manure from the bottom to make the soil

quite rich, and add clear sand enough to make
the whole light and porous, so that it can
never bake in the sun nor hold enough water
to rot the plants. I tliink I use about one-
third sand, one-third old soil of last year and
one-third old manure from last year's beds,
which make the new soil about half manure
and half sand. In such a soil plants grow
right along. If one wants to sell plants that
he can warrant true to name he should save
his own seed.

I buy some new kind nearly every year, but
am often disappointed. The Lester''s Per-
fected and the Tilden are about good enough.
The main thing is to have them of good size,

smooth and tolerably early. The books say
let the bed remain a few days to warm up or
to let the greatest heat pass olT before sowing
the seed. I generally sow the same day the

bed is made.
When the young plants begin to appear

above grou7ul is a critical time with them.
An hour of hot sun on a closed bed will often
kill the whole. They must be watch(;d pretty
closely for a few days, and the sashes will

sometimes need moving several times in a day.
This is work that can only be learned by ex-
perience ; but after a while one can tell at a
giance if the jilants are needing protection or
air.

I find it less trouble, and get better plants
to make a small seed bed and start them very
thickly. Then as soon as they are well up
and growing, begin to make a much larger
bed with a less depth of manure, and when
the top soil of this gets well warmed iq), and
the plants have on their second leaves, I trans-

plant them all izito the new bed, setting them
about one-iuvlf under ground. Then shade a
day or two, but am careful not to water much
till the plants commence to grow. After the
j)lants get to l)e four inches high, and too thick

to grow strong, I again transplant into a still

larger bed, and as the season has advanced
less heating numure will be needed, a. d al-

most any sort of old sash will answer.
I think I get very much better plants by

transplanting them two or more times, set-

ting their stems about two inches under the

soil e- ery time. I take up the plants from
the first bed, sort them over, throw out all

weeds, put their roots in a pan of water and
let them stand till they take up water enough
to make them firm and crisp; then, beginning
at one end of the new bed, I make with my
hand a little trench across it, lay the plants

in two or three inches apart and an inch or

two deeper than they were before, about as

fast as one woidd drop peas, and with one
stroke of the hand the dirt can be moved over
the roots. It should be gently pressed down,
then go on as before and finish the bed. Af-
ter shading a couple of days at most, I water
the bed toward evening and the next day give

air, and find my plants gi'owing and looking
nearly as well as before transplanting. All

of the stem that is put under the ground will

throw out new roots, making the plants many
times stronger than if they had stood in the

bed where they were planted.

After they have been transplanted two or

three times in this way they may be taken up
and after wetting the roots planted out where
they are to stand, and every one warranted
not only to live but to grow, even if set in the
middle of a hot day ; or they may be laid into

boxes as thickly as they can be j)acked and
their roots coveie<l with dirt, well watered and
carried to the village for sale, in a hot sun,

without scarcely wilting.

If plants are to be sold early, before it is

time to put them out, it is well to put them in

boxes of one or two dozens at the second
transplanting. After the boxes are filled they

are placed on a heap of warm manure for a
few days to let their roots get warm, after

which they will do well in cold frames. If

])ut in boxes, tlie boxes nmst be moved away
from each other as the plants grow. A good
plant must have room to grow.

I do not want anything better for a tomato
plant than one si.x inches high, l)road and
stout, with from six to ten times its natural

supply of roots, and I do not care for it till

the first of fJinie. "Then I would set it in a

good shovelful of old well rotted manure
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placed on a high, dry, gravelly or sandy knoll.

If the little flea beetles attack the plants

cover with ashes, plaster of Paris or air

slacked lime. Too much ashes or lime may
injure the leaves

; if the beetles stay, they
aurely will. If the cut worms gnaw off one
plant a new one must be set in its place.

I have not tried to give the whole process of

making or managing a hot bed, but to give

my own mode where it differs from that of

others, and to show wherein beginners are

most apt to fail. A. W. Cheever.
Skddunville, Mass., Feb. 29, 1871.

For the New England Farmer.

IMPORTANCE OF DRAINING.
The practice of draining wet lands and

swamps (where a sujierabundance of water
lies on the surface or near the surface,) does
not receive the atft'ntion that its importance
demands in this country. I venture to say
there are no improvements that can be made
on many farms in New England and else-

where, that will add so much to the produc-
tive capacity of the land and revenue to its

owner as underdrainiiig, which has a great ad-
vantage over open drains, when outlets for

the drains can be secured to advantage ; for in

this case large fields tan be relieved of surface
water without the obstruction of an open drain

to the ])longh, cart or wagon. On farms
where an abundance of stones are convenient
to the land to be drained, and which the farmer
wishes to rid his lands of, they may be used to

advantage, but in the absence of stone, tiles are
the cheapest and make the most durable drains.

In this locality the manufacturers sell them for

twenty dollars j)er thousand for two-inch, which
is a trille more than thirty cents per rod, de-
livered at the manufactory, and for three-inch
tile the price is twentj-seven dollars jjcr thou-
sand. Very little beside two and three inch

tile are used for connuon draining, the three-
inch for the main, and two-inch for the latter-

als. Mr. John Johnston, the grand old Scotch
farmer of New York, well knew what his tile

would do, when his neighbors asked him what
he was laying his crockery in the ground for.

He knew his land would be improved from one
to three hundred per cent. I once heard a
traveller, (a professional gentleman of exten-
sive observation) say that in passing through
England on all the great thoroughfares he saw
large piles of tile for underdraining the soil.

England, Scotland and Ireland are far in

advance of us in the art of draining, but I

think the day is not far distant when the wet
lands of our farms will l>e thoroughly drained,
so as to produce an abundance of grass and
grain.

Mr. Editor, I give you a little experience I
had some years since in draining. In the year
1850 I ploughed a lot of clay loam soil with a
heavy clay subsoil. There were about five

acres, and it was ploughed about the 12th of

May, for corn. It rained almost daily for two
or three weeks, which caused a good stream

of water to run through a low part of the lot,

consisting of about one acre. It was so wet
that I could not plant it till the seventh day of

June. The corn was very light on the low
ground. The next year (1851) it was sowed
with oats, and seeded with timothy and clover,

and on this acre of said land the crop was al-

most a total failure. That same year, after

the oats were harvested, a ditch was dug from
two and a half to three feet deep through the

centre of the low land, it being about sixty-

three rods long, three inch tile was laid about
fifteen rods from the outlet, and the remain-
ing distance was laid with two inch tile. The
following year it was mowed, and the crop on
that underdrained was much the heaviest of the

field, yielding two or three tons per acre of

good sweet hay. The drain has worked ad-

mirably to this day. The surface water never

standing on it more than twelve to fifteen

hours after a heavy rain. I think the increase

of crops more than paid the expense in the

two succeeding years. The past Autumn was
very favorable for draining, and I improved it

by draining some swamp land with tile, except

some of it which was so mucky that I used
round stone from the Deerfield River, the re-

sidt of which I cannot speak of now.
I would say to all farmers who are troubled

with a superabundance of water, underdrain,

by all means, if you can find a good outlet for

the water, and you will not be disappointed, if

you do the work thoroughly.

James Childs.
Deerfield, Mass., 1871.

UTILIZING BONES.
If a farmer has collected a pile of bones

which he desires to fit for plant food, he can
accomplish the end in two or three different

ways : 1st, by dissolving them in sulphuric

acid in the raw condition ; 2d, by dissolving

after burning to whiteness ; 3d, by dissolving

them in connection with caustic lye from ashes

and soda.

Bones cannot be dissolved in acid economi-
cally, unless they are reduced to a fine powder.
Pounding them into small fragments will not

do, as but a part of the bone substance can be
acted upon by the acid when fragments are

submitted to its action. An insoluble coating

of sulphate of lime forms around each frag-

ment after the first action of the acid, and
this arrests further decomposition. As a

matter of experiment, we have submitted

powdered bones to the action of strong and
dilute acid, for six months, and the solution

at the end of that time was far from being

com])lete.

Raw bones are very difficult to grind in any
mill accessible to farmers, and therefore it

will be best, if it is desired to make "super-

phosphate," to construct a kiln of stones,
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throw into it the bones, along with sufficient

wood to kiiidlo them ; and by igniting the

wood, the boni'!* will readily take fire and burn

to whiteness. In this state they are brittle,

and ean be ground in a bark, plaster or grist-

mill. The organie matter, or the gelatine, is

destnned in this proeess, and the bones lose

about twenty-seven per eent. in weight.

To eonvert the bone ash into suj)erphos-

f)hate, proeure two or three good sound ukj-

asses casks, divide them iu the middle with a

saw, and into each half put two hundred
pounds of the powder moistened with a couple

of buckets of water. A eonunon hoe may be
used to turn over and mix the powder and
water, and also it may be used to stir up the

mass after the acid is added. Oil of vitriol or

sulphuric acid should be j)urchast-d in carboys,

and the common conunercial strength is suita-

ble, that of specific gravity 1.70, or 140'^

Twaddell. A stone pitcher holding a gallon

is a suitable vessel in which to i-eceive and
measure the acid ; and in turning it out of the

carboy, do not be nervous or act in a hurry.

Turn it out gently, and be careful that it does

not spatter upon the face or clothing. Place

the carboy upon a low box, remove the stO]>-

per, and, tipping the vessel, allow a small,

smooth stream to fall into the pitcher. The
two hundred pounds of bone powder -will re-

quire the entire contents of the carboy of acid
;

in fact, a little more is needed to pi-oduce per-

fect decomposition. A carboy holds about

one himdred and fifty pounds, and one hun-

dred and seventy-five will be appropriated by
the bone if the action is j)erfect and entire.

The contents of a carboy, however, have an-

swertid in our experience. The acid must be

added gradually, one (gallon at a time, stirring

with a hoe, and Availing for the elFervescence

to subside before more is added. In a few
hours the action will be over, and a liquid rc;-

sembling water will be seen floating upon the

top of tlie powder. This licjuid is excessively

sour, being free phosphoric acid, holding a

little solulile lime in combination. Many who
have tasted fif this lirpiid have supposed that

it was inicombined oil of vitriol, and fearing

that it woidd burn uj) their crops, have been
afraid to use the mixture.

To dry this pasty mass so that it can be pul-

verized, is the most troublesome and pro-

tracted part of the labor. Superphosphate
should be made by the farmer in the summer
after hoeing, when the weather is warm. He
should provide twenty or thirty rougli, shallow

boxes, in which the moist mass ean be placed

and put in the sun to dry. They can be taken

under cover in wet weather. Before drying, a

barrel of sifted loam should be mixed with tlu-

bone paste, and thoroughly worked into it.

This greatly facilitates the drying process.

When the mass is dry it can be pounded fine

with a mallet, or it can be ground in any kind

of a mill. The j)owder thus manufacrtured is

most excellent, and when further diluted with

two more barrels of dry soil or loam, is equal

to the best superphosphate foimd in the mar-
ket. A handful put in each hill of corn or

p'^)tatoes at time of planting will give fine re-

sults. Tliis superphosphate must not be mixed
with lime, or ashes, as from their action it will

undergo decomposition, and new salts will be
formed. It may be mixed up with dry fish

t)omace, and form a \ery |)erfect and exeel-

h-nt fertilizer for all kinds of crops.

The manipidation described al)ove is adapted
to the preparation of superphosj)liate from
ground raw bones. The only variation is in the

amount of acid needed. For raw bone powder,
oidy half as much acid should be used, or six

gallons for a barrel of bone dust. The pro-

cesses for its matiufacture are the same.

Bones may be dissolved in moistened wood
ashes, if care is taken to bring them completely

under the action of the odustic lye. To ac-

complish this, it is necessary to break the bones
into fragments and pack them in a tight, shal-

low box with an equal weight of good, sound
wood ashes. Mix with the ashes, before pack-

ing, twenty-five pounds of slaked lime and
twelve pounds of powdered sal soda (carbon-

ate of soda) to every one hundred pounds of

the ashes. The box in which to conduct that

process may be made of rough boards, but it

must be tight, and it should not be over eigh-

teen inches deep. It may be as broad as is

necessary. The bones should be packed in

layers ; first upon the bottom a layer of ashes,

then a layer of bones, and so alternately until

the box is filled. About twenty gallons of

water must be poured upon the heap (that is,

for every one hundred pounds of bones) to

saturate the mass, but more may be added
from time to time to maintain permanent mois-

ture. In three, four, or six weeks, the bones

will be broken down completely, and the

whole may be beaten up together, after adding

an equal bulk of good sifted soil. This com-

post is of the highest etficacy, as it embraces

(juite all the great essentials of plant food,

namely, potash, soda, lime, phosphoric acid,

and the nitrogenous element. This is a very

convenient way for farmers who have ashes to

dispose of their store of bones. If plenty of

ashes can be procured, it will facilitate the de-

composition of the bones to emi)loy twice as

nmch ashes as there are bones ; the solution

will be effected sooner, and more perfectly.

If powdered bones are enqjloyed. a barrel

of the powder may be mixed with a barrel of

good ashes, and the whole turned into the

half of a molasses cask, moistened with two

bucketfuls of water, and stirred up well with

a hoe. In a week this will be ready for use,

and it forms a most efl^icient and convenient

fertilizer for all the cereal crops. We think

it does more for corn, in giving plump, full

kernels, than any concentrated fertilizer we
have employed. A handful is enough for a

hill, put in at time of planting. Before drop-

i)ing the seed, a little earth shoidd be kicked
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over the powder, so that it may not come in

direct contact with it.

Our stat(!ments are based on actual experi-

ence, and experinco ])robably more extensive

than has fallen to the lot of most others.

—

Dr.

Nichols, in Journal of Chemistry.

OFFICERS OF AG'L SOCIETIES.
New York State Ag"l Soctetv.— Pres., IMchard

Church of AlUgiuiv ; Vicf />;v s., First District. Tho.*.

H. F:vlle, Jr., of New York; 2d, Etlwin Thornc- of
Duchess; 3d, Jurian Winnu of AJbauy ; 4th, Frank D.
Curtis of Saratoga; 5th, James Geddes of Onondaga;
6th, Wra. M. Ely of Broome; 7th, Benjamin F. Angel
of Livingston; Sth, Horace S. Fluntlcy of Cattaraugus;
Cor. Sec, Thomas L. Harrison of St. Lawrence; /fee.

Sec, W. H. Bogart of Cayuga; Trean., Luther H.
Tucker of Albany; J^x. Com., Adin Thayer, Jr., of
Rensselaer ; Milo Ingalsbe of Washington ; Fordham
Morris of Westchester; Uobert J. Swan of Seneca;
Harris Lewis of Herkimer ; Geo. H. Brown of Duchess

;

Joseph Julian of Chenango; John L. Cole of Wayne.
Bristol Clib, Me.— 7'/t.«., Thomas Herbert; Sec,

Dennis R. Hawley.

CoRNisn, N. H., Farmers' and MEonANics Club.—
Pres., Capt. Seth Cole; Vice Pn?.'*, Chas. E. Jackson,
Chas. F. Higgins; .S'fc. Henry M. Day; Treux.. J. M;
Davidson; K.i:. Corn., Lemuel Martindale, C. P. Jenny,
L. H. Dow.
Cu.MBEULAND CouNTY, Me.—Pres., Seth Scammon

of Scarboro; .SV'(,'., Samuel Dingley of Gorham.

Reducing Boxes.—At a recent farmers' meet-

ing at Bedford, N. H., Mr. S. C. Pattee of Warner,

said tliat he gathers all the bones he can, and saves

and buys ashes, and that he reduces bones by

filling his arch-kettle or boiler with them, pours in

ashes and then water, boils an hour or so, when
the bones will generally show signs of dissolution.

They can be rcadilj' reduced in this way, and in

case they rusist at first, let them lie in moist ashes

and a few days will effect the work.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

BCG-PllOOF PEAS.

Mr. President of the great Xew England Far-
mers' Club :—As it is time for farmers to look up
their seed grain, and have it ready to sow the first

favorable time in the siiriug, I woidd like to in-

quire of any member present if there is a*kind of
pea so large, or with puds so thick, as to prevent
the pea bug depositmg one of its kind in every in-

fantile pea ? If so, will he speak up so loud that

all of us can hear ? The pea is a highly i)rizcd

crop on our heavj- clay soil, iKnng much surer and
easier raised than corn ; but the ravages of the
bug prevents our rait^ing jieas to the extent we
should otherwise do. Is there other food the bug
would live on, if the pea was not sown ? If not,

how long would we have to quit raising the pea, to

run out the bugs ?

P.OREUS.

Another qttcstion, Mr. President, Are the locust

tree borer and the apple tree borer the same animal ?

ITCHING cattle.

The gentleman from New Hampshire inquired
at the session of the 4tli lust., al)Out his cattle itch-

ing. If the hair is bright and the animals are look-
ing well, the trouble probably is thrift; remedy,
lessen the feed. Thriving cattle, or those "doing
well," as we say, lick themselves a great deal. My
noble friend has no occasion, I conclude, to ask

what will kill lice. I anticipate he has foimd out
that a little more meal to increase the grease on the
inside is better than grease on the outside. My
remedy for lice is not to raiae /A«n, and then I have
no use for the patent fumigators, &e.

WHY the butter DOn'T COME.

Some of our members are bothered liccause the
cream "won't come." Well, if it is Ijoniul to not
"come," sell the cow and buy one that gives cream
that will "come." A great deal of this'butter diffi-

culty is not with the women who make the butter,
but with the men who furnish poor cows. I see
my time is up, Mr. President. t. b.
'Addison County, 17., Fth. 18, 1S71.

Remarks.—The questions of the gentleman last

up are now in order for the action of the "Club."
The Chair would remark iu relation to the subject

of borers,—though he fears that by his much
speaking he may be classed among the "bores"

himself,—that three different kinds of worms
that prey upon the locust are mentioned by Mr.
Harris. One is a reddish caterpillar that operates

only in the pith of branches and very young trees,

causing a swelling of the twig, which becomes brit-

tle and is easily broken off where the insect works.

This is called Eobina pseudacada. The second is

a grub, which remains iu the tree one year and
then turns to a butterfly named Clytus jndus, or

painted Clytus. The third is a larger wood-eater

and is supposed to remain in the tree three years,

and is named Xyleutes Rohinae,.

The apple tree borer is a different thing from
either of these, and is the larv;e of a beetle called

Saperda hivittata.

We often talk of the borer, the cutworm, the po-
tato bug, &c. But of each class there is a large

variety. "Borer" and "cut worm," are Avords we
apply to a particular stage in the life of butterflies

and beetles. Mr. Harris says that "nearly one
hundred different species of borers have Ijeen found
in Massachusetts, and probably many more remain
to be discovered ;" that is, these borers when they
assume their perfect state are so many different

kinds of butterflies, beetles, &e., though when in

the borer or larva state they 'have a great resem-
blance.

grass seed—WHY DQX'T DEALERS ADVERTISE IT ?

I have nine acres I wish to seed to grass the com-
ing spring, for mowing; the soil is a gravelly loam.
What varieties of seed shall I sow and liow much
per acre ? The common practice here is to sow
clover and herdsgrass, not to exceed eight pounds
each, per acre ; but clover is apt to winter kill ; and
herdsgrass starts slowly after being cut, and is

quite liable to be injured by drought. Now grass
being our main dependence here iu Vermont, can
we not make some improvement in the manner of
seeding our land ?

AgTicultural writers reconnnend from five to
twelve varieties, and from twenty to fortv-three
pounds of seed per acre. Now as farmers in mod-
erate circumstances who are growing wool at forty
cents per pound, can hardly jifford to make a jour-
ney to the "Hub" every winter to learn who keep
all kinds of fresh grass seeds, &c., can you not,
Mr. Editor, stir them up with a long pole and cause
them to advertise their wares ? The countrj' is

flooded every season with the catalogues of seeds-
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men who make the rait^inft of flower and vegeta-

ble seeds a specialty ; in the last nuinhcr of the

Fakmeu I notice nine different advertisements of

flower and ve.icetalile seeds alone, without a single

intimation wla^re farmers can get a pound of fowl

meadow, red top or orchard grass.

Cabot, Vt., Feb. 13, lull. A. M. Foster.

Remahks.—Most farmers lind it important to

sow some gi-ain crop with grass seed in the spring,

to prevent weeds getting possession of the land, if

bj- dronght, or any other cause, the grass seed

should fail to come. Moist landsnnay be seeded to

grass in August or September, and unless the soil

becomes very dry, the seed will come readily and

grow well.

The quantity of seed usually applied by good

fanners in this region is one bushel of red top, and

one peck of herds-grass seed per acre, and in the

following spring, early in April, eight to twelve

pounds of clover seed per acre. Some farmers

sow only half a bushel of red top, and six quarts

of herds-gi-ass, but a long experience convinces us

that it is poor economy to seed lightly.

"Wheat is an excellent crop to "seed down" with.

Barley is next. A heavy crop of oats shuts out

the sun too much. The young grass is very ten-

der, and when the oats are cut, if there is a hot

sun and dry surface, the gi-ass is frequently killed.

"VVe hope your hint to dealers in grass seed will

prompt them to send in their advertisements of

grass seed immediately. They would, undoubt-

edly, find their account in so doing.

THE USE OF SALT.

In your issue of the llth inst., in a communica-
tion under the head of preparing food for stock,

mention is made of a certain physician, who has

kept swine aiid horses witli good success for nnmy
years without the use of salt. I have occasionally

seen in the Faumer and other papers sometliing

similar to tlie above. . Having had some experience

in the disuse of salt, I wish to add my testimony

to what has be n written on the subject.

For tile last thirty years I have fed almost no
salt at all to my catVle and horses, (not a quart in

the wliolc time,)" and have never had a sick animal,

while my neighliors who have fed salt frequently

to their cattle, have nearly or quite all lost more
or less by disease. This fact shows to me, not

merely tliat cattle and horses am do without salt

without injury, but that they can do better without
it than witli it.

I would add that I have avoided the use of salt

in my own diet for several years, and the result

lias been highly favoralde to my health.

If the dietetic use of salt is an injury instead of

a necessity, as many would have us believe, the

best interests of huniaiiity requires that it should

be known. If the words of a distinguished pliysi-

ologist are true, it is important that they shouUl lie

known and heeded. He says, in closing his re-

marks on the dietetic use of salt :

—

"From my own extended and careful obsen-a-
tions, during the last eight years, I have been
strongly ])ressed to the conclusion that the dietetic

use of salt is largely eoneerned in the i)roduction

of cancers and other glandulous diseases of the

human system, and lam entirely certain that it

exceedingly aggravates many chronic diseases, and
have little doubt that it increases the liability of

the body to diseases of eveiy kind, that it is di-

rectly conducive to scrofulous, pulmonary and
cutaneous alfections, and disorders of the mucous
membrane; in short, there is every reason to be-
lieve that it not only serves to predispose the hu-
mnn body to every form of disease, lait also serves
to aggravate every species of disease when actually
induced, and that it serves t) hasten jnemature old
age by rendering the solids di"y, rigiil ami inelas-

tic." IJ. Bills.
Mendon, Mass., Feb., 15, 1S71.

DOES IT PAY TO RAISE CORN ?

I will give my experience the ])ast season on
aliout two and one-quarter acres of ground. The
account stands thus :

—

Cost of cultivatiiii; and liarvosting . . . $70 00
]5nrn yjiril manure 25 00
riiosphate applied in hill 16 00

$H1 00
Credit by 110 bushels corn $1IU00

" 6 loads stalks 40 00
$150 00

Leaving a balance of .'$'39, for the use of the land

;

or pcrhajjs it should be ^on, for I consider that the
phosphate I used was worse than thrown away, in

consequence of the drought. 1 jilaccd it direct]}-

n contact with the corn when ])lanting; and the
result was I had to replant my field." I applied
fifty loads of manure to the field, but consider that
the corn ci-op is justly chargalde to but one-half of
the manure. It is doul)tful if it should Ite charged
with even this much, for I think it furnished veiy
little food to the growing crop in conscfiuenee of
the drought.
The result of my experience has led me to be-

lieve that it will pay to i-aise corn in this vicinity;

hut it is an open question with me whether a dairy-
man can aiFord to i-aise corn, or in fact, whether
any Eastern farmer can. Some dairymen in our
vicinity have abandoned it, and use their manure
as a top dressing on their meadows. By so doing
they have largely incrcas'ed their yield of hay and
at the same time impi'ovcd their land, at a much
less cost of labor. I should like some one M'ho
has tried the use of manure as a top dressing to

give the result of their experience.
James C. johnson

Monroe, Conn., Feb. 21, 1811.

HOW MAXIRE IS LOST.

Your correspondent "C," Wilmington, Vt., has
an article in the Monthly Faumeu, January, 1871,
page 55, hi which he says some things that are cor-

rect and some things which I think are not correct.

After speaking of the opinion that olitained a few
years ago as to the application of manure, and the
change of opinion which he says has taken place
on that subject, lie asks the question, "When ma-
nure leaves the soil, does it go u]) or down ? ' I

answer, it goes both ways. Manure is a great trav-
eller, and its great thoroughfare is that thin trans-

parent fluid which surrounds the earth.

Now to illustrate, suppose C.'s 100 pcumds of su-
gar to be placed in a hot fire and burned, does the
sugar then go up ? Yes, except a small item oi
aslies. The rotting or decay of vegetal)le and ani-
mal substances is a slow process of burning. The
principle in each case is the same and the result is

the same. Hence we have instances where a STib-

staiice passes from one state to the other, called
sixjutaneous combustion.

All vegetable and animal substances when com-
ing in contact with air and moisture in a warm cli-

mate are subject to decay. This ])roiess separates
them into their elements. They become again in-

corporated either with earth, air or water. What
goes into the air is for the general benefit of grow-
ing plants. What is retained in the soil becomes
local, and of course benefits the individual.
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Manures in passing into the air first become va-
pors or gaseous in form, instead of going np in a
li(iuid Ibrni as jour correspondent supposes. Li-

quid nuvniue is talcen up Ijy tlie roots of plants.

Tlie greatest sliare of tlic nutriment wliich plants

receive is derivetl from tlie air. Suppose a bam
witli a hundred tons of hay to be consumed by fire,

where do the contents go ? Or where does a for-

est, with its hundred tons per acre, go when burned .'

Such sulistances mostly go into the air. If they
decay they go to the same place, but not in the
same time.

Are these exceptions to C's gcncr.al principles ?

If so, let me give another. I have raised lifty

bushels of corn to the acre on sward land with a
good coat of green manure turned under eight to

ten inches deep, with a little swamp muck in the
hill, with good lyops on tlie same land following.

My land is nearly level, and the soil is a mixture
of lime, granite and shite stone. Does this land
belong to C's cases of necessary evils ?

Tlie fact is, animal manures should be covered
with soil or composted, the ([uicker the better after

they are dropped. Pure earth is the best and most
abundant absorbent in nature. .Joel Heksly.

Williainstown, Ft., March, 1S71.

ashes, and if so, in what proportion ? Is there any
material that can be obtained at a reasonable price,
that will add to their value ?

I regard Dr. Nichols as high authority in tliese

matters, and if he will give his opinion through tlie

Fakmek on this sulyect, I have no doubt he Avould
confer a great favor on many others, as well as my-
self. J. K.
Hew York, Feb. 23, 1871.

OUK FANNIE JERSEY.

The brag on her "Moll.y Jersey" by Mrs.
"S. B. S.," in the Farmer of February IS, has in-

duced me to say that in the fall of 18(58, I bought
one full blood and one three-fourths Jersey heifers

in Augusta, and took them home, onlj' to be
laughed at Ijy all my neiglil»ors wlio saw the little

"scrubs." The gratle had what we call a "wolf,"
and was killed. The other which I now have was
two years old last June, and dropped her calf last

October. She now gives about live quarts of milk
a day. To-day we churned the cream from nine
days' milk, after selling one quart of milk a day
and using what a family of four persons required,
and no pan set over thirty hours, generally only
twenty-four hours. We obtained six pounds and
seven ounces of butter, as weighed by our grocer.

During the month of January we made twenty-
four pounds and seven ounces of butter. I am ikjw
feeding her two iiuarts of corn meal, a pint of cot-

ton seed meal and second quality of late cut hay,
but for the past three weeks she had no cotton seed
meal. The Initter is made by a woman of no ex-
perience in dairying, and who follows directions

found in the New England Farmer. Now I

would like to inquire,

—

1. Are two quai-ts of corn meal and one pint of
cotton seed meal per day heavy feed for a heifer in

milk, provided she does not fatten on the feed ?

2. Can more butter be obtained by churning
milk, than bv churning the cream that rises on the
milk ?

Mr. John Bussell of this town fatted a native
cow that dressed 790 pounds. Zen.

Springvale, Me., Feb. IS, 1871.

SOD ASUES.

About a year and a half ago, I cut a large drain
nearly one hundred rods in length through a swale,
somewhat cold and sour, bearing little or nothing
but poor grass and moss. The sods, allout seventy-
five cart "loads, were piled together in a long flat

heap, five feet high, on dry land. While burning
brush last fall, the tire communicated with this

heap, and continued to burn for several weeks, un-
til the entire mass became apparently a heap of
ashes. I have allowed it to remain undisturbed,
till the present time. Now, the question is, how
can I turn this heap of ashes to the best account ?

What shall I mix with them in order that the usual
fann crops and vegetables, may derive the greatest
benefit ? Shall I mix plaster or lime with the

FEEDING BEES.

I saw in the Farmer a piece on feeding bees in
the fall. I think that a very ])Oor time. It can l)e

done much l>etter in the dead of winter, even in
the coldest weather. If fed in the fall there is al-

ways danger of setting them to robbing or drawing
in j'our neighl)ors' liees.

I take a small berry liox cover, fill it full of small
gimlet holes, make it just small enough to follow
the honey or syrup down, and so fitted that the
bees cannot get into the feed. Then I heat a brick
pretty hot, if the weather is verj' frosty, l)ut not so
as to Iium them, cover it with several thicknesses
of cloth of most any kind and put the brick and
fcQd boxes where the honey boxes formerly were
closing all up tight. I think the night is tlie best
time. The warming process may have to he re-
peated sevei-al times, as when it gets cold they will
all go back. I recommend feeding in the spring
either Avith all maple or a part West India sugar.
I think it helps them in getting out their broods.
I hai-dly ever fail to feed my bees a little in the
spring whether needed for their preservation or not
and hardl}^ ever tail of having some swarms. Last
spring, however, I neglected to feed any of them,
and though I had ten extra swarms, none of them
swarmed at all. J. C. Hill.
Fast iSauijtis, Mass., Feb. 25, 1871.

WASHING BUTTER.

It is rather too late to reply to j'our correspon-
dent "C. M. T.," Island Falls, Me., of Juae last,

who inquires if it is best to wash butter ^hen it

comes hard, and can be worked without the use o f
water. In summer and tor jiresent use, whether
hard or soft, it is most essential to well wash the
butter in one or two waters, then work in fine table
salt, and keep drawing the water from it. After
sitting in a cool i)lace till hard make it up into
prints. If it is to be crocked for winter use, I don't
wash it; but work it over well with salt ^Aree differ-

ent times, allowing six or eight hours to elapse be-
tween each working ; then add one teaspoonful of
well pulverized saltpetre and two teaspoonfuls of
white sugar to every six pounds of butter, each to
be well worked in. After salting to your taste press
your butter solid into the crock. When full, spread
a fine piece of cloth over the butter, and place
about one-quarter of an inch thick of salt on the
cloth ; put a board on top of crock to keep out the
air. It is not well to begin to crock before the end
of August or beginning of September.

Mrs. Mary Whatmore.
Bridgnorth Farm, Dunleith, III., 1871.

CUTTING FEED FOR STOCK.

In the Farmer for Feb. 18, Mr. W. J. Pettee, in
speaking on the subject of cutting food for stock,
says, "i fail to see any good reason for cutting
feed that an animal will consume economicall}%
thoroughly masticate and well digest." If an ani-
mal can "consume economically, thoroughly masti-
cate and well digest" long hay and stalks, then
there is no need ofcutting them,—but it can't. Hay
is apt to be wasted. And as to corn stalks, the
leaves are generally picked off and the buts lefi.

Whereas if they are cut up, the whole goes doAvn
together.
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Lonfj feed is not masticated tlioroughly. Cattle

are apt to get too iiiiuh into tlicir nioiitlis at once,
and so nia~iticMtii)ii is iinpurt'ort ; ami if uiaxtiavtion

is iuipei-foct, digestion will also be imiu'i-t'ect.

I admit tlmt the advantages of cutting feed are

not .so marked in cattle as in horses. Tliat the
horse should have his feed cut is an almost aliso-

lute necessity. The practice that S(miic have, of
giving clear meal ami clear hay, is like giving a
man clear bread and clear Initter. s.

Townisend, Mass., 1871.

DISEASKD HENS.

I would like to inquire through your valuable
paper, in regard to a disease that has shown itself

among my hens. They are sick for a week or two,

then die. I'lion exandnation I find their liver

three times the usual size. Can you give me any
cunse or cure for the disease ? A Reauek.
Haverhill, Mass., 1871.

Remarks.—We have experienced nothing of the

kind. Will some of our learned poulterers reply ?

FKOZEX^CUEAM.—WA.SHIXG AXD \VORKING HITTER.

Having been much interested in the articles on
liuttor making in your good paper, I venture for

the first time to write a word for an editor's eye.
After over twenty years' experience in making
butter in winter, I can say that freezing cream
does not prevent the butter conung. If I have
cream enough to churn, without keeping it too

long, I ^vouid not freeze it. But if I have but little

milk, I practice Mrs. Whatmore's plan of heating
it, then skim, i)ut the cream in the coldest iilace I

can tind, and when I have enough to churn place the

cream in a warm room until thawed, and scald the

churn. If the crean; is not warm enough, I put in

hot miik or water, and the Imtter will come. The
buttermilk and the Initter, too, will be perfectly

sweet. I would not put saltpetre in cream unless

I had kept it nutil it was bitttr.

In summer, 1 wash the butter in the coldest water
I can get, washing all the buttermilk out, then
work in carefully one ounce pure salt to one pound
of butter, and make into pound lumps or pack into

stone pots imnunliatcly. If it is worked again

next day, you only get the salt out and spoil the

gi-ain of your butter,—making it greasy.

ISpertcer, Mass., March, 1871. mks. e. s. s.

RAISING CALVES.

I claim to be a member of the big Fanners' Club,

that Vi. T., of Addison County, Vt., speaks of, and
I wish to make a IV'W rcnnirks about raising calves

and corn. '

I allow the calf to suck until tlic ndlk
is (it to use, anil lh>n learn it to drink. I give it

milk warm from the cow a few tinn's, and then a

tea nuide from early cut hay, with one quart of

new milk at a feed. Wheii it gets a little older, I

put in a handful of oat meal, increasing the quantity

as it grows older. When it gets so that it eats hay,

I stt>p giving nnlk, and in a few weeks stup the

tea. I then give it warm water with oat meal,

until it goes to jia^ture. As soon as the nights

become cool in the fall, I put the Cidves in the

barn. The lirst winter they are fed on good early

cut hay and roots, if 1 have them, ifnot, Igive
them a little meal. Under this system, I have
large, thrifty yearlings. They generally come in

when they are two years old, and make the best of
cows. I raise none but those from thoroughbred
bulls.

RAISING CORN.

After the ground is ploughed I cart on the ma-
nure that the cattle have made through the winter.

It is put in hcajis of live bushels each ; the heaps
being one rod apart each way. It is then spread

and harrowed in. I usually furrow both ways. I

l)ut a small handful of hen manure in the hill, to
give the corn a start. I cultivate as soon as it is

uj) I'nough to see the rows. In a few days it is

cultivateil again. I stir the ground often \vith the
cultivator, and use the hand hoe as little as ]ios-

sil)le. As soon as the corn is glazed I cut it up at
the ground and stock it. In a short time it is ht to
harvest. I have not failed of raising large crops of
corn by the foregoing process. C. B. RAniiiUN.

West Berlin, Mass., Feb. 15, 1871.

WHAT AILS MY MILK ?

If will sour, I)nt it will not thicken. It is set in

the same place that I usually have set it in winter,
and I never was troubled in this way before. Can
the Farmer give any reason for it so doing.

A Constant Header.

Remarks.—The probability is that the place is

not qiute warm enough. Some changes may have

taken place, such as the absence of tire in a certain

room, or cracks in the closet which admit cold air

and ix'duce the temperature lower than it was hist

winter. Try a portion of the milk in a warm jjlace.

COLORING BUTTER.—PREVENTING LICE.

For coloring butter why not urge farmers to raise

large quantities of orange carrots ? These fed
liberally to the cows, will make butter of excellent
and uniform color. To put carrot juice or annotto
into cream expecting good butter, is what I call a
miserable subterfuge.

Aiu>tlicr thing. Good haj' and meal enough will

kill lice oi; cattle. I have noticed that lice take
wonderful courage if they get on a 7^00;' animal.
Hence I prefer toforestall the lice l)y stallfeeding
the animal. Dana Burbank.
North Powfret, Vt., 1871.

TIN SAR-BUCKETS.

The sugar season is coming and it is thought
will be a hivoral)le one. Persons who have sugar
orchanls, should make their own sugar, and use
tin sai)-biickets. They are light, easily packed,
traus])ortcd and stored, need no soaking in the
sijring, kcc]) the saj) clean and pure, do not leak in

dry weather, and withal are cheap, costing only
30 to 3-5 cent.-! each. Trv them 1 Roy.

Dairymen's Convention.—The . fifdi annual

meeting of the Northwestern Dairymen's conven-

tion met in Elgin, 111., Jan. 24. Mr. 0. S. Bli.ss of

Georgia, Vt., was present and was elected an hon-

orary meml)er of the association. In connection

with dairy nuitters generally, the subject of grasses

for pasture and hay and their culture was dis-

cussed. The following resolution was adopted :

—

''Hesolveft, That the use of all coloring matter in the
maiiufiicture of cheese .ind butter is expensive, usehss
iviij pcrhap!* injurious, and should tln-icfore be wholly
discontinued."

Immense Loss of Cattle by Disease in Eng-
land.—It appears from tabular statements taken

from Morton's Alnumac, that the loss from lung

disease, and foot and mouth disease, in England,

during the last thirty years, is estimated at 5,549,-

780 head of cattle, and valued at/b;/r hundred and

eighteen million, eighty-four thousand, and two

hundred and seventy dollars !
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FARMERS AND FERTILIZERS.

LL THROUGH the

t: "fAny autumn, and up

to the present

time, the far-

mers of New
England have

met each other

for discussion

in relation to

their business.

These meetings

have been nu-

merously at-

tended by practical farmers,

many of whom have taken

an active part in their exer-

cises, participating in the

debates, acting upon committees,

and presiding when called upon
by the president of the day. Near-

'
"

ly ^11 leading topics relating to the
management of the farm have been introduced
and ably treated. None, however, have awak-
ened so much Interest, or occupied so much
time, as that relating to what are called special

or commercial maimres. These are constantly

urged upon the farmer's notice by agents for

their sale, by handbills, circulars and adver-
tisements in the newspapers. He needs, or
thinks he does, something more than the com-
mon manures of the farm to aid him in

producing paying crops, and being desirous

to avail himself of such helps, is anxious to

learn what the real value of commercial ma-
nures Is.

At the late meeting of the Massachusetts
State Board of Agriculture at Framlngham,
the discussion upon special manures enlisted

more earnest debaters and patient and inter-

ested listeners, than any other.

Dr. Nichols' eloquent address upon ''Ma-
nures, Special and General,"" elicited so many
inquiries, that he was kept upon the stand two
full hours In stating his own facts, and answer-
ing the questions which pressed upon liis audi-
ence.

Much was said in relation to the value of
these fertilizers, and the opinion was quite

general, that If they were pure. It would be
economical for the farmer to use them in mod-
erate quantity. Such as In starting certain
crops for early market on hill lands Inacces-

2

sible for heavy manures, or pastures too rocky
to be ploughed.

We were present and participated in the

discussion at Framlngham, and following the

tone of remarks, that many of these fertilizers

were gross adulterations, stated that we had
learned from reliable authority, that ''Sugar-
house waste a.nd Jish pomace were largely con-
tracted for by manufacturers of superphos-
phate of lime ! We also expressed the opin-

ion that the sugar-house waste was valueless

as a fertilizer, and that the fish pomace, when
sold to farmers brought only $20 a ton, while

$60 a ton was demanded for superphosphates.

Nearly at the close of the meeting and after

we had left the hall, President Clark, of the
Agricultural College, continued the discussion

and stated that the article known as "sugar-
house-waste," was carbonized bone, and a fer-

tilizing substance of much value ; and that fish

pomace was an excellent plant stinndant.

Referring to this apparent conllict of opin-
ion. Dr. Nichols, In his Journal of Vhemistry,.
of Feb. 1, says :

Whilst the two speakers were perfectly coiTect
ni then- statements, there were some important
pomts overlooked in the discussion, whicli when
understood, serve to clear up what possibly mio-ht
appear to some as a conflict of statement and opin-
ion. Sugar-house waste is composed ot materials
derived trom sugar refining, other than the bone
coa used tor decolorizing syrups. This rejected
coal IS submitted to the action of heat, and the
charring process is renewed, when from use the
pores become filled with impurities, and it is then
Qtted again to serve as a decolorizer. The amount
ot bone coal ultimately rendered worthless by re- -

peated charring is considerable ; and undoubtedlv
this, with the organic tilth removed from dark
sugars, constitutes "sugar-house waste;" and this
IS what Mr. Brown was told by the retiners was of
but "little value," and all of it went to the "super- -

phosphate" maker. We know that good dry fish
pomace is a manurial agent ^^-orth about S-2b the
ton. ihe price in the market in large quantities is
sometimes as low as 5J(1.5 the ton. Now, the super- •

phosphate maker alluded to may employ both of
these articles in compounding his mixture, as inti- -

mated by Mr. Brown, and the ingredients, as stated
by President Clark, are not worthless ; but the im-
poitant point is what is the mixture worth ? what is
its acti'.al valne ? That is what tanners wish to
know. Has it a fertilizinff value of SCO the ton or
only of 20 30, or 40 dollars ? Fanners do not Jare
what fertilizing substances a mamifaetiuer employs
or where he procures them, or how clieap he niav
be able to buy them. Thev are willing to pay a
fair profit to the maker for any concentrated assim-
liable plant food that he may be able to compound •

but they do want to know the exact character of the
substances they are solicited to buy, and also their
exact commercial and farni value. If a manufac-
turer can buy sugar-house waste at one quarter of
a cent a pound which is actually worth two cents
he is driving a sharp trade, and is entitled to the-
benefit of his shrewdness. A fertilizer worth 50 or
60 dollars a ton cannot be made from fish-pomace
and sugar-house waste, and this was the idea- !»,.
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tended to lie conveyed by Mr. Browm. We have
yet to fnKl in the iiiiirket a "superplioi^pluite," or
any otlar iiianuraetured fertilizer, tliat we would
liureliase lor farm eiuploymeut at any cost ap-
proaching that s^uiu.

The above will show, we think, that our re-

marks are justified by the facts represented.

But our point was a still stronger one than we

had supposed it to be, for Dr. Nichols in-

forms us that "the ground bone, after being

used for decolorizing the syrup, is burnt over

again from once to six times, and then becomes

such an inert mass of tilth that no art of the

chemist can put life hito it
!"

In that condition, even if it had fertilizing

qualities, its horrible stench would make it

totally unfit for agricultural purposes.

We have no doubt but the adulterations in

special manures are as gross as they are in the

milk that is diluted in cities, or the coUee, tea,

sugars, spices, and many other articles used in

families

.

MONTHLY" iraJW ENGLAND FARMER.
In a recent complimentary notice of this

publication, the ''National Farmer and Hor-

iicuUural Registef'' says : "the title page says

volume 5, but it seems to us that its face seems

familiar for ten years back." We add, that

there are now nineteen volumes of royal oc-

tavo pages, and forming the best agricultural

library that can be found. Best, because dur-

ing the whole time of its publication it has

had hundreds of correspondents from among

the most enlightened and practical farmers,

and has also constantly laid before the reader

the important improvements in farm imple-

ments and machinery, and the best modes of

managing the farm in every respect.

Each volume contains a full and clear index

. of the subjects which it contains, so that what-

ever has been said on its pages during the

nineteen years can be made at once available

by its index. Indeed, as a gentleman said to

us recently, who has received it during the

whole time of its publication,—"It is the book

of the town ; no matter what is to be done, if

there is any doubt as to the how to do it,

people come and borrow my Monthly Far-

Mi:i: ! The binding of the volume is ragged

, by ])erj)etual use."
^

This work is now in its twentieth year. It

is distributed promptly on the first of each

, month, is printed with new type, on strong,

> while paper, and is in the best possible form

for convenience in reading or for preservation.

It contains nearly all the agricultural matter

of the ^Veekly Fai{MK11, and such accounts of

machines and implements and other articles as

relate to the farm and the fanner's home and

interests..

Volumes for ].s()7, 1868, 1869 and 1870,

bound elegantly and lettered in gilt, may be

had on ap})lication at this ollice.

The paper quoted above, in speaking of the

Monthly, says,— "It deserves a wide circula-

tion, and we hope if any farmer who loves

piiet and coiitentment, wants something to

2)lease him, he will know where to find it."

DISEASES COMMUNICATED BY MILK,
Tlic readiness with which milk aljsorbs odors is

well known to dairymen, who Hud that if they

would make good batter the milk must be kept

ill a l)uildiug or room by itself, and away trom
cooked food and cverytliing else that gives otf

odors of any kind. We find in the Utiea Herald

some of tlie facts stated in a lengtliy article pub-

lished in the Loudon Milk Journal in relation to

milk as a medium for tiie spread of contagious dis-

eases, particularly of typhoid and scarlet fevers,

small-pox, &c. In the town of Penrith, England,

a fever broke out in the autuii.n of 1857. The
cases were confined ahuost entirely to the families

supplied by a cer.ain milkman. The matter was
investigated liy Dr. Michael Taylor, who found

that the milkman kept only three cows, and sup-

plied fourteen families with milk. Seven of these

families were .attacked with fever, without expo-

sure from an}' discoveral)le source or any apparent

exciting cause. The milkman's family had this

fever. The mother, who was the nurse, milked

the cows. The milk was taken into the liitchen,

where the sick children lay, and measured out for

distribution to_thc customers.

Another instance is related by Prof. Bell, in the

University of St. Andrews, where scarlet fever was
"clearly traceable to the use yf milk poisoned by

the desquamating cuticle given oil' from the hands

of infected persons who were employed to milk the

cows of a particular dairy." The wife of the far-

mer who supplied tiie milk had the disease. She

milked the cows. After a whde the boy, who also

milked and took it to town had tlie disease lightly,

and in due time "peeled," continuing all the time

to milk. "On making out a list of the houses in

which scarlet fever had showed itself in St. An-
drews, and asking the dairywoman for a list of tlie

liouscs which she supplied with milk, with one ex-

ception there was a perfect agreement in the lists.

In every house to which milk had been sent, scar-

let fever had occurred. The cases were twenty-six

in all."

In July, 1870, Dr. Edward Ballard, Medical

Health OHiccr for Islington, traced an outbreak of
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typhoid fever to the milkman. For fifteen years
there had been no cases of this fever in this to\ra.

In 1870, there were 168 causes within a radius of a
quarter of a mile. Out of 140 families supplied

%vith milk from one dairy, it is stated that "no
fe\rer than 70 suffered from typhoid, and 30 deaths
occurred." The origin of the disease Avas traced to

an underground tank on the premises of the milk-
man. It \vas stoutly denied that the milk was
diluted with water from this tank, and out of
charity it was suggested that possit»ly, as the water
was used for cleansing the milk cans, enough
might still remain. to poison the milk, without any
iutcutioiial adniixturc with it Iteiug practiced.

WOOL AWD MUTTOK.
At the winter session of the Ne\v York State Ag-

ricultural Society at Albany, Feb. 8, 1871, the Hon.
J. R. Dodge, of the National Department of Agri-
culture, read a paper in which he discussed the
questions,—Why are wool prices depressed r How
can Sheep-husbandry be made profitable in the

future ? What breeds should we grow } And
where shall each be produced ?

We have not space even for an abstract of the
views presented by this gentleman, further than to

say that he takes a hopeful view of the whole sub-
ject. The older and more densely settled portions
of the country must adopt the "mutton-with-wool"
element as an inseparable adjunct of high farming-
mutton as the product of large yields of the roots
and grasses, obtained in the shortest period of time
and in the largest mciisure of quantity, with wool
a^ a valuable incidental, and manure as a thu-d re-
sult_ of present intrinsic value and still greater
economic importance as a productive investment.
Farmers must recognize m their management

and feeding, the fact that the meruio is to be i:'-j>t

for wool, and the Leicester to be killed for mutton.
We copy his closing paragraphs :—
In closing, I would say to \vool-irrowers, thank

God and take courage ; instead of tanit-hcartedness
there is abundant occasion for high encourasemcnt.
You can only thrive in companionship with the
manufacturers; and have no occasion, and I pray
you Uiay never have, either to go aliroad for woof-
ens or for a market for your wool. Contrast the
prostration of manufacturing at the close of the
war of Cireat Britain, when the bars of the customs
were let down, and the invasion of woolens proved
far more a calamity than the invasion of red coats

[

for the three previous years, with the condition of
'

the biisincss of manufacturing to-day. Before that :

war, in 1810, the value of woolen manufactures
was ^2o,608,7S8; after it, in 1820, it was but
•S'4,4 13.068. Before the recent war, in 1860, the
value was #68,S6.5,963 ; after it, in 1868, it was ^175,-
000,000—two-thirds of it the product of wool of the
L nited States. Is that a cause of discouragement > '

No man in his senses, and with ordinary intelli-
gence, can fail to see that the tariff of 1867 has been
the salvation of our sheep husliandr^^—salvation
from a more complete and remediless overthrow
than awaited the business at the close of om- war
with Great Britain a half century ago.
You should adapt your business to the changing

exigencies of the tujies and the progress of the
country, making fat mutton and tine lambs the

leading considerations in populous regions, where
the demand is imperative tor more food for the
people, and improved culture for the soil, and leav-
ing the production of wool alone mahilv to the
pastoral regions of t)ie far West, where 8,000,000 to
10,000,000 sheep are now profitablv kept, m place
ofscarcely 2,000,000 ui the Territories and Pacitic
States in 1860. The region west of the Mississippi
now yields nearly as much wool as the whole
country prodnce<l in 1860, and is ttipable of pro-
dncmg enough for the supply of onr population
for many ye^irs to come without the importation of
a single ponnd.
Then contrive to improve your flocks, increase

their yield of wool, give them better care, protect
them against diseases, persistently and intelligently
follow your Imsiness without discouragement or
fear, and you will find that any present cloud will
show a silver lining, prophetic of a glorious future
of prosperity for yourself, for ag};iculture, and for
the country.

F.VRMKES IN- AGHICULTrR.\L SOCIETIES. — TLc
State Board of Agriculture of Massachusetts, at its

late business session, adopted the following resolu-
tion :

—

That each Society in the State shall publish a cata-
logue of its inemliers in connection with the transac-
tions of the present year—ant! that in arranging this
catalogue the oceupation of each member be set down
against his name.

The object of this vote, as stated, is to ascertain
how generally the influence of each society extends
among iiirmers, and to what extent the member-
ship is composed of fiirmers.

We apprehend that this classification of the mem-
bers of these various societies mil be much more

j

difficult in practice than in theory, and it might be
well for the Board itself to illustrate the operation

!

of the classification proposed by applying it to its

!
own constituenc}-.

I
What, to begin with, would be the classifica-

j

tion of the members of the "Conmtittees for Inves-
tigation and Report," appointed by this Board for

1871, as follows :—
Tfi^ Breeding of iJomestic Animals—ilesers . Asrafisiz.

Loriiig, Hyde. '

I'iehl and Garden Seeds—Messrs. Moore, Hvde and
Claris.

Tke OMitation and use of Forest Trees—^qssys.
Clark, Gooilman, Darfee.
The OtUiwttwn and Preservation of Fruit—Messrs

Wilder, Fay, Hubbard.
The Management of the />«?>•;/—Messrs. Ell.sworlh,

Allis, Phinuey.
Agricultural and f/orticuitmrU Edmaiion for Women,—Messrs. Goodman, Wilder and Birnie.

A Boy Fakmer.—The editor of the Maine Far-
mer wa-s made happy by receiving the following
letter

:

"Last spring father gave me some land, and told me
I should have all I could raise on it. I harvested two
bushels of nice shelled corn; one bushel of yellow-
eyed beans and five bushels of potatoes. I am nine
years old. Do you think any little boy that reads the
Farmer has done any better ?" Frankie L. Pa.ine
Bean's Corner, Me., 1871.

Frank certainly tells a good story, and tells it well.

If none of the New England Farmer boys can
make as good a report of their last year's opera-
tions, will not some of them try their hand, at
farming next year, and let us know how they suc-
ceed?
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EXTRACTS AND KEPIiIES.

GAS-HOUSE LIME.

1 can Iniy refuse lime used at the gas-house for

ten cents Ii barrel. Will it pay at that priec to

draw it three miles ? To what crop is it best

adapted ; and in what Avay shall it be applied ?

What are the objections to it, if any ? c. h. f.

Vermont, Jan., ISl!•

Remarks.—When very carefully used, gas-house

lime may be serviceable if not brought too near

the germinating seed or growing plant.
j

It may be used moderately upon mossy pasture

land, especially if grass seeds are sown about the
^

same time, and worked down with a brush harrow,
j

If scattered upon ploughed lands in the fall, the !

rains would dissolve and mingle it with the soil, so
i

tluit no seed would be likely to be injured by it in

the spring. It may have the etfect also, to destroy

slugs and wire worms in the soil.

When preparing land for a crop of early turnips

for market purposes, we should suppose a ligit

dressing, thoroughly mingled with the soil, would

be an excellent dressing.

When composted with peat and coarse manure,

and exposed to the air for several months, it is said

that the soluble portions of the lime will be con-

verted hito gypsum (sulphate of lime) by the ac-

tion of the air. If so, the resulting benefit will be

a good dressing of gypsum. Some 29 parts in 10.

being gypsum, and 56 carbonate of lime.

In small quantities, gas-lime is thought to be

useful if mixed with barn-yard or any animal

luanmes. It is said that scattered sparingly over

young tui-nip plants, it prevents the attacks of the

turnip fly. It is too pungent to be applied to most

other growing crops, or to come in contact with

seeds.

A good many experiments have been made with

gas-lime, most of which have resulted unfavorably.

The complaint is that it burns, or m some way

destroys the seed or crop to which it is applied.

So would hen manure, or the guano of commerce.

If manure is powerful, it must be used cautiously.

We hope our corresi)ondent will test it and re-

port results to the New England Farmer.

PEAT COMPOSTS.

Will the New England Farmer infonn me in

what proportions meadow mud can be composted

with lime, salt, ashes, l)onc-dust and hen manure,

so as to produce the best results in top-dressing

and hoed crops ? _ Wm. P. Endicott.

Salem, Mass., 1871.

Remarks.—We know of no exact formula for

composting peat with the articles mentioned above.

In Dr. Dana's Muck Manual several formulas are

given for composting peat. One is to mix in the

proportion of thirty pounds of potash, or twenty

pounds of soda ash, or eight bushels of common

house ashes, to every cord of ft-esh dug peat, esti-

mating this by the pit dug out, and allowing noth-

ing in the spring for shrinkage. If ashes are used

they may be mixed in at once \vith the muck; but

if soda ash or potashes are used, they must be dis-

solved in water, and the pile evenly wet with the

solution. The pile then is to be well shovelled

over and used as is otlier manure. Peat may be

dug in the spring, immediately mixed with the

alkali, and used forthwith.

Another form which he recommends is, one
bushel of salt, and one cask of lime. Slack the

lime with the brine made l>y dissolving the salt in

water sufficient to make a stiff paste with the lime,

which will be not quite sufficient to dissolve all the

salt. Mix all the materials then well together,

and let them remain ten days, and then be well

mixed with three cords of peat; shovel well over

for about six weeks, and it will be fit for use. It

is believed that this .will Ije found an efiectual ma-
nure.

A third fonn is to take three cords of peat, sixty-

one pounds sal ammoniac, sixty-one pounds lime.

Slack the lime, dissolve the sal ammoniac, and wet

the peat well with the solution through every part.

Then sliLvel over, mixing in the lime accurately.

The Ihree cords are used in these calculations, be-

cause the quantity of salts is equivalent to the

ammonia in a cord of dung.

It is quite probable that aj'/recise amount of each

article enumerated by our correspondent would be

more efficacious than amounts used without refer-

ence to any kno%\'n chemical action they might have

iipon each other. But the only true test, after all,

we think, would be the use of such a compost in

the soil.

A reference to chapter vii. of the book referred to

above may be of service to our correspondent.

AVe make annually a compost as follows : five

barrels hen manure ; fifteen barrels fine peat ; eight

barrels well rotted dung ; five barrels house ashes

;

or any quantity in about those proportions. After

manuring broadcast for com, and working it under

two or three inches, a handful of the compost is

spread about in the hill, and slightly covered with

the foot as the corn is dropped upon it. This not

only gives the com an early start, but seems to

carry out the crop to perfection. We have no

doubt it would operate equally well as top-dressing.

TO PROTECT PLANTS FROM COLD AND LICE.

I have been very much interested in S. O. J.'s

articles on window gardening, and perhaps her
answer to a few questions would benefit others as
well as myself. I have some forty-five or fifty

pots, with a so.ith ex))osure at three adjoining win-
dows. On frosty niglits, I put up a large curtain
on the outside, which keeps the cold off entirely.

The curtain" is made like a "bed puff," or "com-
forter," with rings at the top, and strings at the
bottom to keep it close to the window. It is an
excellent thing. But I am ti'oublcd with lice on
my Verbenas, Lantanas, &c. I have fried tobacco
smoke, but it makes me sick. The last time I

smoked them, I shut them in a large box, but the
smoke would come out, and it did not kill all the

lice either. Now if you will tell me how to get rid

of them I will be thankful. I have a plant, which
I planted last spring. June 30, it blossomed, and
remained in bloom till Christmas. It is now in
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bloom again. I ciiU it a free bloomer; it is about
three feet tall, with Ijlossoms on the top, but no
branches. I send you a leaf and blossom, and
would like to know the name of it. Romeo.
South Hanson, Mass., Feb., 1871.

Remarks.—The best remedy for the green lice

is frequent showering with wanu water—not too

warm to injure the plants. Spriug and summer
showers will drive them away. They thrive on

the hot, dry temperature of our "sitting" rooms.

If "Romeo" will dip the plants into warm water,

shaking them up and down in it, most, if not all of

the troublesome pests, will be destroyed.

Verbenas are always much troubled with para-

sites. I have taken a chicken's wing, spread a

newspaper down, and set the pot upon it, and have

brushed otT every tinj' "nit."

Tobacco smoke is so offensive to me that I have

never tried its narcotic etFects. It does not kill the

aphis, only stupefies it, and unless it is followed up

with a good washing, all the green pests revive and

are as lively as e'^er. The leaf and blossom en-

closed are evidently from an Euphorbia, and I

should judge it was of the Jaquixiflora species.

It has long clusters of bright orange scarlet flowers,

and is verj' attractive.

"Romeo's" protection against the frost is worthy

of imitation in the arctic regions of New Hamshire.

I shall certainly adopt it. s. o. J.

POTASH FOR THE SOIL OF ORCHARDS.

In answer to an inquiry from one of your read-
ers, "What is good for apple trees ?" you say use
ashes or its equivalent in potash. Now what I

want to know is, what is its equivalent in potash ?

and do you regard the same strength from potash
a§ good as the same strength from ashes ?

Rip Van Winkle.

Remarks.—One hundred pounds of good hard

wood ashes, would yield about ten pounds of pot-

ash. But the ashes would yield some half dozen

other articles, in small portions, all of which would

be good for trees. We suggested potash because

that—properly diluted and applied,—can always

be obtained, and is belter than anj' other one thing.

If good peat were saturated with potash water, it

would make an excellent top-dressing for orchards,

or indeed, for any of our crops.

The value of ashes is so well understood now,

that nearly all farmers are seeking for them, and

consequently they bear a high price.

SHEEP RAISING AND FATTENING.—FOOT ROT.

I am one of those that are foolish enough still to

tiy to make a living by keeping sheep. I keep a
large ized, long stapled variety of tine wool sheeji.

Started with 409 last winter and come out with 408
at shearing time. Sheared 2593 pounds of fleece

wool, and two fleeces unwashed and oi pounds tags

besides. The wool brought about $2.69 per head.
I feed my lamlis, excepting a few kept for breed-

ers, so that they go to market when one year old.

The}' liring me seven cents per pound after being
sheared. I raised a few over 200 the past year.

Sold some culls ; saved 25 for breeders, and have
160 feeding for market. With the luck I usually

have, they will bring $4.60 to igo.OO per head. My

breeding ewes have at the rate of ten quarts per
day of oats or corn to each one hundred. My
feeding lambs, 27 to 30 quarts per hundred a day.

If a,\\y of your correspondents will tell us how
to do better and keep our manure at home, they
will do at least one suljscriber a favor.

The foot rot is the continual curse of this coun-
tiy to sheep raisers. I hope the cattle disease will

be subdued so that it will not prove a like curse to

cattle raisers. c. c. c.

Centre White Creek, iY. Y., Feb., 1871.

Remarks.—Whether or no any one undertakes

to tell j'ou how to manage better than you do, we

may assure j^ou that more than "one subscriber"

would thank you for further details of the plan you

are "foolish enough" to adhere to. Coming events

may demonstrate that there is less folly in your

course than in that of many farmers who have be-

come so wise as to quit trying to get a living by

keeping sheep.

WHY DO CATTLE EAT BOARDS ?

Being a reader of your valuable paper, I would
like to inquire through its columns the cause of

cattle eating Ijoards ? A neighbor is wintering six

(•<nvs and four calves; when they find pieces of

hoards six inches and more m length, they will eat

them, and will gnaw the boards on the fence.

The cattle have plenty of salt, and bone meal oc-

casionallv. If you know of any cure I would like

to know "it. D. I. Peach.
Wells River, Vt., Feb., 1871.

Remarks.— ^Ve have underscored the words

"plenty of salt" and "bone meal," in order to give

them emphasis, because the lack of those two arti-

cles are so many times said to cause cattle to chew

boards, bones, &c.

There are plenty of cases recorded, where cattle

are al)undantly supplied with salt and bone meal

and yet they continue to gnaw bones, chips, old

shoes and other things.

The theory that the soil upon which cattle feed

has been exhausted of its bone-making elements,

does not seem satisfactory, and is not probably the

cause of the morbid appetite which induces the

gnawing.

If l)one-chewing were ai\ evidence of exhaustion

of the soil, cattle on the prairies of the West would

not be found chewing bones ; but this we are told

does occur there as well as in New England.

During the period of gestation, there may be

some exciting cause for a cow gnawing almost any

thmg. But why it should take place in calves,

who can tell ?

The same cause may operate with colts as with

young children—gnawing something may give re-

lief to the gums.

Is it probable that animals who always feed upon

the spontaneous growth of the soil ever gnaw

bones, boards, old leather or anything else than

tender, succulent, vegetable growth? We rather

think it is not.

It must be remembered that our domestic ani-

mals are not existing in their natural condition

;

that they are deprived of their liberty ; that they

are protected from the elements at one period, and
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exposed to them at another ; that they arc fed upon
diy and harsh food, ijnd instead of taking it at

such times as tiieir nature suggests, must take it,

water inchidcd, when man prefers to present it.

Is there not, then, some reason for supposing

tiiat the singular appetites noticed may result from

this change of their normal condition into an arti-

fi'jial one; into one where certain elements are

needed for certahi animals, which all our care and

all our philosophy fails to supply ?

AVhy does the horse, when ploughing in the

spring, i)liingc into the furrow and eat a pint or

more of the fresh, mui.st earth ? AVhy the ox fre-

quently turn his head aside and lick the upturned

furi'ow with apparent relish ? What ploughman
has not often witnessed these things ? And yuo
who can tell the why and the wherefore ?

We can only say this—cattle and horses that

liave much aceesK to the ground, and especially ro

a meliow soil, are less addicted to hoard and bone-

cliewing than those that are confined to the stall

and cowyard, and seldom tread upon the Ijare earth

in the winter.

If not allowed a range heyond the barn yard, we
are inclined to think that a- few buckets of fresh

earth, thrown into a box where each animal should

have its tuni at it, would do more to check the

habit of chewing than all the nostrums of the

apothecary's shop.

But, those who are wise in this matter will

please communicate.

GALLED XECK OF HOUSE.

Please inform a young fanner what will cure a
liorsc That has been chafed on the neck by the col-

lar, -^xhile in the harness. It appears in the form
of little boils. After standing in the barn the neck
becomes quite stitf. j. h. k.

Barre, Yt., Feb. ,5, ISll.

Remarxs.—We appi-ehend that something raore

than a mere harness gall or chafe is troubling your

horse, or th.it you liave continued the chafing

process longer than you ought to have done. A
iaw days' rest, or some change in the harness so as

to relieve the sore spot, with a wash of aloes and

myrrh, or even of some ordinary healing herbs or

bark, is generally sufficient to effect a cure in or-

dinary cases. But the 1>oils you mention indicate

a Ijad state of the system, which you should in-

quire into.

MVCK WITH MANUUE, AN1> MUCK ALOXE.

Having seen different oi)iTiions expressed in the
Faiimek with regard to the value of muck, I

will .^iive you a little of my experience. I have on
my t\irm"a plenty of nice Idack muck from one to

three feet deep, quite free from sticks and roots,

easy to drain ami handy to the barn. ^ai'Jy "i the

fall before rains come, I draw enough of this muuk
into the ttam cellar to cover it about ten inches

deep, and under the stable where the manure will

fall on it nearly two feet. The young cattle and
sheep run on this through the winter. In the

spring I draw the manure from under the stable

and spread it on greensward, and plough it in for

potatoes.

After spring's \vork I plough up the muek and

manure remaining in the cellar, break up the
chunks with an old ax, shovel it over, and mix it

up the 1)est I can, and let it lay until September

;

then use it jirineipally for toii dressing or to ])loiigli

in, as I like. I cannot see why it is not as good as
though it was all manure. It certainly brings up a
good crop of gi'ass.

To prepare nuiiiure for corn, I put eight or ten
loads of muck in the hog yard in June, let the
hogs run on it t!irou.i;h tlie summer, anil in the fall

put in three or four loads ofmanure from the barn
yard, with some refuse straw, &c., and with three
or four hogs to woriv it over, it makes excellent
manure for corn. One year ago last spring I did
not have finite maimre enough to tinish a piece of
com, so I took some inuck ft-om the barn cellar,

without mixing any mannrc with it, to linish the
piece, putting it in the hill and hoping it would
prove a good siil)stitute for lueuiure. But in this

case I was disappointed, for I only got pig corn
where the nuick was, while the other ])art of the
field vvas gootl for the season. This is good evi-

dence that muck in its crude state is not very val-

uable.
We had snug winter weather, with snow enough

for sleighing till ai>out the middle of January,
when our sleighing went off, and up here in Ver-
mont, where the snow is usuall}- two or three feet

deep at this time in the year, we have not enough
for sledding.
Hay is spending well this winter, and the indus-

trious wide-awake farmer who cuts his hay early,

has no cause to complain but what his haj' is good
and spends well this year. C. M. Fisheu.

Cabot, Vt., Jan., 1811.

TWENTY-nVE YEAUS' EXPERIENCE WITH COWS A?fD
BUTTER MAKING.

We have had twenty-five years' experience in

keeping cows and making butter. The first cow
we owned ^\as speckled, and supposed to have been
part Durham. She was an extra cow, giving over
forty pounds of milk a day in the best of the season,

with only pasture feed. Her milk was as good as I

ever tasted. Her butter come very quickly after

putting the cream in the churn, but could not Ijring

it l)y stirring it with a paddle in the cream pot.

We have had in all proliably aliout twenty of her
descendants, and have never had any difficulty

about churnini,'- the cream of any of them. With
the cream of one of them it was only necessary to

stir it a few times round the pot with the paddle to

produce butter. But this cow gave inferior tasting

milk. In the best of feed she would average one
and a half ])ounds butter per day for several weeks
at a time. The cream on her milk would rise very
much sooner than on that of other cows, and if not
skimmed at the proper time there would be white
specks in the butter.

Rly next cow was a large red one that gave good
milk, but when she was drying off I never could
bring the butter. I did not then know anything
about heating the cream.
Next came a Ijrown cow, whose mother was a

prize annual. She gives good milk, but her cream
requires two hoiu's' time, through the year, when
(•hnriied alone; lint if her cream is mixed with
"\Vhiteface's" it comes sooner.
"Whiteface" is only three years old, and is a de-

scendant of a family of great milkers. She is a
good one herself, and her cream requires but a few
minutes stirring to make butter.

So nmch for the cows. Now for their treatment,

which has been as nearly alike as ]:)ossil)le. They
have only pnsture in summer, and hay with some
roots in winter. I liave set tlie milk in both cold

and warm rooms. 1 cannot make as good Ijutter

when the cream is raised in a cold room as when
in a warm one.

And now let me add, for the benefit of young
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butter makers, who have troiitile with their Tnxtter,

whether from bad flavor, wliite s])ecks or in churn-
ing;, set each cow's milk separately, skim and chum
the cream separately, and you" will then know
which cows arc good and profitable, and which are
tit only for the butcher. d. av. e.

Hampden Couidy, Mass., Feb. 7, 1811.

NEAV AVAY OF RAISING CORN FODDER.

In reading your valuable paper I have seenmanj'
articles in regard to raising sweet corn for green
fodder. My method of raising it is this : I plant
my corn in hills three and a half feet apart one
way and two feet in the row, putting a sliovclful of
rotten manure in the hilL I plant it as soon as
possible on account of frost, and lioe twice vrell. I

plant onlj' sweet corn. As soon as the com is large
enough to sell I break off the ears and send to mar-
ket; then cut up at the ground, let it wilt and feed
to the cattle. I have sold sixty dollars' worth from
half an acre of ground, and had the fodder left. I

have tried planting in drill, in rows and also sow-
ing l)road-cast; but planting in hills gives me the
best result.

I am careful not to allow more than three kernels
ill a liill to grow. My cattle will eat corn grown in

this way fiir better than that grown thickly in drill

or tiroadcast, besides the ears sell for enough to pay
all labor. A great many people put off planting
rheir fodder corn until it is so late that their com
is not tit to use until the shortest time for feed is

over. If they plant their corn for fodder as soon
as the weather wid admit, it will be fit for boiling
b\- tire first of August, which is the time to com-
mence feeding cow's.

Although many people slur the idea of making
milk on corn fodtler, I think any one who will plant
corn for fodder according to my plan, will be con-
vinced of its great value for that purpose. It does
not follow that we are obliged to break out all the
ears that grow, for cattle will not object to the ears
with the stalks. I think one can raise more worth
of fodder in this way on the same ground, than by
the usual mode, and have the ears left for use or
market. J. Allen.

tihrewshurtj, Mass., Feb. 13, 1871.

COLORING BUTTER.

A gi'cat deal is said now-a-days about "coloring
butter," and quite as much putt al)out "annoto" at

#2 a pound. I liave been making butter for sev-
eral years, and can always command five cents a
pound more than am* other on the market at Dun-
leitli for my butter, and I beg to give your Rhode
Island correspondent niy mode of colorhig butter.
During the winter months when cows have to be
fed on dry food, I grate a large ganJen carrot raw,
after well cleaning it, and put it to sunnier on the
stove for about half an hour or so, then pour it

through the sieve with a bit of fine muslin in it,

and put the water into the cream just before I be-
gin to churn, and my butter is a bright June-like
color. But another secret in butter making is the
feed the cows have.

"what ails the cream."

I nave read Mrs. Carrie's communication in the
Farmer of January 21, and was much pleased to

see her mode of management of the cream, and her
description of her closet. But the "good lady"
omitted to answer "S.'s" inquiry, "What ails the
cream ?" I think tlie cream \\'as frozen, though
perhaps not sulticiently to coat it over with ice.

I liave had tlie same trouble with my cream, and
on one occasion churned all daj' and part of the
next to get the butter, which was not good after all.

The cause was the cream had been frozen in the
jar. I beg to give my mode and a few little notions
I have conceived in butter making. I put rings or

flattened horse shoes on the stove and set my milk
pans—earthen ones—thereon, after the milk has
stood on the shelf from twelve to sixteen hours,
and let the cream well rise, but not let the milk
boil, and put back on the shelf till next*day before
skimming. I put into the cream jar one teaspoon-
ful of saltpetre, dissolved in a little warm water,
and two teaspoonfuls of salt not dissolved, to two
gallons of cream, put -both into the jar at first

skimming. I stir the cream every day when fresh

cream is added. I put the cream jar near the stove
for ten or twelve hours, turning it frequently to get

the cream warmed gi-adually before churning, but
never scald the cream. Mrs. Mauy Whatmore.

Hi-idgnorth Farm, DutiUith, III., 1671.

ASHES FOR AFPLE TREES.

Having lived on a number of different farms in

this section of country, and finduig on each of
them old and apparently useless apple trees, it be-

came a matter of no small importance to devise
some method liy which they could be brought into

bearing condition, and thus pay for the use of the
land they occupied. After trying various experi-

ments, 1 took a bushel of leached ashes and spread
it under two trees, '^'o my great surprise the next
year those trees wPi-e loaded with fruit fair to look
upon and delicious to the taste. Repeated applica-

tions of v/ood ashes around apple trees that had
previously borne but little fruit, and that of an in-

ferior quality, have led me to conclude that no in-

vestment of so small an outlay would so richly re-

ward the farmer for his labor as the one here
brought to the notice of the readers of the New
England Farmer. e. G.

uVortk Leverett, Mass., 1871.

warming or scalding cream.

"We once churned fironi six to eight hours on the

cream from one cow, on two different weeks, and
could not bring butter. In attempting to make
cake of the churned cream, avc added a little salera-

tus, while warm, and the butter separated, showing
to us that the fault was not in the cow, feed nor
cream. The next Aveek we set our pot of cream
into a kettle of cold water on the stove stirring oc-

casionally until it was hike warm, not having a
thermometer. We scalded our churn, put in the

cream; and after ten miiuites churning the butter

came as nice as in the summer season, except in

color. This we have tried repeatedly with the

same result. If it is of any value to those who
only make then- own butter, it may be ^vorth print-

ing. I. Arey.
Minneapolis, Minn., 1871.

ASHES AND POTASH.

Owing to the scarcity of wood ashes, I wish to

apply potash, and would like to inquire through
your valuable paper how much to apply, to amount
to the value of fifty bushels of wood ashes ?

Wm. Eustis.
Neiuhuryport, Mass., Feb., 1871.

Remarks.—A bushel of hard wood ashes con-

tains about (not quite) >"«« pounds of real potash,

which would give 2oO pounds of potash to fifty

bushels of ashes.

now SHALL I rSE WATER FOR COOLING MILK ?

• I have a good stream of spring water, which
during the hot weather maintains a temperature of

oS° to 60°, and \Ahi«h can be conveyed into my
milk room at a mere nominal expense. Now just

how shall I use it ? Shall I construct a vat of suf-

ficient size for the pans of a single milking, and
then remove them to the shelves at the time of the
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next milkinp, or would it be better for the pans to

rfiiiaiti in tlie water until lit to skim ? To wliat

(kptli won 111 it <1() to set the milk, if it were to stand

in the water until ready to skim ? In short, what
a* the best and most econoniieal way of doing it ?

I care nothing about theoretical advice, but would
like that, founded upon experience or observation.

Would like to hear from Mr. O. S. Bliss.

CuAS. E. Jones.
Waitsjield, Vt., Jan. 30, 1S71.

tobacco sales.—INJURY TO A BUILDING.

The small lots of toliaeeo are gradually passing
into the hands of speculators at tlieir own prices.

Mr. J. Osborn has sold during the week past, at

twenty-tivc, fifteen and five ; Mr. Goddard a lot of
frost bitten, at five cents; Mr. L. Button at twenty-
five and five ; Justus 11. Coolcy sold his toliacco for

thirty cents through. It was a very good lot. A
number of sales have lieen made in the other par-

ish—Feeding Hills—prices ranging from five to

thirty-hvc cents. Some New York parties are en

rapport with experts this way, and 1 presume an-
other week or two will move some good lots.

We had a real gale last Friday night and Satur-
day- morning. It moved the tobacco shed of the
Parson Brothers some six feet off its foundation,
breaking the posts and girts badly. It still stands,

and if it can weather the winds of whiter may be
repaired without Ijcing taken down. It was a good
building, some I'iO feet long, 25 wide and 18 liigh,

and nearly new. L. Allen.
Agawam, Mass., Feb. 13, 1871.

BUTTERFLIES.

How are butterflies killed where they are wanted
to be kept in their natural state, and where can the
Taxidermist's Manual be obtained, price, &c. ?

E. N. S

Remarks.—Catch the butterfly in a net prepared

for the purpose. Place him under a tumbler, un-

cork a vial of ether and place it at its head. A
sniff or two will destroy life and not change its

delicate coloi-s. So says a niece at our side, who
has practiced considerably in that line. We can-

not answer the other part of your question.

CURE FOR BARN ITCH.

I have found coal ashes liberally sprinkled cm
the cjittle and al)out the stall and floor, a remedy
for this tronltiesome disease. L. Woodbury.
Lancaster, Mass., 16'71.

For the New England Farmer.

DEPOPULATION OP BURAL TO^WNS
IN NEW ENGLAND.

The census is confirming what was only too

apparent to even tlie casual observer, that the

population of many purely agricultural towns
IS decreasing. In every part of these six

States there are towns which poll fewer votes

than they did ten and twenty years ago, and
school districts which cannot muster as many
children as formerly. Instances are found
where the cellars and foundations over which
once stood the liomes of prosperous families,

outnumln'T the present dwellings of its inhab-

itants. Tlie numljer of farms is decreasing,

—

the larger ones absorbing the smaller ; culti-

vated fields are being turned into pastures or
given up to wood, and ere long wild animals

will return to their former haunts amid the

hills and valleys of our dear old New Eng-
land.

The census further shows, in the sum total

for the diii'erent States, that New Hainpslure

has experienced a material loss, being now
about where it was twenty years ago. Maine
and Vermont have scarcely held their own
during the last decade, while Massachusetts,

Rhode Island and Connectictit have fallen

from their former rate of increase. And yet

the past ten years have been a period of un-

paralleled success to our manufacturing, mer-

cantile and railroad intei-est ; agricultural pro-

ducts never sold better, and no class of citizens

have had extra inducements for migrating.

It is a good time, upon the whole, to observe

the tendency of population.

We find that in three States all the gain in

the villages and cities does not counterbalance

the losses of the rural districts. The decrease

among the tillers of the soil does not arise

then from a change of emjdoyment, but from
a direct migration out of their native States,

and from the fact that they do not multiply as

formerly.

This backward tendency of our population

very naturally suggests important considera-

tions. Can New England allbrd to thus lose

its citizens, or to suffer a depreciation in

any branch of industry ? Will the increasing

wealth of her manufacturers, merchants, bank-

ers and brokers make good the loss in agricul-

ture ? The earnings of farm laborers average

some $300 to $500 per annum ; and farmers

having lOO acres in fair condition, can add to

:
the products of their State $1000 to $loOO

' each. Cultivated land when given up to pas-

I

ture and woods, at once depreciates in value

twenty-five to seventy-five per cent. ; and all

the severe labor that was expended in bringing

these acres into tillage is lost, to say nothing

of the cost of erecting buildings and fences.

Every industrious man helps increase the

wealth of his State ; and when one such mi-

grates, and a farm is abandoned, there is an

appreciable loss. The figures which represent

it may seem small compared to the grand

total, and railroads and labor-saving imple-

ments may in a measure compensate for the

decrease or scarcity of men, still it is not too

insignificant to be noticed. When the young
and robust are leaving by hundreds and thou-

sands every year, as in New Hampshire, the

n^sults will" tell upon the prosperity of a State.

The effects may not be seen in the rapidly

growing manufacturing village or city, but in

the small rural town they are seen and felt.

By the removal of any considei-able number
of tax payers, the maintcmance of roads and
bridges, schools, churches and charitable in-

stitutions falls more heavily on the remainder.

It is better for a farming comnuniity to have

the country thickly settled, even at the risk of

a sharper competition in the produce markets.

! A steady decrease in population is the most
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discouraging and paralyzing event that can
happen to it.

Should tlie depopulation of our rural dis-

tricts contiiuie at the present rate the effects

will be felt indirectly, if not directly, in our
now Nourishing villages and cities ; and the
time is coming when manufacturers themselves
will be earnest to have every acre in their

town, country and State yield to its full ca-

pacity. To enable them to prosecute their

business successfully in this corner of the
union, so far from the great centre, withstand-
ing the com])etition that will come from the
rising establishments at the South and AVest,
they must have cheap labor,—cheap as the
cheapest. Cheap labor depends largely upon
cheap food, and where can food be oljtained

more readily and cheaper than from farms in

the immediate vicinity of our factories and
work-shojis ? I am well aware of the views,
frequently entertained by our business men,
that the agriculture of New England is nothing
compared to the other industrial pursuits

;

that it is no place to farm ; that a young man
of enterprise who wishes to be a farmer is

very foolish to settle down amid these rocks
and hills. Go West or South, say they, if

you wish to get a liviug by farming. Thus
they do, perhaps unawares, favor migration,
and discourage our agriculture. If this is

true of farming is it not of manufacturing ?

Why continue to build such large and expen-
sive establishments where there is nothing but
rock, sand and gravel, water, ice, and pure
air? Would it not be better to locate facto-

ries and work-shops where provisions are
raised more abundantly, and where fuel, raw
materials and the great markets of consump-
tion of your goods exist?

When our manufactures were in their in-

fancy, New England produced a surplus of
food

; now we are sending five hundred and a
thousand miles beyond its limits for materials
and the common necessities of life. Everv
thousand dollars thus sent to the West or the

Canadas for provisions which might be raised

at home, is just so much taken away from our
wealth.

Any one with few figures can form some
idea of what we are annually losing for the
want of more men to till the soil. A higher
development of our agricultural resources
would largely increase our capital and con-
tribute to our independence. To check all

retrograde tendencies and institute vigorous
progressive movements throughout our rural

districts is the work of the hour,—the imme-
diate work for our Boards of Agriculture,
County Societies, Town Clubs, and for every
public minded citizen.

But many will say what can be done ? Five
and twenty years have our agricultural orators
been preaching against migration, and still

the tide from the farms of young men and
women and whole families have moved steadily

on. They are leaving it now ; and will con-

tinue to leave it for aught that can be seen to

prevent. Very well, if they will go, it is use-

less to try to keep them back ;
nay, it may be

unwise to keep back such as continually feel

out of their element, and that destiny calls

them to occupations, or some other part of

our country ; for from this tide of migration
many noted examples of success have sprung

;

many Aaluable euterjjrises in our own States

have been begun, and other States have re-

ceived most valuable additions. If the agri-

culture of New England has suffered from this

cause, other States have gained thereby, and
thus the nation may not have been a loser.

Trying to keep upon the farm, then, such of

our sons and daughters as cannot and will not
be contented may he be impolitic.

How then can the depopulation of our rural

districts be checked, if those born and edu-
cated upon the farm are not retained within

our limits ? By filling the vacancies with an-

other and dili'ercnt class of citizens ; those

who will be contented to live in a climate and
till a soil Hke ours. This can be done,

—

1. From our cities. Notwithstanding there

is a continued stream of population pouring
from the country to the city, there are those
in every large town and city who long for

country life ; those who are weary of the din

and bustle of large factories ; those worn out
by unremitting toil in dark, damp, badly ven-
tilated work shops ; those who are sick of the

perplexities and uncertainties of mercantile

pursuits, and who are anxiously looking for-

ward to the time when they can own and cul-

tivate a few acres and enjoy somewhat of coun-
try life. Some may have no means save willing

hands, wlule others could command a small

capital, and a few possess a competency.
With a little perseverance these can be sought
out, and many a farm now Avithout an occu-

pant, or which has been in the market for

years, could be readily disposed of, if the

seller would look toward our cities for custo-

mers.

2. From the thousands of incmiigrants annu-
ally landing upon our shores. From these could

be selected those who have always worked up-

on the land, who desire to do so all their

lives ; and who by their patient industry and
frugality can more than make a living from
the soil our native born sons disdain to culti-

vate. They only need to be invited to towns
in which there is much land for sale, wel-

comed and encouraged a little at first.

o. Another way of maintaining oumn-al pop-
ulation is for farmere who employ help through-

out the year or for a greater part of it, to erect

neat, comfortable, but inexpensive houses upon
their farms and hire more married men. Were
there five farmers in a town who would adopt
this plan this year, and five more who ^ould
follow their example next year and each suc-

ceeding year of the present decade, that town
would add to the population fifty families and
at least two hundred inhabitants. More per-
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nianent and better help would be obtained

;

female and eliildren's lu'l]) would be brought

into the town, and all tliat is now said about

the scarcity of laborers would be hushed. Far-

mers having plenty of help could cultivate

their land better!^ increase their incomes,

enhance tlit^ value of their property and at the

.same time bcnetit their town and State.

It is useless in these days of fraternization

of races to be over-sensitive; about the nation-

ality of one's lielp, neighbors or townspeople.

Were the West at all fastidious upon these

points, these new States could never have

made the gigantic progress in population and

agricultural development that they exhibit.

We have the Englishman, German, Scotch,

Irish, Swede and French Canadian, from

whom we can choose. We have only to open

the way to our inland towns and to the land

without cultivation, receive them cordially and

give them the same encouragement they re-

ceive at the AN'est and tiiey will soon make
permanent homes with us, and the population

of those districts which is now decreasing will

be put upon the ascending scale and their

products doubled and trebled. Scattered

here and there in our midst, they will be un-

der the full iniluence of our institutions, and it

will be our duty and privilege to Americanize,

and, if we choose, to New Englandize them.

N. s. 't.

Lawrence, Mass., Feb., 1871.

For the New England Fai'v^er.

"WHY DON'T THE BUTTER COME?
I have been much amused with an article in

the New England Fakmku under this head-

ing, written by A. W . Cheever, Sheldonville,

Mass. I (;an symjiathize so fully with his ex-

perience that 1 desire to tell him my story.

1 had always preached that "any cream
could be churned, if a person only had brains

enough—there was the rub !" But alas, for

my proud pretensions ! In an evil hour they

were brought low. The cream had been
forced to stand longer than usual, owing to

circumstances beyond my control.' The mer-
cury was far below zero, and though I kept

the cream where it did not freeze, still it would
not sour.

I commenced operations as usual
;
placed

the cream jar in scalding water, stirred it every

few moments, then a]>plied tlie thermometer,

and tiie mercury rose to the right point. The
churn was then scalded, and the cream—six

quarts,—was turned in, and as the girl began
to turn the crank, I exultingly amiounced that

in fifteen niimites at the farthest, the work
would he finished. Three times fifteen min-

utes that crank was turned iudefatigably, but

with a great sense of fatigue to the operator.

Then a pint ol" boiling milk was added. Evi-

dently the proper degree of heat had not been
reached. Again the craidc was worked with a

will ; another three-quarters of an hour passed
;

the cream foamed as if prepared for "whips."

Paterfamilias came in to lunch, examined the

cream, listeneil to my account of the work,

and with a true sense of man's su})ei'ior knowl-

edge in all matters, in doors or out, saiil

—

"Cream is not sour, of course the globules

containing the butter cannot break."

So a tablespoonful of alum was added, and
he took his turn .at the crank, coniident that

his abihty would soon bi-iug the butter. Noth-
ing loth were we to relinquish the hard work
to stronger arms and superior muscles, if not

brains. But I must stand by and watch thvs

work, as it was no fun for him to churn unless

I stood beside him "to supeiintend matters."

So 1 meekly acquiesced to his demand, though

a charming book tempted me to the parlor.

Round, round and round ni ceaseless whirl

went that dasher, until an hour had passed.

"I give up," cried paterfamilias ; "no use to

churn this stnlF! Give it to the lujgs. What
did O. S. Bliss tell "S." to do when the butter

would not come ?"

Then the Nkw England Faioikk was con-

sulted and O. S. Bhss' directions read.

"Scald the cream, and then cool It to G0°."

"Ah ! yes, that's it. Whv didn't vou scald

it?"

So the ci-eam was turned out of the churn

and duly scalded until the surface "crinkled."

"Now it will surely come," announced Pa-

terfamilias. "Cool it all right and churn

away." The process commenced again, but

the patience of the "superior se.x" was soon

exhausted. Woman's powers of endurance

lasted awhile longer, but the cream had been

kept too lung, and with feelings of sad humili-

ation, I turned it into pans to be used for

"shortening."

My voice will never again be heard boasting

of my ability to churn butter ; my ])en will

never again be used to declare that all cream
can he turned into butter. Like A. W. Cheev-

er, I am thoroughly cured of preaching on

the ^subject of churning. I also came to the

conclusion that there was butter enough on

hand for the family su})ply, and that hence

forward the cream should be eaten rather than

churned. Paterfamilias is dehghted at this

announcement, as he has a fondness for baked
apples and cream.

1 read "Carrie's" account of her ex])erience

at butter-making with pleasure, and wisji that

many others would give us the benefit of their

knowledge on the subject. I wish she would

try the Devonshire method of raising cream,

aiid instead of scalding the milk when strained,

wait twenty-four hours and then place the pans

on heated bricks over the stove until the cream
crinkles, but does not boil. Devonshire dai-

ries are celebratcul for their butter, and this is

the process they aelopt in preference to heat-

ing the new milk.

A. M. 11. desires to know if a small quan-

titv of saltpetre mixed with cream would pre-

vent white curdy specks in the butter. I have
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ne%'«r had any in mine, so I cannot tell. My
two cows are pure Alderneys, and their butter

is hard and line grained as beeswax. If the

cream is strained while warm through a cheese

strainer, it is said that all the curdy specks will

be taken out. If cows are fed with a table-

spoonful of saltpetre once in two months, mix-

ing it with shorts or meal, all tendency to

garget is prevented. This I know by experi-

ence, and for garget it can be given every

other night until the cure is perfected.

O. S. Bliss commences his last ai-ticle by
saying that as I claim my womanly prerogative

of having the last word, he shall grant it to

me after a few more words, which, man-like,

he increases into tens of tens. I otFcred to put

my butter by the side of his—i. e. butter made
by his own hands, and not by his neighbors,

nor do I intend to send my butter to Maine
for the trial. I make butter now fur my own
use only, and because I like to do it, and have

done it for twenty years, for the pleasure of

it. With all due deference to his superior

ability, I must still agree to disagree with him,

but am certain that we should enjoy a pleas-

ant conversation should we ever meet.
As to "infinitesimal doses." I consider two

tablespoonfuls of saltpetre to weigh two
ounces ; this added to three gallons of cream,
is in the proportion of two ounces to twenty-

four pounds. As a "pint''s a pound. all the

world round,"" it will make two ounces in three

hundred and eighty-four ounces. Is not that

a minute quantity—worthy of homceopatli}' ?

s. o. J.

FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE.

S. L. Goodale, Esq., who was the delegate

from Maine at the recent convention of Cattle

Commissioners at Albany, communicates to

the Maine Farmer a report of that meeting

which embraces some facts which we have not

seen elsewhere stated. He says :

—

How the disease was introduced into this

country and first disseminated did not clearly

appear
;
plenty of knowledge probably exists,

but most of it is only in the possession of

some who have large private interests at stake,

(in the reputation of costly herds of high-bred

animals,) or of the veterinary surgeons em-
ployed by the owners of such herds, and Avho

are as close-mouthed as physicians are about
disagreeable facts which come to their knowl-
edge in the sick room, or priestly doctors, re-

garding the secrets of the confessional.

It was shown that the cattle yards at Al-

bany are infected, and that all the cattle, a

thousand a day or more, which stop there for

feed or sale are liable to take the disease and

to disseminate it in all directions. As yet no

inspection is enforced there, though the Legis-

lature has been petitioned for some action.

There was no doubt in the minds of the

members of the commission that the idea that

the disease was the old fashioned Foul-in-the-

Foot, was a serious and dangerous error, or

that those who made light of it were doing

much harm.

The severest case mentioned was that of a
fanner in Massachusetts who had 39 cows
highly fed for the production of winter milk,

and ten fattening beasts. This farmer, although
he lost by death only two or three, deemed
his actual loss greater than if he had killed

and buried every animal on his farm before
being attacked ; as he could, in such a case,

restock his farm, and resume his milk busi-

ness. The injury to his beasts by loss of fiesb,

broken udders, lameness, and the care of

treating them, he considered equal to their

value at the outset—say, upward of ^400<).

But in the great majority of cases, this disease

had been nuich ligliter, and the total loss and
damage was variously estimated at from not

more than a tenth in the lightest, to a third or

half in the case of herds more seriously af-

fected.

Plenty of evidence came out that the milk is

dangerous to human and brute health. One
man related of his own son, a lad of five years,

that, by taking the milk of a cow, not then

known to be affected, but which soon after-

wards showed the disease, the mouth became
hned with blisters, bad cracks appeared on
the hands, and he was feverish and (]uite ill.

In Connecticut sheep had contracted the

disease ; and in New York dogs fed with the

milk in some cases had it, and in some escaped
the disease.

The extremely contagious character of the

malady, and the ease with which it is commu-
nicated, was abundantly shown ; a single il-

lustration here will suffice. A drover bought
healthy cows in New York, and drove them
homeward to Massachusetts, and sold on the

way. At Albany they were in the yards, and
contracted the disease, but did not show any
signs of it, nor was the fact known to the

drover, until his arrival at home. Several

hours after these beasts had passed on a cer-

tain road, the owner of a herd h'ving there

drove his own herd a short distance over the

same road ; they never saw the atlected beasts,

but in four days they were all lame, and
drooling at the mouth, and all the cows sold

on the route also carried the disease where
they were taken.

—The farmers in southwestern Vermont, on tlie

line of the Harlem Extension railroad from Rut-

land'to Bennington, are rejoicing in the prospect of

a daily milk train for Nei\' York city, which will

largely enhance the value of those splendid dauy

fanns on the route. We do not see why it cannot

he done, greatly to the advantage of both producer

I and consumer.
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THAT LINE FENCE.

BY CLYDE HAWTHORNE.

Old farmer Smith came home in a miff
From liis tield tlie otlior day,

While his sweet little wife, the pride of his life,

At her wheel was spinning away.

And ever anon, a gay little son)?

With the buzz of her wheel kept time;
And the wrathful brow is clearing now,
Under the cheerful rhyme.

"Come, come, little Turk ! put aw.ay your work
And listen to what I say

;

What can 1 do, but a quarrel brew
With the man across the way .'

"I have built my fence, but he won't commence
To lay a single rail;

His cattle get in, and the feed gets thin,

I am tempted to make a sale 1"

"Why John, dear John, how you do go on I

I'm afraid it will be as they say I"

"No, no, little wife, I have learned that strife

In a lawyer's hand don't pay.

"He is picking a flaw, to drive me to law,
I have heard that he said he would

;

And you know long ago, the law wronged me so,

I vowed I never should.

"So what can I do, that I will not rue.
To the man across the way ?''

"If that's what you want, I can help you haunt
The man with a spectre gray I

"Thirty dollars will do to carry you through.
And then you have gained a neighbor;

It would cost you more to peep in the door
Of a court, and much more hibor.

"Just use your good sense—let's build him a fence,
And shame such thoughts out of the fellow."

They built up his part, and it sent to his heart
Love's dart, where the good lay mellow.

That very same night, by the candle light;

They opened, with interest, a letter;

Not a word was there, but three greenbacks fair

Said the man was growing better.

SHEEP HUSBANDRY.
At the late farmer's meeting at Lebanon,

N. IL, a paper was read by Dr. Mason on
Sheep Breeding. As repoi-ted by the Mirror
and Fanner, he expressed the opinion that

too little eare was given to sheep manage-
ment. We should eontiinially select for

breeding the best animals of the breed we
preferred. He would not cross coarse and
fine wooled animals, for the wool wouhl not

be of value for either grade. The natural

tendency of a flock is to deteriorate. lie

would introduce a new buck occasionally to

increase the stamina of the flock.

N. B. SaiFord, of White River Junction,

favored the Atwoods. Thought they stood
the climate well, and gave seven pounds of

wool.
James Worthen thought he could raise wool

cheaper than grease, lie went for mutton
sheep.

Mr. Miller was keeping his sheep without
profit, hoping for better times for fine wool.
Coarse wool had been abandoned here. He
held to keeping sheep warm in barn cellars,

and shut up in storm and cold. Has fed
roots. Beets regarded as best. American
Imjierial sugar beet preferred.

James Wood said, farmers had made sheej)

raising a living business till now. He thought
this section better adapted to sheep than cows.
Our pastures are too far away for cows.
Have to feed out all we can raise to make
them profitable. Farms can be kept up
better with sheep. Cows reduce pastures,

sheep improve them. Fluctuation in wool he
attributed to tinkering with the tariff. With
a steady tariff wool would pay at 45 cents.

Manufacturers demfin 1 raw material free and
duty on fabrics. This he regarded as an in-

jur}- to farmers. He had tried Merinos and
approved them. He had sheep that had lambs
in cold weather, and lost only one, Avhich got

out of the pen. Does not wash. The rule of

shrinkage is one-third, his shrunk one-fifth.

Dr. Mason advised the breeding out of all

contaminated blood from fine wool sheep.

Don't mix in coarse wools.

Dea. Buffum spoke of localities where they

make a point of raising lambs for early use,

and the results of various methods practiced

there.

Mr. Noyes, of Lebanon, said the fanners of

this town had got their wealth by keeping

sheep and they would not give them up. They
keep a few cows, and should keep the best.

Sheep much more profitable.

Mr. Palmer, of ( )rford, was not ashamed of

fine wool sheep. The day for breeding them
is not past. There has been a great deal to

discourage, but much also to encourage. He
would buy the best sheep when they are low.

Flocks that have real merit ought to be saved.

Somebody will reap the profit of persevering,

and he meant to do it. If he sacrificed his

property, the last piece he Avould own would be

a fine wool sheep. He proceeded to demon-
strate the profit of keeping sheep, even with

wool at 40 cents. He was very enthusiastic

in his opinion of Merinos, and often brought

down the house by his well put commendation
of the fine wools.

Jf'or the Xeic England Fm'mer.

EFFECTS OF AGRICULTURE ON
HEALTH,

Read before the Concord, Mass., Farmer's Club, Jan.

26, 18T1, by Frederick G. Pratt.

It is the common opinion among all classes

of society, that the cultivation of the soil is

favorable to long Ufe, and most of the dwell-

ers of the cities look forward to the time when
they can sit under the shade of their own trees,

and enjoy a sense of rest, independence, and
comfort, not to be found in city life. We
know that few ever come to realize these

dreams, and we know how many young men
brought up on the farm, leave it as soon as

possible, for the more bustling life of the city
;

but do we not also know, that many of these.
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later in life, return to the country, worn out

and broken down, to lay their bones in peace
near their early homes ?

Farmers are supposed to live longer than

those of most other occupations, but statistics

seem to show this is not fully so. Travellers

and natural philosophers average the longest

lives, and even clergymen, with little exercise,

comparatively, live longer, as a class, than

farmers. This should not be so, and perhaps

we may find what is the reason for it, and the

remedy.
It is found that incessant thinking on any

one thing tends, more than anything else, to

unhinge the mind and body. Travellers use

all their powers—their eyes, feet, brain, and
ail, and thereby give a healthy action to all

parts. On the contrary, book-keepers,

writers, and all people of "one idea," strain

their one idea to the destruction of the rest of

tlie body.
The gTeat mass of farmers seem to be given

to this one idea. It is dig, and grub, and toil,

day after day, year after year, with the mind
never raised above this every-day toil. The
remedy, to me, is plain. We are to look be-

yond our cattle, our potatoes, our grass, and
take a portion of our time for searching out

the causes and effects of the various operations

in which we have a hand. Book l^'arming

gives us a chance to work our brain, while our

hands do the mechanical part. This is where
I think our Farmer's Club does the most good.
We have done our day's hard work, and now
comes in play another set of muscles, more
delicate perhaps, but for that reason more im-

portant to be exercised. It enlarges our
minds, and gives a healthy action between the

brain and hand, which will not be found when
either is used to excess.

Prof. Pierce, of Cambridge, who has given

much thought in this direction, remarks, as the

result of his observations, that, "taking classes

in the average, those are the first to die who
are the dullest and most stupid, while, as a
general rule, those who exercise their brains

most constantly, thoroughly, and faithfully,

are the longest lived." This is in relation to

students of Harvard. It is the same among
farmers.

It is noticed in prisons, that many of those

sent in for long terms, or for hfe, become
idiotic, but of these, few are to be found who
have had a liberal education or mental culture

in any direction. In foreign political prisons,

highly cultivated persons have spent the gi-eater

part of their lives in the darkness and solitude

of a dungeon, and even then come out in their

old age, with mental and physical activity un-

impaired. Mary, Queen of Scots, lingered

eighteen years in prison, and then went forth

to the block with her full vigor of mind, "while

an uninstructed farmer," says Dr. Hall, "who
can feed on the fat of the land,—who passes

near three-fourths of his existence in the

blessed sunlight, -greedily drinking in the lus-

cious out-door air in all its purity, with no re-

straint of bodily liberty, but abandoning himself
to the dull routine which comprises about noth-
ing but to work, and eat, and sleep,—often
finds in less time than fifteen years, that vigor
of mind and health of body are both on the

wane."
It is no longer considered all sufficient for a

farmer to have a vigorous frame and intelli-

gence enough to skilfully use a tool or drive a
team. There is something further. "Re-
munerative farming is the reward of those
who have made themselves familiar with the
analysis of soils, who have some knowledge of

botany and vegetable chemistry, and who have
given some study to ascertain the surest way
of obtaining the best seeds, and the best breeds
and who have 'method in their book madness,'
in the selection of scions, and grafts, and roots,

and plants. Such not only make money by
farming, but have a positive delight in their

labor, and in waiting for results : for one of

the sweetest sensations possible to the human
mind is the development of useful facts, as the

result of trials and experiments."
This is what is wanted to lengthen a farm-

er's life, and add increased enjoyment to such
a life,—more time to be taken from the hand
and added to the mind.

For the ]}7ew England Farmer,

MILLET AU"D BXTNGABIAN GKASS.
Mil. Editou :—Every one familiar with ag-

ricultural reading knows that Dr. Loring is

decidedly down on green corn as a soiling

crop, and reconunends the use of millet in-

stead,—sugar millet he calls it, I suppose to

distinguish it from Hungarian grass.

Last spring, after planting as much sweet
corn for fodder as I thought I could use in a
green state, and having a half acre of land to

spare, as an experiment I sowed it with millet

and Hungarian grass, one-half of the lot to

each, using a bushel of seed to the acre. On
account of the difficulty of curing it, I have
never considered corn fodder a very good
crop to raise for winter feeding. I thought
as millet could be easily dried, a surplus of it

would be better than a surplus of corn fodder.

In spite of the dry weather I had a very good
crop of both kinds of the millet. The Hun-
garian grew much the finest, and I should
think would require less seed per acre than
the other kind. I think a bushel of either not

too much for an acre, and of the millet I

would sow five pecks. It was cut as soon as

it had reached its full height, and before it

was in full blossom, which I thought should

be the time to make from it the best quality

of hay. The day it was cut I took a small

load to the barn, keeping the Hungarian and
millet separate, that I might know if the cows
had any preference for either. I could not

see that they had any choice, for they could

not be made to eat either kind. It was all
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dried for wintor use and stored on a scaffold,

Avliirli was afterwards tilled with roweii so that

the millet eoidd not be reached till midwinter.

AV'lien it was uncovered I gave every animal

in the barn a feeding of it, and not one of

them seemed pleased. After smelling and

]u)king it over with their nosss awhile, some

of tliem began to eat, while the others looked

straiglit at me till I left the barn. Since then

I have fed it occasionally, a little at a time,

and some of the cows seem tolerably well

suited, while others will eat but very little.

I do not see how any one can estimate it etjual

in value to English liay unless the hay is (juite

inferior. I presume if cattle were fed on

poor bog hay, oat straw or dry corn husks,

they would like a change to millet, and if

English hay should stand till over ripe, it

might not be relished by the cattle as well

as early cut and well cured millet. I intend

to give it another trial the coming season, not

as a soiling crop, but for winter feed for dry

cows and yoinig stock.

The severe drought of last summer killed

the roots of grass on thousands of acres of

mowing fields. An extra effort should be

made this year to raise forage crops, and a

due proportion of millet or Hungarian grass

will undoubtedly come in well as a change

from poor hay and straw.

A. W. Chekveu.
ShddonviUe, Mass., Feb. 21, 1871.

For the New England Fm'mer.

WASHINGTON" TEBBITORY.
I used to be much interested in the Nkw

England Fakmkk in my native home far up

amcftig the hills of New Hampshire, and

seated here alone in my cabin to-night, with

the wind and wolves making wild nuisic out-

side, it occurred to me that perhaps some of

your readers might be interested in a' letter

from UK!.

I left New Hampshire in October last, pass-

ing througli C'liicago, 111., and over the Rock
Island and Pacific; railroad to San Francisco.

Of the scenery and incidents of the trip I

need not s])eak, as the one has often been de-

scribed and published, and the other was noth-

ing unusual in so long a trip. There is one

thing, however, I wish to say that I have never

yet seen in any descrijjtion of this great na-

tional thoroughfare.

Ivvery one knows that the road passes over

three or four ranges of mountains, necessitat-

ing heavy grades, tunnels, tressle work, &c.,

and the question was often asked East, and is

in this part of the country, Is the road safe

and smooth ?

A great deal of the road would compare

very well with any other road in the States,

and the roiKjIiestpaH is better than an average

of the Grand rruid< railroad nmning from

Port Sarnia to Prescott. AVe averaged twenty

miles an hour from Omaha to Sacramento,

while from there to San Francisco we made
nearly twice that.

I stayed one night only at that place. And
here 1 must pause to remark that I have been
in nearly all the large cities in ihe East and
North-west of the Union, and have had some
little ex]ierience with "hackmen and onmibus
drivers," but San Francisco "carries the palm."

On landing an hour after dark, it did seem,

for a few minutes, as if

"All the fiends from heaven that fell

Had raised the haimcr-cry of hell,"

as Scott has it, shouting, yelling, screammg,
swearing and }traying, till Babel would have
been silenced and awe-stricken.

The next day I went on board the splendid

side-wheel steamer "Orifiamme," and in the

rays of the setting sun saw the Golden Gate
slowly settle down and disappear behind the

waste of waters. I discovered when about

fifty miles out that I was not a sailor ; in this,

however, I had the sympathy of other pas-

sengers.

'Jlie fog was so dense at the mouth of the

Cohnnbia we had to "lay off" several hours,

and when we did get in and tied up at Astoria,

we could not see the town. This, however,

was very little loss, as there is not much to be

seen, I am told, and from appearances I had no
reason to doubt it.

Towards evening the fog lifted a little and
we steamed up the river. There were flocks

of swans that covered acres, swimming around,

Avith countless thousands of wild ducks and
geese.

We got aground at the mouth of the Wil-

lammette (accent on the second sellable) and
had to wait for the return of the tide, which

is here some three feet. On the ma])s Port-'

land is placed at the mouth of this river, but

it is twelve miles up on the left hand bank,

and contains many fine buildings and about

ten thousand inhabitants, made up, like all

towns on this coa.st, of the "five races of men."

Here is "John" and "Ah Sing," with their

"Josh house" right alongside of Protestant

houses of worship, presenting a singular and
painful spectacle to a reflecting mind.

This valley is very rich in agrieultural pro-

ducts of all kinds. Immense lu-rds of cattle

and horses used to be raised here, but the

country is settling so fast that they are begin-

ning to seek pasturage in the wilds of the

iuountai»s. I found a friend waiting for me in

Portland, and after a few days spent in seeing

the town and procuring an "outfit," we took

the steamer at five in the morning for the

Dalles, once a very lively place, oiu". hundred

miles further up the Colund)ia, but now pre-

senting rather a deserted appearance.

The scenery where the Columbia breaks

through the Cascade range is very bold and
beautiful. Everything is on a magnificent

scale. I was asked to guess at the height of

a rock standin<r alone and looking like an old-
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fashioned sugar loaf somewhat enlarged. I

looked at the moimtaius and then at the rock,

and rephed, "aboHt three hundred feet."

Imagine my surprise on learning it was three

times that height.

At The Dalles we procured horses, and
strapj)ing^ on our blankets, fry-pan, bacon and
hard-tack behind our saddles, we entered the

ferry boat and were soon across the river in

^Vashington Territory

.

The moyiing was hue, tlie scenery charming.

A mile carried us beyond civilization, and ten

miles brought us to the foot of Klikatat

mountains, a bald ridge, so far as timber is

conct'rned, but covered with bunch grass tha,t

affords a fine summer range for stock, as there

are plenty of springs and creeks of pure wa-
ter. The ascent was very steep and we were
some two hours in getting over. Ten miles

more of ride over a fine rolling county, also

covered with bunch-grass, and we struck Klik-

atat creek. Here we unsaddled and picketed

out our horses to graze, while we su{)plied our
inner man with "bacon straight'" and hard-

tack (bacon in this country means smoked fat
porlc) and then lay dov.-n on our blankets for

an hour's rest, with "none to molest or make
afraid." Saddling up we crossed the creek,

and just at dark rode up to the Block House.
This is a log bouse or fort built during the

Indian troubles of 1855-6, but at present oc-

cupied by an Irishman, and used as a stock

ranche. ^\'e were welcomed with genuine
Irish hospitality, and considerable deference

was shown us by our host and several other

men who were stopping there for the night.

AVe were in doubt a little as to the cause of

this, but found out afterwards that they had
set us down as a couple of Methodist preacliers

.

Seated around the fire-place that evening,

we listcTied to many a wild tale of savage war-
fare and legtmds connected with the early set-

tlement of tiie country. They call this coun-
try settled ; but this was the first house we had
come to after leaving the Columbia, and are

told it is forty miles to the next house. A
Yankee would think there was room for 3ifew
more settlers.

In my next letter I will take you over the

mountains, and as there was a battle fought
here in 185.3, I will give a few incidents of

Indian warfare. G. s. P.

Yakima, Washington Ter., Jan. IS, 1871.

VERMONT BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
The followiiig,- outline of operations, so far as

relates to agriculture, has been adopted by this

Board.

1. To supplement other organizations for similar
objects, in the State, so far as we may do so and
preserve our individuality, but to sujiplant nothing.

2. To co-operate with countj' and town societies

and through tliem secure some uniform and sys-

tematic plan of work throughout the State.

3. To suggest to dairymen, farmers, and stock
breeders certain. definite experimental problems.

4. To procure anabases of all fertilizers (natural
or artiticial) for sale throughout the State, and
publish them in full with their relative and com-
mercial values ; and to secure protection against
frauds by legislative or other action.

5. In accordance with the provisions of the bill,

to hold at least one annual meeting, at some cen-
tral point iu the State, for the purpose of discussion
and the reading of papers.

6. Under tue auspices of the local societies, and
CO operatnig with tiieni, to hold meetings of the
board from time to time, iu the various counties,
ofjhe same general character as tiie State meetings.

/. To publish from time to time the mure val-
uaiile papers presented, together with statistics
collected, and di.^tribute the same among the peo-
ple separately or hi the annual report.

5. That the name of the ofticers of all county
and town Agricultural and Horticultural societies,
and farmers' or dairymen's clubs, throughout the
State, be obniined Ijy the Secretary, thi-ough whom
the papers from time to time printed may be dis-
tributed.

The Board was to meet at St. Johnsbury in March,
for reading papers, discussions, &c.

HON. JOSEPH -W. COLBURN.
The death of this gentleman, which occuiTcd

at his residence in Springfield, Vt., February

17, has been briefly announced. He was
a representative of a class of farmers that we
are unwilling to believe is leaving the soil of

New England,—a class that, commencing life

as laborers, buy farms of their own, and while

cultivating the soil find time to cultivafe their,

own minds, and at the same time acquire pe-

cuniary independence. "Living in a cptiet

and unostentatious way," says an intimate

friend of Judge Colburn, "there was nothing

extraordinary to mark his life." But does not

this "quiet life" afford an example and a les-

son of encouragement to young men which an

"extraordinary" life, however brilliaiit, could

never afford.^

"His early life," sa)s the Ihitland Herald,

"was a severe and laborious one, and he often

wished for the neglected and wasted opportu-

nities of more favored youths about hhn.

With no resource but his industry, energy and

economy, he reached the goal he early placed

before himself—pecimiary independence and

an honorable name."

Joseph W. Colburn was bom in Claremont,
N. H., on the 14th of April, 1800. His parents had
been reduced to extreme poverty by misfortunes,
before his birth. At the age of ten years he was
thrown upon his own resources for a livelihood,
and after he was fifteen years of age appropriated
all his earnings, excepting those needed for his own
board and scanty clothhig, to aid his distressed pa-
rents. At tiie age of twenty-two his father died,
after which for seventeen years he suppurted, with
the assistance of a younger brother, an aged and
infirm mother, when she too was gathered with
the dead.
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Having no money or opportunities for gaining an
education, except tliosc affoixled by the district

schools of tliat day, he availed himself of these

privileges f(jr two or three months in each year,

until he had attained his eighteenth year. His
natural ta«te for reading, and great desire for

knowledge, induced liim to read carefully all the

books within his reach ; and at a very earlv age he
devoted his first earnings to the purchase of an in-

terest in a public lil)rary. His life alfurds an emi-
nent examijle how the public library will intiuciice

the life and shape the character of a youth strug-

gling with poverty, but thirsting for knowledge
and culture.

Strongly attached to agricultural life he has de-

voted hinisclt'to farming, and has long been known
as one of the most successful farmers of the State,

never having forgotten his early reading of that re-

nownicd maxim, "Time is money, economy is

wealth."
He settled on his farm on the banks of the Con-

necticut, in the town of Siiringfield, in 1838, and to

which he had given the name of "Mont Yale."
While steadilj- following the pursuit of a fiirmer

he has often been called upon to occupy honorable
positions, in the town, county and State, all of which
be filled to the acceptance of the people. He was
three years a Senator from Windsor county. As
chairiiKUi of a special committee of the Senate he
made an aljlc report upon the intricate question of

tariff. He was one of the Assistant Judges of the

Windsor County Court for four years. He was a
member of the Council of Censors in 1869. He
was one of the founders of the Exchange Bank at

Springtield, and was its President from its organi-

zation until it was supplanted l)y the First Na-
tional Bank of Sprin-field, in which he was a di-

rector at the time of his death.

Judge Colbum, as an agricultural writer, was
well known, and his articles in the public journals

attracted wide attention, as they always gave evi-

dence of a discriminating mind and afforded profit-

able suggestions. His articles in 1866 and 1867,

upon "Protection to American Wool Growers,"
were very gencrallj' read and were of great influ-

ence m Siiapiug the national legislation upon that

subject.

Judge Colbum was one of the founders of the

State Agricultural Society, and has been one of its

directors from its first organization, now twenty
years, and for the last ten years its treasurer. He
was its President in 186.5 and 1866. In his death

the Society loses another of its earliest and faithful

friends and officers. Kcyes, Hammond, Colburn,
co-laborers for more than a score of years, have
followed each other to the tomb in rapid succession.

Our personal associations, with Judge Colbum
for the last eight years have been frequent, and we
are compelled to testify our respect for his ability

and character. He was a man of earnest thought,

of comprehensive scope of mind, of steady and
unerring judgment, of inflexible integrity and un-
swerving decision of character. He was rather

marked as a man of large general powers, trum as

a sparkling writer or brilliant talker, as an honest,

independent fearlesspublicman. We bear our cm-
l)hatic testimony to his sterling worth. Cool, cau-

tious, conservative in his general tone of mind,
jx-rhaps he failed at times to win the approval of

the ardent and enthusiastic. But if he was some-
times slow to move, he always moved in a good
direction. He was never cajoled, or seduced, or

con-upted into any crooked ways. His path was
l)road and straight forward, and always illumined

by the light of a manly intellect and unquestioned
honesty of purpose.

—

Rutland Herald.

—An eighty acre farm in Iowa is earned on by
twtn sisters, twenty-three years of age. A boy
sixtecu years old is all the male help they have.

FARM OF N. B. SAFFORD.
About ten years ago Mr. Saflbrd, one of the

members of the Vermont Board of Agriculture,

bought a fami near White lliver Junction for

^10.75 per acre. A corresi)ondent of the Vermont

Farmer says that the first j'car the farm was let to

an old man who cut seven loads of hay, and tried

to winter two cows and a pair of three-}'ear-old

steers so small they wei-e called "Fergurson's rats."

Some haj- had to be bought to winter them out.

This farm has been enlarged hy additional pur-

chases to four hundred and tift}' acres, and cost

.^6,000, and is now doubtless worth over #'20,000.

The land is mostly pine plain, but it tends to clay

rather than sand, and is retentive of manures.

The farm was covered with pine stumps, at the

time of its purchase. These have been removed

and put into fences, and the land judiciously tilled.

And now the stock consists of al)out thirty head of

cattle, eighty sheep, four or five horses and perhaps

a half dozen pigs, with abuiulance of fodder for

their winter sustenance, stored in the old barn 30

by 40 feet used for horses, and one large bara 120

feet long by bb wide, 18 feet posted, with a cellar

ten feet deep.

The floor of the main bam is through the length
of the barn, and is nearly on a level with the eaves,
being entered from a long ;*cendin,i; )ilank drive-
way. This makes it very easy to unload hay and
grain as they go into deep bays each side. Instead
of backing the wagon out from the floor, there is a
simple yet ingenious way of turning it round.
About the middle of the barn the iloor is extended
out to the right. Here, on a corner post by the
floor, hangs a rope that is made fast to the off hind
wheel, and as the team backs, the hind end of the
wagcni swings out toward the side of the barn until

the horses can turn. When they start, the rope
still holds and the wagon is drawn into a straight

line from the post to the horse. The rope is then
cast off and the team driven out. On this .'^ide of
the floor is the feed cutter. The cut foeil drops to

the floor below, and is fed by pushing it with a
rake head into the mangers of the staijles each side.

A portion of the stock are thoroughbred Short-
horns from animals purchased in Kentucky two
years ago by Messrs. Safford, Russ & Craft. The
btiU "Kentucky Duke," two years old, is a tine

one with many good points ; large size, quiet dis-

position. He took the first jjrize at the State fair

at Burlington, as a yearling. "Alice 2d" is a really
fine heifer. The cow "Fancy" weighed 1718
pounds a week after calving. "Nellie Grant" bred
by Mr. S. gained three pounds per day until five

months old, when she weighed 618 i>ounds, and at

18 months weighed 11-50 pounds.
The method of cultivation pursued is to plough

in the fall, as a better yield of corn lias been ob-
tained on fall ploughing, than when i)art has been left

over till spring. Thirty acres were ploughed last

fall. There are also ten aci'es in winter wheat.
The manure is worked with the surface soil and is

in a fine state, as the coarse fodder is cut with a
machine. Most of the land is hoed one year, the
corn crop being a leading one. Twenty acres will

probably be planted to corn in 1871.

In seeding to grass, timothy and clover are both
used, and si)ecial effort nuide to i)ut the soil in fine

tilth for seeding. On two pieces the fertility had
been improved by ploughing in growing crops.

One piece of clover ploughed iu was followed by a
crop of wheat, twenty-seven bushels per acre.
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Another piece had been cropped by a tenant until
buckwheat would not grow more than six inches
txigh. In 1S69 It was plouglied and sown to buck-
wheat, the feeble growth ploughed in when it was
at Its best, and anotlier crop of buckwheat sown,
ilus also was turned in and winter rye sown. Thiswas turned in in 1870, and was followed by another
cropof buckwheat which was a heavy gi-bwth andwas turned in. In 1871, another crop will be put
ui and the result of this method will he ascertained.
Ine soil of this piece is rather light.
The pine grove that first tempted ^Ir. Saffbrd tobuy the tarm has been thinned out and is making

a rapid growth, and will be valuable propertv in
years to come. •'

For the M'w England Farmer.

PREMIUMS FOB GROWTH OF FOREST
TREES.

I noticed by an editorial article in the
Farmer of November 12, that you do not think
It necessary to encourage, by premiums, the
cultivation of forest trees.
The propriety of offering premiums for the

encouragement of any branch of farming is a
question I do not propose to discuss at" this
time. I only wish to say that I believe that in
many sections of New England, wood and
tnnber are among the most profitable crops
produced by the farmer. One of the reasons
why It is profitable, is because it grows so
spontaneously. I could show you a field of
three acres, over which I rode horse to plouo-h
among- potatoes thirty years ago, that is no'w
well covered with a growth of white pine trees
that look very much like saw logs. I am
sure that the trees arc the most prolftable crop
the land ever produced.
At the time the lot was last ploughed, there

stood near the northwest corner a few old
pmos. These bore seeds and the wind scat-
tered them over the field. On that part near-
est the old trees the young pines came up
thickly and they have grown straight and
smooth. On that portion farthest off from
the parents, the growth is quite thin and the
trees have too many limbs to ever make the
best of timber.

I could show you hundreds of farmers in
the towns of Franklin, Bellingliam, Wrentham
AttIeboro\ Walpole and Foxborough in this
State, and in Cumberland and SmTthfield in
Khode Island, who would find it very difficult
to pay their taxes were it not for tiieir annual
crop of wood and timber or charcoal.
On such land as many of us find ourselves

located, we should have little work to do
through the winter months were it not for the
wood lots.

If our lands were all as good for dairying
as some m the Middle States, perhaps the care
o_t cattle through the winter would give suffi-
cient employment, so we should not eat up in
winter all we had saved in summer. With
such land as we have, undrained swamps
sandy plains, and rocky hills, let us be very
thankful that we are obliged to "fight against

o

I

the encroachments of tlie forest" on cultivated
land. Let us cultivate a few of our best acres

I

well, and let the balance of the farm come up
I

to wood if It will, and even encourage it by
[

ploughing the old pastures and sowing seeds
[

ot the pines and birches, and perhaps also
chestnuts and oaks, in some localities.
Wiien people ask me what to do with old

pastures that are all run out and are comino-
up to pmes, maples, or birches, I tell them tS
stop mowing down the brush, and encourage
the growth of the valuable wood.

I know an old farmer who is quite handy
with a slate pencil, who claims that a youn^
white pine^three feet high in a good location
is worth a "ninepence" to grow for timber,
ihere is room m an acre for a great many such
ninepences.

_
Now that portable steam saw mills are com-

ing into such general use, it does not so much
matter whether a wood lot is near a good water
power as it did formerly. Do not discouracre
the growth of forest trees, for they may be
counted as the best friends of many a farmer.

en 7 -, .„ ^- ^^ • ChEKVER.
hhddonville, Mass., Dec, 1870.

Remarks.—The article alluded to by our
con-espondent has been criticised by a' con-
temporary in a spirit and tone that precluded
any notice on our part. To our correspondent
we would say that we did not intend to "dis-
courage the growth of forest trees." We
were simply questioning the expediency of
offering such large premiums as that of one
thousand dollars, the award of wliich sum to a
single individual we were commenting on.
The idea expressed by Mr. Cheever, that tim-
ber is profitable "because it grows so spon-
taneously," was the basis of our remark that
we "think there is no great need of special
encouragrment of tree planting among us."
On most of our New England soil, trees spring
up spontaneously, if permitted to do so. Thep
are thus springing up all over the country.
We rejoice that it is so. We are thankful
that "our lines" were not "cast" in a treeless
country

;
that our hills, unlike those in portions

of the old country, clothe themselves with foli-

age, and that, generally, witliout the laborious
process of planting. We say, generally

; be-
cause we believe there may be some pine plain
and other "free" soil land so far exhausted by
tiUage as scarcely to be able to start a tree
unassisted, and where it might be advisable to
plant the seed. Hence while we fully endorse
the suggestions of our correspondent' as to the
expediency of growing and caring for forests,
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we still doubt the necessity of appropriating
j

the funds of our agricultural societies to the i

payment of large preniiunis for plantations of
|

forest trees. We recently owned a portion of
j

a lot of wood of saw-log size growing amid

corn hills which distinctly marked the rows of I

afield cultivated "both ways," some fifty years

a"-o, which though entirely spontaneous in its

growth, could hardly have been improved by

artificial cultivation, or a thousand dollar pre-

mium.

For the Keio England Famier.

PLOWEB GAHDEifnSTG FOB. MARCH,

"Forth from a soullieni covert, warm and deep,

Came Spring, and looked old Winter on his front aus-

And lightly slept about hkc one in fear,

And where she trod the flowers began to peep."

The "wild, tempestuous" days of March are

come, and niohtly the bowlings winds com-

mence their advent ; but we give them kindly

greeting,—thev have a mission to perform, a

work to accoinplish that must not be left un-

done. The sun has greatly increased in

warmth, and it comes to us earlier m the

morning, and lingers more lovingly towards

evening. The winter may not be "over and

gone,"'"nor "the time for the singing of the

birds" arrived; nor is "the voice of the turtle

heard in the land," but we know that all these

pleasures are close at hand.
_

As we turn over the pages of the florists
,

catalogues we mark the varieties we would like'

to posless. Then, Avhen the last leaf is turned,

the last illustration admired, we foot up the

list. Its sum total amazes us. That will

never do ! So we go over the list again, and

strike out names here and there, and again

reckon its amount. But, alas, that is more

than our slender resources will permit us to

enjoy. So, Avith joyless fingers, we erase all

but the indispensables.

We must have Pansies ; their bright faces

cannot be given up ; their glorious purples,

yellows bronze and mottled colorings are truly

indispensable. They cost high—fifty cents

per package for the choicest kinds, and we

cannot afford to plant any others. We cher-

ish our floral pets with kind and loving care,

and we must have the best that can be raised.

Asters are also essential. Think of a Septem-

ber without them! Twenty-five
_
cents per

packet is needed for one mixed variety. Bal-

sams are indispensable. Smith's Prize we mvi>t

have. Another twenty-five cents. Jai)an

Pinks are also a necessity, and they call for

twenty cents.

So ' the list increases, but the flowers are

all essentials. No garden should or could be

planted without them, and economy must be

practiced on some other department ; not so

many new dresses purchased ; old gloves re-

mended ; ribbons, tempting ribbons, passed.

Vjy. Can their silken glories equal the perfect

colorings of the flowers God has given us?

No, indeed ; one small bed of Pansies is worth

all the ribbons one could desire !

It is too early to plant flower seeds in New
England as yet." unless some tender darlings

are cherished in boxes or in hot-beds.
_
Ver-

benas are worthy of being forced, and if the

seeds are soaked over night in warmish water,

and then planted in a light, sandy loam, they

will flourish finely, and blossom by the middle

or last of June. Often two or three dozen

plants of splendid colors can be produced from

a twenty-five cent package of seeds, and one

dollar per dozen plants is the least price for

which they can be procured from a florist.

Seedling verbenas are profuse bloomers, and

will be covered with flowers until the frost.

No plant gives more satisfaction than the ver-

bena, if rightly cultivated. For several years

we had not attained to our usual success, so

last summer we asked for a small bed in the

vecctable garden, though we do not like to

see beautiful flowers in close proximity te cab-

bages, melons, &c. But we were determined

to have fine verbenas, so the bed was planted

with a dozen fine plants from a green-house,

and an iron tablespoonful of the Grafton Min-

eral Fertilizer was dug around each plant.

The result was glorious ! Such a blaze of

color no other garden could boast in all the

village, and a large bouquet of them was gath-

ered as late as October 19th.

Our "Window Gardens

require close attention during this month. If

our readers have followed all the minute di-

rections given in these articles, some oi tlleir

plants will now be in full bloom, while many
others are budding, and will soon be a glory.

They must have a good compost to grow in,

plenty of sunlight, cleanliness, all the fresh

air that can be given at noonday, when the

sun is hot, and a proper amount of moisture.

If these important requisites are not attended

to, success will not crown your efforts.

Watering is one of the most important points

in plant culture. When the surface soil is dry,

give a copious supply of warm water, so that

The roots can drink it up plentifully, then pour

away what remains in the saucer. Nearly

every plant is injured by standing in water.

Calla Lilies and Lobelias are exceptions to the

general rule. Place the pots as close to the

window glass as possible, and keep the glass

clean. All the leaves and branches will turn

to the health-giving sun ; so be sure and turn

the plant a "little daily. If your stand is so

full that this cannot be done easily, turn them

entirely round every third or fourth day. If

you have not done this during the winter, turn

your plants after reading this, and see the

ch.anc;e you will produce in their appearance.

Want of light and too great a supi)ly of warmth

at night aj-e the two causes which produce
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lanky, ill-sbaperl, sickly plants. Plants grow-
ing in gardens are always cooler at night than

during the day, and those growing in the

bouse should also be cooler. But many par-

lors are much warmer at night than by day.

Gas or kerosene lights and more people in

the room increase its temperature, and at bed-
time, for fear they should freeze, the heat of

furnace or stove is increased, thereby injuring

many plants. It is well to drop the curtains

on them, and thus shield them from artificial

light. They recjuire darkness at night. Gas
is a prolific source of failure in raising house
plants,— it vitiates the freshness of the air.

Never be afraid of keeping the windows open
as much as possible during the warmest part

of the days in this month. If the mercury
rises above fifty and the sun shines full on the

plants, there will be no danger of chilling

them at noonday, but do not expose them to

a draft. ^
As dust is one of the greatest drawbacks to

successful window gardening, we must con-
stantly battle with the insidious foe which sucks
away the life blood of our darlings. If our
plants are not so arranged that they can be
showered twice a week with a fine rose water-
ing pot, a sponge or a small paint brush must
be substituted. If the brush is used, it need
not be moistened until the dust is brushed off,

and then each leaf can be washed with it. As
soon as mild showers come, put out all the

pots, baskets, &c., and they will be greatly

benefited, far more than by any artificial

showerings.

Chinese Azalias are in their glory now,

—

their pure white, red and rose-colored tiowers

are very lovely. They have always been
treated as green house plants, but are now
proved hardy in and about New York citj\

At Flushing they bloom profusely out of doors,
both the double and single varieties. Azalea
aihcEna, rosea, and sjylendens have also been
proved hardy in sheltered locations, and very
likely many of these beautiful fiowers could
be made to llourish in out-door culture about
Boston.

Shrubs.

It is time to think about "Shrubs." Many
of them are very early in awakening in the
spring, and should be planted in good season.
The JDwarf Flowering Almond is an old fash-

ioned shrub, but one that is always cherished
by us, and lately we fear that it is not half ap-
preciated by tiower lovers. Its flowers appear
early in the spi'ing, even befoi-e its leaves are
grown—flower 1)uds and leaves starting forth

at once, and their rosy bloom is always lovely.

The Double Flowering Plum—often called the
White Flowering Almond—is also very desira-

ble. The Double Flowering Peach and Cherry
are very beautiful, coming so early that their

profuse flowers have few out-door rivals.

The Double Flowei'ing Blackberry is an an-
cient flower, but none the less appreciated.
Its blossoms look like miniature roses. They

are very hardy, and are valuable to train over
rocks or against unsightly walls ; though like

the common blackberry, the old stems must be
cut away, for the flowers are produced upon
the last year's growth alone. The Bridal Rose,
so well known to many of our readers, is but a
variety of the Double Blackberry, and is a na-
tive of Mauritius, and is a green house plant,

while our friend will grow and bloom in the
rockiest nook, and with little culture.

Spireas are familiar to all. Where the Li-

lac and the Syringa flourish, they are fomid,
but now their name is legion, and yearly the
florists offer new beauties for our selection

—

among them are Spirea levigata, very showy,
with spikes of flowers; Spirea thunhergia,
with delicate, graceful foliage, and pure white
flowers ; Spirea hella is of dwarf growth, with
bright pink flowers

; and not to be outdone by
other variegated leaved plants, there is off'ered

Spirea folia variegata, whose I'ich, dark
green leaves possess a pale bright yellow
marking through the centre. Spirea 1mm-
boldtii is a hardy, herbaceous species, with
elegant foliage and numerous feathery stalks.

The Tartarian Honeysiiclde is always beau-
tiful, whether in bloom or covered with its

scarlet berries. It is common, to be sure ; but
what God has made we are not to call "com-
mon." It needs no care, after a root or even
a slip is set out, and both the white and pink
varieties blossom early in June. It should be
seen in every yard and lawn.

Deidzias from Japan, are also lovely and
bloom profusely, but they should not be
pruned, as the flowers are formed upon the
wood of the previous year's growth, and every
twig that is cut olf destroys so many blc^soms.
Let us all hope that in the coming summer

more flowers will bloom than ever blossomed
before, and more hearts be awakened to a
sense of then- pure loveliness and beauty.

s. o. J.

For the New England Farmer.

THOUGHTS AND SUGGESTIONS.
Drought—Drilling in Wells—Cattle Gnawing-Stump

Puller—Bone Meal on Meadow Hay—Marketing Farm
Produce.

It has been a long time since the readers of
the Farmer have beard from me, for which
many months' sickness must be my excuse.
An unprecedented drought the past summer,

with only two faint attempts at a January thaw,
has left many wells yet dry in this section of
country ; some families the past fall having to

draw water two or three miles for cattle and
sheep, for want of a sufficiency of which many
have died. Had not science given us steam
grist mills, a resort to the old corn-pounding
mortars of old colonial days would have been
inevitable.

I have a well fifteen feet deep, mostly
blasted in the solid ledge a century since, that

in every severe drought failed until tv/enty-six :
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years ago, when I caused a hole two inches in

diameter to be drilled twelve feet in the bot-

tom, at a trifling expense, that struck a vein

of water that rose up into the well and has

furnished a plentiful supply for house and
barn most of the time since.

One of your correspondents inquires for the

cheapest and most powerful stump puller, and
is directed to a triangular frame of timber

placed upright and the chain drawing over in

a notch in one of the points, and hitched down
to a root on the opposite side of the stump.

This is a good device so far as it goes, but more
power is needed for large stum])s. In addi-

tion to this, buy a common tackle and falls

with double blocks and one inch rope, to cost

ten or twelve dollars. This is needed by
every farmer for many other purposes ;

such

as dressing hogs and cattle, moving heavy

stones, logs or small buildings. Hitch the

head block to the chain over the triangle, and
the other block to a chain fastened to another

stimip, tree or, if nothing better, to a post,

down close to the ground. Hit^h a good yoke
of oxen to the rope, by taking a peculiar turn

in the rope called a "cat's paw," into which

hook the draw chain of the oxen and pull

!

Never a stump was found too stubborn to

leave its native bed, short of the rumored big

ones of California.

I have some one-year-old heifers that last

year took to gnawing wood, stones and brick.

They looked gaunt and poor, though fed on

good English hay, which they ate languidly,

preferring thereto oat straw, hard corn stalks,

alias Dr. L9ring's "meanest of fodder." I

gave them clear bone meal, which they de-

vourecPmore greedily than Indian meal. They
shortly improved in appearance. Mine is not

a solitary case ; many cows have been gnaw-
ing board fences, bricks and red stones. I have

considerable swamp hay that is hard to eat,

. and when eaten is but little worth. I tried

lime and salt in curing, some years since, and
found that to be a humbug. 1 have tried bone
meal and salt on this hay, and the cattle eat

it as greedily as they would any English hay.

I believe that fifty pounds of bone meal in a

ton of meadow hay would make it fully equal

to as much good English hay.

An abundant crop of apples the past year

has brought the farmer but a poor rewai-d for

years of care in raising orchards, and for the

loss of a portion of the best land in his fields,

• devoted to the trees, owing to his stujjidity in

. allowing middle men to set the prices for him.

. Apples are now forty cents a i)eck in Boston
to the consumer, and only $1.,50 a barrel to

the producers in the country. 1 think farm-

ers should form associations, like mechanics and
• other business classes, and fi.x their own prices

. and place honest men in the cities, as conunis-

sion men , and dispense with speculators and mid-
dlemen, thereby making it better for producer

and consumer. Until farmers as a body are

, ready to devise some measures for their own

protection, they may well complain of the un-
profitableness of agriculture. They will find to

their sorrow that an eternal delving and strain-

ing of the sinnews in physical force upon the

soil, undirected by a corresponding effort of

the brain, can never bring competency or
wealth to them. Two serious barriers hedge
up his way to prosperity, viz. : high taxes and
high labor. The last being the cause of the

great disparity of agriculture with us and the

old world. The laborer here receives as much
for a day's labor as he does in many of the Eu-
ropean countries for a week. Yet such are

the prices of imported and manufactured
goods consumed by the laborer that he can
hardly live and support his family on less wa-
ges than he now receives. Hence initil some
modifications of the above named obstacles in

the way of the farmers are effected that shall

not cause the machinery of the body politic to

grate harshly on the interests of other classes,

the great profitableness and prosperity of ag-
riculture must remain amongst the things that

"were, but are not." M. J. ILvrvey.
Epjnng, N. H., 1871.

INFECTIOUS GEE.MS.

The spread of the new cattle disease, epi-

zootic aptlia, in this country, under circum-
stances so remarkable, has awakened in the

minds of farmers and others a desire to learn

something of the nature of the contagious
principle, and the mysterious manner in which
it is couununicated from one animal to another.

An agent of infection so subtle that a dog
or cat walking through a barn where diseased

animals are kept, and then running four or

five miles in the open air and entering a«other
barn, infects a herd of healthy aninuils with-

out contact, must be regarded as extraordinary

in its nature. After all, it is no more extra-

ordinary or wonderful than the infectious

germs of sraall-pox, scarlet fever or measles,
which are readily conveyed very long distances

in the clothing, and in the air, and which re-

main uninfluenced by meteorological agencies,

heat and cold, wet and dry. The suscepti-

bility of different individuals to the- influence

of contagious germs is no less wonderfid than
the nature of the germs themselves. It may
be said that no two persons are affected alike

by them, and it is i)robable that the same
difference prevails among animals. Indeed,

we have instances of some lierds attacked by
the new disease, in which five, ten and even
twenty per cent, of the animals I'emain in per-

fect health. They are confined in the same
stalls with those diseased, and breathe the

poisoned air night and day, and yet not a
function is disturb(!d or a vital movement in-

terfered with. Among human beings, we
know that a physician, nurse, or any person
leaving a room in wliich there is a patient sick

with scarlet fever or measles, may, in passing

a child upon the opposite side of the way,
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communicate to it the disease ; while during

the same walk, another may be taken in the

arms and suffer no detriment. There is a

small class of persons who can never be
brought under the influence of kine-pox virus,

and such are usually greatly distressed in con-

sequence of this idiosyncrasy of organization.

There is but little occasion for anxiety, how-
ever, for such will usually escape the more
severe disease of small-pox, if exposed to in-

fection. In our view, those who are most
readily and severely influenced by vaccine vi-

rus are the persons who will be most likely to

contract varioloid, when brouglit in contact

with the germs of small-pox ; so that the feel-

ing of safety cherished by such is not well

founded. There are individuals and families

in every community who are continually suffei*-

ing from every form of malaria, poison, and
contagion known to medical men, and cer-

tainly they are deserving of sympathy. Per-
sonal cleanliness and the strict observance of

all hygienic laws are of no avail with thou-

sands in warding off these disturbing agencies
;

they are the victims of an organization sus-

ceptible to the malign influences of poisons

and contagions which hirk constantly in the

atmosphere, and even in food and drinks.

We know but little regarding the exact na-

ture of the germs which are capable of im-

planting disease in the system. That they
have substance and form, no one can doubt.
As distinct atoms or particles of matter, they

are inconceivably small, and capable of being
buoyed up or supported in air, and carried

from place to place through its agency. In a

barn containing animals suffering from pleuro-

pneumonia, or from the epizootic aphtha, we
must suppose the atmosphere to be loaded
with the infinitesimal particles. If our eyes
could be opened so that we could see the par-

ticles as we see snow-flakes in the winter, what
a fearful spectacle would be presented ! The
disgusting, poisonous atoms would be seen fly-

ing in all directions and resting upon every-

thing ; upon the clothing of those in charge
of the animals, upon the hay, upon the ma-
nure, floors, scaffolds, and upon the backs of

any dogs, cats or birds which might be pres-

ent. A perfect shower of infectious spores

would be seen to prevail, and probably we
should no longer wonder how the poison is

carried so rapicily from one jjoint to another.

It is probable that when one or more of these

germs are taken into the system through the

organs of respiration, a kind of fermentation

is set up in the blood, analogous, perhaps, to

that which occvu's in vegetable substances dur-
ing the vinous or acetic change.

In studying disease, or any of the changes
which occur in the animal organization, we
must constantly bear in mind that the body is

simply a piece of chemical apparatus, and
that all the movements or changes that occur

are simply chemical reactions of one form or

another. The disease srerms themselves are

chemical substances ; and the difference in

chemical composition gives rise to the differ-

ent forms of blood poison which manifest

themselves as scarlet fever, measles, typhus,

&c., in human kind, and pleuro-pneumonia,
hoof and mouth disease, &c., in animals.

There is reason to suppose that scarlet fever,

measles, and typhus ferments resemble albu-

men in complexity, and like albumen they may
be altered in composition and action by heat,

j

alcohol, and other agents. Small pox ferment
is of a different kind, and is remarkable for

the small quantity of substance which produces
such extraordinary changes. An atom so

small that a microscope of the highest power
is incapable of defining it, enters the system
tlirough the lungs, and passes on into the

blood, and from thence into every texture,

nei-ve, and secretion. In a few days the chem-
ical actions of oxidation and nutrition through-

out the whole body are completely altered,

and the little particle of matter has reproduced
itself infinitely. Pustules appear over the

whole skin surface, each one loaded with an
infinite number of germs identical in nature

with the original particle which set in motion
the train of disorganizing forces. There is

general peroxidation going on ; there is inflam-

mation of tlie ears, the eyes, the mucous mem-
branes, the joints, the serous membranes ; ev-

erywhere there is great chemical disturbance.

This is small ]iox, and the terribly disgusting,

wretched condition of the bodily functions is

due to the introduction of a particle so infini-

tesimally small that no optical instrument can
discern, and no balance can weigh it.

The poisonous germs producing intermittent

fever, ov fever and ague, from whatever source

they may arise, are probably of a highly com-
plex and nitrogenous nature, and are capable

of being dried and carried gi-eat distances by
the wind. They enter by the mouth with the

dust, pass into the blood, and soon produce a

kind of fermentation, which results in high

fever preceded by a chill. After this is over,

the poison is spent in part ; but during the re-

mission of from one to three days, suflicient is

reproduced to go through the same action

again. This remarkable poison, producing

intermittent chill and fever, will work on, un-

less utterly destroyed by medication, until the

victim is so far weakened as to falter and die.

The ague ferment is totally unlike that produc-

ing small pox and measles, for by the action

of the latter the textures of the body are so

changed that they are incapable of going

through the same process again ; but one can

have ague a dozen or more times in the course

of his life. It is indeed a great mercy that

some of our worst zymotic or infectious dis-^

eases can attack us but once.

We might as well expect to learn the na-

ture of soul or spirit, as to expect to obtain

any precise knowledge of the chemical differ-

ences in the germ poisons which affect men
and animals. How can we ever know any-
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thing regarding the actual cliCFerence between

a germ prodiu'ing ])leuro-pneiunonia or disor-

ganization of the lungs in a cow or ox, and

one producing suppurating sores and ugly ul-

cers in the mouths and hoofs of the animals ?

Both are s{)e('ific poisons, exerting specific ac-

tion upon dillcrent parts of the animal organ-

ization. It is inconceivable how this can oc-

cur ; and yet perhaps it is no more inconceiva-

ble or mysterious than most diseases, which,

after all, are but derangements of the chem-

ical reactions or forces of the animal economy.

We can manage and control chemical

changes quite perfectly when they occur in or-

ganic bodies, and, thanks to science, we can

manage tolerably well those which occur in the

human or animal organization when they hap-

pen under ordinary conditions, and are not of

too violent a nature. There is a class of re-

agents called "remedies," which, when rightly

used, serve to control in some degTce destruc-

tive chemical action in the body. We have

learned that the poisonous germs which we
have had under consideration cannot maintain

their vitality in the presence of certain chemi-

cal agents, among which are carbolic and cresy-

lic acids, sulphurous acid, the chlorides of

some of the metals, etc. These destroy the

life of spores, as arsenic or prussic acid de-

stroys life in the human body, and therefore

they are the proper agents to employ to arrest

the spread of infectious diseases. By the ex-

ercise of proper caution, and by observing the

laws of hygiene, by keeping the body clean,

and the blood in good condition, by plenty of

air and exercise, we can in a considerable de-

gree fortify ourselves against the attacks of

poisonous germinal affections.

—

Dr. Nichols

in Journal of Chemistry.

THE AMERICAN" IMPROVED IMPE-
RIAL SUGAR BEET.

We pubhshed last year what information we

could obtain in relation to the cultivation of

this variety of roots for farm stock. We
have recently received inquiries for further

particulars, which we have been unable to an-

swer until now. The following article is an-

nished by Mr. Henry Lane, of Cornwall, Vt.,

who has had much practical experience in

raising these beets, and also the seed which is

advertised in this paper.

Soil.

A light sandy soil is least suitable to the

growth of the sugar beet, while the various

loamy soils, and especially those containing a

large proportion of clay, are best adapted to

its growth.

Preparation of the Soil.

In the first place, all stagnant water, either

on the surfai'e or within reach of the roots of

the beet, should be removed by thorough

drainage. Although the beet requires a large

amount of moisture to carry on a vigorous

and healthy growth, yet I know of no plant

that will show the presence of stagnant water
(packer than the beet, by its assuming a yel-

lowish hue and sickly aspect. It will not ex-

tend downward its usual length, but on reach-

ing water will divide into numerous small

fuzzy roots, which spread in all directions, to

the great injury of the crop ; hence in the

preparation of most soils, and especially clay

soils, thorough drainage is necessary. Land
intended for beets should be kept in a high

condition by a liberal application of fine ma-
nure,—at least twenty-five loads per acre. If

your soil contains quite a per cent, of clay it

should be ploughed in the fall, as the action

of the frost will mellow it. Avoid sowing on
turf land, for the turf will obstruct the tap-

root and thus induce a development of fuzzy

lateral roots, much to the injury of the crop.

After the manuring and ploughing has been
done, harrow the ground until mellow, ridge

with the double mould-board jilough, making
the ridges thirty inches apart, and liat down the

ridges with a garden rake. I sow with a seed

sower, at the rate of four pounds of seed per

acre.
Time of Sowing.

The success of the crop depends very much
upon early sowing. The very first suitable

weather after the frost is out and the soil suf-

ficiently dry to be worked should be improved
even if this is as early as the middle of April.

Beets after growing to one-half inch in thick-

ness, form a concentric ring or layer about

every fifteen days ; these vary in number from
six to ten, depending upon the length of the

season after planting. The oldest leaves are

those at the bottom of the crown and are in di-

rect communication with the oldest and central

layer. As new leaves are formed new layers

are formed, the central leaves on the top of

the crown communicating with the last and
external layer ; each succeeding laj'cr being

external to the one preceding it, the diameter

and bulk of the root increases in an increased

ratio,—the last two being at least equal to the

four internal ones, consequently doubling the

crop, and this generally after the first of

September.

Distance between Rows and plants in the
Row.

I would not have the distance between the

rows less, than two feet, nor more than two

and one-half feet. This latter distance I con-

sider the best, as it gives more space to run

the cultivator. It is always better that the

crop should be made up of large soimd roots

than that it should consist of a great number
of smaller ones, even though the weight he

the same per acre. The large roots require

less labor from the singling out to the final

harvesting of the crop, and indeed till they

are fed out. I have the plants eighteen inches

apart in the row. If the plants stand eighteen
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inches by thirty, there will be 11,616 per acre.

At this distance, each beet weighing eight

pounds, would give to the acre forty-six and
one-half tons.

Singling and Hoeing the Crop.

After the plants have put forth their second

pair of leaves, the cultivator should be run

between the rows, and the bunching should

follow. This is done with a hoe, cutting out

twelve or fifteen inches, leaving about three

inches in the drill untouched all along its

length. Soon after bunching, the singhng

and weeding should be performed. After the

singling out and the first weeding is performed,
the after labor is all accomplished with the

hoe and cultivator, requiring but little more
labor than an ordinary hoed crop. Beets re-

quire a large amount of moisture, and fre-

quent tillage, keeping the surface light and
porous, the soil will retain this necessary

moisture.
Harvesting.

In ordinary seasons, the middle of October
is the best time for harvesting this crop.

This variety of beet can be lifted by hand
without the use of a fork. The roots when
pulled are left lying in the rows until dry,

the tops are removed by wrenching them off

by hand, or cutting with a knife. If the knife

is used, care should be taken not to injure the

crown of the beet. As the tops are removed,
place the roots in heaps to dry and go through
the sweating process, previous to their re-

moval to the cellar. Protect them at night

and from storms, with their own leaves.

After two or three days, they can be stored

in the cellar for winter use, and if stowed dry,

will keep sound, even if hundreds of bushels

are placed in one pile.

Cost of Raising.

If we will make a field crop of the beet,

avoid the old practice of domg all the labor

with the hoe, thumb, and finger, giving them
clean culture by the frequent use of the horse

cultivator, they can be raised for five cents per
bushel, of sixty, poimds. At this low cost,

and considering their great value as food for

cattle, sheep, and swine, how can a farmer
think of wintering his stock without his cellar

of roots ? This subject is well deserving the

attention of all farmers. Heniiy LaJvE.

Cormvall, Vt., 1871.

FUTURE WEALTH OF THE UNITED
STATES.

Mr. E. P. Whipple contributes to the March

number of the Atlantic Monthly a very reada-

ble essay which he styles "Shoddy." Of the

future resources of this country he takes a

very hopeful view, as will be seen in the fol-

lowing extract :

—

"Of the enormous undeveloped resources of

the United States, it is difficult to speak with-

out an appearance of exaggeration. The tax-

able value, which all men of property well

know is far below the exchangeable value, of

all the propertv in the United States was, in

1860, in round numbers, $16,100,000,000,
showing a rate of increase, in ten years, of a

fraction over one hundred and twenty-six per
cent. It has been computed that if this rate

is preserved through the next four decades, the

taxable value of the United States would. In

1870, be $36,500,000,000 ; in 1880, $82,800,-

000,000 ; in 1800, $187,300,000,000 ; in 1900,

$123,300,000,000—an increase of wealth which
will be over eight times our estimated increase

in population. Vast as these sums appear,

drowning in their sound all shoddy groans

over our predicted financial ruin, and making
our big debt of two billions and a half shrink

by comparison into dwarf-like dimensions,

there is no reason that tbey should not be re-

alized prc^'ided the brain of the nation ade-

quately seconds its hands. Massachusetts,

with an area of only 7800 square miles, now
owns a seventeenth of the whole taxable pro-

perty of the nation. If the other States, with

greater natural advantages, should increase,

during the next thirty years, so that their

wealth should b«ar the same proportion to the

scptare mile of territory which the wealth of

Massachusetts now does, the property of the

nation in 1900 will be $115,000,000,000."

Grafting Grape Vixes.—At a recent

meeting of the Horticultural Society of ^Vest-

ern New York, D. S. Wagener gave a de-

scription of the method he adopts in grafting

the grape vine. He grafts from early spring

till last of June. The grafts are cut early the

previous winter and packed in saw-dust. He
grafts a little below the ordinary surface of

the ground and covers with earth. The mois-

ture of the soil is preserved by two inches of

mulching. The cleft is sawn in without split-

ting. He has set the Delaware and Isabella

roots with good success, and in one instance

had a crop of grapes the same year. A strong

stock is desirable, such as Isabella, Catawba,

and Diana. The Rebecca does better on a

strong stock than on its own roots.

A Cheap Hot-bed.—Get a common, large

"W" goods box,—as large as you like, or

several of them If you need so many. Fill it

with fresh, dry stable manure, and water it

gently as you put it in. When the box is two-

thirds full, put on about two or three inches

of rich, fine soil, and sow your seed ; then put

a common window sash—or make one to fit

—

over it, and put the box in a sunny spot, shel-

tered from the north and west winds. Water
occasionally, and give air on hot days. You
will thus have plenty of fine plants at small

cost. Even a common barrel will answer a

pretty good purpose.

—

Rural New Yorker.
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IS IT BCONOMICAIi TO DRAIN?

VR "Walks and

Talks" with the

farmers of New
Hampshire dur-

ing the late win-

ter, have devel-

oped the exist-

ence of a spirit

of inquiry ev-

erywhere, indi-

cating that there

is more interest

among farmers

in their vocation than

there has been at any

time during the last

^^^^ twenty-five years. Trans-

ferring so much labor from human

hands to horses and machines has

afforded more opportunity for ob-

servation and thought, which in

many cases have led to more profitable results

in practice.

In a conversation with Mr. Bexjamin Da-

vis, of Chester, N. H., he stated some modes

of operating in excavating for drains which

materially reduce the cost of the work, and

•which may be adopted by all.

His farm is on one of those high swells

which are common in that region, and are

called granite soils; that is, soils made up,

as we suppose, mainly of three minerals,

quartz, feldspar and mica. But, as it is said

by geologists and chemists that some varie-

ties of granite contain lime and phosphates in

fair proportions, we presume these swells do,

for when not too wet they are fertile soils.

They are quite adhesive, too, for most of

them are underlaid by a stratum of clay, some

twelve to eighteen inches below the surface.

Mr. D. commenced making ditches on some

of the highest portions of his land, which were

so soft as to make it slow and uncomfortable

for both men and teams. He first ploughed,

turning the furrows right and left as long as

the oxen could walk in the ditch. He then

made a yoke six feet long, which enabled the

oxen to walk one each side of the ditch, and

thus loosened the earth so that the woi'k pro-

ceeded twice as fast as when they broke it up

with pick and bar.

After going down about three feet, the bot-

tom of the ditch was brought to a regular

slope, stoned up on each side, and covered at

the top with stones, thus leaving a channel six

or eight inches square for the water to pass

through. The ditch was then filled to within

a foot of the surface with small stones and

covered with the soil which had been thrown

out. The bottom of the ditch was on the

smooth hard pan, and will probably form a

suilicient water-course for many years. No
seeding or fertilizing was done. He gave the

cold, standing water an opj)ortunity to run off,

and left Nature to pursue her own courses

afterwards.

The results, he states, were surprising) and

exceedingly gratifying ; for where he had for-

merly cut less than a ton of hay, consisting

mainly of a variety of water grasses, with a

slight show of dwarfed timothy and redtop,

he gets nov7 from one and a half to two tons

per acre of the latter varieties. The water

grasses have disappeared. In another por-

tion of the town, on similar land, on the farm

of Mr. John West, the results of draining

alone, were equally favorable. He states that

in one year after the drainage was completed,

on land where the yield of grass was scarcely

worth harvesting, the crop of English grasses

was too heavy to be comfortably made into

hay on the ground where they grew !

Similar examples exist all over New Eng-

land, and still there are thousands of acres of

wet lands,—on the hills as well as in valleys,

—which bear only a meagre crop of poor

grass, which might be made, at little cost, to

yield a ton or more of the best quality of hay

per acre, annually. With cheaper modes of

digging the ditches,—as Mr. Davis' practice

suggests,—much more of this improvement

will undoubtedly take place hereafter.

If farmers will make accurate ^comparisons

between the profit of getting twenty tons of

hay from twenty acres, and the same amount

of the same variety of hay from ten acres,

they will be much more likely to drain some

of their lands than they will without such

comparison.

Taxes on twenty acres instead of ten, fenc-

ing, jiloughing and otherwise preparing, seed-

ing, cost of travel over twice as much land,

greater risk in drought, &c., are all to be

taken into account. In one case there might

be an abundantly compensatmg profit,—in the
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other, just enough to eke out a subsistence,

under a system of the most rigid economy,

while the progress of the farm and its people

would be downward, instead of upward.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
The American ITerd Book, containing Pedigrees of
Shorthorn Cattle, with Introductory Notes, by Lewis
F. Allen, Buftalo, N. Y. Volume X.

Though tolerably well posted as to the rapidly

increasing popularity of the Short-horn cattle in

this country, we think most persons will be sur-

prised by this bulky volume. Heretofore two

.
years have intervened between the dates of previ-

ous volumes. This is issued only thirteen months

after volume nine. Judging from the past, the ed-

itor assumed, in his prospectus, that probably

some 3200 entries would be made, requiring a vol-

ume of 600 pages. But so man'ellous has been

the increase of American herds of Short-horns that

the pedigrees offered amount to nearly 5000, and

the volume is swollen to over 900 pages, without

including the 72 portraits with which the volume

is illustrated,—most of which are on stone, and all

of superior workmanship.

The editor congratulates our Short-horn breed-

ers on the success which has attended their efforts

to increase this noble race of neat cattle ; alludes

to the fact that the American breeder has demon-
strated that he can not only equal the English

breeder in the merit of individual animals, but that

the English breeder, recognizing the value of our

American blood and breeding, now sends here for

crosses to maintain and still fui-ther improve at

home the blood from which they sprung; and
speaks of the vast grazing regions opening at the

West and South, wonderfully favorable to the

growth and extension of Short-horn cattle, as well

as of their increasing popularity in the older States.

He also mentions the importation during the past

year of cows which cost in England ^7500, gold

;

and of sales here of cows at ^'SoOO to §8000 each

;

and of $7500 being offered here by an English

breeder for two yearling heifers of the Bates'

Duchess family, and of f5000 and $5750 for bulls

of Ameiican breeding.

The price of this voluhie, based on the condi-

tions of the editors' prospectus of §6 for 600 pages

and $1 per 100 pages additional, is $1) per copy by
express and $9.60 bj' mail, post-paid. Remit by
check on a New York bank, Post-oiflce order, or

registered letter, to the editor, Buffalo, N. Y.

Frank Forrester's Horse and Horsemanship of the
United States and British Provinces of North Amer-
ica. By Henry William Herbert, author of "Frank
Forrester's Field Sports," "Fish and Fishing," "The
complete Manual for young Sportsmen," &c. Re-
vised, corrected, enlarged and continued to 1S71, by
S. D. & B. G. Bruce. With thirty original Portraits
of celebrated Horses. In two volumes. New York :

Geo. E. Woodward, Publisher, 191 Broadway. 1871.

Because we do not' approve of the union of the

race course and the agricultural foir, it is not ne-

cessary that wc should disguise our admiration of

the horse, nor our interest in horse books. "The

Horse of America," by Henry Wm. Herbert,

—

better known as "Frank FoiTCster,"—was pub-

lished in 1857, and has long been recognized as

standard authority by horsemen. The present

beautiful edition continues the pedigrees, perform-

ances and the importations of both thoroughbred

and trotting horses down to 1871, including his-

tories of Asteroid, Kentucky, Dexter, Lady Thorn,

Goldsmith Maid, Thornedale, Bashaw, Jr., Rys-

dyk's Hambletonian, Ericsson, Edward Everett,

Young Morrill and imported Leamington. Twelve

new steel engraved portraits of the most famous

representative horses have been added to those in

the first edition, making thirty in all. The "Rac-

ing and Betting Rules of the American Jockey

Club," the "Rules of the Kentucky Association,"

and the "Rules and Regulations of the National

Association for the Promotion of the interests of

the American Trotting Turf," are also given. The

work is published in good style ; the two volumes

comprise about 1300 pages, and are sold for $15.

The Apple Cultlrist. A Complete Treatise for the

Practical Poniologist. To Aid in Propagating the

Apple, and Managing Orchards. Illustrated with
Engravings of Fruif, Young and Old Trees, and Me-
chanical devices employed in connectiouwitli Orchards
and the Management of Apples. By Sereno Edwards
Todd, Author of "Todd's Young Farmer's Manual,"
"Americ;in Whe.it Culturist," "Todd's Country
Homes" and "How to Save Money." Isew York:
Harper & Brothers. 1871. 334 pages.

Those familiar with Mr. Todd's previous publi-

cations, so fully enumerated in this title-page, will

know what to expect of the present volume ; and

the admirers of his style will not need any com-

mendation from us. We are however a little sur-

prised that the discovery of the fact that "there is

no little manual on apple orchards in all our agri-

cultural and pomological literature which a be-

ginner may study as a relialjle guide in every

branch of apple culture," should have been made
so late as 1870, by Sereno Edwards Todd or any

other man. But the deficiency is now happily

supplied, and at last we have a book in which "a

satisfactory answer will be found to almost any

question that an inquirer after pomological truth

touching the apple may ask." The author hopes to

induce beginners to plant trees in early life, but for

the encouragement of those who have put off the

work to old age, he tells the story, on page 17, of a

man in Ohio, who planted an orchard after he had

passed the age of threescore-and-ten, and lived to

eat fruit for several years from that orchard, and

"to get drunk on the cider made from the apples

of those trees!"

To Correspondents.—We owe you, good

friends, one apology which we are always glad to

pay,—and that is to give the reason why we are

unable at this season to publish promptly all the

articles which you have prepared for our columns

during the long evenings and comparative leisure

of the winter months. Our long columns, compact

type, and condensed style are not quite equal to the
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task of keeping up with your pens. As the even-

ings iirc shortened, and as spi'ing's work comes on,

we shall gain on you. Large as is the pile of de-

ferred letters now, we shall wish it was larger by
harvest time. None of your favors will be over-

looked or forifotten.

THE FOOT AND MOUTH DISEASE.
When the Commissioners on Conta^'ious Dis-

eases among Cattle for Massachusetts first issued

their order to prevent driving cattle from the mar-
kets into the country, there was much discussion

among milrket men and farmers in relation to the

subject,—many of the dealers, especially, regard-

ing the inhibition as arbitrary and unnecessary.

The reports in relation to the extreme contagious-

ness of the disease were discredited by many. We
chanced to be present when a company of some
twenty butchers and drovers were conversing on
the subject. A person present stated some facts

which tended to show that the disease might be

communicated to his own herd by a person who
should visit diseased animals in the stable of a

neighbor, by the virus which might adhere to his

boots or other parts of his dress or person, and
thus be conveyed to his own stock. The probability

of the truth of this statement was promptly ques-

tioned bj^ several, and the individual who made it

was told that he had better spin his yarns among
those who knew less about cattle and their diseases

than men who had handled stock all their lives.

"If that is the case," said one, "none of us should

be allowed to walk the streets, and the commis-
sioners ought to arrest and shut up eveiy one of us."

"Or," replied another, "it might be better to arrest

him who goes about making such absurd state-

ments."

The subsequent experience of stock o^^^lers in

Massachusetts has at least demonstrated the fact

that the disease is very contagious, and we think

our readers will be interested by an article in an-

other column on this subject, wi-itten by Dr. Nichols.

half gallon measure. The lungs were collapsed
and a little blotched with dark bloody spots, but
nothing more than we often see in dressing a beef
creature, onl.ythe spots were darker colored. Now,
Mr. President, what killed the steer ? t. b.

Addison County, Vt., Feb. 18, 1871.

Remaeks.—It is our opinion that the steer in

question died from the mechanical effect of the

tumor, or gelatinous mass, which sui-rounded the

esophagus or "swallow pipe." We think a tumor
could not grow to the size of the one described,

and in that situation, without pressing the trachea

or "wind pipe" to such an extent as to prevent the

fi'ce passage of oxygen to the lungs, and of carbonic

acid from the lungs. Consequently, the function

of respiration was imperfectly performed—so im-"

perfectly, indeed, at the last, that the carbonic

acid, thus accumulated m the system, produced its

legitimate effect; that is, it poisoned the animal.

Carbonic acid is a nai'cotic poison ; and, when it

exists in the living animal or person, in any con-

siderable quantity, whether generated within the

body or introduced from without the body, it is

sure to kill. The bloat, or accumulation of the

gas within the abdomen, was, doubtless, produced

by the same cause.

Now, if we could know what caused the tumor,

we should be in possession of the entire chain of

morbid causes connected with the case. But the

primary or exciting causes of that abnormal action

which results in the growth of a tumor, are not

well understood. Blows and other mechanical

injuries are oftentimes the cause; but tumors of

various kinds make then* appearance in beasts and

in men, which can be traced to no cause of which

we have knowledge. We know them to be the

product of the abnormal development of ceUs,

having a peculiar form, but concerning the cause

or causes of such a development, we are very much
in the dark. j. h. s.

EXTBACTS AND KEPLIES.

TUMOR IN A STEEll'S CHEST.

Can you or some member of our worthy Club
tell what was the matter of my neighbor's steer,
which was first discovered to he unwell in the
moi-ning, by his being somewhat bloated and ap-
pearing to have a ciiill,—(the weather was mild.)
By stirring him around the yard, he ceased to
shake, but continued to bloat until his skin was as
tight as a drumhead. He dunged quite natural, but
seemed in great distress, and died in the afternoon.
My neighlwr gave the common dose, soap and
molasses, &c., and bled him in the lail, which did
not relieve him.
On a post mortem the only thing we could dis-

cover which would cause death, aside from the
bloat, was in the neck, a little above the brisket,
surrounding the swalloio pipe and al)ove the wind-
pijic. Then there was a gelatinous mass filling a
cellular tissue for about eight inches; said mass
being of yellowish, translucent appearance and
formmg a tumor or swcllmg as large round as a

Ct'LTIVATION OF MfSTARD.

Will you or some of your readers give us some
information on the cultivation of the mustard seed ;
stating where it is chiefly raised, the soil best
adapted to its cultivation, the quantity of seed re-

quired per acre, manner of cultivnting and harvest-
ing, and the yield that may be reasonably ex-
pected per acre. Some of us here think we must
raise something for our Eastern markets, which,
like gold, will represent great value in a small
bulk. D. S. Chase.
Fremont, Nebraska, 1871.

Remarks.—Possibly some of the readers of the

Farmer can answer your questions. We can do
but little towards it. We believe mustard was raised

over thirty years ago on the rich soil of the Mus-
kingum River in Ohio, and in' other parts of the

West. It was sown in rows two feet apart, and

the plants one foot apart m the rows, and tended

in garden style. The seed on the lower branches

ripen first, and hence it is necessaiy to cut them off

at different times, because if all is harvested to-

gether the seed in the upper branches is immature,

shrinks, moulds and injures that well ripened. The
yield is from ten to fifteen bushels per acre, though
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as high as seventeen or eighteen have been pro-

duced.

POULTRY ACCOUNT.
Below you have ray year's account of fowls and

ducks, which shows rather small profits the last

year. Owing to ravages of cats and rats I was
obliged to sell them as soon as hatched, and pur-
chased grown up fowls for this year's stock.

Stock, January 1, 1870. Ih'.

31 fowls, Bralimas and Leghorns at 75
cents $23 25

12 Muscovy Ducks, at 75 cts, 9 00
$32 25

Coat of Keeping., <&e.

5 'busTi. corn siftings 1 00
31 b. shorts, $12.25; 24 b. meal, ... 3765

• 24 b. C. corn. $25.30; 30 b. corn, $30.95 56 25
24 b. oats, $17.65; 27 fowls, $24.15 . . 41 80
I drake. $1.50; 3 doz. Leghorn eggs

$1.35; 2 85
316 lbs. scraps, $6.32; Sulphur, $1.26 7 58
Pepper, 70c ; nails 21c. ; bucket, 35c. . 1 26
W. brush, 7uc; boxes, 40c; g. bone 15c 1 30
Dressing poultry and labor 14 00
41 doz. and 8 hens' eggs set, at37>^c. . 15 61
18 doz. and 8 ducks' eggs set at 47c. . 8 78

$188 08

Total, $220 33

Stock, January 1, 1871. Cr.

37 fowls at 75c, Brahmas and Leghorns, $27 75
12 ducks at 75c, Muscovy, 9 00
II late chickens, at 50c 5 50

$42 25
Stock and Eggx sold.

114 doz. and 11 hens' eggs, at 37^0. . 43 30
7 doz. and 8 ducks' eggs, at 47c. ... 3 82
82 chickens, $62.39 ; 105 ducks, $63.27 125 66

28K hbls. manure,$28.50; feathers, 75c. 29 25
$202 03

Consumed in the house.

54 doz. and 3 ogg.s' at Z1)ic 20 34
17 doz. and 6 ducks' eggs at 47c. ... 8 22

.5 ducks 30>^ lbs. at 25c! ^ lb 7 62
$36 IS

Total, $280 46
Cost and expenses 220 33

Profit $60 13

I now have 36 young chicks hatched since Jan.
4, and 4 hens sitting. James Buffingtox.
Salem, Mass., Feb. 18, 1871.

KNEES OF A HORSE INJURED BY STANDING ON
INCLINED FLOOR.

I would like to inquke for a remedj- for a horse
whose knees have l)een sprung for want of exer-
cise and by standing on a steep floor. The cords
are not set and he is not lame. He can straighten
his knees but they are a little inclined forward and
seem to be weak. He has not been in this condi-
tion but a little while, and is a valuable horse.

D. B. Thurston.
Franklin, JV. IT., Feb. 20, 1871.

Remarks.—Dr. McClure recommends the fre-

quent application of cold water, by bandages or

otherwise, for cases of slight strains. And for a

liniment, two ounces each of oil of olives, oil of

turpentine, and tincture of aconite roots, mixed
and applied once a day until the skin becomes a

little rough or swollen. Others may know of a

better treatment of this particular case.

moths. It is very easily performed, and not at-

tended with the inconvenience of always having
some suitable vessel at hand in which to despatch
the specimen, when benzine or ether is used as the
life-destroying agent.
A btittertiy or moth should not be left to become

dry or stitf before being put upon the pinning
board, the wings drawn forward into a natural
position and secured by light weights, then left to
"s<?f," to speak in collectors' terms, which ^^^ll re-

quire from fifteen to twenty days for butterflies,

and longer still for moths.
Procure the Report of the Department of Agri-

culture for 1868, which contains some very prac-
tic4il instruction in these matters, describing the
method of pinning, the best pinning board of which
I have any knowledge, and various other "traps"
convenient for collectors.'

I have learned by experience in these matters,
allow me to add hi this connection, that alcohol
tinctured with svljihuric ether, in which to kill

beetles, is preferable to pure alcohol, or any "solu-
tion" whatsoever. It appears to preserve better
that metallic lustre with which so many insects

belonging to the order Coleoptera are so beauti-
fullv marked. E. M. Goodwin.
Eartland, Vt., March 6, 1871.

orchard gr.vss.

The more I become acquainted with this gi'ass

the better I like it. Xot the least among its merits
is its hardiness. It stood the hot, dry weather last

summer better than any other valuable grass with
which I am familiar. It should be sowed thick, I
think two bushels not too much seed for an acre

;

and it must be cut early, before it is in full bloom,
to have the hay of the best quality. On rich moist
land it is as sure to yield three crops in a year, as
is red-top to give one. UnlilvC clover, it never in-

clines to blossom but once in a season ; the second
and third crops are mostly leaves, and the best
feed for cows in wmter I ever grew. It is a good
grass to sow in early spring with clover, but with-
out grain. Two good crops of leafy hay may be
counted on the iii'st j^ear, and three crops a year
afterwards, as long as the land will carry it out. I
believe it the best of grasses to sow where I intend
to keep the crop up by top dressing. The dressing
should be spread immediately after removing the
hay, and should be well bushed do«Ti, then the
new crop Avill come up and in a very few days,
cover the gi-ound and keep it from drying. I
would recommend it to any one who is not afraid
to begin haying the last of Jlay or the first of June.
By the 10th of June it is hi full Ijloom in this lati-

tude, and past its best condition for hay. I have
grown it five years, and like it so well that I in-

tend to sow it this spring on the whole of my re-

claimed meadow. A. W. Cheeveb.
ISheldonville, Mass., Feb. 1,5, 1871.

killing butterflies.

E. N. S. Mill find crushing the thorax between
the thumb and finger (wings turned b.ack) as prac-
ticable as any method of killing butterflies or

. BARN itch.—BIG PORKERS.

I have taken the Farmer from its commence-
ment, and often wish I had time and ability to an-
swer some of its inquiries. I was interested by
that in relation to the bam itch, as I have had ani-

mals trouliled with that disease. I trade in cattle to

fatten. On my cattle the trouble commences
around the eyes ; the hair comes off; the skin looks
white and scurvy, and soon the disease spreads over
the head and neck, and if not stopped, will extend
all over the animal, and continue until the middle
of summer. It causes excessive irritation of the
skin. I have generally found cattle that have been
wintered in cold places and on poor meadow hay
mostly affected. It generally spreads throughout
the whole herd that is kept in one barn or yard or
pasture. When the itch is only in spots, sulphur,
lard and tax in equal parts applied two or three
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times will cure. "UTiere cattle have had it two or
three years, it is harder to cure ; but add to the
above ointuu'iit one-third as much strong tobacco
juice and I have never known it to fail of curing.
Two i:o(>d Cliestcr County hogs have recently

been killed in this town—one by Geo. Carpenter,
732 pounds, one by Jesse Dort, 643 pounds.

N. 0. Hayward.
Gilsum, N. H., March, 1871.

KELIKVING CHOKED CATTLE.

A COW was recently choked by a piece of cabbage
stump. One of the" neighbors, after pressing ex-
ternally on the windpipe, said the piece was lodged
just l)cIow the gullet. Others thought it must be
lower down. So a whip stock with a ball on the
lower end was pushed down her throat as far as
possible, perhaps three feet. Then a rake handle
was used, and entered the throat as far as a strong
man could force it. Not removing the obstruc-
tion or relieving the cow, she was killed, and the
piece was found where the neighbor referred to,

said it was. Two other cases near here were simi-
larly fatal. In one the gullet was supposed to be
the oljstruction, and it was smashed, and the pas-
sage to the stomach broken through by the force
used to push the piece down into the stomach. A
farmer said to me, he could relieve any ordinary
case of choking at once, by holding open securely
the mouth of the animal while his son passed his

hand do\m the throat and removed the olistruc-

tion. Is there a safer or more certain method of
relief ?

WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

At the late Vermont Dairymen's meeting the
cause of white specks in butter was brieflj' dis-

cussed. As usual, when this subject is up, there
seemed to be a diversity of views. These specks
appear more common in the warmest weather of
summer and the coldest of winter ; caused, I have
thought, by the high temperature of the air, in

both cases, while the cream is rising. In summer
a warm current of air or \\ind passes over the sur-
face of the cream, and these specks, a cheesy sub-
stance, arc formed, {hoiv, science should explain)
and in winter, the milk is set too near the fire, and
a like result follows. If the milk is properly
cooled at or l)efore setting in summer, and the
right temperature of the room maintained at all

times, in both summer and winter, I think the
specks will not appear. If this view is incoiTCCt,

will somebody tell us what is the cause. Roy.

HOAV LONG A WAGON WILL LAST.

Mr. Eollin's statement about an aged wagon that
had been used some forty years interested me
much. I have worn out two new wagons in thirty

years and am building my third one this winter.
I think Mr. Rollin's \vagon must have been housed
most of the time. He also said he has had the tire

set twice on the hind wheels and once on "the fore

ones. I find that I wear out three sets on the fore

wheels where I do two on the hind ones.
S. Denham.

South Hanson, Mass., Feb. 18, 1871.

MILKING COWS TILL THEY CALVE.

A "Young Farmer" in your paper asks what is

the foundation for the belief that it hurts cows to

milk tliem up to the time of calving. From my
experience of fortj' years as a farmer, I would an-
swer, that a cow so milked will almost invariably
become full of garget; she will have a small and
inferior calf; it will cost more to keep her, and at
eight or nine years old she v,-ill be used up as a
good milker. While a cow in the prime of life, if

kept properly and allowed to run diy two or three

1 months in which to recruit, will come in naturally,

^

remain healthy, and last much longei". I have

I

known a large number of high priced cows spoilt

j

by this practice. I remember one owned by a
neighlior, which was considered the liest cow ever
owned in this ncighl)orhood, which was spoilt by
so milking. At seven j'cars old, her udder became
so full of garget that a hole rotted through on the
side of the udder, and one-q arter turned inside
out. D.^KlMBALL.
Bradford, Mass., March, 1871.

rSE OF CARROTS FOR COLORING BUTTER.

I have used carrots for coloring butter for years
through the winter season, and think there is

nothing that excels them for making butter look
nice and giving it a good taste.

For cream enough for eight or ten pounds of
butter, I take two or three good sized orange car-

rots, scrape off the outside, then wash clean and
grate them, then add fi-om a i)int to a quart of
new milk, right from the cow; then stir it, strain

through a cloth strainer and add the liquid to the
cream before churning. Mrs. J. B. Jacobs.

Wilhhoroiifjh, A\ Y., Feb. 28, 1871.

MILK CLOSET.

In reply to the inquiry of "A Farmer's Wife,"
of Heath, Mass., in Farmer of Fel). 11, I would
state that I have a wide door, which I leave open
about an inch. It has a wooden button to fasten

it, which I keep always tumed, so that the door
cannot shut close, and sometimes at night I leave

it wide open. Carrie.
Worcester Co., Mass., Feb. 11, 1871.

AGilICUIiTIJB.AL ITEMS,
—It is surprising in what a poor soil a weed will

thrive and rear its vigorous progeny.

—The average yield of corn to the acre through-

out the Southern States last year was twenty-six

and a half bushels.

—A Mississippi planter has raised fifty-two bales

of cotton from fifty acres of land by Swedish

labor, with which he is much pleased.

—Twenty-three sheep of a farmer in Greenfield,

Mass., have had thirty-four lambs this spring

—

eleven pairs of twins.

—The lands of the agricultural college of Mis-

.souri comprise 240,000 acres Some of them will

be for sale or lease by the 1st of March proximo.

—Mr. W. Bartholomew, of Sheftield, Mass.,

worked up about 19,000 bushels of apples in his

cider mill this fall and winter.

—It is stated that the location of the farm of the

Vermont Horse Stock Company is practically set-

tled in Shelbum, Chittenden County, Vt.

—An Iowa paper tells of a smart wife who helped

her husband to raise seventy acres of wheat. The
way she helped huu was to stand in the door and

shake a broom at him when he sat doA^m to rest.

—A Scotch farmer says that long experience has

convinced him that fdr most purposes on a farm,

gas lime is equal to quick lime, and it costs less

than half.

—A hog raised in Illinois was recently butchered

by Mr. Squires, of Boston, that v/cighcd, dressed,
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939 pounds. It measured eight feet six inches in

length, and live feet five and one-half inches round.

This is said to be the largest hog ever seen in Bos-

ton market.

—It is predicted that Florida will become one of

the largest sugar producing localities on this con-

tment. The climate and soil are admirably adapted

to its culture, and the crop is sure.

—Fences should be built in season, and sufficient

to stop the cattle, and make the farm to be secure

;

especially between your fiefd and your neighboi-'s.

Good fences save a vast amount of annoj'ance ; bad

ones are a fertile source of trouble.

—The whole number of market wagons bringing

the diti'crent varieties of meat, vegetables, &c., to

Faneuil Hall market, during the month of Febioi-

ary, was as follows :—Variety, 68 ; hogs, 13 ; beef,

748; vegetables, 399; tripe, 69; mutton, 485.

—The statement is made, but we do not know on

what authority, that the farmers of the United

States annually expend $.'20,000,000 in reaping and

mowing nuichines. The annual production is now
estmiated at about 125,000 machines.

—A correspondent of the Prairie Farmer trav-

elling in Texas expresses the opinion that the sup-

ply of Texas cattle in the quantity brought for-

ward during the last few years cannot continue, and

that prices must necessarily advance.

—Michael Curtin of New Marlborough, Mass.,

ongoing to his stable one morning recently, found

four of his cows choked to death in consequence of

pulling the stanchion frame, to which they were

fastened, over upon them.

—The country produced 1,100,000,000 bushels of

corn in 1870, at the rate of twenty-eight bushels

per acre, against twenty-three bushels in 1869. At

fifty cents a bushel our corn product is worth twice

as much as our cotton product at fourteen cents

per pound.

—Sixty years ago a raft of hard-wood logs sank

in Goose Pond, Swanville, Me. Last fall, during the

low stage of water, some of them were recovered,

and the Belfast Journal says they are as sound and

finn as ever, with the exception that the layers of

wood are separated, like ready-made basket stuff.

—General Grant has a dairy fann near St. Louis,

with a fine stock of cows. A choice lot of Alder-

ney and Holstein cattle, of vast milking capacities,

together with a select number of Ayrshire heifers

are also on the waj' to the Presidential farm, and it

is said he will soon have the finest dairy iu the

country.

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

gives the particulars of a case where a man's barn

and all his whiter stores of hay and grain were

consumed in a night ; his neighbors all turned out,

built him a new V)arn at once, and offered to assist

in wintering his stock, taking a head or two apiece,

and returning tliem in the spring. Thus his loss

was greatly reduced, and he was assured of the

more durable riches of brotherly love and neigh-

borly good will. Nc one can compute in money
the value of one such example of a noble liberality

in a community, especially in its influence upon

the young.

—Mr. H. M. Arms, of Springfield, has sold to

Mr. A. W. Griswold, Morrisville, Vt., the cele-

brated Short-horn bull, 4th Lord Oxford, by 6th

Duke of Thonidale out of 2d Lady of Oxford

;

and Mr. A. W. Griswold has sold to H. M. Arms
a very promising bull calf by 14th Duke of Thorn-

dale out of 2d Lady Mary by Climax.

—The Durham bull owned by Alplieus Davis, of

Charlton, Mass., and which won four first premi-

ums, one at Worcester and three at Sturbridge,

was slauglitered several days ago. He measured

seven feet ten inches from head to rump, and his

girt was seven feet nine incTies; live weight 2160

pounds ; dressed weight 1399 pounds ; age five years.

—A correspondent of the Maine Farmer says :

—

"In the year 1856 I purchased an out farm for a

pasture. There were some twenty acres of wood
upon it. Finding a few small pines among the

hemlocks, from two to four inches in diameter, I

pruned them as high as I could reach. Lately I

found them grown hito tall trees over a foot in di-

ameter, with no signs of where the limbs were

taken off, with green, smooth thrifty bark."

—A correspondent of the Western Rural gives

the following as his cure for scratches in horses,

which he has used for several years, and says it is

excellent for galls and most sores : One ounce red

precipitate, one ounce Burgundy pitch, one ounce

Venice turpentine, simmered in one pound of fresh

lard or butter, well stirretl while simmering.

When the ointment is cool apply to the aifected

parts daily until there is no further occasion for

the remedy.

—A market gardener of Lake county. 111., says

that he has the most remarkable success in the use

of salt upon his tomato plant;. He applies it at

various times during the season, and in every case

its effect is marked in the increased growth of both

plant and fruit. In some cases, he lays the roots

of backward plants bare, sprinkles them with a

tablespoonful of ordinary barrel salt, and covers

with soil. Plants ti-eated in this way take an im-

mediate start, and develop fine fruit.

—The Superintendent of the Chatsworth, 111,,

beet sugar works, states that the entire crop of beets

has been successfully manutactured into sugar

yielding a fair per centage of the article, which

readily sold in Chicago at fourteen cents per pound.

The difficulty at Chatsworth is simply a lack of

water in very dry seasons, which may jeopardize

the enterprise, from inability to manufacture the

product at a time when delay would cause a great

loss of beets.

—The following from a correspondent of the

Country Gentleman contains matter for thought

and discussion : "Au English tenant farmer, paying
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a money rental half-yearly, and liable to be noticed

out by a six months' notice, buys com brought

3000 miles to fiitten animals, cliiefly for the sake of

the manure. An American yeoman, owning his

land and possessing capital to invest in other spec-

ulations, and in some instances living in first-class

style, sells his hay and feeds no animals lor the

purpose of ciiviching his own property."

For the Kew England Farmer.

THE GARDEN UST APBIL.

Again we are brought to the commencement
of busy out-door operations in the garden.
Our first operation is the preparation of the

hot-bed, and planting a few seeds of such
plants as we desire to forward against the

time of open-air culture. There is usually

very little gained in hurrying seeds into the

ground, except those of the most hardy vari-

eties of plants, till May. Potatoes, peas, and
one or two other varieties of similarly hardy
seeds may be saft^ly planted earlier, and a lit-

tle time be gained, but for most varieties,

seed planted when the soil and weather are

such that germination instantly commences
and goes steadily forward to maturity, gives

us much more sati.-^factory results than when
we have to wait a slow germination, and the

young plants, after they reach the surface,

stand, as if undecided which way to go. But
if we wait till this time for all varieties, we
may deprive ourselves of some that, with a

little extra trouble, we might enjoy. It is

possible for us to change the climate of a suf-

ficient portion of our soil to supply a few de-

sirable green vegetables which will afford us

a very agreeable, healthful, a- d appetizing

change, after our long season of stale vegeta-
bles and meat.

Asi'AKAGUs.—This fine vegetable is worth
much more than the trouble it costs to pro-
duce it in abiuidance, in any of our gardens.
Rake off the coarser part of the winter covering

of manure, and fork into the soil the finer por-
tion, using great care not to injure the crowns.
Spread on a sjirinklingof salt, or sprinkle the

bed over with refuse brine. A portion of the

bed may be forced to produce cuttings some-
what in advance of the season by setting a

hot-bed frame over it and banking closely all

around it, and covering with the sash. New
beds may be prepared and planted out as soon
as the soil can be well worked, using good
strong one-year-old roots, if to be had ; if not
two-year-old ones. The ground cannot be
made too rich, or be worked too deeply for

asparagus. The smallest variety may be made
to grow large, rank shoots by extra high cul-

ture on deep rich soil, and any variety grows
more tender and rich with such care. Plant

so as to cover the crowns not less than four
inches deep. JMany otherwise good beds are

much less valuable; than they should be on ac-

count of jilauting too near the surface.

Bkan-poles and Pea-brush.—If not got
together and prepared for use, it should be
done now, as cut later they are liable to leave
out. Don't think that anytiung will answer
for bean-poles and pea-brush, but select them
with some reference to good looks as well as

durability. The writer procured a lot of yoimg,
shm white pine trees, two to three inches in di-

ameter at the but, cut them about eight feet
long and sharpened them, after trimming the
branches off neatly, and some of them are
good and in use now, after having been an-
nually used a dozen years, but they were taken
up in the fall and cared for till the following
spring. Pea-brush may be made to do ser-

vice for two or more years ; but we prefer to

have them made of white birch, and jjrocured
new annually.

Beets.—The Early Bassano may be planted
as soon, as the soil can be well worked. The
seed is slow in germinating, and will stand a
considerable degree of cold while in the
ground. Later sowing may bring as early

plants by soaking and sprouting the seeds be-
fore planting. It is better to break open and
separate the cluster of seeds, previous to

planting, and then there will not be those little

bunches of plants so frequently seen, as com-
monly planted.

Cabbage.—Sow seeds in the hot-bed ; hard-
en off, ready to transplant, as soon as safe in

the open ground, the plants wintered in cold
frames.

Cold Frames.—These will be found quite

advantageous for starting tender seedlings,

after being cleared of those already in them
;

also for pricking plants, from the hot-bed
into.

Cress or Pepper Grass.—Sow in rows
six inches apart. Sprinkle the young plants

with ashes to keep olF insects. This makes an
agi-eeable salad, warming and appetizing.

Egg Plants.—Sow the seed in the hot-bed
at once. Pot off or prick out into cold frames
as soon as the plants are large enough. Va-
rieties were named in J'ebruary.

Horse Radish.—New beds may be planted,
using the crowns or pieces of roots. Make the

bed where it can remain, in rich, rather moist
soil, as best. Liberal manuring and good
culture will be rewarded by increased size of

the roots.

Onions.—Seed may be sown soon as the
ground may be worked. Sow in rich, clean
soil. Peas, potatoes, radishes, lettuce, pars-
nips and salsify may be planted soon as the
soil can be worked well. Prepare for plant-

ing all other vegetables as soon as the season
will admit, in May. W. II. White.

South Windsor, Conn., 1871.

|^° The Maine Legislature is offering such
liberal inducements and making such definite

arrangements for immigration of Swedes to

New Sweden, Aroostook Co., that a large in-
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flux is expected this year. Immicrrants are to

come over under charge of a commissioner,
and an agent at each end of the route will

manage their interests—one at Gothenburg,
Sweden, and the other at New Sweden. Each
male immigrant over twenty-one years of age
is to be assigned a lot of 100 acres of land,

which will be his at f he expiration of five

years, provided he has built a comfortable
house there, and has cleared not less than fif-

teen acres of land. The Swedes are exempt
from State tax until 1876.

HOW "WALKING STICKS ABE MADE.
Sticks are manufactured both from large

timbers of from two to six feet in girth, and
from small underwood of about the thickness

of a man's thumb. The timber, which is

chiefly beech, is first sawed into battens of

about three feet in length and as many inches

in width ; and from each of these battens are

afterward cut two square sticks, with square
heads, in opposite directions, so that the mid-

dle portion is waste wood. The corners of

each stick are afterward rounded off by a

planing process called -""trapping," and the

square head is reduced by a small saw to a

curve or rectangidar bend, so as to form a

convenient handle. When a number of sticks

are brought in this way to the exact size and
pattern, they are polished witli great care,

are finely varnished, and packed in boxes or

bundles for the market. Many sawn sticks,

however, are supplied with bone and horn
handles, which are fastened on with glue ; and
then of course there is less wood waste, as a

large number of them may be cut from one
batten.

A very different process takes place in the

manufacture of sticks from small underwood,
in which there is no sawing required. The
rough unfashioned sticks, which are generally

of hazel, ash, oak and thorn, are cut with a

bill in the same way as kidney-bean sticks,

and are brought to the factory in large ba-

vins or bundles, piled on a timber tug.

There must, of course, be some little care in

their selection, yet it is evident that the wood-
men are not very particular on this score, for

they have in general an ungainly appearance,

and many are so crooked and rough, that no
drover or country boy would think it worth
while to polish the like of them with his knife.

Having arrived at this place, however, their

numerous imperfections are soon pruned
away, and their ugliness converted into ele-

gance. When sufficiently seasoned and fit

for working, they are first laid to soak in wet
sand, and rendered more tough and pliable

;

a workman then takes them one by one, and,
securing them with an iron stock, bends them
skilfully this way and that, so as to bring out
their natural crooks, and render them at last

all straight even rods. If they are not re-

quired to be knotted, they next go to the

"trapper," who puts them through a kind of
circular plane, which takes off their knots,
and renders them uniformly smooth and
round. The most important process of all is

that of giving them their elegantly-curved
handles, for which purpose they are passed
over to the "crooker." Every child knows
that if we bend a tough stick moderately,
when the pressure is discontinued it will soon
fly back, more or less, to its former position

;

and if we bend it very much, it will break.
Now the crooker professes to accomplish the
miracle_ of bending a stick as it might be an
iron wire, so that it shall neither break nor
"backen." To prevent the breaking, the
wood is rendered pliant by further soaking in

wet sand ; and a flexible band of metal is

clamped down firmly to that portion of the
stick that will form the outside of the curve

;

the top end being then fitted into a grooved
iron shoulder which determines the size of the
crook, the other end is brought round so as
to point in the opposite direction, the metal
band during this process binding with inci-eas-

ing tightness against the stretching fibres of
the wood, so that they cannot snap or give
way under the strain. The crook having been
made, the next thing is to fit it, or remove
from the fibres the reaction of elasticity, which
would otherwise, on the cessation of the bend-
ing force, cause it to backen more or less and
undo the work. In the old process of crook-
ing by steam, as timber-bending is effected,

the stick was merely left till it was cold to ac-
quire a permanent set ; but in the new process
a more permanent set is given by turning the
handle about briskly over a jet of gas. The
sticks being now fashioned, it only remains to
polish and stain or varnish them ; and they
sometimes scorched or burned brown, and
carved with foliage, animal heads and other
devices.

—

Ghambers''s Journal.

How TO Manage Sitting Hens.'—1. Set
the hen in a place where she will not be dis-

turbed.

2. Give a large hen twelve or thirteen eggs,
medium sized one ten or twelve, and a small
one eight or nine.

3. Don't let the hen come out of the sitting-

room until she has hatched, but keep her sup-
plied with gravel, food and water.

4. When chicks are hatched, leave them in

the nest for eight or ten hours.

6. Don't meddle with the eggs during incu-

bation ; turning them once a day, and all such
foolishness, is apt to prevent the eggs from
hatching.

—

Soutliern Farmer.

—A nttle Boston girl joyfully assured her mother,

the other day, that she had found out where they

made horses—"she had seen a man in a shop just
finishing oue, for he was nailing on his last foot."
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§0ulljs' ^cpjirtmcnt.

OUR DARLING.

Bounding like a foot-ball,

Kicking at the door;
Fallinsr from the table top,
Sprawling on the floor

;

Stnaiiliiiig cups and saucers,
Splitting dolly's head;

Putting little pussy cat
Into baby's bod.

Building shops and houses,
Spoiling father's hat,

Hiding motlnT's precious keys
Underueatli the mat

;

Jumping on the fender.
Poking at the fire.

Dancing on his little legs

—

Legs that never tire

—

Makilig mother's heart leap
Fifty times a day;

Aping everything we do.
Every word we say.

Shouliiig, laughing, tumbling,
Koaring with a will.

Anywhere and everywhere,
Never, never still.

Present—bringing sunshine;
Absent—leaving night

;

That's our precious darling.
That's our heart's delight.

THE MOCKJNG BIRD.

This Puck of the woodland wilds belongs

exclusively to the South. He is brave, so-

ciable and useful. He is a game-looking bird

of quiet, gray color, with nothing about his

plumage to separate him from the rough cov-

erings of bark, and the pendant moss that

hangs in such weird grandeur from the limbs

of decaying trees.

Over the summer-house of the Southern

garden, though occupied by visitors, the

mocking-bird will perch, and curiously peer

down on his htnnan companions, as if he

would divine their thoughts. He will sympa-

thize with the sounds of human voices, and en-

joys the conversation and the laughter and
wrangling of children.

Under such circumstances, he will dash from
limb to limb as if crazed with excitement, oc-

casionally giving vent to his spirit in carols

that are full of genius and heavenly melody
;

or, perhaps, inspired with some heroic idea,

he will crowd into rapid measures the impo-

tent resentment of the chicken hawk and the

screams of the bald eagle.

And when evening sets in, and the moon
rises over the charms of a Southern garden

—

when the night is warm, and the lettuce is up,

and the door is open to catch a passing breath

of air—when the flowers have gone to sleep,

leaving their fragrance to literally load the

air—when nature is half exhausted under this

semi-tropical climate ; the mocking-bird, perch-

ed upon some dead Umb that protrudes be-

yond the rich foliage, will pour out his won-
derful overture of sweet notes, inspiring all

living things with pleasure and admiration.

—

Appleton\s Journal.

A GOOD OLD BLANKET.
One of the gallant naval actions during the

war of iyi2 was betweeia the Enterprise and
Boxer, a Yankee and a British ship, off the

northern coast of New England. A lady

sends an account to a Portland paper of some
mementos of captured British vessels, among
which is an old ''Iving George" blanket that

don't seem to know how to wear out

:

The Boxer was sold by government, and
purchased by my father and uncle ; but wheth-

er she was fitted for sea by them, or broken
up, I do not now recollect. Among her relics

I have in my possession a small cannon and
cartridge-box, a chain-shot and a tAvo-cpiart

bottle (the last marked G. R. with a crow's

foot.) I have also a very thick and large-

sized woolen blanket, also marked G. R. with

a crow's foot, burnt in, I think my father has

told me, with powder, by what process I can-

not conceive, and may be entirely wrong in

my impression. This blanket has been in

constant use in the family for more than fifty-

five years—now covers my own bed—and
seems to be good for as many more years,

while it might have been used for as long a

period before the naval battle between the

Boxer and the Enterprise ofF our coast. This
blanket is a significant comment upon these

"shoddy" days. As some of yotn- little read-

ers may not understand what "G. R." means,
let me say that they are the initial letters of
Georgius Rex, or King George, one of the

Georges being King of Great Britain at the

time of the manufacture of the articles.
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MAY, AND MAY REYEI^BIES.
"Violets, blue viok-ts—

Meekly around the door-stone springiug,
A Uttlg rose la the liUtice clinging,

Or o'er the door;
Are ever -whispering some graceful tViing

As the foot ou the tbreshold is wandering
Carelessly o'er."

£. Barnard Thorp.

y-os thi-s pleas-

ant motit-h of

May, how ma-

ny fine pro.se

articles and im-

pressive poems

have been writ-

ten. Xo other

moiith stirs up

within us such

feelings of joy

as this. Not

because, as a

vrhole, it exceeds all the others, but because

it has some days reminding us of the joyous

realizations of -which Milton and Thomson,

and other of the gyand poets have so siveetly

sung, or of the Elysian fields which nestle

under the mountains on the northern shores of

the Mediterranean sea, where the invalid

breathes soft and dry airs, while listening to

the ever restless and surging waters. Those

bright days call up the descriptions by' travel-

lers of the charming Mentonian amphitheatre

at the head of the gulf of Genoa, where invalids

and travellers are glad to rest under the lemon

and olive-clad hills of the lonelvtown, Mentone.

Such days are transient, it is true, but they

impress every feeling heart -with an undcfinablc

sense of Joy which no lapse of time can eradi-

cate. Like the life of a good man, the month

of Ma^ is not all sunshine and sparkling with

gems, but has it<s clouds and storms and nip-

ping frosts
i
and it is altogether more beautiful

from the very coiitra.-sts which these chaiH^es

afford.

A charming and instructive English writer,

in speaking of the seasons, says, '
' Spring is

with us once more, pacing the earth in all the

primal pomp of her beauty, with flowers and
soft airs, and the songs of birds evervwhere
about her, and tlie blue sky and the bright

clouds above. But tbere is one tiling wanting

to give that completeness to her advent which

belonged to it in the olden times, and without

which it is like a beautiful flower without scent,

or a beautiful face without a soul. The voice

of man is no longer hea,rd hailing her ap-

proach as site hastens to bless him ; and his

choral symphonies no longer meet and bless

hei- in return—bless her by letting her behold

and hear the happiness that she comes to create.

The soft songs of women are no longer blend-

ed with her breath as it whispers amono- the

new leaves ; their slender feet no longer trace

her footsteps in the fields and woods and way-
side copses, or dance delighted measures round
the flowery offerings that she prompted their

lovers to place before them on the village

green. Even the little children themselves
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that have an instinct for the spring, and feel it

to the very tips of their fingers, are permitted

to let May come upon them without knowing

•from whence the impulse of happiness that

they feel proceeds, or whither it tends."

This was truly said of the people in milder

regions than ours, where pelting storms and

untimely frosts, never succeeded a calm, bright,

and beautiful May day, such as we sometimes

have. To inspire us up to the pitch of en-

thusiasm which the old writers felt, our month

of JNlay must partake more of the character

of June—but not to be like June, after all

—

May with us does not " pace the earth in all

the primal pomp of her beauty, with flowers

and soft airs everywhere." We must wait

until June for this lovely garniture and life-

giving airs. Then, in June, the summer has

come, and the delicious and soul-stirring sen-

sations of the advent of Spring cannot be

realized !

There is something singularly impressive in

this. We can no more call up at will, in the

autumn, the feelings inspired by a balmy May-

day, or in June, those awakened in a bright,

nut-dropping, October morning, than the

leopard can change his spots. The seasons

have their influences upon our natures as well

as upon the vegetable kingdom. Some tem-

peraments are inspired and made joyous by

aspects of the autumnal months, while others

feel an undefinable gloom resting upon them

during the fruition and decay of vegetable life

about them.

Another temperament is soothed and made

happy by the gloom of November, the shifting

skies and moaning winds, which are full of

harmony to them. The trees have laid up the

promise of future fruitfulness in compact buds,

carefully bestowed to spring into life when the

warmth and moisture of a coming May shall

excite them. They have performed all their

duty for the season, cast their leaves back to

the generous earth, and are seeking their win-

ter repose,—only occasionally awaking from

their bybernative state, when the too constant

and powerful rays of the sun excite them too

much.

So another temperament finds pleasure in

mid-winter, when the wind roars through leaf-

less branches, or careers over the hills, filling

the air with snow which it sweeps before it into

the valleys.

In the famous city of Ephesus, about the

period in which St. Paul visited it, the whole

month of May was usually consecrated to the

glory of the goddess Z)(ano. From the towns

on the coast and in the interior, the lonians

came up' with their wives and children to wit-

ness the gymnastic games and musical con-

tests, and to enjoy the various amusements

which made the days and nights of 3Iay one

long scene of revelry.

The practices of our English ancestors were

not objectionable. They assembled on the

green, or in groves, erected the May-pole,

crowned that and each other with garlands of

flowers and evergreens, and sang and danced

away the hours in merry and healthful amuse-

ments.

Our people have caught something of that

innocent inspiration. But our May will

neither afford us the flowers, nor permit us

to visit the woods and groves, unless panoplied

in the habiliments of winter. Boots and over-

coats, mufflers and mittens, do not harmonize

with fresh flowers and dancing on the "green ;"

the discordance destroys all sentiment, and we

are obliged to honor the good taste of our

ancestors by crowning our girls with hot-house

flowers, and dance around them in gas-lighted

halls.

FARM WORK FOB MAY,
Among the work which ought not to be done

in the month of May, nor m April, is that of

pruning trees.

WiXTER Grains.—Where land was plough-

ed last fall and sowed to winter grain, the

crops will be greatly promoted,—if the soil

upon which they stand is not in high condi-

tion—by giving them a slight top-dressing of

composted, fine manure, and especially by a

dressing of ashes. A half dozen bushels to

the acre, if no more can be spared, will be of

essential benefit.

Ploughixg. — Some farmers prefer to

plough the land quite early in the spring which

is intended for oats, barley or wheat, and

then plough again a day or two before the

seed is sown. On land which is high and dry,

this practice maybe a good one ; but, after all,

it admits of a question. Nature has a process

of preparing the land for us in the spring,

which can hardly be improved upon. The
frost has swollen it, and then leaves it with

such slight finger-touches that the particles are
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left in a light and porous condition, most ad-

mirably fitted for the percolation of rain water,

the admission of air and heat, and the very

valuable atmospheric action which will take

place in such a soil.

Now if the soil is turned over by a plough,

the pressure of the mould board upon the fur-

row-slice, as the plough proceeds, will com-
pact it, and leave it much heavier than it

would have been if left undisturbed until

nature had got through with her operation.

Would it not be more economical, so far as

the labor of preparation is concerned, and also

be in a better condition for the crops, not to

disturb the soil until it will crumble when
moved and fall into a fine and porous mass.?

After this later ploughing, the more finely the

soil is made and the more thoroughly it is

mingled, the greater certainty there will be
of a paying crop.

Water Courses.—All the water courses

on the farm, whether they are carefully laid

drains, open ditches or brooks, should be ex-

amined—if they were not last month—and
cleared of obstructions, so as to allow all sur-

plus water to pass readily away. Some drains

may remain entirely inoperative for a year to

come, perhaps, if this slight matter is not sea-

sonably attended to.

Sowing Seeds.—Oats do much better for

being sowed early, than most other grains.

Before the middle of April is not too early, if

the soil is in prime condition to receive them.

Barley will do well if not sown until nearly a

month later. Some farmers think it does

better.

Turning to Pasture.—As a general thine,

most persons turn tiieir cattle to pasture too

early, when there is little or no feed for them.

If so, they roam gloomily over the pastures,

poaching them with their feet, exposed to

wind and rain, perhaps, and lose both flesh

and milk, instead of gaining anything. But
they should not be kept out too long. When
the grass is an inch high, it is better to have

it fed off than to remain longer without being

cropped. If kept down to about that point

through the season, there will be much more
feed and of a better quality. It is then sweet

and nutritious.

The Garden.—Do not neglect the vegeta-

ble garden, and the women will certainly add
* 'nor the flower garden." Vegetables and small

fruits are not only much cheaper, but they are

also more wholesome than much meat in hot

weather ; and they are better directly from the

garden to the pot and the table than when ly-

ing a day or two after they are gathered.

Plant peas, beans, potatoes, cabbage, corn,

&c., at successive times, so as to have them
coming on in perfection through the entire

growing season.

Grape Vines.—Set a few Concord or other

grape vines. They are easily cultivated, and
their fruit will prove acceptable and healthful

to all.

Sundries.—Sow a few radish seeds, and
they will bring a refreshing salad, crisp, juicy,

and apperizing, with your evening tea.

Sage seeds, also, to establish roots for years

to come, and supply all the sage needed for

sausages or sage tea for invalids.

SuiMMER Savory—pleasant to the eye, to

smell, and to season soups.

Asparagus.—Stock a bed of this with roots,

if you have not one already.

Lettuce.—Refreshing, wholesome, easily

cultivated.

Cauliflower.—Highly relished by many.

THICK AND THIN SEEDING-.
As the season for sowing the small grains

and grass seed is at hand, our attention is

called to the practice about us in relation to

the quantities of seeds which are employed in

sowing an acre of ground. This varies con-

siderably, and in some instances is widely

different.

In several tables before us, recommending
the amount of seed to be used per acre, we
find the smallest amount of millet to be twenty- •

four quarts, and the largest a hushel and a half.

In our own practice, from eight to twelve

quarts,—varying as the quality of the land

varies—is all we have used ; and the growing

crop has seemed to justify that practice. Upon i

turning to Flint's "Dairy Farming," where he •

speaks of forage crops for milch cows, we
find he commends millet, and states if it is de- -

signed to be cut for green fodder, half a bushel

of seed to the acre should be used ; if to ripen i

seed, twelve quarts, sown broad cast, about ^

the last of May or early in June.

Here, then, is the difference of an entire

bushel to the acre. No difference in the qual-
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ity of soils will justify this great disparity in

the amount of seed to be used.

In seed wheat, the tables vary forty quarts
;

the lowest being three peeks, and the highest,

eiglit pecks per acre. Barley, one and one-

half to two and one-half bushel. Oats, two to

four bushel. Rye, one to two bushel. Beets

way of laying lands to grass in the spring

without a grain crop. The weeds are so much

more hardy, and so rapid in their growth, that

they occupy the ground before the grass gets

strong, and thus they are kept under through-

out the season,

A generous seeding is, therefore, the safest

in drills, four to six pounds. Indian corn for
j
course always. Most of our lands are weedy,

soiling Ijroadcast, three to four bushel. Peas

in drills, one to two and one-half bushel.

Carrots, from two to five pounds ;
the smallest

amount would probably be sufficient if in drills.

In returns made to the Secretary of the

Board of Agriculture, something more than

one-third of the whole recommend one bushel

though under a pretty high state of cultiva-

tion, so far as richness is concerned. Thin

seeding may answer on soil free from weeds,

but on a thin soil, infested with weeds, the

seeding should be thick to bring the plants

very near each other.

In the Country Oenileman, just come to

f redtop, weighing twelve pounds ; one peck hand, we find the followmg testnnony of Mr

of timothy, weighing eleven pounds, and five

pounds of red clover for an acre. There is a

pretty general agreement in the cpiantity of

timothy and clover, with the amount just men-

tioned. Some of the returns, however, are as

low as one-half a bushel of redtop, and as

liish as half a bushel of timothy

AVm. Newton, of Henrietta, N. Y. He sAys :

"To test the question of thick and thin seeding,

a small part of the held was sown at the rate of two

bushels per acre. On this piece the oats were two

or three davs later than on the rest of the held, and
showed signs of rust, but were not luatoriallj' in-

jured liy it. The result of my observations is that

oats that are thickly sown arc nuieh less liable to

be injured by rust; that they ripen earlier, and

that the straw is brighter and of better quality.
^ than when onlv a small quantity ot seed is used.

One of the points by which we should be
|

rj-jjig iia})ilitv to rust is one great objection to very

govented in sowing, is the weight a.d fineness f^^;J^^^^^S^:f^^SlS^
^f +Ua ocofl da ft nninid of onc kind mav con- ,,c„.,n,r cr.«-n wTint sTitticiiiit : that more miffht beof the seed, as a pound of one kind may con

tain three or four times the number of indi-

vidual seeds that another kind does. The

more single seeds there are in a pound or

bushel, the more there will be to each square

foot of the field.

Another point is the quality of the soil upon

which the seeds are sown. If it is rich, a less

number will be required, because the plants

coming from them will be more vigorous, and

require more room than they will on a poor

soil.

A third reason for sowing more or less seed

, is in the mechanical condition of the soil. If

, a field has been ploughed when too wet, so

that the leveling and harrowing did not break

up the lumps, and give a fine, mellow tilth,

. that field will require more seed than one that

is in good condition in this respect, because a

. considerable portion of the seed will not come

up. Some of it will be left upon the surface,

, and dried up by sun and wind ; but a much

larger ])ortion buried too deejily under the

, lumps and rot there.

If the land is weedy, tJiick seeding is indis-

pensable. One or the othe* must prevail. If

weeds take the precedence, there will be little

usually sown is not suttieieiit; that more might be

used to advantage. * * The largest crops of oats

I have ever seen raised, were sown at the rate of

three and one-half bushels per acre."

MASSACHUSETTS POULTBY ASSOCI-
ATION.

At a meeting held at the Parker House, Boston,

on the •2'2d of March, by a number of gentlemen

interested in the breeding and management of

Poultry, it was voted to form an organization to

be known as the "Massachusetts Poultry Associa-

tion," and the following ofticers were elected for

the ensuing year :

—

President, Philander Williams, Taunton.

Vice Presidents, William J. Undirwood, Belmont;

Atherton F. Brown, Boston; Klbridge C. Comey,
Quincy; Moses Kllis, Framinghum; Henry F. Felch,

Katick; Edminid Rodman, Sew Bedford; G. Morgan
Smith, SuiUh Hadley; Georife B. Durfee, Fallliiver

;

C. Carroll Loring, South Boston ; Jolni B Jloore, Cou-

Con'esijondiny Secretary, J. M. Cady, Boston.

Recording Secretary, W. B. Atkinson, Xewburport.

Auditor, Edwin N. Rice, Clinton.

Treasurer, Nathaniel Foster, Jr., Belmont.

Erecutive Committee, John P. Buzzell, Clinton;

Jacob Graves, Reading; Mark I'itman, Salem; Wm.
H. Brackett, Boston; Col. Geo. A. Meacham, Bomer-

ville; Geo. F. Champney, Taunton; Joseph K. Pierce,

Holliston; Chas. E. Tutlle, Boston; JuUua K. Ban-

nister, Boston ; Chas. L. Copeland, Milton.

—The liural New Yorker .says the most efficient

remedy for the onion grub is irrigation. If it is

practicable to flood the garden aflected by the

,>tt«o I— V. ^-^ , grubs it will almost totally annihilate them. After

< of. aujthing else. This Is the difllculty In the u coi)ious shower of raiu they often disappear.
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SOW A VARIETY OF GRASS SEEDS.

ERY many fanners in laj'-

i^' ing lands to grass sow

only two kinds of seed,

timothy and red top, when the

-, fci -Xif seed is sown with grain in the

^ '5'?^ spring. Clover seed is usually

added the succeeding spring,

though sometimes it is sown with

the other seeds.

When the sward is turned over in the

autumn, clover seed is usually sown with the

grass seeds, as it has time to get established

so as not to be thrown out by frosts the suc-

ceeding winter. Clover seed is not generally

used with a grain crop, as it is supposed to

cover the ground so closely as to obstruct the

growth of the grain.

The question to be decided, is, whether or

not it is best to sow a larger variety of seeds,

or continue on in the old routine ? •

If we examine the turf of an old pasture

that is well stocked with grasses, one that

affords rich feed, and that holds good through

the summer, we shall find that it contains a

considerable variety of grasses,—from ten to

fifteen varieties, instead of the two varieties,

timothy and red top, which are commonly

used. Does this indicate that the soil may
contain elements which are favorable to dif-

ferent kinds of grasses and will produce them

abundantly if their seeds are sown in it ? It

certainly seems so. Mr. Secretary Flint, in

his work on Grasses and Forage Plants, says :

"I hold this proposition to be indisputable

;

that any soil will yield a larger and more nu-

tritious crop if sown with several kinds of

nutritious grasses, than when sown with only

one or two species. Indeed it is a fact es-

tablished by careful experiment, that admix-

ture of only two or three species of grasses

and clover will produce a less amount of hay

than can be obtained by sowing a larger num-

ber of species together. * * But it is true

that if we sow but one kind of grass, however

abundantly the seed may be scattered, or on

whatever soil it may be, or under however

favorable influences, only a part of the plants

will flourish ; vacant places will occur through-

out the piece, which will be filled up after a

time by grasses of an inferior quality, weeds

or mosses. If a mixture made up of a larger

number of kinds of seed, is used the plants

will cover the entire surface, and produce a

far better quality of herbage."

We do not cultivate Orchard grass, some-

times called Itoiigh Cock'^s Foot, to half the

extent which would prove profitable. The
late Judge Buel said he should prefer it to

almost every other kind of grass. Cows
are very fond of it. It is one of the most

lasting grasses we have. A field stocked

with orchard grass, which we occasionally see,

has been mowed, it is stated, for more than

thirty years in succession, and now yields

about one ton of hay per acre. As a pasture

grass it affords an early bite, and as a crop

for hay sowed with red clover it is of a very

high order. When used for pasturage, it

should be kept closely cropped. Sheep will

pass over every other grass to feed upon it,

otherwise it becomes coarse and harsh. It is

less exhausting to the soil than rye grass or

timothy. It will endure considerable shade,

and as its fibrous roots extend to a long dis-

tance below the surface, it will withstand

drought for a long time.

Referring for a moment to the manner in

which old pastures are stocked, we find that

an examination of one gave to a square foot

of the surface 910 plants ; 880 of these were

natural grasses ; thirty were clover and other

plants, and twelve were distinct species.

Let us suggest to the farmer, to test a piece

of land this spring with a much larger variety

of seeds than he has usually employed, and

communicate results to these columns.

ALSIKE CLOVER.
Several inquiries were made through our

columns last year as to the value of the Alsilce,

or Swedish clover, trifolium Jiybiiduvi. It is

a hybrid of the ordinary red and white clovers,

and while it partakes of the qualities of both,

it has some peculiarities which belong to

neither of them.

We have carefully observed the opinions

given of this plant by those who have culti-

vated it, and find a general agreement on

several points. That its roots are fibrous,,

and of unusual length, which would tend tct

prevent its being thrown out of the ground by-

frost, and give it ability to withstand drought.

It makes finer and better hay, for the stalks

are not so thick and woody as those of red

clover. Its foliage and blossoms ai'C more
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abundant than on the red clover. The flowers

are said to be very beautiful, of larger size

than those of the wliite clover, of pinkish

color, and are very fragrant.

Mr. J. B. Tik-ner, of Jacksonville, 111.,

sowed six acres, using from three to four

pounds of seed to the acre with the usual

amount of timothy seed. He says it came up

very thick, though the drought was unpar-

alleled in thirty years' experience in that re-

gion. It grew about half knee high by the

last of September, and blossomed out all over

the field within about three months of the time

of sowing, and on the 8th of November fur-

nished an abundance of fresh feed for the

stock. He adds,—I am very much pleased

with it indeed. I believe it is hardier, more

prolific, and furnishes more feed for stock

than the red or white clover, and is of a far

more desirable quality for cows or hogs, and

especially for horses.

The Canada Farmer states that the quantity

of seed required per acre is five pounds when
sown clear ; and about half that amount when

sown with timothy. It should be sown in the

spring with wheat or barley, in the same man-

ner as red clover. When allowed to ripen its

seed, it cannot be »ut more than once in a

season, as it bears its seed with the first blos-

soms in each year ; but if grown for a hay

crop, it can be cut again in the fall, and will

yield a generous lot of fine hay for calves and

sheep. Its rank growth on rich ground makes

it liable to lodge. It is said to afford excel-

lent pasturage for bees.

We hope that many of our readers will test

this clover by sowing it this spring on various

soils, and in feeding it to all kinds of stock.

Until the seed is more abundant the price

will remain high ; but the small quantity re-

quired per acre will enable many persons to

give it a fair trial.

PROPER DEPTH OP SEEDS,
A very considerable proportion of the far-

mers of New England do not raise the grass

seeds which they annually sow. With it they

purchase a variety of foul seeds which not

only cost much money, but are stocking the

land with hardy and worthless plants. In ad-

dition to these losses, there is another question

which has been too little regarded, viz : tliat

of ascertaining the depth at which seeds will

most readily and certainly germinate.

In sowing grass seed, the common practice

is to plough and harrow the land, level a little

with spade and hoe, sow the grass seed with

grain and harrow again. This last operation

is usually performed with a harrow whose

teeth are from five to eight or ten inches in

length. Each tooth- opens a drill, as the im-

plement passes along, to the depth of half its

entire length, at least. The teeth are arranged

in gangs, so that the whole surface is moved.

Is it not probable, then, that very many of

the seeds drop into these drills, and are cov-

ered so deeply as to prevent their coming

up ? We have no doubt of it ; nor any doubt

that the farmer meets with a serious loss in

this respect.

It would be an easy matter for farmers to

experiment for themselves, by placing seeds

in small pots, cups or saucers, and place them

on the window sill, or in any wann position

where the seeds would have a favorable place

for sprouting. Scatter some seeds upon the

surface, and leave them there. Then place

others at various depths below the surface by

pressing a pointed stick, that is marked with

inches and parts of inches, into the soil. Make
a record of time where sowed, depth, and

time of appearance of plant, and the opera-

tion will give a fair idea of the depth at which

various seeds should be planted, in order to

secure a quick and healthy germination.

Various experiments are on record in rela-

tion to this matter, one of which was with In-

dian corn. That which was planted at the

depth of

No. 1 1 inch, came up in %% days.
1>^

,2

,3

,4

.^%

.5

.5}^

9>i
10

12
13

13^

ny^

Nos. 8, 9, 11, were dug up after twenty-

two days, and it was found that No. 8 had an

inch more to grow to reach the surface of the

earth. Nos. 9 and 11 had just sprouted, but

were short and 3 inches below the surface.

No. 10 came up in seventeen and one-half

days, but the tender leaf remained only six

days green, and then withered.

This experiment shows very clearly the ad-

vantage of shallow planting, when the soil is

in good condition ; that is, not too loose, nor
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too solid, but in a fine, mellow tilth, where

sun, air and moisture can do their work.

It appears that the more shallow the seed

was covered with earth, the more rapidly the

sprout made its appearance, and the stronger

afterward was the stalk. The deeper the seed

lay, the longer it remained before it came to

the surface.

Petri, an authority with which we ^re not

much acquainted, but who seems to have given

the subject careful attention, gives an experi-

ment made on rye, with the following results.

The first column shows the depth at which the

seed was placed ; the second the number of

days that elapsed before it appeared above

ground ; the third, the number of plants that

came up.

Depth. Appeared. Ko. of Plants.
% inch 11 days 7 plants.
1 " 12 " all "
2 " 18 " 7 "
3 " 20 " 6-8 "
4 " 21 " 4-8 "
5 " 22 " 3-8 "
6 " 23 " 1-8 "

The root stalk, Mr. Petri says, forms itself

always next below the surface of the ground,

and if we place the grain deep, it must tii-st

put out its sprouts to the surface and form its

side branches in a near connection with the

air. We never find that sucker roots are

ranged from below to above, but the contrary.

It ought to be remembered, in this connec-

tion, that \h.Qfiner the soil is made the more

certainty there is that seeds will come up

quickly and strong.

ANALYSIS OF SOILS AND MANURES.
Some years ago farmers were encouraged to ex- ,

pect great practical benefits from the teachings of I

science based on analyses of farm soils. In 1851

the Ohio Board of Agriculture employed Mr. I

David A. Wells "to examine, analyze and report

on the nature and composition of the soils of the

State." The Board, Mr. Wells, and the public gen-

erally were sadly disappointed by the result of his

labors. After spending the summer in conducting

analyses and comparisons, Mr. Wells made this

confession :

—

"We find but little difference in the amount and
value of the mineral constituents of the Ohio and
the Hampden County, Mass., soils ; if anything,
the advantage is on the side of Massachusetts soils."

And yet he tested some of the richest soil in

Ohio,—that of the Scioto Valley—soil that had
then been cultivated fifty years, "and now," he

says, "with the most ordinary culture, yields on an

average, one year with another, eighty bushels of

corn to the acre."

A few years since. Dr. Jas. R. Nichols analyzed

some ordinary barn yard manure. He assumed
that

A cord of such manure would weigh 3000 lbs.

Tlie pure water therein 2456 lbs.

The pure sand 138 "

2594 lbs.

Deducting these worthless substances and there
remains only 406 lbs.

Deducting the carbonaceous matter, no better
than peat, straw, or chaff 332 lbs.

74 lbs.

"and we have left," he says, "only seventy-four

pounds of active fertilizing material which has a

money value." These fertilizing materials, all that

he found in a cord of manure, he proceeds to show
may be purchased in the market for three dollars

and thirty-five cents. And yet practical farmers

continue to use manure in the vicinity of Boston
that costs, including hauling, ten, twelve and more
dollars per cord, instead of manufacturing it ac-

cording to his formula, which is as follows :

—

Crude nitrate of soda or sulphate of ammonia . . $2.60
One and a half bushel of good wood ashes .... 35
15 lbs. common salt, 10 lbs. of bone dust,

3 lbs. of gypsum 50
Peat or muck, say, 10

Dr. Nichols then says :

—

By substituting nitrate of potassa, or saltpetre,

for soda, the compost is greatly improved, while
its cost is enhanced. If the .salts are dissolved in
water,—those that are soluble,—and the bone in

ley, and good muck is employed, a compost is

formed very nearly as valuable as seasoned excre-
ment. Very nearly, we hav£ said—why is it not
of equal value ?

We have reason to believe it is owing to a mi-
nuteness of the subdivision of atoms, which we
can neither produce nor coniiirehenil,—a degree of
comminution which sets at dctiancc all mechanical
and chemical manipulation. Besides this, there is,

however, a peculiar condition arising from, or
communicated by, the contact of vital forces, which
science is incapable of explaining.

In short, the same salts and organic matter as
found in the dung-heap, have a higher money
value, and seem to exert a more specific influence
upon plants than when presented in artificial mix-
tures.

If, then, there is a value or "condition" in a cord

of barn-yard manure, "which," as the Dr. con-

fesses, "science is incapable of explaining," may
there not be some similar condition, property or

combination in special manures that analysis is in-

capable of explaining or showing ?

The proprietors of the "Grafton Mineral Fer-

tilizer" published an analysis of the ore from which

the fertilizer is made. Assuming this analysis to

be correct, Dr. Nichols has expressed the opinion

that the Grafton Mineral Fertilizer is worthless, or

nearly so. As will be seen by reference to our

advertising columns, a large number of fanners in

New Hampshire who have carefully experimented

with it during the past two years saj' that they

have found it a valuable fertilizer. Personally we
know nothing of its merits or demerits, but on the

recommendations of so many farmers residing in

its "own countiy," where a prophet is proverbially
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without honor, we propose to try tliis "I'ertilizer"

oil a small this season.

Spcfimens of the rock taken fresh from tlic

diggings, and also of that which has been acted

upon l)y the air have been left at this office. An
examination of them would hardly suggest to a

practical fanner the idea of manure. Neither,

proliably, would a specimen of native gj'psum.

Nor would a hod of anthracite suggest the idea of

firewood to one who had never heard of "buruing

stones."

"THE FAKMEES' EING."
Farmers liave so long occupied the back gi'ound

in the legislation of the country that the following

paragraph from the Prairie Fa7'mer % interesting

at least for the novelty of the thing :

—

In the Springfield correspondence of the Chics^go

Times, and in the editorial columns of that paper,

it is alleged that a "FaiTners' Ring," has been
organized in our State Legislature, (Illinois,) which
professes to rather run tilings in its own way, and,
e>;pecial]y, in oijposition to the lawyers, over which
class the farmers have a majority of one or two.

While admitting that there is a gi^ain of tnith in

this statement, the Farmer saj's it is not strictly in

accordance with the facts. The agricultural mem-
bers of the legislature of Illinois have formed a

club, at which, among other subjects, the proposed

laws which atfcct the industrial classes of the State

are discussed. Several of the members of this club

are lawyers, who meet and vote with the farmers.

While this "ring of farmers" are endeavoring to

secure their own rights, they are not iu opposition

to the lawyers or any other class. Though we
have a hearty dislike for most of the rings which

attempt to influence legislation, we wish there

might be such a ring in the legislature of every

State as that alluded to by tlie Chicago Times—

a

"Farmers' Ring." Whether as a ring or other-

wise, we believe that farmers are to influence the

legislation of the country in the future more than

they have done in the past.

EDUCATIOlSr OF PAEMERS.
A very able article on the importance of educa-

tion to farmers appeared as a communication in a

late numl)er of the Lexington, Ky., Fuiiners' Home
Journal. The writer claims for Henry Clay the

ci-edit of laying the foundation for a grant of land

by Congi-ess to establish agricultural colleges, and

gives the following extract of a letter written by

Mr. Clay, and now in the possession of the coitcs-

pondent of the Home Journal. Mr. Clay said :

—

"My name will be remembered with more pleas-

ure and gratitude by those that know me, for my
devotion to agriculture and mechanic arts, than all

7nv long life spent in politics. We must have col-

leges and schools in connection with the arts and
seiences, the army, the navy, the clergy and the

bar. Jiut the production of our daily bread, our
very existence, is too common-place and wholly ne-

glected hy our law-mahem.
Let Congress donate lands to establish Agricultu-

ral Colleges in all the Stiitcs. Many of our law-

makers are professional men, mostly residing in
towns and cities, andliave but little sympathy with
the farming classes, hence, the danger of having no
clieck from the hunest,liavd working agriculturists
tliat comuuines every day with his Maker. Fdu-
cate educate the farmer. No amount of reading
alone can make a man a favnur. He must have
long exjifriciiec, acuomiiaiiied by keen observatiim.
But on the otlicr hand, no man can be tht>ronghIy
an intelligent farmer who ilepends solely upon his
own ])ractice, and neglects to avail himself of the
knowledge of others, communicated orally or by
the press. It is my belief, that no farmer of obser-
vation and thought, can read a good agricultural
paper, regularly, without deriving from it more
benelit than many limes its cost, and wherever a
family is growing up around hhn, it wonld be wis-
don> to subscribe for several."

The date of this letter is not given. Mr. Clay

died in 1852. The act for the grant of land for the

establishment of agricultural colleges was passed

in 18G2.

THE COWrs AEE COMING,

BY ALICE ROBINS.

The cows are coming, Jessie, dear, make haste and see
the sight

;

There are twenty milky beauties to be housed and fed
to-iiight.

The firtit one with snow-white horns is just as old as
Miiy

;

She and my pet first saw the fight the same soft sum-
mer day.

A tender creature was she, so weak, and cold, and
thin !

John said she was not fit to raise. I said it was a sin

To cast hiT oil", tor May bud's sake. John laughed, and
anked mo whotlier

I thought it best, upon the whole, to rear tiro calves
togellier.

But she was spared and so was May. It sometimes
seems to me.

In Starbright's soft and gentle eyes. May's pleading
glance 1 see.

I love the creature—you may smile—perhaps my
fancies mock

;

She's the fairest of the herd, as May's the sweetest of
the flock.

There's May, her arms round Starbright's neck; the
girl is nine to-day

;

A frolicsome and genial thing at study or at play;
The darling in oiu' failing years, the i^pring our autumn

set,

A fair white jewel blazing in our faded coronet.

But see, John lets the bars down ; in clover deep they
stand

With glossy flanks, and backs as straight as yonder
t'abb'-land

:

The fragrance of their breath pours in like ambergri.i
and myrrh;

Tljey'ro just the neatest cows to milk—Johu says they
never stir.

They know his tone—'tis seldom loud; they know his
toucfi— 'tis kind.

"John has a way," the neighbors say, to make dumb
cre.itures mind;

Perhaps— I only know that I, through all these blessed
years.

Have never seen the moment when his voice has
brought me tears.

—Small pieces of non-resinous wood may be

perfectly seasoned by boiling four or five hours.

The boiling seems to take the sap out of the wood,

which shrinks nearly one-tenth iu the process.
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EXTBACTS AND REPLIES.

EGG PLANT.

Among the things mentioned by Mr. Quinn on

wliifh "Money in the Garden" is realized by those

wlio have a marl^et for vegetables, is the Egg Plant.

It is not raised to a great extent, as the demand is

limited. He says it is a tender annual, must be

started early in the hot-bed, and is more difficult

to start in the spring than any kind of vegetable

he grows. There are several varieties, but he pre-

fers the New York Improved. He says that near

New York the plants may l)e set in the open air

about the 20th of May. Here they should l)e trans-

planted a week or more later. INIr. Quinn sa3's :

—

They require a deep, rich soil, well worked. We
set the plants three feet apart each way, and sprin-

kle some superphosphate or some tinely-ground

bone immediately amuiid the roots at the time of

planting. Each plant is taken from the bed with a

s(iuare of earth around the roots. The afternoon

before transplanting, the plants are copiously wa-
tered, so that the soil will adhere to the roots.

Then, with a long-bladed knife to cut through on
either side, each plant is removed without disturlt-

ing the roots. The plants are placed on a wheel-
barrow, and taken where thej^ are to be set out.

It is important to use all this care, for, unless all

the conditions are just right. Egg Plants are very

tardy in starting, and with the market-gardener
this is a matter of dollars and cents. When they
last come into market they usually bring two dol-

lars per dozen ; later, the price goes down to sev-

enty-tive cents or one dollar a dozen.
The ground should be hoed frequently, kept

loose and free from weeds. Plants that grow to

full size will average from seven to nine eggs to a
plant, of the "New York Improved." Two or three

dozen plants will give an abundance of eggs for a
family of six or eight persons.

ture's way of enriching the soil. Nature has no
other way but to leave it on top. Does any one
suppose it would not be better covered up ?

It seems that C. puts on three dressings of ma-
nure during the three years that he has his land

up, but he does not tell'us how much he applies to

the acre at each time. He must put on a light

dressing, or his land is poor, or his manure is poor,

or he loses a share of its value by not ploughing it

under. I wish Mr. C. could see the crops I get

from one dressing of manure of from twenty-live
to thirty loads to the acre, put on to gi-eensward

and turned under, once in tive or seven years, then
see if he would say plougliing under manure is a
failure. I would ask him if he has ever tried turn-

ing under manure thoroughly, for I mistrust that

he is so afraid of losing it that he has never tested

that mode. I don't know but they have land in

Wilmington on which two loads of manure on top
is as good as three turned under, but we have not
in Woodstock.
Wc will take, for example, a piece of worn out

land, not so badly, however, but that it will gi-ow

a small crop to start with, and sow clover seed or

some other seed, and as it gets grown, plough it

under and sow again and tum that under. Now
how long will it take to make a rich piece of land

of it ? Then take another piece of similar land and
let nature have its course and the vegetal)le matter
decay on the surface. Does any one think it M'ould

be as good ? Would it ever get as rich ? Some
may say the ploughing enriches it. Very likely it

may a trifle, but not much. I wish people were
not so afraid of signing their whole names to what
they write. C. F. Lincoln.
Woodstock, Vt., March 13, 1871.

PLOUGHING VNDER MANURE.

Your correspondent C. of Wilmington, Vt., tries

to persuade people to put their manure on top, and
I try to have them plough it under. But I do not
hold to getting it very deep. C. thinks nature has
provided a way for enriching the soil. So it has, but
it is so very slow a way that we farmers dislike to

wait for it. He admits that it takes ages to do it.

I think there can be improvements made on an-

ORCHARD GRASS AND ALSIKE CLOVER.

I wish some of your readers that can speak from
actual knowledge, will tell me through your paper

whether orchard grass and aslike clover are the

best for soiling through the summer ? Where can
the clover be ol)tiiineil ? Where winter rye is used
for the above purpose what time in the fall is the

best for sowing it ? A. R. B.

Elmore, Vt., March 24, 1S71.

Remarks.—Both of the grasses referred to are

new to most of the farmers of New England. In

other parts of this page our correspondent will find

something in relation to both alsike clover and or-

chard grass, and we fully endorse the request that

those who can will speak from actual knowledge

for the benefit of others as well as of A. R. B.

MILK cows as LONG AS THEY GIVE MILK.

Mr. President:— How will a young farmer
know what to do about milking his cows when old

farmers disagree ? From my experience of forty

years as a farmer, I must differ from Mr. D. Kim-
ball, in Farmer of March 18. I have in several

instances injured cows by trying to dry them two
or three months before calving. Bunches have
come in their bags, and the milk became curdy and
thick, apparently the same as in cases of garget.

To save cows from being spoiled, I milk them
twice a day clean and dry as long as the milk
comes into their bags, even to the time of their

calving.

As to Mr. Kimball's neighbor's cow being spoiled

by milking too long, I think it was because she was
not milked enough. From my observation I think

many good cows and heifers are injured and some-
times spoiled by not milking them before they

calve.

I have one cow now in my bam, fifteen years old

this spring, that I have owned eleven years. She
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has frivcn milk the most of the time since I have
had her. She has never been sick a day, nor gar-
pety except once when I tried to dry her two
months before her calving; nor does she have
small calves. I have a four-year-old cow, one of
her calves, that girtlis over six feet, and a steer

calf brouglit up on one-half of her milk, that will

be one year old the '2.Sth of this month, and kept
since he was weaned same as I keep the rest of my
stock, that measures almost tive feet.

Now, in conclusion, my advice to "A Young
Farmer," to an old one, and to every body else that
keeps cows, would be to take good care of them
summer and winter, with plenty of good nourish-
ing food, well sheltered from the storms and cold,
and be sure they are milked regularly and dry, as
long as they have milk in their "bags, whether "it is

up to the time of their calving or not. The ham-
mer falls

!

John L. Jones
Bipley, Me., March 21, 1811.
P. S.—I wish you could fill another page of your

paper with just such reading matter as the tirst is

filled with. J. L. J.

Remarks.—Is the motion in the postscript sec-

onded ? Are you ready for the question ? As
many of the members of the Club as think they

can furnish enough of "just such reading matter"

to fill another page, will say, aye.

RAISING CUCUMBERS FOR PICKLES.

Having about one acre of land that is well
adapted to the culture of cucumbers, I will in-

quire of you or some of your correspondents, if

there is a ready market for them when properly
prepared or pickled ? If so, what are they worth
a barrel ? What kind of barrels are the best to

keep them in, and what is the 6e«< mode of pickling
them ? Will they command enough better price in

market by being put into vinegar, to pay the ex-
pense of preparing them that way, or is it better
to put them down in salt ? Not knowing how to

properly prepare- them either way, and wishing to

trj' the experiment one season, I hope that some
one who has had experience in that business will

inform, through j^our valuable paper, which way
is the best ; and give the full particulars how to

prepai-e them in the most successful manner.
S. D. Greenleaf.

Starks, Me., March 21, 1811.

Remarks.—This is a branch of Market Garden-

ing ; a part of a trade which requires an apprentice-

ship as much as watchmaking or any of the me-
chanic arts. Cucumbers for pickles are raised to a

large extent in the vicinity of Boston. We are told

that a single pickle establishment in Boston has 175

acres planted for them every year, and that they

also buy of others. A West Cambridge gardener

says that not less than five cords of manure should

be allowed for an acre of cucumbers. The land

must be in good condition and not liable to suffer

from drought. The hills are usually some five to

six feet apart. • The seeds are planted from the

middle of June till the middle of July. The striped

bugs are fought with plaster, powdered bone, &c.

It is recommended to put seeds for six or eight

plants in a hill, to be thinned to three or four when
well established.

We are indebted to W. K. Lewis, 93 Broad St.,

Boston, for some information which may be of use

to Mr. Greenleaf. The Short Prickly, Early Cluster

and Early Fi-ame varieties are recommended. As

near four inches in length as possible is the de-

sirable size for pickling. They should be gathered

daily, clearing the vines of everything large enough.

Leave half an inch of the stem on the cucumbers

and be careful not to bruise them. Have an open

cask of strong brine, and as fast as the cucumbers
are gathered put them into the brine, and keep

them constantly covered by the brine. After re-

maining in this brine some time, say till the pick-

ing season is over, it must be thrown away and
the cucumbers be put into a new clean, strong

brine of rock salt. Good liquor or provision bar-

rels are used. If the whole process is performed

in a workmanlike manner the cucumbers will keep

till the next spring or summer when better prices are

often obtained than in the fall or winter. Most
pickle dealers prefer to buy them in this condition,

as different men have different ways of preparing

them for the table.

But if you have a market for pickles you may
prepare them yourself. As we have already re-

marked, different individuals have different ways

of doing this. The following has been recom-

mended for family use :—Soak the cucumbers five

or six days, drain them and put them in ajar with

the following pickle : to one gallon of vinegar add
three pounds of sugar, two or three onions, a tea-

cupful of allspice, half a cup of cloves, a pod or two

of red pepper ; boil all and pour over the pickles

hot. The ladies of your own and neighboring

families will help you to other receipts for pickling

the cucumbers.

The salted cucumbers are now worth twenty-five

cents a gallon,—usuallj' at this season from seven-

teen to twenty cents a gallon. The drought last

season cut short the crop and prices are unusually

high. Hence it is probable that they may be

raised this year in suflScient quantities to reduce

the price to a low point.

EARLY potatoes.

Last spring I got the leading varieties of early
potatoes including King of the Earlies, Earlj' Rose,
Early Snow Ball, Early Mohawk and other va-
rieties intending to fairly test them. But it so
happened that I did not get the King of the Earlies
until several days after the others were planted.
I could scarcely perceive any difference in the
Early Rose, Early Snow Ball and Early Mohawk.
The King of the Earlies which was not planted
until five days later, ripened earlier than either,

although the King the Earlies were planted on
ground that was not so dry as the other varieties.

The largest yield of the early varieties was from
the Early Rose. The largest yield that I got from
any variety was from the Harrison, closely fol-

lowed by the Peerless or No. 6. I intend to test

them on a more extended scale this season and
will inform you of the result.

Which is the most valuable as an absorbent (the
cost of obtaining being the same) charcoal dust or
saw-dust ? What is the most valuable variety of
cabbage to raise for market ? What variety of
onion is the best for a general crop ?' h. b.

Hollis Centre, Me., March 11, 1811.

Remarks.—Simplj' as an absorbent saw-dust

will be much the cleanest, but the charcoal dust
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the most valuable as a material in compost. Our

garden corjcspondent, recommends for early cab-

bages, Jersey Wakefield, Early and Large York,

Early Ox-heart, Winningstadt, and Early Flat

Dutch; for later, Marblehead Mammoth, Stone

Mason, Common Ball, Flat Dutch, Green Globe,

Savoy. Of onions he names Weathersfield Red,

Danvers Yellow, White Portugal and Potato.

WHO HAS PEACH AND CHERRT TREES FOR SALE ?

Do you know of any one that has cherry and
peach'trees for sale that are grown in this State ?

I should like to buy some this spring. If any one
has trees I wish they would advertise in the Far-
mer, and then we should know where to go for

them. c. R.

Lexington, Mass., Apnl, 1871.

BEST EARLY CORN.

I have raised com for over forty years, and think

the Scandinavian com that I got of A. M. Everts,

five }'ears ago, is the earliest and best kind I ever

raised. It cars well and has all been sound and
well filled over the ends of ears. The yield has

been large. In 1870 I picked my seed in seventy-

nine days from planting. Wm. Noyes.
Salisbury, Vt., March 18, 1871.

Waterless Prairies.—String Prairie in Green

county, 111., is well adapted to com raismg and cat-

tle feeding, but in dry seasons is much troubled for

water, though wells have been sunk 100 feet. It

was generally supposed that water would be reached

by boring not over 600 feet. A gentleman near

Carrolton, Mr. Geo. L. Burras, obtained a steam

engine and the necessary implements for an arte-

sian well, and sunk a shaft 370 feet, when the drill

was broken. A second well was started near by

and after going down 1004 feet, the work was aban-

doned. The materials passed through were, as

stated by a correspondent of the Prairie Farmer,

as follows :—soil and clay 47 feet ; shale, 334 feet

;

sand rock, 117 feet; lime rock, 506 feet. No state-

ment of the expense of this experiment, which ex-

tended with several vacations from November, 1867,

to January, 1871, are given.

Maple Svgar.—On account of there being so

little snow on the ground, many predicted a small

run of maple sap this season. We are glad how-

ever to leam that the sugar harvest has been

abundant in all parts of New England. Our friend

J.' L. Goldsmith of Water Village, N. H., infomis

us that in his school district. No. 5, in the town of

Ossipee, twenty-eight of the thirty families in-

cluded in its limits have made as much as nine

thousand pounds of maple sugar this season. In

addition to a supply for his own family, Mr.

Goldsmith has sold one hundi-ed dollars worth,

mostly in Portsmouth ; for some of the earliest of

which in nice cakes he realized twenty-five cents a

pound.

—The Elgin Gazette says that the Illinois Con-

densing Company ship 100,000 cans of condensed

milk every month from Elgin to New York City.

SPKINQ.—AJS" INVOCATION.

BY W. BRAILSFORD,

Up in the hawthorn in the dale

The blackbird tells his lovely tale.

With voice all blithe and free;

Bright sunshine on the willows gleams.

The perch moves softly in the streams

—

Spring I Spring I we call for thee.

The torpid bee, with drooping wing,
Would fain pursue his ministering
In orchard crofts and bowers

;

But ah ! he waits thy cheering smile,

Whose truth would all his fears beguile,

And yield him pleasant flowers.

The violet half opes its eye,

As if it feared some fate was nigh
To end its early day

;

The primrose leaves the mossy beds,

And wavering every petal spreads.

With perfume for love's May.

The snow-flakes melt, the ice is gone.

Only the winds sound drear and lone.

Life trembles in the reed

;

Only the winds in forest trees

Awake sad echoes from the leas.

And chill the growing mead.

Only the winds, they seem to stay.

As if their part were meant alway
For recklessness and doom ;

Come, fairest Spring, come bid them cease.

And give the slumbrous earth release

From Winter's freezing gloom.

We call thee from those regions fair,

Where all thy sweet handmaidens are.

Love sighs where suitors weep.
Hark I hark I the notes of Time's old bells.

Would chai-m thee with their wonted spells.

So waken from thy sleep.

STEAM CULTIVATION IN ENGLAND.
Prof. Cook, of the New Jersey State Agri-

cultural College, furnishes the Countrxj Gen-

tleman a highly interesting account of steam

cultivation as seen by him last summer in

England. The implement used was a trian-

gular iron cultivator with nine teeth, the out-

er ones being seven feet apart. In mellow

ground the teeth would penetrate about 15

niches. This one was working on very hard

soil, never ploughed more than four or five

inches deep, yet it was breaking it up to the

depth of 10 or 12 inches at the rate of 20

acres a day.

Two locomotives of lO-horse power were

used, one at each side of the field, which was

perhaps a quarter of a mile across. A wire

rope extended from one to the other. The
engines advanced the width of the cultivator

each time it crossed the field. It was worked

at the rate of five miles an hour.

One man rode on the cultivator, and could

steer it so as to pass around obstructions.

Two men were on each engine and a sixth

with horse and cart was engaged in drawing

water for the boilers.

The work was done by contract, the farmer

paying 9 English shillings (say $2.25) per

acre. This in not much cheaper than the

work could be done with horses, but it was

better done, and could be rapidly done just
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when wanted. The same men had cultivated

1200 acres on tlie same farm the year previ-

ous. The owner of the aj)paratus owned 10 or

12 sets, all at work within 20 miles. The
cost of the engines, ])louKhs, cultivators, «S:c.,

is at least £lobO (say $7500.
A single engine is used frequently, with a

rope extending twice across the field, with
anchors on the opposite side.

—

Western Far-
mer.

For the Kew England Farmer.

THE HAY CROP.
Poor Prospect.

What are we going to do for hay the coni;

ing year ? is a (juestion one hears discussed

quite anxiously' wherever the drought of last

year prevailed.

The grass seed that was put in with spring
gi'ain IS making a small show at this time, ex-

cept on exccjitionally favorable fields. On
high dry land it is nearly a total failure, and
the plants are thin on most of the newly seed-

ed ground.
On old fields the best kinds of grasses are

dead and only the poorer sorts left, and on
thousands of acres in this part of New Eng-
land the white grub, (the larva of the May-
bug,) has entirely killed every thing but sor-

rel and a few other coarse weeds. The turf

may be rolled up like a mat, by the acre.

Pastures are also injured by the same causes

and the prospect for summer feed is not at all

promising.

If this state of things existed only on an
eighth or a tenth part of our farms it would
be nothing very serious, for that amount could

be ploughed and planted with the usual hoed
crops and again reseeded, but where the dam-
age is from one-fourth to nearly the whole, it

becomes a very serious matter.

Curing Fodder Corn.

Dairy farmers will need to make some ex-

tra effort this season in order to provide suf-

ficient forage for their stock. Having this

subject on my mind I called the other day on
Mr. Rensselaer Jillson, at his farm near
Woonsocket, R. I. I had heard of his large

fields of fodder corn, and something of his

method of curing and using the fodder, but I

wished to learn more of the details of his

management.
Mr. Jillson, like many others, believes in

corn fodder, and has raised it several years
for fall feeding, getting it ready as early as

possible and feeding it green till frost comes.
The last two or three years he has been try-

ing to learn how best to cure it for feeding
after frosty weather prevents its being fed
green. He is satisfied that it is neither prac-

ticable nor profitable to try to house it in

any large fjuantities. It grows so large that

the stalks hold moisture enough to cause vio-

lent heating if packed in buildings.

If it could be kept standing on end, un-
der cover it would cure perfectly, but if it

begins to lean over and pack down it will

heat and spoil. And then he raised such im-
mense fjuantities on his farm that iiousing it

is with him entirely impracticable. He plants

the largest Southern white variety, because
it will produce so much more than any other

kind. Thinks sweet corn is liked by the cows
better than the Southern, but he can not grow
enough of it on an acre to suit his ideas of

profit. Always plants in drills, using about
three bushels of seed per acre. Does most of

the work of hoeing with a horse hoe. Plants

at intervals of about ten days, that the har-

vesting may not all come at once.

As soon as the corn is fit to feed, it takes

the place of pasture grass and hay for his

cows,—giving them all they will eat each day.

When the first planting is in blossom and
before the leaves begin to get nmcli dry, it

is cut and laid on the ground to wilt for a few
days, if the weather is favorable. If a storm
is expected, it is bound in bundles as large as a
man can easily handle and innnediately

stooked. He tried many ways of stocking,

but with indifferent success, till he learned to

make large stooks and have them stand alone

in the field till wanted at the barn. He now
makes his stooks about ten feet in diameter,

setting the corn quite straight up, and uses

no bands to confine it but depends only on its

own weight and size to keep it upright.

When the second planting is ready, it is

treated in the same manner, and so on through

the fall till there is danger of frosts, when all

that remains is cut down and stooked.

After this time, it is drawn to the barn as

wanted as long as it lasts. This year he had
it in good condition till December or January.

He thinks it may be kept in very good con-

dition till March. The outside of the stooks

gets considerably weather beaten, but the in-

side keeps bright and sweet, and his cattle

waste but veiy little of it. They have in win-

ter one feeding of it per day, which is one-

third of their food, exclusive of grain. His
cows show that they are well fed and the

prices he obtains for his milk, as well as the

neatness of everA'thing about the stables, in-

dicates that he does not believe in neglecting

the comfort or cleanliness of his animals.

Like other bold experimenters, he has some-
times made costly mistakes, but his system of

growing and curing cornfodder for winter use

is being adopted by his neighbors ; and this

season many farmers in this section will try

to benefit themselves and their stock by fol-

lowing his example.

It is is not claimed that green cornfodder is

better food for cows than green grass ; but in

the absence of grass it is claimed that more
good food can be obtained from an acre of

land in corn, than from any other known crop,

with the same expense for manure and labor.
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And this year, with such a poor prospect for

hay, it h>oks as if it would be a good time to

give cornfodder both as a summer and win-

ter feed, a pretty extensive trial.

Cultivation of Fodder Corn.

If the ground is thoroughly tilled in the

spring, the cost of planting and hoeing need
not be very great. The first plantings may
need hand hoeing, but the later plantings will

hardly be benefited by it if the horse hoe or

cultivator is judiciously used.

I use a Holbrook's Horse Hoe middle tooth

to open the rows and after sowing the corn by
hand, cover it with the outside teeth of the

horse hoe, with the wings set so as to throw
just dirt enough over the corn to cover it all,

or I go across the furrow with a light bush,

which will do the work just as well. In large

fields the bush is best ; in small lots the horse

hoe works better. As soon as the corn is

up, it should be worked out with a horse hoe
or suitable cultivator and the land made light

and the weeds killed between the rows. This
should be repeated every week till the corn
is too large to cultivate, after which it will

take care of itself and the weeds too. Last
year Mr. Jillson weighed several loads of his

corn and found that on one field of five acres

he was getting on the heaviest part of it about
forty tons per acre, and judges it will shrink

from 75 to 80 per cent, by being stocked for

winter use, which allows from eight to ten

tons per acre of dry fodder. It never gets

as dry or light as hay that is cured in summer.
The stalks contain some juice and the cattle

probably like it better than if it were made
entirely dry and crisp.

Orchard Grass.

My late recommendation of orchard grass

brings many inquiries from readers of the

Farmer. One gentleman from New Hamp-
shire asks if it will make a crop to cut the

coming haying season, if sown this spring ?

He says he has a five acre lot that was in corn
last year, which he had intended to sow to

oats for winter fodder, for cows, but thinks

he might sow orchard grass instead, if he can
get a crop this year ; say^s a part of the land
will not be fit to plough before the last of April,

and asks if that will be early enough for the

grass seed.

Season and Method of Seeding.

The belief seems to be very common among
farmers that grass seed sowed in the spring

will not produce a crop of hay the first year.

The usual practice is to sow some kind of

grain with the grass seed. The grain comes
up first, grows faster and taller than the grass,

and gives it little chance to show what it might
do if sowed alone.

Carrots, beets and parsnips would hardly

make a crop the first season, if treated in the

same way grass is treated when sown with
stronger growing plants, like oats, barley or

wheat, or if allowed to be overrun with coarse,

rank weeds.
I have known a few farmers to try grass in

the spring without a grain crop who have
failed, because their land was so foul with
weeds. They said they would never try it

again, because if they did not sow grain they
would only get a crop of weeds. Some
very good farmers never sow grass seed in the

spring, but take olF a crop of oats or barjey
and then plough and seed with grass alone.

In this way they get one good crop in the sea-

son, and the grass is not apt to be injured very
much b}^ weeds, when sowed in the fall. The
objection to this practice is the extra labor of

ploughing, harrowing, bushing, picking stones

and rolling the land twice a year instead of

once. However, this is better than to sow
grain and grass seed together and lose the

grass seed. The loss of grass seed sown last

spring throughout the United States was im-
mense and will be felt by all classes for sev-

eral years. All kinds of grass seed are very
high this spring, and every precaution should
be used not to have it lost or wasted by wrong
management.

Seeding without Grain.

It was the high price of spring grain a few
years ago that induced me to sow grass alone

on a part of a field, instead of mixing it with

oats. The results were so satisfactory that I

have seldom put in any grain with grass seed
since. And whenever I have done so I have
been more and more convinced that the prac-

tice is a bad one on my farm.

With me the grass crop is of the first

importance. Some farmers plough up their

land in order to raise corn or potatoes or some
other hoed crop. Then they seed it down for

a crop of oats or barley ; and if the hoed
crops, and the grain leave any strength in

the land, they get a few crops of grass.

With me grass is of such importance that I

cannot afford to raise any grain, but plough
and work a field for the one purpose of mak-
ing it bear more hay. If I plant corn, it is

for the fodder ; and I grow as much fodder to

the acre as possible. If 1 sow oats, they are

cut green, and if I sow grass, I give it the

whole land.

From many experiments I am led to believe

the early fall is the best and most natural sea-

son for sowing all the grasses excepting per-

haps clover, and I have been very successful

with that when sowed as early as August. If

it cannot be put in till later than that time I

would defer till spring.

An old Bog Meadow.
I have a field of three acres now up, that

was in mowing last year, cutting two very
fair crops. It was ploughed last fall with a
jwivel plough, all tui-ned one way and all well

turned over from seven to eight inches deep.
It was then thoroughly worked down with a
Shares harrow, at least four times over, and
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heavily weighted the last time ; then a coat of

stable inaiuire was well worked in.

The field was formerly a bog meadow, and
the hay was carried on shore on_ hay-poles.

It is now thoroughly drained, and can be

worked as early in the spring as any part of

the farm. This spring I shall put on a culti-

vator and stir it up about four inches deep

;

then level it off with harrow and bush and sow
it with two bushels of orchard grass and eight

pounds of northern clover per acre, and roll it

down smooth. The season now bids fair to

be early with us, and I expect to get it all

finished before the tenth of April. Judging
from crops of past years, I shall expect to

have a good crop of leafy hay to cut by the

tenth to the fifteenth of July and another in

September.

Loss of Timothy.

Tlie last time it was sowed in the spring, the

seed used was principally timothy. It was
headed out and ready to cut the third day of

July, and produced a very good crop ; but

the succeeding dry weather killed nearly all

the timothy, and the subsequent crops have
been clover and orchard grass. I do not like

to sow timothy in the spring, because I have

lost so much at the first cutting. If sown in

the fall it spreads out over the ground and
makes short jointed stems ; but when sown in

the spring, on good land, with neither grain

nor weeds to keep it down, it runs up tall,

has long joints, and does not spread out from
the bottom till after it heads out. Then the

mowing machine cuts it off close to the ground,

and if the weather is hot and dry it has a poor
chance for life.

Growth of Orchard Qrass.

Orchard grass does not incline to head out

the first year, but grows leaves that make the

softest and best of hay for milch cows or

young stock. The first crop should be cut as

soon as it begins to lie down or look gray.

At the second cutting the clover will have
made stems, and perhaps blossoms, and add
much weight and virtue to the crop of hay.

After all, I do not like to advise others to

make very great changes from their usual

course of farming, except on a small scale. I

know what my success in seeding grass alone

in spring has been, and I have so much confi-

dence in it, that I shall continue the practice

wherever I wish to put clover, redtop or or-

chard grass. I am sure I get more value of

fodder the first year than if I sowed oats ; and
I am more sure of a grass crop the succeeding

years. A. W. Ciieever.
Sheldonville, Mass., March 26, IS 71.

A GREAT HORSE DAY.
The Lexington, Ky., Farmer''s Home Jonr-

nal says that ever since that place was made

the county seat, the April court day has been

obsened as an annual hoi'se show, which has

become of more importance to farmers and

stock breeders of that county than any other

public day, not excepting even Christmas or

the Fourth of July, because of the absorbing

and universal interest felt in the event it brings

to pass. The Journal continues :

—

This display is not merely for the gratifica-

tion of public curiosity, nor to obtain cheap
distinction for the animals shown, but it has a
practical purpose to subserve—to afford an
opportunity to farmers and others to inspect

the fine stallions and jacks, whose services are

to be offered to the owners of mares during
the season.

The advantages of the exhibitions then are

obvious, for a person of ordinary skill, intelli-

gence and discernment, can form a very satis-

factory opinion of the merits of an animal,

after a critical inspection of all his points, and
he can readily determine in his own mind,

whether it is such a model as he would like to

breed to.

Already, horse men are anticipating the ex-

hibition which is to come off on next month,
and from all we can learn the display will be
one of more than ordinary attractiveness.

There will be a great many celebrated horses

shown on that day, descendants of the very

best thoroughbred and trotting fann'lies of the

State, and we think we can safely promise all

who may attend, a most interesting exhibition.

It will be a sight worth travelling hundreds of

miles to witness, and the most phlegmatic in-

dividual, if a true admirer of this noble animal,

will see enough t© render him enthusiastic.

If there be any rule of morality or policy that

prevents any class of citizens from attending

the "hprse days" at our fairs, it cannot apply
to this April show, which is free to all, and is

unattended with betting, racing or any other

performance, except such as may be necessary

to show off the animals.

Five Ways to Destroy Ants.—1. Pour,
copiously, hot water as near the boiling point

as possible, down their burrows, and over their

hills, and repeat the operation several times.

2. Entrap the ants by means of narrow
sheets of stiff paper, or strips of board, cov-

ered with some sweet, sticky substance. The
ants are attracted by the sweets, and, stickin'^

fast, can be destroyed as often as a sufficient

number are entrapped.

3. Lay fresh bones around their haunts.

They will leave everything else to attack these,

and when thus accumulated, can be dipped in

hot water.

4. Pour two or three spoonfuls of coal oil

into their holes, and they will abandon the

nest.

6. Bury a few slices of onions in their nests,

and they will abandon them.
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For the New Englayid Farmer.

OBJECTS OF AGRICULTTTKAIj SOCIE-
TIES.

OBJECTIONS TO THE AGRICULTURAL HORSE TROT.

The Turf, Field and Farm'^s criticism of

your position on the "fast horse" question,

headed Stupid, was certainly a most stupid

defence of their pet institution.

They show that they have no claim to the

last word of their title, for they speak of the

farm, the farmer, and farming, with undis-

guised contempt. They "have nothing to do
with carrots and cabbages," and agricultural

societies they designate as "Green Pumpkin
Associations." Evidently they have added
the word "Farm" to their designation in order

to catch the subscriptions of a few unwary
farmers to a purely sporting journal.

But what do the farmers think of their argu-

ment in favor of the "Agricultural horse trot ?"

that "the fact is too plain to be contradicted

that the majority of the agricultural associa-

tions are kept from bankruptcy by making
their fairs attractive through the horse depart-

ment." This, c.oncludes the wise editor, is

sufficient reason why the trots should be en-

couraged.
Perhaps if the gentleman knew what agri-

cultural societies are for, he might have come
to a different conclusion, but "the ignorance

of some of the sporting papers is really deplo-

rable." In hopes that "our city friend" may
see this paragraph, we essay to enlighten him.

Agricultural Societies are formed for the pur-

pose of encouraging agricultural pursuits, by
friendly competition and the dissemination of

agricultural information.

The man who makes the greatest general

improvement in his farm ; who raises the best

crop of hay, grain, or roots ; who breeds and
raises the best horses, cattle, hogs or sheep

;

is offered a small prize and the neighboring

farmers are invited in to see what has been
done, and be stimulated to go and do likewise.

"When an Agricultural Society ceases to be
carried on for these simple objects, its right to

its title ceases also.

Why are not "horse trots" (in the present

meaning of that term) consistent with the

above objects ?

First : because they demand the largest pre-

miums and the largest share of attention, thus

putting true agricultural interests in a false

position as being inferior instead of superior

to the interests of "the turf."

Secondly : the trots create an undue excite-

ment in the minds of the young, which being a

point where difference of opinion is allowable,

we will not discuss further.

Thirdly : the trots attract a low, vulgar, and
vicious class of people, as well as an educated,

intelligent, and respectable class of sports-

men. Blacklegs and prostitutes are not at-

tracted by a display of agricultural products,

or fine cattle, or even fine horses, unless there

is a race. But we A-enture to express our
belief that the editor of Turf and Field never

attended a trot where there were not a large

proportion of those classes with whom he would
consider it disgraceful for his wife, his daugh-
ters, or his sisters to associate. Such is the

feeling of the better classes of farmers, so

that the fairs instead of being the resort of

farmers and their families, have been gradu-
ally deserted by those who would gladly sup-

port them, were it not for this excrescence.

Lastly, we claim with the two best authori-

ties of England and America, Yoiiatt and
Stewart, that under the practices of the Turf,
the horse has deteriorated in his most important
and useful qualities—strength and endurance.

Anj' Agricultural Society that cannot be sus-

tained without the addition of this "element of

weakness," had better be abandoned. The
money obtained in this way, eats like a canker
into the true usefulness and value of the soci-

eties who receive it. c. AV. D.

Springfield, Mass., March 22, 1871.

For the New England Farmer,

KAISLNG POTATOES.
For a few years past there has been much

excitement in the potato line ; and new va-

rieties almost without number, have been
crowded into the market, and with what re-

sult ? That the majority raise no more, and
no better potatoes than before. They forget

that high cultivation is the basis of all good
farming, and in no crop more essential than

with the potato ; also that it is useless to get
new varieties, expecting great results with
ordinary culture.

There are different methods of preparing
the ground,—indeed almost every farmer has

a way of his own. Many farmers plant their

potatoes on their poorest ground, and plant a
large piece, as they necessarily must, to get
their supply. It costs a great deal to plant

and hoe and dig them, and when they are

finally stored in the cellar they don't make
much of a pile after all. The boys get dis-

couraged and can't bear to work, as their backs
ache trying to dig up the tough, hard, and
perhaps weedy ground, and inwardly resolve

when they are out from under father's thumb,
that they will not be farmers.

The potato will not thrive a succession of

years on the same ground, as in village gar-

dens, &c., unless much pains is taken to pre-

pare the ground with especial reference to

that crop. Where it is necessary to plant the

same ground each year, early varieties only

should be planted, and as soon as ripe, say

the first of August, should be dug, the ground
ploughed, a heavy coat of manure spread on
and harrowed in and sowed with buckwheat
or clover. If we sow buckwheat it should be
turned under before hard frosts, and when
nearly or quite in the blow. If we sow clover,
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a littk- scattering of oats or some kind of

grain should be j^own at the same time, as it

will need a little shade, and should not be

f)louglied until the time for planting the fol-

owing spring. The ground will then be in

exeellent condition for planting, and almost

entirely free from weeds.

The potatoes can be planted in drills very

thick one way, say a piece of potato once in

six or eight inches. In this way a large

amount of potatoes can be taken from a small

piece of ground, and always of good (juality
;

the land can be contiruially cropped, and yet

grow better and richer every year.

Where no preparations are made before-

hand and the time draws near for planting, it

is a good plan to turn over a rich clover sod,

if we have such to spare, and spread on horse

manure, or coarse liarnyard manure and mix
well with the soil. We need to put on some
kind of manure or we don't get much of a

crop, and it is folly to go over a large piece

of ground and get a few small potatoes. The
qualitv is better if we can take land that has

been highly manured the previous year, but it

is better to prepare it late, than not all.

I would say to T. L. li., that it is not be-

cause we are afraid of our creditors, that we
sometimes withhold our names. We suppose

it is not so much our Jiam^y as good substan-

tial facts, based on experience, tTiat the read-

ers of the Fahmkk want. Many of us are

hetti'V farmers than icriteis, as the editors of

the FAHAiEn must know long before this time,

but we are willing to do our best, and let our

feeble light shine if any will be benefited

thereby. J.

Fo}- the Xetc Enijland Fwtner,

AN EXPERIMENT ON STUNTED FRUIT
TREES.

Last April T found an acquaintance at work
wpon his apple and pear trees, with the object

in view of trying to remedy bad planting,

—

done by the job,—in a bad location, and half a

dozen vears' bad management. He had com-

menced by taking up some, (no small job,)

and digging holes about s(!ven feet in diameter

and four deep. The soil, all but eight or ten

inches on the surface, was clear sand suitable

for making mortar. He proposed removing

the sand and replacing it with good loam and

some manure.
From this statement it can be seen what a

formidable undertaking it was. Not less than

two thousand large loads of sand and loam to

be moved, and most of it twice ; and the trees,

over three hundred of them, to be carefully

taken up and as carefully reset. I intimated

to him that ht^ had his full spring work before

him, if he faithfully carried out his pro-

gramme, and that sowing and planting would

have to be deferred until another season.

He had not taken this view of the magni-

tude of the job he had laid out—too nmeh

even for the fifteen men he had in his employ.
He came to the conclusion to adopt the sug-
gestion to dig a trench around the trees, just

within the limit of the circle formed by the

branches, to the depth of fourteen to fifteen

inches and about the same width, and put into

the trench four inches of good manure, nux-
ing loanv with it, and fill up the remainder of

the trench with the surface soil of the orchard.
All the roots that were injured by digging the

trenches were carefully trimmed, and all the

roots remaining as carefully placed as if set-

ting the tree for the first time.

All the trees were trinuned-in severely.

They matle large growth and assumed a very
healthy apj)earance. Some of them produced
fruit bountifully. They were washed twice

with a solution of whale oil soap, which efl'ec-

tually rid them of lice and moss.

The result of tliese oj)erations was highly

satisfactory, notwithstanding the season was
very dry. I confidently expect still more fa-

vorable residts the coming season should it

prove ordinarily wet, as the trees will have
the advantage of having got well under way,
and nothing to retard them, as was the case

last season. I have tried this method before
with good results, but not on so large a scale.

I am satisfied we never need fear a failure

from the adoption of the practice.

The orchard referred to is cultivated as a

garden, and is liberally manured every season.

I will also say that the trees that were taken
up and set again died. k. o.

March 4, 1871.

State Land ix Akoostook.—In reply to

intiuiries about settling on State land in Aroos-
took, a correspondent of the Maine Farmer
says ;— 1st, A young man must have at least

fifty dollars before starting, unless he mtends
to work out the first season. If he has that

amount he can locate, and fell five acres of
trees in July, and then live with some farmer
until he can get a burn ; then clear it of timber
in the fall ready for crops. 2d, The State

lands are locate(l principally in the vicinity of
Presque Isle, Caribou and Limestone ; each
settler can take a certificate of IGO acres at

fifty cents per acre, payable in four years in

labor on the roads. He must build a house
and barn, (frame or log) and clear fifteen

acres, and seed ten of it to grass ; then he gets

his deed, od, In coming to this country, call

at the l^and OlHce in Bangor, and the Land
Agent will direct you to such townships as are

lotted for settlement. Settlers coming here
nmst not expect to find good vacant lots on
township roads ; tiiey will have to go back into

the woods and live camp life for a while.

—It is estimated that there arc 9,000,000 cows in

the country, tlie (hiir.y product of wliicli annually

is 3,000.000,000 pounds of cheese, and 57o,000,000

pounds of butter.
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TREES.
Ornamental and Fruit,— Their Cultivation,—
How THEY GRy)W,—Their Diseases, Knemies, and
Uses.

OME of the causes which have

influenced our people to give

i* more attention to the cultiva-

tion of trees, were alluded to in a

recent article, in which we spoke

of the effects on soil and crops, re-

sulting from the absence of trees,

and mentioned briefly some of the

qualities of the River Apple.

It is not strange, perhaps, that our fore-

fathers demolished the magnificent forests with

which the soil was once clothed, as though

they were a niiisance to be abated, rather tlian

one of the richest boons which Heaven had be-

stowed upon our land. Their great need was

not shelter and warmth,— these the forest

amply provided,— it was food ; the means of

subsistence. In the way of these stood the

giant trees of the land, filling the earth with

their roots, and ca^i^ting their shade over the

surface, so that tlie plants from Avhich they

might obtain food for themselves, and upon

which their cattle and sheep might subsist,

were utterly unable to grow. They must have

open fields, and the sun's rays upon them, or

they must die. So the ancient forests fell in

every direction.

After all, there was an almost inexcusable

thoughtlessness in the practice of that day, and

in some degree in that of the present day.

"When a spot was selected upon which to erect

the dwelling, every bush and tree was cut

away, though there may have been standing

upon it trees of charming proportions, and

shrubs of various kinds, which would adorn

any rural cottage. Winter winds were thus

admitted in full force, and the unobstructed

summer sun smote the inmates of the house

through the curtainless windows, until they

were glad to seek refreshing shade in the ad-

jacent forest ! A single year of . such experi-

ences was sufficient to convince them of the

error of their indiscriminate removal of the

beautiful trees which once stood where they

were now desired.

With all the light afforded by both precept

and example, through several generations,

against such a course, we see it adopted every

year, where new settlements are entered upon

and the forests are felled. A few years of

2 «

annoyance and impatience are passed, and then
comes the process of transplanting trees around
the dwelling, or, in some cases, of abandon-
ing it to the use of the cows, and erecting a
new one where fine shade and ornamental trees

will protect the house and its inmates !

By the efforts of men, and of women, too,

of taste and genius, our people are arrivin"- at

a more just appreciation of the beauty, health-

ful influences and pecuniary value of trees,

and are exerting themselves to restore to our
public grounds, higiiways, and especially pri-

vate residences, the graceful and noble trees

which in too many cases have been recklessly

swept away.

No people had finer opportunities than our
fathers to plant their dwellings in the midst of

beautiful and grand scenery. Though clear-

ings were indispensable, they did not demand
total destruction. The Indians had spared

and respected the ancient forests about tlicir

wigwams, but the first settlers, with less taste

than the red man, girdled and burned them,

and erected their houses in the midst of the

desolation. Had they selected with good
taste, and preserved tiie noble tenants of the

soil in groups, or standing singly, around
their dweUings, and along the water courses,

by the way-sides, and here and there on tiicir

fields, we may readily imagine how difl'ercnt

would have been the aspect of many parts of

New England.

Our work, then, so far as it relates to forest

and ornamental trees, is a work of restoration.

This has been vigorously commenced in many
parts of the country. Nurseries exist where
all forest trees are propagated from their

seeds, and inclined while young into beautiful

forms. Tree societies are formed in many
places for the purpose of adorning public

grounds and highways. Individual enterijnse

is surrounding our dwellings with beautiful

trees and shrubs, which are giving the coun-

try new attractions. This work should be en-

couraged not only by every lover of beauty

and nature, but by e^•ery lover of his country
;

for as the land in which a man is bom and
reared, is made attractive by his hands, so

will his patriotism be increased. It is not
enough that it should be engaged in by ama-
teurs, and by the wealthy, or even by those

engaged in the mechanic art«—who, greatly to

their credit have taken a decided interest in
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this matter in many of our villages. It is ob-

lijratorv upon thefarmers, the most numerous

and tlie most stable class in the community

;

men wlio are interested in every product of

the soil and in every improvement, should at

least manifest as nmch interest as any other

class. They can contribute to this kind of

improvement more easily than any other per-

sons. If they would retain their sons at home,

and have their dau<;hters become the wives of

New England farmers,—if they wo\d<l impress

pictures of beauty and pleasant scenes and as-

sociations upon the minds of their children,

which they shall delight to contemplate in after

life, let them engage heartily and actively in

this work. It is to be feared that as a class,

they have shown less taste and less public

spirit in regard to this subject, than might rea-

sonably have been expected of them.

A brief reference was made in a former arti-

cle on the subject of trees, to their influence

upon the soil, and climatic influences gener-

ally. Until recently, these influences have

been very little understood. It is quite prob-

able that all the good oflices which trees per-

form in the economy of nature are not yet

known.

It is possible that a want of trees may cause

the droughts which scorch the land at one time,

and the floods which wash away and drown it

at another, and introduce such wide and de-

structive changes. In a highly interesting and

instructive paper, read by Mr. Calvin Cham-

BKi'.LAix, of Foxcroft, Me., before the Board

of Agriculture of that State in the winter of

18()9, he spoke of tlu; vast changes which have

taken place over the ])resent thinly inhabited

districts of western Asia, northern Africa, and

southern Europe, to show, in the gradual

wohte of natural forests, a corresponding

change in climate. He says :

"If we compare the present physical condition of

these countries with the descrijition of tliem by the

ancient historians and «,'e()'rniphcrs, we see the lux-

uriant haivests of cereals that waved on every field

from the Kliinc to the Nile, tlie vine-clad hillsides

of Syria, Greece and Italy, the olives of Spain, the

doniestic animals known to ancient husbandry,—

all the.-e, the spontaneous or naturalized products

of these fair eliiiies, tin' cumulations of centmies of

persevering; labor,—all this wealth, has in extensive

districts been surrendered to lieliiless desolation, or

at least to a ^'reat reduction in bolh productiveness

and population. The forests have disappeared from

llie mountains, the ve.i,'ctable earth aecnnuilatcd

tln-oimh untold ages, the soil of the mountain pas-

tures are washed away ; the once irrigated meadows
and fields arc waste and uni)roduetivc, because the

reservoirs and the springs that fed them are dried

up; rivers famous in history have shrunk to brooks,

and the trees tliat protected their banks are {;onc;

the rivulets have ceased to exist in sunnner, and in

winter they are torrents of terrible force. The de-

cay of these once rich and nourishing countries is

mainly the result of man's disregard of the laws of

)uiture."

Estimates carefully made in several coun-

tries of Europe, determine the pi'Oper propor-

tion of permanent wooded surface to the entire

area at 20 to 40 per cent., varying with the

physical features of the country and tlie hu-

midity of atmosphere as affected by neighbor-

ing water surfaces. Under our rapidly in-

creasing population, and a proportionate de-

mand for wood as fuel and timber in the arts,

40 per cent, of wooded surface would seem

not to be too much.

Taking a comprehensive view of American

forests, Mr. Chamberlain says :
—"we find in

California no wood for a lever or a pick-handle,

better in quality than a pine limb. In the

whole western half of our country no timber

is grown suitable to make a carriage, a wheel-

barrow, or any kind of a farm impliment !

All these are supplied from the East." If

this be so, how transcendently important it

becomes, not only to use what we now have

with the strictest economy, but to set at work

at once the most active measures to re-produce

more. This should be done for two reasons

which vitally affect our national prosperity.

First, the effect of trees upon the climate, and

consequently the crops ; and secondly, the

great interruption in the progress of the arts

from the want of fuel and timber.

Mr. C. further adds, that "to learn of the

effects of trees on atmospheric hinnidity and

the crops of the farm, we need not look to

Europe or the far West. Instances are noted

within our own State, where contiguous farms

under different extremes of conditions, mani-

fest corresponding extremes of results, both in

fruit products and the grasses."

One of the chief points which it is important

to secure in our New England climate, is to

prevent an extreme evaporation from the soil.

One way of securing this, is by the office which

trees i)erform in breaking up currents of dry

air which pass over the soil. All haymakers

have observed that the grass dries much more

rapidly when there is some wind, than it does

in a still, though very hot day. The moving

air carries along with it the moisture evapo-

rated from the soil, and thus the grass dries
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rapidly. In order, therefore, fully to appre-

ciate the important influence of trees in this

particular, persons must become aware of the

vast work that is going on in the soil during a

hot summer day.

The average amount of rain that falls in a

year in New England is somewhere from 35

,
to 42 inches ; three solid feet of water ! much of

which evaporates from the same land upon

which it fell during the summer months. Es-

pecially is this the case in the open country

where drying winds prevail and much land is

exposed by tillage. Hence the value of forests

as arresters of evaporation, or as barriers

against the sweep of drying winds.

The earth is a reservoir of heat, and if the

air above it be dr)', the heat that is radiated

from it passes oif as readily as if there were

no air there. But a moist air prevents its es-

cape, and it is this provision in nature that

tends to make a climate even. If this column

of moist air were suddenly removed, un-

speakable calamities would follow. Prof. Tyn-

dall says "the removal for a single summer
night of the aqueous vapor from the atmos-

phere that covers England, would be attended

by the destruction of every plant which a freez-

ing temperature would kill." A traveller in

Spain relates, that in the valley of Grenada,

where the trees have all been destroyed, the

heat by day in the sun's rays was oppressive,

while the hoar frost was lying white in the

shade. It has been calculated, that, from an

acre of groimd, during twelve hours of a sum-

mer's day, more than sixteen hundred gallons

of water have been drawn up into the air in

the form of vapor !

What a charming and sublime operation is

this, and yet Avith what quiet power accomp-

lished ! How important is this wonderful pro-

cess to us as farmers,—nay, how indispensable

to the welfare and life itself of all animal and

vegetable existence ! These performances

are interworking with the action of trees. Their

united agency does its part in sustaining a

healthful climate and a fertile soil. Earnest

investigation only will reveal them to us, and

urge us to plant frequently, and liberally,

everywhere, so that our children may stand,

"Amidst their tall ancestral trees
O'er all the pleasant land."

In a future paper we pro'^ose to speak,

briefly, of the rotation offorest trees.

SO^W ONLY SOUND AND PURE SEED.
The annual aggregate loss on the farms of

New England by sowing unsound and mixed
seeds cannot very well be estimated, but

would undoubtedly be very large. It would

not be confined to the first cost of the seed

;

that would be trifling, compared with the

loss entailed upon the farmer to clear his

fields of the worthless plants which have been

introduced in what he has sowed for grass

seeds. Thousands of acres among us are

teeming in harvest time with thistles, docks of

various kinds, white-weed, bur-marigold, chic-

cory or succory, mallows, dandelions, fireweed,

buttercups, and many other vile plants.

These are so hardy that no amount of mois-

ture, short ol total submersion, or any amount
of heat or dryness, short of an actual blaze,

will stop their growth. They are as persistent

as a bull-dog, and defy all the common modes
of extirpating plants. They not only rob the

soil of the nutriment which the cultivated

crops need, but by their hardy habits and

continuous growth they soon exhaust it, so

that the cost of ploughing, cultivating, manur-
ing and re-seeding must be resorted to much
more frequently than would be required if

the weeds were not present.

Weeds are greatly on the increase, and will

continue to be until some stringent legislative

provision compels their destruction in fields

and on the roadsides ; and until dealers in

seeds will separate all that come to their

hands,—the sound from the unsound, and the

true from the false. Some farmers, greatly

to their injury, will purchase cheap seeds, and

there are seedsmen willing to accommodate
them. Cheap and worthless seeds are some-

times mixed with those of a good quality for

the purposes of fraud. When convicted of

this it ought to be a State prison offence.

The only security in this particular is for the

farmer to purchase from a house of character,

and to pay a fair price for the article he re-

quires.

In France, a farmer may bring suit against

his neighbor who neglects to destroy thistles

upon his land, or he may employ people to do

it at the other's expense. In Denmark, there

is a law to oblige the farmer to root up the

corn marigold. Some 500 years ago, a stat-

ute of Alexander 11. of Scotland was directed ;

against that weed. The statute is short, and '

ably expressed. It denounces that man to be
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a traitor "i<7(0 poisons the King's la7ids ivith

weeds, and introduces i7Uo them a host of

enemies."

But ck-anslng the roadsides and separaling

seeds by the seller will not aceoniplLsh the

good work so long as weeds are thrown upon

the manure heap. Their seeds are as tena-

cious of life as are roots of the chiecory plant,

which we have cut six to ten times in a season

for ten successive years, and in the following

spring fi>und it coming through the grass sod

as though its head had never been decapitated !

The moment weeds are pulled they should

be collected and burnt. If left to wilt upon

the gi'ound the plant will exert all its powers

to pel feet its seeds, and many of them will be

so perfected as to start another crop.

The loss to the farmer by weeds choking

his crops, depriving tJiem of nourishment, and

exhausting the soil, with the amount of labor

eventually recpiired for their extirpation,

would be absolutely incalculable.

The i>erson who sells seeds is inexcusable

if he jKii-ts with them in mixed or unsound

condition. It is not a valid excuse that he

supposed they were good. lie is as much

bound to know that they were not mixed, as

is the maker of the mowing machine to know

that the wood and iron of which he constructed

it was of good quality. He can know this,

because machines are at hand which will

readily separate a dozen different kinds of

seeds, and at the same time place most un-

sound ones by themselves.

If this is not done by dealers, ten or a

dozen farmers should conibine and purchase

one of Adams' mills—or some other, if a better

one can V)e found,—for winnowing grain and

.separating seeds. A single machine would do

the work recjuired for twenty farms, at least.

In a single bushel of rye-grass seed no less

than 204,800 weed seeds were found ! In a

bushel of clover seed, 312,000, and this irre-

spective of dirt and particles of stone, which

make cheap seed by far the dearest that can

be purchased.

Our experience with weeds reminds us of

the story of the fifty daughters of Danaus,

among the heathen gods. All were married,

and with a single exception, all killed their

husbands ! For this great impiety they were

condenmed to dra^ water out of a deep well,

and fill a tub that was full of holes, where the

water ran out as fast as it was put in, so that

they were tormented with a. ])er])ctual and un-

profitable labor.

Our doom is a similar one. We weed,

and groan over the labor, and then sow the

seed for future crops ! Of what "great im-

piety" we are guilty to suffer such a doom of

p>erpetual and unprofitable labor, who can

tell?

From the Voutb's Companion.

QKANDFATHER'S BARW.

O don't you remember our graiififather's barn,
Where our cousins and we met to play

;

How we climbed on the beams and the scaflbld bo high,
Or tumbled at will on the hay;

How we sat in a row on the bundles of straw,
And riddles and witcli stories told,

While the sunshine came iu through the cracks at the
south,

And turned all the dust into gold ?

How we played hide-and-seek in each cranny and nook,
^\lierevir a child could be stowed

;

Then we made us a coach of a hogs-head of rye,
And on it to ''Boston" we rode ?

And then we kept store, and sold barley and oats,
And corn by the bushel or bin

;

And straw, for our sisters to braid into hats,
And flax, for our mothers to spin.

Then we played we were biddies, and cackled and
crowed,

'Till grandmother in haste came to see
If the weasels were killing the old speckled hen.
Or whatever the matter might be.

How she patted our heads when she saw her mistake,
And called us her sweet "chicken-dears !"

Wliile a tear dimmed her eye as the picture recalled
The scenes of her own vanished years.

How we tittered and swung, and played meeting, an
school.

And Indian, and soldier, and bear?
While up on the rafters the swallows kept house.
Or sailed thrduijh the soft Summer air.

How we lontrcd to peep into their curious nests
But they were too far overhead

;

So we wished we were giants, or winged like the birds.
And then we'd do wonders, we said.

And don't you remember the racket we made
W^J,en selling at auction the hay

;

And how we wound up with a keel-over leap
From the scaffold down into the bay ?

When we went in to sui)per our grandfather said,

If he had not once been a boy,
He should thought that the Hessians were sacking tlie

town.
Or an earthquake had come to destroy.

How the j'cars have gone on since in grandfather's barn
To play with our cousins we met?

Our eyes have grown dim and our locks have turnefl

The golden, the brown, and the jet.

Yet still in my heart there's an evergreen nook.
Where childhood's sweet memories stay;

And no mu.-^io to me has a charm that can thrill.

Like the voices of children at play.

FARMING A "LIBERAL PROFESSION."
In his address to tlic late graduating class of the

Massachusetts Medical College, Rev. E. E. Hale

said,

—

"I am to try to illustrate those distinctions which
separate what in£n call a crnft or a trade from what
they used to call and ought to call a liberal pro-
fession. * * * The simplest distiuctiou between
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a guild of craftsmen and a guild of men of liberal

training is that the professor or master of liberal

arts, In- whatever name he may be called, medi;i!val

or of our own time, has no secrets in his calling."

He then complimented the medical profession by

saying that it "has distinguished itself in stigma-

tizing with every brand the meanness which would

keep truth as private property."

On this principle of classification agi-iculture may
claim to rank with the "liberal professions." Far-

mers have no "secrets in their calling." Though

sometimes deceived and overreached by those who
assume to "keep truth as private property,"—by
dealers in secret nostrums, patent manures and pa-

tent implements,—farmers themselves act on the

principle which Mr. Hale claims as the badge of

the "master of the liberal arts" or the learned pro-

fessions. In his conversation with private individ-

uals and in his communications with the public

through the journals devoted to his profession, the

farmer has always freely connnunicated all the

facts which his study of principles and his experi-

ments in practice have developed or illustrated.

The mechanic or manufacturer may have "se-

crets in his calling;" he may perform some of his

processes with closed doors, lest the truth which

he holds as "private property" should be divulged,

but the best results of our best farmers are open to

the inspection and imitation of all. The columns

of the New England Farmer and of other agri-

cultural papers are suflicient proof of the "liber-

ality" of farmers, and good evidence that they

have no secrets in their calling, no desire to keep

truth as private property.

To this general rule we are soriy to acknowledge

there are exceptions. A few cultivators of the soil

would have us recede from this high position, and

ask Congress to make a law recognizing the right

of individuals to "keep truth as private property,"

to legalize "secrets in our calling," and to make
the flowers of the field, the fruits of our orchards,

and the woods of our trees patentable articles.

Importation of Wool.—According to statistics

furnished by James Lynch, Esq., of the New York
Custom House, the amount of foreign wool im-

ported into this country during the past six years

has been as follows :

—

1870 12,470,351 pounds
1869 21,4^)0,330 "
1868 12,319,361 "

1867 17.904,779 "

1866 36,066.186 "
1865 30,266,540 "

Horses in Iowa.—A correspondent of the

Monthly Report of the Department of Agriculture,

in Muscatine Co., Iowa, says, the raising of horses

has been overdone there. We, as a farming

class, have been crazy on the subject of speed, and

are now reaping the fruits of our folly. Had we a

number of years ago entered into the raising of

horses for the farm instead of the turf, we would

not have the comparatively worthless animals now

on our hands—not fast enough to win nor large

enough to work. The majority of fiirmers are,

however, again raising such horses as will always

find ready sale. The Percheron is meeting with

much favor. Mules are almost entirely neglected.

Those wanting them, in most cases, go to the

neighboring section of Illinois, where they are

quite extensively raised.

Discontented Yankees Invited South.—After

giving some extracts from the late article of our

correspondent, N. S. T., in relation to the decrease

of population in New England, and as to the im-

portance of a home supply of food to success in

manufacturing, the South Land expresses the hope

that the unparalleled advantages offered by the

South will not be overlooked by the discontented

and unsettled people of the Eastern States, and

says, "here we have not only the capacity to pro-

duce an abundant supply of all the necessaries of

life within easy range of splendid sites for facto-

ries ; but we can and do produce the raw material

for manufactures, of a quality that defies competi-

tion. Let the field and factory be brought within

sight of each other, as they should be, and such

elements of success are not to be found elsewhere

as here in the South."

For the New England Farmer.

DEPOPULATION OF RURAL TOWNS
IN NEW ENGLAND.

Although not in the habit of writinp; news-

paper articles, the perusal of the essay bear-

ing the above title, from the pen of N. S. T.

of Lawrence, which appeared in a late number
of the Farmer, made such an impression on

my mind that I cannot resist the temptation of

offering a few thoughts on the same subject.

And" first, Mr. Editor, allow me to return

my sincere thanks to N. S. T. for the excel-

lent ideas he has so happily expressed and

suggested ; and which, I doubt not, will be

appreciated by many a true lover of the beau-

tiful hills of New England.

For many years 1 have noticed with painful

feelings the prevalence of the evil of wliich he

speaks ; but as 1 live in more of a manufactur-

ing than agricultural district, 1 was not aware

that it was so alarmingly wide-spread until the

census reports revealed the fact.

With the facts thus developed, no one of

ordinary observation will attempt to deny the

truth of the remark, that if something is not

done to arrest the tide of migi-ation, "ere long

wild animals will return to their former haunts

amid the hills and valleys of our dear old New
England."

Allowing, as we must, that the principal

decrease in our population arises from direct

migration, and that too of those between the

ages of twenty and thirty-five years, we are

led to incjuire into the causes of the migration

of this class of- people—a class so much needed
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in all our industrial and especially our agricul-

tural f)ursuits.

I will .statu one cause of the evil, not sug-

gestc-(l by N. S. T. and which I do not rt'col-

lect to Lave seen in print :— the withdrawal of

capital by farmers from their business and in-

vestinij; it elsewhere. This o])erates to increase

migration in two wa}'S. First, indirectly, by
conveyin<r the idea to those cognizant of the

fact lliat farming does not pay as well as other

pursuits. If it did the farmer would not thus

withdraw his means, but when he had a sur-

plus he would increase his business corres-

pondingly, the same as manufacturers do.

Secondly, directly, by preventing him from
giving employment to as many jiersons as he
might were all his resources invested in agri-

culture.

Many farmers make it a point to invest a

certain sum every year in bank stock, govern-
ment bonds, railroad securities, or in some
way entirely separate and independent of their

regular calling as farmers. This prevents

them from making improvements on their

farms, wdnch would give employment to many
pairs of hands.

But sa) s one, wages are so high that we
must hire as little as possible, and invest our
money where it will pay better. Thus men
will toil early and late, through heat and cold,

sunshine and storm, robbing the poor earth of

everything they can, and making the least pos-

sible return ; hiring only when they cannot
possibly avoid it, and then getting out of the

poor laborer's sinews the largest possible

amount of work.
No wonder that the young, wide awake, in-

telligent Yankee, who feels that something
besides such a life of constant drudgery is

possible for him, seeks some new field for the

exercise of his powers, and the enjoyment of

life.

And then, does the course taken by these

men have a tendency to make wages lower ?

On the contrary, does it not serve to raise the

pri(M; of labor by driving a large j)ortion—and
that of the better class of laborers—from
the country, and thus giving the few wIkj re-

main, an ojjportunity to take advantage of the

farmer's necessities, and demand exorbitant
prices ?

Then, again, these men have to pay much
more for the amount of labor they hire per-

formed, than they would if they employed help

for a longer period. For instance a man will

pay $;).00 and sometimes more per day for

help to secure his hay crop, but does not
think of doing anything to improve his fields,

who might, by hiring for a longer time, with
the same money he pays a few men in a f(;w

days, hire one man long eiujugh at a greatly

reduced ])rici', to do with the aid of macliini^ry,

the same work that these men do, and make
some nuicli needed improvements besides.

N. S. T.'s third suggestion to prevent mi-

gration, that "for farmers who employ help

throughout the year or a greater part of it,*

to erect neat, comfortable, but inexpensive

houses upon their farms, and hire more mar-
ried men,'' is the most practicable of any I

have heard mentioned. Indeed the failure of

farmers to do this in jtast }-ears, has operated

to drive this class of pe()[)le to the west more,
perhaps, than one would be willing to admit,

who had never investigated nor had any expe-
rience in the matter.

Spending the first twenty years of my life

on a farm, in one of the best agricultural sec-

tions of New England, and the last twenty in a
manufacturing district, I can speak from ex-

perience on this point.

Marrying young, and being obliged to labor

after marriage to support a family and obtain

means to commence V)usiness for myself. I

found that I could not do this by laboring for

a farmer, as my inclinations led me to do ; for I

could not obtain a tenement for my family, in

which they would feel respectable and be re-

spected. Hence I must either change my oc-

cupation, or shift for some other (piarter.

And my experience is not a solitary one.

Thousands of men have left the service of

farmers in New England for this very reason.

In farming neighborhoods the Yankee girl

may consent to work in the family of neigh-

boring farmers, but after marriage she is not

willing to do so. The farmer may say that it

is no worse for her to "work out" after mar-
riage than it is for her husband to do so ;—no
worse for her to work than it is for the wife of

the farmer. True, in one sense. She is willing

to work, exjiects to work, and glories in her

strength and ability to l^bor. But for what and
for whom ? For a home of her own, and for

the man who has won her love. And few
Y'ankee men are willing to place their wives

at service, or in some old tumble-down tene-

ment fit only for bats and owls. But if a

suitable home can be ]ivovIded, not expensive,

but tidj' and comfortable, with a chance to

cultivate a few flowers and perhaps feed a
few chickens, she irill labor to make that

home pleasant and joyous, and her husband
contented and happy. Most men so situated,

will have no desire to change their situation,

but will be willing to work for a reasonable

price, provided they can have steady employ-
ment, year after year, being able to save a

portion of their earnings every year, until they

have obtained a sum sufficient to secure a

home of their own ; and then they will resign

their position, and, with many sweet remem-
brances of the past, they and their family will

bid adieu to their ])leasant home, soon to be
occupied by another, ready and anxious to

secure the situation,—to go, where? To the

West? I answer. No! I believe that a

small part of families, aftej' having been in the

emjoyment of such circumstances and sur-

roundings for a series of years, will be willing

to bid a final farewell to their native hills, and
break away from all the hallowed associations.
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and leave all the blessed institutions of New
England, to endure the roughness, hardship,

and privation of a new western home.
Another good plan to be adopted by farm-

ers to prevent the migration of farm laborers,

is to give them constant employment, not only

nearlij, but quite throughout the year.

A few days since, in conversation with one

of the most tlourishing farmers in this vicinity,

N. S. T.'s article was referred to, and he ex-

pressed himself as follows: "He has stated a

a great deal of truth, and his ideas are very

good. No one can deny that our rural dis-

tricts are being fast depopulated, and this is

done by migration, and something must be

done to arrest it."

In reply to my (juestion as to his opinion of

the policy of hiring a few months only in a

year, he said : "I think it a poor plan. I have

always hired my help by the year, and those

who hire only six or eight months, not only

have to pay a much greater per cent, than I

do for having their work done, but this course

tends to reduce the number of laborers, and

raise the scale of wages."

I also asked him what he thought of the

course pursued by many farmers of withdraw-

ing capital from their business. He replied :

"I know it is the course taken by many, but I

think it very poor policy ; for it not only hin-

ders them from making impi'ovements which

they otherwise would, but also prevents them

from keeping tli'jir land in a proper state of

fertility,—the soil becomes exhausted, and their

farms decrease in value."

The opinions of such men, thus candidly

and honestly stated, are not to be disregarded.

Every farmer who can possibh- do it, should

give his help steady employment. In this

manner a better class of laborers can be se-

cured, for this class want steady em])loyment

at a fair price, and will not consent to the ar-

rangement which has prevailed to so great an

extent in New England, of farmers giving

work to a large number of men during the

summer months, and letting them "shirk for

themselves" in the winter. A married man
cannot do this, and the smartest and most ca-

pable single men will not, but will seek work
where they can have constant employment.

I had thought of offering some suggestions

on the dilFerent ways of giving employment to

farm hands during the winter months, also

comparing the actual profit per acre of Eastern

and Western farming, but as I have already

too much prolonged this article, I will reserve

these as subjects for a future article, or per-

haps more properly for the pen of some expe-

rienced ancl more able writer.

C. C. Fuller.
South Gardner, Mass., March 13, 1871.

—A Passumpsic correspondent of the St. Johns-
bury, Vt., Titiies says those of our farmers who
tapped in season, have made a good amount of ma-
ple sugar. J. P. Foster has made a pound to a tree.

For the New England Farmer.

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD SEED,
CAREFUL PLANTING AND SUBSEQUENT CARE OF

CROPS.

All who cultivate the soil are interested in

the matters referred to in the heading to this

article. However orthodox may be the belief

of most farmers on these subjects, it does not
save many of them from sad derelictions of

duty, if we form our opinions from what we
too often see of their practice. With them
seed for planting is not as a general rule se-

lected from the earliest maturing and most
perfect plants. These are laid under contri-

bution either for the table or the market,
while the later and less perfect are depended
on for seed, or the seed dealer resorted to for

supplies, which too often disappoint the ex-

pectations of a crop from them. It is difficult

to conceive how it can be otherwise than dis-

appointing. It is a well established fact that

the earliest maturing plants will furnish seed

that in turn will produce earlier plants than

those that under the same circumstances re-

quired longer time to mature. But seed deal-

ers cannot always, if they would, make a very
careful selection of such plants for seed and
reject all the rest, or sell their product at less

cost to the purchaser. Both early and late,

bad and good, are gathered together, and an
average quality is put on the market. And
sometimes worse than that is done, for I have
been victimized with old onion seed, greatly

to the debit of profit and loss account.

Good seed, however, cannot be relied upon
to produce good crops unless it is carefully

planted. It is often true that the seed is con-

demned, when the whole fault lay in the mis-

erable manner in whicli it was planted. I

once planted a field of beets that well illus-

trated this point. The drills were all marked
out previously to commencing to drop the

seed. About seven-eighths of it was dropped
by hand before night and not covered. Dur-
ing the night and succeeding day it rained

hard. On examining the portion dropped
previous to the storm, I found that the seed

appeared to be well covered with earth by the

rain. As I was going from home, I told my
men to plant the balance of the field when
sufliciently dry. Without waiting till the land

was dry enough they put in the seed. Con-
trary to my expectation, they succeeded in

dropping the seed without re-marking the

drills. The seed was almost on a level with

the surface of the soil ar.d was covered with

'very moist earth. It came up badly, and the

plot worked badly all the season, while the

other portion of the field, on which the seed

was covered by the washing of the rain worked
well, and yielded a crop at the rate of fifteen

hundred bushels per acre.

Another case of loss by improper planting

occurred the past season. A field of about

I twenty-five acres was furrowed out for corn
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A (lozon ov niort' men went on to plant it,

each liaving a pocket tied around liis waijst to

hold the seed corn and i)nin]ikin seeds mixed
together. Some of tiie men were ai-enstomed

to the use of the hoe, others not. All were
expeeted to kcpp vp in some way, and they
did so. After the eorn came u]), I went over
the field and found <]freat iri'e;^nlarity in the

niiinher of j)lants in a hill. The men were ili-

reeted to put four kernels of eorn in each hill.

I found that but few hills e.xeeeded that num-
ber of plants

; wliile the hills with three, two.
and none were largely in the ascendant. The
field was not planted over, and when the har-

vest came it was rare that a hill having four
good ears of corn was to be found, notwith-
standing much the largest part of the field

was good strong land, adapted to corn, and
heavily manured. The after culture was much
after the style of the ])lanting. Let us sup-
pose tliat each hill had been stocked with four
good plants and well cultivated, might we not
be justified in concluding tiiat the increased

amount of the crop oi'er that obtained would
Lave been sufficient to pay for all the labor of

planting and after culture P Are we not justi-

fied in saying that the profit of raising the

crop was sacrificed by this unwise course ?

This was my conviction at the time the corn
was cut up for shocking. Let us see if the

conclusion is not a just one. The corn was
planted in hills 4 by SfJ feet. This gives us

,3111 hills to the acre. With four good plants

to each hill, and a good ear to each ])lant, we
have 12,44-1 ears to the acre. As 200 ears

will give a bushel of shelled corn, we obtain a

yield of Ci2h bushels from an acre. But as

the field would not average more than two
and a half ears to the hill, there was only

7,777 ears, giving us 39 bushels to the acre,

or 2;3i bushels less than where four ears to

hill are obtained ; making a large aggregate
on a field of twenty-five acres, where corn is

worth, as with us one dollar a bushel. The
above mode of computing the yield of corn per
acre, furnishes a close a])pro.ximation with our
northern varieties of corn.

'J'lie season was a dry one, and the frequent

stirring of the soil was not resorted to, to alle-

viate the sharpn(!ss of drought. I tried an ex-

periment on some l)room corn, to see if I could
benefit it by stirring the soil to a greater

depth than usiud in cultivating it. It had
been wilting for some time, during the middle
of the day, and the bottom leaves had died. I

experimented with six rows, stirring the soil

of two rows three inches deeper than that of

the other four rows. All were alike when the

experiment commenced, and all were hoi'd

weekly. The hoeings were kept up through
the season. In a few days after the soil of

the two rows were stirred dee])er, they began
to show signs of increasing verdure and vigor.

At harvest time they were about a foot taller

than the other rows, and the straws much
better in size and quality. This experiment

serves to confirm what has been demonstrated
so often as to the advantage of deej)ly stirring

the soil during the continuance of a severe
drought. Our western corn growers under-
stand the ]irofits of this practice if we are to

judge by the aid saw in use there, viz : "jVi a
drij time ntsh Die jilough.'''' The plough is in

general use there for working among the corn.

Feb. 25, 1H71. K. o.

CROPS IN THE CONNECTICUT VAL-
LEY.

From an essay on "the crops for the farm-

ers of the Connecticut Valley, their profit and

effect upon the land to be taken into consider-

ation," by A. K. Warner, read before the

Franklin, Mass., Harvest Club, Feb. 25, 1871,

and printed in the Homeatead, we make a few

extracts :

—

First, let us inquire why it is that corn has
almost left the Connecticut Valley. Ask your
neighbor—he will tell you that he caimot af-

ford to raise corn at the present high price of

labor. Let us consider for a moment if this

answer is correct. In my observation, the

average yield of corn per acre now, is about
thirty bushels—ten years ago it was about fifty

bushels.

I am fully persuaded that the raising of

com in the Connecticut Valley can be made as

profitable as any other hoed crop, when the effect

upon the land is taken into consideration. I

am aware that I differ with a gi-eat many wise
farmers. I woulil not advocate making corn
a specialty, or any one other crop : but is it not
a fact that the tobacco crop of this Valley has
been made a special crop for the past ten
years, to the detriment of the corn crop ?

I

First, by taking all the farm manure to grow
I

the tobacco, and the best soil, while corn has

j

been second in importance, and planted on
[the poorest land, without manure; conse-

(|uently, the yield of corn is very small—hence
the common remark, "we cannot afford to

raise corn."

Now, then, what crops can be raised profit-

ably, when we consider their effect upon the

land ? It seems to me that the grass crop
stands first in profit to the farmer. Here let

me say, in connection with this subject, that a

wise fanner will {)ut each of his acres to the

production of what it is best adapted to pro-
duce. And, with the variety of soil that this

valley contains, the question is at once settled

that we cannot make a specialty of any one
crop, and add to the value of our entire farms.

ConseqiuMitly, a large portion of what we now
receive for tobacco, is taken from the value of

our farms.

The farmers of the Connecticut Valley,

when receiving the money f(y their tobacco,

actually receive a ])ortion of the principal in-

vested in their occupation, and are too apt to
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consider it all profit. For while ten acres are

being made I'ich for the cultivation of tobacco,

the remaining niofty of an hundred acre farm
are gradually growing poorer. I now have in

my mind a fanner that has fifty acres of land.

He is obliged yearly to apply all the manure
he can make from the produce of his farm to

two acres of tobacco, consequently forty-eight

acres of liis farm is yearly cropped without re-

turning anything to enrich the soil ; or, in

other words, cropped to enrich two acres of

tobacco, thereby drawing from the value of

forty-eight acres of his farm and putting it in

his pocket. But suppose this farmer should

change his plot of two acres every year for

five years, that is as long as the first two acres

will yield a good crop of anything without

again applying manure. In this case he can
only enrich ten acres of his fifty, the remain-
ing forty must necessarily be growing poorer.

The tobacco crop returns the least to enrich

the soil of any product raised upon the land in

the Connecticut Valley. This one fact is

enough to convince me that all our farmers are

raising more tobacco than is profitable, or

beneficial to the farms in this valley.

In determining which crop to raise for feed-

ing on the farm, we must not merely ask the

simple question, which crop will afford the

most nutritious matter, or bring the most
ready money, but which will ultimately be
most profitable, taking into consideration the

effect of its growth upon the soil, its value as

food, and the value of the manure made by its

consumption on the farm.

]\lany farmers think manure is manure, no
matter how.it is produced. If the elements
which make rich manure are not in the food,

they will not be found in the manure, however
carefully it is preserved or composted. Now,
if the relative value of manure obtained from
the consumption of a ton of clover hay is

worth half as much again as a ton of meadow
hay, (I think this true everywhere) this fact

should be taken into consideration with refer-

ence to this question. It has been proved
that a ton of Indian corn fed to farm stock is

not worth as much for manure as a ton of

clover hay fed to stock. A ton of oats is

worth more for manure than a ton of Indian
corn feed.

Oats can be raised with less labor than any
other grain crop, and will thrive on a great

variety of soils. They require less labor in

planting aud cultivating than corn, and are

sown to a considerable extent on this account

;

but, as a general rule, the oats are obtained
at the expense of the succeeding crop, while
Indian corn leaves the land cleaner and in

much better condition for future crops. With
our improved horse hoes, there is no excuse
for those farmers who neglect to keep their

corn land mellow and entirely free from
weeds. When this is done we can in ordinary
seasons, and on the majority of soils, be sure
of a good crop of corn. Repeated stirring of

the soil would not only destroy the weeds, but
would make the soil moister in dry weather,

and increase its fertility, besides leaving the

land cleaner and in much better condition for

future crops. Wcmust consider also that one
acre of good corn fodder is worth as much to

feed our stock and make manure as an aver-

age acre of meadow hay.

There are many other grain crops well

aday)ted to the soil of the Connecticut Valley,

such as wheat, rye and barley. Of these, rye

will succeed best on the driest and poorest

soils. It will grow where wheat, barley, oats

and Indian corn would fail. AVith the aid of

a little manure it can be grown year after

year on the same soil. It is exceedingly

grateful for manure, and its application to

this crop is quite profitable, especially in local-

ities where the straw is in demand. Barley

can, I think, be raised in this valley profitably.

For the past ten years barley has brought a
higher price than wheat, pound for pound.
Where the soil is well suited to its production

there are few crops more profitable. I be-

lieve that three bushels of barley can be raised

with as little expense as two bushels of wheat.

Finally, the soil of the Connecticut Valley is

good for nearly every kind of grain.

Now, then, when we take into considera-

tion the effect the various crops have upon the

land, we cannot afford to raise tobacco alone.

Every real, practical farmer, should raise

everything for the support of his family that

he can without actual loss, for it often happens
that the season may be a very bad one, for

one crop, -and an excellent one for another.

And again, a yariety of crops can be raised

much cheaper. First, because a variety will

not impoverish the soil as much as one crop.

Here it is proper for tis to take into consid-

eration the relative value of manures from
different foods ; also to determine what par-

ticular feed is best to give our farm stock.

These two questions deserve to be profoundly

studied by every farmer.

ROOM FOR SURPLUS HOT^JY.

In the "Annals of Bee Culture," Mr. Wil-

liam Carey says : I have had a single colony of

bees store away sixty pounds of nice surplus

honey in twelve days. Now, if I had neglec-

to furnish that colony the necessary ar-

rangements for storing surplus for six of those

days, the product would have been only thirty

pounds ; if the neglect had been continued

twelve days the result would have been, no
surplus, which would make a difference of

$18. Tliere cannot be too much importance

attached to giving bees plenty of room to store

surplus, and that at the right time.

Some may ask, when is the right and proper
time to give their bees a chance for storing in

boxes ? In answer to such a question—it is

the right time when your bees become numer-

ous enough so as to occupy all their combs in
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the body of the hive. As soon as one box or

a set of boxes are filled, remove them, and
put empty ones in their plaees. I have often

been told if we manage in this way we shall

get no swarms. I think diiferently. Snpi>os-
ing you ilo not get so many swarms—which I

think you will, or nearly as many—you will

get a large amount of surplus honey, whieh
you can readily turn into cash, and make bee-
keeping a prodtable and pleasant business.

In conclusion, 1 would say, use the best

movable comb hive ; have everything nicely

arranged about your apiary
;

perfectly under-
stand your business, and you will find bee cul-

ture both i)leasant and profitable.

EXTRACTS AND KEPLIES.

THE TITLE OF FAltMER.

When men are subjected to as rigid examina-
tions Ijcfore they are called fariiiei-5, as they must
be lieforc they are called lawyers or doctors, then,
and not till then will farmers take the rank to
which they are entitled among the professions.
Would you affix "M. D." to the name of one who
had spread a plaster or moulded a box of pills, but
who knows no more of medicine or the human sys-
tem than that ? If you would not, why c;ill a uian
a farmer who knows no more of the profession
than may be known by loading a cart with manure,
or holding a plough to turn it into the soil } Q.
A^ew Hampshire, March, 1871.

Remauks.—Perhaps the most practicable means
to accomplish the object proposed by our corres-

pondent would be to get some congressman to

move his proposition as an amendment to the Civil

Service Bill, providing that the same commission
which decides the qualifications of candidates for

public service shall also rigidly examine the fitness

of those who aspire to the rank and title of fanner.

This is an age of progress, and a process that shall

assort men, as our best winnowing mills do grain

and seeds, may be invented and brought into prac-

tical use, and thus save much time over the old

practice of testing and knowing them by their

fruits.

THE nCSSlCY FAHM.
Is the "Buzzy" Fann alluded to by you in the

Fakmeu of last week the same as the Benj. Bussey
Farm, or is it some new establishment ?

E. Cooper.
Winchester, Mass., March 8, 1871.

In connection with notices of Percheron horses,
Jersey cattle, &c., I have frequently seen the
"Bussey Farm" mentioned. At the time of estab-
lishing the Agricultural College I remember it was
also si)okcn of. Can you give some information as
to the history and present condition of this prop-
erty ? What is the Bussey Farm ? o. w. v.

Worcester County, Mass., March 12, 1871.

Remarks.—Our Winchester friend is probably

criticising a typographical error. "Buzzy" was a

misprint, and our allusion was to the Benj. Bussey

Farm. Though not claiming to be well posted on
the subject, we will say, in reply to "G. W. P.,"

that wc understand that what is known as the

Bussey Farm, is part of a large property, includmg

several valuable city estates, that was willed by

Mr. Bussey to Harvard College, on certain condi-

tions,—one of which was the establishment on this

iitrni of an agi'icultural college or school,—which

conditions the college accepted.

We understand that of the income of this fund,

one-fourth was appropriated to the Law School,

one-fourth to the Divinity School of the college,

and one-half to the estal)lishmentof an agricultural

branch or school, on the Bussey Farm, at the ex-

piration of a life lease vested in certain children

and grand children of Mr. Bussey, the last of

whom we understand is the wife of the present

occupant, Hon. Thomas Motley. Though the col-

lege has not as j-et obtained possession of this farm,

wc understand that the Trustees have made ar-

rangements with the occupants, by which they

are soon to erect a building for a laboratoiy, as a

beginning of the proposed agricultural school, in

connection with Harvard College. Ample means

for this commencement have been accumulated

from the income of the fund above referred to.

Hence Massachusetts is to have two agricultural

colleges. Gov. Andrew, it will be remembered,

earnestly advocated the union of the national fund

for the establishment of an agricultural college

with this fund thus previously vested in the cor-

poration of Harvard College by Mr. Bussey.

CATTLE GNAWING BOARDS.

It seems to me as though people were rather diffi-

dent al)Out advancing any ideas with regard to the
cause or cure for cattle gnawing boards ; and I have
been thinking that I would give the ball a start,

hoping that some one will keep it moving till some-
thing definite is ascertained.

Aliout nineteen years ago we had a very dry
summer. There was but little more than one-half
the usual amount of hay cut, which was princi-

pally done by hand. The gi-ass was filled with a
guni that would stick on the scythe near the edge
when the grass was Arx, and it was necessary to

either wash the scythe or scrape the gum off with
a knife occasionally in order to have it cut well.

The grass required but little drying, and it made
solid, heai-ty hay, of which l)ut a trific more than
one-half of the usual amount, in bulk, was re-

quired for a foddering. The pastures, too, were
veiy dry, and in some instances cows were fed with
ha_y in haying time ; a thing not very often done in

thLs vicinity.

In the fall cattle come to the barn hungry for

sticks, boards, bones and in fact almost anything
they could get hold of. The colts were as bad as

the cattle. The marks tlicn made by their teeth

can I)e now seen on the timliers in the shed where
they run that winter. Salt, ashes and dut were
given to them, but did little or no good.
The past season, although not equal to that nine-

teen years ago, was very dry. The hay is well

filled "with gum, is hearty and spends well. When
cattle came to the bam last fall they would eat a
piece of board with as much relish as a dog does a
bone.
Sometimes a cow will be lame in a dry summer,

and have what is called the bone disease, ft)r which
1)()ne meal is highly recommended; but I think

that is some like the prescription of the doctor
who rcconnncndcd his patient to eat hearts, be-

cause he had the heart disease.

Now it seems to me that the cause of all these

difflculties must be the want of some quality or
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property that the grass fails to receive either from
the atmosphere or the soil or both, from want of

ihe usual amount of rain. If there is some prop-

erty lacking in the grass or hay of a diy season,

cannot sonic one tell us what it is, and how it may
be siipiilii'd ? I have been feeding part of my stock

for al)out four weeks with turnips and potatoes

mixed together, with good results ; and if they

should come to the bam another fall with an appe-

tite for the barn-yard fence, &c., I shall give the

turaips ana potatoes a trial to commence with, un-
less some one can recommend something Vietter.

Cabot, Vi., March 7,1871. C. M. Fisueb.

MAKING "WINTER BUTTER.

A few years ago it was my good, or rather had
luck to have a few cows giving nnlk in the winter.

As there was no sale for milk we had to make
butter. Our method was to strain the milk in

pans, and set them on the top of a kettle in which
water was boiling, and let them remain till the

cream began to wrinkle, then put the pans in a
tloset where milk would not freeze, let it set forty-

eight hours ; then skim, stirring the cream as we
skimmed each pan. When cream enough for a
churning was collected, we put scalding water in

the chum, let it remain a few minutes, poured it

out, and jnit in our cream, usually churned 15 or

20 minutes, and alwaj's had good butter. We
always tjrought our cream dish into the room
where we kept tire, and let it remain two or three

hours before churning.
Our feed was com meal and good hay. Have

tried oil cake (flax seed) and always had oily

butter. With cotton seed meal have had excellent

butter,—firm, sweet and good color. We simph'
tried the two kinds of feed for a short time as an
experiment. We got more milk and better butter

from the cotton seed. Senex.
Cumberland, R. I., Feb. 20, 1871.

OPIUM FROM THE POPPY.

I see that "E. N. S." makes inquiry in Farmer
of February 4. conceming the proper manner of
gathering opium from the poppy. Allow me to

make a tew suggestions which the facts will bear

out. The best opium of commerce is gathered
from the Turkey or Smyrna poppy, which has been
introduced into this section. In general appear-

ance the plant cannot be told from that growing in

Turkey ; but the opium prepared from it contains

only about one-third or one-half the proper per
centage of morphia, and is very deficient in the

other properties of the true opium. The seed has
commanded very high prices, as high as $i'40 per
ounce. But I believe the acreage is diminishing
rapidly, and I think will be among the thhigs of

the past soon. Jones.
Vermont, March 7, 1871

WINTER CARE OF STABLE MANURE.—PLOUGHING
IN MANURE.

Nearly one-halfofmy hay is consumed by sheep,

and it is ni}' practice to keep stock housed most of
the time in cold weather. My horses and cattle oc-

cupy one side of the bam, and their excrements go
into the cellar under them. Several times in the
coui-se of the winter and spring the accumulations
of the sheep pen are thrown into the same place.

My hogs have access to this manure pen and aid
materially in working over the contents. The whole
is forked over once at least and mixed say with
one-third its bulk of loam ; this is usually done
when the weather is unsuited for out-of-door work.
By this course of treatment the whole mass be-

comes thoroughly pulverized without being exces-
sively heated. I am aware this does not advance
spring work like drawing manure into the lield

;

but I think it affords a better opportunity for put-

ting it in the best condition to use, and on this ac-

count may meet the wants of some farmers.

A word in regard to the api)lication of stable

manures. Some years since in preparing a small

piece to seed down with wheat, one-half the plot

had manure under a shallow furrow, the other half

upon it, well harrowed in. Care was taken to have
the dressing uniform both in quantity and quality.

But, unlike your correspondent of 'N^'iluiington,

Vt., I found a marked difference in favor of that

portion of the field where the manure was ploughed
under, both in the wheat and grass crops which
followed. I do not call in question his general

conclusions, but this experiment convinced me
that under some circuinstances barn yard manure
will do more good a little below the surface, h.

NoHh Weare, A\ H., 1871. ,

DRYING AND CANNING SWEET CORN.

Will the Farmer or some of its correspondents

have the kindness to give the best method of dry-

ing and canning sweet corn for winter use ?

Wellesly, Mass., March 11, 1871. c. B.

Remarks.—We have had no experience in can-

ning sweet corn, as we have been well satisfied with

our process of drying it. Late in the season, or

whenever the corn is plenty and cheap, our folks

boil a good kettlcful at once, cooking it as for table

use. Then cut the kernels from the cob, place them

on tins and dry them by the stove. They might

probably be dried in the sun, but we have not tried

that way. AVhen sufficiently dry the corn is tied

up in cloth bags to keep out insects and kept in a

dry place.

To prepare it for breakfast, if there is plenty of

milk and no danger of its souring, the corn is soaked

in cold milk over night. But if there is danger of

the milk souring, it may be heated before pouring

on the com. If milk is scarce, the corn may be

soaked in milk and water, or even clear water.

Milk, however, adds much to its palatableness.

In the morning it is put on the stove and warmed,

then buttered and salted to taste.

THE SEASON, SUGAR, STOCK AND CHEESE FACTORY
IN MAINE.

The season in Franklin County Me., is some three

weeks earlier than in former years. There has

been but little snow, not over a foot in the woods,

scarcely enough to accommodate the lumbermen,
and that is about all gone. Wheels are run through

to the lakes. Sugar makers are on their taps, and
maples are yielding bountifully. The weather is

very mild, promising an early spring and length-

ening out the hay mows.
People in this section pay particular attention to

stock raising, of which many fine specimens are

exhibited. Butter and cheese are of secondary im-

portance, while in fact they should be first and fore-

most, as more ready money can be realized there-

from than by any branch of farming. There is a

movement on foot in the town of Strong to inau-

gurate a cheese factory. A company has been or-

ganized and officered and site located, with a capi-

tal stock of $'.50,000,—shares at #.30 each. Farmers
are taking hold with a will that insures success.

Strong is on the Sandy river, twelve miles north of

Famiington, the terminus of the Androscoggin
railroad, and is surrounded by a good farming

country which will afford every facility for the suc-

cessful operation of an enterprise of this character.

Famiington, Me., March 18, 1871. Zen.
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PAKIxa PLOUGH.
Please infomi me if you know of any macliine

for ftitriiii,' liassocks or boprs. I fimn(i a copy of
the Worl-ing Farmer for 1850, which spoke of a
machine for cutting bogs, invented by Dr. Paul of
Belvitlcre, New Jersey, which would do the work

of over twenty men, having one man to manage
the machine and a lioy to drive the oxen. The
editor promises to give a description of the ma-
chine in the next number. W. R. Vilas.

Jiurlington, Vt., March 22, 1871.

RemakKs.—AVe find by referring to the volume
of the AVorking Farmer for 18o0 that the cuts of

Mr. Paul's Hassock Cutter were published on page

139. It represents what we think would be a costly

and unwicldly implement, which we cannot well

describe without the cuts. It has a liottom plate

or cutter four feet wide, with upright cutters from

each front corner of this bottom plate which is

concave, so that an idea of Mr. Paul's machine
may be formed by supposing the team to be hitched

to the rear of the plough or parer above illustrated.

This illustration represents a plough for paring

turf lands preparatory to burning, manufactured
by the Ames Plow Company. The forward cutter

seen in the illustration is not now applied, as the

parer has been found to work better without it.

The share is thin and flat, mado of wrought iron,

steel-edged. It has a lock-coulter in the centre,

and short coulters on the outward edge of each
wing of the share, cutting the turf as it moves
along into two strips, about one foot wide, and as

deep as required. Men follow with sharp spades,

and cut these strips into suital)le lengtli, say of two
or three feet. These pieces are then thro\vn into

heaps, and after drying they are burned, and the

ashes spread l)roadcast on the land.

Other manufacturers have adapted ploughs to

similar work, but we do not know of any now for

sale specially designed for cutting hassocks.

lUTTER MAKING.
The diversitj' of recommendations that have re-

cently been given in the Fakmeh for making the
butter come, have amused me not a little, and at
the same time reminded me of the doct(n- who was
in doul)t as to the disease of a patient aiul gave liim
a mixture of all the medicines in his saddle bags,
hoping that some one or more might hit his case.
But as ill the multitude of counsellors there is

safety, I will give in as few words as possible our
process of butter making.
For over two years past wc have churned once a

week in winter and twice in summer, and have not
exceeded twenty minutes in gathering tlie butter at

any time. This winter it has not taken over ten or
twelve minutes at any time, generally it has not
exceeded six or eight.

For the "week ending February 24, the milk
drawn from a two-ycars-old heifer and from her
mother, both fnll-blood Alderncy, ^va.s weighed

Avhen it was strained into the pans,
and an exact account of each mess
was kept. The milk amounted to 126

pounds and 7 ounces ; one quart of
which weighed 2 pounds 7 ounces.
The cream was separated from the
milk so as to retain as little milk with
the cream as possiI)le; about one-
half of the cream was put into a dash
churn. In less than four minutes by
the watch after commencing to churn,
the butter was gathered. The cream
on the lid was put down and dashed
three minutes more, which finished

the churning. The othyr half of the
cream was six minutes in gathering.

The whole was put togerher and salted one ounce
to the pound. In the afternoon the butter was thor-
oughly worked over and put into i)ound lumps.
There were eight pounds and ten ounces of hard
solid butter. The working was all done with white
oak spatters. Not a particle of water, saltpetre or
sugar is ever applied to our cream or butter under
any circumstances whatever, believing they could
not benefit but would greatly injure the flavor.

Eight pounds v ere churned to-day in six minutes.
Corn, rye and oat meal with wheat shorts, are

given to the cows with a little salt once a day, with
good English hay cut early. W. Adams.
Swamey, X. H., March 3, 1871.

HOV TO LOAD A WAGOX.
Having read the article under the above heading

in the Farmer of March 11, may I be i)ermitted to
"elucidate" the matter from a practical point of
view. Granting that, iihilosopliiealiy, the reason-
ing of that article is correct, the deduction that a
wagon should be loaded heaviest behind may not
be so.

Ever}' teamster should know that the closer the
team can be got to the load the nuire they can
di'aw; also, that a very long wagon is objectionable.
From my oavu experience, I think the considera-
tion of distance overbalances the philosophic one.
May I suggest to any reader of the Farmer who
owns one, a dynamometer trial ?

Meanwhile, if any one wishes to see whether
science and practice agree, let him repair to the
foot of a steep hill with his team, and load them to

their full capacity, putting five-ninths of the load
in front and four-ninths behind ; then draw it tip.

Afterwards, let him try the same load five-ninths

behind, and I think he would get a dislike to that

manner of loading.

HUNGARIAN GRASS.

I hope the readers of the Farmer will not be
deterred from trying Hungarian grass by the un-
fiivorable experience of a late correspondent. I
have no hesiiation, after three years' trial, in re-

commending it as the best crop a dairy farmer can
put on old ground well manured. "When well
cured it is eaten with great relish by both Massa-
chusetts and Illinois cattle and horses, but is rather
too coarse and stenuny for sheep. Should not cut
it till after l)lossoming. F. L. Sanderson.
Petersham, Mass., March 11, 1871.

LOSS and supply of phosphate.

The hills of New England have become ex-
hausted of their phosphate b}' the continued sale

of the bones of our farm stock, without the return
of its equivalent to the soil. Consequently our
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fields that once produced timothy and clover now
only produce white top. So far as my knowledge
extends the general complaint year after year, is

that the white top increases. Now this can be
remedied only by restoring the phosphate again to

the soil. Nature's laws cannot be violated with
impunity, for the sins of the fathers will speedily
be visited on the ehildi-en to the third and fourth
generation.

BKADLEY'S XL SUPERPHOSPHATE.

Last season I purchased two barrels of Bradley's
XL Superphosphate and applied it to different

crops with the best results. Three dollars' worth
applied to aliout one-third of an acre of sod land
broken the fall previous, and sowed with half a
bushel of wheat, without any other manure, pro-
duced a tine crop of wheat as ever I raised. Its

phosphoric acid probaljly furnished the material
for a full and plump berry, besides forwarding the
crop some six days—quite an item in many sea-

sons. I also used it on beans, sweet com, onions,
cabbages, and most garden vegetables, with fine

results,—forwarding the crops a full iveek.

To produce the largest crop of wheat to the acre,

I should, with the light I now have, sow 300 lbs.

of Bradley's XL, covering it immediately with the
harrow after sowmg the seed, for it will not l)ear

long exposure to the air without loss of some of its

valuable qualities which may escape into air. I

have bought again this season more than I did last,

and am going to use it in the same way, believing
that with it our hills can be co\ ered with beautiful
crops of (/rain.

Now Mr. Bradlej- is a gentleman personally un-
known to nie. I have no interest in the sale of the
Superphosphate. I make this statement in justice

to a valuable manure, which if kept up to the
standard of that made last year, will in my opinion
prove a lasting benefit to New England.

i). L. Harvey.
Epping, K. II., March, 1871.

EARLY SPRING.—CANKER WORMS.

It is hai'd for us to realize that spring is here.
March seems to have forgotten how to reign, and
instead of cold winds and driving snows, we have
wann sunny days, and singing birds. More than
a week ago the robin heralded the coming of spring
from the tree top; the blue bird caroled of it in the
vale; and the swallow twittered it from the eaves
of the friendly 1)arn. Already the farmer is turn-
ing the cold damp soil up to the sun and air, and
the impatient ones are planting peas in sunny
spots. The bark upon the peach and pear trees

begins to brighten up, and the buds upon the lilac

are large and full. The grass is showing green in

many places and the roads are fast lieconiing dusty,
not having lieon nearly as muddy as usual. Wild
geese have been going l)y, sounding their curious
note out upon the air, but generally keeping them-
selves out of sight. The Merrimack has been clear

of ice nearly two weeks. It went out very quietlj',

without any rise of water, but within a few daA's a
slight fre^iicr has disturljcd its smooth flow,' and
some drift wooil has floated by.
Such skating as there has been upon its frozen

face the past winter, has not been seen here for

years, and the boys mourned bitterly as their
favorite play-ground slowly drifted out to sea.

Two or three unpretending ice boats made their
dehut during the season. Four or five boys per-
formed the feat of skating to the city of Haverhill
and back again in half a day, a distance of eighteen
miles, stopping there two hours or more—pretty
well for boys, the youngest being only eleven.
Many olistructions have been removed fi'om the
river within six months, and the good woi'k is to be
continued this spring. Navigation will thus be

much improved and its blue waters will be parted
by many vessels and boats.
There is much fear felt among us, that the canker

worm has found its way across the river from
West Newbury, where it has made fearful ravages
in years ]iast. Fanners that have tarred their
trees or used printer's ink report the going up of
the moth a number of days ago. Is it not very
early ?

The season is not quite far enough advanced to
ascertain the prospect for fruit, but let us sincerely
hope it will he good, and that the canker worm
may be kept away from us, for it is a sad sight to
see fair orchards blighted as by the scorching
tongue of fii-e. J. B. Sawyer.

West A7nesbury, Mass., March 18, 1871.

CLUB-FOOT IN CABBAGE.

I wish to inquire whether there has been found
anything that would prevent the small white mag-
got from eating the roots of cabbages, and thus
cause tliem to clump-root. h. c. c.

Warehai7i, Mass., March 3, 1871.

Remarks.—Mr. Henderson says in his book on

"Gardening for Profit" that on land along the sea-

shore where there is an admixture of oyster and
other shells, cabbages arc raised in the highest

pei-fection, and that on sucTi soils they have been

raised, in some instances, for fifty consecutive years

perfectly free from any club-foot. It is supposed

that the lime in the soil resulting from the gradual

decay of the shells, is fjital to the larv;e of the in-

sect which produces the disease in the roots of the

cabbage. The same gentleman gives an experi-

ment he made in growing cabbages on a lot, one-

half of which was heavily manured with stable

manure, the other half with flour of bone at the

rate of 2000 pounds to the acre. On the manured
part the cabbages were badly affected ; on the part

to which the flour of bone was applied the plants

were healthy. He has also used Ifme. This was
expensive and only partially successful. Cabbages
should not be gi'own two years in succession on the

same land. Leached ashes have also been i-ecom-

mended—a dressing "one inch thick" well spaded
in. But we hope friend C. will not ask us to tell

him where he is to look for the ashes, for we don't

know. But these are among the things that "have
been found" to prevent the club-foot, and we give

them for what they are worth.

cattle eating boards.
Though not in the habit of writing for any paper,

I will try to relate my experience with this trouble
with cattle.

Some forty years ago I purchased a small farm
of twent.y acres that was badly worn out. It was
part sandy, part swampj', with plenty of bushes.
The pasture was plain land and l)usliy. I cut about
four tons poor meadow hay. My cattle did well
until I subdued the bushes in the pasture. Soon
afterwards they commenced eating boards, &c.,
and become ravenous for pine boards. The barn
was an old one, and some of the boards loose.
These they would tear oft' with their horns, and
chew them up. This continued till about eight
years ago. At that time I bought a pasture of new
land, including some ten acres of wood and about
six acres of land from which the wood had been
removed. A part of this lot was bushj' and some
of it was low, damp land, with wild grasses, and
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many other kinds of grasses coming in on the new
land, on wliicli with the aid of the cattle I am try-

ing to keej) down tlie lui>iics. 1 (ind they eat the

young siiuots with great relish, and they have not

trouliled nie since they had this ran<ie by eating

boards. In the wiiiter 1 teed clover and other hay,

iniluding water grasses, wheat, rye and oat straw,

and corn stalks.

Hence I conelnde that if cattle have a variety of

feed sniniaer and winter, and the lirowse of wood
or sprout land they will not tronble any one by
"eating up the barn." M. L. (Joouale.
South Amherst, Mass., Feb. 21. Ibll.

Remarks.—The first effort of onr correspondent

is so successful,—his statement of facts so clear,

and his conclusion so natural,—that we hope he

will write out the "many things about fiirming" to

which he alludes in a private note. We wish to

make our colunms a sort of Farmers' Exchange, or

Club, where practical men can talk with their pens

in the same every day, practical manner that they

do with their lips when neighbor meets neighbor.

HOUSING CAUTS AND WAGONS.

My object in stating how long my ox wagon had
run,"was to show the utility of housing carts and
wagons used on the farm. As ]Mr. Denham has

expressed the opinion that my wagon must have
been housed most of the time, I will state how it

has been used.

For the first thirty years it was used about one-

half of the time when the ground was bare. At that

time my cart wheels got w'orn out, and I had
a set of"new wheels made for the wagon that were
four inches wide,—the first ones l)eiug five inches

wide. Then I took the old hind wheels of the

wag»n for the cart, and the fore ones to draw tim-

ber and logs on, and have used them up to this

time in heavier work than I did when they were on
the wagon.

If Mr. Denham's wagons will not wear but fifteen

years, they have poorer timber or |)oorer workmen
in Plymouth County than we have in Essex, or the

land on which they run must l)e ditt'ercnt. I know
of none in this vicinity tliat have worn out as soon

as his did.

To have farm carriages last long the farm build-

ings must be on dry ground, and the carriages kept

on a floor in an open shed protected from the sun
and rain but not from the air. It is true that my
wagon wheels have not been used every day, but

one of the shrewdest old gentlemen in town, Moses
Parker, Esq.; told me that t!ie wheels if used every

dav, and properly cared for, would last a hundred
years. E. Rollins.

G^-oveland, Mass., March 21, 1871.

CANADA STEERS.

The notice in yoni» paper of a fine pair of steers

raised by Mr. .Swan, of Worcester, Mass., induces

me to give you some account of a pair of steers

raised by a Mr. Reed, a neighbor of mine who has

a herd "of hiud) grade Short-horns. These steers

were dropped July li) and 20, 1.SG8, weighing at

their birth, respectively, 103 and 119 pounds. June

7, 1870, when less than two years old, they weighed
'iStO ponmls; .Sc])tember 8, they weighed 3160 lbs.

;

and on the \'M\\ of the present month, 3o.56 pounds,

and girthing 7 feet, when only two years and eight

months old. A SuusCRiitER.

Ulverton, P. Q., March 16, 1871.

ter, I put two or three handfuls of ashes in the
manger of each cow occasionally, and let them eat

as they please. It seems to have cured them of
this habit. P. S. Paine.
Fast JIardwich, Vt., 1871.

CATTLE EATING HOARDS.

Having seen ashes recommended for this trouble,

and finding that my cattle had the habit this win-

SANFORD HO^VARD, ESQ,.

The death of this gentleman, which occurred at

Ijansing, Mich., March 9, was briefly noticed in

our columns at that time. Few men were better

known by the fanners of the Northern States than

Mr. Howard. AVe are indebted to the Lansing

Republican for the following facts in relation to his

life and lal)ors.

Mr. Howard was bom in Easton, Mass., in 1805,

where his only advantages of early education were

those of the common school. He remained on his

fiither's farm until 1830 when he married and re-

moved to Plallowell, Me., to manage a farm for

himself. lii 1837 he removed to Lancsville, Ohio.

Leaving Ohio in 1843, he became associated with

the Alljany Cultivator. In 1852 he became the ag-

ricultural editor of the Boston Cultivator. In 1864

he accepted the position of Secretary of the State

Board of Agriculture of Michigan, which has the

supervision of the agricultural college at Lansing,

at which place he has resided since his removal to

Michigan.

While in Maine he became a leading contributor

to the Maine Farmer, and whether in Ohio, New
York, Massachusetts, or Michigan his contribu-

tions to the leading agricultural papers were nu-

merous, and always dignified and able.

In 18.57 he was employed by the Massachusetts

Society for the Promotion of Agriculture, a; d sev-

eral wealthy gentlemen of that State, to go to

England, Scotland, Ireland, and France, for the

purpose of selecting and importing the best speci-

mens of cattle and horses of several breeds. The
next year he again crossed the Atlantic and pur-

chased for H. II. Peters twenty or more Ayrshire

cattle, the best that could be selected in that

country. He also bought a small herdofDerry

cattle in Ireland for A. W. Austin of West Ilox-

bury, Mass., a Cleveland stallion for Dr. J. Woods,

Richmond, Va., &c. During these trips he had

the opportunity of examining the best stock in the

old world, and, from this time to the close of his

life, became a standard authority on blooded stock.

In the winter following his retuni from I'hirope, he

edited the first volume of the "American Devon

Herd Book."

During his connection with the State l^oard of

Agi-iculture of Michigan he has written and com-

piled the Annual Reports of the Board, and many
of his papers have been Avidely quoted and highly

commended. For several years, and up to the

time of his death, he edited the Agricultural De-

partment of the Lansing, Mich., Ecpvhlican with

signal ability. He has delivered several lectures

before agricultural societies, and once lectured to

the students of Yale College, upon horses.

One of the latest important labors of his life was
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acting as chairman of the committee appointed by

the New Yoi-k State Agriciiltural Society, in 1870,

at Utica, to decide upon the relative value of agri-

cultural implements other than mowers and reap-

ers. He was also a member of the committee of

the U. S. Agricultural Society at the trial of mowers

and reapers at Utica, in 1857, and served upon a

similar committee of the N. Y., State Agricultural

Society, at Auburn, in 1866.

His funeral services were held in the Hall of

Representatives, and President Abbott of the Agii-

cultural College pronounced a fitting eulogium of

the moral and mental qualities of the deceased.

He was alluded to as a man of great purity of soul

and purpose, and one who possessed a high-toned

religious fiiith and trust. Tlie Michigan Farmer
closes a notice of the death of Mr. Howard with

the following sentence :

—

Mild and quiet in manner, and studious in habit,

he was not one tliat acquired wealth, and while he
helped others and became interested in their labors

;

he was not selfish, and derived but little benefit

from his labors beyond the satisfaction of knowing
that he had aided in the increase of a correct

knowledge of the practice and principles of agri-

culture, and that he had done something to render
it a nobler pursuit than it was when he first en-

tered upon its study.

SOWING FLOWER SEEDS.
A taste for the cultivation of flowers, both in-

doors and out, has been gradually increasing for

several years past. Very many of the farm houses

are now graced with the presence of cultivated

flowers, as well as those of the villagers and city

people. That they have a wholesome and refining

influence, in many respects, none will doubt.

AVe cannot now, however, be enticed away by
the charms of the subject from our purpose, which
is to say what our experience has been in relation

to the sowing of seedfor flowers.

Quite one-half of all the flower seeds sown, we
have no doubt, never come up. The reason for

this is imputed to bad seed. No doubt but there

is abundant reason for complaint on this score, but

the disappointment arises as often from mistake in

the manner of sowing as from all other causes

combined. Most flower seeds are quite small, and
consequently pevish quickly if in gi-ound which is

too moist. On the other hand, if the}' lie too near

the surface, and exposed to the direct rays of the

sun, they soon lose their moisture, and with that

their power of germination.

Time of Soaving.—This will depend in the first

place upon the condition of the soil. There will

be a difference in seasons of two weeks in this par-

ticular. The hardy annuals, such as asters, lark-

spur, clarkia, candytufts, &c., may be sown in

April, during the first half of the month, some
seasons, but generally with gi-eater success during

the last half of the month. The half hardy, such

as will not bear a hard frost, as the balsam, mari-

gold, cockscomb, &c., ought not to be sowed in the

open ground sooner than from the first to the last

of May.

By observing these rules, we have succeeded in

getting fine flowers of the tender annuals, such as

the cypress vine, sensitive plant, ice plant, &c.

Preparation of the Soil.—When this is suffi-

ciently diy so as to fall to pieces upon being re-

moved, dig it thoronghly, rake it and dig again,

until no lumps remain, then pat the surface gently

with the back of the spade, in order to press the

particles together and to get a level surfiice for the

seeds to fall upon.

Sowing.—Strew the seeds over the impression

made by the spade, and then sift fine soil o\ex X^x^m.,

to the depth of a sixteenth to an eighth of an inch,

and gently press it down with the back of the spade.

MARKING.—Now split at the top the little pine

sticks, four or five inches long, which you have
prepared, place the paper from which the seeds

were taken into the split, and the lower end of the

stick into the centre of the spot where the seeds

were sown. This will remain there as a record,

until autumnal frosts have nipped the flowers, and
there is no longer occasion for these sticks.

Covering the Seeds.—Take a piece of paper a
little larger than the space covered by the seeds,

lay it over them and place a handful of earth on
each comer, and the work is done. This will keep
out the dii'ect raj'S of the sun, prevent excessive

evaporation, and also the rain from breaking up the

even surface of the soil.

The coming of the seeds must be watched, and
as the young plants grow up, the comers of the

paper may be brought together a little, which will

raise it in the centre, get it out of the way, and
also admit light and air.

As the plants grow, the soil must be kept in a
proper degree of moisture, and then an abundant
crop of beautiful flowers may be expected.

Last year we planted some forty varieties of

flower seeds, most of whicli were from the well

kno\vn house of the Messrs. Hovey, of Boston.

Out of about forty varieties, there were only three

which did not come up.

liTEW PUBLICATIOIfS,
Money in the Garden. A Vegetable Manual, pre-
pared with a view to Economy and Profit. By P. T.
Quinn, Practical Hortic-ulturi.'t. New York: The
Tribune Association. 1871. 268 pages. Price $1.50.

The unpopularity of book-farming is not charge-

able entirely to the prejudices of practical men.
Most of our early works on agriculture and horti-

culture were compiled by men who knew more
about handling the pen than about real work, and
it is not therefore strange that many of their sug-

gestions and much of their advice should have
been found impracticable by the man of toil and
small means. As practical working men become
l)ook makers,—as our teachers tell us their own
practice and detail their own methods, this preju-

dice against book-farming disappears.

The author of "Money in the Garden" is one
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who, having made money by gardening, modestly

proceeds to "put down in tliis volume things that

he has learned from daily toil, and the wisdom of

others." So far as we can judge from a hasty ex-

amination of the book we think he has "put down"

a large amount ofjust that iidurmation which the

less experienced gardener daily needs in the three

depai-tments of tiie kitchen-garden, the market-

garden, and the field culture of root crops.

We are sorry the book lias been published with

no alphabetical index. Without such an index, a

practical book is to us a most impracticable thing.

For instance, we wished to see what Mr. Quinn

had to say about "club-foot" and the new cabbage

worm. No allusion to either was found in his four

pages of "contents." We next try "cabbages,

page 72." We glance over each paragraph on this

page, on the next one, and so on, until after scanning

twenty pages we lind the old promise verified that

"those who seek shall find," for on page 93 the

Anthornyia brassica, an insect which causes the

"club-foot," is described, and on page 95 the Pieris

rapce.

Wallace's American Trotting Register, con-

taining all that is known of llio Tedigrees of Trotting

Horse's, their Ancestors anil Descendants. With a

Record of all published rerformauces in which a

Mile was Trotted or Paced in 2 :40 or less, from the

earliest Dates till the close of 1868. And a full Record

of the Performances of l^eo and 1870. (riving com-
plete Summaries of over 8ix Thousand Contests.

With an Introductory Essay on the true Origin of

the American Trotter. And a Set of Rules for the

Government of all Trials of Speed. By J.H.Wal-
lace, Compiler of Wallace's American Stud Book.

New York: C E. Woodward ; Boston: A. Williams

&Co. 1871. Large Octavo, 504 pages. Price $5.

We have not found, in our examination of this

volume, any reason to doubt that the author has

performed all that he promises in his title page—

a

remark which, it will be seen by the foregoing

copy of that page, is a full compliment to Mr.

Wallace's work. Much space is gained by the

use of small type, and a condensed tabular form.

So much merit has l)ecn claimed for the "thorough-

bred" that we were not prepared for the remark by

Mr. Wallace that "In all my investigations of this

subject I do not now recall a single instance of any

respectable trotter having a clear and satisfactory

thoroughbred pedigree." Pie does not however

undervalue blood, and acknowledges that to a

single family or rather to a single individual of the

thorough! ireds wc are indebted for the trotter.

The volume contains seven illustrations of cele-

brated horses.

The friends of fast horses manifest a liberality in

their specialty which it would be well for the

breeders and friends of horses for work to imitate.

March 9, the Champlain "Valley Horticultural

Society was formed, eraljracing those parts of Ver-

mont, New York and Canada which border this

beautiful lake, and officers were elected.

I'nuidi nt—\j. M. Hagar, Burlington, Vt.
Viri' J'ffKuli Jits—W'm. H BaiUy, Plattsburg, N. Y.

;

Mr. Watson, Phillipsburg, P. Q., and Dr. A. T. Wood-
ward, Brandon, Vt.
Recording Secretary—II. J. White, Shclbum, Vt.
Corresponding Secretary—C. G. Pringle, Charlotte,

Vt.

A Board of Trustees was also elected and a vote

passed to hold the fir.st exhibition at Burlington

some time early in the fall of this year. •

Champlain Valley.—In addition to the ad-

vantages of a rich soil, the farmers and gardeners

who occupy land near the l)road lake enjoy a cli-

mate considerably modilied by this body of water,

both in respect to mildness and humidity. Con-

sidering its high latitude, the valley of Lake Cham-

plain is peculiarly favorable to horticulture and

fruit growing. At a meeting held in Burlington,

OFFICERS OF AG'L SOCIETIES.

North Franklin, Me., Farmers' Ci.vK—IYen.,
Sewuvd Dill, Phillips; Sei:., Henry P. Dill, Pliillips.

Washington CoiNTV, N. Y., Pren., Berry Long;
Cor. Sec, Milo Ingalsbe, South Hartford.

PiioFiTABLE Faemixg.—Charlcs A. Sylvester,

Esq., the President of the Caledonia county, Vt.,

Agricultural Society, bought a farm in Barnet six-

teen years ago for )^4000, having at that time a cap-

ital of .f3000. He has recently sold his farm for

$(11,000, having at the same time over .'Ji>2400 worth

of personal property—so says a correspondent of

the Vermont Fanner.

SHEEP IN IOWA.
I keep a thousand sheep on my farm. I

am often asked if it pays to keep sheep. I

think it pays as well as any thing I keep.

The manure will pay alone. They will ma-
nure fifty acres well each }ear—twenty-five in

summer and the otb<-r half in winter. Now,
let us see if it will not pay. I calculate that

fifty acres manured will produce in ten year.s

one hundred or more bushels of corn ])er acre

more than if not manured. That would make
five thousand bushels in favor of manured
land. At 25 cts. per bushel, this would be

$2550. This may seem large to some. Re-
duce it one-half and it pays twenty-five dollars

an acre.

Five acres on whicli I yarded my sheep are

rich enough to produce one thousand bushels

of beets per acre, a total of five thousand

bushels. One hundred acres of corn at fifty

bushels per acre would produce five tliousand

bushels. Feed this to two hundred and fifty

pigs, allowing twenty bushels each of corn and
beets to each pig, and you ought to have a

.'500-{)ound hog, worth at present prices,

$22.50, or for the two hundred and fifty hogs,

$5625.00. Give the sheep credit for one-half

of this, which will make $2812.50. This may
also appear large. Redtuie it one-half, which

will nuike $1406.50 in favor of the sheep.

This is not all. I have two hundred fat

wethers worth five dollars each—or will be
next June, when I get the wool from them.

Now what is the total in favor of the sheep ?

Four thousand two hundred and fifty dollars.

—J. 1). Kllsworth, Benninyton, Jotva, in

Iowa Homestead.
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THE MORGAN HORSE.

The Vermont Horse Stock Company having

fixed on a location for their breeding and

training establishment, are now ready to enter

upon the work of improving the horses of the

State. If they shall succeed in checking the

acknowledged degenei-acy which is seen in the

late descendants of the Morgans and Black

Hawks, the whole cost of the organization of

the association will be realized many times

over. This, however, is but a part of the pur-

poses of the society. All that can be ac-

complished by the diffusion and combination

of the best blood of the old and new world is

to be attempted.

We have headed these remarks with what

was considered a good likeness of one of the

best representatives of the Morgan breed in

its prime—the "Morgan Hunter." He was

bred by Mr. Exwell, of Springfield, Vt

;

was got by Gifford Morgan, dam by same
horse. He, like so many other superior ani-

mals of this favorite family of horses, was

sold to go out of the State. He was des-

cribed as possessing in a remarkable de-

gree, what Youatt lays down as the most im-

portant requisite in a stallion

—

compactness—
"as much goodness and strength as possible,

condensed in a little space." His head is fine,

and his eye large and brilliant ; his chest ca-

pacious, barrel round, loin very broad, back

short, quarters long and muscular, tlanks deep

ard full, limbs short-jointed, flat, and sinewy.

In temper and spirit, he exhibits the intelli-

gence and docility which characterize most of

his near relatives. Like the high-mettled

Arabian, he uin'tes the playfulness and good

humor of a pet lamb with the courage and

power of the war-horse, whose "neck is

clothed with thunder"—"who rejoiceth in his

strength," and "mocketh at fear."

For the Xeic England Farmer.

POTATOES FOR STOCK.

I am somewhat of the opinion that the cul-

ture of roots in our country is rather on the
decrease, and that it is not taking that place
in farming which its advocates supposed it

would ten or fifteen years since.

And this is owing mainly we think, to the
high price of labor. Indeed few of us can
really afford to pay from one and a half to two
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dollars per day for weeding carrots, and there

lias not been and jirobably will not be very

soon the Yankee ])orii who ean invent a ma-

chine that will discriminate between a weed
and a caiTOt, so that for the present we sliall

have to content ourselves with the slow and

tedious ])rocess of hand weeding.

In raising carrots (the best of all roots for

stock ])urposes) this is indispensable, but in

some of the other larger roots, as beets or tur-

nips^tlie hoe can be used to a great extent,

though the thinning will have to be almost

wholly performed by the hand.

I think this may be to a great degree reme-

died by cultivating in their place some of the

coarse, large yielding varieties of potatoes for

stock feeding, as the California or Cuzco, where

the culture can be performed in a great degree

by horse labor, as we now have hoeing and

hilling machines which perform tlieir work
quite satisfactorily. AVhere the soil is of suffi-

cient strength they should be put in drills 3i-

or 4 feet apart using plenty of good compost

in the drills and pieces of three eyes put in 15

inches apart from each other. If pains are

taken at the planting to get the drills even and

regidar, the cultivator and hoe can be run very

close to the plants, and little or often no hand

hoeing will be required. In this way if a good

crop is secured, potatoes can be raised and

put up for from 10 to 20 cts. per busliel, and

are, for feeding purposes, in my opinion worth

more than any other roots, unless it be carrots,

as they possess a larger amount of starch than

any other. Of the varieties named, with fair

soil and good cultivation, from two to oOO bush-

els j)er acre can be expected, which is at least

about one-half what may be realized from a

crop of carrots, and with probably one-half the

cost per bushel. The conclusion arrived at

therefore is, that it may be policy where labor

is high to raise the 250 bushels of potatoes

ratlier than double that (juantity of other roots.

Tills, liowever, is a matter for each one to

judge ff.tr himself. Wliat may prove best for

one, may not for another who is dillerently sit-

uated as to help. W. J. Pettee.

Salisbin-y, Conn., Feb. 4, JSil.

For the New England Farmer.

SEED CORN FOR PLANTING.

As the season is now rapidlv approaching in

•whicli the 'farmer will be engaged in planting

this valuable product, it is of the utmost im-

portance that proper seed should be used, as

no doubt successful culture largely depends

thereon

.

Several conditions are very desirable in the

raising of corn, besides thorough pulverization

and manuring of the soil. It is desiral)le, in

the first ])lace, that the variety used be so early

as to be fully ripened before tiie approach of

early frosts. It is also desirable that it be of

the most prolific kind, that the greatest possi-

ble (juantity may be obtained from a given

surface cultivated. To secure this a judicious

selection of seed is important.

It is often noticed that a single stalk of corn
contains two and sometimes three good sized

ears, and even more are found occasionally.

If, then, as is generally believed, the corn
takes the nature of the parent stalk, it is very

clear that the chance for a superior crop, otlier

things being e({ual, M'ill be much greater if the

seed is taki-n from ears that were (hii)licated

upon a stalk, than if taken from an ear which
was the only'one upon a stalk. The same rule

also applies to the earliness of the crop ; this

can to a certain degree be regulated in the se-

lection of the seed.

There is also a lielief prevalent to some ex-

tent that the quantity of corn raised depends
to some degree upon the portion of the ear

from which the corn is taken. Cojisiderable

experimenting may be necessary to settle this

question satisfactorily. The following is given

as so much testimony on the question, in the

hope that experiments will be instituted and
the different experiences be related through
the public press.

Nine hills were planted, three from the large

end of the ear, three from the middle, and
three from the small end,—the manuring and
cultivation being the same in each case,—and
the result was as follows :

—

3 hills, seed from large end of ear . . . . . 2 lbs.

3 " " " middle of ear 1ft. 12 ozs.
3 " " " small end of ear 2 lbs. 4 ozs.

Again, carrying the experiment still further

with thirty hills, the result obtained was as

follows—

:

Stalks. Corn. Total.
tts. oz. fts.oz. tts.oz

10 hills, seed from large end of ear, 14 4 12 8 26 12
10 " " " middle of ear, .14 14 12 26 14
10 " " " small end of ear, 18 13 8 31 8

From which it would appear that the superi-

ority in each case is from the seed from the

small end of the ear. Now, allowing 4000
hills to the acre, the difference in favor of the

small end over the middle would be ten bush-

els, and over the large end seven bushels.

The seed from the small end of the ear, on an
acre would produce 1250 pounds more of

stalks than the middle, and 1500 pounds more
than from the large end. If this fact can be
established to the satisfaction of farmers, it of

course would be a matter of profit, for taking

an average of the two excesses and we have a

gain of Sh bushels of corn and 1375 pounds of

fodder on an acre, which, upon four or five

acres, would give a handsome profit without

any additional outla}-, and no extra labor ex-

cept in the handhng of an extra number of

ears of corn in shelling for seed, in conse-

quence of the rejection of a large portion of

the ear. Are tliese things so ? ' w. h. y.

Connecticut, 1871.

Remarks.—An experiment was made in

1858 on the farm of the Reform School at
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WestboroHgh, Mass., to test the old ques-

tion whether seed from one part of the cob

was better than that from other parts. An
acre was planted in alternate rows with seed

taken from the buts, the middle and the tips

of the ears. Secretary Flint gives the result

of this experiment in his Report for 1858.

Estimating the sound corn at one cent a pound,

the soft at half a cent a pound and the stover

at seven dollars a ton, he presents the follow-

ing comparison :

—

Sound corn. Soft corn. Stover. Value.
Seed from buts . 738 lbs. 77 lbs. 1360 lbs. $12 53
" " middle, 663 " 164 " 1290 " 11 96
" " tips, . . 747 " 53 " 1320 " 12 36

The buts produced the most, the tips next,

and the middles the least money value.

The tips produced the most, the buts next,

and the middles the least sound corn.

The middles produced the most, the buts

next, and the tips the least soft corn.

Secretary Flint remarks, "It is difficult to

determine, by this experiment, from what part

of the ear the seed should be taken. Proba-

bly a mixture of the grains of the whole ear,

being most natural, would be the best."

For the Kew England Farmer.

SAVING AND APPLYING MANURE.
There are no questions that so deeply inter-

est farmers as those which relate to the best

mode of obtaining and the most proper manner
of applying manure. By manure, I mean to

embrace all fertilizers in common use, of what-
ever name or nature. These questions enlist

the thoughts and pens of all our most promi-
nent agriculturists and our agricultural teach-

ers.

Numerous and careful experiments have been
tested for the purpose of ascertaining what
combinations of manure are the best for given
crops, and how it is to be applied to accom-
plish the best results. Notwithstanding all

these experiments, most farmers are still grop-
ing their way in the dark, so far as their indi-

vidual practice or their exjjressed opinions at

their gatherings or through the press are an
indication.

I suppose it is impossible to lay down rules

that will, imder all circumstances of the soil

and the seasons, be everywhere and always
applibable

;
yet tliere are two fundamental

ones that inider any circumstances cannot with

prudence be discarded.

The utmost exertion of every farmer should

be given to obtain all the manure he possibly

can, and in the best possible condition to nour-
ish the crops he proposes to feed with it. In
all the older States of our country the average
of our crops has been decreasing per acre for

many years past. This fact is sufficient to

awaken anxious inquiry as to where it is to stop.
That it should stop, and soon too, there is no
doubt. We have no right to rob the comincc
generations of their birtln-ight. To put a stop
to this robbery we ought to feed our crops
more bountifully. We should accumulate all

the manure we can. Everything we can make
subserve as food for our crops should be de-
voted to that end. Not only this, but all our
manure should be so thoroughly disiiitegratei
as to be in a condition for being absorbed bv
the roots of growing plants that are to be fed
with it. Great waste often occurs from the
neglect of doing this, especially in dry seasons;
Not only is this a waste of the manure, but a
failure to secure as remunerative crops from
its application as we might, did we rigidly ad-
here to thorouglily pulverizing it before usino-.

The mode of applying manure is also a mat-
ter of moment. Some contend for surface
application, while others adopt the opposite
practice and put all their manure under the
surface. All will admit that the character of
the seasons in a great degree modify both of
these practices ; a wet seasdn favoring the
first, while a dry one favors the last. Over a
large portion of our couniry the drought was
very severe the past season. Coarse manure
on the surface was of little worth to growino-
crops, save as a mulch.

I saw a large field of corn manured with
coarse, lumpy manure in large quantities and
of great strength. The lumps dried up and
were laying undecomposed over the field at
liarvest time. Of course but little benefit to
the corn was derived from it, and much loss
resulted in the value of the manure for suc-
ceeding crops.

I am aware of the claim that the soil will
absorb about all the fertilizing elements of
nianure in ordinary wet seasons

;
yet I think

it must be conceded that when dry seasons
occur, it is best to be on the sure side and in-

corporate it with the soil, thus making the
absorption doubly sure. The incorporation
shoukl be uniform, so that the roots of the
growing crop must of necessity come in con-
tact with it, strike out in whatever direction
they may. Only by observing this method
can we hope to obtain the full benefit of the
application.

Our market gardeners have learned the im-
portance of thus thoroughly mixing their ma-
nures with the soil, by their increased profits,

—

not only from increase of crops, but from
earlier maturity. JThe crop has the food al-

ways at hand and does not have to seek for it

in isolated places and in undigested masses.
I am aware that the cost of labor comes in

to modify in some measure the canying out
of the suggestions I have made, and that every
farmer should take that into account, and not
blindly expend more time and money in pre-
paring his soil and manure for a crop and in

the care of it, than it will return to him in
cash when disposed of.
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If manure is mostly made on the farm, and
is either under Awds or in the cellar, rainy

days can be profitably used in turuinj; it over
and fiiiinji it ready for use. I have often with

an iron bar put holes down in the manure
where hogs were kept, and dropped in a little

corn. Tlie hogs soon learn the triek of root-

ing it out, and will often go over the whole
mass thoroughly, thus saving much labor in

preparing it for future use. k. o.

March 25, 1871.

Computing Dressed Weight.—The rule

for computing the dressed weight, by meas-
urement, of cattle, hogs, and slieej), is this :

—

Ascertain the girth in inches back of the

shoulders, and the length in inches from the

straight or scpiare of the buttocks to a point

even witii the shoulder blade. Multiply the

girth by the length', and divide the product by
144: for the superficial feet, and then multiply

the superficial feet by one of the following

numbers for animals of different girths, and
the product will.be the number of pounds of

beef, pork, or mutton in the four quarters of

the animal.

For cattle of a girth from 5 to 7 feet, al-

low 23 pounds to the superficial foot ; of a

girth of from 7 to 9 feet, allow 31 poiuids ; of

a girth of 3 to o feet, 16 pounds.
For sheep, hogs or pigs, calves, etc., meas-

uring less than 3 feet girth, allow 11 pounds
to the superficial foot.

Here is an example which will illustrate the

rule :—A hog girths 3 feet 3 inches, and its

length (as above) is 2 feet 8 inches—39 inch-

es girth, multiplied by the length 32 inches,

gives 1,248 inches. To obtain the superficial

feet, divide by 144, giving 8 2-3, which mul-

tiplied' by 16 (tlie number of pounds allowed

to the superficial foot for animals of this size),

gives as the weight, 138 2-3 pounds.

—

West-

ern Rural.

Sprouting Potatoes.—Sprouting white

potatoes will advance the crop two weeks.
They should be cut so that about two eyes
are allowed to each piece, and these should be
planted in hot-beds with very thin covering of

soil ; or it is better to plant in boxes and set

these in a hot bed, so that after they are pro-

perly sprouted they can be at once carried to

the place of planting. If the nigiits should be
anyway cold, protect with thin covering of

straw when the plants make their appearance
above ground. Some persons who want a
large (juantity sprouted, cut the potatoes as

desired, and spread them on boards, boxes or
crates, in a dark place, and when sprouted,

say from an incli to an inch and a half, expose
them to the light, moistening two or three

times a week witii tepid water. They should
be planted out so that there is not more than
two inches of soil over the top of the sprouts.—Qermantown Telegraph .

"JONES."

The following littlL- story, with its moral, though

written for the Macon, Georgia, Telegi-uph, is quite too

good to be enjoyed by the farmers of the South alone.

I know a man, and he lived in .Tones,

—

Which Jones is a county of red hills and Btones,

—

And he lived pretty much by getting of loans,
xVnd liis mules were nothing but skin and bones,
And his hogs were flat as his corn-bread pones.

And he had 'bout a thousand acres of laud.

This man—and his name it was also Jones

—

He swore that he'd leave them old red hills and stoues,
For he couldn't make nothin' but ycllo\vi.-h cotton,
And little of that, and his fences were rotten,

And what little corn he had, that w as boughten,
And he couldn't get a living from the laud.

And the longer he swore the madder he got.

And he rose and he walked to the stable lot.

And he hollooed to Tom to come there and hitch,

For to emigrate somewhere where land was rich.

And to quit raising cock-burs, thistles and eich,

And wasting their time on barren land.

So him and Tom they hitched up the mules,
Protesting that folks wi re mighty big fools

That 'ud st^y in Georgia their lifetime out.
Jest scratching a living, when all of them mought
Get places in Texas where cotton would sprout

By the time you could plant it in the land.

And he drove by a house where a man named Brown
Was living, not far from the edge of the town,
And he bantered Brown for to buy his place,
And said that seeing as money was skace,
And seeing as sheritl's were hard to face,

Two dollars an acre would get the land.

They closed f^t a dollar and tifty cents.

And Jones he bought him a wagon and tents,

And loaded his corn, and his women, and truck,
And moved to Texas, which it took
His entire pile, with the best of luck.

To get there and get him a little land.

But Brown moved out on the old Jones' farm,
And he rolled up his breeches and bared his arm.
And he picked all the rocks from off'n the grouud,
And he rooted it up and ploughed it down,

And sowed his corn and wheat in the laud.

Five years glid by, and Brown, one day,
(Who had got so fat that he wouldn't weigh,)
Was a sitting down, sorter lazily.

To the buUiest dinner you ever see,

When one of the children jumped on his knee
And says, "yan's Jones, which you bought his

land."

And there was Jones, standing out at the fence.
And he hadn't no wagon, nor mules, nor tents.

For he had left Texas afoot and con)e
To Georgia to see if he couldn't get some
Employment, and he was looking as hum-

Ble as if he had never owned any land.

But Brown he asked him in, and he sot
Him down to his victuals smoking hot.

And when he had tilled himself and the floor

Brown looked at him sharp and rose and swore
That "whether men's land was rich or poor,

There was more in the man than there was in the
land.'' s. L.

—To encourage tlie growtli of forest trees at the

West, Mr. N. S. French, of Carroll County, III.,

states in the Prairie Farmer that he has this win-

ter cut doHii a Cottonwood tree twenty-nine years

old that measured thirty-seven incites in diameter

at the stump, and furnished two logs of about 300

feet, log measure, and nearly or quite a cord of

wood. It grew in his barn yard.
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SHEEP HUSBANDRY.
o MUCH was said a few

years ago in relation to

this branch of New Eng-

land farming, and so

great a revolution in it

suddenly took place, that

those persons who are not

engaged in it may sup-

pose that the culture of

sheep has been nearly

abandoned. Such, how-

ever, is not the case.

Some 30,000,000 to 40,-

000,000 of sheep are still in the country, and

a fair portion of them in the New England

States. The interest in their culture is still

an important one in Maine, Vermont and

New Hampshire.

The light hay crop of last summer may in-

duce some to resort to a poorer quality of

fodder for the sheep. Empty scaffolds, and

decreasing bays may suggest this. The policy

would be a poor one, and ought to lead to

the question.

What is the effect of Food on the Wool ?

The character of the food has much to do

not only in the production of good sheep and

good lambs, but also in the production of

wool. A leading object in raising wool should

be to keep the siaple even through its entire

length, and this can be done only by feeding

regularly both in quality and quantity. If

sheep have been fed upon sweet, nutritious

hay, with occasional feeds of grain and roots,

and then followed for many weeks by hay of

a poor quality and the roots and grain denied

them, an inequality in the wool will be pro-

duced,—the upper part of the staple will be

light, and the lower part much thicker ; in this

case the top part of the staple will break off

in working it up. So it is impossible to pro-

duce good wool upon pastures abounding.only

in coarse, wild grasses. Good bred sheep

should never be turned upon such lands, for

whatever the care of breeding may be, the

coarseness of the feed will produce inferior

wool.

In common with many other animals—in-

cluding man himself—there is always exuding

from the skin of the sheep an oily substance

called yolk, or gum, especially designed by

nature to protect the animal from too much

moisture, and to soften the wool. This oil

is feebly supplied by old sheep and those fed

on meadow hay or other coarse fodder, and

is more abundant in vigorous and well-fed

sheep. This is an important secretion, and

can only be supplied by generous keeping and

proper care. If these are lacking, the secre-

tions will not take place in sufficient quantity,

and sheep, lambs and wool will be seriously

affected ; especially is this the case, when

sudden changes occur from good feed to bad.

Great care, however, should be observed, that

not too much of this oil is excited, as it then

wastes the powers of the sheep, and becomes

expensive to the manufacturer to remove it.

Wool is composed of the best flesh-produc-

ing substances found in the vegetable king-

dom. The animal has no power to change

the character of those substances, and the com-

position of the same kind of grass is materially

varied by the soil upon which it is grown

;

hence the character of the soil has much to do

with modifying the character of wool.

It has long been known that wool raised

upon calcareous or limy soils is dry and harsh,

while that raised upon argillaceous, or clayey

soils, is soft and mellow ; cultivation will ma-

terially modify this fact.

The black-faced, heath breed, raised. upon

the uncultivated moors of England, produce

a short, coarse, harsh wool ; but this is greatly

improved when the same breed is raised where

the land is cultivated, though the soil is the

same, a fence only separating the two. On
the other hand, if the highest bred long wooled

sheep are allowed to run upon the moors, the

wool quickly degenerates, and soon becomes

wild and harsh, like the low bred type.

We may learn from these facts that the

food of the sheep modifies the character of the

wool, and that we cannot have good wool

from poor feed. The higher the type of

sheep, the higher must be the character of the

wool. We cannot escape this law. If we

give poor feed, we shall have poor wool and

light fleeces; if good feed, large animals,

large lambs, good wool and a generous quan-

tity. ^
OFFICERS OF AG'L SOCIETIES.

Grafton County, N. H.—Pres., J. F. Keyes, of
Ashland: Ex. Com., B. M. Tenney, Groton ; S. P..

Ford, Lisbon, and A. W. Putnam, Havorhill ; Treaa.,

C. M. Whittier, Plymouth; Sec, 8. D. Baker, Rumney.
West Somerset, Me.—Pres., S. "W. Tinkham; Sec.,.

and Treaa., A. W. Moore.

East Wilton, Me.—Pres., Maj. Loren Adams;.
Sec, M. L. Bunker.
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For the Kew England Farmer.

THE GAKDEN IN MAY.
"Btautiful is spring—cheerful, ln-iijiit Kprinif,

Enlivfiiiiig scunery ; mild pleasant wuitlur

—

The face of creation, each created tliiiij,',

To praise the Creator, uniting together."

Again returns the season of busy out-door
operations in the garden ; and if we expect
or desire to have a good garden we must be
up and doing,—take old Father Time by the

forelock, and lead him through the season.

Gardening is not only an innocent, healthy

and profitable ot-oiipation, but was the ])rimi-

tive employment of the first vian ; and we
find among his descendants that the first mm
have always been attached to that occupation.

A good garden, to the farmer, of all other

persons, is the most profitable, and of all

others they ought not to grudge the necessary

labor and time, as it may be done at odd in-

tervals.

The first act in out-door operations, is the

preparation of the garden soil to receive the

seed, by manuring and ploughing. In order
to insure rapid germination, growth and ma-
turity, too much pains cannot be taken in fer-

tilizing, mixing, fining and deepening the soil,

as the finer and more intermixed the soil and
the manure, the better the plant food is im-
parted to growing plants, the more rapid their

growth, and the sooner they mature, contain-

mg much greater succulence, tenderness and
nutrition, than in poorly prepared soil.

But the first essential of all towards a good
garden is good seed—thoroughbred seed. In
some kinds of seed there is little opportunity
for deception or mistake ; but in others there

is every chance, and little to guide in the

choice. If you do not grow and save such
yourself, you should buy only of the most
carefid, reliable growers, or dealers, and even
such men may be deceived, where they do not

produce all tiie seed they sell. There are

many contingencies regarding seed, such as

genuineness, soundness, &c., any one of

which wanting will often defeat our anticipa-

tions.

AsPAR.voi^s.—The beds should now be
yielding their best; and cutting shcjuld be in a
regular successive order. As the shoots rise

to the lieight of two, three, four or five inches,

at most, above the surface, while the bud re-

mains close and plump, they are in the best

condition. Cut them off below the surface
with a suitable knife, running the knife nearly

straigiit down close beside the sh(jot, cutting

off with a sloping cut, being careful not to

wound the crowns or advancing buds. In new
beds, cut only the largest and strongest shotjts.

Old established beds may be cut from as fast

as the shoots attain suitable size, and clean

througli the month,
Bean.s.—Dinnf.—Plant in rows 2h feet

apart, dropping the seed two to three indies

apart in the drill ; cover two inches deep.
Pole or Runniitij.— These should not be

planted till danger of late frosts are ])ast, as

they are more difficult of protection than the

Dwarfs. INIake the hills ;> 1-2 to four feet

apart, each way
;
put a shovel full of well

rotted manure, compost, in each hill, cover
one inch and set a pole, rising six feet, firmly

in the centre of each hill, and drop six or
eight beans, in a circle four or five inches

away from the pole, cover one inch deep,

except limas, these be jjarticular to stick

e}es down and cover so the top of the beans
will have only half an inch of fine soil over
them ; if the soil crusts hard, break and pul-

verize so the plants can get up.

Beets.—A deep, rich sand, drv' and light,

rather than moist, is the soil the beet delights

in. Sow in drills sixteen indies a])art, drop-
ping the seed one inch apart to be thinned

when up. The sooner the seed is put in after

the ground will work well in spring, the better.

Rkussels Sprouts.—Sow seeds in a rich,

well prepared seed bed ; drills ten inches apart

best.

Cabbage.—Sow seed in seed beds for me-
dium and later crops ; transplant early plants,

for the early crop ; salt, lime and ashes are

good, worked into the surface on well en-

riched mellow soil, for the cabbage. Set the

roots deep, half or two thirds the length of

stem down.
Carrots.—A light, mellow, rich soil, con-

siderable sandy, and deeply worked is essen-

tial for a good crop of carrots ; sow in drills,

across four foot beds, twelve inches apart.

Cauliflowers.—Transplant early, into

rich, early, mellow soil 2 1-2 feet apart each
way.

Celery.—Seed may be still sown in beds
of light mellow soil, and lightly covered.

Coriander.—Sow seed in twelve inch drills,

in beds of sandy loam.
Cress.—Sow seed in beds of fine mellow

soil, well prepared, in drills six to eight inches

apart.

CucuMBi RS —Early cucumbers require a
warm rich ^(Jil, somewhat sheltered from cold

winds, etc. Frepare the hills 4^ or five feet

apart, by excavating a hole two feet across and
six inches deep

;
put in half a bushel of good

strong compost hog pen manure, cover one
inch with fine soil, and scatter a dozen seed

thereon, covering half an inch. Plants started

in the hot-bed may be transferred into such

hills after frosts are past.

Egcj-Plaxts.—Near the last of the month,
plants may be taken from the hot-l)cd and set

in rich, warm soil, two and one-half feet apart.

Lettuce.—Sow seed in eight inch drills

across four feet wide beds, when the plants

grow to the size of three or four indies across,

transplant into rich soil, ten niches apart each
way.
Melons.—Watermelon, Citron, and Nut-

meg melon seed, may be planted in warm
sandy soil, well exposed to the sun, in hills

jirepared as for cucumbers ; watermelons six
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feet. Citron and Nutmeg same distance as

cucumbers
; cover the seed one inch with fine

soil.

MtJSTAKD.—All good farmer's wives under-
stand the value of mustard, both the seed for

condiment, medicinal and other purposes, and
the young plants for greens. Sow in drills six

inches apart.

Onions.—Seed may be sown the first of the

month, in rich, moist sandy loam. Set out

rareripe, potato, and top onions, if not al-

ready done. For seed, set perfect bulbs, sLx

to ten inches apart.

Parsnu'S.—Seed of last season's growth is

best and surest. Sow in deep-worked, rich

soil, in drills sixteen inches apart, dropping
the seed two inches apart to be thinned to six

inches.

Peas.—Make successive sowings of early

varieties ; sow tall growing, and Marrowfats,
in double rows, four feet apart

;
put up neatly

prepared bushes as soon as the plants are 2

to 3 inches high.

Peppeu.—Sow seed of the Cajenne and
long Red in soil euriehed with hen manure.
Sow in drills one foot apart to be thinned to

six inches in the row.
Potatoes.—Plant the Early Rose in drills

2 1-2 feet apart and half foot in the drill, give

to each hill four <|uarts of well decouij)osed

compost, or a pint of ashes, with a Httle salt.

Radish.—Make successive sowings in light,

mellow, rich soil, deeply worked.
Rhubakb.—Old stools may be divided and

reset in rich, moist soil. Cut out all seed
stalks soon as they show

;
pull, not cut, the

leaves and stems with a sideways jerk, when
desired.

Sage.—Old roots may be divided or seed
sown in good rich soil if new beds ai'e desired.

Give established beds a good dressing of Avell

rotted manure, and work in around the roots

of plants.

Salsify, or Oyster Plant.— Plant and
treat same as directed for the parsnip.

Spinach, or Spinage.—Sow the round-
leaved variety in rich cjuick soil, stirring ii fre-

(juently after the plants are up, as it depends
for its goodness and succulence on the ra-

pidity and quickness M'ith which it grows.
Sow in beds, broadcast, or in drills.

Squash.—Plant the summer varieties same
as cucumbers. Fall and winter kinds will

need more space, but same general treatment
in planting ; five or six seeds are sufficient to

a hill.

Straavberries.—See that the strawberry
worm, Cijcloccphala immaciduta,()]W.—do not
get on the vines to destroy the crop and vines.

Hand picking is a slow process, but sure.

T\"hme.—Sow seed in beds or borders of

light fine soil, covering lightly.

Tomatoes.—Plants started in the hot-bed
or in boxes in the house, may be set in the

open ground the last of the month. A flower

pot or box is convenient to cover them cool

;

nights, and also after transplanted, till estab-

lished. W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., IS 71.

TOP
For the yeiD England Farmer.

DRESSING vs. PIjOUGHING UN"-
DER.-No. 3.

Another example of considerable magnitude
furnished by nature, proving that manure
does not, to any considerable extent, pass into

the atmosphere in the form of vapor or gas,

is found in the guano districts where this de-

posit has accumulated for ages and is regarded
as one of the best fertilizers known. It has

been exposed to atmospheric action, rains and
thermal influences

;
yet it is so rich in the ele-

ments of plant food that manufacturers of

artificial fertilizers esteem it a suflicient re-

commendation for their goods if the public

can be made to believe them "equal to the

best Peruvian guano." If manure is princi-

pally lost in the atmosphere, this deposit

should not be worth the transport of half a

dozen miles.

Different soils require different treatment

in some respects
;
yet I cannot understand

why, if it is a general law that manure goes

up, or the reverse—or that it goes both ways

—

that this law should not be universal. The
retentive capacity of some soils is much
greater than others, owing to a compact sub-

soil ; hence such lands are among the most
valuable to the farmer. The soil in this and
the surrounding towns is ge;ierally of this de-

scuiption. It is deep, and uiuler good cultiva-

tion produces large crops of grass, oats, bar-

ley and potatoes. Indian corn is not grjwn
largely, the crops above named being deemed
the most profitable

;
yet it is not uncommon

to see small pieces under good management
yielding fifty bushels per acre.

In the spring of 1869 I had a piece of land

to seed down that had been planted with

potatoes two years and manured sparingly

—

the soil was deep and humid above the aver-

age, and rather tenacious. As is my custom,

it was manured upon the surface, so that the

land was nearly out of sight. The yield of

oats was large and the catch of grass all that

could be desired, covering the ground at reap-

ing time with a thick coat six or eight inches

in length and hiding the land from view.

The prospect of a large yield of grass the

next year was fully realized. Notwithstand-

ing the drought of 1870 the first crop was
very heavy, as large as could be dried upon
the gi'ound in two of the hottest days, with

close attention. A second crop followed, about

half as lai'ge, though during the interim th'e

fall of rain was light. The yield per acre I

am unable to give ; but the crops of those two
years I have seldom seen equalled. The pros-

pect at this writing of another large crop is

very good.

Now I contend that this manure is exactly
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where it should be to insure the best results, and
worth as uiuch to me as fifty per cent, more
would be six or eight indies below the sur-

face. The harro^w •will pulverize and niinj;le

manure with surface soil t© a depth to facili-

tate decomposition ; the moisture thus found
will li(iuify its soluble ])articles while the little

spongiok'S draw nourishment from the bounti-

ful su])]>ly near at hand.
It would be anuising to see farmers who

plough their manure under through fear that

it will go skyward like a l)alloon charged with

hydrogen gas, top dressing grass lands
;
yet

such an anomaly is couuuon. It is pretty well

settled that this is an excellent method of in-

creasing the grass crops ; and there are very

few good farmers at the present day who
make grass a specialty who omit it. Were I

to increase the grass crop upon a farm adapted

to it to the greatest extent in the shortest

time, it would be by ploughing little and
spreading well rotted manure upon the grass.

Ashes also are valuable upon some grass

lands ; upon others worth but little. The ex-

tremes of very wet and very dry land should

be avoided—at least this is my experience.

Several years ago a small piece was ashed

in spring liberally ; the crop that year was
considerably enlarged ; th^ next year I judge

it cut two tons per acre, where before it cut

from five to ten hundred, and patches of moss
that had held possession for several years had
gone.
A large manure heap is indispensable to

profitable farming ; large hay crops insure the

manure heap. To increase both without re-

sorting to artificial fertilizers, plough less, top

dress the grass, and grain lands at seeding

time ; and as the hay increases, furnish mouths
to consume it. Spring in some respects is a

favorable time to treat grass lands ; rains are

often more frequent than in fall, and if done
early and well the scythe will meet with little

obstruction. c.

Wilminr/ton, VI., 1871.

For the New England Fat-mer.

GARDENING FOR MAY.
May, sweet May, greeted by Spenser as

—

"The fairent maid on jfrouiul,

Deck'd witli all daintiis of Iut season's pride,

And throwing flowers out of her lap around,"

is now with us, and will soon unfold the abun-

dant riches of nature. The tender green of

the fresh, young leaves is indescribably beau-

tiful, and the flowers of this month are of del-

icate texture, and most excpiisitely tinted.

The host of summer birds have all returned,

and the woods are melodious with their varied

song. ,

May was a merry month in the olden time.

The ancient English loved all customs that con-

tributed to ha[)piuess, and wealth and j)Overty

often met on ]\lay-day, on the same equal foot-

ing. The lord of the .soil gave the tallest tree

upon his estate for the May-pole, and the low-

liest laborer danced around it with a light

heart.

]\Iay-day is celebrated in many parts of our
country, and though the gatherings are more
select than in times of yore, yet this month is

fraught with a blessing to every heart. Its

bright sunny days invite us all to come forth

and enjoy them. A writer says :

"I know not how it is with others, but to

me the spring's invitations are irresistible. I

may be scholarly inclined, and my task indoors

delightful, yet my garden claims me, monopo-
lizes all my morning hours, and I know for me
has come the season's summons which I shall

not set aside,—no, not for studies nor hospi-

talities which become rivals for my time and
attention. My garden waits—is the civiler

host, the better entertainer. Then I have a
religion in this business, and others must waive
compliments. W^ould the sun but shine all

night long for my work to continue !"

Thus speaks a lover of gardening, and all

of us who possess the true spirit will indorse

his sentiments.

Gardening is peculiarly adapted to women

—

it olfers to them recreation and pleasure, far

more tlian they can realize until they have com-
menced operations.

The love for cultivating both flowers and
vegetables is greatly on the increase— and
many ladies wholly superintend both flower

and vegetable gardens. We can plant peas as

well as petunias, and enjoy seeing them flower

and fruit. To be sure I prefer to have the

beds dug over for me, and the trenches pre-

pared full six inches in depth, then the seed

can be easily dropped in. Beans, beets, spi-

nach, &c., can all be planted by women's hands,

and by emjfloylng a small boy to keep down
the weeds, many delicious dishes can be pro-

cured for the table.

Farmers, as a general rule, neglect the kitchen

garden, and deprive themselves of many com-
forts ; and if they do attend to it, it is not

planted until all the crops are in, and then re-

ceives but little attention. But if the wife

and dau;^hters of the house can take it in hand,

they will be very proud of their handiwork.

I\Iay is the month to cultivate a fondness for

the occupation. If the season is backward
flower seeds can be planted in the house, and
their blossoming will be hastened by several

weeks.
If a few friends club together, they can

purchase seeds and ])lants at a large discoiuit.

.55 will purchase to'the amount of $6.25, and

by exchanging plants or seeds, a great variety

is procured at but a slight expense. Five la-

dies for $1 each, can buy a goodly supply,

and there is always a charm in wholesale pur-

chases. Plants are now sent by mail with per-

fect satisfaction. The Innisfalien Green-

houses offer every inducement to purchasers

by sending plants by mail at a very cheap rate.

Fifty bedding-out plants of rare varieties, are
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sent post-paid, for $6. So that ladies by
clubbin<x together coukl supply their borders

at a great reduetion of the usual prices.

The custom of distributing seeds, bulbs and
])lants by mail, is rapidly increasing in favor

among all florists, and is decidedly the most
advantageous for purchasers, who thus avoid

heavy express charges, which added materially

to the expense, and deterred many from or-

dering plants.

In many localities in New England the sea-

sons are so backward that tender annuals will

not blossom early enough to show forth their

full perfection, imless they are raised in the

house or in a hot bed. A sunny kitchen win-

dow is very excellent for tlieir culture.

Asters, Balsams, Zinnias, Petunias and
Pansies all do much better for being planted

early in this month, and then transplanted into

beds or borders after all danger of frosts is past.

Being fibrous-rooted plants, their strength

is increased by the transplanting, and experi-

enced gardeners often transplant them into

small pots before the final planting for sum-
mer blooming.
We have given many directions, heretofore,

how to plant seeds, but will repeat a few of

them. The soil must be well pulverized, and
the best way is to bake it in the oven ; this

will kill all larvaj of insects, and destroy the

seeds of weeds. Mix a goodly quantity of

sand with the earth, thus making it warm and
friable, and not liable to bake down, and pre-

vent the germination of the seeds.

Nearly all the complaints from amateur cul-

tivators of bad seed are owing to their igno-

rance of their culture. It is the seedsman's
interest to send out good seed, else he would
ruin his trade. His is not the fault of your
non-success.

Tiny seeds should be mixed with sand, and
sprinkled lightly over the prepared soil. Pe-
tunias, Portulacas, &c., cannot germinate
under quarter of an inch of soil. They are

so minute that they require the slightest possi-

ble covering. Sweet Peas, Lupins, Balsams,
and all good sized seeds require an inch or so

of soil, and the former flourish better under
four or five inches. Asters, Stocks, &c., will

gej-minate more quickly under quarter of an
inch of earth. Verbena seeds are slow to

germinate—often from three to four weeks
will pass before they show their heads. If

soaked over night in water they come up better.

If cigar or raisin boxes are used to plant

the seeds, they can be divided off into sections

with strips of pasteboard, cutting though the

edges of the strips that run across, to let in

the side strips. Put the skeleton boxes thus

made into the wooden box ; fill up with the

baked loam while warm to the hand and let

the edges of the pasteboard come above the

level of the box . Write the names of the

seeds on little sticks, so that when the plant

is in bloom you can know its cognomen, and
not be obliged to say "that red flower—this

blue one, and the other yellow one," Press
the earth firmly upon the seeds with the

fingers ; cover the whole box with a thick

piece of old flannel well wet with warm water,

and always water the ^eeds through it until

they have sprouted. If the seeds are of

greenhouse varieties, keep the flannel over,

by cutting small holes for the tiny seedlings

until all have come up, then remove it alto-

gether. Panes of glass fitting tightly to the

boxes, will do as well after the first two or
three days, but thick flannel, if kept wet all

the time, supplies heat and moisture which are

both so essential to plant life.

Great care must be taken not to keep the

young plants too wann, and cause them to

spindle up and look like potatoes grown down
cellar. In this fickle month we are liable to

severe frosts, and we must also guard against

the chilling of their tender life.

If the night is cold, either remove the

boxes from the windows, or cover them with

several thicknesses of newspaper which will

protect them. After the fourth and fifth

leaves appear it is well to plant them in two
inch pots, this will cause them to strike deeper
root, and give them more life. Hot-beds are

a very desirable adjunct to every northern

household, and are so easily constructed that

the mai-vel is that every owner of a garden
does not possess one. A large dry goods
box will furnish the frame by sawing off the

sides a foot or more, leaving the back of the

boxes at least eight inches higher than the

front, and having the sides planed off in a

regular slope, sink it two feet in the ground.
Fill up one foot with fermenting horse ma-
nure,—if this cannot be obtained decaying

leaves will do ; for if the plants are well es-

tablished first in the house, they will not suffer

for want of bottom heat. Place over the

whole a window-sash which will fit tightly.

If a new one is needful, have it made without

side strips of wood, and lap the panes one
over the other. This gives better light, and
is less expensive. The sash can be fastened

to the back of the box with heavy, iron liinges

which can be raised up easily. Sand should

be plentifully scattered over the whole sur-

face. In such a hot-bed, costing but a small

sum, many plants could be raised, cuttings

struck, and tomatoes and melons started.

Permanent hot-beds are much more expensive,

draw more largely upon the contents of our

purses, and to those of us who possess but

little of the root of all evil, (though we think

many good things spring from that same evil

root,)the dry goods box offers a pleasant pas-

time,and an abundance of good things. In

another article, we will speak of bedding out

plants, nomen est legio ! Yearly they iocrease

m beauty and variety.

We trust that we shall inspire all our read-

ers with a love for flowers, and induce many
of them to undertake their culture. They are

fraught with a blessing to many a heart, and
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the occupation they offer to us is exceedinfrly

healtliful. Ill all countries women love tiow-

ers, and are enj:;at:ed in their culture. A
farm house without them is bare indeed—be-

reft of its chief glory. Those who have

travelled in the country, can testify that a

rose tree at the window—a honeysuckle around
the door of a cottage is a good omen to the

weary traveller. The hand that cultivates

flowers is not closed against the supplications

of the poor, nor against the wants of the

stranger. Flowers have been called the al-

phabet of the angels, wherewith they write on

hills and plains mysterious truths, s. o. J.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

WHITE I'l^E SEEDS.

Can you inform me where some seeds of the

common "White Flue may be Ijought, and the

price ? When should it be sown ? . k. s.

Millington, Mass., March 26, 1871.

Remarks.—Tree se ds are seldom to be found

in seed stores here. It is difficult to keep some of

them so as to preserve their vitality. As a general

rule thej' /hould be planted soon after ripening.

The white pine ripens its seed in August and Sep-

tember. Mr. David Allen, to whom the premium

on forest trees in Plj'mouth County, Mass., was

awarded in 1852, says the proper time to gather

white pine seed is from the 25th of August to the

10th of September and before the burrs open.

They should be spread on a tight scalfold, away
from mice, and when dry can be threshed with a

flail without injuring the seed. December is con-

sidered a good time to sow the seed, though if

kept moist they may be sown in March. Many
who have cultivated pine forests prefer transplant-

ing small trees from pastures, road sides, &c. For

this purpose May and June are favoralde montlis.

Mr. C. Morton of Kingston, Mass., furrowed a

piece of ground as for corn, only wider, took up

small trees from pastures, &c., with a shovel, with

considerable sod and soil about the roots, placed

them in the furrow at proper distances and hauled

the earth about them. Of 400 thus transplanted in

the last of May not one in twenty died. In one

case a hired man furrowed the ground and dug

up and set out trees on half an aci-e of ground in

one day. Trees transplanted in the same way the

next October nearly' all failed. Possibly were you

to order now some White Pine seeds for next fall

some of our dealers would engage them for you.

Messrs. J. Brcck & Son have furnished them on

such orders. Probably others would do the same.

STBAWBERRIES AND ONIONS.

Having passed three score years, half of which I
have spent in manufacturing business, I now come
back to the farm to get my Hving from the soil. I

would be glad of a chapter from you on raising
vegetables and berries,—the labor and exijeiise,

the profit and loss. Which of the following kinds
of Strawberries would you recommend—Wilson's
Albany, Jucunda, Nicanor, Peak's Emperor, Tri-

omphe de Gand ? I have a piece of land that has

been planted two years with potatoes. Will it do
to jiut on some shoi't manure and cultivate it in,

without iiloughing, for onions ? Some say the

harder the ground is the better for onions. Which
is best fur market ? w. b.

Cohasset, Mass., March 26, 1871.

Remarks.—One or two bound volumes of the

Monthly Farmer, with its ample index of sub-

jects, will give you "chapters" on almost an}' agri-

cultural topic on which you need information.

Capt. John B. Moore's essay on the culture of

small fruits, pages 142, 143, 144 and 145 of last

year's volume, would probably be>orththe cost of

the whole book to you. Just now we have not

time at command to answer your inquiries fully.

In relation to the first strawberry you mention

Capt. Moore remarks, "for profit there is nothing

better than AVilson's Albany ; for eating without

cooking there is nothing poorer in quality." With

some of the kinds that you mention we have no

acquaintance. Hovey's Seedling is still popular

in this vicinitj'. The Cutter's Seedling is popular.

Mr. Manning of Reading has the Wilson's Albany

and Cutter's Seedling. Last summer's drought

has made plants dear—some f10 a 1000. A gentle-

man recently informed us that he was intending to

set out, near Lowell, about an acre of strawberries

this spring, and that last fall he engaged the plants

of a neighbor who had a large old bed on rather

dry land, that had not been mulched. On exam-

ining the bed recently the owner and himself were

suri^rised to find that there was scarcely a live

plant on the whole plot. At the same time the

plants on a small bed on similar land that was

mulched last season were alive and vigorous.

Soil for onions should be rich and fine, whether

a cultivator or plough are used. The Early Dan-

vers is most popular in Essex County. Mr.

Gregory calls the Red Globe good. The Potato

Onion is the earliest and most sure.

dwarf An-LE TREES.—MONTHLY FARMER.

I wish to inquire if there is anjthing known of

the Dwarf Apple tree ? There has been an agent

for fruit trees canvassing in this town this winter,

and his chief attraction was this dwarf tree, the

parent stock of which he says is imported from
Germany to New York, anil is set there to be
budded. He clauned that it would succeed in any
soil, and not being an apple stock the apple borer

is less lia))le to trouble it, and the fruit is fairer

and more perfect.

I would also inquire how many bound volumes
of the New England Farmer monthly you can
furnish, and the cost. B. B. Smith.
£asi Dover, Me., 1871.

Remarks.—The apple tree is dwarfed liy graft-

ing on the Paradise or Doucin stock. Mr. Thomas,

in his "American Fruit Culturist," says, "for sum-

mer and autumn sorts, dwarf apples are valuable

in affording a supply to families. They begin to

bear in two or three years ft-om setting out, and at

five or six years, if well cultivated, will afford a

bushel or so to each tree. A portion of a garden

as large as the tenth of an acre, may be planted
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with forty or fifty trees, without crowding. All

the different varieties of the apple may be made

dwarfs by working on the Paradise or Doucin

stock—the former are smaller and bear soonest;

the latter are larger and ultimately afford the

heayiest crops. Among the handsomest gi-owers

as dwarfs, are Red Astrachan, Jersey Sweet,

Porter, Baldwin, Dyer, Summer Rose, Benoni, and

Bough."

Our own experiments with the dwarf apple tree

have not been very favorable. They grew sprawl-

ing, and without careful trimming, became un-

gainly looking things. Perhaps ours were not on

the right kind of stock.

We can furnish the whole of the new series of

the Monthly Farmer, four volumes, for 1867, 1868,

1869 and 1870, for $8.25—either volume $2.25.

THANKS TO CARRIE—WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

Through you I wish to thank "Sister Carrie" for

her very useful letter upon butter making. It is

directly to the point and has been of service to me.
In your last issue we noticed an article in regard

to the great dikinniu of the Aairytnen of Vermont
(women would prulialily have had no such trouble)

in respec to "white specks in butter."

Not being of a scientific turn of mind I cannot
explain through what chemical process the "Ver-

mont cream passes to form white specks in the but-

ter, but a very common-sense view was given by
an Irish dairywonian, who on hearing the article

read, exclaimed, "Great fools ! if they would put
no sour milk in their cream, the white specks would

. not trouble them in the butter."

Please to restate the receipt for taldng the pine
taste out of barrels, which was given a few weeks
ago. MRS. T. G.

Deerfield, Mass., March 29, 1871.

Remarks.—Pine is not generally regarded as a

suitable wood for dairy utensils, and we are not

able to refer to any receipt lately published in the

Farmer for removing the pine taste from barrels.

Possibly the following is what is referred to :

—

To Cleanse Musty Barrels or Casks.—Put a
quarter of a peck of unslacked lime in the bung hole of
the barrel, into which pour a gallon or two oi' boiling
water to slack the lime, then put in the bung and shake
the cask well so tbat the contents of il will come in con-
tact witli all of the inside. Let it stand a day or two,
after which rinse out well with plenty of cold water.
If the barrel or cask la still musty, the same operation
must be repeated, and a strip of cloth dipped into melted
brimstone and hung down in the bung hole, set fire to

and the bung slightly driven in.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SPECIAL MANURES.

When I wTOte you last I told you we had four or
five agricultural papers in Georgia, and it appears
we have at least six now. I think this shows at

least, that there is a great deal of hiquiry into the
science of agriculture. Men are experimenting,
trying to learn what kind of manures and fertili-

zers will enalile them to realize the largest crops
at the least expense. Some are using all their en-
ergies to manufacture, gather and save manures
for the coming crop, myself included in this class.

I began experimenting in a small way on my
wheat crop last fall. The first I sowed without
any manure the 8th of October, on wheat stubble

;

the second lot was soaked in blue vitriol twenty-
four hours and dried with plaster. On a portion of
this—some of the very poorest—was sown 125
pounds of dissolved bones, guano, salt and plaster.

The wheat on the portion manured shows now to

the very line, and is far better than the rest, sowed
the 21st of Octoljer on oat stubble. I sowed a third

lot on cotton ground, seed prepared as the second
lot, in plaster, and sowed also 300 pounds of dis-

solved bones and the ashes, &c., in which they
were dissolved. This was sowed from the 18th to

the 21st of December, and did not come up until

the latter part of January, but is gi'owing finely

now.
On a portion of my first sowing I hauled out in

January four wagon loads of rich mould that had
been mixed one or two montlis with fifteen bushel
of lime and one of salt; on another portion I sowed
at the rate of half a bushel of plaster and four
bushel of ashes early in December; and still on an-
other portion, in the fore part of February, I hauled
out five wagon loads of ashes and l:)rick dust on
about an acre, and a small portion is left -without

anything being added to the soil, which is poor.
On my second lot I sowed about the first of Feb-

ruary, at the rate of two bushels of salt ; on an-
other portion 300 pounds of dissolved bones and
ashes, and a small part of that on which I had
sown fait. By the side of this I sowed ten bushels
brick dust and all the ashes I could gather with it,

and two bushels good fresh ashes, with half bushel
plaster to the acre, and again \>y side of this I

sowed forty bushel of the same dust and ashes
with a bushel of plaster and bushel of salt, and by
the side of this again, brick dust and the ashes
burned with it abotit the same as on the first lot.

There was a triangular piece of this second lot

on which there was sown with the wheat and
ploughed in with it some of the fertilizer first

named, that was also sown with salt and another
with dissolved bone and ashes.

I do not expect to follow out the results of these
experiments so jiarticularly as to measure the
ground and the wheat on each separate part, pos-
sibly on none of them, but I do intend to watch
the effects very closely all through the season and
still more particulaiiy at harvest, and have no
doubt I shall be able to gain some knowledge that
will be very beneficial in the future.

I think this is the kind of knowledge that will

make farming pa}' here equal to anywhere else.

Cartersville, Geoi-gia, March 24,1871. J. h. r.

Remarks.—In a private note, the writer of the

above communication says that as it refers mainly

to experiments yet incomplete, he does not suppose

it will be considered worth publishing. We think,

however, the Northern farmer will take an inter-

est in the efforts of his Southern brethren to in-

crease his crops, and to make poor land yield more

luxuriantly, and we hope by publishing the fore-

going now to increase our correspondent's obliga-

tions to communicate the knowledge he obtains by

the result of his experiments.

CORN ON manure AND ON SUPERPHOSPHATE.

I propose in this paper to give you an account of

the tillage and production of two fields of coiti in

my neighborhood that came under my observation

during the last year.
The land of both fields was very similar in kind

and quality,—warm sandy loam,—just the right

kind to produce a good crop of corn with liberal

manuring. Both pieces of land had been pretty

severely cropped and were in a low condition and a
poor state of tilth. Both pieces were well ploughed,
planted about the tenth of May, and well tended
during the summer.
One piece, the lightest and if any thing rather

the poorest soil, was manured with a common bam
shovelful of compost to the hill, made up of some
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loam, and the droppinsis of the horse, cow and pig
all mixed toirctlicr, with a small handful of ashes
put to each hill at the time of plantinsj. The pro-

duce on this Held was ninety-three bushels of ears

of plump sound corn to the acre,—that l^eing the

area of the field,—and the com was uniformly
good on all jiarts of the tield.

The other tield was manured with phosphate of
lime,—a single handful to each hill,—one-half put
in at the time of i)lanting, the other half was put
round the corn at the tirst hoeing, and no other
manure of any kind was used on the field. The
corn came up well, grew splendidly the fore part
of the season till about the time it was well set for

ears. Then it began to turn a sickly color and
showed unmistakable signs that the strength of the
phosphate was exhausted, and though there was a
fair amouTit of stover, the crop, so far as grain was
concerned, prove a signal failure, except on a small
part of the field that was a little dishing where the
soil was stronger and in good deal better tilth than
the field would average. Royal Smith.

Millington, Mass., March 26, 1871.

BUTTER MAKIXG.

I was a farmer's daughter and am a fiirmer's

wife, and have made butter for thirt}^ years. I see

in reading the columns of your paper the questions
are asked, "What ails the cream ? Why don't the
butter come ? Now, I ])retend to say that butter
will come just as quick in the winter as in the
summer, if j'ou have a warm place to set the milk
and keep the cream in. I don't think the milk or
the cream ought to be chilled or frozen at all. If

I have a right ]iiace to set my milk in I never scald
it, nor the cream. If it is very cold weather, the
day before I chum I set the cream in a warm
room, and it comes so quick that the men folks
don't get out of patience in churning. Now if the
men want the butter to come quick they must tind a
suitable place for the milk, and not tind fault with
the wife because the butter don't come.

I think it a good plan to stir the cream every
time we put anj' in to the cream can. If your
chum is too large, buy or borrow a small one.
Never let the cream get bitter, but if it should
happen to be so, take a little new milk and put in

a few spoonfuls of white sugar and stir it up well
and then pour it into your cream just before churn-
ing. It will add much to the taste of the butter.

I use no saltpetre nor salt in my cream. I agree
with you Lady writer of March 10, about washing
butter. I always wash mine in cold and hot
weather. If very cold, I put just a little warm
water w'ith the cold water to wash it with,—just
enough to Uike the chill off. I alwa3's use carrots

for coloring flutter. mrs. j. b. p.

Putney, Vt., April, 1811.

A GOOD cow—GOOD FEED—GOOD BUTTER,

Having read with interest several letters in the
Farmer on cows, and butter making, I feel it is

but justio* to our good cow that a word or two
should be said in her praise, and as my husband
is too much occupied with his business to do it, I

shall make the attempt myself. She is fourteen

y ears old, and last May she calved and had twins;
consequently she did not do as well as in some pre-
vious years. But I will give the milk and butter
statements of last year :

—

Made 203 pounds of butter tlOl 50
8old ni4 quarts new milk 74 48
Hold skimiucd milk 64 67

$240 65.

This is independent of cream and milk used in

our family and given away. Cream and milk wc

use lavishly, and our good farmer John has daily

new and skim milk. Our cow is now giving about
twelve quarts of milk a day, and we nuike about
three and a half pounds of butter a week. We
should make more, but four quarts of new milk
are taken out daily. Farmer John thoroughly un-
derstands taking care of cows, and is very judicious

in feeding her. She now has daily four quarts of
meal, six quarts of shorts and as much good hay
as she will eat. Once a day he steams the hay, and
gives her cut feed. She is part Ayrshire.
With regard to butter making I must saj' a few

words, although my experience is limited. We
have never had any difficulty in making good but-

ter from any cows which we have owned, and we
never chum to exceed three-quarters of an hour
at any season of the year before the butter comes

;

and now not over fifteen or twenty minutes. We
have a very good milk room in our basement.
The milk stands twenty-four hours at this season
of the year, and twelve in summer. I churn once
a week now. Keep the cream in a stone pot. The
day before churning, have it set in the kitchen, as

the milk room is cold. I scald the churn and put
the cream into it while it is moderately warm. Our
butter always comes finu, and now it is sweet and
almost as yellow as June butter. It seems t© me
the great secret of butter making is keeping every
article in which milk or cream is put scrupulously
clean and sweet, and not keeping the cream too
long before churning. m. n. s.

Providence, R. I., March, 1871.

ox AND HORSE WAGONS.

Friend Rollins has explained matters much to

my satisfaction, and I will try to do the same for

him. It appears that his wagon was an ox wagon

;

altogether different, then, from what I had imag-
ined. Such a wagon on the farm is quite a con-
trast to a horse wagon used mostly on the road.

Mine is a horse wagon and has been in use about
ever}' day that wheels can run and the weather is

suitable for man and beast to work in Massachu-
setts. As to housing, I could not spare it long
enough for that, hardly long enough to have it

painted as it should be. When one has been thus
used for fifteen years it needs a good deal of re-

pairing; in fiict I consider it worn out. Friend
Rollins thinks that we must have poor timber in

Plymouth count3% or poor workmen. I calculate

to use the best of lumber, and as I do the wood
work myself, I spare no pains. I use no timber
that has knots, shakes or sap in my work. Lest
we tire the patience of the editors and readers of
the Farmer, perhaps friend Rollins and I had bet-

ter confine our chat about wagons and wheels to

private letters or personal conversation.
S. Denham.

South Hanson, Mass., April 3, 1871.

white specks in butter.

In reply to the inquiry about white specks in

butter, I will say that when cream is removed
there is usually more or less milk taken with it.

This in warm weather settles, sours and becomes
like cheese ; and in cold weather a similar result is

produced by heating or warming the cream for

churning. 1 never have white specks in my butter

when I stir the cream in the jar with my butter

paddle every time I add more cream to the jar,

first stirring also, in the dish, that which is added.
By this means the milk does not settle, but is kept
thoroughly mixed with the cream. If the weather
is warm I stir the cream in the jar every day,

whether I add any to it or not. I have practiced

tills method eight years and have had no trouble

with white specks in my butter. mrs. c. d.

Dartinouth, Mass., 1871.
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A KTEW WAY OF MAKING CHEESE.

In a conversation recently with an intelli-

gent gentleman, one interested in all farm
processes, and practically familiar with many
parts of farming, he related the manner of

making, or rather of
,

pressing cheese, prac-

ticed by a neighbor of his—a woman skilled

in household economy, and famous for her

nice cheese. With the number of cows usual-

ly kept, it takes three days to make a cheese.

Her former method was to I'un up a curd each

morning, keeping them until the third day
;

then mixing old and new curds together, and
putting them into the hoop and pressing. Her
practice is now to run up the curd and put it

mto the press at once, the hoop being about

one-third full. The next morning the second

curd is run up, that which was in the hoop is

taken out, the cloth changed, placi d in the

hoop again, the top of it then scratched or

broken with a fork, and the second curd ])ut

in, when it is again placed in the press, where
it remains all day. The third morning's curd

is then run up, the cheese taken from the

press, turned, the surface hacked up with a

fork, and the third curd again sliced on,

bringing the first curd in the middle of the

cheese. It is then pressed sufficiently, taken

out and placed in the curing-room. By this

process the work each morning is cleared all

away, and a good-sized cheese is produced of

superior quality, and one as firm and solid as

if all were placed in the hoop at once.

—

Maine Farmer.

THE HOKSE MARKET,
We are sometimes asked as to the state of

the hoi'se market in this vicinity. To such in-

quiries we have replied that the prices of

horse flesh were governed entirely by fancy,

for anything except those offered as workers,

or those which have become broken down

from age, ill treatment or other causes, and

that in giving the range from $5 to $1500, or

more, we were really giving no guide whatev-

er to the average rate. The following, from

the Journal of a late day, gives some interest-

ing information on this point :

—

The remarkalile mild weather of the last month
has brought about, among other things, an early
opening of the linrse marlvct. Generally not much
is done in this line until April, but the demand for

good horses is quite active, wliile the supply is

constantly increasing. Car loads from all sections

of tlie country are arriving every day, and a visit

to the established horse marts shows considerable
activity in this extensive business.

Any one, after a casual visit to these institutions,

will very naturally ask, wliere do these horses all

come from, wliich could in a measure be better
answered by detailing where they don't come from,
as a large proportion of the States help to keep
the market supplied, and a large amount of Cana-
dian stock finds its way into the large cities in the
course of a year. New England supplies the finest

driving horses that are found in this market, both
as regards speed and style. Maine sends among
her quota many of the Knox stock : Vermont has,

in previous years, sent numerous representatives

of tlie Morgan blood, and in this State it will not
be difficult to find on the various stock farms
horses of high pedigree, such as Morrill, Black
Hawk, Hambletonian, Abdallah, Mambrino and
other well-known stock. Having been raised in

our changeable clinuUc they are better adapted for

tliis market and Ijriug high prices.

Kentucky and New York supply a very large
number of fine horses, a large proportion of them
blooded. Oluo, Micliigan, Indiana and Pennsylva-
nia also furnish a large supply, those from the lat-

ter State being, for the most part, large draft

horses, as they are possessed of great endurance.
The horses that come from a distanee :ire hand-

led with great care after tiiey arrive, in order that
they may become acclimated. They are lightly

fed and exercised but little for a few days. They
come loaded fifteen to seventeen in a ear, in a loose
state, with their hind shoes off, and the best class

of horses have their tails braided and protected, to
prevent their being mutilated, as it is sometimes
the ease that, in their journey hither, occupying in

some instances four or five days, they are unload-
ed and fed but once, and becoming hungry they
will gnaw at anything.

Prices may i)e quoted as stiff, good working
horses bringing all the way from .#'17-3 to §;3o0.

Driving horses are in good demand, and it is rath-

er difficult to fix the prices, so nuich depending on
the style, speed, action and pedigree of the animal.
A fine horse can be bought for about ^300, while a
horse first class in every respect will bring $1000
readily, and the higher cost stock sells quite as
quick as tlial of an inferior grade.

RAISING POTATOES.
I am convinced that we talk too much about

"large vs. small potatoes for seed," "planting

in hills or drills," and depth of covering, and
far too little about enriching and preparing the

ground, and keeping the crop free from weeds.

If the land is dry, rich, and clean, and the po-
tatoes are plantt^d in good season, and the soil

kept well stirred by the use of the cultivator

until there is actual danger of cutting off the

roots and tubers, and any weeds that have es-

caped the hoe are afterward pulled out by
hand, the chances are favorable for a good
crop, no matter what system of planting is

adopted. And, on the other hand, if the land

is wet and poor, and the weeds are suffered to

choke the crop, it is no use to talk about size

of seed, or distance of hills. Get the land

right, and if you have then time to talk about

new varieties, and the best method of planting,

well and good ; but do not try to get a good
crop by any species of agricultural "legerde-

mam. You cannot cheat nature ; and all who
attempt to do so are ultimately found out and
punished. It is the greatest evil connected
with our farmmg.

Seeding Down Without Manure.

M. S. Clark, of Vermont, has a piece of

land that was in corn last year that he wishes

to sow next fall with winter rye and seed down
with grass. His object is to get a good per-

manent meadow or pasture. He has no ma-
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nure, and proposes to sow the field this sum-
mer with biu'kwlieat and turn it under, and
asks my opinion of the plan. If tlie soil is

chivey, I slioiild prefer a f^ood sinnmer fallow.

INIake the land as smooth and mellow as a gar-

den, and sow on the grass-seeds the last of

August without any otiier crop. ]\Ir. C. asks

me "how manj' crops of buekwheat would be
eipial to a dressing of 25 tons of barn-yard
manure."' We have not the necessary data to

answer this question, but judging from what
facts we have, I think it would take eight or

nine average crops of buckwheat to furnish as

nuich nitrogen as is contained in twenty-five

tons of good manure.

—

J. Harris, in Ameri-
can Agriculturist

.

SOAP AND HOG CHOLERA.
J. T. Busty, Lancaster, O., writes to the

Ohio Farmer, that he had known hogs, said to

have this disease, dissected, and the stomach,

bowels, and- liver found to be full of worms,
three and four inches long, the ends of them
being pointed and sharp, and of a hard, rough
wiry appearance. In one instance the cavity

of the gall was crowded full of these worms.
His Poland pigs got the cholera. He caught

the jjigs, placed them on their backs, one boy
holding the legs and another the ears, and
gave each pig a tablespoonful of, soft soap,

morning and evening, for three days. The
secoad day he observed in their droppings,

long, stringy substances, which he found to be

the skins of what he supposed to be worms,
which was proof to him that the soap had the

desired eiFect. He also put soft soap into the

swill and fed his other hogs, which improved
their appearance very much.

labits' Separtm^nt.

LOVE'S COLORS.

Left-IL\xt)EDXF.ss.—Many parents try to

cure their children of left-handedness by using

severe measures, such as whipping, or obliging

the child to go for weeks with the h'ft hand
tied to the l)ody. Some even go so far as to

make it a matter of special shaming and mor-
tification. These should never be tried until a

])atient trial of pleasanter measures has failed.

Left-iiandcdness certainly produces an awk-
ward eiiect, but it is not one of the cardinal

siiis. If a child can be taught to write with

her left hand, to use her knife, fork and spoon
properly, raise her glass, and oiler her right

hand in salutation, it is by no means necessary

to cure her of using the left hand occasionally.

In many cases, to be ambi-dextrous is invalu-

able to a woman. All needlewoik should be
carefully taught with the right hand as needle-

holder, but left-handedness should not be
treated as a crime to be punished. Tlie chdd
.should be kindly told its disadvantages, and
shown how awkward it looks. A pretty coral

bracelet of beails, strung on elastic, worn on
the right hand, has a marvellous eiiect on left-

handed girls, and is always worth trying.

—

Hearth and Home.

BY C. C. FKASjER-TYlLEK,

Not violets I gave my love,

That in tlicir life are sweet and rare,
And deep in color, as the heart
WHioge every thought of her is prayer;

For violets grow pale and dry,
And lose the semblance of her eye.

No lily's buds I gave my love,
Though she is white and pure as they;

For they are cold to smell and touch,
And blossom but a single day

;

And press'd by love, in love's own page,
They 3-ellow into early age.

But cyclamen I chose to give.

Whose pale white blossoms at the tips
(All else as driven snow) are pink,
And mind me of her perfect lips :

Still till this flower is kept and old
Its worth to love is yet untold.

Old, kept and kissed, it does not lose
As other flowers the hues they wear

;

Love is triumphant, and this bloom
Will never whiten from despair;

Rather it deepens as it lies,

This flower tliat purples when it dies.

So shall my love, as years roll by.
Take kingly colors for its own

;

Sole master of her vanquish'd heart.
All I not master of a throne?

Crush'd by no foot, nor cast away.
My purple love shall rule the day.

THE MANAGEMENT OP CHILDREN.
There is a tendency, we think, at the pres-

ent day, to put children too forward, not so

nuich for the sake of showing off their extra-

ordinary merits to an admiring world, as from
the better motive of early accustoming them
to the conversation of grown people and the

usages of society, and of inspiring them with

confidence, ease, and self-possession. No
doubt these results are very valuable ; but the

mistake which many people make is in forget-

ting that children are something like dogs,

which recjuire to be very well trained before

they can safely be recommended to the famil-

iarity of strangers. And it is to be remem-
bered that the moment children cease to re-

spect any of the grown-up people with whom
they associate, not only is the whole benefit of

the intercourse lost at once, but real injury is

inflicted on the moral tone of the child. For
this reason children should be brought as little

as possible into the society of men and women
who cannot command their respect ; while of

those who can, the influence should be hedged
round by all the numerous impalpable barriers

which judicious pai'ents know perfectly well

how to interpose between children and the

most pojiular and careless of their adult play-

fellows. The confidence which well-bred

children at once repose in an eligible stranger,

without being either rude or troublesome, is

charming to everybody who has any natural

taste for their society.
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But closely allied with the mistaken license

allowed to children in matters like the above
is the disposition to laugh at. and thereby to

encourage, all traits of singularity, oddness,

or ail'ectation which children may exhibit, as

marks of genius which ought not to be re-

pressed. Of all the dangerous errors into

which parents can fall, this, in our opinion, is

the worst. For nothing so soon hardens into

second nature as juvenile eccentricity ; and
few things are more injurious to success in

life than marked oddities of manner and ges-

ture when they reach the point of grotescpie-

ncss. The majority of the world agree with

Mr. Peter INlagnus ; they don"'t see the necessi-

ty of originals. And what is more, so many
"originals" are only sham ones after all. That
is to say, their singularit)' is merely a bad habit

which they can't shake otF, and it is only very
partially innate. When you see a child doing
anything unlike other children, anything queer,

surprising, or uncouth, however comic or how-
ever clever it may seem, never laugh at or

applaud it. Children naturally very self-willed,

and with real natural peculiarities, can soon be
broken of such tricks, if treated with absolute

indifference. But once let the idea find its

way into their brains that such sallies, naughty
though they be, are regarded as marks of

genius, and the mischief is done.

To come back to the point from which we
started—the management, namely, of young
children—there is one thing to be laid down :

let there be no divided rule in a house. Don't
kt the children see th.at the father means one
thing and the mother another in their bringing
up. They see the difference, if it exists, in a

moment ; and when they do, farewell to all

wholesome parental inHuence. Husbands and
mothers may talk too freely before their chil-

dren, forgetful of their rising intelligence.

And, indeed, nothing is more 'connnon than to

get a M'ink from the head of the house, im-

plying that you are to be on your guard before
Johnny or Tommy, who is listening open-
mouthed to your witty narrative, while he him-
self the next moment will offend against his

own precautions in the most barefaced manner
by jjlunging headlong into your domestic con-
troversy, in which, to speak metaphorically,

knives are freely used on both sides.

—

Mac-
millau's Magazine.

TO YOUNG HOUSEKEEPEKS.
Be satisfied to commence on a small scale.

It is too common for young housekeepers to

begin where their mothers ended. Buy all

that is necessary to work skillfully with ; adoi-n

your home with all that will render it comfor-
table. Do not look at richer homes, and cov-

et their costly furniture. If secret dissatis-

faction is ready to spring up, go a step farth-

er and visit the homes of the suffering poor

;

behold dark, cheerless apartments, insufficient

clothine: and absence of aU the comforts and

refinements of social life, and then return to

your own with a joyful spirit. You will then
be prepared to meet your husband with a
grateful heart, and be ready to appreciate the

toil and self-denial which he has endured in

the business world to surround you with the

delights of home, and you will co-operate with
him in so arranging your expenses that his

mind wiH not be constantly harassed lest his

family expenditures may encroach upon pub-
lic payments.
Be independent ; a young housekeeper nev-

er needed greater moral courage than she
does now, to resist the arrogance of fashion.

Do not let theA.sandB.s decide what you
shall have, neither let them hold the strings

of your purse. You know best what you can
and ought to afford. It matters but little

what people think, provided you are true to

yourself, to right and duty, and keep your ex-

penses within your means.

—

Bund New York-
er.

GABDENLNQ AS "WOMAN'S "WORK,
This has long seemed to me an employment

in which women would not oidy gain health

and strength, but in which the most modest
and retiring might find a congenial occupation,

and the products of which are never depre-
ciated because raised by a woman. A peck of

peas has a certain market value, not depend-
ent upon the hands which raised them. A
woman who works on pants receives fifty cents

a day, not on account of the amount or qual-

ity of her work, but because she is a woman.
A man engaged upon the same garments re-

ceives ^2 a day, not because of the amoiint or
qnality of his work, but because he is a man.
It is doubtless true that, in very many cases,

the man does his work better than the wo-
man ; but it is not less true that, in a major-
ity of cases, the difference in price grows out

of the difference in sex. So of the school.

A m.ale teacher receives $1000 a year, not be-

cause his moral influence is better, not be-
cause the pupils learn more, but because he is

a man. A woman teaches a similar school,

and receives $400, not because of the inferi-

ority of her moral influence in the school, not

because the pupils learn less, but because she

is a woman. Now, happily, all this is avoided

in gardening. A man who would sell a beet

is not obliged to put on a label, "raised by a

man, ten cents," and upon another, "raised

by a woman, four cents," but the article

brings its market value. This is a great ad-

vantage, and one affording a special gratifica-

tion to women of spirit. Besides, gardening

is an occupation requiring very httle capital,

and, except in the fancy departments, com-
paratively little training. Near any of the

cities a woman can earn more ujjon a half

acre of land, with four months' work, than

she can earn by sewing twelve months, say-

ing nothing of the healthfulness of gardening.
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and the unhealthfulness of sewing.

—

Oju- Girls,

by Dio Lewis, A. AI., M. D.

DOMESTIC RECEIPTS.

Lari>.—Leaf lard is the iiieest for all cook-
ing purposes ; skin all the fat that is to be
tried into lard, and conunence by frying gent-

ly a little leaf lard, or your fat will seoreh
;

let it eook slowly, and dip oil' the fat as fast

as it is liquefied, and strain it through a cloth
;

when all is straiiu'd that can be dipped oil",

squeeze the remainder by itself in the cloth.

If the lai'd is to be used for cooking, salt it a

trille when first put on ; nnu-h of the salt will

be found at the bottom of the kettle undis-

solved, still, it would seem to be better that

salt should be used. If the lard is to be used
for burning in lard lamps, salt would be in-

jurious. If the fat is not skinned before try-

ing, the gluten in the skin will make tlie lard

impure and frothy. Save the scraps and skins

for soap grease.

Buckwheat Caices.—One quart of buck-
wheat flour, mix with lukewarm water, rather

thicker than you will wish it when ready to

bake. A cup of Graham meal added is, we
think, an improvement ; stir in a cup of family

yeast, or half a penny's worth of bakers', and
a teaspoonful of salt ; mix in an earthern bowl,

or a large earthern pitcher ; the latter is the

most convenient as the batter can be poured
from the lip of the pitcher more neatly than it

can be dipped out of a bowl ; set it where it

will keep warm all night. The batter should

be made early in the evening, as it takes fully

ten hours in winter to rise ; when ready to

bake in the morning beat half a teaspoonful

of soda into a great spoonful of molasses and
stir into the batter, adding also enough luke-

warm water to make it thin enough to fry
5

bake quick ; the thinner the cakes can be
baked the better they will be.

French Mode of Fryixg Potatoes.—
Cut them in whatever shape you wish above a

bowl of cold water so that the\- will drop into

it. Then drain and wipe them dry. This
nmst be done quickly, so as not to allow the

potatoes to become reddish. Have a coarse
towel ready, then turn the potatoes into a col-

ander, and inmiediatcly turn them into the

towels, shake them a little, and quickly drop
them into hot fat. When done turn them into

a colander, sprinkle salt on them and serve

hot. If you wish them light or swelled, leave

the potatoes in the colanrfer only about half a

minute, then put them back in the very hot

fat, stir for about a minute, and put them
again in the colander. If the fat is very hot,

when dropped into it for the second time, they'

will swell.

Orancje Puddin'g.—Peel and cut five good
sweet, juicy oranges into thin slices, taking

out all the seeds. Pour over them a coflfee-

CUJ1 of white sugar. Let a pint of milk get

boiling hot by setting it into some boiling

water ; add the yolks of three eggs, well beat-

en, one tablespoonful of corn starch, made
smooth with a little cold milk. Stir all the

time, and as soon as thickened pour it over
the fruit. Beat the whites to a still' froth,

adding a tablespoonful of sugar, and spread
over the top for frosting. Set it into the oven
for a few minutes to harden. Eat cold or

hot for dinner or tea. Substitute berries of

any kind, or peaches, if you like them better

than oranges.

Cold Veal.—Mince the veal very fine,

with a little ham, a tablespoonful of flour,

three well-beaten eggs, one small onion,

scalded for five or ten minutes to remove the

coarser flavor, and then chopped fine ; sweet
herbs, pepper, and salt, to suit the taste.

Butter a deep pie-plate ; set a small cup in the

centre, and fill the plate all round the cup
with the mince-meat. Bake of a delicate,

brown ; then remove the cup, and fill its place

with some nice sauce—apple, cranberry, or

jelly, or, if you please, some scolloped oys-

ters. Beef, lamb, or chicken prepared in the

same way is very good.

Apple Snow.—Stew some fine flavored

sour apples tender, sweeten to taste, stram
them through a fine wire sieve, and break in-

to one pint of strained apple the white of an
egg ; whisk the apple and egg very briskly,

till quite stiif, and it will be as Avhite as snow

;

eaten with a nice boiled custard it makes a

very desirable desert. Season with a very lit-

tle nutmeg and cinnamon, add a little butter,

and bake in good pastry ; and you Avill have a

very good apple pie.
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SOME THINGS ABOUT JUNE.

Evprytliini; is liappy now,
Evfrythiiig is upward striving;

'Tis as easy ii'iw for the hoart to be true,
As for grass to lie green or slsifs to he blue

—

'Tis tlie natural way of living.

—

tf. It. iMwell.

V i

\y

I MMKU IS come,

and June, the

month of Ko-

<e.s. and every-

where, about

our feet in the

lields, flocks of

wild flowers

I "do paint the

Yj ( ini'adows with

%i To make the

v>fcas. contrast still

more stiiking

between the seasons, one

mu^t jro forth amid "the

pomp of groves and gar-

niture of fields, and not only lin-

ger there in the declining day,

but be out in the freshness of the

morning, when the flowers are opening their

leaves to the sun, and when field and gro^e

are vocal with the concerts of birds.

The two giand husbandry occupations

among our English neighbors in June, are the

Hay -harvest and the Sheep-shearing. One of

their writers has charmingly described the lat-

ter. Sheep-shearing, he says, if not so full of

variety as the Hay-harvest, is more lively, an-

imated, and spirit-stirring ; and it besides re-

tains something of the character of a rural

holiday—which rural matters need, in this age

and in this country, more than ever they did

since it became a civilized and happy or.e.

Tlie sheep-shearings are the only stated peri-

ods of the year at which we hear of festivities,

and gatherings together of the lovers and prac-

ticers of English husbandry. * * * Now
then, on the first really summer's day, the

whole flock being collected on the high bank

of the pool formed at the abrupt winding of

the mill-stream, the sheep are, after a silent

but obstinate struggle or two, plunged head-

long, one by one, from the precipitous bank
;

when, after a moment of confused splashing,

their heavy fleeces float them along, and their

feet guide them towards the opposite shallows,

that steam and glitter in the sunlight. Slid-

way, however, thev submit to the rude grasp

of the relentless washer ; which they undergo

with as ill a grace as preparatory school boys

do the same operation. Then gaining the op-

posite shore heavily, and shaking their stream-

ing sides, they go bleating away towards their

fellows on the adjacent green, wondering

within themselves what has happened !

How natural this picture, and how many
will be carried back to boyhood days, to the

old mill and its plashing stream, or the little

pond improvised for the occasion by a tempo-

rary dam of stakes and slabs ! To the boys

—
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and to the girls too, who had not to enter the

water—this was rural felicity indeed ; and the

duckings, races after an escaped sheep, or

—

the rogues,—perchance after one of the fair

spectators, and the songs and jokes of the oc-

casion, make our American scene vie with the

jollities of our English brethren. Then,

"If Vfrd.int older spreads
Her silver flowers; if liumble daisies yield
To yellow crow-foot, and luxuriant grass,
Gay sheariiJtr-time approaches."

June is a hot month, and if the season is at

all a dry one, more than usual attention will

be required by the growing plants. On
grounds that were wet in May, and where the

surface had become crusted and hard, the cul-

tivator and hoe ought frequently to be in use.

If some suitable implement could follow the

cultivator, on such land, that would break the

lumps and reduce them to a light and fine con-

dition, the plants would be greatly benefited.

The compact surface prevents the ready de-

scent of rain into the soil, so that too much of

it runs ofi from the surface, and its enriching

influences are lost. A hard surface also pre-

vents the airing of the soil. This airing is as

important to vegetable growth as the rain

water, and if the soil is deprived of it, its

plants will soon indicate it by a sensible change

in their color, and a feeble growth. Many
crops are materially diminished from this

cause.

On higher and more dry lands, the same

implements ought to be in frequent use for

several reasons. If they are not of a highly

fertile character, it is still more essential that

their surface should be frequently moved. A
soil that lies lightly and fine has innumerable

open spaces for the admission of air, the de-

scent of rain water, and especially the capabili-

ties to take up the dews that rest upon it, and

are thus watered whenever dew is deposited.

All soils, also—excepting those of a decidedly

sandy character—need freqiu^nt stirring to

increase their depth. When they are porous

and light far down, all the atmospheric influ-

ences can act upon them, so that they become

fertilized beneath. Plants growing upon the

surface soon become aware of this, for they

certainly have the power of selection, and send

their roots down indefinitely in search of fer-

lilizing agents, and especially in search of

moisture, if the season is a dry one.

In order to secure strong and thrifty crops.

I it is all important that this special care should

be given them, especially during the latter

part of June.

Plants or flowers in the garden may be greatly

helped in dry seasons, by watering them once

or twice a week. But when done, it should be

plentifully done. Use a watering pot, and

imitate nature as closely as possible, by pour-

ing on the water in small streams, and giving

it time to penetrate the soil instead of running

off into lower places. Continue the watering

tmtil the soil about the plant is tlioroughly

saturated, and then leave it for a week, unless

the drought is quite severe. Of course, this

cannot be done to any great extent, but a

favorite rose, a mass of portulaccas or a bed

of verbenas or heliotropes may be sustained,

and made to blossom in unusual profusion and

beauty. Where water is plentiful and at hand,

even the beds of onions, carrots, beets and

parsnips, may be kept thriftily growing, until

the heavens are opened and showers descend.

AVith the aid of a simple pump, short hose

and sprinkler, this watering may be profitably

extended to the pea patch, celery, young cab-

bage plants, tomatoes, cucumbers, lettuce and

beans. We have seen gardens thus preserved

in the highest luxuriance in the midst of

scorching drought all around them. But this

would be at too much cost, unless the water

were stored up in cisterns, or the garden were

located upon the border of some living

stream.

As we may fairly count upon hot and dry

weather in our New England climate, it is

well to anticipate it, and make whatever pro-

vision is economical to prevent its destruction

of the crops
;
just as we anticipate the com-

ing of the canker worm, and take measures to

prevent his coming too far. One of the best

preventives against the effects of heat and

drought, is that of

Mri-CHiNG.—This may be done in various

ways. A coat of old, fine muck thrown over

the surface, around favorite plants, operates

finely. Refuse hay, straw, leaves, or small

bushes, will answer an excellent purpose. One

of the best illustrations of this occurred on

the farm of Asa Clemknt, Esq., a well-known

nursery man in Dracut, and at present a mem-

ber of the Massachusetts State Board of Ag-

riculture. On a piece of land where he found

it convenient that his cattle should run for a
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portion of the summer, there were many young

apple trees which had sprung up from seeds

dropped by the cattle. These were pruned

up as high as they would bear, to prevent the

animals from browsing on them, grafted, and

such branches as were cut from them, and the

bushes that grew in their vicinity cut down, and

all thrown around the base of the tree, and

covering a space from six to eight feet in

diameter. The principal motive in this was

to keep the cattle from rubbing against the

trees. But the result in another respect was

highly beneficial. The branches not only kept

the cows from disturbing the trees, but they

caught and held the leaves that fell from them-

selves in the autumn, and arrested otlier leaves

that were flying before the wind. These re-

tained the moisture, and the whole mass, grad-

ually decaying, gave a thrift and vigor to the

trees that we have rarely seen surpassed.

Many gardens are located upon sandy loams

which quickly feel the want of moisture. In

such places many valuable plants may be kept

in a growing state through the pinch, so that

later rains will perfect a crop.

The Mili^et Chop.—Most milk producers,

and, indeed, most farmers in all this region,

find it difficult to feed their cattle as they would

like to, by tlie beginning of August. Their

pastures are then dry, and the feed nearly or

quite exhausted. Some liave resorted to

clover as a green crop, others to oats, and at

a later period to Indian corn, wherewith to

supply deficiencies of their pastures.

Millet has been found to answer an excel-

lent purpose, and is now cultivated to a con-

siderable extent. Its yield is large, its luxu-

riant leaves juicy and tender, and much rel-

ished by all kinds of stock. It is usually

sown from the 10th to the 20th of June, using

eight quarts of seed to the acre. Some per-

sons use more seed than this. If sown thick,

the straw of the crop will be finer and perhaps

better for green fodder, but should not be

thick enough to obstruct the rays of the sun

from reaching all of it. The seed should be

sown with great care, going both ways across

the field with it, in order to touch all the

ground and cover it evenly. Mr. John H.

Powell, of Pennsylvania, says :—I have not

seen, either in Europe or America, any green

crop which so largely rewards accurate tillage

and plentiful supplies of manure, as the species

of millet usually grown in this and the adja-

cent counties. I have sown it from the 1st

ol May to the 20th of June, and have invari-

ably obtained more fodder than could have

been had from any grass under similar circum-

stances." On the 1st of May he sowed four

acres, and on the fifth of July the crop was

cured and estimated at fonr tons per acre.

He adds :
—"whilst my oxen consumed millet

in its green state, they performed their work

with more strength and vigor than they had

done before, or have shown since, except

when fed with grain. ]\Iy cattle of all ages,

prefer it to both red and the best white clover,

meadow or timothy hay."

LETTING FAKM IMPLEMENTS.
Fifty or sixty years ago the amount of money

paid out by fi^niers for tools and implements was

small, especially in the newer and rougher portions

of New England. In our boyhood, which was

passed on a new farm and in a new couutrj-, the

iron and steel part of axes, ploughs, harrows, yokes,

hoes, &c., were fashioned by the nearest blacksmith,

while the wood work was supplied by the farmers

themselves or by the carpenter. When carts were

first introduced we well remember that .only the

wheels were purchased, the other parts being of

home manufacture.

But all this is changed. Machines and imple-

ments of high finish and great cost are now made
to facilitate almost every operation on the farm.

To purchase all this machinery requires an amount
of money altogether beyond the means of most

small farmers. Hence in some cases neighbor-

hoods join together in buying machines; in others

individuals purchase threshing, stump-pulling and

other machines and operate them as desired for in-

dividual farmers.

Another plan has been suggested, that of letting

or renting tools by neighbors among themselves.

We have recently received a little pamphlet, en-

titled "Rules and Regulations concerning the Let-

ring of Tools. Issued b}' the Framingham, Mass.,

Farmers' Union, January 1, 1871." It contains an

introductory note, a set of Rules, names of mem-
bers, a "Charge List" and blanks properly ruled

for keeping accounts with borrowers. The names
of fourteen members of the club are given, with

that of O. O. Johnson, M. D., as secretary. The
prefatory note is as follows :

—

Whatever may be the cause, expensive and effi-

cient agricultural implements are not in common
use. To purchase machinery capable of great re-

sults, an outlay is often incurred out of proportion
to the profits of Agriculture. But a great variety
of the best tools owned in New England commu-
nities, are worked to but a fraction of their capac--

ity, although they are of vital importance to rural
industry. No where else are they so much meeded.
Like money, farm machinery is locked ia the
strong holds of a few.
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To release these implements and diffuse their

usefiilnoi-s, to }ilac-e the best tools within the reach

of ewrv tanner, is the ohjoct of this Association.

The charge li.-it is founded on business principles.

Tools will not Ije let unless both parties are bene-

fited. As nil persons may be aided, we invite

them to extend the usefulness of this system by
adopting its methods.

Rules.

1. Lenders will exact care in the management of

tools.

2. Hirers must pay for damage occasioned by
carelessness; and damage shall be taken &spri)na-

fade evidence of earelessuess.

3. The time upon which a charge is based shall

he estimated from the taking of the tool until the

same is returned. Any part of a day shall for this

purpose be regarded as a whole day, except as

hereinafter provided.
4. Tools will not be let for a single day for a less

sum than five cents.

5. Terms are strictly cash.

G. In all eases of disagreement between a hirer

and the owner concerning a tool, the arbitrators of

this Association shall decide, and their decision

shall be final.

7. No member of this Association shall in any
case allow his implements to be used on any other

terms than those stated in the charge list of the

Association, excc])t it lie fur the purposes of charity.

8. All jicrsons taking tools from any member of

this Association shall ije governed by these rules.

To indicate the rate of charge we copy a few ar-

ticles from the long list given, with the rates per

. day, as we suppose, though that fact is not distinctly

stated.

A bit, hand and cranberry rake, hay fork, ham-

mer, &c., 5 cents ; an axe, beetle and wedge, chains,

flails, ladders, wheel-jack, &c., 10 cents; bitting

harness, barley fork and hand saws, 15 cents ;
gar-

. den cultivator, dung fork, scythes, 20 cents; churn

. drills, gravel screen, root-pullers, one-horse hay

^ wagon, one-horse plough, sleds, scrapers, tackle

. and fall, ^c., 25 cents; corn sheller, hand cider-

; mill, &c., 30 cents; ime-horse cart, two-horse hay

> wagon, two-horse plough, &c., 40 cents; two-horse

. carts, cradle, held seed sower, &c., 50 cents ; fan

I mills, rail-way horse power, &c., 75 cents; power

! bay-cutter, two-horse ploughs, circular saw, potato

I

planter, &c., Iffl ; stump puller, $1.50; grain drill,

. $.-2 ; mowing machine, oO cents per hour ; hay press,

;.f3 per day.

. Insolvule Matter.—In criticising, some years

: ago, an analysis that some professed chemist had

made of limestone, in which a portion of the in-

,
gredients were set down as "insoluble matter,"

Prof. S. W. Johnson said, "such exhibitions of

,

professional folly may do for fifty years ago, 1)ut

1 in this part of the nineteenth century we recognize

I no such substance as 'insoluble matter' in our no-

, mcnclature. In this same insoluble matter may be

, hid the very pabulum of vegetable life."

CorswoMJ AND Mkuino Shekp.—Mr. J. Harris,

. of Rochester, N. Y., bought last year Michigan

V Merino ewes that cost about .f2.50 each, and athor-

, oBshl«-ed Cotswold ram. In his Walks and Talks,

> -vrltten March 21, for the American AgriculiaiUl,

he says that thus far, from twenty-six ewes he has

had thirty-four lambs. Some farmers have thought

that a cross between the large coarse wool sheep,

either Leicester or Cotswold, was too violent, if not

unnatural. But Mr. Harris believes that such is

not the case, and says he docs not desire better

luck than he has had with these ewes and Iambs,

though he has fed no roots. He thinks the butch-

ers will be willing to pay a good price for his lambs

in May. Mr. Harris adds :

—

"An English farmer who is staying with me, and
who formerly kept some 300 breedinL' long-wooled
ewes, was at first quite disposed to laugh at my
Merinoes. But he is now quite converted. It is

really amusing to hear him talk so enthusiastically

about the motherly qualities and milk-producing
capacity of these little Mei-ino ewes."

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

HOW TO CLEANSE A FOIL WELL.—WILL CAUSTIC

LIME DISSOLVE BONES ?

Last summer a small well that supplied water to

my buildings, dried up, and remained dry during
the fall and winter. Early this spring I found
there was some water in it, but on putthig in a pole
to ascertain its depth, I stiiTcd up a strong smell
which proved that a skunk was or had been in the
well. Indeed so offensive was the smell that no
one could hold his head for a moment over the

well. I did not know what to do to purify the wa-
ter, the surfiice of which I could see was covered
with a bluish scum, and the scent was thus exceed-
ingly disagreeable. By the advice of one neighbor
I started to the village for some plaster of Paris to

put into the well. Tlie man who sells plaster also

sells lime of his own burning, and he said lime was
altogether the best for my purpose. I therefore

took some of his lime, warm from the kiln, and like

the man with his wife's bonnet, who was afraid the

fiisliion would change before he got it into her
hands, I hurried home with my steaming lime,

fearing it would cool, and immediately put a peck
or more of it still warm into the well, which caused
a fine commotion in the water. It remained undis-

turbed four days, when finding that all the smell
had ))een removed, the water was pumped and
dipped out, and the bottom of the well thoroughly
scraped and cleaned by a small boy,—the well not

being large enough for the admission of a man.
The boy said he did not notice any smell at all in

the well, but on exposing the mud to the air I

th(night there was a perceittible odor. The water
pumped out was so limy as to make our hands sore

in handling it. I have thus learned a lesson in re-

lation to purifying wells, which may be of some
practical value to others as ignorant as I was on the

subject. Several of my neighbors said it would
take months to cleanse it.

But I wish to leam one thing more. Did the

lime destroy the bones as well as tne flesh of the

animal Mhich I suppose blundered into the well and
caused the impurity I have described ? We found
some hair, but noticed no other animal remains.

Did the lime decompose the bones ? t. s. f.

Felchville, Vt.,1871.

IIemakks.—The question with which our corres-

pondent closes his letter has been subnntted to an

experienced cliemist who replies as follows :

—

"When bones are treated with a dilute alkali (as

potassa) the cementing material of the bone (gela-

tin) is dissolved out, and the bone crumbles to

l)o"'(1cr. I hr-v.'" nn do"bt tint the sitip effect

would be produced by eausnc lime. I should sup-
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pose that when you have got rid of the remaining
lime, by pumping the well dry repeatedly, that no
harm whatever would happen from the crumbled
bones."

TREATMENT OF COWS AFTER CALVING.

The best thing to give a cow after calving is the

milk first taken from the co\v after the calf is

dropped. If it is given to her warm, as soon as

drawn, she will generally take it readily ; but oc-

casionally a cow will refuse it. We had one lately

from which we milked two water pails pretty well

on towards full, soon after the calf was dropped,
but as usual with her, she refused to drink it.

Taking a wooden quart measure that was at hand,
we poured do^v^l a quart of it, every drop of which
she dexterously managed to swallow. After tak-

ing a second one she pointed her attention to the

pails, which being given her were greedily emptied
of their contents.
We always allow the cow to eat the "cleaning"

or afterbirth. However unnatural the appetite

may be to the normal condition of the animal, wc
believe it iniiicates the wants of the cow at the

tune, and therefore should not be withheld.

HUNGARIAN GRASS AND CORN FODDER.

I fully agi-ee with Mr. Sanderson as regards the
value of Hungarian. Cut at the right time it is

one of the best articles of fodder grown. Without
proposing it as a substitute for corn, it possesses
certain advantages of its own. It can be grown
later than corn. I once raised an excellent crop
after taking off a crop of late peas, about the 20tli

of July. Another lot of about four acres pro-
duced a very good growth, sown about the 12tli of
July. The lot was ploughed by odd jobs. The
manure and labor at my disposal would not have
raised corn fodder enough to have paid for the
seed. This, too, with the disadvantage of a severe
drought, which I think this plant stands better
even than corn.
The saying of Dr. Loring, that corn fodder "is

not worth anything," we always thought "rather
steep" and at variance with the experience of dairy-
men everywhere. We may say this much, though
we always regarded the Doctor as a prettj' success-

ful farmer, considering that with him everything
has to be done by employees, which in these times
of "labor parties," "strikes," high iirices and a
general disregard of everything not paid for and
"on the bill," leaves a leather poor show for fann
business, if it must be done by proxy. But that
steep saying of the Doctor, "made up" as it seemed,
becomes quite comprehensible after reading the ex-
perience of our friend Cheever. His cows would
not e<at well cured Hungarian or millet. He says
his cows preferred to enjoy the society of their

owner to eating that kind of fodder. Well, this

might seem a little strange at first, but all true, no
doubt. This ease, like that of Dr. Loring's, is to be
accounted for, no doubt, by some strange eccentri-

city on the part of the cows. Such things pi'obably

do happen sometimes. But if I had them I should
probablv make beef of both lots. Americus.
Blue 'Hills, Mass., April 1, 1871.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES AND FAIRS.

When abroad among our farmers I often find

subjects upon which to oifer some suggestions to

your readers. It is so, also, when I am in the

field. But I greatly rejoice for the advanced posi-

tion of your prized paper. Twenty years ago your
correspondents were few, compared with the pres-

ent numl)er of instructive writers who appear in

your columns. Then, the high interest and pleas-

ure I felt in the prosperity of a favorite journal,

prompted me to put to paper every important item
which I thought would add to its interest. But it

is now, I am glad to see, quite beyond needing my
contributions for its interest. Yet, for years past,

many items have seemed to claim attention from
my pen ; but one unpleasant subject has always
thrust itself to the top of my thinking, when I

have been disposed to write for your paper. You
have, to some extent, and well, discussed it in the

past.

Many of the "Agricultural Societies" are so

managed that honest farmers who know how things

are done, not only have no confidence in them, but

regard them with contempt. Not only is it true

that the real farmers, in many of them, have only

a secondary influence, but men who are only re-

lated to Agricultural Societies, as sucking calves

are to a dairy, are forward as though they were
all-over in the farming interests. I do not mean
by this, such men as agincultural editors, &c.
While agriculture, in a direct manner, feeds the

world, or does most of it, it is made to feed,

through its special agencies, too many perfect

bloodsuckei'S of society. And while it is one of
the noblest and most honorable and moral of occu-

pations, I deem its liiijh character as debased and
insulted, when the official managers of its societies

must l)e men who will make its fairs more attrac-

tive to gamblers and their kind than they are to

the farmers and mechanics, more distinguished for

moral virtues.

I have taken an active interest in such societies,

when I coultl. But I have so often known the

numagcment of them to be in total disregard of

moral right, and manly justice and fairness, liiat I

have talvcn little active interest in them fur years

past. Instead of calling the fairs by such a name
as an Agricultural Fair, many of them would

. more justly be called Horse Races, with character-

i istic accompaniments. The characters and inelina-
' tions of the men who manage the Fairs, reveal the

class and kind of men who have assumed, or are

put in the lead with the societies. The last time 1

acted on a committee of judges, at our State Fair,

I was on two or more committees, and tried to act

honestly. I know that in the awards rendered by
those committees, or in their name, there was an
entire perversion of honesty. I know that an ex-

pression of judgment, perfectly unanimous, was
overruled, and a false award made, to please pet

parties. I despise all such things, and I know
that true interests are not to lie promoted thus. I

would be glad to see agricultural interests in the

hands of farmers. A. G. Comings.
Lee,N.U., April, 1871.

Remarks.—It is true that the correspondents

of the New England Farmer have largely in-

creased during the past twenty years, and so have

the number and length of our columns. While we

feel proud of our new contributors, we cherish

with a tender fondness the recollection of those

who wrought well in the foundation work of the

present prosperity of the Farmer. On referring

to the volume for 1851, we find at least ten articles

by our friend and co-worker, and we think that no

year has passed without some evidence of his con-

tinued interest in his "favorite paper." May that

interest and co-operation continue—we were about

to write—another twenty years; but, alas, how

few of us who were banded in 1851 can expect to.

answer to the roll-call of 1891

!

DESTROYING THE CABBAGE WORM.

It may benefit some one for me to say how I

treated my cabbages last summer to destroy the

worms. After trying many other things without

success, I took a pail of scalding water and a pail
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of cold water, then I poured about one quart of the
hot water on the cahhage head so as to hit every
worm, iuiniediately applying aljout two quarts of
cold water to the cabbage head. It killed the
worms, but did not injure the cabbage. But the
cold water must be applied immediately after the
hot is, to prevent the head of the cabbage being
cooked. Subscriber.

Greensboro' , Vt., May, 1871.

lUTTEH MAKING.
Perhaps you think the butter question is about

used up, but as I have read the diti'erent opinions
of others I want to express nunc. I have sold con-
siderable butter for one that has not had a large
dairy, liut has had a large family, and as my butter
has seemed to give satistaction generally,"! think
that I know what good butter is.

As to coloring butter, I prefer annotto. It gives
no taste to the butter, as carrots do. It is much
easier prepared, and when we can get it of a reli-

able druggist, it seems to be pure. I use no potash
or salsoda with it. A lump one-fourth of an inch
square will color one gallon of cream suthciently.
I put it in a rag and ruli it all through in a little

warm water, and then strain it through another
rag or cloth kept fur the purpose, and after my
cream is in tlie churn I add the coloring water.
The past winter we have not had to churn our

cream over twenty m.inutes, and many times not
over ten, to bring the butter. I never scald my
new or old milk to get cream from it. I think that
I can get more cream not to scald it. I keep my
milk and cream where they do not freeze. I keep
a smooth stick in my tin cream pail to stir my
cream with every day, and am careful not to leave
any cream on the sides of the pail, as it 'would be
likely to mould.

After we have made good butter, washed and
salted it once, and the next day woi'ked it over, in

order to keep it good, it must be kept from the air

either under brine or with a wet cloth covered with
salt, .for if exposed to the air too long it will spoil.

I have made butter for the last thirty-four years
and I never had a mess of bitter butter. ' I once
tasted of some at a neighbor's, but could not eat it.

Windham, Vt., April, 1871. m. v. b.

HEN MANURE COMPOST FOR CORN.

I have about four barrels of hen manure. Now
will you, or some of your correspondents, tell me
the best way to prepare it to manure coi-n in the
hill, and ol)lige at least one subscriber ?

Orange, N. H., April 29, 1871. J. Fernald.

Remarks.—Moisten the droppings, and let them
lie in a heap a few days, so that they will the more
readily pulverize, and then mix thoroughly with

two or three times their bulk of soil, muck or earth,

and you will have a tine com starter. We recol-

lect of seeing or hearing the statement of some
farmer that after softening the droppings he put
them through a threshing machine to break all

lumps, &c.

BARREN riG TREES.

In answer to Mr. E. Bailey's inquiries about his
wife's fig tree, I would advise smoking, while in
full blossom, with old boots, shoes and woolcTi
rags. We have smoked plums and cherries with
good effect. If that don't do any good set out one
or more trees with the one you now have, another
year.

BUTTER MAKING.
I have been very much amused by the remarks

about butter making. I will give a little of my

experience for about forty years. We have a large
pantry with board shelves, on which are two strips

of boards to set the pans on, and the shelves are a
little distance from the ceiling, to let the air circu-
late around the pans. In warm Aveather we have
the window out, but have lilinds to darken and
keep the pantry cool. Very much light I think
gives the cream a lighter hue. We color with car-
rots when necessary, putting a little new milk with
the carrot juice. This adds\ery much to the fla-

vor. Every time I skim my milk, I stir the cream

;

but not ever.v time I skim one pan. We never
have white specks in our butter, nor trouble about
its not coming (piick. In cold weather we give it

warmth and in warm weather keep as cool as pos-
sible. H. s. E.

Uuttifigsville, Vt., April 29, 1871.

MANAGEMENT OF HENS.

AVill Mrs. E. Cooper of Winchester, Mass., please
state her way of managing hens—the feed, &c. I

have a flock of twenty-seven which have done well,
but not quite equal to hers. I began the winter
with thirty, but three died of a disease which man-
ifested itself in dullness, and in a stiffness and par-
tial disuse of the legs,—for a prevention and cure of
which I would be thankful. I have kept corn by
my hens continually; and some of the time wheat
sci-eenings, the last lot of which was so adulterated
with foul seed and dirt, that I concluded to supply
its place with a mush of shorts. My hens will not
eat oats, unless starved to it. They also liave
scraps, and chicken bone (Darling's fresh crushed,)
for shells; and fresh water all the time. To pre-
vent lice, I keep two boxes of ashes, one wood,
and one coal, in which thej' wallow. I sprinkle
lime in the nests once a week, and occasionally
whitewash the roosts. For the sake of health, com-
fort and economy, I sprinkle dry loam on the ma-
nure, under roosts, every few days. When the
weatlier was cool I fed boiled fresh fish heads in-

stead of scraps, but in warm weather tJiey soon
spoil. Coal ashes, old plasteilng and gravel are
lying around out doors for them. My worst
trouble is, in not having a good hen house. This,
however, will be entirely removed before next
winter, when I shall try to eipial Mrs. C.'s success.
They go where they please, but my way of feeding
limits their propensity for travel and mischief.
Franklin, Mass., May, 1871. 11. A. Fisher.

Ogden Farm.—The manager of this farm, who
fills several columns of each number of the Ameri-

can Agriculhirist with the details of his operations

in scientific agriculture, has been asked, by some
one who wishes to know if it will be safe for him

to try similar farming, to give his annual balance

sheet. After intimating tliat this is more than the

public have a right to demand, he says :

—

Some years hence, when I can show a profit, I

shall have no hesitation in making a public ex-
hil)ition of my accounts, for it would do good as
an encouragement to others; but until I can show
a )iro(it //( iiKiiicy, there would be no good end
subscrvcil by parading my balance-sheet.

Harrowing Corn.—An Iowa correspondent of

the Western Rural says, as soon as the corn is up

big enough to follow the row, take an "A" harrow,

knock out the forward tooth, put a bow in the

rear end of the harrow to manage it with, put on

two horses, and straddle each row with the har-

row, which will pulverize the ground, loosen it up,
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kill all the surface weeds, and leave the ground m
good shape for the cultivator. I then follow up

with the two-horse cultivatoi-, and go over with

this three or four times, or as long as corn needs

working. Be very careful to pull all the weeds

out of the hills."

For the New England Farmer,

CUTTINO AND CUKING HAY.
There are many different methods of prac-

tice in this branch of farm husbandry, each

thought by its adherents to be the best. Of
course the object sought is to secure the hay
crop in the best possible con(Htion, to the end
that the greatest amount of benefit may be
derived from its consumption. There are ver_v

many conditions entering into the considera-

tion of the subject, as early or late cutting, as

• regards the season, the manner of curing,

whether in the cock or out of it, &c. No
doubt extremes are run into in all cases. The
hay is cut when it is too young or stands until

it is too old—it is dried too much or secured

in too green a state. There is probably no
part of the farmer's labor that requires the ex-

ercise of greater judgment than this, since

upon its successful accomplishment depends
the condition and welfare of the stock. There
is no one but that has noticed with what
avidity the herd will devour the richly per-

fumed, well cured hay, and with what a dis-

relish they attempt to sustain life, perhaps by
eating musty, unsavory fodder. Now is it

not a cpiestion, whether hay can be cut too

early, from this fact, that it is generally con-

sidered that the aftermath or rowen is the

best hay that can be given to milk cows, in-

creasing the flow of milk considerably more
than the hay from more mature grass. It is

said that in some portions of Switzerland

where the fields are irrigated, as many as six

or seven tons of hay are cut from an acre by
cutting as many times, which is as soon as the

grass has a fair growth, and long before it

even arrives at the period of blooming. One
thing is certain, that cattle, when left to roam
the pastures and select their own food, in-

stead of selecting the more mature portion as

their free choice, invariably choose the younger
and more succulent, so that, in time the pas-

ture presents the singular appearance of being

covered in parts with matured hay, and in

others closely grazed ; nor is this peculiar to

cattle alone, since the same desire pervades
the horse and sheep kind. So, then, the de-

sire of animals so far as it can be expressed,

seems to favor a young growth. Another
fact, too, is frequently noticed, in the falling

off in flesh, in the change from pasture to the

stable, and vice versa, and again in the fall

fattening of stock by pasture alone, which the

most successful farmer would little think of

doing by feeding of hay. Now all of this

would seem to point to the necessity S,lraost,

to say nothing of the advantage, of cutting

hay while young and tender. Not that this

should be done as early, or as often as in Swit-

zerland, unless the circumstances recjuire it, but

with proper top dressing two good crops will

be obtained which will be more valuable than

to let the first crop grow until perhaps the

seed is fully ripened, whereby only one crop

is obtained. No one need hesitate for a mo-
ment regarding the palatableness of this kind

of food for stock ; for if they have any doubts

let them place a cpiantity of both kinds before

their animals, and they will soon find that the

youngest cut hay, if properly cured, will be the

first to disappear.

Undoubtedly these views may be at variance

with many, but it is the interchange of views

that brings to light the best methods of prac-

tice. Then let all present their own modes
of practice and reasons therefor that the less

experienced may have the benefit of that ex-

perience which otherwise, they will be obliged

to purchase. w. h. y.

A MASSACHUSETTS FARM.
A correspondent of the Boston Journal re-

cently wrote as follows to that paper from
Dracut

:

"During our first visit to this ancient town
we heard of a farm and farmer, which, upon
personal observation, reminded us of what
we had before seen on the prairie lands of the

West. The estate lies about a mile from the

'Centre,' and two miles from Lowell, which

is in full view. Mr. Milton Fox is the

owner of five hundred acres, on two hundred
of which he has this year raised two hundred
tons of hay, one hundred tons of carrots and
one hundred tons of Swedish turnips. Of
these crops, the carrots are quite as profitable

as any other. They were all off his hands as

soon as ready for market, at twenty dollars

per ton.

"He has five barns, 100 feet by 40, clap-

boarded, painted and well fitted. He keeps

four yoke of oxen, five span of horses and
fifty cows. The ground is so thoroughly

cleared of stones that the agricultural ma-
chines for harvesting can go anywhere over

his well walled and highly cultivated acres.

"The farm house is a French roof mansion,

with modern improvements. The crops raised

last year will bring about $12,000.

"Mr. Fox is a liberal, enthusiastic farmer,

and his success a splendid illustration of what
may be done by practical knowledge and en-

terprise on our comparatively hard and sterile

New England soil."

The Maple Sugar Crop.—The Montpelier

Watchman saj'S : "The maple sugar crop of Ver-

mont will be larger this j'ear than for anj' one

year during the past twenty, and will he a veiy

important item in the productions of the State

—

even at the low price sugar brings now—the best

being from 8 to 10 cents a pound."
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GOLDEN BUERBE OF BILBOA.

Mr. Thomas says this fruit is also known in

different sections as "Bilboa" "Hooper's

Bilboa,"«fec., and that it is "rather large, obo-

vate, slightly pyriforin, rather obtuse, very

regular ; surface smooth, fair, fine yellow,

russeted round the stalk ; dots small, distinct

;

stalk an inch and a (juarter long, slightly

sunk ; calyx small, erect, basin shallow ; llesh

fine grained, very buttery, melting, moder-

ately rich—sometimes an obscure acid as-

tringency. Ripens the first of autumn, and

immediately follows the IJartlett. Shoots

yellow, ascending.'"

This pear, though perhaps not entitled to

the first place in a limited collection, has

merits which entitle it to rank as a popular

fruit, and as a desirable variety in every

garden where there is room for half a dozen

pear trees. It does particularly well on the

quince.

Our engraving was made from a specimen

of the fruit furnished us by Messrs. James

Hyde & Son, Newton, Mass., and we think

the cut is as good as an illustration of the fruit,

as it is of the skill and workmanship of the

artist.

—A correspondent of the Iowa Hoviestead says

that lie has discovered the canker worm in eleven

counties of that State.
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For the New England Faimer.

SHEEP RAISING.

The question is often asked, is sheep hus-

bandry profitable, and the answer is not always

very favorable. Location has niut-h to do
with the decision of this question, but care and
feed has much more. Sheep need a favorable

locality as regards pasturage, suitable care

and the necessary amount and kind of fodder.

Mutton, lambs, and wool are the three impor-

tant objects in sheep raising. Therefore in

this climate, the winter care of sheep often

{)ractically settles the question of profit or

OSS.

In agriculture, as in other things, theory is

of no account, unless it will stand the test of

experience. Practical facts are what farmers
want. They are matter of fact people, and
though liable to be humbugged, they are sat-

isfied with nothing short of experimental
truth.

It is not my present intention to write an
jBssay on sheep husbandry, but to answer the

question so often propounded in the colunms
of your paper. How shall I feed my sheep
so as to keep them in good order, ensure

strong, healthy lambs, and a large clip of wool?

I have no theory to offer, but will state a

few facts drawn from personal experience and
from observation of the practices of our best

farmers. The first great point is to have good
healthy sheep, not over seven years old, nor
less than one, in fair condition when they come
to the barn ; and be sure and have them come
to the barn before they get poor On the scanty

frost-killed grass to l^e found at that season of

the year. Tlien do not force them to support
life on poor, dry, late-cut hay. To be sure,

sheep will live on such fodder, but it robs the

carcass of all its juices ; the Hesh decays'^ and
the wool becomes thin, dry and lifeless. I

pity the poor sheep that have one of those

owners who think sheep will live on anything.

Give them good early-cut hay, and enough of

it, but none to waste. If you allow sheep to

waste fodder in the first days of winter, they
will by and by utterly refuse to eat their hay
up clean, and will be likely to lose their ap-
petite, and grow poor on the best of feed.

If early-cut hay is not to be had in good sup-

ply, roots must take its place ; in fact, they are

indispensable to the health of the sheep.

An abundance of good pure water is as

necessary for sheep as for other farm stock.

Give them a good dry airy pen, away from
catte, horses and hogs, so that they can live

a life of ease and comfort, and they will re-

ward you for all the care you give them, and
the cost of keeping.

It is not usual for our farmers here to keep
large flocks of sheep. We have but few
flocks above fifty in number,—from twenty to

thirty is about the average of those who believe

in keeping a general assortment of farm stock,

and make a specialty of none.

Now for a few facts and figures. Osgood
Brown of West Bethel, a well-to-do farmer,

keeps about thirty sheep, yearly, and has kept

sheep for fifty years. When sheep were but

one dollar per head, and wool but twenty-five

cents per pound he kept sheep, and when
sheep were worth from five to eight dollars

each, and wool one dollar a pound, he still

kept about his usual number,—never excited

and never discouraged. He has now among
his Hock descendants of the first sheep he ever

owned, about fifty years ago. He never
changes his flock. His rule is, keep the best;

never allow the drover nor butcher to pick the

flock ; but when they are high, keep the best

;

and when they are low, keep the best,—never

be cajoled into selling the finest lambs, because
they will bring a little more money.

His rule as to feeding his sheep is as un-

changable as the law of the Mcdes and Per-

sians. He gives them a good hilly pasture,

and when the snows come he drives his flock

to the barn, and suffers them no more to roam
till grass grows again next season. Their
food is usually good hay and enough of it

;
yet

they have to eat their share- of the coarse fod-

der during the coldest weather. They are

fed morning and night, on the snow, in a
large yard, sheltered from the cold winds, and
supplied with running water. During the day,
they are kept in a good comfortable |)en, dry
but airy. His lambs are dropped from the

middle of April to the tenth or fifteenth of
May. He saves a good mow of early-cut,

nicely cured clover hay for spring, which he
conunences to feed out about the fifteenth of

March, or one month before dropping the

lambs. The first day of April he commences
to feed to his thirly sheep one-half bushel of

potatoes and one-fourth bushel of oats, and
when the lambs begin to drop, he gives one
bushel potatoes and one-half bushel of oats

daily,—fed regularly after eating their hay,

—

say nine o'clock in the morning. His sheep
are always in good order ; have an abundance
of milk, and lose but very little wool. In

1869, of twenty-seven lambs dropped, he
raised twenty-six, and on the 10th of August
sold them for $3 a head. His sheep yielded

4^ pounds of wool each, which brought forty-

five cents per pound. In 1870, from twenty-

seven sheep he raised twenty-six lambs, which

brought the first of August .f3 each, and his

sheep sheared four pounds two ounces each of

wool, which in June was worth forty-four cents

per lb. These are dry facts, and all can

draw their own conclusions.

Elijah Wheeler, of Albany, another suc-

cessful farmer, keeps about the same number
of sheep, and feeds in the same way, and is

about equally successful.

George W. Grover, of Bethel, in 1869,

kept about the same number of sheep, fed

meadow bay during the winter, and a quart

of Rutabaga turnips every other day, His

lambs were dropped in March. He then fed oats
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in addition to the turnips. His lambs brought

$;).2o each, and his sheep sheared 4J lbs.

of wool per head.

A. O. Paine, of INIason, prefers beans to

oats. Ho feeds a gill of beans and a pint of

cut potatoes to each sheep, per day, and has

good success. Corn is good for flesh, but it

will not make milk. G. ii. li.

Mui-on, Me., April, 20, 1871.

Remakks.—In a private note our corres-

pondent alluded to the proposition recently

made by another correspondent, that two pages

of the F.V15MEU, instead of one, be filled with

agricultural matter, and wishes his vote to be

recorded in the affirmative. He also inti-

mates that the foregoing article should be ac-

cepted as evidence of his purpose to furnish

his proportion of the additional contributions

which such a change would require.

Let the question of pages be decided as it

may, space for such articles as the foregoing

will be found or made in some way. The

docket must, and will be kept clear.

For the Xew England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN JUNE.
How pleasant and agreeable to the hard-

worked husbandman and his family, in the

spring-titne or early summer, when the system

is in the transition state, between winter and
summer—sort of half asleep and half awake

—

to come to his meals with some fresh vegeta-

bles, new, green and crisp, upon his table, to

tempt his otherwise half awake appetite. Ev-
ery family who is able to have a house over

their heads, with a few rods of ground attached,

may indulge to a greater extent than they are

accustomed to do, in green vegetables, &c.,

the product of their own skill, if they would
use some of their spare time in cultivating a
garden. It is the experience of all farmers,

so far as I have ever heard them express the

same, that no part of the farm produces equal

to the garden spot, and that too where little

extra care is given it, none above the general

farm. If under such management the garden
pays, in such returns, what might it be where
greater care and more skill are expended ?

I know some farmers, who, desirous of

growing some fruit, apples, pears, currants,

&c., procure the trees and bushes at cost of

money and time, and with considerable care

plant them out, and here they think their du-
ties end. Such farmers, after a few years,

come to the conclusion that fruit growing does

not pay, become disgusted with attempting it,

and cut down their trees, if they do not die of

themselves. So some farmers start well in

the spring
; plough and prepare a garden with

commendable care and zeal
;
plant seeds of

vegetables, in variety, making judicious selec-

tions, and doing all in a commendable manner,
and here they rest. The seeds germinate, so

do the seeds of weeds in the soil and manure,
and the weeds being the strongest in numbers
as well as the most hardy, over-ride the veget-

ables, choke them out and destroy or greatly

injure the crop. Such gardening does not

pay ; and the j)roprietor jumps at the conclu-

sion that all gardening is unprofitable, for him,

at least on his soil. The garden, to be prof-

itable and produce abundantly, not only needs

thorough preparation, timely planting, with a

judicious selection of varieties, but afterwards

frequent attention, though a few moments de-

voted to its care daily is all that is needed,

and this time may generally be saved, when
otherwise it would be lost time.

During this month the more general trans-

planting of ])lants from seed beds is to be
done. All are supposed to imderstand why
this is done, and the mode of doing it ; but

too many do the work with little care and
method, and without proper preparation of the

soil. All extra preparation of the soil, care

and pains taken in the performance of lifting

and setting the plants, are generously repaid in

more rapid and better development of the

plants generally.

Beaxs.—There is yet time for pole beans

to mature, if planted at once. Successive

crops of Dwarfs may be planted. Hoe and
cultivate, when not wet, all previously planted,

to induce rapid growth.

Caisbage, Cauliflowers, and all the tribe,

may be transplanted any time during the

month, for autumn use.

Carrot Seed, sown now, will make a good
crop. Soak the seed and dry oif in plaster or

ashes.

Celery.—Sow seed for late crop
;
prick

out young plants to have a supply of stocky

plants for transplanting the last of the month
and during July. For fall crop, transplant

into trenches four feet apart, last of the month.

Cucumbers.—Plant seeds the last half of

the month, for pickles. Gauze frames over

the plants will keep off the striped bugs, &c.

Liquid manure applied will encourage rapid

growth, as well as frequent culture.

Egg Plants.—Transplant into warm, rich

soil ; that enriched with horse manure is best

;

hoe often.

Insects.—During the month they will be

found abundantly committing their depreda-

tions. Every means will need be used to

destroy them. New enemies are found every

season,—look out for them. I told you last

season of a worm on my strawberry plants,

and also two on grape vines,—look for them.

Onions.— Encourage, by every means,

rapid development, as quick development is

very important.

Peas.—Sow for late summer use and for

growing seed free of bugs.
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Radishes.—Seed maybe sown among other

crops, where they will be partially shaded.

Leave- a few early for seed.

Tomatoes.—Transplant into well-prepared

soil for the main crop. Try a few trained to

stakes, keeping all side shoots pinched in short.

Trained thns they may be set nearer together

and they are said to bear and ripen better.

Guano and liquid manure promote rapid

growth.
Weeds —No good gardener will need any

prompting here. Seed is so easily dissemin-

ated and in such a variety of ways, that so long

as there are careless gardeners, farmers and
unimproved land, they will be a source of con-

tinuous annoyance to the neat, practical culti-

vator. Vacant spots are a standing reproach,

and will not be tolerated in any well-kept

garden.
Small Fruits.—Blackberries and raspber-

ries,—keep all canes and new growth properly

tied to stakes or trellises. Cut out and keep
down all new shoots, except such as are wanted
for next year's bearing, or for increased plant-

ing. Thin the clusters, where large, nice spe-

cimen fruit is desired. •

Currants.—Keep the gi-ound well culti-

vated and free from weeds. A good mulch
about the roots will prolong the season of

fruits, as well as add to its value.

Gooseberries are better for having the

ground around kept a little moist, and the

bush and top open to air and sun.

Stawberries.—As soon as the crop is off,

clean out all grass weeds, &c., and keep the

runners cut clean ; hand-pick and destroy the

worms that destroy the foliage.

W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 1S71.

For the Keic England Farmer.

FARMERS SHOULD BE EDUCATED.
BY EMORY A. ELLSWORTH.

|

It has been the prevalent opinion among all

nations, since men began to be educated, that

learning and mental culture were utterly use-

less to the farmer in the pursuit of his voca-

tion ; and not until very recent times have
men awoke from this absurd delusion to the

fact that education is of the greatest impor- '

tance to the successful pursuit of husbandry.
About fifty years ago Europe began to ap-

_prehend this truth, and founded many schools

for the advancement of agriculture and the

training of young men for the successful pur-
;

suit of this most difficult and complicated art.
'

But in the United States, and especially in

Massachusetts, where general education is so

highly esteemed, and where institutions of

learning are so numerous, this subject is still

considered of little importance, and receives

slight attention from the mass of the people.

It is a mystery how this idea has so long
held its sway against the powerful current of

advancement in science ; but it is apparently

owing to the hereditary ignorance and un-

reasonable prejudice against learning of that

large class of our citizens, known as the

"practical farmers," who, being ignorant of

the first principles of science themselves, have

exerted their intluence to prevent this great

forerunner of progress fi'om affecting their

vocation.

There is a notion among this class of peo-

ple, that uneducated men are by far the better^

workmen, and in proportion as they become
educated, in like degree they become lazy and
unwilling to perform manual labor. This no-

tion probably arose from the fact that edu-

cated men I'arely turn their attention to man-
ual labor, for the reason that their services

are much more needed in educating others,

than in the province of agriculture or the in-

dustrial arts. Perhaps it would be more
proper to say better renmnerated, since well

informed men are few ; but wherever intelli-

gence is combined with manual labor, improve-

ment and advancement are certain to follow.

Since practical farmers have ever ridiculed

and scorned the idea of accepting book-farm-

ing to direct their efforts, how could men of

science intrude into the domain of agriculture P

This seems to be the prevailing opinion of

those who till the soil, and this also accounts,

at least in part, for the undeveloped condition

of the science.

Agriculture was the primitive employment
of men. Long before the condition of society

called for the other useful arts, it was the

prominent and almost the only branch of in-

dustry. King and subject, master and ser-

vant, labored together in the field or vineyard,

or watched their Hocks and herds, side by side,

on the plains of Palestine. Agriculture,

though the oldest, is nevertheless the rudest

of all the useful arts.

Now why is this ? It is partly because the

farmer has been working blindly, disregard-

ing all the guide books which would direct him
to success, if he would only consult them.

He has labored on until discouraged for want
of success, he has turned his attention to

other fields of labor, or still plods on in dark-

ness to obtain but the bare necessaries of life.

The laws of nature furnish the key to pro-

gress in agriculture, and not until these are

understood can the farmer expect reward for

his efforts ; not until these are fathomed can

men till the soil with an intelligent object in

view.

About the beginning of the present century

the labors of scientific men were first turned

to the condition and improvement of this much
neglected branch of industry, and to-day, by
the light thrown upon it by modern discov-

eries, agriculture can obtain a place among
the sciences. In many departments it is no
longer a blind experiment, but a positive sci-

ence. It is no longer a bewildering mass of

uncertainties, but leads to satisfactory and
unmistakable conclusions.
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How unjust has been the prejudice with
whicli practical farmers have regarded book
knowled<,re in farming ! Books, indeed, are
not ploughs, teams nor laborers

;
yet tliev di-

rect and guide the -working of each. Does
any wise traveler disregard the guide board
or book because it does not furnish him with
a mode of conveyance ? Their only oflice is

to direct ; and likewise the principles of sci-

ence and the laws of nature are but the guides
to successful husbandry, and the farmer who
expects success from bfjoks without Jnhor, or
-from mere labor without the guide of books,"is

foolish.

In no calling at the present time are intel-

ligent and educated men needed as much as in

agriculture. ]\Ien accjuainted with cheiuistry
and the other natural sciences and their appli-

cations ; reasoning and thinking men, who are
capable of carrying out plans and experiments
on a tl^oroughly scientific basis. These must
enter the ranks of the practical husbandmen
before this branch of industry can be raised
to its proper level, or brought to anything like

perfection.

AVe have theories on agriculture without
number laid before us every da}-, either through
the medium of agricultural papers or by lec-

turers ; a -multitude of non-conclusive experi-
ments have been made and circulated, yet
there is hardly a point in all our system of
Anierican agriculture settled on a firm and
satisfactory basis.

In view of this, should not our farmers be
educated so as to be able to ascertain the true
from the false, and to be able to settle those
many disputed points, and as well to be capa-
ble of applying the principles of science to

their daily work.
The social position of farmers as a class, is

far below the level they should hold ; for in

no industrial class are there found so many
specimens of a truly noble character ; so few
addicted to the tricks and vices of the world,
as in the class of the hard working farmers.
Examine the criminal lists brought before our
courts of justice, and how few you will find

who came from the farm.
Now, since among the farmers there can be

iound so few of those degraded and unprin-
cipled men, why is it tiie popular idea that
they ai-e beneatli the level of society in gen-
eral ? Why is it that a person engaged in a
liberal pi-ofession is more honored than the

husbandman on whom the world has to depend
directly for sujiport ? It is because mind is

the recognized king over matter ; it is because
of the natural homage win'ch the world pays to

education. Therefore give the fanner a full

accjiiaintance with all the laws and principles
of the sciences connected with his art, and
you will raise him to the level with the most
brilliant intellects of the honored professions.

This contempt for the farmer and his voca-
tion is unjust ; but still more unjust are the

contempt and scorn with which the mass of

farmers look upon education as connected with
their business.

Therefore, the active farmers of the State
should cast aside these narrow and prejudiced
views of the most important subjc-ct, and spend
more time than heretofore in the reading of

standard agricultural works, and thus be able
to understand the subject with which they have
to deal. The young who are just entering the
field should apjireciate the unspeakable im-
portance of understanding thoroughly all

which can be learned from books, and thus de-
rive all possible benefit from the experience
and knowledge of others. Therefore, pre-
pare yourselves faithfully and well, before as-

suming the responsibilities of your profession.

Amherst, Mass., April 3, 1871.

Cooking Food—Wixtp:r Butter.—We
are still (March 21,) cooking food for pigs.

It is a good deal of work, and it is doubtful
whether the saving offood would pay for the

expense. But I cook to save digestion rather
than to save food. I want to enable the pigs

to eat and digest more food. And if cooking
will do this, it will pay. Cooking does not
increase the amount of nutriment in the food.
It may make it more palatable and more easily

digested—that is all. I am inclined to think

that the assimilating powers of a well-bred
pig are greater than his digestive capacity. If

they are not, there is little to be gained by-

cooking the food.

We are still feeding our cows cooked corn-

meal—say three quarts of meal per day to

each cow. I am satisfied that it pays. We
have made just as nice yellow butter all -winter

as I wish to eat

—

better butter than we make
during the hot summer weather. I am in-

clined to think that the best time to have cows
come in, where nothing but butter is made,
would be in September, and let them go dry
during the hot weather of July and August.
We should then have plenty of skim-inilk, just

when we most want it, for young pigs. And
the cows would run in the pasture, and require
no milking during the busy season of harvest.—J. Harris, in American Agriculturist.

Grafting-Wax.—As the grafting season
is upon us—April being by far the best time
for this operation—we may as well repeat our
recipe for making grafting-wax, which is-

simply to take two pounds of rosin, ten ounces
of beeswax and one gill of linseed oil, stew it

well till the mass is completely dissolved

;

apply it to the grafts while warm with a stiff

brush or pinc-paddle, so that air and water
are completely excluded. The consistency of

the wax should be such that it will not be so

hard as to crack in the cool winds of spring,

or so soft as to run in the warmest weather of

summer.
Any smaller or larger quantity can be made

by using the above j^roportions.

—

Exchange.
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stream

"WET LANDS,
ERY recently we stood

looking upon a narrow

valley of wet land, with a

meandering through it.

^y This was in former times the bed

i ^^7^^ of a mill pond. The low land

yi^y varies in width from three to

thirty rods. It belongs to per-

haps a dozen individuals who are the owners

of the hard land abutting upon it. The

stream comes from a swamp, perhaps a mile

and a half distant.

This low land has all been cleared up, not a

stump or clump of bushes can be found upon

it. Much of it has been dressed with sand

and gravel. Portions of it have been ploughed

and sowed with herdsgrass and red top, and

dressed with manure. It is all in grass, yield-

ing large crops of hay ; most of it is mowed
twice a year. AVhere it is top dressed once in

two or three years, the hay is of the best

quality. Where it is not, the meadow grasses

come in rapidly and mix with the sweet grass,

showing the tenacity of life which the meadow
grasses possess.

There is no more valuable land in the

vicinity,—it requires attention and some labor

to keep it in good condition, but the increased

value of good hay over that of the meadow

hay, will well repay the cost and labor of top

dressing.

Another instance occurs to us in which a«gen-

tleman owned a piece of wet meadow which was

overflowed two or three times a year—the

water often remaining upon it many days.

This could not be drained. But there was a

bank of sand and gravel adjoining it. The
j

owner covered a portion of this meadow with

this sand and gravel in the winter, when the soil

was frozen. In the spring he sowed it with

herdsgrass and red top, spread on a small

quantity of manure and harrowed it smooth,

and cut several large crops of good hay in

succession. Where he cut a small quantity of

sour meadow hay before, he now cuts three

tons to the acre of fine hay.

You will say this is not permanent improve-

ment of .land ; it will soon run back into the

condition of meadow land. True, it will re-

quire attention. It must be top dressed with

upland soil or manure, or both, and perhaps

re-seeded once in two or three years, and this

implies lalior and expense. Hut what land

can you keep in good condition without labor

and expense? Light upland soil will require

twenty-five or thirty loads of manure to be
teamed on to it. It must be ploughed and
sanded and harrowed, and this process must
be repeated once in four or five years, and
then you will get one ton of good hay to the

acre ; whereas you would get two tons on the

meadow, and in addition to the cost of the

labor, there is the value of the manure which

you want for other crops than grass.

The upland soil which you put upon the

meadow costs nothing but the labor. The
actual cost of keeping such a piece of meadow
in good condition, is less than that of keeping

a light sandy soil in good condition
; the im-

provement is quite as permanent, and the

profit much greater.

There have been many pieces of meadow
land reclaimed in this way,' as experiments

;

and although the experiments have been suc-

cessful,—that is, have well repaid the labor,

—

they have been neglected, and suffered to run

back into their former condition. Their own-

ers have been disappointed, because the im-

provement has not proved permanent. They
expected that good grasses once rooted in the

soil would continue to yield good crops for

many years.

But have they any land that will do this,

without a constant renewal of the elements of

fertility in some way ? Even the rich wheat

lands of the West soon become exhausted

without top dressing, or bringing up from
below new strata of soil to be oxydized by the

atmosphere and fitted to add new elements of

fertility to the seed bed of the wheat.

There is no crop so easily renewed and

kept in good condition as grass. A dressing

of fresh unexhausted soil will produce for

grass the same result that a dressing of ma-
nure will produce for most other crops. The
soil,—it may be mostly sand thrown from a

deep ditch and left exposed to the frost and

air for a year or two, and then spread upon

the adjacent land,—will sometimes increase the

quantity and improve the quality of the grass

surprisingly. The gravel and clay from a

well or the bottom of a cellar, spread upon

grass, especially if the soil is moist, will some-

times produce wonderful results.

Does this show the advantage of deep

ploughing, especially of deep fall ploughing,
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by which new soil is exposed to the oxydizing

influence of the atmosphere and pulverized

and fitted to yield its accumulated fertility to

the coming crops ? The best time to reclaitn

wet lands in this way, is while the ground is

frozen. Tiie team can then readily work

upon its surface. The frost will not prevent

the taking of the sand or gravel from the

bank or pit in the spring, the grass seed may

be sown and the harrow or brush may smooth

the land.

Every patch of meadow thus treated is so

much added to the farm, and every ton of

hay thus procured adds so much maimre for

the cultivation of other crops.

FORTY SIGNS OP RAIN".

An excuse for not accepting an invitation of a

friend to make an excursion with him.

1. The hollow winds begin to blow,
2. The clouds look black, the grass is low;
3. The Boot falls down, the Spaniels sleep,

4. And spiders from their cob-webs peep.
6. Last night the sun went pale to bed,
6. The moon in halos hid her head; •

7. The boding shepherd heaves a sigh,

8. For, see a rainbow spans the sky.
9. The walls are damp, the d'tches smell,

10. Closed is the pink-eyed pimpernel.
11. Hark ! bow the chairs and tables crack,

12. Old Betty's joints are on the rack

;

13. Loud quack the ducks, the peacocks cry;
14. The distant hills are looking nigh.
15. How restless are the snorting swine;
16. The busy flies disturb the kine;

• 17. Low o'er the grass the swallow wings;
18. The cricket, too, how sharp he sings

;

19. Puss on the hearth, with velvet paws,
20. Sits wiping o'er her .whiskered jaws.
21. Through the clear stream the fishes rise,

22. And nimbly catch th' incautious flies;

23. The glow-worms, numerous and bright,

24. llluni'd the dewy dell la.«t night.

25. At dusk the squalid toad was seen,
26. Hopping and crawling o'er the green;
27. The whirling wind the dust obeys,
28. And in the rapid eddy plays;
29. The frog has changed his yellow vest,

30. And ill a russet coat is drest;
31. Though .June, the air is cold and still,

32. The mellow blackbird's voice is shrill,

33. My dog, so altered in his taste,

34. Quits mutton-bones, on grass to feast;

35. And see, yon rooks, how odd their ilight,

, ,36. They imitate the gliding kite,

37. And seem precipitate to fall,

38. As if they felt the piercing ball.

39. 'Twill surely rain, 1 see with sorrow;
40. Our jaunt must be put off to-morrow.— />)•. J(nner.

Growth of Forests in New Englanp.—To
encourage fiirmers to fence off a portion of their

poor pastures for tlic growtli of wood, Mr. J.

Lawrence, in his address at the meeting of the

Vermont Board of Agi-iculturc at St. Jolinslniry,

said, "tlierc are a few acres of liigli land about one

mile from this village, almost in sight from those

western windows, that sixtj'-four years ago grew a

good crop of corn, planted among the logs, Indian

fashion. The owner dying, it was left to itself.

It grew up again to wood. It has been twice

thinned out, much good wood being taken from it,

and now lias 1.50 sugar trees to the acre that have

been used as such for six to eight years. That

maple grove is admired by all who sec it, and $200

per acre would no doubt be refused by the owner
to-day."

AN UNSUCCESSFUL FARMER.
It is a more common practice, as well as a

more desirable one, to speak or write about
successful tlian unsuccessfid farmers. But
there may often be as mucli profit to be gained
from learning the faults and mistakes of men,
as from their successes. In the town of

I once knew a man whom 1 will call Smith,

and though there are many Smiths in the world,

there are at least an equal r.imiber of farmers
who resemble this man in their mode of farm-
ing. When he was a young man and worked
out for a living, no better help could be hired.

He was stout, healthy, active and willing to

work. Soon after marrying a wife, he pur-
chased a farm in not a very iiniting region

for agriculture, and still less favorable for

good society. The place was a small one,

with a soil in not a very good condition, and
not ver}' easy to till. The buildings were
poor and were suffering sadly for want of re-

pairing. Perhaps many may say there was
not any chance for a young man to succeed
under such circumstances ; but was it impos-
sible ? I will acknowledge that this person
was not successful in his farming ; but what
were the reasons ? He did not seek to im-

prove his farm, by removing the stumps and
stones, by enriching the soil, or by making his

buildings more comfortable and beautiful.

Though he labored hard during the first few
years, he did not work for his farm. He
would have a threshing machine or a sawing
machine and spend a great deal of time in

threshing grain, or sawing wood, or doing
something for some one else beside himself.

For these jobs he did not get very large pay,

but perhaps as nuich as any day laborer could

get at hard work. But notwithstanding he
owed but little for his farm when he purcjiased

it, at the end of ten years I think the debt had
increased instead of diminishing. By work-
ing for other people he had to neglect his own
land. lie raised only produce enough for his

own family, and what he received for his wages
was scarcely sufficient to pay his other ex-

penses of living ; and consequently his accu-

mulated property received no increase from
year to year. His farm was diminished in

value, therefore he was making notliing by
way of rise in real estate. He being more in-

terested in people and things away from home
than at home, he not only failed to care for

his farm, but was negligent in providing for

his family. The store or bar-room had more
attractions to him than his own fireside. In-

stead of enjoying the luxuries at home, which

he might have done by cultivating fruit trees,
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or by raising berries, &c., he satisfied his ap-

petite by partaking of those imagined luxuries

which are found at taverns and saloons. In-

stead of trying to make home happy he made
it a place of sadness.

Now I believe that this man might have paid

for his farm in a short time hy spending all

his time and energies upon it. Instead of

digging among the stones for a few bushels of

potatoes and corn, and gathering thinly scat-

tered spears of grass from a rough mowing,
he might have harvested good crops from a

smooth surface and a good soil. His cattle

instead of growing poor for want of proper
shelter, might have been made fat by nailing

the loose boards on the barn and by regular

feeding, not by his wife but by himself. His
family might have been made as intelligent,

comfortable and happy as any other family by
giving them books and papers to read, sending

the children to school, and going with them to

church, by making the house convenient and
attractive, and by attending to every other

home improvement possible. By so doing he
might also have increased in wealth.— C. //.

Farnsworth, in Vermont Farvier.

WHITEWASHING.
Good whitewash, well-applied to fences, rough

siding, and the walls and ceilings of buildings,

has a highly sanitary influence, as well as being
in the highest degree preservative in its effects.

To be durable, whitewash should be prepared
in the following manner :—Take the very best

stone-lime, and slack it in a close tub, covered
with a cloth to preserve the steam. Salt—as

much as can be dissolved in the water used for

slacking and reducing the lime—should be ap-

plied, and the whole mass carefully strained

and thickened with a small quantity of sand,

the purer and finer the better. A few pounds
of wheat flour mixed as paste may be added,
and will give greater durability to the mass,
especially when applied to the exterior surface

of buildings. With pure lime, properly slacked

and mixed with twice its weight of fine sand
and sifted wood-ashes, in equal ])roportions,

almost any color may be made by the addition

of pigments. Granite, slate, freestone and
other shades may be imitated, and without any
detriment to the durability of the wash. This
covering is very often applied and with good
effect, to underpinning, stone fences, roofs

and the walls of barns and other out-buildings.—Germantown Telegraph.

Sales of Improved Stock. — Wm. Wil-
liams, manager of A. W. Griswold's Short
Horn herd at Malvern Farms, Morrisville, Vt.,

reports recent sales of the following bulls

:

To W. F. Vail, Emporia, Kansas, Climax
4th, 9640 ; to Wm. F. Blanchard and another,

Manilas, N. Y., Royal Bridegroom, 10913 ; to

Henry M. Arms and others, Springfield, Vt.,

Crown Prince, 9701, and The Baronet, 11057
;

to D. L. Wright & Sons, Weybridge, Vt.,
Sultan, 9173; to C. P. Hatch, Brandon, Vt.,
Constantinople, 7754, and to Mr. Bryant of

Vermont, Malvern Boy, 6995.

A Rich Man's Girl.—Here is a girl who
happened not to be born poor. Her father is

rich enough to live in Fifth Avenue ; but he
does not live there. He gives her all the ad-
vantages of city education which she chooses.
Eight months in the year she spends in home
duties, charities, parties, concerts, operas,
theatre, her own music and the like. But in

the other four months she lives her own true
life. She has found a pure countiy town, un-
discovered yet by the tourists

; and there shei

goes, with a bloomer dress, and lives on a
farm and works like a farm-hand—up in the
morning with the men, helping take care of
the animals, then to the fields to work with
them, driving the oxen and pitching the hay.
She has a very definite idea of perfect earthly
happiness. It is to raise animals on a stock-
farm ; and, if she were thrown on her own re-

sources, I have no doubt she would do it. No
starving over the needle or stooping behind
the counnter for her. And yet she is no Am-
azon ; but a pure, womanly girl, without a
grain of coarseness, a true lover of nature,
with an insight almost like Thoreau.

—

Gail
Hamilton.

THE HEBMIT-CRAB OP THE MAR-
QUESAS.

Low trees or shrubs, called bay-cedar, com-
pletely cover these islands. Crawling upon
the branches were great numbers of hermit-
crabs, each with his stolen coat upon his back.
This is truly sij'reak of nature. Many of the
species are aquatic, but this one Is terrestrial,

and does not go into the water. With chest
and arms of formidable strength, this creature
ignobly tapers to a soft, worm-like posterior.

Like Richard, not shaped for sportive tricks,

curtailed of fair proportion, cheated of feat-

ure, deformed, unfinished, sent before its time
into this breathing world scarce half made up,
it seeks to usurp and intrench Itself within the

castle of another knight of the shore. «

As soon as the young crab has attained

sufficient size and strength to assume its

wonted responsibility, and struggle for exist-

ence, it forthwith looks about for "its size"

among the cast off univalve shells ; first thrust-

ing a long claw into the chambers to make
sure that all is well and the castle vacant.
Should a smaller or weaker knight of his or-

der chance to be the occupant, battle is given
at once. The sally-port is closed by the stout
mailed arms, and the castle held strictly on
the' defensive as its only safety. The am-
bitious knight is on the alert, however, and
eventually succeeds by strategy. The weak-
er party relaxes a little, and peeps forth to

survey the field. A well-aimed blow and
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quick passage of arms place the incumbent
hortt de tonihat ; lie is draggt-d from the gates,

and (juifk as thought tlie concjucror throws his

rear within the (_'astle, winds uj) the spiral

turret, and presents a bold front of mailed
armor at the gate. This strong-hold is held
unless some party yet stronger gives battle

anew.
These hermit-crabs are exceedingly pug-

nacious, and seemed to be continually dis-

posed to rout and plunder. Several large
ones were sent North, packed in a small box.
One individual remained ; he, the strongest.
had devoured all that was edible of the others,

leaving only the shells and claws. The sur-

vivor was kept under a glass bell for a year.
He moulted once successfully, easting a per-
fect shell, an exact fac-simile of liimself ; but
he died in the act of casting the second time.

This crab became (piite tame ; eating from
the hand, a)ul remaining partially out of the
shell when touched, though usually they re-

main "closely mewed up" when approached.
It is a ludicrous sight at times, when great

numbers of these creatures congregate about
a carcass, or climb the bushes after a rain to

sip the moisture from the hollow leaves. An
officer of tiie post at Tortugas, lately arrived,

filled his pockets with the pretty shells so pro-
fusely scattered upon the keys. On landing
at the wharf, homeward bound, he was much
surprised at the manifestly improper expres-
sion that mi't him in every face of the guard,
from sergeant to private. A friendly voice
called his attention to the crawling multitude
which now well-nigh likened him to the taw-
dry shell-work of frames and fancy boxes.
The crabs, in many instances, can retire with-

in the shell so far that they are not readily

observed. One, enthusiastic in his first blush
of delight at finding so large a number of
pretty ^WXh so near each other, is quite likely

to fill his pockets greedily, without stopping
to examine them, then and there. The shy
creatures withdraw, and hug closely the inner

chamber of the shell the instant a footstep is

felt, and so remain until all danger is past

—

hence the po.-sible mistake of which our friend

really became the victim. • An amusing sight

was afforded in the office of the engineer in

charge at Fort JelTcrson. The officer—now
our distinguished (Quarter-mast er-goneral

—

nad a huge number of these crabs, from the

largest to the smallest, placed upon the fkior.

Then connnenced a novel scene—battles and
combats, sparring, and rough-and-tumble
fights ; while numbers of them crawled upon
the walls, and manifested every phase of curi-

osity by examining closely all parts of the

room. A large species, which usually selects

the turbo, a shell about the size of a large
|

tea-cup, had the habit of living under houses !

or logs, and seemed to sally forth more at
j

night. Occasionally they would crawl into
i

the house. One particular individual becanu;

!

notorious as a cor..- taut v:.-:lor, ar.'l r"r;uVrly '

crawled up the corner of a book-case to drink
wati'r from a dish—never, of course, leaving
his shell behhid. They present an exceeding-
ly grotes(pie appearance shambling along with
their heavy stolen shells. Diogenes must
ha\ e learned his habit from these creatures.

Some naturalist has given the philosojjher's

name to one species.

These hermits seldom adopt an imperfect
shell ; but the height of the ludicrous was
reached when we discovered aiv individual

ensconced within the bowl of an old black
clay ])ipe nearly stemless. It required all the

taction the poor weak abdomen could muster
to keep a sure tenure of possession. Com-
misei-ating his forlorn condition we gave him
a chance to change (juarters—an op])ortunity

which he seized with alacrity ; not unlike in

that respect some in the army who delight in

"turning each other out according to rank."
The hermit is opposed to "comnmtation of
quarters," and takes his "in kind"'

—

rusemates
though they be, of one storij, and no hack
icindow.—From "Along the Florida Reefs,"
by Dr. J. B. Holder, in Harper's Maga-
zinefor April.

Give the -Boys a CIIA^XE.—One of the

surest methods of attaching a boy to the farm,
is to let him have something upon it for his

own. Give him a small plot of ground to

cultivate, allowing him the proceeds for his

OAvn use. Let him have his steers to break,
or his sheep to care for. The o^v^urship of

even a fruit tree, planted, pruned and brought
to bearing by his own hands, will inspire him
with an interest that no mere reward or wages
can give. In addition to the cultivation of

taste for farm life which such a course will cul-

tivate, the practical knowledge gained by the

boy will be of the highest value. Being in-

terested, he will be more observant, and will

thoroughly learn Avhatever is necessary for his

success.

Another and equally important advantage
will be the accustoming him early to feel re-

sponsibility. JNIany young men, though Avell

acquainted with all the manual operations of

the farm, fail utterly when entrusted with the

management of an estate, from Avant of ex-
perience in ])lanning for themselves. It is

much better that responsibility should be grad-
ually assumed, than that a young man should

be fii'St thrown upon himself on attaining his

majoritv.

—

Vor. Ohio Fanner.

Ikiugation.—Dr. March in his lecture on
"Spain and the Pyrenees," says that land irri-

gated in Spain will sell, evei-ything else being
e({ual, for $oO() an acre, while tJiat alongside

of it, not irrigated, will only bring .'^50 an
acre. One company organized in iMadrid
with a capital of !?1,50(),00(), has reclaimed
8(10,000 acres of land, and are paying divi-

dends erpial to 18 per cent, on the investment.
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BOTATIOM" OF FOKEST TREES.
MOXG far-

mers there

has been

much specu-

lation as to

the cause of

rotation in

forest trees.

It is well

known that

when a for-

est is cut ofF,

it is not usu-

ally succeed-

ed by a

growth of the

same kind of

wood. If

hard wood is

taken off, it is succeeded by soft wood,—pine,

white or yellow, hemlock, and sometimes in

low land by spruce or hackmatack. If the

growth removed was of the latter varieties,

then oak of several kinds, maple, beech, wal-

nut or chestnut may succeed.

Various reasons are given for this change.

Mr. Thoreau, the author of "Walden," "A
Week on the Merrimack River," and other

works, was in the habit of passing much time

in the woods and fields, and was a constantly

interested observer of the operations of na-

ture. In one of his works, entitled "Excur-

sions," he states the opinion that the rotation

of forests is occasioned by the "transportation

of seed from where it grows to where it is

planted. "This is done chiefly," he con-

tinues, "by the agency of the wind, water, and

animals. The lighter seeds, as those of pines

and maples, are transported chiefly by wind

and water ; the heavier, as acorns and nuts,

by animals."

Suppose that an oak forest oi ten acres

were removed, is it probable that the winds

would carry seeds of the soft woods so as to

plant that precise ten acres, and no more?

Why not disperse them over only a poi'tion of

it or scatter them beyond, over fifteen or

twenty acres ? It is not unusual to find a ten

acre forest of hard wood succeeded by soft

wood, over nearly the same limits ; not much
less, and not much more ! The winds do not

probably spread the seeds of plants with such

mathematical exactness.

2

It is true, that adjacent to a forest of pines,

if other crops are not growing there, there

will be an extension of pine forest if the soil

is suited to their growth. So in a growth of

walnut or oak, squiiTcls may carry nuts away
and bury them in the soil, but as these are

hidden for future food, they would not be
likely to be in sufficient c[uantity to start up a
new forest. But the truth is, they do not

generally take the nuts away from the forest

and hide them, but place them in cavities in

the trees themselves, or in the ground under
them. So the blue jays, and other birds,

hide nuts, but in the forest, rather than away
from it. In smaller fruits, such as cherries

and the seeds of raspberries and blackberries,

birds swallow the whole fruit, and drop their

seeds in every direction. Neither the birds

nor beasts, however, take them to well defined

limits and deposit them, so as to bring plants

of an entirely different kind from those which

preceded them on the same ground.

Now as to what nature has been doing in

the myriads of years of her operations, we
know but little. In the different orders of

plants which have subsisted upon the surface,

and at length mingled again with the dust

from which they were formed, it is probable

that the seeds of each may have been shed

upon the soil. In the great changes which

have taken place upon the surface by the

agency of earthquakes, tornadoes and floods,

these seeds may have been so thoroughly

mingled with the earth as to furnish all sorts

of seeds of plants which are indigenous to the

region, throughout every portion of it, whether

near the surface or vastly below it.

This, we believe, is the common theory.

We have found only one person who states it

as his belief, that creation is now constantly

going on ; that the seeds of plants which

covered the earth thrown out from forty feet

below the surface, in digging a well, were

then and there created, and did not exist in

the earth when it was thrown up !

The prevailing opinion, however, among
the most intelligent writers, is, that this change

takes place in consequence of the exhattstion

in the soil of those elements of nutrition which

are indispensable to the healthy gro\\i;h of the

plant. That the natural law is, "that where

other circumstances of climate, moisture, &c.,

are equal, the natural vegetation—that which
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grows best on a given spot—is entirely depend-

ent upon the chemical constitution of the soil."

But both the soil and the vegetation which

it nourishes, according to Prof. Johnston, are

seen to undergo slow but natural changes.

Lay down a piece of land to grass, and after

a lapse of years the surface soil—originally,

perhaps, of the stitfest clay,— is found to have

become a rich, light, vegetable mould, bear-

ing a thick sward of nourishing grasses, al-

most totally dilFerent from those which nat-

urally grew upon it when first converted into

])asture. So in a wider field, and on a larger

scale, the same slow changes are exhibited in

the forests.

Occasionally we see on a tract where pines

have been cut down, the land burnt over and

then cropped with rye, that birches and other

growths will spring up, but after awhile young

pines will appear again and take the lead.

This seems to be a proof that the elements of

nutrition which sustained the pines had not

been exhausted, as the pines usurp their for-

mer dominion and soon smother the birches

and other growths out. We have seen ex-

amples of this kind occurring where a vig-

orous growth of comparatively young pines

were cut down.

In relation to these changes the writer re-

ferred to above, says :

—

"We may take a practical lesson from the book
of nature. If we wish to have a hixurious vegeta-

tion upon a given spot, we must cither select such
kind of seeds to sow upon it as are fitted to the

kind of soil, or we must change the nature of the

land so as to adapt if to our crop. And even when
we have once prepared it to yield abundant return

of a particular kind, the changes we have pro-

duced can oiUy be more or less of a temporary
nature. Our care and attention must still be be-

stowed upon it, that it may be enabled to resist

the slow, natural causes of alternation by which it

is gradually unlitted to nourish those vegetable

tribes which it appears now to delight in maintain-

DOES A DRY WINTER INDICATE
SHORT CROPS?

Some persons are predicting that the winter

drought in New England is a pretty sure indi-

cation that the coming summer will be a dry

one, and that short crops will be the result.

It is quite certain, we think, that if the spring

rains are withheld through the latter part of

April, and all through ]May, that the most

abundant summer rains would hardly compen-

sate for the loss of the former. It is not

probable that the mechanical or chemical

operation in the soil, whereby plant food is

supplied, is the work of a day or a week.

The process of preparation of food, digestion,

or whatever it may be, we take it is carried

on in the soil, so that when the root receives

it, it is true sajj-food, and passes on as such

to the leaves where it is elaborated into sub-

stances which are to form its own kind, whether

it be the poison hellebore or the delicious

peach.

If this "be true," then the soil needs con-

tinuous rains, so that active operations may
be constantly going 'on in it, to make ready

the food which plants must have, or cease to

grow.

Cases have been recorded in England and

in other countries, where winters of unusual

droughts were followed by short crops. In

Algiers, and in the lower plains in that region

a few winters ago, the drought was very

severe, and the succeeding summer a famine

was the result.

Those who plant under these convictions,

will do well to select moist land, plant early

and cultivate highly, so as to carry crops for-

ward rapidly, and if possible, beyond the

reach of a drought.

Jfor the Knv England Farmer,

HAY AND STRAW.
Is it good policy for New England Farmers to

make a specialty of any crop ?

It may appear presumptuous in me to advo-

cate a practice that is so generally condemned,
and the converse of which is generally advo-

vocated by yourselves and your contributors.

I think, however, that with some few excep-

tions, the great changes which have taken

])lace and are now in progress in our country,

in the interchange of commodities, and espe-

cially of farm products, have greatly altered

the question we are now to consider. We are

not so much competitors in our markets with

our immediate neighbors as with the products

of the people of remote States who come to

our very doors with theirs, by means of the

facilities we have in large measure made avail-

able for their use, and by which facilities we
are discriminated against, and the distant States

encouraged. We do not propose to discuss

this apparent injustice to ourselves now, but

rather to look at the consequences of our mar-
kets being furnished in a large degree from
sources remote from home. We ought not to

object to this being so, for in itself considered

it is very proper in every respect. There
should ever be unrestricted markets and free

interchange of products within our country's

limits, liy reason of this reciprocal inter-

change alone, can we be in any true sense one
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nation. No two sections of our country are

alike in their adaptability to the production of

the various textile plants, grains, grasses,

fruits, vegetables, &c., &c. Our home mar-
kets are unlike, also, in many of their require-

ments. The immediate vicinity of our cities

are expected to furnish those cities with the

vegetables, milk, &c., they consume; but how
very few, if any, are thus supplied. Various
causes combine to prevent it, which it is use-

less to enumerate here, because we propose to

look at the markets as we find them, and see

if we cannot with profit to ourselves limit our

production to a few leading articles that may
be with safety relied upon by reason of the

too great cost of transporting them great dis-

tances.

In ordinary farming, the Indian com crop

is regarded as one of the most profitable and
one not to be omitted in our rotations. I ad-

mit to having advocated its culture here in

past years. Circumstances, however, have
greatly changed in respect to the cost and
value of labor and the relative value of other

products, which in a measure, come into com-
petition with it. We cannot grow it success-

fully without heavy manuring and a large out-

lay of labor. We often see reports of crops

of corn, and the various items of cost given

in its production going the rounds of our agri-

cultuaral publications. Some of them show a

very good margin on the right side. It is

very curious as well as lamentable to see such

discrepancy in the items of cost of production
often amounting to one hundred per cent.

There must be a mistake somewhere.
If we resort to our own experience to find

out where this mistake is we come to the con-

clusion that most of the estimates are under
the real cost. Many farmers appear to fear

bringing every item of cost into their account

of outlay for producing a crop. This is a

very unwise course for us to pursue. To de-

termine whether our business is paying us in

all its various crops or products, a most care-

ful estimate of every item of cost is neces-

sary. To illustrate my meaning, I will give

the method I pursued for many years with an
acre of land I planted with onions. The farm
was valued at one hundred dollars an acre.

The acre for onions, two hundred dollars, as

it was a choice piece. Interest on it, twelve

dollars ; a per centage for depreciation of

buildings and tools ; the market value of all ma-
nure used each year ; the cost of seed ; every

hour's labor and board, adding a per cent,

for rainy weather, when men were not worth
as much as on fair wether,—in fact I charged
every item at its full cost. The result was, I

knew exactly what my crop cost me a bushel

when it was delivered. Now I think if we
bring tliis rigid test as to cost to bear upon
most of our crops we shall find them tekel.

Let us look at the cost of producing corn at

the West, based on what I know to be facts.

It is, or was a few years since, expected that

one man with a pair of horses, and a boy to

drop the corn when not planted with a ma-
chine, would put in from thirty-five to forty

acres, care for and harvest it, besides lending

a hand at grain and hay harvest. I knew a
farmer that in 1863 did this on his own place,

and the forty acres were kept as clean of weeds
as any farm I saw in our own State. The
yield was over forty bushels to the acre. Now
put this man's corn on to the railroad (which
is near him) and bring it to Boston, over a
thousand miles, at the present cost of trans-

portation, and we have it in competition with

ours which has cost us so much more than his

as to give him a good profit if sold at the cost

of our own.
The same appears to be true of potatoes.

]\Iaine sends into this State large quantities of

them at less cost and of better quality than
our own. These two articles are the most re-

lied upon for profit by our farmers, unless we
include our hay and cows, which is not advi-

sable to do as they are rapidly becoming spe-

cialties in some of our own towns for fur-

nishing milk for butter, cheese and condens-
ing factories, much to the detriment of the

productive capacity of the farms if any reli-

ance can be placed on the reports of those re-

garded as authority in the matter. It is not
so much the fact that we have to encounter
sharp competition and be discouraged by it,

as to see if we cannot so direct our etJfbrts

that they shall eventuate in larger profits than
if we adhered to our present practice of many
baskets for our eggs.

Look over the report of the market for the

past week and see if we cannot learn some-
thing from it that will instruct us, especially if

we find that the present market quotations ar»
very similar to those of the past ten years, so
far as the relative value of the same descrip-

tion of products are concerned. Y/ith the ex-
ception of hay, grain, and meats, during the

war and immediately subseq.uent to it, rela-

tive prices have been qujte uniform. Since
the war, or within two years past, grain and
meats have resumed their relative place with
other commodities. Hay and straw have not,

—more especially the lasts. Why this is so

becomes an interesting question for those who
do or can produce them.

It is in this direction I think we are called

upon to discriminate, if in any.. If these ar-

ticles are higher relatively than our other pro-
ducts and are likely to be so in the future,,

ought they not to have a more prominent
place in our production ? The consumpfeiou

and use of them in our cities and villages have
greatly increased, while their production has
diminished. The consequence is the price of
them has gone up and our supplies are sup-
plemented from abroad.

Your quotations for country hay the past
week was $1.65 per 100 pounds and straw
$1.00 to $1.50; New York straw at $1.80'

and $2.00 per 100 pounds. ' The New York
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straw I suppose is flail threshed, unbroken
and put up in nice bales. Do not these

prices look as if there might be a profit in

producing them ? I think so, and that it can

be made to appear to the satisfaction of fair

minded men.
I propose trying to do this in a subsecpient

connnunication. K. O.

jMarch 30, 1871.

For the Neic Knglund Farmer,

DEPOPULATION OF RURAL TOWNS
IN" NEW ENGLAND.

This subject is one of some import, and to

be fully understood it must be viewed from
different stand-points. Your correspondents

have in the main considered it as a retrograde

movement, a "backward tendency" in the

march of civilization, and the inevitable re-

sult, in their opinion, will be a general depreci-

ation in the value of farm lands and all agri-

cultural interests.

They sing in plaintive tones of "neglected

homesteads," and notice "instances, where
the cellars and foundations over which once

stood the homes of prosperous families out-

number the present dwellings of its inhabi-

tants." They tell us unless something is done
to stop this tide of migration "that ere long

wild animals will return to their former haunts

amid the hills and valleys of our dear old New
England."

For once we must beg leave to differ in

opinion from those much esteemed corres-

ipondents. The cause of this disagreement

may perhaps be traceable to the fact that we
.are located in one of those rural towns that

#re becoming depopulated, and know but

Kttle of the outside world. This depopula-

tion of purely agricultural towns we regard as

the legitimate result of progress in the art and
science of agriculture.

Improved implements and machinery have
been brought into use, with which the labor

of the farm is performed in less time, and by
an entirely different class of laborers than

formerly.

For instance we now see the youth of 14

years accomplishing as much work with a

mower as a number of strong, robust men
"Would in the same time with scythes. A few
hours later in the day, we see the younger
brother of that youth seated upon the tedder

driving through the field turning the hay. In

due time he is followed by a boy still younger
with a horse-rake, and we have only to look

once again to see the trio amusing themselves

with tiie horse fork while they remove the hay
from the cart and deposit the same upon the

top loft in the barn. In a word, the haying

season, which once required all the available

help, now calls for boys only, and it is merely

a pastime for them. This may have the ap-

pearance of an overdrawn picture, yet it is

'precisely what our watchful eyes behold in

connection with every department of farm
labor. We see it in the preparation of the

soil, in sowing the seed, in the after culture,

in harvesting farm crops and transporting

them to distant jnarkets.

Formerly the farmer that raised two or
three acres of onions, must sjiend days and
perhaps weeks of laborious, back-breaking
work sowing the seed, now the stiijiling will

accomplish the same work in a more satisfac-

tory manner with a seed-sower in a single day,

having spent an hour after his mid-day meal
perusing the "New Exgland Farmer" or
some other first class periodical.

Once our surplus labor, and draught ani-

mals enough to consume all the forage crops
we could grow, might have been employed
transporting farm products to market and re-

turning implements, fertilizers, seeds, &c.

;

but the railroads come in and carry our
freights for about twenty percent, of what it

formerly cost to do the same work.
Again, fertilizers are introduced that can

be used in a more concentrated form,—new
and better modes of cultivation are adopted,
whereby farm work is very much abridged,
and the tendency of every progressive move-
ment is to diminish the amount of labor re-

quired to produce a given quantity of farm
products.

The increase of population in the country
has averaged about 33 per cent, each decade
of years, and the demand for agricultural

products would naturally increase in about
the same ratio. Will it employ a larger num-
ber of laborers Avith all these improved im-
plements and labor saving machines to supply
this increased demand ? Certainly not. On
the other hand the number of farm laborers

gi'ows less each year, and the census reveals

the fact that this purely agricultural town is

becoming depopulated. While the number
of laborers has decreased, our lands have
become more productive and their market
value has increased. These rapid strides of

advancement in the art of agriculture very
naturally suggests interesting considerations.

Will the manufacturing and commercial in-

dustries of New England be able to supply
this unparalleled demand for implements, ma-
chinery and fertilizers ?

Will the accumulated wealth of her manu-
facturers, merchants and bankers create a de-

mand at remunerative prices for this largely

increased amount of farm products H If this

can be accomplished without attracting labor

or capital from agricultural pursuits, crops

may be introduced that will more fully de-

velope the productive qualities of the soil and
profitably employ every class of laborers

;

then would the ratio of increase in the popu-
lation of the rural towns exceed that of the

manufacturing villages. But why explore the

broad field of impossibilities to find a remedy
for this so called ecil or to prevent migration ?

It requires no great stretch of imagination
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to see that with the aid of all these laboi--sav-

ing machines and increased facilities for per-

forming farm work, the same proportion of

the population that were formerly engaged in

agricultural pursuits would in a brief space of

time glut every market in the known world

with farm products. The demand for these

products not being equal to the supply, the

price must fall below the cost of producing

them.

We must then accept the present condition

of affairs, and those who choose to discontinue

the pursuit of agriculture, and seek more ad-

vantageous modes of employing their labor

and capital, must be allowed to do so, even

should some portions of the country become
densely populated while other localities have

but a sparse population. Under these cii*-

cumstances there is no danger that the earth

will become depopulated or fail to produce an

abundant supply of food for both man and

beast ; and so long as the clatter of machinery

is heard upon every farm we shall be more
fearful of the "bulls and bears" of State

street and Wall street or the Royal Exchange
than of the wild animals that once inhabited

these beautiful valleys.

We may, however, be considered unequal to

our task should we neglect to point out a

course by which population would be scattered

more evenly over the face of the earth ; and

we will suggest the following as very simple,

well defined and sure to produce such un-

wished results. First—close the doors to the

agricultural college, and put out the light of

science which radiates from that institution,

—

shining upon the farmer's path-way—teaching

him how to make his farm more productive

without increasing the cost of cultivation.

Again—suspend the publication of all those

scientific and agricultural periodicals which

give the farmer practical hints and sugges-

tions concerning his business and inspire him
with confidence in undertakings which would
otherwise be abandoned upon the first failure

;

or throw aside and discontinue the use of im-

proved implements and labor-saving machines.

In a word, limit the farmer's knowledge to his

personal experience and observation, or the

quality of his tools to his own ingenuity and
skill, and the work is accomplished—the de-

mand for manufactured articles destroyed, and
we shall see people flocking from villages to

rural districts, some to dig their bread from
cultivated fields, others to subsist upon the

spontaneous productions of the earth or the

precarious products of the chase.

May it be our lot to protest against any of

these movements which are calculated to

block the wheels of progress, or roll back
upon the rural towns a tide of migration that

would jeopardize the interests of agriculture

or happiness of the human family.

L. P. Warner.
Sunderland, Mass., March, 1871.

For the New Enrjland Farmer.

USES AND VALUE OF MUCK.
An Essay read before the Concord, Mass., Farmers'

Club by George F. Wheeler.

The term muck is usually applied to the

vegetable deposits of swamps and rivers. In

origin, muck is simply the product of growths,

on the same spot, of wild plants, grasses and
leaves that have withered and decayed, to be

followed by other growths, until a bed of rotted

vegetation is formed. The material in its nat-

ural state is filled with water, and some of it is

impregnated with acids which are hurtful to

vegetation. The best muck is usually found

in comparatively dry localities, between hills,

where the water that caused the deposit has

been removed.
The muck we should seek to obtain for com-

posting is in a state so nearly decayed that a

little more heat and moisture will make it

available for plant food. Such a product will

have a rich, black color, and when diy it will

pulverize easily between the fingers.

In preparing it for use it must be dug from
its natural bed to deprive it of its moisture

;

that the frosts of winter may act on the par-

ticles, helping to decompose it more thoroughly,

and removing any acids that are injurious to

vegetation. It will shrink in bulk nearly one-

half by this method, so we save quite an

amount of labor in handling.

Ma'iy fail to see the advantages of using

muck, aside from an absorbent to the stable

or compost heap, by not understanding the

advantages it has in its application to the soil.

We are so impatient for results, that if they

are not satisfactory at once, we are very ready

to condemn the means used. By the applica-

tion of muck to the soil, we tend to loosen iC^

thereby allowing the air and heat to move
more readily through the soil. It is surpris-

ing to see how mellow a stiff, heavy soil may
be made by a thick coating of muck. The
soil most benefited by muck would be a light,

dry, sandy one ; such a soil is more subject to

the extremes of heat and cold. The darker

we can make the color of this soil, the more

it will absorb heat by day, and at night the

dark particles drink in moisture from the air,

that the sand would not. On all soils it will

be of an ultimate benefit (excepting those rich

bottom lands already rich in humus) in en-

riching and acting mechanically, to loosen and

lighten them so that vegetation is encouraged

as it can be in no other way, excepting par-

tially by ploughing in green crops.

« If we will not be too impatient to see the re-

sults of the application of muck, we shall be

satisfied in a term of years of the improved

condition of the soil by the crops we produce.

I am fully satisfied with the applications I have

made of muck to a large asparagus bed ; that

increased its productiveness one-third, besides

making the soil looser and more easily worked.

Muck is of great importance as a composting
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material. To be a good absorbent it must be
dry, and in order to keep it so it must be
housed. A person to use it to the best ad-
vantage, should provide himself with some
suitable plaee to store it at a dry time. As a
substance to absorb the urine of our stalls, it is

of much value. ]\Iuck is very slow in decom-
posing. If applied to the soil alone, its value
is at once enhanced, if, before applying it to
the soil, we mix it with some manure to beat
it, and render the particles soluble for plant
food. An Enghsh writer proved by experi-
mentthat one part of horse dung was capable
to bring three or four parts of muck to a suit-

able state of fermentation. I think most peo-
ple that use it here in composting, add one-
half muck to as much manure. Just how
much we can profitably use, each must decide
for himself from his own observation and the
opinions of others. I think I found it profit-

able the last year to use two-thirds muck to
one-third manure in composting. Besides this,

I use large quantities on the land in its nat-
ural state.

Farmers should seek to know the resources
of their own farms before purchasing any of
the commercial fertilizers offered for sale.

The best kinds only admit in their analysis of
three to five per cent, of ammonia. A table
of analysis prepared by Prof. Johnson, of the
Connecticut State Agricultural Society, from
thirty-three samples of muck, yielded from
1.37 to 2.14 per cent, ammonia in its natural
state

; when dry from 3.10 to 5.41, averaging
about 3.50. It is hanl for fanners to accept
the analysis given by Dr. Dana, making muck
nearly or cjuite equal to cow manure. I think
it would be very hard to produce facts to show
it so satisfactory. Enough facts can be pro-
duced to show, to any doubting mind, that it

will pay to use it largely in our compost heaps.
The results have certainly exceeded my ex-
pectations.

ORCHARD GRASS.
From an essay by L. F. Allen, Esq., Black

Rock, N. Y., in the Tribune, we make the

following extract :

—

We have grown this grass constantly—not
in large quantities, to be sure—for the past
30 years, and know its value for the various
purposes we have mentioned ; but for soiling
stock in the sunnuer season we consider its

qnaliti{;s the most eminent. A few of its

qualities will be stated :

First: It starts early in the spring, with a
broad, oat-like leaf, growing rapidly, an(f
arriving at its highest condition of excellence
when in early bloom, which is about the time
of the blossoming of the common red clover,
and, if made into hay, fit to cut at the same
time. Yet, for soiling purposes, it may be
cut some days, or even some weeks, earlier.

Jt is better, however, for the full amount of

nutriment it will afford, to wait until the flower
is fairly developed. Its qualities are sweet,
nutritious, abundant in production, tall as or-
dinary oats in growtii, and a heavy burden to
the area on which it is produced. If suiFered

to stand long enough to mature its seed, the
stalk fiber becomes hardy, harsh, and unpala-
table to stock ; therefore it must be cut before
it arrives at its seed-ripening condition, as is

the case with most other grasses for dry forage
purposes. No grass which we have ever
grown has yielded so heavy swath as this, nor
one from which so much cattle food to the
acre can be grown, aside from Lucerne or
Trefoil, wliich our American climates will not
consecutively, year after year, produce. No
grass, not even red clover, springs up so
rapidly after cutting as this. We have known
it in showery weather start fully three inches
within a week after cutting, and so continue
for repeated cuttings throughout the season,
retaining its verdure into the latest frosts, and
then affording a pasturage sweet and nutri-

tious, inviting to all kinds of farm stock in-

clined to grazing.

Second: As hay, its quality is good, w7ie7i

cut in its early flower, but inferior when gone
to seed, attaining then a woodv fiber, as
before remarked, yet, when cut and steamed,
equal in nutritious quality to other late-cut

grasses. The steaming or cooking process
reduces its fibrous stalk to a comparative pulp,
rendering It palatable to the taste of animals,
and congenial to the action of the stomach for

nutritious uses. As hay, it cures readily ; its

long growth renders it easy to rake and
handle ; it stores compactly In either stack or
mow ; cuts easily with the hay-knife in the
mow when fed dry in winter, and is every
way as convenient a long fodder as any other.

Such are its qualities for hay.
Third: As soiling stock through the sum-

mer months is now coming rapidly into prac-
tice, we can do no better service to the far-

mer—more paitlcularly to the dairymen

—

than to recommend the Orchard grass for that

purpose ; and for the following reasons : It Is

early. It grows continuously throughout the
summer and fall seasons. It Is permanent in

Its occupation of the soil, having a strong
fibrous root ; maintains Its hold in clumps, or
tussocks, against any and all other grasses,

even the blue grass—which crowds out almost
every other—making no inroads on its pos-
session when once fairly rooted. We have a
field of it, on a strong clayey loam, which lias

stood for more than 30 years. It has been
cut for soiling ; It has been cut for liay ; it has
been pastured ; it was first sown with red
clover and timothy, which it long ago run out,

and, although tlie white clover and blue grass
venture their presence to a limited extent
among it, the orchard grass retains its supre-
macy, and. breast-high at maturity, lords it

over Its diminutive trespassei-s in a bounteous
crop, while its humbler attendants, good in
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their place, modestly fill up a great, nutritious

undergrowth at the bottom.
It has been objected to the orchard grass

that it grows too much in stools, or tussocks.

If it has a fault, that is one of them ; but full

seeding will measurably remedy that. It does
not stool or spread so universally as the blue

grass, or perhaps some others, but it forms a
strong, compact root, and tliat root it holds

firmly, endiu'ingly, and, if given a moderate
amount of fertilizing matter, its roots fill the

surface, and there they stay, yielding to

nothing but the utmost abuse by treading out
in spring by heavy cattle—which should never
be allowed on any grasses—or the plough
itself.

The seed of the orchard grass, from its

absence of general cultivation, is not found in

abundant quantity at the seed-stores of our
towns and cities, and the price may be dear
compared with timothy, and the clovers

;
yet

not so dear as to prevent the farmer from ob-
taining it in sufficient quantity for trial, and
from a small area of ground, to supply his

own wants in seed hereafter. It yields boun-
tifully, and when ripe, which is easily known
by its assuming a yellowish color, it may be
cut and bound in sheaves like oats, or mowed,
cured, and threshed out, like timothy. The
entire process of its cultivation is as simple as

any of our ordinary farm grasses.

ARNAUTKA TArHEAT.

A correspondent of the Maine Fapner, who
has grown this variety two years from seed
obtained from the Agricultural Department at

Washington says :—Last season, 1870, 1 raised

about a dozen bushels. It is quite a pretty

growing variety, short, stiif, bearded and the

heads are short, plump and well filled. The
heads are of a square shape, and often of a
bluish black color, especially before ripening.

It was not injured by the midge, and in pro-
ductiveness compared well with the leading

varieties cultivated. The straw is tough, and
the heads tougher. There is no danger of any
wasting and falling out in the field, for it is no
easy matter to thi-esh it, even with a macliine.

Quite a per centage of the yield last year
was lost or left in the straw. The threshers

said it was impossible to get it all out of the

straw. A few weeks since this wheat was sent

to the mill to be manufactured into flour, but
it was only after considerable urging that the

miller would consent to grind it. He said that

he had refused to grind several "grists" of it,

and had sent it away as the kernels were so

hard and flinty it was almost impossible to

flour it. However, he put it through, and the

result was a A'cry fair article of flour, with a

large amount of "middlmgs" and bran. The
flour is sweet and eatable, but the per centage

of flour was hardly equal that from our best

varieties of wheat. So much I can say from
experience. I shall not sow it again. Per-

haps others may have had a different experi-

ence.

TOPICS FOR FARMERS' CLUBS.

The following list of subjects for the winter

meetings of the Waltham Farmers' Club for

1871-2, have been announced, together with time,

place, and disputants for each meeting. This gives

time for thought and preparation on the part of

those appointed to engage in the exercises. The

programme may be of interest to the members of

farmers' clubs in other localities.

The results of farming in 1871, and what has
been learned that will be beneficial in the future.

Has the importation of the foreign breeds of
cattle, horses and other stock been a benefit to the

communitj' ?

Trades and trade unions ; their influence on the
business of the conmiunity. Would a combination
of the farming interests be a benefit to their general

prosperity ?

Woodland and forest trees ; their advantages or

disadvantages to the farm and community.
What are the causes that have led to tlie de-

crease of the farming population of New England,
and to the deterioration of its soil ?

Farms and farmers; what are the indications

of good farming ?

Swine and poultry; the best breeds of each, and
the best method of keeping and feeding, and the

profit or loss.

The roads of Waltham ; the best and most eco-

nomical method of making and repairing them
throughout the town.

Fruits and vegetables ; the proper time to gather

and the best way of preserving them.
Milch cows; the feeding and management in

regard to health and the production of milk.
The raising, feeding and trainmg of horses for

speed, road and fann work.
Farming of Waltham ; is it profitable ? if not,

how can it be made so ?

Making Soap.—A great deal of grease

may be saved for soap that would not be nice

mixed with soap. Put all your grease in a

large kettle, (scraps, marrow-bones and any-

thing else from which grease may be extracted)

cover it with lye, and let it boil an hour or

two, then put a quart, more or less, of course

salt, which will separate the grease from the

rest and rise to the top ; let it boil half an

hour, then fill it up with cold water, and let it

stand till cold. Take all the grease otF the

top, throwing away the bottom, which will

contain a great deal of sediment. Then put

the grease and lye together, and boil, and
you will not fail of having good soap, if the

lye is good. A trough is much better than a

barrel to keep it in, as the hoops are liable to

burst.

—

Farmei-'s Wife, in Maine Farmer.

—The Gardener's Monthly says liquid manure

made from rotten wood is a capital fertilizer for

violets. Once, he thought, as shady places were

the natural places where violets grew, that rotten

wood would be a good thing in the soil, and so

made the experiment.
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ABCHXBAIiD'S IMPROVED SPOKE
WHEEL.

The accompanying engraving illustrates a

new Spoke Wheel, invented and manufactured

b_v Mr. E. A. Arciiihald, of Methuen, Mass.,

and shows pretty fully the princi])les of its

construction. The spokes have their ends,

which enter between the flanges of the hub,

made in the form of truncated wedges, and

each of them has formed in it a semicircular

cutting, which, when the spokes are placed

together in the wheel, as shown, form a bolt

hole to receive one of the bolts which pass

through the flanged plates of the hub. They

thus act as an arch of solid wood, so firmly

clamped together as to give great strength at the

part of the wheel receiving the greatest lateral

strain ; and the wood being left uncut at the

perimeter of the flanges, has a larger sec-

tional area tlian is found in many other forms

of spoked wheels.

n team wheels the axle boxes should be

true with, and so firmly secured to the hub

as to obviate all danger of displacement.

The spokes should be so firm in the hub that

neither wear, weight, nor drought will cause

them to work toward the centre and loosen

the tire, and so held by the hub that the ab-

sorption of moisture shall not dish or cramp

them. The spokes shovdd be made to fit the

felloes in the most perfect manner, without

checking or splitting. If properly made and

of well seasoned stock, the wheel becomes one

homogeneous whole, all strains being dis-

tributed to all parts of the wheel, rather than

concentrated upon single parts, as is the case

when everything is not held firmly in its place.

This wheel has been used in the most trying

climates, and under the most trying circum-

stances, and has shown itself capable of great

endurance. For further information in rela-

tion to this invention, see advertisement in

another column.

EXTBACTS AIXTD KEPLIES.

SWELLING UNDER A COW's TONGUE.

Mr. Editor :—I am a reader of the New Eng-
land Farmer, a paper from wliich I have received
much valuable information. And now, I wish to

consult you concerning a sick cow, of which I am
the 0A\'nev.

Early in December last, as the cow came to the
bam one niglit, I observed a swelling under her
tongue. It was so large at first, that the base of
the tongue was pushed up so as to render the
breathing of the animal quite ditHcult. Soon,
ho«'ever, the swelling subsided in part ; but it re-

turned to its former size, and has continued ever
since to vary in its dmiensions from time to time.
The animal's appetite has lieen good until the last

week. But she now scours badty, has lost her ap-
petite and is exceedingly weak.
The cow will, probably, be dead before this

reaches you ; but I wish you, or some of your con-
tril)utors, to explain the natnre and cause of the
disease, and prescribe the treatment proper for

such affections. s. m.
l\'orth Charlestown, N. H., 1S71.

Remarks.—The swelling described by our friend

"S. M." was, doubtless, an enlargement of the sui-

lingual gland, a small body situated under the

tongue, and which like its associates, the parotid

and suh-7naxilary glands, secretes saliva for the

purpose of aiding in the process of digestion.

Such enlargements of the sub-lingual gland may
be caused ])y inflammation, cither acute or chronic

;

by the presence of worms ; or by the development

of a nuilignant disease, like scirrhus or cancer. In

the case under consideration, wc judge the enlarge-

ment to :avc been caused by acute inflammation;

or else by the presence of worms. If inflamma-

tion was the cause, it was probably produced by

the obstruction of the duct or pipe of the gland

which discharges tlie saliva into the mouth
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which is called the excretory duct. This obstruc-

tion might have been caused by something talcen

Into the mouth with the food ; by a bony or chalky

concretion produced liy an excess of alkaline or of

saline matter in the blood ; or, by the presence of

worms.

But we have said the swelling might have been

caused wholly by u'or?ns—indeed, we think such

was the case. We believe that the sub-lingual

gland was a nest of small, thread-like worms, called

filiaria ; and that other portions of the body, par-

ticularly the wind-pipe and bronchial tubes, wei-e

infested l)y the same little creatures. And here we
take the liberty to digress so far as to remark that

on further investigation and reflection, we are com-
pelled to entertain the opinion that the steer whose
case was described in the weekly Fakmek of March
18, 1871, was killed by the same little parasites

—

the filiana hroncJdalis.

The weakness of the cow, whose case we are

considering, was produced by the diarrhoea and
loss of appetite, and these were produced by in-

flammation of the mucous coat of the alimentar,'

canal, and if our theory respecting worms be cor-

rect, that was produced by the worms.

The treatment proper in such cases must, of

course, depend mainly on what we may know con-

cerning the cause of the aftection ; and also, on the

particular features of each individual case. If ob-

structions exist in the gland or in its excretory

duct, they should be removed, whatever they may
be. If there be inflammation of the gland and

surrounding parts, that should be reduced if possi-

ble, b}' proper applications. I'incture ofiodine is the

best thing for such a purpose. If worms are knowni

to exist, or if there is reason to suspect their exis-

tence, a strong solution of carholic acid should be

applied freely to the part or parts atfected, so far as

they can be reached ; and a weaker solution of the

same article should be administered internally, and

repeated at intervals of three or four hours. A
proper dose of this medicine would be, as we sup-

pose, an ounce or two of a solution as strong as a

man can hold in his mouth, and this should be still

further diluted with an equal quantity of water.

If we had a cow affected with filiaria bronchialis

we should not expect to cure her ; but we should

have more confidence in carbolic acid than in any
other article with which we are acquainted, and

should use it. j. h. s.

CORN FOR GREEN FODDER.

I have a piece of ground of two-thirds of an acre
that I wish to sow to fodder corn. Please to tell

me how much corn I shall want to *an acre, what
kind is the best, and whether broadcast or in drills.

I want it for a green bite in summer, when things
are dried in the pasture. A Young Farmer.
Beering, Me., 1S71.

Remarks.—Large quantities of "fodder com"
are raised annually by the milk producers in the

country within twenty miles of Boston. About
four bushels to the acre is sowed, and it is usually

sowTi hi drills. The land is furrowed in rather

wide and shallow drills, and if not liberally ma-

nured and ploughed under, some fertilizer is sown

in the drill, such as ashes, home-made guano, or

any of the special fertilizers that can be relied

upon. Old compost manure is an excellent stimu-

lant, and would be quite likely to cany out the

crop well.

If the corn is sown broadcast it cannot be culti-

vated, so that there may be a crop of weeds as well

as corn, if the weeds get an early start before the

corn occupies all the ground. If in drills, the

horse and cultivator may keep the crop clean, with

a very little hand labor added.

The fodder of sweet corn is much preferred by
most farmers. It is more nutritious than the com-

mon corn, does not grow so rank and consequently

there is less waste in it. It is bad policj' to sow it

very thick. In such case it excludes the air and

sun, gi'ows up of a pale, yellow color, and the

cattle do not eat it with that eagerness that they

do com which has plenty of room and sunlight.

"When in drills the grains should not be strewed

along in a straight line, but scattered over a space

some eight or ten inches wide. The crop may be

harvested much more easily from drills than from

broadcast sowing.

PLANTS FROM SEEDS.

Will you or S. O. J. inform us if the Begonia
Rex, and Richardia maculata ai'e propagated from
seed; if so, how long before they will come to ma-
turity ? The seeds are recommended in the cata-

logues but we cannot always trust them. Is the
Clianthus a desirable house plant ?

Keene, N. H., Apnl, 1871. Annie Durkee.

Remarks.—The above named plants are gro^vn

from seeds, but I have never attempted their cul-

ture. Probably they would not come to maturity

for two or tlu'ce years, at least. Such green-house

plants require very careful treatment to vegetate

from seed; and Miss Durkee would have much
more satisfaction in the plants if she procured

them from the florists. The expense would be

about the same, and she Avould be certain of ob-

taining what she desired. At the Innisfallen

Green-houses, Pittsfield, Mass., she can obtain a

Begonia Rex for from twenty-five to fifty cents

;

and a Richardia maculata for fifty cents. The

latter requires to be kept dry in the winter, and is

started in the spring like a dahlia.

I have never seen a Clianthus. The seeds that I

planted last season refused to germinate. The

"cuts" of it are very attractive, and it is highly

praised. In California it grows in gi-eat perfection,

and is called the Glory Pea. s. o. J.

URINE AS A FERTILIZER.

There is a urinal here in quantity about one
barrel per week ; it is contemplated to apply it to a

farm about one mile distant, and the question is.

How can it be best applied ? The farm is adai)tcd

to corn, potatoes and grass. Is there any cheap
substance known to chemists by the use uf which
the portion of urine nourishing to crops can be
separated and utilized, thus saving the expense of

transporting the waste portion ? If you would
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give me a little light on this subject I shall be very
thaiikl'ul. Edwakd Williams.
A'ewton, N. H., April, 1871.

Remarks.—There is no process familiar to us

whereby the most valuable portions of the urine

coukl lie separated economically from its less val-

uable parts. The cost of any chemical manipula-

tions to separate it, it seems to us would be much
larger than the transportation ©f the whole to the

field where it is to be used.

Our suggestion would be to have an ample Ix'd

of good, dry muck always on hand at the farm,

mingle the urine with it from time to time, and
throw it into a compact heap, under cover, or into

barrels, until wanted for use. In this way all the

value of the urine would be secured, together with

the additional value of the muck, which would not

be inconsiderable, even if used on clayej' loam
soils ; but on some of the plains in j'our region it

would be of very great benefit.

LOADING A WAGON.
You must permit me to differ somewhat with

both Mr. Sanderson, and the article in the Far-
mer of March 11. Mr. Sanderson carries ti.e idea
that the nearer he can get his load to his team the
easier it can be moved. This is true in the case of
a drag, for there he will get a lift on the load. But
let him take a wagon body twelve or fourteen feet

long, with the wheels at equal distances from each
end of the body, say not more than eighteen to
twenty-two inches, and load this wagon equally
from end to end, say about eighteen to twenty
hundred pounds ; then a man can lift either wheel,
if on level ground. But take this same load and
put it on a short body, say about eight feet, as
commonly used, and try your strength on the
wheels. I doubt whether j'ou can raise one of
them, unless you are a very strong man. The
same weight is on the wagon body in both cases,
but in the first case you have a longer lever pur-
chase. Now if j'ou can lift a wheel easier on a
long cart b<:>dy when at rest, must it not rise a
small obstacle easier when in motion ? You may
raise one ubjertion,tliat is, wlienever j^ou are rising
a hill and the cattle are lieginning to descend, then
there is a sharp nip. This I will admit. I have
drawn long timber on wheels when they were a
good ways apart, when if the timl)er had" been cut
into eigiit feet stuff, the same team could not have
drawn the load. I am in favor of a long body and
the wheels at equal distances from the ends, and
evenly loaded. S. Denham.

tiouth Hanson, April ,T, 1871.

THE RIVER APPLE.

In the March number of the New England
Farmer, page 113, the River apple is highly praised.
AVhere is it to be obtained ? None of our nursery-
men around here know anything about it.

Please let me know where I can get a ti-ee of it,

or at least some scions, and oblige
Charlestown, N. JL, 1871. W. W. Green.

Remarks.—The above note was mislaid or it

would have been answered before.

The Hirer apple originated in Massachusetts, and
though not abundant, is not uncommon here. Mr.
Downing's account of it says : Tree of slow gi-owth,

but productive. Fruit medium to large, ol)long,

slightly conic, ribbed. Skin yellow, striped and
shatled with dark red, with a slight bloom. Stalk

medium, deeply planted. Calyx small, closed, set

in a basin of modei-ate depth. Flesh coarse, juicy,

tender, pleasant, sub acid. August and September.

In our experience, the tree gi'ows as rapidlj' as do
most trees. We have no doubt but Mr. J. W.
Manning, of Reading, Mass., will furnish trees of

this variety. We will send to your address a few

scions.

SEEDING DOWN WITH CORN FODDER.

If the fodder question is in order, we would add
a word to Mr. Cheever's argument. We believe in

corn fodder. We raise no green or rii>cned corn.
Grass, or a substitute, is the most valuable crop
we can raise.

We have sowed com broadcast upon land hoed
the year previous, and grass seed with the com.
The com was laige enough and the crop of hay the
next year as good as it would have been if grain
instead of coi'n had been sowed,—so it seemed; at

any rate, there was a good catch of grass. We have
spread manure upon witch grass sod, where it was
smooth, turned it under and before the harrow was
put upon the soil dropped corn between the fur-
rows, omitting half the spaces, making the rows as
wide as two furrows, and using about three bushels
of seed to the acre, then harrowed the ground
smoothly, with no other cultivation, and had
enough, with a good crop of witch grass, the next
year, without cost of seed or hoeing. We have
some corn fodder now, April 8, that was dried last

fall. We think one-third corn fodder and two-
thirds ha.y as good as all hay and no corn fodder.
Don't ask us how we cure it for winter, for we

don't know the Ijest way ; at any rate, we are not
quite satisfied with any method we have tried. It

is very difficult spoiling it after it has been cut at
the last stage of its growth to make fodder, if kept
from falling down.
We raise corn fodder to secure a crop of hay the

next year, and that with the least labor possible.

We have failed to get a catch of grass among corn,

on dry land, in dry seasons; but we think grass is

as sure amonsr corn as it is among grain. f.

Mast Yard, N. H., 1871.

relieving choked cattle.

Some three weeks ago there appeared in the Far-
mer an inquiry for some safer and nun-e certain

method of relieving choked animals, than the usual
way of trying to crowd the obstruction down hito

the stomach, or smash it in the throat; and as I

have seen no answer to the inquiry, I will venture
to give you my remedy.
As soon as the animal is discovered to be choked,

hold its mouth firmly open and drop low down
upon the roots of the tongue a small handful of
fine diy gunpowder, and let the creature loose.

This causes the animal to cough violenth', when
the obstruction will immediately be removed. I

have long been fomiliar with this manner of ti-eat-

ment, and have seldom, if ever, known it to fail of
giving immediate relief if administered in season,

before the throat is too badly swollen, h. b. s.

Vermont, April 3, 1871.

ALSIKE clover SEED.

I have been reading a book that speaks very
highly of alsike clover. I should like to sow a lit-

tle this spring just to try it, but I don't know where
I can get it or the cost per pound.

Amos Blanchard.
South Boyahton, Mass., April 3, 1871.

Remarks.—The agricultural seed dealers in

Boston have the seed for sale at seventy-five cents
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a pound. A little for trial may be sent by mail at

eight cents per pound, for postage.

EXPERIMENTS WITH FERTILIZERS ON TOBACCO.

I tried an experiment last season with seven

different fertilizers on tobacco, and the result was
that sea fowl guano yielded the largest quantity

and the best quality leaf. The land was all ma-
nured alike, divided into seven portions and the

fertilizers used in the hills, the same quantity in

each plot. R- A. Belden.
Northfield, Mass., April 12, 1871.

AGRICULTUBAL ITEMS,

—In California, poplars grow from ten to fifteen

feet in a single year.

—^Essex County, Mass., raised 25,000 barrels of

onions valued at f100,000, last season.

—Rutland County, Vt., possesses 17 cheese fac-

tories, averaging 350 cows each.

—Grasshoppers have made their appearance in

Maine.

—Mr. S. A. Hamilton, of Garland, Me., has a

pair of three-year old Hereford and Durham steers,

well matched, and weighing 3800 pounds.

—Wisconsin has 100 cheese factories within its

limits, the most of which are situated in the Green

Lake country, near Ripon.

—The Michigan Agricultural College has 146

students, of whom eighty are freshmen. Of the

new students, seventy-five per cent, are farmers'

sons.

—R. W. Haines, M. D., recommends, in the

Rural New Yorker, for calves and pigs scouring, a

teaspoonful of calcined magnesia in sweet milk

thickened with com meal. For a calf heap the

spoon, for a young pig less.

—Several extensive hog growers of Henry Co.,

111., say that feeding steamed food is a perfect pre-

ventive of the hog cholera, and that no one there

this season, who fed steamed feed, has lost a hog

by the cholera.

—The Iowa Agricultural College entered on its

third year March 8. The Homestead says the

Freshman class numbers about 75, the Sophomore

40 and the Junior 32, a total of 147, of whom 30

are ladies.

—The marsh of 150 acres in Lenox, Mass., which

Albert Belden is draining, was once a lake, and,

doubtless, a favorite haunt of the Indians, as Mr.

Belden has already discovered three of their canoes

—one two feet below the surface of the bed of the

main channel, and in a perfect state of preservation.

—E. Wilson wi-ites the Rural Nexo Yorker that

for twenty years he has removed films from cattle

and horse's eyes without failure. Apply clean lard,

warm or cold, which ever way it can be got into

the eye best. Its application will cause no pain,

and should be applied until the film is removed.

—The average weekly pricS of eggs in Chicago

for the past five years is stated at twenty-two cents

a" dozen, by the Prairie Farmer; as greater num-
bers are received during the time of low prices, the

average price for all received is put at seventeen

cents.

—The dairy business in Medina County, O., says

a correspondent of the Ohio Farmer, is playing the

mischief in that county, by lessening the nimiber

of farms, and consequently diminishing the num-

ber of farmers. The big fish are eating up the

little ones.

—Everything that is liable to generate gas and

foul odors should be removed from the cellar on

the approach of warm weather, and the room well

ventilated. Strewing lime over the floor and white-

washing the walls, is a good means of disinfecting.

A little care at this time may save many doctor

bills.

—Mr. Meehan, in the Weekly Press, says that

botanists have no lietter reason for saying that In-

dian com is indigenous to this country than that it

was found here when the country was discovered

by the white man. Assuming that America was

known to the Chinese long before, he thinks that

it is to them that we are indebted for our com, as

it has certainly been known in China for a thou-

sand years.

— The Farmers' Home Journal speaks of a field

of thirty acres of wheat which suddenly changed

from a fine vigorous appearance to a sickly yellow.

Some attributed it to the fly, but no signs of its

presence could be found. On pulling up a stalk

its tap root was found to be full of little worms,

about as thick as a sewing needle. An examina-

tion of other stalks disclosed the presence of the

same worms, and it M^as concluded, veiy naturally,

that the sudden and unfavorable change in the ap-

pearance of the wheat was due to these worms.

—The Oshkosh, Wis., Times reports that a hop

grower near that city a year or more since, sent

eight bales of hops to a commission firm in Phila-

delphia. A few days since he received a statement

showing they had been sold at prices ranging ft-om

one to six cents per pound, the total receipts being

P5.05. The charges were .f23.69 for freight and

drayage ;
^8.00 for commission ; .f7.20 storage and

insurance, making a total of p8.89, leaving a bal-

ance against grower of .f13.84, to which is to be

added ^10.00 paid for the packing.

—A correspondent of the Germantown Telegraph

says, the natural soil of a large portion of the

American gardens could be improved and made to

yield heavier crops by an admission of sand. In

many sections M'here clayey soils prevail, gardens

thus treated would be rendered more friable and

could be worked much earlier in spring. Also

that many garden-soils which are naturally light,

sandy, or gravelly, frequently do not possess suffi-

cient strength to retain for any length of time the

manure applied to them ; hence, an application of

heavy loam will be found beneficial in more than

one point of view.
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ASHES, LEACHED AND UJSTLEACHED.

Inquiries are fre([ueiitly made, re<jar(ling

the comparative value of leached and unleached
ashes ; and in order to answer them, let us

consider the nature, or chemical constituents

of tile two heaps as we find them at the soap-
boiler's. In one bin are the dry, fresh wood
ashes ; in another, the wet, lixiviated mass, as

thrown from the leach tubs. If the former
are like the ashes produced in our own dwell-
ing, by burning in the open fire-place, oak,
j)ine, hickory, birch and maple woods, a bushel
will weigh about fifty pounds, six and three-
fourth pounds of which are soluble in warm
water. Of the soluble constituents, there are

a little more than four and one-half pounds of
j)otash and soda, the remainder beinof the sul-

phuric, muriatic and carbonic acids with which
the alkalies are combined. Forty- three pounds
are insoluble in water, and consist of

Carbonate of lime 32 pounds
Phosphate " 3 "
Carbonate of magnesia 4 "
Silifate of lime 3 "
Oxides of iron and manganese • 1 "

It is the work of the soap-boiler to remove
from ashes what is soluble in water, which is

accomplished in the leach tub ; and this is all

the change they undergo in this establishment.

The ashes go in dry, holding the soluble and
insoluble substances ; they come out wet, de-
prived of six and three-fourths pounds of pot-
ash and soda. It should be stated, however,
that about one pound of quick lime is added
to each bushel of ashes in the leach, to render
the lye caustic. This adds one pound more of
lime to the insoluble residuum, or the leached
ashes, making it weigh, if it was free from
water, forty-four pounds. In leaching, the
ashes do not change much in bulk, but they
are largely increased in weight from the con-
tained water.

Now, what is the commercial value of the
ashes before and after they pass through the
soap maker's hands ? In the dry state the

Four and one-half pounds of potash and soda
are worth six cc'uts a pound 27

Other soluble constituents 3
Thirty-two pounds carbonate of lime 3
Three pouuds phosphate of lime 6
Three pounds silicate

Iron and maganese

39

This estimate which is a fair one, gives a
value ])cr bushel of thirty-nine cents ; that is,

the substances found in a bushel of good
sound wood ashes are worth in the market that
sum at the present time. By leaching the
ashes, thirty cents of the commercial value is

removed and converted into soap ; this leaves
nine cents as the value of the constituents of
a, bushel of leached ashes. The silicate of
lime, and the metals, practically have no mar-
ket value, and are not considered.
What is the agricultural value of the two

forms of fertilizers ? The ashes holding all

their normal constituents are worth more ap-
])lied to soils than for other uses when sepa-

rated, dollars and cents being considered. A
bushel judiciously employed, will return in

most seasons sixty or seventy cents' Avorth of

products the first year. The potash and soda
combined as they are in ashes, in the form of

carbonates, sulphates and silicates, are in pre-

cisely the right condition to be readily assim-

ilated, and also to aid in rendering assimilable,

many important constituents of the soil.

The leached ashes also are worth more to

the farmer than nine cents a bushel. Rela-
tively they are worth more for soil employ-
ment than the unleached, regard being had to

the commercial value of the substance when
separated. A good honest bushel of moist,

leached ashes, will give returns the first year
of the value of fifteen or twenty cents ; and
owing to the peculiar decomposing influence

upon the insoluble constituents of the soil, of

the silicates, &c., remaining in the mass, their

influence extends outside of themselves and
continues for a long time. A pound of phos-
phate of lime found in ashes is worth more
than a pound of bone dust, as it is in a condi-

tion to be readily taken up by plants. The
carbonate of lime is worth more than chalk of
the same agent in other forms, inasmuch as it

has once passed through plant structures.

The estimates here presented are only rough
ones, but they are sutHciently exact to serve

as a guide in learning the value of leached and
unleached wood ashes. We have experi-

mented considerably Avith ashes in both forms,

upon soils of various kinds, and what we have
here stated is the result of our OAvn practical

experience.

—

Boston Journal of Chemistry.

SPBING CAKE OF COWS.
Dairymen during the past few years have

very generally adopted the plan of having
cows come in early in the spring, and there
is wisdom in so doing, for a greater product
of milk is obtained and the health of the cow
better preserved. Farmers have learned that

by this means, milk fever may be avoided, and
that garget, caked udder, &c., which very ma-
terially detract from the prospective profits on
the dairy, may more generally be averted.

They understand that when a cow comes in

during the cool weather of sjn-ing, while kept
upon dry feed, there is but little danger from
diseases, and that when this event takes place

after the animal has been turned to grass, and
the weather has become hot, the case becomes
hazardous.

Cows that come in at this season of the

year, need special care, however, or they will

not yield through the season the expected
profit. Food amounting in nutritive qualities

to an equivalent of the milk secreted, must be
given, or there wil^be a draft upon the sys-

tem, reducing flesh and strength, and so check-

ing the general vigor and animation of the
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constitution that full recovery will not be made
during the entire season.

Corn meal and corn in the ear is fed a great

deal by dairymen in the spring, and it is one
of the best grain feeds that can be given to

make flesh and fat, but one of the poorest as

a direct milk producer. Of course, a cow in

good condition will secrete more milk than a

poor one, and so far as this goes, corn is a

good feed. Wheat bran, mill stuff or mid-
dlings, cotton seed cake meal and oat meal
are all good milk producers, but a cow fed

upon these will not increase in flesh as rapidly

as if fed upon corn. Wheat bran, which is

one of the very best feeds for milk producing,

will not fatten a steer. Oat or corn meal
mixed, or corn meal with bran and middlings

fed together are profitable, one to keep up the

strength of the system, and the other to pro-

duce milk.

Farmers who have roots to feed at this time,

are wise and fortunate ; roots are good regu-

lators, and put the animal in the right condi-

tion, while upon hay, to change to pasture

feed. We regret that farmers do not more
generally appreciate the value of roots for

stock feed, and give their cultivation more
attention.

—

Ohio Farmer.

BEES nsr APBHi.

Owing to the very small harvest of honey
last season in our State, it is but reasonable

to expect that a great number of stocks must
die of starvation this spring, unless properly

cared for in due season. The fact that a cer-

tain colony has wintered safely for several

winters is no guarantee that it will live through
this one, for old stocks are full as likely to

be found wanting this spring as any, so we
shall be obliged to examine all and feed such

as are needy, if we would save them. We
can ascertain pretty certainly which need help

by carefully turning the hive bottom up, some
pleasant morning, and let the sun shine in

between the combs. We can easily see any
combs containing sealed honey, and can judge
whether there is enough to last until flowers.

Inexperienced or nervous persons would do
well to blow a few whiffs of tobacco smoke
into the hive before inverting it if they would
avoid stings.

I would not recommend feeding honey or

any other liquid food at this season, unless

the object is to promote extensive breeding.

It is quite certain to excite a disposition for

robbing, and this is not all, it must be fol-

lowed up regularly or the increasing brood
making a larger consumption of food they are

full as likely to starve as when let alone.

My favorite feed is a bard candy, which I

make of a cheap article of sugar (muscavado)
which can be bought for about ten cents per
pound. I dissolve this in hot water, and boil

until a little dropped into cold water will go to

the bottom and be hard enough to break readily.

I then turn it into tin pans about one-fourth
of an inch deep over the bottom, and set them
into cold water that they may cool quickly,

and avoid graining like sugar again. When
cool I break it into pieces of a convenient size

to feed at once, and put it away to use as

wanted. To feed with this, turn common
hives bottom up and drop it in between the
combs on to the bees. The bottom board
may be secured with a stone upon it that it

may not be blown off, and the hive remain
thus inverted as long as it needs feeding. In
movable comb hives it may be laid on the
frames above the bees. This feed does not
stimulate breeding, is easily given them, and
is not expensive.

Rye or wheat meal should be given to bees
on all pleasant days. Put it in shallow dishes
near the hives in some place out of the wind,
but where the sun can shine on it, and they
will eagerly appropriate it. A few pounds
given to each hive is worth many times its

cost.

—

G. W. P. Qerrard, in Maine Farmer.

For the New England Farniir,

HAY AND STRAW.—No. 2.

Shall more prominence be given to the pro-
duction of these articles?

The increased demand for hay and straw
with us, and the decreased production, to-

gether with the expense of bringing them
from long distances to our markets, have car-

ried the price up to a high figure compared
with the prices obtained for other farm pro-
ducts.

The reason for the increased demand is

owing to the number of horses kept in our
cities and villages, and to the various uses to

which straw is adapted in manufactures, &c.,
that in the past were comparatively unknown.
Many owners of horses will not allow them
to be bedded with any other than the nicest

flail-threshed rye straw, free of dust. It is

also changed as soon as soiled. In this man-
ner large quantities are used up. Our street

cars and omnibuses work up a large amount
during the winter season. The demand is

legitimate and at better compensating prices

than other farm products command.
The first cjuestion that every farmer will

propound to himself when he considers the

propriety of giving more attention to these

crops is, how can it be done, and the produc-
tive capacity of the farm be maintained. I
am aware of the seemwj^r difliculty there is in the
way, and that to many it appears insurmount-
able. Let us examine the matter and see if

there is any serious obstacle after all.

We will make the case an extreme one, so

far as keeping up the fertility of the farm is

involved. Carry no more stock through the
winter than is required to do the neeessary

work of the farm—jierhaps retaining a cow
to furnish milk for family use. This will

liberate capital that can be appropriated to
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other purposes—possibly in many cases to

paying debts and stopping interest money, a

great source of aniioyant'e to many. Tlit- la-

bor in the house will be greatly diminished

and consequent decrease of expenses there

—

if not a decreased expense, surely increased

comfort to the overworked family ; relief

from anxiety ever attendant upon the care of

stock, especially of late years, when so many
diseases prevail that call for the utmost vigilance

of our law-power to arrest them, and in many
instances in Europe baflling even that. Sta-

ble and all animal manures are considered to

be of universal value. Every description of

soil is benefited and made more productive

by their a[)})lication. As we propose to cur-

tail the source of this supply we must look

for as neai* a substitute for it as we can find.

So far as m}' limited experience goes, it is

confirmatory of Dana^s theory, as given in his

Muck Manual, that three cords of good muck
composted with a cask of lime slacked with

the brine reipn'red to dissolve one bushel of

salt, comes as near giving us the constituents

and value of good stable manure as can be

obtained from any other combinations of

equal expense now .known, and at less cost

than stable manure, providing the muck is

not too remote from where it is required to

be used. As muck abounds in almost every

locality, we have in it the basis for keeping up
the fertility of the farm.

An experiment I tried with muck composted
with oyster shell lime and ashes was highly

satisfactory. It was spread on a meadow in

alternate strips of two rods in width with fine

stable manure of good quality, 'the first

season after the ap})lication there was no per-

ceptible diiference between them, but suc-

ceeding seasons indicated a decided gain from
the muck over the manure. I incline to the

opinion that ordinary turf or sward, composted

according to Dana's rule for composting

muck, will be foiuid a profitable top dressing

for grass lands. I should fear to use muck
without lime or conq)ostirig it with stable ma-
nures. I have known so many instances of

sorrel disjjlacing grass that it is not prudent

to use nuick without some agent to counteract

its acidity. An acquaintance having occasion

to ditch through a muck deposit spread the

muck taken out over several acres of meadow
adjoining. The first season or two he had an

immense crop of hay. After that sorrel took

possession, and notwithstanding manure was
ap[)lied lavishly it failed to drive out the sorrel

or bring back the expelled herdsgrass. I

think that in this case the muck acted at first

as a mulch and subseciucntly its acidity was

too nuich for the grass crop and a perfect

jubilee for the sorrel.

Another method of keeping up the fertility

of meadows is foimd in turning over the sod

and reseeding. INIany soils will require this

to be done as often as once in four to six

years, by reason of their becoming sward-

bound and consequently falling off in produc-
tion. Plough and reseed, and we secure a
large amount of feed for grass. Very few
are aware of the large amount of vegetable
matter made available for crops from this

source.

Ploughing in green crops, such as rye, buck-
wheat, and clover is another practicable and
profitable method of not only keeping up the

productive capacity of soils, but of increasing

their fertility.

It is needless to enumerate all the various

methods that can be made available as sub-

stitutes for barn-yard and other manures.
Every farmer will be governed in his practice

by using that which to him seems most ex-
pedient under his circumstances.

From the experience of those who have
given it a trial, we conclude that by cutting

grass in blossom, or before, and suffering the

aftermath to remain, not only, a falling off in

production in subsecjuent years will be pre-

vented, but an increased production secured.

From the little I have seen of thispractice I think

the reported results are true. The ripening

of the seed exhausts both the soil and the

plant, whereas if the grass is cut green, the

vigor of the roots is far less impaired, and the

aftermath will soon mulch them from the sun's

rays and alFord a large amount of nourish-

ment for subsequent crops.

If hay is to be sold off from the farm, pas-

ture lands unsuitable for producing it must be
stocked up every summer and the animals dis-

posed of during the autumn. Many will con-
sider this as very troublesome. It undoubtedly
will be so for a short time, but will soon cease

to be the case. Create a demand for any
commodity at stated times, and you usually

find it at hand at the required time. There
are localities in New England where farmers
have long practiced this method of purchasing
stock in the spring. Some of them employ
an agent to go West and buy for them. Sheep
are picked up there at shearing time and
brought here at a cost of from two dollars to

two and a half, that in the fall have been sold

for from five and a half to seven dollars a
head, according to size and condition. None
but good sized healthy cattle and sheep should

be purchased, as the expense of transportation

is in favor of the large animal, and the risk

not as great of their being injured on the cars.

You can lay on two pounds of llesh on some
animals with less trouble than you can one
pound on some others.

I think it is a well established fact that farm-
ers can make beef with profit only by pastur-

age. As soon as he commences feeding with

grain he begins to lose money. No doubt but
some think that their pastures will not make
beef and mutton ; but do they knoio that they

will not ? Their pastui'cs make milk, keep the

oxen, horses, and young cattle, in good thriv-

ing condition, and also the sheep ; then why
will they not make beef and mutton, if the am-
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mals are not turned into too early or the

pastures stocked too hard "} There is a class

of farmers that year after year carry their

stock thi'ough both summer and winter on only

sufficient food to keep them from starving.

With such it is of no use to reason. They are

joined to their idols, and we will let them
alone.

I have refrained from recommendin'r any of

the so called special fertilizers, not because I

have no faith in them, but because of their

not being universally good in all localities.

They have for some time past, and even now
are engaging more attention probably than all

other manures on the part of thinking, prac-

tical agriculturists. They are so persistently

thrust into notice by those who deal in them
that farmers are almost compelled to give them
this attention. If all soils and climates were
essentially alike in all respects, many of them
would be of universal value. This is not so,

and therefore to this cause we are to ascribe

their failure in some localities, while at the

same time they are decidedly successful in

others. So far then as these commodities are

concerned, the part of wisdom is to be gov-
erned by careful experiments made on our own
lands and under careful supervision.

To illustrate the importance of being thus

careful in this particular, I will sUite that my
father's farm and mine were three-fourths of

a mile apart. On his land, ashes were very

valuable, while on mine I could never discover

the least benefit from their application to ani/

crop. The Lodi Poudrette was a good invest-

ment for me, while for him it was compara-
tively worthless.

These suggestions I do not wish to be looked
upon as authoritative, but as hints deserving

careful thought, even if not accepted in prac-

tice. Should time permit, I may make some
suggestions on grass for pasturage and hay,

and also on straw and modes of marketing.

April 17, 1871. K. o.

For the New England Farmer.

THE VAIiUE OF DRAINAGE.
To the Editor of the New England Farmer.
Sir :—It gives me great pleasure to note the

zeal with which you commenced the practice

of thorough draining, orally and editorially

;

and as that process lies at the very root of the

successful cultivation of the soil, I trust that

you may continue its discussion, and that your
efforts will have ample reward in the general

adoption of your excellant advice.

For the last twenty-five years I have—as

you know—had very frequent opportunity of

being present at farmer's meetings, and it has

really surprised me to hear, tune after time,

year after year, and decade after decade, men
of strong good sense, discuss the merits of

deep and shallow ploughing, top-dressing or

ploughing in manure, &c., without having an
associate favorable word to say concerning

what would settle all those questions on a safe

and general principle, viz : Thorough Drain-

age of the soil.

Even if it should startle a majority of your
readers half out of their cow-hides, I make,
and will uphold, the assertion that there is no
description of arable land, however situated,

or whatever constituents it may have, that

cannot be profitahhj improved by draining.

An experience of many years, which included
everything from the most tenacious clay to the

loosest sand,—the latter, however, merely expe-
rimentally,—has fortified my proposition ; and
it fairly amazes me to be told, as I often have
been, by intelligent men on every other subject,

that to drain certain dry patches on their farms
would be to lay them specially open to the dis-

advantages of drought which would not assail

them in their sodden, nndrained condition.

Why, sir, agricultural experience has proved,
any time during the past thirty-five years,

where draining has been conducted in a proper
way, that the very opposite results are conse-

quent. But the retention of moisture is not

the only benefit on such soils when drained,

for drainage permits all manures artifically and
naturally applied, to remain in the soil for the

fructifying of crops planted upon it, instead

of being washed off, or out, of It ; and if

these fertilizing substances should sink down,
drainage renders the soil so porous that the

feelers of grains and roots will go deep into

It, to almost incredible distances, in search

of food and moisture. I once was present

at a test of how deep the roots of wheat
would penetrate, and they were traced, in

directions almost perpendicular, all the way
from three feet to five feet four inches. This
was proved on the farm of the celebrated Mr.
Mechi, of London, and on land that was
drained five feet in depth, and, I think, fifty

feet between the trendies. Tap-rooted plants

will penetrate the soil much farther on the
search for food and moisture.

But I do not wish to take up too much of

your space just now ; however. If you will al-

low me I will endeavor in due season to furnish

you with some practical reminiscences of

Scientific Drainage, and its effects, which, I

hope, will in some degree illustrate the value

of the efforts you have been so laudably mak-
ing in favor of the primary agricultural im-

provement, draining. A Fireside Farmer.

HO"W TO HAVE EABLY TOMATOES.
D. A. Compton of Hawley, Penn., writes

to the American Institute Fai'mers' Club as

follows

:

Do not forget to tell your agricultural

friends that tomatoes on heavy soil may be
obtained fi'om four or five weeks earlier than
usual by setting the plants on the tops of

sharp hills. The hills should be about fifteen

inches high and three feet diameter base.
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Wator tlie plants only when first set, and dnst
\

the plant and -whole hill frequently with

plaster. The tomato, coinin<j from a hot and

dry eountry, will endnro a drouth that would
prove fatal to less hardy ]ilants. What it

j

needs most is heat, and this is secured by
plantiiiix on steep hills on which the sun's rays

strike less obliciuely tiian on Hat surfaces.

Land should not be over-rich for the to-

mato, very fertile soils producin};; too great a

growth of vine. The vines should be pinched

in, and tiie blossoms removed after the first
\

settings have attained the size of marbles ;
\

but in any case the vines should be permitted
j

to fall directly on the ground, that the fruit

may have the full Ijcncfit of the heat of the
j

sun and th.e warmth rcfi-acted from the earth.

B}' savinir the first well-formed ripe tomato
for seed for several successive years, a variety i

may he obtained that for earliness will be far

superior to the original stock.

HTVINQ BEES.

In a former communication, I alluded to

my mode of hiving bees. I will now show
bow it is done. Li the first place, I have a

bench three and a-half feet long and sixteen

inches wide, two and a-half feet high ; also a

box a little larger one way than my hive, and
five inches high. I nail a strip of lath across

the inside, near one side, and even with the

top, edgewise, for the hive to rest upon. My
hives contain about two thousand cubic inches.

My hive is high enough to contain the honey
caps in the chamber. I sometimes put some
pieces of comb in the top of the under part

;

this entices them to stay and commence work
;

but the passages to the honey caps must be

covered up by turning the caps over. A part

of my hives have frames, and in these I put

comb. So, having all ready, I put the hives

in the shade, and wait for the bees to issue.

As soon as they cummence coming out I

tak(! a few sprigs of lemon balm (bee balm

—

the small flowered, not the balm with long,

red tlowers,) and rub the hive inside, and as

soon as they alight I set my bench in the

shade, as near them as convenient, and put

my bfix on one end and the hive on the other.

Then I take the box on one arm and hold it

under the bees, and with the other hand shake

them mto it, then set them on tha bench and
place the hive over them, a little corner-wise,

to give them air, and they will generally go
up readily.

But if some linger, take a stick as big as a

pipe-stem and stir them up carefully, and they

will soon go up, and then can be set on the

bottom board. But the hive must not be set

down tight ; it must be set on blocks half an

inch thick, and, if it is hot weather, one inch

high. Som<'tim(!S, in hot weather, they will

come out and alight, or go to the woods.

"Well," says one, "they didn't liki^ the hive
;

or they had a place picked out and would go

to it." Not so fast ; I had one large swarm
come out that way, and I put them back in

the same hive and got a pail of cold water

from the well and, with a broom brush, I

spi'iukled the ground about the hive and threw

some nj) in the air and it came down like rain,

and so I saved my bees ; and so I do with all

my swarms in hot weather.

"But," says one, "I can't spend my time

in that way. Stop ! let me count the cost : A
good sized swarm in June is worth $5 ; in

July 8- to $3, and who can afford to lose that

amount ?"

But I have another way of hiving, some
easier than the first named. I have a pole ten

feet long, on this I tie souie branches from a
tree, two fwet long, and put it in the shade,

and when they begin to come out I take some
balm and pound it, and put it on the branches,

and hold it up among them, and most of the

time they will come to it ; but this requires

practice. By this mode of hiving I save all

my swarms.
Now I wish to say, if any one has a better

way, let him shoAv it and I will readily aban-
don mine.

—

A. Wilson, in Ilnrnl New Yorker.

WHAT AN" ENGLISHMAN SAYS.

Mr. AV. Robson, of London, England, an
associate editor of The Field, is traveling in

the United States, and recently in a letter to

Hearth and Home expresses himself delighted

with the abundance and size of our fruit. He
complains of the lack of gardois, and says

that he has seen houses in nearly all parts of

the country that he has visited, "as bald and
bare, and uninviting, from the absence of any
trace of a garden, as the tlank of any grim
sea rock.'-'

Of the American climate he says :
—"O,

Americans, never blame the climate, for it is

an admiral)le one. The succulent vegetables

of the old country grow here, with very few
exceptions, and by their side you gather the

ears of the stately and graceful maize—most
useful of its wonderfully useful family. Musk-
melon, better than those which cost an Eng-
lish country gentleman six dollars each to

produce in hot-beds and in glass houses, grow
side by side with your delicious sweet potato

which I used to grow as a curiosity in a hot

house.

"Our old popular Williams' pear (you call

it the Bartlett), larger, sweeter, and more
golden than with us, falls by the side of egg
plants, with fruit so large as to be a constant

cause of surj)rise to me who had often grown
the fruit to the size of a turkey egg in hot
houses in England. Rosy cheeked English

apy)les are seen above the quaint, large flower

of the okra, which to us is an impossible

exotic. Blessed be every variety of climate,

and with its peoples not hedged out from
each other's improvements by st;'ange tongues,

I look forward to the time when this vast
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country shall be more famous for rural beauty

than for the wealth of her many cities."

RAISING SEEDLING EVERGREEN
AND FOREST TREES.

Many farmers complain—and very justly

too, we think, in some cases—that the profits

on their productions are too small. How this

can be obviated would be somewhat diffi-

cult to tell
i
but how to save some of the

money which they do get, can be made clear.

We are acquainted in several agricultural

towns, where from one to two thousand dol-

lars have been paid out in each of them, in a

single year, for young trees of various kinds.

Every one of those trees might have been

raised by the farmers of those towns, at a cost

not much exceeding the freight on them, from

the places where they were grown. A con-

considerable portion of the trees referred to

as purchased in these towns were evergreens,

and including some forest trees. Almost any

amount of these can be raised by any farmer

who has a wood lot, and raised at a cost

which any thrifty farmer could afford to incur.

Go into the lot and select a spot Avhere the

forest trees are of hard wood, pretty large

and tall, and where the branches overhead

meet thickly enough to screen the spot from

the direct rays of the sun. Rake away the

dry leaves, and stir the surface a little with

an iron-tooth rake. Scatter seeds of the

maple, elm, birch, arbor vita^, pine, sjiruce,

or any other small seeds, and with a slight

touch of the back part of the head of the

rake, draw a little of the soil over them, not

exceeding one-eighth of an inch. This should

be pressed down a little, so as to bi'ing the

seeds into contact with it.

If seeds of the walnut, peach or chestnut,

have been properly preserved through the

winter,—that is, kept in moist soil and away

from frost,—they may be planted in a portion

of the bed and covered about one inch deep.

If, however, squirrels are in the neighborhood,

they may find and eat them, if not watched

pretty closely. The small seeds will not be

molested by them. If the seeds sowed are

good, they will nearly all come up and grow

thriftily. In such a place, they are in their

natural habitat ; they find a rich soil, one that

is easily permeated by their roots, have plenty

of light, moisture and air, but are screened by

the high, overhanging branches from the di-

3

rect rays of the sun. "Weeds will not be very

likely to appear among the young plants, but

if they do, they must be carefully taken away.

Managed in this way, it is surprising what a

number of plants may be produced on a

square rod of ground. It is not necessary to

sow the seeds of each variety by themselves,

but to scatter them Indiscriminately over the

patch.

Attempts are every year made to raise ever-

greens and hard wood forest trees in the open

ground, but usually with very poor success.

In tlie way described above, they may be pro-

duced in great abundance, and together with

the raising of fruit trees at home, would en-

able the farmer to retain in his pocket or de-

vote to some other purpose, the thousands

of dollars which are annually paid out for

trees which he can cheaply produce for him-

self.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
What 1 know of Farming : A aeries of brief and

plain Expositions of Practical Agriculture as an Art
based upon Science : By Horace Greeley.

"/Amomj
That where the spade is deepest driven,
The best fruits grow."

—

Johv G. W/iitHer.

Now York: Published by the Tribune Association.
Boston : A. Williams & Co. 1S71. 335 pages, price

$1.50.

We may presume that everybody knows that

Mr. Greeley published a series of fifty-two essays

on "What I know of Farming," in the New York
Tribune during the year 1870. These essays are

now otfered in a neat book form, with an introduc-

tion, a very full alphabetical index, and the follow-

ing characteristic dedication :

—

To the Man of our Age, who shall make the first

Plough propelled by Steam, or other mechanical
Power, whereby not less than Ten Acres per day
shall be thoroughly pulverized to a depth of Two
Feet, at a cost of not more than two dollars per acre,

this work is admiringly Dedicated by The Author.

The preface to the volume was written Feb. 3,

1871, the day on which the author completed his

sixtieth year, and he closes the book with the

avowal of his "joyful trust that these essays, slight

and imperfect as they are, will incite thousantls

of young ftirmers to feel a loftier pride in their

calling and tal^e a livelier interest in its improve-

ment, and that many will be induced by them to

read abler and better works on agriculture and the

sciences which minister to its efficiency and impel

its progress toward a perfection, which few as yet

have even faintly foreseen." Notwithstanding all

the jokes which have been cracked in agricultural

papers at the expense of the author of "What 1

know of Farming," we have no hesitation in ad-

vising our agricultural friends, particularly the

younger portion of them, for whom it was more

especially written, to read the book carefully.

Though they may not endorse all the views of the
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writer, they will enjoy bis pleasant style of com-

luunicating his own thoughts and his happy man-

uer of stirring those of his readers.

The autographic Addixis—"Editor New Eng.

Farmer, Hoaton, Jtans., from Horace Greeley,

N. York, Mar. 13, '72,"—on one of the fly-leaves

of our copy shows that Mr. Greeley can write a

pretty good hand when he tries, and is the more

highly prized in this office becivuse one of our

present employees likes to boast of having taken

a "stand" vacated in 1832, in a printing office in New
York, by "little Greeley,"—as Horace was some-

times called to distinguish him from a larger man

of the same name, then connected with the estab-

lishment.

An Essay on the Natural Habits and Modes of De-
stroying the Curculio, by W. 13. Kaneom, St. Joseph,

Mich.

We are indebted to the Benton Harbor Palladh/m

for a copy of this essay wliich was read before the

Berrian County, Mich., Horticultural Association,

Feb. 2.5, 1871. Mr. Hansom claims to be the dis-

coverer of the method of checking curculios by

trapping and destroying them by placing small

pieces of bark, blocks, bits of boards, lath, chips,

stones, pieces of bricks, bunches of matted leaves,

corn cobs, or anything with a flatfish surftice from

two to four inches square, around the collar of

the trees on the ground after making it level and

smooth to the distance of three or four feet from

the tree. Of this discovery we published some ac-

count last year. Mr. Ransom still regards his dis-

covery as a very valuable one, to be used in con-

nection with other means of destroying the curcu-

lio. Last year he used nothing but his "traps."

He prefers pieces of old dead black oak bark, from

two to four inches square, which are slightly con-

cave, with uneven edges, furnishing holes and va-

cancies for the insect to enter, and the necessaiy

space between the bark and ground for the move-

ment of the beetle. These traps are to be examined

daily, and the curculios attached thereto destroyed.

success, and is an occasion that is looked forward

to with interest.

For the foregoing statement we are indebted to

the Recording Secretary, who will accept our

thanks for his kind attentions.

NoKFOLK Fakmeks' Clvii.—Tliis Club was or-

ganized in 1859, with twenty members. It now

numbers over two hundred, extending into all the

adjoining towns. It holds weekly meetings every

Monday evening from Sept. to May ; and monthly

meetings from May to September. At these meet-

ings various questions of interest are discussed,

and much information is gained. It is the most

wide-awake organization in the town at the pres-

ent time. In February last, the Club was re-

organized under the General Statutes, (Chap. GG,

Sect. 17,) for the purpose of holding property, and

the following officers were elected for the year :—

rreni(hitt,—S. E. Fales.
Vice J'resUlejit^i,—Jj. 8. Keith, J. K. Bragg.
RficorUhig Sccrelary,—W. U. liockwood.
Corrcupondhiy Sicrtlanj,—David Bliari).

Treasurer and Librarian,—Levi Blake,

The Club hold an annual Exhiliition and Cattle

Show, (not horse trot) evciy full with gratifying

EXTRACTS AITD REPLIES.

RAISING CALVES WITHOVT MILK.

Can you or any of your intelligent farmer read-

ers inform me tlirongh the columns of your valu-

able i)aper, how and on what calves can be raised

when milk is scarce ? I have some very fine stock

calves that I am anxious to raise, but disposing of

my milk in another way, leaves me without feed lor

thc-m. 1 think I have read in your columns about
a gruel that is sometimes fed them. Can you in-

form me how it is made, and oblige a
Young Fakmeii ?

Middlebvry, Vt., April 17, 1871.

Remakks.—]Milk is the food provided by nature

for calves ; hence selling milk and i-aising calves at

the same time is something like trying to keep

}"our cake and eat it, too. Still other materials

may be substituted for milk, and with proper care

and labor calves may be made to grow and thrive.

Irish and German women know how to raise calves

with little or no milk, and so did the old-fashioned

Yankee women. But our chemists who can take

things all apart and separate them into their respec-

tive pieces or ingredients, have failed in their at-

tempts to put them together again and make a milk

on which the young of men and beasts will thrive.

Licbig made an artificial milk of what he said were

the identical higredients of good milk, but the

babies that were fed upon it for a considerable time

starved to death.

From our correspondent's statement we suppose

that his CHilves have taken the first milk of their

dams and have probably had more or less of it,

either new or skimmed, up to this time, and being

well started, he wishes for something as a substi-

tute for milk. Mr. Youatt, an English writer,

speaks of hay-tea as being often used. A little

good hay is cut into pieces about two inches long,

put into an earthen or other vessel, upon which

boiling water is poured and allowed to steep, tightly

covered, two hours. At first, after the calf is a

week old, half milk and half tea is given,—the tea

to be increased, and milk diminished, and always

given lukewarm. A gruel of two-thirds oat meal

and one-third l)arley meal is made by adding one

quart of the mixed meal to twelve quarts of water,

boil half an hour, and when cooled till milk-warm,

give each calf a (piartof the gruel night and morn-

ing, gradually increasing the quantity. When the

calves are a fortnight old hang a little bundle of

the best hay within their reach, which they will

soon learn to eat.

Flax seed tea or jelly was used when farmers

rai-sed flax. An old fanner told us that ten quarts

of the seed would carry a calf to grass. He let

them suck two days, then learned them to drink

milk, gradually -working in the tea, made by put-

ting two-thirds of a gill of the seed into a gallon of
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water at night and set it near the fire. In the morn-

ing half of this jelly was mixed with two quarts of

water for the breakfast and the other half for sup-

per. In case of scouring, feed milk with wheat

shorts till well checked.

Mr. J. Bartlett, of Northboro', Mass., wrote to

the Farmer that he lets calves suck two days, then

feeds new milk six or eight days, then adds a table

spoonful of fine feed or middlings, scalded with

hot water, mixed with skim milk, and increases

the fine feed according to his judgment.

A farmer in Williston, Vt., wrote that he feeds

his calves after well started, on whey, clover tea,

and about half a pint of dry oats per day, which

they eat as well as horses, which prevents scouring.

The above are a few of the suggestions that have

been made in the Farmer, and which we hope will

be of some use to Young Farmer.

SALT NECESSARY FOR CATTLE.

There are some things which find their way into

our agricultural papers which not only do no good
but much injury.

When Judge Buel was editor of the Albany Cul-
tivator, some individual through the columns of
that paper, tried to convince its readers that the

use of salt for our domestic animals was entirely

needless, and that the taste for it was not natural
but acquired. This attempt might perhaps be said

to have done some good in one respect, viz. : It set

the readers of the paper to thinking, and some of
them to trying the experiment of doing without
salt, and all who tried it very soon grew "wiser
than their teacher ;" they very soon knew better,

llecently some one else has taken the same view of
the case, and published an article on the suljject.

I am feeding to fourteen cows, twice a day in

their bran, two single handfuls of salt, and find

that if the salt is withheld for three days there will

be a falling otf of at least four quarts of milk each
day. In three days more the milk may hQ in-

creased by the use of it at least four quarts.

REDUCING Tors OF TREES ON TRANSPLANTING.

Another thing went the rounds of the agricultu-

ral papers which did untold mischief, and is the
cause even to this time of much loss and disap-
pointment, viz. : the setting out of young trees

without reducing the' tops. "Wh}-," said the ad-
vocates of this theory, "you might as well cut off

a calf's head as to cut otf the top of a young
tree and expect to have it live."

Now the contrary of this theor.y is true. All
trees which are to be transplanted should have the
tops reduced very materially, if you would have
them live and do well. The maple, especially,

should have all the top cut off to within eight feet

of the ground, and then if it be well taken up it

will be sui"e to live, and at the end of three years
will have more top on than if set out whole. A
little digging around the roots and then with a
crowbar they may be very easily taken up. It is a
great wonder that more of our fanners do not fill

their highways with these most beautiful shade
trees, both for their o^vn profit and the comfort of
the traveller.

^
T. L. Hart.

West Cornwall, Conn., Aj^ril, 1871.

Remarks.—Questions of the gi-avest importance

are suggested by the remarks of our correspondent

who never writes an article without saying some-

thing to think of. In this case his observations in-

volve one of the most difficult problems which edi-

tors are called upon to solve,—the disposition of

opinions and views, offered for publication, which

do not harmonize Avith their own. How far are

they responsible for the statements of their coitcs-

pondents ? To what extent are the experience,

judgment and knowledge of the editor to bound
and limit the expression of the experience, judg-

ment and knowledge of other men ? In other

words, how far are they responsible as censors of

other people's writing ? How much shall they

abridge the "freedom of the press" for the purpose

of preventing the injury they apprehend from the

promulgation of error ? Wlio will embody an-

swers to these questions into a rule for the guidance

of editors ?

As the article against the usa of salt has called

out the foregoing statement of the practical experi-

ence of Mr. Hart in feeding it to his stock, we think

the readers of the Farmer will see at least one

good reason for dissenting from his assertion that

such articles do wo good. One great ol iject of ag-

ricultural papers is to excite thought and reflec-

tion. Farmers as well as men of other occupations

should be able to give a reason for everything they

do,—whether it be feeding salt or trimming shade

trees. And if the writings of visionary and mis-

taken men shall lead us to investigate and discover

the truth, the publication of their articles is not

unmixed evil.

ALL ABOUT EGGS.

Our hens, thirty in number, laid in January 359
eggs ; in February 560 ; in March 672 ; in the first

sixteen days in April, twenty-eight hens laid 354

;

making 162 dozen and one eggs in three and one
half months. With this note we send you one
dozen of our eggs, that j'ou may see tlie size of
them. The dozen weigh 1% pounds. That you
may have all the particulars, I will just mention
that we have kept but one rooster. During the
time mentioned we have not lost a hen by sickness.

Our poultry are grade Leghorn. E. Cooper.
Winchester, Mass., April 17.

Remarks.—Thanks for a splendid basket of eggs.

Not only for size, color and quality, but for num-
ber of eggs produced, Mrs. Cooper's hens are en-

titled to the ribbon. Last year Mr. Farwell, of

Harrisville, N. H., said many of his Brahmali hen's

eggs would average twenty-six ounces to the dozen,

—our dozen weigh twenty-eight ounces,—equal to

two and one-third ounces each,—while many eggs

sold in market by the dozen will not exceed one

and three-fourths ounces.

SHADE AND FRUIT TREES.

Nineteen years ago I began to set shade trees ; not
forgetting to add to the orchard and garden, apple

and cherry trees. Of plums there was already an
abundance. There has been scarcely a Spring
since, but that I have set out some trees, either for

fruit or shade.
For shade trees, I have set sugar maples princi-

pally. I have found the best time to set out maples
in this locality is about the tenth of May. I usually

leave on a few short limljs, as I think the limbs are

not so likely to be broken off by the winds, after

the trees have attained a larger growth, as when
the branches all spring from a common centre. I
have now around my building and by the roadside"
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one hundred maple trees, which have well repaid

the trouble and work of plantiujr, by the refresh-

ing coolness of tlicir shade, and the addition to the

looks of the homestead. Besides in a few years 1

Bhall have a nice little sugar orchard, easy of access.

With apple trees I have not been so successful.

Siill I iiave persevered, and now have a young and
thriftv orchard, many of the trees of which I have
raised from seed. This may seem a slow process,

but 1 tliiak it the surest way. 1 used to buy apple

trees, a few of which have done well, but generally

they have been a failure, though some of them
lived long enough to produce some remarkably
bitter sweet apples.

I would say to all who have land enough to do
so—plant trees. They beautify an already pleasant

home. Their shade is pleasant and their fruit good
to taste. In short they are a "thing of beauty,"

which "is a joy forever," and will live and flourish,

wlien he who planted them is moulderuig in the

grave. w.
Cabot, Vt., April, 1871.

WARTS ON A HEIFER.

I have a heifer that has got what I suppose to be

a double wart, some two inches below the ear, each

part as large as a common sized shellbark, sur-

rounded by a number of very small ones. Will

vou or sonie of tlie readers of the New England
Farmer please tell me the best way to cure them,

ajid oblige Ellis Barnes.
Plymouth, Mass., April 3, 187!
Remarks.—Some simple application, such as a

wash of strong alum water, sometimes seems to

cure warts,—we say seems, because warts often dis-

appear without any doctoring. A waxed thread or

hard cord is often tied tightly about the base or neck

of the wart, and occasionally tightened, will cause

dt to come off. Sometimes the wart is pared

down to the quick and some kind of caustic,—ni-

trate of silver, yellow orpiment, or some other

kind—carefully applied.

THE PEA WEEVIL.

Will you or some one of the readers of the Far-
mer inform me and others interested, through

your paper, why it is that my peas, that have been

kept through the winter, come out in the spring

with the heart of the pea entirely eaten out by

some insect or other ? The pea is not destroyed for

tlie purposes of reproduction, as it will sprout and

to all appearances thrive as well as any other.

I do not alvvay* (ind them in the condition spoken

of on the return of spring, but such is the fact iu

the majority of cases. It may be owing to the

time of gathering or the manner and place of keep-

ing during the winter season.

If you, or any one, can enlighten me as to the

caiisc" of the evil and give a remedy, you will con-

fer a great favor and oblige A Slrscriber.

Randolph, Mass., April 20, 1871.

Rr.MARKS.—A little beetle, which Mr. Harris

calls Bruchus Pisi, rather more than one-tenth of

an inch long, of a rusty black color, with white

spots, wounds the skin of the tender peapod soon

after it is formed, and lays an egg directly over the

young pea. A little maggot hatches from this ng:^,

perforates the pod an<l enters the pea by so small

an opening as to be scarcely visible, which opening

closes over the intruder, leaving a mere spot to

mark liis entrance. There he cats and grows fat,

;. and if not cooked and swallowed by the lover of

green peas, he gets his full growth about the time

the peas become drj-, but very kindly leaves the

germ of the future sprout untouched. The grub is

changed to a pupa within the pea in the autumn,

and before the spring casts its skin again, becomes

a beetle and gnaws a hole through the thin hull in

order to Hy away and be on hand when peas flower

and set their fruit again. These little creatures di-

minish the weight of peas in which they, lodge

nearly one-half, and their leavings are fit only for

swine.

So much we glean as to the cause of the evil,

but it will probably be dilticult to find as much by

way of remedy. As the time for the operation of

the weevil is limited, late sowing has been recom-

mended. Those sown as late as the tenth of June

are said to escape the weevil. But late sowed peas

seldom do as well as those sown earlier. To de-

stroy the insect in seed peas a little spirits of tur-

pentine has been recommended,—say a two ounce

vial full for a bushel, to be sprinkled over them,

stirring well, immediately after lacing winnowed
and before being put away for use the following

spring.

MILK, OR PUERPERAL FEVER.

I wish to make some inquiries as to what yon
think was the trouble with one of my neighbor's
cows. She calved Sunday last, was taken sick
Monday night and died Tuesday night. She was
in consideraI)Ie pam ; bloated some. After she
died they opened her, and found her manifokl quite
dry and the appearance of a great deal of fever.

The large milk veins were full of clotted blood
which would string out some eight or ten inches
long without breaking. The milk did not wholly
cease to flow until death. The cow was in good
coiulition, and had been fed carefully though not
highly. H. W. Louino.

Lewiston, Me., April, 1871.

Remarks,—Doubtless this cow died of milk fe-

ver, commonly so called, but more properly puer-

peral fever, which, in the human female is called

child-bed fever.

The symptoms of this disease are a partial or

total suppression of the secretions of the bowels,

kidneys, skin and udder ; intense pain in the bow-

els, and not unfrequcntly in the head, which is

manifested by great restlessness and irritability,

with protrusion of the eyes and tongue ; bloating of

the bowels, with tenderness of pressure, &c. The
cows most liable to this disease arc the well fed

and plethoric. Says Prof. Law, "This disease is

essentially connected with plethoric or excessive

formation and richness of blood. Its victuns arc

mainly the cows that lay on flesh rapidly, or those

that give an abundance of rich milk. A strong,

vigorous digestion, therefore, properties which ren-

der their possession so valnablc fur feeding or dairy

purposes, are precisely those which predispose

them to this destructive complaint."

To prevent the occurrence of tliis disease, pursue

a course like the following : Keep the animal on a

spare diet for a week before and after calving.

Have the bowels loose at the time of calving, and
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if there is mucli milk, draw it off clean thrice daily,

at first. Give little more than gruels for the first

two days, but increase the amount of nutriment by

degrees, so that she may have her full diet at the

end of the first week.

The treatment ofpuerperal or milk fever should

consist of purgatives of Glaubers, Epsom or Ro-
ohelle salts; ice bags to the head; damp sheets

laid over the body and covered by dry ones;

sponging the surface with tepid water ; copious in-

jections of warm water ; and if the secretion of

milk has ceased, warm fomentations to the udder.

Dr. Dadd recommends the following aperient for

keeping the bowels in a proper condition. Ro-

chelle salts, four ounces; manna, two ounces; ex-

tract of butternut half an ounce. Dissolve the

above in three quarts of boiling water, and when
cool, give the whole at a dose. J. ii. s.

ASHES WITH CHIP MANURE.
In reading your valuable paper, I find that last

fall I made a mistake, and now wish to know how
to rectify it with least loss to myself. The ti-ouble

is this :—Last fall I put into my hog yard some
hundred and fifty bushels of rotten chips, &c., and
then on the top of them I put some thirty or more
bushels of wood ashes, spading the mixture well.

I now learn that I have made a loss on these fer-

tilizers, and wish to know the best method to pui'-

sue in their use. I designed the mixture as a dress-
ing for my corn field. Must I be cai-eful about
mixing ashes with other manures ? Will it always
cause an escape of the gases and a consequent loss ?

Please give me the desired information as the sea-

son for planting is at hand. S. T. Watkixs.
Peru, Mass., April 17, 1871.

Remarks.—If the ashes have driven off the am-
monia and other gases from the mixture, we know
of no wa}^ of enticing them back to the compost.

Having been thoroughly mingled with the chip

manure we doubt whether the ashes have caused

you any serious loss, and hope that the result of

your dressing will not disappoint your expecta-

tions. We submit your question to the readers of

the Farmer who are versed in chemical science, or

to those whose experiments have demonstrated the

reasons for the general opinion of the impolicy of

mixing unleached ashes with manure.

REDirCING BONES.

Last year I collected a lot of bones and reduced
them in the following manner. Put them into a
large arch kettle or boiler, with an equal bulk of
good hard wood ashes ; then poured in water
enough to make a thin mortar, and boiled the mass
from one to two hours, when the bones become
completely dissolved or broken down with the ex-
ception of a few hard shin bones. The mass was
shoveled into a box and allowed to remain a week
or so, when the remainder of the bones completely
disappeared. Before using, I dried it off with dry
loam and plaster, and ground it fine with a hoe.
A little was used in the hills of different crops with
excellent results.

Now, brother f^irmers, collect the old bones
about your premises and manipulate as above di-

rected,] and apply it in the hill of anything you
choose, remembering to kick a little soil over it be-

fore you drop the seed, and in the fall you will

find this receipt worth at least one year's subscrip-
tion to the New England Farmer.

Stock of every description is looking well this

spring. The prospect for a good hay crop is not
very flattering. The new pieces were all killed by
the drought last summer or the freezings and thaw-
ings of the winter. Grass in the pastures looks
quite gi-een. and young sheep and weathers now
get their living. Hay sold at auction, April 22, for

#17.50 a ton ; corn, #1.03; wheat, f 1.95, but it was
nice seed wheat ; cows from $30 to #'60 ; and seven-
feet working oxen, §175; Orono potatoes are worth
one dollar a bushel ; Early Rose, for seed, two
dollars.

I am glad the time has come when we can get
superphosphate for a reasonable price. I saw Geo.
Upton's advertisement of the Brighton Phosphate
in the New England Farmer, and have ordered
and received one-half ton. I shall make an im-
partial comparative trial beside other fertilizers,

and give the result to the readers of the Farmer,
without fear or favor. S. C. Pattee.

Warner, JV. H., 1871.

TIME TO SET OUT PEARS, QUINCES AND ROSES.

Is the present a good time to set out pear trees ?

Will it do to transplant quince trees now ? When
is the l)cst time to set out rose bushes ? Would it

be ])riilitalile for a new beginner to study books on
gardening, and which is l)est ? Georgie.
Dedham, Apiil 21, 1871.

Remarks.—If you have not done it before, pear

trees, quince and rose bushes may be transplanted

the first of May, especially if they were taken up

before and the roots kept covered with soil. We
think you will find it profitable tp study books a

little, especially if you practice pretty hard at

the same tune. Cole's Fruit Book, which possi-

bly, you will find in your library, is a good book

for beginners. Thomas' Fruit Culturist, a larger

book, is also good.

ENGLISH BENT

—

AgrosUs alba {f)

Enclosed find specimens of grass which by many
farmers here is supposed to be the orchard grass.

It ripens between the June grass and redtop. I

find it makes good hay, and that it thrives on the

edges of reclaimed meadows. Is it the true or-

chard grass ? If not, what is it ? Lewis Bemis.
Rock Bottom, Mass., April, 1871.

Remarks.—It is not the orchard grass, but be-

longs to the same family as the redtop. Being un-

decided as to the name of the variety we consulted

C. L. Flint, Esq., author of "Grasses and Forage

Plants." He has little doubt that it is the Agros-

tis alba, or, as it is variously known among far-

mers, English Bent, White Bent, Dew Grass,

Whitetop, Bonnet Grass, &c., but from the ab-

sence of flowers, &c., and from the condition of the

specimens, which were evidently taken from a mow
of last year's hay, he was not entirely satisfied as

to its identity.

cooking food for STOCK.

One of the most definite and satisfiictory state-

ments I ever met with in print or otherwise, was one
recently published in the Farmer, of an experi-

ment on feeding twenty hogs, copied I believe from
a western paper.

What I had proposed to say in reference to this

important subject, is that boiling corn renders it

equal to, or better than meal. I have many
times fed to my horse, corn boiled say from fifteen

minutes to a half an hour, or until the com is pretty
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well softened. My horse likes it much better than
hard com. Unless a chopped and mixed feed is

used, I consider corn boiled, quite equal to, and I

believe lietter than meal for ordinary work. From
bein;,' clean, there is less trouble and inconvenience
in bdiliiij,' corn than in boilin:; ])otatoes.

Jjlut JJilU, Mass., April, Id 71. Amekicis.

MAPLE Sl'GAR.

The suj,'ar season is now closed and farmers have
commenced their spring work. It has be«n a rich
season to those wlio have worked among the ma-
ples. The sap, though not quite as sweet as some
seasons, has run freely, averaging nearly four
pounds of sugar to the tree, where only one spout
is used. We have plenty of rain, with occasionally
a flurry of snow on the hills. Grass is starting
finely. Sheep could now get their living upon the
hills.

PLOUGHING AND HAKROWING IN MANURE.

I have been interested with the articles in the
Farmer with regard to ploughing and harrowing
in manure, and I would like to suggest to the far-

mers that each one take a piece of land, some
where from a rod square to an acre, and manure
one-half of it; plough the whole, then manure the
other half with the same quantitj' and quality of
manure as the tirst. Then harrow and plant, or
sow as they like, and not only notice Mhich half
produces the best crop the first year, but which
holds out the best when laid down to grass, and
then report to the Farmer. If farmers will tiy
experiments more, and report the results of these
experiments, it would be an easy matter to have
another page in the Farmer, as has been suggested,
like the tirst. C. M. Fisher.

Cabot, VL, Apnl 20, 1811.

KILLING FLIES.

A correspondent in New England Farmer last

year gave his experience by burning pumpkin
leaves to kill flies, and asks others to report their
success or failure bj' the same method. When I

first saw the advertisement I tried it immediately,
and as the snjoke ascended to the ceiling the flies

betook themselves to the floors; but as soon as the
rooms were cleared of the smoke the flies directly
mounted aloft with all the life and vigor imagina-
ble. The offensive smidl of the pumpkin leaf
smoke was left beliind, and it was several days be-
fore we could get rid of it, and it occasioned a deal
of troulile in hanging out in the oi)en ah* clothes,
tabic covei's, curtains and other woven fabrics.

JouN Whatmore,
Bridgnorth Farm, Dunleith, 111., 1871.

INCOME from one SOW.

Joseph Pierce will have to try again. I had a
BOW that dropped 13 pigs March 1H69, raised 10,

solil 9 at 4 weeks old for.'j.'lo.OO, fattened one worth
$30.00. In Septemijcr she dropped 13, sold tliem
at four weeks old for $62.00. March, 1X70, she
dropi)ed 16, lost 8, sold those that she raised for
.fSS.OO. In August she dropped 13, sold them fen-

#••58.00. Sold the sow in November for $40.00 for
a breeiler, without fattening her, as Mr. Fierce did
his. So you see I am too much for liim. Total
$278.00. N. Horn.
BaniHton, P. Q., 1871.

treatment of i-rine.

Having noticed the inquiry of Mr. E. Williams,
of New Hampshire, in relation to the management
of urine, I will give my method which is as fol-

lows :— I use dry muck enough to alisorb the urine,
add to that half as much unleached ashes as there

was of muck, mix them well together, then add
half as much plaster as ashes used, and mix again,
when it is fit for use. One handful in the hill,

slightly covered with earth before dropping the
com, has done wonders for me.

S. P. Greenleaf.
Starhs, Me., April 25, 1871.

For the Xew England Farmer,

MAKING MANURE.
In erecting a house, the first requisite is a

good solid foundation of stone or some other
suitable material. So, in farming, the first

requisite is a foundation of good manure.
With this conviction, I began on a poor worn
out farm, nearly forty years ago. All the
stock I could then keep was one pair of cattle

and one cow. The first (juestion was, what
shall I do for manure to feed my crops ? I
knew they would not grow without food any
more than a child would. I began to look
about to see what I could find. There was
not much turf on my land, certainly none to

spare. So I went to the road, and dug turf

beside the fence and drew it to my barnyard.
In this way I got quite a large pile.

But I was not satisfied with this, and thought
I would put some of this turf into my stable

under my oxen and cows, and mingle with it

the droppings and urine from the stock. I

kept this under cover as much as I could to

preserve it from the rains and wind. In a
short time I found that the stable floor was
becoming rotten, and I concluded I would
take it out of the way and not have any floor

at all. I did so, and filled up with loam and
mud, making a bed on which the cattle could
lay comfortably. By working this over in the

stable I got another large pile of good ma-
nure. With the compost thus made, my crops
soon increased so that they filled the whole
barn, which was thirty by forty feet, including

the old stable, and I built a new stable, thirty

feet long on the south side of the barn, with-

out any floor, and with passage-way and doors
so wide that I could drive my horse and cart

with a load of muck in at one end and out at

the other. This stable will accommodate
eleven cattle, but I have not as many now.

I fill up this stable with nuick about three

feet deep, which is covered with loam or turf

to keep cattle from sinking into the muck. I

begin to stable my cattle about the first of

November. After a few days I begin behind

the cattle, and dig down to the bottom of the

muck or to the ground, and throw it aside for

bedding, and fill up the place from which it

was taken with the droppings and such por-

tion of the muck as has been saturated with

urine. In this way I go through the whole
length of the stable, behind the cattle. Then
I begin with the nmck on which one animal

lies, and after removing this, fill up the space

with manure, &c., as before. Thus by dig-

ging it up every week, the whole is dug over.

This process of digging over and mixing the
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muck and manure takes about an hour and a

lialf each week,—not much more time than is

usually required wliere cattle are kept on a

floor. In this way I make a large pile of

strong manure, much more than when I bedded
my stock on straw and poor hay. In fact I

think I can make as much manure with ten

cattle in this way as with forty in the old way.

An incidental advantage that may be men-
tioned in favor of this mode of stabling, is the

exemption of my stock from lice, which I as-

scribe to their lying on the ground or rather

on the materials above mentioned.
I endeavor also to convert my horse stable

and hog pen into manure factories. I draw
up muck and loam and put it in a pile near

the horse barn and hog pen, which are con-

nected. I bed my horse first with muck and
loam, then with straw or hay or leaves. This

remains until it is well filled with the drop-

pings and urine, and is then thrown into the

hog pen, where the hogs work it over nicely.

This is done almost every day in the summer,
and in the winter when it is not cold enough
to freeze the muck. This manure is all under
cover and away from the rains and wind, and
it proves to be an excellent fertilizer for wheat,

corn, grass or any plants, for it is very strong,

and I am anticipating the best results from a

large pile of it now on hand, and more I think

than would have been made with ten horses

and thirty hogs in the old way, without using

material with it.

Now, a few words on the out-door compost
factories. I have three yards. One of them
is east of the barn, where my cattle run in the

winter while drinking and airing themselves,

and a portion of the time in the summer. I

cover this yard about one foot deep with muck,
to begin with. When it is pretty well covered

with droppings, I draw in more muck and cover

over the surface, and repeat the process, as I

deem necessary. Formerly I ploughed and
harrowed the yard fine, but from the strong

smell that arose I concluded there must be a

considerable loss of fertilizing properties, and
have not ploughed the yard recently.

The second is at the south end of my barn.

This being a little sloping is dryer than the

other, and is used as a milking yard in wet
weather in the summer. What little wash
there may be from this yard runs on to my
mowing lot and is not lost. Muck is put into

this yard and managed as in the first yard.

My third yard opens into the lane that leads

to the pasture. I keep this covered with muck
and loam all summer. The muck ought not
to be too thick, as the sun and air must have a
chance to operate on it to neutralize its acids,

&c.
These yards furnish a large amount of com-

post, which I find valuable for top-dressing for

rye, oats, wheat and for seeding down to grass.

I find it pays for the labor it requires ; and as

I have done all this work myself for years—

I

do not recollect of employing a hand at it for

a single day—I ought to be able to know
about what it costs.

When I draw my manure to the field, unless

I am going to plough it in soon, I step on to

the heap with dung hook in hand, and haul on
turf and earth to prevent the gases from float-

ing off in the air to come down in a shower on
some other farm. I have noticed that the

earth thus hauled on to a heap would become
yellow, as I suppose from the ammonia or

other gases which were absorbed by it.

I have now not far from fifty acres of

ploughed land on my farm, without a stone to

interfere with cultivation, nearly all of it in

one lot. When I purchased it, a piece at a
time, it would not yield over six bushels of rye

per acre, except about ten acres of new land,

wliich I cleared up, that would yield more.
The rest of my farm consists of meadow, pas-

ture and wood and timber land. Since I have
taken this way of making manure, I have sold

hundreds of dollars worth of hay, and I might
say thousands, without exaggeration, and I

think my farm is growing better every year.

Early in the spring I commence collecting

materials for composting. On thawy days
early in March I go into the lot and bring up
muck and turf to be used for swelling the ma-
nure heap, in the various ways which I have
described.

If what I have thus written, which is as near

my practice as I can recollect, shall be of any
value to any one of my brother farmers, I shall

be rewarded for my trouble, though from want
of education and habit of using the pen, it is

quite an effort for me to write, even with the

aid of the editor in the matters of grammar,
spelhng and smooth language.

M. L. GOODELL.
South Aniherst, Mass., April, 1871.

Alsike Clover.—At a late meeting of the

Orleans county, N. Y., farmers' club, the sub-

ject of Alsike clover was alluded to. Mr.
Rogers said he mixed seven quarts of the seed

with seven of timothy seed, wliich was sown
on four acres. This cut some ten or twelve

loads from which he threshed 12 bushels of

seed that sold for $12 per bushel. Found the

straw good fodder ; it is not dusty, and stock

eat it up clean. Does not have a tap root,

and may not be so good to improve the land

as other clover. Says Alsike don't last but

one year, and the first crop must he taken for

seed, and must be cut green or a large part of

the seed may be lost. Thinks it a good crop

to raise, and that it will furnish as much feed

for one season as other clover.

Mr. Blood don't think Alsike heaves out as

bad as common clover, but says it don't do as

well on high as on low land. Mr. Beckwith
said horses eat it better than common clover.

It secerned to be the general impression that

Alsike is not so good to improve the land as

common clover.

—

Country Oentleman.
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APPLES AND THE APPLE TKEE.
AST year the apple

crop was so abun-

dant as to com-

pletely upset the

theory of some,

that the race of

apple trees was

run, and were never

again to be pro-

ductive in New
England. Gener-

ally, the crop was

a large one, apd

yet, in some locali-

ties, of comparatively small extent, there was

hardly a medium crop.

At the time of harvesting, the price they

|)rought was considered low ; but those of

first quality paid rather better than most crops

of the farm. Large quantities were fed out

hi a cooked and raw state to the animals of the

farm,—horses, cows, pigs, and poultry', and

did good service in that way in the midst of a

very trying drought. Other large quantities

tvere converted into cider, and thus providing

that article for tlie table, and to replenish the

ftock of vinegar, which had become greatly

teduced.

While attending the recent agricultural

meetings in the towns of Derrv' and Chester,

N. H., we learned that the apple crop was

very large in that region ; that those of first

quality sold last fall at profitable prices, and

that a large amount of cider was made, much

of which is still on hand. It was estimated

by some of the intelligent citizens of Chester,

that about 1.5,000 barrels of aj>ples were har-

vested in that town last fall, and that they

were worth $20,000. ]Mr. Lucikn Ivkxt, of

that town, who very kindly took us from

Derry to Chester, after the adjournment at

half-past nine, of the Derry meeting, informed

us that he had within a few weeks purchased

in Chester and sold again some $3000 worth

of a])ples for the Boston market. The aver-

age price to the producer has been .$2 per

barrel. The apples grown in this town have

been long esteemed for their excellent quali-

ties for transportation, and have been selected

as among the best to be exported. Although

some forty miles from Boston, they have usu-

ally brought twenty-five cents more per barrel

than those grown in less than half that dis-

tance from that market.

Some time in January, there was a real or

fancied scarcity of apples, and dealers went

to Chester in search of them. In their early

inquiries they were told that a great many
apples were harvested last fall, but that the

crop had generally been sold at that time.

But upon more extended in(iuiries it was

found that nearly every family had laid by a

few barrels of their choicest fruit, and that in

some instances, from five to fifteen barrels

were found, and in one cellar were more than

one hundred barrels of number one !

Mr. S. F. T^EARNARP informed us that in

putting uj) this one hundred barrels, he found

less than a peck of imperfect ones. He
gathers them from the first to the middle of

October, and takes them from the orchard

directly to the cellar. They are then placed

in bins, set up a little from the ground, and

some three or four feet high and three feet

wide. The bin should be tight, with the ex-

ception of the top, as a draft of air passing

among the fruit causes it to shrivel. The top

of the bm is covered witli loose boards. He
finds that apples in this condition, in a cool

cellar and of even temperature, will remain

for several months and come out fresh, juicy

and crisp, and in fine fiavor. He has no dif-

ficulty in selling all he can raise at highly

remunerating prices. He thinks many apples

are gathered too early, and that an important

chairge takes place in the last few days, in the

coloring and ripening, Avhich greatly affects

their keeping qualities.

We trust our readers will not be discour-

aged about the apple crop, but will continue

to plant trees which will produce the best

varieties of apples, when well cared for.

In some recent articles we have called at-

tention to the cultivation of forest trees, and

wJU now add some remarks with particular

reference to the trees which produce this lead-

ing and favorite fruit of New England.

The skill and care required in taking up and

setting out young api)le trees in order that they

shall live and grow thriftily, does not seem to

be sufliciently impressed upon the minds of

many who are attempting to rear them.

The selecting a good tree and burying its

roots in the ground, is by no means all that is

embraced in the work of transplanting. By
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placing the plant in a rich soil, and in a favor-

able locality, by protecting it from enemies

and other injurious influences, by suitable

pruning and training, and by furnishing to it

a bountiful supply of appropriate nutriment,

it Avill develop itself fully, and carry its pro-

ducts to high degrees of perfection. The

same princijjles are present which are involved

n perfecting the breeds of animals. Like

begets like. By a repetition of the elevating

process, by planting and cultivating in the

same skilful manner in which we began the

seed or fruit of the more fully developed and

perfected tree or plant, we shall at length obtain

trees incomparably more beautiful and per-

fect in foi-m and fruit, than the original from

which they were derived.

It is folly to attempt the roaring a good

orchard with trees that are in any way faulty.

Such as have made what growth they have on

a poor, starved soil ; on a soil that has been

too wet ; where the trees stood too thif^kly, or

were, from any cause whatever, checked in

their growth, become moss-covered and ac-

quired a stunted habit. Such trees are not

worth setting out, even if they cost nothing

but the setting. It is poor economy to en-

cumber the ground with them. Trees should

be grown on a good, generous soil, kept

growing throughout the growing season, so

far apart in the nursery as to allow them to

expand in every direction, and pruned and

shaped during their gi'owth, so as to be in

proper form for transplanting.

An acre of old pasture, which is too stony

to admit of profitable cultivation for grain or

grass crops, will be found more favorable for

the trees, than smooth soils which have been

devoted to the common crops of the farm.

The old pasture soil will contain many ele-

ments that will give rapid progress to the

trees, and their rocks will give out feldspar

and other properties which will greatly pro-

mote a vigorous growth. When the trees

come into bearing on such a soil, the fruit,

also, will be found better than on more loamy

or sandy soils.

The next step to be attended to in the cul-

tivation of apple trees, is the preparation of

the ground. Among good cultivators in

England, when trees are to be set in a row,

even if they are to be thirty feet apart, a

strip of ground about six feet wide, the whole

length of the row, is prepared with the spade

from eighteen to twenty-four inches deep, and

made rich by the addition of compost or marl.

On the contrary, in this country, it is com-

mon to dig a hole about three feet in diameter,

eight or ten inches deep, and throw in a few

shovels full of the top soil for the tree to

stand on, or if the land is in grass, to place a

sod bottom up, under the tree. The cheapest

course in the end, is to dig holes five or six

feet in diameter, and some fifteen to eighteen

inches deep. Throw the top. soil on one side

and the sub-soil on the other. Loosen the

earth in the bottom of the hole with the spade.

Throw back the top soil into the hole, level

and set the tree upon it in the centre. The

hole, six feet in diameter, will now allow

ample room to spread out the roots in ever}'

direction, and with the greatest ease and

facility. Throw surface soil over the roots,

and work it down so as to fill all the openings

among them. If this is not done, air, warmth

and moisture will be likely to cause mould

about the roots and destroy them. As to

depth, trees should stand about as they grew,

when the earth is settled about them. The

roots should be placed, so far as is practicable,

in the position in which they grew, and at

about the same depth at which they had pre-

viously stood. The earth should then be

gently pressed about them, and the hole filled

to a little above the level of the surface,

—

enough above to allow for shrinkage or

settling.

We would not advise to set apple trees

upon a soil where water stands near the sur-

face in the growing season. They may live

and grow, but will scarcely prove profitable.

Some persons occupy such land with apple

trees because the location is just where they

desire it. They dig ample holes and fill them

to within six or eight inches of the surface

with small stones, cover with good loam and

compost manure, and raise a slight mound

around each tree. This moist land, especially

if of a heavy character, when thoroughly

drained, makes an excellent soil for apple

trees. Thirty-five feet apart is as near as

apple trees should stand, or thirty feet one

way, and thirty-five the other, leaves a good

space for teams to pass through.

Every good tree, properly taken up and set

as we have described, may be reasonably ex-
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pected to live ; will grow thriftily and present
|

syniinetriral and beautiful forms, and a heavy,

rich foliage.

It is estimated that fully one-half of all

the apjile trees which are set in New England

never come to bearing. Some of those even,

which are set with proper skill and care, are

so much neglected afterwards that they grad-

ually die out. Pruniug them Is not attended

to, or if done, is performed at the wrong sea-

son of the year, when the sap runs from them

as freely as from the maple in a sugar orchard

in IMarch. After a year or two of cultivation,

the land upon which the trees stand is laid

down to grass, so that they soon lose their

vigorous appearance, grow verj' slowly, be-

come covered with moss and are in just the

condition to be attacked by borers, bark lice,

and other enemies which infest young trees.

The crowning evil of all, however, is turn-

ing cattle into the field where the trees stand.

When the fall feed becomes scanty they

browse the trees, catching hold of the end of

a branch, biting it off, or, if it does not yield,

splitting the limb down from the stem of the

tree. Tnen they scratch their oily necks, or

comb their shaggy foretops by rubbing against

them. We can point to many acres of young

apple trees in just this condition to-day.

This is a somewhat expensive operation

;

one which but few farmers can afford, if in-

deed, any can. Two orchards are now in our

mind, planted about the same time, opposite

each other, the highway only dividing them.

One of these is in the wretched condition de-

scribed above, and the other, thrifty and

beautiful, and has already returned products

which have more than paid all its cost

!

Benjamin Liveumore.—The Vermont Journal

contains an oljituary notice of this gentleman, wlio

died at his residence in Hartland, Vt., April 4, in

the tifty-third year of his age. Mr. Livennore was

a frequent contributor to our columns, but per-

haps he will be best remembered as a writer on

the subject of cement pipes and cisterns, to which

he had devoted much thought, and in the construc-

tion of which he had much practical experience.

He was also the inventor of a pocket writing ma-

chine, and a little contrivance of his for window

flower pots was illustrated in the Farmer last year,

—Monthly, page 199. His articles were practical

and suggestive, and from a personal acquaintance,

we can fully endorse the remark of the writer of his

obituary that "he was one who in all the relations

of life was indeed a worthy and valuable man."

For the Neic England Fanner.

HAY AND STRA"W—NO. 3.

Varieties of Grasses.

It is highlv probable that we are on the eve

of radical changes in the varieties of grasses

cultivated. Heretofore two or three varieties

have monopolized the fields we have stocked

down.

Herds grass is the general favorite. Very

few other grasses are allowed a test of their

(jualities. Orchard grass, that has so often

been commended by men of good judgment,

is not receiving the attention its merits de-

serve. Clover also fails to win its way to

general favor, notwithstanding it is found

quoted in English papers at from ten to

fifteen per cent, higher than hay. It has no

market value with us. It is rare that it is

properly cured in our country. To this fact

may we ascribe in a great degree the gen-

eral unpopularity it has attained. No hay is

equal to it for feeding sheep, horses, and

cows. A large milk farmer of Chicago states

that he can obtain fifteen per cent, more milk

from a ton of clover than from the same

quantity of herds grass. Our farmers differ

widely "in reference to its value. If in the

damp climate of England it can be cured

so as to be unobjectionable, I see no good

reason why we should fail to accomplish it

here.

The new clover from Sweden called alsike

is attracting much attention. Judging from

reports given of it by those who have culti-

vated it, it is winning its way to general favor.

It is thought to possess qualities superior to

those of our common red clover. Informa-

tion respecting it is being sought for through

our agricultural papers from every quarter.

Since commencing this article I find in the

Fahmkk of to-day (April 8th) a correspond-

ent iiKiuinng for information respecting it

and also in respect to orchard grass ;
there

are also two leading articles under the editori-

al head treating of these grasses, and a cor-

respondent, (A. W. Chever,) gives us his

views of orchard grass, &c. You say, in your

editorial, that "orchard grass is not culti-

vated to half the extent which would prove

profitable." I think your statement a very

modest one, considering the authorities we

have to sustain the fact of its being the most

valuable grass, both for hay and pasturage,

we have. You quote from INIr. Flint's work

on Grasses and Forage Plants. His whole ar-

ticle on On-hard Grass comprises a mass of

evidence in its favor that every farmer should

well (iolisider. It is to be found on pages

66-69 inclusive. Judge Buel is referred to as

an advocate for its general cultivation. De-

siring information from him respecting this

grass, he urged my making it my principal

reliance for hay and grazing. For the latter,

there can be no doubt of its being the most

valuable of any of our grasses. In both cases
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it would probably be best to put other grasses

with it to insure a perfect sward.

Maxket Value of Straw.

As to the question of raising straw for
market, I feel tliat I am dealing with a subject

that will probably provoke criticism. Never-

theless I will venture to mention a few_ facts

and give a few suggestions and leave it for

others to amplify, if disposed to do so.

A correspondent of yours (Mr. Henry
Poor) in his article published to-day on the

culture of wheat, furnishes me with a text.

One of the reasons he urges for the culture of

wheat is the growing demand for straw. I

think that is the only argument of much
weight he presents for our consideration.

Let us see what the figures tell us—for to

these we must ever appeal for the solution of

about all questions relating to the feasability

of our farm operations. Does it pay? is the

pivot on which our business operations must

revolve.

Not many years since a friend raised 78^
bushels of merchantable corn to the acre on

35 acres. The same season he raised 36 bush-

els of wheat to the acre on eleven acres. He
told nie he lost by raising the wheat about

§34: an acre, making for the whole eleven

acres $372 ; in other words, he would have been

that much more in pocket if he had put in corn

instead of wheat. Wheat was worth at the

time $2 per bushel and the straw $6 per ton.

The straw was estimated at ten tons to the

acre. As the straw was threshed with a ma-
chine it was unfit for market. Corn was worth

at that time $1.25 per bushel and the fodder

$20 to the acre, which was the price of a ton

of hay. The usual value of corn fodder in

the town where it grew was estimated to be
equal to a ton of hay to the acre.

We will examine the comparative result. If

the wheat had been threshed by flail, and the

straw neatly baled and sold at the prices now
obtained, and the wheat and corn at the prices

named above—viz : $72 per acre for the wheat,

and for the corn and fodd#r $117.82. Adding
the present value of baled straw, $40 a ton, to

the value of the wheat, and we have $152

—

thus reversing the results obtained by my
friend in his operation. Instead of losing

$312, he would have gained that amount, mak-
ing a difference to him of $744. These figures

are startling to us, but how are we to get

away from them ? Suppose we reduce the

price now obtained for straw one-fourth—we
have a gain of $558.

It will be said we cannot afford to go back
to the old method of threshing and discard the

machine. Is any one sure this is so? I have
often thought it was not, when reckoning up
the cost of machine threshing. Suppose you
go into a close calulation of all the items of

expense incurred by using a machine. If you
do not own one yourself you pay by the bush-

el,—board men and teams, furnish hands of

your own, »&c., &c. When you have got all

the items together they will, if I am not mis-

taken, surprise you. Many reasons miojht be

suggested in favor of threshing with ilail that

will readily occur to all—not the least of which

is that it would furnish work for men desira-

ble to retain, at times when no other profitable

employment could be provided for them on

the farm.

The quantity of straw that can be obtained

from an acre depends of course entirely upon

the character of the soil, mode of cultivation,

and the skill of the farmer. No one need ex-

pect two tons of straw from a sand drift, a

bog, or a clay bank. Even the most produc-

tive lands will not do it without skilful man-

agement. I have known rye to grow seven

feet tall, and a piece of two acres to average

over six feet in height, yielding sixty-five bush-

els of grain, notwithstanding much was wasted

by unskilful cradling. I have taken twenty-

three bushels of rye and a ton and a half of

straw from half an acre of land. I do not

think there is much danger incurred by manur-

ing lavishly for this crop. From experience

with rye sown on land very highly manured

for tobacco, I think there need be no fear of

manure harming it in any way. I sowed two

and a half bushels to the acre, the beginning

of September and ploughed under the first of

the following June. The straw was about

five feet high and seemingly as thick as it could

be. Some of the neighbors estimated the

quantity of straw as high as four and five tons

to the acre,—none of it lodged permanently.

Heavy winds and rains occasionally laid it, but

it soon recovered. This treatment was tried

two seasons in succession on the same field.

Many have since adopted the same method

with profit and satisfaction.

Let us suppose we have a meadow we wish

to stock anew with grass. Plough it after

haying, scatter on the manure and some ashes

(if they are of use on your land) sow to rye,

without being afraid of getting it in too early,

for a good covering of the ground is desirable

for winter protection. As soon as the grain is

full (not ripe) cut it, as the straw will be

tougher and the grain better. Plough under

your stubble, put on more manure—plant to

turnips, or, better still, have cabbages ready

to set, and if they do well, M'ill make you more

beef and mutton than any other crop from the

same surface. As soon as this crop is off pre-

pare for the hay seed. Sow any time after

winter sets in "when there is snow on the

ground sufficient to hold the seed. Do not

be afraid of losing the seed. It is sure

to take if your land is in good condition, and

ready to mow as soon as your other hay is out

of the way. By adopting this suggestion,

hay, straw, gram, and cabbage crops are ob-

tained in two seasons, and the grass crop se-

cured for the third.

It may appear to some to be needless for

me to say that in preparing hay and straw for
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market, the work should be done in the neat-
]

est possible manner, and all of luiiform fjual-

ity throii<i;hoiit. Great loss is often incurred
;

by ne<ile(;t in these respects. Slovenly ])ack-
j

ages of pood and bad (jualities intermixed,
I

are difficult to sell, while neat y)ackaires of

uniform jjood (juality are taken without haj;-

glinj^ at much better ])rices. As an illustra-

tion of the working of these two ways of
doing things, I will (juote the words of one of

your editors to me to-day that "over in the
j

market there is butter sold every week as soon
|

as received for .^l.io per pound, while the
general price is from thirty-hve to forty cents

per pound.
Those having to pay freight long distances

on bulky commodities cannot afford to send a
poor article, as the expense of getting a poor
article to market is the same as with a good
one. The method of baling was much im-

-proved during the war, and the improvement
may now be in use. It consisted in compress-
ing an ordinary bale into one-half its or-

dinary bulk. Tliis end was also attained by
the use of the Beater liay Press which heat

the hay together as it was pitched into the

press— thus getting twice as many pounds in

the same bulk as was usual by the old pro-
cess. The work done by these presses is per-
fect. I saw a bale of hay in New York that

was i)acked by one of them which was sawed
in two and on the ends engraven the name of

the press with as much distinctness as if cut
in wood. I should think it would be difficult

for water to penetrate it. These presses are

more expensive than the old ones. A neigh-
borhood might combine and own one for its

own use, or the same principle be adopted as is

common with threshing machines,—the own-
ers doing the baling for a fixed price per ton.

It is possible and highly probable that hay
•will be in the near future baleil in the fields

as soon as properly cured. I am also of the

opinion that it will not require as much curing
put u{) at once into compact bales as if put
into bulk in stack or mow. It would save
much in weight and much in quality and value
to the consumer. K. O.

April 8, 1871.

For the Xnc Kngland Farmer.

IMPORTANCE OF GOOD SEED.—CUL-
TIVATION OF CORN.

I notice in the FAiotKU of 2.")th inst. a com-
munication from K. O. on the importance
of good seed, which is a subject that ought to

interest all Farmers. I shall pass over his

remarks on beets, for that is a crop which I

have not raised to any extent. But having
given considerable attention to raising corn I

agree with him generally in cultivating that

crop. First in regard to seed. There are
many varieties of corn raised in New Kng-
land, some of which will yield sixty to eighty

bushels to the acre, according to the season
;

and other varieties which are in favor with
many farmers scarcely half as much, with
nearly the same cultivation.

j\Iany farmers plant the old varieties that

they have raised for a generation, and it is ex-
tremely difficult to persuade them that their

crnj)s are not al)Out as good as anyl)ody's,

though their yield is only thirty-five to forty-

five bushels to the acre, rarely fifty bushels.

They object to a large variety because, as

they say, it has a great cob and it will not

get ripe ; that it makes a great growth of

stover, exhausts the land, &c. Many of them
have not learnt that corn stover is worth
nearly as much per ton as English hay to

feed to stock ; and that one acre of corn
stover of a yield of seventy-five bushels to

the acre will more than keep one 60')-pound
cow from the time she goes to the barn in au-

tuum till the first of April, Avith two quarts

of shorts a day, and give milk and keep in

good condition, but some have learnt it.

jNIany prefer a smaller kind of corn because
it has a small cob, the ears are well filled out,

and it makes nice meal, when we all know
who have tried it that it is only the large va-
rieties that will produce a large crop, while

the smaller varieties will only produce a
moderate crop with the same cultivation, and
the stover from it will not more than half

keep a cow through the winter.

K. O. is correct in regard to the yield to

the hill. Four ears is as much as the large

varieties will yield and four and a fraction of

the smaller varieties. Of the lai-ge varieties

200 ears will make a full bushel of corn, but
of the smaller varieties 300, or more, are re-

quired.

K. O. says he planted a field of 25 acres

heavily manured. The term heavily ma*-

nured is not sufficiently definite for practical

purpose. It may be thirty loads to the acre,

or ten or twenty more, which would make
quite a difrerence in the cost of the crop.

]\Iy mode of cultivation is to si)read fifteen

loads of a thirty-five bushel wagon to the acre

of pure stable manure, and put a moderate
shovelful in the hill, requiring about twenty-
five loads in all. I do not think it econ-

omy to use more than twenty-five loads of ma-
nure to the acre. From my experience I con-

clude that not more than one bushel of corn or
other grain, or one hundred pounds of hay
would be added to the crop for every load of

manure above that amount.

I furrow ."i feet each wa}', which makes
about twenty-five hills to the rod of land, and
with four ears to the hill I have a bushel of

corn for everj' two rods of land, making eighty

bushels to the acre. JNly yield List year was
seventy-five bushel, a little less than a bushel

of corn to two rods of land. I intend to

plant five kernels of seed to the hill to make
sure of four good stalks. But for some rea-

son my field did not have four full stalks to

the hill last year.
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It is important to cover the seed carefully, so

that the corn will come up straight, and take

a good start. If there are stones or coarse

earth over the seed, so that it comes up on a

slant, it does not grow well, and the crop is

injured.

Then I do not plant many pumpkins in a

cornfield, for I am satisfied they injure the

corn more than they are worth. 1 have seen

a field dressed with thirty -five or forty loads

of good manure to the acre, the corn covered
in a Ciareless manner, and pumpkins planted in

nearly every hill. The pumpkins grew so lux-

uriantly that they nearly smothered the corn,

and the result was a yield of only about
forty baskets to the acre, where there should

have been nearly twice as much.
My advice to farmers where they buy seed

corn is to satisfy themselves in regard to the

yield of the field from which it was taken, the

amount of manure applied, then examine the

kernels, and if the sample ears are not more
than nine inches long, you cannot measure
more than fort}' bushels to the acre from that

seed. Seedmen cannot always be depended
upon. Some of them Avill not pay an extra

price for an extra quality of seed, but bu}' of

a farmer who will sell at twenty-five or fifty

cents a bushel above the price of corn for

seed. J. n.

Shreicsbury, Mass., April, 1871.

AGBJCUIiTimAIj ITEMS.
—At present prices, eggs are cheaper than beef.

—George Wood, of Harrisville, N. H., has made
2300 pounds of sugar from four hundred trees this

j'car, and only one spout to a tree at that.

—There is a curious plant now at the Govern-

ment green house, in Washington, which closes its

palm on anything put on it.

—One blacksmith in Boston has taken from

horses' feet two hundred nails which had been

trodden upon and buried in the feet of the horses,

by being carelessly thrown into the street.

—Including loss ft-om shrinkage, rats and mice,

interest on uioney, &c., a farmer in Ohio thinks it

more profitalile to sell com at fifty cents a bushel

in the fall, than at seventy cents the next summer.

—George W. Carr, 2d, of Waterford, Vt., Jias a

flock of thirty-five Leicester ewe sheep that aver-

aged 170 pounds each a few days before they begun
to drop their lambs.

—The first American rail was rolled some thirtj^

years smce. Last year more than 600,000 tons

were made, more than half in Pennsylvania, and

the rest in New York, Troy, Rome, Syracuse, El-

mira and Buftalo.

—A hen belonging to Mr. Abraham J. Borden,

residing on the Chase road, Dartmouth, Mass., was

recently noticed to move about lazily, and appeared

to be very hea^y. She was killed, and found to

contain sixteen full-sized eggs, half of tliem hav-

ing hard shells, and the others partially shelled

over, four more about half the usual size, and
man}- others, as is usual in hens, in all stages and
sizes. She weighed, after being dressed, two pounds
and ten ounces.

—No broom com is to be raised in Northern
Illinois this year, the present ruinous prices having
terrified the farmers. The market price is now
only from twenty to sixty dollars per ton, and the

corn cannot be raised for less than seventy dollars.

—The toad is a great destroyer of insects, and on
this account has been found very useful in gardens
for exterminating the striped bug, squash bug, flea-

beetle, &c. It is very destructive to bees, and
should be banished from the apiary.

—It is stated in the Horticulturist that one of the

most successftd cold graperies near Philadelphia

has every third section of lights made entirely of

blue glass. It is an important foct that colored

glass does atfcct very materially the growth of

vegetation beneath it. Thus, blue glass admits the

chemical rays, to the exclusion, or nearly so, of all

others
;
yellow glass admits only the formation of

lunnnous rays, while red glass cuts off all but the

heating raj-s. Yellow and red rays are destructive

to vegetation ; violet, indigo, or blue, are favorable

to it.

—Elias Burncll, of Franklin, N. H., infomis the

New York Farmers' Clul) that granite boulders can
be split cheaper with fire than with powder and
drill. Make a slow fire across the rock in the di-

rection in which you wish it to break ; keep it up
for one hour, more or less. When the rock begins
to heat thump on it with the point of a bar where
it is hot, and if it has started a scale, remove it,

and keep up your fire as before. The heat will

swell the rock near the fire, and if the rock is

soimd will crack it where it is not hot. Put your
ear to it while the fire is burning and hear it crack.

One man will break more hard rocks with fire in

that way than a half dozen with drills and powder.
You need not throw on water, as that will not do
the least good.

Farmers' Clvb.—The fanners of Elvaston, III.,

have formed a club, which in addition to the ob-

jects generally contemplated by club organizations,

embraces the purchase of such flu-ming imple-

ments, fruit trees, and other supplies as may be
needed by its members, and also assistance in the

sale of produce, stock, &c., by which hea^y com-
missions, &c., will be saved. The constitution and
by-laws are pulilished in the Prairie Farmer. An
admission of fifty cents is required of members.
Those who wish to order any implement or other

article are required to advance at least twenty per

cent, of the probable cost, and full freight, the bal-

ance to be paid on delivery. There are to be three

regular shipments of implements, yearly. Those
having produce, stock, &c., for sale are to furnish

the secretary Avith a stc.tcracr.t thereof.
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CURING CLOVEB HAY,
Takini; everything into consideration, and

after fxiviiig considerable lliouglit and study to

the subject, I have concluded that, all things

considered, the best plan is to cure clover hay

as rapidly as possible. If you chew a blossom

von will find it quite sweet. It contains con-

siderable sugar. And this sugar is soluble in

water. And yet the heaviest rain falling con-

tinuously on a field of growing clover in full

blossom will not wash out a particle of the

sugar. The sugar is soluble, but the water

cannot get at it. But cut down the clover and

let it wilt and become partly dry, and the

water will then wash out the sugar.

Experienced hay-makers know very well

that a heavy rain or dew, falling on clover

only just cut (iown, will not injure it. But
rain or dew, falling on a field of partially-

cured clover, does considerable damage. And
the more the clover has been bruised in shak-

ing it about, the greater will be the damage
done by the rain. Bearing these facts in mind,

when there is considerable clover to cut, I

would start the machine about five o'clock in

the afternoon, and cut as long as I could see

;

and unless tliere was a very heavy dew, I

would start the machine soon after daylight in

the morning, and keep on cutting until nine or

ten o'clock. By this time the hay cut the

night before will need moving. How best to

do this is, with me, an open question. Some
good farmers do it with a tedding machine.

My own plan has been to take a self-acting

steel rake, that can be easily raised and lowered

rapidly, and pull the clover into small wind-

rows, five or six feet apart. In an hour or

so afterward, turn these Avindrows by hand,

and if any of the clover is green and matted
together, shake it out.

Treat the morning-cut clover in the same
way. And if you have time, turn the night-

clover again before dinner ; but if not, turn

it immediately after dinner. If it has been

spread out much in turning, the horse steel

rake can be used again to considerable advan-

tage. I have a twelve-year-old boy that does

this work with the rake to perfection. The
rake is lifted by the wheel, and it is thrown in

and out of gear by a lever. lie moves this

lever back and forth, and keeps the rake

going up and down about every second. The
object is not to rake the grass together, but to

turn it. The oftener the green hay can be

stirred the more radidly it cures, and this is

the main object of the first day's operations.

About three o'clock, pull the hay together in-

to windrows with a wooden revolving-rake,

and put it into moderate-sized cocks. At the

same time, let the boy with the steel-rake run

it between the rows of cocks, and make every

thing clean and snug. The next morning, if

necessary, turn over the cocks, and spread out

any43art of the hay that is still green. And
it may be necessary to turn the hay again in

an hour or so. By one o'clock the hay should
be fit to draw in.

The objections to this method are (1), that

it takes more labor, and (2) that opening the

cocks, if done carelessly, may shake off the

leaves of the clover, which, except the blos-

soms, are the best part of the hay. The ad-
vantage is simply a gain of time, and less risk

from bad weather.

—

J. Harris, in Am. Agri-
culturist.

MANURES AND THEIR APPLICATION.
My experience is that manures containing

straw, hay and the like should be ploughed
under, but those containing little or no straw
should be spread on. Coarse manures will

rot much sooner if ploughed imder, and they
also serve to lighten the soil, and this is the

one great want of those old farms which have
been cultivated many years. Other manures
should be applied on or near the surface, first,

because if applied in any other way they lose

much of their fertilizing properties by evapo-
ration and by wash, while if applied on the

surface in small quantities each year, the crops

receive all or nearly all the benefit, and second,

because the labor of application is much less.

Viewing a fine farm burdened with a splendid

crop of grass, I remarked to a friend on its

fine appearance, that ten years before it was
one of the poorest farms in the town, and that

two things had made it what it now is. One
was, the present owner had built a barn, and
with it a large, fine cellar in which he kept his

farm manures until he was read}- to use thera,

thereby saving all the solid and liquids, and
the other cause was, he applied the greater

part of his manures on his grass as top dress-

ing.

I once had a field of grass nearly run out
and not able to plough it, sjiread on about
three cords of manure to the acre for three

years and now it is as fine a field of grass as

one would wish to see.

I have found plaster one of the best fertil-

izers for grass land on clay loam, but not on
sandy soil ; and should like to hear the expe-
rience of those who have used it on such land.

—W. S. N., in Me. Farmer.

SPRING CARE OF SHEEP AND LAMBS.
Though our sheep are wintered, tlie worst

time is yet to follow ; this is the changeable

weather of the spring, the cold storms and the

slushy, bad condition of the yard and the

places the sheep inhabit. Unless the shed is

well drained, or otherwise secured, there will

be more or less water soaking the straw and
manure. And once made wet in this way, it

will be apt to be more or less damp till the end
of the spring. We need not say that such is not

the place for sheep. Keep the water out on the

start by all means, and let there be elevation

enough to keep a dry bottom.
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Ewes now become heavy, and unless well

kept during the winter, will be weak, easily

Luit either by cattle or stronger sheep, or

fright from dogs or rude boys. The way to

avoid all this is to secure a place by them-
selves. Not only secure the ewes by them-

selves, with plenty of room if possible and
good ventilation, but sei)arate the weaker
from the stronger.

When the lambs come weak, then is your
time to bestir yourself ; an hour at once is

worth a day afterward, for the weak lamb,
unless it get aid at once, will get weaker rap-

idly, unlike the strong lambs. See that they

get milk, if possible, from the ewes ; a little

nourishment in the start is a great help, often

the saving of the lamb. If chilled too much
it must be taken to warmer quarters, where
there will also be a chance to feed it. Let the

milk (if cow's milk) be warm and a little di-

luted. Thus, in a few hours from the start,

a lamb can be much helped and strengthene<l.

See to your sheep at night. Many flocks

have been lessened in consequence of this ne-

glect. A weak lamb will come in the night,

cold and shivering, and in the morning be
dead or beyond recovery. We cannot afford

such a loss ; a lamb is too valuable. The
mothers also must have good care. Continue
good hay to them. AVe prefer clover cut in

due season and well cui-ed. A little grain,

almost of any kind, say a pint a day, is

of material help. A few I'oots, for variety,

are greatly relished. Do not fatten, but

feed so as to strengthen and flesh up well,

and prepare for the spring pasture. We
should say summer pasture, for we are apt to

let our sheep have the range of the fields too

early, when the season is yet uncertain and
damp, the ground soft and moist, and the

feed too tender and innutritions for much bene-
fit. The hay and the grain should not be cut

off till pasture is fully established and feed
abundant, and then not at once.

The thing is undeniable that good care and
treatment, with food suflicient, will improve
the wool and give more strength and growth
to the lambs, preventing measurably the shed-

ding of wool and other difficulties depending
upon a reduced system. Remember a well

conditioned sheep does not require more food
than a poor one. And now, during this

changeable weather, is the time to take care

of the flocks.

—

Utica Herald.

DESERTED PLACES.
In the eastern part of the central portion of

Windham county, Vt., about six miles west of

the Connecticut river, and running nearly par-
allel with it, is a long range of hills, or rather

one continuous hill, stretching from Dummer-
ston to Rockingham, a distance of twelve or
fifteen miles, and rising from the valley on
either side from one mile to three. From the

summit is an extensive view, reaching far into

New Hampshire on the east, and revealing for
more than fifty miles on the west, the promi-
nent peaks of the Green Mountain range.
The lull attains its greatest height between the
towns of Putney and Westminster on one side,
and Brookline on the other. Scattered over
it and along its declivities are the deserted
homes of a former generation. In every di-
rection we find the relics of an ancient house-
hold

;
J,
few decaying timbers, an old cellar

and the crumbling walls of a massive stone
chimney. The abandoned farms are turned
into out pasture for sheep and fattening cattle.

On some of them the houses are still standing,
and the sheep lie on the stone hearth and the
kitchen floor.

A former resident of Putney, an octoo-ena-
rian and an old school teacher, says that when
a young man, he taught a school in one of the
districts on this hill, of seventy scholars. In
this district there is now no schools, no schol-
ars and only two houses inhabited. In an-
other district adjoining, in which there is not a
single house now standing, he taught a school
of sixty scholars.

It is painful to think how many long days
and years of labor have been expended on
these deserted homes. Here are huge stone
walls inclosing nearly all the fields, standing
now after their weight has pressed the earth
for more than half a century, as high as a
man's shoulders. And like heavy old fences
enclose the old roads that wind up the hill

—

old roads never to be traveled more. In win-
ter, the piercing winds that sweep here with
fury, pile the snow in those old tracks, and it

lies undisturbed.

The lands that have been described are but
a type of the condition to which many of the
rough places of New England are approach-
ing. Half the towns of Vermont have simi-
lar deserted tracts. The bleak hills are aban-
doned, and residences are sought in more ac-
cessible places in the valleys or near the vil-

lages. While many towns have a smaller
population than in 1850, the villages in the
same towns have often doubled or trebled in

size since that period. A town in this county
that has lost thirty per cent, of its population
since 1870, has two considerable villages that
have grown up while the to^vn has been losing
this per centage of its inhabitants. The gain
in the State of 15,000 shown by the recent
census, is nearly made by the towns of Rut-
land, Burlington and St. Albans. If we com-
pute the gain in Brattleboro', St. Johnsbury,
Bennington, and numerous small villages scat-
tered through the State, it shows a loss in the
agricultural districts. Estimating the increase
in all the villages in the State at 45,000, and
deducting 15,000, the gain in the whole State,
a loss is shown in the remainder of the State
of oO,000. This estimate of the loss, outside
of the villages, is believed to be less than the
facts will warrant.

—

Cor. New England Home-
stead.
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CULTIVATION OP ONIONS. I

When grown a.« .i (k-kl-cTop, the land should ,

be level, eoniparatively free from stones, or '

other obstriutions, deep and mellow. The
,

onion will grow best on such a soil when well
|

drained, either naturally or by artificial means. !

Fall plougliing, throwing the land into twelve-
]

feet ridges, is advisable. In the spring an ap-

jilication of twenty to thirty two-horse loads

of well-rotted yard or hog-pen manure, are

spread bmudeast and ploughed under. The
ground is then ploughed, harrowed and some-
times levelled with a wooden roller before

sowing the seed. An application of two or

three hundred pounds of ground bones to the

acre will benefit the crop.

The seed is sown in drills, one foot apart,

either for field or garden, by a machine, using

four pounds of fresh seed to an acre. To in-

sure the seed being well covered, a light roller

is drawn by hand over the ground, in the di-

rections of the rows.

The early rimning of the hand-hoes between
the rows, is the only way to do in gi-owing on-

ions for profit. If the weeds gain headway,
the cultivation will cost ten times what it other-

wise would. As soon as the rows are desig-

nated by the young plants, keep the scuffle

and onion-lioes active until the tops are larfje

enough to give shade. Weeds appearing m
the lines of the rows must be removed, before

they attain any size, by hand—the boy carry-

ing a knife with a curved point, made for the

purpose. The seed sown early in April, the

crop will be ready to harvest in the latter part

of August or the beginning of September.

The onions are pulled out by hand, throwing

three or four rows together and leaving them
in this way for a few weeks, until they are

dry enough to be stored—when the}- are gath-

ered, carted and placed on a barn tloor or loft

until marketed. If kept over winter, they

should be protected by a covering of straw or

salt hay, before cold weather sets in. Onions

keep better with the tops left on, therefore

they are not trimmed till a few days before

sending them to market.

—

QHi7in\i Money in

the Garden.

the privy, that are too often nearly lost on ac-

count of their ofTensiveness or want of proper
knowledge. If the term, fertilizer, at the

head of this article is suggestive of adulter-

ation, all fears of this kind will vanish after a

fair trial.

Early in Sjiring make a curb of proper
size under cover, and place in the bottom a

layer of dry nmck six inches deep, or in its

absence soil will do and may be advantage-

ously taken from the marginal elevations of

ploughed fields. Upon this place a layer of

the said contents two inches deep, and thus

build up the i)ile in alternate layers, using

two or three times the quantity of nuick, cov-

ering the whole with it to the dcptli of ten

inches. Now save all the licpiids from the

sleeping ajiartmcnts through the Suuuucr and
pour upon the top, adding more muck as may
be necessary. In one year this will be fit for

use, well decomposed, free from ofl'ensive

odor and may be handled as well as so much
earth. I have used this compost in top dress-

ing grass lands with marked results. Last
Spring a ])iece thus treated was far ahead of

the rest and had to be cut ten days in ad-

vance. A small (quantity in corn hills will

push the young plants forward, give them a

rich, dark green color and a stamina they will

not forget during the season.— 17. Fanner.

A VALUABLE FERTILIZER UTILIZED.

Every farmer has the means at hand of

manufacturing, at small cost, one of the most

valuable fertilizers in use from the contents of

Prepaiung Corn Ground.—A correspon-

dent of the Ohio Farmer says, always, if pos-

sil)le, jilough the ground just befoi'e planting.

If sod, never until the grass is well started.

Then the grass will furnish food for worms,
and also commence heating or rotting at just

the right time to make the young corn grow
rapidly. How to plough:—If your land lies

high and dry, and you wish to plant in hills,

and rows both ways, commence in the centre

of the field and back furrow until finished

;

thus you avoid tramping upon any of the

ploughed ground. If low ground, plough in

beds, north and south, wide enough for five

or seven rows of corn, one row on the ridge,

two or three on each side dropping the corn

at the edge of every fourth furrow in di-ills,

with plenty of seed, then harrow the ground
thoroughly ; as soon as the corn is up harrow
again. Then in a few days cultivate and thin

out to suit. I plough sward land from five to

six inches deep ; old land seven to eight inches.
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Harli ! where the pwecpire soyilic now rips along;
K.ich sturdy mower, emulous and. strorg,
^Vho.^^, \\ rithii'g form mcrkliiiu htat dehes,
Bc-.ids o'er his work and every sinew tries,

Prostrates the waving treasure at his 'eet,

But .-pa' eg the rising clover short and sweet.
Come, Health, come Jollity, light-footed, come!
Here hold jOur revels, and make this your home.

Bloomjield''s Farnurn Boy.

ULY is tlie great

h ay-harvest
month ; and if

not the richest.

It is certainh'

one of the most

important of

^?*~« 1/ our New Eng-

hmd harvests.

^ In this month

the energies of

the farmer are

3,^ fully taxed.

^'^^^^ Care mu,«t still

be extended to

tlie corn and

potato crops.

Weeds will as-

sume loo much

prominence if

the cultivator

and hoe are not frequently among them. The

field turnip, beet and mangel wurzel crops

will demand attention to thinning, weeding,

and re2:)eated stirring of the groitnd, in order

to secure a rapid and lusty growth. The gar-

den, also, which was prepared and planted

with care, Avill claim daily attention if only a

brief hour is devoted to it. If drought pre-

vails, weeds are so much more hard}- than most

of our cultivated crops that they will flourish

and crowd out their more delicate neighbors.

If the season be a wet one, then weeds must

be displaced in order to let in sun and air to

the j)lants we are rearing.

Some of the early grains Mill ripen, and

must receive their share of attention.

All these varied cares will rest upon the far-

mer during this month, in addition to the great

leading interest, that of securing the ha}' crop

in perfect condition.

The poetry which we have quoted at the

head of this article was written long before

machines for cutting grass by horse-power

were known. Then six or eight men were

required to cut as much grass in a day, as

may be done by a single man and a jiair of

horses now. Besides, in using tlie machine,

the grass woidd be spread, and thus save tliC

labor of one or two persons more. And yet,

here and there a man still clings to the old

hand scythe,

"Bends o'er his work and every sinew tries."

The average crop of hay in Xew England is

probably not more than one ton to the acre,

and the average amount of land gone over

by the hand scythe not more than one acre

per day, of ten hours. If, therefore, while

the farmer is going over his fields and cutting

and curing the scanty crop of much less than
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one ton to the acre, he will reflect upon the

great difference in the* profits of his labor

which would result to him between fifteen

liundn'd pounds and thirty hundred pounds of

hay, he would undoubtedly resolve that he

would, in the future, go over less land, and

yet secure a larger amount of hay per acre.

The returns of the last census show the hay

crop to have been about fourteen millions of

tons, and at ten dollars a ton to give an aggre-

gate of about one hundred and forty millions

of dollars ? This is substantial national

wealth, something that gives the nation per-

manence and power. I'nlike costly edifices,

or anything else that costs much labor and is

not productive, this crop, with our grains and

other products of the farm, form the base of

national progress and prosperity. The aver-

a"-e per acre, might well be increased to one

ton and a half, which would add forty millions

annually to the wealth of the nation. Some of

our l)est farms do this,—nearly all might.

Exacting as the labor of July is, it is still a

month of general health and good feeling

among farmers. There is something inspiring

in the jjleasant labor, and in seeing the boun-

tiful crops so rapidly filling the empty barns

with the fragrant products which are to sus-

tain our domestic animals—and man, too, m-

dJrectly—when frozen fields and pinching cold

compel them to rely upon man for shelter and

subsistence.

The good old Bloomfield, when telling

his stories to the Farmer's Boy, felt the inspi-

ration of the season which we have suggested,

and invoked Health and Joy to come and

"hold their revels and make this month their

home."

And so, in the right sense, should it be to

all, but especially so to the farmer that is

full of life and joyous feeling. In the midst

of all the garniture which the earth has put

on, loading the air with rich perfume, and

promising an abundance of food for man and

beast, why should not his heart beat with

gratitude and delight at the lavish fulness

around him, and the great promise of future

harvests! Let us, then, sing with the old

poet,

—

"Come to the scented clover fields.

At early diiwn away ;

Tlie earth her generous bounty yields—
To the clover fields away;

Tlie sun is painting now the hills

With its genial yolden ray,

And the music of the singing rills

Is calling us away."

FARM "WORK FOB JULY.

A o-reat variety of work must be done in

this month in order to secure a profit on what

has already been done. It is poor policy to

lay out more work than can be done season-

ably and well. If the quantity of manure on

hand will dress two or three acres more than

has usually been under the hoe, that will re-

(juire an extra amount of labor in July. It

woidd be better to let the manure lie over,

than to neglect the usual crops in order to get

over the extra amount of land thus put under

cultivation.

If we have reared trees, fruit or shade, it is

poor economy to allow cateq)illars or canker

worms to destroy them. It costs time and

money to set out and rear currant bushes, to

start cabbage and tomato plants, to prepare

the garden soil and sow a variety of seeds to

bring vegetables for the kitchen table,—and

their failure from after neglect would be a

waste, not only of this cost, but of the money

necessary to purchase them from some other

persons, perliassin a poor condition. Viewed

in this light, all will see that it is strict econom

to take good care of whatever has been started,

whether it be the grass, corn and potato crops,

or the wholesome and almost indispensable

fruits and vegetables, that ought to make up

a considerable portion of our diet during the

hot weather.

If from the force of circimistances the farm

work is somewhat behind, it would be better

economy to liire a few days' labor, than to

allow the crops to suffer. A rank growth of

weeds in the garden, or among the field crops,

would soon absorb a considerable portion of

their profit, beside filling the soil with seeds

for future crops.

The hoeing is quite often neglected in order

to strike into haying. The weeds are left,

perhaps, to be cut up in cloudy weather,

which may be indefinitely postponed. Then

a clear day is as much better for hoeing as it

is for haying. Weeds die quickly when

stretched out in a hot sun. And that is not

all. The ground being stirred to destroy the

weeds, is put into condition to receive im-

portant benefits from the atmosphere, rains,

and dews. The roots of the plants are, there-

fore, not only supplied with the nutriment

they need, but they have around them a mel-

low soil in which to travel after it.

A quite common error is, to leave plants
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too near together. They ought to be thinned

out when small, but if that has been neglected,

it is best to take them out later. We made

an experiment with mangel wurzels, and it

was estimated that double the number of

pounds of roots grew where the plants stood

twelve inches apart in the row, than where they

stood ranging from four to nine inches apart.

When the thinning is properly done, the hoe-

ing can be accomplished in much less time

than among thick-standing plants.

Another important item of work comes into

this month,—that of gathering the early grain

harvest. When this is fit to be cut,—which is

when just leaving the milky state,—no delay

should be suffered. Any delay will be attend-

ed with loss. If the weather is fair, the grain

may ripen too far, and shell out in the har-

vesting. If the weather is cloudy and hot,

there will be danger of rust, and birds prey upon

the grain. If cut at the time we have sug-

gested, the grain will be fairer and heavier,

and the straw more valuable. These are facts

which have" been established by the most thor-

ough experiments frequently made.

As the hot and dry weather reduces feed in

the pastures, all the stock should be supplied

with succulent food of some kind. If that is

not at hand, then feed them with a little hay

and grain before turned to pasture in the

morning. In this way the cows will continue

their usual flow of milk, and the young cattle

and oxen keep in flesh and continue to grow.

If these are checked, it will be in keeping with

allowing weeds to grow among the crops.

When the milk is once reduced, it is difBcult

to bring it up to the former standard again,

even with high feeding. The animal functions

have gone down as well as the milk, and must

be brought up again before there will be an

increase of the milk. The same operation

takes place in the dry stock. It is hard even

for young stock to recover from a stunt or

stoppage of growth.

Stimulated by the pressing cares of July,

the enterprising farmer is apt to spend too

many hours in hard exacting labor. Cases

have come to our knowledge where painful

maladies have been contracted, and even death

ensued, from a want of proper care. Work
steadily, but moderately. Eat sparingly at

night. Rinse the mouth and wash the wrists

and hands before drinking much cold water.

BREAKING COLTS.

It requires patience and firmness to break
in and tame the colt. Kindness has been
found by experience to be more effectual than

brute force to secure the confidence and sub-

due the untutored colt. It is the natural con-

sequence of the legitimate control of the

human mind over the brute instincts—the tri-

umph of intellect over the animal passions.

In a combat of physical force, the horse is

stronger than man, and would be sure to

triumph ; but in a contest of mind he is easily

subdued. It is this force of mind that gives

man control over the horse and the whole ani-

mal kingdom.
JNIind is omnipotent over the brute. Ani-

mal instincts recognize their dependence.
Sympathy is not dumb. It speaks in the lan-

guage of mutual confidence. We have only

to refer to the modern art of training colts to

verify the magic of mind over brute passions.

For instance, the trainer often blindfolds the

wild colt with heavy blankets, leaves him
firmly fastened to a post, tormented in dark-

ness, till he sweats profusely from terror-

stricken excitement. The breaker at the

appointed time quietly relieves him, and upon
the gentle law of kindness brings him out of

darkness into light. The terror-stricken colt

instantly recognizes him as his deliverer from
persecution, and follows him with the obedi-

ence and attachment of the dog. The trainer

now becomes master of the situation, and can

command him at all times.

The first proceeding in breaking the colt is

to halter-break and bit him, to soften the

mouth and supple the neck, so that he will

carry his head in lofty style, to command at-

tention and follow the line in a perfect curve
with the body in motion. The head should

not be left strained up long at one time before

it is let down to rest. It prevents calloused

jaws and leaves a more sensitive mouth.
Much is accomplished in biting by suppling

the neck with the hand. The head should be
raised by hand exercise up and down, right

and left, till the head can be placed in a bold

position, and the under jaw will open and shut

readily as it turns on its hinges for food.

The body can be taught to move in straight

or curved lines, go forward or back, and yield

implicit obedience to the hand in every shape
and form.

This process tames and subdues the colt,

secures confidence in his master, and redeems
him from fear. He can be put into har-

ness and driven without a load till he will stop

and go forward at the word of command, and
turn to the right or left at the slightest indi-

cation of the hand. He soon becomes famil-

iar with the harness, and the language of the

trainer, and will be as gentle as a lamb. He
will obey the commands of the driver when
hitched to the wagon, the same as he has been
taught to obey them in harness. When
hitched to heavy loads, he should not be over-
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weighted, nor suffered to draw more than two
or three times at wliat he cannot move. Throw
off tlie load and relieve him. It will encour-

age and make liim true as steel.

If tlic green colt .should contract the habit

of pulliii<j at the halter, he can be broken of

the vicious haV)it by extending the tying rope

to the halter, through a ring in the manger,
and attaching the same to his hind foot.

"When the colt settles back to pull, the great

strain comes upon thts leg, and he will soon

give up the practice of attempting to pull at

the halter.

The most dangerous of all habits contracted

by the horse is the pernicious practice of

kicking in the harness. Should the wild, un-

tutored colt turn out a kicker, he will have to

be subdued by kicking straps or gearing, to

guard against danger to life and limb from
this vicious habit.

Several kicking straps have been invented

that are simple and effective. One of the

safe-guards consists of a rope attached to the

hocks, playing through a pulley or ring, in the

belly-girt, to correspond with the motion of

each hind leg in the act of walking or trot-

ting. It is utterly impossible for the horse to

kick, or to move but one hind leg at the same
time, which puts a veto upon running away,
and confines the subject to a walk or trot. It

will prove a sovereign remedy for kicking in

harness.

The horse can be reclaimed from many
vicious habits by the law of kindness. When
George M. Patchen was in the zenith of his

glory, and matched with the queen of trot-

ters. Flora Temple, they chanced to change
grooms. This was disgusting to the old hero

of stallions. He fought the new-comer till

they were forced to restore his old groom.
When his old, cherished groom, who had slept

in the stable for years, returned, the horse

resumed his former quietude, and trotted that

season some of his most celebrated races.

—

Cor. West Rural.

GALLED SHOULDERS ON HORSES.

There are few things more painful to look

at than a poor horse wincing and baulking at

every root which comes against the j)lough',

while the ploughman is slashing him with the

line and goading him into a passion, for his

restiveness under the torture of a sore shoul-

der.

In using a new collar, it is best always to

wet it thoroughly before you put it on the an-

imal. A few hours' use will give it a sc^t to

the peculiar formation of the shoulder, which

it will always keep. The same collar siiould

always be used for the same horse. There is

no worse practice than shifting gear upon a

plantation. Every horse should have his own
gear, and it should never be used for another,

and every laborer should be held responsible

for its condition. We prefer the common
bark or shuck collar to any other kind.

If the shotdder should become galled, a pad
of cotton may be put on so as to keep the

pressure off the sore. A little neat's-foot oil

applied every day will heal it up. It is best,

however, when the first appearance of a bruise

is noted, to apply spirits of turpentine. But
it is better still, to prevent such mischief.

We always keep at the stable a bottle of vine-

gar with a few spoonfuls of alum dissolved in

it, and recjuire the shoulders to be washed
with it when the horse comes in at noon and
night. If it be inconvenient to use this solu-

tion, a strong decoction of oak bark will an-

swer a very good purpose. This astringent

preparation toughens the shoulder and pre-

vents the galling, and if a little oil should be
applied when the galled part first appears, the

annual can be worked and the sore healed per-

fectly in a little while.

—

Rural Carolinian,

Winter Oats in Illinois.— I have a
piece of winter oats, one and a half acres,

sown last August, that conunenced to head
April 23d. Some of the stalks to-day (May
loth) measured one and one-half inches in

circumference, three feet and eight inches in

height, and still growing, with blades one and
three-eighths inches in width. IMany of the

heads measure fifteen to sixteen inches in

length, and are not yet fully developed. One
stool counted one hundred and ten stalks,

many of them having fifty and si.xty. It is

grown on ordinary compact, clay soil, rather

wet, without fertilizers of any kind, nor has

the land been manured during thirty years'

cultivation—only by pasturing or laying out

to the commons. The extreme cold weather
this winter—thermometer 13° below zero

—

did not injure it in the least. Spring oats,

sown March 22d on adjoining land, is about
four inches high, and sutiering much from the

drought. I am using the winter oats for early

feed.

—

A. D., Da Quoin, III., in Rural
New Yorker.

Dressing Mutton.—Everybody, says the

World, knows that the oil which lubricates

wool is disagreeable to both taste and smell.

In slitting and taking oil" the jielt, it is difH-

cult to prevent a contact of the woiil with the

llesh along the lines where the skin is first

severed, preparatory to being stripped off.

The accomplished butcher cannot wholly pre-

vent this contact, and he therefore very

thoroughly scrubs the parts exposed with sal-

eratus, dissolved in cold water, which wholly

removes the disagreeable odor and flavor.

The farmers, for a long time, were not aware
of the necessity of such purgation, which
should be applied at once, as soon as the pelt,

by the greatest activity, can be removed.
This done, the meat is as free from the taint

of wool-oil as the meat of any other animal.
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ON" PRUNING APPLE TREES.

i.D habits—and

*•' (^l Wki especially bad

ones—cling to

people with

wonderful te-

nacity. So do

old practices.

Some persons

cut their grass

to this day with

a hand scythe,

who can well

afford to own
mowing machine.

[any farmers, keep-

g a large stock of

cattle and horses, did this

for several years after

mowing machines were well tested,

and boasted of the advantages of

the hand scythe over the mower in

point of economy !

But the most persistent and ruinous prac-

tice still prevails of pruning apple trees in the

spring. The change, however, in this respect,

has been very great, as not more than one-

third as many persons do it now as formerly

did. Why- should any do it? The charitable

answer would be, perhaps, because they are

not aware of the injury caused in so doing.

If this be so, it shows the importance of inves-

tigating every branch of farm labor for our-

selves, instead of blindly following the prac-

tices of others.

A good deal has been said and written as

to the best time to prune apple trees. Saying

and writing, however, do not always con-

vince, and the only thing that will is a care-

ful study into the nature and habits of the

tree, and actual experiments upon it. One

of the largest orchardists in this region habitu-

ally pruned his trees in the spring ; beginning

in March and cutting until the work was fin-

ished. But he frequently complained of the

condition of his trees. The land was occa-

sionally cultivated and enriched, and care

used in keeping off insects and in gathering

the fruit. . All this he did, and pruned in the

spring, as his father and grandfather had done

before him.

At length, upon complaining to a visitor

who was passing through one of his orchards

with him, and pointing out to him the discol-

oration of the bark, and decayed portions of

many trees that ought to have been in the

very prime of their vigor, the visitor replied

that his theory was that spring pruning was

the cause. The proprietor asked for the rea-

sons of the visitor's theory. They are simply

these, said the visitor:—"In the month of

March, April and May, while the tree is start-

ing its buds, blossoms and leaves into a vig-

orous growth, the sap-vessels are filled with

sap on its way to the branches and twigs, to

sustain this work. In the midst of this, you

cut off the sap-vessels, and the sap, instead

of mounting to the branches, oozes from the

wounds made, and trickles down the outside

bark of the tree."

Here, then, are two causes of injuring the

tree. First, in weakening its power to per-

fect its blossoms, leaves and fruit, and sec-

ondly, in the effect of the wasted sap upon the

health of the tree. The owner thought the

reasons sound, put them into practice, and

never prunes now in the spring.

It must have been noticed, we think, by

every person who has passed through an or-

chard, that the bark on a portion of some of

the trees has turned black. If he has cut

into these places, he has found, also, that the

discolored bark is dead through its entire

thickness. In some cases it has become dry,

and may be cleaved off from the tree.

When a tree is found affected in this* way,

the injury may always be traced to a wound

inflicted upon it. On looking up, a long line

of discolored bark may be seen, and some-

times extending from the place cut, several

feet to the ground. Running against a tree

with the plough in the spring, or striking it

with the hub of the cart wheel, at that season,

will have a similar effect, but will not prove

so injurious as when the sap-vessels are cut

apart.

The sap that escapes through a wound in

an apple tree, seems to undergo a remark-

able change on coming to the air. It soon

becomes sharp, bitter, quite offensive to the

taste, and in this condition proves fatal to

many trees.

The best authorities in this country and in

Europe agree in condemning the practice of

pruning apple trees when the sap is in active

motion. Most of the agricultural papers take
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the same ground, but still the pernicious prac-

tice is continued by some persons.

A perfeotly safe rule to be followed, is to

prune when the "saw will gum up," as it is

called. This takes place when the sap has

visited the branches, passed through their

laboratory, and is returning down the tree

between the bark and the sap-wood, in a con-

dition entirely dilTerent from what it was when

it ascended to the tree. It comes down thick-

ened, and of a sticky nature, which causes

it to adhere to the saw so strongly as to make

it necessary to wash it occasionally while

using it.

By the middle of June, the sap in this form

commences coming down and increases the

diameter of the branches and trunk of the

tree. It is safe, therefore, to prune from the

middle of June to the middle of July. At
the end of this time, a second growth com-

mences, and pruning should be suspended

until the leaves have fallen ; after which it

may be resumed, and continued through Oc-

tober and November with safety. This sec-

ond growth may be distinctly seen all through

the autumn, as the color of the leaves is a

much lighter green than that of the first

growth.

. Where crops cover the ground, they may
be injured by the falling limbs from the trees

and the necessary walking about under them.

Immediately after the falling of the leaf,

therefore, is, upon the whole, the best time to

prune. There is usually less hurry than in

June, the weather is favorable, and no crops

are liable to be injured by the work. The
wounds contract and harden, so that the sap

will not pass through them when it flows in

the spring, and the wound is in a favorable

condition for the healing process to be carried

on by the descending, elaborated sap. The
heahng process is more rapid in June pruning,

because the thickened sap returns so much
sooner than it does after fall pruning. All

wounds should be covered. Any paint will

do, applied only to the wound, but gun shellac

dissolved in alcohol is best.

For the Ntio England Farmer,

SANDW^ICH ISLAND FAKMING.
Waih Ku, Maui, Haw. Isles, April 11, 1871.

IIow many years I have been a sub-

scriber fortlie Nkw Engi.anu Faioieu I can-
not now say. It brings a home-feeling to me

as few things do in this far-off corner of the

world, where I have been ever since April,

18;57, with the exception of a short visit home
and one short stay in San Francisco.

It has sometimes occurred to me that possi-

bly I might state a fact or two which would
be useful to the readers of the Farmeh, inas-

much as I was bred a farmer on the soil of the

good old Bay State, and have all my life felt

an interest in agriculture. But then I reflect

that there have been immeasurable advances
in agriculture, as well as other tilings, since I

left the country ; and here I have been cut off

from those influences which give such a stim-

ulus to mental effort—in a debilitating climate

where our brains get roasted and our bile far

too much developed.

Then again, tropical culture is so unlike

that of temperate zones that it seems to have
notliing in common with it except main prin-

ciples; which are everywhere the same. These
considerations have hitherto prevented my
writing altogether. But if we cannot have
much in common with you, we still have a
chance for observing some of the operations

of nature which you, in your northern latitude,

cannot enjoy. And although the main princi-

ples are as familiar to you as a, b, c, I crave

pardon for giving an illustration or two of

those principles which our stand-point enables

us to observe.

Most of your readers are doubtless aware
that the windward or northeast side of the

Islands are rainy and can grow crops without

irrigation. So also at two or three thousand
feet elevation on the leeward sides. But near
the shore of the southwest sides, and other

places imder their influence, plants are de-

pendent almost entirely on the mountain
streams for water ; and where these streams

are wanting, as for instance on Hawaii, there

is no chance for crops near the lee shore, ex-
cept occasional winter rains may bring them
forward. It follows that irrigation is a main
dependence in such situations where streams

exist, and that water privileges are as valuable

as land.

Long use has made us as familiar with irri-

gation as hoeing is to you ; though we may
not have learned all that may be learned

about it. Some crops are much heavier where
irrigated than where they depend on the rains.

One reason undoubtedly is that they have
both sun and water at the same time, while in

rainy districts the sun is covered and the

growth is stopped while the water is applied

—

one of the grand compensations which we
often see in nature. I am aware that my
good friends in the rainy districts may wince a

little at this—if they see it—but while four or

five tons of sugar per acre is a common yield

with us at Wailuku and vicinity, we do not

fear comparisons, and must maintain our

point. But we will admit that the cost of

irrigation very much increases the outgo on a

crop. The first thing to be done is to cut a
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ditch to lead the water from the main stream

—itself a mountain torrent rushing down its

rocky bed in the bottom of a deep valley or

gulch.

The head, or dam, built up of boulders

and stopped with rubbish, is often swept away
by freshets and must be rebuilt before any

more water can be had. This water course

is led along the upper side of the field—all

the land descends from the centre of the

island—small branches are led from it at in-

tervals of 40 to 100 feet or more across the

fields in a descending direction, and from
there again the water is led into shallow

trenches which lie nearly on a level across the

"lands," usually from four to six or eight

feet apart into which the whole field is di-

vided.

Note.—The above illuslration of a plan for irriga-

tion somewhat different from that described by our

correspondent, is adapted to very steep declivities,

which are liable to being washed, and where it would

be dangerous to run branches down the hill at intervals

of forty to one hundred feet distant, and take the water

from them. Here the snpply drain c is led along the

declivity preserving only a slight fall. Very small out-

lets are made at but little distance apart, and the waste

water is collected and again distributed, by the lower

drains e, i, m. The uneven surface of the declivity is

indicated by o.

—

Ed.

In these trenches or on their sides, the cane
is planted at various distances in the row

—

usually from one to three feet apart. The
trenches are filled with water by opening and
shutting them in succession with a sod or

earth. The water is very soon absorbed by
the earth and soaks under the ridges between
the rows ; but not coming to the surface of

the ridges or banks, the weeds do not start

there and the labor of weeding is materially

abridged during the dry season, which is

about eight months in the year. One hand
will water well from one to three acres a day.

Young cane is watered about once a week,
but after it is well established and will bear a
more copious application, once in two weeks
is sufficient. In the winter it is not often

necessary to water at all.

There is one difl&culty in watering some
soils, viz : it causes them to become compact
and impervious to the air, and so checks veg-
etation. Frequent stirring of the surface is

necessary to prevent this, even though weeding
may not be necessary. Long continued run-

ning of the water in one place is not admissi-

ble—unless a very small stream is allowed to

trickle through a desperately dry spot for

twelve hours or so.

Of the cultivation of Kalo—the great staple

food of the Hawaiian race, and other plants

peculiar to tropical culture, I will not now
speak as I have already drawn this communi-
cation out too long. Yours truly,

Edward Bailey.

For the Neic Eiigland Fa7-mer.

TIME FOB CUTTING AND CURING
HAY.

On looking over the articles published in the

Fakmek during the past year on this subject,

I was struck (as 1 think others must have
been) with the diversity of views and practices

reported and recommended. These views and
practices are very conflicting. It would seem
as if ihe true method of curing hay was as far

from being demonstrated as ever. Some are

even now affirming that grass should be fully

ripe, or the seed formed, before being cut

for hay ; others would cut when in full bloom,

and others affirm that it should be cut even
previous to blooming, if we would secure the

greatest value of the hay crop.

None the less varied are the methods con-

tended for or condemned in curing hay. One
cuts when the grass is free from wet, wilts a
liftlc and mows away in a tight barn, and has

excellent hay ; another says he tried that

method and lost his hay, it was worthless.

Another mows in the afternoon, turns next
day when the dew is off and gets it in during
the afternoon. Another correspondent cannot
carry out such a programme ; it requires too

too much help. Another thinks there is no
real loss in exposing hay to the sun two or

three da}'s, while others are emphatic as to

there being great loss from such sunning, and
recommends its being put into cock when dry,

kept a day or two, then opened and sunned
j)revious to housing. We might go on multi-

plying diverse theories and practices, and have
to come back at last to the question. When
is the best time to cut grass, and what the

proper method of curing it ?

Let us look at what we may suppose to be
some of the reasons why such diverse views

prevail, and such diverging results are re-

corded.

Now as to the proper time for cutting grass

for hay. The most careful experiments both

in our country and in Europe seem to have
demonstrated the fact, so far as evidence can

demonstrate anything of this character, that

grass cut when dry and in full bloom is, all

things considered, in the best possible condi-

tion to make the best and most profitable hay.

Circumstances may vary this general rule in

an appreciable degree, but a doubt still lingers

whether the variation contended for is really
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admisfiible. It arises from the practice of
some who keep cows for milk cxchisivclv, and
hence want the nearest possible ap])ro:ich to
Slice iilent food to secure the j^reatest (juantity

of milk. Experiments serve to show that
grass cut before it blossoms will give the
desired result ; at the same time it is not clear
that the loss in the (|uantit_v of hay obtained,
and its unfitness for working animals, does not
more than counterbalance the gain in the
quantity of milk.

As to the i)ractice of allowing grass to form
the seed, it is needless to say much. The
advocate.-, for it are fast disappearing, and the
practice will soon be among the things that
were. There is no doubt that such hay (if

it is proper to call it hay) is, as is claimed," less

liable to loosen the bowels of working animals
in warm weather than early cut grass, but
the same may be said of dry' brush and many
other things.

After all, the proper curing of hay is where
the greatest interest centres. A Lack of judg-
ment or want of thought often results in

serious loss to hay makers. When I see
statements made by reliable men of their

practice in curing hay, each claiming to carry
out the same details, .and one rej)orting a sat-

isfactory result, and another the reverse, I

am satisfied there must have been some radical
difference in the conditions under which these
varying results were obtained. AVhat these
differing circumstances were, becomes an im-
portant question, especially to the man who
failed to make good hay. When a person says
he gets the best of hay from grass cut in full

bloom, cured and housed the same day, 1

believe him
; for I have done the same, and

am knowing to its having been done by many
others. A gentleman in New Bedford has
practiced this method for more than a score of
years with grass yielding over two tons ])er

acre, without a single failure, and you, Messrs.
Editors, testify to the same results as coining
within your knowledge, in remarks appended
to an article in last year's monthly, page 405.

It is a well known fact that rain (especially
if it falls copiously) deprives standing grass of
much of its good (qualities, for a short time
after ; that is, grass cut immediatel\- after a
rain will not make as good and sweet hay as

it would j)revious to the rain, or as it does
after a day's bright sun. To tliis cause is to
be attributed the poorer quality of hay in wet
seasons.

The wet condition of the soil operates dis-

ailvantageously in curing hay, by reason of
the va])prs that arise on the sun's shining after

a fall of rain.

Admitting these statements, have we not a

clue to the reason why some fail of saving hay
in the manner referred to? One person goes
into his field, thinks his grass dry, and cuts it;

another waits until he is certain it is so, and
gets good hay from it. I think it is just at

this point that the results diverge, and one has
damajied, and the other good sweet hay.

If labor was not so costly, this question of
I
curing hay would be shorn of much of its im-

j

pdrfance. But so long as farmers have to pay
such large wages, it becomes them, if they

I

hope to succeed in their calling, to seek for,

j

and ])ractice the least costly methods of doing
their work that are consistent with its being
well done.

I am (inite sure it would be profitable to keep
(if we have it) each season's straw, and swale
hay over to the next season, and mix it through
the hay crop in sulhcient quantities to preserve
it without wilting it nmch, if any. 1 have
saved nnuilted clover by putting an equal
quantity of oat straw with it. The cattle eat
both greedily. I have also used rye straw
that was much broken by the thrasher with
like satisfactory results.

The truth is, farmers as a class are not as

persistent in their investigations, nor as per-
severing in initiating new modes of doing their

work, as are people in most other callings.

They either discard entirely new methods, or
if they attempt to practice tiiem, too often fail

to comply with all the conditions necessary for
success, and decide prematurelv against them.
March 10, 1871.

'

k. o.

For the New England Farmer.

DKAINING ALWAYS BEZSTEriCIAL.

Mil. Editou :— I read with much satisfac-

tion, in your issue of May 20th, the communi-
cation of Royal Smith of MiJiington, on the

subject of "Drainage of Wet and Dry Land."
Its intelligence and temper are e(jually admi-
rable ; and I am inclined to feel not a little

gratification that 1 have been instrumental in

eliciting such valuable practical information,

as the letter alluded to I'omains. It is by the
friction of minds such as that of Mr. Smith,
that the genuine light of information is pro-
duced.

Your accomplished correspondent takes ex-
ce])tion to the breadth of my doctrine of the
efficacy of drain.age, and pleasantly expresses
doubt that the application of thorouj^i drain-

age to what may be generally described as a

'I'T' S''ilt.V '^oil, (as 1 understand it,) would
be of any possible advantage. If not so,

healthy experience and carefully observed re-

sults are not to be believed ; otherwise the

lapse of thirty years has so changed the effects

of circumstances, long time ago recognized as

very decided, as to render them utterly effete

at the ])resent day.

Thorough drainage will deepen and consoli-

date- a loose or friable soil, and will deepen
and render ])t)rous an indurated or heavy one.
In either case increased temperaturt! is an ac-

companying result ; also increased depth of

soil, furnishing ])Iants with those conditions

their healthy growth demands.
A soil saturated with water is semi-inert,
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always. There can be no controversy con-

cerning the propriety of draining in such in-

stance.

A soil liable to injury from the slightest ac-

cession of drought is semi-effete ; thorough

drainage will improve it, profitably. And
this is the point where my good friend Royal
Smith's imputed controversy with me begins.

There are very few light, arable soils, un-

draincd, into which any farmer would be wil-

ling—even had he the power—to run a furrow

of twelve inches in depth. By doing so he

would cover up the active soil, and bring to

the surface a barren subsoil that would in no
way favor the chances of a good crop. Even
should his seed survive and grow, it would do

so under the most unfavorable condition ; for

it could not send its roots lower than the orig-

inal depth of the furrow, where they would
be drowned or starved according as the

weather might be wet or dry. Cereals will

penetrate the soil thirty inches in search of

food and water where nature supplies them
with the means. They have been known—as

I have already said—to go down, perpendic-

ularly, double that distance. And is it not

the duty of the farmer to supply all those con-

ditions to his crops that their healthy nature

demands ?

1 am old enough to remember the advent of

modern draining, and have heard the same
objection implied by your able correspondent

asserted with a positiveness utterly foreign to

Mr. Smith's nature ; but I Avas permitted to

see many, very many, confutations of the the-

ory—that dry land needed no draining—in the

pleasing shapes of largely increased crops ; in

one particular instance mentioned in my old

note-book, of one-third the second year after

the drains had been made.
Had I present time, and you, Mr. Editor,

room to spare, I could demonstrate, satisfac-

torily, I believe, the fact that dry lands, for

crop cultivation, demand draining, and that

the profit would pay for more than the labor

and outlay. But these proofs are designed to

constitute part of the details of a series of

papers, I intend hereafter to inflict upon your
good nature and suffrage.

But let me mention a very extreme instance

of experiment, which I will refer to my friend,

Mr. Smith's consideration as being somewhat
illustrative of the power and etfect of drain-

age. Forty years ago, Avhen my farming was
not done at the fireside, and when draining

was in its modern infancy, and infested with

any number of the crudest theories in its fa-

vor and in its opposition, a gentleman who was
land steward to the Duke of Portland, on one
of his estates in Ayrshire, Scotland, and a
great enthusiast on the thorough draining side

of the question, took it into his head to level

and drain a sandy spot about three-quarters

of an acre in extent, on the verge of a rabbit

warren. There was hardly a sign of vegeta-

tion on the lot ; only here and there a spear

of some kind of sea-grass rose like a bayonet

point, and was almost as sharp. The spot
.

was fenced in to keep the sand from blowing

over it, and parallel trenches, five feet deep,

were dug and filled up two feet or more with

brush wood. This was in the fall. Next
spring the lot was harrowed and sown down
with rape. This gave but a very feeble crop,

which was ploughed in and vetches soAvn.

This crop made also a very slim show, and
was ploughed down in the late fall. The
same processes were followed the second year,

and the third the lot was laid down to rye and

grass. Ten years after it was drained, being

in the neighborhood, I thought of the experi-

ment and visited the spot. It was at that

time used as a bowling green ; and as it had
been much trodden upon, and partially mowed,
I could form no ade(juate idea of its fertility.

But one of the laborers took out sods from
the surface at five different points, which

showed an active soil varying from five to

eight inches ! It never had been manured or

cultivated only as I have described. The gen-

tleman who made the experiment told me that

for r)-e and carrot cultivation the many thou-

sand acres of barren sand along the coast, on

which it lay could be profitably improved in

the same way ; and that in our opinion, there

was no kind of land, situated so that it could

be cultivated, that could not be profitably im-

proved by drainage. I believed him then

—

and I do so now. A Fireside Farmer.

MAKING MANURE OF MUCK.
A farmer in New Jersey sent a letter to J.

Harris, Esq., of Rochester, N. Y. asking how

to use muck to the best advantage, when to

dig it, and what minerals, »&c., to mix with it

to remove the sourness and make it good ma-

nure, and enclosed $10 to pay for a reply.

As Mr. H. is an editor, he returns the money,

and prints the following reply, which for aught

we know is just as valuable to the, inquirer,

and to thousands of other readers, as it would

have been if each one had received written di-

rections, and paid his ten dollars for the ad-

vice. After admitting that he had not used as

much muck in the past as he intends to in the

future, he says in the American Agriculturist

:

"An average sample of air dried peat con-

tains more than twice as much nitrogen as

stable manure ; and there can be no doubt of

its value. The trouble is, that the plant food

it contains is in a comparatively insoluble con-

dition. It is 'sour,' but merely neutralizing

the acids is not enough. The aim should be

to decompose it by fermentation. Anything .

that will accomplish this will render the plant-

food available. The first thing is to get rid

of the water. Throw up the muck in June or
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July, and turn it during the hot weather, in

July or August. I would then put about a

bushc-1 of liiuc to twenty or twenty-five bushels

of nuick ; and, in turning it over to mix the

lime with it, would aim to make the heap as

compaet as possible ; and before the fall rains

set in, 1 would eover it with something to throw
off the water. In the winter, draw this pre-

pared nuiek to tiie yard, and mix it with the

manure—say one load of muek to one load of

nuinure. In my case, I should use some of

the earliest-made manure and muek for root

crops in May or June ; and to get it in good
condition, the heap should be turned, if possi-

ble, during the winter, -and again in the spnng
;

and if bone-dust, or blood, or woollen waste,

or anything that would favor rapid deeompo-
sition, eould be obtained, I would mix it with

the heap a month or six weeks before using

—

the earlier the better."

"But," remarks the Deacon, "I thought
lime would set free the ammonia. I know
lime and ashes are good to mix with the muck
when about to apply it directly to the land,

but I never heard of mixing lime with muck
that was to be afterwards mixed with stable

maiuire."

Exactly. That is precisely where my plan

differs from that generally recommended. I

have no fear of the anmionia escaping from
the hea[). The more ammonia we can set free

in the heap the better, provided it does not
escape ; and if muck enough is used, there is

no sort of danger.

In my case, the bulk of the manure would
be kept in the heap during the summer, and
be drawn out on to the grass-land in the fall,

to be ploughed under for corn or potatoes the

next spring. A much larger proportion of

muck could be used with the manure in this

MILKING—CARE OF CO"WS' TEATS.
I bi'gan to milk when I was only eight years

old, which is 64 years ago, and there has not
been more than two months in all of the sixty-

four years but what I have every day had
something t^i do With cows. And perhaps I

know as much about cows as any other boy
that is no older than I am.

1 have had some experience with cows'

cracked teats. At night I wash the teats with

water ([)refer to have it warm,) then with a
brush, such as painters have, and a tin basin,

have some pure hog's lard melted, and give the

cracks a good greasing. Then I feed the cows
with something that they like to eat, which
diverts their attention. I commence stripping

down the teats with my thumb and finger ; I

do not clasp my whole hand harshly round the

teat, for by so doing the cracks will open and
hurt the cow. If the cow is inclined to kick,

do not whip her. I have long since found it

better to pat them on their shoulders and card
their cheeks, speaking gently to them, than to

use all the goadsticks one can get hold of. It

takes some longer to milk in this way, as I

milk in a long (juart milk measure, with one
hand, going round and taking only a (puirt at

a time out of each teat. When I get all the

milk, I strip into one of ray hands and apply
it to the teats, leaving them quite soft and
moist. Then I have a two-quart tin wash dish

with a handle, with about a pint of flour in it,

and press the ilish up to the bag with the teats

enclosed ; shake the dish, and the Hour will

adhere to the cracks.

I have been told that those who tend grist-

mills do not have their hands crack. A wash
made of milk and molasses of equal parts is

good to keep the teats moist while milking,

and to be ajjplied before the dish of tlour

is applied. To prevent the teats from crack-

ing, I grease the inside of the cow's legs with

lard where they rub against the teats when the

cow is travelling. In using these prescriptions

it don't affect the taste of milk or butter, as

oil and some other ingredients used by some
people do. The flour acts as a kind of paste

on the cow's teats.

Now there is a good deal of fussing with
cows, but what other animal can we any better

alTord to fuss over than the cow ? We are

deriving some benefit from the cow every day
in the year on the farm. When she does not
give milk she is breeding, and her manure is

on the farm and not wasted on the highways
as is that of oxen and horses.

—

Daniel Foster,

Augusta, in Maine Fanner.

Sri.ixT IX Horses.—A few years ago I

bought a valuable horse that had a splint on
each fore leg, believing that they could be re-

moved. I was successful in the following

treatment :—I took the Volatile Lininient of

the U. S. Dispensatorj', to which was added
one drachm of oil of origanum ; this was ap-
plied thoroughly twice a day, and followed by
rubbing the splint with a round pine or basa

wood stick, as hard as could be done without
abrading the skin. This was continued several

weeks, when we had the satisfaction of seeing

the splints grow beautifully less and finally

disappear entirely. In this case the splints

had been on about a year, and had become
(juite large. I believe this treatment will cure

most cases if continued a sufHcient length of

time.

—

Dr. A. N. Braman, Brockport, N. Y.,

in Rural New Yorker.

A Barn for 3200 Cattle.—A farmer
out West has ;^200 cattle, and purposes to

accommodate! them all in one barn and stable

building. The plan is a sixteen sided centre,

with sixteen wings, three hundred and fifty

feet long each, affording room for one hun-

dred head of cattle on each side of the feeding
floor, or two hundred in a wing—,3200 cattle

accommodated in the sixteen wings. The
centre building will afford room for a steam
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engine, corn slieller, mills for grinding, straw

cutters, steam boxes, storing feed, etc. Corn
cribs, with hopper bottoms, will be placed

between these wings and the corn brought
into the centre building by the engine with

drag belt, and delivered to the corn sheller,

the shelled corn being elevated to the story

above, into a receiving bin, and drawn thence

by spout to the mill below for grinding—all

performed by the engine. A feeding car,

filled from the steam box, will be run along

the centre of each wing, and the cattle fed

right and left srom it.

—

West Rural.

SHEJAKINO- SHEEP.
After remarking that sheep-shearing can be

learned only by careful practice, the Western

Rural says, if we were asked to give instruc-

tions to a new beginner, in as few words as

possible, it would be about as follows :—Have
only good shears, and keep them alwaj's in

good order. Handle your sheep quietly

—

placing it in no uncomfortable positions, as it

will very rarely struggle xnless cramped or

pained by awkward handling. Open the fleece

on the side of either the belly or neck, as may
come handiest after a few days' practice.

We prefer the neck. Leave the back and
upper part of the sides to be sheared last.

Handle your sheep so that if it struggles it

will interfere as little as possible with the

fleece, which should always come off without

breaking. Keep the shears flat, and cut slow

enough to see where they are running ; and
leave no ground to be gone over the second
time. Don't get nervous and hurried, but do
your work only so fast as you can do it well.

Speed is of secondary importance, and should

never be sought at the expense of thorough
workmanship. If at work with others, never
let go your sheep until it is well out of the barn,

as it will most likely frighten and make rest-

less every other animal on the floor. Have
patience, show mercy, and use common sense,

and in a little while all the accomplishments
of a first class sheep shearer will be at your
command, and this is no mean distinction.

the country. Those that are of value as

watch dogs could be retained, while the host
of snarling, dirty curs would give place to

some more useful and less troublesome pet.

—

Poultry Standard.

Hens ix pi^vce of Dogs.—There is hardly

a family that does not throw away enough
table scraps to keep at least half a dozen hens,

and many that keep a nuisance in the shape
of a dog, that does no good, but costs more
than a dozen good hens, complain that they

cannot afford to keep hens. One dog in a
neighborhood Is generally a greater trouble to

the neighbors than a flock of hens would be,

for if hens are well fed at home they will

rarely go away. But who ever saw a dog
that was not a pest, running across the newly
made garden, and sticking bis nose into every-
thing. Kill off the curs and give the food to

the hens and you will find pleasure as well as

profit in so doing. We wish there was a tax
of one hundred dollars on every dog kept in

Value of Eggs.—During the war many
experiments were made by medical men and
others interested in the subject, to see in how
small compass the most nutriment could be
got, and after all the experiments of physi-

cians, physiologists, patent rights men, savans
and investigators on scientific subjects, they
all had to knock under (to use a phrase more
expressive than vulgar) to an old hen, or a
young one either—for it was found that an
egg contained the greatest amount of nutri-

ment or life-preserving food in the compass it

occupies, of any other known substance.

True there are essences of meats, etc., that

by combination with other articles may be as

powerful, but alone the egg is the most nu-
tritious. There is more life-sustaining ele-

ment in a single soft boiled egg than in twenty
times its bulk in bread or food of that kind.

—

Poultry Standard.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

YOUNG TUEKEYS AND CHICKENS DYING.

I would like to inquire through your valuable
paper in regard to a disease that has shown itself

among my poultry. I had fourteen turkeys ; they
seemed very smart for a few days and then they
could not stand on their legs ; they would fall down
and could not get up, and would die in an hour or
two from the time they were tirst taken. I have
lost a number of my turkeys and twenty chickens

;

an acquaintance, forty-eight chickens out of fifty,

and another seven in one day, the same way. I

have done everything I could, but still they die,

and I c^n find no one who can tell me what ails

them, or what to do for them. If you can't tell,

will you please to ask some learned poulterers to
repl.y, as I am very anxious to know what to do,
as ail mv poultry are dying. A Sucscriber.

Haverhill, Mass., May 25, 1S71.

Remarks.—AVe cannot tell you what to do and

therefore must asS some experienced poulterer to

reply. Your description of the symptoms of the

disease among your poultry is not sufficiently

minute to enable us to determine what caused

death. Several disorders terminate in loss of

strength, or ability to stand, and death. For chicken

cholera, alum water has been recommended, also

mix their food with alum water for a day or two.

Cinders from a blacksmith's anvil, pulverized and

mixed with their feed is another remedy.

Mr. P. Welch, of Marlboro, Mass., wrote to the

Farmer last year that he lost thirty young tur-

keys, about all he had. He gave one that could

hardly stand a piece of saltpetre about the size of

a pea, and the next day it was eating with the rest.

He gave it to others with like result. A little gun

powder may be mixed with their food.

On new farms or in new places on old farms,

poultry is said to be generally healthy. It is su]?--
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posed that many of the disorders to which they

are sulyect arc caused by the excrements, &c., of

their predecessors. The People's Practical Poultry

Book goes so for as to say that "in the climate of

this country there is no need of having any dis-

ases among our domestic poultry, if proper care

and judgment in the treatment of the same were

manifes-ted on the part of the breeder." A remark
that will probably be received by most poultry

l)reeders as based on a diflercnt experience in prac-

tical poultry raising from their own. Such declara-

tions furnish a very unsatisfactory reply to in-

quiries like those of our correspondent and her
neighbors, and a poor consolation for their losses

and disappointments.

A CREAM-STRAIXER THAT I'KEV
IN lUTTEll.

A Cream Strainer or Cru.-her
in thi^ section that ert'cctually

rencc of white sjiecks in butter,
several trials with and without
of butter is increased by its use,
milk is impoverished." But 1

advertise the invention.

ENTS WHITE SPECS

has been invented
prevents the occur-
and I think from
it, that the amount
though the butter-

do not propose to

CHEESE FLIES.

I wish to tell eveiy cheese making woman, who
has been trouljled as I was two summers ago with
these Hies, which were not only a nuisance but a
torment, that immediately after putting cobalt in
the room where I kept ni}' cheese, these tiies were
impotent,—I never saw another egg. Last sum-
mer you know the world was full of old and new
things to trouble and destroj-, but not an egg or a
skipper did I see, for I kept my plates of cobalt
wet with sweetened water all the time. There
were plenty of flies ; we killed as many cheese flies

as the common house flies, but what cared I for
the one more than the other as long as it could do
me no harm. You will see I am not accustomed
to writing for any one to read Critically,—I never
write onl}' to friends who I .am sure care more to
hear from me than to criticise, and I would not
now, only I did hope to tell some hard working
woman something to do her real good.
Though I live on a farm, I am not a farmer's

wife, but I hope some day to be. My husl)and is

trying to earn money enough in another business,
before he settles on a farm, to avoid being pinched,
as many farmers are, for want of means. I am
quite a farmer myself. I read all that is reported
of the sayings and doings at farmers' conventions,
but being a woman I must not attend them. I

wish Dr. Nichol's lectui"e could have been reported
in full. And, by the way, do you think his Jour-
nal of Chemhtnj would be interesting to me ?

Johnson, Vt., 1871. mks. a. m. b.

Remarks.—With a wife thus interested in farming,

—one who cares more for the discussions at agricul-

tural conventions than for love stories,—we think

your husband would be safe in making you a far-

mer's wife at once. You are entirely wrong in

saying that you may not attend agricultural meet-

ings because you are a woman. Women not only

maj' attend,, but they may take part in the exer-

cises. An essay—and a sensilile one too—on farm

horses was read by one at a meeting in New York,

not long since. Ladies have taken part in the

talks of several fanners' clubs on dairy subjects,

and on topics involving household management.
Everywhere the presence of the ladies at these

meetings is desired by the gentlemen, not simply

as listeners, but as actors. We think you would
be interested and benefited by reading the Journal

of Chemistry, which is published at one dollar a

year.

But whether j'ou go to conventions or not, we
warrant you a welcome, now and always, with a

congregation of as many thousands as you will

And hundreds at any farmers' meeting—with the

New England Farmer's Club, which meets

every week,—at the homes of the members, male
and female.

the COLORADO POTATO RUG.

This year 1 planted some of the Early Rose pota-
toes April 6th. They came up well and grew
splendidly, and until last Sunday I never saw a
field of potatoes that looked handsomer. Last
Sunday I noticed some bugs on them, and now
the.v are so numerous and ravenous that the vines
must soon be striiiped if the bugs are not checked.
I enclose samples of them. What are they and
what can I do to save mj' potatoes ?

Joseph Barber.
South Bend, Ind., May 15, 1871.

Remarks.—On comparing the insects received

with the cuts and description of the Doryphora

10-lineata, or Colorado potato-bug, in the Ameri-
can Entomologist, we have no hesitation in saying

that this terrible scourge has reached your farm in

its gradual advance to the East.

The bugs were somewhat crushed in the mail

bags while on their way to Massachusetts, and for

ought we know are the first specimens ever seen in

New England ; but unless their march is checked

they will be here in force in the course of a few

years. Prof. Walsh saj-s that they move eastward

at the rate of about fifty miles a year. He also

remarks that, like Sherman's march to the sea,

they crossed Illinois in separate columns, the

southern portion of the grand army lagging con-

siderablj' behind the northern columns. So far as

is known, the Rocky Mountains were the original

home of these creatures, where they fed on a wild

species of potato peculiar to that region. A bug
very closely resembling the Colorado bug has long

been known in various parts of the country, but it

does not meddle with potato vines. The two have

been confounded by natui-alists, but the Entomolo-

gist points out differences by w^hich they may be

distinguished.

Various means have been tried to destroy this

potato bug, with only pai-tial success. Various

poisons have been used ; hand-picking has been

tried ; they have been swept from the vines to be at

once covered by a furrow of earth, and it is said

that they may be destroyed by sweeping them
from the vines on a hot day on to the hot earth.

Persons have been poisoned by the fumes from

the bugs thrown into hot water, &c. A Michigan

correspondent of the Western liural of June 3,

after asking, Will potato-bugs kill sheep and
lambs ? says :

—

The above inquiry is suggested by finding a few
days since, several lambs and one old sheep dead,
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and another old sheep nearly dead, upon a piece of
ground where potatoes were planted last year, but
which were so completely destroyed by "the bugs
as not to be worth digging. The sheep so nearly
dead was brought to the house and examined,
when several potato bugs were found upon it.

These wei-e picked off, a nnld cathartic adminis-
tered, when it sc>on recovered, and is now api)ar-
ently well. The rest of the flock were immediately
driven to another tield, since which no deaths
have occurred, notwithstanding several lambs have
been dropped. No other cause can be assigned, as
the sheep were all apparently healthy, and in good
condition.
My theory is, that as the sheep were troubled

somewhat with ticks, they would, while biting
them, become poisoned by the bugs which swarmed
upon them.
At all events, if potato bugs will not kill sheep,

they are l)ound, from present indicatir)ns, to kill

all the potatoes planted this year, as they have
already made their appearance in great numliers
upon them. Would it not be well for those who
have planted many potatoes, to plant corn between
the hills, as, in tliis way, one crop at least may be
saved, and the corn will not materially interfere
with the potatoes, should the bugs spare them ?

CANNING FRESH MEAT.

It may be a convenience to some fomilies to
know that meat as well as fruit can be kept per-
fectly sweet by canning. When the hot days of
March came, we had something like one hundred
pounds of meat that we were wishing to keep till

eaten fresh, by our own family of eight persons.
It was pork, beef and mutton, in all common
shapes, i. e., steak, roasts, spare-ribs, boilers, frys,

&c. Having several empty fruit cans, my wife cut
up the steak in slices and partially cooked it, and
sealed it up as siie would fruit. The other pieces
were treated in a similar manner, after taking out
the bones and cutting small enough to get into the
cans. After two months we are now ixsing the
meat as we have occasion^ and it is as perfectly
sweet as it ever was ! We find it a very great con-
venience, especially when we want to get a meat
meal at sliort iiotice. Mrs. N. carried a bit of
steak to a convalescent sick neighbor, a few d.ays

since, who pronounced it the very best she ever
ate.

It is so warm during the summer that meat can
not be kept sweet but a few hours, except in an ice

house, (which few farmers have.) Theh cellars

are often too warm to admit of "corning" meat

;

and to buy fresh of the peddlers cverj' other day
at a great protit for small pieces, is too expensive.
If meat can always be "canned" so easily as our
experiment indicates, farmers can buy in larger
quantities, and at cheaper rates, or kill a pig, calf,

or lamb, and "can" it all so as to have fresh meat
much more, and salt ham and pork and beef much
less of the time, at no less pleasure to the palate, if

not greater benefit to their health. r. n.
Randolph, Vt., May 25, 1S71.

PEARS ON STIFF SOIL.—ROME BEAUTY APPLE.

—

CORN IN VIRGINIA.

How is it all Pomological writers say the pear
requires a stitf soil ? I imagine the best pear or-

chard this side of the Rocky Mountains, is within
three miles of the city of Norfolk. I furnished
two years since, to a gentleman near Yorktown,
Va., 1000 trees. They were put in pure sandy
ground, in foil- order. Their growth is astonishing.

Apples and peaches bid fair to be abundant. Fig
bushes killed to the ground last winter, for the
first time for many years.

I distributed some years since, quite extensively

through New England, grafts of the Rome Beauty
: apple, grown extensively in 0. and S. W. Would
; like to hear from some how they answer.

j

I came across a couple of apple trees in the val-

j

ley of Virginia, a few years since, which I liked

I

much. They bear every j'ear, are quite large,

I

mild, sub-acid, and quite "good in the fall. I have
!
eaten them in May when very fine. Would dis-

' triljute a few grafts next spring to the right sort of
people. I planted some of Moore's sweet com this

i

spring ; have some now in silk. Can you beat
that ? S. Clark.
HicFs Wharf, Va., May 27, 1871.

Remarks.—No, sir, can't beat that; but could

have beaten you out and out in cold weather, hot

weather or a sharp drought, a few days ago.

Downing recommends as the best soil for the

pear tree "a strong loam of moderate depth, on a
dry subsoil." Baker says "those lands which part

with their moisture readily are not suitable, neither

is one which contains an excess of water." Cole

remarks that "the pear requires a deep, friable

loam, rather moist, but neither wet nor dry, with

a rather dry subsoil, as its roots run deep
; yet a

porous subsoil is not good ; a hard pan is prefer-

able. A deep yellow loam is excellent. The
largest natural trees are on strong, moist soil."

Pear trees will often grow rapidly on light sandy
soil in New England, but do not bear as well nor
live as long as when on strong loam or stifter soil.

jFor the New England Farmer,

THE GARDEN IN JULY.
Go with me, kind reader, and let us make a

slight examination of a friend's vegetable and
fruit garden. It is not a professional or ama-
teur's, but only a plain farmer's garden.
Look at those early i)otatoes ! The owner
has taken several messes from them already
for his dinner table. How did he manage to

obtain potatoes so early ? He merely took"some
extra pains to sprout, plant and care for them.
Then here are peas, which be has been enjoy-
ing for several weeks ; and there are string

beans, too, with corn that looks as if he migiit

have succotash soon ; cucumbers to substitute

for lettuce, radishes, etc., of which he has had
an abundance

;
pole beans in the blossom, with

some set ; a bed of asparagus, which looks as

if it had given the family a good supply;
sweet potatoes that look as if in the early fall

they might rival the productions of a more
southern and warmer climate

;
peas that have

gone by and later ones coming on ; e'ggjdants,

producing a fruit which is a substitute foi*

eggs during the annual vacation of the bid-

dies ; with a large variety of other vegetables,

which we must not stop to mention, all thrifty

and promising. All these have been tho-
roughly cultivated, notwithstanding the de-
mands of the other farm work, and yet this

man can hardly see where he has been obliged

to employ any time that ought to have been
given to other farm crops. But he has not
yet got through with planting succession crops,

for be is about to put in more sweet corn, cu-
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cumbers for pickles, turnips, «&c., that yet have
time to mature. This, with strawberries, sa-

lads, &c., he is enabled to produce from his

garden, from having highly fertilized, deeply

worked an<l thoroughly fined the soil, to start

with, and then {)laiiting in season, watering
with liipiid manure, when necessary, and do-

ing everything at the proper time and in its

season. Go thou and do likewise.

Asparagus.—The bed has given us a good
supply, and now we should compensate it by
some stimulant like superphosphate or other

fertilizer worked in among the roots, or cover
with compost manure an inch or two thick,

after cleaning off weeds, &c.
Beans.—Gather and use as they fill, sav-

ing a few of the earliest to go to seed or ripen.

Early varieties may be planted for a late crop
of string ; they will be fine for pickles or for

canning.

Beets.—Early varieties may yet be planted

for winter use. Any surplus will be good for

greens or the cows.
Blackberries.—As the new shoots grow,

tie them to the trellis or to stakes. Shorten
in the main stem and branches to induce the

forming of fruit buds
;
pull up small shoots,

unless you desire to multiply them. Carefully

secure any plants and branches heavily laden

with fruit.

Cabhage akd Caulifowers may still be
planted out for late crops ; there is little dan-

ger of providing these in too great abundance,
as any not needed for family supply, are

readily disposed of to the stock.

Celery.—Transplant till the last of the

month for late crop. Water and hoe fre-

quently
;

you can scarcely apply too much
water, if the drainage is good. Upon rapid

growth depends the excellence of celery.

Corn.—Plant Crosby's Early, or some other

equally good early, for late use, drying, &c.
Cucumbers may be planted for pickles.

Hoe and water till the plants cover the ground
;

guard against insects. Save from the early

crop for seed. Seed five or six years old,

where carefully preserved, is best for plant-

ing, growing a larger proportion of fruit to

vines. Cider vinegar is be.sf for pickling.

Currants.—These furnish a most excellent

acid for the system and may be eaten freely

with good effect, either right from the bush or

as a dessert. ISIake jelly, preserves and wine

from the ripe fruit. When the fruit is gath-

ered is a good time to prune and thin out. I

have never been troubled with the currant

worm and do not know from experience what
it is. The borer, aphis and scale need look-

ing after to destroy them.

Egg Plants.—Forward them by frequent

hoeing, with application of lifjuid maiuire.

Endives.—Sow seed the first of the month.
Sow in drills, and transplant to 12 inches apart

in rich soil ; hoe often.

Gooseberries.—Keep the ground around
and under the bushes mulched with anything

to shade the surface, to prevent mildew and
induce to larger sized fruit.

Grapes.—Thin out the bunches, as needed.
The severe summer pruning and pinching that

a few years since were recommended, have been
much modified by experienced cultivators. A
certain amount of pinching-in is to be recom-
mended, as also thinning, to grow larger fruit.

Herbs.—The best mode is to gather when
in blossom, and cure and dry in the shade or
house.

Insects.—The gardener will be continually

looking out for and destroying all injurious

ones, as they are destructive alike to fruits

and vegetables ; any means of destruction are
commendable.
Manure all backward plants by liquid ma-

nure or top-dressing. If you only manage
right you can drive a plant as well as you can
a pig.

Melons.—Cultivate same as cucumbers.
A flat stone or board under specimens will in-

duce earlier, more even ripening, and they
will not have that earth taste to such an ex-
tent.

Onions.—Weed and cultivate without draw-
ing the dirt around the bulbs. Should the

maggot trouble them, push away the dirt a
little and try pouring on boiling water. Seed
may be sown thickly in good soil to provide
sets for spring planting.

Peas.—If late or autumn peas are desired
or those free of bugs for seed, they may be
planted now, and if well cared for they will

mature a crop, although more likely to mil-

dew.
Potatoes.—Those early ones will now be

ripe and right for the table ; dig, and plant

the ground to other crops which mature later

in the season.

Raspberries.—Cut down old canes as soon
as the fruit is gone, and thin out the new ones
as may be desirable. Three or four canes to

a stool is enough. Keep well cultivated.

Rhubarb.—The leaf stems may be skinned
and dried, same as apples, and will make a
good substitute where api)les and fruit are

scarce. Do not cut too close ; keep down
seed stalks.

Seeds.—Pay particular attention to grow-
ing, selecting and saving seed of all kinds, as

they ripen. Gather before any begin to scat-

ter or waste, and let them mature in safety.

Strawberries.—After the bearing is over,

carefully weed, cut the runners and hoe. Ap-
ply some fertihzer and work it in as you hoe.

Tomatoes.—Do not let the plants suffer

for want of water. Trained to stakes with a
single stem, with side shoots pinched in, some
claim as the best way. Transjilanting to fill

vacancies is still in order ; this will be found a
good remedy to repair damages of insects, de-

fects in seeds, &c.
Weeds are the bane of all good culture

;

they are neither useful, generally, nor orna-

mental. A clean garden, destitute of weeds,
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plants growing freely and luxuriantly is a sight

to gladden the eye of all careful gardeners.

W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., IS 71.

For (he N'eic England Farmer.

FLOWER GARDENING.
BEDDING OUT PLANTS.

Every day at this season finds us at work in

the garden, planting out bedding out plants,

sowing annuals and perennials, watering those

that are drying up in the heat of these rainless

days. But not until the sun has fallen below
the hills, do we care to exercise our strength

in carrying water for his lordship, the Sun, to

drink up, but will do it willingly for the bright,

beauteous flowers which are so dear to our
hearts ; and if tepid, warm water is given to

them at night fall, they gratefully drink it up,

and grow much more rapidly for it.

English books on gardening tell us that too
much watering injures the plants ; that the

roots will not strike down deep in search of

moisture if it is daily given on the surface.

This advice applies to their country, but not
to ours, where the summers are so dry and
hot, and rains fall so rarely when compared to

their misty, moisty island, bedewed with fogs
;

but of this anon.

Bedding out plants yearly increase in popu-
larity, on account of the trouble involved

in the culture of annuals. They can be pur-
chased cheaply at many greenhouses, and now
that "Uncle Sam" allows us such facilities in

receiving them through his post bags, the flo-

rists are at our own doors, and two to five

dollars will give a fine supply of plants. The
last named sum will stock a small garden with

verbenas, geraniums, heliotropes, feverfews,

&c. Read the catalogues for yourselves, fair

friends, and see the bounteous and beautiful

supply that they offer for your approval.

Bedding out plants are dwellers in the forc-

ing houses during the winter, and are trans-

planted into the garden in summer, where
they supply us with a profusion of lovely, fra-

grant and brilliant flowers until the frost

regains its sway ; but some of them are green-
house perennials, like the verbena. Their
treatment is verj' simple, and compared with
the pleasure they give to flower-lovers, they
ask but little attention at our hands. It is

not well to plant them out until frosts and
east wind« have given us their last call, for

both of them are very injurious to their tender
growth. In most parts of New England the

fore part of June is early enough. If bedded
out sooner they will not make any growth, and
it injures them when in a healthy condition, to

be thus retarded by cold nights and chilling

winds.
When the bright summer-like days of

May appear, we greatly desire to clear the

windows of their floral treasure and empty the

hot-bed of its contents, but we must cast aside
all such ideas, knowing that it is not well for
the plants. But when "settled weather," as
the farmers style it, has really come, then we
hasten to deposit our darlings in the fresh beds
which have been duly enriched and spaded
and raked over for their reception. We select

a day that is showery, or an evening after a
shower, and dressed for the work, in dark cal-

ico, thick boots and a long apron to shield us
from dirt, we commence operations.

The ball of earth in the pot, is thoroughly
wet and a knife is nm around its edges, then
the pot is turned bottom upwards, over the
left hand, and a few raps upon the pot will

leave it in the hand. Trim ofTa little of the
fibrous roots on the outside and set the ball

containing the roots into the earth, planting
it as tightly as possible. There lies the secret

of successful transplanting. Water the plant
well, and unless the following day is very warm
they will not require to be shaded ; but if the
roots were much broken up, it is well to cover
with newspapers, or the large leaves of the
rhubarb plant. Water freely when the season
is dry, and if liquid manure or guano water
can be given once a week, their growth and
bloom will be much finer.

The Zonale Geraniums are very desirable
for bedding out, on account of their plentiful

clusters of beautifully colored flowers—from
the brightest, most fiery scarlet to the rosiest

pink, the lightest blush and the purest white.
A large bed or mound, composed entirely of
Zonale Geraniums, will present a gorgeous
display of flowers until the frost cuts them
down.
From the older varieties many new and

beautiful varieties have been produced by
seeds and the named sorts are very numerous.
Among them we should select Gen. Grant,
a very free bloomer, and of a most vivid scar-

let. This variety originated in Ohio, and its

flower trusses are enormous, almost covering
the plant with their gorgeous bloom. Louis
Venillot, intense scarlet, extra fine, cheerful,

bright cherry, splendid flower. Cybaister,
scarlet nosegay. Gen. Sheridan, rich scarlet

flowers of perfect form. Gloirede Corhenay,
bright color, lightly tinged with white. Her-
ald of Spring,—flowers a deep cherry color,

tinted with orange, very large, and the leaves

have a broad zone, perfectly defined. Blue
Bells is a monthly, with large clusters of ma-
genta pmk flowers. Marie L''Abhe, flower
white, with pink centre. Madame Werle,
white clusters of flowers, spotted with pink.

Incomparable, salmon-colored flowers, striped

with white, leaves beautifully zoned with choc-
olate brown. Bicolor, deep salmon-color,
edged with white. Madam Gueffier, vermil-

ion, edged with flesh color. Christine, rich

rosy pink. Countess de Morella, very beau-
tiful scarlet flowers. Magawisca, delicate

rose color, white margin and eye. Mrs. Aus-
tin, salmon, edged with blush, large flowers
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and fine truss, foliaged beautifully, zoned with

darkdiocolate. PolarStar, the purest white and
very hirj:,e cluster. Rose Reudaller, brightest

rose, s{)()ttc(l with white, very beautiful. Su-

perba, l)riglit searlet, with white eye. Victo-

ria, violet crimson, white centre. All of these

varii'ties are particularly choice, and will of

thciusehes compose a brilliant garden of un-
numbered dyes. Verbenas are easily raised

from seeds, and they excel in rapidity of

growth, and profusion of flowers those that

are obtained from cuttings; but one is not

as sure of choice and brilliant coloi-ing, so

it is always well to supply oneself with both
seedlings and plants. The flowers raised fi'om

seedlings are nmch more fragrant than those

j>ro(iucc'd from cuttings. In a natural state

the verl)ena is usually fragrant, but after hav-

ing been rooted again and again, it loses this

attribute. The more delicate colors are al-

ways the most fragrant. Properly cultivated,

seedlings Avill give better satisfaction than

plants. They will not grow on the same lo-

cality, year after year; if so planted, they
will be liable to attack from the root lice, which
soon kill the plant. They require a sandy
soil,—two or three inches of pure sand scat-

tered over the surface of the bed will keep
the heat of the sun, and make them bloom
profusely. Soap suds given once a week will

also increase their growth. They seed very
abundantly if not far removed from the mother
plant, and in mild climates will often sow
themselves if straw or hemlock boughs are

thrown over the bed in the autunni. The tiny

leaves, when they first start, resemble weeds,
and they should not be touched until the rough
serrated leaves of the plant have developed
themselvf's.

Among all the numerous varieties of bedding
out plants upon which we can always de-

pend for a gay and brilliant garden, the ver-

bena takes first rank. Every year sees a

great increase in new varieties, which excel

in size and brilliancy and in variety of color-

ing all that have lieen produced in former
years. Thev are all raised from seed, and Pe-
ter Henderson grows thirty thousand plants

yearly, from which he selects one in a thou-

sand to present to the trade as No. 1 [)lants.

Among those that were produced last season
are Annie, pure white, striped with crim-

son ; Black Redder, very dark maroon

;

Conspicua, ruby searlet, white eyes ; Cupid,
large white, tinted with pink ; Distinction,

solferino, dark eye ; Fire Cloud, fiery scarlet,

yellow eye ; Formosa, large pink, white eye
;

Monarch, large bright scarlet ; Punctata, spot-

ted and striped with carmine ; Ruth, lilac

blue ; Sensation, waxy white, carmine eye

;

Snow Storm, purest white ; Tricolor, carmine,
crimson and orange ; Unique, Avhite carmine
spot.

All these varieties are distinctive and beau-
tiful,-5-some of the separate flowers meas-
ure an inch in diameter, and the whole truss

or cluster is enormous. For many years the
culture of the verbena has been a specialty

with Air. Henderson, and the j)lants he selects

are sure to excel in profuse flowering and
great beauty of coloring.

Verbenas will g»ow and bloom with very
little care, but they flourish nuich better if

their desires are attended to. In August, cut-

tings must be struck for the winter, and snuiU

pots can be sunk in the beds, and the thrifty

branches pinned into them with hair pins.

They will not bloom in winter unless plenty of

light and air is aflbrded them, and they do
not reijuire a great supply of water,—often

one fails to grow them on account of wa-
tering too freely, (ireen lice

—

aphidas—are
their great pest, but they can be brushed off

with a chicken wing, or the plants can be
placed under a tub with a saucer of hot coals

and some twbacco and smoked. Lice cannot
live where plants are daily showered. The
root lice are more formidable enemies, and if

they once take possession of your plants, it is

best to pull them up and throw them away.
If the j)lant is very valuable it may be saved
by taking it up and washing all the roots in

tepid soap suds. The lice fasten themselves
directly about the stem and suck out its life.

Fresh soil rarely engenders these plagues. It

requires much care and daily attention to cul-

tivate a beautiful garden. No fanner grows
a crop of corn or cabbages M'ithout some la-

bor. Since it was decreed that man should
eat his bread by the sweat of his brow, toil

and care have been required of him, if he
would make his land support him. So it is

with flowers,—it does not do to plant out our
flowers and then let them alone ; nor to care
for them assiduously one week and neglect
them the next. They demand of us daily at-

tention, if we would have tliem grow in grace
and beauty. In the drought of summer they
must have water, or they will give you no
tlowers,—it must be given them nightly or they
will dry up. Irrigation is cpiite as essential

upon many a New England farm and garden,
as it is upon the fruitful fields of Utah. We
should raise much larger crops, much finer

fruits and a much more abundant supply
of flowers, could we pull up the sluice Avay at

our door and let the refreshing, cooling wa-
ters flow among our crops and flower beds, as

do the JNIormons. The time is coming when
more attention will be paid to this method of

fertilizing. Last summer's intense heat showed
us its necessity, and this season threatens to

teach us another lesson. So, fair friends, let us

set hogsheads under the eaves to catch the rain

when it will condescend to fall, and let us give
the thirsty flowers a good drink of it every
nightfall. Tubs of water can be drav/n from
the acpieducts or pumps every morning and
allowed to warm in the sun, and when it has

gone to rest we can plentifully besprinkle the

lovely flowers which so fully repay us for all

the toil and care we give them. s. o. j.
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EFFECT OF COMMERCIAL FERTILI-
ZERS.

DOES THEIR USE TEND TO THE IMPOVERISHMENT OF
THE SOIL?

I have a piece of ground of light soil that will

produce only twentj' bushels of potatoes, but by
using phosphate I got seventy bushels. Does the

phosphate alone make the tifty bushels, or does it

serve to draw enough froiu the latent properties

of the soil to make the crop ? and if so, is not my
land poorer for it .=" Reauek.

Rejiakks.—The questions of our corres-

pondent are somewhat searching ones. The

last two (luestions may be answered by the

monosyllable, Yes. That brief reply, how-

ever, would not give a clear and satisfactory

solution of the case. The application of the

phosphate may be explained by a homely illus-

tration. In drawing a load, if the whip is ap-

plied to the horse, the load is moved faster,

but the power of the horse is sooner ex-

hausted. So if a person uses a stimulant, he

may accomplish more labor of brain, or of

muscles and sinews, for a short period, than

he could have done without it ; but the power

of brain and the other organs would sooner

yield to the pressure.

It was not, we conceive, "the phosphate

alone which made the fifty bushels of pota-

toes," but an accelerated action, caused by the

phosphate, of all the elements in the soil which

go to make up the potato. These elements

were in the soil, in small degree perhaps, and

dormant for want of some stimulating cause.

They were not sufficient in quantity, or vigor,

or were not sufficiently comminuted and min-

gled with each other to enable them to act in

conjunctio.n with the elements of the atmos-

phere, and so the crop was light.

"The successful growth of a crop or a field,

proves that it has found in the air and in the

soil the atmospheric and mineral constituents

of its food in the proportions suitable for its

nourishment. The failure of a crop on the

same field, indicates that in the soil there is

something wanting which is necessary for its

growth. In case of failure, therefore, we

must look to the ground ; the atmosphere is

always ready to supply its portion of plant

food." It is "nearly invariable in its compo-

sition at ^11 times -and over all parts of the

earth's surface. Its power of feeding crops

has, therefore, a natural limit, which cannot

be increased by art.

"The soil, on the other hand, is very varia-

ble in composition and quality, and may be

2

enriched and improved, or deteriorated and

exhausted."

A soil may possess all the elements for plant

nutrition and still not be a prolific one. This

may come from several causes. First,

From too Dry a Condition of the Soil.

If rain has been withheld for a long time,

and evaporation excessive, there would be lit-

tle action in the soil, and crops would fail. If

it were deep and rich in nitrogenous matter,

it would hold out longer than a thin and poor

soil, but would finally cease to sustain plants

as action in it grew less and less.

The Effect of too much "Water.

The effect of a superabundance of water

would be much the same as a want of it ; each

would prevent action in the soil, and hence no

nutrition would be supplied to the plants stand-

ing in it. The same conditions would affect

animal life in a similar way. Water and air

are indispensable to man, but if the former

were present with him in great excess, or the

latter were withdrawn, his vital functions

would soon cease, and he would die. The

same principles seem to us to be involved in

plant and animal life.

Again, very much will depend upon the me-

chanical condition of the soil. The question

naturally arises. Was the land planted with

potatoes in the same condition, with the ex-

ception of the addition of the phosphate ?

One hundred pounds of a fertilizer applied to

a soil that is fine would probably be as effica-

cious as 200 or 300 pounds on a coarse lumpy

soil. Baron Liebig explains this point so

clearly that we give his words as follows :

"The rapidUy with which a substance, such as a
piece of sugar, is dissolveti by a tluid, is in propor-
tion to its state of division. By pulverization its

surface is increased, and consetiucntly the number
of points augmented, which, in a given time, arc

brought in coTitact ^ith the di>solving fluid. In
all chemical processes of this kind, the action pro-

ceeds from the surface. An element of food in tlie

soil acts by its surface, the portion beneath the sur-

face is inactive, because it cannot be dissolved. Its

effect, within a given time, increases with the quan-
tity tiiken up by the plant during that time. Fifty

pounds of bones may in one year produce, accord-
ing to their state of divi?ion, the same etfect as one,

two or three hundred pounds coarsely ground.
In the latter state it is by no means inefficient ; but
to act, that is, to become soluble, it requires a lon-

ger time. The effect produced by it is smaller, but
it continues longer.

"To understand correctly the effect of tlic soil

and its constituents on vegetation, we mu^;t keep
steadily in view the fact, that the elements of tbod
present in it always possess within theinselves»ac-

tive powers, but they are not always in condition to

exert this power. They are ready to enter mto cir-
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culation, like a maiden to dance, but a partner is

necessary."

roots of plants may rove at will through them,

and find all the supplies they need for a vigor-

By the foregoing, we think our correspon- ous and perfect growth,

dent may see pretty clearly,—what he seems to
I Let us, then, gather up every possible ma-

anticipate in the phraseology of his question,—
j

terial that can be converted into manure, and

that it is possible to render his land less fer- ! preserve it, until wanted for use, so as to re-

tile by the use of stimulants. Cases of this
j

tain all its qualities. Then work it over into

kind have been often recorded, where phos- a fine mass by the use of muck, loam or such

phates, guano, and other stimulating matter other means as each one's circumstances will

had been long applied, until nearly all action permit. Let us do this, and the seeming ne-

ceased in the'soil, and it refused to bring a cessity of employing large quantities of corn-

crop.

We have always been of the opinion that

the moderate use of a pure "commercial fertil-

izer," sold at a fair price, could be made eco-

nomical to most farmers. But it must be in

connection with the common manures of the

farm, good muck, and an abundance of other

vegetable matter, in order to keep an ample

bed of humus in which the concentrated ma-

nures may act.

It is said that lands in some portions of the

Southern States have greatly degenerated in

the use of concentrated manures. The sys-

tem there of keeping stock does not admit of

the saving of much manure ; even if it, did,

the amount of stock kept is so small that all

their manure would be of little account on

their large plantations. LTnder these circum-

stances they resorted to the natural beds of

fertilizers found in various portions of the

country, and used it until the soil is depleted,

inactive, dead. It must now lie barren, until

Nature's processes impart life and vigor to it,

or the hand of man turns it up to the light and

air, and with clover, millet, or an abundance

of other vegetable matter mingled with the

soil, sets it into action again for the produc-

tion of paying crops.

Now we come to the (Question, Is there not

danger of adopting a system by which the

ground must gradually lose the conditions of

its fertility, by which it must be impoverished

and exhausted ? We think there is such dan-

ger. Our main resources must be within our-

selves. Help, we can obtain, incidentally.

So far, however, we have not managed our

own means with that system and economy

which would give us more ample returns.

What manures we already have are capable of

pi-oducing a two or four-fold action, by using

them in a finer condition. So that they will

mingle intimately with a fine soil, where the

mercial fertilizers will gradually disappear.

VISITING BY FABMEKS.
We have often advised formers to visit each

other more frequently and more socially. We
believe that with mechanics in Europe it is a cus-

tom, if not a requisite for the completion of a trade,

for the journeyman on the expiration of his ap-

prenticeship to spend some years as a "tramp," in

travelling about and working in various shops to

learn the ways in which work is done in different

establishments. The young farmer who "works

round" a few years may enjoy similar advantages.

But after one buys a fixrm, the cares of business

and the press of labor are often deemed a sufficient

excuse for remaining at home, and many farmers

would as soon think of planning an expedition to

the north pole, as of taking a day's vacation to see

what their neighbors were doing and learning how

they do it. Occasionally, however, a farmer gets

loose, and enjoys the examination of the stock,

implements, and management of others so well

that we think the number of visiting fiirmers is

yearly increasing.

A correspondent of the Maine Farmer is writing

for that paper a scries of articles entitled "A Far-

mer's Vacation," in which we have some very

pleasant views of the farms and homes he visited.

In his last article he describes two farms in Middle-

sex Comity, Mass.; that of the senior Editor of

this paper, and that of Sturtevant Brothers, South

Framingham. As Mr. Brown is busy with his

spring's work just now, the junior takes advantage

of his absence from the otlice in the city to copy

the following description of his farm by the writer

alluded to, who gives the initials "Z. A. G."

Farm of Gov. Brown.

My first visit was to the farm occupied and con-

ducted by the Hon. 6iuion Brown, well known to

the farmers of Maine as the senior editor of the

New England Faumku. His genial editorials

have cheered many a farmer's home, and his ad-

vice has been accepted as the highcsit authority.

His tarm is situated in the historic town of Con-

cord, and embraces the held on which the militia

assembled to resist the approaches of the British.

It consists of one hundred acres, and is pleasantly

located on the westerly bank of the Concord river,

sloping gentlv towards the low meadows which

for a long distance border the river. The snow

lay deep on the ground at the time of my visit, so
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that the visit was more to the bams and the editor

and his foniily, than to the farm.
The buildings arc pleasantly situated and con-

veniently aiTanged at a little distance back from
the street, and are surrounded by a well kept lawn
interspersed here and there with shade trees. The
flower and fruit garden is located in rear of the

lawn, and forms a beautiful background to its

velvety greenness. Still further back is a fine

young orchard, set and tended by the proprietor's

own hands, and showing a uniformity of growth
and appearance seldom excelled. Everything
about the premises, whether on the farm or in the
bams and outbuildings, showed the most perfect

cleanliness and order. A portion of the farm has
but recently l)een purchased, and has not yet been
brought up to that state of productiveness which
will be realized in the future.

In the stables wei'e a dozen cows, a part of them
Ayrshires, and the others Jersey ; five horses be-
longing to the estate, and thirteen boarders. The
feed for this stock was English hay, com fodder,
and oat straw cut green and unthreshed. This is

run through a feed cutter propelled by horse
power, mixed, wet up, and a small quantity of
corn meal and shorts worked in with it. This is

prepared before wanted for use, left in a mass to

soften for at least twelve hours before any is used.
The feed is believed to be much improved bj' this

preparation, and stock thrive upon it much better

than upon dry feed. Connected with the stables

are the hen house and the boiler room for cooking
the feed for swine. These are characterized by the
same order and neatness elsewhere manifested.
Some fine specimens of ^\'^lite Chester pigs were
in the cellar upon the manure—kept to gi'ow, as the
proprietor said, and not to work. If that were the
sole object, why they were kept upon the manure
from the stables, unless to tread it down, I could
not see. In an adjoining apartment was a gener-
ous pile of m.angel wurtzel beets, gi-own for the
pigs and cows. These are considered ^ ery excel-

lent feed, and are thought to be a profitable crop.

After a brief inspection of the farm and stables

we returned again to the house. This is con-
structed in conformity with correct rural taste,

without any efitbrt to display wealth or magnifi-
cence. It is just such a home as an educated far-

mer of taste would desire. Proceeding to the
library, the afternoon passed quicklj- away in con-
versation upon various topics pertaining to asri-

culture. Here, surrounded by his books and pa-
pers, his editorial labors are all performed. His
expressed ideas found in his writings and lectures,

which have such a home flavor, are the natural
outgrowth of his pleasant surroundings. His edi-

torial harness sits lightly upon his shoulders. He
seldom visits the office in Boston, but instead

spends much time, as every agricultural editor

should, in visiting the fai-mers whom he would in-

struct, that he may fully understand their condi-

tion and their wants. My thanks are due to Mr.
Brown and his pleasant fixmily for kind assistance

and polite attentions, which rendered my visit to

their model country home exceedingly pleasant.

Hard Woek to Write.—Famiers and others

who are not much accustomed to putting their

thoughts on paper, often complain that it is hard

work to write. But these persons generally sup-

pose that it is owing to want of practice, stiff fin-

gers, &c., and that the easily read and smooth

compositions of authors, editors and other fluent

writers, are prodiiced without much labor. This

is probably a mistake, in most cases, though some

persons wi-ite much more easily than others. An
American historian stated that he had copied or

re-MTitten his work eight times with his own hand,

before offering it to the printer.

Among the agricultural writers of note in this

country, there is perhaps none whose style appears

more natural, off-hand and easy, or less studied

and labored, than that of J. Harris, Esq., who
writes the "Walks and Talks on the Farm" in the

American Agriculturist, in addition to books and
more elaborate papers, and yet in his last article

he says, "I would rather at any time dig a rod of

ditch than write for ten minutes."

Excellence in writing as in everything else is the

result more generally of perseverance and hard

work than of any natural gift, and we copy the re-

mark of Mr. Harris for the encouragement of far-

mers and others who may be disheartened by the

effort and labor it costs them to get their thoughts

and facts in readable shape on paper.

EXTRACTS AND HEPIjIES.

TURNING MUCK INTO A PROFITABLE FERTILIZER.

I am a young f;\rmer just commenced in life, and
being a reader of your valuable paper, and noticing
with interest the gi'cat amount of practical infor-
mation diffused throughout its columns, and the
wisdom with which the numerous questions of
your readers arc answered, I have concluded to
ask one, although I am afraid it is an old one. I
have a good muck bed and I would like to know,
if I could produce a good article to top dress my
land with, by adding to it some other ingredient
that will produce an artificial manure, which will
benefit the land, and whether such a composition
would be a paving investment of time and moaey :

May 3, 1871. t. m.

Remarks.—That the use of a sufficient quantity

of good muck to absorb the liquid portions of ma-
nure, house slops, &c., and to increase the bulk of

the droppings by one-half is a paying investment,

is confirmed by the experience of many practical

farmers. Experiments in the use of muck alone,

and with muck mixed with other materials, have
been made by many farmers with very different

results. Old meat brine, or brine made from cheap
salt, ash^ lime, saltpetre, salammoniac, &c., have
been tried, but we believe not extensively used by
farmers. Who can tell F. M. what ingi-edient to

put with his muck to make a cheap and good fer-

tilizer.

CATTLE LICKING PAINT.

What will counteract the poison which a calf
gets by licking old sills or walls of a baiTi ? I have
lost a number of calves from that cause, and never
could give them anything which would save them.
>I have one now sick from that cause.

Charles K. Tracy.
Hinsdale, Mass., April, 1871.

Remarks.—If the bam is painted and the calf

has licked that paint, gi->'e it a teaspoonful of salt-

petre mixed with meal, every other day, until yKm
have given three doses. If the bam is not

painted, the licking is occasioned by that morbM''
appetite which prompts cows to chew bones, old 1

leather and boards. We call it "morbid," when
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is proluiljly the natural appetite lonyiiig for some-

thing essential to the animal, whieh it cannot get.

No nostrum has yet been discovered that will sat-

isfy this desire. The true remedy,—if disease it

is,—and the true preventive of it in all animals, is

their liberty, and access to the bare ground, and

especially to ploughed ground.

Cows are rarely seen chewing old bones in the

autumn after running in a good pasture all sum-

mer, but usually in the spring, after a long winter's

confinement.

Keep the calves clean, their skins loose, feed

them generously with good hay and a little grain of

some kind, and give them their liberty, and they

will not be likely to lick the sills or walls of the

bam.

rSE OF LIME ASHES.

I would be glad to gain some information through

the New Englanu Fakmeu in regard to lime

ashes. Are they a good fertilizer to harrow in for

turnips ? Are they good for corn and potatoes ap-

plied in the hill ?
' My land is dry and free from

limestone. Geo. A. Carpenter.
Cheshire, Mass., 1871.

Remarks.—If by "lime ashes" is meant the

ashes where limestone is burned, we have no doubt

but they would be very valuable. Large quanti-

ties of wood are consumed in burning the stone,

the ash of which, with certain portions of the lime

ihat would be likely to ftiU among it must form a

verj' valuable fertilizer, especially for a soil that

has been cultivated for many years.

A common kiln affords about 200 bushels of lime,

in the form in which it is put up in casks, and ten

cords of wood are consumed in the burning. Of

course, what is left after taking away the lime,

must be of a valuable character.

GRAFTON MINERAL FERTILIZER.

I would like to have you publish in the Farmer
the analvsis of the ore from which the Grafton

Mineral Fertilizer is made, and also state to what

class of minerals or geological specimens it be-

longs; and how is it manufactured; whether

burned like lime or ground as plaster ? Where is

Grafton ? J- N. Isham.

South Wilhraham, Mass., May 0, 1871.

Remarks.—The town of Grafton is in Grafton

County, N. H., on the northern railroad, 44 miles

from Concord. We have specimens of the rock

from which the "fertilizer" is said to be pulverized.

It is not burned like lime, but broken and groimd

like plaster. Some of our specimens are fresh

from the rock, solid and heavy ; others are from

the surface where they have been acted upon by

the atmosphere, causing the rock to assume the

appearance of mineral paint, and pieces broken off

are quite light in weight. We do not profess to be

yersed in geology, and give below an extract from

the statciiRut of the proprietors, Davis, Thayer

& Co., which will show what is claimed to be the

character and composition of the Grafton Fertil-

,. j»er:—

" The Grafton Mineral Fertilizer is the pulverized

ore from the Doloniitdc Vein of the Grafton Gold
Mine. The following is an extract from report of
Dr. Torrey :—
"The rock itself was next examined, chiefly

with a view to determine the proportions of Silica

and Carbonates it contains. The average quality
was obtained by taking small ])ortions from nu-
merous specimens of the Rock, pulverizing these
and mixing the whole until it was uniform in com-
position. Some of this was then analyzed, anil

found to contain 40 per cent. Silica. The rest was
nearly all Dolomite, or a double carbonate of Lime
and Magnesia."
A careful examination of a similar sample by

Thos. C. Raymond, of Cambridgeport, Mass., gave
the following result :

—

Silica, 30.30

Protoxide of Iron, 6.27

Lime 20.60

Miignottia, 11.17

Carbonic Acid, 32.11

Total, 100.45

SIDE ORIFICE IN A COW S TEAT.

I wish to inquire what to do for a two-year-old
heifer that has an orifice in the .'idc of her teat,

through which the milk flows in a stream when
milking. Henry B. White.

Topsham, Vt., May 4, 1871.

Remarks.—If the cow was diy, perhaps by
scarifying or burning with a hot wire the orifice,

and applying sticking plaster, collodion, glycerine

or some such material, the aperture might be

closed and the skin induced to grow over the ®pen-

ing. But while the cow is in milk we doubt

whether anything can be done. By bringing the

palm of the hand directly over the orifice while

milking, the fiow of milk through it may some-

times be mostly prevented. But after all, any

such deformity or defect in a cow is perhaps most

economically overcome by fitting her for the butch-

ers.

A sick sow.

I hiive a sow that showed signs of illness the 20th
of present month. From cai-etul observation I be-
lieve it to be stoppage of water. Is there a remedy
for such trouble with hogs ? She was to have
dropped her pigs the first day of May. ii. s. c.

Shelhurne, iA^ H., 1871.

Remarks.—If the sow has not been ailing for

some time, the difficulty is probably mechanical.

Her increased size may have caused pressure upon

some of the urinary organs. If so, when she has

dropped her young the trouble will cease.

FAT MEAT OR GREASE FOR HENS.

Will grease or greasy matter make hens lay soft

eggs ? Frederic.
Worcester County, Mass., May 4, 1871.

Remarks.—If fed in large quantity or for a long

time, we think very greasy matter might prove

unhealthy, and hence might cause soft eggs.

Hens require a variety of food, and will not thrive

or do as well on any one kind, as when the variety

which they enjoy wliin at liberty to pick up first a

seed of one kind of grain, then of another, then a

bug or worm, then a dip at some vegetable leaf or

root, and so on throughout the day. A little fat
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meat will make hens sing gratefully ; but too much
should not be given them.

OLD AGE AND AGEICl'LTURE—CORN STALK FODDER.

Please find enclosed two dollars and fifty cents

to pay for the Farmer another year. Mj' attach-

ment to it increases with my years. I am con-
scious that I cannot remain in the material foi'm

much longer, but I feel more interested in the im-
provement of agriculture than I did in my younger
days. I believe in eternal progress, and that so
long as I remain here in the body it is my duty to

improve this world all I can. if I could say any-
thing for the benefit of others I should be glad.
I think I have got more than the price of the
Farmer for one year, by giving heed to j'our

article upon preparing food for stock. I never
before turned my corn fodder to much account.
This year I have passed it through a hay cutter

and moistened it twenty-four hours and mixed
some meal with it, and find it has fully answered
the purpose of good English hay. Your editorials,

extracts and replies and market reports are almost
invaluable to me, as I am so decrepid that I cannot
get away from home, but want to know what is

being done iiljroad. Thomas Haskell.
West Gloucester, Mass., May 2, 1871.

•shoeing horses.

I have for some time been a subscriber and
reader of the Farmer, and have occasionally seen
articles in it concerning horse shoeing; and I

have often thought I would like to express my
opinion upon the subject, but not being a news-
paper ^vl•iter, have not until now made an attempt
to do so.

I find bj' observation that most of the black-
smiths shoe to suit themselves. I certainly do;
and have good success. I make my own nails and
shoes. I do not like the pressed shoe, for the
reason that it is too wide at the toe ; and conse-
quently must be narrowed too much at the heel,

which contracts the foot and causes corns, and is

apt to make the horse lame. Furthermore the
nail-holes are too for back toward the heel, and
ai'e liable to crowd.
Now, I am inclined to believe that it is much

easier to widen a shoe than to narrow one. My
motto is, to have the shoe, when finished ready for
setting, so that it will balance on the two nail-

holes nearest the heel. When such a shoe is set,

the heel or quarters of the foot are left ft'ee where
the growth starts.

Now about paring the hoof. It should be pared
at the toe mostlj-, in the majority of cases, but not
too thin; set the shoe well Imck, and trim otf the
toe. This allows the muscles free and easy action,

and the horse to stand square and easy, which
gives him a much better appearance than when
standing on his heels altogether, with toes turned
up at an angle of forty-five degrees, like some
horses I have seen in my travels. j. r. l.

West Braintree, Vt., May 5, 1871.

SALT.

No wrong habit or injurious stimulant can be
abandoned without feeling at the time a reaction.

An account is given in tlie Farmer of April 29, of
the lessening the amount of milk obtained by
omitting the accustomed use of salt. I think it

was caused by the reaction, and only proves the
use of salt to be injurious. If we are to judge only
bj' objects produced when their use is suddenly
omitted, then I could easily prove bj' experiments
of only three days, that alcohol, tobacco and opium
are among the greatest blessings known to mortal
man. If the principle of reaction when we quit
injurious habits was well understood, it would

warn us against the contraction of many bad
habits.

I think we need the salt or some other question
to set the people to thinking on this subject. Was
the ill results of the experiment caused by the lack
of «ec«««ar^yoorf or the reaction from an unneces-
sary stimulant ? I think reaction. For salt exists
in the living organism in only very minute quan-
tities, and from the liberal amount given the ani-
mals, I think no deficiency could result from
omitting it for three days. The thirst that the use
of a little more than the usual quantity causes in
ourselves, and the acknowledged injurious effects

of too much for animals, suggests that possibly
there my be two sides to this question.

Concord, Vt., May 5, 1871. W. V. Hardy.

a good cow.

Mr. Thomas Eastman, of this place, has a three-
year-old native heifer that dropped a calf Decem-
ber 8, 1870. Since then up to tlie first of May, the
family of two have used all the butter and milk
they wanted, and there have been made and sold
in the same time

103 pounds butter, at 40 cents ,$41 20
378 quarts new milk, sold at 6 cents 22 68

Her keeping was two quarts meal, two quarts
shorts, with all the good hay she could eat daily.

If any one can do better let them advertise the cow
for sale.

Great rain in this section. Streams are high.
The Connecticut river is rising fast. Distant hills

are white with snow. Grass looks well. Some
have planted corn and potatoes. Old Ikon.

West Lebanon, JV. H., May 5, 1871.

BUGGY PEAS.

Noticing the request of a subscriber for a remedy
for the pea weevil, I will give my experience; and
if it will help any one to get rid of the pest, I shall

be satisfied. Some twenty-five years since, a sister

sent me a package of peas from New Jersey. I

took a fancy to soak them in warm water for some
time before planting. Before planting I noticed a
dark spot on each pea. I examined them, and
found a well formed bug in every pea, which I de-
stroyed. I do not recollect as any of them were
alive. Perhaps they were drowned. I have planted
them about every year since, and have never had a
buggy pea. Again, I sent to Boston for some peas.

Before opening the bag, I took a dish of warm wa-
ter and put the mouth of the bag into it, and turned
the peas into the water; and the way the bugs
scrambled for life was a caution. I examined every
pea before planting. I have not had a bug from
them. Again, I got some peas from Rhode Island

which were recommended because they were not
much buggy. I went through with the same pro-

cess and have no buggy peas. A brother was tell-

ing an old Shaker of my experiment, when he said

if "the peas were put in a tight box or bfig and kept
over one year the bugs would die, and thus get rid

of them.
If a whole neighborhood would unite to dro\vn

or starve the bugs they might soon lie banished.

If you should publish this and any should try it,

I should like them to give the result.

Newport, N. II., May, 1871. H. A. Jenckes.

complimentary.—PROFIT OF FARMING.

Although I am not a tiller of the soil, just now,
I feel a deep interest in that branch of our com-
mon business; and I think my interest in farming
was greatly increased by the reading of your valu-

able paper, the New England Farmer. Your
paper has been greatly increased in size and inter-
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est since I commenced taking it. And may it con-
tinne to jirosptr for a long time to come. I thinlv

one of tlie great secrets of farming is a thorough
pulverizing of the soil.

When I commenced farming for myself, twenty
j'cars ago, I had a capital of only one hundred
dollars, and when I sold my fiimi, two years ago,
I had over thirty-five hundred dollars. Now if

any one thinks fai'ming does not pay, I shall beg
to dililr from him, although I must admit the
truth of the old maxim,

"He thill by the plough would thrive
Himself must either hold or drive."

Galen Ross.
Springjield, Mass., May, 1871.

For the New Enu^and Farmer.

NEATNESS ON THE FARM.
"Wlio that has ever travelled about among

the farmers of the country has not sometimes
been disgusted with the untidy appearance of

some of the places he has visited. One may
sometimes find a man who carries neatness to

the extreme, and spends more time in keeping
tools polished than is profitable. I have seen

a man show with nnich pride a set of shovels

and forks that had always been kept up to a

high state of brightness, by scouring in sand
every time they were put away ; and this after

they were so badly worn that no man with a

true idea of economy would have allowed him-
self or his men to use them at all. One can-

not alford to wear a fork, or hoe, or shovel

clear up to the handle. Most people use

ploughs, harrows and cultivators as well as

shovels, hoes, and forks too long after they

are worn below a profitable working condi-

tion. The best carpenters keep their saws,

chisels and planes constantly sharp, and find

economy in it. So should the farmers keep
their ploughs and cultivators in good working
order by changing the old points for new
ones nmch oftentir than they do ; and as long
as they are worth using, they should be kept
clean and bright.

I have known many tolerably good farmers
to buy a new plough or cultivator and when
done using it for the day, leave it out in the

rain or dew over night, without ever wiping
oil" the dirt that adhered to the castings. The
next time the tool was used it would be found
covered with dirt and rust, which it would
cost ten times as much to remove, as it would
to have kept it off if it had been attended to

at the right time. No rusty or dirty farm
implement is profitable to use. It is the work
of but a few nn'nutes to wipe the dirt from a

plough, horse hoe, or any of the many hand
tools used on the farm, if done at the moment
we are done using thein. A woolen clotli

with or without grease, or even a dry sod will

remove the dirt from a plough, and save much
scouring in the future. ISIany plough and
cultivator castings are broken every year by
being thumped against rocks, while in use, to

kno(^k oil" the dirt that adheres in consequence
of their not being kept clean and bright.

In laying down fields to grass, neatness as

well as economy requires that loose stones

and rubbish of all kinds should be removed,
and the land well rolled down, and as far as

practicable the larger and fast stones should

be removed either by sinking, or blasting and
cleaning off from the field. A mowing field

never looks quite as neat if it is covered by
rocks and stone heaps, as it does if all are

cleared out and the land left as smooth as a
well kept lawn. I have heard men argue that

removing large rocks did not pay. They said

it cost a great deal, and when done there was
nothing left but a hole in the ground which

must be filled up by carting in soil. I have

known those same men to find time almost

any cloudy day to go off fishing, and when
night came all they had gained was an empty
stomach, and possibly a half dozen httle mud
pouts.

A year's stock of wood for fuel all cut and
piled under cover is a pleasant sight to almost

any farmer's wife. I find different farmers

have quite different ways of getting together

such a pile. I see some who bring all the

refuse fuel on the farm right up to the door

and leave It there till they find time for them-

selves or their men to cut it. Old fence posts

and rails, broken down trees, and broken

down wheels and other farm implements past

use, are dumped close by the kitchen door.

In a few years the yard is covered with saw-

dust and chip dirt, and the green grass gives

place to burdocks, nettles and other coarse

and disagreeable weeds. I find other farmers

who have their wood pile a little farther off

from the buildings, in the corner of some lane

or pasture, and when the wood Is all cut in

stove lengths as It should be, and well sea-

soned. It is thrown on a wagon and carried to

the wood house and neatly piled.

There is nothing like a good green turf

around farm buildings to prevent dust from
being blown into the parlor, kitchen or dairy

room. On a dairy farm, neatness can hardly

be carried to an extreme. The stables, the

yards, and the rooms used for keeping the

milk and making the butter or cheese, cannot

be kept too clean. The yards should have

suitable drainage, and be provided with dry

walks for the attendants. The stables cannot

be kept either clean or comfortable without

l)lenty of bedding or a liberal supply of sand,

Lam or muck dried and stored under cover,

to be used freely at all times as absorbents
;

while with these, a stable may be kept in such

a condition that the dair}- farmer may not be

ashamed to receive his friends or customers

at any time.

Some people object to hauling sand or mutk
to be used In the stables and yards because of

the expense. I do not think the danger lies so

much in the direction of doing too much, as to-

wards doing too little. I consider a room near

to the stable when a six months stock of dry

earth can be stored for daily use, one of the

I
best investments a fanner can make. It en-
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ables him to save all the liquid manure from
his stock, and at the same time keep the

stables in a decent and presentable condition

at all times. There can be few sights more
disgusting to those who buy their milk, than

that of seeing a filthily dressed man sitting

down in a wet dirty, slippery stable to milk a

cow that is soaked in her own filth. It puts

me out of all patience with farmers who allow

themselves or their men to be so slovenly as

to milk a cow in the stable till after it has

been cleaned and purified by the use of some
kind of absorbent. Then to promote pei^sonal

cleanliness, an extra suit of loose clothes

should be kept in the barn that can easily and
quickly be drawn over those usually worn.
Various accidents are liable to happen during

the operation of milking, which endanger
clean clothes. One should have a loose blouse

to protect the arms and waist, and a pair of

pants or overalls for the body and legs. If

these, instead of being sewed on the outside of

the seams of the legs are left open and sup-

plied with buttons, they can be drawn on or
off over the boots much more easily. House
painters and nearly all mechanics have suit-

able outside garments that they wear wliile

engaged in work, that are laid off before
coming to the table. If farmers would take
as much pains to keep themselves clean, they
would really respect themselves and would be
more -respected by those who now call them
the "bone and sinew" of the country when-
ever their votes are wanted.

A. W. ClIEEVER.
Sheldonville, Mass., Jem. 24, 1871.

For the 2feio England Farmer.

OBSERVATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS.
The Past Winter—Decline in Prices—Experiments

with Muck, Lime, Phosphate, Ashes and Salt, com-

posted—Agricultural Colleges should teach Far-

mers to make Manure—Instability of Prices of Farm
Products.

It being the season of the year for frogs to

peep and for other signs of spring to show
themselves, this comminiication of mine may
be an additional evidence that spring is in

fact on hand, even up here in old New Hamp-
shire.

Well, among other things, we have had a

mild winter ; not a week of good sledding.

People have run sleds and sleighs a good deal,

but principally on frozen ground. So you
see that, as usual, it has been hard sledding

with farmers. Hay and potatoes were sold

for fair prices in the fall, soon after harvest-

ing ; but the weather being moderate, and
with the help of wise men, of whom we always
have a large crop in the city and village, soon
knocked them all flat. Hay, which has been
asleep all winter, is wakening up a little ; and,

as the new crop now looks, we suould not

wonder if buyers waked up before long.

In regard to our experiments last season

with phosphate, lime, muck, ashes, &c., I

must report that it proved nearly a failure.

It was not the fault of the land, for it was as

good corn land as there is in Marlow, and it

yielded about one ton of hay to the acre the

year before planting. It was broken up in

the fall, and was well rotted, and in fine or-

der last spring when we planted. The corn

came up evenly and nice, and looked well

until the last of June. We gave it #ne good
hoeing, but it did not grow. At hoeing we
put ashes on some rows, phosphate on some,
good rich vegetable mould that was dug up
from under the hog yard, that had a rotten

plank floor ; but none of it, with the excep-
tion of a few hills, or a few stalks in the hill,

occasionally, answered our expectations.

We made a compost manure of twenty
loads of muck, one cask of lime, two casks of

phosphate, three barrels of ashes, with about
one and a half bushels of salt, all well mixed
togethei-, of which we applied one-third of a

shovelful to the hill.

We spread no manure on the ground. On
about one acre of the piece we put in a light

shovelful of manure from the cow and ox
stable, and put in each hill one large spoon-
ful of phosphate, covering it with dirt, and
dropped the corn. No other manure was
used on this piece, and we had fair corn. It

was hoed but once,

In some rows I did not put in anything

;

others phosphate only ; others, salt only
;

others, only the composted muck. At har-

vesting I could not see much difference in the

rows thus differently treated. The rows with

nothing in them were a little the lightest.

The fact was, it all wanted hoeing again ; but

haying came on, and it was impossible to raise

help to do it.

One thing I noticed, some hills would have
four good large ears of corn and some only

one ; but all had some sound but small ears.

The field contained nearly three acres, and it

gave me 100 bushels of good sound ears of

corn, more than one-half of which grew on
the piece manured, as stated above, with stable

manure.
Around the whole piece two rows of pota-

toes of different kinds were planted in the

compost manure. Some kinds did well, but

the Davis Seedling filled the hills with strong

roots and runners in every direction, and it

required a man's strength to pull up a hill,

raising dirt and all, but there were few good
potatoes.

Thus I have endeavored to give you my
expei'ience. You see the result. I think the

failure was owing partly to the dry season,

but I do not think if the season had been

good that I should have been entitled to a

monument quite as large as some piles of

potatoes or corn that I have seen. But farmers

do not expect to get monuments . With them
it is out of the question. Such things are for
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great warriors, statesmen, and scientific men.
We have no laboratories except our potatoe

and cornfields, and no knowledge of chemis-
try. But we are taxed, the nation gives

land and the rich give money, to found col-

leges for rich men's boys to be educated in,

that they may be learned and wise. But
where shall the farmers look for the know-
ledge of chemical or other combinations of

materials^ make a good and cheap manure,
unless to our Agricultural Colleges. 'JMiey

have all the means, time, and money they

want. I think the patent manures we have
now on hand come too high, and they are too

uncertain to be profitable for farmers to use

to much extent.

I think Dr. Nichols helps us some. He
says he can raise good crops with 2-1 loads

of manure to the acre. With that we can all

do very well. But when we attempt to in-

crease our crops by patent manures we gen-

erally fail. And perhaps it is well after all

that we should fail. ^Vere we able to double
our crops, or even to make any considerable

increase in their amount, would not their

market value decrease in just about the same
proportion ? Look at the facts. Last fall

potatoes were said to be very light, with the

exception of some favorable situations, and
people made up their minds that they nuist

pay a good price for them, and early in the

Reason they were willing to pay 70 to 75 cts.,

but the wise heads in the villages made people

believe that the country was full of potatoes,

and down they went to 35 to 45 cts. So
with hay. In the fall it was worth $20 to

$30, per ton, and would have gone higher if

the winter had been an ordinary one. It is

so with every- thing a farmer raises. Look at

maple sugar. It goes from seventeen cents a

pound down to nothing—don't want it. There
appears to be no intrinsic value to anything a

fai-mer can raise. We want a balance-wheel

on the system, so that the machinery will run

a little more steady.

We are often told by dealers that the mar-
ket price of sugar is not alFectcd by the ma-
ple crop as much as the Connecticut river is

alT'ected by a flood in some little trout brook
that happens to run into it. This is when
they have other sugar to sell. But when we
have sugar to sell, an abundant crop afli-cts

the market at once. Does this apply to other

trades and other kinds of busmess ? If a

large invoice of merchandise arrives in any of

our cities or towns do the farmers get to-

gether and congratulate themselves that now
goods will come down to mere nothing? Or
is it 80 with the manufacturer or any other

trade but the farmer? Then the price de-

manded for labor afTects us more than any

other class of men, for we cannot combine to

affect anything, and we are too poor to think

of retaliation. As Solomon said, "the de-

struction of the i)oor is their poverty." So
three-fourths of the farmers have neither

money nor friends to help them out of the

mud and mire. p. t.

Maiiow, N. H., May, 1871.

For the Xew EntjUind Farmer.

DRAINAGE OF ^WET AND DRY LAND.
In your weekly issue of the Farmer, April

29, a "Fireside Farmer" uses the following

words in his comnumication : "I make, and will

uj)holil the assertion,that there is no description

of arable land, however situated, or whatever
constituents it may have, that cannot be profit-

ably improved by draining."

I have had, Mr. Editor, some experience in

draining some kinds of lands in a small way
during a period of more than forty years, not

in the "fireside style" however, but using the

tools necessary for that kind of work with my
own hands. I drained a piece of swamp land

a few years ago which was so wet and miry
when I commenced on it, that I found it very

convenient to dispense with my cowhides alto-

gether ; to roll up the bottom of my pants to

my knees, and my shirt sleeves to my elbows,

and not have any half-way work about it.

Though the labor was severe, I succeeded by
perseverance, in draining the water off to the

depth of about five feet, by means of a main
drain, and other cross drains. I now have a

mowing field that yearly produces a large crop

of fine English hay. I have also an abundance
of peat muck accessible at all times to draw
upon for making compost manures, where be-

fore was nothing but a wet, miry, barren

swamp.
I have also a piece of what was once a wet

ui)land that I have greatly improved by laying

an under drain through the centre of it, con-

structed of small stones put in a ditch and cov-

ered over with soil.

Thus far, I cordially agree with your cor-

respondent, and believe that all kinds of such

wet lands may be greatly improved by drain-

ing. It takes the surplus water off that fills

up the pores of the soil of such lands in its

natural state, and lets in the light, the rains,

the air, and the frosts, and makes the land

warm, light and friable, and, with proper till-

age, very productive.

But when your correspondent comes to

other kinds of land, such for instance as I cul-

tivate, on which I have grown very satisfac-

tory crops of corn, potatoes, rice, oats, clover,

herdsgrass and redtop hay for a great num-
ber of years, and tells me that such lands can

be improved by draining, I cannot but doubt,

very seriously, the correctness of his assertion.

It is not in accordance with my experience in

the tillage of lands where you will have to dig

down all the way from three to fifteen or

twenty feet to come to standing water ; where
the water never stands on the surface of the

land except for a short time and in some de-

pressions, and after a rain or when the snow is

going oil" in the spring. In reading this part
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of your correspondent's assertions, I suppose
I felt some as the boy did whose father, for

some misdemeanor or other, was giving bim a

flogging, and who cried out, "Stop dad, let's

argue," for, really, I think I had rather argue
a little by the "fireside" than take my drain-

ing tools and go to work on such a dry field.

Now, Mr. Editor, I will turn back to that

piece of swamp land or to the wet upland field,

or to both, for an example. I will suppose,

that instead of he numerous drains I was
obliged to construct to drain off the surjdus

water, in either case, I could have gone down
to the lowest point in the bottom of that old

swamp, or the wet upland mowing, and by
some Yankee device have cut a channel for

the water to drain off, direct to China, or into

some lower strata of the earth, so as to have
lowered the water to the same level that was
done b}' the horizontal drains, would not the

same object have been attained and the same
benefit secured by such perpendicular drain-

age P I believe this cannot be doubted, nor
that the air, the light, the rains and the frost,

would act as favorably on the soil in one case

as m the other ; and drained by the last

method those fields would be in precisely the

same condition in regard to drainage as those

other tillage lands I have referred to, where
the water never comes near the surface, and
consequently cannot be improved by drainage.

This makes out my case, I think.

But both might be greatly improved, accord-

ing to the texture of the soil, either by deep or
shallow ploughing, to{) dressing, or ploughing
in manure. These topics would form, in my
opinion, very proper subjects to discuss in the

papers and at farmer's gatherings.

But of course the perpendicidar drainage I

have alluded to above, is all visionary.

That Yankee is not born and probably never
will be, who will be able to invent a way
whereby the bottom of many of our old wet
and barj-en swamps and uplands in New Eng-
land, may be tapped and the surplus water
easily and cheaply drawn off, in a perpendicu-

lar direction downward. But, fortunately,

nature has done for most of our lands just

what is needed to be done to the small por-

tion of them in which water stands too near the

surface. Royal Smitu.
Milllngton, Mass., May 5, 1871.

COOKING FOOD FOR STOCK.

Most farmers cook the food for their fatten-

ing swine, and many agricultural writers have

advised us to steam our fodder for all farm

stock. But so far as we are informed there

are but few either in this country or England

who have adopted this plan. In an essay on

this subject by George Geddes, published in

the Nciv York Tribune, the following state-

ment is made of what he saw and learned by

a visit to the farm of Mr. B. A. Avery, near

the city of Syracuse, N. Y., who has for four

years cooked the food for a stock averaging

115 animals, 60 of them being cows, 15 horses

and 40 young cattle. The statement embraces

facts in relation to average yield of milk per

cow, &c., which we think will prove interest-

ing, aside from those which bear on the sub-

ject of cooking the food.

General Appearance and Healtli.

The stock is in very high condition ; Mr.
Avery says some of the cows have too much
riesh to give the most milk. Many of the cat-

tle are better beef than much of that killed

as such for city use.

To these important points I gave much atten-

tion, and learned that there had been but two
deaths on the farm in the last four years—two
very old cows having died—as Mr. Avery
says, "they were milked to death." They
would not fat, but turned their food into milk,

became poor, feeble and died. He says that

for the four years during which he has fed

cooked food all the winters, he has had no
milk-fever, which was quite common before he

cooked the food, and no young cattle or horses

have died within the four years. This shows
that cooked food does not destroy the health

of stock.

Yield of MUk.

As Mr. Avery sells his milk by measure,
this is to him a point of great importance.
He gave me exact figures. His cows are not
large ; the young ones are from Ayrshire bulls,

and some of them show quite high breeding.

He disposes of the older cows at the rate of

about ten a year, putting in their places two-
year-old heifers of his own raising ; thus one-

third of his cows are two and three-year-old,

and not yet up to their best age for milk.

The average yield per day of each of these

sixty cows, is for the whole 365 days in the

year, six and a quarter quarts, which is 2281:i
quarts for each cow for the year—or 136,875
quarts for the whole 60 cows. Before he
cooked the winter food the average was nearly

one quart less than it is now to the cow for

each day. This gain is principally in the win-

ter, when milk brings its best price. It is not

all in the winter, for the condition of the cows
in the spring is so good that the summer yield

is somewhat increased. But giving the cook-
ing the credit of producing an increase in the

year, for each cow, of 300 quarts, whatever
that amount of milk is worth, it is so much
gain.

The yield of milk of Mr. Avery's cows will

doubtless be considered small by persons who
do not take into consideration all the facts in

the case. As has been stated, ten two-year-

old heifers are every year put in place of ten

cows rejected for various causes from the

herd. So the stock is kept entire without
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buying, and a surplus to sell every year of
ten cows. Coninionly a cow is not at her best
for milk until slu' is five years of age. T/atf!

oiw-lial/ <ij' the icluile lierd consists of grotrintj

animals. AV'inter milk being of so much
more value to sell than that produced in the
season of good pastures, it is important to

have a large part of the herd drop their

calves in the fall of the year. Proper allow-
ances being made for all the circumstances
that make up the whole economy of a milk
dairy, 1 think Mr. Avery's average yield of
milk is a good one. Testing this matter by
tables given by Mr. L. B. Arnold in a val-

uable article lately published in The Tribune,
entitled "Grain Kaisnig vs. Dairy Farming,"
we find that Mr. Avery's production of milk
is fully equal to the yield of what ISIr. Arnold
calls dairy farming. He gives -100 pounds of
cheese as the animal production of a cow.
Five quarts of milk will make a pound of
cheese, and the 20 pounds of butter that he
credits the cow with in addition should be
made from 12 (juarts of milk to the pound.
Thus we have 2000 quarts for the cheese and
2-10 quarts made into butter, in all 2240
quarts, which is just 41^ quarts less than Mr.
Avery's average. Mr. Arnold, in his esti-

mate of a butter dairy, gives 160 pounds as

the average annual production of a cow. Mr.
Avery's cows would make, at 12 quarts of
milk to the pound, 190 pounds of butter.

I am satisfied that ]Mr. Avery's average pro-
duction of milk is a large one, though much
larger stories are often told by men who do
not, as Mr. Arnold does, know all the truth
in regard to what large dairies of cows ai-e

capable of doing.

Cost of Cooking.
One more man, or large boy, is required on

the farm during winter than was required
before the food was cooked. To the cost of
this boy must be added use of machinery and
fuel to make steam. All of these items are
not estimated for the six months of cooking
food at more than !ji2,'J0. But Mr. Avery says
he has fully determined in his own mind that
there is a saving in (piantity of food consumed
equal in value to the payment of this expense,
and besides a saving of $10 for each of the
115 animals fed. This is, in all, $1,150 to be
added to the value of increased yield of milk,
not less than 18,000 quarts in the year.

Mr. Avery showed great care in making
these statements, evidently desirous to keep
within the limits, lest some one might be misled,
and he verified his calculation as to the savihg
in food, by saying that the average amount
paid out for food, not raised on the farm be-
fore cooking was adopted, was $1,800 per
year, which by cooking had been reduced to

$1,000, and that now he had fifty tons a year
of hay to sell, whereas before cooking he had
none to sell, consuming his whole crop on the
farms.

That is to say, he supports on 200 acres of

land, besides raising a little grain to sell, 115
head of farm stock, buying $1,0<>0 worth of

food in the form of brewers' grains and shorts,

and selling fifty tons of hay. Ue sells the old

cows and brings up ten calves each year, thus

keeping his stock good at the cost of tht? farm.

Our Herkimer County friend, in his articles

on dairy farming, I think, asked for 200 acres

of land to sustain a dairy of forty cows.

I consider I\Ir. Avery's management a great

success, and will now give

The Method of Cooking and Feeding.

A small brick building holds the boiler to

make the steam, which is carried in an iron

pipe under ground about fifty feet to a four-

horse power enghie in the barn, that drives a

machine for cutting stalks, straw, or hay. This

machine cuts the stalks into lengths of from
one to three inches, and mashes them. The
exhaust steam is carried by a pipe into the

cooking-box, which is placed on the floor of

the room, directly under the cutting-machine.

The exhaust steam is introduced into the steam-

box at the bottom, and passes up through a

false floor made of narrow slats into and
through the mass of food to be cooked. The
steam-box is ten feet long, eight feet wide, and
6 1-2 feet high, made of plank, strongly

clamped, and having close joints.

The forage is prepared, after being cut for

steaTning, by wetting every five bushels of cut

stalks or cut hay with fourteen (juarts of water,

and mixing with these five bushels one-fourth of

a bushel of shorts.

The pressure of the steam at the boiler,

when using the engine, should be sixty pounds
to the inch, and then the exhaust steam will

do the cooking well. When steam is used for
cookin<i only, thi)iy to thirty-five pounds to

the inch is better than a higher pressure, says
Mr. Avery.

Immediately after dinner (noon) the engine

is started and cutting stalks or hay commences.
When enough is cut for a day's feed, the fire

is no longer replenished with coal, but is al-

lowed to go down, making steam for some
time which is let into the box of cooking feed

—which will remain hot till the ne.xt morning,

say eighteen hours, when the box is emptied

by feeding out its contents, and again the box
is filled from the cutting of the day before.

Feeding.

There is a door in the side of the steaming-

box, which is opened, and the hot food taken

out and carried in baskets to the mangers of

the cows—they having been turned into the

yards in sufficient time to have the stables

cleaned, and all the orts (coarse leavings of

the manger) of the day before taken away,

and fed to the young stock and horses. When
the cows are let into the stables they eat the

hot food then before them with avidity.

Twice during the day dry hay isfed to these

cows, which they also eat with a relish. The
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milking is done in the stables—the cows being
fastened by short chains to round posts. The
cows stand thus fastened until they are turned

out the next morning while the cleaning is

done, and are made to eat all they will during

the whole day.

Treatment of Calves.

The calves are selected with care, and are

only fed milk until the milk of the mother is

fit to sell. After this, the condensed steam
which is under the slatted floor of the steam-

ing-box, in the form of water, strongly loaded

with the juices of the cooked food, is used for

calf feed, having been strengthened by cook-
ing with it corn meal, well salted. If there is

any tendency to relaxed condition of the bow-
els, strong coffee is given, and great care is

taken not to allow calves to run on the fresh

grass produced in meadows after they have
been mowed, as this rowen, Mr. Avery says,

is to be avoided if the calves are to be kept

healthy. Mr. Avery's farm has considerable

low land that neVer suffers from drought, and
thus he has green pastures every summer, and
is not under the necessity of providing for

soiling in droughts.

All things considered, I think Mr. Avery
has avoided extremes, and made as successful

an attempt to avail himself of the advantages
of cooking food for farm stock, and at the

least cost, as any that has come under my ob-

servation.

Fairmount, N. ¥., April 1.9, 1871.

FARMERS' WIVES.
Tlie farmer's wife has plenty of hard work

to do. We all know that. She has plenty of

dirty work besides. She cannot fold her soft

white hands, and sit in her elegant parlor and
await a stream of fashionable callers, No !

Farm life means work—hard, rough, contin-

uous work. It means something else, too.

Let us see.

Fu-st of all the farmer's wife lives much in

the companionship of her husband. She has

him, body and soul. To her he can bring all

his vexations and cares. She can understand
them all—can sympathize with all. The day's

work done, how sweet the twilight hour, the

evening converse ! There is time for inter-

change of thoughts and feelings. Husband
and wife are partners in all business relations,

and can fully understand each others' cares,

trials, and perplexities.

Very different is the case of the merchant
or the professional man. There is no partner-

ship here. Day by day the husband enters the

lists in the keen competitions of business,

anxious to gain wealth or honor that he may
thereby gain wealth. He only cares for the

money, so that his wife may spend it. She
does not understand his business—cannot un-
derstand it. So their paths in life diverge.

They have few interests in common. The
beautiful dreams of "united hearts and hopes,"

which maidenhood revels in are forever unful-

filled, and the married pair go on in separate

paths to the end of their journey.

The farmer's wife has also the companion-
ship of her children. In the farm house there

is plenty of elbow-room for the little ones in

their mother's presence. They can go with

her wherever she goes ; she can always listen

to their prattle, can direct their first efforts at

thinking and doing. No "kindergarten" ever

invented, presents so good a school for the

little ones, as is afforded in the farmer's home.
Could some hard working farmer's wife who is

discouraged at the difficulties of her post,

once step into these city palaces, and see how
utterly impossible it is there to afford children

the development, physical and moral, they

ought to have, she might be reconciled to her

lot of seeming hardship.

Lastly, the farmer's wife is sure of the fu-

ture. The house she has labored so hard to

beautify and render comfortable may, in al-

most every case, be hers till she removes to

the better land. No fear of a turn in busi-

ness, or an adverse wind of popular disfavor

which shall in a moment reduce her to penury.

No ! the small accumulations are, in all hu-

man probability, never to be suspended. The
quiet little stream will continue its course, not

like a "Summer fountain dried when our need
is sorest," but, fed by springs that heaven

opened up when the foundations were laid for

this solid earth, when seed-time and harvest

were ordained, — it will grow deeper and
broader till lost in the boundless ocean.

Think of these things, my good lady, and
don't complain of the toil, the dust, and the

roughness of your rural life.

—

Western Rural.

THE SORE HEAD IN POULTRT.
I notice in the March number, a cure for

"Sore Head" in Poultry, ^nd desire to give

your readers the benefit of a remedy which
has never failed me.

In the absence of a better cognomen, I

have called the disease the "swell head."

The first symptoms are a watery and frothy

collection of matter in the eye, often accom-

panied by warts or sores on the head. If not

attended to, the formation, a white, tough

matter begins inside of the eye lid, and always

below the eye, accompanied by considerable

inflammation. The swelling increases rapidly,

frequently extending to the inside of the

throat, which becomes ulcerated. The fowl

becomes blind in one, or both eyes—as the

disease sometimes attacks only one eye at a

time—and death ensues. The disease is highly

contagious, and frequently sweeps the poultry

yard, if not arrested. I have never failed to

cure a case even when the fowl's eyes were
completely shut, from the swelling. The
frothy matter first collects in the front or

outer corner of the eye, then to some extent

impairing the vision, which will be perceived
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by the fowl striving often to wipe it away on
its feathers.

Poultry thus afTeeted should at once be
placed in a coop by themselves. Make a

strong brine in an old cuj), or some other

suitable vessel, and wash the head at least

twice a day, using a soft rag. Sud'er the

brine to go into the eye, as it seems to arrest

the formation of the hard tough matter al-

luded to. It sometimes occurs that this for-

mation has already taken place bcff)re the

disease is discovered. In such cases 1 sharpen

a piece of chip, and by carefully inserting it

between the eje and the lid remove it en-

tirely. If not removed by an operation,

though the eye become cured, there will al-

ways be an unsightly protuberance. If the

head and gills have warts on them, the scabs

should be removed by the finger nail, or by a

pocket knife, previous to washing. I do not

remember of ever losing but one case, under

this treatment, though I have often had to

feed them by hand for two or three days, on

account of blindness from swelling ; and this

case was so far gone when I took it in hand,

that ulcers had formed in the windpipe. In

addition to the above treatment, the nostrils

must be kept free of matter by pressing with

a rag outward along the beak.—//. D. Mc-
Millan, in Rural Carolinian.

For the New Kngland Farmer.

PLASTER—MUCK—PLOUGHING IN
MANURE.

I see by an extract from the Maine Farmer
that "W. S. N." is looking for light on the

subject of Plaster on sandy soils. Perhaps I

can throw a few rays on his path, and perhaps

not, by relating a circumstance which took

place several years ago in this county.

A Mr. Scott, (I do. not give true names,)

owned a farm of which the mowing and tillage

was sandy and sand, underlaid by coarse gravel

and stones, and rather inclined to leach. Long
continued cropping, without adequate returns,

had so exhausted the soil that twenty-five acres

of mowing cut no more than twelve or fifteen

tons of ha}' or fod<ler of rather poor ([uality.

So Scott said publicly, "I'll fix the old place

and shave some fool when I sell." Conse-

(juently he purchased and applied some 300 to

500 pounds of plaster to the acre (broadcast,)

the effect of whith was, when haying came,

there were from one to two tons to the acre,

of nearly clean timotliy. Scott knowing that

one Carter, in an adjoining town, wished to

purchase a farm, called upon and induced him
to examine his place while the crops were
growing. Carter, who had worked on clay

land, came and was in ecstacies at the idea

that sandy land would grow grass to that ex-

tent, and [)nnliased the farm, paying certainly

a third mon^ than its real value. Scott g-^th-

ered his crops, sold them off, gave possession

the coming spring and left.

The first year after entering upon his new
farm. Carter cut perhaps 1500 jioiuids of hay
to the acre, and the ne.xt, 1000 pounds, or so,

and in four years, eight or ten tons were all

that could be procured on the entire premises.

By the above 1 am of opinion that it will

not pay to apply plaster on sandy land and
sell the produce ; still, I am inclined to believe

that, judiciously applied and the product care-

fully worked uj) for manure and returned to

the soil, plaster will in the end benefit all dry,

thirsty soils, in this section. At any rate, I

have just about such a soil as I have described

and am intending to use 1500 or 2000 pounds
of plaster this season, on eight or ten acres.

I should be v( ry much pleased to see double
the amount of agricultural matter in the Far-
mer, and you may consider this as my first

contribution towards the extra page, which I

hope the proprietors will be compelled to fur-

nish in order "to keep the docket clear." I

want this, if for no other reason, to drum the

idea into people's minds that nuick will ben-

efit land. I have been digging a little this

spring, have applied some to potatoes in the

hill, the rest is going into the barn-yard and
pig pen to be worked over. "Some of my
neighbors say Ihat black stuff will sour and
spoil your land." I tell them I am going to

sour the entire farm before I quit.

Allowme to say aword in regard to ploughing
in manure, and I will stop. I have derived

great benefit by ploughing under long, strawy
manure on dry sandy upland, at the rate of 35
two-horse loads to the acre, and have obtained

250 bushels of potatoes per acre, where two
years before I did not cut over half a ton of

hay, and the year before that only 15 bushels

of India wheat. Still I should apply all fine

manure to the surface and harrow thoroughly,

if I was looking for one good crop, and then

part of another. Jones.
Addison County, Vt., May, 1871.

Heaves in Horses —A "Veterinarian"

writes the i?«>'aZ Neiv- Yorker:—"Heaves are

caused by the enlargement, and often rupture

of the air cells of the lungs, and are incurable
;

for no medical skill can rebuild or repair the

broken down structure of the lungs. Much
can be done for the relief of the animal, how-
ever, by the feed, which should be nutritious,

and lie in little compass, as bulky feed dis-

tends the stomach and presses upon the lungs.

Plenty of grain and little hay, with the dust

well shaken out, and a little water sprinkled

on, with steady work, or exercise, mIU do as

much to relieve the horse, and make him use-

ful, as anything."

—A lady in Dorchester, N. H., during the illness

of her husl)and this spring, tapped their sugar or-

chard, cut her wood, gathered the sap, and made

alone four hundred pounds of sugar.
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SHEEP AND MUTTON".

INCH the introduction of pleu-

ro-pneumonia and the foot

and mouth disease among our

domestic cattle, there has been an

unusual demand for good mutton.

When the latter disease was an-

nounced as existing among us,

even though only in a few loca-

tions, we were informed that the sales of beef

fell off by a very large percentage, and that

the demand for mutton rose in about the same

ratio. This change has made many people

acquainted with the qualities of mutton, who

have heretofore entertained a strong dislike

for it.

The benefits derived from the culture of

sheep are certainly co-equal with those which

we gain from the use of any of our domestic

animals—the ox, the cow, swine or the horse.

Great as are those which spring from the cow,

that is sometimes the principal support of the

family, quite as important may be obtained

from the sheep, by its flesh, its wool, and its

prolific powers.

For the wonderful advancement of New
England, which, in a little more than two

hundred years, has sprung from the wilder-

ness to one of the most wealthy and intelli-

gent district* in the world, we are greatly

indebted to the sheep. The element of pros-

perity which they have afforded has been

mainly their wool for the manufacturer,—not

their flesh for the family. The use of mut-

ton, however, has been steadily increasing, as

our people learn that it is not only a most

healthful and nutritive article of diet, but is

acceptable to the taste.

According to the census returns for 1870,

there are upwards of thirty million of sheep

in the United States. Vermont having 997,-

000; New Hampshire 620,000; Maine 501,-

000; Massachusetts 119,000; Connecticut

118,000, and Rhode Island 31,000. The pop-

ulation of the United States in round numbers,

is 38,000,000, so that we have a little less

than one sheep to each inhabitant. From
these facts it would seem that sheep husbandry

is inviting for the use of flesh without much
regard to the value of the wool.

It is desirable, however, that a breed should

be selected which would produce both wool

and mutton. A gentleman who has had large

experience both in the production and manu-

facture of wool, states that in Massachusetts

the long wooled English mutton sheep will be

found the most profitable. He adds, the

Cotswolds produce good combing wool, good

imdton and good lambs, and are a profitable

breed. If Oxford Downs are preferred, take

good care of them and they will make a faith-

ful return. The Leicesters are splendid sheep

—none better for wool—few surpass them for

mutton. The South Downs are famous mut-

ton sheep. Mr. Colman, Massachusetts Ag-
ricultural Commissioner to England, said, "in

point of symmetry, weight, quality of wool,

hardiness of constitution, and general profita-

bleness to the farmer, he had seen no sheep

which equalled Mr. Webb's South Downs."

The Leicester and Merino,—South Down
and Merino,—and the Cotswold and Merino,

produce a wool which is in great demand for

worsteds and medium cassimeres. The stock

from these crosses will fatten at two years of

age, and produce a carcass weighing about

one hundred pounds, better adapted to the

American appetite than the pure Merino or

either of the purely mutton varieties. The
lambs, if not quite so large as those produced

by the mutton varieties, are sufficiently large

to give a good profit, while the wool is quite

valuable.

We are glad that the use of mutton has

considerably increased among us. This has

been greatly owing to the improvement in the

mutton itself- England succeeds well in her

sheep husbandry, because all the products of

the sheep are in quick demand. Her people

consume more mutton than beef. Experi-

ments show that mutton is not only more nu-

tritious, but digests and assimilates with the

system more easily than any other meat. A
carefully drawn report on the subject says :

—

"When our ftirmers find tfie demand for good
mutton increasing according to their exertions to
make it good—that they can raise it clieaper than
beef, and tliat it is better husbandry to get one
hundred pounds of mutton from one sheep than
from two, tlien we shall have them cultivating the
best breeds of English mutton sheep, to the com-
fort, protit, and liealth of the whole community as
well as themselves."

One other consideration which we would urge

upon New England farmers, is, that wherever

lands are not too costly for extended pastures,

none of the domestic animals are of greater

consequence to the nation and the farmer

than sheep. They can be reared in situations,
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and upon soils, Aviiere otlier animals would

not live, and at the same time afford a profit.

As articles for home consumption and exporta-

tion, as fertilizers of exhausted soils, reclaimers

of run out pastures, and in other points of

view sheep husbandry deserves to be esteemed

as a chief branch of rural economy.

AQRICUIiTTJKAIj ITEMS,
—There have been 200 woolen factories started

in the Western States since 1861.

—It is claimed that California will this year be

the second wool-growing State in the Union.

—California is expected to produce a very heavy
wheat crop this year, the breadth of land sown be-

ing fully twenty-live per cent, more than last year.

—It is a fact worthy of notice that very few of

the new American varieties of potatoes are grown
in England, and that the English varieties are lit-

tle known in this countrj'.

—The stable manure from the hotels in Ludlow,
Vt., and vicinity, has been bought by tobacco rais-

ers in the Connecticut Vallej' and shipped on the

cars.

—A. C. Moore, the most extensive breeder of

Poland China hogs in this country, allows his sows

to have but one litter a year, that to be dropped in

April, May or June. Eight months is as young as

he allows pigs to copulate. He thinks in-and-in

breeding very injurious.

—The town of Weare, N. H., reports, in the cen-

sus, a larger value of farm products in the year

1869 than any other town in the county, if not in

the State. This town will be recognized as the lo-

cation of some of the intelligent correspondents of

the Fakmeii. No wonder they raise good crops !

—A successful potato grower in Maine recom-

mends the following mixture to be applied in the

hill at the rate of al)out one-third of a gill each

;

a cask of lime slacked with water in which has

been dissolved half a bushel of salt. To this add

an equal quantity of ashes and a bushel of plaster.

Mix thoroughly. This will make about five bar-

rels and will be suflicient for an acre.

—A Missouri gardener stated that on the 16th of

April last year, when his grapes were in full blos-

som, there was a severe frost. lie supposed his

crop was destroyed. But, to the surprise of all,

after these fruit buds had been killed, a new set of

dormant buds put forth blossoms, and two-thirds

of a crop was realized—the vines producing on an

average two tons to the acre.

—A fire proof fence can be made by following

these directions : "Make a wash of one part line

sand and one part wood ashes, well sifted and three

parts lime ground up with oil, and mix them well

together. Apply this to the fence with a brush

—

the first coat thin, the second thick. This adheres

to the boards or planks so strongly as to rcsi-t

cither an iron tool or fire, and is, besides, unpene-

tral^le by water."

—In an article written for the liuralist, John S.

Ives, of Salem, Mass., says the only reliable rule

he has ever found for detennining the sex of eggs

is, when the cavity in the largest end of the egg is

found to be upon one side it indicates a pullet

chicken ; when the cavity is on the extreme end a
cock liird may be expected; this can be determined

by holding the egg before a strong light. Yet this

indication will sometimes fail.

—Our cori'cspondent, John "VVhatmore of Illinois,

writes to the Germantown Telegraph that the smell

of a gcMit is obnoxious to the nostrils of rats ; that

the two won't be friends and companions on any

account whatever, and that the introduction of goats

to one's bam or premises will cause an immediate

stampede of all the rats. Being sadly plagued by

rats about his house and farm building, he got a

couple of goats and had not seen a rat for upwards

of two years.

—The young man who will distance his competi-

tors is he who masters his business, who preserves

his integrity, who lives cleanly and purely, who
devotes his leisure to the acquisition of knowledge,

who never gets into debt, who gains friends by de-

serving them, and who saves his spare money.

There are some ways to fortune, shorter than this

old dusty highway, but the staunch men of the

community, the men wlio achieve something worth •

having, good fortune, good name, and serene old

age, all go in this road.

—A milk dealer in Springfield lately sold out his

route to a gi-een hand in the business for ^750.

But the new man soon found that his milk would

not go round to all the old circle of customers, and
applied to the seller for relief, who gave him the

following recipe for making milk, assuring him
that with this he would be all right : "Take three

table-spoonfuls of molasses, one and a half tea-

spoonfuls of saleratus, and three quarts of milk, to

twenty-two quarts of water. Add three pints of

this mixture to each twelve-quait can of milk."

For the New England Farmer.

CUTTING AND CURING HAY.
In a late number of the Farmek, "W. H. Y."

gives some very good reasons for cutting hay
early. I should infer from what he says that

he would cut it before it was fairly in blossom.
lie bases his argument in favor thereof on the

likes and dislikes of cattle. I hardly think

that an infallible or a reasonable guide to go
by. You give a child bis choice, and nine
cases out of ten he will choose pie and sweet
cakes, to the more wholesome bread and milk,

or bread and butter.

I do not propose to write anything in favor
of late cut hay ; far from it. I have suffered

enough in conse(|uence of it. But many jJecJ^

pie are crowding towards the other extreme.
I would ask W. H. Y. if he was iroincr
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thirty or forty miles on the road, and was to

cany a load of fifteen or twenty hundred
pounds with a pair of horses, whether he
would turn them mto a rich fresh pasture, or

a rank growth of aftermath, or feed them on
rowen, or whether, before starting, he would
feed them on good bright nice herdsgrass hay
that was cut when just going out of blossom ?

The team, if the question were left to them,
would choose, no doubt, one of the first men-
tioned varieties of forage, but the experienced
teamster would much prefer the latter, as he
has learned that a team fed on such hay, is

better able to labor, consequently he concludes

it contains more of the real substance.

Swale grass should be cut early, the earlier

the better. Clover should be cut in the blow,

but herdgrass, m my opinion, should not be
cut until the seed had formed, especially that

intended for horses that work. I do not

believe much in cocking hay, unlesss it is very
heavy. But just get the water out and wilt it

a little, and put it right into the mow. If

I think it is rather too green, I then sprinkle

over every load, or every other load, a layer

of old straw that is kept on the beams or scaf-

fold for that purpose, and my hay invariably

comes out bright. The straw takes the extra

moisture and keeps the mow from burning.

As hay is the most important of all the

crops raised in New England, give us, brother
fanners, all the light you can on the best

modes of securing it. G. H. Crandall.
Duxhury, Vt., May 15, 1871.

ANOTHER AGRICUXiTUHAL AND HOR-
TICULTURAL COLLEGE.

Some weeks since, at the suggestion of a corres-

pondent, we made some inquiries in respect to the

present condition of the "Bussey Farm," and its

relation to Harvard College, and stated in brief

the result of onr inquiries. The following circular

affords more definite information upon these sub-

jects, and shows that arrangements for tlie estab-

lishment of an industrial branch of the college on

the Bussey fund, were further advanced than we
were led to suppose from the information we ob-

tained, as it now appears that candidates for ad-

mission will be examined on the 28th of next

September. The following is the circular referred

to:—
Harvard University.—Bussey Institution.—

A

School of Agriculture and Horticulture.

1871-2.

Instructors.—Asa Gray, LL. D., Professor of
Botany; Thomas Motley Instructor in Farming;
Josiali D. "Whitney, LL. D., Professor of Geology
and Geograph.v; Francis Parkman, A. M., Pro-
fessor of Horticulture; Daniel D. Slade, M. D.,
Professor of Applied Zoology ; Francis H. Storer,

A. M., Professor of Agricultural Chemistry; Na-
thaniel S. Shaler, S. B., Professor of Zoology

;

Francis G. Sanborn, Instructor in Entomology;
John Trowbridge, S. B., Assistant Professor of
Physics ; William G. Farlow, M. D., Assistant in

Botany ; Charles L. Jackson, A. M., Assistant Pro-
fessor of Chemistry ; Pierre J. Boris, Instructor in

French ; , Instructor in German.

The School of Agriculture and Horticulture, es-
tablished in execution of the Trusts created by the
will of Benjamin Bussey, will give thorough in-

struction in Agriculture, Useful and Ornamental
Gardening, and Stock-Raising. In order to give
the student a sound basis for a thorough knowl-
edge of these Arts, the School will supply instruc-
tion in Physical Geography, Meteorology, and the
elements of Geology, in Chemistry and Physics, in
the elements of BoUmy, Zoology and Entomology,
in Levelling and Road-building, and in French
and German.
The regular course of study, to be pursued by-

candidates for a degree, will till three years. The
instruction of the first year's course will be given
at the Lawrence Scientitic School, in Cambridge,
and students of the tirst }'ear must live in or near
Cambridge. The instruction of the second and
third years' courses will be given at the Bussey
Institution, and students of the second and third
years must live near the Institution, which is situ-
ated in the town of West Roxbury, near the vil-

lage of Jamaica Plain, about live miles south-west
of Boston, and close to the Forest Hills station on
the Boston and Providence Railroad.
Requsites for Admission.—Candidates for ad-

mission to the first year of the regular course of
the School must be at least seventeen years of age,
and must present testimonials of good moral char-
acter; they Mill ))e examined in" Arithmetic, Al-
gebra as far as quadratic equations, English Gram-
mar, and Geography. Candidates for admission
to the second year of the regular course must be
at least eighteen years of age, and must present
testimonials of good moral character; they will be
examined upon the studies of the first year in ad-
dition to the above-mentioned subjects.
The first examination for admission will be held

on Thursday, Sept. 28, 1871, at Lawrence Hall,
Cambridge, beginning at 9, A. M.
Any person, who is not less than eighteen years

old, may join the School, without examination, to
pursue any special course or courses of instruction
which he is qualified to pursue with advantage

;

but such special students will not be regarded as
candidates for a degree.
Bond or Deposit.—[Tuition required in ad-

vance and a deposit of ^50, or a bond of ^00, as
security for charges.]
Academic Year.—The Academic year begins

on the Thursday following the last Wednesday in
in Sept. (Thursday, Sept. 28, 1871,) and ends on
the last Wednesday in June, with a recess from
December 24th to Januarj' 6th inclusive.

Instri'ction.—Instruction will be given by lec-
tures and recitations, and by practical exercises in
the laboratory-, the greenhouse and the field. Ex-
aminations will be held statedly, to test the stu-
dent's proficiency.

Regular First Year's Course (at Cam-
bridge.)—The subjects to be taught during the
year 1871-72, are as follows :—Physical Geography,
Structural Geology, and Meteorology, Prof. Whit-
nej' ; General Chemistry and Qualihitive Analysis,
Assist. Prof. Jackson; The Elements of Physics,
Assist. Prof. Trowbridge; Levelling and Road-
making, Prof. ; The Elements of Botany,
Prof. Gray and Assistant Farlow; The Elements
of Zoology, Prof. Shaler; The Elements of Ento-
mology, Mr. Sanborn; French, Mr. Boris; Ger-
man, Mr. .

Second Year's Course (at West Roxbury.)—
Theorj- and Practice of Farming, Mr. Motley.

—

Preparation and care of manures and composts.
Breeding and care of neat stock, with special refer-

ence to the dairy. Breeding of horses and swine.
Preparation of the ground for root crops, hay, and
gi-ain. The sowing and planting of different seeds
and roots for farm use. Field work with ploughs,
Iian'OVv'S, and seed-sowers. Harvestuig of hay and
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grain. I'se of mowing machines, hay-tedders,
]

horse-nikis, •'ve. Examination of agriciikural im-
plements. Farm accounts.

norticiilunv, Prof.- Parlvman.—Propagation of

plants; the methods of practuing it, and the prin-

ciples on which they rest. Proi)apation by seed;

by cuttings; liy layers; l)y budding, grafting, and
inarching. Methods of obtaining new varieties of

fruits, fiowers, and vegetables. Horticultural glass-

houses, their construction and management. The
flower garden ;—perennial flowering shrubs and
trees; bedding jjlants; foliage plants; the rose;

the lily ; the rhododendron; the azalea; the gladi-

olus, "&c. The fruit garden;—the strawberry,

raspberry, peach, grape, apple, pear, &c. Nur-
series and their management. Manual practice of
horticultural operations.

Agricultural Chemistry, Prof. Storer.—Soil, air

and water in their relations to the plant. The food
of plants;—manures, general and special. Chem-
ical principles of tillage, irrigation, systems of
rotation, and of special crops and farms.

Applied Zoology, Prof. Slade.-^Thc anatomy
and physiology of domestic animals. Their proper
management in health and disease. Epidemics,

—

their nature, progress, mode of introduction and
proper treatment.
Entomology, Mr. Sanborn.—Habits or economy,

anatomy and transformations of insects; their em-
bryonic development, and their relations to the

surrounding world. Means of controlling or keep-

ing m check the increase of injurious species.

Systems of classitication. Collection and preserva-

tion of sj)ecimens.

Quantitative Analysis, Prof. Storer.—Laboratory
practice. Methods of analyzing rocks, manures,
plants, milk, I'tc, and of investigating problems in

agricultui-al chemistry.
The third year's course of instruction will be

hereafter arranged, and will be given for the first

time in the Academic year 1872-73.

During the first year of the regular course the

student will be expected to pursue with equal dili-

gence all the subjects prescribed for that year;

but during the second and third years the student's

course of stndv, |)articularly as regards the amount
and dirertion of his manual practice, may be varied

at the discretion of the Faculty of the School, in

accordance with the student's aims and purposes.

Women will be admitted to the courses of in-

struction in horticulture, agricultural chemistry
and entomology at the Bussey Institution.

Fkes and Expenses.—The regular fee for the

academic year will be fl50; for half or any less

fractio!! of a year, $7o ; for any fraction of a year
greater than one-half, the fee for the whole- year
will be charged. The fees for special courses of

instruction are as follows :—For the course on
Farming, on Horticulture, on Agricultural Chem-
istry, and on Applied Zoology, each .$'40 for the

year; on Kntomology, ^20 for the last half of the

year ; Lulioratory instruction in Quantitative Analy-
sis (including the course on Agricultural Chem-
istry) $lo() for the year.

The tuition fees will be freely remitted to poor
and meritorious students.

The other expenses, including board, of a stu-

dent for an Academic year may be estimated at

from #246.00 to #302.00.

The teachings of the School will be amply illus-

trated by the rich scientific collections of the

University, and l)y a botanic garden, a large and
profitable farm, greenhouses, propagating houses,

and field exiierirnents. The single object of the

School is to iiromotc and diffuse a thorough knowl-
edge of Agrirniture and Horticulture. For fur-

ther information, apply to

James W. Hat?tiis, Secretary,

Cambridge, Mass.

AN INGENIOUS STVINDLE.
The frequent rci)orts of farmers signing Avhat

they suppose to be a receipt or an agreement witli

some unknown travelling agent, and afterwards

finding their names attached to a note of hand,

seem almost incredible, to those not acquainted

with the plausible representations of these sharpers,

or who do not consider how liable every person is

to be taken in who harbors the idea that there is

some easier way of obtaining a dollar than the old

fashioned one of earning it. The young person or

the old person who is waiting for something to turn

up, or watching for a streak of good luck, or look-

ing for some short cut to wealth, is an admirable

suliject for operation, and when we consider how
numerous this class is,—how many are anxious to

get a living without work,—we cease to wonder at

the success of humbugs and humbuggery. The
following is one specimen of the means by which

farmers at the West have been swindled. Entire,

it is a very simple agreement, fair and safe, for a

little speculation by which a few dollars can* be

realized easier than by raising wheat or stock, and

is as follows :

—

1
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outside parties contribute, will probably reach one

hundred tons of raw material. Many famiers in

the vicinity have interested themselves in this new
feature of farm produce, and we hope that the

manufacture of sugar from the beet, which has

thus f;jr proved unsuccessful in this country, will

eventually prove as profitable here as it has done

in Europe.

For the JVeto England Farmer.

BOTANY FOB FAKMBRS.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STIDY OF UOTANY,

FOR YOUNG FARMERS, AND FARMERS* SONS.

Every farnfcr should possess a general

knowledge of the science of botany. Espe-

cially should young farmers and farmers' sons

acquire a tolerable acquaintance with this

bighl}' interesting and useful branch of nat-

ural history. The excellent treatises of Gray
*and Wood, to say nothing of other works of

real merit, will enable any person of average

intellect to become a good practical botanist;

and that, without the assistance of a teacher.

It is necessary, only, that he devote a con-

siderable portion of his leisure moments to

careful study, and examine closely the trees,

plants, weeds, and Howers by which he is

daily surrounded. Indeed, the time that is

wasted, and oftentimes worse than wasted, by
most young persons, would, if devoted to the

perusal of books on Botany, Chemistry, Geol-

ogy, jNlineralogy, Physiology, &c., make them
well acqiKiinted with the general principles of

natural science ; and while contributing es-

sentially to their mental gratification, bodily

health, and the more successful prosecution of

their business, would also enlarge and improve
their hearts by leading their thoughts from
Nature up to Nature's God.
We earnestly hope that what we shall say

in this article concerning the first principles

of botany, may induce the young readers of

the Nkw ExciLAXD Faumer to avail them-

selves of the abler and more extensive works
above mentioned, and thus become, as they

surely can, thoroughly acquainted with this

most interesting study.

Botany treats of the Vegetable Kingdom.
It considers the forms, organs, structure,

growth, and uses of plants, together with their

history and classification. The Vegetable
Kingdom comprises two great branches, or

grand divisions,

—

Fhamoyamov^ or flowering

plants, and Ciyptogamous or Uowerless plants.

Pii^NOGAMOUS Plants bear true flowers,

and produce seeds having a seed-leaf or seed-

leaves. Each seed-leaf is called a cotyledon,

some plants having one, and some two coty-

ledons or seed-leaves. In the cotyledon is

enveloped a ready formed embryo., which is

the germ of a new plant. Ph;enogamous
plants include all the higher forms of vegeta-

tion, and are naturally divided into two classes

or sub-divisions,

—

Exogens or outside grow-
ers, and Eadogens or inside growers.

3

The Class Exogens comprises all ])lants

whose stems are composed of three distinct

parts

—

pith in the centre, hark outside, and
wood or woody substance between the two.

All trees, except the palms belong to this

class, as do most herbaceous plants of tem-
perate regions. Exogenous plants have net-

veined leaves, and bear seeds with two or

more cotyledons or seed-leaves ; hence, they

are often called Dicotyledonous plants. Tiie

two parts into which a bean, a pumpkin seed,

or an apple seed readily divides, and which
form the first two leaves of the young plant

are the cotyledons.

The Exogens all grow by additions to the

outside,—a new layer being added just be-

neath the bark each year ; and thus the age
of the tree or shrub is indicated by the number
of concentric rings exhibited by a cross sec-

tion of its trunk or stem. This class nat-

urally divides into sub-classes,

—

Angiosperms
or covered-seeded plants, and Gymnosperins
or naked-seeded plants.

The Angiosperms comprise all exogenous
plants which bear their seeds in a pericap
or seed-vessel, which is the case with all of

the plants belonging to this class, except the

cone-bearing trees, and a single family of

tropical plants.

The Gymnospeisms comprise those plants

which bear their seeds attached to the iiuier

surface of a scale. Such are Pines, Hem-
locks, Spruces, Cedars, Larches, and other

cone-bearing trees.

The Class Endogens embraces all flower-

ing plants whose stems are not composed of

concentric layers, but whose woody substance
is distributed through the stems in threads and
bundles. Plants of this class have j^arallel-

veined leaves which surround the stem like a
sheath, and decay without falling oil'; and
they bear seeds with only one cotyledon or

seed-leaf. Such are the Grasses, Indian Corn,
and other kinds of Grain, the Field Lilies,

Solomon's Seal, Lil)' of the Valley, the Palm-
Tree, Sugar-cane, Bamboo, &c.
Cry'ptogamous Plants do not bear real

flowers, nor do they produce seeds with a co-

tyledon, or with cotyledons ; but they produce
something analogous to flowers, and are pro-

pagated by spores instead of seeds. These
spores are minute, dust-like bodies, having
neither integuments nor embryo, but {)roduce

their root and stem indilFerently from any
point of their surface, instead of germinating
from a fixed point, as is the case in phieno-

gamous plants.

This grand division, Cryptogamia, co\a-

prises all the lowest forms of vegetation on
the globe, and is divided into three classes,

as follows : 1st. Acrogens, which iiu;ludes

those plants whose growth is wholly or mainly
at their summit, as the Ferns, commonly called

Brakes; the Club-mosses, or those evergreen,
trailing plants found in pastures and wood-
lands, and often gathered for festoons, &c.,
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to ailorn our houses, school-rooms, and
churches ; ami the Horxe-tftils, {Eiiitisefacca',)

or those brown, leafless, jointed stems, six or

eight inches long, which are found everywhere
in early spring, and in those other stems of

similar ai)pearance, two or three feet high,

which grow near streams, and contain so much
silica or Hint that they are used for scouring,

and hence are called Scouring Hushes. 2d.

Anopiiytks, which comprise all the true

mosses, od. Thalloimiytics, Avhich include

the Alija.', or sea-weeds aiul the like ; the Li-

chens, or those incrustations and leaf-like ex-

pansions found on rocks, trees, and fences,

and the Fungi, or toadstools, mould and vari-

ous microscopic plants.

The grand division, Ph^enogamia, we have
already remarked, is subdivided into two
classes : Exoyens or outside growers, and
Enihigens or inside growers. The seeds of

the former having two or more cotyledons,

the plants are called TJicoti/Icthnous ; and the

seeds of the latter having but one cotyledon,

the plants are called Moaocot iilcdanous

.

Again, this grand division is divided into

one hundred and fifty-six or more Natural
Ordehs, each of which is distinguished from
every other by certain well marked features.

These orders are each divided into several

Gknera, (the plural of Genus,) and each

Genus is divided into several Species, and
some Species are divided into several Varip:-

TIES. Examples : Rosack.e or lioseworts, is

the name of an order, in which are twenty-

eight genera, according to Hood. The name
of the thirteenth genus of this order is Py-
Rus, which contains seven species. 1. Pyrus
Communis, or the Pear Tree ; 2. Pyrus Mains,

or the common Apple Tree, &c., &c. Of
each of these species there are several varieties.

COMi'OsiT.E is the name of another order

which contains one hundred and fifteen gen-

era. Tlie name of the sixty-ninth genus is

Antiiemis, which contains two species, one of

which Anthemis nobilis or common Chamo-
mile, will be readily recognized by most per-

sons.

UMHELLiFiaLE is the name of another order

which contains nearly forty genera, one of

which is named Uauccs ; and here we have

the Carrot—Daucus Carata, &c., &c. But
the limits of this article will not ]>ermlt us to

extend our remarks in this direction.

Plants are distinguished as to their term of

life, into Annuals, Biennials and I'ereimials.

An Annual is a plant whose entire life is lim-

ited to a single season. It germinates from

the seed in spring, attains its growth, blos-

soms, I)ears fruit and dies in autunm, as Indian

Corn, Flax, the Poppy, Morning (ilory, &c.

A Bii.NMAL is a plant which germinates and
vegetates, bearing leaves oidy, the first sea-

son : and blossoms, bears fruit and dies the

second, as the Beet, Cabbage, 'iuniip. Car-

rot, &c. A Perennial is a plant which has

an indefinite duration of Ufe, iJ3ually of many

years. Perennials are either herbaceous or
woody. IIeruaceous Perennials are plants
whose parts are annual above ground and per-
ennial Iselow ground, as the Lily, Dandelion,
Hop, Potato, &c. Woody Pejiennials veg-
etate several years, and attain nearly their or-
dinary height before flowering. They are
known as Trees, Shrubs, Bushes, (fee-

Trees, shrubs and bushes are distinguished

as Deciduous Sir\i[ Evergreen. The forme? los-

ing their leaves in autumn and remaining naked
until the following spring ; the latter j-etaining

their leaves and verdure throughout the year.
The ConifercB, or Fir tribe, includes nearly all

the evergreens of the North,, as the Pine,

Hemlock, Cedar, Spruce, &c., &c. Those of

the South are far more numerous in kind, as

the Magnolias, Live Oaks, Hollies, Cherries,

Palmettoes, &c., &c.
The Pha?nogamous plant in its earliest stages

of life is an embryo, contained in a seed, and '

consisting essentially of two parts, the liadi-

cJe and the Plumule. After the seed begins
to germinate or grow, the embryo extends it-

self in two directions to form the axis of the

plant. The radicle or root-end grows down-
ward, as if to avoid the light, and forn»s the

root or descending axis ; while the plumule
taking the opposite direction ascends, seeking
the light, and forms the stem or ascending
axis, bearing the leaves, &c.
The Root is the basis of the plant, and

serves to support it in position, and to imbibe
from the soil the food and moisture necessary

for its growth. Roots are of various forms,
and are named according to their form, as tu-

bero'US,Jibrovs, &c.
The Stem, or ascending axis, with its

branches, is that portion of a plant which bears
the leaves, flowers and fruit. The stem of

the grasses is called the culm or straw. The
stem of a tree is called its trnnk.

The Leaves of plants constitute their ver-

dure and beauty, and place them among the

most conspicuous and pleasing objects in the

scenery of nature. They are also the organs
of digestion and respiration, being to the

plant and the tree what the stomach and lungs
are to the animal ; and hence they are of the

highest importance in the vegetable economy.
Leaves are radical, when they grow out of

the stem at or beneath the surface of the"

ground ; caidinc, Avhen they grow from the

stem; and raniicd, when they grow from a
branch. They are cdterncde when one is

placed above another, on opposite sides, as

in the elm ; sccdtered, when irregularly spiral,

as in the potato vine ; rosulate, when clustered

regularly, as in the plantain
;
fasciculate, when

tufted or clustered together, as in the pine,

larch, &c. ; opposite, when two are against

each other, as in the maple ; and verticillate

or whorlcd, when more than two are in a cir-

cle, as in the meadow lil}-, trumjiet weed, &c.
The footstalk or stem, by which most leaves

are attached to the trunk or its branches, is
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callod the petiole. This divides into numer-
ous branches called veins, which constitute

the frame-work of the leaf. They are woody
tubes, and convey to and from every part of

the leaf, the sap or nourishment of the plant

or tree. Leaves assume a great variety of

forms, and have received names to correspond.

The Flower of a plant is an assemblage
of beautiful leaves, delicately and varioutly

formed, and placed at the upper nodes or

joints of the axis or stem. The upper ex-

tremity of the llower-stalk is called the recep-

tacle. The flower may be, and assuredly is

composed of the following members : 1. The
Floral Envelops, consisting of Cali/x and Co-

rolla ; 2. The Essential Floral Organs, con-

sisting of the Stamens and Pistils.

The Calyx is the cup-like organ which sur-

rounds the tlower, the leaves of which are

called Sepals, and are usually green, but
sometimes highly colored.

The Corolla is the interior envelop of the

flower, and is usually colored,—the leaves are

called jietals. The calyx and corolla together,

constitute the perianth.

The STAME^'S are those thread-like organs
situated within the corolla, and on the top of

which arc small oblong bodies called anthers,

which furnish the dust-like substance called

pollen. Stamens vary in number from one to

a hundred or more ; but the most common
number is five.

The Pistils occupy the centre of the flower.

The parts of a pistil are the ovary or germ at

its base, the stigma at its summit, and the

style which connects the stigma and ovary.

The process oi fructification, or fruit-bear-

ing in plants, is commenced by the absorption

of the polk-n, as it is discharged upon the

stigma or extremity of the pistil. The Fruit
of a i)lant consists of the pericarp and seed.

The Pericarp is the envelop of the seeds,

and varies greatly in different plants in tex-

ture, substance and form. Examples : The
Qlans or Nut, as the Chestnut, Beechnut, Ha-
zlenut, &c. The Drupe, as the Peach, Cherry,
Plum, and other stone fruit. The Berry, as

the Currant, Grape, &c. The Pepo, as the

IVIelon, Cucumber, &c. The Pome, as the

Apple, Pear, &c. The Legume or Pod, as in

the Bean, Pea, &c. The Strobile or Cone, as

in the Pine, Spruce, Hemlock, &c., &c.
For further information concerning the

vegetable kingdom, we refer our readers to

"How Plants Grow," "School and Field Book
of Botany," "Manual of Botany," and other

works, by Prof. Asa Gray, M. D., of Harvard
LTniversity ; also, to "Class Book of Botany,"
by Alphonso Wood, A. M.

,
principal of Brook-

lyn Female Academy, N. Y.
J. H. Stedman, M. D.

West Brattleboro\ Vt., May, 1871.

—In many parts of the Western States, potato
bugs are creating gi-cat consternation. The potato
crops in several localities are reported as being in

danger of utter destruction by these pests.

For the Neic Englcmd Farrn'r,

APPLICATION OP MANURE.
JNIuch is said and written on the subject of

manure and its application to the soil, but
none too much, for it is important that far-

mers should know the best way of applying
manure to their fields in order to obtain the
most profit therefrom.

I propose to give a little of my experience
in this matter, hoping that others more ex-
perienced and more capable will do the same,
as information is what we want and what we
need. About thirty years ago the Maine Far-
mer advocated deep ploughing, as a remedy
for land that had begun to fail to produce
good crops, and in order to test this theory
we spread on the grass ground, at the rate of
twenty cords to the acre, new manure taken
from the heaps, and ploughed it under to the
depth of ten inches, harrowed the ground
well, planted to corn, and got a very poor
crop. At least two other farmers in my
neighborhood pursued the same course, w.ith

about the same results. Of course all of us
came to the conclusion that manure ploughed
under to that depth was about the same as
thrown away ; for the land did not produce
well until dressed on top. Since then we do
not plough manure vmder deeper than from
three to five inches and raise as good crops as
any others in this section.

As I want to ask some questions,. I Avill tell

you how I raised my corn last year. Five
years before, twenty loads of manure taken
from under my barn shed were put in a
pile in this field, where it remained until last

Spring, and had become pretty well grassed
over. Late in the fall of 1869, twenty loads
of manure were put in a pile near the first

pile. In the spring of 1870, twenty loads
were spread on two acres of ground, which
was pretty well run out for grass, and
ploughed under to the depth of three to five

inches, the ground was then harrowed and
furrowed four feet apart. The old manure
was taken and put in the hill at the rate of

'

about half a shovelful with about a tablesj)oon-
ful of Cumberland Superphosphate mixed
with the manure, and the corn was planted .

from th*e 27th to the 30th of May. It came
up and grew finely, and was cultivated and =

hoed when it was about ten inches high. I
did not stir the ground in the hills, as 1 think ;

it stops the growth of the corn. It Avas hoed
only once, but was kept clear of weeds by
pulling them up by hand.

When the corn was about two feet high
some cattle drovers were here from Kenne-
bec, one of whom, on passing the field, said,

"Jones, what a splendid piece of corn you
have got. What makes it grow so ? Why,
I have not seen any like it this season ; in fact
I never saw so handsome a piece of corn 'ia

my life. What kind of corn do you plant?"
'

When I was husking my corn, people, com-
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ing along, would say, "What nice corn you
have got. What long ears. I must have

some to plant. Why, here is an ear loi

inches long, of good sound corn, well filled

out; and here are plenty more 12 inches

long, and, look ! here are two ears that grew
on one stalk that, together, measure, 2o

inches, of we-ll filled corn. Where did you

get this seed?" My answer was, I got the seed

of my friend John Currier, down in St. Al-

bans. He has raised this same kind of corn

on his farm for thirty years. The reply was,

"well I should like to raise such corn as this

if I could." I told them, you can if you
have got as good land as 1 have and don't

plough in your manure too deep.

My corn did not suU'er any from drought,

—not a leaf rolled at all, nor did my other

crops sulFer much, as you will see from what

the yield was :—AV'heat 20 bushels to the acre
;

Barley, 35, Oats 40, Potatoes 200.

Now, what I want to know is. What made
my corn grow, if manure is spoiled by being

exposed to the sun, wind and rain, or when
applied as surface dressing? And, as I

plough shoal, and stir the ground no more
than is absolutely necessary, why did not

my corn all dry up and die as I have seen it

in the western part of this State ? Why does

my land produce nine tons of hay on three

acres of ground, if using old manure, shallow

ploughing and surface manuring is bad policy ?

I have htid a notion for some time that

a year's supply of wood beforehand, and

a year's manure ahead, were both very con-

venient to have, and as I think, quite profit-

able. John L. Jones.

Maine, May, 1871.

Salt for the Corn-grub.—The corn crop

has several formidable enemies to contend

with, and among them is the grub, which

sometimes literally destroys whole fields, or

damages the crop seriously. One of the best

and motet convenient remedies—perhaps the

very best ever suggested—is the application

of salt as soon as the plant makes its appear-

ance above ground, prepared and used in this

way : Take one part conmion salt and three

parts plaster or gypsum, and apply about a

tablespoonful around each hill. It will be

found to be a sure protection. The mixture

should not come in contact with the young

plants, as it may destroy them. This method

has been tried over and over again by some

of the best farmers of Pennsylvania, Delaware

and Jersey, and when properly applied has

never failed to be perfectly successful. We
hope our farmers, who have reason to fear

the depredations of the grub, the present

season, will try this mixture, leaving a few

alternate rows of corn without the salt, and

conpiiinicate to us the result. The applica-

tion also acts as a first-rate fertilizer and will

more than pay for itself in benefiting the

.erop .

—

Germantoim Telegraph

.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

TO RELIEVE CHOKED CATTLE.

A reader of the Farmer who was in the office

recently said that he had had a good mind to write

an article for the paper himself, because lie thought

he could tell farmers and others who have cattle

lialile to be choked, of the very best way ever dis-

covered to relieve them. He did not know whether

it had been described in the agricultural papers or

not, bixt s.Tid if it was generally known, he thought

there would not be so many inquiries about what

to do for choked animals, as this was a sure, safe

and certain remedy every time. Get a piece of

new tarred rope, four feet long and about one inch

and a quarter in thickness or diameter. Don't wait

till Old Brindle has got a potato or a chunk of a

turnip fast in her gullet, but get the rope now, or

the next time you go to the store. Then with a

strong cord or waxed thread, begin, say, two inches

or more from one end of the rope and wind it

snugly and smoothly to within about one inch of

the end and fasten the cord by passing it through

the rope, or otherwise, as you can best do it. Then
pick or broom up the extreme end until a soft cap

is formed, the edges of which will fall over on to

the part wound. This is to guard the throat from

danger of injurj^ when used to start the obstruc-

tion, therefore it should be nicely prepared. This

is all the instrument required for successful prac-

tice, and now hang it up or lay it away m some

handy and safe place, ready for operation. Before

putting it into the throat of a choked animal, grease

it well with lard or oil, and if faithfully used, a

cure is perfectly certain, judging from past success

in the most desperate cases that have come to the

knowledge of our friend, since he has used such a

probang. It is sufficiently ticxible to conform to

the natural bends of the throat, and stiff enough to

remove any obstruction that he has ever known to

get into an animal's throat.

HINTS TO farmers' WIVES—NO 2.

But first, Mr. Editor, I know of one farmer's
wife who has had a pretty broad hint ; for No. 1 of
the above heading was sent to the Farmer full two
years ago; and for a year and a half it was sup-
posed to have -been consigned to the waste basket,

or perhaps used to light the editor's pipe. But last

October the Monthly New England Farmer
come to hand containing the identical No. 1

!

Now, methinks, I am at lil>erty to write again,

but the time of a farmer's wife is not always at

her disposal. However, as the spring months are

now bringing an increase of work, I must take a
little time and write a word whieh mayhap will

ease the burden of work to some weary sister.

Think of the house cleaning, washing windows,
sweeping and dusting, taking up carpets, washing
lk)urs, carrying water up anil down stairs, cleaning

chjsets and attic, where perhaps the dust of a year
has been collecting. In all this work nearly every
woman wears a dress nearly if not quite touching
the floor, and very many wear hoops also. Shall

you put me down in your minds as a "strong-

liiinded" woman if I strenuously recommend a
short dress, as befitting such work ?

There arc many in this neighborhood who wear
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a short work dress, and they are refined and intel-

ligent ladies for a' that. In washing, chuming,
scrubbing floors, and in going up and down stairs

with both hands full, such dresses are much easier

to get round in. There is no dragging in the slops,

and the extra weight of dress and skirt thus taken
off allows much" greater freedom in walking.
While giirdcning, don't ever put on a long dress to

work among your ilowers. With good stout high
shoes and a dress which lacks nine inches of reach-

ing the ground, and a broad brimmed hat, it is a
pleasure to work in the garden.

I am aware that very few, perhaps none, will

ever give this matter a second thought; but no lady

can know till she tries it how much weariness it

will save her. e.

May 15, 1871.

REM.\RKS.-rAnd we know of one editor who has

had a pretty "broad hint;" but you must not class

him with those who will "never give the matter a

second thought." He will remember it as long as

he lives. Why, he. is so ashamed of himself that

he will make any sort of apology that may be

demanded that would not compromise his veracity.

Think of a lady's offer-'ma, being pigeon-holed a

year and a quarter!—a sensible, well written,

pointed one at that! "It was sent full two j'cars

ago." That would bring it right into the editorial

harvest of articles written during the long even-

ings of the previous winter. Some of these must

be reserved for the editorial drought of summer
and fall. Those that are appropriate to any season

are laid aside, and seasonable ones, those that will

not keep, are "given out." But this apology is not

good for a whole year. Your communication, then,

must have got into some sly comer,—don't things

in your work basket or draw sometimes do so ?

—

and was overlooked. But you say your article

came to light in October. It was printed in the

Weekly Farmer of September 3. So please give

us credit for one month. Every little helps in such

a desperate case

!

THE HORSE RACE AND THE FARMERS* FAIR.

I am moved to duty by reading the able article

of Brother Comings, (I say brother) because both

are interested in tile same cause.

Who are to blame for our fairs being managed
by dishonest and immoral men ? No one but our-

selves. We have been negligent and idle, and have
allowed the fust men to take the reins out of our
hands and drive off with our o^vn team. Brother
farmers, let us awake and take care of our inter-

ests in the future, by managing them ourselves or

hy employing those who sympathize with us. As
the ofhcers of our societies have heretofore been
constituted, it has too often been the case that if

you spoke to one of them about a change of pre-

miums from fast horses to horses of usefulness,

and to the best cattle, sheep, hogs and poultry, or

farm produce, his answer has been, "We cannot
raise the monej'^ to pay the expenses of our society

without these attractions."

But are not the necessary expenses of a farmers'

fair greatly over-estimated ? Dissolve partnership

with the whole fast-horse influence, let them pro-

vide their own race course, judges' stand, specta-

tors' seats, police officers, &c., &c., and the neces-

sary cost of providing for an old-fashioned cattle

show and farmers' fair would be very small. We
could have things in our style at comparatively

small expense, while our fast friends could expend

as much as they pleased, enjoy their old-fashioned

horse race, with its gambling, betting and other

"attractions" as they ever have been enjoyed on
all race courses.
Now, brother farmers, we must do something

more than talk and scold; we must act. Let us
turn out at the next meeting of our society, feeling

that we have not only rights but duties to dis-

charge,—let us realize that on us rests the rcspon-
siliility of deciding the character of our annual
fair,—of determining whether it shall be an agri-

cultural exhibition or a mere horse race.

I would suggest that no money be expended for

a track, as we need none. If we have not enough
cash to fence the gi-ounds this year, the exhibition

may be free. Let the premiums, however small,

be arranged so as to enlist the interest of boys and
girls as well as men and women. With the races

omitted there would be time to notice the boy with
his trained steers, and for his older brother to show
his skill in ploughing, and the proficiency of girls

and ladies in driving the family horse, and for a
more careful examination of the products of the

field and fireside—of the fixrmer's home industry

and ingenuity. f. n.

Plymouth, A\ II., May, 1871.

COLORADO TEN-LINED POTATO-BL'G.

I planted some Early Rose potatoes April 6.

They started finely, and up to yesterday they grew
finely and were looking first rate ; indeed, 1 never

saw any looking better. Yesterday I found hun-
dreds of bugs upon the vines threatening their de-

struction. I enclose specimens. What are they,

and what shall I do to destroy them ?

Joseph Barber.
South Bend, Ind., May 13, 1871.

Remarks.—Though somewhat bruised, and bro-

ken in the mail-bags we have no doubt that the

Colorado Ten-lined Potato-bug ,has reached your

farm, in its grand eastern march. Sprinkling the

vines with white hellebore, brushing them from

the vines to be immediately covered by a furrow,

are among the remedies that have been tested, but

we do not know how far successful any remedy

has proved in actual practice and on large fields.

SHOEING HORSES.

One of the modem improvements we do not ap-

prove of is "the paring and buming process" as

applied to horses' hoofs.

FURNISHING TOOLS.

A correspondent of the Farmer, in recently

commending farmers to a careful housing and pro--

viding of good tools, takes occasion to observe that

when help is two dollars a day,—or something to

that effect,—it is important to provide good tools.

When we pay a man that price for an ordinary

day's work, we look out that he provides himself

the needful shovels, hoes or other tools.

Blue Hills, Mass., 1871. Americus.

AYRSHIRE STOCK.

Some of the reasons why this breed are the best

for most New England farmers are the following

:

They are a hardy race, able to withstand the vicis-

itudes of our climate and readily accommodate
themselves to a warm, well littered stable, or to the

bleak, northwest corner of a rickety old barn.

They will keep sleek and fat as otters on low land,

wire and meadow grass and rushes, where a Dur-
ham would get stuck in the mud and pine away iu

disgust ; they rapidly fit themselves for the sham-
l)los on hills so steep and high that a Durham
would faint away from exhaustion, before getting.
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halfway up. Yet they can do well on the Kentucky
liliR' urass, and will easily learn to eat the clover

aud n'lcal retiuired by Short-lioi-ns.

I think there is no one breed so well adapted to

the three objects—the dairy, beef and draiifjlit—for

which neat stock is wanted by the small farmers

of New England, as the Ayrshires.

As to quantity of milk in proportion to the cost

of food consumed, there is no other breed that can
equal the Ayrshires by "a long shot." And as to
quality they have no equals but Jerseys. As to
amount of butter, according to cost of food, they
are above all others ; and to the quality of butter,
all things considered, they are unsurpassed. Jer-
sey's butter is moi'c "gilt-edged," and may taste

better to the eye, but not to the palate. Possibly
the extra oily quality of Jersey's butter is the rea-

son of its not keeping well. For the pui-pose of
producing milk for sale or for making cheese, the
Ayrshires are "head and shoulders" above all

others, according to size and cost of keeping.
The Jerseys are good for cream, but hard to keep

in decent order; very difticult to fixtten when it is

desired to turn them to beef, and too small and
frail for oxen. The Durhams are good for beef,
with sufficient quantity of the best quality of feed

;

but third-rate for the dairy, according to size, and
too large and "logy" for oxen.
The Ayrshire can be titted for beef of the first

quality as quickl}' and chea))ly as anything else on
hf>ofs; and for oxen I don't think they can be
beaten, .judging from their general characteristics
of hardihood, energy, ambition, intelligence, do-
cility, similarity of color, vivacity or (}uickness of
motion and good size.

These things being so, it is not difficult to see why
there are so few of them advertised for sale com-
pared ^vitll Durhams and Jerseys. Those who
have with much difficulty obtained this breed for

practical use, as I have, like them too well to sell

them (unless they sell their farm, get out a score
of patents and wish to move to Chicago, like my-
self;) and those who make a f)usincss of stock
raising on a small scale find ready customers with-
out advertising.

I have found it justabout as easy to sell my pure
bred calves for twenty-five to fifty dollars," as to
sell "scrubs" of same age for fifty cents, and sup-
pose others have the saine experience ; and I feel a
good deal better keci)ing a cow that weighs from
six to nine hundred pounds, and makes ten to

twelve pounds of the best butter a week, for five

consecutive months, than when keeping one of the

same size that makes but half as much of poorer

quality. K. Nutting.
Eandolph, Vt., May, 1871.

APPLICATIOX OF MANUKE.—FOLLOWING NATURE.

The subject of manuring or eu-
• riching the soil is a very interesting

one to me, aud I suppose it is to all

farmers in New England. Our.field

crops seek their nourishment in the

ground by roots which hide them-
selves in the earth, and hence I

think it is reasonable that manure
should be ploughed into the soil.

Another thing leads me to favor

uiilung in histead of applying it

to the surface, is the liability of the

most valuable portions of the ma-
nure being washed away, where
land is liable to be washed. In re-

sceding land without other crops, I

believe that the amount of manure
usually applied to the surface would
do better and make the grass hold
out longer if it were ploughed in.

The advocates of surface manur-
ing often claim that Nature favors

their plan, and say that she always
deposits her fertilizing materials

—

leaves, decaying wood, &c.,—on the

top of the ground. But how much
force is there in this illustration,

were we to admit its literal correct-

ness ? This, however, we can hardly
do, when we think of the various ways by which
nature mingles the materials of the earth's surface
by the washing of water, by the slides and ava-
lanches among mountains, the heavings of volca-

noes, &c., by which nature does some pretty deep
ploughing and thick covering.
But is not cultivation based rather on artificial

than natural i)rineii)les .> Is it not a war against as

well as a co-operation with nature? Is not man
endowed with capacities and powers M'hich tit him
to control and subdue nature ? "VVe fell her trees

;

we grub up her roots; we displace her rocks;
change her water courses ; hoe up and destroy her
favorite plants, and call them weeds. If nature
had her course would there be any cleared land,

any ploughed ground, any fields of any descrip-

tion; aii)^ garments to hide our nakedness; any
dwellings or barns for ourselves or our stock ?

But if we admit that the top-dressing of our
fields is in accordance with nature, does this prove
it to be the most economical ? See how much of
Nature's dressing is lost to the soil to which it is

applied,—how much floats off in streams to enrich

distant intervales or to be engulphed in the ocean,

and how much has been lodged in bogs and swamps
for the benefit of other land than that upon which
the fertilizing matter was origirially deposited.

Nature may afford such a wasteful application of
manure as this, but I cannot. My resources are

not equal to hers. I cannot afford to fertilize dis-

tant fields in which I have no interest, but must
provide for my own. Hence I endeavor to keep
ray maimre in the soil.

lamtryhiga number of experiments this year
with muck, being encouraged to do so by seeing

how complcfely tilled with roots and tine fibres

muck is that I have applied to my orchard. I have
put some clear muck in the hill for various crops,

and have composted some with lime and salt, and
if nothing prevents will note the result.

While reading the various opinions of farmers
in your paper, I have often wanted to make some
rcjily, but aware of my ignorance of grammar and
all the rules of composition, 1 have never attempted
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to do so till now, and perhaps you will think I had
better waited awhile longer,

—
"hut here goes either

for waste basket or Extracts and Replies.
C. L. Drake.

SINGING BIRDS.—CURRANT AVORMS.—EARLY POTA-

TOES.—FRUIT BLOSSOMS.—MOLLIE JERSEY.

When I am awakened in the morning by the
singing birds, and go out into the wonderfully
clear air and see the dew sparkling on eveiy blade
of grass and tipping every green leaf with a dia-

mond point, I pity those poor people who are con-
fined in the liot dusty city ; but when I see currant
worms and canker worms, bugs, beetles, moths,
millers, and flies destroying and spoiling every
thing in their way, I am almost tempted to say I

would rather dwell in the city.

But wc rather have the upper hands of the
curyant worms,—the unsightly, green, wriggling
thifigs! Last summer, in common with many
others, we suffered from fire> losing not only a
carriage shop, but also apple and pear trees, grape
vines, strawberry plants, and two long rows of
currant bushes. The currant worms were revelling

in them a few weeks before. They cannot do
aiuch at it this year, as the bushes are up only a
a few inches, having been cut down to the ground
in the fall ; but the worms will probably make the
bist of what foliage there may be.

Last year we tried whale oil soap,—the worms
gtew fat upon it ; tobacco soap rather sulidued
them; strong soap suds were only a grateful

shower; and water made strong and dark with
droppings from the hen roost had much more ef-

fect upon the user than upon the worm. This
year we shall tr.y carljolate of lime. They made
their appearance yesterday, May 22.

The canker worm has not shown itself as j'ct, it

being too early for them. A few caterpillars are

,o be found.
Apple trees are not blooming well. Only one,

icre and there, is to be seen full. Pear trees are

llooming better. There is some complaint of their

Icing winter killed. We have two that started well
euly in the spring and budded profuselj-, but are
iBw entirely dead. One is a small, the other quite

a large tree. What do you suppose the matter is ?

They were treated in eveiy way like the rest and
sarted as well. Do not know their names, as we
a so lost in the fire the plan of the pear orchard
whereon the names were marked—but think the

la"ge one is a winter Nelis.

Peach trees are blooming splendidlj', and cherry
tr;es have been a perfect bouquet of white blos-

soms.
Early Rose potatoes and Breese's King of the

Farlies M-ere planted the same day and came up
at the same time. Early peas have not come up
well, l)ut later sorts are looking finely.

"Mollie Jersey"dropped her calf four weeks ago
'o-day, having gone dry nine days. She gave a
pint of milk when we left off milking her. The
valf was a handsome fellow, but, alas, he is in the
)utcher's hands to-night! We have sold fifty

oounds of liutter. The cow gave four quarts and a
pint to-night. Will tr}' and keep an account of
ihe quantity of butter she makes this year. As
:br quality it is A No. 1,

—"gilt edged," perhaps.

Her September butter is as sweet as a nut to-day.
S. B. Saavyer.

West Amesbuf-y, Mass., May 23, 1871.

P. S. May 24. Last night, we rode from this

place to Newburyport, some eight miles. The air

was loaded with the perfume of the apple blos-

soms, and we were much gratified to see the trees

blooming so much more fully than with us. If

blossoms portend fruit, it will not be so very
scarce. We saw large beds of strawberry plants

white with blossoms, ai»d potatoes so large as to

make a grand show, having been hoed once.
s. B. s.

Remarks.—From the sprouting of the seed to

the ripening of the fruit, pear trees are subject to

failures and de£^.ii, especially on dry, light soils.

Whether your trees were killed by the drought

of last summer, fall and winter, or whether some

other cause Ijlighted them, we cannot sa.y with any

degree of certaint}', but their showing signs of life

in the spring and then failing to leaf out fully are

no unusual circumstances.

FOUR dead HEIFERS.

I have lost four out of the sixteen head of cattle

that I took to the barn last fall. They were all

heifers that I raised myself. They died very sud-
denly, having no s}'mptoms of disease that I no-
ticed twenty-four hours before death. All the in-

fornuition that I have lieen able to get is from a
Ijook, "The American Veterinarian," by S. W.
Cole, from which 1 have been led to suppose that

the disease might have been chronic red-water or

dry murrain, but the remedies put down in that

book have not given me satisfaction. I have eleven

now, nearly all of which I think have had the

same disease and are not cntii'cly clear from it

now, with the best doctoring I could give them.
West ISutton, Mass., May, 1871. iST. Lackey.

Remarks.—While we sincerel}' sympathize with

our correspondent in the loss of his young cattle,

we have no means of ascertaining what the cause

may be, as no symptoms are given. If the disease

is red-water it would be attended by some very

striking symptoms, as the urine would be dis-

colored. A murrain of any kind would present

symptoms of a very different character.

As a remedy for red-water, Mr. Allen, in his ex-

cellent work on "American Cattle," says that pur-

gative medicines are the best, and recommends the

following :—Mix Castor oil, 6 ounces ; Saltpetre, 1

ounce; Epsom salts, 4 ounces; thin gruel, 1 quart.

If the animal is frequently endeavoring to stall,

voiding only a small quantity, with considerable

pain and difficulty, he recommends mucilaginous

drinks,—such as an infusion of flax seed and a de-

coction of marshmallows, are most likely to afford

relief.

Have your cattle had access to fresh paint or

any other poisonous matter ? The diseases of do-

mestic animals and man are so similar in their

character that we thhik the family physician ought

to be more frequently consulted by fiu-mers in case

of illness among their stock than is usually done.

Especially in cases where the cause of sickness or

the nature of the disease is unknown. The ques-

tions which a medical man would ask and the ex-

amination he would make would probably enable

him to give you valuable advice, which from your

statement we cannot do.

A GOOD cow DRYING UP.

I have a cow that dropped her calf the first of
April, and did well ; but within two or three weeks
she has commenced to dry up in one of her teats.

She does not give one-third as much from it now
as from any one of the others. She is a good cow.
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I have refused one hiiiulreil ilollars for her. Can
you give, through j-our vahialile paper, any remedy
for her case ? . An Old Sikscuiber.

"

fhrmont, N. II., May, 1871.

Rkmauks.—Many injuries happen to cows in

consequence of their lieing confined too closely in

their stalls. When some are lying down others

tread upon them, and especially upon the teats or

other portions of the udder, and injure them. In

some cases one or more teats are entirely ruined.

In the case mentioned, it does not appear that there

was anj' fever or swelling of the part, or any sore-

ness to the touch, so that the cause of a cessation

of the usual flow of milk is a hidden one.

Perhaps some one, having had a similar case,

and found the cause and a remedy for it, will be

able to inform our correspondoit what that remedy
is. Has the cow been overfed on meal ?

shaky teat. Now I propose to inform him how I

cured a cow of a like trouble.

I liad a valuable cow that came to the yard at

night with a hole in one of her teats. After draw-
ing the milk, I took a i)iece of court j)laster three-

fourths of an inch square (English sticking plaster

would probably be better) and pressed it on nicely

over the hole ; then a strip of cotton cloth of about
the same width, and long enough to reach around
tlie teat, and put on a good coat of sticking plaster

and pressed it firmly around the teat. It remained
for a long time, was no obstruction to milking, and
it was a complete success. If the hole is an old

one it may be necessarv to scarify or burn.
Surrij,'K. 7/., May '28, 1871. o. w.

Remakks.—Thanks for this prompt response.

HUNCH IN THROAT OF COLT.

About two years ago a lump appeared in the
throat of my colt. It appears to be directly under
the skin, and is about twice the size of a goose
egg. It is about four inches above the brisket,
and might be casil}- moved up to the jaw. After
the colt has been excniscd freely it entirely dis-
appears, but returns as she cools down. The colt
is otherwise healthy and in good flesh. Informa-
tion as to cause and cure will greatly oblige

Waferbvry, Vt., May, 1871. T. Homson.

Remarks.—In commenting on a case which Me
are inclined to think may be similar to that j-ou

describe, Professor Law supposed the swelling to

be caused by "distension of the sheaths of tendons,

and probably rheumatic," and recommended rub-

bing with iodine ointment,—one part iodine to !

twelve of lard. Still we are so uncertain as to the

similarity of cause in his case and yours, that we
should advise you to consult your family physi-

cian if there is no veterinary in your neighborhood.

The iodine ointment, with bandages at night, if

thej' can be applied, may be tried with safety.

LICENSE.

Can you infonn me whether the license law, so
far as travelling dealers in small wares are con-
cemed, has been revoked by the United States
Government ? Some (jf my neighbors assure me
that the peddling business can now be transacted
without let or hindrance; while others declare that
he who sells small goods without a license is guilty
of a crime second onlv to that of high treason.
Now, I propose to exchange my farm for a ped-
dler's pack, and leave the print of my knuckles on
the front door of every house in New England.
Can I do so without sulyecting myself to the inter-

ference of the Federal authorities ? Please answer
this at your earliest convenience; for I am very
anxious—finding farming a most unprofitable call-

ing—to rub out the old score and begin anew.
Middleton, Mass., May 2,'>, 1871 Essecker.

Remarks.—You may try your knuckles as pro-

posed on every door in the Union, and unless you
offer liquor, tobacco and such, the Federal author-

ities will neither molest nor make you expense.

SIDE ORIFICE IN A COW'S TEAT.

I see j'ou don't talk very encouragingly to your
Topsham correspondent, who has a cow with a

COMPARATIVE PROFITS OF CORN AND WHEAT
GROWING.

I beg to say a word to your coiTCspondcnt, "K.
0.," and to make up a statement, of figures in re-

latiim to the cost of crops of wheat and of corn.

"His friend" raised 78^ bushels of corn per acre,

and 36 bushels of wheat.

Acre OF Corn. Cr.
By 78'^ bushels of corn at $1.25 $98 12
" stover valued at 20 00

$118 12

Dr.
To ploiigfiing and manure $18 00
" seed 50
" furrowing by horse and man .... 2 00
" board of two «ien and team, hauling

manure and dunging out 8 00
" board ofman and boy, planting ... 4 00
" weeding and hoeing three times ... 14 00
" cutting up .and getting in corn .... 5 00
" husking 78^j bushels 6 00
" Bhelling 5 00

$62 50

Profit on an acre of corn $55 62

Acre of Wheat. Cr.
By 36 bushels of wheat at $2.00 .... $72 00
" 10 tons straw at K. O.'a estimate $6.00 60 00

$132 0»

Dr.
To ploughing and manure $18 00
" 2 bushels seed wheat, $2.00 4 00
" sowing and harrowing twice .... 6 00
" harvesting 6 00
" threshing hy horse power 6 00

$40 0)

Profit on one acre of wheat .... $92 CO

Showing a profit of $i'36.38 in favor of the wheit
crop per acre more than the corn crop, taking tie

statement of K. O.'s friend as the basis of our cd-
culation. Both crops were certainly- very crediti-

l)Ie to the farmer, who probably did not count tie
cost of labor on the corn crop. It shows that it

costs about the same to get .30 or 40 bushels per
acre as it did 78. In the tal>le of figures, I have
endeavored to give statements that ai)proximatc
the correct cost of raising both crops. They show
that cultivated crops are vastly more expensive

i

than small grains. But as K. O. has invited "criti-

cism" and admits that I havo "furnished him a

i

text on straw," which he approves and discourses
on, yet he would seem to disparage my effort to do
some good by adding, "I think that is the only ar-

gument of much weight he presents for our con-
sideration."

I did not suppose myself addressing a man ot
"siratv," but the more receptive minds of those far-

mers of the New England States who are anx-
iously inciuiring into tlie matter of growing wheat.
If K. O. and your farmer readers will review the
communication to which he alludes that was pub-
lished in the Farmer for April 8, they will find

statements of facts calculated to cncour.age the
growth of wheat iu New England, in addition to
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the incidental one of the present value of straw,

which it appears to me ought to have mnch weight
with practical farmers, who lind their flour money
a severe tax, though they may not be worthy of
coiisidcratidu by K. O., or other men of straw.

From all directions evidence seems to be accumu-
lating that tlic impression is deepening among fiir-

mers and agricultural journals that "we can raise

our own bread." Probably K. O. is yet faithless.

The universal rye field may be his admiration.
AVe do not object to this crop, but it is too late to

clog or choke down the enterprise of wheat grow-
ing at the East. With the rye field we hope to see

its fellow icrop, the wheat field, on every farm.
Why not ?

With no view to controversy, or desire to pro-
claim an idea beyond my own experience and full

knowledge, I feel that cavilling expressions are not
of "much weight," and will be appreciated only at

their true value by your many readers.
Henry Poor.

Brooklyn, L. I., May 11, 1871.

MANAGEMENT OF HEN MANURE.
In reply to Mr. J. Fernald's inquiries in regard

to the treatment of hen manure, I would say that

in 1868 I took four bushels of dry hen manure,
turned it on the barn floor, took a common flail

and threshed it to a powder; then took twenty-
five liushcls of muck that had been dug eighteen
months, spread it on the barn floor and thoroughly
mixed it with the hen manure. A single handful
of tills compost was put in the hill, and the com
dropped upon it. I had a splendid field of com.
Planted one row without the compost. That row
could be distinguished all through the season, be-
ing about two weeks behind the rest of the field,

and finally it never did catch up with the rest.

I believe if farmers that keep from twenty to

thirty hens would save all the droppings and com-
post it in the way as above, or in some better way,
instead of buying fertilizers as many at the present
day do, it would be very much more to their ad-
vantage. JosiAH Puffer.
Harvard, JTass., May 13, 1871.

Remakks.—We wish to unite with Mr. Fernald

in an expression of thanks to Mr. Puffer for the

foregoing prompt, concise and explicit reply.

CAUSE OF WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

I have ascertained that specks or curds in butter
are nothing more nor less than particles of dried
cream. I have tested it for five years in the follow-

ing manner. In turning off the buttermilk from
the butter, I drain through a sieve; then place
those particles which remain in the sieve in a dash
churn, or jar which I have for that purpose, and
churn them into butter. It requires more churning
than common cream. From a Farmer's Wife.
SouthvUle,N. Y.,1871.

they are one-fourth of a mile from where there are

any sown that grew in 1871. Keeping them one

summer and two winters, or eighteen months, kills

the bugs. I wish your readers to try this .ind re-

port the result. Farmer.
Wallingford, Vt., May 12, 1871.

FATTENING A HORSE.

A horse is a great favorite with me, and I like to

see one look well and used well. I will give you
my idea of fattening a horse. Before cutting the
hay put it in a tight box, wet with warm water and
then put on your meal. I think this the quickest
way to fatten a horse. Would like to have the
opinion and experience of others. I think a mix-
ture of com, rye and oats is good for a horse.

Keene, aV. E., 1871. H. v. w.

BUGGY PEAS.

You are correct as to the cause of buggy peas.

Now for the remedy. The peas that grew in 1870

may be sown in 1872 without any trouble, provided

DEGENERACY OF HORSES.

Horse racing was introduced at the South by

some of the old Colonial Governors about one

hundred and forty years ago, but for a long time

horses were not run for the pecuniary value of the

prize offered, but solely for the honor which the

planter would secure by the reputation of breeding

and training the victorious animal. A saddle and

bridle, or a piece of plate, .and not a purse or "pre-

mium," were the prizes then contended for.

But at the North, horse racing has never been

popular. Our leading citizens have not encouraged

or patronized the sports of the turf. The judges

of our courts have not officiated as judges at the

horse race ; the men who make the laws for the

government of the people do not make the laws

which govern the running of horses.

We admit that within a few years past, under

the plea of recognizing the importance of the horse

to farmers, and of encouraging improvement in

breeding, training and developing the powers of

this noble animal, something like the horse race

has been introduced into the programme of some

of our agricultural fairs. We admit also that the

influence of this innovation is already wide spread.

It has excited a general ambition among farmers

to breed for speed ; and among the boys to run a

skeleton wagon, to wear a jockey cap, and to use

the language of the professional trainer.

It is some twentj'-five years or more since "the

track" and "trials of speed" were introduced on

the grounds of our agricultural fairs, for the im-

provement of horses. What has been the result ?

A correspondent of the Monthly Report of the De-

partment of Agriculture, in Muscatine County,

Iowa, says :

—

The raising of horses has been overdone here.

We, as a farming class, have been crazy on the

subject of speed, and are now reaping the fruits of

our folly. Had we a number of years ago entered

into the" raising of horses for the farm instead of

the turf, we would not have the comparatively

worthless animals now on our hands—not fast

enough to win, nor large enough to work. The
majority of farmers are, however, again raismg

such horses as will always find ready sale. The
Percheron is meeting with much favor.

Mr. W. A. Brodie, in an article written for the
^

Rochester, N. Y., Jiural Eome, in speaking of a

Percheron horse bought in June, 1870, of the

Massachusetts Society for the Promotion of Agri-

culture, by William A. Wadsworth, remarks :—

"He is a noble animal, and just what is needed

here, as working horses have greatly degenerated

in this immediate vicinity."

In England it seems that the result of modem
racing has been the same. The London Army and

Navy Gazette, in speaking of horses with reference

to the army, says ;

—
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"If our present horse Is well-bred, he is as a rule
so light and so devoid of substance as to be unable
to carry anj' decent weight; if he is strong, he is

so coarse as to be totally devoid of the mettle or
courage necessary for a charger."

Professor Ferguson, of the Veterinary Depart-

ment of the Privy Council Office, Dublin, ascribes

the degeneracy of horses to the modem plan of

testing horses in short heats and light weights,

instead of the four to sixteen miles, and heavy

weights of former years,_and says :

—

"Of late years the distances run are short, and
the weights carried but light. Horses are bred ac-
cordingly. Speed is the great desideratum ; weight-
carrying power is not retiuired. As a general rule,
power must be sacrificed to obtain an increase of
speed."

AGRICULTtTKAL ITEMS.
—During April the Union Pacific Railroad sold

241,202 acres of land in Nebraska, at an average

price of §'4.13 per acre.

—Don't waste the soap suds, but apply them to

garden, vines, bushes, evergreens or lawn. They
are too valuable to be turned out at the back door.

—Elijah Nye, Esq., of Berlin, Tt., during the

past season wintered ten sheep, and has had from

them twenty-two lambs, twenty-one of which are

now living and doing well.

—A correspondent of the Maine Farmer smokes

the barrel instead of the hams. Turn the barrel

bottom up over a pan or kettle of coals covered

with com cobs. After the barrel is well smoked
inside put the hams and pickle into it, as you would
before smoking.

—Joseph HaiTis, of Moreton Fann, near Roches-

ter, N. Y., is ploughing up an oat stubble field,

and on the advice of an English friend purposes

. sowing it with cole-seed and white mustard—to be

fed off by sheep next fall—seeding it to clover and
grass at the same time.

—If screws are warmed and dipped in melted

tallow it will prevent their rusting, and they can

always be unscrewed with ease. A large quantity

of screws can be greascc^in a few minutes, and the

operation is one which vnW ultimately result in a

great saving of time and labor.

—M. J. Carter wi'ites the Rural New Yorker that

if those who have crib-biting horses will nail a

sheep skin, wool side up, wherever there is a chance

for tlie horse to bite, he will not do very much
cribbing in the stable. His father has tried it suc-

cessfully.

—The Carolina Farmer snys to destroy the vital-

ity of the stumps of willow trees, peel portions of

the bark two or three inches broad from five or six

feet up the trunk, down to the ground, in May or

June, and a few months after the tree can be cut

down without the aimoyance of the stump suck-

ering.

—Mrs. Smith, of Enterprise, Missouri, who took

a four hundred dollar premium on cotton at the St.

Louis fair, picked the cotton with her own hands.

Her husband is a well-to-do farmer, and she is en

tircly removed from the ncessity of hard work,

yet she is not ashamed of it, and her industry has

been handsomely rewarded.

—The UHca Herald, from the present condition

of the dairy interest, draws the moral that no large

section of country can afford to depend entirely on
one kind of crop, but that each locality' must aim
to supplj' its own markets with necessaries. As
the West is now manufacturing cheese and butter

for itself, the Herald thinks the East must gi'ow

its own breadstuffs.

—The Western Rural recommends boiling com
on the ear for stock, and says cooking shelled corn

has never given us satisfaction. There seems to be

a principle contained in the cob, probably the pot-

ash, which materially assists in softening the hull

in the corn, when submitted to strong and contin-

ued heat, rendering it nearly like hulled corn.

The water in which it is boiled, what little remains,

may be fed with the corn.

THE CUERAUT WORM.
Look out for the Enemj-—His Skirmishers have ap-

peared—Prepare for the Battle.

Every person who saw the foliage of his

currant bushes devoured last year, after a

hard fought battle to save them, will remem-

ber how the crop of fruit was imperilled if not

utterly destroyed, and what a sorry spectacde

the bushes themselves presented at the close

of the season. All will be desirous to find

some preventive of destruction sufficiently

early to save the crop both of foliage and

fruit on their currant and gooseberry bushes.

Many substances were employed last year,

the most effective of which seemed to be the

white hellebore. It is better to use this than

to lose the crop, but there are some objec-

tions to it. In the first place, it is a poison-

ous article, and in careless hands might be the

means of much suffering, or prove fatal to

human life. In a small way, in private gar-

dens, its cost might not prove burdensome,

but where currants are raised for market, it

would be objectionable. Again, it is a slow,

disagreeable, and tedious task to apply it to

the bushes so as to prevent the ravages of the

worms. The fiy comes from the ground and

deposits its eggs on the under sides of the

leaves, and at first usually on that part of the

foliage near the ground. If the hellebore is

sifted on the foliage it must pass down into

the centre of the bush quite freely, and cover

most of the leaves, or the worms will continue
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their work. We made careful use of it last

year, and found it efficacious in some degree,

but not a certain preventive . Carefully search-

ing for the leaves containing eggs or worms,

picking them into boxes and crushing them

under the feet, accomplished more than any-

thing else resoi-ted to. But that process was

tiresome, and to some is a disgusting one,

and unlets the bushes were quite vigorous, the

leaves could not well be spared. Carbolic

acid in solution was tried, but did not prove

satisfactory. That is also poisonous, and

therefore a dangerous article to have about.

The carholate of lime is another article

used to destroy the currant worm. It is in

the form of a fine Hour, has a disagreeable

odor, and we should think would be quite ob-

jectionable if any portion of it should touch

the fruit. Dr. E. Worcester, of Waltham,

Mass., informed the Editor of the Boston

Journal of Chemistry, that "he tried this

powder in many instances last summer, and

found that while it was fully as effectual as

hellebore, it was less disagreeable, less costly

and perfectly safe. The method of using it

is to sprinkle it over the vines as soon as the

worm makes its appearance. One or two ap-

plications was found sufficient. Neither the

foliage nor the fruit, he stated, was injured

by the carbolate of lime."

Last year the worms appeared with us on

the 22d May, and continued until the first of

June, though greatly reduced in numbers at

the latter date. They came twice afterwards

before the middle of July, but not in such

force as on the first time.

The Editor of the Canada Farmer stated

last summer, that he counted on the under

side of a single leaf 221 eggs of the Saw-fy

;

the same branch had ten other leaves with

about the same number of eggs on them. He
thought it safe to say that from this one

branch at least 2000 worms would have been

produced

!

In the Eeligious Magazine for March,

1871, the Rev. E. H. Sears, after relating

several experiments to destroy the currant

worm, which proved ineffectual, says :

—

"Soon after these disastrous expei"iments I- was
on a visit to a friend who is an amateur gardener.
I was surprised to find his currant bushes green
and flourishing and pretty well loaded with clus-

ters, while looking over the fence into his neigh-
bor's garden, the bushes were stripped entirely

bare. 'How in the world did you save them ?'

was a very natural, and in my case a very eager

inquiry. Take a pound of copperas and dissolve

it in seven gallons of water, and sprinkle it over
the bushes with a watering pot. My bushes were
getting covered with the worm, but one application

dosed him effectually. I advised my neighljor

over the fence to do tlie same, but neighljov's wife

objected, fearing the copperas would poison the

currants, and so he sprinkled them with lime ; and
you see the result. My friend found a second ap-
jilieatioii necessary a lew weeks later when the

l)est ri'-apiieared; and the result was a large and
beautiful crop of ripe currants."

As the currant is among our best fruits, we

are confident that the space occupied in stat-

ing the above, will be well employed.

For the Xew England Farmer.

FEED FOR MILCH COWS.
Millet—Hungarian Grass—Early Cut Hay—Corn fod-

der, in connection with Grain and Dry Hay—Vari-

ety of Feed—Preferences of Different Animals—Es-

timate of Profit and Loss of a Dairy—Age of Cows

Management of Cows and Calves—Product of Col.

Warring's Jerseys and Natives.

In the last Farmer I see that a corres-

pondent from Blue Hills, Mass., thinks my
cows have strange eccentricities, because they

did not seem pleased when I gave them a

feeding of dried millet and Hungarian grass.

He thinks he would make heef of such cows.

I can tell him it would not take long to do

that.

I finish cutting my first crop of hay about

the first week of July. I feed such hay, with

as much grain as I dare to, all the year round.

I raise no corn fodder for -winter use, nor

straw of any kind ; and do not have more than

a ton of poor hay to feed, with thirty tons of

the best early cut hay and rowen. Cows fed

•in that way make beef very easily. I would
prefer such hay all the time, if I could raise

enough of it.

But as an acre of land, well manured, will

produce more feed in corn than in grass, and

as grass must be renewed occasionally, I raise

some com fodder every year for feeding

green in August and September. My cows

never have refused to eat it, nor have they

ever given a less quantity or a poorer quaUty of

of milk while being fed on it. They get their usual

ration of grain and some dry hay all through

the season of feeding green corn. They like sweet

corn much better than the large southern kind.

Dr. Loring advises us to raise millet instead

of corn for feeding green. He has been

jntched into so many times on that subject,

that I should not wonder if he hated the sight

of cornfodder even worse than his cows do.

I raised a piece of millett and Hungarian

grass last year, not expecting it would take

the place of comfodder, but as an experi-

ment, to learn its value as a crop for soiling

and for winter use. As a summer feed, I

could not learn its value, for my cows would

none of them eat it, if they could get anything

else. I had very hard work to use up a cart
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load among eight cows. And the first time I

olfL-red it (Irv in winter tliey did not seem to

like it, but after a few days they ate it better,

and before it was all fed out some of them ate

it as well as Englisli hay.

I think all animals like some change in their

feed, and didi-rent animals like dillerent

kinds of food. Some cows eat coarse hay
best, while others prefer fine. I found my
young cattle and dry cows ate the millett

better than those that were giving milk. I

shall try to raise a larger field of it this year
for winter feeding. It grows quick, and can

be grown after it is too late for corn. So
nmch grass was killed last summer by the

drought that an extra effort must be made
this year to raise forage crops or the cows
will be hungry next winter.

I do not wish to be understood as opposed
to millett or Hungarian grass. I believe them
both very valuable crops to raise on certain

kinds of land, and for putting in after it is too

late for corn.

Mr. Charles Smith, of Attleboro, raised a

very good piece of Hungarian grass last sum-
mer on green sward turned over after taking

off" a crop of hay. I hope to do the same
this summer.

Last fall I sowed a piece of rye to be cut

and fed green this spring. It was put in af-

ter early potatoes, and although the season

was dry it made such a growth that it had to

be mowed to prevent it from smothering in

the winter. On the 8th of this month (May)

,

it had begun to show its heads, and I com-
menced cutting and feeding it to all my stock,

young and ohl. They all took to it at first,

and still seem to like it as well as anything I

ever feed. And the cows in milk have in-

creased their ([uantity wonderfully. I only

wish the field had been four times as large.

I shall try rye on a larger scale another year

for soiling. I suppose it will get too hard

before long, but I think by sowing it at two or

three different times from the first of Sep-

tember to the last of October, it might be
made to last four or five weeks ; and it

comes when no other green food can be had.

Orchard grass on rich moist land can be cut

before the first of June, and if rye can be fed

through the whole of May it will make the

winter seem shorter than if only hay is fed

fi'om fall till new grass comes.

Ever since I have had the management of

farm stock, I have kept more or less definite

accounts ; enough at least to allow of making
very close guesses at the profit or loss. 1 find

it impossible to« keep exact accounts with

dairy stock. I can buy a pig for .$10, feed

him -SI worth of meal and sell him for $2.5

and know that 1 have made a profit of $o, al-

lowing th(! value of the manure to be ecjual to

the cost of la])or of taking care of him.

Cows are not bought and sold at the be-

ginning and end of each trial, but an esiimate

must be made of their value at each end of the

year. Allowance must be made for growth,
if any, and also for the condition of the cow,
whether farrow, dry, or fresh with calf,—all

of which require considerable guessing.

1 believe this is the first year I have ever

kept a stock of cows without making either

purchases or sales, or having some farrow

ones among them. This year, ending March
31, 1871, I have had just eight cows and heif-

ers, that have all had calves within the year.

I have had them come in at different times, so

that I could make about the same quantity of

butter each month through the year. Four of

the number were from four to ten years old.

The other four were two-year-old heifers with

their first calves.

Two calves were fatted for veal, four were
raised, and the others killed when a day or

two old. Those which were raised had new
milk two or three weeks, and then milk

skimmed at twelve hours old for two or three

weeks longer.

I should not have thought of making these

statements had I not seen in the IMarch num-
ber of the AgriruUurist, Col. Warring's ac-

count with his Jersey cows for the past year.

He says "he has bought and sold a number,
so that he cannot give an exact average, but

the amount of butter made will not be less

than 200 poiands for each cow oi full age;
and he is willing to compare their produce
with that of any native herd with which he is

acquainted."

By looking over my books I find that I have

sold during the year 1534 pounds of butter

from my eight not ices, four of which were two-

year-old heifers. I have also sold one quart

of new milk every day, and all the night's

milk skimmed at twelve hours old one day ia

every week, and during the winter months the

morning milk has been sold new one day in a

week. This does not include the milk, cream
or butter, used in a family of from three to

four persons, which would have carried the

amount of butter made considerably above
two hundred poimds per cow, and this from
natives, grades, or scrubs, as some call them,

and half the number only two years old at that.

What the full age of a cow is I do not

know. Mine are all under seven except one,

and she is giving now at eleven years, two or

three quarts more than she ever did before.

She is giving at this time eighteen (juarts per

day. When they all get to maturity I shall

hope to show still better results.

A. AV. CiiEErER,
Sheldonville, Mass., May, 1871.

For the New England Farmer.

HEAVY MANUBINa.
In an article of mine, published in the Far-

MEK some weeks since, I used the term ^ ^heavily

manured,'^'' in speaking of a field jirepared

for corn.

A correspondent of yours, J. II., of Shrews-
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bury, thinks the term very indefinite. I con-

cede that it is so, and that it was meant to be,

because of the fact that but few are inclined

to use manure with the profusion that corn

will pay for in increased production.

If I had gone into particulars and told of

the practice of good farmers in the town where

the crop referred to was raised, either my ve-

racit}' or the wisdom of such heavy manuring
might have been questioned.

Notwithstanding J. H. thinks twenty-five

loads of good manure to the acre the limit of

profitable application for a corn 'crop, I can

assure him that in some localities I am famil-

iar with, it is but a fraction of the amount
considered desirable and profitable to use on

what is regarded as strong dark loam.

It has been a general practice to put on

from forty to forty-six cords of good sea

muck, consisting of rockweed, mosses and

kelp, to the acre. This is turned under the

sward or stubble. After the ploughing, from,

fifty to seventy-five barrels of fish were put

on the surface, with some manure in the hills.

The seaweed is worth as nnich a cord as the

average of the manure taken from the stables

in Boston. Much of it is as valuable as any

known manure. A crop of oats usually fol-

lows the corn, and the same manuring is re-

peated on the stubble for another crop of corn

and grain with hay seed, which completes the

rotation and gives a good condition of soil for

five or six years' hay crop, usually large

enough without any top dressing.

I think it is very difficult to put on too much
manure for a corn crop. It is a ravenous

feeder, and I never saw the manure too pro-

fuse for it unless it was put in the hill—always

a questionable practice, the wisdom of which

but few are willing to endorse. It is too much
like rtnn strength for man.

It is a question of much magnitude with

every farmer as to how much manure he can

afford to use to the acre. He cannot afford

to raise small crops, for in so doing he wastes

his manure and labor also. It is found true

that the man who manures very liberally is the

man who succeeds in making iioney by farm-

ing ; and that he who furnishes insufficient

food for his cro2:)S is in a fair way to be short

fed himself.

Every prudent farmer will give this subject

much consideration, especially if he takes the

above view of it, and regards "manure as the

mother of the meal chest," as the Scotch say-

ing has it. We may consider it as heavy ma-
nuring when we have done so to the extent of

our capacity in order to secure the best results

for our outlay.

When we take into consideration the high

cost of labor, and the inadequate return the

farmer obtains for the products of that labor,

every reflecting man must see that he cannot

afford to employ labor unless he can in some
way secure a supply of manure sufficiently

large to ensure what is usually termed large

crops. These and these only will pay his labor.

It costs as much to cultivate a small crop of

corn, aside from the cost of the difference in

the quantity of manure vised, as it does to

cultivate a large one. K. o.

May 12, .1871.

RAISING CALVES AT AN AQRICULTU-
KAIi COLLEGE.

The London Milk Journal tells how stock is

raised at Hohenheim. The rules laid down at

this great agricultural college are, that it is

best to rear calves entirely hy hand so as to

have less trouble with both the cow and the

offspring, and the quality and amount of food
must be regulated as follows :

l8t week, daily, 12 lbs. milk. lbs. oatmeal. Ofcs. fine hay.
2d " " 16 "0 "0 "

3,1 " " 20 "0 "0 "

4th " " 22 "0 "0 "

5'h to 7th " 22 " }i
"

yi
"

Sth week " 21 " >i
"

>^ " /

9th " "20 "1 "1 "

lOih " " 16 "2 "3 "

11th " " 12 "2 "6 "

12th " "8 "2 " 10 "

13th " "4 "3 " 10 "

In the ninth week, the milk is first mixed
with water, and a little fine oatmeal. The
meal is afterward mixed with the dry fodder.

After three months the milk is withheld, and
then the young animals receive daily, till two
and a half years old, from twenty to twenty-
two pounds of hay, or its equivalent. But the

calves never after receive, even in summer,
any dry food till they are nine months old.

The average feeding is so divided that the

younger portion receive less, the older more,
till two and a half years, when they begin to

receive the regular rations of the older cattle,

including the grain fodder, as indicated above.
The growth with this treatment is so remarka-
ble, that it is only a little surpassed by the

rapidly maturing short-horns.

Heifers. Bulls.
Average weight of calves at 3 months 233 lbs. 353 tt>8,

" " " 6 " 351 472
" " " 1 year 640 750
" " " 2 " 1184 1300

Daily increase of calves 15 1.8
" " iu second year ... 1.4 1.5

The college whose management of young
stock is given above by the Milk Journal,

was established in 1818, by King William, on
the Roville estate in Hohenheim, Wurtemberg.
Like all the other similar institutions in the

country, it is distinguished for its excellent

management and practical results. All the

agricultural schools in Germany are sustained

and directed by the government. At Hohen-
heim, forty courses are given during the term,

comprising agricultural matters, forest matters

and kindred sciences. It has from 125 to 150
students at a time, and its graduates must
now number some 2000 or more. Professor

Hitchcock says that nowhere in Europe can

there be found a better model agricultural and
scientific school. It comprises a farm of 825
acres, a forest of 5,000 acres, a botanic gar-
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dun, a library
;
geological, niineralogioal and

botanical collections ; also collections of woods,

seeds and resins from the forest ; collections

of comparative anatomy, wool, agricultural

products, models of instruments of tillage,

instruments for surveying and physical science,

and a well appointed chemical laboratory. It

may be called the model agricultural college

of the world, and as such, its mode of rearing

young stock cannrrt, fail to be of interest to our

farmers .— I lica Htvald.

MOISTURE FOR GARDEN CROPS.

It seems to me that far too little attention

is given to the importance of moisture in

proper quantities for the rapid and healthy

growth of vegetables. In general, our lands

are subject to periodical Hoods, alternating

with severe dought, and unless very favorably

situated as regards both drainage and reten-

tion of moisture, cannot produce the best re-

sults.

The plains of Arlington in ^liddlesex

county, owe their celebrity as the garden of

Massachusetts, quite as much to their peculiar

situation in regard to moisture, as to any other

circumstance ; the soil of these plains is most-

Iv a very fine sandy loam, resting on a subsoil

of very fine sharp sand, not naturally rich soil,

but capable, under the high manuring and
great skill of the farmers, of producing most
wonderful crops, except in some places where

too elevated above the water level ; the best

of this plain land is only two to six or eight

feet above the permanent water leval of Spy
Pond ; the lower parts have been tile drained

in some cases, and the subsoil is so very fine

that it constantly soaks up the water fi^m be-

low like a sponge, giving a luxurious growth

to vegetation in time of drought, seldom to

be seen elsewhere. These plains will gener-

ally produce a good crop of celery after early

onions, cabbage, lettuce, &c. During the se-

vere drought of last summer, some of the cel-

ery on the higher parts suffered much, but on

the lower and underdraincd portions, the crop

was remarkably fine, and sold at great prices

in consequence of the failure of the highlands.

Some of the farmers of the lowlands informed

me that they were obliged to run a one-horse

roller between the rows in order to pack the

surface .after cultivating, and to prevent ex-

cessive evaporation from the scorching winds

which prevailed. In this way they jiroduced a

splendid crop of celery without watering.

Farming land of tliis character lias been
lately sold for farming purposes at SllKK) per

acre, distant bh miles from Boston market.

The fineness of the subsoil, together with the

nearness to permanent water level, constitute

the great value of these lands. A soil equally

good to all appearance, but having a subsoil

of coarse gravel, would be much inferior.

There is an opinion prevalent among many
writers, that land constantly tilled will with-

stand the effects of drought better than when
not tilled ; very possibly this may be true, but
the Arlington gardeners generally prefer to

run a roller after the cultivator and hoe in

time of severe drought, thinking that the ex-

cessive evaporation from a loose surface is

thus checked, and the roots kept moist. So
far as I know, this practice is not general in

any other neighborhood.

—

W. D. rhilhrick,

Middlesex Co., Mass., in Country Gent.

To REMoyE THE Taste of Wood.—

A

new keg, churn, bucket, or other wooden ves-

sel, will generally communicate a disagreeable

taste to anything that is put iiUo it. To pre-

vent this inconvenience, scald the vessel well

with boiling water, letting the water remain
in it until cold ; then dissolve some pearlash

or soda m lukewarm water, adding a little

lime to it. AV'ash the inside of the vessel well

with this solution. Afterward scald it well

with hot water, and rinse with cold water
before you use it. The reason for this is the

ready combination of resinous matter with

alkalies to form compounds soluble in alcohol.

'abies' fteparlm^nt.

THE OLD ARM CHAIR.

BY ELIZA COOK,

I love it, I love it, and who shall dare
To chide me for loving that Old Arm Chair ?

I've treasured it long as a holy prize,

I've bedewed it witli tears, and embalmed it with sighs.

Would you learn the spell? a mother eat there,

And e sacred thing is that Old Arm Chair.

In childhood's hour I lingered near
That hallowed spot with listening ear;

And gentle the words that mother would give,

To fit me to die, to teach me to live.

She told me ill would never betide—
With truth for my creed, and God for my guide :

She taught me to lisp my earliest prayer,
As I knelt beside that Old Arm Chair !

I sat and watched her many a day
When her eyes grew dim and her locks were gray;
And I aliTiost worship)>ed her when she smiled,
And turned from her Bible to bless her child.

Years rolled on, the last one sped.
I learned how much the heart can bear
When I saw her die in that Old Arm Chair.

'Tis past—'tis past, but I gaze on it now
With quivering breath and throbbing brow;
'Twas there she nursed me, 'twas there she died.

And memory flows with lava tide.

Say it is folly, and deem me weak,
While the scalding drops start down my cheek

—

But I love it, I love it, and cannot tear

My soul from that mother's Old Arm Chair.

SUMMER DRIIfKS.

In the Galaxy Nebulte we find the following ad-

vice as to summer drinks :

—

The return of the warm season naturally brings

to mind various preparations for hot weather. One
of these our countrymen and countrywomen have
always strangely neglected—the preparation of
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cooling, non-vivacious beverages. While in "mixed
drinks," containing some form of spirit, we pro-
Imlily take the lead of the world, our temperance
tipplers show a strange poverty of invention. The
only habitual sherliet is lemonade, the least delicate

of them all, and moreover containing an acid

which disagrees with many persons, brangeade,
so much superior to it, is rarely seen ; raspberry
and strawberry sherbets never. The clitnculty of
obtaining these fruits except during a very short

season may have something to vlo with the want

;

but then "there is orgeat, the most cooling and
healthy of summer drinks; who drinks orgeat?
in how many American towns can 3'ou get it ?

Simpler than all is eau sucree. We laugh at the

French for drinking eau sucree, and think it must
be insipid, but French sugared water is not insipid

;

it is redeemed from that quality by the judicious
insertion of live or six drops of orange-tlower
water. The swells of the Grand Opera and the

Italians used to take it regularly between the acts,

instead of heating their brains with cocktails, or

tilling their stomachs with superfluous gasand
spoiling their digestions through the medium of,

syrup and artificial minfral water.

THE PHILOSOPHY OP FRYING
The object of all cooking is to bring about those

chemiciil changes in the articles of food which
nature everywhere produces, in vegetable and ani-

mal substances, when exposed to the influence of

heat. Baking, frying, boiling, or roasting are all

only so many different methods of applying heat.

The commonest, the most convenient, the cheapest,

and quickest of these methods is frying, which can

be applied to almost all articles of food, which re-

quires the least apparatus and the smallest fire;

yet of all methods it is the least one understood,
the one which destroys most food, and is the cause

of more indigestion and dyspepsia than all the

other methods combined. The reason of this is

that in many substances the admixture of fat pre-

vents the chemical processes of cooking from hav-
ing their proper development. The perfection of

frying would l)e to have the food fried without
coming into contact with the fat at all. But as this

is, of course, a self-evident impossibility, the next
best thing is to have the food come into contact

with thelat as little as possil)le. This is accom-
plished simply by having the fat hot. Grease ofany
description is capable of being heated to a very
much higher temperature than water, in fact it can

be made almost three times as hot as boiling water.

When fat is at its lioiling point it is so hot that any
article of food brought into contact with it is

actually bniTit, and this is precisely the reason why,
for purposes of frying, fat should always '^? boil-

ing hot. For any article of food, a doughnut,
for example, dipped into boiling fat is immediately
covered all over by a thin crust of bunit doughnut,
v.-hich prevents the fat from penetrating further in,

and enables the rest of the doughnut to be exposed
to a greater degree of heat than can be applied to

it by any other process, without coming in contact

with the fat, and the natural chemical processes

go on inside with a greater vivacity and to a greater

degi'ce of perfection than can be obtained b)' any
otiier method. Perfect frying is the perfection of
cooking, but so soon as the fat is not sufficiently

hot to create the burnt cnist around the article

fried, then the fat penetrates it and absolute-

ly prevents cooking from taking place at all. If

the fat is not boiling, bubbling hot, the process that

takes place is not cooking, but simplj' drenching
the food with a tepid fat, and rendering it totally

indigestible. It makes no difference how hot the fat

is made afterwai-d, the mischief is done the moment
the fat penetrates inside. All perfectly fried food

has a thin, crisp, bro\\Ti outside crust, which has
in itself a pleasant, relishing taste,) and is perfectly
free from even the suspicion of fiit inside, except
what was intentionally put there by the cook. All
housekeei)ers kno.w that to fiy well their fat should
be hot. But they do not attend to it half as scru-
pulously as they would if they understood the true
philosophy of it. Boiling, bubbling, hot fat can-
not penetrate anything, and cooks to perfection,
tepid fiit penetrates everywhere and does not cook
at all, but actuallj" prevents cooking. Any house-
keeper who reads this, and chooses to profit by it,

need never put any greasy, fried, half-cooked and
indigestible food upon her table. The whole secret
consists in having the fat lolling hot before the
things are jmt in. There is one other condition
which follows naturally from this first one, but
which is almost invariably lost sight of even by
good cooks, and that is that the fat should entirely
cover the article to be fried. The reasrin of this

is, that the part not at once covered by the fat

remains cold, cools off the fat near it, and then
absorbs the tepid fi^t just the same as if it had
never been hot. Frying pans should be deep, well
filled, and heated to the boiling point, and tlien it

is easy to turn out fried food crisp, brown, and dry
on the outside, and perfectly soft, moist, and well
cooked within. It is a peculiarity of the outside
crust of things fried in boiling fat that the fiit itself

drips off from it as readil}' as water; hence, well
fried articles are neither greasy in appearance, nor
very greasy in reality. Frying ought to be as easy
as boiling.

—

Christian Union,

Idle Girls.—It is a painful spectacle in families
where the mother is the drudge, to see the daughters,
elegantly dressed, reclining at their ease with their
drawing, their reading, beguiling themselves of
the lapse of hours, days and weeks, and never
dreaming of their responsibilities, but, as a neces-
sarj' consequence of neglect of duty, growing
wearj' of their useless lives, laying hold of every
newly invented stimulant to rouse their drooping
energies, and blaming their fate, when they dai-e

not blame their God, for having placed them where
they are. These individuals will often tell j-ou,
with an air of affected compassion, (for who can
believe it real,) that poor, dear mamma is working
herself to death ; yet no sooner do you propose
that they should assist her than they declare she is

quite in her element; in short , that she never
would be happy if she had only half so much to
do.

CODE OP DRESS.
The writer of "Home and Society" in Scribnefs

Monthly for June, among other things, gives this

code of dress

:

This code, worthy to be engraved on tables of
dress, runs somewhat after this wise :

Imprimis. The first instinct about a new fashion
is the true one. Don't wait till your e^'c has lost

its accuracy and your judgement its z(\(^q. Sub-
ject the thing at once to the general rule, and bow
to the decision.

2d. What suits one person does not suit another.
Know thyself.

3d. Dress should supplement good points and
correct bad ones. Thick and thin, long and short,

are not all to be subjected to one Procrustean
style.

4th. Colors should be harmonious, should be
massed, should be becoming. Id est, many little

points or blotches of color sprinkled over acostume
produce a disagreeably pied and speckled effect, as
of a monstrous robin's egg, or a plum-pudding.
One tint should prevail, relieved by a contrasting
tint. No amount of fashionable prestige can en-
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able an unbecoming color becoming. "Nile gixen"
will turn some people into oranges, though twenty
empresses ordain its adoption.

5th. Lines should be continuous, graceful, and
feminine. It is better to look like a woman (if }ou
buiipcji tu be one) than like anything else—even a
fashion plate

!

6th. Ornament must be subordinate. Nature,
with all her profusion, never forgets this funda-
mental law.

7th. Above all_ things be neat. Dainty precis-
inn and freshness is essential to a woiiian as a
flower.

8th. Individuality is the rarest and the cheapest
thing in the world.

9th, and lastly. "Stylish" is of all the words in

the English language the most deadlj'. It has
slain its thousands.

Chaxoing thk Colors of Flowehs.—An Eng-
lish paper describes a case of a yellow primrose
which, when planted in a rich soil, had the flowers
changed to a brilliant purple. It also says that
charcoal adds great brilliancy to the colors of
dahlias, roses and petunias ; carbonate of soda
reddens pink hyacinths, and phosphate of soda
changes the colors of many plants.

DOMESTIC BECEIPTS.
Receipts for a Tea Party.—In reply to a

correspondent of the Country Gentleman,, who
wishes directions for preparing tea for a small

party, "Daisy Eyebright" suggests the following:

Rolled Jelly Cake.—One cup of sugar: one
tablespoonful of butter ; one and a half cups of
flour; two-thirds of a cup of milk; one egg;
two measures of Professor Horsford's baking
powder or one teaspoonful of cream tartar; half of
a teaspoonful of saleratus. Bake in a dripping pan,
and when done, spread over with a thin coat of
jelly. Cut the sheet into strips three or four inches
wide, roll up. Mock cream can be used instead of
jelly, made thus : Beat together one egg, one tea-

spoonful of corn starch, one teaspoonful of wheat
flour, and two of sugar. Boil half a pint of milk,
and stir in the mixture rapidly, not letting the

egg curdle. Boil ten or fifteen minutes, remove
from the fire, and add a teaspoonful of vanilla,

lemon or almond.

White Motntain Cake.—One pound of flour

and one pound of sugar, both sifted ; one-half
pound of Initter; six eggs—whites of three ex-
cepted—whites and yolks beaten separately ; one
cup of milk; one small teaspoonful of saleratus;

two of cream tartar, or two measures of Prof.
Horsford's baking powder. Flavor with almond,
lemon or vanilla extract—one teaspoonful of either

kind. Bake in four jelly-cake tins. For frosting,

take the whites, of the three eggs left from the

cake, beat to a stiff froth ; add ten heaping table-
spoonfuls of sifted sugar and one teaspoonful of
corn starch; beat well. Add the juice of one
lemon or half a teaspoonful of sharp vinegar.
Frost between each two cakes and all over them,
making a white mountain. The frosting can be
flavored with the same essence used for tlie cake.
This cake lasts fresh for some time.

Rice Waffles.—Delicious.—Take one quart of
sweet milk, two cofJ'(Se cups of boiled rice, and three-
quarters of a cup of wheat flour; warm the milk;
stir in the above named articles; add half a teacup
of home-made j'cast, two tablespoonfuls of dis-

tillery yeast, and half a teaspoonful of salt. Make
at twelve o'clock to use for tea at six. Set in a
warm place. When ready to cook, add two eggs
well lieaten. Bake in waffle irons.

Lemon Cake.—One cup of butter, M-armed;
three of powdered sugar; five eggs, yolks and
whites beaten separately ; one teaspoonful of sal-

eratus dissolved in one cup of milk; four cups of
sifted flour

;
grated peel of one lemon. Add the

juice just before putting the cake into pans.

PvFFS FOR Tea.—One quart of sweet milk, one
quart of sifted wheat flour, four eggs well beaten,
two tablespoonfuls of melted bittter, two table-
spoonfuls of sifted sugar, half a teaspoonful of salt.

Bake in brown ware cups, from twenty-five min-
utes to half an hour, m a brisk oven.

Sugar Jimhles.—Six cups of wheat flour
sifted ; two of sugar ditto ; one of butter, warmed

;

one of sour milk; one teaspoon of saleratus stirred

into milk. Roll out with flour enough to make
thin ; cut a hole in the centre, and sift sugar all

over the cakes. Bake on flat tins, from twenty
minutes to half an hour.

Potato Paste for Dumplixgs.—Boil
three large white potatoes until soft

;
peel and

mash them. When quite smooth, mix with

one quart of sifted Hour and a scant pint of

lard; salt to taste. Roll out and use for

dumplings ; or it makes a good j^aste for meat
pies.

Boneless Chicken.—Fricassee your chick-

en, taking care to brown the skin nicely ; season

to taste. When done set by to cool; then re-

move all tlie bones
;
put back into the dish in

which it was cooked. Take a chopping knife

and chop finely, leaving in all the oil of the

fowl ; if not enough of that, add a piece of

butter. Then pack closely in a dish, as you
wish it to go to table, and when your friends

come to taste it, my Avord for it, their appro-
bation will more than repay you for the little

extra trouble it has taken to prepare it.

—

Country Gentleman.
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THS DROUGHT AND THE GRASSES.

EUY protracted is the

drought which now pre-

vails throughout this part

the country. A drought, not

sa -''i^ ^^^y ^^ ^^'^ present year, but the

& '^'^r°continuation of one that commenced

last summer, extended through the

entire winter, the late spring, and

DOW, in the last of July, is seriously affecting

the crops.

This long-continued drought has materially

affected the present grass crop. The roots of

the best grasses have propably been destroyed,

or greatly injured for the want of moisture,

and from exposure during the last winter. The

result is that hardy weeds have taken the place

of clover, of timothy, redtop, and other valu-

able grasses, and a large portion of our fields

are crowded with sorrel, white weed, dock-

weed, and other worthless plants. We have

never before known the fields to present such

a poverty-stricken condition. On grounds

that were sown with grass seed with the grain,

last year, the drought killed the young grass,

so that all sorts of rubbish and trash is tri-

umphant,—the sorrel and whiteweed prevail-

ing over all the rest.

Under these circumstances it becomes the

farmer to commence cutting the grass early,

before the weeds perfect their seeds, and to

afford opportunity for obtaining a second crop

of grass on lands that are sufficiently moist

and rich to bring it. He can greatly promote

his interests in this particular, by employing

the excellent

Haying Implements and Machines,

which are now introduced all over Xew Eng-
land.

The old hand scythe will never go out of

date. It is indispensable, in most fields, near

fences, around trees, and sometimes, where

clover or grass is lodged, in open places.

There are now various patterns of the mow-
ing machine. Most of them are so perfected

as to cut one acre in an hour, as an average,

and cut the grass well. This can be done with

ease by two horses, and leave the driver suffi-

ciently fresh to engage at once in tending the

crop. On grounds that are smooth, there is

little danger of accident in their use, and if

taken care of properly, a machine will last for

many years. It should always be housed

when not in use.

In order to push the haying along at the

most rapid rate, the Teddeu (from the word

ted, to spread or turn, as Milton says, "The
smell of grain or icdded grass") should at once

follow the mowing machine. This machine

has not yet come into general use, but is gain-

ing popularity as its merits are better known.

It is not uncommon in the haying season to

have sudden showers in the middle of the day.

Large quantities of hay are wet by these

showers when it is in complete condition to go
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into the barn,—and when all hands are en-

gaged in gL'ttingitin. In many instances, hay

thus wet, must lie over night as it was tumbled

up to be pitched upon the cart, or as it was
shaken out from the cock. In either case, the

hay would be essentially improved by remain-

ing so.

If the showers are of short duration, and

the sun appear again, an hour's use of the

tedder, in lifting the hay into the air and drop-

ping it lightly again upon the sward, would

shake out the rain and enable it to dry so as

to be got in the same afternoon. Where fifty

tons of hay are made, the saving in this par-

ticular alone would soon ecjual the cost of the

machine.

The Horse Rake would follow in order af-

ter the tedder. Some farmers ascribe to it as

much gain as to the mowing machine. Almost

any person can rake, however, even children,

while it is difficult to find mowers who are

sufiiciently strong to continue day after day to

swinging the scythe, and who can mow rapidly

and well.

In the delightful grass fields in Addison

county, Vt., the horse rake was kept in mo-

tion, after the grass was dry, to the complete

exclusion of the hand-rake ; indeed, we did

not see the latter at all, in the hundreds of

acres over which we went. All the hay was

got into windrows, and all the scatterings in

loading were got together by the horse-rake.

. Another improvement is in the style of the

forks used. They were once made at the

common smithy, and were too heavy and rough

and imperfect in form. The handles were too

large in some places and too small in others.

The fork, of a proper form, may be lighter

and yet stronger than an ill-shaped one. The

forks then had but two tines. Now, many of

them have three, and the third tine is a very

great improvement on the old form.

The HoKSE Foiuv, for uidoading the wagon,

and conveying hay to the bays, or scaffolds,

proves of considerable senice where barns

admit of their use.

Hay Caps are of great assistance in curing

the crop. If the gi'ass can be wilted immedi-

ately after it is cut, the hay cocked and cov-

ered with caps, it will remain safe, even in a

storm, and there is very little to be done for

it afterwards in the way of turning and drying.

Many years ago, securing the hay harvest

was considered the most laborious and critical

work of the year. With the help of the ma-
chines mentioned above, it is not considered

so now. Many farmers say that they consider

the hoeigg more laborious than the haying.

In a meadow directly before us as we write,

covered with a growth of at least a ton to the

acre, we have known the whole crop cut,

cured and housed in three day's time, by the

aid of machinery in the whole process.

CULTURE OP THE CABBAGE.
Few of the vegetables are of more conse-

quence to the farmer than the cabbage. It is

cheaply and easily raised, very productive,

and can be preserved in its natural condition

for eight or nine months in the year. It forms

a highly nutritious and palatable article of

food upon the table when boiled, and a re-

freshing salad when chopped and served with

condiments, such as vinegar, pepper, mustard,

&c., and used in a raw state.

It is important to the farmer in another

respect. It is profitable as an article for

market. The farmer who is at a considerable

distance from cities, or manufacturing centres,

may cultivate and send cabbage to market to

as much advantage, perhaps, as those can

who improve more costly lands and pay higher

taxes, in the vicinity of a city. Tliis is al-

ready done by some who reside fifty to seventy

miles from a large market. In the autumn,

what cabbages remains unsold are set in fur-

rows in grass ground, and covered with forest

leaves or straw to the depth of three or four

inches, and light brush thrown over it to keep

it in place. In this way they keep well, and

in the latter part of March and in April and

May, they are lifted, placed in barrels and

sent to market. At these times, a cabbage

which would bring but five or six cents in the

autumn, would bring from ten to twenty cents

in Boston, according to the supply that might

be on hand.

The farmer, therefore, may find the cab-

bage a good market article upon which he

can realize a profit in money, as well as fur-

nish a wholesome article for his table.

But this is not all. There is no stock upon

the farm but would be benefited by an occa-

sional feed of cabbage. Swine like it, and

thrive better when its fresh and succulent

leaves form a part of their food. Poultry

will leave grain of any kind in the winter

season to peck at a head of cabbage. They
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will keep in better health and produce more

eggs when they have access to it. When at

large in the summer, they eat grass, and will

eat some kinds of hay every day in the winter

if they can get it. Cabbage seems to supply

the place of these, and to keep the fowls con-

tented and thrifty. Those persons, therefore,

who are engaged in feeding poultry, should

provide them with cabbage plentifully.

All the neat stock are exceedingly fond of

cabbage. If a cow breaks into the garden,

about the first thing she makes for is the cab-

bage patch. Milk is largely increased in

quantity by feeding cabbage to cows, but the

quality may not be improved. They can be

fed to milch cows, however, without detriment

to the milk, by feeding them out just after

the cows have been milked. Nothing can be

more grateful or suitable for calves which are

to be raised, as they can be easily masticated,

and will supply the moisture which is lacking

in dry hay. Making cabbage a portion of

their food would be better than much meal.

Sheep, oxen and horses would all be bene-

fited by the use of cabbage when judiciously

fed to them.

An acre of cabbage not uncommonly brings

from $200 to $300, and sometimes as high as

$.500. A correspondent 'informs us that a

neighbor of his reahzed $300 from an acre,

that was in grass the previous year.

An observing writer says "there is no vege-

table that can be planted after the first of

July that will give so great a yield of fodder

as cabbages ; and no one who is likely to be

short of pasturage, or winter feed, should neg-

lect this highly important adjunct to his other

crops. The notion that it should only be grown

by the dozen for cooking in the kitchen is an

old, and we may add, a foolish one. Grow

them by the thousand, and after pasture fails,

feed them to every domestic animal on the

farm. When the ground freezes, pull up the

crop and store it in the cellar or the barn, or

under straw, until you can feed it out."

The cabbage requires a rich, moist soil,

and is greatly benefited by the use of ashes,

or alkali in some other form. Soap suds will

promote their growth wonderfully. They

should be hoed often. Some persons who

raise cabbage largely say that salt, or a weak

solution of potash, will prevent them from

becoming club footed.

For the New England Farmer.

THE GARDEN IN" AUGUST.
"() friendly to the beet pursuits of man,
Friendly to thought, to virtue and to peace,
Domestic life in rural pleasure passed !

Few know thy value, and few taste thy sweets,
Though many boast thy favors, and afi'ect

To understand and choose thee for their own."
—COVVPER.

Rhyme and poetize as we may on the pur-
suits of the gardener, horticulturist and culti-

vator of the soil, the great majority only see,

in actual life, toil, care and hard labor in ob-
taining the best products of the soil. To the

ardent student of Nature it is (|uite different.

He sees by study and observation verj' much
that is not revealed to the ordinary laborer.

To him every unobservable action and thing

has a "time and purpose." He can draw in-

struction as well as recreation and amusement,
from the revelations unfolded in plant life

;

and when that is matured he can equally, yes,

even better, enjoy and relish green vegeta-

bles, &c., with those who see less of these

revelations of Nature.
The hot days of August are welcome to the

gardener, for in them he sees the maturation

of some choice crops which cooler, and more
unfavorable weather would deprive him of.

Melons, tomatoes and all other vegetables of

tropical origin require the heat of July and
August in order that they may mature with a

rich, delicious flavor.

We are adding, from time to time, to our
vegetables and plants, those of tropical origin

;

and as we advance in knowledge and culture

many others, without doubt, will be added to

our already respectable list. Every ac(|uisi-

tion is an addition to the comfort of our fam-
ilies and to the nation's wealth. Health and
refinement are promoted by the variety of

food which a family consumes—"the former
generation" to the contrary notwithstanding.

A good test of civilization is the variety of

fruits, vegetables, &c., produced in the gar-

den. Contrast the tropical man or the Es-
quimaux with the most enlightened and civil-

ized of the temperate climate, and what a dif-

ference will be found in all respects. This is

not purely the result of climate, for on the

same parallel of latitude, in our own country,

we find very different tables set. Some will

be suj)plied with almost every variety of fruit

and vegetable as well as meats ; on others will

be found the everlasting hog, salt meats, po-
tatoes or hominy, in some of their forms, every

day of the year. What wonder that the youth
fed at such a table are glad to see the time
when they can leave such a life and farming
altogether ?

During this month the labors of the judi-

cious gardener are rewarded by a continuous

supply of delicious edibles, which may be kept
up as long as vegetation continues for the

season. Any surplus of most kinds may be
preserved in some of the various available-

;

modes of preservation. The space cleared of
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early vegetables may again be occupied by
some otber late crops, as turnips, cabbage,

spinage, &c.
Asi'AKA(;us.—If not already done, give a

dressing of some suitable fertilizer and care-

fully work it in ; keep clean of weeds
;
gather,

clean, and sow the seed in well pre{)ared beds,

if desirable, and new beds are needed.

Beans.—Save some of the earliest and best

for seed, gather them as they rii)en, dry in

the attic where vermin will not disturb, &c.

Gather for the table, &c., as they are ready.

Bush varieties may be sown to furnish a

winter supply of snaps, &c.
Be1';t.s.—Gather first from the thickest parts

of the bed, so the rest may have space. Keep
the ground clean of weeds, water and culti-

vate. One or two of the earliest may be

marked for seed.

Blac KUEinuES.—Gather as fast as they

ripen fidly. Can, or dry any surplus.

CAiuiACE, Cauliflower, and Brocoli,

should be hoed frequently to keep them grow-

ing.

Celi:ky.—No plant delights more in mois-

ture than this, and if the trenches are in well

drained soil, it is well to water freely every

other day. Stir the ground often, and do not

begin to earth up too soon. Rapid growth is

essential to goodness, hence applications of

fertilizers in a liquid state, or worked in the

soil about the roots, is often advisable.

CoHX.—iMark and save for seed a few of

the earhest and finest ears
;
gather and use

others as fast as they come to suitable condi-

tion. In some sections a worm attacks the

ears, eating downward from the silk to the

kernels, spoiling the ear. Kill them.

Cucumbers.— If it is desirable to keep

them longest in bearing, pick them close, al-

lowing none to seed. Gather and pickle, or

lay down in salt. Save a few of the earliest

and finest specimens for ripening for seed.

E<Jt; 1'laxts.—The growth and ripening

of the fruit will be accelerated by placing a

board paii>tcd white on the north side of the

plants. Hoe well, hilling slightly.

Grapes.—Guard zealously against insect

enemies, and mildew. Tie the leaders to the

trellis. The side shoots from bearing branches

that have been shortened in will need pinch-

ing. I'inching and summer pruning must be

governed by circumstances.

Ili:i:iiS.—CJather as they come into blossom
;

drv in the shade, or in-doors.

Melons.—Thinning to only a few speci-

mens to a vine, acts as favorably as for fruits

of any kind, in growing nicer specimens of su-

perior ([uality and flavor.

Onions.—As soon as they ripen, gather for

use or market ; but where they are to be kept

any length of time, they should be exposed to

the sun till properly cured. Seed may be

sown for "pips," for early use next season.

Teas.—Those done bearing should have the

vines pulled and fed to the pigs, stock, or be

cured and stored for winter fodder ; if not
mildewed they are woU eaten b}' some stock.

Potatoes.—Harvest the early crop and re-

plant the ground to some other crop, as above.
Remove to the compost heap, or burn, all the

tops.

Seeds.—See to it that all the earliest and
best kinds are saved as they mature. Label
each one distinctly, variety and year, before
])utting away in a dark, dry place, secure from
all vermin, or other annoyance.

Spinach.—Sow seed at intervals for fall

use ; cultivate well, and keep clean.

Squash.—Look out for and remove eggs of
the squash bug

—

Coreiis trisiis—from the

leaves, and destroy all insects infesting the

vines. Save early specimens for seed.

Tomatoes—Continue to trim and train, as

begun ; hand pick and destroy the worms

—

larvffi of the Sphinx quinqvemaculaius—they

are harmless, altliough ugly looking.

Weeds.—The careful gardener gives no
quarter to weeds ; saves time and expense by
cutting them down as soon as they put in an
appearance. If the seed of any is found, the

safest course is to burn them, others will add
to the compost heap and aid in the production
of other more useful plants.

W. H. White,
South Windsor, Coim., 1S71.

Mink Breeding, — A correspondent of the

Maine Farmer furnishes an interesting notice of

Bacon Brothers' mink breeding establislmient in

Charleston, Me., near East Corinth. They have

eighteen full grown minks—two males and sixteen

females. The inclosure, including a portion of a

brook, is of cedar posts and sheet ii-on and wire

gratings, which is constructed on a ledge of solid

rock. It is found that the minks, which are caught

in box traps, are easily tamed, gregarious in their

habits, preferring to lie down in groups and huddle

together. They are aquatic in their habits, and

very expert divers and swimmers. Their food is

principally meat and fish. They are sleek, fine

looking animals, quite playful, and seem to enjoy

domestication. Tlie writer was shown one of the

feminine gender exercising her maternal instincts

in nursing her three little ones, then two weeks old.

They bring forth from three to six to a litter, and

breed once a year. The Messrs. Bacon having

gained considerable valuable experience as regards

their management, are quite sanguine of success.

As prime skins are worth six dollars to eight, they

hope to make it a paying business.

Making Clover Hay.—Cut it early ; before the

heads are turned bro\\Ti. Cut it Mhen it is dry.

After it is cut, wilt it as rapidly as possible, by
turning it, or throwing it up with the tedder. The

leaves will not fall off in this process. Tlien cock

and cap it, and let it remain thirty or forty hours.

Open to the sun and air a little and get it in.
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

DRY COAL ASHES AS AX ABSOKBENT.

In some of the advertisements of Earth Closets,

sifted coal ashes arc recommended as a substitute

for loam. In tlie report of the committee of the
Worcester North Agricultural Society on Poultry,
(see abstract, Flint's Report, 1870-71, page 208,)

dry coal ashes are also recommended as an absorb-
ent and disinfectant m hen houses.
Now can you tell me how they would work as

an absorbent of urine under cattle, in winter, when
the stock of dry material collected in the fall has
given out, as was the case with myself? Would
there be any danger of their rendering the soil so

hard as to be impenetrable to plant roots ; or, if

applied to the surface in top-dressing grass lands,

would they retard the absorption of heat and
moisture ? If the last named diingcr was likelj' to

occur, it could be used beneath the surface. In
my opinion, rotten turf is a better material ; but
sometimes,—as was the case with me last fall,

when I was at work clearing up a piece of new
ground,—other work prevents the securing of such
materiiil, and a substitute is needed. f.

Remarks.—Coal ashes probably always contains

more or less wood ashes, as wood is used for kind-

ling the coal. But there would scarcely be enough

of wood ashes to leach and injure the cattle by

lying upon it. In other respects it seems to us

that coal ashes—not cinders—would well answer

the purpose of an absorljent under cattle, and

would not be injurious to the soil to which applied.

We employ the ash, annually, of what falls

from about twenty tons of coal; a considerable

portion of this is in the hen-house, and the re-

mainder as a top-dressing on the driest uplands

we have.

There is so much coal used now, in the country

as well as city, and consequently such a quantity

of its ashes at command, that, if good for agi'icul-

tural purposes, it is important that all should

know it. There are many instances recorded

where it has proved highly beneficial.

Dana, in the Muck Manual, says that from four

to eight pounds in every one hundred are valuable

to the farmer. This undouljtedly refers to their

nutritive properties ; but in addition to these quali-

ties, they exercise an important influence in a

mechanical point of view. If applied to a compact

soil, they tend to separate the particles, and open

them to the air and sun, and have an important

ameliorating effect upon its producing powers.

In the English Gardener's Magazine, some in-

teresting experiments are given as follows : Three

rows of Swedish turnips were sown on the loth of

May. The rows were sixty feet long, and three

feet apart, and the plants fifteen inches from plant

to plant. No. 1 was manured with well-rotted

dung. No. 2 with the tops of cabbages just come

into bloom. No. 3 with coal ashes. They vege-

tated about the same time, but the row with the

cabbage tops seemed to suffer most from the

drought, the season being hot and dry. The row

manured with coal ashes had, all alon^, a more

luxuriant appearance than the other two. In har-

vesting the crop, No. 1, weighed seventy-eight

pounds; No. 2, eighty-eight pounds; No. 3 one

hundred and twenty-eight pounds.

In his Scientific Agriculture, Norton says coal

ashes should not be neglected. There are always

cinders enough to pay for sifting, and when sifted,

soap-makers are usually willing to paj^ a small

price for them. Thia shows that they contain sol-

uble matter enough to be well worth saving. Ex-
aminations show small quantities of phosphates in

anthracite ash, and about two per cent, of sub-

stances soluble in water. Such facts all show that

these ashes should be preserved, and applied either

as a top-dressing upon grass, or ploughed in as a

part of composts. They would have much of the

beneficial mechanical effect of common ashes, and

are also good for sowing with portable manures.

Complaints have sometimes been made that coal

ashes when placed around trees have proved in-

jurious. This shows that they have something of

a caustic character, and that when used in proper

quantities they are beneficial. Valuable manures,

like guano for instance, which are highly beneficial

in small quantity, may in large quantity be perfectly

destructive to vegetation.

THE BYFIELD CROP OF CORN.

It seems to me that Mr. Poor in his communica-
tion puljlished in the Farmer June 24, has got
things a little mixed, when he refers to a crop of
corn 116 bushels to the acre having Ijcen raised on
the B.v field Town Farm, in 1847 or 8. I was the

Superintendent of that farm at that time, and
though I sJKnild lie very glad to have the credit of
a crrip as large as that, and have been trying for

the last twenty-five years to raise a large crop, and
have been considered by my neighbors as a very
successful com grower, j'et I have never in my ex-

perience raised over sixty bushels to the acre,

—

the average being about fifty bushels. Hence I

never raised or reported that amount as having
been grown by me, and I think that Mr. Poor had
better look over his statistics and give credit where
it is due.

I agree with Mr. Poor in regard to the value of

the corn crop, cspeciall.y on large farms. I know
that it requires a good deal of labor to grow it, but
then much of the work can ))e done at a season of

the year when it can be very well attended to. It

is planted in the spring when not much else can be

done ; it is hoed before haying, and harvested, with

me, after all other crops are gathered. To my eyes

eight or nine hundred bushels of nice, bright, sound
ears of corn in the bins are a rich sight. The fod-

der of seven or eight acres of corn is of considera-

ble importance in a stock of cattle; being worth, I

believe, in a crop of fifty or sixty bushels, as much
as a ton of English hay.

SPREADIXG MAXURE IX THE WINTER.

One word about spreading manure on the snow
in the winter for a crop of corn. The old adage

that one swallow does not make a summer, holds

good here as well as any where else. I had occa-

sion to view a piece of corn last year where a part

of it was treated that way, and it was estimated

that the crop was one-half less than where the

same amount of manure was applied in the spring.

IRRIGATION OR DRAINAGE.

Still another word al)out undcrdraining light,

porous soils. I would like to ask "A Fire-side

Farmer" whether the better quality of his crop on
that sandy laud through which he conducted water
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was not to be attributed to irrigation rather than
drainnr/f? J. L. Hubbaku.

I'cabody, Mass., June 30, 1871.

THE DIFFERENCE.
Jonea koeps t)u- roadsides clean and neat;
Al)out his biiiklings too;

He s(t-< out trees, and on the street;
And thinks it pays,—ck)n't you ?

Smitli 'has no time for chicken lixens,
Ho very busy every day

;

Business driving like the dickens

—

Don't believe in such boy's play,"

Jone!i sells in season, at fair price,
Whate'er he has to spare;

While Smith holds on to his for rise,
And gets the fall—that's fair 1

He goes to market very often
"To get the run of trade :"

Jones consults the weekly Fakmer
And thinks a saving's made. j. w. L.

Maine, July, 1871.

AGE FOR HEIFERS TO COME IN.

In the Farmer for June '24tb, W. H. W. inquires
at what age heifers should come in with first calf,

that they niay do best. The Editor very properly
replies, according to the writer's experience and
observation, by saying tlKit it depends upon the
heifer and her previous keeping. In our own ex-
perience we have had them come in at about two
years, and also at three years of age, and found
that the younger did equally as well as the older.
At the present time, we have one giving milk,
after her foiitth calf, which came in the spring she
was two years old, or about twenty-six months
old. She has given milk without a day's interrup-
tion since her third calf, and has now a tine heifer
calf being raised, about four weeks old. The cow
has always done well, and I think has nnproved
this season on fonner ones. She has always been
well kept; by which I mean has had what she
needed to eat of grass and hay, without being
panifiered, and with a little meal or shorts,—say
two quarts per day—a part of the time when giving
milk during winters. She was raised on the farm,
and is part Durham. I believe it is much better,
as a rule, to keep a calf growing by proper feeding
and have them come in at two, then wait another
j-ear. We get more profit from them, as on our
soil their teeth wear out and they fail when from
eight to ten years old. W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., June 27, 1871.

HOGS.

In a recent article in the Farmer Mr. A. W.
Chcever makes a statement something like this.
lie can buy a pig for ten dollars, feed ten dollars
worth of grain, and sell the i)igf(»r twenty-tive dol-
lars, leaving a ])rolit of live dollars, tlie manure
being supposed to pay the labor. As I quote from
memory the language may not be quite accurate,
but Mr. C.'s idea is given.
Now, Mr. Cheever is a btitter maker, and prob-

ably feeds sour milk, and butter milk, as well as
family waste, to his hogs. But I should like to
have -Mr. C, or any one else, tell me how much
profit can be iiuide in raising a hog from infancy to
any statre of growth where he may be proijcrl}-
made into pork, when round hogs are worth only
seven cents a pound, with meal, at retail, $\.l'i per
bag of 100 pounds, and good scraps two and three-
fourths cents a pound.
Perhaps Mr. C. buys at wholesale and gets feed

cheaper. I do not ask the question in a critical
spirit, but simply for information. A farmer told
me that it used to be considered that money could
be made on i)ork with corn at .'jfil i)er bushel, and
round hogs at six cents a pound ; but whether this

could be done without the feedinsr of waste, other-
wise valueless, is the question. I have heard far-

mers reck(m a hog as costing nothing, because they
had raised him on corn and potatoes, milk and
waste, produced by their work on their own land.
But if the products of a man's time and land are
worthless, then he had better change his business,
and reinvest his capital. How many pounds of
meal or of scraps are required, properly fed, to
make a pound of pork in an average hog ?

Is there any better way to feed a hog while grow-
ing, than to let him have all he will eat, and retain
a sharp appetite at meal time, three times a day ; in
the absence of milk or waste, feeding corn meal,
with a few scraps for variety, and a daily feed of
clover or some other green vegetable substances,
whenever it may be had ? k. a. f.

Franklin, Mass., July, 1871.

JERSEY CATTLE FOR BEEF.

As you solicit the experience of stock raisers in
regard to the fattening qualities of the Jersey cat-

tle, I would state that my experience corresponds
with the statement of Rev. W. A. P. Dillingham,
published in the Farmer of July 1. Good Jersey
cows when in milk will not take on flesh very much,
if they are fed ever so well, but will convert the
food into milk and still be thin in flesh. But when
dry, they fatten very rapidly if generously fed.
They are greedy feeders and not apt to cloy in fat-

tening.

In an article on "Jersey Cattle," in John Mor-
ton's Encyclopedia of Agriculture, the author says,
"It is a fiict not generally kno\vu that Jersey cows
when too old to be kept longer for milk, if dried
off and fed up fatten very rapidly." And he re-

lates an instance of an old Jersey cow that was
considered of little value and offered at a low price,

that being "fed up" on turnips and meal, fattened
remarkably quick, made excellent beef and gave a
handsome profit to the feeder. I. R. Walker.

Springfield, Vt., July 8, 1871.

CrRRANT WORMS.
I have three remedies which I can conscientiously

recommend to the club, if faithfully applied, viz :

crush them, burn them, or "poke" them. I have
Iried all of them, and know they will clear the
bushes. Bj' "poke" I mean white hellebore. You
can buy it at the druggists, and a little sifted on
the bushes when the dew is on, kills them. This
season, as everybody is more or less troubled with
carbolic, carbolate, or carbo-something else, on
the lirain, I bought some carbolate of lime and
sifted on m}' hushes. Results,—the worms like it,

or at least do not object to it when mixed with
currant leaves. Perhaps if fed on the carbolate
clear, it might kill them, but not otherwise, t. b.

Addison County, Vt., July, 1871.

Bad l'se of Sugar Beets.—An English paper

contains a notice of a distillery established on the

estate of a Mr. Campbell of Buscot park, near

Faringdon, which produced upward of 60,000 gal-

lons of beet-root spirit the past season, with such

satisfactory results that preparations were made
for sowing upward of 800 acres the present year.

The "spirit" from the beet is said to be superior to

that from grain, and the writer adds, the certain

but sure progress of beet-root cultivation is row an

ascertained fact in England, both for the produc-

tion of sugar and distillation, and many leading

agriculturists assert that in a few years there will

be many sugar factories and distilleries among the

agricultural population.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE AG'L COLLEGE.
A building for the accommodation of the Indus-

trial College of New Hampshire, in connection

with Dartmouth College, was dedicated at Han-
over, Friday, June 23, with appropriate ceremonies,

in the presence of the Governor and Council, the

Legislature, and other State officials. Addresses

were made bj' President Smith of Dartmouth Col-

lege, Prof. Dimond, Gov. Weston, ex-Gov. Smith

of New Hampshire, the Hon. Moses Hunt, Chair-

man of the State Board of Agriculture, the Hon.
David Clough, a member of the Council, Senator

Patterson, and others.

"A brighter day" said the Hon. David Clough,

"is dawning for the farmers of New Hampshire.

We want a more intelligent and enlightened yeo-

manry in our State." This was the spirit mani-

fested by all who spoke—a spirit of congratulation

that New Hampshire is coming to realize the great

benefit to farmers of such means of education.

Senator Patterson fitly said ; "The Agricultural

College belongs to the State—to the farmers espe-

cially. It is to teach the intimate relations be-

tween all professions—between labor and capital.

Without capital agriculture can do nothing; with-

out labor capital cannot accumulate. A college on

a barren soil will make agriculture, otherwise un-

profitable, a source of income."

The building which was thus dedicated is knowTi

as "Culver Hall." It is pronounced by a corres-

pondent of the New York Trihune, a model of

architectural beauty. It stands about forty rods

east of Reed Hall, and fronts southward, with a

fine view. Nineteen miles distant, Ascutney, the

most pointed of the mountains of Vermont, stands

up chiselled sharp against the sky. The building

has a length of one hundred feet and a breadth of

sixty, and is three stories high, with a basement.

It is to be lighted with gas and heated by steam.

The first story contains the chemical lecture-room

and laboratoiy; the second, the State Museum,
"devoted to the exhibition of all the natural pro-

ducts, whether mineral, vegetable, or animal, of

the States of New Hampshire and Vermont;"

while in the third, the Museum of Natural History

of Dartmouth College has recently been placed.

There are also in the second story various rooms

for the accommodation of the officers of the Col-

lege.

A correspondent of the Boston Daily Journal

makes the following statement as to how the funds

for the building were obtained :

—

The late Hon. David Culver of Lyme gave
.^lo.OOO to Dartmouth Colicge to establish a De-
partment of Agriculture, and his wife gave §10,000
for any purpose to which they might wish to applj-

it. When the trustees of the* Agricultural College

decided to establish it as a department here, the

trustees of Dartmouth proposed to the Legislature

of New Hampshire to appropriate .9'2o,000 for the

erection of a suitable building if the sum of .9'lo,000

was appropriated from the State Treasury toward'

completing the building, which they did at the

June session in 1869. Since that ,time Mr. John
Conant of Jaffrey'has given $7000 to pay for the

farm which Professor Dimond had purchased on
his own responsibility, and he has given .^oOOO to

erect suitable buildings, on condition tliat the
Legislature give a sum sufficient to complete them.
As the Legislature is composed largely of farmers,
they will certainly not be so blind to their own in-

terests and the interest of the State as to refuse to

appropriate the small sum that is necessary for

this purpose.

TKOTTING—OKLEANS COUNTY FAIE.
A few weeks since we made a note of the fact

that the managers of the agricultural society of

this county in New York, had excluded trotting

from its grounds during its ensuing fair. The
editor of the Rochester Sural Home made some

strictures on this decision of the officers of the so-

ciety, and asked. Can not the numagers of our far-

mers' fairs devise and put into practice, a system

under which the horse can be exhibited and not

gambled with ?

In the next number of the Rural Rome, a writer

with the signature of "Secretarj^" after quotmg

the editor's remarks, says :

—

I was surprised on reading this, as it is evident

that the olyect and intention of the Board of Man-
agers are not imderstood. The (Ganges in regard to

horses, are only and solely the omission of pre-

miums for "trials of speed"—the "mere races,"

above referred to, on the one hand, and offering

much larger premiums to the horses exhiljited, on
the other. There is no change in the rules and
regulations in regard to the horses exhibited

;

nothing to prevent any proper tests of "strength,

steadiness, and good training as applied to work,"
nor of style, action and speed. The track will be
in good order, and the judges will have all the

liberty they have ever had, or probably those at

any other county fair have, for all proper tests of

the various useful qualities of the horses exhibited.

The Board practically acknowledge that the horse
is the noblest and best animal used on the farm;
as they offer much larger premiums for those ex-

hibited, than are given to any other animals, or

articles, that may be shown. The list shows that

they offer seven premiums, of #20 each, and ten

of §10 each, making with the smaller sums oflered,

in all, §'28.5 that will be given to horses, mares,

and colts. As the highest premium offered for

any other animal or article is .^lO, it must be seen

that the merits of horses are fully recognized.

It is only the "mere races," so generally attended

with betting, "gambling and other mischievous

practices," that are omitted. Thus I believe we
are putting "into practice a system in which the

horse can be exhiliited and not gambled with;" as

we allow of all but the regular races, whether

trotting or running, which always result in betting

in some form, and other disreputable practices.

MANURE FOR TOBACCO.
The tobacco growers of the Connecticut Valley

have for many years depended on the manure

made from fattening cattle and sheep for the lead-

ing fertilizer of their tobacco plants. But this

year the decline of some four dollars on a hun-

dred pounds of dressedbeef has decided many of

them to look to other sources for the great amount

of manure required by the tobacco crop. How
those of East Whately, Mass., are securing the
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needed fertilizers, is indicated hy the following

letter from that town pul)lished in the N. E. Home-
stead :—
Mr. E. Belden iv Son have received twenty-one

carloads of manure from Montpolier and ^liddle-
hnry, Vt., one lumdrcd cords at a cost of a'loiit

$13.00 per cord, delivered ui)oji their river hits;

cost of freight, per carload from Montpelier is .ftO;
from Middlebiiry, $3G; from Uliitdiall, ^^ Y.,
#34, from which place Messrs. Crafts, Wood ct

Billings have received ''twelve carloads and arc to
have two carloads jicr wet'k thioiigh the entire
season. Mr. Charles R. Crafts from this i)lace,
their agent, has moved to Whitehall and is snper-
mtending its loading, shipment, iScc. Wells T.
Smith has received one carload from Ilolyoke
vanlts, delivered at our depot at .*1.3 jjcr cord.
Israel Smith has received three carloads of lime
and ashes from South Adams. C. G. Crafts two '

carloads from Vermont. One hundred and ten
!

tons Peruvian Guano, about seventy-five tons
Phosphate, ten tons fish guano, three carloads
plaster, two carloads lime, some potash and va-
rious smaller lots of fertilizers to experiment upon
have been sold here this spring, at a total cost of

'

about P0,000 to .«f2.5,000. It has made very brisk
I

times for farmers here, causing a veiy "wide" I

odor, sometimes almost too extensive for tlie or-
j

dinary nasal apparatus to endure ! But tobacco is
j

sovereign ; his sceptre a mighty one and our people
en masse bow submissively to his inexorable de-
mands. •

IWe have had a good time to set plants and i

many ai-e already through with that part of the
j

work. Everybody has been tjowed, in rain or
shine, to the task—so now, old rheuniati>m comes
in for his harvest of aches and pains. Lame ))acks,

lame sides, lame limbs, lame necks, lanie heads
and swelled eyes seem to be the iirevailing com-
plaints. Why, we are pcrfecth' delirious, mono-
maniac, on the growth of the sovereign ''weed !"

and wliatever the cost of funds, muscles or brains
are bound to grow it.

For the Niw Enghind Farmer.

FLOWER GARDENING FOR JULY.
Cultivation of Summer l''lo« crinij Kulbs, Jupuu Lilies,

Gladiolus, Tigriclias, is.c.

Japan Lilies have become the belles of the

parterre, among the bulbous tribes. They are

perfectly hardy, enduring the coldest winters

of New England witli a .slight covering of

leaves or stable litter, and they flower pro-

fusely in almost any good, connnon soil, and
their flowers are truly magnificent. Within
the past few years several new species ami va-

rieties have been either imported or produced
from seed by our own florists, and so great is

their number, connected with other species of

lilies, that some cultivators make a specialty of

growing them for the market. Tlu> bull)s

should not be disturbed oftener than once in

three or four years, as they do not bloom so

finely if their roots are molested. They re-

quire much moisture while flowering, and if

the season is hot and dry, a nuilching of moist

leaf mould or mainire will greatly increase

their beauty, and the; nundjer (jf their flowers.

Though they will grow in any soil, yet their

native element is rich and loamy, mingled with

sandy peat, and fliey will grow several inches

taller and produce many more flowers if their

tastes are consulted and complied with. There
are several species of these flowers.

Jjiliiim lancifulinm is their botanical name,
and the varieties run through various shades
of crimson, from pale blush, flesh color and
rose, to the deepest crimson. They grow
from eighteen inches to three feet high, ])ro-

ducing from three to twelve flowers, from four
to si.\ inches in diameter, with jjetals much re-

ilexed, and dotted with crimson and brown
and papilla- which glow like jewels on the light

gi-ound work of the petals.

Jjiliinn (inrutum is also a native of Japan,
and was brought to this country nearly fen

years since, when one bulb was sold for forty

dollars, but they have increased so extensively
that fine flowering bulbs can now be purchased
for fifty cents.

It is called the Queen of Lilies, and is the
most lovely of all the lily tribe. The flowers

are very large, frecpiently from ten to twelve
inches across, and of a pure white, with a gol-

den yellow stripe down the centre of each
petal, while every petal is dotted with purplish
crimson pa])illie. It grows from two to four
feet high, and a single stalk will often bear
from eighteen to twenty of these magnificent
flowers. It possesses a most delicious fra-

grance, fairly j)erfuming the evening air. It

is raised from seeds, and several new varieties

have been produced, one of which is of a
snowy whiteness ; the other has exchanged its

golilen barul for a purplish crimson one.

These lilies are not quite as hardy as the L.
landfolium, but they will endure the coldest

winter with a slight covering of leaves of ever-

green boughs. At its first introduction into

England it was considered a iitove plant, and
so treated, but the flowers were ])oor and with-

ered. Out-door culture was tried, and the

true beauty of the [)lant was revealed.

Lilinm lunyijloriim is also a native of Ja-
pan. It grows from ten to fifteen inches high,

and produces from two to five trumpet-shaped

'

flowers of the most pearly whiteness and from
six to eight inches long. The internal base of

the tube is of a greenish white and they are

very fragrant. If the flower stalk is cut and
immersed in water, they will keep fresh for

mor(! than a week.
Liliitm eximium is also a Japanese flower,

somewhat similar to Ij. longifioriun, but its

flowers are larger, and there is no greenish

tint at its base. Two other species have lately

been introduced from Japan, Ij. takesinia, or

.lama-juri and L. lin-lin, which belong to the

same species of the above named lilies.

Ldium Drownii is supposed to be a native

of Corea. Its flowers are very large and of

snowy whiteness on the inside, while the exte-

rior is striped and blotched with a deep j)urple

hue. This flower recpiires a partial shade, and
the soil should be (piite sandy and well drained.

Lilinm fuhjents or L. sanyninea is also

from Japan. It grows at lejist twenty inches

high, and its flowers are from three to six
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inches long. Growing in an umbel, they are

of the brightest red and are very showy and
beautiful. They are as Lardy as the Lilium
aiirafum.

Lilium tliunhergianum is very beautiful.

Its llovvor stalk is about a foot and a half in

height and bears from one to three flowers of

a deep orange red hue, with small purplish

papilhe or spots. There are numerous varie-

ties of this lily, which vary from pure canary
color to nankeen, orange to fiery red, with

orange, black and brownish spots.

Gladiolus.

These bulbous plants derive their name from
their sword-shaped leaves. There are as many
as sixty different species, which have been di-

vided by hybridization into an immense num-
ber of varieties, comprising some thousands of

named flowers. The English florists have
paid great attention to the cultivation of them,
and have found them a source of nmch profit.

In nearly all the species the shape of the flower

is the same, but they differ in colorings and
markings. Very few of them are natives of

Europe, but have been brought to us from the

Cape of Good Hope, Southern Africa and
Madagascar. They blossom during the wet
season, teaching us that Ave should give them
a copious supply of water when the flower

stalks appear.

Until Cape Colony was ceded to England in

1795. little was known of these flowers, but
the English botanists found them growing
there, and soon they were the pride of Eng-
lish gardens. Since that they have become
"florists', flowers," and under their successful

manipulations have greatly increased in beauty
and variety. To hybridize the seed, the

flower must be covered with a piece of the

sheerest muslin, to prevent the intrusion of

insects, and its antlers must be cut away with

a small pair of scissors, before the pollen

shows itself. Another very fine flower of dif-

ferent species nmst be selected as the male
parent of the hybrid, and as soon as its ant-

lers have burst and are covered with the

flowery-looking substance called pollen, they

must be cut otF and placed on a small saucer

and carefully covered up for use. The stig-

mas of the seed-bearing plant which were cut

off, must be closely watched, and when they

appear a little swelled and have become viscid

at the point, the pollen must be applied with

a fine camel's hair brush. After this process

the gauze must be again tied over the flower and
kept there until it has faded away. Then take
it off, but tie it about the stalk so as to mark
it from other plants. The pollen once gath-

ered, will retain its fertilizing properties for

months, but the moisture on the stigma of the

flower continues but two or three days, and
must receive the pollen as soon as it appears.
It is in this way that rare seedlings are pro-

duced. A hybrid is the mixture of two
species ; a cross is a mixture of varieties.

This process requires patient watching and
careful attention, but often the cultivator is

amply repaid for all his care.

The gladiolus requires a light sandy and
yet rather strong soil. A mixture of one-half

light, sandy loam, one-quarter leaf mould, and
one-quarter peat, suits them exactly. They
are to be found in all shades of white, yellow,

orange, rose, scarlet, crimson and purple, ei-

ther as self-colored flowers or flamed, blotched

or striped with one or more shades of these

colors upon some one groimd color.

The Jaulbs can be planted out singly or in

groups of three or five. They should be
planted from two to four inches deep, accord-

ing to their size, and as they grow up should

be staked and carefully tied up. They will

not outlive our cold winters, and after the

frost has cut down their leaves, must be taken
up ami the stems cut off" an inch or tAvo from
the bulb. Put them into paper bags and keep
in any warm, dry place.

These bulbs vary in price from ten cents to

five dollars or more each ; but the high prices

are no surety of their exceeding beauty, as

they are connected with ncAv varieties, whose
value consists in their comparative scarcity.

Many of the low-priced varieties are quite as

beautiful.

The following selection can be bought at

prices varying from ten to thirty cents a[)iece :

Aristote,—blush-pink, tinged with violet and
flaked with rosy scarlet. Agla?—salmon-pink,

flaked with carmine and shaded into deep
orange. Brenchleyensis— deepest scarlet.

Berenice—rose color, flaked with red and
feathered with deep maroon. Couranti ful-

gens—bright crimson, shaded to maroon.
Don Juan—rose, mottled with crimson and
shaded with yellow. Endymion—pink, flaked

with crimson and edged with rose. Galathea

—

pale flesh color, flaked with crimson and tinted

with buff. Imperatrice—black-white, flaked

with rose, and feathered with crimson. Ma-
dame Haquin—blush, flaked with purjjle, and
shaded with yellow. Napoleon Third—bright-

est of scarlet, striped with maroon and yellow.

PremicesdeMontrouge—bright scarlet, shaded

to rose. Tigridias, or Mexican Lilies—one of

great beauty, and of the most brilliant colors.

The flowers are most singular in shape, the

petals very much reflexed. They are not able

to endure our winters, and must be treated

like the Gladiolus during that season.

Tuberoses need to be started early in March
to bloom in August and September. Tliey re-

quire very much the same treatment as the

Gladiolus, excepting that the bulbs must be

kept in a warm closet during the winter. They
will lose their germ of life if at all chilled.

The bulb never blooms but once, but it sends

forth numerous off-sets which will bloom in

two or three years. These should be grown
in a bed by themselves, set in rows a foot

apart, and many of them will bloom the fol-

lowing summer. There is no flower that ex-
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eels the Tuberose in the puritj' of its bloom
and the ex(|uisite delicacy of its perfume.
The AnutnjUls J'ormu.sis.sima, or Jacobean

Lily is a beautiful bulb, which gi'ows from ten
to twelve inches high and bears two flowers
on its stem of most peculiar shape, and of the
richest crimson color. They bloom in August
and September, and should be treated like the
Gladiolus.

The common white Day Lily is more lovely
to us tlian its more brightly blooming sisters.

Its snowy white flowers open every morning,
freighted with the rarest fragrance and une-
qualled in purity and beauty.
We have mentioned only a few of the sum-

mer Flowering Bulbs, and those most com-
monly cultivated. The catalogues oiFer us a
long list of rich rarities, both in colorings and
perfume.

"Look at the lilies, how they grow I

'Twas thus the Savior said, that we,
E'en in the simplest flowers that blow,
God's own watchful care might see." s. o. J.

For the New England Farmer.

DRAINAGE.
In looking over my file of New Exglaxd

Farmers, (Monthly for 1870, page 419,) I

see the letter of ISIr. John L. Jones of Ripley,
Me., asking for information in relation to

underground drainage of land that has a tight

pan subsoil. Having had some little experi-
ence in the draining of land, I beg to offer a
few remarks, and if too late to be of service

to the in<iuirer, it may assist some other
brother, farmer whose land wants draining.

There are lots of farming pamphleteers,
some of whom know about as nuich of the

practical part of drainage or farming as an
ass does of sin'pe-catching,—their object being
to sell their books. But give me the writings
of a practical farmer who is not ashamed to

sign his name in full at the end of the article

he writes in any paper.
Judge French\s Work on Drainage may he

an excellent work ; but he can't seem to (juite

understand stone draining. With all due def-

erence to that gentleman's judgment, as also to

that of the worthy editor, I cannot but differ

in opinion with both. In the first ])lace,

Judge French must think but very poorly of
farmer's common sense to imagine any one
who knows peas from beans would ever think
of })utting in a drain only a foot deep.
From the tenor of Mr. Jones' letter, he is

for economy as well as durability, and to go
upon Judge French's plan, would be pretty
near as expensive as having draining pipe or
tile by railroad. To say the least of it, it could
not be done without some considerable extra
expens<.' that would be altogether useless in a
stone drain. Then to talk of filling in with
shavings. Farmers have not always planing
mills tipon their farms,—at least not up in

this Western country,—to supply such a com-

modity, and which would in a short time rot

out and the soil sink that thickness.

Perhaps Juilge French is not aware that if

a drain is dug four or five feet deep in hard
tight pan, as it is called, and the soil thrown
in again without stones, poles, tiles, or any-
thing else, that that land for several feet on
either side, will drain to a great degree,

though not sufficiently to insure good crops
in wet seasons. But if stones are thrown into

the drain and adjusted a little, with small

stones scattered on the top to fill in the aper-

tures between larger ones, and if there is only

a very trifling fall, a permanent drain is se-

cured, one tliat will last for years,—I may
say for generations to come, and drain the

land elfcctually from eight to ten feet on each
side. These need no shavings, no hay, no
nothing. The soil will naturally set in solid

on the stones as well as on shavings. So far

from the small stones being injurious—they

would be beneficial, by helping tlie drainage.

Neither do I agree with our worthy editor

in respect to the smaller stones being a nest-

ling place for moles. I don't just see the

point. 1 think that the moles would have
better working stuff in the hay, shavings, or

turf. Possibly the water may flow down
through the mole holes for a short time into

the stones below, but they would soon fill up,

but not be so likely to stop the drainage as if

made according to Judge French's plan of a

duct or culvert.

When tiles and stones are not easily get-at-

able, land can be drained with ]ioles, which
will last for many years. I have drained with

six or more poles and find it to answer. I

put in the bottom of the drain three poles or

young oak trees, with the roots on, then lay

two and then one, placing them in the drain

with their end down hill, putting at the outlet

some roots with pole cut off, to keep the

mouth of drain open. With regard to the

course the drains should run. If the land

falls from north to south and east to west, it

matters not if some drains are put in each

way so they can empty freely. In some
cases a larger receiving-drain is needed to

conduct and carry off the water from the

smaller drains. John Wiiatmore.
Bridgnorih Farm, III., 1871.

Remarks.—Our correspondent evidently

misapprehends the directions of Judge French.

We conclude that an unfortunate sentence of

ours misled him. We, not Judge French,

made the remark, that,

—

"A drain between three and four feet deep
will be more sure to carry the water freely,

and will be much more permanent, than one
laid afoot or more Ze.s-s."

Instead of intending to recommend drams

"only a foot deep," as friend Whatmore

seems to have understood us, we wanted to
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say that a drain between three and four feet

would give better satisfaction than one be-

tween two and three feet deep ; or as we ex-

pressed it, "a drain between three and four

feet deep will be more permanent than one

laid a foot or more less" in depth than three

or four feet.

We have a high respect for the opinions of

our correspondent on agricultural matters

generally, and particularly in respect to land

drainage, as he was brought up in England

where this branch of farm improvement has

received more attention during the last fifty

years, than in any other country with the

exception perhaps of a small portion of Ger-

many, and as he is now engaged in the prac-

tical cultivation of an Illinois farm. Whether

he agrees or disagrees with Judge French or

others who write for the Farmer, either as

correspondents or as editors, Mr. Whatmore's

suggestions will be equally acceptable. None
of us should forget that in all our association

with our fellow men we are both teachers and

learners. The good book intimates as much

in the declaration that "He that is first in his

own cause seemeth just ; but his neighbor

Cometh and searcheth him." All of us need

"searching," and none perhaps so much as

editors.

CUTTING AND CUBIWa HAY.
At a late meeting of the Union Farmers'

Club of Lenox, Madison Co., N. Y., the sub-

ject of "Cutting and Curing Fodder" was

considered.

Mr. Ralph 11. Avery recommended that

clover, especially the small, be cut when about
half the blossoms have appeared, but not when
we^t, or when the dew is upon the grass. When
cut and little wilted, I put it in small cocks

with a fork, and there let it remain several

—

say two or three—days, and then turn the

cocks over, and stand a day or two longer.

If there has occurred a shower of rain in the

time, the cocks being small, it will dry out.

Clover cured in this way retains all the leaves

and flavor, and will be relished by any kind of

stock. AVhen fed in winter to cows they will

give nearly as much milk as when at grass,

and if kept in a warm stable, as they should

be, for calves, colts, sheep or horses, it is a

most excellent fodder. My rule for csitting

timothy is when, and just when, the first blos-

som has fallen and before any appearance of

seed. Then cut after the dew is off and grass

dry. Cock up when well wilted—not cured

to dryness—open the same an hour or so in

the sun the next day, and then draw in the

barn,—the barn to be a snug one, with ventila-

tion only through the roof, keeping barn doors

always closed, except when obliged to be open
while drawing in the hay. If hay has no iva-

ter in it, except the juices in the grass, when
cut, and is well wilted, and has had a chance

to sweat in the cock, and is placed in a snug
barn, I have no fear of its being burnt in the

mow or from mould, but if cut early, and
cured and stored as stated, I am always sure

of having hay that my stock like ; my cattle

keep in fine condition, hair bright and lively.

In addition, I believe a timothy meadow cut

thus early, will retain a thicker sod and im-

prove, whereas by not cutting the grass until

the seed is ripe, on some land the meadow will

run out, and the owner be obliged to plough

and re-seed ; but by following the system of

mowing thus early, and an occasional top-

dressing of manure, a meadow will improve

and be better from year to year. Medicinal

herbs, when cured so as to retain their aroma
and virtue as herbs, are always gathered when
in flower, and are never dried in the sun. So
grasses should be cut when in flower, and cured,

so as to retain that fine color and flavor which

every intelligent farmer likes as well as his

stock does. Any farmer who follows this

practice and notices the result, will never

again wait for grass to ripen the |eed before

cutting, as is too often the practice.

General Bruce thought early cut grass the

best, and in curing it the less sunshine and the

most air on it, the better, and that it should

be cured before going Into the barn. In re-

gard to young grass, he gave it as his opinion

that cows liked It the best, and that It brought

more milk.

The discussion having closed, the question

of early, medium or late cutting of grass, &c.,

was put to a vote, when the question was de-

cided In favor of early cutting by a liarge ma-
jority, a few being In favor of medium, while

none were In favor of late.

At a meeting of the Guilford" (Chenango

Co., N. Y.,) Farmers' Club, June 10, the

same subject was discussed.

Mr. Wm. Jewell stated that in the absence

of his personal attention in the securing of his

last hay crop he had suffered largely, and his

stock still worse, and that in the future this

must be attended to If much else is neglected,

and asked what the amount would be In Guil-

ford if the hay crop suffered In value three or

four dollars per ton. In being cut too late or

improperly secured ? He says It must be cut

earl}\

Mr. Edward Jewell said he wanted his hay

to be put In early, and In a manner that It

would heat and press together firmly without

any water upon It, or but little sun, and then

close the barn and exclude the air as much as

possible. In this the chair agreed with him.

Mr. H. A. Burlison also agreed that It must

be cut early, but would like all cocked one
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night in the field before putting in the barn.

He also urged the use of the hay tedder, and
thought its use added materially to the worth

of every tou of hay, as its drying was more
equal and more ih-'ed by the air than by long

continued rays of the sun,—no one disagree-

ing with him in this respect. All spoke highly

of the tedder who had used it.

IMessrs. IMore and Rood thought it a good
time to cut grass late in the afternoon, that it

might be secured earlier the next day, as there

woukf then be no dew on the grass or under
on the ground, and if it rained the next day it

would not be hayed to hurt it, and many times

escape showers thereby.

BEE MATTERS.
The following article was written in reply

to inquiries that had been addressed personally

to the writer :

—

Substitute for Pollen.

The best substitute for pollen that we have
yet tried is rye Hour. It should be ground
very fine and not bolted. To feed it advan-
tageously, take a board a foot and a half wide

by three feet long, and nail to its sides thin

strips about four inches in width. This will

make a shallow box of three inches in depth.

Now pour in the flour to the depth of an inch,

and set it iA some place near the apiary, out

of the wind. Rye tlour fed in this manner in-

duces early breeding, and consequently early

swarming. Tt shoidd, however, be fed early

in the season, before the bees can get supplies

from natural sources.

Distance apart for Hives.

As bees are onlinarily kept, they should be
set at least twenty feet apart. Especially

where natural swarming is allo.wed, the hives

should be set as far apart as they can be con-

veniently. When hives are crowded close

together there is great danger that the young
queens will be lost when returning from their

"wedding flight.'"

Number of Queens in a Swarm.

In ordinary cases ])ut one queen issues with

a first swarm, and that is the old one. Second
and thii-d, or after swarms, often contain sev-

eral queens. When unfavorable weather de-

lays the issue of after swarms for several

days they are almost sure to contain several

queens. I have known as many as twelve

queens issuing with a single swarm.

Weak Colonies.

There are many reasons why swarms of bees

are weak and feeble, and consequently un-

profitable to their owner. There are thou-

sands of hives tliat contain too much drone

comb for profit. This is especially true of box
hives. Another and connnon cause of feeble

swarms is small and unprolific (jueens. Where
bees are kept in small numbers and in isolated

situations, the queens are apt to meet with

drones from the same hive, which results in

"in-and-in" breeding. Colonies that are weak
in spring, if they have a good (|ueen and
plenty of good worker comb, can be built up
by a regular and judicious system of feeding.

If they are in movable comb hives a frame of

comb may be occasionally exchanged with one

taken from a strong stock containing brood
that is nearly mature. To all apiarians who
do not find their bees a source of profit, I

would urgently recommend the Italian bee.

Procure a pure queen from some reliable

dealer, and rear all queens from this one,

j)aying no attention to what drones they meet.

In this way you will have colonies which will

be prolific in both bees and honey, provided

they receive proper care and attention.

Bees Deserting their Hives.

Many bee keepers conqilain of bees de-

serting their hives. Often when bees are

hived in swarming time they will stay but a

short time and take "French leave" for the

woods. A common cause for this is that the

hives are left exposed to the direct rays of the

hot sun. If the hive be new and clean and is

kept cool, but few swarms need be lost in this

way. Those who adopt artificial swarming
have no trouble with their bees leaving, as an

artificial swarm, properly made, never leaves

its hive.

Transferring Bees.

The best time for transferring swarms from
box to movable comb hives, is, in our opinion,

when the apple tree is in blossom. It is also

a good time three weeks after swarming, as

the combs contain but very little brood at that

time. Select the middle of a fine clear day in

which to perform the operations, and, remov-
ing the hive to be transferred, setting an empty
hive or box in its place, for the returning bees

to cluster in, blow a little smoke in at the en-

trance of the hive, and turn it over, bottom
side upwards. Now place a box without any
bottom on the hive and if there be any crevices

where bees can escape, tie a cotton sheet

around them where they come together.

Now with a couple of light sticks rap on the

hive, and the bees will begin to ascend into

the box. When the bees have nearly all

ascended, which will be in about twenty min-

utes from the time the drumming was com-
menced, untie the sheet and remove the box,

setting it on a board so that the bees cannot

get out. Now take the old hive to some con-

venient place—a clean barn or shop floor

;

being as good as any. ^Vith a chisel and
hammer pry off one side, and with a long, thin-

bladed knife cut out the combs one by one.

Have a smooth board a little larger than your
combs, and lay a co\q)le of thicknesses of flan-

nel cloth upon it ; then as you cut out each

comb, brush off the adhering bees and lay it

upon the cloth. Now place your frame upon
the comb and mark the size of the inside of

the frame. Cut the combs a trifle larger, so
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that it will fit snugly -within the frame. To
hold the combs in place, we use a mixture of

melted resin and beef tallow, applied to the

edges of the combs.
All combs containing brood should be

Slaced together in the centre of the hive,

leject all drone comb. When all the frames
are full, carry the hive and place it upon the

old stand, being careful not to dislodge any
of the combs. Now bring the box containing

the bees and shake them down in front of the

hive, and if the entrance be large, as it should

be, they will readily enter. In transferring,

care must be used not to expose any honey
where the bees will find it, or robbing will

generally be the consequence, unless the

flowers are yielding an abundance of honey.

Prevention of Swarraing.

"We h.ave not as yet found any method
whereby swarming may be absolutely pre-

vented, if the bees are kept strong in num-
bers. Remove the old ([ueen, and give the

colony a youiig one of the present year's rais-

ing ; and if the bees have plenty of surplus

room, easily accessible, but few swarms will

issue. If artificial swarms are to be made, it

should be done early—as soon as the bees are

strong in numbers, or just before they would
issue naturally.

—

Herbert A. Burch, in Ilural

New' Yorker.

For the New England Farmer,

HARVESTING HAY.
Haying is again upon us, and with no more

than half a crop to secure, it becomes of the

first importance that we make what we have of

the greatest possible value. How shall this

be done? is the important question. Much
has been said and written of late about curing

hay in the mow ; much experience has been
given and many results, which at first appear
contradictory, have been reported by men of

the highest standing both as gentlemen and as

farmers

.

Your readers have noticed some extracts by
"Z. A. G.," in the issue of June '2i, from
Col. Stewart, of Farmington, as reported bv
the Secretary of the Maine Board of Agricul-

ture. Now, if one is to copy Col. Stewart's

plan and expect like results, he must observe
to the letter all his conditions. First, no grass

cut till the dew is entirely off; secondly, all the

hay or grass to be in the mow before the dew
begins to fall ; to be thoroughly wilted and
got in when warm ; thirdly, the hay to be
packed away snug and covered with a sweat
blanket of old hay or straw thick enough to

absorb all the moisture arising from the green
hay.

Now, gentlemen, follow Col. Stewart's in-

structions as closely as you can,—take your
grass as you find it upon your farms and put
it into your barns in the first half of July, and
I will warrant that two out of every three of

you will just about spoil your hay. How shall

this be avoided ? Please lay down this paper
and take up the issue of June '2\, and read
carefully the second article upon the first page
(from Gov. Brown, I suppose,) read it two
or three times, so as to take in the details,

then cut and cure your hay in strict accord-
ance with those instructions, audi will warrant
each of you to save your hay in perfect condi-
tion.

I do not believe in drying hay too much, or
in letting it lie in the swath or windrow over
night ; but from the observation of a life time,
and the experience of twenty-five vcars, I am
sati>fied that ten tons of hay are every year
put into the barns of Maine dried too little,

for every one dried too much.
Remember, that with whatever system you

adopt, success depends upon care and faithful-

ness combined with good judgment.
D. H. Thing.

Mt. Vernon, Me., July 3, ISTl.

For the Kew England Farmer,

CROPS TN MERRIMAC COUNTY, N, H.

I have just been taking a drive through
some of our adjoining towns, and I send you
my observations relative to the crop prospects.

I never saw grass looking so poorly. Many
fields would not begin to pay for mowing in
an ordinary season. The rains for a week or
two past have helped many fields, but if we
had had all the rain we asked for, the hay
crop would have been far below an average.
I noticed a few farmers have taken the ad-
vice, so often given by the New England
Farmer, to sow fodder corn to meet the emer-
gency next fall and winter ; but it is surpris-
ing to see how few appreciate a good field of
fodder corn, or take any measures to guard
against the scarcity of fodiler next winter.
Corn is looking poorly, as a general thing,

from the fact that it did not come up well, on
account of the drought. Wheat and oats are
looking finely. The Early Rose potatoes are
in full bloom and look well. Oronos are too
long coming up, the drought has had more
effect upon them, and many liills are missing.
A larger area has been planted than usual.

Fruit, there is none of any kind ; even the
small wild berries are among the missino-.

The black and striped bugs have made fearful
work among the vines, and the cut worms
mow everything before thein in the shape of
garden truck.

Wool is all picked up. A few farmers who
do not take the New England Farmer sold
for forty-five cents, but the most of it was
bought at fifty cents per pound. On account
of the low price of wool last year, many far-
mers sold oflF their best sheep to the butchers,
and kept the scallawags. Now they see where
they missed, and are willing to own it ; but
how many will profit by it ?
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Agricultural Pairs.
I

spot was smoothed, and ever since it has

The Directors of tlie RIerrimac County Ag- yielded a good crop of grass.

ricultui'al Society iield a meeting at Concorcl,
i

No one passing over this drain when cov-

June "-^(i, and voted to hohl their Fair on their ered with grass or with any otlier crop can tell

Park in Concord. Sept., 21, 22, 28. A lib- where the drain is by the aj)pearance of the

eral premium list has been prepared, and it is crop, but below the outlet for some rods there

hoped a spirit of enmlation will be awakened is a great improvement.

by the fanners in the county to obtain them. Another case. A portion of a field of seven

We want the farmers to visit the fairs, be- acres, laying on a rise of ground descended a

come members, take their families, and con- little to the east and more to the north, was so

sider it their holiday. But this is not all, we wet that the grass would winter kill. Through
want every farmer that goes, to take along this we put three drains, about thirty rods

that nice trace of seed corn, or some of that long each, with side branches as was thought

nice wheat, or oats, or those big potatoes, i necessary. The outlets to these drains are

and beets and turnips, or drive down those under a stone wall upon the upper side of

nice oxen or that cow which you brag so much
,

another field that has been mowed for eighteen

about ; exhibit the butter and cheese your
!
years, and only top-dressed three times, and

wife or sister has made ; let the wives and for a number of rods below these outlets the

daughters carry those nice rugs and quilts

they have been making ; in fact, carry any-

thing you consider nice, and then we shall

have a fair that will be a credit to us as far-

mers, in each of our respective counties, and
we shall not go away grumbling and dissatis-

fied, and feeling that the whole thing is a

humbug, and that we have got better stuif at

Lome. And then if you fail to get a premium,
ascertain how your competitor managed his

crop or article to get a better one than yours,

and make a resolve to beat him next year if

possible. In this way our fairs will become
interesting, profitable and instructive.

S. C. Pattee.
Warner, N. H., July, 1871.

For the Xeto England Farmer.

DRAHsTAGE OF DBY SOIL.

The remarks of "A Fireside Farmer" on
" Drainage of Light Soils," in the Farmei; of

June 24th, has brought to mind a few facts

that may interest some of your readers.

Altliough not a fireside farmer, an ex-gov-

ernor, nor a general, yet my practice as an

out-door fanner will prove just as much as

though all the above titles were attached to

my name. Therefore let me say, to begin

with, that I am a believer in both thorough

draining where there is anything to drain, and
irrigation where it is needed and can be ap-

plied.

Sixteen years ago, when I came upon the

farm, there was in one part of it, a fine field

of about three acres, with a place near the

centre of about one-eighth of an acre, where
the water stood nearly through the year,

among bogs of bulrushes and other wild gras-

ses, and inhabited by frogs and their usual at-

tendants.

Tliis place had formerly been drained, in

part, by digging through the east bank about

four rods. This drain was found to be closed.

It was taken up and lowered, so that the drain

is now about six rods long and from one to

four feet below the surface. The bogs were
taken out and the surface of this unsightly

grass is thick and rank enough ; this field being

what may be called good corn land. The field

above, that was drained, has been planted and
sowed to a great variety of crops, which have
all pioved perfectly satisfactory.

Now for "A Fireside Farmer's" theory and
the ex-governor's practice. If his drains were
shallow where they pass through the light soil,

would not the water passing through them have
the same eilect upon vegetation at the surface

above those drains as it would have had if the

water had been discharged upon the surface ?

To prove the universal drainage theory to

my mind, Ex- Gov. Smyth should put in a

drain by the side of his others through the dry
portion of his field without extending it into

the wet portion ; then take another strip of

dry land and work it up, say two feet deep,

and treat the surface of each of these as he

did those drams above referred to. In this

way it will be shown whether the extra growth
of grass is the effect of the drain alone, or the

moisture from the water passing through the

drains under the sui-face, or the working over

the soil, or all together. c. E. K.

Dudley, Mass., July, 1871.

Transplanting Plants.—I recently saw
an item recommending transplanting plants at

night, to prevent wilting. AVdting, and other

injuries from the hot sun, are entirely over-

come by my method, which is as follows :

—

Dig a small hole in the ground, turn in some
water and then some rich soil, stirring until a

moderately stiff batter or mortar is formed

—

stiff enough for it to adhere when the plants

are placed in it. Now take, say a dozen

plants at a time, and innnerse the roots in the

mixture, when, if properly done, the roots

will be covered Avith mortar. Set the plants

where they are to grow ; use no water—no

matter how hot the siui is— for wilting will

hardly be perceptible, and none will die.

Where a great many j)lants are to be set, the

mixture may be ])laced in a vessel, to have it

portable, as the plants should be put in the

"iroutid as fast as taken from the mortar

.
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The object in using rich earth is two-fold ; it

both retains moisture and acts as a fertilizer.

All kinds of plants may be set in this way.

—

Western liural.

JULY.

BY JOHN CLARE.

Loud is the Summer's busy song,
The smallcKt breeze can ttiid a tongue,
While insects of each tiny size

Grow teasing with their melodies,
Till noon burns with its blistering breath
Around, and day lies still as death.

The busy noise of man and brute
Is on a sudden lost and mute;
Even the brook that leaps along,
Seems weary of its bubbling song,
And, so soft its waters creep.
Tired silence sinks in sounder sleep

;

The cricket on its bank is dumb;
The very flies forget to hum ;

And, save the wagon rocking round.
The landscape sleeps without a sound.
The breeze is stC'Pped, the lazy bough
Hath not a leaf that danceth now

;

The taller grass upon the hill,

And spider's threads, are standing still;

The feathers, dropped from moorhen's wins
Which to the water's surface cling.

Are steadfast, and as heavy seem
As stones beneath them in the stream;

Hawkweed and groundsel's farny downs
UiirutBed keep their seedy crowns;
And in the over-heated air

Not one light thing is floating there,
Save that to the earnest eye
The restless heat seems twittering by.

Noon swoons beneath the heat it made,
And flowers e'en within the shade;
Until the sun slopes in the West,
Like weary traveler, glad to rest
On pillowed clouds of many hues.
Then Nature's voice its joy renews,

And checkered field and grassy plain
Hum with their Summer songs again,
A requiem to the day's decline,

Whose setting sunbeams coolly shine
As welcome to day's feeble powers
As falling dews to thirsty flowers.

BREAKING HEIFERS TO MILKING-.

Frye, Jr., -writes as follows to the Lewiston,

Me., Journal

:

—
All domestic animals require some sort of

training- or education. The steer may require

more training than the heifer, because the uses

are varied to which he has to become accus-

tomed to make his labor "skilled" and practi-

cable. While the cow may not need to be
schooled in these higher branches of practical

studies, she should be taught that to stand

quietly while being milked, and to "hoist" the

right foot and place it back of the other, are

virtues to be commended and rewarded by
kindness, at least. No animal should ever

be allowed to pass their first winter without

being thoroughly "halter broke," so they can

be led by the horn, or with a rope around the

neck, gently and peaceably. Doing this when
they are young and easily handled, it saves a

vast amount of subsequent hard work and per-
plexity, and, may be, the animals many kicks

and blows. There is a great difference in

teachers in this kind of science as well as in

the four-footed pupils. Some teachers I have
seen did not evince half the sense as the cattle

they undertook to train. On the other hand,
there are some animals so perverse or non com-
pos mentis, that it seems almost impossible to

teach them the first rtidiments of good man-
ners. Bui, certainly, in most cases there is

nothing gained by letting them grow up in

these imcouth ways, thinking to take them in

band at a later day. Train ivliile young
should be the motto of the barnyard.

INIany an otherwise excellent milker is

spoiled for life by harsh treatment. It is

better to govern by gentleness and kind treat-

ment than by harsh means and fear of the

master. A heifer if well broken to the milk-

pail, is thereby made worth at least twenty-
five per cent, more,—an increase which will

pay for much painstaking. The handling of

the udder and the process of milking is a
very unusual proceeding, and in addition, the

teats are often tender, and the bag caked and
inflamed so as to be painful under even the

gentlest touch. How often when in such a
condition from pain and apprehended danger,
she almost unconsciously lifts her foot and
knocks over the milk-pail, and perhaps hits

a well-deserved "thwack" upon the shins of
the bungler upon the milking stool, and then
kicks and bruises are freely interchanged be-
tween the frightened brute and the irritated

master.

First teach all your animals to love rather

than fear you. Learn them to welcome your
coining, by presents of a nubbin of corn, an
apple, a little salt, &c., on all occasions when
practicable. Handle them freely, and get
them accustomed to your touch, by rubbing
and scratching them. Heifers thus accustomed
to being handled, will soon come to seemmgly
like the operation of milking. I once had a
heifer that from having exceedingly sore teats,

contracted the habit of running away from me,
when m'lked in the yard, before the milk was
half drawn. All my endeavors to break up
the habit failed till, as a last resort, when she

started away from me, I caught up the pail

with one hand and seized one hind leg with

the other, and held on firmly. After hopping
a few steps, and some pretty severe kicks and
jerks to free herself were made, all to no pur-
pose, she "accepted the situation," and calmly
submitted to the process till milked clean.

Two or three such lessons cured her entirely.

Such usage would probably have frightened

her and made the habit worse had she been
unaccustomed to being petted and handled.
But a few lessons gave her an understanding
of what was required, and subsequently any
attempt of a repetition of the misdemeanor
would be stiddenly checked by merely placing

my hand gently upon her leg.
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It is very important that cows of any age
be milked clean ; but more especially should

this be practiced with heifers. One of the

secrets of butter-making lie just here. I need
not tell those that are used to the care of cows
and dair_\ ing that the last drawn gill is nearly

all cream, and when one of these little meas-
ures of milk is left in tlie udders of several

cows, as a careless milker will often do, no
in>ignificant quantity of the richest milk is lost

every day.

But this is not all or perhaps the greatest

loss. Leaving milk in the cow's bag has a

most deleterious eil'cct upon the cow. Un-
doubtedly many cases of garget might be
traced to this negle(;t. And the habit, if per-

sisted in any length of time, will cause a grad-
ual falling olF in the milk, and the cow will

be very unlikely to regain her full milking
powers again. This matter is worth more
than a casual thought. Heifers, the first year
of tlieir coming into the dairy, should be en-

trusted to no inexperienced or careless milk-

ers. A good milker will draw the milk in

silence and quickly. Never allow yourself to

leave a cow lialf milked, and then return and
finish, thinking to get the full complement that

the cow would give. This habit is nearly as

bad as the one spoken of above, and its prac-

tice brings about the same results. By such

means heifers often contract the habit of with-

holding their milk ; a most perplexing habit

and often not easily cured. A good milker

will attend to his work and draw the milk

clean as quickly as possible and establish the

habit of giving down freely—a valuable item

in a young cow.

corn, and start off on a short hunt for some-
thing better, but always coming round in a
short time for a few more from the dish of

bran. There is little time during the whole
day but what one or more are standing by the
pan, and helping themselves.

I am carefid to mix for them just as much
as they will consume during the day. At
night, just before they repair to the roost. I

usually throw them about a pint of shelled

corn, well scattered, so that each one can get

a few kernels. If your hens don't incline to

eat this feed at first, sprinkle a little Indian

meal on to it. I would like all who complain
of not getting eggs, to try my plan, and I

think they will never be sorry.

HOW TO GET PLENTY OF FRESH EGGS.

In a long communication to the Germantown
Tel('(/)riph, upon the subject of poultry, Mr.
E. Dwight, of Hudson, JMichigan, considers

the (jucstion, "How to get plenty of good lla-

vored fresh eggs with little trouble," and thinks

if there is any secret in it he has discovered it,

and makes the same public for the benefit of

all interested. He says :

—

"Once, thirty years ago, I was troubled just

as my neighbor now is. I fed my hens plenty

of corn and got but few eggs. I leasoned

upon the matter, and hat)[)ened to think that

the constituent parts of milk and the white of

eggs were much alike. Now, it has long been

known to milkmen that wheat middlings and
bran are about the best of any feed to make a

cow give milk ; why not then the best to make
the hens lay eggs ? I tried it, and since tlien

have liad no trouble. My mode of preparing

I the feed is to mix about five parts of bran with

one of middlings. In the morning I wet up
with water about four quarts of the mixture in

a large tin [)an, taking j)ains to have it rather

dry, though all damp. This I set in a warm,
sunny spot, south of their shed, and they walk

up, take a few dips, don't seem to fancy it like

LINSEED TEA FOR SICK HORSES.
Linseed tea is not only valuable as a restor-

ative for sick horses, but is exceedingly useful

in cases of inflammation of the membranes
peculiar to the organs of respiration and di-

gestion ; it shields and lubricates the same

;

tranijuilizes the irritable parts, and favors
healthy action. We have prescribed linseed

tea in large quantities, for horses laboring
under the prevailing infiuenza ; they seemed
to derive much benefit from it, and generally
drank it with avidity. Aside from the benefit

we derive from the action of mucilage and oil

which the seed contains, its nutritive elements
are of some account, especially when given to

animals laboring under soreness in the organs
of deglutition, which incapacitates from swal-

lowing more solid food. In the event of an
animal becoming prostrated by inability to

masticate or swallow more food, linseed tea

may be resorted to, and in case of irritable

cough, the addition of a little honey makes it

more useful. In the latter form it may be
given to animals laboring under acute or
chronic disease of the urinary apparatus, more
esj)ecially of the kidneys. To prepare linseed

tea, put a couple of handfuls of the seed into

a bucket, and pour a gallon and a half of boil-

ing water upon it. Cover it up a short time,

then add a couple of quarts of cold water,
when it will be fit for use.

—

American Vefer-

inary Surgeon.

—Hatfield, Mass., farmers are trying a novel

mode of fertilizing tlieir crops. L. G. Curtis tried

sowing Indian meal on his tobacco land last year,

side by side with guano, and was so well pleased

with the results that this j'car he sowed ten tons

on his tobacco land, and J. S. Graves is trying cot-

ton seed meal for the same purpose. Fitch Broth-

ers arc making an experiment with barley meal.

Wheat bran is said by the "scientifics" to contain

most of the elements of the wheat which are found

in phosphates. If barley meal proves to be a good

fertilizer, buying the gi-ains from Ijiewcries, which

arc sold for eight or ten cents per liushel, would

certainly be a cheap mode of enriching the soil.
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loam and clay soil.

CLASSIFICATION OF SOILS.

HEN farmers are con-

versing with each other

with regard to soils, or

discussing questions re-

>%.v /^,-j lating to them in their

I'r^v^'^ clubs, there seems to be

jfy ^ no well understood,

•ommon standard among

them, wherebv each mav

/\j 1 /^i vli? comprehend at once, the

t ( ^^r»1il kind of soil spoken of.

Six divisions have

been adopted by those

who have investigated

the matter. These are

rocky soil, stony soil,

gravelly soil, sandy soil.

When lands are so rocky

as to be unfit for cultivation, they scarcely

come under the term of soil, although they

often produce heavy crops of wood and tim-

ber. But they sometimes materially benefit

the crops in their neighborhood by the influ-

ence produced from their shade, moisture, and

protection from winds. Their gradual decom-

position furnishes a certain portion of lime,

potash and other fertilizing materials, which

are washed down, and greatly contribute to

the support of vegetation which is within their

reach. The mosses which rest upon these

rocks and cling to their sides, may appear to

the beholder as worthless vegetable life.

—

But it is not so. They are living, active or-

ganisms, penetrating every fissure of the rock,

and imperceptibly corroding the solid struc-

tures and preparing them for future useful-

ness in soils, or composing soils themselves.

There are some other soils, peculiar in them-

selves, such as Avhat are denominated peat or

vegetable soils, or the prairie soils, which

have been annually burned over for ages, and

are highly charged with ashes and alkaline

salts.

Some simple distinctions ought to be as-

sumed for reference, and in order to gain

these Professor Johnston has presented a

classification of soils which is based princi-

pally upon these chemical constituents. These

are

1. Pure clay, consisting of about sixty

parts of silica, that is, flint, and forty parts

of alumina,—which is a common ingredient of

2 .

clay—and oxide of iron. When this earth is

passed through water, no silicious sand will

settle at the bottom, and it rarely forms any

extent of soil.

2. Strongest clay, tile clay, sticky clay,

consists of pure clay mixed with five to fifteen

parts of a silicious sand—that is, flinty sand.

3 Clay loam differs from a clay soil, iu al-

lowing from fifteen to thirty parts of fine sand

to be separated from it by washing. By this

larger admixture of sand, the clayey parts are

mechanically separated, and the soil becomes
of a more free and friable nature.

4. A loamy soil, upon washing, will leave

from thirty to sixty parts of sand on the bot-

tom of the vessel in which it is washed.

5. A sandy loam will leave from sixtv to

ninety parts of sand.

6. A sandy soil, or light sand, as it is

called, would have less than ten parts of clav.

Such a soil, if worthy of the name, would
scarcely produce any compensating crop.

This classification may easily be made by
means of simple washing. The soil should

first be dried, and then after boiling in water

should be thoroughly stirred in some conven-

ient vessel. The sand will settle first, and
when it is at the bottom the liquid alone, hold-

ing the fine clay, &c., in suspension, mav be
poured off; when this has been done a few
times, nothing will remain at the bottom of

the vessel, besides nearly pure sand; this

may be dried and weighed, and the quantity

will indicate to which class of the above the

soil belongs.

But the above classification has referred

only to the clay and sand, while lime is an im-

portant constituent of soils, and of whicli they

are seldom entirely destitute.

7. Marly soils, in which the proportion of

lime is more than five parts, but does not ex-

ceed twenty parts of the whole weight of dry

soil. The marl is a sandy, loamy or clay

marl, according as the proportion of clay it

contains would place it under the one or other

denomination.

8. Calcareous, or limy or chalky soils, in

which the lime exceeding twenty parts in one

hundred, becomes the distinguishing constitu-

ent. There are also, calcareous clays, or

loams, or sands, according to the proportions

of clay and sand which are present in them.

Then vegetable matter is sometimes the
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characteristic of a soil, which gives rise to a

fuitlier division of

'.). Vegetable niouhls, which are of various

kitids, from the garden motdtl, which contains

from five to ten per cent., to the peaty soil, in

which the organic matter may amount to sixty

or seventy. These soils are also clayey,

loamy or sandy, according to the predominant

character of the earthy admixtures.

The management of these soils would re-

quire (juite a diversity of practice, some ac-

count of which may be referred to in another

article.

THE HAY CROP.

The grass crop of New England, is its

staple crop. It not only sustains our domestic

animals but, indirectly, sustains man himself.

Of the grain crop, we import largely, but we

have a surplus of hay, which has always found

a demand, both abroad and at home. Thou-

sands of tons have been formerly sent into the

Southern States, where the soil, under proper

culture, would produce two or three tons to

the acre. And yet. Southern planters have

had very little land devoted to this important

crop. More recently, however, they have

discovered that most grasses flourish on their

soils, especially those which are dressed Avith

marl, vast pits of which exist in various locali-

ties, or where some of the phosphoric fertil-

izers are used. An incident occurred, how-

ever, several years ago, in North Carolina,

which attracted the attention of planters, and

probably had a wide influence in introducing

a more general culture of the grasses.

An observing gentleman had been invited

to deliver an address before an agricultural

association which was to hold its meeting in

the city of Raleigh. With his written address

in his pocket, he arrived at the city quite early

in the morning, and on going to his hotel

noticed several drays heavily loaded with

bales of hay on their way from vessel to ware-

house. On passing through the market-place,

after breakfast, he found plenty of New Eng-

land hay on the stand for sale. Upon inquiry,

he learned that large quantities of northern

hay were annually brought to that market,

and there found a ready sale at an average

price of about $30 per ton !

Ashamed of a practice so common among

the planters, of not producing their own hay,

and which he had, perhaps, been influential in

perpetuating, he thrust his written address

into the bottom of his valise, and devoted the

remainder of the time to writing a new one,

for the following day. In this he clearly un-

folded the favorable conditions of their own
soil and climate for producing the grasses for

hay crops, and the facilities for enriching the

soil. He then presented the statistics of im-

portation, and the annual cost to the Southei'n

States for hay exported principally from New
England, and closed with a scathing rebuke

for the neglect of the valuable opportunities

which they might enjoy. From that period,

and especially, cjuite recently, an increased

breadth of land has been devoted to grass

crops in the Southern States. Still, however,

we are informed, that pressed hay is quite an

important article of export from our seaports,

and that some jiortion of it finds its way to

our neighbors in those States. While we are

thankful for an open market lor the surplus

products of our farms, we still think the policy

of our Southern friends in neglecting the cul-

tivation of the grasses about as wise as that

suggested by some of our own people to neg-

lect the culture of the Indian corn crop here.

Where soils are suitable, let each section cul-

tivate both.

The season of our hay harvest is near at

hand, and notwithstanding the untold amount

of experience which has been gained in the

matter, a considerable diversity of opinion

still exists as to the best modes of curing and

preserving it. As its value depends very

much upon tlie time Avhen it is cut, it is worth

while to give special attention to this point.

The true answer to a single question, would

be all that is necessary to settle it.

The great effort of nature is in animals and

plants, to continue their kind. All sacrifices,

and difficulties of every sort, will be encoun-

tered, and overcome, if possible, to accom-
,

plish this end. So it is -with plants. Cut

them down in the midst of their vigor ; trample

them in the dust ; deprive them of moisture,

or bhut them out from the sun's rays, and they

will still struggle to throw out a single branch

in order to perfect a single seed, if that is all

they can do. This is the effort which the

grasses are constantly making ; for which

they attain height, in order to come to light

and air ; throw out blossoms and pollen to

fructify each other. Then the seed is formed,
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at the time when the plant has gained its most

vigorous growth, and is nearest perfection.

The stem and leaves are tender, juicy and

rich in nutriment. Now, then, is the true

time to cut it—just as soon as the seed is

formed. After this, all the energies of the

plant are devoted to the perfection of the

seed ; that must be taken care of. To ac-

complish this a great change takes place. All

the nutriment which the seed needs is sent

there, and most of the sugar and starch—the im-

portant qualities which we wish to retain—are

changed into woody fibre, in order to strengthen

the stem, to hold up the seed to the a'r and

light, until the seed is perfected. This is il-

lustrated in the stem of the cabbage, which

grows hard as the plant grows older, and the

radish is so tough and solid if left to blossom,

that it becomes entirely unfit to eat.

We are told upon good authority, that one

hundred pounds of timothy hay contains

between two and five pounds of a peculiar

oil. This, we suppose, is what gives that de-

licious fragrance to well-cured, early cut hay.

In the blades and stems there is much sugar

and starch, and a peculiar gum. In grass cut

when just going out of blossom, we save all

these valuable properties ; the very properties

that give a rich How of milk, lay fat upon the

ox, or ensure rapid growth to young stock.

As the grass ripens, these qualities are gradu-

ally changed into woody or cellular fibre, and

the sugar and starch its various parts contain

are correspondingly diminished.

It is well ascertained, also, that the weight

of hay is less when allowed to ripen, so that

we get a larger quantity, as well as a better

quahty of hay, by early cutting, and tlie land

will not be so much exhausted.

It is urged by some that no loss is made by

leaving the hay to be cut after the seed has

ripened ; that which we lose on the quality of

the hay, we gain in the seed as a nutritious

grain. But from the manner in wliich grass is

cut and cured, much of the seed would be

shattered out and lost, so far as feed for stock

is concerned. What becomes of the sugar,

oil, starch and gum, contamed in the grass, if

not all appropriated in strengthening the stem

and perfecting the seed, we cannot tell. We
know, however, that similar changes are con-

stantly taking place throughout the vegetable

kingdom.

A single expermient will be likely to satisfy

any farmer in regard to this matter. On one

acre containing the same quality of grass, cut

and cure one half of it, part as the blossom is

going out, and cut and cure the other half

when the seed has ripened, and notice care-

fully how the stock receive each. But it

should be fed out when all other circumstan-

ces are equal, as regards other feed, tempera-

ture, &c.

There are two or three other points of much

importance in regard to curing and preserving

the grass crop, to which we will refer here-

after.

PESTS OF THE FARM,
Owing to the introduction of foul seeds into

the various grass seeds sown, hundreds of

acres in each of the New England States are

covered with plants which greatly exhaust the

soil, and yet are good for nothing as summer

forage or winter fodder.

These foul plants have now become a mat-

ter of serious loss on the farm. In many

cases, a piece of land is laid to grass, and

yields two or three profitable crops. Some

one, or perhaps half a dozen hardy plants

appear, and grow with such rapidity that the

grass plants yield to them so that tlie crop

wanted is greatly diminished. In the fourth

year the grass crop is reduced to less than

one ton to the acre, and if the land is not

then broken up, the field presents more of the

appearance of one of rank weeds than one of

edible grasses.

In consequence of the encroachment of

these foul plants, ploughing, cultivating and

reseeding must be resorted to at a serious in-

convenience of cost, in addition to a previous

loss of crop for several years in succession.

But for the weeds, the field might have re-

mained, if on a moist soil, for eight or ten

years, and given an annual paying crop, by

the aid of an occasional top dressing.

One of the worst of these pests is sorrel. .

It is a native of Europe, but has become com-

pletely nationalized here. Like some minute

insects, as the bark louse, for instance, or the

wheat midge, or the little ant that undennines

large buildings and brings them to the ground,

its power lies in its minuteness and hardiness.

Its roots permeate the soil in every direction,

while the stems and leaves cover the surface,
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and drive out nearly every other plant. We
know of no hieans of eradicating it short of

thorough and persistent cultivation.

Another of these pests is the white weed

of our fields, or ox-eye daisy. Darlington,

in his work on Weeds and Useful plants,

says, "this vile intruder is becoming a great

nuisance in our country. In some districts

the careless, slovenly farmers, have permitted

it to got almost exclusive possession of their

fields, rendering them (juite white when the

plant is in bloom."

So far as our experience goes, we have

found this an utterly worthless plant. Cattle

will not eat it, nor horses or swine. It is a

tough, bitter weed, and detestable on the

farm. It is not only the careless farmer who

suffers, but those who cultivate with great

care, as well ; who think they are sowing pure

seed, but find too late, that it was a mixture

of abominations. Or, he may sow pure seed,

and foul ones may come over from his neigh-

bor's fields and corrupt all his crops. This,

too, is a native of Europe. It has one merit.

It is large enough to get hold of. It starts in

the spring before the grass does, and on a

good soil keeps ahead of it. It grows in

bunches when it gets a strong hold of the

soil, and is two or three years old. It flowers

all along from June to August.

Our object in referring to these pests at the

present time, is to call the attention of the

farmer to them at a season when he has power

over the larger ones, such as the white weed,

the succory, and five or six kinds of dock

weeds, and can commence a war of extermi-

nation upon them in his grass lands.

They will be in a rank condition early in

June, and about putting forth their first blos-

soms. They can be plainly seen, so that a

person with a sharp hoe can cut up an im-

mense number of them in the course of a day.

Striking at their roots at this period of their

growth, greatly retards them, so that they

will scarcely blossom again until the grass is

cut. They are then checked again, but if the

season is favorable they will start up and at-

tempt to blossom in the latter part of August,

when they should be cut up again.

By some labor bestowed in this way a grass

crop may be saved for several years, and tlius

repay in a four-fold degree for all the cost of

checking or destroying them.

For the New England FuTtner.

USES OF THE FOHESTS.
HY EMORY A. ELI-.SWOUTH.

As our love for the study of the botanical
' kingdom leads us during the svunmer months
to travel through dilFerent portions of New
England in pursuit of such representatives of

its ditierent ordci's and genera as can be found
within the lunits of these States, we likewise

;

notice, and with nearly as nmch interest, the

prevailing modes of operation among the far-

mers of these different sections.

Among the existing practices so dangerous
to the future progress of agriculture, there is

none with which we are acquainted which casts

upon the path of our agricultural prosperity a
more gloomy shadow, and fills the heart of

the observing man with deeper feelings of

anxiety for our future welfare as an agricul-

tural people, than the thoughtless and waste-
ful manner in which our hills have been de-

nuded of their forests. The old woods are

everywhere being swept away and nothing is

being done to check or provide for this re-

moval. How many farmers, in this and ad-
joining States, own acres of land which would
be far more profitable to them and useful to

the community if restored to the forest, than
in its present condition. The raising of for-

est trees, as a crop, is far more remunerative
than the cultivation of many of the crops

which are raised on the poorer qualities of

land. Many a farmer will smile at the idea

of cultivating forest trees ; but the period has
arrived in their history, when art must come
to their aid. If he would see the now naked
and barren fields clothed once more in ver-

dure, profitable in itself and serviceable in

protecting other things, he must plant and
cultivate them as deliberately as he would any
other crop.

Now, as the preservation and improvement
of the still remaining primeval forests, and
the planting and cultivation of new ones, is in

the highest degree important to all, and, since

an extended and abiding improvement is above
private effort, every citizen should do all which
comes within his power to bring about this

much desired end ; and since no observing
person can fail to notice the many benefits and
uses of the forest to mankind, perhaps the in-

terest and co-operation retjuired to effect this

change can be no sooner awakened than by
bringing once more to the minds of the peo-
ple the benefits whi(!h have departed as the

woods have been swept away.

Among the benefits of the forest to the far-

mer more than to others, may be mentioned
that of creating and gradually improving the

soil. Year by year, as the roots penetrate

deeper and spread wider beneath the surface

of the earth, the air is allowed to penetrate to

produce its decomposing effects. The root-

lets slowly break up the coarser parts of the

soil and extract from them their essential
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food, and the leaves, by means of the action

of heat and light upon them, transform, in

their mysterious way, these substances into the

materials of which the plant is composed.
And as these leaves annually fall to the earth

and finally decay, plant food is prepared to

be again taken into the tree. The soil which

is thus formed is kept from being carried

away by rains by the matting and interlacing

of the roots. There is scarcely a person,

who can fail to notico, as their attention is di-

rected to it, how soon an unprotected hill

loses its soil ; as every rain bears away a

portion, until in time it becomes a barren and
unsightly pile of rocks, with scarcely a sign

of vegetation upon its surface.

Now, is not this precisely what is happening
all over New England ? Look where we may,
and the bare and frowning hilltops must re-

mind us that the fertility of former years is

fast wasting away. Year by year that thin

stratum of soil which hides its formation of

rock is becoming thinner. Those naked
ledges which are visible upon every mountain
summit are becoming more exposed. Every
rain which descends upon these hills, carries

away a portion of our home and our support

;

and although a small portion of it may be de-

posited upon the lower land of the valleys yet

the greater part of its fertilizing elements are

povired into the streams, and in their liquid

torrents it is borne to the vast and all-devour-

ing ocean. Yes, is it not our homes and our
support which are thus being carried off? For
are not our homes upon the rugged hills of

New England, and our support derived from
its soil ?

Not only does the presence of forests im-

prove as well as protect the soil, but it modi-
fies and improves, and even more materially,

the climate. In the first place it renders a

climate more moist. This is accomplished in

the following manner :—as the clouds pass
over the country, laden with moisture and
charged with electricity, the forests serve as

conductors between these clouds and the earth,

thus leading them to discharge their contents

upon the face of nature. A few large trees

situated upon the top of a hill are sufficient to

bring about this effect, as is shown by the fact

that a charged cloud passing unbroken over a

bare hill will pour down its moisture when
passing over one on which a few of these nat-

ural conductors still remain.

If a few tall trees are sufficient then to pro-
duce this desired effect, many will ask, "Whv
are these not enough to be withheld from de-

struction ? Why preserve the whole forest,

when a grove of well selected trees will an-

swer the demands for the same ?" They will

not ! Let iis loot a little farther. Suppose
this small number of trees will draw from the

cloud thus charged, its electricity, and as a
consequence, the moisture is precipitated.

As the rain descends upon the earth, it nat-

urally seeks the lowest level unless by some

I
means retarded or detained, and upon this

principle, it follows first the little undulations

and furrows in the ground, until in time it

joins still other rills, until swelling and widen-
ing as it goes, it reaches a brook. This in

time runs into a larger stream, and thus all

the streams are suddenly swollen and more or
less damage is certain to follow. It has
rained, but all the moisture is gone, and na-
ture soon will be as dry and parched as ever.

The rain has fallen, but it has nearly as

quickly ran into the sea.

Now let us look at another picture. In-

stead of these few trees spread about upon
the summit of these hills, all the hill tops are

covered with forests. Now as the rain falls,

instead of running off into the streams, it stjt-

tles under the decaying leaves and vegetable
mould, until it comes to the entangled and
twisted mass of roots which support these

trees. This mass acts precisely like an enor-

mous sponge, and in its cavities the rain is re-

tained to feed the springs, and thus to water
the earth for many months. Thus instead of

hurrying away, carrying destruction with it,

the water is retained by the forest to moisten
and refresh all nature, "when the sultry days
of summer are upon the face of the earth."

From the sterility and barrenness of some
parts of modern Spain, no one would ever

judge that she was once numbered among the

most fertile territories of the world, that

those bare and naked cliffs and slopes, on
whose frowning faces scarcely a living thing

is seen, were once covered with lofty forests,

and beneath their branches "murmuring rivu-

lets ran joyous to the sea." Yet this is never-
theless true. She w.is once the pride of her

inhabitants and the envy of her neighbors.

But by thoughtless hands her hills were
stripped of their forest protection, and with

their destruction the fertility of Spain de-

parted. And even to the letter New England
is following in her footsteps. It is by no
flight of imagination that I paint to you this

dark and foreboding picture ; but it is drawn
from the bare page of fact. From the history

of Spain, therefore, take warning. It is the

work of several centuries to carry this deteri-

oration past restoration, but if not checked it

is sure to come sooner or later.

There are many other uses of the forest,

such as the protection of the country from the

violence of winds, retaining warmth in Avinter

and excluding heat in summer, furnishing

building material for ships and houses, which

are of great importance but which the want of

space must forbid me from more than men-
tioning. Yet as they are the more commonly
thought of, and best understood of these nu-

merous points alluded to, their importance is

more readily seen.

And now, as we close this article on the

uses of the forest, there is one more point on
which, as a plea for the lovers of all that is

beautiful in nature, we cannot refrain from
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speaking, and that is, the utmost importance
of the forest in adding beauty to the country.

A landscape destitute of trees cannot be
beautiful in the highest degree, though every-
thing besides wliich nature could furnish and
all which art could add might be present.
Are not the striking features of any landscai)e
these old forests? Anotlier reason why trees

are so desirable as a means of beautifying the

country, is that they are so completely under
the control of man. The mountain, lake and
river, though objects so full of beauty and
sentiment, yet they nuist forever remain where
they were created ; but the trees can be moved
and transplanted at will, and therefore are
among the most useful of the beautiful ob-
jects of nature.

Situated near the centre of the temperate
zone, we have all the most useful and beauti-

ful of the deciduous trees, as well as the finest

of the evergreens, and of all these dillerent

kinds, every one has its own peculiar shape
and color, ilower and leaf.

Autumn, the pleasantest season of the year
to so large a majority of the people, would
lose almost every charm if the woods should
be removed. For beauty of coloring the
autunmal woods have no equal. The vivid
crimson of the sumach, the rich orange and
yellow of the sugar maple, the soft olive tints

of the ash, the scarlet, yellow and brown of
the oaks, and the gold and scarlet of the
flowering maple, are among the splendors un-
imagined by those who never beheld them.
And now, since, together with so many other
benefits, the forests are so full of beauty, and
since biauty is also usefulness because it

sweetens our bitterest cup with pleasure, pre-
serve and cultivate -the trees.

THE "HIRED MAN."
We have before us a half complaining letter

from a young man who has engaged as "hired
man" u})on a large farm, in which he recounts
his grievances, and wishes us to interpose in

his behalf. We do not think any good would
come from publishing his letter, either to him
nor to our readers. If he has contracted to
work eight months at a fixed rate of wages,
he must do so, or break his bargain. We do
not gather from anything he writes that his

emj)loyer is at fault in any part of his con-
tract. Our corresj)ondent complains of "hard
work and hard fare," which is the sum total
of his letter.

Now we imagine his statement is a truthful
one, and a sample of too many of the cases
existing btitween farm hands and their em-
])loyers. We spent a year of our minority at
farm work in Massachusetts, every working
day of wliieh found us up long before the sun,
usually at four o'clock in the morning during
the summer months, the day's work ending
only when it became so dark we could not see
to pull a weed or drive a nail ; and the visions

of our cheerless sleeping room, of the fish-

hash for breakfast, morning after morning, of

the unvaried dinner of fried pork and pota-

toes, with never a delicacy, of the meanly-
spread kitchen table at which the farm help
hurriedly ate their meals, and the unsocial

bearing of the man who employed us, who
never spoke but to command or find fault

—

still haunts us as a nightmare. The experi-

ence of that year's labor completely fitted us
to heartily sympatliize with every young man
who works from "sun to sun" on a farm, and
is obliged to live on fish-hash. We know all

about it.

But that was years ago, and was in another
State ; and we have been told by more than
one young man who has "farmed it" in Massa-
chusetts, that farm hands there, as a general
thing, work harder, make moi'e hours, and
have poorer fare than in Maine. Even among
us, things have changed a great deal for the

better. Hired men upon most of our farms
always eat with the family, and have the same
fare. The stories current years ago of the

woman who set her table with the poorest
food within reach of the hired man, but who
would, despite her constant efforts at pushing
the plates of common food a little nearer him,
reach over them, and help himself to the

other, saying, "Don't trouble yourself , ma'am,
my arms are long enough to reach all over
your table"— are, we feel sure, rarely heard
now-a-days. Still, a young man who hires

out for a season, to work on a farm, expect-
ing to find easy work and short days, will be
disappointed. Farm labor is hard work

—

there is no getting round it. But instead of
being monotonous, it is constantly varied,

and is one of pleasure to almost every intelli-

gent person. There umst be mutual forbear-

ance and a mutual regard for the good will of

both parties, for the employer and the em-
ploye to get along pleasantly together. On
the one hand the employer nmst not require

more service than is reasonable from the hired

man. Although there are times and days de-
manding harder work than others, yet when
these do not occur the employer nmst "let up
a little" on his help. A hired man knows
what constitutes' a day's work, as well as his

employer ; he knows when he has done
enough, and we would not blame him if he
did not submit to being "crowded." Time
enough to partake of the daily meals should

be given without feeling that the men ought
to be at work ; and a little time of rest after

dinner, when labor is not driving, is by no
means lost lime, but will be cheerfully made
up by longer days or harder work, when re-

(juired. Farm hands demand good whole-
some food, in sufficient (piantity ; and if an
employer fails to provide it, he assuredly

breaks his contract. JSIoreover, no farmer
ever lost a cent by giving his hired men a

good lunch about ten o'clock of a forenoon in

haying time—the recollection of such episodes
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being among some of the pleasantest occur-

rences of one happ}- summer, when a "hired
man" upon a large farm.
On the other hand, the employe must wil-

lingly perform the work to which he is as-

signed. Do nothing b}' hal-ves ; be faithful in

the performance of every job ; have a per-

sonal care over the fields and stock, that your
employer suffers no loss or injury through
your negligence or inattention, and be willing

to "lend a hand" in any extra emergency out-

side of your regular routine. Services like

these will be appreciated by the man who em-
ploys you, and you will rarely find cause to

complain of "hard work and hard fare."

—

Maine Fanner.

CROPS AS SUBSTITUTES FOR HAY,

In many sections another dry May seems
likely to result in a light crop of hay, and a

very short crop of oats, and many farmers
will need some other crops to take their place.

There are several which there is still time to

put in, that will answer a veiy good purpose.
The one most generally adopted is

Sown Corn.

There is still time to put in a good supply
of this crop. The land can be well prepared,
as for a good crop of planted corn, and laid

off in shallow furrows with a shovel plough,
and the corn sti-ewn in the furrows at the rate

of about forty grains to the foot. If the

shovel plough has a rather wide blade, and a

little more pains can be taken with the crop,

fifty or sixty grains may be sown to the foot,

making the row of plants somewhat wider

;

but this should only be done on clean land
;

where there are a good many weeds it is more
trouble to clean out these wide rows. The
furrows may be three feet apart from centre

to centre, leaving a space of over two feet to

be worked with a one-horse cultivator, which
should be all the working that clean land will

need. A large supply of

Root Crops may still be put in.

It will now be more seasonable for Swede
and other turnips, but some mangolds and
carrots may be put in if there is suitable rich

land that can be soon fitted and sown. Car-
rots should now only be sown on a deep, rich,

well fitted sandy loam ; as, unless they thus

have an extra chance, it may be too late to

make the crop pay. Mangolds will do well

on almost any well fitted soil, and are better

adapted to the heavier clay loams than carrots

or Swede turnips. Still good, deep and well

pulverized soils should be selected, as the crop
will now have less time to grow in, and should
have as favorable chance as possible. At the

same time the Swedes should have a rather

light soil, as they do best on such land ; so

where only a rather heavy loam or claj-ey soil

must be taken, it will be best to sow mangolds
mainlv, but where the land is lighter, more
Swedes may be put in. There is still plenty

of time to sow Swede turnips, and most farm-

ers that have a suitable soil will sow the larger

portion of land devoted to roots, to the best

varieties they are acquainted with.

Millet and Hungarian Grass.

Cohnan''s Rural World, May 27, says, in

regard to millet, that

"This is a very valuable animal forage plant.

Its stalks and leaves are somewhat like Indian

corn, but smaller, grows to the height of three

or four feet, bears a long panicle of very solid

seed that makes edible cakes. The length of

the panicle prevents the entire grains matur-
ing alike, and it is best to cut it when the tips

are hard and the base yet in the dough state.

It loves warm, rich, and rather sandy soil, but

will do on medium clay. Sow broadcast on a
very thoroughly prepared soil, but will do on
medium clay. Sow broadi:ast on a very tho-

roughly prepared soil, at the rate of about a

peck to the acre, about the end of May or in

June, and you can cut a heavy crop of excel-

lent feed. Some years ago it was sent out at

fabulous prices as Japan wheat.
'^Hniu/arian GraiS.—This is somewhat sim-

ilar to the last ; matures its crop in rathei- less

time ; recjuires thick sowing on fair ground at

the rate of a peck or over per acre. It is an
excellent forage crop, generally relished by
our draft and milk animals, and makes very

good returns for the cost and labor expended.
If allowed to become quite ripe it sheds its

seeds and fouls the land, and if the seed be-

comes quite ripe it is apt to remain undige?ted

in the stomach of the horse, and cases of death

are reported. We have used it and seen large

crops used on the farm with great profit and
without detriment."

I am aware there may, in many cases, be
some difficulty in getting suitable land for

these crops that is not already occupied with

something else ; but sov/n corn, Hungarian
grass, Swede turnips and cabbages, may be
put in some time yet, and no doubt there v-ill

be some pieces and patches of land that can

be well manured and put in to some of tlieni

to good advantage. There are often some
rich spots around farm buildings where a few
hundred bushels of roots may be grown ; these

places may be weedy, but a well-tended crop

of mangolds, swedes or cabbages, will do much
to subdue such land. Sown corn and Hun-
garian grass may be put in some place where
the grass or other crop is not doing anything.

A few acres that are not likely to produce a

crop worth gathering, may be manured, well

fitted, and made to give a good crop of sown
corn or Hungarian hay.

—

Cor. Country Gen-
tleman.

—Mr. S. F. Lane of Raymond, N. H., infoi-ms

the Mirror and Farmer that he has cut acres of

bushes in some of the longest days in June, say

about the middle of the month, and finds that is

the best season to prevent their sprouting.
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AFFECTION'S TBIBUTE.

BY B. P. SHILLABER.

'Twa9 busy ceod-time, yet in many .1 field

Labor was stayed, and tluise whose sturdy hands
Beckoned to thrift by timely ministries
Had li ft tlieir calling, and, in decent garb,
Throntred onward where the nudancholy bell
Proclaimed the doings of relentless Death,
To give their sympathy to those who mourned,
And shed, tliemselves. a tributary tear
For one among them who had bowed bis head
To the stern summons, painfully delayed.
And th-n, amid the; blooming sweets of spring

—

The trees unfoldiig in the bright array
That clothes the joyous season—swept along
The sombre hearse, and the long train of those
Who mourned, as relatives and friends, for him
Whose loving eyes had closed to scenes of earth
To open on the brighter ones of heaven.
Thoy came from far and near, tender aud sad,
The last kind offices on enrlli to pay.
And Nature seemed to hush, and hold her breath,
As on the solemn pageant swept to where
The grave was waiting, and funereal rites.

It was no hero that they honored thus

—

No statesman, scholar, bard, nor one whose voice
Had thrilled the public ear by trick of words

;

Nor one who'd thrust himself before the gaze
Of crowds to win fame's meed by other means.
A simple farmer—this and nothing more

—

An unpretending, plain, and honest man,
AVith no ill brooding in his truthful heart.
And none to utter by his manlj- lips

;

Loving the good and true, aud doing good and true
In all Tiis dealings with his fellow man.
I gazed upon the pageant, and of one
Who was of those that formed the waiting group,
I asked the meaning of the tribute shown

—

Tempting the answer that I knew before:
'•Why this display of grief." I said, "for him
Whose lot was cast in such a homely mould

—

Why do the farmers leave their fields for this ?"

He was a man uncouth—to sentiment unused

—

But brushing otf a tear that dimmed his eye.
He said, half sternly, "Why the fact is here;
We honor pay because we loved liim so."
Ye grand and mighty, where is honor found
80 glorious in its offerings as this.

That rests its giving on the simple claim
For honor's tribute that it foveth so ?

CUBCULIO TRAPS.
A correspondent of the Praitie Farmer, after

having tried the plan of destroying curculios by

trapping them with bits of bark, cobs, &c., comes
to the conclusion that not more than one in twenty

can be caught in thi,s way. With the thermom-

eter in the sun at 70°, he dropped a number of cur-

culios on the ground within three feet of the trunk

of a tree under which there were cobs and pieces

of bark lying close aroimd the trunks. These

curculios, instead of travelling towards the tree as

he expected they would, seemed to go in search of

a crevice in the ground or cover under which they

could secrete themselves. All, within ten minutes,

took shelter under bits of earth, some of which

were not larger than hazle nuts, where they ap-

peared to be quite as contented as though they had

been under pieces of bark. He next put some on

the ground near the trunk of a tree ; some of these

crawled directly under the pieces of bark and cobs,

others crawled down into an open space between

the earth and tree.

At another time on repeating these experiments

when the thermometer in the sun indicated 115°, a

dozen curculios were put on the ground a little

way out from the trees, and all soon flew away,
except two; these two went under a cob where
they were found several hours later. Nine others

dropped at the foot of the tree near the cobs and
bark ; all took to wing except one ; this one crawled

under the bark to the tree and into the crevice be-

tween the earth and tree made by the swaying of

the tree.

lie mentions one fact which suggests the possi-

bility that they may be trapped by some kind of

food or bait, and thus be destroyed. A few years

since, in the month of June, he stripped the bark

otf the body of a small honey locust tree which

was standing near plum trees. A day or two after-

wards, on passing this tree he found quite a num-
ber of curculios feeding on the alburnum or newly

forming layer of wood. For some days after this

or until the end of the curculio season, he daily

picked about as many curculios otf this tree as

were caught by jarring some eight or ten plum
trees which were near.

He concludes that at present there is but a single

mode known by which curculios can be kept under

control, and that by capturing and killing them.

This may be done on sheets, or in small gardens

the ground may be made hard and perfectly smooth

under the trees by treading and levelling it, after

which trees may be jarred every morning, and the

fallen fruit and insects swept up and destroyed.

The proprietors of quite a large number of plum

trees with whom he is acquainted, have for a

number of years, saved a large crop by this simple

process. After the ground is once compacted and

smoothed otf, the sweeping will keep dowTi weed
growth, and ten minutes per tree, each morning,

will be ample time in which to do the work.

Mosses in Pastures.—The New York Far

mers' Club was asked a few weeks since, can land

on Mhich mosses are taking the place of grass be

economical]}- reclaimed, and grass be made to grow

by any top dressing other than barnyard manure ?

or by any other process than that of ploughing and

resceding ? The use of lime was suggested. Mr.

Colton knew of a lawn that was improved by lime;

Mr. Smith had a low mossy meadow; he under-

drained it, limed a part of it, with good results ; to

another part he applied manure ; but the thing

which proved most etfectual was the turning on of

the wash from the roadside. Now the surface that

starved one cow, keeps three horses and two cows,

and they are sleek all summer. Mr. Gregoiy had

known good etfects from the application of soot to

mossy pastures. Mr. Bragdon knew a piece of

mossy land which was thoroughly scratched over

with a sharp-pointed harrow and top-dressed with

plaster and strong bone manure, and with good

effect. He said anything which supplies ammonia
will kill out the moss. Mr. Read had succeeded m
killing it only by ploughing at least three times,

sowing, after the third ploughing, grass seed to

form a sward. In six years the process needed
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repeating. What we want is some top-dressing

that will effect what ploughing does, with the fur-

ther good of killing it forever. Mr. Ely put two
tons of bone-dust on three acres of grass land,

which had much growth of moss, and the grass

took such a start that it choked the moss.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

WILD GAEDENIXG.
I read a piece on Wild Gardening, published

either in a February or March paper. I think it

was written by S. O. J. I have lost the paper, and
having a spot that I would like to turn into a wild
garden, I wish to know wliat seeds to plant. The
piece to which I refer told what would grow^ with
but little care, and said many ladies loved flowers
who had not time for their cultivation ; it there-
fore informed them how to grow a wild garden.
Will you be so kind as to republish the article,

or will S. O. J. inform me through the Fakmee.
what to plant ? An Interested Reader.

Groveland, Mass., 1811.

Remarks.—A portion of my garden is devoted

to the culture of wild flowers, and I enjoy them
highly. I cannot make the first darlmg of the

spring—the fragrant May flower—bloom out of my
fernery. There it opens its sweet eyes in February,

and rejoices my heart when all is wintry and
dreary.

But the Blood-root {Sanffuinaria Canadensis)

blossoms in far greater beauty in a cultivated

border than in the meadow by the brook-side,

where I found its fair blossoms several years ago,

tightly enfolded in their warm green cloaks. By
digging deeply down for their bloody roots, I man-
aged to transport them to my border so tenderly

that they bloomed directly and as fresh and lovely

as if they had not undergone a "change of base."

The next year the blossoms took unto them-

selves another row of petals, and have bloomed so

yearly. They are the belles of my parten-e in the

early sprmg. Their light green, shield-shaped

leaves are easily recognized after their starry petals

have fallen, and it is a good time to transplant

them now. They seed plentifully, and I have a

large bed of them.

The wild Anemone which rings its pearly pink-

tinged bells at every breath of wind, will transplant

easily. Its leaves are shaped like the parsley fern,

and though its fiowers are departed, its roots can

be easily distinguished.

The Dog-tooth violet, with its curiously varie-

gated leaves, is also a very pretty flower. It has a

bulbous root, and it gi'ows plentifully in the mead-
ows near the pine woods.

The Trillium with its triune leaves, is very de-

sirable. One variety of it has dark chocolate flow-

ers of a large size ; the other has lovely white

fiowers tinged with pink. The roots can be easily

transplanted at any season.

In my walks, in the early spring, a basket and
trowel always accompany me, and every pretty

flower I see is immediately impressed into my
service. I wait until night fall to set them out,

but give them plenty of water as soon as I return
home. Thus treated, I rarelj' lose any.

The "Spring Beauty," a dear little pink and
white darling, has decorated my garden this many
a year. It is a dwarf plant of rare beauty, which
springs up amid the greenest of mosses among the
rocks by brook or rivulet. It can be grown from
seeds or roots.

The Meadow Rue is a stately plant, with a fine

stalk of feathery white fiowers. It does not bloom
until late in June, and continues to flower through
July. Its foliage is deeply serrated like the locust,

but more finely cut, and the under sides of the

leaves are of a silvery whiteness, so that it is fre-

quently called silver leaf. It has been cultivated

in my garden for several years, and there is no
Spirea that excels it in beauty and gi-ace. Did it

come from Japan, and were it a high priced

novelty, it would be sought for by all flower lovers

;

but as it is plentifully scattered all over the

country, and blooms by the roadsides, in the

meadows and dells, it is too common to be cultivated

by many
;
yet it attracts more attention in my gar-

den than many a greenhouse darling. It is very

lovely in bouquets and vases, and mingles perfectly

with roses and verbenas. Its feathery, waxen
white plumes contrast finely with brilliant colors.

Eveiy lover of flowers should seek for the Meadow
Rue.

Jack in the Pulpit is a pet of mine. I like the

furry flower; so prettily striped Mith chocolate

and gi-een, and folded so carefully over the "Jack
in Green."

The charming pink Azaleas or Mountain Pinks
are verj- beautiful shrubs, worthy of all praise.

The rich, rosy pink flowers perfectly cover the

stems before hardly a green leaf is to be seen upon
them.

The woods, meadows, and hill sides of New
England aljound with many lovely flowers which

would richly repay the cultivator. I do not recall

the article to which "An Interested Reader" refers,

and doubt if I wrote it,* but I am pleased to tell

her of my success in "Wild Gardening," and must

beg her pardon for the delay of the answers. Her
letter forwarded to us from the ofHce of the Far-
mer was mislaid during the unavoidable upheavings

of the annual house-cleaning.

The wild Aster grows to perfection in my gar-

den. As it does not bloom until late in August, I

had nearly passed it by; but it deserves most

honorable notice. There are two varieties, the

lilac, and the white. Both of them are very de-

sirable, and will grow without any care, and bloom

profusely until the frost cuts them down. They
grow over two feet high, and the flowers are in

large clusters. They are found all over New Eng-

land. Bryant mentions them in his ode to "TAe
Close of Autumn," thus :

—

*The article alluded to was written, we think, by
Mrs. H , of Georgetown, Mass., author of a series of
articles printed iu the FARMER last year, entitled "Wild
Wood Studies."
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"And on the hill the golden rod, and the aster in the
wood."

j

%he Golden Rod is also a beautiful flower, whieh
^

should Iio more highly appreeiated. There are

many garden flowers that are not halfas charming.

In ever}- country garden there is a spot where a

"wild garden" could be planted, and great pleasure

reaped from it. I have mentioned but a few of the

flowers that could l)e obtained. In May, one can

find at least thirty dilferent kinds of flowers, all of

which are lovely. The orchis, which blooms in

July and August, is far more beautiful than half

the flowers that are cultivated. It can be found in

rosy lilac, lemon color, orange color, white and

pink. It grows in marshy ground, by the side of

running brooks, and on the edges of the forests,

and will bloom under your care, if its tastes are

consulted. The wild violets, though they lack the

fragrance of the English violet, are very pi-etty,

and the}' are to be found in blue, yellow, white,

and, once in a while, pink. All are desirable for

home culture. s. o. j.

PREPARATION AND USE OF MICK.

If it will be of any advantage to "Young Far-
mer," or anybody else, I will cheerfully give my
experience in using muck. When I was a l)oy
and young man, my father used to dress his grass
land in the spring with pure stable manure ; using
the best he could getout of his yard. When there
was rain enough, it would do very well ; but some-
times the atmosphere would get more than half of it.

I abandoned the practice years ago. For ten
years or so, I have used muck. I draw it out in
the fall, leaving it about one and a half feet deep,
so that it can freeze and thaw entirely through.
The action of the atmosphere has a very benefi-
cial effect upon it. The next fall, I buy wood
ashes when I can get them, and mix six bushels
with a cord of muck. The ashes and muck are
mixed by ploughing,—repeating the operation at
intervals, three or four times before using, and
then spreading it on the land in three or four weeks.

I prepare it in the same way, and spread and
harrow in. For corn I formerly used salt with muck,
but do not know whether or not it did good.
When I could not get ashes I have used lime, but
I do not consider it near so good, and very oiten I
have used lish guano. You can add to the mass
any good fertilizer you may have.

I do not know but that my grass land produces
as well under my treatment as it did under my
father's. This grass land is so situated that it can-
not be ploughed. I si)read on eight or ten loads
to the acre. Of course more would l)e better; and
also more ashes with the muck would be lietter.

My grass and tillage lands are dryish with a por-
ous soil.

FAILT'RE OF CROP OF GRASS FIRST YEAR.

I want now to refer to another sulyect. Writers
in the Farmer, long ago, said they could get good
crops oi' hay the first year without seeding with
grain. That was just what I wanted, and so I tried
it. Seeding nearly an acre of good land to clover,
herdsgrass and red top, I expected to cut a good
crop of lj;iy

; but the grass would not grow. It

amounted to jiretty good feed in the fall. If I had
sowed oats the crop would probaldv have been
worth ^-.jO. Ikit this I will say, the hay crops that
followed for two years were much the best that I

ever got on the same laud. Two years ago, I made
trial again on a small piece of laml, the best on the
fann, with the same results. This couvinced me

that sauce for the goose is not always sauce for the
gander; that is to *ay, no general "rule will ayiply

in all circunistanres and conditions, or, in orlier

words, what is good practice on one farm will not
prove so on another. Elijah Guxx.
Montague, Mass., May 26, 1871.

ZONALE OR HORSE-SHOE GERAXIVMS.

I have been much interested in S. O. J.'s articles

on "Window Gardening," and I wish to thank her
for the information given on the cultivation of
plants.

I always search every newspaper for articles on
gardening, and have taken great pleasure in such
articles when found. I wish to inquire of S. O. J.

if what she calls Zonale Geraniums are what is

commonly known as the "Horse-shoe Geraniums."
I have asked a number of my friends if they were
acquainted with Zonale Geraniums, and they have
said they knew not what they were. I am sure I
should like them, as S. 0. J. says they are never
infested by insects, and will bloom ten months out
ol twelve. My verbenas have nearly died out
from the elfects of green lice. I have tried shower-
ing in warm water, but the lice stick so closely to
the leaves that it nearly ruined my tall plants try-
ing to wash them off, and I find it impossible to
get rid of them. s. a. r.

Remarks.—The Zonale Geraniums are ofthe class

formerly called "Horse-shoe"—the dark chocolate

zone ofthe leafgiving the name. They are a decided

improvement upon the old fashioned varieties, and
are found in every shade from the richest scarlet

to the purest white. No garden is complete with-

out them, and they require but little care. During

six months of the year they can remain in sandy
soil, in pots or boxes, in the cellar. In the middle

of May I planted out eight roots of all shades from

scarlet, salmon, pink, and white, which were put

into the cellar in October, and had not been

watered once. The cellar was perfectly dark and

damp, but was frost proof. They are all covered

with leaves now, and will soon be in full bloom.

Should S. H. R. desire it, when the Zonale Gera-

niums in my possession, are more fully gro\vn, I

could send her cuttings by mail with pleasure.

Green lice can be killed by smoking the plants

with tobacco. A good way is to hold a lighted

cigar under the plants, and the smoke will stupefy

them so that they will fall off, and can then be

brushed up and destroyed. s. o. j.

t"SE OF SALT.

In an article in the last Fakmer, a correspondent
says that the use of no injurious stimulant and the
practice of no wrong haliit can lie al)and(mcd with-
out experiencing the inconveniences of a reaction
of the system, and would account for the ill ettects

of withholdhig salt from men and animals on the
same principle. To this I would reply that the
taste tox salt is natural to both man and licast,

while the taste for stimulants is artificial or ac-

quired. In their native state, animals lick salt with
the greatest relish, but, wiser than men, they re-

fuse to meddle with tobacco, alcohol or opium.
The desire for salt is not therefore a reaction of the
system, but evidence that salt is a requisite of the
animal economy; a necessity to health, though
perhaps not as food.
Mr. Hardy's argument may be ingenious, but it

is unsatisfactory. The lessening of milk, the in-

crease of parasites and of disease consequent on
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depriving cattle of salt are not the result of reaction,

but the effect of not supplying what the system
naturally dciiiands. The reaction from withhold-
ing tobacco, alcohol and opium is the result of an
unnatural state of the body. Hence while these
stimulants destroy life and health and are the great-

est curse to mankind, salt is not only harmless but
essential to the animal economy.

Warwick, Mass., May, 1871. A Subscriber.

CORN AND WHEAT GROAVING.

I beg to say a word to IMr. Poor in regard to his

famous crop of wheat, or rather wheat straw, that

he talks about in the Farmer of Ma.y 27. The
crop of wheat is a good one, but what about the
straw ? I see that he is inclined to think "K. O" a
man of straw; but would not the saddle set well on
his own shoulders, when he comes to tell of 10 (ten)

tons of straw to the acre ? Ten tons of straw to the

acre and only 36 bushels of wheat, that is straw
with a vengeance ! As the article stands now, I

can see no place for a misprint, for it is carried out
at ^'6,—§;60 ! That one item to my mind must
make a difference of some $-12 which shall be
placed to the credit of the corn, or rather thrown
out of the account altogether. I am allowing a ton

of sti-aw to twelve bushels of wheat and I think
that that estimate will be called liberal by the ma-
jority of wheat gi owing farmers.

I also notice that some of the items charged to

the corn are loud, to say the least, such as :
—"To

furrowing by horse and man $2 ; board of man and
bov planting, §1; weeding and hoeing three times,

$.14; shelling,
.jf'-")

; total, .'j?"2.5."

Let me estimate a little on his $25. Furrowing,
horse and man, $1.50 ; board of man and lx)y plant-

ing $1 ; weeding and hoeing three times, $8 ; shell-

ing 78J bushels at 4c. $3.14,—total $13.14; a sav-

ing of $11.86, which will cause the account to stand.

Profit of corn an acre $67 48
" " wheat " 60 CO

Balance in favor of corn $17 48

I do not know what Mr. Poor himself pays for

shelling corn, but 1 see that he estimates at a frac-

tion over six cents, while I should be glad of a job
for the entire Avinter at four; which will be quite

an important item in shelling the com crop of the
season of 1870. v

All the advantages that I can perceive that will

arise by i-aising wheat, consist, first, in the fact that

the farmer will have the consolation of knowing
just what he is eating,—whether it is bread made
from damaged, sprouted, mouldy wheat with a large
addition of white corn, or the genuine simon pure
article; and, secondly, wheat fills an important
place in a rotation of crops, and the real cost is not
so much as the seeming cost, for the manure is

gathered on the farm of which part is not used, and
a share of the labor comes when there is no hea^y
calls on the farmer's time. Consequently I advo-
cate the I'aising of wheat in New England, but will

not and cannot advocate the idea of giving wheat
the benefit of a credit of ten tons of straw to the
acre, when three is liberal. Jones.
Addison Co^., Vt.,May 29, 1871.

COAL ASHES AS A FERTILIZER.

I read in a Massachusetts paper an article headed
"The Value of Coal Ashes." Having made one
trial of them I wish to give my experience. Some
few years since I was at market, Allien a friend

said to me there are two barrels of coal ashes that

you may have tor carrying away. 1 accepted the
offer and took them home, some eight miles, for

trial. I ploughed apiece of old ground to plant
with beans, and furi'owed out. I then spread in a
part of the rows a quantity of the coal ashes ; and

in other rows I spread some old manure. The
beans were planted and tended precisely alike all

through the season. At harvest time I gathered

my crops, and to my disappointment I found the

I'ows manured with ashes had produced less than
half as much as those treated with the old manure.
So fhis settled the question with me, as to the value

of coal ashes. T. G. Holbrook.
Bedford, N. H., May, 1871.

fouls IN COWS AND OXEN.

The following receipt v/as obtained from a cattle

doctor, and I have succeeded in curing the worst

case I ever saw,—so bad that the disease had
broken out above the hoofs. Take one ounce of

quicksilver, and one ounce of aquafortis, put the

quicksilver tirst into a bowl and then the aqua-

fortis. When it becomes milk warm turn it in half

a pound of unsaltedlard, with four ounces of alum,
pulverized tine, and stir'it until it is cool. For ap-

plication, melt a piece about the size of a walnut,

and put it on with a feather.

Houth Lee, Mass., 1871. John McAllister.

Remarks.—Quicksilver and aquafortis are rather

dangerous articles to handle by those who have but

little experience in compounding medicines.

YELLOW SNUFF FOR C.VTERPILLARS.

A few days since I discovered that the caterpillars

had begun their work on the apple trees in my gar-

den. There were hundreds on a single branch. For
experiment 1 got some yellow snuff and sprinkled

it into the nest and a little onto the branches around,

and to-day 1 have been out to see what the effect

was. I found not one single living caterpiller on
the trees. I have tried kerosene oil quite a num-
ber of times in years past, with not half so good
success, and the "oil destroyed some of ray trees.

M. V. B. Drew.
N'orth Danville, Vt., May 20, 1871.

WOOD ASHES.

I have a lot of unleached wood ashes that are

worth here 12.^ cents per bushel. Are they worth
more than that for manure ? If so, on what crops

are they of the most benefit and in what condition

are they to be applied ? Are they good to use in

mulching a young orchard ? h. l. s.

Alburyh, Vt., May 8, 1871.

Remarks.—Diy, clean wood ashes are richly

worth twenty-five cents a bushel, we think, to any

farmer who wants more manure. You can scarcely

use them on any crop without veiy sensible re-

sults. A handful thrown around the corn plants

at the first hoeing, will greatly increase their

growth, and give them a highly dark green color.

Scattered in the hill before the potato is covered,

or about the hill just before hoeing, will have simi-

lar results. Sown broadcast on the mowing fields

at the rate of as small an amount as five bushels

to the acre, will greatly increase the growth and

color of the crop. Besides this, their beneficial

results will continue for several years in suc-

cession. Strewed over young cabbage plants,

squashes, melons, or any of the garden vegetables,

such as tomatoes, beets, onions, turnips, or car-

rots, wood ashes not only tends to disturb the

insects that mfest the plants, but has a decided

influence on their growth and quality. All the

ashes made on the farm should be collected with
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care, kept dry and applied to the crops. Nothing

could be better for the young orchard. Spreading

ashes broadcast over the surface would be moi-e

useful than as a mulch for the trees. The roots

will soon find it if spread. It is better to use a

moderate quantity annually, than to apply a large

amount at one time.

Ashes may be safely used in composts of loam,

muck, straw, or dry fibrous materials ; they would
tend to reduce them. If in composts where the

dropping of cattle are a portion of the material,

the ashes should be applied immediately before the

composj is to be used,—and the compost be slightly

covered by the soil. . The easiest and best way,
however, is to apply ashes in a dry state and un-

mixed.

A QUEER AVORM.—THE SUGAR SEASON.—RATS.

I have for a long time been looking for some no-
tice of a worm, which appeared in great numbers
all about here last spring. They were found in

woods and orchards, mostly near the ground, often
in large clusters in ice. Never saw them before.
Their general color whitish, from three-fourths
inch to an inch in length. "What is that a sign
of?" "Sign of suthin'," remarked my sapient
wood chopper.
The sugar season opened here at the same time

with Massacliusetts, and was an extraordinary one.
It will perhaps interest many of your readers to

know that there is quite a large section of country
where the rat is wholly unkno^^^l. There are
plenty south, north and' west of us, but none here.
We are not anxious for their company, but suppose
that they will come on the railroads if they leam
that there is one comer of the earth which they
have so far failed to discover and colonize. Hope
they don't read the Farmer. j. g. f.

Stanstead, Can., June 1, 1871.

Remarks.—We do not recognize the worm from

the above description. If his habitat is in the ice,

he will not, probably, destroy our field and garden
plants and fruits.

The rats will undoubtedly make you a call one

of these days. They may have been waiting for

the renewal of the reciprocity treaty ! In the

neighborhood in which one of the editors of the

Farmer was raised, rats were imknown until he

was some twelve years of age. The discovery of a

colony in the granary was more interesting to those

of us who had never seen a rat than to the older

people who had been familiar with them in the

sections from which they emigrated.

WHEN SHOULD A HEIFER HAVE HER FIRST CALF ?

Will you give us your opinion on this subject, or
the opinion of some of your experienced corres-
pondents ? Is it best for a iieifer to come in with
calf at two years old ? Some say so, and argue
that they save a year's keeping, and that heifers
thus managed generally make quite as good cows.
But does it not take a year's growth out of them,
and just at the time tiiej' ought to have it to get
properly matured to hear offspring, and will they
not last a year longer and make larger and better
animals not to l)e allowed to bring a calf till the/
are about three years old ? w. ii. Av.

Shirky ViUaye, Aloes., 1811,

EEMAitKs.—In his work on cattle, Mr. Allen, a

person of much experience, says the time at which

heifers should come in depends greatly upon the

manner in which they have lieen fed, and the con-

dition of flesh they may be in. If they have been

fed on good muscle-making food, with growth un-

stinted, they may safely be coupled with the bull

at fifteen to eighteen months of age; and better to

a small bull than a large one. The following par-

ticulars, he says, are decided advantages.

1st. The milking faculties of the growing heifer

are more easily stimulated into action than if ne-

glected to twenty-seven months or later, (bringing

her calf at three years of age,) and thus apt to

prove a better milker.

2d. She is inclined to be more docile and easier

handled and managed.

3d. She arrives at her maturity of production for

dairy purposes a year earlier ; and

4th. A year is gained in her profit.

We are inclined to think that where heifers are

well kept, one coming in at two and the other at

three years old, that not much difference will be

found in them at the age offour years. Young
animals, of good growth and in health, bear the

burden of gestation and parturition without much
apparent inconvenience or cessation of growth.

At three years of age the parts may not be so com-

pacted as to offer any obstruction, but upon the

whole it is, perhaps, best that a strong and healthy

heifer should come in at two years of age.

CORN AND WHEAT GROAVING.

I would say to Mr. Jones that it was 7wt "my
famous crop of wheat, or rather wheat straw,"
mentioned in the Farmer of May 27. I quoted
from "K. 0." and his "friend," and said so ex-
pressly. It was his friend who estimated his
"straw at ten tons per acre, at $6 per ton." I

think Mr. Jones cannot find fault for my so doing,
although I thought it a stupendous exaggeration.

I based my items of labor in producing both
wheat and corn (he gives me no credit on the
wheat) at about Long Island prices, which may be
in excess of prices in Addison County, Vt. I

charged manure to wheat the same as to com,
though probably the wheat did not get half the
quantity, as is usual with the small grain crops.

We know, and every farmer should know, that
his profit lies in the bushels he can get per acre.

The Byficld almshouse in 1847 or 8, took the pre-
mium at v^alem, Mass., on 116 bushel. Here was a
projituhlc i:Yo\i;\mi if four acres (about the aver-
age for New England,) had been cultivated to ob-
tain the same result, the farmer would have lost

monej-. The principle of great crops is the only
true policy "to make farming pay." It is the way
to save wages, board, washing and grog of the
hired men. When farmers secure their crops from
less than one-half of the acres now cultivated,

they will find their lands as well as themselves
growing rich, and their anxiety about paying hu"ed
help much diminished.
But I have a problem which I wish my friend

Jones would solve. We will plough in an acre of
green sward, second crop, on good corn or grass
soil, and sow on the sod two bushels winter wheat.
If a good season, we propose to harvest thirty

bushels wheat, more or less, depending on the soil

and amount of grass ploughed in. We propose to

sell three tons straw at $10, say $30. The whole
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cost fi-om t :e plough to the granary is not over

^22, leaving us thirty bushels of wheat, say ^60,
and a surplus of $S on the straw over cost of rais-

ing. Now if "Jones" can work out an acre of corn
at ^l per bushel—the present price—at a profit of

^68 we should like to see something of his mathe-
matics. A crop of spring wheat, inanured, would
of course cost more. Yet corn cannot be made so

cheap. It is a crop of incessant labor
;
yet every

farmer should manage to grow all his corn for his

domestic wants.
If the Vermont farmers wish to feast their eyes,

let them come and see the winter wheat fields on
this island. H. Poor.
Long Island, N. Y., June 13, 1811.

A CHAPTER ox "WEEDS.

Weeds, weeds, weeds ! How they grow and
how they prosper ! How like an armed multitude
they spring up around us, crowding in where "their

room would be much preferable to their company,"
and laughing at our attempts to destroy them.
Some have thought it advisable to treat them as

tender plants—tu start them in a hot-bed, and
transplant tlieni with the utmost care; as in that

case heat and cold, beasts and birds, worms and
bugs wo-uld labor unitedly for their destruction.

How this plan would work I cannot say. But if

we must have weeds, we might as well have pretty

ones. It might require some time and care to con-
vert asters, pansies, zinnias and portulacas into

vegetable gypsies. But when once so converted,
they would be much more satisfactory than wild
parsnips, nettles, Komau wormwood or Canada
thistles. I would not reckon in this class the de-
spised plant known as "pigweed," which would be
sutticientlj- I)cautit'iil if it came from over the seas,

with a long name attached to it, and costing "fifty

cents per packet of five seeds." It is an easy mat-
ter for poppies to become weeds ; they seem to

take to the business quite naturally. But with a
little encouragement, and by not allowing the above
mentioned and similar weeds an inch of standing
room, it is quite likely that many delicate and
beautiful flowers might fill the places now so un-
worthilj' occupied. Think of a rich mat of portu-
lacas covering rocks and rubbish heaps ; of stately

hollyhocks springing from the crevices of stone
walls ; of larkspur and coreopsis disputing the
ground with beets and cabbages; of morning glo-

ries, with luxuriant fuiiage and lovely blossoms,
ready to conceal e\ ery deformity or adorn every
beauty of the landscape. Is not this "a consumma-
tion devoutly to be wislied." Mattie.

Marlboro', Mass., June, 1871.

THAT EXTRA PAGE.—SEASON IN CANADA.

Put me down for one who wants the additional
page of agricultural matter in the Farmer. It

seems as though farming would be pretty dismal
work without the light of the press ; and the Far-
mer certainly appears to me to be the best lumi-
nary of this kind which beams upon the path of
the husbandman in New England and Canada. In
ftict, it seems as though I could not farm without
it. The weather aljout here was quite cold and
backward at first, this season, with much rain ; but
of late it has been fine, and tarmers for the most
part are well along with their spring's work. Quite
a breadth of wheat has been sown hereabouts and
it promises well unless the weevils injure it. Pota-
toes, also, are pretty extensively planted, on ae-

coimt, probably, of the high price this season (fifty

cents per bushel) which is pretty strong consider-

ing that a duty of twenty-five cents per bushel has
tobe paid before reaching any considerable mar-
ket. Potatoes, hay and live stock, especially

horses, have been exported to the United States'

markets the past winter and this spring, more ex-
tensively perhaps than ever before from this im-
mediate vicinity. Hay has been low, and I have
known of a fair article being sold for ^o per ton.
The new crop, notwithstanding the light fall of
snow last winter, is quite promising, the early and
copious rains having given it a good start.

Barnston, P. Q., June, 1871. w. H. "W.

THE SEASON AND CROPS IN CANADA.
The spring opened early,—some grain was sown

in the third month (March.) The greater part of
sowing was done in the fourth month. Land was
in excellent order early. It is said grain was never
put in in better condition. The fifth month was
rather dry. From the 6th to the 25th no rain fell.

The nights were generally cool, and frost was seen
several times; the last, I think, was in the morning
of the 24th. The roads became very dusty, and
the top of the ground was dry. The vision of
many people become disturbed by the prospect of
another dry season. Ruined crops and empty
purses haunted the waking hours of those—and
their number is legion—whose faith in an over-rul-
ing Providence is too weak to enable them to trust
in His promises. A fine shower on the evening of
the 2oth upset all such apprehensions. The 26th
was wann and somewhat cloudy. Vegetation ^vas
rapid. Since that we have had frequent showers

—

generally light, but enough to keep things growing.
The greater part of grain in this vicinity looks
fine. On stiff clay soil some seed did not come up
well, and such fields will be light. Some fields of
barley are beginning to head. Corn is up and
looks well. The hay crop will be light. Clover
was nearly all killed. Apples promise well. Pears
not so plenty as in some years. Plums and cher-
ries will be scarce. The season continues early.
Flower gardens are now in their glory. Hoses and
pinks are abundant. Strawljerries are ripening,
which is very early for this place. We had fine
ones, of the Hovey Seedling variety, for tea the 9th
inst. The cui'rant worms are troublesome, but
they did not begin their depredations until later
than usual. A dose of hellebore dusted from a
pepper-ljox, destroys them at once. I had some
fine gooseberry bushes that were loaded with fruit,
but the mildew has taken them all. Is there any
preventire ? Cut worms, called the grub here, are
very destructive. I had a fine bed of oniuns from
black seed, but the worms have eaten nearly all off.

I have dug out and killed a great many, but there
are some left. In some gardens they confine them-
selves principally to beets; in others to cabbage
plants or carrots. The last three or four days have
been cool. In the morning of the 10th, the mercury
fell to 46°. Granite.
Bloomfield, Ont., 6 Mo. 12th, 1871.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS FROM MAINE.

It is getting to be much too dry for grass, wheat,
oats, and the planted crops. It has been a very
singular spring season. Early it was very warm,
fine weather ; next, when farmers wanted to begin
spring's work, it was wet and cold, and lastly, it

has been the hottest that we have known in May,
one or two days at a time, and then it A^-ould be
about as cold as any one ever knew it for the time
of year. But amid these changes our fanners have
put in a good amount of all the crops usually culti-
vated with us.

The most interest, perhaps, and more than usual,
too, is in the direction of potatoes and corn. Much
experimenting with commercial fertilizers has
taken place on cultivated crops ; and a much larger
amount of them has been used this spring than in
any one year before.

The mcreased market facilities by the railroads
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opens up a quicker cash return for hay than can
be olnaincd l)y loeciing it out. Straw "and otlier

coarse I'eed, witli a little corn or some kind of roots
do quite well for the stock which is intendetl to be
kept. Of these materials many of the farmers
have a lar^c supply, which a few years ago were
of little use, but can now be run through the stock
and tiieir value much increased ever}' way.
Under this view, perhaps, it is admissible for

our farmers to make up the deficiency by the in-
troduction of foreign manures, providing they have
husbanded the resources of the farm, or, if not, if

it will stimulate them to set about so doing at
once.
The formers of this part of Maine let much ma-

nure go to waste in the days of her early settle-

ment, from many causes ; but a favorable sign of
the times is, that year by year, uninviting portions
of our liillsidcs are left to clothe themselves again
in their natural haliiliinents, while the better por-
tions are more carefully oniaracnted as well as
cultivated. Hence, the beauties of nature and the
embellishments of art are continually springing up
side by side, in new places, and with new charms
for the beholder. 0. W. True.
Farmihgton, Me., June 9, 1S71.

SEASON AND CROPS IN AVASHINGTON COt'NTY, VT.

We had a slight frost last night in low places.
Vegetation looks well, although it is quite dr_y.

Our hay must be light, an}' way. The currant
worm attacked my bushes the last week m May,
and I applied the poke, as I did last year, and
cleaned them perfectly clear. My bushes now
promise well for a good crop. Some of my neigh-
bors have lost theirs b}^ last year's neglect, but
those who tried the poke or hellebore saved their

bushes. I would say to all lovers of the fruit it

will pay to save your bushes. e. vv. o.

Montj)elier, Vi., June 10, 1871.

THE HAY CHOP.

On page .SG5 of this number, we had an arti-

cle upon the importance of this crop to New
England farmers, and gave some reasons why
grass makes more and better hay when cut

just as the seed is formed than when it is al-

lowed to stand until the seed is nearly or quite

matured. A reference to two or three other

points in regard to tlie grass crop v/ill be sea-

sonable and is of importance. After speak-

ing of the value of the crop, and the best

time to cut it, the next item for consideration

seems to be,

—

How Shall it be Ctired P

In order to retain all the valuable proper-

ties of the grass, the operation of curing it is

just as important as it is to observe minute

details in curing beef or ham for our tables,

or in preparing tlie delicate preserves of plums,

peaches, strawberries and otlier fi'uits. Cur-

ing the hay is a process of cooking it, so that

it will retain its good (Qualities, and can be pre-

served with them for an indefinite time. It is

one thing to cure grass, and another thing to

dry it.

Within our recollection, the hope of the far-

mer was that he might have unclouded, hot

days, successively, during the haying season.

We need both now,—but more attention to

the effect of exposure of grass to two or three

such days has convinced us that grass can be

cured with very little exposure to a bright, hot

sun.

Cut herdsgrass, then, when the blossom is

just passing out. It has reached its full growth

at this time, is still tender, and now develops

its sugar. We present a single fact, stated by

not only a scientific man, but a most observing

farmer, in order to settle this matter of the

time of cutting, as far as possible.

In the Boston Journal of Chemistry, Dr.

Nichols, the editor, says that he had one

acre of grass, redtop and clover, that was cut

June 19, and the hay stored by itself. On the

first of last March he put his herd of ten cows

upon it, and the immediate increase in the flow

of milk amounted to ten quarts per day. The
hay fed to them before was of the same vari-

ety but cut after the middle of July. The
early cut hay "spent" fully as well as the later

cut, no more of it was consumed, and the Dr.

estimates that the money value of the product

from this hay, fed to ten cows, was greater by

near a dollar a day than that from the other.

Cut as much grass as tlie force employed

can comfortably handle. If it lies in swaths,

as left by the hand scythe, or left in bunches

by the machine, spread it evenly and leave it

exposed to sun and air until it is thoroughly

wilted. This will require from three to five

or six hours. By this time the water in the

grass will have pretty much escaped, leaving

its juices holding in solution the valuable qual-

ities of the grass, and in themselves not spoil-

ing but keeping the hay soft and pliant.

When in this condition, make and cock the

hay while it is warm, which should be done as

early as four or five o'clock. If covered with

caps—which will sometimes pay for themselves

in a single season—the cocks may remain two

nights. After the dew is off, on the third day

shake out the cocks, leave the hay to sun and

air for three or four hours, and then get it in.

AVe say above shake out the cocks. This is

an important operation, especially if the hay

has been gathered by a horse rake. Turning

the cocks over, or removing them, a forkful

at a time, and laying it upon the ground, does
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not open tlie hay so as to admit sun and air.

A gentle shaking is the only process that will

answer the purpose desired. Many a load of

hay is essentially injured by neglecting this

particular, which might have been housed in

perfection had it been properly attended to.

By this neglect, damp bunches are left, when

a large proportion is sufficiently cured, which

makes it neceesaiy to keep the whole out a

day longer.

When the hay is got into cock while it is

warm, it being also still somewhat moist, it

passes into what is called "the sweating pro-

cess." This cures, fixes the color, preserves

the fragrance, and dissipates so much of the

moisture that the hay may be preserved in

perfect condition.

"As the hay goes into cock, so it will come

out—as green ahnost as the grass itself. The

hay will feel hea^y ; and it is heavier than

when dried to death ; but it will not spoil ; it

is cured. You have the same grass here which

so recently was in full bloom, and so tender

with juices. And when you come to feed it

out in the winter, you will see the benefit of

curing grass in this manner, instead of bleach-

ing it and drying it into straw. In market, its

superior weight is an advantage—its color

also, and its fragrance,—for the fragrance of

the early harvest field is still there."

If the hay is not covered with caps, perhaps

it would be better to shake it out the second

day, tui'n it about noon, and get it in soon

after one o'clock. This course would be bet-

ter than to run the risk of rain.

Rain on the hay, or even a heavy dew, in-

jures it materially, by washing away the gum
and oil which it contains, and which are im-

portant qualities. Hay that was wet in cur-

ing has little or no fragrance left. Other por-

tions of the grass, besides the gum and oil,

such as the sugar and starch, may be so easily

made soluble as to be washed away by rain.

Every precaution, therefore, should be used

to prevent its being wet.

The curing of clover hay should be some-

what dilFerent. It should be cut in the early

part of the blossom and allowed to remain in

the swath through the first day. If the crop

is a light one, it had better be collected into

windrows and left in that condition over night.

If a heavy crop, turn it upside down and leave

it so until the next day. In either case col-

lect it carefully and cock it on the second day.

If covered with caps it may remain so for two
nights more, then open to sun and air for three

or four hours and get it in. If the weather is

cool, it may be better to remain even longer

than two nights in cock. If not covered with

caps, there will be more risk, and the time of

leaving it out must be governed by the pros-

pects of the Aveather and the force at hand to

take care of it.

ENGLISH SPARROWS.
The New York Farmer's Club recently had a

talk about these birds, which were brought over
from England to New York a few j-ears since, and
which appear to be spreading rapidly in all direc-

tions ; having already been seen twenty miles from
the city. Mr. Audrey Fuller said that two pair

put on his place had driven all other birds away.
He did not think the spaiTows were entitled to the

credit they generally received of causing the dis-

appearance of the span worms from the trees in

the city, but said, "in truth, they had nothing at

all to do with the disappearance of the worm, that

Ijeing effected liy the ichneumon fly." Several

gentlemen having stated that the sparrows did
devour worms, to their certain knowledge, Mr.
P. T. Quinn said :

—

There is no doubt in my mind l)ut that they will
feed upon insects when "they can get nothing else
to eat, iHit they will also become very destructive
and injurious to the fruit grower in the country.
There is a great deal of sentiment about liirds. I
know that some of them are the allies of the fruit
grower, );ut I was born where the sparro^^'s were
pests in the worse sense of the term ; where they
not only eat the fruit, which we would lie willing
to forgive, but they feed also on the blossoms, and
so the suliject eonies up whether that varietv of
bird will greatly lienetit the fruit-grower. I have a
neighbor, and he called me into his fruit garden
and showed me the blossoms of his trees all picked
otf ; he said that he had not seen any sparrows
around, Init his place is only a stone's throw from
mine, and we had had quantities of them, and
there was no doubt l)ut that the sparrow was the
depredator. If he would only eat the ripe fruit, I
would say let him have it, as much as he can eat,
but when he eats the buds, then he is an injury,
and I fear that we shall regret that they have ever
passed out of the city.

Difference in Eggs.—The Germantoivn Tele-

graph well says, tliere is a vast ditference in the

flavor of eggs. Hens fed on clean, sound grain

and kept on a clean grass run, give much finer

flavoi'ed eggs than hens that have access to stables

and manure heaps and eat all kinds of filthy food.

Hens feeding on fish or onions flavor their eggs

accordingly—the same as cows eating onions or

cabbages, or drinking offensive water, impart a

bad taste to the milk and butter. The richer the

food the higher the color of the egg. Wheat and
corn give the best color, while feeding on buck-
wheat makes the eggs colorless, rendering them
unfit for some confectionery purposes.
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EARLY S"WEET BOUGH APPLE.

The apple from which the above engraving

was sketched by our artist, grew in the gar-

den of W. W. Wheildon, Esq., Charlestown,

Mass. This fruit, which is adapted to various

climates and soils, is known in different locali-

ties as the Bough, Yellow Bough, August

Sweeting, Sweet Bough, &c. It is not tart

enough for pies or sauce, but is fine for

baking, ahd sliced into a bowl of bread and

milk, it furnishes a dish fit to set before a

king, or even before the men and boys who

have been hard at work in the field all day,

and do not care for a meat supper.

]Mr. Thomas, in his American Fruit Cultur-

ist describes it as "large, roundish, remotely

conical-ovate, sometimes as distinctly conical;

pale greenish yellow ; stalk one-half to an inch

long ; basin narrow, deep ; flesh white, very

tender, with an excellent sweet flavor ; ripens

from the middle to end of summer. Tree a

moderate bearer ; shoots yellowish, somewhat

irregular, ascending ; top round-headed

;

leaves obtusely crenate." IMr. Cole adds,

"calyx narrow and deep, extending tube-like

into the heart of the fruit ; the tree is har-

dy, bears well in light soils, and the Early

Sweet Bough is the best early sweet apple

known."

For the Nexc England Fanwir,

THE NEW METHOD OF CIjrBINQ HAY.
The approaching hay harvest has again

brought up for discussion in the columns of

the Farmer the subject of curing hay.

Without any expression of opinion in relation

to the subject of my own, some quotations of

the opinion and experience of others will be
made in relation to the method, now practiced

by a few bold hay-makers, of storing hay

before it is fully dried.

At the Farmers' Convention held at Lewis-

ton, Jan., 1870, the subject of cutting and
curing hay being under discussion, Capt.

Taylor, agent of the North Wayne Scythe

Factory, described his method of curing and
housing his hay crop. Some five years ago,

he became satisfied that farmers generally

dried their hay too much, and he began ex-

perimenting. His first experiment Avas to dry

the hay about half as much as usual, and it

came out well. Other experiments were tried,

and now his practice is to begin cutting grass
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at nine o'clock in the morning, 'if the day is fa-
|

vorable. In the afternoon it is turned over

for the purpose of getting out what dew and

dampness may still remain. By that time the
|

hay will be, not dried, but heated. It is then
;

put up as fast as possible, and if the prospect
|

is that there will be a storm, the hay is carted 1

directly to the barn; if the weather is good it
i

is allowed to stand in cock over night. The i

next day tlie cocks are inverted, and as soon
\

as the moisture collected in the bottom has
|

evaporated, it is carted to the barn, and trod
;

in the mow as solid as possibK;. This will

come out in the winter as bright as wiien first

cut with the scythe. It is just right. If there

is no water in the hay, it may be put into as

large a mow as you please, and trod as hard

as you please, and it is perfectly safe. He
was then feeding hay put in the last season

when his neighbors thought him crazy, and

it was as perfect as it could be, and worth

twenty-frs-e per cent, more than that dried as

formerly. The top of the mow is never cov-

ered with refuse straw, and he has never lost

a pound. After the mass begins to sweat,

the top of the mow will be very wet, and per-

haps two or three inches will be a little col-

ored. He would have the grass nearly ma-
. ture before being cut—that is, it should be

cut as soon as the first blossom has disap-

peared. No care is taken to have a mow
completely filled at one time. He puts in as

much as possible each day, and if from any

cause several days intervene before more is

placed upon it, there is no harm conies from
it. Much importance is placed on packing it

well and treading it solid.

At the same discussion, Mr. Rideout of

New Gloucester, said that five years ago he

built a new barn, and partitioned oil" bins on

the bay side and on the scaffold. As soon as

the dew was off in the morning the mower was
set to work. If any moisture remained on
the gi'ass when cut, it was turned over about

eleven o'clock ; if not, it lay undisturbed.

At two oV'lock, the horse-rake was set in, and
the teams set to hauling. All was in the barn

by four or five oY'lock. One day, eight acres

were cut and housed. Each bin was filled full

before another was begun, and trod as hard

as possible. No covering was used. Two
years ago, twenty-two loads were carted in

one afternoon. Two loads were put upon
the scaffold, and the remainder was put in the

bays and trod solid. That put in, the bays

came out as bright as when put in but that

upon the scalTold was not fit to be eaten.

At the Farmers' Convention held at Far-

mington. Me., last January, Mr. F. V. Stewart

of that town was called upon and gave his

method of curing and housing hay. The
mowing machine is set to work as soon as

the dew is all dried off—say at nine o'clock in

the morning. By eleven o'clock as much is

cut as can be cured for that day. The grass

is allowed to remain just as the machine left

3

it till one o'clock in the afternoon, when two
men are set to raking with hand rakes—the

grass being very stout and heavy. The load-

ers follow immediately after, taking it directly

to the barn. By five o'clock at latest all is

cleared up and snugly stored in the barn. All

the hay carted in one day is placed upon the

same mow, and if the mow is not filled in one

dny, the product of the next day's work is

stored upon it. In no case is hay stored on a

]t.irlialiy filled mow after the process of

iieating and steaming has commenced. A
mow should be filled in two days. No par-

ticular pains is taken to pack it or tread it

solid. After a mow is filled, and before any

heat is genei-ated, old straw or hay is spread

over the top to the dejith of six or eight

inches for as many tons of hay, for a sweat

blanket to absorb the moisture. If a larger

amount of hay is stored in one mow then a

greater depth of straw must be used. Every
pound of the hay comes out in the winter

bright and fragrant as when put in, and is be-

lieved to be worth more than hay dried in the

common way. He has stored his hay in this

manner three years and has not had a single

pound injured. In order to have it save when
housed in so green a state, it is not necessary

that it be stored in a tight barn or in tight

bins, or that it be trod down air tight, as many
contend. There is no secret about it only to

have the water dried off in the field and tl)e

mow filled before any heat is generated. Mr.
Stewart showed specimens of hay taken from
the mow each year. The hay was perfeeily

cured, bright, and emitted that pleasant aroma

so inviting to cattle, and which is found only

in well cured hay. To the taste it gave that

sweet pungent ilavor never found in poor hay.

Evidently the specimens were not what would

be called early cut hay, but probably were cut

just as the grass went out of blossom.

The gentleman who made th.e above state-

ments are men of good standing, well known
in the community, and any statements made
bv them are perfectly reliable. They take

great pleasure in showing their hay to any

one who wishes to examine it. z. .v. G.

Androscogjin Co., Me., Jane 14, IdJl.

WHAT IS
HARVESTING

For the N<'W England Farmer.

THE BEST METHOD OP
COKW?

There are at least three dillerent modes of

harvesting corn ; first, by cutting close to the

oTOund, placing in shooks until the husks and

stalks are sufficiently dry ; secondly, by top-

ping,—cutting the stalk off just above the ear,

leavino- the corn to stand tiius until the corn 's

thoroiighlv dried ; and thirdly, which is more
seldom" followed at the north, to leave the

whole growth of stalk with the corn to stand

until the corn is fit to harvest.

Each method has its advocates, and each

considers his method superior for some reason,
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if for no other, because bis father always did

so. But of those three methods some one

must be y)referable,—whicli is best (;au be de-

termined in no other way than by e.Nporiment.

It is the purpose of this article to <;;ive the

results of two series of experiments which

appear to be conclusive in the matter. Hav-
ing once settled uj^on the best mode of pro-

cedure, it is the part of wisdom for each

farmer to adhere to that mode that produces

the most satisfactory results.

In the first case, the corn was all cidtivatcd

in the same manner, and without regard to

the trial of this experiment, ^^^hen the corn

Lad i)assed from its milk state and become
partially seared, ten hills were cut close to the

ground ; the stalks from another ten hills were

cut ol! above the ear, and ten hills were lefc

imtouched. This corn was all harvested and

husked at the same time, Nov. 7, with the fol-

lowing result by weight :

—

10 hills, cut close to the ground, produced 13 tbs. 13 ozs.

10 hills, f talks cut off above the ear, " 13 lbs. 6 ozs.

10 hills, lelt untouched, " 12 lbs, 13 oza,

showing a marked superiority in favor of cut-

ting up close to the ground.

Again, another experiment, in another

locality, was tried, with twenty hills of corn,

and conducted in the same manner, with a

more marked result, the test being by weight

:

20 hills cut close to the ground 29 lbs, 14 ozs.

20 hills, stalks topped 26 lbs,

20 hills left untouched 25 lbs.

or a diilerence between the two first of about

13 per cent, and between cutting up and leav-

ing untouched about 17 per cent.

Still another experiment, between cutting up

and topping, showed results yet more favorable

to outting up. A field was taken in which

the character of the soil was the same, and the

corn very even. Four rows were cut up, and

four rows topped. Both were harvested at

the same time, and on the 2d of November
were husked in a bushel basket, each basket

• full being weighed with the following result :

—

That cut up at the ground.
Row Ko, 1 weighed 70 tbs.

" "2 " 72 lbs.

" "3 " 74 tbs.

" " 4, not full, weighed 67 tbs.

Being in all 292

That with tops cut.

Kow No. 1 weighed 7.') tbs.

" "2 " Ta tbs.

" "3 " 74 tt)S.

" " 4, not full, weighed 10 tbs. 13 ozs.

Being in all 241 lbs, 13 ozs,

giving 50 pounds 3 ounces, or about 17 per

cent, in favor of cutting up. But as there had

been some claim made that the greenness of

the corn affected the result, in this last experi-

ment, the corn on the 17tli of January was

shelled, yielding by measure :—that cut up

3 bushels, 2 pecks, and that topped '2 bushels,

o pecks, leaving a balance of o pecks of sliellcd

corn, or about ^1 per cent, in favor of cutting

up ; and upon weigliing the same it still showed

I a balance of 47 pounds 7 ounces, in favor of
' cutting up. The difference by measure while

in the ear was also in favor of cutting up by

I

three pecks.

This last experiment was also carried still

further to answer in some measure the claim

I that the fodder is much better where topping
is practiced, tha-i by cutting up. In this case

such evidence as could be adduced went to

prove that the stalks were equally as good
throughout, as those taken from the top.

Another fact is to be considered. In many
cases where topj)ing is practiced, the corn is

husked in the field directly from the hill, leav-

ing the field to cattle to select siudi of the

husks as are j)alatable, leaving a large share,

which is saved by cutting up, to be trodden
under foot, and so far as feeding purposes are

concerned, entirely lost. And it is a ques-

tion of no little importance whether the

value of corn fodder is not greater where the

whole is cut up at the proper time when the

juices furnish the greatest amount of nutri-

ment and before the lower portion is changed
to woody fibre.

Baron Liebig has said that "All plants left

in a natural state to mature their seeds, give

back to the earth, in the form of excrementi-

tious matter, a portion of their seed-forming

substaiice, thereby diminishing the weight of

the grain or seed."' And certainly each of the

above experiments furnish conclusive evidence

upon this point. Nor is this all. Do not all

farmers (perhaps without understanding the

principle which lies at the foundation) cut

their grains, oats, wheat, rye, &c., when it is

just past the milk state ? This is probably for

the same reason, because they have discovered

that wlien so cut they not only get a greater

weight of grain but also a better qviality of

straw.

When matters become so plain that a way-
faring man need not err therein, certainly it is

time that each one understands his best in-

terests. If by cutting up our corn we can in-

crease tlie yield seventeen bushels in a hun-
dred, it stands us in hand to govern ourselves

accordingly. w. h. y.

Conn'ecticid , 1871.

For the Xew England Farmer.

DKAINAGE ON LIGHT SOILS.

IMk. Editor :—Since you did me the honor
to publish m}' conuuunication referring to mat-
ters suggested by your able corres[)ondent,

Royal Smith of ]Millington, I have had oppor-

tunity to hear my broad theory as to drainage

being applicable profitably to every sort of

arable soil, confirmed voluntarily, and, to me
rather tmexpectedly. A few days ago while

on my way to northern New Hampshire by
railway, Ex-Gov. Smyth, of INIanchester, in

that State, came on board, and after friendly

greeting, addressed me substantially as fol-

lows :

—
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"I thought of you -within the last half hour.

Do you remember, when at the State Fair at

Keene, some eighteen or twenty years ago, you
got up near the beginning of what threatened

to be a very dull tarmers' discussion on
thorough draining, and made a stateinent that

draining was an essential to every soil,—that

the dryest land could be prolitably improved
through its use, and that you would tolerate

no theorizings which either controverted indi-

rectly or denied this proposition ?''

Of course I recollected the circumstance,

and the Governor went on to say :

—

"Well, like many others present, I consid-

ered your statement in the highest degree ex-

travagant, and thought, as they did, that you
had advanced the idea for the purpose solely

of provoking debate—which it was very suc-

cessf id in doing ; and I have continued to

think so until recently, when I have discovered,

pradicaUi/, that you were perfectly right, and
your theory entirely reliable. And the way
proof came to me was in this wise : I had a
piece of wet land which I could only drain by
running the trenches through a dry portion

which, in my estimation, required no drainage

at all. When the work was performed I

thought of you and what I still esteemed to

be your extravagant theory, not doubting in

the least that my experience would ultimately

knock the bottom out of it. I mentioned just

now that I had been thinking of you within the

past half hour, and that was while I passed
over the light land I had drained compulsorily,

and waded through the deep grass in the vicin-

ity of the drains, while I noted that that on the

undrained portion was stunted, burned up
and valueless. I believe in draining light

land, and that the process will pay."'

Now I think tliis testimony, which was
backed by that of Gen. Natt Head, President

of the N. H. Agricultural Society, and one of

the most enlightened farmers in the State,

(the General had joined us at Hooksett, where
he resides,) will show my intelligent friend

Koyal Smith, that there has been some method
in my universal drainage madness, and I think

he will rejoice in the information.

A Fireside Farmer.

Remarks.—Thanks to friend Moore for

his testimony in relation to draining land.

Our farmers, half of them at least, are not

yet thoroughly convinced that draining any

land is a profitable operation. Land is too

plenty and too cheap, they say, to make it

economical to expend $25 to $50 an acre in

relieving it from surplus water.

We have often felt inclined to say as much

as our correspondent has above ; but upon re-

flection have concluded that there is so much

land that needs draining more than other por-

tions do, that we would urge draining that

most needing it, and then strike boldly into

his theory. But we are glad of his help.

The operations of the atmosphere upon soils

are as yet imperfectly understood. \A'hen we
know more about them, we are inclined to

think that we shall learn that there are no va-

rieties of land but may be brought into a state

of comparative fertility at moderate cost, and

one important agent in the work will be at-

mosplieric influences.

USING FBESH MUCK.
We are often told even by those whom we

regard as high authority that muck should never
be used until it has been exposed to the

weather a year, or after being composted.with
manure. I have had some experience with

muck, and I do not agree with those writers.

j\Iy first trial was made on a gravelly knoll,

where I put a one-horse load fresh from the

muck-bed. Sowed the piece to buckwheat.
Where the nuick was it grew very rank

;

lodged and rotted before the rest of the piece

was ripe.

Since then I have tried it as a top dressing

on grass land, and was satisfied that it

doubled the crop the first year, but not so much
benefit the second year as manure generally

has. I have doubled the hay crop on my
farm, and claim that 1 have done it by using
muck, and have never used but a very little

that has been out of the bed a year. I dug
a ditch through the muck-bed, and since then

.

when 1 have wanted to draw out a few loads,

.

•I have taken it from the side of the ditch and
spread on the grass land. I do not say it is

better used in this way, but I think it pays
and saves some labor.

The best top dressing that I ever used was
made by slacking lime with brine and mixing
it with muck shovelled up in June, and spread:
late in the fall. It showed the effects for six .

years. I think that if farmers knew the value

of lime, salt and muck, phosphate would be a

.

drug in the market.

—

(Jor. Vermont Farmer,

Remarks.—One great cause of the differ-

-

ent opinions of farmers in relation to the ef-

fects of muck, is the dilFerent qualities of the

muck used. The above writer has probably

muck of superior quality, or that which is •

comparatively free from those properties

which render most muck direct from the bed

;

less beneficial than in his case.

THE NUTRITIVE VALUE OP MILK.

Dr. Oliver C. Wiggin, of Providence,.

Rhode Island, bears the following testimony

to the value of milk :

*

The nutritive value of milk, as compared'
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with other kinds of animal food, is not gener-

ally appreciated. There is less difference be-

tween the economical value of milk and beef-

steak, or eggs, or fish, than is commonly sup-

posed. The quantity of water in a good (pial-

ity of milk is 86 per cent., in round steak 7.0

per cent., in fatter beef 60 \}hv cent., in eggs

about 68 per cent. From several analyses,

made last winter, I estimated sirloin steak,

(reckoning loss from bone) at 35 cents a

pound, as dear as milk at twenty-four cents a

(juart ; round steak at 20 cents a pound, as

dear as milk at 20 cents a quart. Many
laborers who pay 17 cents for corned beef

would consider themselves hardly able to pay
ten cents for milk, when, in fact, they could

as well alfordtopay 15 cents. Milk is a most
wholesome and economical food for either rich

or poor. If the money expended for veal and
pork were expended for milk, I doubt not it

would be an advantage to both the stomach

and pocket, especially during the warm season.

Relatively speaking, then, milk at 10 cents, or

even 12 cents a quart, is the cheapest animal

food that can be used. Whether farmers can

aftord to produce it cheaper is a matter for

them to decide. It is very probable that were
they to ask 12 cents, a very large number of

poor people would refrain from its use from
mistaken notions of economy, notwithstand-

ing they are excessive meat-eaters.

—

Monthly
Agricultural liepoH.

&c., in The Field, London, is answered
by another correspondent of the same paper
as follows :

The same causes that produce ammonia
from the fa;cal matter generate an acid, called

humic acid, from the straw. This relates to

manure and its distribution. These having a

nnitual affinity unite, and the resulting com-
pound is humate of ammonia, which is non-
volatile, highly soluble ; consefjuently evei'y

dew or shower carries with it this compound,
which is distributed to the plant. The soil

has the power to take it up from the water
and store it aAvay, giving it up again to the

roots of plants as required. Tliis plainly

sliows that manure laid on lands is better than

if j)loughed in six inches deep ; moreover the

humate of annnonia, being non-volatile, in my
opinion, is not deteriorated either by the sun's

ravs or action of frost.

—

Charles Josejjh Whit-
worth, M. li. C. V. S. L.

"WINTER MANURING FOR CORN.
The soil is a sandy loam, and grew ])otatoes

the previous year. On a portion of the lot

I haided, early in February, at the rate of

forty-seven loads of well-rotted manure to the

acre, and spread it evenly over the surface on
the snow. To the balance of the lot I ap-

plied the same amount and quality of manure
to the acre, just before planting. I ploughed
the ground about four inches deep, and
planted the medium sized Yellow Dent corn.

The diU'erence in growth and yield between
the early manured and late was very remark-
able indeed. The early manured was decid-

edly ahead of the late, from the time it came
up till liarvest. It ripened earlier, and
yielded 160 bushels of sound ears to the acre,

and the other 120 bushels per acre.

During nearly thirty years' experience, I

have never, but once before this, obtained so

heavy a yield ; and I think it is about as nuieh

as can be obtained. The variety I plant \ields

three pecks of shelled corn to the bushel of

ears. I select the earliest ripened, soundest

and best formed ears for seed, and from stalks

bearing two or more ears, if sound and large
;

but I never plant "nubbins."

—

Cor. Rural
Neiv- Yorker.

Tend the Corn Late.—A correspondent
of the loiva Ilomedead says sensible words as

follows :
—"Tend your corn loell ; tend it late

—don't be deterred because a timid neighbor,

who may like an excuse for neglect, says you
will ruin it if tended when the blades curl tip.

This is all bosh ; the blades will open as the

sun recedes behind the tree tops, and your
corn will grow apace. If you abandon your
corn early, that inevitable late crop of weeds
and grass will come upon your land like a

cloud, and in place of corn you will reap nub-
bins. Therefore, we say, tend your corn late,

i and crowd it with a few tons of turnips, by
having the late weeds and grass exterminated,

your ground in a mellow condition, and sow-
ing thereon a few pounds of turnip seed about

the 20th of August."

• SuRKACK Application of Manure.—An
inquiry relative to "non-buried manure,"
whether deteriorated by the action of frost,

Preventing Mildew ox Gooseberries.
A writer in The Globe, says : For the past six

years, as soon as the grass will cut, say nine

inches or a foot long, I have spread a quanti-

ty of new cut grass under my bushes, and let

it remain all summer. That, combined with

veiy high cultivation and close pruning, has

been a complete preventive of mildew for the

last six years. Whether this simple and in-

expensive remedy will liold good on all kinds

of soil, I am not prepared to say. One thing

I can say, as all my neighbors can testify :

I have had splendid crops of large sized, sound
berries, some of them nearly as large as small

plums. My soil is a sandy loam, with gravel

sub-soil.

Adulteration of Milk.—Dr. Bates, health of-

ficer of San Francisco, in a recent communication,

says : The common mode of adulterating milk for

this market, is with water, bunit sugar and table

salt, by which process the bulk is increased from

one-eighth to one-half, and can scarcely be detected

by sight or taste.
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ANALYSIS OF SOILS.

OME years ago

the idea became

quite general

that the farmer

could hand the

chemist a quart

^! or two of soil

taken from any of his

fielils, and that by an

analysis of that soil the

chemist would tell him,

—if anything were lack-

ing,—just what to add to it,

so that he could raise what

crop suited his circumstances

the best.

This was encour-

^^s^ffeSs, aging, to say the

''.'^ least, and some

'"^'^i- .V ^ ,-. . ..i w- -'i^ thought the fa-
~ ''"^^'-fe^^^li'^ bled "philoso-

pher's stone" had been found, which was to

"turn everything into gold !" And it encour-

aged another class,—those who had little faith

in farming,—but who, under this grand dis-

covery would never miss securing a crop, and

therefore would engage in the cultivation of

the soil.

Analysis, therefore, soon became popular,

and gi'eat expectations were entertained, even

of the poorest soils. Much money was paid

in order to learn the secret of success, and

more careful attention and investigation given

to the soil than was ever given it before, by

those who handle it themselves. And thus

the analysis fever was not without a beneficial

effect.

Few common farmers now plod over the

soil on which they are at work, in an unthink-

ing and careless frame of mind ; but look

upon "it as the store-house where their treas-

ures are hidden ; the generous soil that liber-

ally responds to all fair and seasonable treat-

ment. All this has been a decided gain in

the art of cultivating the soil and securing

paying crops.

The practical analysis of soils, however, has

not met the expectations which were based

upon it as a theory. The lime, for instance,

is added, where the analysis declared it lack-

ing in a soil devoted to wheat, but still the

wheat crop does not prosper as it does on a

new soil. And so in other cases ; the labora-

tory does not furnish the information as to

what we can apply to the soil to bring the

crop we desire.

From what we learn of soils by reading the

reports of those who have manipulated them in

the laboratory, it appears thatyow/' earths are

almost always the chief constituents of all cul-

tivated soils, viz : silica (flint,) alumina

(clay,) carbonate of lime (chalk,) and car-

bonate of magnesia. These are mixed to-

gether in an endless variety of proportions,

and are interspersed with animal and vegetable

remaii;^, salts, (fee, to an equally varying

extent. It is to ascertain the presence and

extent of these substances that the analysis of

soils is resorted to.

But entirely beyond the knowledge which

an analysis would afford, there is probably a

combination of elements, and a yjrinciple of

action going on in the soil, of which we know

nothing and perhaps never shall know here.

Certain articles of food, as the potato, for

instance, are analyzed and declared not to be

nutritious, because they are made up of a

very large proportion of water. The potato,

it is said, cannot be very nutritious because

eighty-three of its parts in one hundred are

water ; and yet that vegetable will probably

sustain life longer than wheaten bread. If

the water were extracted, life would be short

if dependent upon what was left. And so

we take it, it may be with soils. Some that

are decidedly of a sandy character, produce

crops that surprise every beholder. Some-

thing lurks in them which gives them fertility,

and which, if taken away, however small in

amount, would check or destroy its capacity

for vegetable growth.

If soils then are made up as stated above,

we ought to learn this lesson from that fact,

viz : to mingle all soils by turning them to-

gether and pulverizing them much more

thoroughly than we do. Then the particles

which are the most essential can be acted

upon by heat, air and moisture, and all have

fair opportunity to act in conjunction and

bring a crop.

COARSE-WOOL SHEEP IN" MICHIGAN.
The Port Huron Times says that Mr. S. B. Carl

of that to^vnship sheared eighty-three and one-half

pounds of wool from thirteen sheep, a cross be-

tween the Cotswold and Leicester breeds, the pres-
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ent spring. Eight ewes of the same flock had
eleven laml),s. The wool was thoroughly washed
and dried before weighing.

Mr. W. II. Sotham, an Englishman now living

in Michigan, after giving a description of some
Cotswold sheep owned by L. T. Taft' of Pontiac,

of Avhich one two-year old weather sheared seven

and a half pounds of well washed wool, adds :

—

I am inclined to believe that there is no better
breed of sheep for profit than Cotswolds in Amer-
ica, and I am sure that no breeder of animals of
any kind have made more monev, or kept their
farms in higher condition than the Cotswold ram
breeders on t4c Cotswold Hills in Gloucestershire,
England. Many of them have made an hidcpcnd-
ent fortune. Those who do not breed rams, breed
for the butcher, selling off their cull ewes, and
wether tegs every year. By this course of breed-
ing, they keep a very uniform flock of ewes, and
go to the regular ram-lireeders for their males.
By this system they winter their wether tegs and
cull ewes on turnips and good early cut hav, and
in April or early in May, send them shorn to
Smithfield. By this means the mutton and wool
brings in a good yearly income, keeping their land
in a high state of cultivation. I know a great
many ram l)reeders and sheep breeders who breed
for the butciier, as above, and I never knew one to
fail. Good farming and sheep husbandry go hand
in hand, and I cannot see why it will liot answer
in this country.

For the yew England Fminer,

VERMONT BOARD OF AGRICULTURE.
This organization did not get into working

order until toward the last part of winter
; con-

sequently as winter gives leisure to some far-
mers and long evenings to all, the Board lost

what is considered the best time to hold meet-
ings for the discussion of agricultural tooics.
Nevertheless Prof. P. Collier of the Vermont
Agricultural College, and Secretary of the
Board, with commendable energy, set about a
new enterprise in this State.
The Board, on invitation, held a meeting

at St. Johnslniry in April. The meeting was
rather thinly attended, but some of the papers
and discussions were published by the local
press, and awakened some interest.

Tlie Board were then invited to meet with
the Brandon Farmers' C^lub, and also with tlie

club at Kandolj)h. A meeting was held at
Brandon. June 8 and 'J, and at Randolph
June 15 and 16.

The Braiulon Club have a good room, with
fifty chairs, a library of 200 volumes, and
meetings have been held quite regularlv for
twelve years. The Otter Creek Valley, in

which the township of Brandon is located," is a
good farming country, and it is evident that
the farmers desire to do justice by their pro-
ductive soil.

At llandolph, some of the subjects M'cre the
the sa.iie as those considered at the meeting
in Brandon with the addition of papers on
"The Management of Woodland;" "Farm
Buildings :'" 'Ploughs and Ploughing ;" "The
great want of Vermont Farmers;" "Our

Manufacturing Industries;" "Relation of

Chemistry to Agriculture."

The importance of manufactures to oin*

prosperity was very ably and elo(|uently set

forth by lion. C. li. Ileatii of Plainfield.

Those present were profoundly impressed with
the truth of his argmnents, which made it

evident that by a little effort, the water power
of the State might be more fully utilized, the

raw material in woodlands, quarries, and
mines should be wrought by many mofe per-

sons Avho would become c(^nsumers of produce,
and producers of valuable commodities that

would add to our wealth as a State.

The Board were entertained by the citizens

Avith such open-hearted hospitality that they

seemed to be the recipients of pleasure while

they bestowed it on others.

Between the hours of meeting, teams,

double and single, were hitched up and mem-
bers of the Board taken to places where the

scenery or farms were most attractive. The
roads were splendid, especially the one that

runs north through the village along the sum-
mit of a liigh hill, on each side of which were
beautiful farms, old orchards, grand maple
shade trees, &c. Here I saw the homes of

some of the occasional correspondents of the

New England Farmer,—Rufus Nutting,
George Nutting, J. J. Washburn and Col. J.
B. Mead. The farming that comes in their

experiences and observation must give them
material for many more good articles for your
paper. Although these are hill farms, they

are nearly free from stone, and the fields are
smooth and easily tilled.

The meetings here were attended by ladies

as well as men. Gov. J. W. Stewart pre-

sided. The interest manifested by neighbor-
ing farmers was very encouraging to the

Board

.

Probably there will be another meeting at

St. Johnsbury at the time of the State Fair in

September. Zuar E. Jameson.
Irasburg, Vt., June I'J, 1871.

For the Xeic England Farmer,

THE MICROSCOPE AND POST-MORTEM
EXAMINATIONS.

The value of the Microscope, and ihe importance of

Poet-mortcni Examinations, as aids in our Investiga-

tions of the Diseases of Animals.

I have often seen in the columns of the Far-
mer, and in those of other agricultural jour-

nals, descriptions of diseased horses, cows,
swine and other domestic animals, with a re-

quest in each case that the editor or some
other person, name the disease and prescribe

the best method of treatment. In some of

these descriptions, mention is made of tumors,
swellings, &c., situated upon, within or near
some important organ, with dilficidt respira-

tion, obstinate diari'ha'a, extreme emaciation,

t%e., &c.
Now, each of these ailments or symptoms
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of disease, with others which might be men-
tioned, may be and often are the effects of

diftei-ent and dissimihir causes ; and hence, it

is inijjortant that persons when describing

either diseased or deceased animals, sta^e mi-

nutely all the facts which may have a bearing

upon the case. If this is not done, it will be
difficult if not impossible to decide the ques-

tion as to the nature of the disease, or pre-

scribe the remedies most likely to remove it.

But farmers cannot generally do this with the

means now at their command. To do it they

must avail themselves of some instrumentali-

ties better tlian any which are in common use

among them at the present time.

Permit me, then, to introduce to their no-

tice that wonderful little instrument the micro-

scope; sXso post-mortem or after death exam-
inations, as the best means for ac(|uainting

themselves with the causes, character and

proper treatment of the diseases to which

their domestic animals are liable.

The microscope is an optical instrument de-

signed to assist the 636 in the inspection of

minute objects. In its simplest form it is

merely a double convex lens ; but in the form
adapted to the use of persons engaged in sci-

entific pursuits, it is much more complicated.

The microscopes employed by anatomists,

physiologists, pathologists and naturalists, pos-

sess a magnifying power equal to many hun-

dred diameters, and cost several hundreds of

dollars ; but instruments magnifying from one
hundred to five hundred diameters, may be

btained at a cost of five to twenty-five dol-

lars ; and these will answer the purpose of a

farmer very well. Caution, however, should

be used in the purchase of a microscope, for

some of the articles sold under that nanie^are

entirely worthless. I would advise persons

wishing to procure a good instrument to do so

through the agency of a reliable physician or

optician.

But, I may be asked, can a person of only

a common education, by the assistance of a

microscope, discriminate the various diseases

which affect our domestic animals ? No, not

in every case ; and yet, almost any farmer can

by its aid determine whether or not the dis-

ease which may be threatening the life of his

horse, cow, hog, sheep or fowl, or which may
have destroyed one of his most valuable ani-

mals, was caused by worms or other parasites.

And with such knowledge as he may easily ac-

quire he can, by the use of a microscope, de-

cide with a good degree of certaint}^ respect-

ing a tumor or a swelling which may have ap-

peared on a favorite animal—whether it be
cancerous or otherwise—whether it be malig-

nant or benign.

As to the importance of post-mortem ex-

aminations, little need be said. They have
done more for the advancement of medical

science, than all other things together ; and
they will accomplish equally as much for the

advancement of veterinary medicine and sur-

gery, whenever they shall be frequently and
skilfully made. Until that is done, veierma-

rianism will never become what its importance

demands,— a science based on well established

facts. Until that is done, farmers will con-

tinue to be, as they have heretofore been, the

easy prey of ignorant and designing men, and

their poor dnmb animals will continue to be-

come the victims of all the foolish and cruel

quackery th^t foolish and cruel men can in-

vent.

But we suppose most of the older farmers

will continue to do as they have hitherto done,

and as their fathers did before them ; for

farmers, like doctors and ministers, are apt to

become stereotyped in their notions, and
averse to the adoption of new ideas and prac-

tices. Therefore I address especially the

young farmers who may chance to read what
I have written, hoping that they may be in-

duced to occupy an advanced position, not

only as it regards the tillage of the soil and
the cultivation of crops, but also, as it re-

gards the care and management of the ani-

mals which contribute so much to their con-

venience and comfort, and constitute so large

a portion of the wealth of every civilized

country.

As the object of post-mortem examinations

is to contrast the appearance of the several

tissues and organs of the dead body with

those of the living one, noting the various

changes which disease has produced, it is quite

important that a person have some previous

knowledge of the tissues and organs when in

a state of health. I would, therefore, advise

young farmers to become well acquainted with

"the general, and also the minute appearance

and structure of every part of the healthy

animal. This can be done by a careful ex-

amination of slaughtered animals. A few

books, also, which your family physician will

gladly name to you, and, perhaps, aid you in

procuring, -will be worth more to you, and

give you more real and permanent satisfac-

tion "than a whole library of the fashionable

literature of the day. J. H. Stedman.
West Bratileboro\ Vt., 1871.

Shovel Making and Geneualship.—In som'e

remarks suggested by Mr. Greeley's late visit to

the South, the New Orleans Price Current says,

"the hidu stria! doctrines professed by Mr. Greeley

have subjugated the South. * * * We liave al-

ways tliought that Ames & Co., the greatest man-

facturers of spades, shovels and axes in the world,

did more to conquer a people who had not a manu-

f\ictory of spades, axes or shovels, than any gen-

eral of the Federal army. * * * No people can

ever hope to be free that exchange staple produc-

tions, worth gold and silver, for commodities

which perish in the use ; nor who have to send

abroad for the guns that they fight with, the food

that they eat, and the very clothing that they

wear." '
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Tliere may be more extensive breeders

of Short-horn cattle in the country tlian Mr.

Harwood, but probably there are few who are

more careful in selection or more judicious in

the management of stock. We have hereto-

fore figured several animals of his raising, and

this week we present a beautiful sketch, taken

from life by Mr. Page, of his four year old

cow Mattie Newell. She is red and white,

and was calved April 2otli, 1867
;

got by

Sheridan, 6179, out of Eva, by Backwoods-

man, 226,—Ann Gwynne, by Prince Albert,

853,—Daisy Second, by Dandy, 50,—Daisy,

by King Charles Second, 84,—Daffodil, by

Sampson, (5081,)—Young Daisy, by Dandy,

(1900,) , by Wilkinson's bull, (2838,)— , by Greathead's bull, (3936,) Szc Sher-

idan, 6179, was bred by Samuel Thorne
;
got

by Sixth Duke of Thorndale, 4752, out of

Bertha, by Duke of Thorndale, 27b7.
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TO MAKE CURRANT "WINE.

For several years we made a ten-gallon keg
of currant wine, of as good quality as any we
liave tasted, and is generally so pronounced
by those who have had an opportunity to

judge. The mode of manufacture is simple,

and can easily be followed by any family hav-
ing the currants and the disposition to make
the wine.

The currants should be fully ripe when
picked; put them into a large tub, in which
they should remain a day or two, then crush

with the hands, imless you have a small patent
wine press in which they should not be pressed
too nuich, or the stems will be bruised and
impart a disagreeable taste to the juice. If

the hands are used, put the crushed fruit, after

the juice has been poured off', in a cloth or

sack and press out the reiiiaining juice. Put
tlie juice back into the tub after cleansing it,

where it should remain about three days, until

the first stage of fermentation is over, and re-

moving once or twice a day the scum copi-

ously arising to the top. Then put the juice

in a vessel—a demijohn, keg or barrel—any
size to suit the quantity made, and to each
quart of juice add three pounds of the best

yellGW sugar, and soft water sufficient to make
a gallon. Thus, ten quarts of juice and thirty

pounds of sugar Avill give jou ten gallons of

wine, and so on in that proportion. Those
who do not like sweet wine can reduce the

quantity of sugar to 2i ; or who wish it very
sweet, raise it to 3^ pounds per gallon.

The vessel nuist be full and the bung or
stopper left off until fermentation ceases,

which will be in twelve or fifteen days. JMean-
while the cask nuist be filled up daily with cur-

rant juice left over, as fermentation throws
out the impure matter. When fermentation

cea.';es, rack the wine ofF carefully, either from
the spiggot or by a syphon, and keej) running
all the time. Cleanse the cask thoroughly
with boiling water, then return the wine, bung
up tightly, and let stand four or five months
when it will be fit to drink, and can be bot-

tled if desired.

All the vessels, casks, &c., should be per-

fectly sweet, and the whole operation should
be done with an eye to cleanliness. In such
event, every drop of brandy or other spirituous

jiquors .added will detract from the flavor of

the wine, and will not in the least degree in-

crease its keeping qualities. Currant wine
made in this way will keep for an age. We
have some made in 1856 which is really an ex-

cellent article.

—

Oermaniown Tehgrapli.

GROWING AND SAVING CLOVER SEED.

Upon this subject Birdsdale, in his Clover

Leaf, says :—It requires some skill in growing
clover for seed, to understand how long to

pasture and when to mow the first crop. Of
course the season has much to do with its fill-

ing, yet the crop can be materially helped if

managed as it should be. The large kind, if

saved for seed, can be pastured till the loth
of June, and very close ; then give it a coat

of plaster, so as to give it a good start. The
medium or common clover should be pastured
till the 25th of June, or if mown, cut the same
time, and be sure and get off July 1st.

You can then look for a good yield of seed,

and if later, your crop will not pay for hand-
ling. Give it a coat of plaster, and you will

find it very beneficial, and particularly on
light soil and if the season is dry. Be sure and
keep your stock out of the clover saved for

seed, as it will spoil the young plants. In
cutting the seed, do not let it stand till dead
ripe, as one-third will rattle off and be wasted.
Cut when the head is handsomely brown and
the stalk not quite dead ; there will then be
scarcely any waste, and the seed just as plump.
Many people, in gathering clover seed, waste
at least one-fourth in allowing it to stand too

long before cutting. Cut with a mower or

reaper—a mower is preferable—attaching a

drag ajjron, and tnrow off in bunches of me-
dium size and in windrows. Turn it over when
the dew is on, so as not to rattle oiFthe bolls.

When thoroughly dry, you can thresh imme-
diately, or put it away where it will keep drj-,

as damp clover is very difficult to hull, and at

the same time it is impossible to get all the

bolls from the straw.

CARE OF SUCKING COLTS.

Those who raise colts, usually exercise care

in the selection of good stock to breed from
;

but a great many neglect to give the colts

proper attention during hot weather, while

they are running with dams. It is not uncom-
mon to see those that were healthy and well

developed in early summer looking puny and
poor, and their hair falling oil" before autumn.
The trouble arises from allowing the colt to

draw milk while the blood of the mare is in a

high state of heat from violent exertion.

When the dam is used in hot weather upon
the farm or road, so as to heat her blood, the

colt should never be allowed to suck until she

has fully cooled off. Let him fill himself be-

fore the mother is put in the harness, and if it

is important that he should accompany the

dam, tie him at her side so that he will be un-

able to draw milk until he is liberated ; for it

is much better that he should go hungry a few

hours than to take his food while it is in a fe-

vered state.

If the mare is to make a long distance in a

hot day, and return at night, it is best to leave

the coit at home, and draw the milk from the

udder by hand once or twice during the day
and upon returning, then allow the colt to fill

himself gradually as the milk is secreted.

Colts injured by heated milk seldom recover

from it for a year or two, and many times

never. They become reduced in flesh, get

lousy in the fall and during the first winter of
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their existence, when they need health and
strength,—as, nndor any ciroiiiiistanc'es, this is

the most fritical pjriod of their <rro\vth,—they

have jiKst life enough to move, and the second
sinnnier, the proper time for development, is

spent in the recuperation of lost vitality.

—

Horseman's Manual.

GRADE JERSEYS FOR BEEF.
Rev. W. A. P. Dillingham writes to the

Maine Farmer in praise of grade Jersey stock
for beef. He says : "This winter I have
fattened and killed two Jerseys, both grade
animals. One was a three year old heifer

that proved unfruitful, the other was a cow
five years old, that proved imsatisfactory.

They took on fat with remarkable facility.

They each dressed off about five hundred
pounds. I never fed animals that gained
faster than they did. They uniformly ate

their allowance, and none of it went to waste.

A ton of hay and fifteen bushels of meal will

make as many pounds of beef when fed to a
grade Jersey as when fed to a grade Durham.
After they were killed, the beef proved to be
of unusual excellence. In fact, and to make
a very modest statement, I never before had
such beef on my dinner table. Its tender-
ness, its juiciness, its richness are in degrees
of remarkable fulness. This beef seems to

be as much richer than onlinary grades"of beef
in the market, as the Jersey butter is superior
to common butter."

Remarks.—As this statement is not in ac-

cordance with the general impi-ession as to

the fattening qualities of Jersey stock, we
solicit the experience of others on this point.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS.
—Striped snakes are now protected by Michigan

farmers as "the only creature that will eat potato

bugs with a relish." '

—The Orleans County, N. Y., Agricultural So-

ciety have decided that horse-racing is not an ag-

ricultural exhibition, and i)ruhibited it on the fair

grounds.

—The Rural World says that the curculio is be-

coming almost as destructive to poaches as to

plums. It is almost impossible to tind a single

peach uninjured by this insect some years.

—Utah is so oppressed with grasshoppers that a

machine lias been invented for their destruction,

which is drawn by two horses, takes about a rod of

land in its sweep, and makes hash of every grass-

hopper it comes in contact with.

—Horace Greeley was a great drawing card at

the Texas State Fair. Flakes Bulhtiu says that

one fanuly "traveled three hundred miles, most of
|

the way by private conveyance, simply that they

might be at the Fan- and see and hear Horace
'

Greeley." The crowd was great, and it is pleasant

to learn that among the thousands of people there

was no case of drunkenness reported, and no dis-

turbance of any kind. The tanners of Texas
seem to be a law abiding people.

—For a salve for burns take equal parts of bees-

wax and newly churned fresh butter with a crumb
of rosin. Simmer slowly till the moisture is out,

and strain through a fine cloth. This will keep for

any number of years.

—The Bural New Yorker reports that in New
York, and apparently in the country, there is a

strong disposition to make early sales of cheese,

thus preventing a large accumulation of stock.

The opposite jilan was tried last year with very un-

satisfactory results to holders.

—The ditfcrencc in color between grapes grown

on.clayey soil and those grown on sandy soils is

easily distinguished. Those on the former are

darker and more glossy than the latter. On tests

being applied' the richer grapes are found to be

those grown on gravell}' soils.

—A sick cov/, belonging to Mr. J. C. Converse of

Southboro', was put in a fair way to recover, the

other da}', after having a wooden pin fifteen inches

in length taken out from under her hide back of

her shoulder blade. The cow doctor said that the

animal swallowed the stick.

—There never was a better prospect for an abun

dant wheat crop throughout the West than this

Spring forecasts. The growing wheat stands thick

upon the ground ; the recent rain and warm sun-

shine have given it a luxurious appearance, and

made the fields look green and beautiful. AVheat

growers predict the earliest harvest known since

Illinois was settled.

—Henry Noble, of Pittstield, Mass., has one of

the most perfect dairy bams in the countrj^ The
bara is 85 feet long by 45 wide, consisting of four

stories and basement, holds 80 tons of hay, will

accommodate 44 cows, and has the modern un-

provements for steaming their food and supplying

them with water. A novel invention of Mr.

Noble's puts the cows under the necessity of hitch-

ing themselves when driven into the stalls.

—The Iowa City Press says that a T)oy named
Dcbrie, living in Johnson county, was killed in the

following manner a few days ago. He was plough-

ing with the lines over his shoulder in the usual

way, when the team suddenly jumped and pidled

him over the plough handles and he fell right in

front of the plough. The team continuing to run,

the edge of the plough passed across his face and

actually cut his throat, severing the windpipe.

—The Germantou-n Telegraph mentions that the

Trustees of the New England Agricultural Society

have continued the action selecting Lowell as the

place for holding the next fair, and that about

.i!f;10,000 has been subscribed by Lowell people to

have the thing a grand one, as they say down
east; and very justly remarks: "If it prove to be
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so, we should like to be there to see, because to

carry out the -word 'grand' in its true significance,

the fail" must be a good, old-fashioned 'cattle-show.'

"

—The Mirror and Farmer says that on opening

an ox belonging to Mr. R. B. Currier, Decrfield,

N. H., that died suddenly after having worked all

day, a piece of very slender steel hoop, from a

hoop-skirt, about four and three-fourths inches

long was found fast in the case that surrounds the

heart, and the end of it pressing against the heart

had worn a hole into it as large as a walnut and

finally caused death by opening the blood vessels.

It is supposed that it was raked up in the hay and

so taken into the stomach, and forced its way
through the integuments to the heart.

—A tanner in Wisconsin has sent portions of

skins from different sheep which are penetrated by

the beards of grain in considerable numbers, and

says full one-half of ihe fallen pelts he collects

are caused by beards. He finds they affect fine

wool more than coarse wool sheep. He thinks

these beards cause a great many diseases, such as

coughs, rots, &c., and consequently death. He
thinks the beards get into the wool by the sheep

being around straw stacks, and says they are more

common in prairie than timbered lands.

—The Gardener's Monthly says :
—"The pruning

of fruit trees when required should be proceeded

with at favorable opportunities. We write %vhen

^required, for in our climate more injury is done by
the knife than b}' the neglect to use it. Goose-

berries, for instance, are usually ruined by pruning.

In Europe, it is customary to thin out the center to

"let in the sun and air." Here it is the sun and air

that ruin them by inviting mildew, and so the

more shoots the better. Our countrj' farmers are

the best gooseberry growers, where weeds run riot,

and grass and gooseberries effect a close compan-

ionship."

Beecher says the best thing is strong tobacco,

made quite moist and applied to the part.

Rainfall in New England.—In a paper on

"Meteorology" read at the late meeting of the

Vermont Board of Agriculture at Brandon, Yt.,

Dr. H. Cutting of Lunenburg, said that the rainfall

during twenty-four hours is rarely over one inch.

Only seven times in twentj' years in Vermont has

two inches of rain fallen in twenty-four hours.

In the South they have three times as much rain

;

while Vermont has three times as many rainy

days. On an average, the rainfall of Vermont is

forty-five inches, in one hundred and fifty-six

rainy days in a year.

EXTKACTS AND BEPLIES.

What he knows about Raising Corn.—Mr.
David Petit, of Salem, N. J., asserts in the Rural
New Yorker that last year he raised more than one

hundred and seventy-nine bushels of clear corn to

the acre, and says "I will add I know more than

two hundred bushels of shelled corn have been

—

and can be again—grown to the acre ; and when
favored with an ordinary fair season a statement

will be made at a suitable time, properly attested

(as it seems to be necessary for the doubting

Thomases,) or to verify the assertion, with very

shallow cultivation, too." Great place, the "Jar-

sies !" And a great corn raiser that same David

Petit

!

CcRE FOR Wasp and Bee Stings.—It is stated

that "a good absorbent" will ease the pain of stings.

"One of the best absorbing substances is lean

fresh meat. This will relieve the pain of a wasp
sting almost instantly, and has been recom-

mended for the cure of rattlesnake bites. It has

been used with marked effect in erysipelas." Dr.

"gilt-edged butter.

Will you or some of the readers of the Farmer
please give the process of making and packing
"gilt-edged butter" for market. Are there any
books on the sulject, and where obtained? By
answering these questions you will confer a favor

on a young farmer who wishes to make a good ar-

ticle or none. n.

Clarendon, Vt., June 13, 1S71.

Having seen your remarks on gilt-edged butter,

in the Farmer of June 10, I would like to inquire

through your paper how it is made, and what pack-
ages are used ? We Vermonters try, to say the

least, to make good butter, and think we do, but I

have never seen any one that could inform me what
gilt-edged butter is, or how it is made.

Noble Grosvenor.
Vergennes, Vt., June ]3, 1871.

Remarks.—The term "gilt-edged" was probably

borrowed by dairymen from the vocabulary of note-

shavers and monej^-changers, who apply the ex-

pression to the best notes or securities in the mar-

ket,—possibly because some rich individual or firm

may have once used writing paper with gold leaf

on its edges. But neither gold edges nor superb

penmanship are sufficient to constitute what is

technically kno\\Ti as gilt-edged paper. Back of

any process of manufacture is the reputation of

the maker or signer for ability and punctuality.

This gives the "promise to pay" its "gilt-edge"

—

this decides the value of the "paper," or obligation.

The same principle has followed the transfer of

the expression "gilt-edged" to butter. Many peo-

ple are more or less tender-mouthed as to butter,

of the origin of which they have no knowledge

;

and a few are willing to pay an extra price for an

article flavored with the good reputation of a well-

known manufacturer. We have all heard of the

man who always put on spectacles when he ate

cherries, because it made them look larger ! And
the assurance that the butter which one eats him-

self, or oflFers to his friends, was made by an ac-

quaintance,—perhaps a fancy farmer,—who is

known to be scrupulously neat as well as skilful in

every process, has its market value.

We were told that the highest priced butter al-

luded to by us a few weeks since, is made in a
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dairy room with a marble floor; the milk, from

fancy-priced and highly fed Jersey cows, is strained

into porcelain pans; the cream is skimmed into

glass jars ; the temperature of the room is kept at

a fixed point,—whether the mercury on the out-

side falls below zero or rises one hundred degrees

above,—by pipes for hot or ice-cold water ; and no

soiled shoes or tainted clothing ever enter the apart-

ment. The butter is delivered three times a week,

mostly to customers secured bi/ the manufacturers

themselves. It is brought to market in neat stamps
of from one pound to one-eighth of a pound each,

as desired by the customer, which are wrapped in

separate pieces of smoothly ii-oned cloth, and all

covered bj' a napkin of beautiful diaper, and packed
in a tin box. Of course, the appearance and flavor

of butter thus made and packed, and thus fre-

quently marketed, is all that can be desired.

"We have no doubt that many dairywomen in the

countrj' can and do make butter about equal to

tliat sold as "gilt-edged," but their distance from
market renders it diflicult if not impossible to de-

liver it in the fresh and perfect condition which
can be dpne by the few fancy daiiymen who live

near the city; and this distance also, in a measure
at least, excludes them ft-om the "ring" of gilt-

edged butter buyers. Still we believe that with
extra care in manufacture and extra pains in hunt-

ing up customers, a much better price might be ob-

tained by those who aim to "make a good article

or none." We read about flowers that "waste

their fragrance on the desert air ;" and if the his-

tory of butter should ever be written, we presume
that many a "gilt-edged" lump would be described

that was sold for much less than one dollar a pound,
or was consumed by those who would be unwilling

to pay that price.

THE THUEE-LIXED POTATO-LEAP BEETLE.
I enclose two kinds of bugs which I find on ray

potato tops. Can you tell me what thev are ? A
neighl)or tells nic one of them is the Colorado po-
tato bug, but I hardly think it is so. f.
£asi Shel.burne, Mass., June 12, 1871.

Remarks.—Your "two kinds of bugs" are one
and the same creature in difl'crent stages of its ex-
istence, and is called by Mr. Harris the "Three-
lined Leaf-beetle— Crioceris trUineata,— Olivier."

It is not the Colorado potato bug, but an old ac-

quaintance, and somewhat resembles the common
striped cucumber bug. The Colorado has ten dark
lines with intermediate stripes of much brighter

yellow; the one you sent has only three dark
stripes on a very dull yellow or brown ground, and
is much smaller than the ten-liner, of which we
have specimens sent from Indiana. If our striped

beetle is the perfect insect. It passed the winter in

the pupa state. After eating holes into the potato

leaf a few days, it lays its oljlong oval golden
yellow eggs, which are glued to the leaves, in par-
cels of six or eight. In about two weeks grubs
hatch from these .eggs of a dirty yellowish or

asheii white color, of a cylindrical form. They

have the filthy habit of covering themselves with

their o^\•n excrement, perhaps to shield their ten-

der hide from the hot sun, or as a protection from

their enemies. This is the other kind of bug j'ou sent

to us. >Vhen about two weeks old it creeps down
the potato stalk, goes into the ground, and about

the last of July or first of August throws off its

pupa dress, becomes a beetle and lays its eggs for

a second brood of grubs, which like the first brood,

go into the ground where they remain till about

the first of June of the next year.

POTATO BUGS.—SEASOX AXD CROPS IX WIXDSOR
COUXTY, YT.

Enclosed you will find specimens of bugs that

are infesting our potato fields. What are they ?

They are pretty numerous in some places, and I

think them new in these parts.

Yesterday was a rainy day ; the first since snow
went ort' on which it has rained all da.y. It has
wet the surface of the earth two or three inches.

The grass crop will be very light this year; not
more than one-half as much as last year, unless
we have rainy weather so as to keep farmers from
cutting it.

The prospect for fruit is not very good ; the in-

tensely hot and dry weather having killed the
young fruit.

Not being used to writing for the press, I shall

not be disappointed if this finds a place in the
waste basket. Hexry B. Howard.

Iiandol2Jh, Ft., June 10, 1671.

Remarks.—Your potato bugs are the same as

those received from "F.," of EastShelburne, Mass.,

and we refer you to our "remarks" in replj^ to his

inquiry. These beetles may be more numerous

this year than usual, but they are no new-comers.

More attention is probably given to insects on po-

tatoes than heretofore, on account of the well-

grounded fears of the appearance at the East of

the Colorado ten-lined beetle, which is committing

such fearful havoc in Ohio, Michigan and other

Western States.

CRIBEIXG H011.SES.

Having had the care of horses, more or less, for

fifty years, I have had pretty good opportunities to

watcii both old and new cribbers, and have given
the suliject considerable thought and study. Most
of the books on horses call cril)l)ing a haliit or vice

and not a disease. Some speak of it as contagious

;

othci's say that it maj^ be acquired, and some that
it may be inherited. If I understand what these
writers mean by these expressions I cannot agi-ee

with them, for I am satisfied that cribbing is caused
by inflammation of the throat. This inflammation
is produced, in my opinion, by compelling the
horse to cat from a high crib, by ol)liging him to

wear martingales, and by not giving him proper
exercise.

By feeding from a high crib, the horse swallows
his food with his neck curved unnaturally, and
consequently with his throat more or less cramped;
thus propucing an etfect somewhat analogous to

that experienced by ministers, lecturers, &c., who
cramp their necks and throats into the position

which is necessitated by the attempt to speak and
read at the same time.

One thing that confirms me in the opinion that

cribliing is the result of intiammation or irritation

of the throat caused by swallowing food with the

neck in an unnatural p<)siti(jn, is the fact that I

have cured cribbers in the first stages by lowering
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the feeding box to a level with their knees, thus al-

lowing them to take their natural position in mas-
ticating and swallowing their food. The benelicial

efiect of a tight strap around the neck of a cribber

is, in ray opinion, the result of the relief it atibrds

to the irritated throat. I have never experienced
any benefit from medicine, or any other treatment
in case of confirmed cribljers. Hence as an ounce
of prevention is better tlian a pound of cure, I

would recommend low feeding boxes, and exercise

in proportion to feed and condition of the animal.
E. Richardson.

Fitchburg, Mass., June, 1871.

AGE of apple TKEES I'OR BUDDING OR GRAFTING.
I

Having some four or five hundred young apple
|

seedlings, raised with especial care, I would es-
j

teem it a favor, if you would inform me in your
j

most valuable paper about them. They are not
|

grown for sale, but to transplant for my o\m, or
j

at least, my children's benefit. They are in the

third year from the seed, and looking finely,
i

Shall I have better trees in the end if I postpone
j

budding or grafting them for another season or
j

two, than if I have it done this summer ? I do not
\

wish to force their growth or hasten their period i

of fruitage at the expense of the best results by '

and by. I would be glad to know if giving age to
;

their roots before budding or grafting will add
essentially to their chance of becoming perfect

trees. S. B. Keach.
Providence, R. I., June 18,1871.

Remarks.—If the truth of the adage that "it is

hard to learn old dogs new tricks," is applicable

to the roots of the seedling which we wish to learn

to feed a tree of a different kind ; or if we avail

ourselves of the practice of experienced nursery-

men, our conclusion must be that budding or

grafting should be done earl}% and that you will

not gain anything by delaying another year or two

longer, if your trees are of suitable size for bud-

dmg. Budding, which is applicable to stocks of

from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch in

diameter, has several advantages over grafting,

which is usually performed where the stock is one

inch or more in diameter. Budding is a much less

laborious, or rather much more expeditious process

than grafting ; and if the bud fails, the operation

is far less injurious to the stock than that of graft-

ing. For either process the trees should be in a

thrifty condition at the time the work is performed.

Our impression is that nurserymen bud largely

stocks two yeai's of age, where the trees are on

good soil, and from that up to four j'ears of age,

—

but are governed more by size than age.

K. O. and j. 11. ON CORN GROWING.

I notice an article from K. 0. He complains of
some writer that thinks his statement is too indefi-

nite. A farmer who writes to benefit his brother
fiirmers ought to give his name, place of residence,

his method of doing his work, with all the items of
expense; also the number of acres under cultiva-

tion, with the income in bushels or pounds, as the
case may be, with the market price of such pro-
ducts.

I would be willing to go a long distance to hear
a discussion on farming, between Mr. J. H. of
Shrewsbury, and Mr. K. O. of some indefinite place.

I will make a definite point. K. 0. says it has
been a practice to put on from forty to forty-six

cords of manure, worth as much as stable manure,
then from fifty to seventy-five barrels of fish, and
after this, an indefinite amount of manure in the
hills. All this for an indefinite number of bushels
of corn, and a crop of oats, at a two years' expense
to raise them. Then go over the same indefinite

course again for a second crop of corn and grain,
with hay seed—(Does K. O. mean to be under-
stood that he sows some or all kinds of grain and
hay seed with his corn)—which completes the rota-
tion (what a rotation) ! and gives five or six crops
of hay ?

K. O. thinks it difficult to give corn too much
manure. He says it must not bo put in the hill.

To be more definite he should have said it should
not be put where the corn could be affected by it.

He compares manure in the hill to rum in man.
What an idea! Let us define. Give to every man
a ban-el of rum, he would soon kill himself, and
the race would soon be extinct ; but let the mod-
erate drinker go to the saloon and Iniy a glass at a
time, and he may live long enough to raise up
quite a crop of drunkards. So with corn ; you
spread on some fifty cords, more or less, of ma-
nure, and you can raise a small crop of com for
years, but should you put that quantity of ma-
nure in the hills, you would probably burn up the
crop at once. Let us keep some kind of a medium
course. For instance, when more than sixty
bushels of shelled corn are raised to the acre, we
get beyond what is profitable.

There are several questions of magnitude in-
volved in the article of K. 0. which I should be
glad to review, but I am limited to seventy-five
minutes, at this time. If J. H. of Shrewsliury,
and K. O. of somewhere, will continue the discus-
sion in reference to the corn crop, I will willingly
write my views over my own name. We three
might form a triangle, that would give some kind
of limitation, (as the surveyor of land would say)
to the subject of the corn crop.

RoDERT Mansfield.
Wellesley, Mass., June 2, 1811.

bark lice on trees.

I wish to call the attention of farmers to the im-
portance of destroying the bark scale both on pear
and apple trees. It is not generally known hov/
much injury is done by these small insects. Many
orchards are almost destroyed by them, for want
of due care. The oyster-shell scale is by many en-
tirely overlooked, it being of nearly the color
of tiie l)ark of the tree. The white scale is more
visible and easier detected. In 1838, I bcL^an to ex-
terminate them by a wash of potash, and suc-
ceeded to clear my trees that were overrun with
both kinds. I continued it yearly, in the spring of
the year, and my trees have not sutfered since,

while many others are complaining of the injury
their trees are suffering. For the last three years
I have used the crude wood ashes, unleached. I

put about thi-ee quarts of ashes into a bucket of
water, and mix it well, and with an old broom put
it on the trees, rubliing them well with the broom.
It leaves a quantity of the ashes on the tree, and
every rain gives a new wash from the ashes left on
the "bark. I have found this a perfect remedy if

done faithfully. It should be stirred often, so as
to give a due ([uantity of the ashes to eveiy tree.

It may be put on at any time. But I would re-

cominend April and August as the Ijest times for
application. The ashes and old broom are in pos-
session of every one, so no excuse can be made for

not exterminating the great evil of bark lice or
scale. S. A. Shurtleff.
Spring Grove, Brookline, Mass., 1871.

Remarks.—We thank our correspondent for his

valuable suggestions in regard to this evil. Per-
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sons not engaged in the cultivation of orchards,

Lave little idea of the damage annuall}' done by

these little insects, almost so minute as to be seen

with diliicultj- by the naked eye. Their name is

legion. While pruning last October, we found sev-

eral trees in our own orchards with scarcely a

branch upon them but was covered with the scales

of these insects. Carefully removing a scale from

the bark, and turning it upside down under the

microscope, we could see from one to a dozen little

white eggs. Harris says there are sometimes as

many as 100 under a scale. They must be exceed-

ingly minute to be so numerous in so small a space.

When a tree is badly infested, it has the appear-

ance of decay all over it. If there are branches

entirely free from the insect or scales, they bear the

marks of disease. The limbs look dark and shriv-

elled, and are as expressive of illness as is the

countenance of a sick animal.

Those creatures cannot live upon air alone. It

is probable that they puncture the bark and draw

away the juices of the tree, so that the branches

are deprived of their food, and they gradually die

of starvation.

The remedy suggested by Dr. Shurtleff is a

simple and cheap one, and would be useful to a

healthy tree. We have a statement from a gentle-

man who made many careful experiments to pre-

vent or to destroy these plagues. He found how to

destroy them at last in the use of fish brine ; that is,

the brine in which mackerel are salted. This is

slightly oily, and when diluted with water, is

rubbed upon the branches with a cloth or with a

broom. He also sprinkled the tender foliage and

blossoms of apple trees, and found no injury re-

sulting from it. This also, is a cheap remedy, and

one easily applied.

Persons will do well to regard the suggestions of

our correspondent, and not allow the month of

August to pass without a thorough routing of the

enemv.

' THE DIFFEEENCE.

Jones is a tirm believer—hence
He maiiifet^ts his faith

By works—in good substantial fence;
And this is what he saith :

—

"1 fence to keep my cattle in
And other folksV out

;

I find no breechy cattle where
The fence is good and stout."

Smithes fences are of every sort

Found in the catalogue;
And all the shapes—the long, the short,

The running lence—or dog.
His cattle know no stated bounds,
But travel at their leisure,

In quest of food, the fields' wide rounds,
Out and in at pleasure. J. w. z.

Jlaiiie, July, 1871.

GRASSHOrrERS IN MAINE.

For some time past we have heard remarks about
the abundance of grasshoppers, and this week ap-
prehensions of fearl'ul damage are expressed.
Tlicir uumljers arc inlinitc, and though as yet only
about half au inch in length, Ijeans, peas, potato
tops and such like disappear as though some fell

destroyer had passed over them. I am not aware

that they have been known to appear in anything
lilvc the present numbers at so early a day hi this

country. A farmer fifteen miles aljove this place,

on the river, gave me to-day a glowing descrii)tion

of their depredations, from which I conclude that
the}' arc full as numerous there as here; and I

learn by a lady that the same is the case about the
same distance south of here.

With the severe dryness of the past season, and
earh' part of the present, crops arc not as promis-
ing as we would wish; l)ut lieing one that thinks it

better to look upon the bright side, and if possible

to discover the "silver lining" of tlie darkest cloud,

I do not expect that we all shall starve, even
though the grasshoppers are coming, or have come.

O. W. True.
Farmington, Mc, June 27, 1S71.

tables' Separlmetit.

From the Little Corporal.

BABY'S FIKST TOOTH.

BY P R U D Y.

Come, look at the dainty darling!
As fresh as a new-blown rose,

From the top of his head so golden.
To the dear little restless toes.

You can tell by the dancing dimples,
By the smiles that come and go.

He Is keeping a wonderful secret

You'd give half your kingdom to know.

Now kiss him on cheek and forehead,
And kisB him on lip and chin;

The little red mouth is hiding
The rarest of pearls within.

Ah, see ! when the lips in smiling •

Have parted their tender red,
Do you see the tiny white jewel.

Set deep in its coral bed ?

Now where are the sage reporters
Who wait by hamlet and hill.

To tell the listening nation
The news of its good or ill ?

Come weave with your idle gossip
This golden blossom of truth

—

Just half a year old this morning,
And one little pearly tooth.

SEASONABLE RECEIPTS.

The following receipts are selected from

the Gcrmnntoum Telegraph. AYe should like

to hear from some of our lady readers, to

help keep this department interesting, as we
feel sure that our New England housekeepers

are quite as good cooks as can be found in

any part of the country.

Raspberry Vixegar.—Put a pound of very
fine ripe raspberries in a bowl, bruise them
well, and pour upon them a quart of the best

white wine vinegar ; next day strain the liquor

on a pound of fresh ripe raspberries, bruise

them also, and the following day do the. same
but do not squeeze the fruit or it will make it

ferment, only drain the liquor as dry as you
can from it. The last time pass it through a
canvas bag previously wet with the vinegar,

to prevent waste. Put the juice into a stone

jar, with a pound of sugar to every pint of
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juice ; the sugar must be broken into lumps
;

stir it, and when melted, put the jar into a pan
of water; let it simmer and then skim it;

when cold bottle it. It will be fine and thick

when cold, and a most excellent syrup for mak-
ing a wholesome drink.

Red Currant Jelly.—The following re-

ceipt for making this jelly I have used for sev-

eral years, and think it much better than any
other I have tried or seen recommended : Put
your currants in a bell-metal kettle and scald

them well ; when cool press them through a

sieve, getting out all the juice, (be careful not

to allow any skin or seeds to pass through the

sieve,) measure the juice and put it back again

in the kettle and let it boil hard for five or six

minutes, skimming it well ; then add while on
the fire boiling one pound of sifted loaf sugar

to every pint of juice ;
stir it till dissolved and

then it is done and ready to put in the tum-
blers. It tastes much more of the fruit and
is of a beautiful light color. Will keep for

years if necessary.

Long Braxcii Berry Pudding.—One and
a half cups of flour, one-half cup molasses,

one-half cup of brown sugar, three pints of

berries, (raspberries, blackbei-ries or whortle-

berries,) one small half tumbler of water, and
boil two hours. To be eaten with beaten
sauce. Two eggs are an improvement, as

they keep the pudding in better shape.

Curds and Wiiey.—Infuse a piece of ren-

net in a little boiling water as for making
cheese ; let it stand an liour or two ; then put

a tablespoonful to three pints of new milk
warmed. Cover with a cloth and leave until

the curd is thick. Press out and use the whey,
or sweeten and use both whey and curd.

This makes a very nice dessert for dinner.

Corned Beef.—In cooking corned beef, at

this season of the year so delicious, it should

be put into boiling water when \n\t on to cook,

and when it is done it should remain in the

pot until cold. This is the whole secret of

having corned beef juicy and full-flavored, in-

stead of the contrary.

Cooking old Potatoes.—The following

method of cooking old potatoes is highly re-

commended, and this is the season of the year
to try it : Pare the potatoes about an hour be-

fore Doihng, and then soak them in cold vyater

until they are to be cooked. The water must
be boiling before they are put in and a little

salt must be added. When done the water is

poured otl' and the pot is placed near the fire i

with the lid removed to allow the moisture to

escape. The potatoes will be dry and mealy.

To Prevent Bread fro:\i Drying.—Keep
a wet cloth around the loaf that is being cut

from and wet every time after a meal. This
will keep the bread in a fresh state.

To KEEP Butter in the Summer.—A sim-

ple mode of keeping butter in warm weather,

where ice is not handy, is to invert a common
flower-pot over the butter, with some water in

the dish in which it is laid. The orifice at the

bottom may be corked or not. The porous-
ness of the earthenware will keep the butter

cool.

To Preserve Flowers Fresh.—A vase
of flowers can be retained in freshness much
longer by using soapsuds or soaped water.
Try it.

Sting of Insects.—An Indiana correspon-
dent writes thus : Tell your readers that a few
drops of coal oil dropped oi^ parts stung by
bees, wasps or hornets will give instant relief.

A NEW USE FOR OLD BULBS.
During a recent visit to a most delightful

garden, I got a hint of a use for old bulbs,
which may interest many of our readers. It

must be remarked, first, that there are several
extensive runs of holl}' and thorn fences, and
a few bits of half-wild scenery in the place

;

and, further, that all tlie best early flowering

bulbs are grown in exhibition style for the
conservatory. It is the gardener's rule to

buy every year for this purpose, and it is his

rule also not to destroy a single bulb. He
disposes of them in a short and summary man-
ner. When they are done blooming, they are
transferred to spare pits for the advantage of

a little shelter, and of course they get a little

water occasionally. As soon as mild weather
occurs in the early part of April, they are all

planted out in front of the green fences and
in the borders and odd nooks of the wilder
parts of the garden. The process of planting
consists in o])ening holes and turning out the
ball complete, without even removing the
crocks from it. The result is that wherever
you go in the spring of the year about this

place you see thousands of snowdrops, cro-

cuses, tulips, hyacinths and other equally
beautiful flowers as they open in succession

;

and in a majority of cases they are really fine

in quality, the crocuses and tulips especially.

If a great heap of cut flowers are wanted
there is no difficulty in obtaining them, and I

was informed that a very great cut is made
every year for the dressing of the parish

church at Easter. The bulbs are not the only
things that are naturalized in this way, for the

banks and boundary lines are smothered with
violets, primroses, several varieties of nar-

cissus, and other equally desirable hardy
plants, all of which have been turned out of

pots when done with, instead of consigning
them, as is usually done, to the muck heap.

—

Oardeiier'^s Magazine,

CORAL JEWELRY.
The Paris correspondent of an English

paper directed the attention of sightseers in

the late Exhibition to the brilhant disjjlay of
coral jewelry from the establislunent of an
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eminent London jeweller. His cases con-

tained sj)efiinens of every variety of natural

coral, a.s well as of every ornament into whieh
it has been wrought by art. The ne<'klaces, i

bracelets, earrings, beads, bou(iuets, foliage,

cameos and bas-reliefs were described as of

the most elaborate workmanship, and ex-

1

quisitely mounted. One of the necklaces was i

valued at something more than S^jyoO in gold,
j

This account may surprise readers who have !

never associated any idea of beauty with the
|

manufactured forms of coral. It is no won-'
der, for taste and skill are not too plentiful in

!

the world, arW the jewels of this niateritd I

which we conmionly see are coarse, clumsily

cut, and dear at any price.

To secure a different result several things

are needed. Of the varieties of coral known
to commerce the number, we believe, is fif-

teen. There are several which are totally

unfit to be worked into the higher forms of

ornament. A discriminating choice of ma-
teria! is the first step. The second is the de-

termination of the form. For this an artistic

taste is needed, which does not make part of

the stock of every goldsmith. The third in-

dispensable recjuisite is a skilful hand. The
cutting must be at once sharp and delicate,

and nothing is easier than to bungle.

Under certain conditions coral is an excel-

lent material for art. Its beautiful color, the

solidity of its tissue, its resistance to atmos-

pheric action, and the fine and soft polish

which it readily assumes combine to recom-
mend it. But while human artists can work
it into forms more convenient for our use,

they can never hope to attain the skill of the

little workmen under the water. Natural
coral has brought before now twenty times its

weight in gold. We believe that there is at

present among the collection in the cabinet of

Yale College a specimen which is unsurpassed
in this countrv.

a stomach, and feelers radiating from it in

search of sometliing to fill it. It is true that

a child is always hungry all over ; but he is

also curious all over ; and his curiosity is ex-
cited about as early as his hunger. He imme-
diately begins to put out his moral feelers into

the unknown and the infinite to discover what
sort of an existence this is into which he has
come. His imagination is quite as hungry as

his stomach. And again and again it is

stronger than his other appetites. You can
easily engage his imagination in a story which
will make him f(irget his dinner. He is

credulous and superstitious, and ojien to all

wonder. Li this, he is exactly like the savage
races. Both gorge themselves on the mar-
velous ; and all the unknown is marvelous to

them. 1 know the general impression is that

children must be governed through their stom-
achs. I think they can be controlled (juite as

well through their curiosity ; that being the

more craving and imperious of the two. I
have seen children follow about a person who
told them stories, and interested them with
his charming talk, as greedily as if Iiis pockets
had been full of bon-bons.—My Summer in a
Garden—Charles Dudley Warner.

Little Things.—The preciousness of little

things was never more beautifidly exjiressed

than by B. F. Taylor in the following : "Little

words are the sweetest to hear ; little chari-

ties lly farthest, and stay longest on the wing

;

little lakes are the stillest ; little hearts are

the fullest, and little farms are the best tilled.

Little books are the most read, and little

songs the most loved. And when nature
would make anything especially rare and
beautiful, she makes it little—little pearls,

little diamonds, little dews. Everybody calls

that little which he loves the best on earth."

CHILDKEN.
As for children, it is admitted that they are

barbarians. There is no exception among
them to this condition of barbarism. This is

not to say that they are not attractive ; for

they have the virtues as well as the vices of a

primitive ])eople. It is held by some nat-

uralists that the child is only a zoophyte, with

Little Alice found out an ingenious way of

getting to bed in a hurry. The crib in which
she i-lept was so low that, by placing one foot

on the inside, and taking hold of the post, she

could easily spring in. "jNlamma,'" she said

to her mother, "do you know how I get to

bed (piick P"' "No,''' was the reply. "Well,"
said she, in great glee, "I step one foot over

the crib, then I say 'rats,' and scare myself

right in."
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THOUGHTS FOR SEPTEMBER.
"Happy the ninii who flits the city throng!
Ev'ry tree, t-v'ry hruok that tlows along,

Ev'ry pebble within its sparkling brim
Preaches wisdom aiiii holiness to him."

NOTHER summer has

departed, with

Its scorching

^uns and parch'

ing droughts,

and the gorge-

ous livery which

'>ho had put on

has faded into ,

wrinkled age.
j

The year is
,

on the wane. '

Its fidness and
I

\igor are gone.

|

'It has reached the
I

\^''t;i'! V^^^^^ ^tmnnit of the hill, and
'

' ' is not only looking, but

descending into the valley be-

low." The grass and grain

harvests have been gathered in, while our great

Indian Corn harvest waits for more cheering

suns, and the fervid September days. In

robbing us of summer beauties, Nature does

not leave us without new objects of enjoyment.

Those who have eyes to see, and thoughts

to go out through them, and have also a little

prying curiosity, may find themselves in a

comparativelynew world in September, peopled

by new forms in both kingdoms ; animated by

Hi

sights and sounds all peculiar to the month.

It is "the rejoicing month for joyful insects
;

it is the most populous and the happiest month.

The hens plash in the hedge, fish seek the

deep pools, forest fowl lead out their yourg',

the air is resonant of insect orchestras, each

one carrying his part in nature's grand har-

mony. September, thou art the ripeness of

the year! Thou art the glowing centre of the

circle!"

Country life is a favorite theme of poets,

and it is country life that makes poets,—the

source from whence they draw their inspira-

tion and facts for illustration and instruction.

It is a pity that so many in the city cannot en-

joy it, and a pity that so many in the country

do not appreciate it.

How much we need—do we not ?—some

ukase of a despot, some imperial mandate,

ordering a thousand or two at a time of dis-

contented farm rs into the city to labor in the

occupations there,—in murky counting-rooms,

overcrowded benches, or tied down to long

and tedious hours over the counters in grocerv,

dry-goods and shoe stores, or the business cf

numerous other callings! Travelling daily

over the same narrow and imsuggestive paths,

shut in from the fragrance of flowers, the

invigorating breezes of heaven aud the glow-

ing manifestations of an ever-present Deitv,

which are the common, every-day blessings of

the farmer!

To gain life's chief end, usefulness and hap-
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piness, most of us must live in the country and
i

cliamiing flowers, keep the garden in a fresh

labor there. It is the yeomanry of the country,
|

condition, and to sustain nearly all the crops

the tillers of the soil, who are the nation's excepting the grass.

strenoth ; what they draw from the soil must

sustain us or we die. And yet, it is so ordered,

that in securing those supplies we are in the

midst of the most fruitful sources of happiness,

and under those conditions where we can be

most useful to the world.

Old Nathaniel Cotton was right in saying,

—

If Bolul happiness we prize,

In 01/?' oini bj-ca-Hs the jewel lies,

Nor need we ronni abroad.

"Who will become the great reformer in this

matter, and like Israel's leader, bring out our

people from a state of discontent in their voca-

tion ? Who shall be clothed with the power of

the Grand Turk for a season, to change the

conditions of men, so that each shall realize

the responsibilities, cares and employments of

the other !—the citizen to rural life, and the

farmer to the city. The experiment is going

on daily in a small way, but is needed on a

grander scale.

We do not mean to say that farmers should

sit down or labor on without sometimes gratify-

ino- a desire to see how people live and prosper

in other avocations, and by visiting other locali-

ties than their own, learn more of the wisdom

and power of the Great Cause of all things.

It is a duty to learn all we can of the wonder-

ful operations with which we have to deal, and

of ever) thing which influences them.

So, when the hay harvest is over, and the

weeds are under subjectioi., it will not be ex-

travagant for the farmer to "harness up," and

with as many of the family as the faithful

steed can comfortably take along, spend a

•w-eek or more, or less, in visiting relatives or

friends. By mingling freely, taking a lively

interest in their afTairs, putting a good many

questions and exercising a lively observation,

health will be promoted, the spirits made more

buovant and hopeful, and the mind filled with

new'and agreeable to])icsfor reflection or discus-

sion at a future time. Such journeyings for

the family do not, in the long run, lessen the

profits, but rather tend to increase them, while

thev certainly are days of recreation and high

enjoyment.

The weather during the summer has been

delightful. A little too dry, perhajjs, but

sufficiently damp to produce an abundant fo-

lia<'e on fruit and forest trees, to bring out

Last year, in Jmie and July, the elements

seemed to be greatly disturbed. We were

melted with fervent heat, drenched with pour-

ing rains or pounded with hailstones of alarm-

ing size. We looked through a powerful

telescope to see if there were not some unusual

commotion in the elements of distant worlds,

or in those of our own, but all seemed as calm

as the beautiftd mornings of some of our sum-

mer days. We peered into the face of the

planet Saturn, took an imaginary walk all

around his rings, called at two or three of his

eight moons, and indulged our curiosity so

much as to stroll a few millions ot miles down
the road between the rings and the planet, but

discovered nothing which would seem likely to

disturb our mundane affairs.

The latter part of sunmier brought plentiful

rains, so that the earth is crowned with glad-

ness. The hay crop is light, but all other

crops are promising well. The soil is now in

condition to bring an abundant second crop

on the mowing fields, and to secure good feed

in the pastures. If frosts are delayed, a good

corn crop may be expected. Wheat, oats,

barley and rye, have yielded well, and have

been harvested in good condition. Let us

all labor on with pure and cheerful hearts, and

all will be well.

WEEDS AND WEEDIWG.
As a sort of mtroduction to two or three

short articles on weeds, which follow, we give

some experiments which were made in Eng-

land a few years ago, to test the

Value of Weeding.

On some of the large estates in England,

experiments of much value are made with

great fidelity and cost, which have not been

entered into, as yet, among our people.

1. Seven acres light soil were sown to wheat

broadcast ; one acre was measured and not a

weed pulled out of it ; the other six were

carefully weeded. The unweeded acre pro-

duced eighteen bushels ; the six weeded acres

averaged twenty-two and one-half bushels per

acre—a clear gain of 25 per cent.

2. A six-acre field was sown with barley.

The weeding, owing to the great abundance

of charlock, cost $3 per acre. The produce
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of an unweeded acre was thirteen bushels ; of

the weeded, twentj'-eight bushels per acre

;

thus showing a difference of fifteen bushels

per acre, besides the enormous advantage of

having the land cleared for the next crop.

3. Of six acres sown with oats, one acre,

unmanured and unweeded, yielded only seven-

teen bushels ; the rest ploughed three times,

manured and weeded, produced thirty-seven

bushels to each acre.

It will be remembered, perhaps, that the

English practice is to weed their grain crops,

whether of wheat, barley or oats. They

usually sow in drills, which makes the weeding

much less difficult than in broadcast sowing.

Destroy the 'Weeds.

After they once commence the work of hay-

ing, many farmers are extremely reluctant to

leave it to perform any other work. It is

quite certain, however, that there will be more

or less of other work to be done everj- year,

during the season of securing the hay crop.

One item of this work is to destroy the weeds.

Farmers leave haying to secure a wheat,

oat, or barley crop, because it would be a de-

cided loss to let it stand ; but the same per-

sons will allow a luxuriant weed ci'op to perfect

its seed and be scattered over many acres of

the farm. This is abundantly evident every

year to those who travel through farming dis-

tricts. If one should come and sow an equal

amount of vile seed over the farm, he would

undoubtedly be prosecuted and heavily fined,

as he should be, for such a misdemeanor.

Cannot both branches of duty be attended

to in their proper season, so that neither shall

suffer ? We think they can.

In the first place, do not allow the work

among the hoed crops to be delayed. Com-
mence on the young corn, potatoes, and aU

other plants, as soon as they are fairly out of

the ground, and, taking them in turn, go over

them two or three times. When this is done,

it must be a very foul soil that will produce

many weeds before the first of August. If it

does produce them, it is more economical to

extirpate them by a day or two of labor tha^n

to allow them to stand. If not disturbed, they

will probably injure the crops among which

they grow, more than the grass would be in-

jured by a few days' delay in cutting. Added

to this, will be the serious evil of having the

fields lavishly filled with the seeds of a variety

of hardy and persistent weeds, which may re-

main as a pest for many years.

If, on the approach of the haying season,

the grass fields are examined, and those that

are the earliest matured are cut first, and this

course followed throughout, the postponement

of cutting a few acres for a day or two

would not be attended with a loss at all com-

parable with that of allowing a crop of weeds

to go to seed. There might be exceptional

cases, but not many.

Farmers continually complain of the great

labor required to keep down weeds, while the

wormwood and pig weeds are breast-high

among the corn hills and along the edges of

their fields. So acres upon acres of potatoes

present the appearance of a crop of worthless

plants, the potato vines being completely over-

shadowed by them. The crop of tubers will

probably come out in proportion to the vines

which struggled for life over them.

The great loss to the farmer in subduing

weeds, and the loss they cause in exhausting,

the power of the soil, which ought to go to the

crops we are cultivating, are not yet appre-

ciated. More attention should be given this,

matter by every one who has a crop to tend.

.

It is bad enough to tight fhe insects over which

we have little control, but it is a greater evil

to see pestilent plants destroying the crops,

and entailing losses upon generations to come.

"Weeds on the Highways.

Weeds are undoubtedly the most expensive

crop a farmer can grow. Some farmers are

aware of this, and will not allow them to grow

in their fields. They are subject, however, every

year to the cost of destroying those which have

been sown by other persons upon their lands. .

Every farmer who allows burdocks and this-

tles to grow and perfect their seeds on the

I roadsides against his fields, virtually sows their

seeds upon his neighbor's land.

In some countries, there are laws under

which a farmer may bring suit against his

neighbor, who neglects to destroy weeds in

his fields, or upon the public highways adjoin-

ing his premises. There was such a law, we

think, in Massachusetts, some years ago, in

regard to what is called the Canada thistle,

—

and it operated beneficially.

In Denmark there is a law to oblige the far-

mers to root up the corn marigold, and a.

clause enforcing the extirpation of weeds in.
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hedges along the sides of roads passed the

House of Commons in England sometime ago,

but was thrown out by the House of Lords.

This matter of the destruction of weeds,

both in fields and on highways, would be a

good subject for discussion in all Farmers''

Clubs next winter. Through their attention

and iiilUience, some means may be devised to

awaken an interest in farmers to combine, and

by united action, to abate the wide-spread and

expensive evil.

"What Shall be Done with "Weeds?

Certainly, not pulled and left upon the

ground, if their seeds are only formed. It is

not safe at this stage of their growth to throw

them into the hog-yard, or to put them in a heap

with manure. Nor will it be safe to leave

them upon the ground where they grew.

Some of them are so tenacious of life that,

even if the plant be pulled up, it is said that

the sap will How upward, the flower will bloom,

and the seeds ripen to be scattered over the

fields the next year. There is no killing them

by gentle means. They will live three feet

under ground for years, and if the land is

again stirred to that depth, up will spring a

thick crop of weeds, again to flourish in their

full strength. We have seen a stout pigweed

pulled entirely out of the ground, with the ex-

ception of the end of a very small root, not

only to go on and live, but to blossom and

perfect a large crop of seed ! Do not trust

them in any position, where a complete de-

composition will not speedily take place, either

by fire or the agency of some strong alkaline

or other substance.

If dried on the ground after the seed is

formed, there will be danger. If thrown into

heaps, they will not be likely to rot before

some of them have perfected seed. If thrown

to swine, a portion of them would be left to

go on with their work of maturing seed, and

so it would be if they were mingled with ma-

nure. They cannot well be burnt in their

green state, so that the safe and economical

course is to throw them into a compact heap,

and mingle them with quick lime, or wood

ashes, or keep them moist so that they become

thoroughly heated and decomposed. Even

then, the mass should lie exposed to the sun

and air until quite certain that the vitality of

. the seeds is destroyed.

A SMALL PBUIT GABDEN.
A correspondent of the Rochester, N. Y., Bural

Home, probably the proprietor of the Mt. Hope
Nurseries, says : One of liis foremen, owning a

garden 80 by 100 feet, has handed him the follow-

ing statement of fruit sales during the season of

1870. His trees are twelve years old.

5 bu. Shropshire Damson plums from two trees,

§3 per bushel, $15 00
2 bu. mixed Plums, if2 per busliel, 4 00
li^ bu. Flemish Beauty Pear, $3 per bu., . ; . . 4 50
3 l)bls Louis Bonne from 4 trees, $7 per bbl., . . 21 00
1 '2 bu. Cuerre Uitt'ard Pear, 2 oO
1 bu. BurtUlt Pear, 3 00
2 bu. Beurre d'Anjou Pear, $4 per bu., 8 00
3 bu. Ducheese d'Angouleme, $4 per bu 12 00

$70 00

Six gallons of wine were made from grapes

grown in the same garden. Vegetables enough for

family use were raised among the trees. This is

certainly a very satisfactory statement and should

encourage others to make a like good use of their

small lots. In the same neighborhood there are

many others who are doing equally well with their

fruit.

DEAR FEED.
On the 5th of July, J. L. Pickering sold at auction

the grass on some thirty acres of land, for a price

$150 greater than that brought last year for the crop
on the same lot. On some parts it is reckoned that

the hay will cost the purchaser about 1^35 a ton,

allowing nothing fur cost of cutting or chauces of
loss in citring. A ton of hay on Main street, to-day,
(Concord, N. H.) is reckoned as worth Jj'iO, or very
close to it, and grass standing in the iield as $^'30 a
ton. On the same day as this sale a ton of corn
could be had for a tritle less than $'30. Knowing
the value of each article as productive of flesh, fat,

or power in their cattle and its price, any man can
make his own figures and decide what is the most
economical feed for his stock.—i\^. //. Patriot.

A perusal of the above may be the means

of collecting and preserving many tons of

fodder. The fodder-harvest will not end until

the Indian corn crop, and the aftermath of the

grass fields, are secured. If the utmost care

is observed in all this time to gather up every

thing available in the way of fodder for stock,

and to secure it in good condition, hundreds of

tons may be saved that are usually neglected

when the hay crop is abundant. With such

care, the farmer may possibly be enabled to

winter his usual amount of stock, and have a

few tons of marketable hay to spare at high

prices.

A meagre grass crop has been anticipated

all over New England, and has led to the oc-

cupation of a large amount of land with corn

for fodder, millet, oats, hungarian grass and

clover. The season, so far, has not been al-

together favorable for these crops, but so much

has been done, that they will compensate in a
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considerable degree for the lightness of the

grass crop. If the farmer, therefore, by ex-

tra care in collecting and carefully making,

saves what under other circumstances he has

been in the habit of neglecting, these short-

comings may prove advantageous to him after

all.

Again, who knows now, what blessings may

come by plentiful rains, delayed frosts, rich

pasture feed and abundant second crops?

"It is a long lane that has no turn," and a

long drought that has continued nearly two

years.

Let us not anticipate inconveniences that

may never arise, but make all possible provi-

sion for the future by preserving what we do

have ; hold on to our stock, husband all our

resources with economy, and cherish an un-

faltering trust in Him who ruleth all things

well.

For the Krw Encfland Farmer.

HOBBIES.—BLOODED STOCK.

There is another hobby fixed up for the

farmer, fraught, perha]is, with more mischief

to his interest than most any other. I should

not dare refer to it, did I not feel that so

obscure an individual as I am, should my
views ever meet the public eye, would be
looked upon in the light of a very small dog
baying the moon ; and therefore would not

excite any attention from the very learned

advocates of the subject I am about to men-
tion. I refer to the raising of what is called

stock of pure blood.

My attention has been called to this for

two reasons. One is the great prominence
that was given to this subject at the meeting
of the State Board of Agriculture at Framing-
ham last winter, in which it seems to me that

the speakers really proved the very converse

of what they intended. And secondly, the

eflForts that are being made to exclude from
competition for premiums at our County
Fairs, all bulls, the pedigree of which is not

found in some herd book.
Now if the bull of any other breed whose

pedigree cannot be traced to an importation

from some foreign country is excluded, why
not all cows, also, and so proclaim at once,

that no excellence or improvement is to be
expected from any other quarters than from
these far-fetched and dear bought animals ?

As well might all ploughs, all mowers, and, in

fact, all agricultural implements, excepting

those of a particular manufacture, be excluded

on the same principle, viz., that it is idle to

look for improvement anywhere else ?

I start with the proposition that very little

is established in regard to the physiology of

stock breeding, if you depart from the rule

laid down many years ago by a quaint old

man, that the breed of the pig always went in

at the mouth ; or of the other man, who sold

his neighbor a cow after the said neighbor

had milked the cow himself and measured
the milk till he was satisfied of the amount she

gave ; but who after getting her home found
a great falling off, and upon complaining to

the seller about it, was told for answer, ah, I

sold you the cow, but I did not sell you my
meal chest ; thus conveying the idea that it is

feed and not breed that really makes the chief

difference in cows for dairy purposes.

Now, of what particular breeds the seven

pairs were that Noah took into the ark, I do
not pretend to conjecture, but unless there

were more than one pair of a kind, it follows

that our modern breeder has not such en-

larged views of cattle breeding as the antedi-

luvian herdsmen had, when it was deemed
necessary to preserA'e seven pairs after their

kinds ; for in oiu- days we must be confined

to two or three.

The first speaker on this subject was Prof.

Law, who spoke of the fundamental principles

of breeding. He said "we find that the foun-

dation of all success lies in the common aph-

orism, "like produces like," or, I suppose, in

other words, that like causes alwa_ys produces
like effects. "As the acorn developes into

the oak, and wheat into the wheat plant ; as

the horse, ox, ass, sheep and pig reproduce

their respective kinds, so are the corporeal,

constitutional and mental qualities of particu-

lar animals reproduced in their progeny."
"The rule holds alike as regard good qualities

and defects."

Here, then, I thought, the Professor had
laid a foundation for his superstructure, but

soon, it seems, he began to think that this

foundation was too broad altogether ; for

pretty soon he says, "but the fundamental
principle that like produces like, is not an in-

violable rule ; were it so, every breed would
retain the same qualities throughout all time

and no improvement would take place," or, in

other words, it seems to me, that like causes

do not produce like effects. "Variations al-

ways take place, sometimes from unknown
causes ; sometimes from causes under our

control ; and in our ability to solicit, to foster

and to perpetuate such variations lie all our

powers of improving a breed."

The Professor then goes on to show that

some of the known causes of variation consist,

first, in feeding. He says, "under a more
abundant diet the intestinal canal of the do-

mesticated cat and swine becomes more lengthy

and capacious than their wild progenitors.

Hogs allowed to run wild on the bleak Falk-

land Islands, have reverted in form and other

characteristics to the type of the wild boar.

Not so with those turned adrift on the rich

soils of La Platte or Louisiana. A similar

result took place in a pig which was seized at

two months old with a disease of the digestive
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organs, which permanentlj- interfered with di-

gestion and nutrition. Though a highly bred
Berkshire, it assumed the long snout, the

coarse bristles, ridged back, flat sides and
long legs of the wild boar or unimproved
breeds."

But I must not multiply quotations. The
Professor goes on to show that food, climate,

removal to foreign countries, soil, the imagina-
tion, and so many other things come m to

modify his general principle, as to prove to my
mind that more depends on the feeding than
the breeding. Under the head of imagina-
tion, he refers to the case of Jacob and Laban,
and says, "how much was miraculous and
how much a natural consequence we don't
know. That God took this means of blessing
his servant, does not necessarily imply that

He made use of other than the already exist-

ing physiological laws, and intensilied them, as

when he now cheers the land with an abundant
harvest."

Now whether this intensification of the laws
of nature so as to make them produce results

out of the common course of action is good
philosophy or not, I do not pretend to say

;

but the result mentioned in the Bible, looks
very much to me in the light of a miracle or a
special providence, if you please. I prefer to

consider it, for my present purpose, in this

light, and I think that any one who will read
the loth and 12th ver.-es of the 31st chapter
of Leviticus will come to the same conclusion.

I feel I am extending; these remarks to too

great a length, and must defer till another
time some more thoughts on this matter. I

intend to glance at the opinions of some other

speakers on this subject, and also to say a

word in regard to their bearing on the prac-

tical farmer, in excluding from competition at

our County Fairs all male animals except the

progeny of these far-fetched and dear bought
animals. J, L. Hubbard.

Feabody, Mass., July 21, 1811.

For the New England Farmer,

OUT-DOOK GARDENING.
"Now comos fiilMIniotit of tlii' year's cU'Hire;

The tall wheat colored by the August tire

Grows heavy-headed, dreading its decay,
And blacker grown the elm tr<!feei daj' by day.
About the edges of the yellow corn.
And o'er the gardens grown somewhat outworn
The bees go hurrying to till up their store.

The apple boughs bend over more and more;
With peach and apricot the garden walls
Are odorous, and the pears begin to fall

From off the liigh trees with each freshening breeze."

Our gardens at this season richly repay us

for all the care and attention expended upon
them. Every color and shade are represented

in the beds cut into the lawn, or edging of the

walks. Geraniums are in a blaze of glory.

Some of the double varieties are particularly

beautifid, and outshine all our other pets.

From the Innisfallen (Greenhouses we obtained
Andrew Henderson, which is one of the finest

that is grown ; it is of the deepest, richest

scarlet tint ; and each cluster will often con-
tain from sixty to seventy blossoms. Mad-
ame Rose Charmeu.x is of a perfect rose color,

its flowers are very double and perfectly
formed. Gloire de Nancy is a carmine crim-
son, flowers double as a rosette. Ville de
Nancy is somewhat similar to the preceding,
but its leaves are beautifully zoned, and its

clusters of flowers are of a larger size. ISIons.

R. Abel is of an extjuisite rose color, shaded
to carmine, and is said to be the prettiest col-

ored of all the double varieties. Rose Queen
is of a lighter rose, and is particularly desira-

ble for window gardens. Ascendency is a
shrubby growing species, with zonale leaves

well defined. Marie Ci-oussee is the lightest

colored double geranium yet cultivated, and
its flowers are very double.

All of these varieties are most desirable for

winter culture, on account of their freedom
from the attacks of insects ; not a spider or

aphis ever approaches them. At this season
preparations should be made for window gar-
dening.

Cuttings strike very rapidly in these hot
days, and all kinds of plants can be propa-
gated. In a few weeks vigorous plants can be
procured if we but select large, strong-growing
shoots, cutting them eight to nine inches in

length, and leaving a bud, or heel, as the gar-

deners term it, at the base. Plant them one
inch deep, about the edge of pots filled with

good loam, and a layer an inch in depth of

scouring sand. Wet it thoroughly, then in-

sert the cuttings—planting them firmly in the

sand ; set the pots in the shade for three or

four days, then give them sunlight, and be
very sure to water them at night and morning,
for if allowed to dry they will surely die. In
this way, a goodly supply of fresh young
plants can be secured, and they will bloom
earher in the winter than the older plants, if

they are strong and vigorous. Such plants

are considered far more desirable for window
gardens than those which have bloomed during

the summer. Plants rec^uire a season of rest,

and if our Heliotropes, Geraniums, Roses,

&c., have bloomed profusely during the sum-
mer, we cannot expect them to blossom when
the sun has partly withdrawn its invigorating

rays.

It is only in California and other lands of

the sun that such plants will flower for twelve

months in the year. If tlie buds are all picked

oir from our house plants during the summer
months, they will make fresh elForts to fulfil

their mission and be adorned with beauty and
fragrance in the winter. We dislike to sacri-

fice the fair promise of blossoms, and yet if

we are willing to do so we shall reap our re-

ward when skies are wintry and the grass sear

and brown.
Climbing Vines.

Every porch, i)iazza, or veranda should be

ornamented with one or more of the lovely

climbing plants so profusely scattered over the
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world. We should select those that have a

light and graceful foliage, and produce fra-

grant or brilliant flowers. Roses are much

used for this purpose and are very beautiful

for a few weeks. The Gem of the Prairies is

the handsomest variety now cultivated.
_
It is

a hybrid betwixt the Queen of the Prairie and

Madame Laffay, but its Howers are far more

beautiful than those of its parents, and they

possess much fragrance. Baltimore Belle is

an old favorite, blossoming in large clusters of

nearly white Howers. Mrs. Hovey is purely

white.

Wistarias are much cultivated on account of

their rapid growth and delicately cut foliage,

which is covered with pendant racemes of light

blue or pure white flowers. The Chinese spe-

cies grow more rampant than the American,

and are not as desirable in some situations on

that account. Both Roses and Wistarias are

such strong growers, that they are not as suit-

able for porches as some other vines, but are

preferable for training up on pillars and twin-

ing about the cornices of piazzas, or over ar-

bors. The Japanese Honeysuckles, which

have been imported in these few last years,

are very fragrant and their foliage is evergreen

in some localities. The variegated leaved va-

rieties'are very beautiful for porches or lattice

work ; they grow rapidly and their stems are

wirv ; the foliage is beautifully netted with

gold ; and the flowers are white and rarely

frat^rant. The Lonicerahalliana is one of the

best species ; its flowers are white, but change

to a golden yellow, and are very odorous.

The Dutch Monthly HoneysuckIe_ blooms

neai-ly all summer, if planted in a moist, shady

situation, but in hot, dry soil, it is apt to lose

its leaves and become mildewed. The Trum-

pet Honeysuckles are well known and always

beautiful.

Among the importations of the few past

years from Japan, we find a beautiful vine,

Akehia quiitata, with five-lobed leaves, and

very peculiarly shaped chocolate purple flow-

ers which bloom in May and June. The fo-

liage is tough and leathery, and hangs on the

branches nearly all the winter. It is admira-

bly adapte<l to" light, latticed porches.

The different species of the Clematis are

very lovely for ornamenting porches or veran-

das. There are two or three varieties which

produce double flowers which belong to the

species of Clematis viticella, blooming from

June to September. Clematis tlammula is an

European variety which blooms in July, and

is very fragrant. Some of the large-flowered

varieties are very lovely, but are not hardy

enough to bear our New England winters

without being laid down and covered with

evergreen boughs or straw. Clematis llorida

and Clematis lanuginosa are among these va-

i-ieties.

Within the past ten years some very beauti-

ful hybrids have been raised by the English

florists. Among these are Clematis Jack-

manni, with large, deep-colored violet flowers

and it blooms profusely. Clematis rubra-

violacea differs from the former in the color

of its flowers, which are shaded with a reddish

violet tint. The Golden Bignonia is not com-

monly cultivated, but is a very choice plant in

the INliddle States. It is nearly evergreen and

supports itself by tendrils. The Pipe_ vine,

Arisfolochia sipho makes a large growth in one

season, and will cover a great extent of trellis.

The peculiar shape of its flowers gives it the

name of Dutchman's Pipe.

The Ivies are well known to all our readers,

and there is a native species called the Five-

fingered Ivy, which is very pretty, especially

in the autumn when its leaves are brilliantly

tinged with crimson.

Our native grape vines make a delightful

shade over kitchen or dining-room piazzas.

Five or six years ago we planted the seed of a

delicious Hamburg grape. It germinated,

grew vigorously, and we flattered ourself

that we had obtained a new variety which

might be of some value. But no; when it

fruited we were possessed of the commonest

grape of the wild woods—the little, sour, blu-

ish purple, "fox" grape. "Cut it down,"

was the general exclamation of the household,

"Why should it cumber the ground ?"

But we thought best to save it as a shade

for a kitchen piazza, and as we write we gaze

through its leafy depths with great satisfaction

.

No bug touches it ; its broad leaves cool the

air and keep off the sun, and when it is in

bloom it perfumes the house with its delicious

fragrance, but its fruit is of no account. Still

it does its work, fulfils its mission, and we are

content with it.

Unless we pay some care and attention_ to

our climbing vines their beauty is greatly im-

paired. It gives them a dishevelled, slovenly

appearance to grow without training and pru-

ning. The long branches should be carefully

nailed up, or entwined around the lattice work

or twisted about strings. The side shoots

should be confined with bits of leather and

nails.

Morning Glories, common as they are, are

very beautiful in our eyes. We love them

for old associations, for childish recollections.

They grow and bloom without care or atten-

tion, and in the early morning are indeed a

<Tlorv. Their clinging stems are entwined in

a marvellous entanglement. No hand can un-

twist them. They wreathe the kitchen and

dairy with perfect beauty. Let us all plant

them and love them. s. o. J.

CURIOUS INSTINCTS OF THE BEE.

Honey bees are governed by instinct and

not by art. They never deviate from the

course they were created in. The first comb

they ever built was as perfect as at the pres-

eat day ; no art has improved the shape or

size. 'One bee lays all the eggs, while the
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others raise the young and j)rotect them ; eaeh

bee does its ])art of ihe labor in gathering in

the stores and nursing the young ; and I have
noticed for some years past their mode of

gathering pollen or bee bread. It is this :

—

AVlien a bee goes out after food, it alights on

some kind of llovver and gathers a part of its

load ; then goes to another of the same kind,

and perhaps a third, to obtain a load. An-
other bee goes out and if it alights on another

kind of flower it keeps to that kind till it gets

a load. But how is this known ? You go to the

hive and wateh them as they eonie in ; some
I'.ave yellow pollen on their legs ; others havt;

light color ; others have dark ; but no bee
has two colors on bis legs. If you see any
you will see more than 1 have, for 1 never
did ; and I have supposed that they stored it

in different cells for a change of foo<l. The
other day in overhauling a hive, I broke out a

new piece of coud> and found the different

colors in different cells, which confirmed my
belief ; for I suppose they like a change of

food as well as humans.
Another curiosity is their coming out and

alighting before going off; for amongst the

hundreds that I have hived I never had one

swarm leave direct from the hive. Another
curious thing is their rearing the males and
nursing them so tenderly ; and after they

become useless they destroy them. But in-

stinct has directed them to do it. Another
curious thing is that, when they get to be too

numerous, the mother bee should call out a

part of the brood to go with her and leave the

others to take care of the young. Why not

call them all out to go with her ? Because in-

stinct has ordered it otherwise. Certain ones

go out with her while others are coming in

with stores for future use. A certain part of

them don't seem to have any inclination to

follow the mother bee, nor do they mourn the

loss, for another is provided.

How wisely the Creator has arranged every

part and movement ! It is curious, too, how
the eggs in the drone cells are all drones, and
those in the Avorker cells are all workers. We
would suppose they would get mixed up like

hen's eggs. Again, when they want a <jueen

why not make a mistake sometimes and

take a drone egg ? And also by feeding

a certain kind of food, make a (jueen instead

of a worker. Again, the queen before she is

hatched is head downwards, which would seem

to be unnatural ; but the All-wise has made
every part perfect.

—

A. Wilson, in itiiral

New Yorker.

HARD AND SOFT "WATER.

Dr. l^etheby, at a recent meeting of the

medical otllcers of health of Creat Britain,

took occasion to renew his statement, already

referred to in our pages, of tlie superioi-ity,

in a sanitary ])oint of view, of a hard-water

supply to towns over that of soft water.

Basing his arguments first upon ])hysiological

considerations, he maintained that the earthy
nuitters in the hard waters were essential for

the construction of the osseous tissues, and
that they su[)plied nuu'h of the calcareous
salts necessary for the nutrition of the frame,
and that, by repudiating their use, we should
ix' throwing away one provision of nature for

this purpose. No one could say that a hard
water was not far more agreeable to drink
than a soft water. He maintained, in the

second place, that the finest specimens of the

English race were to be found in regions

where the waters were hard, from flowing out
of, or over, calcareous strata. The same was
the case with cattle and horses ; witness those

reared in such counties as Durham and Leices-

ter, and the horses of Flanders, while the

Shetlands only produced a race of ponies.

I>ut his principal argument was that on classi-

fying the towns of England, so far as their

water suj)ply was known, according to the

degrees of hardness of the waters : the aver-

age of the death rate was least in those towns
supplied with hard water, and increased as

the waters became softer and softer, until it

M'as highest in those where the water supjilied

was most soft. These statements, however,
were met with much vigor by several speakers,

among the most eminent of whom was Mr.
Wanklyn, who endeavored to show that the

deductions of Dr. Letheby were based upon
incorrect premises, and that the case was very
far from being proved.

—

Ag. Department Ee-
2)o7i.

FoRKiGX Wool.—According to the Circu-

lar of Geo. AV. Bond & Co., of Boston, there

has been imported into the United States dur-

ing the past six months ending June 30tb,

16,754,215 pounds of foreign wool. Of this

amount, live millions have come from England,
five millions from Ijuenos Ay res, three and a half

millions from the Cape of Good Hope, a mil-

lion and two-tenths from Turkey, and the bal-

ance from France, Brazil, and sundry other

places. The importations are the largest that

have ever been made, exceeding by about a
quarter of a million pounds the importations

for the corresponding period of 1863, which

was, up to that time, the largest ever made, be-

ing 16,486,170 pounds. Last year, 1870, the

importations for the six months, were only

6,951,516 pounds. The Circular says: "The
demand for army clothing in Europe com-
pletely used up the surplus stock of coarse

wools, and the world over they are scarce and
high. We never remember such a dearth of

them in this country as at present."

—

Michi-
gan Farmer,

Dwarf IIagwkk.I).—At a late meeting of

the Academy of Natural Sciences of I'hdadel-

])hia, Mr. Thomas Mechan exhibited a small

I plant of the common ragweed, Ambrosia arte-
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misicefolia, which had grown in a pot in his

hot-houf;e. The plant, little more than an

indi in height, was already provided with

fertile tlowers and also bulblets. He re-

marked that it was a common impression that

when land was j)ut down in grass the ragweed
disappeared, but that after an unlimited num-
ber of years, when the ground was broken up,

the weed reappeared, as supposed from the

development of seeds which had long re-

mained in a dormant condition. If such pigmy
plants as the one exhibited can perfect seeds,

it is evident that a multitude of them might
perpetuate themselves among the grass un-

noticed from year to year, until under fa-

vorable circumstances a crop is produced,
which becomes conspicuous from their size.

Thus their occurrence may be explained with-

out the necessity of an indefinite extent of

vitality.

—

Ag. Department Report.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

MAKING HAY.

I wish you to inform me the best way to get my
hay. Sliall I cut it after the dew is off, and get it

in the same day, or cock it up and get it in the
next day, provided it is fair ? Please inform a
constant reader of your paper.

CUTTING OFF THE TAILS OF COWS.

I have two heifers, one two years old, the other
three years. The two-year-old makes four pounds
butter per week ; the three-j^ear-old, five pounds*
])er week. They have been fed on good hay and
grass, and no other feed. One of my neighbors
tells me if I cut off their tails they will do better.

How nuu'h shall I cut off? They are just as they
were made. The flies are now beginning to trouljfe

them, and my man says their tails must be cut otf,

as they swing round in his face w'hen milking.
I. E. M.

Ashland, Mass., July, 1811.

Remarks.—This and one or two other papers

were mislaid, or would have been attended to at an

earlier day. We think the practice of cutting

grass in the morning, drying it in the sun three or

four hours, then cocking and let it stand over night,

is a good one. If fair the next day, shake it out,

—

not merely turn it over,—and get it in at noon or

immediately after.

You have some very promising heifers, and are

so, probably, because they have been humanely

treated. As to their tails, the first inquiry we
would suggest is, "What were their tails made
for ?" The reply will undoubtedlj- occur to you.

First because that caudal appendage adds greatly

to the beauty of the animal,—as the last touches

of light and shade finish off and give grace and

strength to a beautiful picture. The second reason

would be that the animal should have the power

of driving off insects that annoy it, sometimes

puncturing the skin to such a painful extent as to

drive the poor beast to madness ! Would you de-

prive your pet heifers of this power ? Tie "your

mail's" hands behind him with an iron-grip, and

place hun on his back with his face iu the sun for

a couple of hours, where the flies congregate, and

when he comes out of it, ask him if he would have

the tails of the heifers cut off? •

We have seen a gad-fly, CEstnis bovis, attack a cow

in order to pierce the skin and deposit its eggs.

In a moment she would seem beyond all control,

and her extreme terror and agitation would seize

the whole herd. She would run and bellow to

some distant part of the pasture, or into the water

if any were near. "Such is the dread and appre-

hension in the cattle, for this fly," says Mr. Clarke,

"that I have seen one of them meet the herd, when
almost driven home, and turn them back, regard-

less of the stones, sticks and noise of the drivers;

nor could they be stopped till they reached their

accustomed retreat in the water." Should you

like to see one of your handsome heifers, with a

gad-fiy after her, and only a stump of a tail to beat

him off with ? No, we trust not,—humanity for

bids it.

Milk the cows in the bam, when it is a little

dark, or tie the tail to the leg while milking, if

nothing better can be done, but do not nuitilate

the poor animal, and deprive her of the power of

protecting herself against the pinching and blood-

seeking insects that persecute her.

HAED LOOK FOR FARMERS—CROPS IN MAINE.

We are having rather hard times in this part of

the country about this time. Last summer and
fall it was very dry, and no grass was left on the

ground last fall. The past spring and first part of

the summer it was very dry, and the hay crop

must have been quite snort at the best. And now
the grasshoppers, like the locusts in oriental coun-

tries, are sweeping all before them. We have
never seen anything like it before. Our grass is

trimmed of all, or about all, of its leaves, and, in

many places, of its heads. Our grains have been
served in the same manner in many places, leaving

nothing but the bare straws for us. Many have
cut all their grain before ripe for fodder or have
turned their stock into it to get a part before the

hoppers shall get the whole, and others will be

obliged to do the same. As to hay, we shall get

about one-third of a crop in this section, on an
average. Men who used to cut about forty tons of

hay will cut this year some ten or twelve tons,

such as it is, and our grain is nowhere. Our p.as-

tures are all eaten and dried up. l.

tiouth Sangerville, Me., July 26, 1871.

Remakks.^A private letter from Vermont is

equally gloomy. The writer says "farmers in this

section wear a sad countenance. Taxes are enor-

mously high, and so is labor; hay crop about one-

half; pastures so dry that the grasshoppers suffer

;

the reports of stock and produce markets are really

awful; too few of us have sheep to be cheered by

the advance in wool ; and those who owe for farms

and stock recently purchased are in a sad condi-

tion."

CANKER WORMS.—DUTCH COWS.

I am a mechanic, and on a very small scale, a

farmer also, cutting hay enough to winter a horse

and a cow. I have a good young orchard, and
one-half of my trees blossomed full this year. I

can say the same of but few orchards in this
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vicinity, for there was a very small proportion of
the trees that had any blossoms. I have discov-
ered by exiiiiiiiiin<r my trees that the canker worm
has cuimiienLTil its work; thutiLrh I had not seen
any in tliis section Ijcfore. Is there anything I can
do to destroy tliese pests ?

I have lieen much interested the past winter and
spriiij; in reatlinij in the F.vumek the various com-
munications on stock, and on tlie diU'erent methods
of making butter and clieese, from the dirt'erent

l)reeders of cattle and dair^'men, and have come to
the conclusion that there are some good cows from
all breeds. Some fanners have a preference for

one breed and some for another; but which par-
ticular l)reed is best (ov our farmers to raise is yet
open to discussion. More has Ijeen said recently
aljout the Jerseys, perhaps, than any others, Imt I

wish to speak a word for the Dutch,' and to com-
pare notes with tiie owners of other breeds.

I have a Dutch heifer that dropped her first calf
May '22, 1870, being then two years old. I raised
her calf, giving I't, at night, the milk the heifer
gave in the morning; and, in the mornimj, what
she gave at night. So you will see at once that I

did not get all the cream from the milk, but I have
got a good yearling. We made all the butter we
have wanted in a family of two, and a part of the
time three persons, and have butter enough now to
use for six weeks.
The heifer dropped her second calf the 13th daj^

of June, 1871. I milked her twice every day from
the day she dropped her tirst call until she dropped
her second one, and there was no day on which
she gave less than four quarts and a pint of milk,
which was of a superior quality. We did not use
the milk nor sell it for the last two weeks before
she dropped her second calf, but in addition to

raising the calf and making butter I sold twenty-
five dollars worth of milk the last winter. Her
feed was one quart of meal and one quart of
shorts with what hay she would eat. Averaging
her milk at six quarts a day, which is a low esti-

mate, she gave over twenty-three hundred quarts
of milk. T.

Mount Vernon, N. H., June 16, 1871.

CANKEE AVOKMS.

We have a fine orchard of one hundred trees,

and this season the canker worms have commenced
their work in this region. They have not done
much damage yet, but we expect them in count-
less millions next year. Thinking the Faumeu
the best authority I could refer to, 1 would in(iuire

for the best and cheapest way to protect our trees.

I am only twelve years old, but am bound to be
a farmer, and want to raise api)les.

John H. Elkins.
Kingston, N. II., Aug., 1871.

Remarks.—You cannot destroy the canker

worms that have done their work this season.

They probably disappeared soon after the date of the

first letter. After a pretty hard frost this fall, say

in October, a few of them may appear, and in the

spring a whole army of them, but in a dirterent

form from that in which they ate the leaves and

spun down from the trees ; and the female, espe-

cially, will appear in a different form from that

represented in most of our book's on fruit, includ-

ing Mr. Thomas' "American Fruit Culturist" and

the recently published "Apple Culturist" by that

excessively practical writer Sereno Edwards Todd

;

both of which books represent the female of the

canker worm with short wings, a mistake which

both authors probably copied from the first edition

of Mr. Cole's Fruit Book. Mr. Cole was probably

led into the error by copying an illustration in

a foreign work, of a nearly related insect ; an error

which he corrected in the later editions of his book.

The following are fair illustrations of the canker

worm in its different stages, except that of the

moth, which is not well made.

^

Eyga. Worm. Pupa.

Incorrect drawing of Male. Female.

The male canker worm moth, of which our illus-

tration is faulty, has four wings ; but the female

is wingless, as seen above, and hence is obliged to

crawl up the trunk of the tree in order to lay her

eggs on its branches. Consequently her ascent

can be prevented by putting tar around the trunk

of the tree. This is usually done by fastening with

strings or otherwise, a strip of canvass or strong

paper, eight to twelve inches wide, snugly around

the trunk of the tree, and applying the tar to this.

Of late, cheap printer's ink has been much used

instead of tar, as the latter does not dry as soon as

the tar does. By the faithful use of this preventive

many have preseiwed their trees in the vicinity of

Boston,—among others, Mr. Joseph Breck, of

Brighton, whose orchard is in a neighborhood

badly infested by the canker worm.
Another preventive which can be made by any

farmer or farmer's boy, with a little lumber, and

some gutter stuff, oil, &c., consists of board boxes

around the trees. The boards for the boxes should

be about ten inches wide, and ot a length corres-

ponding with size of the tree,—four strips to a tree.

Leave about three inches space between the trunk

and box, which should be filled with tan or earth

and tamped in solid, after pressing the lower edges

of the box into the ground. About three inches

from the top edge of the box, and on the outside,

a wooden gutter, fitted neatly at the corners, is

nailed on, and the corners made tight with roofing

cement. Then four strips of clapboard are nailed

on in such a manner as to form a roof over the

gutter. The gutter is then filled with coal or bug

oil, over which the grub cannot pass. Leaves, &c.,

may be blown in upon the oil, which must be re-

moved or the creatures will make use of them for

bridges. With proper attention these boxes have

proved ctt'ectnal, and not expensive. One man
used chain pump tubing, sawed into two parts, at
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small cost. The boards may be of cheap stuff;

the clapboards ought to be pretty good.

We hope the foregoing will be of some use to

our correspondents, and particularly to Master

Elldns, whom we are especially anxious to assist

in his fight with an insect that has proved itself a

match for much older and more experienced per-

sons. The receipt he sends us would be no pro-

tection against the canker worm. Nothing short

of an utter impossibility will prevent the ascent of

the grub.

SQUASH BORER.

I have a field of Hubbard squashes which have
looked well until lately. The vines seem to dry
up, and in hills where vines have not commenced
to run, the stalks are eat off under the ground.
Larger vines wliich have put out a number of leaves
seem to be drying, wilting up and dying out. Can
you tell me the cause and a cure ? h. a. m.
Hudson, y. H., July 1 7, 1871.

Remarks.—Some cultivators have had to aban-

don squash raising on account of this destructive

insect. The first scientific description of it ever

published was written for the New England Far-

mer, (old series) by Prof. T. W. Harris, who gave

it the name Egeria cucurhita;. The grub or cater-

pillar, that does the mischief has sixteen legs.

After devouring the inside of the vine it enters the

ground, forms a cocoon of a gummy substance

covered with particles of earth, changes to a crys-

alis, and comes forth the next summer a winged

ftisect. The moth is conspicuous for its orange-

colored body, spotted with black, and its hind legs

fringed with long orange-colored and black hairs.

It deposits its eggs on the vines close to the roots,

from the first of July to the middle of August.

From these eggs the "borer" is hatched.

The only remedy we know of is to cover the

stems of the squash vines with eai-th for some dis-

tance from the root, and as the mother moth pre-

fers to leave her eggs near the root, she will leave

those thus protected and hunt up some other per-

son's vines and lay her eggs there.

EXPERIMENTS IN MANURING FOR CORN.

I planted a piece of ccnn this season, manuring a
part with horse manure, aud a part with chip ma-
nure which had received a little of the barnyard
soakings, partly as an experiment, and partly for

the want of any better manure. The first men-
tioned corn came up ahead of the other, with ap-
parently stronger stalks, and retained its prece-
dence for about three week, after which that ma-
nured with chip dirt shot ahead; and now at the
second hoeing, the rows can l)e distinguished at

quite a distance by the considerably larger size of
the stalks, and the darker hue of their color. The
corn was planted on poorish, sandy loam, and ma-
nured in the liill. I will give you the results in

the. fall if they are worth it. I have been told by
several this spring that chip dirt Or even green
muck is better for corn than horse or cow manure,
and begin to believe it myself.

ASHES IN THE HILL.

Did you ever know of ashes, applied in the hill,

killing com ? I applied about a pint to the hill on
a piece a short time since, and a few rows which

did not get hoed for several days show many stalks

entirely rotted off close to the ground. Perhaps I

applied too much ashes.

SOIL FOR ONIONS.

Do onions require a'mellow or a hard soil ? I

have been told to put them on a hard soil, but am
having fair success on a deep mellow soil, manured
with hen-manure, ashes and soot, with a sprink-
ling of brine.

CUT WORMS.
The common white grub worms are doing much

damage by eating off the corn just htdow the
ground hereabouts. What will stop them, or is

there no relief to be had ? w. h. w.
JSamston, Que., June 31, 1871.

Remarks.—Send us the results of your experi-

ments in manuring for corn.

Clear wood ashes would be likely to injure the

tender corn shoots, applied as liberally as j'ou

state; especially if leached by rain so as to form a

pretty strong lye at one time.

Persons engaged extensively in the culture of

onions, state that they do better on a deep soil, but

one that is a little compact on the surface.

We have never known any substance applied to

the soil that would destroy the white grub or cut

worm. Much mischief may be prevented by open-

ing a hill where one stalk has been cut down, and

hauling out the depredator. He may be found

readily in most cases.

SYSTEM AND PLAN.

Jones has a place for everything,
And everything in place;

A snug tool-house—a liandy building,
That fills its proper space.

Smith's toolti are lying all a-spread.
In every way that's loose;

Ton might pasture an hundred head
In his "great wagon-bouse."

Jones aims at common sense practice
In everything he does

;

Smith runs blindly—goes by guess,
That source of many woes.

Jones imitates the prosperous mam
In every noble trait,

Smith follows "old ruts," with no plan,
At "a poor dying rate."

Maine, 1S71. J. w. L.

WHITE SPECKS IN BUTTER.

White specks in butter should be avoided, as

they injui-e the keeping and also the sale of butter.

Mrs. A. M. B. in No. 23, though not a farmer's

wife (she ought to be,) mentions a new cream
strainer, &c. When the specks are in the cream,
and she wishes to crush them, let her try the old
"cheese strainer" and she will find a good cream
strainer unpatended. But I believe more in pre-

vention than cure. Therefore we v.ould find the

cause, then apply the remedy. First, in the spring

the air is very drying, and a current of air blowing on
the surface of the cream in the milk room, as it is

rising in the pans, drys it in particles so hard that

churning fails to break them up. Another cause.

Wanning the milk room by a stove, the heat rising

to the upper part of the room, heats the jars on the
top shelves so as to partially melt the cream on
top, and nutkes it so hard it breaks into lumps or
specks. After rinsing the butter, if specks remain,
work the butter when it is so cold and hard you
can hardly do it with the butter worker, aud you
will break many of them. If many specks remain
iu the buttermilk, strain them out with a seive,
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and then strain tliem through the seive and they
•nil! come thrun^h nearly ehumed butter, x. u.

Addison County, \'t., July, 187!•

SCARCITY OF FODUKlt—SOWING CLOVER.

There is more stock in" this town than can be
fed, with every means nsed to funiish substitutes

for hay. If we are obliged to dispose of only the

worthless stcjck, there will be little loss.

How late in tlie season can red clover be sown
and have it live through the winter ? Many lields

must be re-seeded before they will yield much hay.
"We intend to plough and re-seed as fast as we can
manure the land. F. F. Fisk.
Mast Yard, N. //., 1871.

Remarks.—There is some difference of opinion

among good farmei-s with regard to the time of

sowing clover seed. This is not singular, as there

is a ditference on nearly every item of farm labor.

The objection to sowing in .\ugust or September,

is, that the new roots do not get sufficient attach-

ment in the soil, and strength to withstand the

cold of winter. This would depend very much
upon two things,—the kind of soil, and the char-

acter of the winter. If sown upon land that is

drained, or a loam that is porous, or upon a gentle

slope where the water would not stand upon the

surface, we think clover would establish itself so

as to resist the cold of any ordinary winter weather.

If quite wet, the roots will not penetrate the soil

much, and are likely to l)e thrown out by frost,

and the plants perish.

So on a field that is generally favorable, if there

are low places where the water stands, it will

freeze over, and in the process of freezing and

thawing the clover will be killed out. This is

quite often the case, not only with clover, but with

winter wheat. WTicre the soil, then, is in either of

these conditions, it would be the best way to sow-

clover seed about the first of April. In an emer-

gency, however, like the present, we should not

hesitate to sow clover at any time during the month

of August.

A writer in the Western' Farmer states that,

during a practice of sixteen years, he has sown

clover seed in mid-winter on the snow, in the

spring, in the summer and in the fall, and has had

the seed fail of catching in all the seasons, except

when sown in the month of August. His practice

is to sow in the month of August, and put no crop

with the seed, except it is for protection. When
sown after a crop of oats, enough oats will come

up from the stublile for protection.

Since it has been a practice to hoe level in corn-

fields we have sometimes laid them to gi-ass with

excellent results while the corn was standing.

There are some advantages in this process. One

is that, unless the drought is very severe, the sur-

face of the ground in the corn-field will be mofW;

and this is indispensable to a quick starting and

growth of the seed.

A second is, that the standing com is a protection

to the young grass, which is very tender in its

early growth, and is often killed by the hot sun

when standing alone.

A third and important advantage is, that few or

no weeds will be in the way, as it is presumed that

the com has been kept clean. The grasses, and

the clover, having been well rooted in the fall,—in

the spring they will take the lead of weeds and

foul grasses, and thus kill out a variety of plants

that are not wanted. If the land is kept in good

condition afterwards, by top-dressing, it will be-

come thoroughly stocked with the rich grasses

which are desired.

We agree with you, that most of our grass fields

must be re-seeded. The nearly two-year's drought

and the uncovered surface of the fields of last

winter, have so far destroyed the roots of the

timothy and red top, as to make this re-seeding a

positive necessity.

The rains of late July and earlj' August are

getting the soil into a favorable condition for lay-

ing to grass, so that it will be well to re-stock as

much as can be well done.

CHESS, or cheat.

Will you please tell me the name of the grass

enclosed ? The only place we find it on the farm
is where grass seed was sown last year.

Mast Yard, .Y. //., 1871. F. F. Fisk.

Remarks.—Mr. Flint, author of a work on

"Grasses and Forage Plants," to whom we sub-

mitted your specimen says it is chess. Besides be-

ing a troul)lcsonie weed, especially in gi-ain fields,

it is of little or no value as fodder. Yet a few

years ago the seed was sold as Willard's Bromus,

at monstrous prices, and was advertised with the

commendation of a committee of an agricultural

society and with the names of distinguished friends

of agriculture. A quantity was sent to the State

Farm of Massachusetts, where Mr. Flint discovered

its true character. He found by actual experiment

that cattle which were fed swale hay and bromus

or chess at the same time ate the swale hay first.

LAMOILLE VALLEY SCENERY—GARDEN STUFF.

I have been reading Mr. Brown's letter "Among
the Farmers and Mountains." I am located in the

Lamoille Valley, in fair view of Mt. Mansfield,

and if he will vi^it this section on his next trip, I

will guide him to any place of interest he may
wish. Although he finds us Vermonteis without
gardens, I will treat him to potatoes, sweet corn,

beans, peas, onions, carrots, beets, cabbage, tur-

nip, lettuce, cucumbers, melons and oyster plants,

and if his health is poor. I can offer him sage, saf-

fron, wormwood, &c., from my garden; yet mine
is no better than those of other fanners in this

town.

BEES AND HONEY.

One thing which farmers neglect is the honey
bee. It is really too bad, while nature has fur-

nished so many plants and flowers for the secretion

of honcv, that' the people so much neglect to care

for and encourage honey bees, which alone are

treated to collect it for the use of man. The rea-

son usually assigned for not keeping them is that

they wilTsting. Now this is all wrong, for the

bee, if rightly cared for, is just as harmless as any
of our domestics, though if misused they will re-

sent it even at the risk of their lives. Mr. BrouTi
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couples bees and dust together in his letter, though
I can t see why.

I should like to learn more about N. B. Hatch
and his bees. It is ra;her an uusatistactory de-

scription of a hive to say "It is of a plain square
funu, a quarter hiirlur than it is wide," and
honey sold for "about" ^'3000 is rather indefinite.

Is that for this year or since he commeaccd the
business ?

I have eleven stocks of the black bees, and have
got from them this season 180 boxes of honey,
which will weigh from four to live pounds each.

I use the Lang&troth aud the Colton hive, but pre-

fer the former.
My bees allow me to do as I choose with them.

I use no bee dress of any kind, yet I have turned
the hives bottom side up and taken the honey from
the body of the hive several times this season.

I am no hand to write, but if Mr. Brown will

come to my place, I will lead him into the myste-
ries of the'honey bee so he can describe a hive bet-

ter than to say it is of a "a square form, a quarter
higher than it is w/rfe," and he will tind as many
copies of the Farmer in our town as in any place

of its size, I think. Julius G. Mokse.
Cambridge, Vt., Aug., 1S71.

Remarks.—Thank you, sir, most kindly. Your
invitation is a sincere and hearty one, we have no

doubt, and your criticisms are of the same stamp.

Just what we like. In a ramble with you among
the fields, bees and gardens, we should tind in-

struction, and that is our aim whenever we go

abroad.

We hope your letter will stir up farmers all over

New England to cultivate gardens and bees, and,

what is of still more importance, to cultivate a

greater interest in each other by interchanging

visits and communications in relation to their

business.

But in order to make our remarks clear to our

friend, we will say that the little "captions" in the

letter which he has so kindly noticed, are designed

merely to denote the topics which follow. Eng-

lish writers criticise our people quite sharply for

making these divisions in books or in public letters

or speeches. We like them. One reader maj- care

little about "The Town of Whitetield,"' or "The
Prime Crops of the Region," whose attention would

be arrested at once by an account of bees. Por-

tions of these letters are sometimes written in the

cars, on the seat of the wagon, or in the tavern

where a brisk conversation is going on.

We have reviewed the phraseology in our letter

in relation to the /or;« of the hive, and fail to see

how it could be better. We were aware that no

greater difference of opinion exists on any subject

than that in regard to the size and form of bee

hives, and in accordance with these opinions they

are made and sold at a cost of fifty cents to ten

dollars each. Our idea was, to state in the briefest

manner, how any one could imitate the hives of

this successful bee master; namely, "in a plain,

square form, a quarter higher than they are wide,

and boxes placed in the upper part." That is, if

the hive were one foot square, across it, it should

be one and a quarter foot or fifteen inches high

;

that is, as we understood him. We should think a

better form would be oue foot square in the clear,

and the boxes above, five or six inches high, which
would make the whole hive about one foot and
eight inches high.

We hope the letter of our coiTcspondent will

cause more attention to be given to the culture of

the honey bee. His crop of between 700 and 800
pounds from eleven swarms already taken up this

summer, shows a very profitable business in that

direction. The cash received for honey by Mr.
Hatch was #'3000 during his residence of some
ten or twelve years on the farm. We shall cer-

tainly miprove the first opportunity lo visit the
beautiful valley of the Lamoille, eat honey and
garden sauce with our correspondent, and learn

whatever we can that relates to farming. The
"sage, saffron and wormwood" we hope to have no
occasion to use.

WHAT AILS THE FRUIT TREES ?

A great many limbs of pear trees are dying. I
did not observe it until since the fruit set, but now
it is common in this Coimty, to see limbs with the
fruit shrivelled, and the "leaves turning black. I
have a fine dwarf tree in my garden that has borne
fruit three our four years. It bears moderately
this year, but a few days ago I sawed off one limb
an inch in diameter, that was dead, besides some
smaller branches. A standard tree grafted with
the same variety, Flemish Beauty, is healthy yet,
also one native tree, but in many places the nat-
ural tree is dying as much as any.

"

Many young apple trees are affected in a similar
manner. Ttie young twigs dry up, turn red, and
die. Can any one tell the cause"?
The season is dry, though not so drv as last

year.
The crop of apples will be pretty good. Small

fruit scarce. Grapes are doing very well. I have
some Concord vines that are well loaded.
Grain is good. Rye mostly cut. Barley harvest

has commenced,—a great deal of it raised in this
county. Peas will be good. Hay crop light, but
mostly secured, and m prime order. Corn looks
well.

The potato bug has not reached us, though many
are frightened, and, of course, find bugs in abun-
dance on then- vines, but the true ''Colorado" has
not been seen here, I think.
The past month has been cool, especiallv the

nights. Graxi'te.
Bloomfield, Out., 7th Mo. 27, 1871.

Remarks.—Some pear trees in this region are

aflfected as described above. This, however, takes

place every year in some degree. Perhaps some
of our readers have given special attention to the

matter, and can throw li.ht upon it.

Cutting off the dead branches as fast as they

show signs of di^ease is generally practiced.

RED WATER IN A COW.

A neighbor has a cow that is troubled with what
he calls red water. The cow is growing poor and
is almost diy of her milk. He has done all he can
for her, but she still grows worse. He wishes to
know if anything can be done for her, and what.

•Henry Miller.
Westfeld, Vt., Aug. 8, 1871.

Rejiarks.—The diseases of our domestic stock

are so similar to those to which our family physi-

cians devote their time and attention, that we must
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repeat oiu- advice to consult them in cases of se-

vere ailment of farm stock. No doctor would like

to prescribe lor a human being on such a state-

ment of tLe ca?e as the above. He would wish to

see his patient and make up his mind as to the

seat or cause of the trouble. Dr. Dadd says Red
Water is a symptom of some derangement in the

system, and not a disease of itself. If the kidneys

do not perform their part in the animal econom.y,

the result may lie red water; or if the skin be-

comes oljstructed, then the cxcrementitious matter

which should pass ott' through its pores must tind

some other outlet, and may color the urine. Any
derangement in the digestive apparatus may pro-

duce the same result. In short, many forms of

acute disease are accompanied by high-colored

urine. If the bowels are constipated give medi-

cine or food to open them. Dr. D. recommends

a tablespoonful of Golden Seal, in two quarts of

Thoroughwort tea. A correspondent of the Fakmek
recommended a fevv years since corn-cob broth

and White pine tea for red water. A Dover, Me.,

correspondent relates an instance in which vinegar

proved highly beneticial. He says he had exam-
ined after death several cows thus troubled and

found the bladder lined with what appeared to be

warts. One tablespoonful of copperas and two of

saltpetre, given once a day for live days, was also

recommended by a Brookfield, Vt., correspondent.

BEE KEEPING.—UNFORTUNATE INVESTMENT IN
ITALIANS.

I have from fifty to sixty swarms of bees, from
which I have usually had some lifteen to twenty-
five swarms cunie ofi in a year, and from 800 to

1200 pounds of honey. This year they have not
swarmed at all, and if I get 200 pounds of surplus
honej- I sliall do better than I expect. And to add
to my discouragement, the bee moth has got into

my apiary and L fear will destroy all my bees.

These moths were introduced into my apiary by
sending to West (iorhani, Maine, to one of those
beings in the human form that advertises Italian

bees and queens for sale. As we had seen them
highly reeommenUed by al)le men three of us, neigh-
bors, namely, Ciiarles Labaree, Joseph Weymouth
and myself, sent .-ixty dollars for three swarms of
Italian Ik'cs, w hieli cost us when we got them home
twenty-live dollars per swarm. Now for the re-
sult. Mr. WeyiDoulh's swarm died the first win-
ter; Mr. Labaree's died the next summer, and
mine lived two winters. They never made any

j

surplus houi'V, and did not swarm at all. All the
advantage J. ueiiveu from the longer life of my
swarm was the bleeding ol' iiKjre bee moths tliati

those that died sooUcr. lUe worst feature in the
|

transaction was the fact tluit tUe ••itaiiana" re- ;

ceivtd were iKjthing but mongrels. l. :

tSoiith tiaiKjeiriUe, Ale., 1871.

CAIiBAGE WOKM U];Mi;liV.—)!OUEI!S IX rULIT
lUKhS.

I send you a sure and cheap remedy for this cab-
bage pest, and one that is at hand in nearly every
family. To one gallon of beef, hum or pork Inine,
that is strong enough to preserve meat in summei-,
aild one gallon of water, and with a sinall broom
dii'ped in the same and struck across a stick, the
plant is readily saturated in every part. I tried it

on titty heads last Septendjer, one-half of which
were nearly eaten up by the worms, and in twenty-

four hours every worm was defunct, and not one
appeared again during the season. Those that
were ordy eaten on the outer leaves, grew thrifty

and headed finely, antl had to be partially lifted

out of the earth to prevent splitting. iSalt—"that
makes the cabbage head"—is as congenial to this

plant as it is to asparagus.
.Some of my neighbors, through /e«r, have made

the brine too weak, and failed to kill the worms.
The fear is vain. Be sure to have the brine strong
enough to do the work. I have tried it this year
with the same good result. It has in no way in-

jured or even discolored the plants. To be re-

tained well on the plant, it should be applied at
noon in a clear day.
To those who have no brine, I would suggest the

adding one quart of coarse salt to two gallons of
water, and apply as directed. If this fails to ex-
terminate the vermin for want of the unctuous na-
ture of meat brine, then add to the aforesaid, one
gill of soft soap and mix it well before applying it.

By this process one bushel of salt will save an acre
of cabbages by one day's labor.

Do not make it too weak and then condemn the
remedy; as has been the case with some who used
only soap-suds instead of soft soap, and then con-
demned my infallible specific to expel all borers
from my fruit trees, which I recommended some
years ago in your highly useful journal.

IShoreham, Vt,, Aug., 1671. K. Haven.

TWO WAYS OF KEEPING STOCK.

Jones keeps his farm well stocked with good,
IS ice- looking, well tried strains;

Sa.ys "a good farmer never should
Sell off his hay and grains."

Smith thinks it is less work and fret,

To sell hay, corn and shorts,
And buy this grand Super-tust-rate,"
And teed out straw and oats.

Jones raises heavy porkers, too,
JS'o matter what's the breed;

He says, whatever else is true,
'I'he main point is the feed.

Smith each npring "turns his'n out to grass"

—

The yard is made of rails,

—

And to prevent their easy pass
Ties bow-knots in their tails. J..W. L.

Maine, Aug., 1871.

CORN WITH CARROTS AND BEETS.

When I planted my carrots and sugar beets, I

dropped corn in the rows, say two feet apart, so
that I could see the rows of carrots and beets to
cultivate them before the carrots were up. Now I

am cutting my corn, and feeding it to my cows with
good results. My beets and caiTots are looking
well, and apparentlj' are not injured hi the least

by the corn. L. H. Dow.
Cornish, N. H., July 26, 1S71.

Remarks.—As suggestive as brief. The com
without the chatf. A model statement.

TO KILL BURDOCKS AND CURRANT WORMS.
Cut oH' the stock close to the ground, and with

your knife dig out a cavity and lill with fine salt.

T'lr the worms, take one pound of coitjieras and
di»s(dve it in seven gallons of water. l.~ there any
way to kill hardhaeks ? iSo much from a new
hand who would like the proposed two pages of
agricultural matter. a. h. c.

Tiitofi, j\\ Jl., July 22, 1S71.

EFFECTS OF SURERPUOSrHATES ON SUCCESSIVE
CROPS.

I have been experimenting somewhat this sea-

son with seeds, nuniures, fertilizers, &c., but must
wait till harvesting before I can fully decide the
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results. As this is the first year of using phos-
phate I would like to inquire of those who have
used Bradley's for several years, what ctRct it

has upon the soil or upon the crops, in subsequent
years. Josiah Maestox.
East Medtoay, Mass., Aug. 1871.

Fo?- t?te New England Farmer.

HARVESTING COKN".

I wish to thank W. H. Y. of Connecticut,

for his excellent article on "What is the best

method of harvesting corn," published in the

Farmer June 24th. He is right, according

to my experience. Though I have never

made such careful experiments as he has

given, yet I believe every word of his state-

ments, having tried the method of cutting up
while the corn was quite green, and setting it

up in the held. I should like to have him
give his mode of operations, so that if it is

better than my own way, I can try it.

Here is my way of doing it, and a descrip-

tion of some of the tools to work with. We
have what is called a horse, made as follows :

take a light stick of timber, eleven feet long,

two and one-half inches square, or, if round,

three inches at the large end, and two inches

at the other. Three and one-half feet from
the largest end put in two legs two and one-

half feet long. These must stand bracing

each other, their feet about eighteen inches

apart, and stand perpendicular when the small

end of the horse is on the ground. Next,
bore an inch hole through the neck of the

horse, half ,way between the legs and large

end so that a stick three feet long put through
it will be horizontal with the surface of the

ground. This stick must slip easily in the

hole. Then on the top of the horse, and back
of the legs, insert two small sticks about fifteen

inches long, and spreading at the top to each

side one foot ; also insert two others similar

to these, two feet behind them, these form
the saddle to lay the bands into.

For bands, we use fodder corn that is of

the right length, well wilted ; a bundle of this

is fastened into the saddle of the horse.

Now two men or boys with each a good corn

cutter, take their horse, set it between the

rows, so that each man can cut two rows
and set the corn into the comers formed by
the stick in the horse's neck as evenly as

possible, and slanting enough to have it stand

strong ; cut twenty or twenty-five hills, ac-

cording to the weight of the corn, that the

shooks may not be too heavy to handle when
dry. Then let one man take two or three

stalks of the binders and bind the shook as

close to the horse''s back as he can, and the

other man take a band, bend over the tops of the

stalks and bind tight ; then one man pulls out

the stick from the horse's neck, the other man
takes the horse and backs it out, carries it

forward, sets it in its place for another shook

;

the other puts in his stick, and both are ready

to cut again. After a little practice, the men

will cut. set up, and bind afield of corn nearly
as quick as they would cut, bind, carry out,
and set up the top stalks, and do it without
breaking down and wasting the corn. After
standing two weeks, the corn can be husked
if the fodder is wanted for immediate use,
otherwise it had better stand until the cobs
are somewhat dried.

To get in the corn to husk, take a short
cart, with four stakes four feet long, and a
boy to load ; drive between two rows of
shooks, and with a fork take each shook,
between the bands, and place around the cart,

with the buts out. Back into the barn fioor,

pull out the stakes, and tip u]) the cart. In
this way you can get in a load or two in a few
minutes, if you see a shower or storm ap-
proaching.

Last year we cut and set up our corn the
first and second days of September, while
looking quite green, but on opening the husks
the corn was found to be well glazed. Treated
in this way, the fodder is as much better than
when harvested by the old way, as the top
stalks are better than the buts after standing
through bleaching storms and frosts, as is the
old practice. It is excellent for cows giving
milk in the fall or spring ; and if you have

!

pumpkins or turnips growing among the corn
it gives them a better chance, and W. H. Y.
has proved by thorough trial, that the corn
itself is better every way, and I am satisfied

that it is heavier and sweeter.

C. E. IvlMBALL.
Dudley, Mass., Aug., 1871.

How THE Horses were Stopped.—

A

frightful disaster was recently averted in Eng-
land by the good sense and bravery of a
Cornish farmer. The horses of a stage coach
had become unruly, and dragged the reins
from the frightened driver, when the farmer,
who was inside, forced himself upon the back
of the shaft-horse, and thence to the leader.
By patting and caressing, he guided the terri-

fied beasts down a steep, mountainous road,
through the narrow streets of a crowded vil-

lage, and finally brought them safe to a halt

in the open country, after a mad drive of
eight or ten miles. Commenting on the far-

mer's method, and the award of a medal for the
act, a London paper says : "It was odd that
it should have required the visit of an Ohio
farmer, some years ago, to make so elemen-
tary a truth clear, but in fact Earey gave the
truth a practical application. Horses, though
docile and gentle, are timid and nervous

;

noise and violence will only aggravate their

terror if once roused ; but they can be soothed
if a man has the sense and temper to go about
his task in the right way. Earey was an
apostle of the truest humanity, and it is only
to be regretted that much of his teaching fell

on so stony and ungenial soil as the coarse
nature of English hinds and carmen."
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POULTBY HOUSE.

We copy these two illustrations from D. J.

Browne's "American Poultry Yard." Many
farmers who do not propose to build as large

a house for their poultry, or who do not pro-

pose to build a separate one of any size, may

find something in it which may be of use to

them in fitting up a comfortable place in their

barn or othor out-building for the accommo-

dation of their poultr}'.

"The accompanying cut represents a hen-

house in perspective, 20 feet long, 12 feet

wide, and 7 feet high to the eaves, with a

roof of a 7-foot pitch, a chimney-top, a venti-

lator on the peak, 12 feet in length and 1 foot

or more in height, and oj)enings in the gable

ends for the admission of fresh air. In the

easterly end there are two doors, one leading

into the laying a[)artment and loft, and the

other into the hatching-room. In the same

end there is also a wooden shutter or blind,

which may be opened whenever necessary to

let air or light into the roost. In the back,

or northerly side, there is a large lattice win-

dow, three feet above the floor or ground, 4

by 12 feet, for the purpose of affording fresh

air to the sitting hens. In front, or southerly

side, there is a large glazed window, 4 by 12

feet, and another on the southerly side of the

roof, of a corresponding size, designed to

admit light and heat of the sun in cold

weather, to stimulate the laying hens. In the

southerly side there are also two small aper-

tures three feet above the ground or floor, for

the ingress and egress of the fowls. These

openings may be provided with sliding shut-

ters, as well as with 'lighting boards,' inside

and out, and may be guarded by sheets of tin,

nailed on below them, to prevent the intrusion

of rats, weasels, or skunks."

Hatching Boom,
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THE NEW MODE OF CUKING HAY.
This new mode is by cutting the grass, get-

ting it into the barn and storing it away on the

same day. The process varies a little with

ditl'erent persons, but is mainly as follows :

—

In the first place, it ought to be stated, that

the grass is left until it arrives, in condition,
|

to what is called the second bloom ; that is,

we suppose, when the latest of the blossoms

are out. If cut earlier it is too full «f juices

to be easily cured by the new process. The

true time would usually be from the lOth to

the loth of July.

The mowing is done in the morning, after

the dew is completely off. Let it lie until

about 1 o'clock, and then commence to rake

and haul in, beginning where the mowing be-

gan, and so continue until that day's mowing

is finished. This is stowed away in the bay,

and the same process continued until the bay

is filled. As it takes about twenty-four hours

for fermentation to take place, the hay put on

from day to day receives no injury from this

cause. The top is then covered some eigh-

teen inches thick with old, dry hay or straw.

This absorbs the moisture given off by the

heating process, and leaves the hay bright and

sweet.

Such is the new mode of harvesting the

grass crop. If it is a good one, it would save

nearly or quite one-half of the labor hereto-

fore required in securing it. It would save

the time spent in cocking, in opening and

shaking- out the cocks, in covering them with

caps, in tumbling them up for loading, and

raking up the scatterings which they leave.

It would save labor in tedding or turning the

grass, and be far easier to load hay in windy

weather, though somewhat heavier pitching on

and off the wagon.

That hay has been, and still can be cured in

this way, we have no doubt. At a public

meeting in Lewiston, Maine, a dozen persons,

•well known in the community, and whose

statements were received as facts, said they

had practiced the process stated above with

success. One of them, Capt. Taylor, of Win-

throp, gave minute details of his hay-making

for ten years in succession, and after all his

experience, stated that grass cured by Avilting

only, and then stowed in large quantities in

tight barns, is worth twenty-five per cent.

more than grass made into hay in the old way

.

2

Several other persons, however, stated that

they had "tried the new way," and found it a

failure, some to the extent of the entire loss

of their hay.

We shall be glad to get reports of further

ex])eriments in the modes of curing hay ; and

in this connection would thank our valued cor-

respondent in Maine for his suggestions on

page 380 of the August number.

Politicians in Farmers' Fairs.—In an arti-

cle written some years ago by Judge Potter, and

recently republished in the Mirror and Farmer, it

is claimed that the first fair ever held in this coim-

tiy was at Londonderry, N. H., one hundred and

tweuty-nine years ago; that in 1719 the tirst Iri&li

potatoes ever raised in America grew in this tomi,

and the first exhibition of them was made in 1722,

and that the first premium in America for Merino

sheep was awarded by the "Deny Fair."

The writer closes by a reference to more modern

fairs, and says :

—

After 1807 and 1808 fairs began to be holden in

other sections of the country, but the dilHculties

with England and the war of 1812, 1813 and 1814
checked their frequency and usefulness. After the
war had closed, greater attention was paid to agri-

culture, and societies were formed in mof~t of the
counties in the State, and were continued for some
j^cars with decided benefit to all interests of the

ytate. A "Board of Agriculture" was estalilished,

and the results of their lat)ors were given to the
puWic through the AgrlcvJtural liepositoru. But
the usefulness of these soL'ieties was of short dura-
tion. Various causes operated to make them un-
popular, the principal of which was that they be-

came identified u-ith the parti/ politics of the daij,

through the ill-advised^ scheming of politieiujis.

Farmers' Cluijs.—A member of a Farmers'

Club in Evanston, 111., which, in addition to the

usual exercises of such associations,, has an agent

who contracts directlj' with manufacturers for

such implements and tools as the members of the

society need, and who also advises and assists in

marketing grain and produce, M-rites to the Prairie

Farmer that already more has been saved in this

way in a single season than it will cost to belong to

the club a life time, and concludes by sa^-ing :

—

It seems strange that farmers all over the coun-
try will not take" the matter in hand and deal mu-
tually together, and work for each others lienefit.

Mucii can be saved every year in buying imple-

ments in this way, or in selling grain or other pro-

duce. Besides, there can lie much valuable infor-

mation gained Ijy thesi fri 'ndly talks about how
we tarm", and how we ( ug it to farm. Farmers, it

is greatly to your inter^.•^c to organize Clubs for

your mutual benefit. Try it and see for yourselves.

Butter Making.—The editor of the St. Albans

Messenger after giving some account of the farm of

W. H. McAllister, of West Enosburg, Vt., who
keeps about fortj^ cows, says :

—

He churns once in two days, works the butter

very little on taking out of the churn, puts a layer
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of the s«me in a tub, then one of salt, and so on

lantil eomplcted. Lets it stand two days, givnig-

the salt an opportunity to penetrate the butter, then

work> and paeks. By this method less workinir is

found to lie neecssary, and the texture of the liut-

tev is not injured. Uses the Onondajia salt, three

pounds to a'tub of butter, and keeps in a niee, eool

room in the cellar, constructed fur the purpose.

For the Keic Kni/I'ind Farm'-r.

ON ADVERTISING FARMS FOB SALE.

It has been my lot to be called on. to look

at farms advertised for sale. A friend or ac-

quaintance desiring to purchase would see an

advertisement in the newspapers describing a

farm and giving price, terms of payment, etc.

So far as the description and terms were con-

cerned, tlie i)lace would appear to be exactly

wbat he wanted. When visited, all the fan-

cied desirableness of tbe property could not

be found.

No man who understands tbe value of farm

property for farmivfi purposes is going to be

deceived by aiiy gilding an advertisement may

place upon' it.
' He will look at the actual con-

dition of things, not at the remote capacity for

im])rovements it may possess for him to de-

velop. He knows that time and money are

both required to bring up tbe productive ca-

pacitv of lands. Every one who has had prac-

tical "experience in farming, is aware that it is

very much easier to run down and exhaust the

productive capacity of soil than to increase it.

AVhen the trouble and cost of brhiging up the

fertility of a farm is considered, very few will

purchase one that requires this to be done at the

outset of his occupation of it, especially if he

is dependent on his farming for bis subsistence,

as most farmers are.

It is the interest of every one advertising to

state the C'yjctJ'ads, so far as it can be done.

If a person desirous of purchasing is led to

infer that a property advertiseci is more valu-

able than the actual condition will warrant

when examined, the disaj)pointment will fre-

quently disgust bim to such an extent as in a

measure to blind him to its true value.

An experience of mine the past spring will

serve to illustrate tbe truth of tliis statement.

An advertisement set forth a farm for .'*ale at

a great sacrifice, with easy terms of payment.

The buildings were represented as good ; tlie

land early and productive, with large (jnanti-

ties of fruit of all kinds, and tiie whole en-

closed with stone walls, &c. I called upon

the agent who advertised the place and saw

the full (U'scription as given to him by the

• owner, whicli was even more satisfactory to

me than t!ie advertisement. The agent bad

not known the owner previous to his coming

to him to sell the property, and thought him

all right. I went to examine the property, at

considerable expense. AVhen 1 came within

sight of it 1 was incbned not to get out of the

carriage ; but as the road was loo narrow for

mo to turn around in, 1 had to go to the door

yard for that purpose. Having got there and
being obliged to wait somewhere for a train to

bi-ing me to the city again, 1 concluded to look
over tlie place, thinking that it might possibly,

like a "singed cat," be better than it looked.

1 exann'ned aljout all the lots with a spade.

Found a light sandy loam, six inches in dej)th,

on a subsoil of clear sand, suitable for a ma-
Sdu's use. Fruit of no account ; walls very

poor and much of them down ; not a barway
in condition to stop an animal on the place

;

cattle tied in the barn and feeding for the

most part on swale hay and brewers'' grain,

—

the latter hauled from Boston, sixteen miles

away. In fact, the whole concern was niiser-

able, and had been miserably cared for. The
house appeared neglected, and looked as if it

had not had a house-keej)er in it for a dozen
years. The locality was described as being

pleasant and in a good neighborhood. The
house was on a hack road and not a neighbor-

ing one to be seen on it, though across lots and
swamps, on a main road, there was one house
in sight

!

In all candor, I will affirm that plenty of

farms can be bought any day for one-half the

price asked for this one, which so far as situa-

tion and productive capacity are concerned,

excel it in every particular. There is not any
doubt that this place would be more likely to

find a purchaser if it had not been extrava-

gantly extolled in the advertisement. It was
the most aggravated experience I ever had of

the kind, and not soon to be forgotten.

Another wrong of frequent occurrence is

that the agent who advertised the place is not

promptly informed of the sale of the property

or some portion of it. I have been victim-

ized several times in this direction,—once dur-

ing the present week. Two years since a

large place, with very valuable wood on it,

attracted my attention. I concluded if I

could get a man whom I knew to be an excel-

lent one to handle wood and lumber to join

me, I would buy the place. I went to see the

agent 'at a cost of two days' time and ex-

penses, and arranged to buy if the advertised

facts in reference to the place were confirmed

on examination of the premises. Two more
days' time and expenses disclosed the fact that

forty acres of the best of the timber had been
sold for over three monilis. The most pro-

voking part of the imposition was, that the

party when exj^ostulated with by his agent for

his wrong doings, appeared perfectly oblivious

as to having done anything improper, or ne-

glecting to do anything that he should have

done.

So long as such practices continue, those

desirous of purchasing farms will be slow to

be influenced by statements made in describ-

ing them. No one has time and money to

squander in silch profitless pursuits.

A word more to those desiring to sell their

farms. As soon as you have decided to sell,

go to work and put your premises in good
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condition, if you have failed to keep them so

from any cause. See that your walls and
fences are in good order ; bar posts and bars

up
;
gates cared for ; everything snug around

the barn and in it ; the cattle clean ; and the

house in order every way. I have been greatly

annoyed and often embarassed on going into

a house to look it over to have the women
apologizing about this and that untidiness, the

worst of it being that there was really great

occasion for those apologies by reason of the

manifest daily neglect to keep the house tidy

and decent for people to see.

These simple suggestions duly heeded will

not cost much, but will aid essentially in sell-

ing any place at even a higher figure than can

possibly be depended on if neglected. Pur-
chasers prefer buying where no outlays for re-

pairs are called for, and are wise in doing so.

July 22, 1871. k. o.

For the Kew England Farmer,

CUTTING AND CUEING HAY.
An article under this head has called forth

some exceptions from the pen of C. H. Cran-
dall, which recpiire a passing notice. Perhaps
Mr. Crandall may have taken the "extremes"
that are si)oken of, in his inferences. The
term aftermath is used in speaking of the value

for feed for milking purposes, and the argu-

ment still holds good, as the practice of any
farmer will soon convince him. It was also

used in showing the choice of animals between
that and late-cut, hard hay. The illustration

of the child is by no means a parallel case,

since in one case the food spoken of as being

selected by the child is not its iiatural food,

and in the case of cattle, the nearer to green,
|

succulent grass the food can be used, the
|

nearer we are to nature ; hence the use of

steam in preparing the food.

Now about the question of going thirty or

forty miles on the road with the load spoken
of, we should not probably feed either j)f the

articles named. In all labor of animals, as

well as of man, there is a great loss of muscu-
lar tissue, so to speak, that must be restored,

and that in the easiest manner ; hence the food
required is that containing the greatest quan-
tity of tlesh formers. This is not found iu

woody fibre.

The testimony of all is that after the period
of inflorescence the stalk of grass passes rap-

idly into the woody state, and that .the gum,
sugar, starch and those ingredients that make
up in a great measure the value of the food,

rapidly diminish. Again, Liebig says that all

plants, if left to mature their seeds, lose con-
siderable of their value, which passes olf as

excrementitious matter. Another writer has

said that he had rather have good bright straw
for fodder than late cut timothy hay.

The reason why ]\Ir. Crandall would prefer

his timothy hay for a long drive, can be easily-

guessed at. It is well known that a man

will work much longer on a full stomach than
upon an empty one. Now it does not require

demonstrating that aftermath, orrowen, is in a
state to be exceedingly easily digested ; while

on the contrary, the timothy hay with perhaps
not as much (comparatively) material for the

rebuilding of muscle, but furnishing a large

bulk of woody fibre, which is indigestible, con-
tinues in the stomach of the animal much
longer, and hence with a full stomach the ani-

mal does not appear to be so soon exhausted.

We would not, however, wish to be under-
stood as recommending rowen hay for horses

on long journeys, much less green grass, for
the reason that the stomach would soon be filled

with this bulky material, and in reality still

have a small amount of material for supplying
bodily waste.

We do not offer these suggestions for the

purpose of influencing any person to change
any course that he may at present be pursuing
with satisfactory results, but simply for the

purpose of directing attention to a subject that

should interest all engaged in agricultural pur-

suits, w. H. Y,

Connecticut, July, 1871.

EXTRACTS AND BEPLIES.

THE TWO PAGES OE AGRICULTURAL MATTER.

I shall vote for two pages of hints on farming, ,

for I am a .young farmer and %yish to know moi-e
about it than I do now, and am tryhig to improve
from the many hints thrown out in your paper.

BARREN NORTHERN SPY APPLE TREE.

One of my neighbors wishes to inquire about an
apple tree called the Northern Spy which does not
bear fruit. It has a beautiful top, perhaps more
than ought to be allowed to grow.

Weston, Vt., June 24, ISll. E. A. Moore.

Remarks.—As to the subject of increasiag the

space devoted to agriculture in the Farmer, we
can only repeat our promise to find or make room
for every practical hint or suggestion which may
be furnished by the readers and friends of the pa-

per, or of the cause. We should like to show you
the pile of manuscript that now goes into the hop-

per every week.

The Northern Sj ' " " ^•^rf^y bearer. You do

not state the age of jor's tree. "Writers

on the subject of i g, have sometimes,

with the laudable pui^ acouraging its culti-

vation, made statements o% Ciises of exceptionally

early fruiting which we have sometimes thought

were calculated to raise: expectations which are

seldom realized by the saijiguine planter. We have

seen it stated that the Ncfa-thern Spy is from ten to

fifteen years in coming into bearing. To produce

fine fruit this tree needs i\ good soil and good cul-

tivation. With such treaitment the tree is a vigor-

ous grower, and makeaf. a thick top. Judicious

thinning may be advisab le, but we should caution

against anything like a

neighbor is very anxious

the Spy apple, he might

severe i^runing. If your

to see a few specimens of

try the process kno^ivn as
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"ringing" on one or two branches tliat may be

spared from the tree. Remove a ring of Iiark from

some limb, say an inch through, the present month,

to form buds for next year; and just before l)lus-

soming next spring remove a ring of bark from

anotlier limb to set the fruit. Tlie ring of bark

should be narrow,—say one-sixth of an inch, and

be careful not to injure the wood under the bark.

MILLET AND HVNGARIAN GRASS.—BAM WITH GATE
ACROSS A liROOK.—A UORSE WITH LONG FRONT
TKETH.

Sirs, please inform me through your paper
1. M'hat are the comparative merits of millet and

Hungarian grass ?

2. W^hat is the best way to construct a dam with

a gate across a brook that is ten feet in width ?

3. I have a horse \Tlu)se front teeth seem so long
that the back teeth or grinders fail to meet, hence
the horse eats hay with ttifliculty. What shall I

do for it ? riease inform an Old Suhsciurer.
Natick, Mass., June, 1S71.

Remarks.—1. We are not able to give you ex-

act comparative merits between Hungarian grass

and millet. But if your wish is to know which we

should recommend to be cultivated as fodder—not

for seed—we should say, and say it from an actual

experience hi the cultivation of both, take the

millet. With us it has been a more certain and

profitable crop than the Hungarian grass.

2. We have little experimental knowledge about

building dams and setting gates iu them. Where

the banks of the stream are of gravel or sand such

dams are usually made of that material, with some

framed work for the flume or gate. But if we had

a quiet little brook, and wished to avoid the labor

of carting or wheeling gravel, we should not hesi-

tate to tongue and groove two-inch plank and drive

them into the bottom of the brook, side by side,

lind .'.T^ert the gate in other grooves n)ade by nail-

in" strips cv.pon the planks which are to hold the

gate in place.'" Practical advice, however, is safest

for you. "^

3. About the hot"^es' teeth. Get a person who

has the nippers, and who knows how, and he will

cut off the front ones without pain to the horse, so

that he can eat comfortably again.

on mowing, ploighing and sowing buck-
whi:at.

I wish to make an inquiry through your paper,

whether I can improve a piece of wom out land

cheaper Iiy ploughing it as soon as it is mowed,

—

for I wisli"to save what little gi-ass there is,—then

sow on liiickwhcat, .and as soon as it gets large

enough [ilough it under ? It is some distance

from the buildings and I want the manure for

other lanil. /

1 am iiiucli interested in your paper, especially

that part relating to the use of muck as a fertilizer.

I have had some experience with it by the way of

putting it in the hog yard, then putting in the snds

from the kitchen and chamber slops, making a
phosphate equal to Bradley's or any other. I have
an acre of corn with no other manure, that is equal

if not superior to any in town.
There are several other points I should like to

talk with you upon, but dare not for fear I shall

say something that will not be just right. One is

about a cultivator that I have just made, that is

superior to anytliing I ever saw of the kind.
Chester, Vt., June 28, 1871. J. J. Miner.

Remarks.—Success in the operation which you
describe would depend upon two conditions.

First the presence of plenty of moisture in the soil,

and some^«e manure, which the sprouting seeds

could laj' hold of at once. Your work would be

done in the midst of the hottest season, and when
the soil is usually quite dry. A little manure, even,

would be serviceable in such a case. Ashes would

be excellent. With these conditions satisfied,

there can be little doubt but what you would im-

prove your land by the plan you propose. The
grass roots decayed, and the green crop added,

would give a fair manuring.

Tell us all about your new cultivator, and any of

your farm operations. We are interested iu them.

THE riVE-SPOTTED HAWK MOTH.

Enclosed I send you an insect of a kind I never
saw before, neither did any of my neighljors.

Will you please inform us through the Farmer
what its name is, its habits, &c. ?

Luneiiburg, July 10, 1871. H. G. Ballou.

Remarks.—The butterfly was received in good

condition, and is the perfect state of the very large

green caterpillar, Avith oblique whitish stripes on

each side of the body with a kind of thorn upon

the tail, which you have occasionally seen upon

your potatoes, tomatoes, &c. Mr. Harris in his

Treatise on Insects says, it attains its full size from

the middle of August to the first of September,

then crawls down the stem of the plant and Ijuries

itself in the ground. Here, in a few days, it throws

off its caterpillar-skin, and becomes a chrysalis, of

a bright brown color, with a long and slender

tcaigue-case, bent over from the head, so as to

touch the breast only at the end, and somewhat

resembling the handle of a pitcher. It remains in

the ground through the winter, below the reach of

frost, and in the following summer the chrj'salis-

skin bursts open, a large moth crawls out of it,

comes l^tlie surface of the ground, and mounting

upon some neighboring plant, waits till the ap-

proach of evening invites it to expand its untried

wings and fly in search of food. It measures

across the wings about five inches ; is of a gray

color, variegated with blackish lines and bands

;

and on each side of the body there are five round,

orange-colored spots encircled with black. Hence

it is called by English entomologists S2)hmx quin-

qyemaadatusf the five-spotted Sphinx. Its tongue

can be uhrolled to the length of five or si.x inches,

but, when not in use, is coileii like a watch-spring,

and is almost entirely concealed, between two large

and thick feelers, under the head.

cellar DIRT FOR GRASS LAND.

Will the editor or some of the numerous readers
of the Farmer please give me their experience
through the Farmer, whether the clay dug out of
a cellar would be beneficial to grass land, or would
it be injurious ? In this neighborhood there is such
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a diversity of opinion about it, that I should like

to get the opinions of persons who have or have not
used it. I have a very large heap and .it must he
removed. When wet it is very greasy, but when
dry and slacked, resembles sand more than clay or
mud. How thick should it be spread on the grass ?

"Would it be any detriment to corn land which is

now in pretty good heart. John Whatmoiie.
Bridynorth Farm, Dunleith, III., 1S71.

Remarks.—The clay dug from a cellar, of which

you speak, will probably prove an excellent article

for top-dressing grass lands, especially those of a

light or sandy character. We are using somethnig

of the kind annually for tliat purpose, and for cov-

ering the manure in the cellar durhig the warm
season. In excavating for a barn cellar, several

years ago, large quantities of clayey earth were

preserved for these uses. We find it hot only very

convenient but quite valuable.

You will not be likely to spread it too thickly

;

but ten to twenty horse loads to the acre, added

annually, or once in two years, would be better

than a heavy coating at once. By the way, the true

value of a dressing of most earths which are free

from stones, to grass land, is not generally appre-

ciated. A top-dressing of yellow loam even, on a

compact soil, will greatly assist a gi"ass crop. All

soils, we suppose, contain fertilizing properties,

and when applied to the surface, these properties

are washed down among the roots and are quite

beneticial to the crop. Our advice is to use all j'ou

have, and get more if you can.

Of course the value of all subsoils for surface

dressing, depends on their composition. On page

523 of the monthly Farmer, 1870, experiments by

Mr. Gregory, of Marblehead—the seedsman—are

given, in which the hard pan of some old, well-

cultivated ticlds proved exceedingly valuable as a

fertilizer. Such applications may serve a good pur-

pose as a mulch, in addition to its value as a fer-

tilizer.

CANNING OR DRYING PEAS AND CORN.

Will you please to inform me through your
valuable pi^per, to can green peas and corn ? I

tried last year and it was a complete failure.

Mrs. Amos Taylor.
Ashbi/, Mass., July 14, 1871.

Remarks.—No, we cannot ; but perhaps some of

the good housewives M'ho read the Farmer may
be able to do so. But why fuss with canning when
the corn at least can be dried so easily ? When
sweet com is plenty, or if you have to buy, when
it becomes cheap, as it usually does late in the sea-

son, boil a whole kettle full as j'ou would for the

table, then cut the kernels from the cob, place

them on tins, and drj- them by the stove or in the

sun. The oftener it is stirred the sooner it will

dry. When sufficiently dry tie it up in cloth or

stout paper bags. When wanted for breakfast,

soak a mess over night in cold milk, if there is no

danger of souring; but if there is, heat the milk

before pouring it over the corn. If milk is scarce

soak it in water. In the morning put it over the

stove and warm it, buttering and salting to taste,

and you have a luxury good enough, and probably

equal to that successfully put up in cans,—a matter

in M'hich others as well as yourself have made "a

complete failure."

lame pig.

I have a pig that wants to lie down about all the
time, and when it is up seems to be weak across
the loins ; keeps hoisting first one hind foot and
then the other when eating. It eats some but
grows very little. h. s.

Loivell, Mass., July 10, 1S71.

Remarks.—If you had the Vjound vohmies of

the monthly Farmer for the past four years, you
M'ould be aljle to refer to the experience and views

of quite a number of farmers -with this trouble.

Many think the disease is similar to the gout in

man, and that it is caused by high living and lack

of exercise, and advise some mild physic, with-

holding food and giving the animal a chance to

"root hog or die." If the pig cannot have the

"liberty of the yard," give him sods, earth, ashes,

coals, lime, &c., in his pen, and don't feed him
until he can walk up to the trough and help him-

self.

This advice does not exactly agree with that of

the veterinaiy editor of the Western Rural, who
replies, in the number now on our table, in the

following manner to an inquiry sunilar to yours :

—

Hogs are sometimes affected with palsy or
paralysis of the hind limbs, and its symptoms are

loss of appetite, acceleration of the pulse, and
swelled tongue. It is generally caused by derange-
ment of the digestive organs, occasioned by the
use of unwholesome food, or by a sudden change
from dry to succulent food, or vice versa. The
disease yields to judicious treatment, such as the
removal of the predisposing cause

;
good nourish-

hig food, gentle purgative medicine, a comfortable
pen, and nioderate exercise. Two or three weeks
careful treatmciit \x\\\ probably be sutHcieut to re-

store them to proper health.

The difference between,us is not great, however,

and you are at liberty to follow either course

—

if your pig don't get well on his own hook ; which,

as a sensible pig, we expect he will do before this

sage advice reaches you.

FIVE cows dead—murrain.

One of my neighbors within three weeks has lost

five cows ; and has now three more that will proba-

bly die. In the first place they cease to give milk
—then begins a diarrhoea, discharging blood and
what seem^ to be pieces of putrid Hesh. In about
two days they commence trembling, are feverish

and seem to be in intense distress. The animals
attacked have lived from three to eight days.

Can this be murrain ? and will the pestilence

spread ? are questions asked but not answered.
Anj- light upon the subject through the columns of
the Farmer would be read with interest.

The drought in this region, at this season of the
year, is unprecedented, and the hay crop is fully

one-third less than an average. P. Johnson.
Shrewsbury, Rutland Co., Vt., July 11, 1871.

Remarks.—The sj'mptoms described are similar

to those of Bloody Mni-rain, but the disease may
have a local cause. Has the drought of which you

speak deprived the cows of good wholesome water ?
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Our veterinary adviser is absent this week, and we
publish the foregoing at once in the hope that some

of our correspondents will be able to advise our

Shrewsbuiy I'riend, as to the probable cause and

nature of the disease, and its proper treatment.

As preventives of the murrain, Mr. Cole recom-

mends giving salt freely, mixed with lime or ashes

;

also sulphur, and tar; the tar may also be rubbed

on the nose and between the horns.

The murrain is difficult to cure. The sick should

be separated from the health}', as the disease is re-

garded as infectious. Give physic and laxative

food when thci-e is costiveness ; , but when there is

diarrha'a, check it, by giving four ounces of pow-

dei-ed chalk, two ounces of powdered anise-seed,

one ounce of powdered ginger and one drachm of

opium, cut fine, and mixed in a quart of warm
gruel.

Mr. Brooks, of Princeton, Mass., bleeds in the

first stages, till the animal falters, and, when di-

arrhoea prevails, gives one ounce of chloride of

lime and one drachm of opium. To prevent con-

stipation following, give bran mashes and other

laxative food, and if this treatment does not pre-

vent too sudden check to the looseness, give two

or three ounces of salts daily. Dissolve the opium

in water.

orchai'd grass. Whether it would grow on your

"yellow gravelly knoll" will depend on conditions

of the soil which cannot be inferred from your de-

scription. If it is too poor to grow other kinds of

grass, we should not expect orchard grass would

amount to much on it.

JEFFERSON COUNTY PIGS—ORCHAED GRASS.

Can you or any of your subscribers inform me
where I can get any Jefferson County Pigs ? Can
you inform the value of Orchard grass for hay ?

Would it gi-ow on a yellow gravelly knoll ?

Blackstone, Mass., June 14, 1S71. f. o. w.

Remarks.—The "American Agricultural An-
nual" gives the names of two dealers in Jefferson

County Pigs, both of them in Watertown, N. Y.

If any one nearer has this variety for sale it may
be for their advantage to advertise the public of

the fact.

In his work on "The Pig," Mr. Harris says this

breed has been advertised under the names of

"Cheshire," "Yorkshire," "Improved Cheshire"

and "Improved Yorkshires." These names he

thinks indicate the origin of the breed. He says

it is said that a large sow of the old English

Cheshire breed was taken from Albany to Jefferson

County, and about the same time some thorough-

bred Yorkshires were introduced into the same

neighborhood from England.

The best specimens of Jefferson County pigs as

shown by the leading breeders, Mr. Harris says

are as handsome pigs as can be desired. Color,

white; small, fine ears; short snout, with a well

developed cheek ; long and square bodies
; good

shoulders and ham, and very small bones for such

large hogs. As compared with the Chester County

breed, he says the}'' are nearly or (piite as large,

have finer bones, ears and snout, and are altogether

superior in form, beauty and refinement to any

Chester Whites he has ever happened to see.

We are not able just now to add anything to

what we have recently published in relation to

THE VSE OF JirCK.

In your issue of June 24th, 1 find a short article

on the use of muck. I am pleased always, to see

the sulyect noticed. My muck bed is my only
hope of salvation in agriculture. My experience
is largely on the side ofmuck,—dry muck, not only
ill the hog-pen, in the l)arn yard, under the priNy,

under the sink spout, in my stables, but use it raw,
or Just as it comes from the bog.
though absent from home most of the past year,

it was my- good fortune to be 'on my farm a few
days last summer during the drought. Advantage
was taken of the "situation," and five hundred ox
loads of very nice muck were put out upon the
uplands. Sixty were spread directly upon an old
grass field, covering an acre and a half pretty

thoroughly. At the present time, indications are
that the grass crop will be much better for the
muck. ItWas all taken from basins in my pasture.

The water being out of one of them entirely, we
had it all our own way, and got it as easily as we
could manure from the yard. That being cleaned
out, our attention was turned to another basin in

which the muck was twelve feet deep. There was
some water here, but by the use of a few boards
and nails, and tools at hand, a pump was soon
constructed, that would throw out one hundred
barrels per day. The water was somewhat ex-
hausted, and soon the knolls in the vicinity had
each a huge black cap on.

I prefer these small basins, for they afford the
best muck. It is composed of the vegetable mat-
ter there gro\\ai, and the drift from the upland,
and has not been washed by the water. But we
find a difference, even here, in its effects upon
crops. It was decided, by the council interested,

to plant a certain patch of land to potatoes, and to

manure with clear muck. At this time, they are
all up and growing finely, except the ends of three
rows,—about what one load would do. There, the
potatoes are looking rather puny, and we find

there a finer, lighter colored article than that in

other parts of the field. We conclude that load
was from the bottom of the bed and that it con-
tained more acid than the other. It only needed a
little more exposure, to make it all right.

I give you this experience, ho])iiig it may give

courage to some doubting Thomas, so that he may
at least try his hand at digging for gold in the

muck bed. My observations during a recent three

month's stay in the West, convinced me that far-

mers in New England must take advantage of
every circumstance, or be run off' the track on all

staple products of the farm. Some future rainy

day, I will give you my theory on the muck ques-
tion, which led me so deeply into it. Z. Breed.

Weave, N. E., June 24, 1811.

PICTURESQTJENESS OF FARM LIFE.

It ought to be, and doubtless is, a great consola-

tion to the farmer, while making hay under the

scorching rays of a July sun, or hoeing corn with
a generous portion of one of the planets clinging

tohis garments,—or employing the bright hours of

"incense-breathing morn" in fighting caterpillars,

currant worms or squash bugs,—to know that he
forms a lieautiful picture for the far-olf artist or
poet. In this respect as in many others, no occu-

pation can compare with agriculture. He must be

a genius, indeed, who would make the carpenter,
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with plane and liammei"; the mason, with trowel
and mortar ; or the wheelwright, in the midst of a
confused multitude of hubs, spoiies and felloes, the

subject of a picuire or a poem. The blacksmith
has Ijeen a little more fortunate; his work being
suggestive of Vulcan and the Cyclops. The soli-

tary shoemaker has also been casually remembered.
But a 7ioisy shoe shop could hardly be an :fttrac-

tive place for the "sacred nine." It is far other-

wise with farm life. Almost ever}^ branch of agri-

cultural labor as performed in the days of our fore-

fathers—from the preparation of the soil in early

spring, to the ingathering of the harvest in late

autumn—has been made the theme of the poet's

song.
It is to be feared, however, that the spirit of pro-

gress will rather stand in the way of further at-

tempts of this kind. Is not the clatter of a mow-
ing machine, for instance, sufficient to scare away
every poetic thought ? How different from the
noiseless swing of the scythe ! But wo will try and
take a hopeful view of the nmtter. Perhaps there

may arise a class of poets who can meet the exi-

gencies of these utilitarian times, and make even
mowing machines and horse rakes subservient .to

their genius. Mattie.
Marlboro, Mass., July, 1871.

AaRICULTURAL ITEMS.
—An early spring—Jumping out of Ijcd at four

o'clock in the morning.

—Henry Clay's old home, Ashland, has been pur-

chased by the University of Kentucky for §'90,000.

—The Maine Farmer says, "We observe that

the beech trees have blossomed abundantly this

year, and the nuts appear to be now well set."

—The cultivation of tobacco in Missouri is fall-

ing off every year ; not more than one-third as

much is raised there now as ten years ago.

—An exchange says that if tree-planting contin-

ues in Iowa for ten j'ears at this year's rate, 1885

will find the State beautified with great forests.

—The Missonrians appear to have arrived at the

conclusion that, for the raising of stock, fblue

grass" is the best possible feed.

—According to the amended game laws of New
York, all persons are prohibited from destroying

or robbing the nest of any wild bird whatever, un-

der penalty of $25 for each offence.

—The State agricultural societies of Vermont and

California propose to exchange fruit specimens this

year, each sending to the other's annual fair three

specimens of ten different kinds of apples, pears

and grapes.

—No plant yields anything like as much nutri-

ment from the same extent of soil as the banana.

Baron Humboldt estimated that it returns 20 times

as much as the potato, and 113 times as much as

wheat.

—The Geneva (111.) Republican says that the

potato bugs have entirely disappeared from that

neighborhood, and attributes this freak of fortune

to the salutary influence of the seventeen-year

locusts.

—The Western Farmer says : "The probabilities

are that more tobacco will be raised in Wisconsin

this year than ever before. In a number of neigh-

borhoods where it has not hitherto been grown,

there will be many acres planted.

—A Western editor, who doesn't know much
about farming any way, suggests that for garden

making, a cast-iron back, with a hinge hi it, would

be an improvement on the spinal column now in

use.

—Advices from Louisiana report the State in a

deplorable condition agriculturally. The excessive

rains and floods have so saturated the ground that

it has been next to impossil)le to work it. Cotton

has no stand at all, and the feeble corn crop is over-

whelmed by weeds and grass.

—V. P. Richmond says in the Kational Live

Stock Journal, that he has removed from the neck

of one of his horses eight or more hard and bleed-

ing warts, some of them as large as a hen's egg,

simply by rubl)ing on fresh lard twice a-day.

Others, he says, have had the same success.

—The Sycamore, (111.) cheese factory now uses

over 17,000 pounds of milk daily ; a larger amount
than any other factor}' in the United States. The
Belvidere factory uses 11,000 pounds, the Garden

Prairie factory 7500 pounds, and the DeKalb fac-

tory 3000 pounds.

—The form of Senator Chandler of Michigan,

near Lansing, comprises 3,087 acres, of which 900

acres are uplaiid and the remainder marsh. The
marsh has been drained so that it is comparatively

free from water. Experiments are being made to

test its value for farming and grazing purposes

;

and thus tar with very satisfactory results.

—To destroy moths in carpets, wring a coarse

towel out of clean water; spread it smoothly on

the carpet ; iron it dry with a good hot iron ; re-

peat the operation on all parts of the . carpet sus-

pected of being infested with moths. No need to

press hard, and neither the pile nor the color of the

carpet will be injured, and the moths will be de-

stroyed b_v the heat and steam.

—The Portland, Me., Transcript tells of a citizen

of Kennebec county, who has a goose twenty-four

years old. "In March she laid twelve eggs and

hatched twelve goslings; when they were two

weeks old she began to lay again, the gander tak-

ing care of the goslings ; she laid nine more eggs,

and hatched nine more goslings, making twenty-

one goslings in one season, and they are all alive

and doing well."

—This is one of the "insect years." The West

swarms with potato bugs, chinch bugs and locusts

;

the Hessian fly and clouds of grasshoj^pers are de-

vastating the fields of Los Angeles county, Cat

;

the black caterpillars are worse in Arkansas than

ever known before, and are stripping the leaves of

the forest; Virginia planters complain that never

were the tobacco flies so numerous and destructive

as tliis season ; and throughout the South is dis-

may at the number, size and voracity of the mos-

quitoes.
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BEURRB CLAIRGEAU PEAE.*

This winter pear originated at Nantes,

France, by M. Clairgeau, and was first intro-

duced here in 1848. Our illustration (see

opposite page,) was drawn from a specimen

raised by Andrew Lackey, Esq., of Marble-

head, who described it as an early bearer, and

w.onderfully productive ; so much so that im-

less the fruit is thinned its energies will soon

become paralyzed if not exhausted, and the

fruit inferior.

The following is Mr. Thomas' description of

it. Large, pyramidal-pyriform, approaching

long obovate, skin yellow or reddigh brown,

often with a crimson shade towards the sun

and brown dots,—not distinctly shown in the

cut—stalk short, stout, fleshy, obliipxe, sunk

little or none ; basin shallow, furrowed ; flesh

white, slightly granular, buttery, melting,

often with a rich, very good flavor, but fre-

quently poor. November and December.

Shoots reddish purple, short, erect and as-

cending ; leaves stiff.

In a list of eighteen pears recommended by

the Massachusetts Agricultural Club, we find

the nfeme of this pear. In the catalogue of

pears published by the American Pomological

Society, the Beurre Clairgeau is recommended

for cultivation in Connecticut.

It is a very showy fruit. The specimen

from which our illustration was made, was one

of four grown on a tree three years from the

bud.

*Prouounced Klair-zho, accent on last syllable.

MANAGEMENT OF GRASS LANDS.
"We are now prepared to say a few words

on the general management of grass lands

;

how we can succeed in keeping up the fertility

of our fields so they will yield annually a heavy
burden. We have the choice of three meth-
ods : first by frequent top-dressing ; the sec-

ond is to break up as soon as the amount of

hay diminishes in quantity, plant with hoed
crops one or two years and then seed to grass

with grain ; third, break up when required and
re-seed in September. The first is a long ro-

tation, the otbers short. The top-dressing is

cheapest, simplest and most profitable. The
rotation with hoed crops requires more labor,

which is expensive, and large quantities of

manure, to be successful. I have tried the

three methods ; the top-dressing has proved
most satisfactory. There is a slight advan-
tage in ploughmg often in the fertilizing matter
gained by turning under a grass sward, but it

is not so important as the fii-st view of the sub-

ject would suggest, for a sward that has re-

ceived two or three liberal top-dressings is

much richer when turned under than a bound-

out sward.

Exporience is often a hard school-master.

I made many mistakes before I hit upon the

right course to adopt in managing my grass

crop ; the system of management which I have

adopted, if a practice so simple might be hon-

ored with such a title, grew out of some acci-

dental exjieriments to increase the hay crop
;

the lessons taught by failures were more valu-

able than those by success, and I have found
it far safer to patiently grow, rather than un-

dertake to jump into the art of a successful

farmer.
Top-Dressing.

It does not require very rich compost to give

large returns in top-dressing gi-ass lands. My
way of composting for this purpose is of home-
made materials, easily and cheaply manufac-
tured. I prepare it as follows : During sum-
mer, as leisure occurs, I cart from twenty to

thirty cords of loam, road-wash, muck, leaf-

mold, or the waste of charcoal pits, whichever

material is most readily obtained, or a mix-

ture of them, into the barn-yard and spread

it ; the yard has a hard bottom, and is lowest

in the centre. I then draw from five to eight

cords, as near one-fourth part of the absor-

bents as 1 can judge, of rich manure from the

barn cellar, which is evenly spread ; this is the

agricultural yeast to leaven the whole mass.

I now plough and harrow thoroughly ; if I

want more compost I draw more materials,

plough and mix as before. I afterwards

plough and harrow two or three times at inter-

vals of a few weeks, when the compost is

ready for use. I prefer to apply it just be-

fore the fall rains, about the last of October
or the first of November. It may be spread

from the cart or laid in heaps and spread af-

terwards, which is the cheaper way, where
there is plenty of help, but uwst men would
spread it evener, which is a point worth con-

sidering, from the cart. I apjjly as near six

cords of the compost to the acre as possible.

After spreading, I go over the field with a

heavy brush harrow to fine the lumps and work
the compost into the grass stubble out of the

way of the scythe or mower next season. It

protects the roots of the plants from the cold

winds and exposure
;
gives the grass a beau-

tiful early start in the spring, making a quick,

luxuriant growth, which shades the ground,

keeping it moist in dry weather ; it also acts

as a mulch in the summer, after the grass is

cut, and largely increases the second crop,

which is of much importance.

It will not pay to top-dress a bound-out

sod ; the compost should be applied before

the best grasses die out or decrease much in

their product, to give the finest results. I

like to top-dress after the land has been
mowed three years, then every other season

till it is broken up again, and my rule is to let
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it run as long as it will yield abundantly and
tbe wild grasses keep out. This method, or

systeui, works admirably on moist, natural

grass lands and reclaimed meadows. I could

cite many instances from my farm record

where by applying top-dressing the yield of

hay has been doubled for three successive

years, when the crop before the application

was not more than a ton to the acre. I can

in this way obtain four times as much profit

from the same (juantity of manure as I can by
planting corn ; my land, however, is better

adapted to grass than corn.

Care of Grass Fields.

All rubbish should be picked from grass

fields in early spring, and a sharp watch kept

to destroy large, coarse weeds, as they take

room and nourishment from the growing grass

and dilute the hay.

Fall Feeding.

Feeding mowing lands in the fall is an in-

jurious practice ; if there is any amount of

growtli it is better to mow it, and keep stock

out of the fields entirely. When they are fed,

the droppings of the cattle should be beaten

fine and well scattered in the early spring.

No good farmer will allow his fields to be

touched with a hoof when the ground is soft

in the fall or spring. Feeding mowing fields

in the spring ought not to be mentioned ;
the

farmer who practices it cannot be a thinking

man, has not capacity of judgment enough to

discern his own interest, and could not appre-

ciate a better way if he was taught it.

—

Ad-
dress of O. F. Beede, Fremont, N. H., in

Mirror and Farmer.

PLOUGHHSTG UNDER CLOVER.
In 1864, I ploughed up a field of clover and

planted corn. In 1865, planted corn again,

and used the cultivator very freely both years

to kill the weeds. In 1866, sowed barley,

followed by wheat, and seeded down into

clover in the spring. In 1867, mowed the

clover for hay, and the second crop for seed.

In 1868, mowed it again for hay. After the

hay was olT we ploughed half the field, and
allowed tlie other half to produce a second

cro}) of clover. It was a wet season, and the

second crop of clover grew splendidly. I

think it would have made a ton of hay per

acre. This clover we plnnr/Jied under.

The next spring (•1870) the whole field was
cultivated, but not ploughed, and sown with

barley. I could see no difference in the

growth of barley on the part ploughed imme-
diately after hay harvest, and that when the

clover was allowed to grow and then ploughed
under. After the barley, the field was
ploughed and sown to winter wheat. So far,

I can see no difference in the color or growth
of tlie wheat.

There was no more labor expended on the

one part of the field th3,a on the other. The

only difference Avas, that one was ploughed
before the clover commenced to grow, and
the other after the clover had attained its

growth. Tlie presumption is, that notwith-

standing the fact that a large growth of clover

was ploughed under, there was no more nitro-

gen or other ])lant-food in the soil on one part

of the field than on the other. The plant-

food organised in the clover was simply taken

out of the soil, and was merely returned when
ploughed under. Had the part of the field

ploughed immcdiatel}' after harvest been har-

rowed, cultivated, and then ploughed again in

the fall, and otherwise exposed to the decom-
posing intluences of the atmosphere, I believe

more ])lant-food would have been developed
from the soil than on the part where the clover

was allowed growth. This probably would
not be the case in poor, sandy land ; but I

have no doubt that clay loams, which abounded
in latent plant-food, would become richer from
being worked and exposed to the atmosphere
than from the mere growth of clover. If

there is any evidence to the contrary, I would
like to have it produced.

I believe In clover. No one has written

more in its favor as a renovating crop. We
cannot grow too much of it. But it should

all be consumed on the farm, and in addition,

the clay-land farmer should "fall-fallow'' as

much land as he can. I am satisfied, though
I admit the evidence is not conclusive, that

fall-fallowing is more in accordance with the

facts of scientific farming than the practice of

ploughing under clover.

—

J. Harris, in Anver-

ican Ayricultiirist.

HOME-MADE RE3PRIGERATOR.
I want to give the readers of your valuable

and interesting paper the benefit of an idea

about preserving ice in a cheap and conven-

ient maimer. Nearly all persons who cannot
aiFord a nice zinc-lined refrigerator or ice-

chest keep their ice in sawdust, straw or some
such non-conducting material, which is very
inconvenient and wastes the ice. We had al-

ways done so until last season, and I am satis-

fied that there are thousands of families who
think they can dispense with a refrigerator,

but not with ice.

Last season I took two wooden boxes—the

first large enough to contain the second and
and leave a space of a couple of inches all

round, top and bottom, then I bored a hole

(one or one-half inch is large enough) , in the

bottom of each for ventilation and drainage,

then made a lid with hinges (leather ones in

my case) for each box, placed some slats in

the bottom of the larger and placed the smaller

box on them, put some pieces at the side to

keep the smaller in place, and the refrigerator

was done.
This year I improved upon the old one, by

making a zinc lining for the inside box out of

an old sheet that had done service under a
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stove. I nailed on some legs which are placed
in tea-cups filled with water to keep out ants

and bugs, and also made a rack by nailing

some pieces of lath together to put on the

bottom, to keep the ice.from the bottom. We
take fifteen pounds a day, and are never out,

while some of our wealthier neiglibors, who
take the same quantity and have refrigerators

"improved," etc., etc., are out half of the

time.

—

Hearth and Home.

TEXAS CATTLE.
A Texan correspondent of the T^n-f, Field

and Farm expresses views in respect to cattle

raising there, which to some of our readers

may be new :

—

" Much has' been written about this State,

and strange to say, even those who are most
enthusiastic in their praises of Texas, have in-

variably named, as the most prominent and
valuable characteristic, the very feature which
is an absolute curse to the State, and the bar-

rier to civilization and the settlement of the

rich farming lands which lie spread out here
for hundreds of miles in extent.

" They talk about the Cattle Kings of Texas
with great emphasis, and speak of this busi-

ness of cattle raising as an inducement to

bring settlers to the country. Now this is the

very thing that keeps the ploughman away from
Texas. The cheap lands so often spoken of

are here in abundance, but you can't use them
unless you have a fortune in your pocket to

pay for barricading your corn-patch against

the wild cattle which roam every where. If it

was not for this cattle business the State would
be filled up with farmers who would cultivate

the land, raise grain, fence iiutheir grass land
and produce beef enough to feed the world.
I have examined this Texas cattle business

thoroughly, and a more complete burlesque
on stock-raising could not be gotten up.
The prairies are failing fast. The continual

tramp, tramp of broad horns is wearing the life

of the "luxuriant grass" away, and bringing up
the weeds by big majorities. A few years ago
the wild grass grew up high on the prairies,

and when the winter months came the stock

found food to keep them going. But now the
Ranger's occupation is almost gone, and only
a httle while longer will his herds be seen
roaming over the wilds of Texas."

FENCE I^STS.

The timber in a tree cut at its best is much
more lasting than that from a young tree, or
from one past its prime, although the latter

may show no sign of decay ; and all trees lose

rapidly in strength and solidity, and in the

same or a greater ratio in durability from the

ground up, and from the heart outward. A
post that is seasoned is, under the same cir-

cumstances, much more durable than one set

green ; and the nearer the heart, the more last-

ing the wood in the same tree, if thorouglily

sound.
Even a basswood post that is well grown,

and thoroughly seasoned, will last several

years,—as long as a sappy oak set green.

As to red elm, while it does not equal oak
in the natural property of durability, it may
be made to outlast that timber, as usually set.

I have some posts of elm, set eight years, and
they will last, I do not doubt, as much longer.

They were made of trees cut for the bark, and
were season two years.

I have seen oak posts fail in five years, and
have seen them when they stood more than
five times that long.

I have heard men say that white cedar was
of no- value for a fence-post—not so good as

oak ; and they were right fi-om their experi-

ence. They used the young trees, just large

enough for one post. They soon decayed, and
would not hold a nail ; eight-pennys being used.

I have one white cedar post to which a gate

has been hanging for twenty years, and it is

good yet. I have others, larger, that are

good, I have no doubt, for thirty or forty

years from setting.

A white cedar should never be cut until it.

is large enough to saw and make four good
posts ; and if larger still, better, if, as said

above, it is not failing—has not lost solidity,

which a cedar holds to extreme age.

A fence properly constructed of such posts,

and pine or hemlock boards, with the posts

set two and a half feet deep, and duly tamped
in with gravel, and the nails used are long ten-

pennys, will last fifteen or twenty years good
;

and if at the right time it is taken down, and
the posts reversed, and re-built with new nails,

it will then last ten or more years longer.

A fence to be durable, must not onl}- be of

good material, but be well built; and very
often more depends upon the good judgment
and honesty of the builder than upon the cha-

racter of the material used.— Western Rural.

Remarks.—From our own experience we
think that the durability of wood depends, in

a great degree, on the season of the year in

which it is cut ; and that the proper time for

cutting fence posts is indicated by the remark

of the writer of the above, that his red elm

posts, which last so well, were cut when the

bark would peel.

PICKLING CUCUMBERS.
No. 1. Take cucumbers, wipe them clean,

and lay them into stone jars. Allow one
quart of coarse salt to a pail of water ; boil

the salt and water till the salt is dissolved

;

turn it boiling hot on the cucumbers ; cover

them up tight and let them stand for twenty-

foui- hours ; turn them into a basket to drain.
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Boil as much best cider vinegar as will cover
the cucumbers ; wash out the jars, and put
the cuiiiiubers into them : turn the vinoj^^ar

on boiliny hot ; cover them with cabbaj^e
leave?; ami eover them tij^ht. In forty-eight
hours they will bo fit for use.

No. 2. Fiek cueumbers each morning, let

them stand in weak brine three or four days,
{)utting in mustard pods and horse raddish
eaves to keep them green. Then take out
and drain, covering with vinegar for a week

;

at whieli time take out and drain again, putting
in new vinegar, adding nmstard seed, ginger
root, cloves, pepper and red pepper pods, of

each about one or two ounces, to suit different

tastes, for each barrel.

The vinegar nnist be changed once, as the
large amount of water in the cucumbers re-

duces the vinegar so much that this change is

absolutely necessary, and if they should seem
to lose their sharp taste again, just add a little

molasses or spirit and all will be right.

—

Re-
ceipt Book.

Alum will harden cucumbers. To a gallon

of vinegar, add one ounce of powdered alum.
If the vinegar is put into bottles tightly cork-
ed, and set in a kettle of cold water, with hay
or straw between them to keep the bottles

from knocking together, and allowed to re-

main over the fire until the water boils, then
removed, and kejjt in the kettle until nearly
cool, the vinegar will keep perfectly clear

when used for pickles, but it should be added
to them cold. Shreds of horse raddish root
will prevent all piekles from moulding.

—

S. 0.
J., in Country Gentleman.

THE FROG IN" THE HORSE'S FOOT.
The frog in the horse's foot is evidently

designed for very important uses. If we
carefully observe the form and size of the

frog in the foot of the colt, from four years

old at ilrst shoeing, and then note the changes
which it undergoes, as the shoeing is repeated,

we shall soon be convinced that a visible de-

parture from a state of health and nature is

taking ])lace. At first it will be found large

and full, with considerable elasticity, oval in

form, at the heels fully developed, plump and
rounded. I3y degrees the fulness and elas-

ticity will be observed to have diminished, its

oval form will disappear and it will dwindle
into a narrow crack, presenting only the mis-

erable remauis of a frog. The question is.

Why is this so ? I believe that m(3st of the

mischief is the unnecessary evil of paring.

The smitli, in paring the foot, comes to the

frog and takes a slice from eaeh side of it, for

it presents an even, smooth, clean-looking sur-

face when cut throu^fli, that to resist the temp-
tation is more than tails to the share of most
smiths.

The reasons for not paring the frog are,

first, the frog has naturally less power of y)ro-

duciug horn than any other part of the foot,

it immediately checks the growth of the frog
and prevents the expansion of the hoof, ex-
])o.-ing the membrane whiili secretes the horn
to undue pressure. The layer of horn that

covers the frog is thinner in substance and
more delicate than that of any other part of

the foot ; and when once destroyed is very im-
perfectly and sparingly reproduced. As a

general rule I would say, let the frog alone.

Perliajjs about one in a thousand may form
an exception, where a large, loose-textured
frog may recpiire a little paring once or twice

a year. The frog is provided within itself

with two very efficient modes of throwing off

any sujjerlluous horn it may be troubled with.

The first and most connnon is the separation

from its surface of small, bran-like scales,

which, becoming dry, fall off. The other is

upon a Uirger scale, called easting the frog.

A thick layer of frog separates itself in a body
and comes off to the usual depfh of paring.

But it is wortlij' of remark that there is a

very important difference between the two
operations. Nature never removes the cov-

ering until she has provided another beneath,
and there still remains a perfect frog covered
with horn, and in every way fitted to sustain

exposure ; while the knife, on the contrary,

removes the horny covering, but is unable to

substitute any other in its stead. My advice

would be to let the frog alone.

—

Western
Rural.

The Wcjol Market.—Tedious as has been
the time of waiting for a vindication of the wis-

dom of the wool tariff of 1867, our revenge has

come at last ; and while we do not desire to

add shame to the confusion which has over-

taken our revilers, we take this occasion to ask
them, one and -all, how they like it as far as

they have gone ? With California ileece at 35
to 40 conts, XX Ohio at 55 to GO cents, and
picklock at Go cents, and* even the "nasty,
greasy Merinos " of New York and Vermont
State at 50 cents, and with gold at $1.10 1-2

to $1.11, we feel that the tariff is fully vindi-

cated as a measure of fair protection to the

American wool grower, and j)ut this opinion

on record, on behalf of the gt^nllemen whose
patriotic labors contril)uted to l)iing this state

of things to pass, of whom the^writer, hav-

ing shared fully in the calunmy, desires to

share in the glory of success.

—

Cnl. JHan'is,

in Rural New Yorker.

Danger in Soap Making.—The Delphos
JJeraid i ells of a lady meeting with a serious

mishap while making soap at Sandusky City,

recently. While the soa]) was bailing at a

lively rate, she turned into the kettle a ([uan-

tity of cold lye, when the contcJits exploded
with great force, scalding the persons present

in a shocking manner. The explosion was in-

stantaneous and so powerful as to leave the

kettle entirely empty.
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RAMBLES AMONG THE FARMERS.
nouT the middle of June
last, we had the great pleas-

ure of visiting several far-

mers in the eastern portion

of New Hampshire. One
object in view was, to learn

whether farmers do not, as

often as persons engaged in

other business, succeed in

their vocation, and estab-

lish permanent and desirable

homes. In the Faemer of

July 1, we gave an instance, that of the

Messrs. Hates, of Portsmouth, where a farm,

stock and tools have been accumulated to the

value of about $50,000, and entirely aside

from speculation or any other business than

that of farming.

There is another style of cultivating the

soil, however, which we did not fail to look at

and appreciate,—and that is, where means

have been secured in other callings, and farm-

ing engaged in to gratify- the_taste and make

the world more beautified. A notable in-

stance of this kind is in the estate of the Hon.

Frank Jones, late mayor of the city of

Portsmouth. The means, however, which he

has so abundantly and judiciously, too, be-

stowed upon his farm, were all acquired by

his own industry and skill in mechanical and

mercantile employments. His head and his

hands—not capital left by others—have been

the power wliich have brought him affluence

and distinction.

All the buildings, fields, fences, gardens,

yards, tools, &c., on the farm afford ex-

amples for imitation. Lands that for ages I

had been unproductive for want of drainage I

and breaking up to the sun and air, were

teeming with crops of grass and grain, and
|

paying a handsome interest at $300 or $400

per acre, for agricultural purposes.

In subduing this land, and making it pro-

ductive, he not only gratifies his taste and

secures health, but increases the valuation of

the town, and in a double ratio the land of his

neighbors lying in the vicinity of his own.

He is not only a public benefactor in profit-

ably producing two spears of grass where only

one,—or none,—grew before, but in affording

an example of what an acre of land is capable

of producing, under proper cultivation. Mr.

Jones not being at home, we were not able
to get details of his methods of culture.

Our next visit was to the farm of Col.

Joshua Pierce, of Portsmouth. His prin-

cipal business through a long life has been
mercantile. Highly appreciating rural life

and its labors and enjoyments, he has given

much time and thought to the cultivation of

the soil, rearing of stock, and fruit culture.

The farm is now a princely estate. It con-
sists of 1200 acres of most excellent land.

Col. Pierce is now nearly or quite eighty

years of age, does not often visit the farm,
but trusts its management to his agent, Mr.
Walter Scott. Six pairs of oxen were
wintered on the farm last winter, none of

which were of less girth than six and one-half

feet, and so on up to nine feet ! The whole
number of cattle wintered was ninety-four

head ; eleven horses and twenty-nine sheep.

The hay crop last year was sufficient to feed

all the stock mentioned above, and 140 tons

for the market. This year, Mr. Scott thought

the hay crop would be reduced one-half. The
Indian com crop last year was 1000 bushels

of ears. Some years 1800 bushels have been
raised. He is'milking twenty cows this summer,
and making butter

; milks and turns out before

six in the morning, and milks at six at night.

The stock is pure Short-horn. A fine pair

of oxen near the barn, that had not been
yoked, would weigh nearly 3000 pounds.

This farm appeared to us as we suppose

many of the estates in England would from
descriptions of them which we have read.

The fields are large, rich and enclosed with

substantial fences, and most of the roads

through the farm are lined with fine forest

trees. A specialty of Col. Pierce has been
to plant forest trees over much of the farm,

even if they crowded the cultivated crops a

little, and to preserve all trees with scrupulous

care.

We had the pleasure of making two more
calls within the limits of Portsmouth, upon
Messrs. Chas. E. JNIain and Ezra A. Win-
chester, fii-m of Main & Winchester, Har-
ness Makers in the California trade. One of

them is usually in San Francisco. But here,

in the beautiful country, made still more
beautiful by the means and the good taste

which they possess, their families reside ; and
here they, even, return as the place where
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their affections linger, and they find repose

from the cares and turmoil of a busy world.

I had not time to go over their farms. Mr.

Main has l:.'iiO apple trees in one orchard.

The soil is a sandy loam, which he dresses

with large (juantities of sea weed and muck.

He has erected a fine barn, has a good garden,

and is annually making permanent improve-

ments.

Mr. "\VI^'CIIESTEU we found makinij; a fine

avenue to his buildings. He is greatly imjiroving

the soil by the use of fish heads and nmck,

and is showing to neighboring farmers what

an acre is capable of producing when under

high culture. Our time was too short to

allow us to go over the farms of either of

these gentlemen, but long enough to be very

pleasantly received and entertained by them.

BEET SUGAR AT THE WEST.
Some six or eight years ago some New York

gentlemen visited Europe to leam the process of

making sugar from beets and to obtain the neces-

sary machinery and skilled labor to conduct the

business on a large scale at Chatsworth, III. Some

2300 acres of choice prairie Land was purcliased

and preparations were made which promised to l)e

very successful. In 1866 it was said that the com-

pany alone raised beets enough to have produced

450,000 pounds of refined sugar. But for reasons

with which we are not familiar, the enterprise has

proved unsuccessful, although, it was claimed that

experiments proved the beets raised in Illinois

were as rich in saccharine matter as those of

Europe.

We learn by the Madison, "Wis., Farmer that the

Chatsworth factory is to Ije removed to Freeport,

Wis., where the soil is believed to be well adapted

to this crop, and where there is an abundance of

good water, direct railroad communication, &c.

The Western Farmer says :

—

AVork is now in active progress, although it is

not expected the buildings and machinery will be

ready for operation l)cfore the talloflS72. The
citizens of Frci port gave a Itonus of .f'3000 to se-

cure the location of the Factory within one mile of

the city liniils. ilr. Ilosentiel made arrangeniciits

with the former company, or rather with Mr.
Bunn the chief owner, by which he is to furnish

land for and erect buildings to the value of $10,000,

Mr. litmn furnishing the machinery, valued at an
equal ariiount.

The location chosen i» on Mr. Roscntiel's fine

fami, near the Uliuois Central Railroad—a side

track being now laid. There Mill lie three main
buildings besides the olfice and other small struc-

tures. The largest one will be 191 by 68 feet, and
26 feet high—two stories; the second will lie 12(;

by 30 feet, and same height; the third 129 liy ;3()

feet, and one story high. Under half of the large

building is u cellar. The foundations are of \cvy
good stone, quarried on the farm; the main Imild-

iugs Avill be of brick. Nine steam engines will be
used. The water, except for drinkiug, &:c., will be

drawn from a creek through a seven inch pipe, 54
rods long.

It is intended to work 50 tons of beets per day,
when at full work. From 600 to 800 acres are ex-
pected to be devoted to beets. Mr. Kosentiel will
devote 150 or more acres of his ovn farm to this
crop. He is entirely confident of success, and this

confidence seems to be shared in bj* Mr. Bunn.

An experiment involving what was then thought

to l)e a large capital was made in Oakland Count}-,

Mich., about 1837, which proved a failure. And
in 1838-39 the Northampton Beet-sugar Company
of Massachusetts, was formed, and received a

silver medal from the Charitable ISIechanics Asso-

ciation, and a premium of one hundred dollars

from the Massachusetts Society for the Promotion

of Agriculture, for specimens of beet-sugar ex-

hibited by David Lee Child. And we presume
that other unsuccessful attempts have been made
to manufacture sugar from beets in this country.

But we understand there is a factory in Sauk
County, Wis., managed by Germans, that has been

reasonably successful from the beginning ; and we
are not by any means disposed to despair of the

final success of this branch of industry on Ameri-

can soil.

For the Xnr Krujlund Farmer,

HOBBIES.—CUBING GRASS.

I suppose I shall make myself liable to be
called ah old fogy for the remarks I am about
to make ; but, nevertheless, I feel disposed to

have my say, at the risk of being called one.

The most prominent hobby, justnow, among
farmers is that pf n(/'/«^hay, as the drying of

it is an inadmissible term. For as long a time
as my memory runneth backward, and that is

almost half a century, the tlieory and practice

among most farmers has been to use salt, more
or less, according to tlie ideas of the one using
it. 1 always used it but sparingly, as I never
felt satisfied that it really was of nuich use in

preserving hay. If it was not properly (h-ied

in the field, 1 put on salt because I thought
that it might keep down the lieat and also pre-

vent the dust that is so apt to rise from imper-
fectly cured hay.

]>ut the use of salt on hay soon got to be a

hobby. Grass could be cut, just wilted, put
in the mow, a good lot of salt a])plied, and all

was right. I never tried that way, because I

always found that the hay that did not gener-

ate heat enough to melt the salt came out the

sweetest and best.

liy and by, somebody foimd out that salt

was not good for cattle, and lime was the next
hobby ; but this had but a short rim.

Now the theory is, cut grass after tlie dew
is oil", just wilt it, cart it in, put nothing on it,

shut up your barn so as to excliule all the air,

or at least as much as possible, and though
you may have a foot in depth all over the mow
that will be rotten, yet the rest of it will be
so much better, that it will make up for all the

loss.
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The advocates of this plan claim that close

packing and exclusion of the air is what is ne-

cessary. If this be the case, what would be
the cilect of pressing and baling at once?
What a deal of trouble would a certain cele-

brated speaker and writer on agricultural top-

ics lia\ e saved himself, who, after having put

into lii^ barn some thirty or forty tons of such

imdricd hay, found in a few days that the steam

was coming out of every crack and cranny in

bis barn, and became so frightened that he

had ir all taken out and dried and put back
again at an expense probably greater than that

of ])utting it in the first time, had he been as-

sured that it would have come out right in the

end.

I notice this year that a difference of opin-

ion has sprung up among the advocates of this

manner of curing grass. Some say that it

need not be packed close ; that the air should

not be excluded ; that the barn need not be

shut up ; and that you may avoid having so

much rotten hay on the top by admitting some
air. Would anybody have arrived at these

conclusions if the close packing system had
proved to be as successful as has been claimed ?

Sin<-e writing the above I have been read-

ing the remarks of a Doctor P. Simonton, of

INlaine, on the subject of curing hay, in which

he refers to what he calls the old method, and
which he said originated in the days of wooden
pitchforks, when the hay was raided up and
spread out over and over again, till all the

seed dropped out, the leaves fell olf, and all

the fragrant aroma and nutrient juices were
gone forever. This way of curing it he very

justly calls the poorest of all ways, and then

goes on to say that "from all we can see and
learn it is the one still most common in prac-

tice."

He then refers to another method so nearly

like the editorial on the subject published in

the Farmer of June 2i, which I think a most
excellent article, that it needs no further notice.

He then refers to what he calls the third

method,—that in which the grass is just wilted

and put in and allowed to heat and cure in the

mow. Though he does not profess to have
any practical experience himself, he refers to

a statement of a JVlr. Larrabee, of Searsport,

to confirm the truth of his theory. Mr. Lar-
rabee says that he mowed two tons of ^rass

after the dew was off, and put it on a scaffold

in his barn, and that was all he did to it. "It
went through a process of heat and sweating
which caused the upper part, some ten or
twelve inches thick, to spoil for eating pur-
poses. All below this proved excellent hay.

Some of the leaves turned black, but nearly

all of the useful parts which are lost by the

drying method being saved, it was very . rich

in fodder and was much better relished by the

stock than common dried hay."

Now it seems to me that Doctor S. was very
unfortunate in his selection of a case to illus-

trate the truth of his theory. If these two

tons of hay bad been put on a scaffold twelve
feet s(]uare, this rotten layer would measure
144 cubic feet. Allowing 600 cubic feet for
a ton, it would weigh 3oo pounds. This at

$00 per ton would come to §5.72. Now if a
mow of ten tons is going to spoil in the same
proportion, it will be 16G0 pounds and a frac-

tion, making $25.05, to say nothing of the ex-
tra labor to handle over water enough to rot
this amoimt of hay. This amount of money
would, in my opinion, richly pay for the extra
work of drying the hay accordmg to my idea
of curing hay.

One of the objections in my mind to the
new way is the necessity of handling grass
with so great an amount of water in it. It is

heavy stuff to pitch and cart. I think it much
better to evaporate this water in the field than
to take it to the barn to go through the process
there.

I do not speak unadvisedly on this matter.
I find by actual trial that one hundred pounds
of grass that had laid seven hours in the sun
on a good hay day, and was afterwards treated
in every other way as was the balance of the
lot, lost in drying, forty-six pounds, leaving
fifty-four pounds of dry hay in such a state as
I would be willing to mow away ten or fifteen

tons together. Now as I cut usually about
100 tons of hay, cured 'as I cure it, I should
be obliged on this new plan to handle an ad-
ditional forty-six tons of water, which it seems
to me is not very economical, as in addition to
the extra labor, the evaporation of this large
amount of water would greatly injure the
building.

Then again, I keep a stock of thirty-five

head of cattle and horses, and they are stalled

at night. It seems to me that it would be sub-
jecting them to an uncomfortable vapor bath
to have the barn shut up tight all through the
hot weather while the grass is going through
the sweating process.

Once more, n)y barn contains 3600 square
feet of scaffold and mow room. Now if I
have got to have one foot of rotten hay all

over the surface of these mows, it would equal
six tons of dry hay, and at $35 per ton, would
be worth $210; the price to be paid for get-
ting hay on the new principle, to say nothing
of the unpleasant smell that would arise from
such a mass of rotting vegetable matter shut
up in a tight barn.

x^LUother objection is, that it is very incon-
venient for me to fill a mow, in one or two
days, of the same or nearly the same quality,

which seems to be a recpiisite of the reformed
practice.

The farm under my care is divided into

some twenty lots, containing in all about eighty
acres. Of course I have different kinds of
hay,—some horse hay ; some for the cows,
some for the oxen, and some for the market.
I make such a division as I am able in the
field, a,nd as I generally make clean work as I
go, it is not often that I can get enough of
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one kind of bay to fill a mow in one or two
days ; and should a wet day intervene, or if

you don't <j;et full Saturday niglit, you are all

ashore ; as it will not do to let a mow remain
over two days witliout filling.

Once more, I wi.-^h some chemist would sub-

ject some of the bay to a chemical analysis

and tell us whether the starch and sugar
undergoes any change in going through tlie

sweating process.

Thus, Mr. Editor, I have given, in my im-

perfect way, my views of this n'ew method of

curing gra.ss. If you think they are wortli

anything, use them ; if not, consign them to

the waste basket. J. L. Hubijaui>.

Peabody, Mass., July 14, 1871.

For the Kew England Farmer.

OUT-DOOR GARDENING.
June played at "hide-and-seek'" with us, in

these northern latitudes, granting us only a

glimpse of her sunny skies and balmy airs, but

in these sunuuer months the sunshines, with an

almost overpowering warmth ; and all nature

rejoices in its rays. The "heated term" is a

necessity, if we would enjoy the rich and rare

tlowers and delicious vegetables of the sum-
mer months.

Our roses have been perfectly exquisite

!

Never were roses seen so rich and rare in this

"north countree !" A moss rose stands over

8i.\ feet hi^li ; and as we write, is perfectly

covered wif h most lovely roses and buds. The
latter, with their mossy veil, are very beauti-

ful, and the full blown roses are not without

their charm. The plant had been cultivated

several years, but not until the "Grafton Min-
eral Fertilizer" was a])piled to its roots did it

make any headway ; then it grew wonderfully,

and in the last two years has grown four feet.

Every spring it is cut back from a foot to

eighteen iuchirs, and the puny branches tliinned

out ; tlien it gatliers up fresh strength, and
puts forth its buds and leaves in renewed
beauty. One hundred and twenty-five roses

have bloomed upon it this season.

All lovers of roses should obtain sonje of

this mineral powder which gives renewed life

to all old rose bushes ; and increases the vigor

and strength of the new plants. Sixteen new
Hybrid Perpetual an'd Tea Hoses adorn our

garden this summer, and they will soon lilooni

again in beauty and glory. They were all cut

back aff.er blooming in June, and now their

promise is great.

Hoses re(jiiire close pruning to blossom in

perfection ; it seems very hard to cut off the

tall branches—but the finest blossoms are al-

ways produced on the stalks thrown up freshly

from the roots. Look at yotu- pet roses, my
fair friends, and learn this truth, and profit by

it.

Cut down the old wood within six or ten

inches of the ground, and see how they will

repay you for the sacrifice of their branches.

Not a slug, or a rose bug, has dared to touch
a leaf or bud of one of our darlings. Early
in the season the mineral powder referred to

above, was plentifully scattered over all the
leaves. Two more applications were made
for fear the devastating foe might make its

appearance, and their foliage is as beautiful as

in the first dawn of creation. The culture of

the rose has been neglected of late, on account
of the ravages of tliis insect, but it can be suc-

cessfully removed with very little trouble ; be-
sides the use of the "Fertilizer" is very benefi-

cial to the grovvth of the plant.

There is not a flower in the garden that

possesses more charms than the rose ; still, the

pink also commands much aduiiration. These
flowers were first brought into notice in 1270,
by Louis the Pious. He made a crusade to

Tunis, and was delighted with the delicious

fragrance of the pink. Some of the plants

were taken home and cultivated with great at-

tention. It was called Tunica at first, from
the spot where it was discovered, but on ac-

count of its spicy fragrance it was named
Caryophyllus. Since that the pink has become
domesticated in the south of France and Italy.

King Rene of Anjou was a devoted admirer
of the flower, and he cultivated many varieties

of it; he considered it valuable as a medicine.

Not until 1597 was it grown in England, and
it was introduced then by the Poles. We are

indebted to^he Spaniards for its introduction

into this country.

In 1700 the Dutch took It up and cultivated

it with such care that they produced over 300
varieties. A perfect flower must be a fine

color, with an unbroken calyx—if that bursts

open its beauty is greatly injured. Carnations
and Picotees are both indispensables. They
can be easily raised from cuttings or layers

;

and the soil which grows them to the best ad-
vantage, is a mixture of loam, black leaf

mould, well-decayed stable manure, and a lit-

tle sand. These flowers are often styled flor-

ists' flowers. This term is usually applied to

those plants that have been improved in form,
color, or size, or in all three combined. They
are, in truth, the productions of art, having
been raised by high cultivation and patient

care from Insignificant flowers.

Any one who will compare a single and a
double pink, will be struck with the great dif-

ference between the same flower in a natural

and artificial state. Florists' flowers are one
of the greatest proofs of man's skill and Inge-

nuity which the vegetable kingdom can exhibit.

The taste for Florists' Flowers In England Is

supposed to have been brought over from
Flanders, when its citizens fled from the per-
secutions of their rulers.

The Flemish weavers brought with them
roses, carnations and gilliflowers as early as

15G7, and the rare gardens In many parts of

England are Indebted for many of their gems
to these manufacturers.

The French refugees introduced ihe fashion
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into Scotland, and wherever thej' settled beau-

tiful llowers are now found.

Since the beginnin'g of this century, how-
ever, great improvements have been made in

floriculture, and our tlorists vie with those on

the Continent. All annuals have been greatly

increased in beauty. Compare the tiny crim-
j

son Petunia, which was cultivated over thirty

years ago, with those now growing in many a

garden, and mark the difference.

In our garden are growing "Buchanan''

s

Hybrids,^'' which are rarely beautiful ; striped

lil\;e a banner, blotched like a balsam, double

as a rose, and of all the shades of pink, crim-

son, purple and white ; forming of themselves

a bed of flowers that (juite equals the plot of

verbenas near by.

The Petunia can easily be propagated by
cuttings, at almost any season, by inserting

them around the edge of a pot filled with a

light, sandy soil, which should be kept per-

fectly wet. But the best season for this oper-

ation is in August or September, as then they

will strike root more vigorously and be ready

to bloom in the window garden. These flow-

ers love warmth, but do not like cold winds,

nor the heat of the noonday sun when it

scorches.

Equal parts of well rotted manure, sand,

and good garden loam will make the best

compost to grow them to perfection. They
are easily raised from seed ; and if very fine

varieties are procured one season, the next

spring they will sow themselves and 3'ou will

have thousands of plants. Last summer we
saw a bordering of the rarest Petunias, which
extended entirely around a vegetable garden.

It was a very lovely sight, and this last spring

a nuiltitude of plants spnuig up all over the

beds. Literally, thousands of plants were
given away. Those of our readers who have

not seen the new varieties of this common
flower can form no idea of its beauty. The
double varieties are nearly as fragrant as the

Carnation, and are quite as perfectly striped,

and blotched, and many of them equal the

delicate traceries of the Salpiglossis.

Double Zinnias are now as efTective a flower

as one can raise ; their perfectly cupped petals

have quite eclipsed those of the Dahlia. The
white varieties are now an established fact,

and are very beautiful ; they are of a paper
whiteness, and each petal is perfectly formed.

These plants should be pruned, and pinched

in, to grow in perfection, and not allowed to

straggle as they please. A well grown plant,

well-trained and pruned, is as fine an object

as the flower beds can exhibit. This season,

striped Zinnias are the "novelty;" beautiful

pink leaves will have a narrow stripe of white

down the centre of each, making a very lovely

flower.

Now is the season for extracting perfume
from the sweet liowers. Gather quantities of

rose leaves, ^sweet geraniums, heliotrope blos-

soms, cai'nations, sweet peas, and any fra-

3

grant flowers. Place them in a small earthen

jar, and strev;^ salt plentifully between the lay-

ers of leaves and blossoms. Set the jar in the

cellar, tightly covered up and let it stand for

six or seven weeks. Then uncover it, and
strain out through thin muslin all the liquid

that is in it, squeezing the flowers thoroughly,
after the first straining.

Bottle the small (quantity of fluid obtained,

and set in the sun for four weeks, letting it

remain out all night in the dew. It will con-
tain the essential oil of the flowers, and three

or four drops of it will perfume a whole quart
of water or alcohol.

The backward season has prevented the
Zonale geraniums offered to S. A. R. from
making rapid growth : so she will be obliged
to wait for the cuttings until September. We
do not keep any plants or cuttings for sale

;

but when we know of some one person who
has a great aflection for them, we are glad to

give them away. J. B. W. shall have some
at the same time that the others are sent. We
have some thirty-eight Zonale and Tri-colored

geraniums coming forward, but all the plants

are small, and will not bear cutting back just

at present. They will be sent "without money
and without price," but from the feeling that

"makes us all akin."' s. o. j.

CoTSWOLD Sheep.—Messrs. Jones & Clark,

of Barre, Vt., -wTite to the Mirror and Far-
mer that their Cotswold lambs were dropped
the last of ]\Iarch and first of April, some of

them weighing 12| pounds ; the 20th of June
they weighed 75 pounds. YeaTling ewes, this

spring, had wool 12 inches long, and crosses

with Merinos showed a length of staple 7

inches. They sold a Cotswold lamb last fall

to one of their neighbors to cross with tine

wools, and he has already, at this time of year,

been offered S4 per head for his lambs for

mutton. These lambs were "dropped the first

of April.

So much has been said against crosses with

fine wools that we have experimented until we
have become satisfied that with the rigid care

and blood for a buck it will prove a. perfect

success for mutton, also for wool, as it is fine

and of good length. Our ewes averaged six

pounds of washed wool ; have sent it to Bos-
ton for combing. The buck that sired our
lambs sheared Ibh. pounds and weighs over

300 pounds.

Fattexing Cattle ox Grass.—In Great
Britain and Ireland the wealthiest and most
independent farmers are those who occupy
large farms of good grass land and who fatten

and sell annually large numbers of cattle.

This class of farmers are called graziers ; they
keep very little of the land in tillage, do not
winter large numbers of cattle, but buy two
or three years old heifers and steers in the

spring, keep them on choice pasture during
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the summer and autumn, and sell before the
|

ing for application to potato vines

animals begin to loose tlesh late in the fall.

Tlie vast herds of Texan cattle are sometimes

nuinajied in a similar way, being purchased

when in a low condition and driven on the

rich and succulent prairie grass until they

have become nearly fat. Fanners who have

good grass land should devote at least a por-

tion of it to fattening stock; good two or

three year old heifers and steers kept on a

rich pasture fi)r si.x months would })robably

pay better than iiiferior tillage. The money
wuuld all come together, and the cost of trans-

portation, compared with that of the cereals,

would be trilling. Every farmer should fatten

all his young stock that are not required for

the dairy or the yoke. Selling stock of any

kind before they are properly made up for the

market is very bad management, and a great

deal of money is lost by farmers every year

in this wav.— Western liurnJ.

AVhy Cattle need Salt.—A correspon-

dent wishes the reason -why cattle need salt.

It is because phosphate of soda must be fur-

nished to the blood, whereas it is phosphate of

potash that exists in grains and grasses grown

on sods deficient, as most soils are, in saline

or sodic compound. When salt is taken into

the animal system it is partially decomposed.

Some of its chlorine unites with the potassium

of the potash while the liberated sodium is ox-

vdized to form soda, and this combines with

the phosphoric acid from the potash phosphate

to form phosphate of soda. Soda also exists

in milk. It is this which gives the fluid its

slightly alkaline taste when first drawn. If

this be absent, as when cattle are not supplied

in some way with salt, the milk is unwhole-

some. Cattle are apt to prefer grass grown

on lands top-dressed with two or three hun-

dred weight of salt to the acre, for the reason

that the salt renders the grass sweeter, more

tcniler and more snccuh-nt. The weight of

grass grown on salted land is, however, likely

to be diminished in ])roportion, as rankne^s of

growth is prevented.

—

J. A. W hUiiey, in liu-

ral Xtw Yorker.

AGKICULTURAL ITEMS.

—The effete aristocracy of Old England can yet

read a lesson to the matrons of New England.

The fir."»t twenty-four names in the Peerage show

families of 272 children, or more than eleven to

each bloated aristocrat.

—An Illinois paper recently advertised:

—

"Wanted, a good rain ; one that understands the

business thoroughly." We are ready to give the

one that worked all day for us on the 18th of June,

a tirst rate recommendation for the situation.

—The St. Louis Jlurnl World gives an account of

the death of a son of Mr. Schoficld, of Fall Creek,

nd., by inhaling I'aiis green which he was prepar-

He died in a

few hours after inhaling the poison.

—The annual cash income of the Cornell Uni-

versity is ^12.5,000. Six new Professors are to be

adiled. The Professorship of Agriculture is filled

by C. H. McCaudlcss, lately Assistant-superinten-

dent of the Royal Agricultural College at Glas-

neven, Ireland. Other eminent European teachers

will prol)ably be secured. The Institution is

crowded with students.

—J. L. Henry, a practicing physician at Boyd
Station, Ky., writes to the Cmintri/ Gentlemen that

by doctoring his omti horse he has learned that the

following is as nearly an infiiUible remedy for bots

as any used. Take one Stricknos Nux Vomica
Bean, cut in pieces, make one quart of tea; give

one pint ; if not relieved in from thirty to sixty

minutes, give the other pint.

—A recent wTiter states that he effectually dis-

posed of certiiin weeds in the lawn, among them

horseradish, "liy cutting with a spade two or three

inches below the crowns, and pouring on the part

left in the ground a little kerosene. The sod was

dropped back, and the horseradish foiled again to

put in an appearance. Any troublesome weeds can

easily be killed in this way without injuring the

grass."

—A correspondent of the Country Gentleman

says if copperas and saltpetre water are used around

pear trees, the trees will show the effects in a large

yield of fruit. He tried this on a Bartlett pear

tree that had yielded no fruit for two years previ-

ous; that very year it yielded loo large, fine pears,

and the following year 250 lai'ge, fine ones, and it

is still doing finely. If pear trees want iron which

most soils are deficient in, sulphate of iron, or cop-

peras, is a good way to supply it.

—A writer in the Toronto Globe says that for the

past six years as soon as grass can be cut he spreads

a quantity of newly cut grass under his gooseberry

bushes and lets it remain all summer. That treat-

ment combined with very high cultivation and

close pruning, has been a complete preventive of

mildew for the last six years. He has had every

year for that time splendid crops of large sound

berries ; some of them nearly as large as small

plums.

—Ducks are said to do good service in extermi-

nating the potato bug. A gentleman of Piqua,

Ohio, put a pair of Muscovies into his potato patch

which was literally swarming with bugs. The

ducks ate the bugs with such avidity that the lat-

ter were soon exterminated, and the patch has not

since been troubled with them. So say the papers

;

and we hope it is true, but as all accounts that we
have seen agi'ce that poultry will not touch a Col-

orado potato bug, we fear there is a mistake some-

where in the statement.

—A correspondent of the New Orleans Rural

Southland says, "the rains during the whole spring

Lave beea almost constant, Mith every now and
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then a terrific flood. The consequence is our crop

prospects arc gloomy enough. Our cotton has

been one-third, at least, destroyed by the rush of

waters and beating rains. And now the grass and

weeds are getting the masteiy, it being impossible

to plough or even, in many places on the low lands,

to walk through the fields without bogging a foot

in the soft, mushy land." He closes with the re-

mark "still raining
!"

—A correspondent of the Sotitkland objects to

the introduction of the Chinese on the ground that

they are a race of people whose moral principles

are not only dangerous to society, but would tend

to the multiplicity of infinite social disorder. Much
of their doings and habits will not admit of publi-

cation, and would not long be permitted to exist in

any civilized community. It is nonsense to talk

about the Chinese living on cheap rations and low

wages. When in "Home they will soon do as Ro-

mans do."

Colorado Potato Beetle in MASSACiirsETTs.

—Hon. M. P. Wilder informs us that this long

dreaded scourge of the potato field has been found

in the town of Worcester, whither it probably

either stole a ride on the cars of the Western rail-

road, or was introduced by some carpet-bagger.

We understood Mr. Wilder that the State Board of

Agriculture were contemplating the adoption of

some action with a view to "stamping out" the pest.

We are not informed as to the extent of the foot-

hold the insect has secured, but we should cer-

tainly advise a most earnest endeavor by hand

picliing, by poison, by fire, and by every means in

their power, to check its further extension in our

State.

Tall Grass.—We have recei->'ed from Mr. E.

Richardson, of Fitchburg, Mass., a bundle of herds-

grass from five feet to six feet two inches high, with

some blue-joint or fowl meadow and witch grass

nearly as tall. It grew on a river intervale, on to

which the streaan, in the great flood of 1869, carried a

covering of earth, and from which it washed away
an acre or' two to enrich some other meadow. Un-
fortunately we have mislaid the note accompany-

ing the grass, and therefore are unable to make a

fuller statement of the particulars of the mam-
moth crop of which we have a specimen.

A Farmer's Pile Driver.—A con-espondent of

the Toronto Globe saw a fanner at the West driving

fence posts Mith a home-made pile-driver. The
ram was the butt of an oak log, six feet long and
sixteen inches in diameter and was banded at the

lower end by an iron hoop. Grooves were cut in it

on each side so as to admit of guides. The frame

in which the ram was raised so as to fall about

twelve feet, was of scantling only 2x6 and 3x3

inches, with the exception of the sills, which were
stronger, and made of hard wood, to facilitate

moving about—an operation which was performed

by the same oxen that raised the ram. About
three blows drove the post nearly four feet into

the earth, and almost all went quite straight. On
the whole, it was considered a great success, and
saved an immense deal of labor.

EXTKACTS AND BEPLIES.

SrMMER CARE OF STOCK.

Our fami stock is now at pasture, and I have
thought that some suggestions from my experi-
ence with cattle while at pasture, might be accept-
able to some of your readers. Much has been
written about the winter care of stock, and but
little of its summer management.
When 1 l)egan farming, nearly forty years since,

I had but one cow and a yoke of oxen. I had one
lot only for their pasture. Afterwards I made an
addition to my fann and to my stock also ; and
then I thought 1 would make different arrange-
ments in regard to pasturing. I went to work and
divided my pasture into several small lots, by
fences.

TRIED CHANGING PASTURES.

I thought this would be an improvement, for
several reasons. I could turn in to the low land
coarse feed first, believing stock would eat it better
when it was tender, and I should also save my
better feed until it got Avell started, by which the
good feed would be better all summer.

I had as many as five separate pastures. I could
let down my bars at the Ijarnyard, and send the
stock into whichever lot I desired. I generally
changed them from one lot to another weekly.
This allowed each lot a growth of four weeks. Of
course the feed would get a good start, generally
quite rank. But I soon found that this plan did
not work well. My cattle having the fresh feed of
a new lot every week became un^casy after the first
few days, and if I went near them tliey would run
and bellow for a new lot; for thcv remembered
that I had been in the habit of letting down the
bars once a week and turning them into new feed.
On noticing this habit, I adopted the policy of
letting down the bars to a new lot when the cattle
could not see me. By this means they became
more quiet.

I think my pastures did produce rather more
feed, managed in this way, Inn I found there were
disadvantiges attending its practical operation.
After four week's growth the feed would be rank
and abundant, and on being turned into a fresh lot
the cattle would eat too much, and so overload
their stomachs as to cause scouring. As a preven-
tive and remedy for this I couinieneed feeding
them old dry hay. They took it with a relish and
I thought it was very beneficial to them.

After a few year's experience in managing stock
in this way, and in keeping in repair the fences
necessary to divide my pasture into five lots, I
abandoned the plan, removed the division fences
and for several years past have kept all my cattle
in one lot.

GONE BACK TO ONE PASTVSE.
My pasture ground embraces a variety of soils,

from the sandy knoll, where the sweetest grasses
gi-ow, to the muck-bed, where the vegetation is
coarse and rank. Enjoying a range of three-
fourths of a mile, my cattle can lie in the shade of
pine trees over one hundred feet high and ten feet
in cu-cumfcrence ; or browse the young sapling of
a great variety of trees and bushes, which are so
thick on about an acre of the pasture that it is
almost impenetrable, yet the cattle go through it

and seem to enjoy the currying their hides get
from the interlocked branches, and the shade the
dense foliage affords. In this lot a spring of pure
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water jaishcs from the hill-siJe which fonns a

shiKgish strcitiii that flows throuirh sand and mud.
Here tliev can drink, or if they chooj^o they can

sip from a small pond where frof,'s peep, turtles

crawl, and serpents charm, or they can wait till

thcv come to the yard and (lucneh their thirst from

a tronirh filled with water drawn from a well

eighteen feet deep. In the pasture there are stumps
on which they can rub their noses, necks and fore-

heads, and keep their eye-winkers mid- forelocks in

order.
HEALTH OF ANIMALS.

With such a variety of food and drink, of sun-

shine and shade, of dry soil and wet, of tame and
wild grasses, I have never had an animal sicken

and die under my management. A few years ago
having a cow somehow ailing, I called in an old

man who pretended to he a cattle doett)r. On cx-

aminaticm he said she hM got the horn ail and she

must have some tobacco steeped and give lier the

juice. He gave her what he called a dose, I should

think nearly a pint. The cow staggered, dropped
and died iii a1)out ten minutes. So much for my
experience with tobacco, which thoroughly satis-

tied me of its power! If the cow had been let

alone, I think she would have got well.

GENTLE TREATMENT OF STOCK—HAY IN Sl'MMER.

Mr cattle like my company." When in the pas-

ture'they will follow me until I leave the lot; and,

as a general thing they come up to the liarnyard

everv nicht about sunset, and in their way call for

a lock of hay. Though I give them all they want,

they tal5,e but a few mouthfuls, which satisties

them, and I am confident it docs them a great deal

of good. It keeps their bowels regular, and they

thrive well and arc happy. They do much better

than they did when I changed pastures once a

week, for now they have the change of feed every

day instead of once a week.
Cattle need kindness, and they pay well for it.

I can handle my steers and others as I please.

Thev will come up to me when I am milking and
invite me to play with them. I am obliged to

scold sometimes" to keep them away, but they

know nothing about being whipped.

SOILING.

The time I think is not far distant when soiling

cattle will be the most profitable where most of the

farm can be cultivated. Provide a small lot for

them to run in ; feed green fodder ; save all the

manure, and our farms will grow richer; better

and larger crops will be raised, and more attention

will be given to looking after the cattle in the

summer months. M. L. Goouell.
South Amherst, Mass., Juhj, 1S71.

THE BTFIELD TO'WN FARM CROP OF CORN.

I regret to have annoyed your correspondent,

Mr. J.'L. Hubbard, by crediting hvm (as it hapi)ens

r)v mistake,) for the great corn croii on the Bylicld

Town Farm at one of the Cattle Shows in Salem,

Mass., between the vears ISIH and 1S.;0. If he will

take the trouble to examine the reports of the

Fairs of Essex County for the years mentioned, he

will find in one of "them that I am credited with

having raised ninety-two bushels of corn iicr acre,

and the Bvfield Alms-house farm one hundred and
sixteen bushels, to which was awarded the first

premium.
If Mr. Hu1)bard wishes to do as well, he can

plough in a heavy dressing of manure, then put a

shovelful of old compost in the hill, on good soil

that will give him two and a half tons of hay to

the acre. H. Poor.
Lony Island, N. Y., July 18, 1871.

Remarks.—At the risk of getting onr head

punched by one or both of the parties to this big-

erop controversy, we venture to step in and say

that we have been examining the records refeiTcd

to, and find that, in 1849, Mr. Joshua Foss of By-

lield, Mass.,—we saw nothing said of the Alms-

house—claimed to have raised on one acre of land

'20-5 bushels of ears of com ; equal to 102.J bushels

of shelled corn. It was a medium sized eight

rowed variety ; the rows were three feet apart, hills

two and a half feet asunder, with three stalks in a

hill.

At the same time Mr. Henry Poor made a state-

ment of a crop of ninety-three bushels of shelled

com to an acre—land measured, and amount of

yield dctei-mincd by shelling two bushels of ears.

His was a large variety, and he inquired what he

should do with the buts of stalks which were so

large that he had been advised to sell them as

cord wood.

Our correspondent J. H., of Shrewsbury, Mass.,

who has experimented carefully as to the yield per

acre, and finds seventy-five bushels a great crop,

says that 200 ears of the large varieties will make
a bushel when shelled, but of the smaller varieties

300 or more ears are required. Assuming that of

the Medium variety raised by Mr. Foss, 2o0 ears

were equal to a bushel of shelled com, it appears

by our figures that each hiil of three stalks must

have produced -IJ ears, or three good ears for each

two stalks. Did they do it ?

GARDEN AND ORCHARD.—THE DIFFERENCE.

Jones has a noble kitchen garden, •

And tends it too, as well:
It full supijlies his wants, and then
Has nnicLi to spare, or sell.

SmWi "never was much of a hand
To bother with such truck

;

And tlien he can't find a spot of land
Bui's weeds—has no luck."

t/c»!cs' orchard is a pleasant place.

With thrifty, hanUt-ome trees,

With large and lucious fruits that grace
The bough, and kiss the breeze.

Siiiith^s is a tight to see—and seen
Leaves sadness on the heart

;

A straggly, unkempt, unsightly screen,
Will] which we're glad to part.

Maine, 1871. J. w. l.

SOILS FOR MUCK.

I am a constant reader of your paper, and have
been much interested in the dilferent communi-
cations on muck. From all I have seen and read
about it, 1 have come to the ctmclusion that it is not

so much in the muck as in the soil to which it is

applied. If you have a piece of dry, sandy land,

muck of any kind will be a great benefit to it,

—

the more inuck the better. But on land that is

swampy or wet and heavy it will be of little if any
use. Such a soil should have sand carted on to it

and ploughed in, and by mixing the two different

soils together a great improvement will be effected.

I am acquainted with a piece of land in a village

that is nothing but muck and bog. A good part of

it is cultivated. In the first place sand is rarted

on and mingled with the surface soil. Here they
have as good gardens as there are in the village.

Hence lam satisfied that muck should be used on
light, sandy soils, especially if it is ajiplied in a

crude state. A correspondent in a late number of

the Fakmi:u spoke of using it with good results on
a gravelly knoll. This also goes to corroborate the
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correctness of my theory. But muck in a crude

state, or fresh from the bog, will he of little henefit

on some kinds of lanil, while on others it will do
much good. Hence the different results of experi-

ments, and con.sequeutl.v different opinions of far-

mers on tlic subject. Muck is of httle if any use

as a manure, but as an absorbent it is valuable.

If drawn into the hog yard and left fur the hogs to

root over and mix witli straw and weeds that can

be pulled and thrown mto the yard, a great deal of

manure can lie made. c.

Keene, N. 11., June 2S, 1S71.

COLORIXG BUTTER.

We that have white grass pastures this diy
weather cannot make as yellow butter as we wish
to, though we give our cows two quarts of corn

meal a "day. We want to inquire through the

Farmer for the best and healthiest coloring. Car-

rots and squash are not to be had just now, and we
are told that annotto is a deadly poison ; so what
can we use with safetv ? Will you please give us

the definition of annotto from Webster's Una-
bridged, a<id oblige, an Inquirer.

Jaffrey, N. H., July, 1S71.

Remarks.—The definitions of the word annotto,

or annatto, aunotta, anotta, arnotto, arnatta, ar-

notta, &.C., as it is variously written, as given by

Webster and Worcester, are nearly the syne;

Worcester cites Ure for authority, and Webster,

McCulloch and Loudon. AVcbster's definition is,

"A species of red or yellowish-red dyeing material

prepared from the seeds of a tree {Bixa orellana)

belonging to the tropical regions of America."

Some dairymen, we know, have objected to the

use of annotto, but we were not aware that any

body considered the pure article at all poisonous.

Mr. 0. S. Bliss, of Georgia, Vt., Secretary of the

Vermont Dairymen's Association, says "there can-

not be any possible objection to its use. It is a

purelj' vegetable extract, and the Brazilians, who
manufacture it, make use of it to tint very many

of the most delicate and luxurious dishes served

at their repasts. We have a friend who has trav-

elled extensively in South America, and who is ac-

quainted with its nature and the process of manu-

facturing it. He speaks of it as analogous to our

butter m some respects, one of which is that the

reallj' pure article is of a comparatively imperisha-

ble or self-preserving nature, and that it imparts to

milk, butter and cheese, in some degree, this pre-

servative principle, while the impure grades, like

the less pure grades of butter, are lacking in this

principle, or rather that they have within them-

selves germs or spores of putrefaction and decaj',

which, after a longer or shorter time, grow and

spread, producing injurious results in the mass.

There are very low grades which are used for me-

chanical and manufacturing purposes only. From
what we can learn from various reliable sources,

there is not the least difflculty about getting a good

article of annotto if the purchaser is willing to pay

for it, and makes application for it to some well-

established regular dealer of good reputation. It

is said that there is very great difficulty in distin-

guishing the better from the medium grades, and

that the most prudent houses rely mainly upon the

reputation of certain brands, and the character of

the parties from whom they make their purchases.

Many persons affect to be very averse to the use

of colored batter, but we have never seen one yet

who does not like good, rich-looking yellow butter

better than a poor, lardy, white article, and would

not eat a nicely colored article much more satis-

factorih' than the other, provided, of course, that

he docs not know that it is colored; and the

smartest of the class are unable to distinguish the

colored from natural butter of the same shade of

color. It is manifestly better policy for the pro-

ducer to conform to the public taste in this respect

than to attempt to educate it."

COLORAD'O POTATO BUG.

The Colorado bug that destroys potatoes, when
once seen will be remembered. As we have nothing
of the kind to compare them with in this section,

I will try to describe them so that all can recognize

them at "first sight. They are a round, oblong bug
a little smaller than a yellow-bird's egg ; both ends
ai-e nearly alike, saxe a little head on one end from
which the ten stripes start and run lengthwise of

the body. These stripes resemble those of the lit-

tle common potato bug, in color. They are a very
mean looking bug, and decidedly the filthiest pest

I ever saw of the bug or worm order. M'hen they

come from the ground they are of a bright orange
color, not unlike the little crabs often found in

ovsters. Some papers are recommending poultry

for their extirmination. Poultry will not eat them,
as they are very poisonous even to those birds

whose food consists of beetles. One bug will kill a

bird of that species in a few hours. As they are

verv voracious eaters, they void a great deal ; hence
they are very tilthy. They will crawl all about the

house m. quest of food, and they leave, their mark
on the carpet if yon chance to step on ' one. They
are not confined to the potato wholly for a living.

The tomato and all of the night-shade family and
most of the tender shrubbery about the house and
flower-garden furnish them with a living. The
only remedy known West is to crush, burn or poi-

son" them by sifting Paris green on the vines. To
burn them they gather them by holding a pan
under the vines and shaking them into it. t. b.

Addison County, Vt., July, 1S71.

Remarks.—From recent statements in western

papers it appears that poultry do sometimes eat

these insects with impunity and apparent relish,

though at first they generally refuse to do so. It

would seem also that extravagant statements have

been made as to their poisonous nature.

IRRIGATIOX BY DAM FLOWING.

Some time last vear, an address of Mr. M. J.

Harvey, of Epping,"N. H., was published in the

Farmer, recounting some of the means by .\\hich

farming could he made to pay. Among these, was
one which a gentleman present criticised, and Mr.
Harvev explained himself. It was in regard to

the benefit of irrigation, by throwing on water with

a dam. The water was to be thrown on in early

spring. It stayed on only two or three weeks, was
then drawn off, and the ground was left in a more
fertile condition, in consequence, I suppose, of the

sediment carried on and left by the water, or by
fertilizing matter which the water held in a state

of solution. That water directly from a spring

near bv, or water filled with muddy matter, should

fertilize somewhat, I have no doubt. In my case

I have a brook where u-rigation by ditching would
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be difflcult, hut the water could be dammed and
thrown (Ml with small expense. There is no spring
within a liiiiiJied ruds. The Itrook is high in earlj'
spring, tlio water from hill sides around coming in
hirge (luautitii's from snow and rain, and also to
considcralile extent from the sjiring; hut hy the
first of June, it is usually dry where I wish to
irrigate. I have consulted many jiraetieal farmer*,
but none have yet advised me" to Hood the soil.

Some say the land will he made sour. Mr. Harvev
says the ground must he left hare in the winter to
freeze, or the English grasses will die out, and
poorer grasses replace them. Some of the soil is

clayey, hut most of it is a good loam, of rather a
sandy nature below. It is a soil which has re-
ceived horn surrounding lieids, hut does not give
off to others, in consequence of its (josition.

If any one can give me information in regard to
the effect of such irrigation, they would oI)lige.

Perhaps Mr. Harvey can give a chapter from per-
sonal experience. f.

Franklin, Mass., July, 1811.

Remakks.—We regard the inquiry of our cor-

respondent of much importance. The different

effects of water Jlow'mg over land and of water

standhifi npon it are better known than are the

causes of these ditl'ercnt results. But such Howage
is not generally included in the term irrigation.

GEASS SEEDS.

An editorial in the Farmer, some time ago, re-
commended the sowing of a greater variety of
grass seed. I have usuallj' sowed ten pounds
clover, one bushel redtop, and one peck herdsgrass.
How shall I change this, or what add, to make a
good vaviety for a common loamy soil ? How-
would the following recipe work ?

Three pecks redtop.
One bushel orchard grass.
One peck herdsgrass.
Please answer soon, as I have three acres to sow-

down, which I intend to do early, with grass alone.
Franklin, Mass., July, 1871. f.

Remarks.—Add the clover to your formula, and
you will have an excellent variety. We do not yet

sufficiently appreciate the value of orchard grass

as one of our fodder crops.

P.\CKIXG NEW HAY WITH OLD MEADOW- HAY.

I Lave ahout six tons of meadow hay of fair
quality, hut l)y next winter it will n(jt he as good
as it is now, and I wi.-h to make it availalde if
possihle. -I have ahout three acres of (piite heavy
clovt-r. iNow will it he advisahle for me to lay a
course of meadow hay, say twelve inches deep,
then a course of fresh cut clover, same thickness,
and so on to the end .'

I think I saw something to this effect in your
paper, hut caniKjt now linil it. 1 don't wish to
lose or injure my clover, hut sonielKxly has said
the fresh cloVL-r would impart its sweet "fragrance
to the old hay and cattle would rciish the whole.
What do you think of ir ? Would one foot in depth
for the courses ht- ton thick ? Would it he well to
cure it in i)art, or lay it up green, as it is cut ? &c.

A SURSCIIIHEU.
Woousocket, li. I., July 20, 1871.

Re-marks.—We have had no experience in pack-

ing down clover with meadow hay. Have packed
straw with hay, with good results. We should
have no liesit:itir)n in packing the two together as

you propose,—making the layers ahout one foot

thick. Should advise curing the clover, but as far

as possible in the cock, and handle it carefully

while making it and packing it with the hay. It

will be a poor time to indulge in doubtful experi-

ments, m the present scarcity of good fodder.

•WITCH GRASS.—RYE GRASS ( ?)

As the refreshing and much needed rain has cut
short our work in the hay held, I will spend a
little time in .-ieeking lihgt c n a dark yreen subject.
Enclosed you will lind i ;,lk of grass which I

pulled up to-day, in front of one of our stores,

where I found it growi • in great luxuriance. It

was just in l)loom and both stalk and leaves seem
very tender as though they would make excellent
fodder. Some said it was witch grass, and some
gave it other names. So I determined to inquire
of the Editor. If it is witch grass, it is its lirst

advent into these parts. W. I. Simonds.
Boxbury, Vt., July IS, 1S71.

Remarks.—We think it is not witch grass. The
leaves are too narrow-, the head too loose, the

bristle, or beard, or awn too long. You should

have sent more of the root, as this is an hnportant

characteristic of the Triticum 7-epens, with its

numerous aliases. We think it is one of the Rye
grasses.

COAL ashes.

In j'our reply to my questions in regard to the
value of coal ashes, in the Farmer of July 15, you
speak of using them on your dryest soils. Now
my principal attention for the next two years w-ill

be directed to the cultivation and fertilizing of
lowish land, which, though not very wet, is far
from being dry. If I use coal ashes in my stahles
as an absorbent, they will be a5)plied as a top-
dressing for grass on this land ; and I would ask if

they will be hencficial to the grass crop there, the
soil being partly of a clayey and partly of a loamy
nature ; a small part will Ije irrigated. f.

Remarks.—We have no doubt but the coal

ashes will be beneficial on the soil you described.

Having a choice of soils on w-hich to use them, we
should always select the dry ones.

The salt subject being up, I have a word to say
on it. I use it some for stock, partly of course, but
not wholly, hecause everybody does. When accus-
tomed to eating it, young cattle are not as wild
\\hen salted occasionally; and with cows giving
milk, I have thought it made the butter "come"
easier when they were salted often ; hut it always
lessens the How of milk for a few milkings.
Hence in a dry time when feed is dried up I give
salt only after a rain ; lor in a dry tune, if salted,

they fail to resume their former flow of milk, al-

thcjugh one brother says it increases the flow of
milk in his cov>-s. 1 "never had cattle fat better
than those that had hut very little salt during the
entire season. It is a cathartic, and I do not be-
lieve' that physic and ftit go well together.
Addison County, Vt., July, 1871. T. B.

COPPERAS and saltpetre WATER.
In the Farmer of July 22, I read a little article

recommending copperas and saltpetre water for
pear trees that failed to hear. Will you give direc-
tions for using ? Inuliker.
July 25,1871.

Remarks.—In reply, we have to say that no

tests have ever been made by us on pear trees with
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these articles . Both are quickeners in the soil,

and are excellent for most crops. We are now
sprinkling pear trees with copperas water to pi"e-

vent ravages of the pear slug.

If, however, we were to applj^ copperas and salt-

petre to the soil, under pear trees, we should dis-

solve one pound of each in four gallons of water,

making eight gallons for the two pounds. Sowing

the same articles in a powdered form might answer

/ the purpose as well, if the ground were moist.

Tiie two pounds would be sufficient for some

twenty or thirty trees. Please experiment on other

trees with each article by itself, and let us know
results.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
The Monthly Report for July of the Commis-

sioner of Agriculture gives an interesting histori-

cal sketch of the' origin and progress of this De-

partment.

Up to the year 183G, the patent office business

was transacted by a clerk of the Secretary of State.

That year it was made a separate bureau, and Hon.
Henry Ellsworth was appointed the first Commis-
sioner of Patents. Immediately after his appoint-

ment the idea of connecting with the models of the

numerous agricultural implements which were

collecting in his office a deposit<jry of valuable and

rare seeds engaged his attention, and M-ithout spe-

cial legal authorization he commenced a system of

collecting and distributing such seeds and plants>

on a small scale.

On the21stof January, 1839, Hon. Isaac Fletcher,
of Vermont, chairman of the Committee on Pa-
tents of the House of Representatives, addressed a
letter to Commissioner Ellsworth, requesting the
communication of information relative to the col-

lection and distribution of seeds and plants ; also

relative to the practicability of obtaining agricul-

tural statistics. To this letter of inquiry the Com-
missioner responded on the following day, reciting

the action already taken by him to further the
cause of agriculture, and assigning many reasons
why his previous recommendations should be
adopted. In this conimunication the Commissioner
suggested that "arrangements could be made for

the "exhibition of ditferent kinds of grain, exotic
and indigenous, in the new Patent ofHce." In the
closing hours of the Twenty-fifth Congress, (act of
3d March, 1839,) the Commissioner was gratified

by the passage of an api)ropriation of §;1060, to be
taken from the Patent (Mbee fiiml, for the purpose
of collecting and distributing seeds, prosecuting
agricultural investigations, and procuring agricuf-

tural statistics. Thus originated the agricultural
division of the Patent Office.

In his next report, that for 18-10, the Commis-

sioner stated that the foreign ministers and offi-

cers of the navy had been requested to aid in pro-

curing valuable seeds, &e., and in his report for

1841, he stated that 30,000 packages of seeds had

been distributed, and that measures had been taken

to collate the agricultural statistics from the re-

turns of the census of 18-10. "The importance of

an annual report of the state of the crops in differ-

ent sections, as a preventive against monopoly, and

a good criterion to calculate the state of exchange,"

was commended to the consideration of Congress,

and from this suggestion were-evolved in time the

annual agricultural reports.

Congress made no further appropriation in 1S40

or 1841. From 1842 to 184o an annual appropria-

tion was made. In 1846 it was omitted, and re-

sumed in 1847. In no year up to 1854 did the an-

nual appropriation exceed ;^ooOO, and it was gener-

ally below that sum.

But we cannot now follow the writer in his de-

tails of the history of the department, and of its

reports and other labors, further than to say that

Mr. Ellsworth resigned in 184o, and was succeeded

by Hon. Edmund Burke, of New Hampshire. In

1849 Mr. Burke retired and was succeeded by Hon.
Thomas Ewljank, of New York. In 1852 Mr. Silas

Hodges, of Vermont, was appointed Commissioner

;

in 1853 Hon. Charles Mason, of Iowa, was ap-

pointed ; who was succeeded in 1857 by Hon. Jo-

seph Holt, of Kentucky ; he by William D. Bishop,

of Connecticut, in 1859. Hon. Philip F. Thomas,

of Maryland, and Hon. Thomas G. Clemson were

acting commissioners in 1860. In 1861 S. T. Shu-

gert, Esq., took the office and held it till May,
1862, when the Department of Agriculture was es-

tablished.

Under the new organization, Isaac Newton, of

Pennsylvania, was appointed first Agricultural

Commissioner in 1862. He died in 1867, and was

succeeded bj' Horace Capron, of Illinois, who re-

signed August 1, 1871, and Hon. Frederick Watts

has been commissioned in his stead.

The total expenditures by the Government for

the encouragement of agriculture, from the first

appropriation of §1000, in 1839, to the 30th daj^ of

June, 1871, exclusive of the cost of printing the

agricultural reports, are stated at .§'2,019,893. The
total cost of the Imiiding eirected for the use of the

Department of Agriculture, furniture included,

was .§140,000, and the cost of the conservatoiy,

was about .§25,000.

Farm Maciiixeky.—In reply to a young farmer

who asks, "Will farm machhiery pay at first r"

Mr. J. Harris replies as follows, in the American

Agrictdturist

:

—
I should buy as little machinery as possible. In

my experience, with a few exceptions, it costs as

much, with ordinary hired help, to do work by
machinery as by hand. I asked a fanner who has

had considerable experience with machines, if they
paid ? "If bought with good judgment," he re-

plied, "and usecl with great care, I think they do."

A f\irmer can lose more by using a broken, one-

tined fork, a dull, rusty hoe, a worn-out ax, and a
battered-up spade than he can save by using a ma-
chine to saw wood or a reaper to cut his grain. A
small farmer had better /lire the work done with a
machine than to Iniy the machine himself.

To Take Bruises out of Furniture.—Some-

times a valuable article of furniture gets a bruise

which remains an "eye sore" to persons who like

to have everything "neat and in order." From
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some experiments made, we think the following

process will bring nearly or quite a smooth sur-

face :

—

Wet the parts with warm water ; ilonhle a piece

of brown pajier live or six times, soak it in the

warm water and lay it on the place ; api)ly on that

a warm l)ut not hot flatiron till the moisture is

evaporated. If the bruises are not gone repeat the

process. After two applications tiie dent or bruise

will be raised to the surface. If the bruise be
small, merely soak it with warm water, and hold
a red hot iron near the surface, keeping tlie surface
continually wet—the bruise Mill soon disappear.

Degeneracy of Faem Horses.—On copying

the substance of a late article in the Farmer on

this subject, the Germantown Telegraph remarks :

—

We trust these statements M'ill luwe due influ-

ence in opening the eyes of our agricultural so-

cieties in order that they m.ay see clearer the error
they have committed and the absolute importance
of doing something—doing a great deal—to stop
the degeneracy of our working horses and for the
improvement of them. Some weeks ago the Ger-
mantown Telegraph contained an ex(^ellent article

from a western con-espondcnt, on the Conestoga
horse, which has been copied far and near, and we
hope with good etfect! The Percheron horse, now
being introduced, otFers the very op])ortunity de-
sired to set about improving the v.orking horse,
and may be regarded as the very animal for the
purpose.

NEW THEORY OF OKCHAKD
TURE.

CUL-

Mr. IMeehan, editor of, the Gardener^s

Montlily, who is not only a scientific botanist

and horticulturist, but a close and careful ob-

server of nature, says

:

Nearly twenty-five years ago, we found that

the root fibres of trees were only ahniial—
like the leaves they died every year. In 1853
we published it as a fact ; we have fought it

through until we believe it is now accepted as

i-cientijic truth. ' They have the same relation

to the main roots as the leaves have to the

branches excei)t that while the leaves are the

pre{)arers of the food—the cooks,—the fibres

are the providers—the Inisbandmen of the

cooks. Just as the branches are of use only

as supporters of the leaves, which, like the

ancijBnt rib of Adam, are formed by morpho-
logical laws out of tree bodies ; so the main roots

are only of benefit in so far as they allbrd the

material out of which fibres are funned, to

hold the tree in position, and possibly, in a

very small degree, to draw in moisture.

Rememberingthis, now take up very carefully

a young tree, and we fhid that the fibres are

nearly all on the SKr/'arc, and that they de-

crease in number and importance with every

inch of depth. In the largest trees scarcely

a fibre will be found one foot from the toj)

;

large roots—ta[) roots—you may and will find,

but no root tliat is of the slightest benefit to

the nutrition of tlie tree. How then a tree can

be benefited by tlie destruction of this large

army of agricultural laborers, toiling at the

surface to maintain the gi-owing nation thriving

in its many industrial occupations above them,

we do not understand.

Mr. Meehau therefore advocates the non-

culture of the orchard, allowing it to grow up
to grass, in preference ; though mulching, to

prevent the growth of grass, is better.

SCRAPING TREES,

The object in scraping the trunks of old ap-

[)le trees is to remove the scales of dead bark,

under which insects hide : but as a general

rule there is not much advantage in the opera-

tion, as there are hundreds of other hiding

places nearly as accessible as the trees. The
codling moth, for example, if not hiding un-

der these scales to undergo its transformation,

will find fences, boards, grass, weeds, &c.,

from which the Hying insect will readily reach

the young apples. "Washing the trunks of

young trees may assist in promoting a healthy

surface bark, in some instances. Soapsuds
answers well, and if weak may be used at any
time of year ; if stronger, or if a solution of

potash is used, it should be done when the

leaves are off, or the tree not growing.
Rough bark may be scraped at any time. We
desire it, however, to be distinctly understood

that we attach very little importance to these

operations; but that good cultivation, for

promoting a thrifty, healthy growth, is far

more important, and will give a healthy bark
in a much better manner. Those who wash
the stems of their trees, it is true, usually have

good orchards ; but it is because the same in-

dustry and attention which induces them to do
it, also leads them to attend to good manage-
ment generally.

—

Country Gentleman.

The Cost of Raising Cattle North.—
I will try and tell you wliat it costs to raise a
ste(ir till he is three years old. First, take a

calf at the first of May. Feeding him milk

and a little meal for the first six mouths, §5 ;

then he wants a pint of meal a day for the

first winter—say four bushels, at 7."jc., about
market rates, $3 ;

three-quarters of a ton of

hay at $10 per ton, .$7.50. The second year,

thirty weeks at pasture, 25c. per week, $7.50

;

a (juart of meal a day for twenty-two weeks,

$3.75; a ton of hay, §10, beside running to

a straw stack. Third year, twenty-six weeks
pasturing at 50c. \wv week, $13 ; two tons of

hay, $20 ; foin- quarts of meal a day for six

months, twent\'-foiir bushels, $18.

We now have a three-jear-old steer at the

cost of $87.75. The steer will now, if he has-

not been jjinched nmch during the summer,
weigli 1,()00 pounds or over, and will sell for

Gc. to 6 l-2c. a pound—probably the latter

price—say $108, or a profit of "$20. The
manure will pay for the care and more too.

If I am wrong, will not Mr. J. M. Ri'eder, or

some one that has had more experience, tell

me ?

—

Cor. liural Ncic Yorker.
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NEW KAMPSHIHE BOARD OF AGRI-
CUiTUBE.

HROUGH polite attentions of

Hon. Moses Humphrey, Pres-

ident of the Board, we have

before us the First Annual Eeport

. of the Board erf Agriculture for

the State of New Hampshire. It

is a handsome voUnne of 360 pages,

from the press of the State Printer,

OrREN C. Moore. The ilUistrations of the

vohirae are, the new Culver Hall, just dedi-

cated ; a Map of the Agricultural College

Farm ; some fine engravings of Horses, Cattle

of various breeds. Sheep, Swine, Poultry,

and model houses for the last two. The only

engraving in the way of farm implements is the

Webster Plough, made and used by Daniel

Webster, and now in the Museum of the

Agricultural College, at Hanover. Its length

is thirteen feet ; beam, nine feet one inch

;

handles, six feet four inches ; distance be-

tween handles, two feet ten inches ; width of

mould-board, twenty inches ; width of share

sixteen inches.

• The Secretary of the Board, who has com-

piled the transactions, gives a rapid history of

the progress of agriculture in the State from

the time when its rural interests were repre-

sented by the pine tree, and when the pursuits

of the people were mainly fishing upon the

limited sea coast and in the fresh lakes and

streams, and hunting the fur bearing and

other animals of the forest. Then a ship

upon the stocks was adopted as the emblem

of industry, and was incorporated into the

seal of the State. Thi-ift and prosperity suc-

ceeded. Roads were cut through forests over

which
"Trees, fit for the the masts

Of some great admiral,"

were drawn to river landings to be floated to

the ocean. This led to inland settlements.

Cattle were bred, cereals and vegetables cul-

tivated, and the plough and hoe became in-

dustrial emblems. Horses supplemented the

ox. Teams increased and traversed the State

from inland towns to county shires, to villages

on river banks, or to the only seaport the

State offered. The Secretary then adds :

—

"Until this period in the history of New Hamp-
shire agriculture, no wheels had been turned by
our frequout waterftills, nor had their monotonoiis
murmur been relieved by the music of the spindle
or the ring of the hammer. But at length the
spirit of enterprise, prouipted by the desire of gain.

converted the wilderness, the rocky hill-side and
the barren jilain about our water-pov.cis on the
Merrimack, the Nashua, the CocHeco, the Ashuelot
and other rapid streams, into sites of busy towns
and thriving cities. The construction uf "railways
followed, or was simultaneous with the erection "of

mills and machine shops, and both of these agencies
operated to open new markets to the husbandman,
to create new fields of rural labor and to bring a
profit to the tiller of the soil. Market gardening,
the growing of fruit, the raising of milk, the breed-
ing of improved stock, are some of the sources of
income to the farmer, which have sprung into life

at the call of the progressive spirit of the age."

In speaking of the organized agricultural

associations of the State, the first of which

there is any reliable account, originated as

early as 1814, its central point behig at the

then important town of Chester, or at Exeter,

in Rockingham County. In 1817 societies

were formed in Cheshire, Hillsborough and

Strafford Counties
; in Grafton and Coos in

1819-20. The first grant by the Legislature

was 8100 to each of the incorporated societies

of Rockingham and Cheshire. The following

year $300 to the same, and $200 to the Hills-

borough, Straiford and Grafton, provided

they should organize before the meeting of

the next Legislature. Other appropriations

were made, under certain conditions, but up

to the year 1820, only about $3000 had been

expended for the promotion of agriculture by
the State.

In 1820, in accordance with the recommen-

dation of Gov. Bell, of Chester, a State

Board of Agriculture was created. A report

from this Board was made and printed in

1822, but no copy of it can now be found.

In the year 1870, after the lapse of half a

century, a new board was organized, and now
consists of the following members :

—

Merriinack County.—Moses Humphrey, of Con-
cord.
Belknap County.—Thomas Coggswell, of Gil-

manton.
Hillsborough County.—James O. Adams, of

Manchester.
Cheshire County.—Sampson W. Buffum, of Win-

chester.

Carroll County.—W. H. H. Mason, of Moulton-
borongh.

Grafton County.—Luther B. Haskins, of Lyme.
Strafford County.—H. R. Roberts, of llollinsford.

Kockingham County.—Joseph F. Lawrence, of
Epping.

Coos L ounty.—Nathan R. Perkins, of Jefferson.

'

Sullivan County.—John S. Walker, of Claremont.

The first meeting of the Board took place

at Concord, Aug., 23, 1870, and organized

by the choice of Hon. Moses Humphrey, of

Concord, as President, and James O. Adams,

Esq., of Manchester, as Secretary. A gen-

eral discussion of the objects of the Board
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followed, topics for written articles or future

discussion were as^*i{Tned, and delegates were

appointed from the Board to attend the county

fairs in the State.

At the second meeting of the Board, the

delegates reported, arrangements were made
for holding a series of public gatherings, and
an excellent address to the farmers of New
Uampsliire was adopted, and afterwards sent

all over the State.

The first pubHc meeting under the auspices

of the Board, took place at Concord, on the

29th and 30th of Nov., 1870. Farmers from
all portions of the State, and from other

States, were present, and were welcomed to

the city of Concord, and the hospitalities of

its citizens, by the mayor, Hon. A. G. Joxks.
The President then read the act establishing

the Board of Agriculture, and stated the

plans which the Board had in view for pro-

moting this important industrial art, promi-

nent among which was the proposition to hold

public meetings in every section of the State,

and draw out the cultivators of the soil, them-

selves, to take an active part in the discus-

sions. This meeting, he said, was the "initia-

tory movement, and the programme admits of

a wide range of agricultural topics."

The subjects discus.-<ed were, "Indian corn
;

the profit from its cultivation, and its exhaust-

ing effects on the soil, compared with other

crops." "Manures ; the comparative value of

commercial, composted and stable manures,

and the economy of purchasing fertih"zers to

compensate for the loss by selling hay and

other farm products." "The agricultural ad-

vantages of the West and the East compared."

On the second day there was an earnest

discussion on "Farmers' Clubs." An essay

on "the Drought and the Means of preventing

its usual efiects," on "Blood Stock," and "on
Horses." Discusssions on all these topics

were full and earnest, and proved that there

are plenty of New Hampshire farmers who
can intelligently lead public opinion in agri-

cultural matters, whenever opportunity is pre-

sented to them.

Other public meetings were held at Milford,

Dec. 22; Winchester, Jan. 18; Keene,

Jan. 19; Lebanon, Feb. 6; Deny, Feb.

23 ; Chester, Feb. 24 ; Meredith, Jlarch, 24
;

Exeter. March 29. Large numbers attended

these meetings, and many individuals, for the

1 first time, took an active part in the discws-

[
sions.

[

The report then occupies some sixty-seven

' pages in returns from towns, replying to a

series of questions sent out by the Secretary.

These returns show the condition of agricul-

ture in the State, better, perhaps, than any-

thing else. Some of them are quite full;

those from Chester, Eaton, and Webster, for

I instance, are good examples. The report

then speaks of "Co-operative organizations,"

—the New England Society, New Hampsliire

State Agricultural Society, the several County

Societies and the Agricultural College.

Some of the important papers which have

been read, are "The Crops and Di-ought of

1870," by James O. Adams. "Selling Hay
and Buying Manures," by J. F. Lawrence.

"Phosphates and their Application," by S. C.

Pattee. "Sheep Breeding," by Dr. W. H.
H. Mason. "Breeds of Cattle," by O. F. R.

Waite. "Neat Stock of New ILampshire,"

by H. R. Roberts. "Points in .Short Horns,"

by S. M. BulFum. "Underdraining," by

Joseph B. Walker. "Draining Hampton
Marshes," by J. P. Welch. "Grasses and

Forage Plants," by George F. Beede. "Plant

Life," by William H. Hills. "Lidian Corn,"

by Simon Brown. "Winter Duties," by

James O. Adams. "New Hampshire in com-

I^arison with other States," by J. F. Lawrence,

and "Farming in New Hampshire," by Levi

Bartlett.

A paper upon the "Statistics of Produc-

tion," throughout the State, one upon "The
New Cattle Disease," one upon "Noxious In-

sects and their Destroyers," one upon "The
Birds, the Farmer''s Friends," and extracts

from letters received, close the vohmie.

Having attended several meetings of the

Board, witnessed the numbers attendant upon

them, and the decided interest manifested in

their transactions,—we cannot doubt that the

triHing cost to the State, as stated by the Sec-

retary, for this report, will be repaid many
times over by an increased value of crops the

present year. And this increase will spring

from better knowledge of improved modes of

farming, and the new life and interest infused

into the masses by the influence of these meet-

ings. Their doings were published in the

papers, repeated everywhere by tlie persons

attending them, and became household words.
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They were discussed in the woods while felling

the forest, in the taverns, the stores, the

blacksmith shop, over the laji-stone, and in

the grist and lumber mill, whenever their

noise would permit. A good work has been

conmienced. We trust it may be continued.

There is plenty of good land in the State

which is available for cultivation. Let that

be improved to its highest extent, and num-

berless acres which are now under partial and

unprofitable culture, grow up to timber, to

keep in motion the thousand wheels which the

swift streams of the State will impel.

F'or the New England Farmer,

DKAIlSrAGE OF DRY LANDS.
Not having personally seen the land on Ex-

Governor Snj}th's estate at Manchester, the

profitable incidental drainage of which I men-
tioned in a former communication, and to

which, I presume, your correspondent, J. L.
Hubbard, alludes in your issue of July 15, I

cannot say to what extent the draining im-

provement has operated ; but my practical ex-

perience enables me to show Mr. Hubbard
that the principle of draining dry lands—with-

out carrying through the drains the moisture
from adjoining wet or swampy places—is a
good and a profitable one. 1 suppose satis-

faction on thi^j score to be his object.

When I was not "A Fireside Farmer," and
when I had to pay at least as much annual
rent per acre for land as it can be bought for

in many good farming towns in New England,
the rage for drainage began to possess the

minds of land-owners, and leases were gener-
ally drawn making it incumbent on farmers to

periodically drain stipulated portions of their

holdings until the whole should undergo that

improvement. I was of the number so bound,
and was as skeptical concerning this incum-
bency, in the matter of what was considered
dry soil, as the most obdurate non-improver
could wish. My landlord furnished tiles and
I had to furnish labor, and draining 1 eing

"in the bond" it had to be done. Hundreds
of the most intelligent farmers similarly situ-

ated as I was, and whose sage practice and
experiences were more valuably suggestive

than mine, denounced the drainage of dry
land as a sheer absurdity—a throwing away of

money and material—an imposition on com-
mon-sense judgment—a folly which had no
justifying feature. The practical testimony
of Mr. Smith, of Deanston, one of the fathers

of the improved drainage system in Great
Britain—of many others who had followed and
proved his theory that light lands demanded
drainage in order to be profitable—and the

demonstrations in its favor by Prof. J. W. F.
Johnson, of Edinburg College, the famous
writer on Agricultural Chemistry, were of no

account with us. We knew better ; of course

we did. If growlings could have encompassed
our drainage it would have easily been done

;

but we had to go at it with ploughs and spades,

and it was performed by dint of^ their diligent

use. and very grudgingly.

Now for consequences, for in them was to be
found proof of our wisdom and the great folly

of those who opposed us. I had two fields,

one falling to the west from a narrow ridge,

and including eleven acres ; the other more
slightly sloping to the east from the same
ridge, and containing eight acres. Both were
naturally drained ; that is to say, the fall from
the ridge on the west to the bottom of the

field was twenty-six feet, and that on the east

seventeen feet. Very superior facilities

were afforded by the former for the washing

out and away of the manures in the soil during

heavy rains ; the privilege in this respect

on the east side was not exactly so de-

sirable. The soil, in both instances, was a
light, loamy clay, very gritty, and on the west

side, more than half way down the field, al-

most what would be called gravel bed. Bar-

ley had always been the best crop grown upon
it, the reason for which see the books of Agri-

cultural Chemists, and "when seen make a
note on't" as Cap'n Cuttle says. About half

a dozen rods on the lower part of the west

field the land was level, and ran along a high-

way. The soil here was deep and without

grit. It was the best spot for weeds and
aquatic grasses that could be found ; and also

grew excellent turnips, although the labor of

keeping the weeds down made the crops

hardly so profitable as they might have been.

It was just such a spot as would, I believe,

have charmed your correspondent, "C. E.
K.," to whom I will pay my grateful respects

anon.

This west field was drained in the fall,

ploughed and winter fallowed. It was cross-

ploughed next spring and planted to potatoes,

which gave an excellent crop. The season

was an average one, but the yield was very

superior to what it had ever been known be-

fore. The manure used was a mixture from
the stable and cow-house for the higher part

of the field, and on the lower portion ashes

from the yards in a neighboring village.

The second year the land was ploughed and
sown to oats. The season was an ordinary

one. I had a fine crop

—

three hundred bush-

els more than had ever been raised on the same
land.

I was bound to a four course rotation

—

green crop,—oats, barley or wheat—hay and
clover, and pasture. Another occupation took

me from the farm after the hay crop of the

third year was harvested (and it was a supe-

rior one, although the spring had been a very

dry and unfavorable one for grass.) I did

not weigh it, and can only speak by the rule

of comparative bulk.

Co-incident success showed itself in the ex-
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periences of my fellow farmers ; and we, as a

whole, became as nearly converts to the ''stu-

pidity' of draining light lands as could be;

and had some conscientious opinions that we
were not exactly invested with all the agricul-

tural wisdom then afloat. T'iuie and experi-

ence satisfied us that we had been wrong.
Now I could easily fill a page of your excel-

lent [)ractical paper in showing how these

beneficial results hapjiened ; but it is enough
to say that the tllect of drainage was to deepen
the soil and render it porous

;
give it power

to retain a healthy (piantity of water, at a

depth where plants could reach it, and in a

position where it could not be evaporated by
the heat of the sun. There is much fructify-

ing matter in rains and snows, which, if al-

lowed to sink iulo the soil, instead of being

washed oif its surface, make a fair manuring
of themselves. Let any farmer catch a tub of

rain-water, allow it to settle and then examine
it, and he will find a (juantity of fine sediment,

prepared for the food of plants, which will

sur{)rise him. Let him, in snow time, take a

quantity of the purest snow, press it firmly

into a glass tumbler, and cover it carefully up
so as to allow nothing to get into it, and when
it melts he will find a considerable portion of

pure charcoal precipitated, which, left in the

soil instead of being washed off, could not but

have excellent effect on crops. It is of no use

to say that if drainage makes land porous that

these fertilizing ingredients will be washed
thi'ough the soil into the drains ; for let any

one examine the outlet of a main drain during

a heavy shower, and he will find the water

flowing from it to be as clear as if coming from

a living spriiTg. No ; these fertilizing sub-

stances, in the process of infiltration, remain

in the soil and add to its depth and vital ac-

tivity. I say nothing of the advantages of

ventilation, heat, &c., which are also essen-

tials demanded in a healthj^ soil, and which

thorough drainage will produce in the most
desirable and profitable way.
On overhauling the very excellent, commu-

nication of "C. E. K." of Dudley, Mass., I

do not see that we are at issue in anything but

one.' He seems to hold that irrigation is a

beneficial tiling, "on good corn land," without

drainage ; and I respectfully beg leave to dif-

fer. Were land under irrigation drained

(there being a constant supply of water,) the

benefits of drainage would be incalculably

greater than if it were otherwise. The reason

for my belief is roughly hinted at above, and

I think your intelligent correspondent will see

the point.

Finally, I entirely approve of "C. E. K.'s"

suggestion that experiments should be made
with drains on dry land to prove their value

or the contrary. It was just by that process

that I was comjjulsorili/ convinced that drain-

age, undei' all circuias-tances, was proper aud
profitable ; and I am not sanguine enough to

believe that any other method of proof will

satisfy thousands of practical farmers—readers

of the Niav England Fakmek—that the the-

ory I have advanced is a correct one. By all

means let us have practical evidence, even on

a small scale. I indeed challi'nge it to come
forward in my defence, but especially for the

benefit of the agricultural conununity. Thank-
ful that this draining rpiestion has engaged the

attention of so many intelligent correspon(lents,

1 am, &c. A Fireside Fakweii.
Boston, July 17, 1871.

For the New England Farmer,

TOP-DHESSING.—STEAMING HAY.
In the address of G. F. Beede, Fremont,

N. H., (see Fakmek, July 22,) is some sound
advice hi regard to the top-dressing of. grass

lands. But there is one idea to which I would
especially refer, and that is, the ellect uf ani-

mal manures in rendering compost materials

of greater value, over and above the value of

the added manure itself.

Last summer, during the severe drought, I

carted a larger quantity of loam than ever be-

fore into my stable, piling it u]i in rear of the

cows, and to such a depth under foot as to

make it difficult to walk in the stable.

In cleaning the cattle stable, I removed not

only all the loam which was wet, and also, as

for several years before, a small amount of

dry loam to cover it, and to hold the ammo-
nia, but I went still farther, and got down
into the cellar a great deal more than I had
before supposed to be necessary ; thinking

that the fermenting of the manure would
warm up, loosen, lighten, "leaven," as Mr. B.

says, the whole mass ; believing, also, that the

alkalies and the carbonic aud other acids

would act as disintegrators on the crude par-

ticles of inorganic matter, and that the loam
and the manure would be of more value thus

worked together, for these reasons, than if all

saved and separately applied.

One of my neighbors, an excellent farmer

of sound judgment, disagreed with me ; think-

ing, as I had formerly done, that enough to

absorb the liquid was about all that was of use

ill the manure ; and that whatever was used
farther than this could be directly ajjplied to

the field with less labor and the same result.

I to])-dressed some of my grass land with this

material, and the elFect was surprising. Cut-

ting a swath lengthwise of the field, commenc-
ing with the top-dressed, you passed to the

other with the thought of going down a high

stair, and in tliickness the diii'erence was
equally as great, and the quality of the top-

dressed was far the best.

The use of rotted loam alone, however, is

not practiced so much as it will hv. sometime.

A neighbor of mine has a field at a distance

from home, which he has kept. in good grass

as to quality and quantity for twenty-five

years by this means alone, never ploughing,

and the soil is only a common light loam.
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He digs and heaps up a lot of mould from

similar soil on the roadside of the wall, and

spreads, after a year's rotting, after haying.

Wlien Massachusetts farmers can alFord to

buy corn meal for a fertilizer dircdhi applied,

it is quite evident that the man who raises

some other crop will make the most money.

Hay will be about as high, and may be higher

by the pound than corn, next winter, unless

a vast change takes place ; and' unless some
special crops are grown, I can hardly see how

If necessary, a pipe to draw off surplus

water can be had at the bottom. My neigh-

bor's idea was, that the reason feathers, saw-

dust, felt, &c., are slow conductors, is be-

cause they hold dead air in their own mass,

and that the dead air without them would be

equally as good. He thought the denser any-

thing may be the more rapid its power of con-

ducting heat,—iron being a dense body and a

rapid conductor. But if partly correct, the

idea can hardly be wholly so if zinc is a slow

a farmer can do better than to collect all the
|

conductor. Let every farmer collect all his

top-dressmg material possible, now, in the

coming fall, and in winter, keeping a huge

stock of it under cover, dry-housed, to be

liberally u;-ed during that season ; and apply-

ing to iiis fields whenever he can, and es])e-

cially in winter. He will thus save valuable

time in the busier season for other purposes.

Refrigerator and Steaming Box.

bedding, without using any article which may
be fed out. Leaves, pine needles, brakes,

&c., will answer the purpose. Any kind of

coarse straw can be scalded or steamed, grain

added and fed. By far the cheapest articles

of nutrition in animal feed are to be had in

corn or some other meal or grain feed. But
something of the hay kind is necessary for

animal feed, in addition, just as coarse watery

In the same issue of your paper there is a
|
feed, like fruits and vegetables, are necessary

description of a home-made refrigerator, such

a one as I had just completed for another

purpose, except that the space between the

two boxes was three, instead of only two

inches. The Journal of Agricidfare, (St.

Louis,) contained an article some time ago, in

for a part of our food, instead of all bread,

meat or other food of a more concentrated

nature.

And there is much coarse, hard, indigestible

material which can be combined with grain,

such a manner as to give a given w^eight of

which the writer described a box for steaming mixed feed, of equal value to English hay,

at a much lower price. See the comparative

value of dillerent kinds of feed in the latter

part of the "Old Farmer's Almanac," 1871.

Franklin, Mass., IS 71. f.

hay. He first got his idea from the "Poor
Man's Cook Stove," a Norway invention to

save fuel. A box was very heavily lined with

felt, which is a slow conductor of heat. Then
meat, vegetables, or anything to be cooked,

can be heated to tho right point and placed

in the box where it will continue to cook as

long as desired. The writer, on the same
principle, constructed his box like the refrig- _ .

erator

—

i.e. two boxes, one within the other,
]

Hsiied on American gardening, that of AV'il-

and a space between. The space in this case i liam Cobbett, although written over fifty years

was filled with chopped straw and sawdust, as
j

since, is one of the most instructive works

I had intended to fill it in my box. But a
j

that can be placed in the hands of a beginner.

neighbor told me he thought it would be better I Altliough ignoring some important points of the

to eiitirtdy shut up the space and trust to dead
:
^jience, he seems by intuition to have a happy

air. This I have done, but think I will add
j

method of teaching jtractieal gardening. His

the improvement of the refrigerator-man, by
!
style is plain, clear and striglitforward. The

For the New Knaland Farmer.

THE GAEDEN ITf SEPTEMBER.
Among the many works that have been pub-

lining with old zinc. Of course the box if a

poor conductor of heat, will either shut it out

or in ; the temperature being kept as nearly

as possible to that desired for a considerable

time. The hay being cut, hot water is applied,

the box closed, and cooking goes on. Or, by
using ice, the same box becomes a refrigera-

tor at once.

Another winter will show how it will work

;

but it is to be hoped that the present scarcity

of hay will lead many farmers (there should

be no exception,) to adopt some plan for

steaming.

To i-egulate the size it was first built amply

large. Around the inside, splines are screwed,

which can be raised or lowered, and the lid

sits down on these splines in the box, high or

loic, according to the amount of hay to be

cooked. Another lid on top of the box gives

the double cover.

history of this notable Englishman is a some-

what "remarkable and eventful one, and can-

not but be interesting and instructive to all

young men who, not content to remain mere

plodders, would rise in life. The sonof a

small farmer, his first occupation was driving

small birds from the turnip-seed, and -the rook

from the pease ;
trudging the fields with his

wooden bottle, and his satchel swung over his

shoulders, scarcely able to climb the gates and

stiles, or to reach home at the close of day.

lie comes to America, settles on Long Island,

returns to England, and is elected to Parlia-

ment, where he missed his calling, not being

calculated to figure well in that capacity. His

two works, "The American Gardener" and

"Cottage Economy," contain much of ster-

linf' merit, which will never be outlived. Cob-

bett's love of rural life, his habits of industry

and perseverance are to be recommended as
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an example to the young of our day,—fur-

ther this writer .<<aith not.

With all that may be said and sung of new
varities and noveltii-.s, suited to the ganlen,

none, or all eonibitied, should lead us to ne-

glect the old and tried, and such as are essen-

tial to our comfort and health ; neither should

we neglect to plan for future campaigns

in the garden, nor to save what we already

have, in the garden, then, we shall find room
this month for the exercise of no small

amount of judgment, as well as energy in

gathering, nuu-keting or storing, the products.

Ignorance or carelessness in these respects

may result in disheartening loss. Premature
gathering, or gathering under other improper
conditions ; storing wliere liable to injury by
frost, wet, or other accidents ; storing sound

and unsound fruits or vegetables without as-

sorting
;
])aekiug in leaky or improper pack-

ages
;
gathering seeds prematurely, or not at

the right stage ; storing or jiacking them Ije-

fore properly cured and dried, or placing

them where tlu'y will gather dampness or be

too hot ; leaving i)roducts exposed to unruly

or trespassing cattle, pigs, &c. ; bruising and

improper handling, and shiftlessness in mar-

:

keting or in preparing produce for market, are
i

some of the many ways by which we may fail
j

to realize maximum profits, after producing I

good crops.

During this month it is often the case that
j

contemplated imjjrovenients may be "pushed"

to greater advantage than at any other time of

the year. Improve every leisure ojiportunity

in commencing or forwarding all well consid-

ered ])lans of permantnit improvement.

Beans.—Gather and put in a dry place as

fast as they rij)en ; save the finest specimens

by themselves for seed. Thresh, shell and

clean, 6r assort before marketing. Unripe

Limas, gathered before freezing, laid away
and drieii, are excellent for winter use.

Blackhkkkiks.—Remove the old canes anc!

weak sho(jts, leaving two or three of the

strongest and best for next season's fruiting.

CAHUAnK AND Caiilii'lowkrs.—Keep late

plants well heed and growing; sow seed for

plants for wintering in cold frames.

Celeuy.— Kai'th up as it grows, with dry

soil, taking care that no dirt is left between

the stems or on the crowns ; earth up only

when dry.

Corn.—Save the earliest ears on the health-

iest and best stalks for next year's seed.

Gather before freezing, boil, shave off' the

grain from the cobs and dry as you do a))ples,

in the sun or by fire, or can, if you think you

can do it successfully. Cut and feed the

stalks to the cows.

CucuMr.Kus.—Save seed from the ripe

ones ; cut them in two length-ways, and scrape

out the seed part into a pail ; in a week or so

this will ferment, so that the seed will settle

and the rest will pour olF, when the seed may
be washed out clean, in water, and dried in

the sun—stir the seed in the pail or tub daily

after removing till washed out, and once or
twice a day while drying. Sweet pickle may
be made from those partly ripe ; the small

ones should be gathered as fast as they attain

a proper size for gieen pi<-kles, (either in vine-

gar or laid down in salt. For pickling in vine-

gar, gather carefully, cutting frt.m the vine

with scissors or knife, leaving half an inch of

stem on each ; brush them clean of dirt and
dust, being careful not to rub off the little

spines
;
pack in the pickle tub, or pot, with a

few peppers, and pour boiling hot spiced vine-

gar over, and cover them close ; when cold

])ut a nuislin cloth on the pickles, seeing that

the vinegar covers the whole. To salt, clean

of dirt as before, or wash them, throw them
into a cask, a laying of two to four inches, and
give a good coat of salt, as you would in salt-

ing beef or pork—don't be afraid of giving

too unu'h salt—they will make their own brine,

when it should be seen to tliat the pickles are

kept entirely under it. In this way they will

keep for years.

Eni>ive.— Give liquid manure, hoe and
treat like lettuce

;
gather up and tie the leaves

for blanchu/g.

I\Ianx'ke.—Save everything that may be
converted into plant food, and add to the

compost heap ; dig and haul muck
;
gather dry

earth, or dry, sift, and store, to use in the

privy, hen house, &c.
IMelons.—Gather, use, or market, as fast

as they ripen. Seeds may be treated similar

to cucumber, as above, where in quantity ; when
only few, wash out and dry immediately.

Ripeness of* melons is determined by sound,
when snapped with the fingers, or by gently
pressing, when a snapping sound is heard.

Si'inac:h.—Hoe an(l thin the growing crop.

Sow a full crop of the prickly- seeded variety,

for winter and s])ring use, early in the month.
Squash.—Gather and pack away fall and

winter varieties, secure from freezing, in some
dry ]ilace. A light frost often injures squashes
materially, and often defeats their keeping
sound. Harvest as soon as ri|)e.

Tomatoes.—Make ketchup, or can and
preserve the ripe ones ; the green ones make
excellent pickles, with peppers or spices to

season them. W. H. White.
Suuth Windsor, Conn., IS 71.

For the Neio England Farmer,

LETTER FROM MAINE.
Season and Crops.—Drought.—Pastures.—Ravages of

Grasshoppers.—Call from an Agent.—Blindfolding

the Bugs.—Sweet Flag Roots.—Productive Sheep.

Perhaps you may find a space in your ever
welcome ])aper for a few lines from an old

correspondent, living aAvay among the hills of

Oxford County, in the Pine; Tree State.

The season has been thus far very dry.

The grass crop on dry land is probably as

light, if not the lightest ever cut in this State,
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yet on wet land the grass is fair, and is still

growinii, and as the present indications are

very favorable, the out-look for fodder is

nnic'li better than it was two weeks a^o.

Everything has looked gloomy indeed. The
pastures were as drj' as in late autumn, and
looked as though the fire had passed over

them
;
grass had become hay, standing in the

fields
;
grain was drying up

;
potatoes were

dyspeptic and sickly ; corn, except on moist

land, was small and kept low,—many pieces

of early planted were spindling out within a

foot of the ground
;

])eas were small and but

two in a pod. Nothing seemed to flourish

but weeds and grasshop])ers ; the latter more
abundant and voracious than they were ever

known before. Whole gardens have been
strip[)ed of every green thing, and grain fields

destroyed almost in a day. Many fields of

grain have been cut to save what fodder they

might make, as they had been rendered en-

tirely worthless for grain. Some fields of

grass were denuded of leaves—nothing but

the coarse, fibrous stalk being left, and beans

and potatoes have not escaped the general de-

struction of these winged varmints. These
remarks will not apply to all places, only to

certain localities, yet grasshoppers are very
numerous as far as my knowledge extends.

The present indications are that the drought
is broken, as we are now having fine showers
and have had no hay weather for two days.

Vegetation has greatly revived, and all nature

is smiling its thanks for a cooling bath—"but
who knoweth what a day may bring forth ?'"

I wish to communicate an experimental fact

to your readers, which some of them may
already know, yet it will do them no harm to

learn that others know the same thing. By
the way, I believe in a kitchen garden, and
always intend to have one as long as I have
strength to do or brains to direct. This sea-

son, a little black bug or flea, or some other

named insect, destroyed my melon and cucum-
ber vines. I tried various remedies, but did

not get much the better of the rascals. One
day your agent, E. P. Frost, called on me, as

you know, such men will when they have an
account against you of long standing, but
knowing well how to keep them good natured,

I invited him to stop to. tea and to look over

my premises a little. As we passed through

my garden patch, he noticed the forlorn con-

dition of my vines, and asked me "Why do
you permit that ?" I told him because I could

not help myself; was dead beat, &c. He
said take half of a newspaper,—any kind but
the New England Fakmek,—lay it over the

plants, and place a little soil around and on
the edges of it, so that the wind should not

blow the paper away, and in a short time my
plants would be all right. Though rather

doubting, I tried it, and it worked like a
charm. I think the vines grew much faster

under the paper than in the open air, even if

there had been no bugs. I say let others go

and do likewise. By the way, Mr. Frost is a
live man, and just knows his business and
attends to it. He is an ever welcom.e visitor,

though he may come with a sJiarp hill.

Where can one find a market for sweet flag

root ? How should it be prepared for market,
and what is it worth a pound ? Will you or

some of your readers kindly inform some of

your Maine subscribers ?

O. Brown raised twenty-nine lambs from
twenty-six sheep, sold them for $3.00 per
head, and sold the wool for sixty cents a
pound this year. Geo. H. Brown.
Munson, Oxford Co., Me., July 20, 1871.

Remarks.—We made inquiries at the es-

tablishment of Geo. W. Swett, 37 Court

street, in relation to the market for Sweet

Flag Root. The roots must be cleanly

washed, small fibres removed, and the roots

split into two or more slices and thoroughly

dried. We understood that in this condition

it was worth some ten cents a pound. But

we should advise any one who contemplated

curing any considerable quantity to correspond

with Mr. Swett or some other dealer in roots,

bark, &c. We also inquired of a man who
peddles the root about the city as to its mar-

ket value. He said he dug himself what

he sold, but did not know that there was any

market for it by the quantity.

OKCHABD QKASS.
I have been in the habit of cultivating this

grass for the last thirty years, and esteem it

most highly. It is the first grass to start in

the spring, and the last to reniain green in the
fall. It roots deep and is the least affected

by dry weather. It grows well in the shade,
starts inmiediately after being cut, and will

produce more feed or grass than any other

that I grow, and it is as easily killed by the

plough as timothy or clover.

As its habit is to grow in tussocks, I would
recommend to sow it with other seed, say
equal parts with timothy and clover, if for

feed or hay. But I will here say there is no
use in sowing it on poor land—it will not grow

;

it must be rich, and it delights in the rich

prairies of Livingston county. 111.

Orchard grass seed is one of the most diffi-

cult to save, and requires a great deal of care

and prudence in thus doing. I think it is the
earliest seed to mature that I know of ; hence,
there is no danger of any foul seed with it,

and in this latitude (42 1-2) is now in the
proper stage to save for seed, which is in

dough state. No time should be lost in cut-

ting it now and when the dew is on. Spread
thin on the ground after being cut, like grain
from the cradle, and cover the heads lightly
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with grass until the buts are cured sufficiently

so as not to heat, then put in barn or stack.

At any and all times use great care in hand-
ling, as well as the proper time in cutting, or
you will ijet but a small proportion of the seed.

Thresh immediately after harvesting, and use
the utmost caution not to have the seed spoiled

by heating before threshing. Use new seed
only, as old seed will not grow. It is a light

seed, weighing about twelve pounds per bush-
el, and, unless you knew the weight, would
think you were sowing chalF.

—

S. G. Cone, in

Prairie Farmer.

UNITED STATES WOOL INTERESTS.
Kow that wool growing has again become

an interesting item in the farm economy of

the United States, the (piestion naturally

arises as to the stability of prices in the future.

What Americans most need as a pre-requisite

to success in business, is a fair comprehension
of the j)robable future, since this knowledge
will enalile any man of good understanding to

shaj)e his affairs to any possible contingency.

The past history of wool growing and wool
manufacture in this country has seemed to

demonstrate the fact, that in order to success,

there must be governmental protection to

both ; and when we are called upon to say

what are the future prospects of wool growing
in the United States, we must refer, for a so-

lution to the question, to what will be the

policy of the Government in this item of do-

mestic production. Without extending our
observations into other matters embraced in a

general tariff sytem, we may accept recent

developments as significant of a revival of

feeling in favor of protection to American
wool growing. If this can be assured to the

farmers, there is nothing in the way of an in-

creased attention to the raising of sheep in

this country.

The presence of a fair proportion of sheep
on the farm, with other kinds of live stock, is

so eminently desirable, that nothing but ruin-

ous discouragement in the price of wool will

prevent our farmers from having them ; and
with a fair prosj)ect of the continuance of the

present encouraging aspects of the wool in-

terest, we shall ex]iect a healthy increase of

the sheep Hocks of the country. For a suc-

cessful prosecution of this business everything
now seems propitious ; the flocks have been
weeded of all diseased and undesirable ani-

mals, so that the foundation of future increase
is both healthy and select, while the commer-
cial disasters of the innncdiatf} past will regu-
late men's minds to a wise and prudent course
of future operation in wool growhig.

—

Rural
New Yorker.

Dosing Horses.—Drenchino^ a horse with
fluid medicines, even if the latter are of an
indiiFerent nature, like milk and molasses, is

always very dangerous ; but is extremely so,

first, when the drench consists of substances,

—

for instance, oil or grease,—to which horses
have a natural aversion ; secondly, when the

sick horse is sutJering Avith a disease which is

attended with fast breathing, like pneumonia,
colic, &c. : and thirdly, when the fluid, as is

often the case, is poured down in a forcible

manner ; for in such cases it frequently hap-
pens that a part of the fluid enters into the
larynx and goes down the windpijie into the
lungs, and causes there an inflammation, which
frequently becomes fatal.

—" Veterinarian,'''' in
Chicago Tribnne.

Scratches—Rkmedy.—A farmer and ex-
perienced horseman writes the Ilural Neiv
Yorker from Canandaigua, N. Y., that the
following is recommended for the worst cases :

One pint currier's oil—two ounces oil of vit-

riol. Put it into a bottle and shake well to-

gether, when it is fit for use ; bathe well the
affected part or parts with it once a day. It

will effect a cure in the course of three or four
days. If the parts are covered with a rough
scab, soften it by rubbing hog's lard upon it

every day until the scab slips off. It will soon
slip off and leave the legs smooth as ever.

To Remoae Paint from Iron.—Dissolve
two j)Ounds of potash in a bucket of water

;

add about one and a half pounds of slaked
lime, and stir it well. With a mop apply this

mixture to the paint, and after a few minutes
it may be easily removed by scraping. As
rapidly as the old paint is scraped off, rinse

the iron with fresh water, and dry it. This
will leave the iron clean and bright.
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OCTOBER PACTS AND FANCIES.
" The yeiiow funs of Autuni» f-iU

Acr.iss the orchard and the wood;
The slill air ecUoeg every call,

The vine lies painted on the wall,
And all the maples drip with blood.

The neighbors come ft'om far and near,
And gather on the broad barn floor;

To celebrate the riiK-ntd year.
And ftrip the husk from oft" the ear,
That turns to gold the farmer's store."

liii'er>ik/e Magaeine,

CTOBEU brings the frui-

tion of the harvests.

The smalL grains were

long ago secured. The

bay and Indian corn, the

apples, pears, potatoes,

and most of the vegeta-

bles for family use and

stock will be cared for by

the close of the month.

By this time rough winds

will blow. Dry leaves

will be heaped under the

walls, and rustle along in

the garden paths. In the

morning, grass will be crisp with frost, and

perhaps little pools in the road will have a

slight coating of ice.

What a striking change between this and

the last of July ! Most of the birds that then

made the day cheerful with their music have

left us. The plaintive note of the bobolink, a

few of whom lingered with us until late in Sep-

tember, is heard no more. He is already in

his favorite fields of wild oats on the banks of

the Delaware or Potomac, or in the rice fields

nearer the Gulf. The summer voices in the

meadows are dumb. The robin is still with

us, visiting the garden for a worm in the mel-

low soil, or coming in numbers to feed upon

the berries which hang in rich profusion upon

the branches of the Mountain-Ash trees. Un-

numbered crickets make the evening melodi-

ous, and the pretty little t-creech-owl loves to

sit at midnight on the garden fence, and hour

after hour pour forth his soft and tremulous

notes. How this beautiful little night-bird got

such a hideous title, we cannot imagine. His

notes are the very reverse of a "screech," be-

ing low, soft, quivering, and harmonious, as

the dulcet notes of the tlute.

Many complaints are made of our climate,

which, upon the whole, may be as agreeable

as that of any other land. We are in-

clined to think it is. We certainly "have one

season, reaching from the last of Septem-

ber partly into November, which is probably

as productive of delicious physical sensa-

tions as any in the world. It is a season when,

in the early cool of the morning, we recognize

the first breath of Winter, which is yet afar

off, and our fevered frames welcome the invig-

orating atmosphere as the lips of travellers in

Sahara greet thankfully the longed for cup of

cold water. Bodily exertion is no longer

wearily oppressive ] upon the contrary, there

is an exhilaration in the air which will not suf-

fer us to remain quiet. As we walk past the
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variegated panorama or changing foliage, we 1

begin to think that ten miles now are easier of

accomplishment than one was under the old

solar radiimce."

The idea has been a very general one, that

the autumn of the year is a sad season. It is

expressed by old writers, and even the sound

and placid mind of our Mr. Bryant, seems to

have been tinged with it. Speaking of autumn

in one of his most charming poems, he says,

—

"The melancholy daj's have come, the saddest of the

year."

These feelings may be excited by the pro-

cesses of Nature. The ripening fruits ; the

withering and falling leaf ; the brown fields

;

the cessation of growth in vegetable matter,

and the general appearance of death and de-

cay in the plants which lately were so full of

life and vigor. These changes, however, are

more applicable to November than to the pres-

ent month. But upon a clear October day,

with its sky cloudless from the rise to the set of

sun, its invigorating temperature and its varie-

ty of color, the natural feeling is one of exul-

tation.

In one of his works, ]\Ir. Emerson speaks

of a frame of mind when walking, in which he

was almost afraid to think how glad he was.

Just as we met him a few days since, in a

charming wood-path, his countenance beaming

with the joy he was "almost afraid to

think of." So it is that "the fine Octo-

ber day, with that brilliancy which under

a luLcher temperature might sink us into a

dreamy indolence, makes every sense so keen

that each moment has its new and separate

pleasure. The animal spirits rather rise than

sink ; the eye is clear to catch the magnificence

of the landscape and the glory of the sunset

;

the* ear grows sharper for rural sounds, as they

become fewer ; the fruitage is always a cheer-

inc lesson of the recuperative forces of Na-

ture ; and the few flowers which the early frost

has spared have a value which we did not ac-

cord to the gay and populous parterre."

OcToiJER is usually a month to be trusted
;

the time, of all other seasons, for the farmer

to go forth with his family and team, to visit

relatives and friends, when

—

" T'pon the brown and far ofTliills

Tlie hiize licfi soft and hhic,

\Vilil nuts are droppiiii; thick and fast •

Where summer wild flowers grew.

The woods like Pome grar>d temple stand
Beneath tin- glowing skies,

While ilown tli(' long, dim aisles, the haze
Like slumbering incense lies.''

FARM WORK FOR OCTOBER.
No other month in the year affords such

excellent opportunity for making permanent

improvements upon the farm, as the month of

October. The pressure of the harvests is

mainly over. The weather is cool, and man
and beast can work with comfort. Rains are

not frequent, and the soil is usually in such a

condition of moisture as to render it pleasant

and easy to be handled. Now, then, is the

time to

Remove Rocks from Grass Lands.

The cheapest and best way to do this, is to

sink them where the lower earth will admit of

digging. First measure the diameter of the

rock and then throw out the earth to an ex-

tent a little larger than that diameter, block-

ing the rock with joist or pieces of timber,

against the bank to prevent its premature

fail. This is important, because, if the rock

is a large one, the operation is somewhat dan-

gerous. We have known death to ensue from

a neglect of this precaution. Block up so

thoroughly as to be able to dig somewhat un-

der the rock. The hole excavated should be

sufficiently deep to allow the rock to fall a

foot, at least, below the surface. When this

is accomplished, knock away the braces and

let the rock go down.

With a heavy sledge and many blows, some

large rocks may be broken and handled more

easily than if whole. By digging about oth-

ers, the top may be broken off so as to leave

a foot of soil above the part left in the

ground. Stones weighing half a ton and

upwards, may be got out of the way much

cheaper by these processes, than by drilling

and blowing.

There are some advantages in this. First,

the surface of .the land is not changed, as

nothing is taken away. Second, the cost of

drawing oil" the stone when thrown out, and

third, the cost of carting in materials to fill

up the holes. Then there is the gain of hav-

ing the field pretty thoroughly trenched, so

far as it was dug over in removing the rocks.

These spots will be found the most fertile

ones for ten years to come. There is, also,

another gain in this work. Half the cost of

doing it may be saved in the preservation of

ploughs, rakes, mowing machines, tedders and

cultivators, and perhaps, the life or limb of

a valuable horse, before ten years are half out.
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October is a Good Time for Draining.

Some years ago, it was the common opinion

that the foundation and main spring of all

good farming, was through the agency of ina-

nure. There is abundant reason to change

this opinion somewhat, in regard to many

pieces of our best lands.

The grass crop in New England is one of

the most important. For this, our moist lands

are best adapted. We can get it on friable

uplands. But it is more expensive there, be-

cause they are more easily affected by drought,

and of course run out quicker. On thousands

of acres of moderately low lands, the grasses

will flourish for many years, if cold icuter is

not allotced to stand near the surface.

In order to effect this, these lands should be

drained with tiles ; not stones, because the

soil is usually deep in them and sooner or

later mice will find their way through them,

rain and sand will follow in their paths, the

stones become obstructed and the drain

spoiled. If upon digging to the depth of

four feet, the hard pan is reached, it may be

safe to use stones. But unless stones are

abundant, and near at hand, it will be cheaper

and safer to use tiles.

If the farmer is not acquainted with the

manner of laying tiles for draining, and con-

templates using them, he will be a gainer by

spending a day or two in looking at others

doing the work and conversing with them as

to the best modes of proceeding.

At any rate, drain. Drain with something

;

sticks or boards or stones. Failing in these,

make open drains, although they are tempo-

rary in their nature, ugly-looking and expen-

sive . But they are better than nothing.

Stone or Wooden Fences.

We hope the day will come when the only

fences upon our farms, will be those around

grazing lands. Fields abutting on the high-

way, handsomely finished off" and running

down to the sidewalks or edge of the road,

are more beautiful to our eye than when en-

closed by fences of any kind,—stone walls,

rails, pickets or hedges. There is no need of

them. The laws of all the New England

States forbid stock of any kind running at

large ; and in the few cases of passing droves,

or of driving stock to pasture, a little extra

help would be needed for a few times only,

before the cattle would learn to keep the high-

way. If half-starved, they would undoubt-

edly insist upon trespassing wherever they

could find something to eat, when it ought

not to be considered a hardship by the owner

to pay the damages they might cause.

What a vast saving might be found in dis-

pensing with these fences. Use those now

standing for building or other purposes and

erect no more.

There being no fences to care for except

about the grazing lands, let those be of a

permanent character, so as to prevent edu-

cating breachy cattle.

When this becomes the general practice,

there will be opportunity not only to remove

the stones from the fields, to drain them,

level, remove brush, and make them conven-

ient in every respect, but also to embellish

the farm with beautiful and profitable sugar

maple trees on the roadsides, keep a neat

lawn in the front, or near the house, and as-

sist the women in cultivating fruits and ilow-

ers.

The beautiful OcxonER will suggest to the

progressive farmer many other things which

may appropriately be done at this season.

Using the time wisely and well, will afford

many pleasant reflections, when wintry skies •

prevent us from laboring in the fields.

J^or the Nezc England Farmer.

THE UTILIZATION OF BEST FRUITS.
BY GEOEGE RUSSELL POAVERS.

A vegetable diet has been declared to be
impracticable by many persons who have tried

one for a limited time. The reason of fail-

ures of such attempts is that they have not

been conducted on a sound, scientific basis.

The scientific world is unpractical, and the

practical world is unscientific. A certain com--
bination of element is necessary to sufficiently

sustain the human system. In northern regions

oil is especially necessary. Yet it is in north-

-

em regions that people have often attempted

to sustain themselves on a thin, watery diet of

'

acid fruits, and nitrogenized roots and seeds.

In northern climates oleaginous products are

sparsely distributed by nature. The walnut
of the Mediterranean and the olive are per-

haps produced in sufficient abundance to sup-

ply a great semi-tropical belt with oil and
concentrated fibres, but farther north, nut-

food is scarcer, although cultivation might
produce it to such a degree, if properly econ-

omized, as to make indigenous trees meet the

wants of men up to the fiftieth pai-allel of lati-i -

tude.

The black and white walnuts, the chestnuts.,.
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chincapins, bazlenuts, pecan-nuts and sbag-
j

barks of the United States are not cultivated

and appropriated as tbey ougbt to be. Vast
forest tracts should be devoted to their exclu-

sive culture, and machinery devised for ex-

tracting their kernels, and manufacturing them
into food-staples. The meats of these nuts

are exactly adapted in their constituent chem-
ical atoms to form hydro-carbonized and fil)ri-

nized foods, better calculateil to sustain the

body of man in intensely cold weather than

the tlesh of the inferior animals.

In California the native sugar-pine, a grand
and lofty tree, supplies the Digger Indians

with large ([uantities of powerful heat-forming

and tiesh-producing nuts. In Nevada, the

pinton or feather-pine feeds the Pale Utes
largely during the winter months. The sickly

among the Indians are said to recuperate, and
grow robust and fat when the pine nut season

arrives.

Beans, when cooked with fat, are quite

analogous to nuts in their sustaining qualities,

and a vegetable oil might always be used in

preference to pork. Fried beans and tortil-

las,—flat cakes made from Indian corn,—are

the staple dish in Mexico. Pea soup every

alternate day is the regulation dinner in the

English merchant service.

The fact is the best vegetable substances

are but meagerly appropriated by man. In-

dian corn is really a sort of dwarf annual

palm, and its seeds are more nutritive than

those of wheat, rye, barley, oats, or any other

of the grasses. The Mexican way of utilizing

corn is probably the best, and might be con-

ducted by factories on a great scale. The
corn should be soaked in lime water ufitil the

cuticle rubs off easily, then ground and dried.

Meal made in this way is almost as fine and
white as starch, and very palatable,—more
palatable than wheat Hour, more soluble, more
easily masticated, and more nutritious. Our
common corn meal consists of rough, angular

fragments when microscopically examined,

—

hard, silicious and almost as insoluble as ilint.

Machinery for making .\merican corn meal was
once taken to Acapulco, but the Mexicans re-

: fused to patronize it, preferring, although they

. are a proverbially lazy race, to rub their corn

to a paste on Hat stones, by hand, in the old-
• fashioned way. If their plan was imitated in

in the United States by machines, the edible

produced would soon become popular, and a

formidable rival to wheat flour.

Farming in the United States, while becom-
ing avowedly more scientific every year, is

really becoming less and less practical. Yet
it is as practicable as ever, and shoidd be im-

mensely profitable, even in barren Massachu-
setts. There is scarcely an acre of land in

this State which cannot be made vastly remu-
nerative in two or three years by careful til-

lage alone without the application of any ma-
i nure except such as is applied naturally by
; sun, air and water.

This may seem a wild statement to some.
I invite those who are skeptical to make the

following experiment : Let any one who has

sterile upland pasture land, overrun with li-

chens, ferns, bayberry bushes, &c., plough
ten acres or Ifss this fall, ridging it across

the natural inclination of the land. This will

check the waterfall, and cause a rapid disinte-

gration of mineral matters contained. Let
a cheap windmill, with wooden cisterns be
erected on the highest point, which shall pump
water from a well, pond or stream. In the

spring cross-plough, harrow and ridge the land

as before, and plant Indian corn and white

beans on the alternate ridges. Cultivate as

usual, without giving any artificial manure,
but irrigating freely throughout the summer.
When the crop is harvested, throw all the

stalks and vines into the furrows, and plough
back, ridging where the furrows were, and
plant the next season, com on the bean ridges

and beans on the corn ridges, and note the

increased yield. No forage from such crops

should be wasted by exposure, or taken from
the land. It is more valuable as a humus-
producing material than in any other way.

I do not pretend to affirm that crops of

coru and white beans alone will pay for the

immediate outlay required for this experiment,

but I do state my belief that systematic irriga-

tion and return of waste substance to the soil,

without the intervention of the barn-yard, will

gradually fertilize land so that fine fruits and
vegetables can be grown on it in a few years

and which will not be as liable to suffer from
blights and insects as when cultivated in the

usual manner. ISIy observation of climates

and soils here in the East, in California and
the Sandwich Islands, has led me to the con-

clusion that hand-irrigation will pay propor-

tionally as well in old Massachusetts as in for-

eign lands.

Kingston, Mass., Aug. 24, 1871.

Remarks.—We should judge that Kingston

offers as favorable conditions as most other

localities for a practical test of the theory of

our correspondent, and we hope he will illus-

trate its feasibility by an experiment which

shall demonstrate the fact that for once at

least the practical world is not altogether un-

scientific.

Discipline of English Jockeys.—The Tiirf,

Field and Farm gives the particuhirs of a case

where a rider in one of the late English races fell

from his horse in a fit, striking on his liead and

injuring himself seriously if not fatally, and states

that his illness was caused by the severe sweating,

dieting, &c., to which he had been sulyected to de-

crease his weight. It is also stated that it is cus-

tomary for the English jockeys to suliject them-

selves to such treatment to reduce themselves to a

certain weight.
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THE 'WEEDS "WE MAKE!
o.ME of the richest

plants which we cul-

tivate for table use,

even in garden

beds, may, by neg-

lect, become the

most pestilent of

ifiaymt w pests. One of them,

WJV ( > I % tevi^^^^HAJ-'r-' The "Wild Carrot.

Darlington, in

his valuable work on
<3 l-~^^A^^^i^ "Weeds and Use-

<^')'l/9lJm\sy^ ful Plants," states

that the carrot is a

native of Europe

and the East. We
give it a hearty

welcome in this

Western world so

long as it is kept in

a cultivated condi-

tion. Just as we

regard fire or our domestic animals,—when

subjected to our control, excellent ; when

sweeping around at will, pestilent and dan-

gerous.

The carrot is a valuable plant for the table,

for houses, swine and neat cattle. In our

modes of cultivating, perhaps it costs too

much to be profitable for the latter stock.

When the seeds of the carrot are allowed

to scatter themselves profusely over the

ground, and remain unmolested for a few

years, they become one of the most persistent

and incorrigible weeds with which we have to

deal. They exist on the road sides in some

of our best farming to'wns, so as to cover the

ground with a dense vegetation some two or

three feet high. The number of seeds which

they produce is beyond calculation, and when

ripe, are scattered by autumnal winds over

the fields of all adjacent farms.

The same process takes place in the

Eich and Marrow-like Parsnip.

This plant produces many seeds, and when

these are neglected and suffered to sow them-

selves at random, they spring up the next

year, go to seed, speedily degenerate, and in

the course of a few years become a trouble-

some and unsightly weed.

By the use of persistent skill, many plants

may be brought up from a bitter, tough, or

pungent condition, to a mild, succulent and

tender state, so as to furnish a large amount

of wholesome and nutritious food for man and

beast.

The original potato was small, and was not

tolerated as human food for a long time.

They are mentioned by old writers as "a deli-

cate dish," and that they were roasted, and

then steeped in sack and sugar, or baked with

marrow and spice. They were long consid-

ered as inferior food, and it was not until the

middle of the eighteenth century that they

came into general cultivation. A strong pre-

judice long existed against them in France,

but they are now cultivated extensively, and

a market in Paris is exclusively devoted to

their sale. Now they are introduced into

almost every quarter of the globe, and the

varieties in use are entirely the result of

cvltlvation

!

Another plant, common upon many of our

tables, is

The "Wholesome, Crisp Celery.

Originally, this was a tough, acrid plant,

unfit for man or beast, as food, but is now

esteemed a great delicacy.

In the grass field, before us, as we write,

are the flaunting purple flowers of the

Chicory or Succory.

The root of this plant makes up a consid-

erable portion of the coffee of the shops, mixed

with ground peas and a portion of the genuine

article. It is one of the most tenacious plants

in existence, and if not carefully suppressed

will overrun the whole ' farm. The root is

large, quite long, and holds on to the soil

with such tenacity that a plant of two years'

growth requires a man's strength to pull it

up. It is cultivated largely in England as a

substitute for coffee.

All these plants, and many others, have a

tendency to go back to their original condi-

tion, and if allowed the opportunity would

probably do so. By careful cultivation, how-

ever, we can preserve them

"Delectable both to behold and taste,"

and give us no trouble as trespassers vipon cul-

tivated crops in the form of unsightly weeds.

—Over 800 acres are devoted to tobacco in East

and South Windsor, Conn., this year
;
greater in

extent tlian all other cultivated crops except grass;

and the yield will be greater, per acre, than ever

before produced.
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MISTAKE IN THE USE OF CONCEN-
TRATED rERTIIilZEKS.

There has never been a doubt in our mind,

that pure, concentrated fertilizers, or com-

mercial manures, as they are called, may be

made profitable to the common farmer. We
have used Coe's superi)hosphate of lime with

marked elfects, and portions of the same lot

distributed among neighbors were equally effi-

cacious. The objection to them is, that they

are compounded of several articles, a large

portion of which are not worth or.e-tenth of

the price paid for them.

Another cause of failure in them, is in the

manner of their application. The reader will

find below, from that excellent paper, 'Hie

Boston Journal of Chemistry, a clear state

ment of how many failures occur :

"The cause of failure in the use of concentrated

fertilizers," the Journal says, "is often due to the

manner in which they arc applied. It is difficult

for those wlio have been acaistomed to use bulky
manures, to realize that the full fertilizing potency

of a bushel of animal excrenicnt may lie held in a

large-sized tal)Iespoon, and that a handful of one

adds to plant structures as decidedly as several

shovelfuls of the other. A full dose of opium
given to patients furnishes cjuite a dark, bulky
powder, or pill ; but if we separate the alkaloidal

principle upon which its hypnotic power depends,

we have onlv a little delicate white powder whicli

a breath of wind will blow away. The one-eighth

grain ])owder will affect the human organism as

powerfully as ten times the weight of opium. If

we were so forgetful of 'potencies' as to adminis-

ter as much, or even one quarter as much, of the

white concentrated powder as of the bulky dark

one, we should destroy our patient's life, or at

least do great injury to his health. So if, in the

use of genuine superphosphate, or guano, or ground
bones and ashes, we forget their power, and apply

too much, or apply them too directly, we endanger
the life of our pl-ants.

An experiment made upon corn affords an illus-

trative case in point. At the time of planting,

upon a lield divided by a narrow strip of sward
land, wx' directed that on one side a tal^lespixjnful

of the mixed bone and ashes should he placed in

each hill, and well covered with soil; upon the

other, four rows were to l)e treated similarly, and
upon the remainder the hills should receive a

double ([uantity. It is curious to observe the ef-

fects. I he (irst field and the four rows are re-

markabl>- thrifty. The corn came up well, and
has manifested remarkable vigor from the start.

On the other hand, the over-dosed corn a))i)cared

for a long while as if it had been jiaralyzed by
some wasting disease. It could not bear up under
so much of a good thing. More free aiumoiiia was
formed at the start than could be apiirojiriated l)y

the tender plants, and numy of tliem perished

from over-stimulation anil heat, producecl by the

fermentative changes of the active Iwdies in con-

tact. The corn that survived, is at present growing
finely, and will no doubt afford a large yield.

Now, if this had hapiiened in the course of oin-

regular agricultural lalnjrs, and without any lui-

derstanding cjf the luuure of tiie fertilizing sul)-

stancc used, it is prol)al)le it would have been con-

demned as a worthless or dangerous article. This
has been the case with hundreds of expcrunents.

and is indeed a perfectly natural conclusion to

reach. But we must learn to reason, learn to have
])atit'ncc, learn the character of the substances we
employ upon our lauds. We must be careful how
we reach conclusions; we must examine closely to

see if they arc based upon correct grounds. There
are well established principles in agriculture; let

us cling to them, and when we get results that are

puzzling or paradoxical, we must study causes,

and not judge hastily."

FARMING AND GARDENING.
Most farmers confess that a good kitchen

garden is a very profitable thing. But many

of them have none. Ask them why they do

not, and the reply will be, "Oh, I can't

stop to fuss with a garden
;
pulling weeds, and

thinning and hoeing all the time." But why

not, if a garden is profitable ?

One leading cause of unprofitable farming

is that too much poor land is employed. If

less land were used, and that used made richer,

more like a garden, more profit would be

found in farming.

In a late numlier of the North British Agricul-

turist, Mr. J. J. Mechi says :—"I could never un-

derstand why there should l)e any dillerence be-

tween gardening and farming as regards draining,

deep cultivation, and abundance of manure and
produce. I have asked why there should l)e any
ditference, and I am told by farmers : 1. That it

would not pay to treat the garden as they do the

farm—they would not grow enough. 2. When I

say that is the strongest argument for gardening

the land, I am told by the same parties that they

have neither manure or capital enough ; they don't

mean acreable capital enough, but, in jilain Eng-
lish, they admit that they hold too much land in

proportion to their capital. Now there is nothing

so easy as to double a farmer's acreable capital. I

often say to my farming friends who have 600 acres

of land, and complain of want of capital, 'take a

farm of only 300 acres, and you will at once double

voiu- acreable capital, and from my practical expe-

rience I can assure you that you will thus consid-

erably increase your percentage of protit.'

"

"WINE AND TEMPERANCE,
A good well ripened grape is a most delicious

fruit. And sometimes when we have had to con-

tent ourselves with the immature, perhaps frost-

l)itten berries of our own vines, we have almost en-

vied those who live in climates which are mild

enough to ripen the grape,—to perfect its rich ex-

cellencies. But the perusal of a paper which was

read before the Wisconsin Horticultural Society and

pul)lishedin its Transactions for 1871, makes us feel

more like giving expression to our gratitude that

our lives have fallen in pleasant places where the

fruit of the vine is not a success. The author of

the paper alluded to is Hon. Samuel D. Hastings of

Madison. He shows most conclusively the fallacy

of the idea that light wines or any other wines pro-

mote temperance. The testimony of such Ameri-

can travelers in Europe as J. Femiimore Cooper,

the novelist, Henry Greenough, the Sculptor, E. C.
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Delivan, Dr. HoUarid, and others, is quoted at

length, all of whom saw enough to satisfy them

that wine is the direct and immediate cause of

drunkenness, and not of temperance. The result

of the observation of these travellers may be ex-

"pressed in the words of Dr. Holland :

—

" failing to find the solution of the temperance
question in the Maine law, failing to perceive it in

the various modes and movements of reform, I,

with many others, have looked with hope to tind

it iu a cheap and comparatively harmless wine;
but, for one, I can look in that direction hopefully

no longer. It is the testimony of the best men in

Switzerland—those who have tiie highest good of

the people at heart—that the increased growth of
the grape has been steadily and correspondingly
attended ])y the increase of drunkenness. They
lament the planting of a new vineyard as we, at

home, regret the opening of a new grog-shop."

But admitting that the experiment has not worked

well iu wine producing countries of Europe and

Asia, it IS asked is this conclusive evidence that it

will not work well in this countrj% where the cli-

mate and haljits of the people are ditferent and

wliere the use of stronger liquors is common ?

This question is met full}' and squarely by the

writer of this paper.

The Rev. Dr. Stone, late of Boston, is quoted as

saying, at a convention at San Francisco :

—

" I had entertained a sort of hope that the manu-
fticture of pure wines and their introduction into

general use, would crowd out the gross strong li-

quors, and diminish intemperance. I am fully con-
vinced that this hope was groundless and delusive.
* * It appears that in the wine growing districts,

intemperance is on the increase, extending even to

the youth of botU sexes."

After having travelled extensively through Cali-

fornia, the editor of the Pacific, a newspaper of

high character, published at San Francisco, says :

—

"But through some parts of these mountains, as

well as in the valleys, there is arising a species of
production fraught with dire evil to the producers
and the country ; it is that of wine-making. Al-
ready wine has Ijccome as cheap as milk, and is as

freely drank, till many once sober men, are grow-
ing iiabitiiLilly intoxicated. In one wine-growing
neighborhood we arc told that young girls, seven-

teen years of age, reeled through the streets under
the Intoxication of pure California wine. Men
once of worth, now are, through wine, lost to so-

ciety, and becoming a fear and disgrace to their

families. One leading man enumerated to us five

of his acquaintances who, once noble men, are now
to be called drunkards, through wine. The pro-

duction of this article, now fearfully on the in-

crease, must prove a curse to the whole laud if per-

severed in."

W. N. Mills, Esq., a gentleman personally known

to the writer of this paper, and the editor of the

Rescue, a paper published at Sacramento, says :

—

''There are a irreat many people who make the

argument that wine drinking will prove a cure for

the vice of drunkenness, and thej' talk with such
seriousness, that we are almost compelled to be-

lieve them honest in the doctrine they enunciate.

But we would ask them to note this :—That every
vineyard in the State is a drunkery ; that men who a

few years ago, perhaps were strenuous temperance
people, or a\ least abstained from drink, are now,
that they have wine producing vineyards, rapidly

becoming drunkards, and that Los Angelos and
Sonoma counties especially, and the other wine
producing countries proportionably, are noted for

the extenl of this vice, just in proportion to the

numljer of gallons of wine they produce. These

are the facts of the case as we know them from
personal observation."

After listening to the reading of this paper, and

after some remarks by Gov. Fairchild, who hap-

pened to be present, and by other gentlemen, none

of whom would discourage the cultivation of the

fruit for the table or for preserving, the following

resolution was adopted by the Wisconsin Horticul-

tural Society :

—

Resolved, That we, as a society, fully endorse
the statement of the address, to which we have
just listened : and that we hereby instruct our com-
mittee, who have our premium list under considera-

tion, to otter no premiums for wines.

If, then, the late frosts of spring and the early

ones of fall nip our vines, and our teeth are set on

edge by the sourness of our fruit, let us modify our

disappointment by the reflection that the youth of

New England are exempt from the temptations

which beset those of wine producing countries.

For the New England Fan-mer.

THE GARDEN IN OCTOBER.
"The morning finds the self sequeBtfred man
Fret-h for his task, intend what task he may."

' 'Ilf-nee suramer ha^ her riches, autumn hence.

And hence e'en winter fills his witlior'd hand
With blushing fruits, and plenty not bis own."

Garden ! What is a garden ? Enough for

our purpose is it to say it is a space of land

devoted to the culture of vegetables, fruits,

herbs, flowers, «&'•. ; and sorry is the farm, far-

mer and his family, devoid of a garden. It

is as necessary that a farmer should under-

stand horticulture, or gardening, as it is that

he should understand husbandry—rearing ani-

mals, cultivation of the cereals and grasses,

and their preparation to becsame fit food for

man and beast. ]\Iany are too apt to think

that there is something mysterious in garden-

ing ; that in order to success, one must either

be a professional horticulturist or hire those

who make it a profession, too many of whom
prove mere botches, doing more injury than

good, at an exorbitant salary. There is no

better school for the agriculturist than the

garden ; for gardening is only the science of

agriculture reduced to its finest and most deli-

cate state. In it we have to remember that

the finer the production, the more care and

skill should be bestowed upon it ; that all our

finest and most succulent plants and vegeta-

bles are in an abnormal, unnatural state—the

result of high cultivation ; and can only be ex-

pected to hold their own or improve by con-

tinued high culture, care and skill. In the ag-

gregate, large amounts are paid for new vari-

eties of seeds, plants and novelties, from year

to year, and yet after a short season of cul-

ture—or non- culture—they become no bet-

ter than the old sorts we have discard*
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ed ; vvlieroa?, had we given tbem thorough

culture and a little care in selection, we

niiiilit have retained them in all their ex-

cellence, if not ini])roved upon the original.

A man ])rocnre.« a fine variety of potatoes, a

superioi- kind of s(|uasli, or any otlier ydant,

vegetal)le, or fruit ;
plants it without any regard

as to its reiiuirement.s of soil, location, &f.

and then cultivates in the same careless man-

ner, and soon concludes that gardening, frnit-

raisinp, &c., is unprotitahle ; and tliat, as fur

him, it is far better to buy or go without—the

latter most likely—than to attempt gardening.

IMost farmers nn"<iht produce garden vege-

tables and fruit sufficient to give a good sup

plv, in their season, to their families ;
yet few

of them in our own happy New England are

well suitplied with the most common varieties.

"Why is this so? Our answer is, simply, they

do not give sufficient attention to diversified

productions of the fann and garden. We are

glad to notice that much is being done througli

the Inflence of Agricultural and Hortieultiiral

papers, as well as by societies and individual

example, to induce greater attention to the

culture of gardens by our rural residents.

The season for the cessation of direct labor in

the garden is rapidly ap7>roaching, and what

remains to be done should be done at once, for

there is no forei-asting what a week may bring

forth. Besides the harvesting of any remain-

ing crops before freezing, there is much that

may be done to enhance another year's profits.

First in importance are the destruction of

weeds and their seeds ; diagincr and hauling

muck, sods, woods-mould, &c.,for competing,

or for winter use as absorbents, deodorizers.

&c., for making manure, the secret of success

in growing nice vegetables and fruits. Over-

look no source of sup})ly from which material

may be drawn to add to the compost pile, and

you will be astonished at the amount next

spring.

Asp.vRAGUS.—Time is gained, and other ad

vantages are obtained, by sowing, the seed or

setting the roots early in fall. The deeper

and rii-herthe beds, the better. Remember,

an asparagus bed once made, is made for a life

time, and should be thoroughly done. A good

bed is profitable ; a poor one unprofitable.

Bkei s should be harvested and stored be-

fore freezing weather ; dry them before stor-

ing.

BLAfKUKKitiES.—New plantings may be

i.iade this month, soon as the leaves fall from

the plants. Enrich the soil with a compost of

leaves, turf and well rotted manure.

Cahbagks.—These may be wintered by set-

ting in trenches, the heads even with the sur-

face and covered with stalks, straw or otlier

coarse litter, with a board or two over them,

so they may be reached during winter ; or they

may be set in trenches, heads down, and cov-

ered with five or six inches of soil. Plants

for wintering may be set in cold frames, in-

serted down to the leaves, set close together.

Cki.kky.— Remove any decaying leaves,

and earth up with dry earth before freezing.

C\derv must be kept dry and cool, but free

from "frost. Care must be used to keep

dirt from getting between the leaves into

the centre, as it is ai)t to injure it in several

way-

.

Coi.i) Fi:a>ii:s may still be made in time

for proHtal)le winter use.

Grai'KS.—Gather late varieties as fast as

ripe ; remove defective berries, and save by

p;*icking in boxes, in a dark cool place, with

gra[)e or fern leaves between the layers.

T)ianas, thus jjaeked, may be kept till grapes

come Mguiii, where an even, cool temperature

is maintained. Vines may be pruned soon

as the leaves fall. It is claimed by some Eu-

i()])eaii viiiexardists that the vine is more fruit-

ful if pruned in September. A. S. Fuller

savs he prunes in December. With my own
viiies, 1 iiave best crops by pruning in Febru-

arv. This may be from greater age, or some-

thing else, in the vines or season.

Lkttitce sown last month, will now be

large enough to transplant for permanent

growth. Transplanted into cold fran>es over

a be<l of leaves or spent manure, will enable

one to enjoy this salad all throiigh the winter,

with a little protection and care in guarding

against frosts.

Onions.—Seed sown in very rich, light soil,

in drills a foot apart, with a light protection of

litter, will start very early in sprmg.

Parsnips, wanted for winter use, may
be dug just before the ground closes in and

be packed down in sand in the cellar

;

which is the best way for preserving roots of

anv variety for domestic use. Leave others

in the ground where they grew, as they are

sweeter in spring, thus preserved.

Salsify.—Treat the same as above directed

for the ])arsnip.

SnxACii.—Thin out young plants and give

liglit protection of leaves, &c.

SiHAWBERKY Bkds.—Give protection of

evergreen boughs at the apj>roach of cold,

freezing weather. A sprinkling of the beds

with good hard wood ashes will be a benefit,

inducing greater fruitfulness in future.

ToMAToKs.—Where these have not been

already cut by frost, they may be still longer

preserved by covering the plants, or by pull-

ing the vines and hanging them in a warm, pro-

tected situation. Fruit set and partly grown

will thus often ri])en up, and may be enjo) ed

for some time. Small, partly grown fruit,

makes excellent pickles, mixed with peppers,

&.
T(-RNiPS improve greatly after cool weather,

before freezing, in the ground.
W. H. W^UITE.

Soulh Windsor, Conn., 1871.
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KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED IN FARMING.

There are many who look upon farming as

rather a small business, who think that its suc-

cessful prosecution requires only a little com-

mon sense—^_iust enough to prompt the hardy

worker to seek shelter in a rain storm, and a

very little knowledge just sufficient to count a

flock of sheep, or read a political newspaper.

This opinion was once more general than now,

for the world is growing wiser, yet at the pres-

ent time it is entertained by many. It is an

old and true saying, that "honor and shame

from no condition rise," that honor is only ac-

quired by acting well our part ia whatever

situation we may be placed. A man of ability

and knowledge who devotes all his energies to

bis business will make it honorable and profit-

able no matter how insignificent that business

may at first seem.

There is no business requiring such varied

acquirements, so much knowledge, so much

good judgment and commercial ability com-

bined, as is necessary for the thoroughly ac-

complished farmer. He stands first among

the manufacturers of the land, he makes the

wheat and corn, the beef and mutton and

pork, the wool and flax ; and manufactures

from the earth, the air, the water nearly all

that we eat and wear ; and this is not only

done by farmers as a class, but almost every

one produces many if not all of these ar-

ticles.

The manufacturer usually confines his la-

bors to the production of one article, but the

farmer is by necessity compelled to make

many. It he would make grain he must also

make beef or butter and cheese, or mutton

and wool. Hence the necessity of extensive

knowledge. It is an easy matter for the

manufacturer to ascertain how much wool will

make a yard of cloth of a certain description,

and wha't will be its cost ; but it is not so easy

for the farmer to ascertain how much grass or

hay or grain will make a pound of wool.

The manufacturer can test a new machine and

ascertain by a few simple trials whether it will

manufacture the desired article cheaper or bet-

ter than the old one ; but to ascertain how a

pound of beef can be made the cheapest, what

machine will convert hay into rich cheese in

the cheapest and best manner, is a matter re-

quiring a good deal more care and skill.

Among his varied acquirements, the farmer

should possess a knowledge of animal physi-

ology, so as to be enabled te keep his stock

in health and administer proper remedies in

case of sickness. Vegetable physiology too

must not be overlooked. Every day during

the growing season, the farmer performs work

for the growth of his crops founded on the

known laws which govern vegetable life.

Entomology is a science which the farmer is

compelled to study to some extent, and often

much more perhaps than he desires, but the

more he does so the better he is fitted to wage

a successful war against thousands of destruc.

tive foes.

In addition to all this, the farmer must be a

merchant, for he must sell as well as manu-

facture. He must in some measure take ad-

vantage of the rise and fall of prices, select

the best time for selling and the best market,

or after all his toil and anxiety he may hnd

but a poor return.

When we cotemplate this subject, at which

we have merelv glanced, in all its bearings, we

are led to exclaim. Who is competent to this

work ? Heartily do we pity those who think

that farming furnishes no scope for the exer-

cise of knowledge or abdity. If this opinion

were entertained only by those engaged m
other pursuits, it would be of no serious con-

sequence ; but we judge that many farmers

have themselves imbibed such unfounded and

unjust opinions in regard to their calling, and

where this is the case there is an end to all

improvement and all desire for improvement.

A man must have a good opinion of his call-

ing, a proper appreciation of its importance

and the means and information necessary for

its successful prosecution or he cannot hope to

succeed.—.4. J. 1)., in Ohio Farmer.

The Wilson STKAwnEUKY.—I have known

the Wilson for many years, have eaten it ri-

pened in western New York, in Cincinnati and

in Missouri, and I do not hesitate to say that,

when fully ripe, it surpassed in flavor, the

Hovey, Russell's Prolific, Agriculturist, and is

fully 'equal to the Jucunda or Triomphe do

Gand. And for size and beauty of form, I

think it surpasses, at least in this section,

either of the above varieties. The fact that

this berrv colors early and looks fit to pick at

least a week before it is ripe, has induced

many to condemn It as an amateur fruit. Let

any of your readers try the experiment of

leaving the Wilson unpicked till it assumes a

rich, dark color, and then try it with any of

his favorites, and I believe he will find that for

size, richness of flavor and general accepta-

bility, it is hard to beat.—Car. Bural New
Yorker.

Remedy for Bone Spavin.—I have found

the following remedy entirely successful, ap-

plied to a mare I 'have. She was spavined

three years ago, and had been lame about two

months when I began to use this remedy. I

applied it about three weeks, and cured it so

that she has not been lame since. The en-

larf^ement of the joint remains the same as

when using the remedy: Take cantharldes,

1 oz. ;
mercurial ointment, 2 oz ;

tincture

iodine, 1 1-2 oz. ;
turpentine, 2 oz., corrosive

sublimate, 1 1-2 dr. Mix the above with one

pound lard. Clip the hair on the enlargement

and apply for three days. Then wash clean

with soap suds and grease it for two days

;

then apply the remedy again as before.

—

S. ^

S. Gardner, in Rural New Yorker.
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For the Xeic England Farmer.

DEAINAQE OF DRY LANDS,
I am niiich obliged to "Fireside Farmer"

for his ^ erv courteous reply, in the Fakjieu of
August oth, to my inijuiry in regard to the
drainage of Ex-Governor Smith's dry land,
alludetl to in a previous number.

I have oftentimes thought that much misun-
der^tanding exists in men's minds by not
knowing just the idea that the writer intended
to convey. In the case of "Fireside Farmer,"
the land he operated on in England is de-
scribed as "light, loamy clay, verv gritty, and
a part of it almost what" would be 'called
gravel bed." Now, this to a New England
mmd niay convey but a very imperfect idea of
the kind of land operated upon. If he would
tell us how many months in a year his drains
discharge water, it would give us a better idea
of what is considered light land in England,
where the humidity of the atmosphere is

greater than it is here ; and, consequentlv, the
amount of water to be got rid of, either by
drainage or evaporation, is greater.

The larger part of the land which I culti-
vate is what is called gravel bed, of so porous
a texture that we are not obliged to wait any
length of time for it to dry, after a rain, be-
fore we can work it. I suppose that the larg-
est part of the land which we cultivate is of
so porous a texture that if it was trenched and
drain pipe put in, there would be six or eight
months in the year that they would discharge
no water.

One of the results of the drainage of the
land in England, he says, was to render it

porous. The great trouble with much of our
land is that it is already too porous ; and, as a
consequence, I sometimes pass a roller over it

to make it more compact.
Another result which he claims for his drain-

age is not so obvious to my mind ; and that is

it gave it power to retain a' healthy quantity of
water at a depth where plants could reach it,

and in a position where it could not be evapo-
rated by the heat of the sun. In our climate,
we are obliged to lay our drains three feet
deep, generally, in order to get them beyond
the ejects of frost. As I cannot suppose" that
there is much of a reservoir short of that
depth, I tiiink it would be rather hard for the
roots of mail)- [ilants to find their way down
so far in search of moisture.
Now, I am (juite an advocate for under

drjiinage. ] have done a little of it, and al-
ways with very satisfactory results. Indeed,
I once put one through a verv porous piece of
land, to drain a cellar, and though a drop of
water was never seen to pass through it,—that
from the cellar always settling into the loose
gravel before it got through,—yet like Gover-
nor Smith's drained dry land, the grass over
the drain was much better than on the adjoin-
ing land.

But I have a theory about it more satisfac-

tory to nie than under-drainage. My theory
is, that if all our gravelly soils were trenched
to the depth of four feet", and two feet of this
space filled with small stones and covered with
the surface soil, it would be greatly benefited
by it. The stones absorb no water, but they
condense the moisture that is brought up from
below, and hold it, as a kind of reservoir, to
be parted with as evaporation goes on from
the heat of the sun. In this case, instead of
having four feet in depth of this dry gravel to
saturate, we have but two. In accordance
with this idea, then, I consider under-drainage
is a misapplication of terms.

T make these remarks because I think drain-
age is sometimes made a hobby of, and being
reconmiended in localities where common sense
indicates it to be useless, there is danger of
prejudicing the minds of farmers again'st the
drainagt; of land where there is an injurious
excess of water. It is the dissemination of
correct views which we should aim at.

\ would like to ask "Fireside Farmer" if he
thinks that, under our present laws for the di-
vision of real estate, with no law of primo-
geniture in force, with land held in small par-
cels, which is being continually subdivided,
and with a goverimient that stands aloof from
such works of improvement, any very exten-
sive system of under-drainage of dry soils
will be likely to be undertaken ? I also wish
he would tell us how it is that a tenant in the old
country can alFord to carry out such expensive
(or what would be considered so in this coun-
try) systems of drainage, while here we think
that it can be done only by those who have
nieans outside of their farms. I presume he
is abundantly able to give us information on
these subjects, and I hope he will be disposed
to do so. J. L. Hubbard.

Feabody, Mass., August 10, 1871.

For the Xew England Farmer,

FACTS AND SUGGESTIONS.
Condition of Farmers—Value of Swamp Land— Saving
Mat.ure—Restoration of Exhausted Land—A Home-
made Fertilizer—A Hopeful View.

It is now the third year of the depreciation
of the hay crop with most of high ground
farms of this and other New England States,—not more than half a crop, compared with
last year, with yet another short crop booked for
the future

; as, let it be ever so wet, the grass
roots are past restoration in one year. Hay
being the most remunerative source to the
farmer at this time of the low prices of cat-
tle, how can the old fashion farmer stand the
strain of high taxes and high labor ?

A new era of farm management must soon
be entered u[)on or the New England Far-
mer and other agricultural papers will reap
a golden harvest for advertising " Farms
for Sale," with comparatively few buyers. A
few of these improvements I will mention as
they come to mind.
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First, get up a high estimate in your own

'

brain of every acre of unsightly swamp land ,

that you may possess, though heretofore it may

have been counted worthless. After a little

engineering, strike a deep ditch through its

lowest outlet, bring to light those inexhausti-

ble stores of richness collected from the high

lands since the days of the antediluvians, by

draining it dry
;
pull all the stumps,_ trees and

bushes from "its surface
;

plough it ; sow on

from 20 to 50 bushels of lime to the acre to

correct its acidity, and sow thickly with timo-

thy. Oue acre shall produce more than the

best five of high and dry field land, in all these

years of continued drought, without the need

of 25 ox-loads of barn-yard manure to the

acre, to be felt only three or four years.

If the fanner is not afraid to take exorbi-

tant interest on his money now invested in

banks, railroads, and government bonds at

from six to ten percent, let him draw it from

these and other places of investment and re-

ceive, in this case, one hundred per cent.

I have cleared about two acres of such

swamp land at a cost of about S50. Though

not yet ploughed or reseeded, it pays me this

year the interest on $500 at 6 per cent. A
neighbor of mine having improved four acres of

swamp, cuts this year of short hay crops, 10

or 12 tons of the best of hay without any

prospect of immediate depreciation.

Another improvement in farming may be

made by those who have not already done so,

by hauling in turf, loam, swamp mud, mixed

with lime^into the barn-yard, barn cellar, hog

yard, and under sink spouts, thereby saving

all the manure that can be secured in this di-

rection. '

And yet, in my opinion, for a farmer to '

think to bring up "an old exhausted farm to a

high state of fertility by barn-yard manure

alone, made on his own farm, is like a man's

stepping into a basket and attempting to lift

himself by the handles. While he is bringing

up one acre, two are running down.

A home-made phosphate may be had at a

cost of not more than $20 a ton, by taking

at the rate of 100 lbs. of raw ground bone,

100 lbs. wood ashes, 100 lbs. plaster, wet

into a soft mud, to stand some days and then

dried off by as much more dry dirt scraped

out from under buildings containing nitre, or

by nitrate of soda at $9 per hundred. Tliis

composition contains ail the four bases of plant

food, according to Professor Ville's theory.

This composition is in part my own discovery,

and is within the reach of every farmer. I

have tested it during the last year so far that

I feel authorized to say that an acre of land

can be manured at a cost of five or six dollars,

equal to that which receives 20 or 25 ox-loads

of barn-yard manure.

I cannot close this short article without

a word of exhortation or of encouragement to

the farmers of IMaine, New Hampshire, and

other states in the Union, where drought,

grasshoppers, and short crops are the order

of the day. As the purposes of the Divine

mind only tend to the good of the creature,

these years of continued drought tend to fer-

tilize the soil, drawing the nitre to the surface

of the earth where it helps to feed the vege-

table world, while continued rain would carry

it and keep it below the reac'i of roots of

plants. The earth is also enriched by the ac-

tion of the sun, as it is well known in England

that land ploughed and suffered to muain un-

cultivated through a summer's sun is improved

in fertility. That the earth is similarly im-

proved by these years of drought is evident

to every observer, by the noticeable fact of

the great amount of butter-cup or crows-foot

i that covered hill, dale, and pasture the present

year, where it was not seen before. As this

plant is found only in the best and richest soil,

we argue that the earth has become more fer-

tile for the drought, and will again more than

compensate the agricultural world for its losses,

i crosses and disappointments, when the wet
'

seasons, in their astronomical rounds, shall

again visit our globe. M. J. ELvrvey.

I Epping, N. H., 1871.

HOW TO GET PLENTY OP FRESH
EGGS.

In a long communication to the Germantown

Telegraph, upon the subject of poultry, Mr.

E. 1) wight of Hudson, Mich., considers, the

question "How to get plenty of good- flavored

fresh eggs with little trouble," and thinks \l

there is any secret in it, he has discovered it,

and makes the same public for the benefit of

all interested. He says :

—

"Once, thirty years ago, I was troubled

just as mv neighbor now is. I fed my hens

plentv of corn and got but few eggs,

reasoned upon the matter, and happened to

think that the constituent parts of milk and

the white of eggs were much alike. Xow, it

has long been known to milkmen that wheat

middlings and bran are about the best of any

feed to make a cow give milk ; why not then

the best to make the hens lay eggs ? I tried

it, and since then have had no trouble. My
mode of preparing the feed is to mix about

five parts of bran with oue of middlings. In

the morning I wet up with water about four

quarts of the mixture in a large tin pan, tak-

ing pains to have it rather dry, though all

dalnp. This I set in a warm, sunny spot,

'•

south of their shed, and theywalk up, take a

few dips, don't seem to fancy it like corn, and

start oil' on a short hunt for something better,

but always coming round in a short time for a.

few more dips from the dish of bran. There is

little time during the whole day but what one

I or more are standing by the pan, and likewise

i
helping themselves.

i I am careful to mix for them just as much
'

as they will consume during the day. At

night, "just before they repair to the roost, I
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usually throw them about a pint of shelled

corn, well scattered, so that each one can get

a few kernels. If your hens don't incline to

eat this feed at first, sprinkle a little Indian

meal on top. I would like all who complain

of not getting eggs to try my plan, and I think

they will never be sorry."

CORN vs. HAY.
There is no doubt that the hay crop of New

J^ngland is very small. In many sections of

Maine it is nearly a failure. Take it as a

whole, it may be as small as in the scantiest

years hitherto. In most places the price of

hay has advanced beyond precedent, and al-

most a panic prevails. I was lately told of

three cows being given for one to be returned

next spring, and of cattle being sold for $10
and S20 which would have commanded five

times as much within a twelvemonth ; cases are

of daily occurrence where they are sold at

prices ruinously below the cost of growing
^em.

Such being the facts of to-day, I beg to of-

fer through your columns, a few suggestions
;

and the first is, that this calamity, like others

permitted by a AVise Providence, has its com-
pensations. Among them a very large one is

the promised abundance of the corn crop.

The prospect is such that the price has been
receding rapidly for some time, and corn can

now be had in Chicago for about forty-two

cents per bushel. To this twenty or even

thirty cents can be added for transportation,

and yet a ton can be laid down in Maine for

less than the current price of a ton of hay.

At seventy cents per bushel of 56 lbs., 2000
lbs. would cost $25. What may be the com-
parative value of hay and Indiaii corn we will

not attempt to sate with precision. There is

more difference in the feeding value of what
is called "hay" than there is in that of mar-
ketable corn. Some hay is worth a great deal

more than some other hay. It is held by our

farmers generally that a pound of corn is as

good as two pounds of average hay ; that

twenty bushels of Indian meal, weighing 1000

lbs., will go as far in wintering cattle as a ton

of hay ; some think twelve or fifti^en bushels

to be as good as 2000 lbs. of English hay. If

these estimates be near the truth, it would ap-

pear that the equivalent of a ton of hay can

be had in Indian corn for $10 to $15, while

the hay is held at twice as much, or more.
My ne.Kt suggestion is that instead of sell-

ing cattle at the prices they now bring, they

be kept over till spring, using, if need be, as

little hay and as much purchased concentrated

food as will answer a good purpose ; and in-

stead of barely carrying them through alive

winter them so well that when put to pasture

next spring they will begin at once to thrive,

and keep on steadily thriving, and not lose a

considerable part of the season in making up
winter losses. There is small danger of so

many following this method as to glut next
year's market. The prospect is fair that the

operation would pay handsomely. Indeed it

would if every farmer in the State should

adopt it. I am aware that the mass of Maine
farmers are not in the habit of buying com-
mercial manures for their hungry lands, nor
commercial articles of cattle food for hungry
stock, except to a very limited extent ; but the

suggestion is offered that the present is a par-

ticularly favorable opportunity to break up
the habit which has prevailed extensively, of

depending so exclusively upon hay. This is

an age when old notions and old practices

upon many matters are being broken into as

never before, and I believe that one part of

the design of a wise and loving Father in dis-

pensing so scanty a crop of hay this year is to

teach us much needed lessons, one of which,

if we learn it well, will be of more profit to

us than any two crops which were ever har-

vested in the State.

The idea that a farmer can, and may with

advantage, as often as the years come round,

buy materials to be manufactured into crops

and cattle, is novel to American farmers, but

it is an old one to farmers in old countries ; in

fact, it is the method by which British farmers

make the business of farming so profitable.

They do not live upon what they earn so much
as upon the profits of their business trans-

actions. They buy manure and sell grain ; or

they buy grain or linseed or cotton seed cake,

or Carob beans or any cattle food which the

world will sell at paying prices, and sell meat,

butter, cheese, &c.
Another thing ; when the English farmer

buys cattle food, he does not, ordinarily, ex-

pect to get back all the purchase money di-

rectly. He knows very well, as an every
year's transaction, where competition is as

close as what he has to encounter, that this

can be expected only in rare cases ; but he
does expect to get the balance, together with

all the profits, in the means of increased fer-

tility for his own lands.

The manure question is one which is much
talked of and much thought of, but too little

done about. One way, and under given cir-

cumstances, the best way to buy manure is in

the form of cattle food. Poor fodder makes
poor manure ; scanty fodder poorer still.

Poor manure insures poor farming ami short

crops. Lean, hungry, run-out fields feel

drought and all other drawbacks, as well-fed

fields do not.

Honesty is good policy in dealing with

neighbors. It is e(jually good policy in deal-

ing with one's self and one's own possessions.

Our lands have long been drawn upon for

what goes to make bone, and hides, and mus-
cle (and these are far more exhausting than

what makes fat) and we have made small re-

turns, greatly insufficient to make good the

draft. We have sold and sent away that

which constituted the virgin fertility of Maine
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soils ; we have brought little back to them.

Reckoning day is sure to come. In fact, part

of the bills for damages are presented thi*!

summer. With them comes also a rare op-

portunity to buy as much as we will of the

fertility of Western prairies and put it upon
our hungry fields. Why not not buy liberally ?—S. L. Goodale, in Maine Farmer.

THE PEAR TREE BLIGHT.

Does anybody know the cause of the blight,

and the remedy therefor, which is destroying

so many of the best pear trees ? It attacks

only a branch or a twig at a time, and when it

first strikes, the leaves look as if they had

been scalded. The sap speedily dries out of

the leaves, and the limb dies. The only reme-

dy we know of, thus far, is amputation of the

diseased part. This does not protect the rest

of the tree, while it is a severe remedy that

spoils the shape and looks of the tree, and
makes the owner''s heart ache. Who knows
of a better remedy ? Many an anxious owner
of fine pear trees, which begin to show signs

of the coining fate, would like to know.
Our attention was called to this, a few days

ago, by Mr. Sherwood, whose trees are suf-

fering severeh'. One of his neighbors had a

tree attacked in the same way, and supposed

it had been struck by lightning, so strangely

did the branches wither. More recently Sena-

tor Hubbel showed us six or eight valuable

trees in his fine garden which are perishing

with the blight. From the way in which a

single twig or limb first begins to wither, we
are inclined to attribute the blight to some
local cause. ^Ve carefully examined several

limbs, and found some of them had been at-

tacked by a very small worm or insect, which

not only perfoi-ated the bark, but in some in-

stances had completely girdled the limb by
eating round it under the bark, next to the

wood. Is this what causes the blight ? If so,

will an application of carbolic acid, as soap-

suds, or in some other form of wash, prove a

remedy ? Will its use early in the spring and
at intervals afterward prove a preventive ?

Or does the insect or worm hatch from a nit

laid in the bark ? Who can throw any light

on the subject? If some remedy and preven-

tive is not soon discovered, we fear our pears

and next our apples will follow our pluma.

—

Utica Herald.

tion of freezing and thawing in late winter

and earlv spring, the time which so sorely tries

wheat. If the ground is made mellow deep

down, the tendency of the plant is to form a

tap root with few laterals. When the surface

is lifted with the frost, this root is broken oil,

and the plant is left on top to die, when the

ground settles again to its place. Mr. C. L.

Olmstead prepares all his corn ground for

wheat, with the harrow alone. Last year his

corn stubble was carefully ploughed for wheat,

with the exception of a strip twenty-five feet

wide across the field, which was harrowed.

It was all sowed at the same time and in the

same manner. The wheat on the dragged
strip was much heavier, and every way better

at harvest than that on the ploughed laud.

—

Rochester Rural Home.

SHALLOW SEED-BED FOR "WHEAT.

Mr. C. L. Olmstead, of Le Roy, Genesee
County, N. Y., after long experience, favors

the plan of sowing wheat after corn without

ploughing. The theory is—and it is held by
many of our best wheat growers, F. P. Root
among] the number—that in a shallow seed-

bed the roots are more in number, and spread

cut^near the surface. Consequently they rise

and fall with the surface soil, under the opera-

Crossixo Long avith Short Wool
Sheep.—You ask for experience in crossing

long with short wool sheep. I will give you
mine. Two years ago I selec'ed forty large

Merino ewes, and served them with a Leicester

buck. The lambs were large and did well.

No trouble about the ewes giving milk

enough.
Last year I used the Leicester buck to all my

Merino ewes, and this smnmer find more or

less small lambs from small and young ewes.

I made this cross to get larger sheep, as my
sheep were getting too small. My last year's

lambs wh;ch I sheared this summer averaged

four pounds per head, which is rather light

shearing.

I had had some experience a number of

years ago in crossing the long wool ewes to

Merino bucks, and I think the results were
more sati^factory than the crossing of fine ewes

to long woolcd bucks. This I think the proper

way to cross, if one is not satisfied with the

long wool in its pure state.

I think that the fine buck with the coarse

ewe can be followed up for a number of crosses
;

at least four or five, before the sheep became
too small to be profitable mutton sheep, with

a continual increase in the shearing qualities.

— Cor. Western Rural.

Getting Wet.—HalVs Journal of Health

sensibly discourses :— Summer showers fre-

quently overtake persons and "wet them to

the skin ;" it is then safer to walk steadily and
rapidly on, until the clothes become dry again,

than to stop under the shelter and remain there

still until the storm is over. If home is reached

while the clothing is yet wet, take some hot

drink instantly, a pint or more
;
go to the

kitchen fire, remove every garment, rub the

whole body with a coarse towel or fiannel, put

on woolen underclothing, get into bed, wrap
up warm, and take another hot drink ; then

go to sleep, if at night ; if in the day tune,

get up in an hour, dress and be active for the
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remainder of the day. Suppose you sit still

in the damp clothing ; in a few minutes chilli-

ness is observed, tlie cold "strikes in," and

next morninir there is a violent cold, or an at-

tack of pleurisy or pneumonia which, if not

fatal in a week, often requires weeks and
.months and weary years to get rid of. The
short, sharp rule should be, if the clothing

gets wet, change instantly, or work or walk

actively, briskly, until perfectly diy.

Watkkixg Sheep.—A correspondent asks

if it is necessary to furnish his sheep with wa-

ter. We answer, Yes. Not that they will

not live without it, for we have known them

to be without drinking for a month, and ap-

parently suffer but little if any inconvenience

but we have also noticed that where they have

access to good, pure water, no animal resorts

to it with more regularity, or partakes of il

•with more seeming satisfaction. Especially

do we think it important that ewes with un-

weaned lamlis should have water within easy

reach. We speak of good, pure water; for

not only sheep, but all other animals are only

injured by the poisoned, stagnant water af-

forded by ponds and holes during the hottest

season ; and if they have to die, we don't

know but it had as well be by famine as the

equally sure method of poison.— Western Bu-
ral.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

DISEASES AFFECTING RESPIRATION.

I have a heifer which has a cough, and at times

seems put to it for breath. Wiien hurried up liill

she will run out her tongue and seem in great dis-

tress fur breatli. Can you inform me wliat to do
for lier ? Albee Buss.

CambrUlgrpoyt, VL, Aug. 19, 1871.

Remarks.—Before ansvveriugthe question of our

correspondent, we propose to give a brief descrip-

tion of three of the several diseases wliich affect

the iunctiou of respiration,

—

hvonchiiis, emphysema,

and asthma. And we premise M'ith the remark

that respiration, the organs by which respiration is

performed, the difcascs which affect those organs,

and the proi>er remedies for such diseases, arc the

same in the brute and in the man.

The function of the trochea or wind-pipe is to

convey air to the lungs, and just before entering

those organs it divides into two smaller pipes called

bronclu or bronchial tubes, one of which branches

out to every portion of the right lung, while the

other, in like manner, r.amities through every part

of the k'l 1 1 ung. The trachea and the bronchial tubes,

even to the smallest ofthem, are eomiujscd ofnumer-

ous rings of cartilage or gristle, and these rings are

connected together and moved by muscular iibres.

The smaller bronchial tubes, or extreme branches of

the trachea, terminate in numberless little cells in

which the purification of the blood, which is the

proper function of the lungs, takes place. All of

these air tubes and air cells hare their inner sur-

face covered by a thin soft membrane like that

which lines the mouth and throat, and which se-

cretes a peculiar substance called mvcus, and is

therefore called mucous membrane. These tubes

and cells are eoimectcd with each other and with

tlic pulmonary arteries and veins, by means of

cellular tissue, such as is seen directly under the

skin and in various other parts of the body. Now,
when that portion of mucous membrane which

lines the bronchial tubes and cells becomes in-

ll.imed, we have a case of nRONCiiiTis; and when,

from violent coughing, excessive ruiming or lift-

ing, or any other cause, some of the bronchial cells

are ruptured so that air escapes into the connecting

cellular tissue, we have a case of pulmonary em-
physema or emphysema of the lungs; and

when, from any cause the muscular fibres of

the smaller bronchial tubes assume a state of pro-

longed or permament spasm, we have a ease of

ASTHMA. '

Bronchitis, then, is an inflammation of the lin-

ing membrane of the bronchial tubes, and it may
be either acute, sub-acute, or chronic. Acute bron-

chitis is generally produced either by the action of

cold, or by the action of some morbific agent in

the atmosphere. In the human subject, it is com-

monly preceded by inflammation of the mucous
membrane of the nasal passages, which travels

downward to the air vessels of the lungs. The
cough is at first painful and dry, but after a few

days, the patient expectorates a frothy fluid some-

times streaked with blood, which soon gives place

to a more free expectoration of a thick, yellowish

or greenish matter. As a general rule, respiration

is not greatly att'ected, and the febrile symptoms,

are, usually, moderate. The average duration of

this form of bronchitis is ten or twelve days. Sub-

acute bronchitis is ordy a milder form of the dis-

ease, and requires but little attention. Chro7iic

bronchitis is a disease of more serious import, and

is sometimes mistaken for pulmonary consump-

tion. It is generally a sequel of the acute variety

of the disease, and is most common in persons who
have passed the middle term of life. The sj'mp-

toms differ but little from those of acute bronchi-

tis, except that they are less severe, but more per-

sistent.

In regard to the treatment of persons affected

with bronchitis, we will only say that in mild forms

of the disease, very little need be done, aud in the

severer forms the patient should be under the care

of a judicious physician. If we hail a horse, an

ox, or some other domestic aiumal affected with

this disease, we should depend chiefly on a free

use of an infusion of flaxseed, or some other muci-

lage, with plenty of nourishing food. We would
also keep the animal dry aud warm, and give him
pure ah" to breathe.

Pulmonary Emphysema denotes the pre-

sence of air in the cellular or connective tissue of

i the lungs, and arises from rupture of the air cells.
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It is a chronic affection, is unaccompanied by fever I good food; and if she does not improve before

and in a majority of cases it is gradual in its devel-

opment. The most prominent symptoms of this

atftction are labored breathing {di/sp/taa), in which

the act of inspiration is shortened, and tliat of ex-

piration prolonged—a hard spasmodic cough, with

more or less expectoration ; and a congested or

livid appearance to the skin, especially to that of

the face. In severe cases the dt/sprnva or labored

breathing is habitual, and the patient is unable to

take active exercise without suffering for want of

breath ; but in milder cases, the respiration is dis-

turbed only by exercise ; dyspncca is not habitual.

The cough occurs in paroxysms, and these are

accompanied by much congestion or fullness of

the face and enlargement of the veins of the '.

neck. As this affection is often caused by bron-

chitis, and is generally associated with it in some-

way, the treatment should be the same as for that

disease ; and in proportion as the bronchial inflam-

mation is subdued, the patient will be relieved

;

but pulmonary emphysema itself, is incurable.

Asthma, properlj', consists in a spasmodic af-

fection of the muscular coat of the smaller bron-

chial tubes ; but the term is frequently, though er-

roneously, applied to that form of dyspnoea which

attends certain obstructions in the heart.

The symptoms of asthma resemble those of Em-
physema of the Lungs, except that they occur in

paroxisms, and the paroxisms are not commonly

brought on by exercise. Indeed, asthma is of so

common occurrence that its symptoms need not be

particularly described, although those of pulmo-

nary emphysema and valvular disease of the

heart are often confounded with them.

So many things have been employed for the cure

of asthma, or for the mitigation of its paroxisms,

that we shall mention but a few of them. In a

certain proportion of cases Indian tobacco {lobelia

inflata), and common tobacco are especially effica-

cious. Tliey need not be carried to the extent

of producing vomiting, for if not effectual when

nausea is induced, it will be useless to push them

further. The inhalation of the vapor of chloro-

form or ether is a measure of great value in many
cases of this disease ; but such remedies should be

employed only under the supervision of a physi-

cian or some other competent person.

The disease called Heaves, which is so common
among horses, and which may occur in other ani-

mals, is very generally supposed to be identical

with asthma in the human subject ; and, doubtless

it is so in many cases ; but we believe that many
times it is caused either by emphysema of the

lungs, or by a disease of the heart.

We suppose our correspondent's heifer labors

under either j^ulmonary emjj/ii/sema, or that par-

ticular form of asthma which results from a dila-

tation of the heart and obstructed circulation,

caused by a diseased state of some of the valves,

and called cardiac asthma,—probalily the latter.

We would advise that the heifer be kept as still

as possible, and fed flax-seed tea, with plenty of

long, we advise our friend to make beef of her,

for neither of the affections, last mentioned, will

inipah- the quality of the flesh—that is, if the dis-

ease has not progressed so far that she will not

fiitten. J. H. s.

West Brattleboro, Vt., Sept., 1871.

SUMAC.

I see that American Sumac is quoted at .^75 per
ton. Now how is it prepared ? What is saved ?

Where is there a market ? h. e. t.

West Cormvall, I't., Aug., 1S71.

Remarks.—Sumac is prepared in different ways.

Only the leaves are valuable. No stems nor other

parts of the plant must be mixed with the leaves.

They are gathered after attaining full growth and

before frost or before they fade or turn red. A
correspondent of the Country Gentleman says, cut

the stalks of the present years' growth and cure

them as you would hay, taking care to preserve it

from rain and dew, as both injure it same as they

injure hay. Put it in the barn and examine it often,

for a time, for it will heat and sp)il ver}- soon if

not properly cured. Let it lie until the weather is

very cold ; then thresh it. This may be done by

throwing it on the barn floor three or four feet deep

and put on a span of horses. They will soon tread

the leaves from the stalks. Rake off the sticks and

put on another flooring. When the leaves and

small branches that do not rake out have become a

foot or more deep on the floor, put the horses on to

that, and tread and stir it until it is quite fine; ih3n

sift it with a large coarse sieve—about half-inch

mesh—and it is ready for sacking. Before using, it

is ground in a mill somewhat similar to an old-

fashioned bark mill. These mills are made in Vir-

ginia, and we suppose it is usually sold after being

ground and bolted. Sometimes it is spread on

lattice work for curing, as it is gathered. In Sicily

the roots are planted and cultivated. It is used for

tanning moi'occo and for dying and printing calico,

and could probably be sold where morocco is made
or calico is printed, and in cities where these man-

ufacturers obtain their supplies, but we have no

positive information on this point. Richmond, Va.,

is quit^ a market for it.

From two to five hundred thousand dollars are

paid yearly for imported sumac, and until recently

it was supposed that the American shrub was

worthless. But it is now demonstrated that the

sumac grown in Virginia is equal to that imported.

The Washington Agricultural Report for 1869

has an article on the subject, with analyses show-

ing the amount of tannin, &c., it contains, with a

promise of further information in the Report for

1870, which may be obtained when published !

We thmk we have seen a statement to the effect

that the sumac gi'own at the north was less valua-

ble than that gro^\ai in Virginia and other Southern

States, but are not al)le to refer to it now.

We hope these remarks will call out a more in-

telligible reply to the questions of our correspon-
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dent. A good article of sumac, properly prepared,

brings double the sum named by H. E. T.

MEAL FOR MANVRK.

It was stated in the Farmer some weeks since

that the tobacco fanners of the Connecticut valley

were using corn, l)arley and other mcul for manure.
As the price per pound of such substances is much
lower than that of most of the commercial ma-
nures, as the chance for adulteration is vastly less,

and as there is no trouble in getting them at a fair
|

market price anywhere, wc should feel much in-

terest in the statement of men who have used them
in regard to their working.
Cotton seed meal is said to make a riclier ma-

nure when fed, than corn or wheat. I have just

top-dressed two square rods of grass ground, one
with twelve and one-half pounds cotton seed meal,

and the other with same amount corn meal. This
would be equal to one ton, or forty bushels per

acre. These grains contain all the elements ne-

cessary for plant food. They are easily obtained

and applied. It seems to me reasonal)le to suppose
that these substances would make a cheaper and
more relial)le fertilizer for hill application than

any of the guanos, poudrettes ur phosphates in

the market.
It is not too late for experiments to test their fer-

tilizing value in some measure this fall, on winter

grains and mowing lands. , f.

Franklin, Mass., 6vpt. 4, 1S71.

RfeMARKs.—The following paragraph, clipped

from the Springfield, Mass., Homestead, is the only

report of the results of experiments in the use of

Indian meal that we have seen. Mr. L. G. Curtis

decided when he cut his tobacco, that the crop

where he used the Indian meal was worth one-third

more than it was where he used the same worth of

other fertilizers. He has been trying different

modes of enriching his land for several years ; has

used hay ploughed in, and sometimes ploughs in a

crop of rye, green, both of which have given good

satisfaction.

TIME AND MODE FOR TRANSPLANTING CEDARS.

I wouM like some information in regard to setting

cedar hedges. Can it lie done in the fall,—Septem-
ber or October, safely ; and how far apart in the

row sJiould they be set ? A Svhscriher.
Jericho, ['t.,'Aug. ^0, 1S71.

Remarks.—We have had the best success in

transplanting evergreens late in the spring, about

the time the buds are well swollen. In England

the fall is considered a favorable time ; but their

winters are very difierent from ours. But at what-

ever season evergreens are transplanted, we think it

very important that the roots should be exposed to

sun or light as little as possible. Out of the

ground, the roots of evergreens are almost as much

out of their natural clement as a fish is when out

of water; and the one will die almost as soon as

the other, when thus exposed. Transplanted in a

rainy or cloudy day, or oy night, with a good ball

of earth attached, cedars might live if removed in

the fall. In most soils the cedar is liable to die

out near the base, and give the hedge a bad look.

The tlistancc apart of the plants should be deter-

mined, in part at least, by the height you intend

the trees shall be allowed to attain. In his book

on Evergreens, Mr. Hoopes recommends twelve to

titteen inches for arbor vitre, hemlock, &c., and for

pines, itc, for a large hedge or screen, three, four

and more feet.

FLOWING MEADOWS.

Your correspondent F. of Franklin, Mass.,

wishes me to give a "chapter on my personal expe-
rience in regard to letting on water to meadows to

increase their fertilitv." In response to \\\nv\\ I

will say that in 1864 t built a short dam and tiowed

a small meadow of three or four acres, letting tlie

water renuiin on all winter. The ice tarried the

dam oft' in the spring, and it has not since been rc-

liuilt. The succeeding summer I found the hay
crop Increased from two ox loads to five; Init the

quality of the hay was far Inferior,—most of the

high ground grasses being killed out. Since tliat

time the crop has gradually decreased till the pres-

ent year, when I have secured only the two ox
loads that it usually cut before the dam was Imilt.

My intention now is to ditch dry, plough and
reseed with herdsgrass, put down a Inilk head again

and flow in March or the first of April, one or two
weeks, when the snow Is going off; the water of

which, according to Dana, contains unusual rich-

ness, particularly in amount of ammonia. Tlicn

draw off dry as possible by means of the ditches

before mentioned, and the quality of grass will not
be injured, and the fertility will be kept up forever

without top-dressing with compost or leached ashes

or any other manure whatever, so long as this an-

nual flowing and draining shall take place.

I should advise F. not to heed the warnings of

his neighbors that "the land will be made S(nir."

If sucirshould be the case, a few bushels of slacked

lime to the acre, sown broadcast, at a small cost,

will be a complete remedy. But does the annual
flooding of the earth by fall rains and melting

snows make "the land sour ?"

SALT FOR CATTLE.

Another of your correspondents has taken the

ground that salt lsin,)urious to cattle. The present

summer I found a valuable ox dead In my pasture

where I keep salt In a trough most of the time.

The ox was perfectly Avell, so far as I knew, the

last time I put salt there, and from appearances, he
must have died soon after. t>omeof my ncighliurs

think that he died from eating too much salt. But
If such was the case, why did not more of the

twenty-two head that were in the pasture die also f

I have, however, since disc^irded the trough, and
put down a handful for each head on the ground.
Will some of the correspondents of the Farmhi
give an opinion, with facts, relating to the above ?

Epping, N. I{.,1871. M. J. Harvey.

Old Rose Bushes.—A subscriber sends

the following on the management of old rose

bushes to ^e New York Observer: "Never
give up a choice but decaying rose bush till

you have tried watering it tAvo or three times

a week with soot tea. Take soot from a chim-

ney or stove in which wood is burned, and
make a tea of it. When cold, water the rose

with it. When all is used, pour boiling water

a second time on the soot. The shrub will

(piickly send out thrifty shoots, the leaves will

become large and thick, and the blossoms will

be larger and more richly tinted than before.

To keep plants clear of insects, syringe them

with Quassia tea. Quassia chips can be ob-

tained at an apothecary's.
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A GOOD FAKM AND A GOOD FARMER.

OOD farms, we find,

are not always cul-

tivated by good

farmers. On such

farms, the proprie-

tors are generally

enabled to make a

fair living, in virtue

of the generosity

of the soil itself,

rather than from

any tpecial skill in their cultivation or manage-

ment.

During our June rambles among the far-

mers, it was our good fortune to find upon

one of the old estates in Rockingham County,

N. H., a whole-hearted, industrious and hberal

farmer, owning and managing an excellent

farm. There are many such, no doubt, but

there are many more who are not such.

Mr. Warren Brown, of Hampton Falls,

N. H., owns and occupies the estate upon

which he exercises his skill. He is still a

a young man, not having arrived at middle

life. The farm contains 300 acres. Of this,

175 acres are in pasture and woodland. In

salt marsh, 60 acres. In grass for mowing,

60 acres.

The stock of the farm consists of twenty-

three cattle, mostly short-horns or grades of

that blood ; two horses ; thirty-three swine,

plenty of poultry and a fine tiock of South-

down sheep.

The buildings are a nicely-preserved and con-

venient old-fashioned house, which gave evi-

dence that it had always been in careful hands
;

a barn 130 feet long, with an ample shed its

whole length on one side for the farra-carts,

wagons, rollers, &c., and on the other side sheds

for hog-yards, manure, and especially as a de-

posit for a large amount of vegetable matter,

which is converted into fertilizers for the fields.

Besides these principal buildings, there are

am{)le wood and carriage houses, granarj-, and

a large vinegar and boiler-house. Some 500

barrels of cider were stored in the vinegar-

house last fall, a considerable portion of which

he purchased.

Mr. Brown stated that his constant and per-

sistent effort is to accumulate manure. This

is his object ia keeping swine. These are

always supplied with muck, rich loam, and

every sort of vegetable matter which they can

work over and make available as a fertilizt-r.

The droppings of the stalls are thrown into

sheds, where they are worked over and min-

gled with each other by the swine. If the

pork sells for the cost of keeping, his object

is attained with regard to this branch of stock.

In addition to this source of fertilizing

agents, he has purchased and used upon his

own farm 8,000 bushels of leached ashes during

the past ten years, and has brought into his

town and sold to farmers there as much more

during the game period! He styles himself

"the manure man," firmly believing that pro-

fitable farming consists in getting large crops

from comparatively small portions of land.

As a help in this direction, he has laid abwut

15,000 tile ! In pass ng through a large field

most luxuriantly clothed with herdsgrass, two

or three members of the party remarked that

less than ten years ago a portion of it was ft; 11

of springs, a stony quagmire, cold, sprinkled

with hassocks and coarse water-grasses, and
its appearance in every way worthless and dis-

agreeable. The water from many acres above,

came down upon it from the surface, and

through the year was oozing out from the

higher portions. This kept the lower portion

continually wet, and formed a congenial home
for the plants mentioned, and for the croakino-

and slippery animals who prefer such sur-

roundings !

Now the ground was covered with herds-

grass just coming into bloom, and so thick as

to impede our passage through it! Thanks to

the drainage, the ashes and the work of the

swine. He had laid stone drains, but did not

think them economical. His tile drains work

admirablv, and when once well laid be con-

siders the work done for many years.

Butter is made by tlie family. Much of the

farm work is done by two pair of stalwart

oxen.

He sells fifty tons of hay yearly, and t'Jnks

he will be able to sell a hundred tons anruallv,

and at the same time keep his present amouiit

of stock, when his practice has been continuird

through a few more years. That is, bv the

continued use of the leached ashes, in connec-

tion with heavy manuring, he will be able to

double the present crops.

This, we think, he will not be able to do on

most of the fields over which we passed, but
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may accomplish it on lands which have not yet

been much worked.

In accordance with a practice which has

prevailed to a large extent over New Eng-

land, he formerly broke up grass lands, ma-

nured, planted with corn and potatoes, and

then seeded to grass with some kind of grain.

Contrary to the commonly received opinion,

he thought this course exhansted the soil, and

was not a good preparation for the grass crop.

With these views, he ploughs in August,

manures, pulverizes finely, uses leached ashes,

sometimes a hundred bushels to the acre, sows

the seed liberally and then rolls the land.

After all, so much depends upon the nature

of the soil, that a practice which has proved

highly successful on one farm might not be at

all applicable on a farm immediately adjoin-

ing. Mr. Brown's farm is natural grass land
;

a moist, heavy loam, commonly called a

granite soil. Such a soil is undoubtedly better

adapted to grass than a sandy loam ;
and in

a reiiion where hay is in demand, may be de-

* voted to grass more advantageously than if

employed with most other crops.

On the other hand, we are inclined to think

that on lighte'r loams a proper rotation of

crops, well manured and tended, would aiFord

more profit than by turning over the sod and

reseeding at once with grass.

Two or three other things come to the aid

of Mr. Brown which most of us do not enjoy.

He inherited a tract of excellent land ;
some

of it in good order ; other portions had never

been reclaimed. The buildings were in fair

condition, and along with these a sufficient

money capital, we understand, to manage the

estate as he pleased. All these he has econo-

mized, and adding to them industry and skill,

has probably increased the value of both.

Then he has sixty acres of salt marsh. This

needs no re-seeding, ploughing or fencing.

Taxes upon it are light, and the only cost of

its products are the cutting, making and haul-

ing.

What tliis hay is worth in the barn per ton

we do not know. Perhaps half the value of

the best upland hay. Some of the marshes

produce a ton to the acre ; but if only one-half

that, there are thirty tons,—equal to the whole

crop harvested on a great many of the New
England farms!

These are adv.antages which most of us have

not realized, but advantages of which he has

made good use, husbanding them with ability

and skill, and proving what the soil is capable

of producing when generously managed.

With his fine farm, amiable family, pleasant

garden and other attractive surroundings, his

is a true home and the "gateway to heaven."

Broken Hohx.—In reply to an inquiry by a

correspondent who had replaced the shell of the

hom of a heifer which had been knocked off,

whether it would re-fasten and do well, Dr. Home,
of the Wesfer7i Farmer, replies that it will not,

any more than would a finger or toe nail. He says

that he lias treated several cases of the kind and

that his method of treatment, is to procure from ten

to fifteen feet of clean cotton cloth, not new cloth
;

let it be torn in strips of one and one-fourth inches

wide, the strips carefully sewed together at the

ends. Make a bowl of good i ommon starch, as

for shirt bosoms ; besmear well the bandage ; roll

it up, and wrap the pith of the horn, from base

to beyond the tip. After it is well dried, cover

with a coat of tar, or pitch. Protect fi-om further

injury and leave the rest to nature, and the hom
will be reproduced.

High Price of Hay.—We can recall several

instances in which there was a general alarm aViout

a scarcity of fodder in hay time, which was fol-

lowed later in the season by an abundance and

much lower prices; but we do not now remember

a single instance in which unusual high prices

thus early in the season were sustained throughout

the year. These results are undoubtedly the effect

of causes. In an apparent scarcity of fodder far-

mers save much that would not be saved in appar-

ent plenty ; they reduce their stock
;
perhaps small

crops are more nutritive in proportion to bulk

than large ones; perhaps, too, there is less differ-

ence than to our excited senses there appears to

be; an unfavorable spring and summer may be

followed by a favorable fall and winter, &c. There-

fore, it would not surprise us if hay should prove

to be more plenty later in the season than it ap-

pears to be now; nor that it should be cheaper in

the winter than in the summer.

Patent Right Swindlers.—A correspondent

of the Mirror and Farmer says that some of these

swindlers have recently Aisited Ascutneyville, Vt.,

and "taken in" some of the people thei-e. A
wealthy farmer was induced to give them his note

for !ft70. But on sober, second thought he mis-

trusted it was a swindle, and immediately followed

them, demanding his note and thi-ee dollars for his

trouble. This they concluded to do. Ho then told

them they might leave town if they would give

him ten dollars more. They forked over the

nioncv and left.
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For the New England Farrrfr,

CAST IKON HAND CIDER MILLS.

A correspondent (S. C. Pattee,) in an
article published in the Farmer last fall,

makes inquiries regarding cast iron hand cider

mills, and gives his experience as far as he
has observed, which is so unlike anything
known in this vicinity, that I am induced to

otier a few remarks. He inquires first, Are
they practicable for common use ? Probably
if they were to be used upon a farm contain-

ing large quantities of apples where a great

number of barrels of cider were to be made,
they might not be profitable, for the reason

that much more time would be required than

if made in the. old fashioned mills where the

power consists of horses. Their practicability

consists in their adaptation to those farms
where comparatively few baiTels are to be
made, and whereby these can be made at any
season of the year, in the winter as well as in

the fall ; and apples assorted during the winter

can be made into cider for vinegar, which
otherwise would go to waste, unless fed to

stock, which would be less profitable. Again
the better method of using the mills is, after

having ground the apples, squeeze what juice

will flow without too much of an effort upon
the screw, and then return the pomace to a

half hogshead tub, and having thrown one or

two pailfuls of water thereon, let it remain
until considerably fermented, when upon being
squeezed the second time, nearly every par-

ticle of juice will be extracted, and which by
many is considered to be superior for vinegar

to the clear juice.

He asks, secondly, Can good cider be made
with them ? The answer would be, emphati-
cally, yes, fully equal if not considerably su-

perior to that made in the usual way.

Thirdly, Is the cider unfit for use, being
black and nasty, tasting of iron, generally, or

is this the exception ? If any such circum-

stances have occurred, as are related by your
correspondent, they certainly are the ex-
ceptions ; no such cases having occurred in

this vicinity. The fact of any unnatural dis-

coloration of the cider, even, in the least de-

gree, is unknown here. The cider bears the

same color as though made in an old fashioned

wooden mill. The cider, as every one knows,
takes its color somewhat from the treatment it

receives in the manufacture. If the cider is

pressed immediately after being ground, it

will be of much fighter color, than if the pom-
ace is allowed to stand a little time after being
ground, in which case it will possess that rich

dark red color that is so much admired.

One very essential benefit to be derived

from the use of hand mills, consists in the

opportunity of making cider of different

grades ; that is, of assorted apples, or poor
ones. Of course, it is known to every person

that if one would have good cider, it must be
made from good apples ; and if one has a

hand mill he can make his cider in such
quantities, and of the quality desired.

The method usually employed is, first, to
place in the bottom of the tub or hoop, a
layer of good clean straw, (when it is to be
pressed immediately,) and then grind in the
fruit until one-fourth full ; then put in an-
other layer of straw,—thus alternate until

the hoop is filled. Place upon it the follower
and press as hard as desired, then cast out
the pomace, and so repeat the operation. In
grinding fruit that is rather hard it will be
found that not nearly all of the juice can be ex-
tracted, hence the necessity of a second press-
ing, as above indicated, from which, with the
little water thrown in, nearly as much may be
obtained for vinegar as from the first pressing.

This product, in consequence of the small
amount of water, will change to vinegar much
sooner. Therefore, more cider can actually

be made by the hand mill than otherwise.

Collim h ia , Conn
.
, Aug.,1871. w . h . Y.

For the New England Farmer.

CAEE OF FARM IMPLEMENTS.
A short time since, I called on a friend at

his place of business in Boston who had just

returned from the West, where he had been
to look after customers, collect money, &c.
I inquired of him as to business prospects of
fanners where he had travelled. His reply
was "bad, very bad. Limited trade and but
little money." How is this ? I asked. Plave
not crops been good and the farmers enjoyed
every facility for doing a profitable business
and paying their bills? "O yes, yes," was the
reply ;

" many held their grain and cattle for

a higher price, and paid as high as twenty per
cent, for money they must have to use."'

This, he said, however, was not the worst
of their management. Everj- farmer has
come to the conclusion that he must have all

the improved machinery now in use in farming,
and which is readily procured through agents
at his door, who are so adroit in their calling

that all hesitancy to buy, on the farmer's part,

is soon swept away, and almost before he is
'

aware of it, he has parted with what little cash
he had towards paying for his implement and
given his note for the balance. He might
have got on quite well for a time with the old

machine, and probably would if he had not
been overpersuaded by the cunning of the

dealer.

This, my friend assured me, was regarded
by the storekeepers as the most serious draw-
back of any the farmers are subject to. The
notes given are sold at a discount in the vicin-

ity where the maker of them is known, and as

soon as they become due, return to plague him
with their unwelcome presence.

This part of the story is bad enough, but
not the worst. The machines and implements
for which the money and notes were given are

unhoused, and very often remain in the fields
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where they were last used, or gathered around
the farm-house, liable to be damaged by cattle

or the cattle to be damaged by them, and
always subject to the damage of the weather.

To us, here in New England, no adcijuate

idea can be formed of the great injury and
decay consequent to tools thus exposed to the

changing elements. They are warped by the

sun, rotted by the wet, and soon used up. A
bad feature of this condition of things is, the

neglect to do the next best thing to housing

tools by those who think they cannot afford

house-rnom for them. He knows, and all

know, that ])aint, oil and varnish are protectors

and preservers of wood and iron. This fact

is too generally ignored by farmers. There
are some farmers who invariably paint all

their carts, wagons and other implements that

require it once a year, even if under cover

when not in use, and think it pays well ; of

which there cannot be any doubt. IIow much
more important, then, must it be for those

which are not housed ?

Carefully conducted experiments have de-

monstratt^d the fact that seasoned wood well

saturated icith oil when put together will not

shrink in the dryest weather. Wheels have

been known to nm many years, even to wear-

ing out the tires, without once requiring the

tires to be reset. Thousands of dollars might

be saved annually in blacksmiths' bills, espe-

cially such seasons as the past, if this practice

was adopted. It is now known by some that

crude petroleum on even old wheels will pro-

duce like benefit. From the experience I have

had in using it 1 am satisfied of its utility, and
can recommend its use on all woodwork sub-

ject to exposure to the weather. It is of small

cost, and any one can apply it. Let our

western farmers that have no place to store

their tools use it freely, and I will assure them
that they will find their tools will last much
longer than they do without it. K, O.

August, 1871.

low range of prices is not altogether without

compensating advantages. Where sales are

([uick, ])ay prompt, and profits large, the in-

ducements for studying the correct theories of

breeding, and the most economical mode of

feeding, are, in the case of very many in-

dividuals, too small to justify in their eyes

the labor and trouble involved. They feel

that they are making plenty of money as it is,

and are not inclined to make extra exertion in

order to secure more substantial returns.

Lower prices and smaller profits, however,

open the eyes of all to the necessity of sys-

tematic and scientific operations, and breeders

of all degrees summon all their resources to

the task of discerning how a better article can

be produced for less money. •

We appreciate that, in many cases, the

present range of prices is not satisfactory.

But this is one of the ups and downs of a

world where fortunes are contiimally shifting.

The exigency demands prudence and study in

order to utilize, as far as possible, the con-

ditions by which it is attended, and a little

patience to wait for the next wave to tide

matters back to their old levels.

LOW PRICES FOR CATTLE.
In some remarks on the present market vafue of

cattle Ijy the editor of the National Live Stock

Journal, the idea is advanced that the fluctuations

in the value of stock have never l)een as violent as

in that of the products of other industries; that

taking a scries of years together, the margin of

profit in raising live stock is far greater than in the

production of any other commodity, and that the

general course of market values ai'C more fiivoraMc

to Iircedcrs than to any other class of producers.

These remarks are made with reference to western

breeders, but we are not sure that they will not l)e

verified by a reference to the history of the various

industries of the East. We have referred to this

article, however, for the purpose of copymg the

closing paragraphs :

—

We are inclined to think that, no matter

how unpleasant it may seem, an occasional

BEAUTIES OF COUNTRY HOMES.
" A house on a hill with no trees around it looks

cheerless and unhomelike. Have grounds about
the dwelling. Tear away the fences, they cost

money and are useless. I mean the fences shutting

the house up as if there were danger of its running
away. Let there be not less than an acre of door-

yard, ten will be better. Make a rich lawn of this

and cut the grass. It can be no waste, but it will

be a thing of beauty and ' a joy forever.' There
will not be any loss to he tasteful; nature and
Ijeauty are synonj-ms

;
good taste and ec<juoniy can

!
therefore be made handmaids to each other. Set

out fruit-trees in this enclosure and dig around
them with a spade each year, and top dress the
whole, and the trees will grow finely and the grass

will grow luxuriantly, and the house will grow
beautiful, the children will grow contented, the

fathers and mothers as they grow old will grow
happy, the neighbors will grow to emulate and to

excel, the township will grow atti-active, and the

young men and the young women will grow up to

think and to feel that there is no place after all like

home, ' Sweet Home.' "

That, Mr. Editor, is what I call nonsense.

It was written by Mr. F. D. Curtis, of Sara-

toga County, N.'Y. I have read it in at least

four newspapers. If 1 get particularly tired,

and sit down to rest and read a little, I must
everlastingly blunder on to that same article,

and I am sick of it. That it sounds pretty, I

don't deny ; but it is all gas ; that's why I

have concluded to break through the bars of

modesty and give your readers my views of

the case.

If our friend above (juoted had been obliged

to get a home and pa;/ for it, as the most of

us must, we shouldn't cati-h him spending his

time making up such stuff for the papers

;

he would spend his spare moments in pulling

weeds out of his corn, or increasing his com-

post heap ; or, if he set himself down in the
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house, it would be to help his wife tend the

babies, or pick over beans, or anything but to

tt'll other ft)lks how to make a pleasant "door-
yard." Ten acres for a dooryard! No doubt,
if a fellow had plenty of capital, and no end
of income, to buy all the desirable and orna-
mental things, with hinidreds of acres of vir-

gin soil 1\ ing around loose, and plenty of help

to run this fabulous farm, it would be a great
comfort to have a ten-acre yard, or "rich

lawn," with the "fence'" all "torn away," so

that it can "run away" just as much as it

likes to, and then in this enclosure (f) a splen-

diferous lot of fruit-trees, from apple and
pear down to the small fruits, and no curculios

to bother ; but let this same chap buy a hun-
dred-acre farm for $3,000, and mortgage it

for two-thirds the purchase money, and then
attempt to support a growing family and pay
his interest and enough of the principal to

drive away the probabilities of speedy fore-

closure, striving as he goes along to stock the

farm and get tools enough of his own to culti-

vate it, and at the same time endeavoring to

appear in society respectably, and you will

find him singing a diiferent song from that

implied in the poetic strain quoted. He will

find that these "things of beauty" and "joys
forever," if they are "no waste," will go but a
mighty little way toward a barrel of tlour for

his family, or a new picjue dress for his wife

;

neither will they buy school-books nor pay
tuition ; while, if he leaves his corn and pota-
toes for beautifying his "rich lawn," he will

learn that, though "good taste and economy"
are "handmaids to each other," they will in

this particular case do but confounded little

for the pork barrel.

The "home, sweet home" part is good: I

have great confidence in that. Our Mr. C.
would have us believe that all that is neces-

sary to do to obtain it is to lay out a ten-acre
door-yard, and "top dress it and cut the

grass," and then sit in it, i. e., the lawn, all

day and grin, and see the "children grow
contented and the "mothers grow old," and
the "neighbors emulate"! That part is all

fictitious ; but few of us are smart enough to

get good, pleasant homes without downright
hard work, and lots of it. We can't spend
much time sitting in the shade while the weeds
grow, nor throw out a great amount of money
for "joys forever," till that mortgage is paid

Perhaps the painter of this glowing picture

is not like the majority of the gang of writers

on the beauties of country homes ; I hope he
isn't. I know some of them, and have visited

their "country homes," and wondered how
they managed to live among the rubbish that

accumulates and the thistles and brushes that

grow while they are getting up their voluptu-

ous essays ; and above all, I have questioned

how they could expect their wives and chil-

dren to inhabit such a place, and call it

"home, sweet home," unless consoled by the

thought that husband and pa is smart and can
write for the papers.— Vermont Journal and
Watchman.

CROSSING MERINOS AND COTS-
WOLDS.

We have published several accounts of favor-

able experiments with crossing the merino

with cotsVolds. The following from the

Western Rural presents a different vi»w of the

subject :

—

In the fall of 1867, we bred fifty picked
merino ewes to an imported Cotswold ram.
The ewes were selected from a large flock,

and included only such as from their size and
form seemed best adapted to bearing large

lambs. Whether from this precaution or not
we can't say, but no unusual inconvenience
was ex})erienced by the ewes in yeaning. The
lambs when dropped looked fine ami healthy,

and for a week or two grew well ; but from
that time forward seemed to require more
nourishment than their fine-woolcd mothers
were able to furnish them ; and notwithstand-
ing the pasture was good—though probably
not what might be called first-rate—at wean-
ing time we had lost a third of the lambs, and
those that were still living were in poor con-
dition, and most of them died during the fall.

As this was an experiment to test the pru-
dence and profit of a cross that had been often

recommended by gentlemen who handle live

stock mostly "on paper," no more attention

was given the mother or lambs than was
bestowed upon the remainder of the flock

that had been bred to merino rams. The ex-

periment with us was not a success, though
possibly under different treatment it might
have been made such.

The conclusions arrived at were about these :

that the ewes of the cotswolds and other mut-
ton breeds are liberal milkers, much more so

than the merinos ; that nature is no more in-

consistent with herself here than elsewhere,

consequently this increased supply is to meet
the requirements of the lamb whose destiny it

is to mature at an earlier age than his fine-

wooled cousin ; hence the half-blood ofispring

of the cross we had made re(]uired more nour-

ishment than the mother was able to furnish.

No stock breeder needs to be told that a lamb,

or any other young animal, stinted during the

first three months of its existence, can only

with difficulty be afterwa d forced to medi-

ocrity, and never to the hi- best standard of

perfection in its particular type. Assuming,
then, the wool to be a secondary considera-

tion, and that the object of crossing a larger

breed upon the merino is to increase the size

and render more valuable for market purposes

the progeny of the latter, the effort defeats

itself when such increase in size can only be
secured by an increased cost in the items ot

artificial feed and extra care and nursing.
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Without this additional assistance, our ex-

perience is that the half-blood cotswold lamb
suckling- a merino mother, is not worth' at

weaning time as much for either mutton or

wool as a full-blood merino lamb that has had
the same amount of food and attention. In

view of this fact, we cannot recommend the

cross, and would only justify it when the ob-

ject is to get the entire flock into market in the

soonest possible time, without reg^^rd to the

expense of feeding.

WHY DON'T BEES SWARM?
There are many causes for bees not swarm-

ing, but the two following are the most com-
mon. When circumstances are favorable, and
there are many bees in the hive, and yet they

do not swarm, it is usually some fault of the

cjueen. The stocks of some queens seem more
instinctively endowed with the swarming pro-

pensity than others ; some seem almost wholly
destitute of it, while others will hurry off

before they have numbers sufficient to warrant
such a move. It is quite common for a stock

to utterly refuse to cast a swarm for three or

four years in succession, or during the life of

a queen, but when she dies of old age, and a

young one takes her place, they almost always
become suddenly prosperous and equal to any.

If in movable comb-hives, destroy the old

queen early in June, and either give them a

new one or allow them to rear one for them-
selves, and you will not generally have cause

to complain of them after. The Creator has

given bees the swarming propensity as a means
of continuing their species, and when all goes
well with them there is but little fear but what
they will swarm enough.
The weather, too, has much to do with the

issue of first swarms, and a sudden change
may prevent them swarming for a whole season.

First swarms never issue unless flowers are

producing honey abundantly, and the weather
has everything to do with this. A partial

failure of honey frecjuently frightens bees

so much as to cause them to destroy all

preparations for swarming, and abandon the

idea entirely, when perhaj)s the next day may
be favorable, and they will begin again. It

takes about eight days for them to get the old-

est queen cells capped over from the time the

eggs are laid in it, so their arrangements are

complete again in about eight days. July 2d
I had about a dozen stocks with more or less

preparation for swarming. The morning of

that day opened well, and several swarms that

were ready to issue commenced to fill their

cases with honey preparatoiy to their depar-

ture (for they always carry provisions with

them), but at about ten o'clock there came up
a smart east wind, and in less than half an
hour the ])ees stopped work entirely ; none
swarmed that day, and at night when I opened
the hives to ascertain the cause, I found that

three out of the lot had destroyed their queen

cells and given up the idea, while dthers were
waiting for better times. The next day was
favorable, and those that were ready swarmed,
while those that destroyed the cells commenced
attain and swarmed on the 10th.— G. W. P.

Gerald, in Maine Farmer.

From the Prairie Farmer.

IN MY GARDEN.

BY MRS. H E. O. AREY.

In my garden—in my garden, with the lilies of Japan,
With the waxeu-lipped tuberoses from the plains ot

Hindostan,
Shadowed by their princely beauty, but to me more

sweet than these,
Bloom the tender-eyed blue violets, and the wood

anemones,
That I fondled in my childhood, undfirneath the forest

tress.

And the passers lounging idly down the borders, fail

to see,

'Mid the toss of gorgeous flower-sprays, that whick so
delighteth me.

But sometimes a dreamer cometb, sauntering down the
sweet defile,

Heeding scarce my pinks and roses; but I see him
pause and smile

Where the pale-faced blossoms wave their censers by
the garden aisle.

And I know his ear has caught the story that they tell

to nie,

And his spirit bows enraptured at a shrine no eye
can see,

There are visions trooping round him, of some long
forgotten hour

;

There the past's dead marbles quicken into life with
magic power,

For Olilivion's cells are opened by the fragrance of a
flower.

RAISING SEEDS.

From a description of the seed-raising farm

of Edwin S. Hayward of Brighton, N. Y.,

near Rochester, written by the editor of the

American Rural Home, we condense the fol-

lowing :

—

Beets for Seed.

Of these he has twenty acres, and we never

saw a crop look finer. The varieties are long

blood, blood turnip, Bassano and long red

mangel wurtzel. He has grown for many
years, and to the entire satisfaction of pur-

chasers, but not to his own, from common
stock, but last year he threw it up entirely,

and substituted French stock all through, at a

cost of over $1000. It takes two years to

raise a crop of seed. The first year the roots

are grown. For this purpose the seed is sown
with a drill about the 15th of Juno, on ridges

two feet apart. They are sown thus late, and
rather thick, as the object is to get small,

healthy roots rather than large ones. Small

beets are just as good to raise seeds from, and

the storage and handling costs much less. In

the fall they are pulled and topped, care being

taken not to cut so close as to injure the

crown. They are then carted and pitted in

the field, where they are to be set in the spring.
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the pits being distributed around the field so

that they t-au be taken from the pits to th'e

drill in "which they are to be set, without the

aid of a team. This saves much labor, as it

takes about 100 bushels to the acre. Great
care is taken while the roots are being han-

dled to see that they are true. If a turnip

beet grows too long, or a long beet too short,

it is discarded. They are set in rov/s three

and a half feet one wa}', and from one and-a-
half to two feet the other, according to habit

of growth. All horse work must be done by
the 20th of June, as there is not room to get
through later than that without damage. If

weeds appear after this they are pulled out

\^'hen the seed is ripe enough the crop is cut

at the root, and laid in small bunches across

the ridges, where it remains two or three days
to dry. It is then drawn to the barn and
threshed with an ordinary threshing machine,
and cleaned with a fanning mill. From two
to three tons are threshed and cleaned in a

day. It is afterwards spread and dried, and
has an extra cleaning for market. A good
crop from the French stock is 1500 pounds an
acre. His crop of all seeds is always con-

tracted before plantmg, so that he knows just

how much to phmt, and where to put it when
harvested. There is no safety of doing other-

wise in seed growing. The contract price is

twenty cents a pound or $400 a ton.

Onions.

The seed is sown in drills two feet apart,

and quite thick in the drill on rich ground,
top-dressed with fine manure after ploughing.

The onions should be ripe in August, when
they are pulled and thoroughly cured on the

ground. They are set out in rows three and
a-half feet apart, and nearly touching each

other in the row, from the 15th of October to

the 15th of November. After setting, a fur-

row is turned from each side on to the rows
with a small plough, leaving the onions in the

ridge. It takes about 100 bushels to set an
acre. The White Globe and Danvers being

more tender varieties than the others, are not

set till spring. They are kept under cover
until frozen hard, when they are put in barrels

and kept frozen during the winter. If al-

lowed to thaw out before spring, it damages
them very much. If the freezing and thaw-

ing is repeated, it spoils them entirely. The
yield is from 400 to GOO pounds, and the price

from 75 cents to $1.50 a pound.

Lettuce.

Fifteen acres of lettuce in the blow, stand-

ing over two feet high, in rows two and a-half

feet apait, and as straight as a line across the

field, is not a common sight, but one that can

be seen every year on Mr. Hayward's farm.

The ground for this crop is prepared as early

as it will work well in the spring. The seed

is sown on ridges, and the plants thinned

when they have attained suitable size, from
three to twelve inches in the rows, according

to habit of growth. The yield, if anything,

is from 300 to 400 pounds, which sells for 75

cents. But this is a ticklish crop, and one

which causes the grower a great deal of anx-

iety. It is one of those "doubtful things"

that "are mighty uncertain." It may pro-

mise a splendid crop until a few days before

cutting time, and then suddenly blight, an.d

not give a pound of seed. The indications- of

blight are first seen in the leaves next to the

ground, which turn black. When this comes,

hope goes. There is no remedy. The vari-

eties now growing are Early Curled Silesian,

Boston Curl, Frankfort, Ferry's Prize Head,
Victoria Cabbage, Royal Cabbage, and Drum-
head.

Cabbage.

The seed for plants is sown from the 1st to

the 20th of July, and set out in about four

weeks. These may be grown on ground from
which some of the more early maturing crops

have been taken. With cabbage, as with the

beets and onions, it is an object to get a small

but healthy growth ; large ones would be alto-

gether too bulky. They are taken up in the

fall and put in trenches across the field, in

which they are to be set in the spring. A
ligh'^ covering of dirt is given them. In the

spring they are set eighteen inches apart ii»

rows three and a-half feet from each other.

The whole cabbage is put out, being set in the

ground up to the head. It is cut as soon as

the seed turns black in the pods, which is

from the 5oth to the 25 of July. Th6 yield

is from 200 to 400 pounds per acre. The va-

rieties under culture are the Marblehead
Drumhead, Stone Mason Drumhead, Ameri-

can Drumhead, Premium Flat Dutch, Early

Winnigstadt and Early Wakefield.

Sweet Corn.

The growing of sweet corn is made a spe-

cialty, and the crops, thirteen acres in all, on
the two farms, were looking very fine. Ail

the choice and new varieties, early and late,

are found in his list, and the seed is cured

with great care.

Squashes.

The plots devoted to squashes were weU
worth looking at, and we have seldom seen

anything handsomer than the White Scollops,

which had nearly attained their full size.

These, with the Summer Golden Crook Necks,

are planted four feet apart each way, and the

Hubbard six feet. Unwearied pains is taken

to keep the seed true and pure. When the

frost kills thfe vines, the squashes are split

open with a hatchet, and the insides dug out

and put in barrels, where they remain until

fermentation takes place, when they are taken

to the brook and washed.

—The California Fanner of July 27, notices the

arrival in San Francisco of Commissioner Capron,

on his way to Japan, under his §^20,000 per year

commission to that country.
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hojKtey locust or three-thorwed acacia.

This tree iu Pennsylvania and in the more
Southern States is highly prized for the beauty

of its foliage, small flowers, and long pods

which contain polished seeds invested in a

sweetish pulp, which, fermented, is made into

a sort of beer. It has been employed in

making hedges, and with good success. The
sharp spines or thorns with which the body
and branches are covered are found effectual

in keeping o£f such animals as would intrude

on the enclosed grounds.

Mr. Elliott says in his Lmimand Shade Trees,

that the Honey Locust, is a tree that does not

sucker ; its branches are strong, rarely if ever

breaking under the strongest gales of wind :

assumes to itself the privilege of growing in

many shapes, from that of a tall, branching,

and lofty character, to one of almost horizon-

tal form. In foliage it is hght and open,

feathery, and together with its wood studded

with long pointed thorns, and seed pods of

five or six inches in length, wliich hang on all

winter, create for it a tree very desirable in

the composition of groups, and also for road-

sides or streets where only a partial, not deep,

shade is desirable.

INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE.
The attention of the reader is especially

called to an article in another column in rela-

tian to the Worcester County Free Institute of

Industrial Science. It is from the pen of our

highly valued correspondent, Mr. George B.

Emekson, author of the charming work on

the "Trees and Shrubs Growing Naturally in

the Forests of Massachusetts." He has long

given character to these columns by the prac-

tical and judicious views in which he treats all

subjects which he discusses. While grateful

for his former contributions, we hope they

may be no less frequent in the future.

Our own careful observation through many

years confirms the views of our correspondent

in relation to the desire among young people

of both sexes to avoid manual labor. The

idea has taken fast hold of them that it is dis

graceful, the teachings of St. Paul and the

necessities of the world, to the contrary not-

withstanding. It is a baleful idea, crippling

body and soul, sapping the foundations of our

social existence and contravening the express

injunctions of Holy Writ. It is a mean rob-

bery to eat the bread that another labors to
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produce, if we can reasonably produce it our-

selves.

It would be a woful time among lazy people

and those that assume that their precious flesh

and bones would be contaminated by useful

toil, if we had the power of the "Grand Turk"

for a single day. The decree should go forth

at once, "that if any would not work,

NEITHER SHOULD HE EAT." All should WOrk

in some form. With the head to teach others,

with the hands in a thousand ways to alleviate

human toil, or even by the heels to teach the

child how to walk easily and gracefully! All

should be ^^roducers in some form, as well as

consumers. Then the great disparity in so-

ciety would be somewhat modified ; there

would be less crime, less sufTering, and eventu-

ally a higher civilization. John Ruskin says

that "it is only by labor that thought can be

made healthy, and only by thought that labor

can be made happy." This is true ; and much
of the sickly sentimentalism which disgraces

our literature springs from the pernicious idea

that it is degrading tff'labor in cultivating the

soil, in the mechanic arts, or in any of the

rough but manly pursuits that the world so

greatly needs.

Thanks to the founders of this new institu-

tion, and to our correspondent for calling

attention in these columns to its noble work.

For the New England Fanner.

•WORCESTER CO. FREE INSTITUTE OP
INDUSTRIAL SCIENCE.

A very satisfactory examination of this

institute took place on the 26th of July, fol-

lowed by equally satisfactory exercises of the

graduating class. The fifteen young gentle-

men who composed this class had written long
essays, each upon some one of the subjects to

which they had been devoting their attention

during the three years of their course. These
were long, elaborate, well-written papers,

showing how thoroughly and faithfully they

had been working. It was impossible to hear
them all, but enough of each was read to give

an idea of its ability and character.

At the same time, in other parts of the prin-

cipal building, full samples of the work done
in the several departments of drawing were
exhibited, and many records of their work in

geometry and other branches ; and, in the

Washburn workshop, pupils were seen at work,
—giving abundant evidence of their skill in

the use of tools.

The great and precious distinction of this

institute is that it offers opportunities and in-

ducements for the formation or continuance of

habits of manual labor ; that it is the Institute

of Industrial Science. A great and threaten-

ing evil in the States of New England is the

prevalence of a desire among boys and young
men to avoid manual labor. This is a great,

sometimes a fatal mistake, physically, morally
and economically. A boy cannot promise to

attain to perfect manhood whose bodily powers
are not accustomed to vigorous exercise.

And this habit of exercise ought to begin early

and be faitlifiilly continued through youth and
early manhood. By this process all the

powers of the body will be fully developed,
and preparation will be made for a vigorous

manhood : and with this and by virtue of this

exercise, there may be perfect health of body
and mind. In a body thus healthily strength-

ened, and with habits of ready, easy and skil-

ful labor, the mind will be in the best condition

to act, and the moral nature may be kept in a
sound and healthful state. Without these

habits and powers there wjU be danger of

intemperance and excess, and when a place

not re(juiring bodily exertion cannot be found,

there will be temptation to violation of the

laws of the land. This is not a fanciful theory
;

would that it were. But the records of the

prisons in New England and the other North-
ern States show that nearly all the young men
confined in them are there for want of a
trade and of habits of honest industry.

There are undoubtedly many operations and
processes in the arts and in machinery which
require only intelligent supervision, and there

are many places which do not seem to require

manual labor. But the candidates for these

situations are already more numerous than the

places, and are becoming more numerous every
year. Such institutions as the Technological
Institute in Boston, the School of Arts at

Hanover, N. H., the State Agricultural School,

and this at Worcester, are becoming more nu-
merous, and are yearly attracting more pupils,

not only in New England, but throughout the

country. Unless habits of manual labor ac-

company the knowledge of useful arts and of

the applications of science, an education in

one of these institutions may be a misfortune

to those who secure it. A young man who, for

three or four years of his youth, discontinues

the energetic use of his muscles, will resume
that use with repugnance and extreme diffi-

cutly, which may be ruinous to him. That
provision of this institution, therefore, which

requires or allows some hours daily of hard

work is to be especially commended. It is

the great distmction of the institute, showing
that it was founded by men who had a regard

for the permanent welfare of the pupils.

It will doubtless be said that young men
may be qualified here to superintend manual
operations, without the necessity of working
themselves. That is really a mistake. He
only is per/ectly fit to superintend and conduct

the work of others who can take hold of the

tool that is used and wield it himself with more
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skill and vigor than aii}' of the fellows under
him. Whoever has long and carefully ob-
served the operations of a farm, would not be
willing to employ a man to take charge of one,

•whether small or large, who could not take up
any tool used and show better than any one
else how to use it. And so it must be, in at

least a certain degree, in all other occupa-
tions. On a farm, "Come boys," is much the
safest order that can be given. I do not be-

lieve that one can thorouijhhj understand an
operation which he cannot go through with
himself. All the great discoveries of hite

years in chemistry, in mechanics, in physics,

have been made by assiduous and persevering
workers, by men long accustomed to handi-
work. It is only a vigorous mind, in a
healthy, vigorous body, under the guidance of
a conscientious spirit, which can be relied upon
for energetic and effective management.

It is only under the guidance of leaders of

integrity, character, educated intelligence and
vigorous, manly energy, that operations of

war or peace can be carried on so as to com-
mand success. The men engaged in the work
iiuist be not only able to respect their officers

for tneir knowledge and intelligence, to rely

upon them for their justice and integrity, but
to look up to them as men who can do and
have done the work themselves, and thus un-
derstand all its difficulties and can sympathize
with those doing it. Everything indicates

that the time is coming when the employer and
the employed are to be no longer considered
as men of different classes and with different

rights. There must be a completely good
understanding between them as friends work-
ing together for the same ends. G. B. e.

For the New England Farmer,

GLOOMY POSPECT IMT KENNEBEC,
MAINE.

"O, the grasshoppers ! the grasshoppers !"

is the universal cry of the Kennebec farmers.
I trust they may be excused for some grum-
bling and some foreboding, when we take
into consideration the facts that the drought
of 1870 cut the hay crop down at least one-
third ; that all the surplus of all kinds of grain
was consumed to get the stock through the
winter, so that the spring of 1871 found us

completely destitute of all kinds of feed ; that

_^.the drought of the present season cut our hay
down nearly one-half from last jear ; and
that after all this, the grasshoppers have eaten
our grain, many of our potatoes, our gardens,
including fruit trees together with the fruit,

and in some cases the bark, leaving us nothing
to depend upon but our corn ; and now, as if

to give a finishing stroke to both our crops
and our patience, they have "gone for" the
corn, and there is every prospect of their

completely destroying it.

We are now found with too mu' h stock by
half, worth next to nothing, and from the

scarcity of feed, so thin as to be unsalable
;

with probably the smallest amount of dairy
products for twenty years ; with a very light

crop of apples, and with hired labor and taxes
to be paid from the hard earnings of past
years. Taking the whole thing into consider-

ation the prospect is for the coming winter
anything but tiattering.

Now, what shall we do ? It is no use to

whine. Grumbling never cured a dog of a
sore head, nor ever will. Tbe old county of

Kennebec is to be cultivated and improved
by somebody in the future, as in the past.

It has hitherto afforded us a good living, and
generally a small balance on the right side of

the ledger, at the close of the year. Now,
instead of desponding, or borrowing trouble,

or emigrating, let us occupy the i)resent au-

tumn in preparing for the campaign of next
year. Clean up the swales ; clear off the

rocks ; dig out the muck ; replenish the hog-
pens and stock yards,—do it often,—and
plough or fork it over once or twice each
month or oftener. Economize every available

source of fertility upon your own premises,
and buy as your means or opportunities allow.

We must expect a short crop of hay for a few
years ; but instead of being discouraged at

this, let it rather be an incentive to greater
efforts in other directions to supply the de-

ficiency. Prepare for next year, and let the
mistakes and failures of the past serve as

warnings for the future.

The scourge that has visited us this year,
if it serves no other purpose, ought to remind
us that after all our own efforts, we are still

dependent upon a vastly higher power that we
be permitted to reap the fruit of our labors.

D. H. Thkng.
Mt. Vernon, Me., Aug. 10, 1S71.

For the New EnQland Farmer,

HOW TO RAISE LARGE CROPS OF HAY.
From different parts of New England we

hear a great deal about the short hay crop
this year, and, indeed, we hear it every year
among a certain class of slack farmers, who
wear their fathers' old shoes, walk In the same
old footsteps and cling to the same old Ideas.

There has been thousands of acres of grass

cut this year in New England that will not
average one half ton per acre. The farmer
that pays .$2 per day for help in haying cannot
afford to go on In this way.

I do not wish to find fault with farmers, but
would like to tell them something. It Is no
secret ; they can in turn tell others—that is,

how easy it is to have a bountiful haj' crop
;

to have their barns well filled ; their cattle fat

and sleek—always ready for sale ; their debts
j)aid, and consequently, their sleep sweet and
undisturbed.

Farmers, as a class, work too much and
think too little. They try to mow over too

much land, without having it in a suitable con-
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dition. They start -wrong at the beginning.

They manure very lightly, sow on a small

amount of seed and leave the surface rough,

the stones lying broadcast all over the surface,

and feed the grass close in the spring because
they did not have hay enough the previous

year and no money to buy with. Hence, the

the cattle were so poor that they had to recruit

on the grass or they would die.

Now, the farmer who has long practiced

this wa}' can turn over a new leaf if he will

try. In the first place, don't be too fast.

Nothing i«) ever gained by hurrying. Don't
expect to do eveiything at once, but be
patient and persevering and all will come
right in due time. In the first place, begin

with a small piece,—perhaps an acre, more or

less; as much as can be attended to properly

—spare no pains to get it just right ; seed it

well— don't be stingy in this part; make it

smooth
;
pick up the stones, and get it ready

for mowing. And when you have done this,

don't ever let it run out, but compel it to

cut a little more each year than the previous

one, if possible. ^

This is very easily accomplished by top-

dressing. I do not mean, wait until it is all

run out ; this is a hard way ; it is like letting

a horse get so poor that he can hardly stand

before giving him any grain— it is almost a

hopeless task. The true and proper way is

to top-dress while the land is yet in good con-

dition. This is the way to keep the wheel
rolling. A little grass seed can be sprinkled

on once in two or three years, just before top-

dressing, wliich will cause the grass to. spring

up fresh, like a new stocked piece. Land
treated in this way need never be ploughed
after the first start ; but if it is ploughed, a

nice thick turf is turned over, which decom-
poses and is as good for all crops as a heavy
coat of manure.

I am making some experiments on different

materials for top-dressing my fields. I am
satisfied that it need not be more than one-
fourth baru-yard manure composted with
three-fourths of something else. When I

become settled on that point you may hear
from me again. j.

Morristuwn, Vt., Aug, 10, 1871.

COST OF WEEDS.
What I have on the brain is iveeds. Some

people think, that with modern agricultural

implements, and the vast extent of fertile land
in the United States, we shall produce so much
more grain, and meat and wool than can
possibly be consumed by our population, that

prices will fall so low that there will be no
profit in farming. Were it not for weeds and
msects, such probably would be the case. My
own farm and the Deacon's are overrun with

weeds. We are fighting them to the extent

of our ability, and are meeting with gratifying

success. Our farms are becoming cleaner and

cleaner every year, but even yet the weeds
cost us more than all other taxes,—town,

county, State and national—direct and in-

direct, combined. I do not mean that the

labor of destroying them costs so much, but

the weeds that escape damage our crops to

such an extent that we lose half our profits.

You must recollect that the actual profits of

farming, after deducting the interest on capi-

tal, the cost of labor (our own or others') , the

wear and tear of implements, &c., are exceed-

ingly small. I know of comparatively few
farms where, after making these dedu(!tions,

the actual profits are more than five dollars

per acre. On the otlier hand, I know of

scores of farms where, at least on some fields,

the weeds damage the crops ten dollars per

acre. And, depend upon it, no farmer can be

really successful until he makes an earnest,

persevering eifort to clean his land. It is

fortunate for us that the means used to accom-
plish this object will do much towards enrich-

ingthesoil.

—

J. Harris, in Am. Agriculturist.

agkicutjTUjRAIj items.
—Candidates for admission to the Massachusetts

Agricultural College should appear at Amherst,

Thursday, at 9 A. M., August 31.

—A Maine farmer collects a bushel of grass-

hoppers daily for his hogs. Scalded, they make a

soup that the swine swallow with a relish.

—The University of Vermont decides to admit

women to its privileges, on tenns to be fixed by

the Faculty. The Waterville, Me., College has

decided to do the same thing.

—The Doniphan (Kan.) Democrat says : "A for-

mer iu Jaeksun Co., Mo., after cutting his wheat,

broke up the ground and planted it in corn ; and

his prospects are good for a fair crop of the latter."

—It is stated that trees cut in summer and al-

lowed to lie until the leaves dry, will have the sap

extracted liy the foliage, and the thuber thus treated

is very durable.

—A farmer near Lewiston, Me., lately sold thirty

tons of hay for $30 a ton, and thus pocketed at

once $'900 ! There is quite a panic in that vicinity

about hay, and some people predict that it will sell

for $40 a ton yet.

—A Western paper says :—The hai-vest of human
limbs by reapers in Iowa this year, is the most

tremendous one ever kno^\^3. We have tallied for

every separate one reported in our exchanges, and

the number is twenty-three."

—The contract for the erection of the main build-

ing of the Ohio Agricidtural College has been let

at $112,480. A park of not less than forty acres is

to be laid out. The building is located very near

Columbus.

—The Prairie Fanner- sa,ys, our last quotations

for pork was $14 per barrel ; at this time last year

it was quick at $30. Corn then was worth 93
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cents per bushel, now it is hard to dispose of it for

50 cents, and the market has a decidedlj- down-

ward tendency. Now oats are sold at 40 cents,

then they were worth 52 cents. Rye is worth

about 57 cents against 85 cents last year. One
year a^o cheese was 13 cents, now 9 cents a pound.

—The Western Ruralin speaking of the Colorado

potato bug says there is much encouragement in

the fact that the persistent fight which has been

kept up against them has been so far successful

that their inro ds will not seriously aflect the

potato crop this season at the West.

—A correspondent of the Western Rural says

that about a common shot-gun charge of gun-pow-
der in half a pint of cider vi»egar is a remedy for

blackleg in calves. In one case, after a calf got so

bad it could not stand he gave it three doses in an

hour, and it cured it.

—A writer in the Cincinnati Gazette says that

two years ago he applied fresh hog manure mixed
with com cobs, and put a wheelbarrow full around
each young ajjple tree which had been set out

about five or six years. The application resulted

in the death of several nice young trees, the bark

being burned or scalded just above ground.

—A fanner named Joseph Marquis, living near

Colfax, Iowa, was sun-struck recently. "While

suffering from the attack and unable to leave his

bed, another misfoi'tune stared him in the face, to

wit, the loss of his ripening gr.ain. Twenty of his

neighbors, however, knowing his situation, met on
his farm, cut and stacked his grain, and did other

necessary work about the place.

—It was predicted a year since, by those who
pretended to know all about it, that the 300 addi-

tional woolen mills built within the last few years

in the Northwesteni States, would before this be

standing still, as manufacturing in their specialty

would 1)e overdone and unprofitable. But, on the

contrary, the manufacturers of all classes of woolen

goods give an encouraging report.

—The Western Rural says the entire clip from

Mr. Loomis' fine flock of Cotswolds was taken by

the manufacturers of chignons, to be employed in

the manufacture of those adjuncts of the modem
female toilet. Courage, ye long wool growers ! A
single chignon for each woman in the United States,

of ordinary size, will require for their construction

double the amount of long wool produced last j'car

in the whole country.

—The Southern Farmer says that a teaspoonful

of fine salt or of horse radish in a pan of milk will

keep it sweet for several days. Milk can be kept a

year or more as sweet as when taken from the cow
by the following method : procure bottles, and as

they are filled, immediatelj' cork them well and

fasten the cork with pack thread or wire. Then
spread a little straw in the bottom of a boiler on

which place the bottles with straw between them
until the boiler contains a sufflcicnt quantity. Fill

it up with cold water, and as soon as it begins to

boil draw the fire and let the whole gradually cool*

When quite cold take out the bottles and pack

them in sawdust in baskets, and stow them away
in the coolest part of the house.

—M. L. Duulap's idea of planting forest trees is

that they must l)e closely planted, in order to make
proper upward growth, and will need to be thinned

out, year after year, according to the rapidity of

growth. About three thousand trees to the acre

will answer a good purpose. This will make them
about four feet each way. Some planters prefer

three feet, and begin to thin out in five or six years.

The M'Ood that is obtained in thinning will more
than pay for the extra plants and laboi'.

—The oldest tree on record in Europe, is asserted

to be the cypi'ess of Somma, in Lombardy, Italy.

This tree is believed to have been in existence at

the time of Julius Ca'sar, foi-ty-two years before

Christ, and is therefore 1911 j-ears old. It is 106

feet in height, and 20 feet in circumference at one

foot from the ground. Napoleon, when laying

do^^Tl his plan for the great road over the Simplon,

diverged from a straight line to avoid injuring this

tree.

—The oldest of all rose-bushes is said to be one

which is trained upon one side of the cathedral of

Hildesheim, in Germany. The root is buried

under the crypt, below the choir. The stem is a

foot thick, and half a dozen branches nearly cover

the eastern side of the church, bearing countless

flowers in summer. Its age is unknown, but docu-

m ents exist which prove that the Bi.-hop Hezilo,

nearly a thousand years ago, protected it by a

stone roof, which is still extant.

—An artificial whirlwind blew at Glen's Falls,

New York, a few days ago ; it was caused by a fai*-

mer, who, wishing to bum a fallow of about fifteen

or twenty acres, ignited the bmsh at several places

at the outer edge. The flames rushed towards the

centre and assumed a rotary motion, which in-

creased in velocity till a terrific whirlwind was
formed, which tore up small trees, root and branch,

and frightened everybody who witnessed it. A
column of smoke rose to so great a height that it

was visible for many miles, and a noise as loud as

thunder accompanied this singular phenomenon.

—The Practical Farmer says tlutt in Penns}'!-

vania there is rather a prejudice against Orchard

grass, chiefly owing to its growing in bunches and

rather coarse stem and leaf. These may be obvi-

ated by thick sowing—not less than two bushels

to the acre. It ripens earlj^ and for this reason

would make a good mixture with clover. We
know dairymen who value it highly bi.!th for hay

and pastixre. Rapid growth, after frequent and

close cropping or cutting, is the speciality of Or-

chard grass. We do not consider it adapted for

thin land or soils worn out by bad fanning.

!
—The following method of storing potatoes, re-

commended by Dr. F. Moigno, is a simple and sure

way of preserving them from rot. When mature,
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the potatoes are dug aad allowed to dry, and are

then put into pits that are lined with straw. As
they are deposited in tlie pit, either charcoal pow-
der, gypsum, or the ashes of coal or wood, should

be freelj" scattered among them, in quantity suffi-

cient to fill up all interstices. Tliey should then

be protected from the action of direct sunlight,

and after a few days, covered with two, or what is

better, four feet of soil ; care being taken that the

ground aljout the pits is effectually drained.

EXTRACTS AND BEPLIES.

CHRYSALIS OF BUTTERFLIES.

I send yoii something I cannot find a name for.

Please tell me what they are. I found them both
on a stalk of caraway. j. e. c.

Oxford, N. H., Aug., 1871.

Remarks.—Our very small stock of entomologi-

cal knowledge enabled us to recognize the two

"somethings," which came safely to hand in your

little pill box, as the chrysalids of two ditferent

kinds of butterflies. But not being aljle to decide

what kind of butterfly either of the cocoons con-

tained, we submitted them to Prof. Sanborn of the

Boston Society of Natural History, who very kindly

examined them and furnished the following an-

swer to your inquiry :

—

Messrs. R. P. Eaton & Co. :

—

Sirs,—The speci-

men with gold spots on a bluish ground is the
chrysalis of Dunais archippus Fain', which is de-
scribed but not figured on page 280 of Harris's
Treatise, (edition of 1862) ; this I presume you
have at hand.
The otlier, greyish and gi'een, is the chrysalis of

Papilio anurias Lmn. which species is fairly illus-

trated on Plate IV. figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 of the work
previously referred to. Francis G. Sanborn.

Hobton, Mass., Aug. 11, 1871.

uaaais archippus.

With Prof. Sanborn's help we were enabled to

find in Mr. Harris's book a description of the speci-

men with a string of golfl beads around oue end of

its bluish case and gold spots on other parts,—one

of the handsomest chrysalids we ever saw. The
spots and the necklace were as bright as burnished

gold. We also find figures ot the caterpillar,

chrysalis and butterfly, in tha American Entomolo-

gist, Sept., 1868, pages 28 and 2©. The colors of

the caterpillar are black, white and yellow, banded,

and is full two inches long; the butterfly is most

beautifully ornamented with orange, red and

black, and spreads its wings about four inches.

They sometimes congregate in large numbers.

They live on milk weeds, &c., and do not injure

useful plants.

PAPILIO ASTERIAS.

Naturalists depend mostly on the characteristics

of the butterfly to determine the species. The

chrysalis and pupa of ditferent species are often

very similar in appearance. Mr. Harris describes the

butterfly which issues from your greyish and green

chrysalis as follows ;—It is of a black color, with a

double row of yellow dots on the back ; a broad

band, composed of yellow spots across the wings,

and a row of yellow spots near the hind margin

;

the hind wings are tailed, and have seven blue

spots between the yellow band and the outer row
of yellow spots, and, near their hinder angle, an

eye-like spot of an orange color with a black

centre ; and the spots of the under side are tawny

orange. The female differs from the male, above

described, in having only a few small and distinct

yellow spots on the upper side of the wings. The
wings of tbis butterfly expand from three and a

half to four inches.

The caterpillar of this butterfly lives on parsley,

carrot, parsnips, caraway, &c., and is sometimes
called the parsley-woi'm. They sometimes injure

the plants considerably. The eggs, laid in July

and August, are hatched soon afterwards, and

after attaining their growth become chrysalids, and
are transformed to butterflies about the beginning

of June the next year. Gathering and destroying

by hand is the only known method of preventing

their ravages.

GRASS FOR NAME—WILD RYE ( ?)

Can you give me the name of the grass, which I
enclose to you ? It is new to me, the first which I

noticed being two years ago ; it is now thinly
mixed in on several moist pieces of natifral mow-
ing; see none of it on land which has been culti-

vated. G. E. F.

Salisbury, N. H., July 2.5, 1871.

Remarks.—The flowers and roots are parts

which botanists wish to see in determining varieties

of grasses. Hence it is often dillkult to determme
the name of a grass without these. A pretty good
botanist to whom your specimen was shown
thought it was witch gi-ass. But on comparing the

two, a material ditterence was observable in the

arrangement and density of the spikeiets, and
otherwise. We therefore enclosed it to our corres-

pondent, E. A. Ellsworth, a graduate of the Massa-

chusetts Agricultural College, who has given it a

thorough examination and concludes, though not

with much positiveness, on account of the absence

of flowers, &c., that it is Zlymus striatus. Wild
Rye, or Lyme grass.

We are pleased by the spirit of inquiry mani-

fested by the receipt of plants, insects, &c., for

names. It shows that a need of a better knowledge

of the things Ijy which we are surrounded and
with which we have to do, is felt.

And now, boys and girls, how shall the long

evenings of the coming winter be emploj-ed ? Will

not the study of some of the many prinuiry books

on botany, natural history, &c., pay better than

reading love and murder stories ? A little knowl-

edge is not a dangerous thing in these days, if it

ever was.

THE FIVE-SPOTTED HAWK-MOTH.

Since we wrote our reply to the inquiry of Mr.
H. G. Ballon, of Lunenburg, for name of a large

butterfly that he enclosed in his letter, we have
obtained the following cut, which, though coarsely

engraved, illustrates not only the butterfly, but
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the caterpillar and the chrysalis stages through
,

which it passed ; and also sonic of the parasites
]

which distur)i its peace and destroy its life. All

butterriies and moths deposit their eggs and die ;

'

from these eggs hatch catei'inllars, which have

strong jaws and voracious appetites ; they eat and

grow till the time comes for them to take a nap

;

in their sleeping dress, which is of various patterns

and colors, they are called chrijsalids or chrysalis ;

from this stupor they come forth with four scaly

or powdery wings and mount into the air in the

gaudy dress of butterflies. Their strong jaws are

gone ; coarse food is no longer relished ; thej are

decidedly aristocratic in their associations, and i

fastidious in their tastes, sipping the honey of

flowers, &c. ; they appear determined to have a I

gay time of it generally ; they deposit their eggs

for a succession of their species, and disappear

from the stage of action. I

the wing, like a humming bird. On the back of

the caterpillar, at E, are seen the cocoons of the

larva; of the ichneumon flies F and f, and at e two
of these cocoons magnified, with the end of one of

them cut open, and the top pushed otT like a hinged

lid, by the insect which had emerged therefrom,

and become a perfect ichneumon fly. These para-

sites destroy large numliers of catci-pillars, which
might otherwise increase so immensely as to de-

stroy vegetation entirely in spite of all that man
could do. So much for this potato worm and its

enemies, to watch the operations of which a mag-
nifying glass is necessary.

The full gi-own caterpillar is marked A ; and the

chrysalid B. The jug-handle appendage of this

chrysalid is peculiar to this butterfly, and is a very

neat contrivance to protect its long tongue. . The

butterfly is marked C, and at G we have its head

magnified to show its leg, antenna, or feeler, and

its peculiar tongue, now coiled up like a watch-

spring, but with which it sucks fiowers while upon

WHEAT IN READING, VT.

I have been reaping the past week for my neigh-
bor, Rufus Stearns. He has raised wheat for

twenty years, and he assures me that he has not
had a single failure in this crop during that time.
He estimates the yearly average as high as twenty-

five bushels per acre. Until about three years
past he occupied a hill farm, near the old cen-
tre brick church in this town, Eeading. He
now lives on the old "worn out" meadow land
liordering Mill Brook. Here he has raised
three beautiful crops of wheat, on land on
which farmers generally abandoned wheat rais-

ing about thirty years ago. Mr. Stearns tells

me that he raised one year on the hill farm
forty-five Inishels of wheat on seven-eighths
of an acre. This 3'ear on just about the same
area of intervale land he has 69-4 sheaves,
double band, and he estimates the yield equal
to thirty bushels.
His practice is to turn over sward land in the

spring, manure liberally in the hill for com, if

he has not enough to spread, and after harvest-
ing the corn, ploughs in the fell. In the spring,
as earlj' as the season will allow, he ploughs
again and spreads on onlj' about seven one-
horse cart loads of manure per acre, eight to ten
l)ushels of refuse lime. This he obtains at the
lime kiln at ten cents per bushel, then slakes it

dry, adds what ashes he has, and broadcasts it

at the time of sowing the Avheat, and harrows
it all in together. The sec'iet of his uniform
success in wheat raising on hill and intervale
consists, he thinks, largely in the use of lime.
Another neighbor, Mr. Jarvis Pratt, a very

thorough hill farmer, has kept up the pi'actice

of raising wheat every j'car, but . some of his
later crops have been rather poor. He has not
used lime. There are but few other farmers
who have liaised wheat in this neighborhood for
many years.

I have spoken of the secret of Mr. Steam's
success with this crop. This however is not a
proper word to use, as he has no secret; but
tells us all that we can raise wheat as well as
he if we will follow his practice, every step of
which he is ever ready to explain and illus-

trate.

With the advice and example of these two
neighbors, whose farms adjoin that of my
own, I was induced to try about an acre and a
quarter of my hill land, near Mr. Pratt's, with

winter wheat last fall, as I have been in the prac-
tice of seeding in the fall, believing that the oat
crop with which many seed their grass fields is a
hard one Ijoth for the land for the j'oung grass.
ISIr. Stearns estimates my harvest at thirty bushels,
though I applied no manure, lime or ashes to the
crop. It should be remarked, however, that the
present season has been unusually favorable to
wheat.
The success of Mr. Steams for the past three
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seasons in raising wheat.on bis intervale land has
been such that I shall try a small piece on similar

land separated from his by the highway onl}', not-
withstanding the general opinion c f the meadow
farmers that they cannot raise wheat.
Perhaps I should say that Mr. Steams obtained

his seed from Canada. He ordered a bald va-

riety, but it proves a mixture; part bald, part
l)earded. I enclose an ear of each ; also two ears

from mv field. Thomas S. Fletcher.
FelchvUle, Ft., Aug. 13, 1871.

Remarks.—Four well-filled heads of wheat were

received, measuring from 3J to 4.J inches. The

lienyis plump.

CHERRY TREES IN A PASTtTRE.

I have a piece of ground lately cleared, that has
grown up to red cherry, called bird cherry, that I

wish to pasture. Will it injure my stock r

Or/ord, jS". H., Aug., 1811. J. e. c.

Remarks.—Cattle often run in pastures in which

cheny trees are abundant and are not injured by

eating the leaves. But there are well authenticated

cases of death from eating cherry leaves. Possibly

where stock has the variety of food which wood-

land affords, they have no appetite for cherry

leaves, but when kept in a pasture of only grass,

there may be an unsatisfied craving which leads

them to eat so freely of cherry leaves when they

get at them and have nothing else of the kind, as to

cause a constipation which results in illness or

death. AVe do not feel safe in answering your

question in a more direct manner, but solicit the

opinion of others.

GARGET rOKE AND INDIAN POKE.

I wish to inquire if poke or white hellebore is

what we call Indian poke,ai)lant that grows in our
meadows, with a .•^tubbed stalk two or three feet

high, with large loaves and a thick cluster of small
light colored roots, which are poisonous.
The hay crop is a very short one in this section.

It is like some she ep I have seen with an ear mark
that took both ears olf close to the head ! Haying
is not finished up entirely. There are some meadows
and a little upland to cut over yet.

We are getting from one-quarter to one-half as

much on upland this year as we did last. Meadows
are some better than that, but not equal to last

year. Other crops are looking well, considering
the very dry time we had the first of the season.
Apples are not so plenty as last year, but there

will be enough for family use and some cider ii

those now on the trees remain and ripen.
William D. Colby.

West Springfield, N. H., July 27, 1871.

Remarks.—Common poke or garget, and Indian

poke are difterent plants. They are ranked by
botanists in diiferent orders. The garget poke in

Wood's Botany is in Order CV.

—

Phytolacca decan-

dra: the Indian Poke is in Order CXLVIII.— Vera-

trum virule.

Our physicians make considerable use of the In-

dian poke in their practice, and from its roots the

American Helleliore is manufactured. The garget

poke is much the largest plant, and is perhaps most

readily distinguished by its clusters of purple ber-

ries. The Indian poke has only seeds. As similar

nquii-ies have heretofore been made in respect to

these plants, we copy the /ull description of each

from Dr. Bigelow's Plants of Boston and Vicinitg,

which, with the aid of a dictionary, will be under-

stood by those not familiar with the botanical terms

used by the writer :

—

Garget Poke.—Phytolacca decandra.—Leaves
ovate, acute at both ends ; flowers with ten stamens
and ten styles.

A common plant, known also by the names of

Garget, Cecum, Jalaj), &c. The root is of large
size, frequently exceeding a man's leg in thickness

;

and is usually divided into two or three principal
branches. Its substance is fleshy and fibrous, and
easily cut or broken. Intei'nallj' it is distinctly

marked with concentric rings of considerable thick-

ness, while its outer surface is covered with a very-

thin, brownish bark, which seems to be little more
than a cuticle. The stalks, which are annual, fre-

quently grow to the height of six, and even nine
feet. They are round, smooth, and very much
branched. When young their usual color is green,
but in most plants, after the berries have ripened,
they are of a fine purple. Leaves scattered, petioled,

ovate-oblong, smooth on both sides, ribbed under-
neath, entire, acute. Ihe flowers grow in long
pedunculated racemes opposite to leaves. Pedun-
cles nearly smooth, angular, ascending. Pedicels
divaricated, sometimes branched, gretn, white or
pui7)le, furnished with a small linear bracte at base,

and two others in the middle. Calyx none. Corolla
resembling a calyx, whitish, consi>tiiig of five

round-ovate, concave, in> urving petals. Stamens
ten, rather shorter than the petals, with white,
roundish, two-lobed anthers. Germ greenish,

round, depressed, ten furrowed. Styles ten, short,

recurved. The flowers are succeeded by long
clusters of dark purple berries, almost black, de-
pressed or flattened, and marked with ten furrows
on the sides.—Road-sides.—July, August.—Peren-
nial. ' The root is a violent emetic.
Indian Poke.—Helllrore.— Veratrum viride.

—Panicle downy ; partial bractes longer than their

pedicels. Segments of the corolla thickened on the
inside at base.

A large, green, leafy plant, not uncommon in

meadows and swamps. The root is thick and
fleshy, its upper portion tunicated, its lower half
solid and sending forth a multitude of large, whit-
ish radicles. The stem is from three to five feet

high, roundish, solid, striated and pubescent.
Ihroughout the gi'eater part of its length it is

closely invested with the sheathing ba>es of the
leaves. 1 he lower leaves ai'e large, from half a foot

to a foot long, oval, acuminate, pubescent, strongly
plaited and nerved ; the lower part of their edges
meeting round their stem. The upper leaves be-

come gradually narrower, and the uppermost, which
perform the office of bractes, are linear-lanceolate.

The flowers are numerous and distributed in com-
pound racemes, axillary from the upper leaves, and
terminal; the whole forming a sort of panicle.

Peduncles roundish, do^vny. Bractes boat-sliaped,

acuminate, downy. The pedicel of each flower is

many times shorter than its bracte. Calyx none.
Corolla divided into six green, oval, acute, nerved
segments, of which the alternate ones are longest.

AU the segments are contracted at base into asort
of claw with a thickened or cartilaginous edge.
Stamens six, with recurved filaments and roundish,
tv,-o-lobed anthers. Germs three, cohering, with
acute recurved styles as long as the stamens. A
part of the flowers are barren and have only the
rudiments of styles, so that the plant is strictly

polygamous. The seed vessel consists of three
capsules united together, separating at top and
opening on their inner side. Seeds flat, imbricated.
—June.—Perennial.
The root of this plant, when taken internally.
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produces violent effects, and is dangerous in con-
siderulile <iuaiitities. It is chiefly used in the

country as au external application in cutaneous
ati'ecti«Jns. From its great attinity in haliit to the

Yeratru!ii,all>uni, an European .-pceies, which has
lately ae<iuired consideralili' eeli lirity as a remedy
in gout; the American plant is particularly entitled

to tiie attention of physicians.

SOIL FOR, AND SETTIXO STRAWBERRIES.

Will you inform me through the Ni:w England
Farmer what kind of ground is best for straw-

berries, and when is the best time to set tlieni out ?

B. xj. K. McLavghlin.
Middleboro, Mass., Aug. 14, 1871.

Remarks.—A moist, rich loam suits the straw-

berry bet-t. 1 he soil should be deep,—that is eight

or ten inches,—fine, and kept clear of weeds.

As early as the soil is suitable for sowing oats, in

April, is a good time to set the plants. Make an

opening for the roots, spread them a little and

press the eartli close about them. Keep the plants

moist, and they will soon tj^ke vigorous hold of the

ground. They will do well if set in August, if the

plants are kept moist.

FRANKLIN CO., MAINE.

The cry of lamentation which has been going up
from this section for some time is still ascending.

The grasshoppers have made fearful havoc with

both early and late crops, and are now, no doul)t,

eating dally more than all the stock. After taking
their first choice of vegetation, a scarcity compels
them to glean again on what only a few days
before was refused. The farmers deprive them of

much of their second and third choice, by harvest-

ing any crop that is worth it, as soon as it is fairly

determined that it is to be appropriated by them.
This course destroys many, drives others to feed

upon the leaves of the trees, and adds to the

amount of feed saved for the stock ; because if a
field of wheat, oats, or corn, whether of one acre

or ten acres, is attacked, leaf and stalk are gone in

a few days, unless cut at once. Brood after brood
of tlie hoppers come once in about two weeks.

When it was very dry they camo, and after copious

rains they came just the same. One brood feeds

on what preceding ones would scarcely touch.

Currant iiushos are now a favorite. First the

leaves, then the bark are taken nearly clean.

Young ajiple trees were ttiken at an early day, and
now the medium sized ones are selected. Corn is

stripped, beginning with the tassels, going to silks,

leaves, would-be ears, and then the stalks are cut

down, if it is not speedily harvested. Localities

that were visited by them last year are generally

quite free, as far as heard from. Early potatoes

were first attacked. The root crop, sowed for

feed, has fared hard.
The hay crop, in some sections, is rated at one-

fourth ; ill another at one-third ; in another at one-

half the average for ten years; and so on, up to a

full crop of hay, and in "some northern ])arts of the

County it is better than an average, with few
hoppers. Hardly any farmers agree with me that

we have, as a wliole,'more than a half crop of hay
in this County. I think we have about sixty per

cent. Large lots of Western corn are purchased to

make up the deficit to some extent.

Wherever farmers meet, this gloomy prospect is

the topic of conversation. Politics are forgotten.

Short crops and low prices are everywhere dis-

cussed, and men seem to look only and constantly

on the dark side. But as yet neither man nor
beast has starved. The expectations of many have
been sadly disappointed, but reverses as well as

successes have their lessons. And our calamity
may prove less disastrous than is now generally
apprehended.

In consequence of favorable weather early in

the season, there was more time than usual for

"spring's work." The area of general farm crops
was extended. A little more wheat was sciwn, and
a few more potatoes were planted, and so it was
with all the cr(jps. When it was found thaf the

early drought was likely to diminish the hay crop,
nearly all the farmers planted or sowed an extra
patch of corn, or roots, and here and there a little

^traw or coarse hay was saved, ^\•hich too often is

thrown into the yard just before haying time, to

make room for the new haj'. And now luany are

trimming up nearer to the fences, cutting a load
or two in the pastures, beside the brooks, on the
hills and elsewhere. With such economy and
foresight the severity of our calamity may l)e miti-

gated to a greater degree than our fears at present
allow us to hope. 0. W. Trie.
Farmington, Me., Aug. 14, 1871.

COLLECTING MUCK.
The swamps and low grounds where muck

abounds, are usually as dry soon after the

haying season is over, as they ever are. This

is the favorable time to collect it. The days

are long, the surface h favorable for hauling

over, and other farm work not so pressing

that a few days cannot be spared for this very

important work. A good way is to throw out

the muck and allow it to remain a few days

in rather small winrows or heaps. In this

form much of the water is readily drained off,

and with it one-half at least of the weight of

the whole. This greatly reduces the cost of

carting. If the muck is to be hauled far, it

will be cheeper to let it lie w^here thrown out,

or if such place is liable to be inaccessible at

a later period, to cart it to some higher land

near by, and leave it for late fall or winter

transportation.

]\Iany of our farmers do not yet appreciate

the value of this material as a manurial agent.

INIore thorough experiments, and a more gen-

eral use of it, would convince hundreds of its

great value.

In his fxt-ellent ^^Lectures on Agrirvltural

Topics,^'' Mr. Alexander Hyde, of Lee,

Mass., says :

—

"As an absorbent, dry muck is very nearly equal
to pulverized charcoal, which it much resembles
in its chemical constitution. As abasisofeom-
])ost, we know of nothing superior to it, unless it

is leaf-mould from the forest, which is richer in

potash and other soluble saline matters. We cannot
too strongly insist upon the importance ofcompost-
ing all manures. Not only is the quantity greatly

increased, but the quality is also. Much of the

barn-yard manure that is carted directly from the

yard and ploughed under, is unevenly disti-ibuted,

is full of seeds, and lies in large lumps, so that the

croi)S do not receive the full lienctif of it. By
composting, we not only get a much finer manure,
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but we also ^et the mysterious catalytic (that is,

dissolution iuto parts,) influence, by which, in the
contact of fermenting nitrogenous substances, tlie

wliole mass is fermented, much in the same man-
ner as when, liy a little leaven, the whole lump of
meal is leavened. We know that there is labor in

composting, and that labor costs monej' ; hut we
very much question whether any labor on the
farm is more economically expended than upon
the compost heap."

We entirely agree with the writer on this

point. It is one of the most profitable and

important duties of the farmer, and yet is

greatly neglected by a large portion of them.

Gather up the muck now, for muck is ma-

nure. It is not sand, nor gravel, nor clay,

nor stones, but decomposed vegetable matter

with more or less mineral elements of fertility

washed into it from higher lands.

For the New England Fu'mier,

DRAINAGE OF DRY LAND.
I deem it my duty to state, with your per-

mission, through the cokunns of the Fakmer.
that in my letter on the drainage of wet and
dry lands, published in your issue of May
20th, I said, at that time, all I intended to say

on the subject. I tried to wrice plainly, and
to keep to my subject, and made but one point

wherem I dilFered from your very learned
Boston correspondent, IMr. Fireside Farmer,
and that was this :—that the dry lands, such
as I there described, which are only a fair

sample of thousands of acres of similar lands

in the vicinity where I am writing this letter,

and of many others scattered all over New
England, do not need artificial draining.

1?hey are what I call dry subsoil lands. They
vary from very coarse, light sandy loam, to

that which is liner, heavier and more compact.
In some places they are rocky and hilly, in

other places tiiey are level, free from stone and
sandy. But all agree in or.e ijarticular, their

subsoil is dry. No water ever stands so near
the surface as to obstruct the roots of plants

in their downward course in search of food
and moisture. I have examined the lower
strata of these soils in our vicinity pretty

thoroughly for the last forty-five years, where
I have owned and worked a small farm of this

kind of land, on which I have sunk wells, and
have assisted and been present where wells

have been sunk on other farms. Usually it is

necessary to go down all the way from ten to

thirty feet, to reach permanent living, stand-

ing water. Such land, in my opinion, is suf-

ficiently drained naturally.

I will now define for my worthy friend what
I mean by the natural drainage these lands

already possess. I may differ from him some-
what on this point also. By natural drainage,

I mean that perpendicular drainage I alluded

to in my letter, published in the Farmer
of Maj' 20th. My theory and belief is this :

All such dry subsoil lands are sufficiently

3

drained by those innumerable little pores and
subterranean channels, whereby the surface

water that is formed by the storms, gentle
showers of rain and melted snows, find their

way down to the standing water in the lower
strata of the earth ; the soil absorbing from
them as they descend, their heat and other val-

uable properties they may contain. So also

the air, as the surface water settles away, en-

ters the soil by the numerous little veins left

vacant by the receding water, and impart heat

to the soil, and perhaps other beneficial influ-

ences ; and the same may be said of the dews,
which have ample room, and find these soils

in proper condition in which to perfoi'm their

office.

Thus I have tried to be brief, and to the
point. I think that these dry lands need no
artificial drainage, and I state my honest con-
victions, according to my present light, as

gathered from an experience of more than
fifty years, that, as man and boy, I have
worked these kinds of lands ; using the hoe,

wielding the spade, and holding the plough,

with my own hands.

But 1 claim to belong to the party of prog-
ress in agriculture, and if your Boston cor-

respondent has practical facts in his possession

that will show how these dry New England
lands can be benefited by artificial drainage,
I am all attention, and should be very happy
to read his communications on the subject. If

he has not^ny of these facts to controvert
the theory 1 have laid down, and the point I

have tried to make in this letter, it seems to

me to be arrant nonsense to pursue this sub-
ject any farther in its present form, as my
worthy friend seems to be treatino; the drain-

age of dry, gritty soil in Scotland forty years

ago, while what I have written on the drainage
of dry and wet lands has reference to lands of

this kind here in New England, such as I have
described in this letter.

One thing more. My worthy friend says in

his last letter to the Faioier, that there is

much fi-uctifying matter in rains and snows,
which, if allowed to sink into the soil, instead

of being washed off its surface, make a fair

manuring of themselves. In this proposition

I agree with him in part ; but will venture a
good honest Yankee guess, that should a far-

mer rely on the above dressing to feed his grow-
ing crops, he would soon have to resort to the

manure heap or ruin his land. He would find

himself in the condition of the individual who
set out to live by faith, but after getting some-
what reduced by hunger, concluded he would
modify his views somewhat and take a little

bread and cheese. Royal Smith.
MilUngton, Mass., August 7th, 1871.

—An Iowa paper says that a drover near Knox-
ville let forty-two hogs go without water, one hot

day last week, and that they all died in con:^-

quence.
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THE BUCKEYE CIDER MILL.

As completely presses the cider from the

bottom of its press as from the top, and

leaves the cheese nearly dry in all parts. It is

strongly geared, beside having great strength

in its lever and screw. Easily operated by a

man or boy. Very durable. Occupies but small

space. Lasts a life time without getting out of

order. Buy a Portable ]\lill and m; ke your

own cider at home, at any time when it is

convenient to do so, thus saving the labor and

expense of handling and carting to a distant

mill, and the amount required for profit by the

mill owner.

CONSOLATIONS.
The grass crop is light ; very light, all over

New England.. Our barns, wont to be pletho-

ric with rich harvests, are comparatively lean

and barren. The daylight peeps through

many a crack which has usually been closed by

rich clover, redtop or timothy, and we look at

the half-filled bays and scanty scaifolds with

anxious inquiries as to what we are to do with

our stock,—with the splendid two and four-

year-old Devon steers, upon which so much

promise of future usefulness and profit rested
;

with the "Fearnaught" and "Knox" colts;

with the young Aldernyes, Ayrshires and Short-

horns, whose sales were to assist in lifting

a mortgage, building a barn, repairing the

house, or furnishing the outfit of a beloved

daughter, who is soon to go out from the old

roof-tree and establish a home of her own !

Two things are indispensable to us in this

emergency,—Faith and Ph«ick. First, Faith :

" Jiiilge not the Lord by feeble sense,
But trust Him for his grace

;

Bobind a frowning providence
He hides a smiling face."

How much consolation may be derived from

a frequent repetition of the above lines, and

the reception of their sentiment into our in-

most hearts, no one can tell until it is tried.

"He who tempers the wind to the shorn lamb,"

will order all our temporal affairs as will be

best for iis, if we receive the ordinances of

Heaven in a spirit of acquiescence and hum- '^

ble trust.

Second, Pluck. A good old word, meaning

spirit, perseverance under discouragement

;

indomitableness, courage, hope. Hoping for

the best begets pluck, and a plucky spirit

overcomes most obstacles.
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Some farmers have already yielded, even be-

fore a pressure came, and offer to sell good

cows at $10 each, and other stock at greatly

reduced rates ! In this there is evidently a

want of both faith and pluck. Let us patient-

ly wait and look and philosophize a little. Let

us see if some compensations may not spring

up to balance our losses.

Last year we were burdened with a crop of

apples. They were fed to the cows, horses,

swine, and boiled for the poultry. They were

made into cider in vast quantities,—one mill

near us having made 2,500 barrels !

Now, how many millions of the June moth—
that persistent enemy of the apple—were fed

and reared by the apple crop of last year ?

And so of the curculio. Allowing four eggs

to each apple to have been deposited in the

growing fruit, how many legions would have

been perpetuated this season if the trees had

blossomed and put forth their fruit !. No
tongue can tell. The stars of heaven and

sands of the seashore would have been out-

numbered by them. But what will those de-

structives do now ? They will not find their

meat in due season, but must go down to the

earth and die. In this the whole race of these

pests may be exterminated, and future crops

be abundant and fair. As with the two men-

tioned, so it may be with numerous other insects

which prey upon crops, so that we may be

greatly relieved for many years to come.

May there not be comfort and consolation

gathered from this ?

Corn and potatoes promise now abundant

crops. The small grains were good, and re-

cent rains are greatly assisting • the second

growth of grass. All these will assist in ma-

king up the deficiency in the general hay crop.

Again, the short hay crop suggests ecojtom?/.

Hundreds of acres were cut over which have

been left untouched before, and their scanty

crops harvested with care.

A strict economy will be observed, also, in

feeding stock. A little at a time, and often,

will be the rule ;
and as grain will be as cheap

as hay, large quantities will be used. The

hay cutter will be put in use, the different

qualities of fodder, mixed and mingled with

meal, will take the place of long fodder, and a

;

great saving made in this way. Under this
j

system of feeding it is quite probable that as
!

much stock may be well kept the coming win-

ter, as there was last winter.
|

There is a little panic now among stock-

growers. We advise patience and modera-

tion. Hold on. A ton of good corn can be

purchased as low as a ton of good hay, and

hay, we think, will be no higher in mid-winter

than it is at present.

At any rate, no calamity is imminent.

Have faith in an overruling Providence, be

virtuous, practice economy, and all will be

well.

For the New England Farmer.

PLOUGHS.
I hear considerable in regard to ploughs

and ploughing, but more especially about the

swivel plough, of which there are several

makes. Now, the question in my mind is,

which is the best one for all kinds of work,
taking into consideration ease in holding,

amount of work performed, amount of motive

power required to disintegrate the soil to a
given point, and money cost. Some say that

the one known as the "Lebanon plough,"

made in Lebanon, N. H., is tlie one, but there

is one serious objection to it ; to keep it where
it should be there must be a heavy, constant

strain on the handles, that will quickly fatigue

the strongest man,— or that is my experience.

Then there is a plough made in Brandon,
Vt., the trouble with which is that it will not

"run in" easily, and does not turn the furrow
over flat enough on level land, though there is

a difference of opinion on the latter point,

.

caused perhaps by some little difference in

different ploughs from the same factory.

The Holbrook plough is but little known •

here, but is strongly advocated by some and '

spoken lightly of by others (mainly agents for

other makes) ; some say it is just the thing,

others that it is a costly, heavy, unwieldy
concern.

The next in the category is the "Luffkin
Patent," which is a good plough with a heavy
team, doing good work when one side up, but

reversed, not quite so good. But there are

serious objections in the way of its being con-

sidered the best : it has never been entered

in any (if I am rightly informed) public

competition with other ploughs to decide this

vexed question. I have been informed that

at the Springfield, Vt., trial, it was not en-

tered, though the agent was requested to put

it in. Then the plough is only sold by agents

who purchase State, county or town rights, as

they see fit, and charge $6 commission on each ,

and every plough sold by them, making the

cost to be $18, which is a pretty good profit,

and manifestly unjust to the manufacturers

and public.

To settle this important question, I would :

suggest that those that manufacture ploughs

inform the public just what they have got, its

price, amount of draft in pounds to turn a
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furrow of given dimensions, and what it will

do, and then sell at living prices in localities

to suit the public, so if pieces are required

they can be procured at small expense for

expressage or freight. If tliey have a good

thing, they can alfbrd to do this ; if they have

not, they will j)robably keep out.

A good swivel plough is greatly needed by

a large number of our farmers, but they wish

to know before purchasing if it will do the

work they have to do, and do not wish to travel

from fifty to two hundred miles for informa-

tion that would cost the parties from $2 to $o

per week to furnish to the whole public.

if von or some of your correspondents will

give a few facts in regard to this matter, you

will confer a great favor on me, and perhaps

others that need such an implement. JoxES.

Addinon Co., Vt., July 3, 1871.

difficult, if not impossible, to remove them. A
patent was taken out a few years ago for the

device, but as it is not a valid one it is free to

all.

Mr. Langstroth invented and patented the

movable comb-hive ; and though there are

thousands of patent movable couib-hives, most
of them have adopted some of Mr. Langstroth's

devices ; and it is not too much to say, that

the nearer a hive approaches to the Langstroth,

the more nearly perfect it is.

—

National Live
Stock Journal.

MOVABLE COMB HIVE.

The movable comb-hive is, as its name sig-

nifies, a hive in which each sheet of comb is

movable, and can be taken out at will. The
couiQion or old-fashioned "bee gum" being

simply a box or hollow log, the bees fasten

their comb to the top and sides of it, making

it impossible to remove the comb but by cut-

ting it out. Now, by lillmg this box with

frames so arranged that each comb will be

built in a frame, and these frames easily re-

moved, we have a movable comb-hive. The
principles which govern the practical movable

comb-bive are these :

—

1. The parts intended to be movable should

touch the hive in as few places as possible.

Bees fasten with j)ropolis every ioint in a hive,

making a hive iuiproperly constructed jirac-

ticallv an inunovable comb-hive.

2. Every part not intended to be in contact,

should be so far separated that a bee can pass,

and so near that comb will not be built be-

tween. Bees are sure to till up any place they

cannot pass between readily with propolis,

making it difficult to separate the parts. Three-

eighths of an inch is found to be the proper

distance.

a. The hive should be so arranged that it

can be easily o})ened, and the frames taken

out and returned without killing a bee. A
hive that cannot be so opened is sure to be

ne'dected ; and it should be borne in mind

that a movable comb-hive is no better than the

conunon box, only as its movable features are

made use of. There is no luck in a movable

comb-hive ;
and it is frequently, if not gener-

ally, the case, that a person who does not suc-

ceed with the common hive will not be suc-

cessful with the movable comb. The frames

must have something under the top bar to

guide the bees m building their comb. A
triaiigle fastened to or worked on it will do

this. The first movable comb-hive did not

have this guide, consecjuently comb was fre-

quently built across the frames, making it

Tub Cheese.—Mrs. O. C. Smith, of West
Waterville, gives in the Maine Farmer the

following particulars of her manner of making
tub cheese, which she says are verj' good.
Take an ash tub that will hold about six gal-

lons, soak it in salt and water about three

days before using. Bore six or eight holes

in the bottom of tiie tub. I then run up my
milk the same as usual for a pressed cheese,

chopj)ing and salting the curd. I then place

a cloth two thicknesses in the bottom of the

tub, put in my curd, placing another cloth

four thicknesses on the top of the curd, then

put on the follower and a stone of about 15

pounds. I proceed in like manner every day,

changing the top cloth for a dry one every
time 1 put in a new curd. When the tub is

full or nearly so, I then spread oyer the top a

thin layer of butter to keep out the air, cover
tight and set it away in a cool place until

ready for use.

Poultry Condiments or Tonics.—IVIr.

Mills, a French apothecary, recommends, from
personal experience, the following as an un-
failing tonic or stimulant for debilitated fowls,

and especially for young turkeys during the

critical stage, when he says its etFects are

most marked and salutary :—Take cassia bark
in fine powder, three parts

;
ginger, ten parts

;

gentian, one part ; anise seed, one part ; car-

bonate of iron, five parts ; mix thoroughly by
sifting. A teaspoonful of the powder should

be mingled with the dough for twenty turkeys,

each morning and evening. It is of the great-

est importance to begin the treatment a fort-

night before the appearance of the red, and
to continue it two or three weeks after. If

this precaution be taken in time, there is no
need of losing a single turkey in a brood.

Cleanse the Skin.—It is a curious fact

illustrating the necessity of cleanliness, and
of keeping the pores of the skin open, that if

a coat of varnish or other substance imper-

vious to moisture be applied to the exterior of

the body, death will ensue in about six hours.

The experiment was once tried on a child at

Florence. On the occasion of Pope Leo the

Tenth's accession to the paj)al chair, it was
desired to have a Uvihg figure to represent
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the Golden Age. and so a child was gilded all

over with varnish and gold leaf. The child

died in a few hours. If the fur of a rabbit or

the skin of a pig be covered with a solution of

India rubber in naptha, the animal ceases

to breathe in a couple of hours.

—

Manufac-
turer and Builder.

The National Swine Exposition.—The Wes-

tern Bm-al saj'S that this exhibition bids fair to sur-

pass the exv^ectation of its projectors and friends.

We are pleased to learn that very many breeders

and stock men from distant States have signified

their intention to be present with stock. Letters

have been received from breeders and stock raisers

in Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, West Virginia,

Pennsylvania, New York, New England, and the

Canadas, apprizing the managers of the Exposi-

tion, that accomodations for stock will be required

from those sections of the country. And it is now
definitely understood that nearly every prominent

breeder in the North-west will be represented.

The opportunity to contrast the merits of different

breeds, and different strains of blood of the same

breeds, will thus be afforded, and the very best

means presented for arriving at a correct judgment

upon many important questions relating to the

breeding and management of swine.

Mulching Winter Wheat.—Two experiments

in spreading coarse strawy manure as a mulch,

in November, on land sown to winter wheat

in September, were tried at the farm of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, last season, and the result is

published in the Western Farmer. The product of

the White Touzelle variety was 13.51 pounds to

one of seed, or 23.38 bushels per acre; of the Red
Soisette variety, 13.76 pounds for one of seed, or

22.01 bushels per acre. Though similar plots were

not tried without the mulch, to test the compara-

tive increase of yield from its use, the results are

regarded as encouraging. The superintendent of

the fann, Mr. Henry H. McAffee, says : "Care

should be exercised to not get the mulch too thick

in spots, as that cause killed out quite a lot of the

young plants in the above experiments."

Depreciation in Crops.—^We doubt the cor-

rectness of the conclusions of many agricultural

writers as to the great depreciation in the amount

of wheat and other crops of modern times as com-

pared with the golden period of "forty years ago."

We apprehend that the assumed average of the

olden harvests is over-estimated, and that of our

day is rated too low. We see notices of crops of

wheat this year in Michigan that would compare

well with the celebrated production of Genesee,

when that country was new. James H. Graham,

of Mason, had a yield this season of thirty-five

bushels and a peck per acre on a field of five acres.

Mr. C. T. Beck, of Monroe, thirty-seven bushels

and six quarts per acre from five and a half acres.

As the mould of forty years gathers on these state-

ments, will not the agricultural writers of those

days cite them as evidences of the crops of wheat

which wei'e harvested by the ancients of 1871 ?

"Distance lends enchantment to the view."

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

THE SPANISH OR BLISTER-FLY POTATO BEETLE.

I enclose two bugs which I found on my pota-
toes. They do not appear to me like the kind
described in the Farmer of July 1. If they are
not like them, please describe them and tell us
what will keep them off the vines. T. E. Loomis.

j^orth Amherst, Mass., July 17, 2871.

A nest has made its appearance in different local-

ities in the form of a potato bug, the like of which
has not been known among us. Of its origin and
habits there is but little known. They seem to
herd together, and make clean work as they go.
At first but a few hills will be infested, and when
these are stripped of their leaves they move on.
Tliey appear very lively, in companies of hundreds
on one hill, but when disturbed they "play pos-
sum," dropping to the ground and make believe
dead. They appear to be particularly fond of the
"Early Rose," for it is the first to be attacked.

I herewith send you a specimen, and would like

to hear from you respecting the "baste."
Vienna, Me., Aug. 19, 1S71. W. R. Brown.

Remarks.—A reply was prepared to the inquiry

of Mr. Loomis, and put in a book in which we
marked an extract descriptive of the insect re-

ceived, and was thus forgotten. We at once recog-

nized Mr. Brown's "baste" as a near relative of

Mr. Loomis's bug, and on turning to our book for a

description of the insect last received, we found Mr.

Loomis's letter and our reply lying snugly between

its leaves.

Both of these insects belong to the Blister-beetle

family, known in the books as Cantharidce or

Meloidce. The variety from Mr. Loomis is named
Cantharis cinerea, by Fabricius. Mr. Harris says

"this is the most destructive Cantharis found in

Massachusetts. It is about six-tenths of an inch

in length. The word cinerea means ash-colored

;

the insect being covered with a very short down of

that color. When it is rubbed the ash-colored

substance comes off, leaving the surface black. It

begins to appear in gardens about the twentieth of

June, and is very fond of the leaves of the English

bean, which it sometimes entirely destroys. It is

also occasionally found in considerable numbers

on potato-vines ; and in Cambridge, Massachusetts,

it has repeatedly appeared in great profusion upon

hedges of the honey-locust, which have been en-

tirely stripped of foliage by these voracious insects.

They are also found on the wild indigo-weed. In

the night, and in rainy weather, they descend from

the plants, and burrow in the ground, or under

leaves and tufts of grass. Thither also they retire

for shelter during the heat of the day, being most

actively engaged in eating in the morning and

evening. About the first of August they go into

the ground and lay their eggs, and these are
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hatched in the course of one month. The hxrvtE

are slender, somewhat flattened gi'ubs, of a yel-

lowish color, banded with black, with a small

reddish head, and six legs. These grubs are very

active in their motions, and appear to live upon

tine roots in the ground ; but I have not been able

to keep them till they arrived at maturity, and

therefore know nothing further of their history."

The insect sent by Mr. Brown is named Cantharis,

atrata, and is coal black. It is about half an inch

in length. It appears about the middle of August,

and into September. Mr. Harris says "it feeds on

potato-vines, and also on the blossoms and leaves

of various kinds of golden-rod. In some places it

is as plentiful in potato-fields as the striped and the

margined Cantharis, and by its serious ravages

has often excited attention. These three kinds, in

fact, arc often confounded under the common name
of potato-flies ; and it is still more remarkable,

that they are collected for medical use, and are

sold in our shops l)j' the name of Cantharis vittata,

without a suspicion of their being distinct from

each other. I have repeatedly taken these insects,

in considerable quantities, by brushing or shaking

them from the potato-vines into a broad tin pan,

from which they were emptied into a covered pail

containing a little water in it, which, by wetting

their wings, prevented their flying out when the

pail was uncovered. Or they may be caught by
gently sweeping the plants they frequent with a

deep muslin bag-net. They should be killed by
throwing them into scalding water, for one or two

minutes, after which they may be spread out on
sheets of paper to dry, and may be made profitable

by selling them to the apothecaries for medical

use."

Mr. Harris gives the following description of the

family to which the blistering beetles belong. To
compare one of these insects in some of the par-

ticulars of his description, a magnifying glass will

be necessary.

"The head is broad and nearly heart-shaped, and
it is joined to the thorax by a narrow neck. The
antenmc are rather long and tapering, sometimes

knotted in the middle, particularly in the males.

The thorax varies in form, but is generally much
narrower than the wing-covers. The latter are

soft and flexible, more or less bent down at the

sides of the body, usually long and narrow, some-

times short and overlapping on their inner edges.

The legs are long and slender ; the soles of the

feet are not broad, and are not cushioned l)encath
;

.and the claws are split to the bottom, or double, so

.that there appear to be four claws to each foot.

The body is quite soft, and when handled, a yel-

lowish fluid, of a disagreeable smell, comes out of

the joints. These beetles are timid insects, and
when alarmed they draw up then- legs and feign

themselves dead. Nearly all of them have the

power of raising blisters when applied to the skin,

and they retain it even when dead and perfectly

dry."

HOW 8HAXL I RESTORE EXHAUSTED SOILS ?—ROT-
TEN PLACES.

Last spi'ing I broke up ten acres of an old field

that did not produce 200 pounds of hay per acre,

and planted to corn and potatoes, using on the
whole, one and one-half tons superphosphate, and
three-fourths ton plaster in the hill,—nothing else.

Crops look well now. What I want is to get it

into grass. The soil is a sandy loam. Will it pay
to draw gas lime three miles, spread this fall after

tlie ground is ploughed, then in the spring put on
plaster, ashes, and salt, sow to barley and seed
down ?

The farm is one I bought last fall, and is badly
run down. How would you advise me to go to

work to bring it into grass again ?

When I was ploughing the ground last spring
there were several places where the earth looked
black, and there was no sward at all. We called

them the rotten places. You can see those spots
now in both corn and potatoes. The.y have not
grown at all. What is lacking in the soil ?

I intend to break up about twenty acres more of
an old field tlii.> fall, sow rye and seed down, then
in the spring sow plaster. Would it be better to

sow the plaster when I sow the grain ? I have
tried five kinds of phosphates. When I harvest I

will let you know which does the best.

H. W. LORING.
Leiciston, Me., Aug. 14, 187].

Remarks.—The plan which you propose to re-

store your exhausted lands to fertility, seems to

be a good one, provided the gas lime is valuable.

We do not know enough abeut it to give an opinion

as to its merits. Reports which have come to us

in relation to it are contradictory. Test it on an

acre or two, and gain the information you seek by

your own experience. In the mean time, the

plaster, ashes and salt will enable you to get pay-

ing crops, provided you plough and cultivate

thoroughly, keeping the soil light and porous all

the time, and allowing no weeds to grow. Wlien

you have brought up the soil so as to produce a

fair crop of clover, you are then "master of the

situation," and can produce about what crops you
please. If possible, however, encourage every

crop with a sprinkling at least of stable manure.

Little can be said about the "rotten places" of

which you speak without of an examination of the

soil. We have known spots to become barren by
heaps of acid muck being placed upon them,—so

thoroughly barren that no vegetation would grow

upon them for several years after the muck was
removed. Sometimes water finds its way to the

surface, in particular places, that is impregnated

with sulphur, or iron, to such an extent that

nothing will grow upon the ground saturated with

it. Dress one or two spots with quick lime, or

some strong alkali, and note its effects. Perhaps a

liberal dressing of wood ashes would restore them.

A LAME HORSE.

As I see you allow farmers in trouble to ask you
questions, I wish to ask one about my horse. He
is lame behind, and has been for nearly a year, but
I can find no sore spot, neither docs he favor it in

the least while standing. He limps when he first

starts, but by travelling he seems to get over it in

a degree, but is now growing woj'se. Sometimes
in turning, if he happens to twist his leg a little, he
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shows very plainly he is hurt. Many of the horse-
men have said there was a spavin coming, but if

that is the case, it is time, it seems to me, for it to
show itself. I think it is higher up, but I can find

no soreness to indicate where. Perhaps you or
your readers may have had some experience in

troubles of this kind, and may be able to tell me
what the matter is and how to cure it.

Subscriber.
Harvard, Mass., Aug. 14, 1871.

Remarks.—Horses are liable to become lame
from a great variety of causes. In many cases,

the lameness is not apparent to the eye or the

touch. Some of them, perhaps, ai-e rheumatic,

and are more evident when the animal first starts

off. He limps a little then, but after getting

warmed up a little, the limping ceases, and he is

all right again.

He may have ^hat veterinary surgeons call an
" Occult spavin ;

" that is, a spavin in progress,

that may in the future become developed.

Another very common source of lameness is in-

jury to the cartilage of the foot. This injurj' may
arise from various causes. By hauling heavy loads

up hill, by stepping upon a stone, or bj' diiving

fast down hill, especially if there is much load be-

hind the animal. When the cartilage of any part

of the foot is severely injured it gradually becomes

ossified, or changed from a soft, pliable mass into

a bony substance. While this process is going on

the pad becomes excessively painful, as in the for-

mation of a ringbone. It will be an important

point gained to learn whether the lameness is in

the foot or hip.

Some of our readers may be able to enlighten

you, but the safest course will be to seek the ad-

vice of a veterinary surgeon.

SATURNIA 10.

The enclosed was found on a bean leaf. Please
tell us about it in the New Engl.and Farmer.

J. B. Howe.
Petersham, Mass., Aug. 22, 1871.

Remarks.—You will find a description, with

beautiful illustrations of the caterpillar, cocoon,

crysalis, male and female moth or butterfly, in the

1862 edition of Mr. Harris's Treatise on Insects,

which occupj' some four pages. The State made a

liberal appropriation for the publication of this

edition, and at least one copy ought to be found in

each to^vn. Every neighborhood library ought

also to have a copy.

The caterpillars are of a pale pea-green color, with

a bro\\'n stripe, edged below with white, on each side

of the body. Thej^ are covered with clusters of

green prickles, tipped with black, which sting se-

verely, as we had occasion to learn when a boy.

In eating some fruit in the dark we took one of

these creatures into our mouth, the upper part of

which was filled with the prickles, causing much
pain and discomfort for some time, notwithstand-

ing all that could be done; giving us a caution

about eating or drinking in the dark that we have

never forgotten.

On the hind wings of the moth are two conspicu-

ous eye-spots, from which the insect receives its

name, as the books say, in allusion to the ancient

Greek herione, lo, who, as the fable went, was jeal-

ouslj^ guarded by the hundred-eyed Argus. The
sexes differ greatly from each other ; the general

color of the male moth being deep yellow and that

of the female, purple brown, though the same pat-

tern is observable in both. These moths expand
about three inches. We are not aware that they

ever cause much damage to vegetation.

re-seeding grass land.'

My newly laid-down fields are scantily covered
with grass. Would it be a good plan to sow on
Orchard grass seed to fill vacancies ? If so, will
this month or September be the best time for dOr
ing it ? Wm. p. Exdicott.
MUford, N. H., Aug. 16, 1871.

Remarks.—One of the best fields of clover we
have seen this season was on a field laid do^\'n in

the spring of 1870. Owing to the drought which

followed, the grass seed did not come. During

the last week of August, last year, the field was
harrowed over, grass and clover seed sowed, and
the ground brushed over. One fine crop of clovet

has been cut this summer, and a good second crop

is now standing—Aug. 21,—on the ground. On
inquiry, we learn that the practice is quite common
in the neighborhood where this occurred, and usu-

ally with good results. We intend to try it on

fields in the same condition as those you describe.

Weeds may be in the way ; if so, we must pull

them out. The earlier the seed is in the better

;

but up to middle September will do.

FOOT ROT IN cows.

I have three cows that have the foot rot. I have
used nitric acid to cut it and carliolic acid and lard
for ointment, but to no avail. I wish to know if

anything can be done for them and what ?

Subscriber.
North Adams, Mass., Aug. 26, 1871.

Remarks.—In reply to an inquiry for a remedy
for cows that had a raw surface between the hoofs,

and extending up to near the fetlock of the hind

foot. Prof. Law directed to have the foot between

the hoofs thoroughly cleaned by washing or by

drawing a piece of rag through it ; then sprinkle it

with calomel and cover up with tow and tar, re-

tained in position by a bandage. Keep dry and

clean, and i-epeat the dressing daily.

In speaking of the "foul in the foot," Dr. Dadd
says, that the disease is caused by the sudden stop-

page of some natural evacuation, is evident from the

following facts : First, the disease is most preva-

lent in cold, low, marshy countries, where the foot

is kept constantly moist. Secondly, the disease is

neither contagious nor epidemic.

In all cases of obstruction to the depurating ap-

paratus there is a loss of equilibrium between se-

cretion and excretion. The first oliject is, to re-

store the lost function. Previously, however, to

doing so, the animal must be removed to a dry

situation. The cause once removed, the cure is
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easy, provided we merely assist nature and follow

ber teachings. As wannth and moisture are known
to relax ail animal til)re, the part should be re-

laxed, warmed and cleansed, Jirst by warm water

and soap, lastly bj- poultice; at the same time

bearing in mind that the object is not to produce

or invite suppuration, (formation of matter,) but

only t(i liberate the excess of morbid materials

that may already be present; as soon as this is ac-

complished, the poultice should be discontinued.

Make a poultice of

Roots of marshniallows, bruised, half a pound,
Powdered charcoal, a haiullul,

" loljclia, a few ounces,
Meal,

.
a tea-cui)ful,

with boiling water sufficient to soften the mass.

Put the ingredients into a bag, and secure it above

the fetlock. Give the animal the following at a

dose :

—

Flowers of sulphur, half an ounce,
Powdered sassafras bark, 1 ounce.
Burdock, (any part of the plant,) 2 ounces.

The above to be steeped in one quart of boiling

water. "When cool, strain. All that is now needed

is to keep the part cleansed, and at rest. If a fetid

smell still remains, wet the cleft, morning and

evening, with chloride of soda, one ounce ; water,

six ounces, mixed.

Mr. A. B. Lyman, of Easthampton, Mass., says

in a communication to the J\"eio England llome-

stead, "some of the cows in this town are troubled

with foot rot. Bleeding from the foot and drop-

ping hot tar from a heated iron into the sore, is the

best remedy that we know of."

The term "foot-rot" is probably used by differ-

ent individuals as the name of different diseases,

—

those which should be treated ditferentlj^ With-

out a clear idea of the trouble with our correspon-

dent's cows, we give the foregoing in the hope that

it may prove of some use to him, and to others

who have cattle with diseased feet.

MUSHROOMS.

Are mushrooms sold in the market, and can they
be raised from those growing aljout our farms.

Addison County, Vt., 1871. t. b.

Remarks.—Mushrooms arc sold in the market.

They are raised from seeds, or spores, or spawn,

which are also for sale in this market. So much
we learn from lliiand, Smith & Co., of Faneuil

Hall market. The American Encyclopadia says,

"The common mushroom belongs to the natural

order oi fungi ; most species of which arc jjoison-

ous, and fatal consequences have resulted from not

knowing how to distmguish the few which are val-

uable from the majority which are dangerous."

Directions for the cultivation of mushrooms are

given in most works on gardening. Mr. Hender-

son says some place in a green-house or elsewhere,

in which a temperature of 40° to G0° can be sus-

tained during the winter, is the first requisite. Mr.

Burr speaks of the artificial management of mush-

rooms as difficult. Mr. Henderson says that on

commencing their cultivation he "labored for two

years without being able to produce a single mush-
room." Several varieties of field mushrooms are

edible, but we understand that only one kind is

cultivated.

SULPHUR FOR. LICE ON ANIMALS.

We see many inquiries about lice on cattle, and
many remedies propo*ed, most of wliich are both
ridiculous and barbarous, and about as useful in

performing a cure as are snow bails in heating an
oven. Any man who would apply oil or grease to
his cattle in winter, had l^etter saturate his shirt or
even his gloves with that substance, and pass half
an hour in his barn some cold winter morning.
We warrant he will not l)e very quiet there and
will step quick toward the nearest fire when his
time is out. And yet this is a mild and sensible

remedy compared \vith many that arc recom-
mended. .

Some dozen years since, I entered upon a farm,
the barn of which was overrun with every kind of
lice that ever infested a barn. Both cattle and
horses were tormented. My remedy has been dry
sulphur sprinkled occasionally in the hair of each
animal, and I have not .seen a louse on the prem-
ises for years. Sulphur is also efiectual in case
of poultry. Take them by tiie legs, hang their
heads do\inward and sprinkle it anunigthc feathers.

I know of no insect that will remain in contact
with it. While for all fu'm aninuils it is a healthy

,

condiment, and an antidote for many of their dis-
'

eases. Where a Ijarn is so badly infested as mine
was, it would perhaps hasten the work to put nn-
uentum in the crevices of the stalls and stanchions
(not where it can touch the animals) and sprinkle
the floor a few times with drv ashes.

D. L. TOLMAN.
Marlboro' Depot, N. II., 1S71.

RAISING AVINTER WHEAT.
Not far from twenty years ago, Mheat was getting

to be quite dear and I thought I would try my luck
in raising it. I went to an old neighbor for ad-
vice, who had been in the habit of raising wheat on
new land. He told me it must not be sowed until

there had been two or three frosts which would de-
stroy a fiy that would attack the wheat if sown be-
fore. I followed his directions, and the result of it

was it nearly all w inter killetl. There were a few
scattering heads gathered which nuulc ncarl.y two
quarts. I concluded I would not give up so. I

then selected a piece of ground on the east side of
a small knoll, warm and dry land, sowed my two
(juarts of wheat about the fu'st of Septcmlier, and
had a good yield. I learned by this experience
that winter wheat must be sown on land where it

slopes to the south or east, where the snow will be
more likelj' to remain, as wheat wants to be cov-
ered with snow to keep it warm; then it will coine
out l)right in the spring. East or south of a forest

is a good location for wheat.
As a general thing 1 sow my wheat after corn.

It should l)e sown befjre the tenth of September to

have it get well rooted. I make my land rich

enough to produce a good crop of corn, and sow
without any other preiiaration than would be given
for rye. I think I raises as many bushels of wheat
as of rye to the acre, side by side, the land in the
same condition. 1 have ploughed green sward and
])nt on compost manure made of muck and burn
yard nuunire. I have had crops of from ten to

iilteen bushels per acre on light loamy land. I

seed it to herdsgrass when I sow the wheat, and
sow clover seed in April and bush it in. I then
get two or three good crops of hay. I have man-
aged in this way for the last twenty years, and I

' have had good success, except one year about
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four years ago, we had a dry fall. Mj' wheat did
not come up until too late to grow much before
winter. The result was it winter killed; or as
some would say, spring killed ; for the roots were
injured by freezing and thawing. This crop was
nearly a failure. Hence I conclude thai wheat
should be well started in the fall. Neither cattle

nor sheep must be allowed to eat it ott', for all the
leaves are needed to protect the roots from the
cold. 1 have raised all the wheat I have needed
for family use, and have sold some. The variety I

have mostly raised is called the White Bald. It

makes good flour.

I think there are not many farms in the New
England States that might not be made to raise all

the wheat, either winter or spring, that the families
living upon them need, if they would take hold of
it in earnest and persevere in it. If this is so, what
a vast sum of money could be saved at home, that
DOW goes West for flour. I think it is easier to

raise wheat than it is tobacco, though I have never
tried the latter. I think if I should make my
wheat land as rich as tobacco land must l^e to pro-
duce a crop, I could raise from fifteen to twenty-
five bushels per acre, and two crops of it would not
reduce the laud more than one of tobacco.

M. L. GOODELL.
South A?nherst, Mass., July 24, 1871.

Remakks.—We very much regret that the pub-

lication of this valuable article has been delayed

by oversight on our part.

JONES AND SMITH.

What Jones is this I see in print.

Who's everything so snug and nice ?

I wonder if bis back was ever bent,
And is he also free from vice ?

And wbo is this unlucky Smith,
Whose tools and stock are all awry ?

Perhaps poor Smith has not wherewith
Such fashionable things to buy. J. C.

Charlton, Mass., Aug. 14, 1871.

BLOODY WATER IN COWS.

I noticed in this week's Farmer an inquiry by
Henry Miller for a I'emedy to cure red water in

cows. I have a cow that last Spring had the red
water very badly. I gave her a quart of Slippery
Elm tea once a day for a week, and gave her a
half peck of potatoes twice a day until all signs of
it disappeared, which was in about two weeks. I

have seen no signs of it since, and the cow has
done nicely all summer. I have known of several
cows cured in the same way. Never knew it fail.

If Mr. Miller should see fit to try it, I hope he will

let us know the result. C. A. Crampton.
West Acton, Mass., Aug. 18, .1871.

"WHEAT IX VERMONT.
The important communication from Thomas S.

Fletcher of Felchville, Yt., should not fail to re-

mind ever}' farmer of his positive duty in raising

his ow''n bread. How sure and certain is his crop
of wheat if he wdl but "apply his heart unto
wisdom." lle-read the practice of Rufus Stearns,
in the Farmer of the 26tli August; also, of Jarvis
Pratt. Mr. Stearns has raised wheat with perfect
success and "not a failure for twenty years ! He
thinks he has averaged twenty-five bushels per
acre, and one j'ear he raised forty-five bushels on
seven-eights of an acrg." The communication
speaks of three practical farmers, and it speaks
Tohmies of wisdom to every listening fitnner. It

reports double the average yield of the Western
States ; and a more svre croji in New England soil

than in the West. It is every word truth.

Now farmers, please wake up, one and all, and
fail not to put in a crop of winter wheat, even

should it be as late as the 15th of September.
Plough in the green crop (mowing land) and while
in a state of heat and fermentation, it gives rapid
growth to the wheat which will continue to grow
till the furrow freezes deep. We would recom-
mend to cover with the ctiltivator to give it a depth
of two to three inches, which guards against winter
killing. To give it quick germination, soak_ in

brine and rake in ashes or lime. Farmers will find

plenty of winter seed in Boston, if ditticult to be
obtained nearer home. Henry Poor.

Zonci Island, iV". Y., Aug. 26, 1871.

YOUNG DrCKS DIED.

I see some of the members of the New Eng-
land Farmers' Club are having poor luck with
their poultry, and having had poor luck in raising

ducks, perhaps some one can tell what the trouble

was. The ducks hatched well and the young grew
finely for a few weeks, and then they would droop
and die. Sometimes at feeding all would be smart,

but in a ^ew minutes some would be taken with the

"dumps" and die immediately. Can any one tell

us the cause and cure ? t. b.

Addiso7i County, Vt., 1871.

AGRICULTURAL ITEMS'.

—The Salt Lake dailies have notices of the

"§40,000 worth of improved breeds of cattle and

sheep, from the far-famed Kentucky herds."

—It seems reasonable that a laboring horse

should have room to lie in at night, where he can

turn over and shift about.

—A five-year-old city boy told his mother how

to make butter : "You just take a long stick with a

cross at the end of it ; then you get a big tub ; and

then you borrow a cow."

—A tablespoonful of spirits of turpentine to three

quarts of meal used for chicken food is recom-

mended by one correspondent of the Rural Nexo

Yorker, for the gapes ; and strong pepper, by an-

other one.

—A correspondent of the Willimette Farmer

feeds his stock a tablespoonful of sulphur to each

animal, with their salt, once in two weeks. When

he has done so, no vermin has troubled them, and

his cows have not been affected with garget, nor

his sheep with grub in the head. He has practiced

this twenty years.

—Peter Gilbert writes to the Rural Nnc Yorker

:

"Flies have been so bad on my horses that I found

it almost impossible to work them. I took smart

weed and soaked it in water, and in the morning

applied it to the horses with a sponge, all over

t'hem, and found the horses to work along without

any further trouble, the flies not annoying them in

the least."

—A northern firm have recently leased a large

grazing farm in Powhatan Co., Va., and are stock-

ing it with goats, to the raising of which it will be

entirely devoted. They have started with 200 and

will increase the number to 15,000 or 18,000 as

soon as they can get them. Besides their value in

the dairy, the skins bring a large profit m northern

markets.
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For the Xew England Farmer.

HOBBIES—BLOODED STOCK.
When 1 wrote my last article, I thought I

had done with Professor Law's remarks. I
cannot, however, refrain from one or two
more (luotations. Speaking of the eli'eots of
imagination on the dam, he says: "A bay
mare that was worked, stabled" and grazed
with a black gelding, having white legs and
face, straight back and long quarters, so that
the feet seemed to be set at right angles on
the legs, was covered by a bay horse. She
produced a foal exactly like the gelding in
color and shape, and 'especially that of" the
legs." Another, "beautifully formed trotting
mare, covered by a horse of the same kind,
was pastured during pregnancy in the next
park to a mule, and the foal shows an unmis-
tably nmlish aspect about the head, ears,
thighs and gait." A "black polled Angus
cow was served by a bull of the same breed,
but the calf was black and white, and horned
like an ox with which the cow was pastured."
Out of another herd of "twenty polled Angus
cows, served by a polled Angus bull, all had
pure Angus calves, except one, which,
threatened with barrenness, had been sent to
starve on another farm, where she grazed with
a yellow and white ox. The calf was yellow
and white." In another case a man "had
twelve white calves from his roan and brown
Durham, after whitewashing his steading to
ward off the pleuro-pneumonia in 1869. He
never before had more than two in one year,
and always sent them away."
The effect of the first sire on the succeed-

ing progeny is also noticed. IVIares bred to
an ass and afterward to ahorse, "had the
qualities of the ass preserved in the second
and third foal."

Breeding back is also noticed as one of the
causes of diversity

; but whether th« bad (juali-

ties of the ancestors, without any of their good
ones, are brought out in this way, he does not
inform us. Under this head he speaks of a
litter of pigs among which "the exact coun-
terpart of the Berkshire used twenty-eight
years before to give size and constitution to
the herd," was produced.

But it is impossible in an article designed
for a newspaper to speak of all the positions
assumed by the lecturer. After cautioning us
against all the difficulties that stand in our
"way—difficulties insurmountable in my opinion
to the ordinary farmer, who has only" the \}VO-

fits of a hard New England farm to depend
upon, and who can't afford to build fences high
enough to exclude all sight of the outside world,
and even of the whitewash applied to stables,
the lecturer comes to his

Summary of General Principles.

The second one of which is, "That in the
maintenance and improvement of a breed, the
truth that like produces like,—that the repro-
ductive germ, ovum or spermatozoon will

stamp upon the animal developed from it the
character of the parent organism, is the back-
bone of all success." Now it seems to me
that the cook's directions for dressing a hare,
first to catch him, would be very ajjplicable
here. First, get your breed that "vou wish to
perpetuate, and then you are all "right. He
tells us further back that "the fundamental
princif)le that like j^roduces like is not an in-
variable rule ; were it so, every breed would
retain the same qualities throughout all time,
and no improvement could be effected."
Now, it seems to me that the law that like

produces like, is totally inap})licable in tliis

matter.
_
I can't conceive of any possibility

of its being brought to bear upon it, for I con-
ceive it to be utterly impossible to place any
given number of animals in the same circum-
stances

;
and, consequently, there is no chance

for the operation of the law.
But I must leave the Professor, and pass to

some remarks of Mr. Goodman, of Lenox,
Mass. He says, "this subject is one which,
perhaps, no unprofessional man can treat
well." In speaking of what he calls "cock-
tailbulls," he says : "we have, in most of our
societies, eliminated them, cleaned them out.
But every year the question is brought up,
and we have to fight it over again. But we
are in hopes that this year the Board or the
Legislature will fix it so that hereafter none of
these 'cock-tail bulls' shall be brought out
for service, or at any rate for the premium at
our fairs." Think of that, brother farmers

;

he wants it fixed so that however good an ani-
mal you may have, you shall not only be de-
barred from offering it for a premium, but
also from using it at all ! Owing to ignorance
very few farmers understand this matter of
breeding. It is very dllBcult for one not
"well grounded in science to arrive at a nice
appreciation of those distinctions which learn-
ed men make, or to understand and carry
away with him much information from a lec-
ture like this, replete as it is with theories and
facts." In this remark I perfectly agree with
him.

The point I wish to make is, that breeders of
blood stock have not as yet agreed upon what
shall be considered pure blood. Some say
that crossing to the fourth or sixth generation
we get pure blood, while others say a much
longer time is necessary. But they all agree
that "Charthage must be destroyed ;" in other
words, that all other animals must be pushed
aside at our Fairs to make room for these
fancy animals. I would like to have some of
these sticklers for pure blood tell us whether
there is any difference in the composition of
the lilood that might be drawn from an animal
fed on the short pastures of some partsof Box-
ford and one of those pampered Ayrshires or
Short-horns, any more than in that of the
human race; for we have the authority of Holy
Writ for saying that "(Joil made of "one blood
all the nations to dwell on the face of the earth."
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Now, if climate and food have made all the

difference in the human family, why not in the

brutes ? If throuirh a , long course of years

the inhabitants of a certain j)ortion of our

globe have had certain characteristics stamped

upon them that fit them for the localities in

which they are placed, why attempt to sup-

plant them with a race totally unfit for the lo-

cality ? As, for instance, to attempt to raise

the fat and rubicund Englishman amid the

eternal snows of Greenland.

I certainly would not object to the importa-

tion and breeding, by gentlemen of means,

of these foreign cattle. Those men of wealth

who can afford to sink hundreds or thousands

of dollars yearly in the embellishment of their

farms, are not to be blamed for wishing to

have these sleek looking animals about their

premises.

One word as to the value of these pure

bloods as milkers. I am engaged in making

milk for the market. Many of my cows are

picked up from the hills and valleys of New
Hampshire, Vermont and Maine, and yet I

have sometimes compared notes with Dr. Lor-

ing's Ayrshires, and if I am not mistaken, I

have generally been ahead of him in the

amount of milk per cow.

One word as to those herd books. If I am
not mistaken, any man can get an animal enter-

ed in them by paying one dollar. Now if a man
would like to raise the price of an animal from

$25 to perliaps $200 or $300 or $500, is there

not a temptation to attempt it by the payment

of one dollar ? And yet it is laid down as

good authority, if the animal can be found in

the book, that it is pure. Now if it is a fact

that the mass of farmers don't know what is

for their interest ; that the animals that have

been bred on the soil for two hundred years

are unfit for the farm, and ought to be swept

out of the way by legislative enactment, and

that pampered foreigners and their progeny

alone are to be the recipients of public favor,

then it seems to me that some standard of

excellence should be agreed upon
;
more espe-

cially if, as asserted by Mr. Goodman, that

we "can, by a proper selection, produce just

such results as we desire." I say there should

be some standard adopted, and a note made of

all that fall short, as well as of those that at-

tain to it, so that we may know what the

cha'ctes are of obtaining animals of superior

excellence from the high-bred and high-fed

breeds.

Thus, brother farmers, I have endeavored

to point out a few of the reasons why our na-

tive stock should not be pushed out of the way

to make room for these interlopers. I know

I have not done justice to the subject, accords

ing to my ideas of it, for it wouli take a vol-

ume to do so . I do not believe it was the inten-

tion of the founders of our agricultural so-

cieties that such a state of things should ever

take place. I believe it was their intention to

encourage true excellence wherever found.

And while I know that no intelligent farmer

would, for one moment, object to these '^pure

bloods" receiving their due share of public fa-

vor, I do object,—and I feel that every prac-

tical farmer should protest against things being

so manipulated as to favor exclusively the

breeders of these fancy cattle, when their

chief claim to favor rests upon that fact, and

that alone too, that their names can be traced

in the book of pedigree to some foreign im-

portation. J. L. HUBBAKD.
Peahody, Mass., Jnly 28, 1871.

Remakks.—A written pedigree is, we sup-

pose, required of all applicants for a herd-

book record—a pedigree that traces the de-

scent of the animal to be entered to some

herd-book animal.

For the New England Farmer.

SUNAPEE LAKE.

Sunapee Lake is situated in the towns of

Newbury, New London and Sunapee, N. H.,

and is about 32 miles northwest of Concord.

It is a beautiful sheet of pure, clear water, 10

miles long and from 1 to 3 miles wide, and is

more than 1000 miles above the level of the

sea. It is on the height of land between the

Connecticut and Merrimac rivers. It is the

reservoir of., numerous brooks and rivers flow-

ing from the above named towns, and the

source of Sugar River, a wild rapid stream,

which flows through Sunapee, Newport, and

Claremont, into the Connecticut River.

The extension of the Concord and Clare-

mont Railroad, which is now building, passes

along the western shore for two miles, and af-

fords to the traveller one of the most pleasing

prospects New Hampshire scenery. On one

side are the clear sparkling waters of the

Lake, green pastures, fine farms and wood-

lands sloping back from its farther shore
;
on

the other, the everlasting Sunapee Mountain,

whose base comes to the very edge of the

lake, and whose summit towers 1500 feet

above. On the one side, nature appears in its

wildest grandeur ; on the other, it is softened

by clear water, green fields of waving grain

and grazing herds.

Near the lake is the summit, or the highest

point of the railroad between Concord and

Claremont, and consists of solid granite,

through which a cut of "500 feet in length arid

50 feet in depth had to be made. We wit-

nessed, at the time of our visit, the largest

blast through the whole progress of the work.

There were six thirteen-feet holes charged

with glycerine and all ignited at the instant by

means of a galvanic battery. We had a fine

view from a hill, fifty rods distant, and when

the electric spark was applied it seemed as if

the whole hill was rising up. The air was

filled with huge fragments of rock; then

came the deep rumbling crash, as if an earth-
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quake had burst from its pent up prison in the
side of tlie mountain. Thousaiuls of tons of

rook were loosened bv this blast. Two sta-

tionary engines furnish the motive power for

working the derricks and drilling. The debris

is loaded on to cars and dumped from the

grade some luO rods each way.

Farm of Messrs. Johnson & Cogswell.

After partaking of a lunch on the shore of

the lake, we turned our steps towards a farm
some three miles farther on, situated high

up the side of the mountain in Newbury.
Messrs. Johnson & Cogswell, the owners, may
well be called the nioderu pioneers of Merri-
mac County. They connnenced here about
ten years ago, to clear up a farm in the heart

of a dense forest on tfte north side of Suna-
pee ]\luuntain. By indomitable persever-
ance, and suiFering many hardships, they have
hewed out a home for themselves that they

may well be proud of? They own 400 acres

of land, and have cleared loO; the rest is a

primeval forest of s[)ruce, hemlock and hard
wood. They have cleared one large field of

rocks and stumps, making it suitable for the

mower. Their pasturage is the richest in the

county. They have built a barn 70 by 40
feet, with a cellar under the whole. Their
crops consist of four acres of potatoes,—and
stouter ones I never saw,—three acres of ex-

cellent wheat, and twenty-five tans of early

cut hay in the barn. The stock consists of six

cows, and four large oxen for lumbering, and
a few mutton sheep.

They have not spent much on their dwelling

house as yet, but told me they had plans ma-
tured for a new and commodious house, to be
100 by 50 feet, and three stories high, with wing
t^ match. They intend to fit up a first class

sinnmer boarding house. From the hill above
the house is one of the lovliest prospects we
have ever seen, embracing the whole of the

lake, with numerous islands ; New London vil-

lage, about 8 miles away ; I'vearsarge to the

right ; old Ascutney and the Green Mountains
at the left ; and, in the far distance, the whole
range of the Franconia and White Mountains

;

while close behind, almost within a stone's

throw, are the Sunapees, with their dense,

sonil)re spruces and hemlocks.

The farm is rich in all the elements of plant

food, both mineral and vegetable, and we saw
evidences about the premises which establish

the fact that it will not deteriorate under the

management of the present owners. The cat-

tle hovel was well supjjlied with dry earth, and
the cattle are all stabled nights through the

year. The hogs are kept in the barn cel-

lar, and a large quantity of manure is made.
IVlr. Johnson says his neighbors laugh at him
for sjiending so nnich time bothering with

manure, on his new rich farm, but he thinks

the laugh will come out the other side of the

mouth by-and-by.

We were invited into the bouse and partook

of some delicious raspberry shrub, which Mrs.
Johnson knows how to make ; also some ma-
l)]e syrup, the clearest, purest, and best fla-

vored we ever saw er tasted. We asked Mr.
Johnson the secret of making it. He said he
used onu of the patent evaporators ; the rest

of till! secret is contained in a nutshell—he
let pure sap run into one end of the evapora-
tor and jiiire syntp run out at the other end.
This is the whole secret. The syrup we tasted
was just as it came from the evapiirator, put
into bottles while hot, and hermetically sealed.

They have also put up 150 quart, and ;^6 two-
quart cans of field strawberries, this summer.
Probably a hundred busliels of strawberries

could have been picked on the farm the past
season.

Now, Messrs. Editors, I write this letter to

show what can be done in New Hampshire by
energetic, persevering young men. Messrs.
Johnson & Cogswell commenced with little

else than clear heads and willing hands, and
tlieir property has quadrupled within the past
five years, and we predict that It will more
than quadruple for the next five. They have
millions of feet of lumber within two miles of
the railroad now building, with a good saw-
mill on the place. Thus they are bound to

chop and saw themselves out a fortune. What
need of going to the far west, when there are
thousands of as good chances in the New
England States waiting for young men who
are willing to work out their own fortunes ?

S. C. Pattee.
Warner, N. H., Aug. 22, 1811.

PlJESEUVIXG THE FlAVOR OF BuTTER.
The (ierman Agriadturist says that a great

portion of the fine flavor of fresh butter is

destroyed by the usual mode of washing, and
he recommends a thorough kneading for the

removal of the buttermilk, and a subsequent
pressing in a linen cloth. Butter thus pre-

pared, according to our authority, is preemi-
nent for its sweetness of taste and flavor,

(jualities which are retained a long time. To
improve manufactured butter we are advised
by tlie same authority to work it thoroughly
with fresh <'old milk, and then to w\ish it in

clear water ; and it is said that even old ran-

cid butter may be rendered palatable by w^v^h-

ing it in water to which a few drops of V so-

lution of chloride of lime have been added.

—

Ag. Depart III ent Jieport.

Tall Hkhusokass.—Thouj^'h the average crop

of hay may be less this year tlian usual, it is evi-

dent that grass has not lost its ability to grow.

Wc liavc received a parcel of heads of hcrdsgrass,

from 6i to 8 inches in length, cut from stalks

5 feet and 11 inches high, which grew on a field of

new land in Coaticook, Canada East, owned by

G. W. Kinney, Esq. The grass on the whole field

came nearly to a level with a man's head.
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STABLE VENTILATION.
KECENT look into some city

stables has turned our

thoughts to the subject of

the above heading. How
horses live over night, even,

in such numbers as are

rC '"
* \ A '^''owded into some places,

and closely confined in so

impure an atmosphere, is

certainly a matter of won-

der.

There was a time, we sup-

pose, when mankind very

imperfectly understood the

nature of air, the manner in which it supports

life, and the caus6s which destroy its vitality.

But now that science has developed the facts

which ought to instruct us in this matter, there

is no reasonable excuse for a man to torture

his animals by depriving them of a sufficient

amount of the breath of life.

Air is essential to the existence of every

living being. Breathing it greatly alters its

properties. Breathing it over two or three

times exhausts that portion of it called oxy-

gen, and then the animal dies. A mouse en-

closed in a jar so that no air could get in or

out, seemed to feel no inconvenience for a

little time ; but as the oxygen diminished, he

was obhged to inhale another property of the

air, nitrogen, and he grew more and more'

oppressed, and soon died of suffocation. The

horse would die under similar circumstances.

The most dreadful example on record of

the destructive consequences of a want of at-

mospheric air exists in the horrid fate of 146

Englishmen who, in 1756, were imprisoned in

a small room, only eighteen feet square, called

the Black Hole of Calcutta. There were only

two very small windows in the room, and as

both were en the same side, ventilation was

imnossible. Soon after the door was closed

thtntien began to experience heat and intense

thirst. In a short time many became de-

lirious, and at the end of six hours ninety-six

were relieved by death from their torments.

In the morning only twenty-three were found

alive, and of these only a few ultimately sur-

vived.

Some of the stables we have seen, are not

Black Holes, but they are quite offensive ones,

although ventilated in some measure. If the

horse stalls are below the ground,—which is

frequently the case,—there are openings over

the feed racks which permit the air to rise

upward, passing the horse's nostrils or over
his head, on its way. Where the stalls are

above ground, there is sometimes a small hole

cut through the boarding of the building, if a

wooden one, or left in the work, if a brick one.

This IS a very common arrangement, both

in city and country, and is one of the worst,

we think, to which the horse can be doomed.
It is true that respiration may proceed and
life exist for a time, in places where the air

is impure to a considerable degree, yet as

pure air is essential to the full enjoyment of

health, every degree of impurity must be
having an effect upon the animal, although it

may not be perceived immediately.

Ventilation, therefore, as a means of pre-

venting disease, is not only important to the

comfort of the horse, but as a protection to

our property. We paint our buildings to pre-

serve the wood work. We house our ma-
chines to prevent rust from eating them away.

We do both, because it is economical ; we
save our property by so doing. But we force

our horses to breathe vitiated air, by standing

in stables where our clothing becomes satu-

rated with impure odors in a very short time.

Badly ventilated stalls are usually rather

dark stalls. No animal loves the pure, clear

light better than the horse. It is cruel to de-

prive him of what he likes so well, and what
never does him harm. His stall, therefore,

should not be so placed as to bring his head
against the side of the stable ; but if possible,

where he can have a free and cheerful "look-

out," and where pure air can reach him at all

times.

It will be found greatly to the benefit of

the horse if his feed-box is next to the barn

floor instead of being against the side of the

building. He can be more conveniently fed,

his droppings will not be offensive in the floor,

and he can always have hght, and pure air,

when his surroundings are kept in a cleanly

condition. Then there is the great pleasure

added, of always looking an old and faithful

servant in the face when you approach him !

—A San Francisco dispatcli says that 11,000 bar-

rels of flour have just been shipped from that port

for Hong Kong, that another similar shipment

will soon follow, and that a sale of 3000 barrels of

flour has just been made for Singapore.
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A FIELD-DAY ON THE FARM OF DR.
NICHOLS.

Hot \renthcr—Gatherinfi; of Farmers on the shores of

Lake Keiioza—Trustees of Essex Agricultural Society

—New llainpshire farmers present— Objects of the

gather! iig—Subjects discussed and opinions compared

—Dinner and after-dinner talk—Examination of crops

—Modes ot culture and use of fertilizers explained

—

A ride through the city, and views of the surrounding

country.

A Pleasant Gathering of Farmers.

Many times, in these columns, have we

urged the importance of farmers coming to-

gether to find change of thought, make new

friends, discuss topics relating to their busi-

ness, and gain strength and wisdom by so

doing.

Persons engaged in other avocations do

these things, and find profit and encourage-

ment in them. They have no more spare

time than has the farmer, and they have less

conveniences and facilities for social gather-

ings.

A few days ago, Dr. J. R. Nichols, of

Haverhill, Mass., invited the Trustees of the

Essex County Agricultural Society to visit

him at his farm, which is about one mile from

the city. A few other gentlemen were tilso

invited, the whole number being about eighty.

Some of the leading New Hampshire farmers

were present from Exeter, Hampton, Epping

and Hampton Falls. John B. Clark, Esq.,

Editor of the Mirror and Farmer, Manches-

ter, was also present, and some of the Bos-

ton daily papers were represented.

The weather was hot ; one of the hottest

dog-days ; but in the cool shade of the charm-

ing oaks on the banks of Kenoza Lake, and

fanned hy the fresh breeze that came to us

after rippling the surface of the sparkling

waters, we found the temperature just right

for an out-door gathering.

The objects sought in coming together were

to know each other more intimately, and to

learn of our host something of his new modes

of fertilizing and cultivating the soil. The

crops of the farm were examined b)' niany

persons competent to judge of them, and pro-

nounced good, even for a highly favorable sea-

son. The corn was stout and tall, the ears

large, and in many instances two perfect ones

upon a stalk, and promises a harvest of near

one hundred bushels to the acre, besides a

large crop of excellent fodder.

The potato crop was carefully examined.

and it was judged would yield three hundred

bushels to the acre.

Standing in the midst of those crops, the in-

quiry was made,—"What was the condition

of the land before the potatoes were put upon

it?'' The reply was : "Three years ago it

was covered with young oaks. These were

pulled out by the roots, the land thoroughly

ploughed and pulverized, and last year planted

with potatoes. Gypsum and ground bone were

applied to the hill, and the crop was a large one.

Last spring it was ploughed deeply again, pul-

verized finely, applied the same fertilizer,

kept the weeds down, and here is the result.

They have had no stable manure ichatever

!

The potatoes were large, fair, and as good-

looking as potatoes could well be. The reader

ought to know, however, that the potato field

was on the edge of a meadow of a rich black

soil, and that it received the wash of a nar-

row strip above on its whole length. These

advantages would not, we should judge, bring

such a crop of themselves.

The corn crop was carefully examined. The

soil planted was treated much as was that for

potatoes. Numerous questions were put, all

of which were replied to minutely by the Dr.,

stating the names of the fertilizers used, the

quantity, and when applied.

The grass crop excited surprise. About

twenty-three acres had been mown, and fifty

tons, by measure, of as good hay as was ever

stowed away, were upon the scaffolds and in

the bays. It was bright, and as fragrant as a

nosegay. We walked over the acres where

this was cut, and found another crop which it

was estimated would yield 1500 lbs. per acre,

or about seventeen tons more! Some of the

acres would give a ton, as the thick herds-

grass stood knee high!

The Dr. keeps five horses and some ten

head of cows, and all the manure nia^-. in

every way, is used upon the farm. But'«jere

it has been employed the fact was stated. On
one piece, a high and dry knoll, an experi-

ment has been going on for seven years. Not

a shovelful of stable manure has been added.

Last year we saw the crop growing upon it,

and estimated it at fully a ton per acre, but did

not inquire what it was this year. It is the

aim of the Dr., and his advnce to all is, to

make all the manure possible, and use it on

the farm. In most cases, this is not enough,

—
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and here is where chemical fertilizers can pro-

1

fitably come in. By their aid, lands long

languishing may be brought into a state of

fertility, and gradually all the cultivated fields

and the grazing lands be brought into a profit-

able condition.

The Dinner and After-dinner Talk.

After a sumptuous dinner, the leading dish

being a capital chowder, with fruits of the sea-

son, creams, ices, coffee and tea, Dr. Nichols

briefly explained his reasons for inviting his

friends to meet him. They were social and

instinctive*. He desired to learn of others,

and in return to say something of his peculiar

modes of cultivating the soil, and to show the

growing crops to those present, in corrobora-

tion of the results of his practice. His re-

marks were received with demonstrations of

approbation.

The Dr. then called upon Major Ben. Per-

LEY PooRE, of West Ncwbury, who drew

down "the Grove" by happy hits upon various

practices. He dwelt mainly upon the progress

and increased profits of scientific farming.

Upon being called upon. Gen. Sutton, of

Salem, spoke in high terms of the eifect of

gatherings like the present upon the minds of

farmers, and thought them of more importance

than all the premiums paid out at the shows.

]\lr. J. D. Lyman, of Exeter, late Secre-

tary of State in New Hampshire, being called

on, said farmers now acknowledge the rela-

tions of science with the practical affairs of

agriculture, and continued for some minutes

on this theme in his usual earnest and attrac-

tive manner.

The Editor of the Manchester Mirror and

Farmer, John B. Clarke, Esq., responding

to a call, said he knew no man to whom the

farmers of New England are looking with so

much interest as to our host of to-day. The

attention lie has called to the use of chemical

agents as fertilizers for crops is universal

among ovir people, and they are impatiently

waiting for more light upon the matter. We
have some results of chemical fertilizers about

us to-day of the most gratifying character.

Hon. Allen W. Dodge, of Hamilton,

spoke of "the hue-and-cry" against farming

as being unprofitable. Farmers support all,

he said, and with the aid of science will lead

the nation on to an immense power and

wealth.

Mr. Fay, of Chelsea, and Mr. Warren
Ordway, of Bradford, made brief remarks,

and then the party rode to a beautiful emi-

nence on the farm, where they had a fine vi^w

of the city and surrounding country. From
the farm they rode to the Station, where the

party separated, all highly gratified with the

events of the day.

On the following day we had the pleasure of

returning to the farm, and of looking over

the buildings and crops in a more quiet way.

We found all things in scrupulous order ; every

department of the buildings sweet and clean
;

the yards and roads inviting to man and beast.

In the fields, weeds were underlings, and the

whole presented an air of thrift and order

which was worthy of imitation and refreshing

to see.

Among the gentlemen who enjoyed this fes-

tive occasion, there were two who are quite

extensive landowners. Gen. Sutton, of Salem,

has a large farm in the ancient town of Ipswich,

and some three hundred acres, we believe,

within the limits of the city of Salem.

Mr. Peirce, of the firm of Peirce & Bacon,

Boston, has a farm at Ipswich, upon which he

keeps one hundred head of stock, and is bring-

ing it up to compete with the Garden of Eden

as nearly as he can. He owns a very largf

extent of land in Texas, and now has 2,500

acres in corn, six hundred acres in cotton, and

four hundred acres in sugar cane. He makes

the town of Topsfield his home, and in his farm

enterprises is endeavoring to ascertain what

amount of crop an acre of land is capable of

producing. This is just what New England

farmers need ; that men of financial, as well

as agricultural skill, shall make such experi-

ments on New England soils as have been

made by such persons on the soils of Old

England. Skill and means to test the produc-

tive power of our soils, the best way to man-

age them, and the kind of crops to which they

are best adapted, are wanted.

In the cold grapery of Dr. Nichols, we
found eight varieties of grapes, now in the

sixth year of their growth, and presenting a

a most luxuriant appearance. They have never

had any stable maiiure. Most farmers can

have one if they choose, and at httle cost or

labor.

We agree with Mr. Clark's remark,

—

that we know of no man to whom the atten-
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tion of farmers is so hopefully turned as to

Dr. NitiiOLS. We trust that he will dole out

the results of his experiments to us gradually,

and in a light so clear that he who runs may
read and understand.

CONVENTION" OF AG'L COLLEGES.
A^'ithin a few j-ears past institutions have been

established in most of tlic States of this Union for

the purpose of "teaching sueli brandies of learning

as are related to agriculture and the mechanic

arts, without excluding other scientific and classi-

cal studies, and including military tactics." The
details of the organization of these institutions

were left to the ditt'erent States. Massachusetts

divided tJie fund approjiriated to this purpose,

between an institution in Amherst, known as the

Agricultural College, and one in Boston known as

the Institute of Technology. Maine established a

single institution, called the State College of Agri-

culture and the Mechanic Arts. Vermont, New
Hampshire and Connecticut, established industrial

departments in colleges previously existing in

those States. A similar divei-sity characterizes

these institutions in other parts of the Union.

Difierent individuals among the managers of these

institutions have had different theories as to the

kind of education needed by those for whom these

schools were founded, and different ideas were en-

tertained as to the means of accomplishing even

those objects which all regarded as desirable. In

fact, these several institutions have been com-
menced as experiments, and each one is naturally

•anxious to know whereia others have succeeded

or failed.

Hence those interested in the management of

these colleges met at Chicago, August 24, for the

purpose of comparing results, and for devising

some plan liy which the experience and labors of

each can be nuide available to all, and more use-

ful to the industrial classes generally.

We have seen a report of only a part of the pro-

ceedings of the convention. The officers are as

follows :

—

J'rf>iUJent—T>T. J. M. Gregory, LL. D., Regent of the
IllinoiH Iiidustriiil University.

Vire PrexiJcntx-DT. M. Miles, Prof, of AscricuUnre
in ^[i(.•lli^fHIl vgricultural College; Prof. li. C. Oilman,
(il\-^!n Oi. I<1 Scieiitifi« kjcliool, >iew Ilaveii, Conn.; Uev.
.loKcph Deniston, President Kansas AgriculUiral Col-
lei;e.

Sirretaries—Prof. A. N. Prentiss, of Cornell Uni-
vei-fity; Prof. John Hamilton, Pennsylvania Agricul-
tural College.

The question of experiments in crops, stock

raising, &c., by the agricultural colleges was one

of the first that was considered by the convention,

and a great variety of opinions was found to exist

on the subject. The labor question was also dis-

cussed. But we are unable this week to attempt

even a brief synopsis of the proceedings.

ROOFS AND SHINGLES.
Twenty years' experience in building has

taught us that extra shaved pine shingles,

made of largji timber, will outlast all other

kinds. We stripped a roof covered with this

kind, and on inquiry, learned it had been in

use forty yyars, and there were no very bad
leaks then. Extra sha.ved cedar shingles are

next best. Shaved shingles are more dur-

able than those of any other manufacture.
Spruce, if the timber be large and the sap
all taken off, will last fifteen or twenty years,

but shingles made of small spruce or fir

timber with sap on, such as are imposed
upon the market, are comparatively worthless,

especially the extras, and so are poyilar, al-

though much depends on the condition of the

timber when it is cut. Some kinds of ash

shingles last well, but they warp and crack

badly. I have used hackmatack shingles, but

never observed as to their din-ability. Con-
cerning the best pitch of roof, my observa-

tion has been that the steeper the roof the

longer it will last. The fact that shingles will

last nmch longer on perpendicular walls than

on any pitch of roof, is evidence in favor of

steep roofs.

—

A. W. Clark, in Maine Farmer.

^b;'*

^^t^
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NOVEMBER ASPECTS.
Oh, knew he but his happiness 1 of men

ThL' happiest lie, who far from public rage,
Deep in the vale, with a choice few retir'd,

Drinks the pure pleasure of the Rural Life.

'J7iomso)i\- Seasons.

The Gloom.3 of November.

(•VKMBER winds

a-e chilly, and

November skies

are quite often

dark and gloo-

my. Dead leaves

drift m the breeze, and

cuddle under the stone

walls, as if to hide away
from the merciless blast.

The llowers have faded,

an<l hang upon their with-

ered stems in the garden,

fit emblems of the pro-

gress and decay of man,

whose days have been ex-

tended into old

age. The air is

no longer reso-

nant with the

songs of birds.

They have gone to distant lands and milder

skies, there to find the food they need, and

to gain strength to come again to their breed-

ing haunts, and enjoy another season of nup-

tial delights. Pinching frosts are on the brown

herbage in the morning, and little pools in the

highways are covered with a glassy surface.

The crow sits on the bare tree top, cawing to

his family in the wood, and in the gloomy af-

ternoon, tired geese up in cloud-regions, honk

to the lagging train to drop into some far-

seen lake for food and a night's rest. The
domestic animals gather about the yards, im-

patiently wating to be admitted to their ac-

customed byre. The afternoons are cloudy,

dismal and short. Night comes quick, and

shuts in the scene.

So, too many think and feel of November.

Too many cherish the feeling, and give it new
strength every year.

We would not say that this feeling is strange

and unnatural. To the sensitive and observ-

ing mind, the general decay of vegetable mat-

ter all about us, the leafless trees, the bare

fields, the absence of the birds and insect life,

the cessation of a thousand pleasant sounds

which animated summer life, is a change which

will materially affect any reflecting mind.

All this, however, should not so disturb ouy

feelings and views as to settle upon them a

gloomy pall, and shut out the thousand pleas-

urable prospects and sensations which still re-

main. We must remember the sentiment of

old Father Cotton, that,

Tf solid happiness we prize,
In our own breast the jewel lies,

Nor need we roam abroad.

When the "good time," so long anticipated,

has come, no higher type of "peace on earth"

may be found any where, than in
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The well-regulated Farmer's Home.

Instead of tlie season bringing gloom and

discontent to the mind, November clouds and

storms, and decaying life, will afford such a

contrast to the flush and energy of summer, as

to give us a deep interest in all these changes

and processes of Nature.

If the farmer compares his position with that

of any other class, he will find sources of con-

solation and joy peculiarly his own. During

the growth and the securing of his crops, there

was constant labor, together with anxieties as

to the results. But now, the harvests are

completed, and enough is laid away in store for

man and beast for many months to come.

In every age, this season has been attend-

ed with more rejoicing than any other. In

these seasons were the feast days in Bible

times, when they not only had devotional ex-

ercises, but their public thanksgivings called

for expressions of joy, and acts of kindness

and festivity. The Scriptures emphatically

speak of the "joy of harvest."

With food and shelter and clothing, with

fuel for fires, with the pleasant care of the do-

mestic animals which are dependent upon him,

and that regard for progressive knowledge

which is incumbent upon the farmer, why

should not his home become the abode of con-

tentment and peace, at all seasons ! lie

is not subject to high rents or frequent

removals, as many mechanics are, but has a

secure and comfortable home, conveniences in

fuel, clothing and shelter, which thousands

have never enjoyed ; has the sweets of good

society, the mental luxury of books, which in-

troduce him to all the peoples of the earth.

To these may be added another charm, and

that is the study of books which are devoted to

his own business. This exercise will not only-

make November evenings instructive and de-

lightful to himself, but will e(pially entertain

•the' family around the social fire, and greatly

ina-ease the profits of the farm. We lose in

many ways, because we do not understand the

operation of laws about us, and which directly

affect all our labors.

He who has not become interested in these

laws has little more conception of their power

and beautiful operations, than he could have of

our gorgeous autumnal scenery from a mere

description of it. He must see tltat, in all its

infinite colors and lights and shades, in order

to have any appreciative sense of its beau-

ties,—so he must study the natural laws under

which he labors to gain a living, or he never

will know many of the pure delights which

ought to come to the cultivator of the soil.

No one can be long discontented, or gloomy,

who reads the books which treat of the breed-

ing and growth of our domestic animals. He
will soon learn the wonderful progression

which has quadruj)led their size, and equally

increased their productive powers for labor,

for milk, butter and cheese ; and in sheep, for

a similar increase in flesh and in the production

of wool.

He will learn that many of our most valua-

ble vegetables were once unfit for human food

—such as the potato and cabbage, for instance.

The former being a wild plant in the woods of

America, with a small, bitter bulb at its roots,

which, for a long time, was considered as

poisonous ; and the cabbage was another wild

plant growing on cliffs near the sea coast in

England. Other vegetables, now considered

indispensable on our tables, have come from

plants once rejected by man and beast as un-

wholesome and worthless.

So it has been with many of our most highly-

valued fruits,—the apple, pear, peach, and

plum. The great perfection which they have

reached has been gained by study and experi-

ment. Strike these articles from our list of

edibles, and it would be considered as an un-

speakable calamity.

It admits of a question, too, whether any

course of study in the schools could so thor-

oughly educate the farmer's family as the study

of our agricultural literature around the fam-

ily fireside. That study would include, in

some degree, almost every branch of knowl-

edge which the farmer needs. Something of

science and the arts, to help him in his me-

chanical labors ; something of geograjjliy, to

accpiaint him with the features of the earth,

and of geology, to inform him of its changes
;

something of natural history, to enable him to

discern between friend and foe among the

living organisms by which he is surrounded

;

something of figures, to prepare him for the

mercantile duties which will devolve upon him

as a buyer and seller,—and something of

chemistry, to show him some of the infinite va-

rieties of changes which the matter with which

he deals is constantly assuming, and the
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wonderful powers which some of them possess.

Then the moral lessons are of infinite value.

We look to mother earth as the agent through

which we are to receive all that affords

substance and comfort, and that dignifies and

ennobles our lives. This seems to lead us

nearer to God, whose paternal care controls the

seasons and gives the earth its increase. Thus
in dark and windy November evenings, we
may study and contemplate the works of

Him in whom we live, and move, and have our

being, and gain new power by cultivating the

mind as well as the soil.

FARM CARES FOR NOVEMBER.
November brings wide changes in all the

rural scenes about us. The merciless frost

has checked the growing plants, and in every

direction the lifeless leaves are drooping and

passing into decay. What a change from the

green and vigorous condition which they pre-

sented but a few days ago !

In their dying hours, the leaves of the trees

assume the most charming changes of light

and shade, and in the sunlight present a scene

of transcendent beauty.

Some of the hardy plants that are able to

resist the power of frost are still arrayed in

living green, and afford a pleasing contrast with

the sere and yellow leaves of a large portion

of others.

November is a trying month to the domestic

animals. The change from a green, succulent

food to a harsh, dry one, is very great. They

ought now to be treated with especial care.

It is their nature to take their food from the

face of the earth, and not to receive it through

the hands of man. They will resort to the

pastures or the fields, therefore, just as long

as they are allowed to do so. All day long

they will search for a green bite in the hollows

or under the walls, and work hard for that

which does them little good.

To allow them to do so is poor economy for

farmers. There is no profit in it. The frost-

bitten grasses have little or no nutriment, and

the close grazing weakens the plants and lays

bare their roots, so that they are quite likely

to be winter-killed.

Cattle exposed to the storms and chilling

winds of November, and working hard all day

to fill themselves with grasses which have passed

into a decaying state, are liable to become dis-

ordered with colds or affections of the bowels,

which sometimes last them for months af-

terwards. They lose appetite, their eyes are

dull, the hair dry and frowzy, the milk small

in quantity and poor in quality, and their

calves when dropped, weak and puny. It is in

ever}' way, poor economy to allow the stock lo

range the fields in November.

The contrast, however, between the open
fields and the close lean-to is a wide one.

Cattle at first are impatient of the restraint,

and should be indulged, two or three times

each day, with liberty to stretch themselves in

the yard, and lie down or stand up as they

please. Bring them to their new condition of

confinement gradually.

If taken from the pasture or fields at a

proper time, and gradually fed with both dry

and succulent food, they will retain appetite

and continue in a thrifty condition through the

winter.

How TO Save Fuel.—It is important to

the health and comfort of the family that the

whole house shall be kept, as near as is possi-

ble, in an even degree of warmth. If it can

be afforded, every room in the house should be

so ; but as that cannot be the case in all in-

stances, every care should be observed to pre-

vent the entrance of wind from outside. If

crevices are open around a room, as the room
is warmed, the air from the outside rushes in

with renewed force, and it becomes next to

impossible to keep up a comfortable and equal

degree of warmth.

In order to secure something of this equali-

ty, the first thing is to make all tight about the

foundation of the house. This will prevent

the cellar from freezing, and cold currents

from rushing up through the floors. In doing

this, use the branches of evergreen trees. Do
not disfigure your house by piling up earth

about the base boards and rotting them out ;

.

nor incur the cost of carting loads of sand,

loam or gravel, and holding it against the

house with boards and stakes, and then of

carting all away again in the spring. But

bring pine, hemlock, or spruce branches from

the trees you are intending to cut down for

fuel or timber, in the wood-lot, or the young

evergreens which are monopolizing too much
of the pasture land. Pack these closely about

the underpinning, and lay some weight upon

them so that they wiU remain in pl^e. You^
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part is then completed. December snows and

winds will do the rest, by filling all the open

places among the branches, so that wind and

frost will not find their way where you do

not want them.

In the spring, the branches may be easily

put upon the bonfire heap in the garden, and

their ashes give an abundant crop of cabbages

or other vegetables. Will you try it ?

There are many other things that may, and

ought to be done in N^uvemher, and if attend-

ed to, there will be little inclination to think of

clouds or gloom, or be distracted by night-

mare, or hypochondria.
,

Drain the wet land, if the ground is not too

much frozen.

Collect muck, if the swamp will admit you.

Prune the trees, if they need it.

Haul off stones, if they are in the way.

Make all tight and snug about the buildings,

if you would like to be comfortable when read-

ing in the evening. Have a thoughtful care of

the cattle, and the good old servants, the horses.

They look to you for their meat in due season.

Will you see that they have it ?

Collect materials of every possible kind to

be converted into manure.

See that the swine have dry lodgings to go

to, and that the wind cannot come to them

through cracks in the floor when they are

lying down. Will they gain a pound per day

lying upon a wet and ventilated bed ?

If it storms too hard to attend to out door

duties, go to the house cellar and put that in

order, so as to save the women the job. Sweep

the bottom, and spider Avebs from the walls

and top. Sort over the potatoes and—ah ! the

apples are not there this year.

Clean out the wood-house and make ready

the piles for winter use.

Do all these, and leave no other duties un-

done, and the women will love you, your

•children reverence you, and God will bless and

bring }ou to an inheritance of glory and peace

at last, of which the heart of man hath not yet

conceived. And so ends our November

homily.

—Geo. Kaler, of South China, brags in the Maine

Farmer of a smart hen. In five months and tliree

days, commencing the 25th of last March, she has

hatched out and brought up three litters of chick-

ens—thirty-nine in all—without a single addle egg,

has laid l^rty-threc eggs, and is still doing her

duty ou the uest.

For the New England Farmer,

THE QABDEN IN NOVEMBER.
"The fading, many-colored wonds,
Bhade deep'iiiiig over shade, the country round
Imbrown ; a varied umbrage, dusk and dim,
Of every hue, from wan declining green
To sooty dark."

Many hard-working, money-making, prac-
tical men see little else in nature than that which
may be turned into dollars and cents ; but not
so with all, even though they be farmers de-

pendent upon their labor for their daily bread.
The ever-changing seasons, as they revolve,

alFord food for thought and pleasing reflection
;

and of all seasons the fall of the year furnishes

scenes of the most gorgeous and suggestive

variety. These, instead of suggesting only
gloomy and foreboding thought, should fill the

mind with those of the most thankful, pleas-

ing and glorious kind. And we believe that

as intelligence and refinement spread among
the labormg class, the beauties and suggestions

of the ever-changing seasons are better en-

joyed and better appreciated. Still, much of

the sentiment and poetry of fervid writers fails

to be realized by the every day workers either

in town or country. Those who are depen-
dent on the daily labor of their hands
or heads, find less sentiment than reality in

the business to which their lives are devoted.

But the reader will ask what has all this to

do with gardening ? The main part of our
active duties in the garden are brought to a

close ; the crops are garnered, seeds saved,

and we are enjoying the fruits of our labors,

and now is a proper time for moralizing, re-

flecting, and making resolves for future ac-

tion. Nature is now going to rest, to recu-

perate and prepare for the future, and can we
do less than take advantage of the same season

for our own improvement ?

We have often urged the utility of a good
garden, and will now quote the words of an
eminent physician, who says: "I consider

the kitchen garden of very considerable im-
portance, as pot-herbs, salads, and roots of

various kinds, are useful in house-keeping.

Having a plenty of them at hand, a family will

not be so likely to run into the error, which is

too common in this country, of eating flesh in

too great a proportion for health. Farmers,
as well as others, should have kitchen gardens

;

and they need not grudge the labor of tending
them, which may be done at odd intervals of

time, which would otherwise chance to be con-

sumed in useless loitering."

We might (juote other testimony in favor of

a garden, but as our exhortation would hardly

reach those who most need it, in an agricultu-

ral paper, we will merely urge at this time

those who have heretofore had a small veg-
etable garden, to plan improvements on the

f)ast, to add some vegetables and fruits not

leretofore cultivated, to strive to cultivate

better, and to avoid the errors of the past.

With us most or all crops are gathered and
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stored for winter use, or otherwise disposed

of ; but wherever any are left, no time should

be lost in securing them before it is too late.

Cabbage may be preserved, as suggested

heretofore. Celery may be preserved after

taking up andla}ing down, under sand, in

boxes, in the cellar. Some may be left in the

ground, where grown, bv covering with litter,

and over this place boards formed into a sort

of roof ; it is not freezing that injures celery,

but the occasional thaws, the wet and rot they

produce. Mild spells of weather will enable

you to remove celery thus secured, when
needed

.

Cabbage and other plants wintered in cold

frames should be allowed every advantage of

free air during the continuance of mild weather,

to inure them by degrees to bear the cold.

The sash may be entirely removed a part of

the day in mild weather, to be replaced again

at night ; sudden changes will require extra at-

tention and care. Any needed draining of

the ground may be done while the ground will

admit ; so also ploughing in manure or trench-

ing ; and in heavy soils leaving the surface

rough and uneven to expose more fully to the

action of the elements of winter. In some fa-

vored localities peas may be sown for an early

spring crop, if they can be preserved from mice
or other vermin • so also seeds of some other

varieties, like the cabbage and onion. Lay
down and protect the grape vines, cover the

strawberry beds with evergreen boughs, or

other suitable litter that will not afford a lurk-

ing and resting place for mice. Cover the

ground about the trunks of the more tender

and choice trees and shrubs with manure,
litter, or soil, but be careful to provide for the

exclusion of mice and other vermin. Clearup
generally about the garden and premises, and
do all that may be possibly accomplished to-

wards forwarding another season's labor.

W. H. White.
South Windsor, Conn., 1871.

UfCREASB AND STRENGTHEN" THE
MANURE.

A prize essay of the Illinois Agricultural

Society for 1870, by R. Giddings, details the

cheapest and most practical plan of increas-

ing the farm-manure pile and saving its ele-

ments from waste, and which should be a dopt-

ed by every farmer. His plan is simply to

save every particle of the animal excrements,

liquid and solid, with all its fertilizing ele-

ments intact, free from waste by washing,

evaporation, or fire-fang. To do this, he

fills a stall, or large bin, in his stable, during

dry weather, with pulverized clay, road scrap-

ings or common soil. With this he covers

the floor of each stall three inches deep, and

then places the litter for the animals' bedding

on it; by this means, all the urine will be
absorbed, and its wealth of nitrogen saved

;

and such is the absorbing power of dried

earth, that one three-inch flooring will not be
so thoroughly saturated in a long time as to

require replacing. He says his experiment

required but one large bin of pulverized earth

to absorb the urine of ten or twelve cattle

during the stable season ; and that two men
with a team filled the bin in one day. Dried

clay was applied also to the pig-pen and hen-

roost, with the same ammonia-saving results
;

and if applied to the privy or earth closet,

which is now being adopted, a great manuri-

al as well as sanitary result would fol ow.

The inducements for the use of dry earth

are :

1st—That it requires no apparatus or cash

outlay.

2d—That the liquid manure of cattle is

worth more than the solid, and is usually lost

;

but, under this practice all is retained.

od—The drv earth retains within it all the

value, of which usually one-third or one-half

is lost by fermentation, leaching, or evapora-

tion.

4th—It gives much larger bulk of manure,

each load of which is of double the value of

ordinary farm-yard manure.

5th—That one ton of saturated earth is of

more value than the same weight of even

fresh saved dung.

6th—That the aggregate amount of plant

food thus saved from the stalls is fully double,

and in much better condition for use.

His next experiment was the cheap manipu-

lation of bones. To make his own bone ma-
terial he got from a foundry at the cost of

$1.60, a 32-pound cast-iron sledge, by which,

with the aid of a spring pole and an upright

log set in the ground, he reduced bones to

small pieces ; then sifting out the finest, he

crushed the coarsest pieces over again ; these

fine pieces he composted in layers with fresh

horse-dung. After three weeks he forked

over the pile and covered it with soil, and
this was afterwards forked over until the

bones were rotten and thoroughly mixed with

the horse-dung and soil.

To save farm-yard manure from waste, and

above all from fire-fang, Mr. Giddings uses

both earth and water. He says "a covering

of half an inch of soil will absorb every par-

ticle of escaping ammonia, but a thicker coat-

ing is desirable." A water-box on a one-

horse cart is also used occasionally to stop a

too active fermentation of the pile. There

are other absorbents, rich in themselves, of

plant food, which not only save but add both

bulk and richness to the pile—muck, sawdust,

coal ashes, &c. Go into your hen-house on

a warm morning and you will be oppressed

with the effluvia arising from their droppings
;

spread over them a hod of coal ashes, or a
basket of saw-dust, and the air is sweetened

as if by magic ; and it will keep the hens in

good health, besides increasing tire manure,,

if followed up every few days.

—

N. Y. Sun.
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EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

YEA8T GRAHAM BREAD.— HOW TO USE ASHES.

—

BORERS IX APPLE TREES. — MOSS OX APPLE
TREES.—USE OF SALT ON THE SOIL.—MULCHING
8TRAWHERRIES.—AliOUT REFRIGERATORS.

Can you or any ot your lady readers give,
throu'ih the New England Farmer, a good re-
cipe for yeast Graliam bread ?

2. Will you please tell me the best way to use
dry ashes, the best time to apply, and the quantity
per acre ?

3. Is there anything that can be put around
young apple trees to prevent borers from injuring
them ?

4. What will prevent moss from growing on the
trunks or bodies of young apple trees ?

5. When is the best time to apply salt to the soil,

and what quantity per acre ? Would it be a good
way to sow salt on the garden this fall, and plough
it in ? If so, bow much per acre ?

6. When is the right time to mulch strawberries ?

Should the plants be covered or should the mulch
only be put around roots under the leaves ?

I noticed in a back number of the Farmer, a
correspondent making a refrigerator without tilling

the space between the boxes. Would it not be a
better plan to till the space ? A Subscrirer.

Sheldomille, Norfolk Co., Oct. 9, 1871.

Remarks.—1. Yeast Graham bread. A notable

housekeeper assures us that the following is per-

fect :—3 quarts Graham meal ; 1 pint of wheat flour

;

2 common cups molasses ; 1^ cups of good yeast

;

a little salt; warm water enough to make a soft

dough. Stir it together over night. The next
morning pour it into pans to rise a short time, and
bake in a moderate oven.

2. A good way to use dry wood ashes is to sow
them upon the soil at the most convenient oppor-

:

tunity after they are collected. In the fall, as top-
i

dressing; in the spring, on lands sowed with grain I

and seeded to grass. Another good way is to mix !

ashes with old muck, and strew a large handful of

the mixture in the corn hills, and particularly in

the potato hills. In the garden, scarcely anything

can be better. It will have a wonderful influence

on the fruits and vegetables there. W^e think a

moderate quantity of ashes at one time, preferable

to a large amount. If a hundred bushels were to

be used, we should greatly prefer to spread it over

four or five acres than apply it all to one acre.

3. Wc have never found anything placed around
the stems of young apple trees, that would entirely

prevent the entrance of borers. Many things have
been suggested, but all have proved at least par-

tially fruitless, so far as our observation goes. The 1

best preventive is to keep the tree in a healthy and
vigorous condition. But sometimes borers will at-

tack them under such circumstances. When they

do, examine the trees carefully. In the fall the
j

lodgment of those hatched from eggs laid during

the summer will be indicated by a little string or

pile of fine excrements, and the young borer will

be found in the sap-wood just under the bark,

•which may be removed by the point of a stout

knife, and U^e insect destroyed. If the borer has
entered the wood, which he will do the second year,

take a pliable wire slightly hooked or broomed at

the end, and draw the intruders out of their holes,

or crush them where they are. If borers are in the

tree, their chips or droppings, may usually be seen

on the ground near the stem or root of the tree.

Washing the tree twice each year with strong soap

suds, will improve its looks, promote its growth,

and, perhaps, have a tendencj' to keep away the

borer, especially if applied in July, when the bee-

tle deposits her eggs, or about the time the larva

hatches, say the last of July or fore part of August.

4. The care of the tree, suggested above, will

keep off moss, scale lice, and other depredators.

Very soon after a tree shows signs of weakness and

decay, it will be attacked by insects or disease. It

is so with our domestic animals. There seems to

be a law of nature, always coming in, to help on

the decay which has been commenced, and get the

invalid out of sight as quickly as possible.

5. We are not aware that there is any particular

time which is better than others for applying salt

to the soil. The quantity used per acre, varies

widely in different hands. We should recommend

q moderate quantity, say from five to fifteen or

twenty bushels per acre, and then as a top-dressing

rather than to plough under. If mixed with other

materials, it would be for the sake of its effects

upon them, in correcting their acids or otherwise.

6. Mulch strawberries soon after the ground has

frozen. There is danger of covering them too

much. Scatter leaves, straw, hay or light ever-

green branches over them, just so you cannot see

the plants. If covered with straw or hay, throw a

few branches upon it to keep the wind from blow-

ing it off'. There is no need of placing the straw

under the leaves of the strawberry, as they will

work their way through in the spring if not covered

too deeply.

7. We have made no experiments with regard to

refrigerators, and can give no information from

personal knowledge in the matter. The space left

between the inside and outside of the refrigerators

in common use are filled with various articles, such

as sawdust, powdered charcoal, &c., which seems

to show that the space ought to be filled. On the

other hand, when a house cellar is lined up, the

space between the underpinning and the brick

work inside, is left clear, because it is said that the

air is a better non-conductor than anything else.

Why should not the same reasoning apply to the

refrigerator ?

excellent bvtter.

I am a constant reader of your valuable paper,
in which I have seen much about gilt-edged butter.

I take the liberty to send you a sample of mine for

you to pass your opinion upon. This butter is

made from grass-fed Jersey, Ayrshire and Devon
grade cows, and contains no foreign substance except
the English dairy salt, purchased from Edward
Oakes & Co., 48 Long Wharf, Boston, which I pre-

fer to any salt in the market. s. R.

Wilmington, Mass., Sept. 30, 1811.

Remarks.—The sample of butter alluded to in

the above note was handed to ns by Mr. John

Owen, of Wilmington, who in reply to questions
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prompted by our curiosity and gratitude for so

beautiful a present, admitted that the donor was

his better half, and that to her was due the credit

for its excellence and for the tasteful style in which

it was put up, each pat being surmounted by a neat

stamp of a pineapple or a swan. The color, the clean,

sharp grain, and a])ove all the flavor, were such as

are seldom combined in butter—more is the pity.

It needed but a taste to show how appropriately

our friend had chosen her emblems for stamps

—

for surely the sweetness of the fabled song of the

dying swan, and the exquisite aroma of the pine-

apple, were equalled in degree b}^ the fine qualities

of this crowning triumph of the dairy. But how-
ever skilful the dairy-woman, "gilt-edged butter"

cannot be produced without the co-operation of

the dairy-man, and such butter,—we will not say

"fancy," for this is the real—shows that Mr. Owen,
though an "old salt," has an aptitude for other call-

ings.

But, seriously, we cannot refrain from again call-

ing the attention of our reatlers to the pi'ofit which
lies in improving the quality' of the butter which

comes to our market. Much of the vast amount
which our dealers handle is only second rate, and
still more of even a lower grade, while there is al-

ways an eager demand for a choice article, at a

price enough higher to reward any extra pains in

producing it. The difference in profit is best

shown by comparing the figures of the past week

:

Inferior and baker's, '^flE) 10(ij14c

Common • • , , Ugl8c
Fair to good 23ia27c
Choice and L'xira 28(g34c.

With higher rates according to customers and
quality. Is further comment necessary ?

COAL ASHES.

Can any good use be made of coal ashes on a
small farm ? A Reader.

Wellesley, Mass., 1871.

Remarks.—Yes, it will make a good hard path.

As a manure, however, coal ashes is not very pow-
erful, though there is great difference in different

lots, owing to the character of the coal of which
they were made, and to the amount of wood ashes,

&c., that may be mingled in the heap. Coal ashes

on light sands which hold neither water nor ma-
nure is beneficial by occupying the cavities between

the grains of sand, thus making the soil more re-

tentive ; and on stiff clay soils it is beneficial by
preventing too great a degree of cohesion,—some-

thing like the man in the story, who blowed on his

fingers because they were cold, and on his porridge

because it was hot. Coal ashes may also be used

as an absorbent in the privy and elsewhere. If

you have the Monthly Farmer for last year, turn

to page 211 and read an excellent article by Prof.

S. W. Johnson on coal ashes.

A DOSE OF GARGET ROOT—OTHER TREATMENT.

Will you or some of your correspondents inform
me what is the proper dose of garget root

—

{^Fhytolacca decandria)—and how admuiistered to a

cow for the cure of garget ? Is there a better rem-
edy known than the above for the disease ?

Addison County, Vt., Oct. 16, 1871. Jones.

Remarks.—We never weighed or measured a

dose of poke-root, but would describe the amount
we use as a slip about as long as one's finger and
half as thick, put into a potato and fed every other

morning for several days.

A feed of half a pint of beans once or twice a

day, has proved beneficial in some cases, as have a

mess of tomatoes. A free use of warm water ap-

plied with a large rag or sponge, wet blankets, &c.,

is made by some. Mr. Allen, author of "Ameri-

can Cattle," says he has had the most gratifying

success in the use of luke warm water applied to

the udder in an oil-cloth or India rubber bag, made
to enclose the udder, flaring at the top, and held in

place by straps or cords over the back. When the

application is completed the udder should be'

slightly chafed with a dry cloth, and rubbed with

a little lard, and the animal kept warm and com-
fortable.

If there is an inclination to constipation, he pre-

fers an injection of about three pints of luke warm
water, simple water, to the use of purgative medi-

cines. If the first injection does not operate in an^

hour or two, it shows there is much internal heat,

and another should be given.

See remarks on "Bloody Milk," in Farmer of

last week.

beans for bloody milk.

Some time since I wrote you respecting a cow of
Mr. Stoddard troubled with the red water. He
tried your prescription, but did not perceive any
change in the cow. Two weeks later we received
another prescription from a subscriber. Mr. S.

began to try that but while doing so the cow got to
some beans and ate all that she wanted. Soon
after there was a great alteration in her appearance,
and she is now to all appearance as well as ever.
She runs and plays, while before she could hardly
get to the barn. Mr. S. thinks it was the beans
that did the cure, but it might have been some of
the other medicine. Henry Miller.

Westfield, Vt., Oct. 17, 1871.

Remarks.—Beans are among the remedies often

recommended for garget, and as red water is fre-

quentlj' a symptom or effect of the garget, we see

no reason to doubt that they might be beneficial in

cases of red water. Messrs. Whittemore & Belcher

inform us that they often sell bone meal to far-

mers as a remedy for bloody water in cows, and

that instances of its beneficial effects have fre-

quently come to their knowledge.

WHY IS HAY EXCLUDED FROM PREMIUM LISTS ?

Said Mr. Scammon^ of Scarboro, Me., at a meet-
ing of the Maine Board of Agriculture, "The base
of all successful farming is the manure heap, and
the base of the manure heap is the farm stock ;

'

and, he might have added, the base of farm stock
is grass. But in looking through the lists of pre-
miums awarded by numerous agricultural socie-

ties, not once did we find a premium paid for hay.
Premiums were paid for almost everything else,

from a rag mat to a trotting horse. Why is it that

hay is ruled out of the list ? It is really the most
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important ol" our farm crops. Its qualitj' is varied
by tlif inanut'ui'turtr as much as butter varies in

diderent dairies. The iDakinj; of hay is sul)ject to

Iviiuwiedge and sliill of tlie hay maker, therefore a
suitable article for competition t\»r premiums. Will
some one tell us why tiiis universal neglect of hay ?

Maxt Yard, N. H., 1871. F. F. Fisk.

F.\LL PUrXING or AITLE TREES.

I am always so busy in June that I cannot find
time to prune my trees at that time, vv hat is yonr
opinion of the expediency of trimming in October
and November ? t. s. f.

Felchville, Vt., Oct. lii, 1S71.

Remarks.—June is our favorite month for prun-

ing; our next choice of time for that work is soon

after the leaves fall in autumn. We are not sure

that October is not about as favorable a time as

June,—some farmers prefer it even.

COMMON farmer's SOAP F«R BOXE DISEASE.

About one year ago, I think, the question, "What
will cure the bone disease in cattle ?" was asked in
the Farmer; but as yet I have seen no answer.
It is a disease (jnite common among cows, espe-
cially in a dry season, and the best cows in the
herd are the ones usually troubled with it. The
first symptom of the disease is an appetite for
bones, sticks, or scraps of leather, &c., which the
*reature eats with a relish; afterwards, in time,
lameness sets in, which seems to work in the mus-
cles like rheumatism, slight at first, but gradually
increasing until the creature is lame all over.
Cows have been cured the past season in this vi-

cinity that were quite lame, Ijy giving one-half pint
of soap, such as every farmer makes, every other
day, mixed with meal so that they will eat it.

Some prefer to mix bone meal with the soap. I

have cured a cow in ray own herd this season, of
the appetite for sticks and bones, by giving two
doses of soap mixed with oatmeal. I hardly think
it would cure a case of long standing, but if taken
in season it will probably be bencticial.

Cabot, Vt., Oct., 16'71. C. M. Fisher.

Old AND True.—Mr. Charles E. White, of Tops-

ham, Maine, who showed the best grade Durham
yearling heifer at the late fair of the Sagadahoc
county agricultural society, told the reporter of

the Maine Farmer that, "with good feed and good

care, one can have good animals. Calves must be

kept growing the first winter. With plenty of wa-
ter, good hay and an occasional feed of roots, they

will make large, handsome animals. Too many
calves receive a stunt the first winter which .they

never get over afterwards." If winter and calves

did not come every year, we might not need such

frequent reminders of the importance of taking

good care of the little ones of the flock.

LorisiANA State Fair.—Though we have de-

voted much time this fall to agricultural Fairs, and
considerable space in our columns to reports of

them, a very strong desire to attend "just one

more" has been excited by the receipt of the pro-

gramme of the Fifth Gi-and Fair of Louisiana,

with a very pleasant invitation to the exhibition,

accompanied by kind greetings and the assurance

of a cordial welcome, which are also extended to

the people of the North, East and West. The
Fair commences at New Orleans, Nov. 18, and con-

tinues nine days. Over ;jfi20,000 in premiums are

offered for excellence in mechanical and agricultu-

ral products. In New England the weather is sel-

dom suita))le for an agricultural fair, in the latter

j)art of November, but in sunny Louisiana we pre-

sume it is an enjoyable season,—perhaps more so

than an earlier date. Wc wish for our friends there

complete success, though we may not have the

pleasure of mingling with them in their annual fes-

tival, and of seeing the results of Southern industry,

and the products of Southern soil, which will be

there exhibited. I. N. Marks, President; Luther

Homes, Secretary and Treasurer.

GRAPES AND "WINE GROWING."
Tlie editor of the Santa Clara Valley, Cali-

fornia, Agncidturist, a monthly paper, com-

menced last May, says :

—

"We were once inclined to favor the wine
interests of this State, as tending to decrease
the use of ardent spirits. But fifteen years of

close study and observation have thorouglily

convinced us that wine is an insiduous enemy.
Its victims are too often the thoughtless youth
of both sexes, and it starts on the road to ruin

many with a fair prospect, who might, but for

its blight of moral obligations, become useful

and happy men and women. It is the first

round, not in the ladder to fame, but to the

lower defile of degradation and disgrace.

Regarding it thus, how can we but renounce
it?

The term icine growing, has become so

common that one can seldom take up an agri-

cultural paper without seeing it ; as though
wine making was a legitimate agricultural avo-

cation ! Should the farmer who raises barley

be called a lager beer grower, or the one who
sows rye a whiskey grower, there might be
some consistency in this use of the term "wine
growing." But wine is not an agricultural

production. It does not exist in nature. It

may be made from grapes and some other

sorts of useful fruits ; so may many other ex-
traitts and poisons.

The wine business may be as 'profitable'

as the beer or whiskey business, but we have
statistics showing that here, as well as else-

where, "wine is a mocker" ; that for every ten

that flourish in the business of wine making,
five hundred are out of pocket, and at least fif-

ty are forever ruined.

—GoveiTior Perham of Maine, is no dandy offi-

cial, but a genuine farmer. On a recent tour of

inspection to the Swedish settlement in Aroostook

county, the Governor noticed some wheat which he

thought was not properly secured. He at once

put up several "stooks" after the Yankee manner,

which was a new way to the Swedes. They will

profit by the lesson.
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^
AUTUMNAL SCENERY.

XJTt^MN in our

country, puts on

^>^w^t5\(^ glorious hues not

^/Wr'^tt^^^^^ equalled in any
p'^^ ^ \.r\ other land.

—

iWVa There is no per-

son so indifFer-

,-1 « ent as not to no-

'^.^3 tice and admire

^^ our autumnal

^S cenery. Thou-

sands gaze an-

nually upon it

with emotions of

great delight,

who would find

little pleasure in

contemplating a painting, though

it might come from the pencil of

one of the best masters.

It is quite certain that "no person who, at

this season, has observed, with an eye of taste,

the accidental grouping of forms and tints

in a forest of natural wood, can refuse his as-

sent to the sentiment, that 'none can paint

like Nature.' It is not merely in the harmony,

the freshness, and the beauty of the coloring,

that this is true ; but in the contrasts, in the

discrepancies, and even in the long breadths

of tamenesss and uniformity which occasion-

ally occur, as well as in the whole style of

grouping, sometimes so wild, at other times so

subdued, and again so full of unexpected grace

and soft luxuriance. There is a peculiar charm"

in the very freedom and negligence of nature."

The common opinion, that the charming col-

orings of the woods in October are occasioned

by frost, is undoubtedly a mistaken one. In

proof of this, we see, every year, trees giv-

ing the beautiful tints of our Atumnal foliage

in the months of July and August. This oc-

curs several weeks before any frost has taken

place, even in low grounds.

The change in the coloring takes place from

the want of vital action in the leaves. We
have long noticed that where these tints occur

early in the season, before any frosts have ap-

peared, they are upon trees which are in low

ground, where water usually stands until quite

late in the spring. The roots of trees stand-

ing in such places do not penetrate the earth,

because they have a natural aversion to going

where cold water remains a large portion of

the year. They spread their roots, therefore,

over a considerable extent, quite near the sur-

face, in search of the food they need. In this

condition they flourish so long as the surface

is moist ; but when the summer droughts have

deprived that surface of its moisture, these

trees, although in low grounds, are among the

first to show the effects of drought. The vital

action which has kept them green and grow-

ing has been suspended. Sometimes we have

seen a single branch glowing in the sunlight

with unnumbered tints of beauty, while all the

rest of the tree was "dressed in living green."

T*his may afford a proof to some that each

branch has its own particular root, to which it

looks for its necessary food.

It would seem, then, that the coloring of

the leaves does not take place until their vital

action ceases,—whether the cause of that ces-

sation be the maturity of the leaf, as supposed

by some, or by old age, as is believed to be the

case by others. In his exceedingly interesting

and valuable work on the "Woody Plants of

Massachusetts," Mr. Emerson says, "the sting

of an insect, the gnawing of a worm at the

pith, or the presence of minute, parasitic

plants, often gives the premature colors of

autumn to one or a few leaves." This corrob-

orates our theory, we think, of suspended vi-

tal action.

Why, then, it may be asked, do not all

leaves wither and tremble in the wind, an un-

distinguishable mass of rusty brown ? In the

work quoted above, it is said that "the sober

browns and dark reds, those of the elms and

several of the oaks, may be the gradual effects

of continued cold. The higher colors seem to

depend upon other causes. An unusually

moist summer, which keeps the cuticle of the

forest leaves thin, delicate, and translucent, is

followed by an autumn of resplendent colors.

A dry summer, by rendering the cuticle hard

and thick, makes it opaque, and although the

same bright colors may be formed within the

substance of the leaf, they are not exhibited

to the eye ; the fall woods are tame ; and the

expectation of the rich variety of gaudy colors

is disappointed."

In "The Seasons," Thomsonsays,

—

"But see the fading, many-colored woods,
Shade deepening over shade, the countrj' round
Imbrown ; a crowded umbrage, dusk, and dun,
Of every hue, from wan declining green
To sooty dark."
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His words do not indicate any great degree

of brilliancy of tints in the foliage, but only a

"wan dt'tlining green to sooty dark." It is

probable that he had no adequate conception

of the brilliancy and transcendent colorings in

our autumnal forests. The superior beauty of

our autumnal hues, compared with those of

England, are said to be owing to the greater

intensity of the sun's rays and the greater

proportion of clear weather in America. What-
ever these causes may be, it is difficult to de-

termine. They are hidden, as yet, in the in-

scrutable operations of nature ; though the

suggestions of Mr. Sorby, an English scien-

tific gentleman, to which we alluded a few

weeks since, may be accepted as at least a

plausible theory of the causes which produce

these autumnal tints.

One thing, however, is certain. They are

tokens of a boundless love to us, and eviden-

ces of a love of the beautiful in their Creator.

When these brilliant colors appear, the year

is waning, and the flush and beauty of all veg-

etable life is beginning to decay. The fruits

of the earth have ripened ; the field crops are

ready for the harvest ; the leaves fall to the

earth and return to their native dust,—types

of our own condition and mortality. But, like

the last moments of the Christian, the leaves

shed their brightest lustre in their dying hours,

and leave with us charming remembrances of

the last and most brilliant periods of their

existence.

WTEW PUBLICATIONS.
The American Natlralist, a popular Illustrated
Magazine of Natural HiHtory. Edited by A. S. Pack-
ard, Jr.. and K. W. Putnam. E. S. Moore and A.
Uy.itt, A.SKoci,ite Editors, Salem, Mass. Peabody In-
Blitute of Hcience. 8vo. About 700 pages. $4 a
year; bound, $5 a volume.

This Magazine has been published nearly five

years. It is issued in monthly numbers and makes
a yearly volume of about 700 pages. AVe have oc-

casionally called attention to it as we have received

the serial immbers; but having recently exchanged
the loose pamphlets of the first four years for the

bound volumes, we must again express our high

estimation of the value of this work. It consists

of brief articles on the various topics of natural

history, which are written by scientific men tor the

ctimmon reader,—for unscientific people. In fact,

"the leading object of the journal," says the editor

himself, ".-ihall be to amuse the reader, perhaps

decoy him within the temple of Nature; and, if he

be a willing student, instruct him in some of its

mysteries." Ileuce the best skill of the book-

maker is employed—paper, type, illustrations and

binding being of the best quality and most attrac-

tive appearance. AVould that any word of ours

might have the efTcct to "decoy" the boys and girls

of our farm houses from the fictitious and super-

natural stories which so many now read, to the

higher, more interesting, and more practical "mys-

teries" of natural science, to which this magazine

is devoted. These four volumes average twelve

full-page engraved plates and 139 wood cuts, show-

ing insects, birds, fishes, plants, &c., or illustrative

of facts in geology, ancient monuments, and other

subjects which are discussed in the text of these

volumes.

Mr. Packard, the senior editor, is Lecturer on En-

tomology at the Massachusetts State Agricultural

College, and Entomologist to the State Board of

Agriculture, and the leading articles are written by
authorities on the various subjects treated of. The
London Quarterly Journal of Science, in speaking

of the American Naturalist, says, "the leading men
of science in America are among its contributors,

and it is every waj' worthy of the great nation

which it is intended to interest and instruct."

An interesting feature of the work is the depart-

ment of "Natural History Miscellany," in which

the editors briefly but clearly set forth any new
discoveries or facts in natural history, and answer

pertinent questions from correspondents. Illustra-

tions are freely used where necessary to make the

description intelligible.

As the high cost of this work, soon to enter on

its sixth volume, may render it inaccessible to

many for whose benefit it is published, we would

call the attention of library committees, many of

whom are at this season making up lists of books

for purchase, to these four volumes of the Amer-
ican Naturalist and Illustrated Magazine of Nat-

ural History.

An Address before the Students of the Pardee Scien-
tifio Department in Lafayette College. By Anhbel
Welch, C. E , delivered at the opening of the College
year, Aug. 31, 1871. Lambertville, N.J. Hazen &
Roberts, 1871.

This is not an essay or an oration, but an argu-

ment for the means and the necessity of a better

education of engineers, based on the experience of

a long life devoted to the profession, and on the

prospective demands of the country for engineering

skill. Its suggestions are worthy the most careful

consideration by every one looking to engineering

as a profession.

The pamphlet, singularly enough, furnishes no

clew to the location of "Lafayette College," while

the imprint is calQula/ed to mislead, as the college

is in Easton, Penn. The Scientific Department

was founded by a gifTt of 8(400,000 by Mr. Pardee,

who was associated with Mr. Welch while both

were young engineers. Both the Department and

the Address are indications of the extent of the

"new departure" from the old theory that "the

only pursuits in civil life suitable for educated men
were medicine, law, theology and education."
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For the New England Farmer,

FIRE IN THE 'WOODS.

Twice, very recently, we hear of very de-

structive fires in the great forest of the West.
In both cases the damage, estimated pecunia-

rily, is stated at a very high figure. It is safe

to say that this kind of injury is always under-

stated. The loss is not only for the present

time, but still more for the future, and its

amount cannot easily be calculated. The ef-

fect of a forest on climate cannot be estimat-

ed ; the pecuniary value, only very imperfect-

This manifold loss ought to be prevented.

Especially ought it to be in the Northern and
Eastern States. We cannot afford to lose our
forests. It takes many years to restore them.
We ought, at once, to take measures to pre-

vent the recurrence of these losses.

Everywhere iu Xew England, the forests

are shamefully neglected. Everywhere they

need care. Whoever will look into a forest,

will find that nearly every tree needs to be cared
for. The old, dead branches, near the ground,
are injuring the growth and the value of the

whole tree. There are many white pines, for

example, which, if properly managed, will be-

come valuable timber trees, but which, if neg-
lected, will be of very little value. Every tim-

ber-man knows that a dead branch left near
the base of a tree becomes a knot, which al-

most destroys the value of the tree as lumber.
In every forest therefore, all the dead and dy-
ing limbs should be carefully cut off. These
limbs are always of value as fire-wood, espe-

cially if cut off as soon as they begin to die.

Then, in many places, the trees are too
close. The earth cannot furnish sufficient

nourishment to give them a profitably rapid
growth. Wherever they are too thick, some
of them, the poorest, crookedest, and most
unsightly, should be cut down to the ground.
Everywhere they are now valuable as fuel.

The same is true of all evergreens. Where-
ever they have grown up naturally, they are

usually too thick. One half would be better

than the whole. The same is true in regard to

many of the hard-wood trees ; not so strikingly

true, however, as in regard to evergreens.
If all these superfluous trees and old decay-

ing branches were removed, indeed, if only
the dead or dying branches vere taken away,
the danger from fire would be very much di-

minished ; in many forests, entirely guarded
against. G. b. e.

1,800 pounds to the horse, and they display

a,great developement of bone and muscle,

and from their appearance in the street they

show you a very lively and easy gait, and look

tough and hardy, and are a breed well adapt-

ed to this country. I should prefer this breed

of horses to any other imported from Europe
on account of their feet, which is one of the

most essential points with us. And this is one
of the worst fejtures of European draught
horses,—they have very poor feet, and cannot

stand our pavements but a very few months
at the furthest, on account of their feet giving

out. But this is not the case with the Perche-

ron horse ; I think these have as fine a set of

feet as I ever saw under a horse, and I think

that the above gentlemen could not have se-

lected a better breed of horses in Europe, so

well adapted to this country, if they had
sought to do so. I wish them a hearty success

in introducing this valuable stock into Ameri
ca, and I think that the many friends of the

equine race will join with me and say they

have done great credit to themselves, and ful-

filled the demand of the American people in

draught horses. Friend Stoddard expects an-

other stable of studs in a few days, from Scot-

land, which he says will be fine, and I have
no reason to doubt his word. He generally

means what he says, and is a great lover of

good horses.

MOKE PERCHEROJSTS.

A correspondent of the Turf, Field and
Farm writes that he has lately examined in

New York, at the stable of Robert Stoddard,
Greenwich St., five fine stallions, imported
from France by Messrs. M. D. & E. C. Covell,

of Delaware, Delaware County, Ohio, at a cost

of nearly $4,000 per head. They are of the

Percheron breed, and weigh, on an average,

HO"W MONEY "WAS MADE BY FARM-
ING.

A correspondent of the Canada Farmer de-

tails a conversation he had with a man from

Devonshire County,England, who was appren-

' ticed when a boy to a farmer there by a par-

,
ish. On landing in Canada he had half a sov-

ereign left, a wife and one child. He soon

found work and better pay than in England

j

where he could earn only fourteen pence a

day. He worked for wages six years, when

having saved "a bit of money," he hired a

. farm. We quote from the conversation :

—

"Master had a farm that he let. He could
' not get any one to keep it more than one or

two years, and they generally made a poor
mouth at the rent, as the farm was so bad ; and

j

well it might be bad, for they sold everything

off it, and never fed even the hay or straw

;

it was very foul, too, with weeds. At last no
one would take it, and I told master that the

reason no one could do well was because they

did not know how to farm. I knew this from
my experience in England, where we used to

farm well and raise lots of stock on our tur-

nips, and get plenty of manure. Besides, we
always used there with our turnips guano and
bone dust, and were sure of a good crop. So
master let me the place at rather more than
three dollars per acre^ which is too much
rent ; but I was glad to get it any way. I got
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a team of horses, and there were enough build-

ings on the place to make a shift with, and
master proiiiiscd to put up more if I paid my
rent and did the land justice ; so we strapped

to work ; we got a little stock about us, and I

worked the land as well as I could ; but for

the first three years 1 had to work out with my
horses to pay the rent."

"How long did it take you to get the land

that was out of condition into a good state ; I

suppose you had no manure ?"

'•No, I had none; it took three years. I

fallowed it, ploughed in green stuff as much as

I could ; I soon got some manure together and
raised turnips, for 1 could have done nothing

without them. I manure for the turnips in the

fall. As soon as I got turnips I got stock, and
fatted them, and sold them and made manure.
Then the land began to get better, and I raised

capital crops of barley, then clover, and final-

ly I got to raise some tidy wheat. I had great

trouble though to struggle on with my small

means ; but I have managed to get through

my trouble, and I now get good crops on all

the land except one piece, which is very light

and poor. That piece, however, raises pretty

good crops sometmies, and is getting better."

I then asked him had he ever ploughed in

any crop that had a particularly beneficial in-

fluence on the land.

"I planted about three-and-a-half acres of

corn, and with the help of ashes and plaster

and manure to each hill, got a pretty good
crop. I cultivated it, and kept it clean, and
harvested the ears in the usual way ; then 1

turned in the stock for a few days, and let

them eat what they would ; they did well on it.

As soon as they had what they wanted, I

dragged the stalks all down one way, the way
I wanted to plough ; then ploughed lengthwise

and ploughed them in. Xext spring I sowed
the land to barley, and had a good crop, which

I seeded down with clover ; and 1 never saw
such a crop of clover as I got off that field. I

could never have supposed that corn stalks

would have done so much good as they did.

You know corn stalks, are very sweet, and I

think there is a deal of good in them."

In reply to questions as to how, he fed his

corn and peas, he said he gave his horses and
pigs only what they eat clean and digest thor-

oughly,—using his corn mostly before it be-

came so hard that stock could not chew it i-ead-

ily, and boiled all his peas.

This man had been on the rented farm eight

years and with what he had previously saved

was about to pay fourteen hundred dollars,

cash down, for a farm of his own.

tie roots, sometimes exceeding ten feet in

length. On careful examination I found the

roots to strike upward or sideways, never
downwards, or rarely so. I also found by
transplanting some of these roots, and entire-

ly removing them from their original bed,

that numbers died and became rotten, espe-

cially when severed from the parent stem

;

whereas if allowed to be simply turned over

by the plough, and not removed, but severed

from the parent stem, they always throve

splendidly and increased wondei fully, especi-

ally after fall ploughing. I therefore aban-

doned ploughing in the fall altogether, as be-

ing worse than useless where thistles existed

and summer fallow was intended the follow-

ing spring ; and by leaving the ploughing un-

til about the fore part of June, or even later,

the thistles had obtained complete mastery
and a most rank growth, many of them show-
ing for flower, and all several feet high. I

now went at them with a vengeance, my
strength increasing as their ])ower of resist-

ance increased. They had fulfilled their mis-

sion, or nearly so, and were in flower and
bearing seed, and so far were decreasing in

vitality or power of recuperation. The land

was rather hard and turned up rough, and one
day's ploughing in hot dry weather in June
destroyed millions. Some, however, lived on,

but the ploughing (without harrowing) total-

ly cleared a field of twenty seven acres. I

was then quite satisfied that to destroy Canada
thistles you must not plough in the fall or

early spring, but wait until the thistles were
in bloom, and then ploughing as roughly as

possible, and never harrowing until after the

second ploughing, thus keeping the land as

rough as possible, to admit of the greatest

quantity of surface exposure to the sun and dry
wind. This course completely eradicated the

thistles in that field. Afterwards I grew bar-

ley, the year following sowed wheat after the

fallow in which I killed the thistles, and to this

day that field is clear of these pests.

—

Cor.

Canada Farmer.

HOW I KIIiliED CANADA THISTLES.

In our land thistles do not go deeply into

the sub-soil ; it is level, rather wet land, and
the sub-soil does not seem inviting to them.
Often in j)loughing I have chanced to run the

plough just over or under a long line of this-

Western Farms not Exhausted.—The
editor of the Rochester Rural Home gives a
description of the farm of H. H. Olmstead of

Leroy, in Genesee County, N. Y. The farm
contains 250 acres in the highest state of cul-

tivation, and so far from being "run down"
by seventy years cropping, it will give to-day,

we believe, as good returns for seed and labor

as it did the day that the removal of the prim-
itive forest exposed the virgin soil to the sun.

The oat crop just harvested, was one of the

heaviest we ever saw. We spent an hour in

a ten-acre field of Early Rose potatoes, which
were then being dug with a Mareellus potato

digger, the first successful operation of a po-

tato digger we had ever witnessed. The yield

by actual, correct measurement, was 244:

bushels to the acre.
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TRANSPIiANTING TREES IN THE
FALL.
ARious opinions are still

held by different persons

©-^TT^Tif[^ as to the time of year in

which it is best to transplant trees.

t|-»^ Some, having large experience too,

"^
insist that Autumn is the most fa-

vorable time, and others, possess-

ing equal skill, perhaps, hold to the

time-honored custom of transplanting in the

spring.

The observance of a common practice may

indicate what the popular opinion is, but does

not prove that the practice is a correct one.

If a decided opinion is stated why one season

of the year is better than another for doing a

certain thing, then it would seem that some

sound and plain reason should be civen to sus-

tain that opinion.

We have found it convenient to transplant

fruit afnd forest trees at various seasons of the

year. Quite often in April and May the work

has been necessary. In one instance, an ap-

ple tree was to be removed because in the way,

but it was in full leaf. In another the apple

tree was about 10 inches in circumference, had

a large, vigorous top, and was in leaf and

blossom. Both trees were removed, however,

and grew finely ; the one removed when in

blossom produced a fair crop of fruit the

third year from the time of removing it.

When we came to the place where we now

reside, there were no trees upon it, either for

fruit or shade, with the exception of a dozen

or two of old apple trees, which were fit neither

for the one nor the other. The house stood

exposed to the fierce summer suns and winter

winds. To plant young trees to shade the

bouse was a process which we could scarcely

think of waiting for, and in order to secure

the blessing at an earlier day, we selected two

elms, one about 8 inches in diameter, the other

about 5, each having large and beautiful tops.

In November these were dug about and un-

derneath, with the greatest care. When a

leading root was found, it was followed, tak-

ing away the earth with small picks, improvis-

ed for the purpose. The roots laid bare were

immediately coiled up and covered with old

woollen clothing or horse blankets. In this

way every root was detached from the sur-

rounding soil, until the whole remained free

and clear. The tree then stood in its origi-

nal condition, with a ball of earth about its

roots six feet in diameter, two feet thick, and

estimated to weigh, with the tree, about four

tons. The ball rested on pieces of timber, on

every side.

In this condition the ball froze about as hard

as a rock, and was removed in January to the

hole prepared for it and set when the ther-

mometer stood at nine degrees below zero !

In digging about the tree provision had been

made for sliding a stout ox-sled under the

ball, by canting the tree over with pullies

.

When this was done, six pairs of oxen found

it as much as they could well do to haul the

load one-fourth of a mile into place. The
team passed through the hole, pausing when
the tree was over its centre, which was forctd

from the sled by long and stout levers upon

a bed of rich garden soil which had been

stored in the barn cellar for the purpose.

This tree was set in January, 1848. It was
then about eight inches in diameter, and is now
about twenty-four inches, with a broad and

beautiful top.

If we transplant apple trees, we expect

every tree to live, be the number large or

small ; and our expectations have rarely been

disappointed, though we have set about as

many in the fall as in the spring. The time of

transplanting has been a matter of convenience

rather than as selecting it as the best time for

the trees.

Our decided opinion is, that all things con-

sidered, the fall is the best time to trausplant

deciduous trees, doing it immediately after the

leaves have fallen. Why ?

1. For this important reason: trees are

fed—what they extract from the soil—by the

small spongioles, or fibres, that spring from the

larger roots. In removing a tree, it is next to

impossible not to injure many of these delicate

fibres ; and as these are injured, so is power

lost to continue growth. Therefore, the more

time the tree can have to sisbstitute new fibres

for those which have been destroyed, the more

certainty there will be that the tree will live.

If it is set in the spring the period soon

arrives . when leaves and blossoms are put

forth, and the tree requires much moisture

which cannot be supplied, because its feeders

have been taken away, and there has not been

time to supply new ones.
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On the other hand, if the tree is set in the

fall, it immediately goes to work, and contin-

ues to work, unless the ground is frozen about

the roots, all through the fall, winter and

spring, so that if all things are prosperous,

new feeders have been supplied, and leaves,

blossoms and continued growth will be pro-

duced. This we consider the great advantage

of transplanting in the autunm.

2. In October, the demands upon the time

of the farmer are not usually so pressing as

they are in April and May.

If the tree to be set is large, it will be well

to shorten in some of the branches, and thin

out others in its centre. The soil should be

pressed compactly over the roots and raised a

Uttle about the stem. If the tree is large, and

has a top that will resist the wind, stones of

considerable weight ought to be laid on the

surface over the roots ; otherwise, the wind

will rock the tree and prevent the fibres from

attaching themselves to the soil.

SLAUGHTERING HOGS.

An experiment in killing a ferocious hog

some years ago, led us to consider the modes

adopted for taking the life of the j^oor beasts

in preparation for dressing them. The animal

was purchased from a drove, was one of

the long-legged and long-snouted kind, prob-

ably born in the woods, and as long as kept in

the drove, was, in some degree, manageable

;

but when separated, about as ferocious as a

tiger.

No amount of good feeding and coaxing

seemed to mollify his wild nature, for he was

always ready to dash at any person who was

indiscreet enough to enter his domain.

By dint of corn meal, boiled sweet apples,

and sundry gatherings from the kitchen, the

beast grew up so as to weigh about 300 pounds.

Owing him a sj)ite for his bad behavior, and

beheving "discretion a better part tlian va-

lor," we concluded not to enter his domicil,

knife in hand, but to allure him by some dain-

ty morsels up to his trough and then plant a

pistol ball between his ears and see what the

elFect would be. It was excellent. All his

former rashness in a moment was gone. He
lay before us instantly "as dead as a mallet."

There was no racing and frightening, no

squealing, nor deadly thrust of the knife into

the poor beast's throat. There was evidently

no pain felt, as no limb moved or muscle quiv-

ered.

Now has come the hog-butchering season,

and the country round will resound with the

screams of dying hogs, making the women
faint, and the children in the family, with

their fingers in their ears, run into the cellar,

or into the depths of some closet, to get away

from sounds which they will never forget

though they may live to be old people.

It is an age of liberality ; let it, also, be an

age of humanity. If it be a crime, punishable

by law, to starve or overwork a poor horse, let

it also be a crime to put a creature to needless

pain, which we have sheltered and fed and

constantly cared for during a twelvemonth.

We have given several old horses their quie-

tus with a gun, and so sudden and completely

were all the powers paralyzed, that there was

not the slightest evidence that any pain was

experienced. They fell slowly forward, with-

out noise or struggle. So it was with the hog.

Will not the reader, then, see to it that no

animal of his shall be hunted down, caught

and bound, and then die under the torture of

the knife, this year.

A pistol will be found most convenient, but

if a gun is used it should be with a small

charge of powder, and a plug of hard wood
three-fourths of an inch long and half as thick

through will answer as well as a ball. In

taking this course the head is not disBgured so

as to be noticeable, and in every respect it is

preferable to the old inhuman mode of killing

a hog.

Will the "Society for the Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals," notice this and "govern

themselves accordingly ?"

KOOTS IN THE HOUSE CELLAR.
Persons exposed to atnios2)]iere tainted by

decaying vegetables are generally supposed

to be in more danger than if exposed to the

odors of decaying animal matter.

A large collection of weeds, pulled from

the fields and exposed during a damp and

hot season, give ofi'a sickening odor that is

intolerable.

Sink spouts that empty themselves into a

rank growth of weeds at the back door, where

some portion of the weeds are constantly de-

caying, are supposed to give rise to some of

the most virulent forms of fever. In some
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cases nearly every member of a family has been

prostrated with typhus fever in its worst form,

where the cause has been supposed to arise

from such pollution about the house.

So, decaying vegetables in the cellar,—tur-

nips, cabbages, &c., may prove like "death

in the pot." Their odor sometimes pervades

the whole house, and is as disagreeable as it is

pervading.

Our caution to all is, if vegetables must be

in the cellar, to keep them in as low a temper-

ature as possible and prevent freezing. Then

give the cellar all the ventilation that can be

had, and as frequently as the air can be safely

admitted. At the earliest moment in the

spring remove all vegetable matter, and

cleanse the cellar as scrupulously as the good

wife does her pantry.

Wherever there is a barn cellar, the cost

would not be large to prepare room in one

corner of it purposely for roots. This would

probably be the cheapest course in the end.

PAKM IMPROVEMENT IN MASSACHU-
SE3TTS.

The New Bedford Standard gives an interesting

account of the improvements made by Mr. Ahner

H. Davis, of New York, on a farm in Dartmouth,

about two miles from New Bedford, containing

seventy-four acres, of which fifteen are wood land.

The estate has been in the hands of the present

owner a little more than three years. An infer-

ence as to the character of the land and the extent

of the improvements made, may be drawn from the

fact that carts, wagons, stone drags, derricks, &c.,

to the value of $4000, have been constructed espe-

cially for this farm, and that the number of men
employed last year averaged over twenty, at one

time rimning up to seventj'-five ; and this year the

average number has been about fifteen,—the labor

of digging rocks having been mostly accomplished

in 1870. In fact, the writer says, one of the rockiest

tracts in Dartmouth has been transformed into a

beautiful farm, which promises to repay abund-

antly the labor and expense incurred in improve-

ments.

Large tracts have been cleared of rocks and un-

derdrained, by disposing of loose stones below

ground, in trenches six feet wide, and many of

them five feet deep. These being covered with soil,

the rocks are out of the way and perfect drainage

secured, at the same time without loss of land in

open ditches. But this does not get rid of all the

rocks, large quantities being disposed of in heavy

substantial walls.

A brook meadow of ten acres has been cleared,

and the brook walled on each side up to grade, and

a walled pond is to be constructed forty feet in di-

ameter. Another rocky swamp of ten acres cov-

ered with wood, has been cleared, underdrained

and will be ready for planting next spring.

The soil of the farm is very strong. Twenty-
three rods of land, in one of the lots which has
been for many years under cultivation, yielded this

year ninety bushels of potatoes, very handsome
and smooth ones, of the Early Rose and Early
Goodrich varieties. No manure is used except that

coming from the bam.
On one tract of three acres of reclaimed land

which bore little besides rushes, Mr. Davis has
raised this year 100 tons of green corn fodder, from
Southern com in drills three and a half feet apart
averaging eight and a half feet high. Other por-
tions are planted with com in hills, beets and tur-

nips, which grew finely and very large.

The crop of pears this year is large, on about a
hundred trees, but Mr. Davis says it is nothing to

what it was last year. Apples are very slim this

year. A plot has been appropriated to blackber-

ries, and the bushes are looking finely.

As to buildings, a very fine large bam with tool

house, piggery, carriage house, hen house, &c., with
all the modem improvements, have also been built.

The farm improvements have been made under
the dkection of John S. Davis, a brother of the
owner.

CORN FODDER PER ACRE.
Some one having asked in the Maine Farmer,

"Can any one tell, by his own experience, how
much com fodder can be raised per acre ?" Mr. H.
S. Trevett, of Trenton, says that he carefully

weighed the growth on a patch 56x26 feet, and
found it 1432 lbs., equal to 344-5 tons per acre. The
corn was planted in drills two feet apart, fifteen

kernels to the foot. Time from planting to cutting
62 days.

Isaac Bumham, of Bluehill, weighed the com on
one square rod, and found it to equal 22 tons and 192

lbs., per acre. Planted on gravelly loam in drills

18 inches apart.

Mr. Z. A. Gilbert, by a like process, fouud the
yield to equal 34 tons and 1229 pounds per acre.

He planted half an acre. The land was a good soil

moist but deep, was worked deep, and thoroughly
pulverized. Eight common ox cart loads of man-
ure was distributed in drills.

Mr. Gilbert says, The quantity cut and weio-hed
was carefully bound, well dried outdoors, and1;hen
stood up against the west gable window of a large
barn, aud there remained till January. It then ap-
peared to be well dried, was bright and fragrant.
It was then weighed and the amount of dry fodder
to the acre was found to be 12 tons, 1280 lbs. The
shrinkage was something over 60 per cent. I
should have remarked that the corn was not cut
aud weighed in its most succulent or greenest state
but was allowed to stand till it had arrived at a
greater state of maturity, the spindles haviuf^ made
their appearance in the greater part of the stalks.
A considerable quantity of the crop was cured

and housed for winter use. The cattle ate it with a
relish. Com fodder cut green and well cured
bright and sweet, is considered by feeders to be
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vorth nearly or quite as muth per ton as the aver-

1

age of hay. Last winter hay was worth at the barn

twenty ilollurs per ton. Allowing my corn fodder

to have I.een worth twelve dollars, and the value

•would have been over a hundred and lifty dollars

to the acre. 1 have no doubt the half acre of corn

saved nie more than seventy-five dollars' worth of

hay. Mv faiili in the value of the crop is so strong

thiit I have another lialf acre this year ol nearly

as good growth as that of last year, from which
am now feeding.

Curing,

I cut it with common corn cutter, throwing it in

bunches the right size for a bundle, and when well

wilted bind it up. I then stand the bundles by the

side of the fence, or any where so that the air will

draw through them. In good weather they will

dry very fast. On the appearance of rain, put in

barn, and stand tJie bundles in an upright position

around on tiie hay loft, agai; st the walls, against

the galdes, against the roof, the beams or against

poles laid from beam to beam ; around the floors,

the empty stalls; into the sheds and out-buildings

—anywhere that a bundle will stand in an upright

position. No matter if only wilted when taken in,

it will dry if kept upright. It is almost impossible

to dry surticiently to mow away or even to lay down
if only to the depth of one bundle.

THE -WADSWORTHS OP NE^W YORK.
Some of our earliest recollections are of neigh-

boring farmers packing up their goods and emi-

grating to the "Genesee Country,"—the "Far West"

of our boyhood. Associated with reports from

that distant country was frequent mention of land

agents by the name of Wadsworth. These recol-

lections were revived by the accounts which were

published of Gen. James S. Wadsworth, who left

his great property to defend the government of his

country, and fell in the first battle of the Wilder-

ness.

Hence we have read with interest a notice of the

"Wadsworth Estates" recently published in the

Rochester Eural Home, and think some of our

older readers will thank us for a brief abstract of

the article alluded to.

Eighty-one years ago last June, James and Wil-

liam Wadsworth, then young men, who were en-

trusted with agencies for the sale of large tracts of

wild land, arrived in the then wilderness of the

Genesee country, after a journey of several weeks,

from their home in Connecticut. William died a

bachelor in 1833. They were intelligent, cultivated

men, and with a wise forethought, gave tone and

impulse to the style of husbandry ever since popu-

lar in that section, by introducing improved varie-

ties of horses, sheep and swine. Much of the

beauty and park-like scenery of the valley is due

to the fine taste and esthetic judgment of James,

the younger Inother, whose plans of improvement

were broad, comprehensive and thoroughly prac-

tical.

Gen. James S., the son of James, succeeded to

the chief supervision of the estates some time be-

fore the deatli of his uncle and father. He left

three sons, Charles F., Craig W., and James W.,

each of whom are still large land owners.

The estates of W. W. Wadsworth, one-fourth of

the whole, are managed by agents, and are situated

in what are now the counties of Livingston, Mon-
roe, Genesee, Erie, Orleans and Niagara. These

farms are let yearly, but so satisfactory are the

terms to tenants that most of them have occupied

the f\irms for a long term of years. The lease

made out each year under the advice of the farm,

or out-door agent, specifies how much and what

lots shall be ploughed and what crops shall be put

on them. Repairs, improvements, &c., are also

stipulated.

Chas. F. Wadsworth, the oldest son of Gen.

James S., was not bred a farmer, but has recently

purchased a farm of 800 acres, and enters upon

farming with all the enthusiasm of his brothers.

He makes the breeding of Short-horn cattle a

specialty.

Craig W. the second son, resides on the old

homestead, the same that his grandfather occu-

pied. The old mansion is beautifully located at

the head of and facing the principal streets of the

village. It is surrounded by grounds, ahuost en-

tirely ornamental, consisting of 150 acres. The
view from all parts of these grounds is very fiue

overlooking the valley and cultivated upland for

miles away. He was educated a farmer, and has a

decided taste for and enjoyment in the pursuit.

His farm contains 1800 acres, mostly on "the fiats."

He has sixty head of thoroughbred t>hort-]iorns.

He gives their breeding his personal attention, and

takes great pride in producing fine animals, treat-

ing them as tenderl}', and talking to them as lov-

ingly as an indulgent father to his children.

He is grazing about 350 head of stock cattle.

He buys steers in the spring, not less than four

years old, and turns them to pasture, to graze for

five or six months. On this luxuriant feed they

gain from 350 to 400 pounds, when they are sent to

the butcher. He is also making a point of breed-

ing fine horses, and has fifty valuable horses be-

sides those employed to do the work of the farm.

His stables arc perfect models, and worth a long

journey to see.

James W. Wadsworth, the youngest of the three

brothers, is not only an extensive but an enthusi-

astic and successful farmer and stock breeder. He
has a fine farm of 1300 acres in the town of Grove-

land, devoted exclusively to grazing, a sheep farm

of 1500 acres in Caledonia, and one at Geneseo, of

275 acres. On the latter farm he keeps his thor-

oughbreds, of which he has about lifty. Here, Mr.

Wadsworth has just completed two fine stock bams,

horse barn, corn house and herd-keeper's house, at

an expense of |fl2,000.

—The Louisville Farmers' Home Journal says

that the third annual fair of the colored pcoj)le of

that place and vicinity was largely attended every

day, notwithstanding the weather was quite chilly

a portion of the time. The displays in the various

rings are highly spoken of also.
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FARM-WONDERS.

The following poem was read at the Fair of the

Hiirapshire County, Mass , Agricultural Society, at Am-
herst, by Prof. II. W. Parker, of the Agricultural Col-

lege.

My theme is wonder; and where does wonder dwell?
On taction's page, or in some enchanter's spell?

In caverns of spar, in hills of silver and gold ?

In tropical wilds, or the wastes of arctic cold ?

Lo ! here and everywhere it abiden.

Lurks by the highway and all around us hides

—

Nay, stands in full view, regarded n»t by the blind,

Wlio lack the thousand eyes of a studious mind.

These towering tre'S, and the blessed fruits or grains

—

Bi>ru them, and only a mound of at-hes remains;
The tons of water took wing and vanished in gas.

—

Truly a sea is your meadow of waving grass.

And the forest monarch that lies in slow decay,
Blackening to mould—it is veril3' burning away
With a heat that never in roaring tlame appears,
Only because it is spread through a hundred years.

This tield of tubers—the food of the Emerald Isle—
"What wonder is here that can a moment beguile ?

Plant of a marvellous family I—cousin, indeed.

To an herb of bud reputation, the nicotine weed.
And to three of the deadly drugs the doctors know,
And the fiery peppei-s our grandmothers used to grow,
'Tis the egg-plant's brother, its sisters the bittersweet

And a maidenly flower or two that we love to greet.

But sec that broad-winge'l insect, with buttons of gold

—

Two rows on his black tail-coat, like a soldier bold I

Do you know he is stingy of buttons to his wife.

And was fond of your parsnips in his early life ?

And there is that innocent-looking one in white,

WM\ tips of black that are barely seen in his flight

—

Do you know that he came from Europe a while ago,

And his children will eat your cabbage sprouta by the

row ?

And there are the birds ; the restless noisy wren.
That scolds all day like a little lunatic hen

—

Know you, my fussy friend, that it soon wears out.

For it lives but four short years, or thereabout.
And then your horses and swine—why, who would

suppose
They are classed with elephants,—smaller, shorter in

the nose.

But flexing that feature in quite a handy way.
To search the ground, or to pick and mumble the hay.

The outcrop of sandstone, here on your valley farm

—

A very bad crop to raise— lo ! here was an arm
Of the ocean ; and then the rock was muddy shore,

By feathered reptiles tracked—prize poultry of yore.

So large that, if sold at the present market rate.

Any one would have bought a set of silver plate.

Evening descends, and the bright day's work is done.
How strange to know the metals that boil in the sun;
And to learn that only the red waves struggle through
At sunset, because they are largest; and tliat the dew
Ifover falls, as we say ; and why we hear the sound
Of far-off water at night, when the air is damp

;

And why, in yon orb that glimmers, our nightly lamp,
The air and oceans were long since lost m the ground.

But, say not that science dissects and pickles the face

Of beautiful Nature, forgetting her sweetness and grace.

There are inttnite lii.es in j'onder mountain blue.

And infinite mystery hides in its tender hue;
And to him who understands, there's infinite charm
In the tints and flowing sweep of the homeliest farm.

Shame that a wonderful world, which God designed

To be the first primer for man's immortal mind.
Should never be learned—not even its alphabet,

That shines in all forms and colors of beauty set,

g;id—sad, that to many the joyous knowledge is lost

Which glorifies labor and richly repays the cost.

Come, friend ! study books and Nature ; open your eyes,

And Uve the life of eternal happy surprise I

•

ciety for the past few years show that great im- ,

provement has been made by grafting and culti-

vating this hardy fruit, in the northern part of that

State. We have recentlj- received from Herendcen

& Jones, Nurserymen, Geneva, N. Y., a package

of the Marengo Siberian Apples, (or Marengo
Winter Crab,) No. 4, which show that their culti-

vation is not confined to northern Vermont and

Canada. They are of so rich and pleasant a flavor,

as an eating apple, that the word "crab," seems

quite a misnomer for this fruit. Their general

color is a lightish red, with plashes or streaks of a

darker red, with some white, size from 1^ to nearly

2 inches in diameter, and altogether it is a liand-

some fruit. The four varieties of the Marengo
Siberian Apples, cultivated by Messrs. Herendcen

& Jones are much similar in all respects, except

time of ripening and keeping, which varies from
fall to late spring. That they are excellent as

preserves, we had evidence last year in testing

specimens put up by our correspondent Z. E.

Jameson, of Irasburg, Vt.

Crab Apples.—The exhibitions which have been

made at the Fairs of the Vermont Agricultural So-

2

PRICE OF MILK.
The Board of Managers of the Milk Producers

Association met in Boston, Sept. 6, to fix the

winter price of milk furnislisd by the can to the

contractors. This meeting was adjourned to Fri-

day, Sept. 15, at the Quincy House. A committee

consisting of J. A. Harwood of Littleton, Wra.
Ramsdell of Milford, and Hammond Reed of Lex-
ington was appointed to make arrangements for

holding the next aimual meeting of the Society.

Notwithstanding the facts that cattle, swine, grain,

dairy products and some other articles of produce
are lower than last year, it was voted by the man-
agers of the Milk Producers Association that in

consequence of the small crop and high price of

hay, and the high cost of articles which have been
raised by farmers to make up the deficiency of the

hay crop, estimated at one-fourth less than the

usual yield, that the same price as last year,—50

cents per can,—be demanded for milk from Oct. 1,

1871, to April 1, 1872.

The Contractors or Milk Dealers were also in

session at the same place, and each association ap-

pointed a committee of conference. After consul-

tation the committee reported there was no pros-

pect of agreement ; the contractors being willing

to pay only 45 cents per can.

The question was then discussed in open meet-

ing.

Mr. Rowell, in behalf of the contractors said

almost everything else in the line of food is re-

duced in price from 10 to 50 per cent, and the con-

sumers of milk cannot see why it should not be

reduced from 9 to 8 cents a quart.

Mr. Brown, contractor, believed he could get all

the milk he wanted at 45 cents a can, and Boston
would be supplied at 8 cents a quart. There were
so many producers near market anxious to get

their milk in, that distant producers would be shu
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out at the price demanded. The retail price could

not be held at 9c a quart.

Mr. llohcrtson, ofBraintree, producer, had talked

with several peddlers who expected to pay more

for milk this winter than last. The contractoi-s in

the vicinity of Boston were willing to pay the

same as last j'ear.

Mr. Haskell, producer, Avas confident that the

farmers in the district above Groton Junction are

not prepared to make milk for a less price than

last season. They did not make a dollar profit at

that price. Some had said they would give up the

business, sell a part of their stock, fat calves, and

get rid of their milk as best they could. He
thought that if the price was reduced to the con-

sumer a portion of the reduction should be borne

by the contractors.

There being no probability of an agreement the

meeting was dissolved. The Managers of the pro-

ducers, will call together the associations th y

represent and submit to then the result of the con-

ferences.

The Swine Exposition.—The old adage that

"circumstances alter cases," has been sadly verified

by the managei-s of the great IS'ationa.l Sv.'ine Ex-

position at Chicago. The fact that pork is worth

less than one-half as much in market now as it was

one year ago has wonderfully dampened the enthu-

siasm of farmers in respect to swine, and many

feeders probably entertain a somewhat similar feel-

ing towards pigs that John Randolph did towards

sheep when he made his famous remark that he

would walk half a mile for a chance to give one a

kick. The show is represented as by far the most

extensive and complete of the various breeds of

swine ever made in this country, if it was ever

equalled in any country, but we regret to learn that

the receipts fell far short of the expenses of the

exhibition.

For the New England Farmer.

MAINE BOAKD OF AGKICULTURE.
The farmers of Eastern Maine in couneil—Unilerdr.iin-

ing— Progress in Agriculture—Cooking food for stock

—Value of hay and corn for feeding stock—Improve

ment of pastures—A flock of visitors—Pay as you go

—Clean cultivation—Manures—Fruit and fruit trees.

The autumn session of the Maine Board
was conimenced at Lincohi, forty-five milt^

east of Bangor, on the line of the iMiriipean

and Noith American railroad, on tlie ll'th of

September, and continued the two followii

days.

A farmers' convention was holden in connec-

tion with the Board, which was fully attended

by a community of intelligent and j)rosperous

farmers, together with a goodly sprinkling of

ladies. It was agreed upon ail hands that the

session was one of unusual interest.

The first forenoon was taken up with prepa
rations and arrangements. In the afternoon

an address of welcome to the Board was made
by Col. Hersey of Ijincoln, followed by .John

Robinson. ICsrj., which were responded to bv
Z. A. GilV)ert, Vice President, in his usual

happy manner.

In the evening was read a paper upon un-
derdraining, by Mr. Hawes of Knox, a mem-
ber of the Board, Avhich was a ])lain, practical,

common-sense paper, going to sIhjw by prac-

tical experienoe the value of intelligent efforts

in this direction. This was follo\ved by Frank
Buck, of Orland, upon "Progress in Agricul-

ture." This paper was highly spoken of, but
not having heard it, your corresj)ondent can
only express the opinion of others.

Wednesday Mornimj.—The President, who
had stopped on the way to give the address

before the East Kennebec Society, at South
China, appeared and took the chair. Z. A.
Gilbert, nuMuber for Androscoggin, gave a

])ractical, intelligent and exhaustive lecture

upon "Cooking Food for Farm Stock." Mr.
G. showed conclusively that thirty-three per
cent, could be saved b}' cooking, and that at

a small expense. He has visited several of

the most noted feeders of steamed food in

Massachusetts and Connecticut, among others

Gov. Brown, Win. Birnie and the Messrs.
Wells, conversed with them and examined
their fixtures, and was able to speak advisedly.

Intelligent experiments had always proved
satisfactory and in no case has the practice

been abandoned as unprofitable. The woody
fibre must be broken uji to liberate the nutri-

tive elements, and this can only be done by
heat and moisture, and this can be far more
cheaply supplied by steaming than by the ani-

mals, as in the one case the fuel is dry wood
and in the other hay and grain. The most
carefully conducted experiments demonstrate
that twelve pounds of hay and six pounds of

meal and shorts mixed are equal when steamed
to eighteen of ha}' and nine of meal and shorts

fed dry, both for flesh and milk. Steamed
food is considered by many observers as a

specific for coughs and incipient heaves in

horses. As to the question, "Is steaming
practicable on a small scale P" Mr. G. said

one of his lu'ighbors in Lewiston, Mr. Dickey,
had practiced it systematically on a small

scale, and is abundantly satisfied with the re-

sult. A steamer for a small stock costs less

than a mower, is of far greater utility, and
for successfid dairying is of the very first im-

portance. Steam has worked wonders for all

other classes, and is yet to do so for the far-

mer.

In the very spirited discussion which fol-

lowed the lecture, Secretary Goodale said the

sul)ject had been treated so exhaustively that

he knew of no more to be said. The testi-

mony is unimpeachable, being of the highest

character and all on one side. For late cut

hay, swale hay, straw, corn fodder and all

poor fodder, it is of the very first importance
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that you tlius put it in such condition that the

animal will eat it and can utilize it. All the

heat you put in is equivalent to so mu h food.

Nearly all diseases of animals in wint r arise

from constipation, which is almost wholiv ob-

viated by feeding steamed food. It ac'ds to

the value of the food by rendering the indi-

gestible parts digestible. The risk of fire is

not materially increased.

The whole subject was discussed in a man-

ner that showed that farmers had thought upon

it and had discussed its importance.

Afternoon.—A very carefully prepared pa-

per was read by Mr. Wasson, of Hancock,

upon "The Comparative Value of Hay and

Corn for Feeding Farm Stock," a subject

upon v/hich all are ready to talk, and upon

which very few have s.v.} accurate knowledge.

No general rule will apply because of widely

varying circumstances. Bulk, to a certain ex-

tent, is as essential as nutriment ; and it is

safe to say that one-fourth can be saved by a

warm barn over a cold one. Have regard to

the increased value of the manure from good
food. Commence to increase your fodder by

weedine out the poor and mean animals whieh

ought to go to the butcher or to the dogs,

even were hay ever so plenty. The feeding

of meal will not induce disease in milk cows

if the meal is mixed with one-third shorts and

the cow fed upon half bay or other fodder.

In the animated and interesting discussion

that followed, the general idea seemed to ob-

tain that fifteen bushels of corn fed judiciously

was ecpial to one ton of merchantable English

hay. The general opinion seemed to be that

meal should be fed wet rather than dry. One
gentleman expressed the opinion that cattle

for beef exclusively could not be grown at a

profit in Maine. One of his friends said they

paid a profit to somebody, for the gentleman

had himself made 81500 the past season, by
buying cattle at grasshopper prices. Query,

Is the New England Faioier read in his vi-

cinity ?

This was followed by Mr. Scammon, of

Scarboro, on "Improvement of pastures."

The base of all successful farming is the ma-
nure heap, and the base of the manure heap
is the farm stock, (true, every time,

—

Bep.)

No farmer can afford to raise weeds and
and worthless bushes. Reclaim pastures ac-

cording to circumstances, but do something

to improve them. Clean up the bushes and
weeds, pasture with sheep, manure with muck
composted with ashes or with lime and salt.

Some places should be drained ; some are

benefited by resting every seventh year. If

your pasture is large, plant a part to forest

trees or let a portion grow up to wood of

itself. This is nature's system of rotation.

The paper was followed by remarks from
Secretary Goodale, Messrs. Farrington, Su-

perintendent of College farm, Robinson, Gil-

bert, Thing, Wasson, Prof. Fernald and
others. The general, and indeed almost the

universal opinion, was that land intended for

permanent pastures ought not be ploughed.

I ought to have said before that soon after

the business of the day conunenced, we were
disturbed by an unusual tramping upon the

stairs, and a confused hum as of the sound of

many voices. The door was unceremoniously

thrown open, and in walked Rev. Ur. Allen,

our newly elected President of the Industrial

College, followed by Prof. Fernald, Prof.

Pike, late of the Boston school of Technology,
Farm superintendent Farrington, and between
thirty and forty of the finest looking young
men, all college students, that I ever saw
together. (Tell Amherst to look out for her

laurels.) The President of the Board pro-

tested against being thus overawed and ovei*-

sloughed by larger bodies, but was assured

by I'resident Allen, that they were merely re-

serves ordered up for active duty, and right

manfully did they discharge it.

Evening Session.—President Allen in the

chair. Address by U. FI. Thing of Kenne-
bec, subject "Pay as you go." Of the ad-

dress it does not become me to speak, but it

was followed by earnest, eloquent, impas-

sioned words by President Allen, Prof. A. P.

Fernald by and Hon. A. M. Robinson, who was
extremely eloquent and intensely earnest in

his words of advice to the students. He
closed by saying, "when you make up your
minds to stay in ]Maine, then will you begin to

make such homes as you will be willing to,

dwell in. Therefore decide to stay in Maine;.
Improve all your time, educate your minds,,

hearts and bodies, get yourselves farms, take-

to yourselves wives, settle down, multiply and
replenish the earth. Thus will success attend

you and contentment sweeten your life."

Second Day.

(Notes of Thursday forenoon mislaid or lost.)

Afternoon.—Papers by Maj. Adams of

Franklin, on "Manures,"' and Col. Swett on
"Clean Cultivation" were read. The former
argued that our principal source of fertility

was at home, and dwelt upon the importance
of economizing every available thing suitable

for the compost heap. Col. Swett plead
earnestly for clean culture, and gave some
startling statistics of the cost of raising weeds,
premising that it lessened the crop at least

one-fourth to raise the w^eds annually grown
in Maine. (An argument in favor of cooking

food for stock, and thereby killing the seeds,
—^Rep.) When the Colonel got through, the

Hon. T. Fvdler asked him how he could kill

witch grass. The Colonel raised quite a
laugh by replying that his own farm was full

of witch grass, aud that he considered it one
of the very best grasses, and no weed at all.

Mr. Fuller thoiight if witch grass was not a
weed he could see his way clearly to clean

cultivation, for the witch grass would subdue
everything else.

The evening was devoted to "Fruit and
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fruit trees," and was mostly taken up by Sec-

retary (roodale upon the cultivation of pears.

A gentleman from northern Aroostook said

that a few of the best varieties of apples suc-

ceeded well with them ; among the most hardy

of which was the Duchess of Oldenburgh.

The discussion was general for a short time,

•when the subject was laid upon the table and
resolutions were ollered, expressive of the

regret of the Hoard at the withdrawal of Cal-

vin Chamljerlain, whose term of ofhce expires

with the ])resent year, which after remarks liy

quite a large number of gentlemen were unan-
imously adopted. Mr. C. has been connected

with the Board fourteen j'ears. A vote of

thanks was tendered to D. H. Thing for his

acceptable services as President of the Board,
which were responded to by that gentleman
at some length. Resolutions of thanks to the

citizens of Lincoln were passed and responded
to, Avhen the Board adjourned to meet at Paris

Hill, probably on the third Tuesday of Jan-

uary next. T.

For t?i€ Xew Enrjland Fanner.

THE FLOWER GARDEN.
Our gardens are now ablaze with the bril-

liant flowers of autumn. The geraniums are

in great magnificence, in all hues,—scarlet,

cherry, brightest of pink, palest of pink, sal-

mon color and white. The double varieties

are especially gorgeous. Andrew Henderson
is the most beautiful,—^its scarlet tresses are

of the richest dye, and its flowers are double

as roses. Madame Lemoine is of the brightest

pink, and its clusters are enormous— fifty and
sixty blossoms on one truss, are no uncom-
mon sight.

The verbenas are now beauteous in all their

varied tints of purple, crimson, scarlet, ma-
roon, lilac, magenta, pink in all its shades, and
indeed every color but sky blue and yellow,

seem represented among their numerous vari-

eties. The nasturtions creep in coils of scar-

let, gold and lemon color, splashed with
velvet of the darkest maroon hues. The Ja-
pan lilies exceed all other llowers in the rich-

ness and loveliness of their blossoms. As-
ters, balsams, petumias, stocks, euphorbias,

achryanthus, coleus, and all the glorious sis-

terhood lift their bright heads adorned with

vivid splendor.

But, alas ! a sudden change will come over
them. A cool twilight will gather,—King
Frost will muster his battalions, and when an-

other day shall dawn, his troops will sparkle

from flower to flower,—not one blossom will

hang untarnished from its stem,—they are

dead, crumpled and sere. The black, killing

frost has come, and the glory of the summer
has vanished,—is like a tale that is told,—only

its memory remains. A few hardy perennials
strll hold up their heads, but the fragile things,

the l)rilliant flowers, the fair, fragrant and
frail are utterly destroyed !

"Whore are tlie flowers, the fair, young flowers, that
lately sprung and stood

In brighter light and softer air, a beauteous sister-

liood y"

And now the (]uestion is, what shall we do
with these great bushes of geraniums, helio-

tropes, feverfews, &c., that have doue their

duty durmg the summer, and have grown to

sucli a size that they can no longer come un-
der the head of Window Gardening? If re-

served for the latter purpose, they will not

look decently for months, for they have blos-

somed incessantly for five months, and now
demand and will have a season of rest, and if

they are taken up for house plants, their roots

have spread out over so large a space that out

few of them can be saved, and it is needful to

cut them in severely ; i. e. prune oli'a dozen,

at least, of their branches, leaving only three

or four, and taking ofJ" the largest leaves of

those that remain. Of course, while pruning
them, due regard must be had to their shape,

and be sure to do it so as to leave the plant in

as graceful a form as you possibly can, if you
must keep it growing. Though the plants are

so large, they can oe accommodated in a six

or seven inch pot. This is supposing they are

to be treated as window plants.

But a much better way is to raise slips from
them for house culture, and reserve the large

plants for budding out another spring. Any
plant that possesses a woody nature can be
kept over the winter in boxes in the cellar.

Geraniums, fuchsias, lemon verbenas, helio-

tropes, roses, &c., will all remain in a dor-

mant state until spring. Then, if brought up
to the light, all the old leaves removed and
some of the branches cut off, they will put
forth vigorous shoots, and soon make larger

plants than those of last season. To preserve
them for this purpose, just before a black, kill-

ing frost, pull up all the plants that you desire

to save and cut off the greater part of the

leaves, allowing but a few to remain on the

branches. Plant them in boxes about six

inches in depth and set the plants quite closely

together, filling tightly into the roots some
light, sandy soil that will not mould. Water
them thoroughly and keep in the shade, set-

ting the boxes into the barn or wood-house
for two or three days, where they will not be
frozen. After that, if the weather is warm,
let them have some sunshine and fresh air.

When the weather has become quite cold,

take the boxes into the cellar, where it is frost

proof. When once estal)lished in their winter
(juarters, no water will be needed for six or
eight weeks. Place the boxes where potatoes

are kept ; too near a furnace will injure them.
They do not desire to grow, but to remain
dormant and muster their strength for the

coming spring.

All kinds of delicate tea roses can be kept
over the winter in this manner. They should

be examined once a month, and the decayed
leaves removed, lest they make them mould
and injure the plants.
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Oleanders, lemons, oranges, pittosporum,

and all such plants can be safely wintered in

the Cellar. Carry down the large tubs about
the first of November ; water them once a

month with warm water, and they will keep in

fine order. Care must be taken to place them
where they will not be sprinkled with the fine

coal dust from the sifting of ashes. This

would choke out all their life.

Scarlet salvias can be lifted from the ground
after their stalks have been cut down, and
their I'oots buried in sand, like dahlias. In

the spring they can be divided into several

plants. Salvia patens (blue Mexican sage)

can be treated like a dahlia,—its roots having

similar eyes, which will start out afresh in the

spring.

Scarlet geraniums,—indeed all the horse-

shoe or zonale varieties,—can be wintered in

cool, frost-proof, dry cellars, by pulling them
up by the roots, shaking off all the soil, and
cutting off all the buds and blossoms. Then
tie them head downwards, to the beams of the

cellar. In April they will look dried up,

wilted ; but when transplanted they will soon
recover and grow luxuriantly.

The English have tried wintering gerani-

mns, heliotropes, roses, &c., by burying them
in a trench under ground, below the reach of

the frost. Roses are frequently, in the United
States, kept safely in this way ; but the more
succulent plants have not been extensively

tried, if at all. But our readers can make the

attempt, and if they succeed, inform the New
England Farmer of their experiment. The
trench nmst be dry, where no water can re-

main at a depth of two feet below the level,

and it must be below the touch of the frost.

The plants are laid in by the roots, in a row
;

then covered with straw, placed so as to carry

off the water,—boards placed over the straw

would be a good preventive to dampness,

—

then shovel in the earth to a depth according

to the needs of the climate, and finish off with

a ridge or roof, shaped so as to carry off all

water. With a little care exercised in pre-

paring the trench, there is no reason why most
of our half-hardy herbaceous, bedding-out

plants cannot be safely preserved for another

summer.
Dahlias and gladioli must be removed to

winter quarters before the ground freezes

hard. The former flowers are in their glory

now, and their beauteous blossoms will orna-

ment the gardens much longer if when the first

frost threatens they are protected at night

with old sheets or blankets,—a water proof

cloak will, if thrown over it at night, save a

fine plant, and make it a joy for several weeks
to come.
When the hard freeze must come, gather

the flowers and keep them in vases. By
changing the water daily, they will keep fresh

for a week or more. The stalks should be

cut down after the leaves are seared and the

ground is freezing nightly. The soil is then

shaken from the tubers and they should be
laid in the sun for two or three days to dry

off, being protected from the cold, by a blan-

ket at night. This prevents any tendency to

mould during the winter. When thoroughly

dry, pack them in boxes or barrels, in sand

that has been also dried in the sun ;
set them

in a cool, dry cellar, where the rats will not

touch them.
Gladioli should be allowed to remain in the

ground as late as possible, as the richness of

their blossoms another year depends upon the

maturity the bulbs gain before being removed
to winter quarters. But when the chilh' north

wind stiffens your fingers, then pull up the

stems, cutting them off about two inches from
the bulbs, shake off the soil, let them dry in

the sun for several hours, but by night store

them away in paper bags or boxes, in a dry

])lace. They can remain in a warm closet

without injury to these flowers.

All our plants are ready for window garden-

ing. I counted this morning 105 pots, (iuite a

formidable array to fill five small windows !

Fater-familias gazes at them with ill-disguised

dismay, and asks in lugubrious tones, "are all

those tilings coming into the house ? Surely,

there are not windows enough to hold them !"

But we shall find a place for every one of

them, and rejoice over each plant. We have

treated them to the best compost we could

procure ; have potted them with great care,

pressing the soil tightly about Iheir tender

rootlets.

Fuchsias are now in full bloom, and the ten

plants tliat we possess are marvels of beauty

and elegance. As soon as they cease bloom-
ing, with the exception of the winter blooming
varieties, Speciosa and Serratifolia, the pots

will all go down cellar and remain on a swing

shelf, out of the reach of rats and all vermin.

We determined on this course last year, when
the red spiders ivould twine their invisible

webs around all their branches and we could

only dislodge them by constantly sifting '^Fer-

tilizer^'' over their leaves. They did not blos-

som, did not add anything to the beauty of

our "Window Garden," but were great addi-

tions in April, May and June, on to the au-

tumn.

By all means, fair friends, procure some
variegated-leaved plants for your windows.

The Coleus requires stove heat—green-house

culture—to thrive well ; but the Achyrantkus

will grow anywhere, if it does not freeze.

There are three or four varieties, and all desira-

ble. Their bright-hued leaves do duty for

flowers, and when the wintry sun shines in

through their rich crimson, magenta and ma-
roon-colored leaves, the effect is gorgeous !

Hanging baskets should not be forgotten
;

every one of us must have at least one, and
Dutch flowering bulbs must add their delicious

fragrance and many brilliant hues to every

plant stand and window garden. In another
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article we will treat upon them and give direc-

tions for their culture. s. o. .j.

For t/w Xeic Emjtdiu} ymr/tcr.

A NEW HAMPSHIRE BREEZE.
Two men, one fi-oni New Hampshire and

the other from Ohio, chanced to meet at a
public dinner in New York. The man from
Ohio sugjrcsted to him of the Granite State
that it might be advantageous for him to re-

move to the West, if he intended to follow the
pursuit of a farmer. The Yankee thought
dillerently ; there was no State in the Union
ecjual to New Hampshire. He of the Buck-
eye State would not agree to this ; Ohio was
in every respect superior. The Yankee wished
to know a superior feature. The Buckcve
commenced to enumerate, but as fast as he
presented his claims of superiority, his antag-
onist unhesitatingly swept them away by vig-

orous declarations to the contrary. At length,

when all other sources of argument had failed,

the exasperated Buckeye confidently observed :

"You will at least allow that Ohio justly claiuis

supei'iority over New Hampshire regarding its

extent of territory?" "No, sir!" emphati-
cally responded the Yankee. "Your State
spreads out because it is flat. Look at the

mountains of New Hampshire ! Goodness
mercy! Just roll 'em out Hat and they'd
make territory enough to cover up the whole
of Ohio and fill up a big slice of Lake Erie !"

This anecdote has often been recalled while
traversing this State, for we alternate contin-

ually, when riding, from level prozaic earth, to

an aspiring, lofty world. Yet scarcely are we
ever beyond the vision of its calm, huge hills.

From their patience, illustrating a sermon on
the mount, we receive a lesson read nowhere
else, and which we convey back to the world
of bricks to control there an active life, if we
can but remember

"We rt'ciive but what we give,
And in our lifo alone does Nature live."

So does your correspondent return year by
year to these mountains of New Hampsliire.
They bear intimacy and close study so wt-ll,

one can never tire of them. Change is writ-

ten on fvcryfhing cvt'rywhere, yet iheir rock-
ribbed liciuhts remain seemingly tlie same as

when my l-mging eyes first rested upon tiiem,

and they can endure admiration,—there stolid

gravity remains unmoved. They rise in the
landscape "as heroes and prophets in history,

eunobh'i! by what they have given, sublime in

the expressions of struggle and pain, invested
with tht- riclifst draperies of light, because
their hniws luive been torn and their cheeks
been furrowed by roils and cares in behalf of
districts below. Upon the mountains is writ-

iteti tlie law, and in tlieir grandeur is displayed
the fulfiliiutit of it, that perfection comes
throui^h sud'ering."

Now that railroad^ are so rapidly tracking
New Hampshire, we find the condition of the

people more prosperous than we have ever
known it. North Conway seems to be the

focus for every railroad, and it is natural

enough, for it has the most exfjuisite setting,

snrj)assing every other village or town in the

State. With ^Nlt. Washington at the head of

the valley, and the whole great mountain ar-

chitecture surrounding him, with the Rattle-

snake range for a rear wall, and beautiful Kear-
sargf! northwest, a mile aw;iy, with IMote

mountains cahnly rising on the west, and peer-

ing round from the southwest, strange Choco-
rua, with hill after hill everywhere swelling

towards loftier peaks, and itself trailing for

several miles along the banks above the chan-

nel of the glistening Soco, and the three miles'

brca(ith of intervale, picturesfjue with luxuri-

ant loveliness,—who woidd not live in Con-
way in preference to any other place? And it

is hoped that the taste and wealth and pros-

perity which railroads invariably scatter, will

improve Conway still more,—that barns and
wretched sheds will be moved from sightly

places, and houses and grounds receive better

arrangements. It is enough to disgust and
disenchant any one with decent ideas regard-
ing the arrangement of pleasant homes, to

pass through New Hampshire. I sometimes
believe that men try to give their houses as

dreary a location as it is possible. As for

farming, why there's reason enough why far-

mers complain that their sons dislike the pro-

fession and seek other employments, or drift

into the cities. Many farmers, in Maine and
in New Hampshire especially, appear to be
suffering from a severe attack of vertigo, or
the}' have been lightning-struck. This is alto-

gether inexcusable and a matter of regret.

They need not complain of a want of time to

improve things,—there's many a leisure day
in a farmer's life. When men put more pride,

more education, more taste and appreciation

into their fanning, their daughters will not
sigh for the small talk and peacock airs of

counter-jumpers ; neither will their sons leave

homesteads in search of professions where
brains stand a better chance than muscle.
How true it is that one thrifty, self-respecting

man can affect the prosperity and respecta-

bility of a whole neighborhood ! INIy host
bought this pleasant retreat four years ago.

It was then in the common condition of many
New England farms,—the buildings weather-
beaten and dilapidated, the lands generally

used up, the fences but crazy apologies to

prevent the intrusion of cattle. He went to

work, and now there is not a prettier place or
a lovelier location hereabouts, and better still,

this homestead has doubled its value. Not
oidy that, my host, by the assistance of a pru-
dent, willing and loving helpmeet,—and a.

man without a true wife, "a perfect woman,
noldy i)lanned, to warn, to comfort and com-
mand," might as well st(»p living at once,—has

become "very forehanded," and tastes his

well-spent, well-earned substance with com-
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fort and thankfulness. All the neighborhood
has changed and improved. The farms are

well kept and trim, the orchards free from
rubbish, the lands cleared of stubble, white

fences displacing the crazy old boards, orna-

mental trees, clean, comfortable barns and
cosy white houses,—everybody taking pride

in their homes and surroundings, just because

one man of thrift, energy and taste, appre-

ciating the object of living, ciioses to enjoy a

neat, comfortable, and consequently, attrac-

tive and pleasant home.
Why is it that farmers keep such shocking

and duleful-looking horses ? To be sure, they

keep them for work, but what makes them ap-

jjear so bony and troubled, even when young ?

Show me a plump, bright horse, and in its

owner PU show you a man with a generous
heart. Ah, Fleetwing ! happy is memory to

recall thy swift-footed virtues. May thy

shadow never grow less !—and it never will

while my host possesses thee.

Isn't it singular how difFt-rently people live ?

Now that I'm dwelling upon it, I must tell

you how a class of Unitie Sam's children,

called "mountaineers," exist among the Ossi-

pee mountains, whose heights my eyes rest

upon daily. AVe rode over and about one of

the mountains one afternoon, and it is truly

marvellous that, so near the cities, people

can be found so barbarous, and really prefer

being so. About twenty-five families exist

among these hills, literally "like pigs." They
live "from hand to mouth," the men walking
many miles from the mountains to work on
the adjacent farms, returning at evening ; the

women and children,—and they are just as

thick and brown as blackberries,—pick berries

all day upon the hills, walking many miles to

sell them. The}' are never hap[)y away from
their mountain homes, and will hurry back
when night comes, with all the ardor of a

lovesick swain. A man in Moultonville, one
of the villages in the town of Ossipee, hired a
mountaineer for a time, and brought him home
one Sunilay night ! When the family arose in

the morning, the fellow had cleared for his

mountain nest, so homesick had he already

become. Another mountaineer had the use of

a farm offered him at Ossipee Corner. He
moved upon it and into a nice, comfortable

house, but the wife, in a week, wept herself

sick and useless, and he was forced to return

to their mountain hut. Their children are as

ignorant and nearly as wild as savages, and
it is only within a few years that a school has

been established among them, with faint suc-

cess. It is kept in some home shanty, and
the session continues six weeks. This suffices

for a year. They clan together closely, living

and quarrelling among themselves. One can

scai'cely ever be engaged to work alone,—they

must labor in company. Other men's society

is uncomfortable and makes th';m dumb. If

one or a party be engaged for the morrow's

harvesting, Farmer John never depends upon

them till they appear. May be they do not
choose to work when the morrow comes

;
per-

haps some one has offered them a few more
pence for the day. They never hold them-
selves responsible for any inconvenience they
occasion the farmers who are obliged to em-
ploy them, as laborers are scarce. They are

obliged to start by daylight from their huts to

get to work early enough, and they breakfast
at their employer's table, yet so unreliable are

they that their breakfast is seldom prepared
till they appear. They are employed for one
dollar per day,—two during haying,—and
faithful workers they are too. This is their

redeeming quality. They are thoroughly des-

titute, having no ambition to better their con-
dition. It is a practice with farmers having
discontented wives to take them anwng the

mountaineers on a visit,— a wise and shi'ewd

stratagem, for the fretted women always re-

turn apparently satisfied with their cares and
condition. And these ignorant mountaineers
reside in New England, where education is as

free as water and civilized modes an estab-

lished fact. Tiiey cannot read a newspaper,
and scarcely know tiie meaning of politics.

Yet they can exercise the right to vote, with-

out understanding or appreciating the privi-

lege, while the most intelligent women in the

republican United States,—even Mrs. Julia

Ward Howe or INIrs. Livermore,—are not al-

lowed to do so.

Everything is being done to keep down the

price of hay, now forty dollars per ton. For-
tunately corn is abundant, and it has been
equal in price with hay, ton for ton. Pota-
toes are excellent and plentiful,—good tidings

for the j)Oor. But apples will be few and ex-
pensive ; cider ditto. Last fall cider was lit-

erally as cheap as water, for at a fire not far

distant, where the streams and wells had been
dried up by the drought, a quantity of cider

was freely used and property saved that had
been fired in seven places.

Susie C. Vogl.
Pleamnt View Home, )

Tamworth Iron. Works, N. //., Sept., 1871. \

THE LOVE OF DIRT.

The love of dirt is among the earliest of

passions, as it is the latest. Mud pies gratify

one of our first and best instincts. So long

as we are dirty, we are pure. Fondness for

the ground comes back to a man after he has

run the round of pleasure and business, eaten

dirt, and sown wild oats, drifted about the

world, and taken the wind of all its moods.
The love of digging in the ground (or of look-

ing on while he pays another to dig) is as sure

to come back to him as lie is sure, at last, to

go under the ground, and stay there. To own^
a bit of ground, to scratch it with a hoe, to'
plant seeds, and watch the renewal of life

—

this is the commonest delight of the race, the

most satisfactory thing a man can do. Let us
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celebrate the soil. Most men toil that they

may own a ))iece of it ; thfv measure their suc-

cess in life hy their ability to buy it. It is

alike the passion of the parvei.v and the pride

of the ai-istocrat, IJroad acres are a patent

of nobility ; and no man but feels more of a

man in the world if he have a bit of ground
that he can call his own. However small it is

on the surface, it is four thousand miles deep
;

and that is a very handsome property. And
there is a great pleasure in working in the soil,

apart from the ownership of it. The man who
has planted a garden feels that he has done
something for the good of the world. He be-

longs to the j)roducers. It is a pleasure to eat

of the fruit of one's toil, if it be nothing more
than a head of lettuce or an ear of corn. One
cultivates a lawn even with great satisfaction

;

for there is nothmg more beautiful than grass

and turf in our latitude. The tropics nuiy have

their delights ; but they have not turf ; and the

world without turf is a dreary desert. The
original garden of P2den could not have had
such turf as one sees in England. The Teu-
tonic races all love turf ; they emigrate in the

line of its growth. To dig in the mellow soil

—to dig moderately, for all pleasure should be

taken sparingly—is a great thing. One gets

strength out of the ground as often as one

really touches it witli a hoe. Antaius (this is

a classical article) was no doubt an agricultu-

rist ; and such a a ])rize-figl'ter as Hercules

couldn't do anything with him till he got him

to lay down his spaile and (juit the goil. It is

not simply beets and potatoes and corn and
string-beans that one raises in his well-hoed

garden ; it is the average of human life.

There is life in the ground ; it goes into the

seeds ; and it also, when it is stirred up, goes

into the man who stirs it. The hot sun on his

back as he bends to his shovel and hoe, or

contemplatively rakes the warm and fragrant

loam, is better than much medicine. The
buds are coming out on the bushes round
about ; the blossoms of the fruit trees begin to

show ; the blood is running up the grape vines

in streams
;
you can smell the wild llowers on

the near bank; and the l)irds are thing and

glancing and singing everywhere. To the

open kitchen door comes the busy housewife

to shake a white something, and stands a mo-
ment to look, (luite transfixed by the delight-

ful sights and sounds, lloeing in the garden

on a bright, soft J\lay day, when you are not

obHged to, is nearly etjual to the delight of

going trouting. Blessed be agriculture ! if

one does not have too much of it. All litera-

ture is fragrant with it, in a gentlemanly way.

At the foot of the charming olive-colored hills

of Tivoli, Horace had a sunny farm ; it was
in sight of Hadrian's villa, who did land-scape

^arclening on an extensive' scale, and probably

did not get half as much comfort out of it as

Horace did from his more simply tilled acres.

We trust that Horace did a little hoeing and
farming himself, and that his verse is not all

fraudulent sentiment. In order to enjoy agri-

culture, you do not want too much of it, and

you want to be poor enough to have a little in-

ducement to work moderately yourself. Hoe
while it is spring, and enjoy the best anticipa-

tions. It is not much matter if things do not

turn out well.

—

Charles Warner.

For the JS'tic England Fanner.

BABY BELLE.

BY JENME E. CHENEY.

Pure as a lily, sweet and white,

Folding its petals from the iiUht,

Sleepeth our darling—Baby Belle;

When will she wake ? Ah I who can tell ?

She lieth so hushed, so calm and pale I

My kisses lift not the lids that veil

The violet eyes, in thtir deep repose,

And her cheeks are chill as the winter snows.

The Shepherd was calling long and late

Last night, outside mj- garden gale;

I heard—but I barred the door so fast,

And wearily wished the night were past.

Though never so hard, he should beg to hold

This lamb of mine, in his arms so cold

—

She is all my own, to keep and love;

God needeth her not, in His Heaven above.

So the night wore on, while I grieved and wept,

But my darling smiled as she softly slept.

Did she hear in her dream, the voice so sweet.

Of one who waited with patient feet ?

I shut my ears to the gracious cry,

And begged and prayed that He might pass bj-;

Yet this morn I roi^e. with a heart full sore.

The dim, shrouded Watcher had entered the door.

OUT-DOOK CELLARS.

Perhaps some of your readers are not

aware how cheaply they can make out-door

cellars which answer a good purpose in stor-

ing all kinds of roots. Not having a cellar

to nn' barn, and raising several hundred bush-

els of roots which I wished to feed to cattle

and sheej) in the winter time, the idea occurred

to me to make a cellar in a bank convenient to

both the barn and the shed.

As it was an experiment with me, T thought

I would make it as cheap as possible, so if

there was failure there would not be much
loss. It was dug out eight feet wide, sixty

long, and six feet deep. The bottom was
rising from the entrance to the rear end, so

water would flow out, though from the nature

of the ground it is not liable to overflow, and
has never troubled in that way.
No walls were laid up but merely a roof

put on. That was nuide of chestnut poles for

ratters, the lower end being put in ihe ground
to the depth of a foot. The pitch of the roof

was made very steep, and the poles or rafters

were put in touching one another, and the

tops spiked together. Then rye straw was
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laid on thick, in courses, as you would thatch,

and on top of that two feet of earth, well

packed and sodded. The lower end was
double boarded and straw packed between,
and the door built in the same way.
The cellar was built three }ears ago, and

keeps roots as good as can be desired, and
never leaks or freezes. It cost nothing to me
but the labor and the price of a few nails and
boards for the end.

—

Cor. Blind Home.

Xatural Selection.—Disburdened of cir-

cumlocution and all extraneous details, his

(Darwin's) argument takes this shape : Be-
cause by select bi-eeding, and the accumula-
tion of small modifications through many gen-
erations, men have succeeded in producing
from the beautiful and handsome wild rock
pigeon, such a monstrosity as the English

pouter, represented in Mr. Darwin's work
;

therefore, it may be concluded that God—no,

not God, but an abstraction callled "Natural
selection," acting without intentional or special

guidance, may, by a similar accumulation of

small modifications through countless genera-

tions, have formed the human species from
some other species of an inferior grade in the

organic scale. This analogy is not only weak
but false. It would have been more accurate

to have argued that because man had succeeded
in degrading the wild rock pigeon into a pout
er, natuual selection might, by an accumula-
tion of small modifications, have degraded
some abnormal, inferior specimen of the hu-

man species into a gorilla.

—

The Beginniny:
Its When and its How, hy Mimgo Fonton, F.
E. S. E.

Don't I5e Discouraged.—Many think they
never saw such discouraging times. The
young people probably never did ; but we old

ones have seen much worse. In 181G I com-
menced farming on my own hook. I had just

got married, and was full of courage. The
spring was dry, and we got in our crops in

good season. On the 6th, 7th and 8th of June
it snowed each day, and a sleigh passed my
house in Lancaster, N. H., for the village, on
the 8th. Not a bushel of sound corn was
raised in the north of New Hampshire or Ver-
mont, nor a bushel of ripe potatoes except
Early Blues, and most of the wheat was frost

bitten, and hay crops light
;
yet nobody starved,

all were healthy and received the bountiful

crops of 1817 with thankful hearts and good
appetites. The year 1835 was another hard
time—harder than this, for people were poor-
er, and means of transi>ort less. I repeat,

don't be discouraged. Trust in Providence,

keep trying, and all will come out right.

—

John H. Willard, of Wilton, in Maine Far-
mer.

—Improved lands in California are lower than

they were three years ago.

AQRICULTURAIi ITEMS.
—The "Woodstock, Vt., Standard says that Ivory

L. Vaughan of that town has this season raised

53^ bushels of fine winter wheat from two acres.

—Over 28,000 acres of land were taken by home-
stead and pre-emption at the Vermillion, Dakota,

laud office, during August.

—It is estimated that nearly $300,000 worth of

tobacco will be raised in Jefferson Co., Wis., the

pi'esent year, providing past prices are obtained.

—Aliout 1000 acres of flax were sown in the vi-

cinity of Morning Sun, Louisa Co., Iowa, this

spring, and is now being harvested. It proves a

valuable crop.

—There is a cheese on exhibition at Buffalo,

weighing 3000 pounds, the product of one day's

milking of 2200 cows, yielding 30,105 pounds of

milk.

—A correspondent of the Green Bay Advocate

writes from Edgerton, Rock county. Wis., that to-

bacco in that region is clearing, for those who
raise it, from $75 to $150 per acre. GroAvers get

from 13 to 19 cents per pound for the leaf.

—The Rochester (Minn.) Post says that prob-

ably one-third of the crop of 1870 in Olmstead

county, Minn., was lost by careless or bad stack-

ing, or not stacking at all, before the wet spell

which succeeded the harvest,—an actual loss of

half a million dollars to the farmers of the county.

—Dr. Randall, in the Bural New Yorker, coun-

sels a "new departure" as to Merino sheep, now
that interest in them is revived. He thinks the

production of excessive quantities of gum, the

constant housing and the unnatural pampering and

forcing of the sheep should be discouraged.

—A good harness blacking is made of four

ounces of hog's lard, si.xteen ounces of Neat's-foot

oil, fuur ounces of yellow wax, twenty-nine ounces

of ivory black, sixteen ounces of brown sugar, and

ten ounces of water. Heat the whole to boiling,

and stir it until it becomes cool enough to handle,

then roll it into balls about two inches in diameter.

—Mr. Cyrus Brown, of Lincoln, Mass., was 83

years old July 2, 1871, yet works regularly upon

his farm, which is located southeast from the cen-

tre of the town, and on the 7th of August, ci-adled

oats steadily one-half of the day, and a few days

later, handled the same tool from morning till

night, working as many hours as his hired man.

—Opposition to the use of machinery in agricul-

ture does not so often assume the form of violence

as in some of the trades. English papers report a

case, however, in which an attempt was success-

fully made to break a new mowing machine by

driving iron bars into the meadow, leaving aboiit

three inches above ground. ^
—An exchange saj's that a fire proof fence can

be made by following these directions : "Make a

wash of one part fine sand, and one part wood
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ashes, well sifted, and three parts lime ground up
with oil, and mix them well tojrether. Apply this

o the fence with a brush—the first coat thin, the

second thick. This adheiVs to the boards or planks
so strongly as to resist either an iron tool or fire,

and is, besides, impenetrable by water.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

WHITE-WASHIXG TREES.
I would like to ask the New Entcland Farmer's

Club if whitewashing fruit trees in spring is of anv
benefit to the trees ? t. b.

"

Addison County, VI., SejJt., 1871.

REMARKS.—Injurious or not, we should never
advise it to be done. A thousand times better
thing would be to wash them with strong soap
suds. That would tend to kill insects, soften the
bark, so that the trees may lie easily scraped, if one
wishes to make them look a little more neatly, and
the suds that diip upon the ground about the
roots will be an excellent fertilizer.

A tree is an organic living thing; always in ac-
tion in greater or less degree. In many particu-
lars it may be fairly compared to our own bodies.
There is undoiilitedly action going on, all the time,
through its bark, because the bark has interstices

containing cells, and these cells are filled with
juices of varying qualities.

Will not a coat of whitewash, spread over the
bark of a tree, impede its action, and if so, injure
the tree ?

How would a coat of whitewash operate on the
skin of a man ? The skin is full of pores, or holes,
which must be kept open in order to preserve
health. Indeed, it is said that if a coat of varnish,
or other substance impervious to moisture, be ap-
plied to the exterior of the body, death will ensue
in about six hours. The experiment was once
tried on a child at Florence. On the occasion of
Pope Leo the Tenth's accession to the Papal chair,

it was desired to have a living figure to represent
the Golden Age, and so a child was gilded all over
with varnish and gold leaf. The child died in a
few hours. If the skin of a pig be covered with a
solution of India rubber iu iiaptha, the animal will

cease to breath in a couple of hours.

If, then, the tree lives and acts partly by the
agency of its bark, it Avould seem that coating over
that l)ark, so as to exclude the external air, would
be injurious to the tree.

To our eye, it is bad taste to whitewash a tree.

It does not look Itadly on a fence, a pigpen or even
a house, but on a tree it makes a hideous object in

the landscape.

of Brighton, Mass., wrote a book of 356 pages, for

which a large price, we think, .fS was asked; Geo.

Ilusniaim of Missouri wrote a book of 192 pages,

for one dollar, which appears to be the details of

his own practice. Two or three translations of

European Works with notes by American editors

have been printed in this country. We do not feel

competent to advise which is the best.

HOOK ox GRAI'E GROWING.
I wish to learn what treatise on grape culture

affords the best directions as to the" selection of
varieties, mode of cultivation, and general manage-
lent of the vine and its produce. j. x. m.

Carver, Mass., 8cpt. 25, 1811.

Remarks.—A few years ago there were several

treatises on grape culture published. W. C. Strong

FIFE AND RED AUSTRALIAN SPRING WHEAT.

I saw m the Farmer an account of some wheat
raised in Vermont, and now enclose a few heads of
two different kinds, raised by myself. The bearded
wheat is called the Fife wheat, and is a very extra
kind. The bald wheat I received from the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Washington, (a small pack-
age) called Red Australian spring wheat. I think
it an excellent kind and very productive. From
eight common sized bundles I obtained half a
bushel. S. M. Baker.
Rillshoro Bridge, N. II., Sept. 10, 1871.

Remarks.—For size of ears and plumpness of

kernel your specimens are somewhat superior to

those from Vermont. Your land was probably

the richest, as your straw indiciites a more vigorous

growth. We congi-atulate you on your success in

wheat raising and thank you for the fine speci-

mens of New Hampshire wheat to compare with

those of Vermont.

RULES FOR USE OF BAROMETERS.

I saw in the New England Farmer a request
by a correspondent for a few simple practical rules

as a guide to farmers in the use of the barometer.
Numerous sugirestions and rules are given by writ-
ers on the subject, which are worthy of careful con-
sideration, some being valuable; but, after all the
rules and directions of others are read and
pcmdered, a personal and careful record of the
changes of the height of the mercury in toe tube of
the instrument, as they occur each day, will bene-
fit the ol)server more than mere rules and printed
directions. Still they are useful In drawing conclu-
sions, ifapplied at the right time and the results ot

directions carefully observed.
The pressure of the atmosphere sustaining a col-

umn of mercury is due to the weight of air and
the moisture it contains. Heat and cold also effect

changes in the height of mercury in the tuIie of the
barometer—heat causing the column to rise, and
cold to fall, in that instrument as well as in the
thermometer; therefore to render observations of
the instrument perfect, it is necessary to reduce
it to the freezing point bj' means of the attached
thermometer,which indicates the temperature of the
mercury in the barometer. Some instruments, like

those manufactured by J. Green of New York, are
fitted with a mechanical contrivance for doing this,

but for common barometers, a table ofnumbers to be
added or subtracted from the observed height, as
the attached thermometer indicates a higher or
lower temperature, is necessary ; else, reading
the of)served height without applying the reduc-
tion the mercury would seem to be rising when ac-
tually falling; at times apparently jjresaging a
storm, or standing at rest, when reduction would
show coming changes in tlie weather. Tables suit-

ctl to various kinds of barometers are published
Ijy the Smithsonian Institute. I use the "Wood-
ruff l)arometer," manufactured by Charles Wilder,
Feterboro', N. H., and having noted the results of
ol)scrvations of the instrument, wil} merely give a
few general rules by which I am guided in using
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it, and shall be glad if by doing so I may benefit

any one. I think

—

i. Tha: changes of weather at dilTcrcnt seasons

of the year att'ect the barometer differently.

2. That winds from different qnarters sometimes
have great influence on the barometer, and it shonld
be observed when changes occur in the direction of
winds.

3. During the summer months, a slight fall of

the mercury is indicative of rain ; a continued fall

of some days indicates continued rain ; a sudden or
great fall, heavy showers, of short continuance.

4. There being an average, or mean, between the

highest point the mercury occupies and its mini-
mum or lowest, any change below or above the

mean indicates approaching fowl or fair weather,
according as the mercury rises above or falls below
that point.

5. In winter, the rising of the mercury indicates

frost and greater cold, or falling snow.
6. Fogs often causea slight fall of the barometer;

the atmosphere being over saturated and contain-

ing water in a disseminated liquid state.

Whitefield, N. H., Hept. 27, 1871. L. D. k.

Remarks.—On behalf our correspondent who
made the inquiry that has drawn out these practi-

cal suggestions for the use of an instrnment with

which many farmers have had a rather unsatisfac-

tory experience, we wish to thank "L. D. K.," who
we may be permitted to add is one of the observers

employed by the Smithsonian Institute.

BLOODY MILK FROM A HEIFER.

A neighbor of mine, Mr. Isaac Smith, who main-
tains a large herd of dairy cows, has one heifer

that has given bloody milk from one part of her
udder for six weeks past to a greater or less de-

gree. "What is the cause, and how can it be reme-
died ? 1). w. H.

Barre, Mass., Oct. 3, 1871.

Remarks.—Prof. Law, Veterinarj' Lecturer of

the Massachusetts Agricultural College, in reply to

a similar inquirj', remarks, that^ redness oi mSXk

has in some cases been traced to feeding on certain

plants, for instance madder, and intimates that this

may sometimes be mistaken for bloody milk. But

as only one cow in Mr. Smith's herd is affected,

the trouble cannot therefore be ascribed to any-

thing in her food, and probably the milk is tinged

with blood. Supposing this to be the case, "what

is the cause, and how can it be remedied ?" We
do not know the cause of the bloody milk in this

case. Bloody milk is often caused by the garget,

—is often one of the first symptoms or effects ob-

served of that disease. Rough milking, or too

much pulling on the teats in stripping, will cause

bloody milk, probablj' from the rupture of some

of the delicate veins. Great fatigue, as being

chased by dogs or boys; a weak or poor state of

the blood ; a kick or blow on the udder or adja-

cent parts ; stepping on the udder by other ani-

mals, while the cow is lying on the ground or in

the stable,—are among the causes that produce

bloody milk. It may also occur in connection

with Bloody Water, and a tendency to periodicity

has been observed in connection with the recur-

rence of rut or heat. The remedy, then, should

be adapted to the removal of the cause, whatever

that may be. If the heifer has been a])used by

dogs or boys, apply a good hot poultice to them,

instead of doctoring her ; if she has been milked

by stripping her teats between the thumb and

finger of a stout man, change that treatment to a

more reasonable practice ; if caused by poor blood

and a weak state of the system, give a nourishing

diet, says Dr. Law, with a course of tonics, say,

three grains of carbonate of iron and half ounce

of powdered ginger, daily for a week. If the

bloody milk is the forerunner of the garget, direct

your treatment to the cure of that disease the best

you know how, or if caused by external injury

adopt such preventive and curative measures as

your best judgment may suggest.

In many cases of slight trouble of this kind

iodine has proved beneficial. Make an ointment

consisting of one part of iodine to twelve parts of

lard, and rub it in on the parts of the udder af-

fected. For ordinary cases of garget one of our

correspondents recently recommended one ounce

of Hydriodate of Potassium dissolved in one pint of

soft water. Dose for a full-grown cow, one large

spoonful, mixed with a little bran mash, twice or

three times a day, according to the virulence of

the disease. This medicine should be used with

caution, as it has a tendency to dry up the milk.

HOME for a western MECHANIC.

I wish to get a little advice in regard to buying a

home. I am a mechanic, 25 years old, and have
lived in the West abput eight years ; three years of

the time farming, the rest of the time working at

mv trade. Myhome at the East was within a few

miles of Boston, and old New England will always

seem very dear to me. My capital is ;J-1500, and I

wish to know if I can get started on a comfortable

home in Massachusetts with that amount. East-

ern papers that I see, advertise many desirable

places for sale, at what seems to me to be cheap

prices and easy terms I am well aware that the

soil of many of these places may be pretty well

run out ; but can they not, by a good system of

cultivation, be made capable of producing good
fair crops ?

I would like to know the amoimt of money that

it would be necessary to invest in stock and tools

on a small farm there for raising ordinary farm

crops. I Ijelieve that soiling is the system for New
England, where tillage land can be had, as the

markets are excellent and manure valuable. My
objections to a home in the West are several. I

have not capital enough to buy an improved farm
here, and if I had, the improvements on a western

farm are generallv anything but desirable,—poor

fences, poorly built houses, stables "shingled mit

straw," and no barns. To get cheap land, I must
go where I must deprive myself and family of

many privileges; and improving a new place is

costly work, especially where money brings ten to

twenty per cent, interest, as it does in the new
States.

I suppose Horace Greeley would discourage me
from turning my face eastward, Init I think I won't

say anything to Horace aI)ont it. An answer to

the above in the Farmer would greatly oldige

A Bay State Boy.
Wisconsin, June 27. 1871.

Remarks.—As you and your family are per-

sonally strangers to us we have no idea of what

would constitute a "comfortable home" to you
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here. But if you ever lived "within a few miles of

Boston" you must be aware, notwithstanding all

the gloss of advertising land agents, that i$\oOO

will go liut little ways towards paying for what is

considered a good, well stocked farm in Massa-

chusetts. After living elsewhere for a few years,

New England people seem to forget the unpleasant

of their old homes here, and to cherish recollec-

tions only of what was agrecalile. Somehow the

past becomes poetry, and distance lends enchant-

ments that are seldom realized on their return.

The loved valleys seem narrower; the hills higher,

nearer, and steeper; the rocks bolder and more
rugged ; and the soil thinner and poorer than they

"remembered them. Were you to return after your

experience with the "West, we fear you would be

disappointed, and perhaps wish yourself at the

West again. At least, we have known several

cases where the "homesick" instead of being cured

was aggravated by a return to New England. Our

advice to you is to do just as you think best, with

little regard to the opinion of Plorace Greeley, the

Ne-w England Fakmer, or any other man that

knows nothing about }"ou.

also for pigs upon the manure, if the cellar is light

and ventilated.

For tlie want of a little care and foresight, barns

are quite often constructed so as not to afford the

conveniences which they might, with the same

amount of room and the same cost.

BARNS—BARN CELLARS AND TYING IP CATTLE.

I wish you would inform me through the Far-
mer what the best way is to tie up cattle in the
barn, and give me any hints on pohits of conven-
ience in a barn and barn cellar ?

Job N. Cordell.
Tiverton Four Corners, R. I:, Oct. 1871.

Remarks.—Having tried nearly every way that

has been devised for tying up cattle in the barn, we

are convinced that the common upright stanchion

is, all things considered, the best. It is not so

easy for the animal as a chain or the old-fashioned

bow, but it is safer, keeps the cattle cleaner, and is

the quickest and easiest way of tying them up.

A bam should be constructed to afl'urd the most

conveniences for the olyects to be gained. If for

cattle alone, do not cut it up into small rooms, but

leave as much large, open space for stowing away

hay, as possible; good-sized bays, running from

the floor to the side of the barn. Have as few

scaffolds as possible, and let the one over the leanto

be seven feet high, so that you can walk in it with-

out stooping or bumping your head, if you are

standing up. In framing, the carpenter can mortice

the floor timbers and let the sleepers fall two or

three inches, so that the cattle can stand a little

below the level of the main floor. Then feed from

the floor before the cattle, which is far Ijetter than

boxes or troughs of any kind. If they stand a

little lower than the floor, they can reach their

food easily, and the hay or grain, or meal, can be

pushed to them with the rake head. The floor

does not become wet or dirty as boxes are apt to.

Have a good cellar under tlie whole barn, as it

costs no more to put a roof over two rooms than it

does over one. With a tight cellar, the barn will

be warmer in the winter, and will be found very

.convenient for storing carts, tools, roots, &c., and

LOW lands.

This year the hay crop is a small one in New
England. Many reports conlirm this conclusion,

altiH)Ugii in this town and vicinity tlie crop is satis-

factory, the fall feed abundant, and the second crop

of clover on land recently sown to grass has been
mown bj' myself and neighbors, making quite an
addition to tiie mows.

I have about eight acres of land that lies in the
Ijottom of this valley, [Black River, we suppose

—

Ed.,'\ which is nearlj' a dead level There was no
channel for a water course, and when the snows
melted in spring, or when the heavy fall rains came,
the surface drainage of about five hundred acres

flowed upon my low lands. I have dug an open
ditch through this meadow most of its length, but
left a few phices not ditched so that the water will

flow the whole meadow when it is abundant and
not hurry away too rapidly in the ditch.

I find this low land excellent for grass, yielding

a heavy crop of natural varieties. One kind called

"liluc joint," grows five feet high, with a head re-

sembling redtop and a stock like rank timothy.
Another kind is a flat grass, apparently without
seeds.

I find this meadowa great help in filling the bam,
yet I have been very slow in clearing it up. It was
covered with alders. I cut, piled and burned them
and since mowed the annual growth. A part not
thoroughly clcnred is in pasture, and some of it is

still covered with a growth of ash and alders. My
intention is to subdue the whole soon.

In Vermont there are many acres of such Land.

It is of rich, mucky soil and yields a heavy crop of

weeds, bushes or grass. If partially cleared and
then neglected a year or two, it looks more forbid-

ding than at first. A fire will seldom run over such
land, but every thing must be pickeiland piled.

My experience teaches me that it pays to reclaim
these low lands, as I find that whether the season is

wet or dry, I can calculate on about two tons per
acre of hay of fair quality. On this meadow the
grass roots are so strong that a horse can safely

travel on the surface, though beneath is a deep
muck bed. The portion pastured cpmprises al>out

three acres, and I pasture it so close as to prevent
its going back into wilderness, while I am waiting
for time to clear it thoroughly for the scythe. My
cows made .f'25 worth of butter from that small
pastttre. They were put in July lOtli, when the

weeds and grass were rank and tender. I ought
to sow grass seed on this land, lieing confident it

would be l)etter than to trust to nature alone for the

seeding. But the proper course is to clean it up.

Let those of us who own such land work upon it

this fall and improve it, and Ave shall be better able

to meet dry seasons as they come with their blight-

,' influences. z. e. j.

Irashurg, Vt., Oct., 1871.

now AVAS the farm in ESSEX COrNTY MADE
PROFITABLE ?

The question is often asked, "Does farming
pay ?" and it is often answered in a general way
that it does, and some particular farm is quoted
as havinff afforded a very large income. The last

questionof this kind that has come to Jiiy notice

was asked and answered by Mr. B. V. Ware ot

Marblehead, at the County Fair at Ipswich, the

other day. Ho says that "men had grown wealthy
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on the farms of Essex county," and alludes to one
that was purchased thirty-tive years ago for $'4000,

the gross products of which had amounted to #10,-

000 per annum.
Now will Mr. Ware give us a history of this farm,

its location, the kind of crops that arc raised on it,

the amount of money that has been invested in it

since the lirsl purchase, the cost of carrying it on,

and the present value of the form, so that we may
see how much should l)e allowed for interest on the

capital invested. Such is the kind of information
that the working farmer needs ; not the general as-

sertion that farming pays because somebody has

obtained an inc(ime of ^'oOOO or !giO,000 from his

farm in a year.

The most of farmers are accused of ignorance of-

tentimes, and I am sorry to be obliged to say that

so far as I aui concerned as one of the nunil)er, the

charge is too true ; still it is information that I want,

in common with the rest of the working fraternity.

Now, Mr. Ware is, I think, just the man to give us

the elesired information. 1 know very well that in

Mr. Ware's vicinity the advantages are very much
greater for farming than in any other part of the

county with which I am acquainted. The large

quantities of kelp that old ocean's waves are con-

tinually casting upon the shore, which cost nothing
but teaming, and the location so near the sea gives a
season some two or three weeks longer than is en-

joyed a few miles further back. These facts, to my
mind, are of no small consideration.

There is much that passes fen* successful farming
that, in my ujiinion, wont bear examination. I

have seen within a very short time the names of

gentlemen mentioned as being very successful

farmers, who, if I am not mistaken, would be very
loath to publish the lootings of their ledger, unless

they wisiied to make a display of the amount of

money they are willing to invest in their farm,

without the remotest prospect of ever receiving a
fair profit on the capital invested.

J. L. Hlbbakd.
Peabocly, Mass., Oct. 10, 1871.

THE FOOT POTATO.

AVhile at my place last year your agent requested
me to furnisli,you with a statement of my experi-

ment in planting the eyes of a single tuber of the

Foot potato. I planted them where my hens got
at them and destroyed perhaps one-fifth of the

crop, obliging me to dig them Sept. 6th, before they
were fully grown. The yield secured was 106

pounds. I think they cannot be beat in excellence

of quality. N. Hall.
Canaan, Me.; Sejit. 13, 1S71.

WILD CHERRY IN A PASTURE.

I think the true theory respecting the poison of
wild cherry, is, that both the perfectly fresh leaves

and the thoroughly dried ones are harmless, while
in leaves in a icilted state the prussic acid is much
more active, producing injurious and often fatal

effects. I have known two instances where valua-
ble animals have died in consequence of eating
cherry branches in this half wilted state.

C. N. S. Horner.
Georgetown, Mass., Sept. 9, 1S71.

STACKING BEANS.

I have tried your plan for drying beans by stack-

ing on poles, with side 1n-anches left projecting a
foot or more, with satisfactory results; but last

year hit upon a plan I like still better. I have a
light scalfold in the roof of the barn ; to this the

beans were taken when first pulled, and set in small
bunches roots up. Windows were usually open in

each end of the barn in fair weather. In this way
they dried perfectly. i-.

North Weave, N. E., Oct. 2, 1871.

For the New England Farmer,

HARD TIMES FOR FARMERS.
The times are very discouraging to most

farmers at the present time. A short hay crop

and the continued decline of prices for his

other products, especially live stock, must
more or less affect tlie farmer's tran<]_uillity, if

it does not even utterly discourage him and
cause him to feel like giving up his calling or

changing it to a more favored locality, if he
can find it—which I very much doubt.

During the farmer's most prosperous tinges

he fails to obtain as remunerative returns in

money for his investment of capital and labor

as those in other callings usually realize for

theirs ; and when such a decline in prices as

has occurred in farm stock during the last fif-

teen months conies upon him, his lot is to be
commiserated. If such a decline in merchan-

dise had occurred, we should probably have

seen such a financial cra^h as we have not wit-

nessed in two score years last past. Very few
merchants and manufacturers could v/ithstand

a decline of from forty to fifty per cent, on
their goods and products

;
yet the farmer has

had to submit to this, and stand it, too, in

some way.
He has not learned the art of compromising

with his creditors for twenty-five or fifty cents

on the dollar. He expects, come what will, to

pay dollar for dollar on what he owes. He
will sit down to a very limited bill of fare, de-

ny himself on every hand and work persistent-

ly and hard to bridge over, if it is possible,

the chasms of insolvency and pay all his lia-

bilities.

Not so the merchant. He innkes the very

best terms he can with his creditors, after ex-

aggerating his indebtedness in order to secure

to himself all that it is possible for him to do,

and to pay to his creditors as little. Very few
intend, hoT>'ever prosperous in after life, and
however great tlieir accumulation of wealth

may be, to pay off their old scores, as they term

them—no. not they—but the farmer mmt pay

the last mite and be turned adrift to get a liv-

ing as best he can, should he be embarrassed in

his business for want of ready means to meet his

liabilities. No compromise in his case. The
pound of flesh is exacted.

It is an unpleasant picture, and we will turn

away from it and see if we cannot find some
alleviation from the weight of discouragement

that at present surrounds us. It is a trite

saying, and as true as trite, that where there is

a will there is a way. A determination made
in the proper spirit to surmount difficulties is

often more than half accomplishing the sought-

for object. The cjuestion now is, M-hat can

farmers do with their stock that have not suf-

ficient hay and other feed to carry them until

grass-growing another season ? At the present

low price of cattle it would be, financially, su-

icidal to sell it. That being so, the next ques-

tion is, how to keep it so as to secure a new
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cent for an old one, and some show of profit

bet;idi.'S ; for unUiSs there is a fhance for a

profit it is of no use to carry the stock, but

submit to the present loss at once.

How this can be done I think is most satis-

factorily shown in an article you gave us on

the Kltli ult. .written by S. L. Goodale, on Corn

vs. IJav. In my opinion it is the nio^t valua-

ble contribution the farmers of New England

have had plui/ed before them for a long time.

It tells them what to do and how to do what is

necessary to meet the present emergency in

their affairs. It is indeed difficult to conceive

how any thing more concise and yet embrac-

ing the whole question, could be set before us.

I would advise every one interested in feeding

stock to ponder its suggestions well and see if

they cannot lind it for their interest to carry

out some if not all its suggestions.

As a supplement to Mr Goodale's article, I

would recouunend saving all the corn fodder

in good order, cutting it fine and feeding with

wheat bran, shorts or corn meal. 1 have

known large stocks to be wintered and also

carried through the spring in good order until

grass grew.

For several years I used a hand ma-

chine, constructed on purpose for cutting

corn fodder, and found time on stormy days

to keep a supply on hand for use when the

weather allowed outdoor work to be done.

Se2)t. 20, 1871. k. o.

For the Xero EnglmuJ Furmer.

FRAMIWG-HAM FARM NOTES.—No. I.

BY A. A. FORBES.

This town has long been noted for its enter-

prising farmers, men of means and energy,

who spare no pains or expense in improv-

ing their farms and their stock. I propose to

send you a few notes of observations made
among them, which may be of interest to the

readers of your paper.

Sturtevant Bro3.

These gentlemen own a large farm situated

about half a mile south of the village of

South Framingham, which they have occupied

for six or seven years, and which they have

greatly improved in that time. Their barns

are large and convenient, and are furnished

with power for watering stock, cutting feed,

&c., by means of a windmill of the "Continen-

tal" pattern which works admirably. They
make the breeding of Ayrshire stock a spe-

cialty,—their large stock being entirely of that

breed,—most of them being imported within

the last two years. The specimens which they

exhibited at the late Fair of the JNliddlesex

South Society attracted much attention and re-

ceived most of the premiums awarded to this

breed at that show

.

The bull "Malcom," now eight years old, is

of most excellent stock and won himself hon-

or at the New England Fair, through a son

and daughter there exhibited,—both sweep-
stake animals. He is dark brown and white,

has a head too large for beauty, though char-

at'teristic of the family, and skin of remarka-
ble clearness. His son McMalcom much re-

sembles him, and though the ])roperty of J.

R. Kendall of AVoburn, was bred by the

Messrs. Sturtevant, antl is now with them on
loan for a few months.

Another bull "Imported Mains." is nearly
white. "Queen of Ayr," his dam, is red and
white, and is stated by the owners to have giv-

en 9014 pounds of milk the jear after her im-
portation.

Of the eight cows exhibiteil at the late Fair,

seven were grazing in Scotch pastures a little

more than two years since, and they have all

the characteristics of choice Scotch animals.

It is well known that in the home of the Ayr-
shire, the udder is a chief point of interest.

It is required to be square, capacious, well

forward, and full, as looked upon from be-
hind. But this is not siifRcient,—the cow of

this dairy breed must not only sliow an udder
perfect in form, but a capability in the ani-

mal to fill it with a rich quality of milk.

"Model of Perfection" (a name given in

Scotland under which she won many premi-
ums at home,) has the model udder, which
Ayrshire farmers admire. She cost Messrs.
S. $1,000, and this will give some idea of
their appreciation of her quality.

The cow "(ieorgie," has different excel-

lences ; is more delicate of form, less symme-
try, but a certain air that makes manj prefer
her to "Model."
The four other cows which I will not spe-

fflfy by name, are splendid animals, and credit-

able specimens of tiiis breed of "cattle. The
two-year-olds, yearlings and calves, of which
they possess a large number, are of good
promise.

The herd of Messrs. S. are not in high con-
dition, but appear in just the state of flesh we
should expect to find in a herd occupying the
stalls of a good dairy farm. These animals
are considered by their owners too good to be
styled "fancy," and they dislike that term to

be applied to really useful stock.

Though Sturtevant Bros, make a specialty

of Ayrshire, they by no means confine them-
selves to this branch of business. "Excel-
sior" is tlxMr motto in every department.
The limits of this aiticle will not permit me

to speak at length of the other stock upon
their farm. 1 will only say that Messrs. S.

are extensively engaged in the Poultry busi-

ness, having a large number of the improved
kinds, and took the first premium at the late

Fair for the best ten coops of Fowls.

—California boasts that she has the largest or-

chard in the world. It is located two miles south

of Yuba city, in Sutter county, and consists of over

400 acres.
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lOViTN FAIRS.

There is much to be said in favor of town fairs.

They begin, where all government of republi-

can form profesf-es to begin, with the people

themselves. They are managed honestly and

economically, and the premiums are awarded

to the most deserving, without fear or favor.

The farmer competes with his neighbor farm-

er, instead of the importer of fancy cattle, or

the nurserymen or green-house men, or some

wealthy speculator's English gardener. Ever}'-

body, at a town fair, feels that he has an equal

chance, and is encouraged to do his best this

year, and if bis neighbor excels him now, may
readily learn the reason, and imjjrove his own

practice.

We were forcibly impressed with these ideas

at the seventh exhibition of the Agricultural

Society of Chester, N. H., on the 3d of Octo-

ber. Chester is one of the famous old towns

of the Granite State, which has been in times

past the home of two governors, a chief jus-

tice, a senator in Congress, and two or more

judges, as well as of the gallant General Bell,

who fell at Fort Fisher.

The high culture pi the people a half cen-

tury ago naturally led them to take an inter-

est in the impi'ovement of their stock, their

gardens and iheir orchards. The town has

been long famous for its fruit culture, and the

sale of apples has been always a source of

great profit to the farmers.

The fine shade trees which shelter an excel-

lent sidewalk for more than a half mile on the

principal street, and which surround most of

the houses, show at once that the citizens have

found time and means to do something more

than earn a bare subsistence, and the exhibi-

tion of this year indicates clearly that the pres-

ent inhabitants intend fully to sustain the rep-

utation of their good old town.

Although the skies were threatening, it was

evident at a glance that the most of the popula-

tion of the town, with many persons from

abroad, had taken an early start for the fair.

A team of forty yoke of oxen, many of them

large and excellent, formed a prominent fea-

ture. They were attached to a wagon in

which Bond's Band, from Boston, took a short

excursion, discoursing excellent music. Mr.

Bond, the leader of the band, is a native of

Chester, and took an active interest in the oc-

casion. Some excellent cows, some fine young

Devon cattle, and good specimens of swine,

sheep and poultry were among the outdoor

attractions. The crowd was, of course, soon

gathered about the music wagon, and the peo-

ple began at once to exercise their inalienable

right of hearing speeches. Mr. Adams, of the

Manchester Mirror, was requested to mount
the wagon, and he entertained the audience

with his usual good sense and humor for a few

minutes. The editor of the New England
Fakmer was next called out, and then Judo-e

French, who is also a native of Chester, greet-

ed his old townsmen with some cheering re-

marks. The crowd cheered the speakers, the

band struck up "Auld lang syne," and we ad-

journed to the town hall to see the rest of the

exhibition. The show of fruit was excellent,

the apples, pears and grapes being equal in qual-

ity to any we have seen at any county show. The
town is peculiarly adapted to the grape, being

situated upon the highest elevation between

the ocean and the Merrimac river.

Although in most places on our drive across

the country from Concord, Mass., we had ob-

served that the grapes were ruined by the fi-ost,

we found the leaves at Chester were still as

green as in August, and the fruit safe on
the vines, probably for some weeks. The
Isabella usually ripens perfectly on these hills,

and the tables have as fine bunches of the Con-
cord and Delaware as we have ever seen. A
prominent feature of this exhibition was found

in the assortment of garden seeds, nicelv

cleaned and arranged and labelled. This is

an element of our agricultural exhibitions

which should everywhere be fostered. The
importance of good seed gi-own by responsible

persons cannot be overrated.

Among the excellent vegetables we noticed

several varieties of seedling potatoes. One
which was marked "Chester Seedling," four

years from the seed, very closely resem-

bles the Peerless in size and shape. It has,

however, reddish eyes, and is said to be later.

It may prove a very valuable sort.
^

The show of vegetables was very full, the

only criticism which occurred to us being that

they were too large. We are always gratified

to see, side by side with the mammoth products,

specimens of convenient, useful size for every

day table use. The ladies contributed a beau-

tiful variety of needle-work and wax flowers,

as well as of dairy products. Indeed, we were
glad to see the ladies everywhere present and
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active at the tables, and in the dining-room,

over which they presided in an upper room.

In the evening the hall was again crowded

almost to suflbcation, and the standing audi-

ence listened attentively to the voices of vari-

ous speakers, and the music of the band, till

the i'rci^ident, at nine oV'lock, announced the

close of the fair.

OKCHARD GRASS.

Among the many interesting articles which

were exhibited at the Attleboro, Mass., Fair,

whtch we examined, but failed to notice in

our brief rejjort of that exhibition last week,

were six specimens of Orchard Grass, or

"Rough Cocks Foot," grown this year by A.

W. Cheevgr, Esq., Sheldonville, who at the

close of the exhibition there, very kindly sent

them to this office, where they can be examin-

ed by any one interested in this grass, who

can make it convenient to call.

On the 11th of April, 1871, Mr. Cheever

seeded a piece of land with Orchard Grass,

at the rate of two bushels of seed per acre
;

the seed weighing fourteen pounds and cost-

ing $3 per bushel.

A specimen of this grass which was cut Ju-

ly 1st, is labelled No. 1. It is from two

to two feet and six inches in length, has a

"rowen" look and is cpite fragrant.

No. 2 is from hay made on this field from

grass cut from the 1st to the 7th of August.

The leaves are wider than those of No. 1, the

stalk more fully developed, and to the touch,

as well as to the eye, it is a little rougher and

coarser, but still excellent hay.

No. 3 is a specimen of second crop, cut

September 18, on the part of this field that

was mowed August 1. .This is about two

feet in length, and considerable clover in the

blossom is mingled with it. It is as sweet as

a rose. And just here, perhaps, is one of the

long-sought- for secrets of gilt-edged butter,

and one of the reasons why Mr. Cheever has

taken so many first premiums on butter at the

Fairs in his county, and why he is able to

secure customers for all he makes at prices

considerably above the market rates.

To contrast with this early-cut grass he ex-

hibited three specimens that had gone to seed.

No. 4 is a sample of Orchard Grass cut

June 20th, on land that had been mowed

three years. It is headed out and is from

two feet to two feet six or eight inches high.

No. 5, sample of the same c«t July 1.

This also had gone to seed, and is somewhat

taller than No. 4.

No. G consists of a few stalks that grew in

a rich hollow by the side of the road, cut July

1st. It is from four to five feet si.x inches high,

with stalks better adapted to sucking cider

than to cattle fodder.

Though none of the three last named sam-

ples were cut later than Jul}' 1st, and one of

them as early as June 20th, yet all of them

had stood quite too long, as they look more

like parcels of straw than like the fine grass

hay of Nos. 1, 2 and 3. Mr. Cheever remark-

ed that they should have been cut as early as

the tenth of June.

These samples illustrate better than could

be done by any mere statement, the early ma-

turity and other peculiarities of this grass, and

suggest reasons for the diflTerent conclusions

as to its value at which different farmers have

arrived who have tried it. The early maturity

of this grass, as shown by these specimens of

it that were over-ripe on the 20th of June,

unfits it for cultivation as hay with varieties

which ripen several weeks later, and is a pe-

culiarity that should not be overlooked.

CORN FODDER.
Mr. L. A. Gilbert, says in the Maine Farmer, that

he lias grown corn for a dozen years or more, and

fed it to his cows as the pasturage failed in August

and September, and thought he knew that the flow

of milk corresponded with the armful of green

com, whether large or small. But as some of his

neighbors did not believe it was worth raising, and

as Dr. Loring, "the man who can make three hun-

dred and sixty-five speeches in a year, and withal

say a great many good things," denounced it as the

most worthless stuff ever fed to cows, he deter-

mined to test its value more carefully. He gij-es

the following statement of two experiments :

—

August 9th, a two-year-old heifer in milk was
then being fed at night, after running in a pasture
where there was but little feed, witli a feed of poor
hay and two quarts of barle.ymeal. The daily av-
erage yield of milk was nine pounds thirteen

ounces. The hay and meal were dropped off and a
feed of green corn sulistituted. The amount of
corn was not weighed, but was a moderate armful
weighing probably fifteen to twenty pounds. After
two feeds of corn, the milk weighed ten pounds six

ounces per day and remained afatjout those figures

as long as weighed.
A cow at the same time was running in the same

pasture, and received a feed of the same quality of
liay, but no meal. Her daily average quantity of
milk was nine pounds three ounces. After two
feeds of corn it increased to ten pounds fourteen
ounces, and remained at about these figures.
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I"or the New Enqland Farmer,

A CHAPTER ON W^OUNDS.
Farmers, and»tbe several domestic animals

with which they have to do, are liable to sutFer

from wounds of various kinds, and it is highly

important that every person should understand
the best methods of treating them.
Wounds are called incised, lacerated, con-

tused, pimctiwed, poisoned, or gunshot, imcovd-

ing to the manner in which they have been
produced, and the nature of the cause which
has produced them. These several varieties

require dilferent treatment, to a certain ex-

tent, but whether occurring in man or beast it

should be the same.
Incised Wounds are those caused by a

simple division of the fibres with a sharp cut-

ting instrument. In- such cases, the lips of

the divided parts are more or less separated,

according to the extent of the injury, and the

surface is covered with blood.

In the treatment of incised wounds, there

are four indicjtions to be f iillilled : 1. To ar-

rest the hemorrhage or How of blood ; 2. To
remove foreign bodies if there be any within

the wound ; o. To bring the divided parts into

apposition, and keep them in union ; 4. To
promote adhesion.

To arrest the hemorrhage, moderate pres-

sure, an elevated position of the wounded
part and the application of cold water will be
sufficient in most cases. But if the bleeding

prove obstinate, other measures must be
adopted. And now this important question

arises : does the blood come from an artery

or a. vein'? When arteines are punctured or

divided, the escaping blood will be of a bright

florid color, and will How rapidly in jets ; but
when veins are divided it will be of a much
darker color, and will flow less rapidly, grad-

ually filling the wound.
If then, an artery has been injured, no time

should be lost, but the bleeding vessel must b«
compressed without delay ; and the best method
of doing this will depend on the part of the

body or limb in which the wound is situated.

If the injury is below the middle of the upper
arm, or the middle of the thigh, the compres-
sion can best be made by means of a ligature,

which may consist of a handkerchief or a cord

of almost any kind ; this should be passed

once or twice about the Limb and tied securely.

A stick may then be passed beneath the liga-

ture and twisted until the flow of blood is ar-

rested. It should be remembered that when
an artery is wounded, the ligature must always

be placed above the loound ; that is, between
the wound and the heart, because the arteries

carry the blood from the heart to the extremi-

ties ; and if the wound be below the elbow or

the knee, the ligature should be applied above

those jfjiiits, because that below them are ttvo

bones which protect the arteries against com-
pression, whereas above them there is but one

hone, and therefore the blood vessels are more
easily compressed. But if the wound is situ-

3

ated high up on the arm a ligature will do no
good, and therefore a bystander should at

once press his thumb firmly into the neck be-

hind the middle of the collar bone. This will

arrest the flow of blood through the great ar-

tery of the arm as it first comes out of the

chest. But as it will not be possible to con-
tinue the pressure for a long time with a sufli-

cient degree of force, simply with the thumb,
the handle of a door-key or some such article,

should be wrapped in three or four folds of

linen and used in place of the thumb. In this

way the hemorrhage can lie kept in check until

a surgeon can be obtained. If the wound be
high up on the thign, compression should be
made by means of the thumb or a key imme-
diately below the crease of the groin, where
the beating of the artery may be felt as it

passes over the bone. If the wound be situ-

ated on the skull, upon the face, or over any
bone of the body, the bleeding maj' generally

be arrested, for a time at least, a id sometimes
permanently, by pressing the thumb, a finger,

a cork or any other firm substance that can be
conveniently applied, directly upon or near
the wound. But if the blood comes from a
vein, the compression, if any be needed,
should always be made below the ivonnd ; that

is, between it and the end of the limb, be-

cause the veins convey the blood from the ex-
tremities back to the heart. However, in

most instances in which small veins are

wounded, a little pressure and the free use of

cold water will stop the hemorrhage. Vari-

ous articles called styptics are sometimes used
to check excessive bleeding. The tincture of

muriate of iron, a solution of alum or of cop-
peras, and creosote are among the best styp-

tics.

The removal of foreign bodies should be
done as soon as possible. Dirt, gravel, ifcc,

are best got rid of by alFusion with water

;

but most other substances can be removed
best with the fingers. All clots of blood
should likewise be removed, or they will act

as foreign bodies and prevent adhesion. In

order to bring the divided parts into apposi-

tion and keep them in union, strips of adhe-
sive plaster are best, when the wound Is not

very deep nor the sides of it much disposed

to separate ; but when there Is considerable

depth to the wound and it is disposed to gape,

stitches

—

sutures, in surgical language—should
be employed ; and for such a purpose, far-

mers and others who keep domestic animals

should also keep on hand one or two curved
surgical needles.

To promote adhesion nothing is needed but

to keep down infiammation, and that is best

done by rest and the moderate application of

cold water. The poj)ular idea that a wound
will not heal without the assistance of some
wash, liniment, ointment, or salve Is pure
nonsense. Wounds are healed by virtue of a

law of nature, and such applications, while

they can do- no good, may do much barm.
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Lacekated "Wounhs are those in -which

the skin and otlier tissues are more or less

torn and displaced . They bleed much less

than incised wounds, but ia other respects

they are far more serious, being more liable

to intlame and slough and occasion constitu-

tional disturbance.

The treatment should consist: 1. in re-

straining the hemorrhage by the several means
recommended for incited wounds ; 2. in re-

moving all foreign bodies ; 3. in bringing the

parts together as well as may be, albeit there

should be no straining with plasters or tight

bandages. A cloth dipped in cold water, or

a soft poultice, or a puj)py fomentation, may
be applied to the wound, according to the

feelings of the patient ; and rest, a low
unstimulating diet, and a proper attention to

the bowels, should be strictly observed.

Contused Wounds are caused by some
blunt instrument, applied with such a degree

of force as to break down and destroy the

vitality of the tissues. The process of restora-

tion is, therefore, (juite different from that

which takes place after incised and lacerated

wounds. Intlammation, to a considerable ex-

tent, must be produced ; sloitr/hing or the sep-

aration of dead parts by a process of ulcera-

tion will take place, and granulations will

arise to fill up the canities occasioned by these

separations.

The treatment of this class of wounds should

consist in facilitating the separation of the

contused parts by fomentations, poultices, and
the like, until the sloughing or sepa,rating

process is completed ; and then the fomenta-

tions and poidtices must be abandoned, and
the parts approximated by adhesive plaster.

The wound should now be dressed -with simple

cerate, or a salve composed of resin, five

ounces : lard, eight ounces ; yelloiv wax, two
ounces. The bowels should be kept regular,

and if the constitution becomes much debili-

tated, wine and other tonics, with a generous
and imtritious diet, must be employed.

ruxcTin?ED Wounds are such as are

caused by sharp pointed instruments, like

needles, nails, ba.yonets, &c ; and are justly

esteemed the most dangerous of all simple

wounds. Their treatment should consist in

arresting inordinate hemorrhage, if it exists,

by the means already described, or by plugging

the wound with lint, rags or other similar sub-

stances ; and in the prevention of inliamraa-

tion by rest, a plain simple diet, purgatives,

cold affusions, &c. If, however, as is fre-

quently the case, there is much severe pain,

nurm wafer or vapor will be the best local

application until the pain has abated.

Poisoned Wounds are those caused by
the sting of bees, wasps and other insects

;

the bite of the rattlesnake, copperhead, and
other venomous reptiles ; the bite of mad
dogs, and other rabid animals ; and the prick-

ing or cutting of the hands with knives and

other instruments used in the dissection of

dead bodies.

For the sting of bees and other poisonous
insects, cold wet clay, a piece* of moistened
tobacco, or a little diluted aqua ammonia, are

excellent remedies.

For the bites of serpents and other veno-

mous reptiles, the first thing to be done is to

aj)ply a lifjaturc tightly about the limb as near
to the wound as possible, and behceen it and
the heart. Then cut out the bitten part, and
suck the wound, bathing it freely to encourage
bleeding. But if a aipping-gJass be at hand,

that instrument should be applied over the

wound for a few minutes, when it must be
taken off, and the bitten part removed with

a knife. The glass should then be re-applied,

in order to promote the flow of blood. The
internal remedies proper in such cases, are

powerful stimulants, such as brandy or other

spirituous licjuors, ammonia, &c.
Gunshot Wounds are such as are caused

by the discharge or bursting of fire arms.

They combine the characteristics of both con-

tused and punctured wounds, and should

therefore be treated on the same general prin-

ciples.

It is not presumed that everj' person will

regard himself as competent to treat all sorts

of woimds in the human subject. None but

educated surgeons should attempt to manage
those of a severe character ; and yet, all per-

sons ought to know what are the general prin-

ciples of treatment, and what to do in an
emergency ; and all farmers should be quali-

fied and prepared to treat successfully the

wounds from which their domestic animals

are liable to suffer. J. H. Stedjian.
West Brattleboro, Vt., 1871.

LATE SWARMS.
Every bee-keeper who allows his bees to

swarm naturally will have more or less late

swarms—swarms that will not gather suflicient

honey to winter on. If such swarms are hived
and not rnn back into the parent stocks, they
will of course make several cards of comb,
gather a small amount of honey, and the queen
will lay more or less eggs. Hence in the fall

there will be some brood in the combs, some
honey, and all the requirements on a small

scale for the building up of a good colony :

but the honey harvest being past, they cannot
labor, and must all perish during winter.

The question is—what is the best way to

dispose of the late swarms ? Some will say
they should always be run back into the pa-
rent stocks ; but it is not always done. The
bee-keeper has been exceedingly busy, and
has found it less trouble to put them into an
empty hive, and when fall comes he has sev-

eral stocks in the condition described above.
Others would advise the taking up of such

stocks and using the honey ; but the small

amount of honey will not pay for the waste of
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comb. Others again would drive out the bees,

and put them into some other stock that is

weak in numbers, and save the hive and comb
for next season's use ; but the combs being

more or less filled with young brood, which

will in that case die in the combs and putrefy,

they are at a loss how to dispose of it.

No doubt this last is decidedly the best plan,

and where frame hives are used, the brood

may all be got rid of without difficulty. All

that is necessary is to take away the queen,

and leave the bees queenless for twenty days.

The brood will then all hatch out, when the

bees may be driven out and put into some
stock having plenty of honey, and the hive

and combs placed in some outhouse where it is

perfectly dry and cold, where the conlbs will

become frozen during winter, which will de-

strov any egg or larvse of the moth that might

be in them, and next season the combs will be

of great help to new swarms, and of far more
value than- all the honey and wax that could

be got out of them. Even common hives may
be served in the same way by driving out the

bees, capturing and killing tne queen ; then

return the bees, and wait as before. It is not

absolutely necessary to wait twenty days, as

most of the brood will have hatched in twelve

or fifteen days, so that it would be safe to re-

move the bees and put the hives away for next

season's use.

—

J. H. Thomas, in Canada
Farmer.

FALL TKEATMEWT OF BREEDUNrO-
EWES.

If the ewes have been at all reduced by
suckling their lambs through the Summer, im-

mediately after their milk has dried up eiForts

should be made to regain a thrifty condition

by the time the couplmg season commences.
A sufficient reason for this is, they can be
wintered easier and cheaper if put into high

condition before the extremely cold and stormy
weather begins. But additional reasons are

to be found in the fact that they will take the

ram more readily, and be more likely to get

with lamb—no. inconsiderable item if choice

rams are used, and it is desirable to get as

much service from a single animal as possible.

They will shear heavier fleeces the following

season, with better length and strength, than

if stinted "from grass to corn."

No marter how good the pasturage, we have

found it profitable to feed them one-half to

one bushel of corn daily to each hundred
breeding ewes, for ten days before, and du-

ring the coupling season. This was usually

thrown to them in the ear, when they were
through grazing, or just before sunset. We
preferred this time, as the stronger animals

were not so likely to injure the weaker ones by
crowding, or themselves by over-eating. Un-
der such treatment, we have from a flock of a

thousand ewes, picked out and bred as many
as four hundred the first week. Following

this course, lambs will drop the following
Spring as fast as any sheep-farmer, with but
ordinary facilities, can properly care for them.
"Teasers'" put into the flock every morning,
before turning to pasture, will, in a short time,
find most of the ewes that are rutting. These
can be packed out by the shepherd as fast as

found, and placed in a separate pen, to be at-

tended to while the large flock is grazing.
The animals that have been bred, should be
marked and kept to themselves until the en-
tire flock has been served. This saves much
labor and annoyance to both shepherd and
sheep.

We have always had the best "luck," during
the lambing season, with the flock that was in

the highest condition in the Spring—losing
the fewest ewes while yeaning, and the fewest
lambs from lack of milk or refusal of dam to

"own" them. And so it will be found, we
doubt not, with flock-masters generally. Not
only are the lambs from such ewes worth
double as much as the increase from a flock

dragged through the winter in a half starved
condition, but they will not require half the
labor and attention to bring them to maturity.
Uniformity in the size of the different animals
in a flock can be secured in no other way so
readily as by liberal feeding and proper atten-

tion during the coupling and yeaning seasons,—West Bural.

SHEEP-HERDEES IN CALIFORNTA.
In an article giving an account of the great

sheep runs of California, the Western Rural
says that the Sheep-herders, or those who
have the care of those large flocks, are, as a
class, the most worthless, morally and socially,

the most unprincipled, reckless and collapsed
company of vagabonds to be found in any
civilized country, unless it be Australia. One
man had employed, in a single year, a bishop's
son, a banker, a civil engineer, a priest and a
bookkeeper as shepherds, all of whom had
been banished by their friends or by them-
selves for their "country's good." Altogether
they are the rifF-rafF of the world ; vagrant
miners, who gamble away their month's wages
as soon as they draw the same ; runaway
sailors from ships in San Francisco, who sell

their blankets for a pillow case full of biscuits.

and then get never a pinch of grub for two
days ; measly, old, groggy soldiers, who fall

asleep under a live oak, and let the coyotes
pull away a lamb. The good old Bible word
"Shepherd" is not heard in California, it is

either "wool-grower," "ranchero," or that

most cumbrous and absurd "sheep-raiser ;" and
for the man who does the work, he is a "sheep-
herder." And when a man gets so low down
as to be a "sheep-herder" in California, he
would better go and dig a hole in the ground,
insert his head therein, and ask some pitying
friend to cover it up. He is lower than a
Greaser, for this is the Greaser's natural bu.;:—
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ness that he was born to, and he is, therefore,
1

respectable. Greasers and vagabond sailors
j

together have brought the same contempt on

sheep herding here that the "niggers" have on

all manual labor in the South.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

BAROMETERS.

From the good old davs of John B. Russell,

Thos. G. Fessenden, Geo. C. Barrett, &c., I have
been a subscriber and reader of your weekly,
which is always looked for and eagerly perused.

Very seldom do we see in it anything which is not

readable and instructive. Now I ask leave to sug-

gest to you to invite some one who is capable and
experienced in the matter, to write a code of plain

and simple rules for observing the variations of the

barometer, so that every one who feels an interest

in such things may know how to anticipate ap-

proaching changes of the weather. Farmers,
every one of them, ought to have in their house a
barometer and thermometer just as much as a

clock, and should understand the use of them as

well. A few simple rules easy to be understood by
the common people, would 'induce almost every

resident in the country to possess one of these use-

ful instruments, which might in the course of a

year save them many times its cost. m.

Lauderdale, Mass., imi.
Remarks.—Directions for the guidance of those

who use barometers have been published ; but if

any one can, from his own experience and observa-

tion, furnish any more practical and simple rules

and directions than those which usually accora-

panj' good instruments, or which are to be found

hi ordinary woi'ks on meteorology, we shall be

happy to communicate them to the public.

TOMATO WORMS.

Are those large worms found on tomato vines

poison if they bite ? This question has been raised

of late by finding them on my own vines, and
learning that they were very numerous in this vi-

cinity, and that much fear exists by reason of a
general impression that to be bitten by them is

certain death. There is a prevalent notion that

these caterpillars throw a spittle which, if it comes
in contact with the flesh, is eqimlly poisonous.
While at the New England Fair, last week at

Lowell, I saw a collection of insects by H. M.
Hutchinson, of Lowell, Mass., and in conversation
with him was shown the moth said to be the
mother of tliose worms. I remarked that we were
finding them very plenty on our vines, and that

many feared that we should be bitten by them.
Mr. Hutchinson replied that they were not poison-

ous ; that he had handled "l)ushels of them ;" they
never bite, but do throw a juice or spittle, which
he had received on his hands and even on sores on
his lingers, but never was poisoned by them. He
said that he knew a man th.at had eaten them to

prevent starvation. He also said that there was a
small tly, of a green color, I think he said, found
on tomato and potato vines that was poisonous, the

bite of which had been mistaken for the worm.
Now if those worms are not poison, and never bite,

it ought to be known, as it would relieve many
from cruel fear and anxiety lest themselves or their

children l)e bitten by them. Shall we have this

sutiject investigated ? Alex. S. Phelps.
.Sharon, Vt., Sept. 11, 1871.

Remarks.—Your friend, Mr. Hutchinson, is un-

. doubtcdly correct as to the harmlessness of the to-

mato caterpillar. "Worms," toads and snakes are

nnich abused creatures. They are badly slandered

and much disliked by almost every body, while

birds are popular favorites. Yet they arc all God's

creatures, and, notwithstanding our prejudices,

each performs its appointed part in the economy of

the universe.

About two years ago the Syracuse, N. Y., Stan-

dard published an article on the authority of a cer-

tain Dr. Fuller, of that city, in which ii was stated

that :—

"This worm was first discovered this season, and
is as poisonous as the bite of a rattle sn ike. It

poisons Ijy throwing spittle, which it can throw
from one to two feet. The medical profession i»

much excited over this new enemy to human exis-

tence. Three cases of death jn conscquiice of this

poison have been reported."

This statement made a capita! sensation item for

the newspapers, few of which stopped to question

its truthfulness. In the first place this caterpillar

has been well known to entijmologists for about

half a century. It is described by Harris. It be-

longs to the Sphinx family, and we suppose it to

be the caterpillar of thcFive-spotted Hawk Moth
figured in the Farmer of August 26.

The following remarks by Benj. D. W. Walsh,

editor of the American Entomologist, may serve to

allay the "cruel" and perfectly unfounded fears

and anxiety to which our correspondent alludes

:

Dr. Walsh says, "Why or whei-efore it is impossi-

ble to say, but this poor unfortunate tomato-woi-m

has been selected by the popular voice, out of

about fifty others belonging to the same family and

found within the limits of the United States—all of

which have a similar horn growing out of their

tails—to be falsely accused of using this hom as a

sting. The tomato-worm and the tobacco-worm

are as like as two peas, and produce moths which

resemble each other so closely that entomolagists

for a long time confounded them together. Each
has exactly the same kind of horn growing on the

hinder extremity of its liody ; yet while the tomato

worm is generally accused of stinging folks with

this horn, nobody, so fiir as we are aware, ever yet

said that the tobacco-worm would or could do so.

The real truth of the matter is that neither of them

can sting, either with its tail, or with its head, or

with any part of its body. Yet not a season

elapses but the newspapers publish horrible ac-

counts of people being stung to death by tomato-

worms, and earnestly recommend those that gather

tomatoes to wear heavy buckskin gloves. These

stories, however, have been contradicted so flatly

and so often, that latterly the penny-a-liners have
struck otf upon another tack. Tomato-worms, it

appears, do not sting with the hom that gi-ows on
their tails, but they 'eject with great violence a

green caustic fluid from their mouths to a distance

of from three to fifteen inches !
!' Now what is the

real truth .about this matter ? Tomato-worms do
really discharge from their mouths, when roughly

handled, a greenish fluid, and so do the larvie of

almost all moths, and so does every species of
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grasshopper with which we are acquainted, and so

do many different kinds of beetles. But it is not

true that they can spit out this tiuid even to the

distance of a quai'ter of an inch, much less to the

distance of fifteen or even of three inches ; and es-

pecially it is not true that the fluid is poisonous.

If it were so, we should have been in our graves

long ago 5 for we have had it repeatedly daubed

over our fingers, but without the least ill effects

therefrom, and so have scores of other entomolo-

gists in this countiy."

Of the green fly spoken of by Mr, Hutchinson

we have little knowledge. S. Hayes, M. D., of

Saranac, N. Y., published a statement of a patient

of his who was bitten on the thumb while hand-

ling tomatoes, by a green fly, which caused the

thumb to swell as large as three or four thumbs, the

swelling extended to the hand, ai-ms, glands in the

hollow of the ann, and finally to the head, and

even the side of the body, causing much pain. The

insect had a long bill and legs something like a

mosquito. The bite of a mosquito has occasionally

caused much inconvenience.

WHAT AILS THE FRUIT TREES.

The query of your correspondent in the Far-
mer of August 19, suggests a longer communica-
tion than I have time to write, or probably you the

patience to publish. Nearly a quarter of a century
of fruit culture has convinced me that our system
is, at least a great deal of it, utterly at war with
vegetable growth.
Take for example a pear tree, as bought and de-

livered, naked trunks from two to four feet high, a
shining mark for disease. All should branch from
the ground. I believe it to be impossible to keep a

tree with a long naked trunk healthy for any con-
siderable length of time. Probably not one fruit

tree in ten is properly set; i.e. the ground in proper
condition to receive the tree. Then add to this ne-

glect, with one or two years' over stimulation, and
we have all the elements necessary to kill anything
that grows.
The object sought in planting a fruit tree, is to

get fruit, and a system is as essential in this con-
nection as in any matter of business. We must
watch and wait. After planting, the tree should
be sustained by judicious application of compost;
very rarely should the knife l)e used, and the saw
as often as it is on the human fiimily, and for like

reasons. A tree under the most favorable condi-
tions for its perfect development will continue to

grow until it arrives to a certain size, say twelve to

eighteen feet, the variety governing this to some
extent, without showing a strong tendency to fruit.

This growth should be encouraged. Be sure and
get at least nine inches of new wood every year.

Sometimes it will be four times that, but get the

growth. Neglect will throw it into fruit. This
normal growth is the strongest guarantee of life.

Trees are no exception to the law that governs
growth in all things. They must grow or' die. If

a young tree sets its fruit, pick it all off, or leave

one or two for a specimen, if desirable. Let the tree

groio. When it is in a condition to properly ripen

the fruit, the indication will be plain to almost
every one. Nearly all trees are benefited by thin-

ning the fruit, say from one-third to one-half. It

improves the size and quality in a wonderful man-
ner, and this means pleasure to the tongue, and
money in the pocket, if the fruit is sold. Plant a
small, low branched tree, in well prepared soil,

give it as good care as you do your vegetable gar-

den, though not as much stimulation, and my wrod-

for it, you will not be troubled to any great extent

with dead limbs. L. W. Puffer.
North Bridgexoater, Mass., Sept. 4, 1S71.

How TO GET RID OF Ants.—The Boston Jour-

nal of Chemistiy gives several plans of getting rid

of ants in gardens ; entrap them by means of nar-

row sheets of stiff paper, or strips of board, covered

with some sweet sticky substance. They will then

be attracted and will get stuck fast. When you

have caught a goodly number you can kill them

and set the trap again. Or lay fresh bones around

their haunts ; they will leave everything else to at-

tack these, and when the bones are well covered

with them they can be dropped into boiling water.

If you wish merely to drive them away (with the

prospect of having them settle elsewhere within

your own borders) a few spoonfuls of coal oil put

into their retreats or a few slices of raw onion

buried there, will be taken by them as a strong

hint to migrate. If ants are troublesome in the

pantry, or other parts of the house, wet a sponge

with sweetened water, and when a large number of

ants are in it, throw the sponge into hot water and

squeeze it out. Then wet with sugar water again,

and go on so.

CHESS.

The growth of chess among winter wheat has long

been a mystery to me, and I have endeavored to

watch as closely as possible the circumstances of

its production. Some four years ago, as I said in

ray last communication, my wheat crop was nearly

a failure. Believing that what little I had, although

very poor, would answer for seed, I sowed it by
the" side of good seed ; supposing that if the yield

from the poor seed was not as great as that from
the good seed, there would be no more chess in it.

In this I was disappointed. There was much less

chess among the good seed than among the poor.

This satisfied me that chess is more likely to grow
from poor than from good wheat seed. I have
also noticed that where I have sown wheat on
green sward there was more chess than when after

corn, because, as I suppose, the compost applied to

the green sward is not evenly spread, and the turf

not being decomposed, some of the plants do not

get hold of the needed nourishment, for a proper

growth of the plant in the fall, and, something like

a stunted calf, it is not fully developed, and turns to

chess. Another cause of wheat becoming chess

is the freezing and thawing of the ground in fall

and spring, which by weakening the roots checks

the growth so far that chess instead of wheat is the

result. The present season I have more chess than

usual among my wheat, which I ascribe to the

warm spells last winter and spring, followed by
sudden freezing; much bare ground; little rain,

and a cold spring, causing the abortive growth of

the wheat that results in chess.

From my own experience, then, I would advise

farmers to sow the best seed they can obtain.

Chess ground with wheat gives the flour a dark col-

or. After running my wheat through a winnow-
ing mill, I take the wheat in a half-bushel meas-
ure, when there is a steady, strong wind, and hold-

ing as high as I can reach, sift it slowly into a tub;

the chess and imperfect wheat is separated from
the good. Whatever is thus blown over should be
saved as it makes good provender for hogs.

Two years ago I gave a part of my seed wheat a
thorough cleaning, and a part was sown full of

chess. At harvest time there was, as far as I oould
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see, as much chess on the land sowti with clean

seed as on that sown with the foul. Where I have
winnowed my wheat I find f;rass sprinijs up very
thick from seeds droi))>i'd, but though the ground
may be covered with chess, none gi-ows. For these
reasons I conclude that chess does germinate and
grow lilvc the seeds of other plants.

M. L. GOODELL.
South Amherst, Mass., Sept., 1S71.

Remarks.—Most of the men who are learned in

the science of botany deny that wheat ever turns

to chess. They claim that wheat and chess are

as distinct in their vegetable characteristics, as

cattle and sheep are in their animal diversities.

They say that as like produces like, it is as absurd

to believe that chess grows from stunted wheat as

to believe that by any process of stinting or abus-

ing a calf it will become a lamb. On the other

hand farmers have observed facts which satisfy

many intelligent minds that the wheat plant, under

some circumstances, developes itself in the form of

chess. There has been a great amount of discus-

sion in agricultural papers on this subject with

the usual result of such discussion—both parties

remaining "of the same opinion still." The bota-

nist, Darlington, ridicules the American belief in

the change of wheat to chess, by saying that in the

old world farmers believe that wheat sometimes

changes to rye, at others to barley, as well as to

chess ; and that in its turn chess becomes oats

!

A few years ago some speculator advertised and

sold at a high price certain grass seed called Wil-

lard's Bronius. Manj' farmers were induced by
the Norway-oat style of puffing adopted by the

"agent" to try it, among others the managers of

what was then called the State Farm of Massa-

chusetts at Westboro, all of whom raised a nice

crop of chess ! We suppose therefore that our
sensible correspondent must be mistaken in his idea

that chess seed

—

Bromiis secaUnus, of the bota-

nists—does not germinate and grow like that of

other plants.

WINTER SUCCOTASH.

Can you or any of your readers give through the
New England Faumeu, a good recipe for succo-
tash for winter use ? T. L. Webber.
Dedham, JJass., Sept. 1871.

Remarks.—We 'gave directions a few weeks
since for preparing com for winter, by boiling,

cutting the kernels from the cob and drj'ing them,

and now will some of the good cooks that read the

Farmer, reply to the above inquiry.

cure for foot rot in cows OR SHEEP.

Put a tablespoonful of ))ulvcrized blue vitriol in

half a pint of kerosene oil and mix well. Apply
a little of this to the affected i)arts once a minute
for ten minutes. One or two such applications
will cure the worst cases in cows or sheep.

A Subscriber.
Starkshoro, Vt., Sept. 13, 1871.

passion-flower.

I notice in most of florist catalogues the Pas-
sion-flower advertised as rare and tine. It grows
wild hereabouts, and produces a singular and

beautiful flower. I will send a few seeds to any
that will enclose a few cents for postage, and to

pay for collecting the seed, &:c. The seeds should
he sown, I imagme in the fall, as it seems to pro-

pagate itself. Sam'l Clarke.
Hick's Wharf, Va., Aug. 27,1871.

Remarks.—This is not hardy in our New Eng-

land climate, and will not flourish here as it does

in East Virginia, as an out-door plant.

AVIRE FENCE.

I would like Jome information through the col-

umns of your paper in reference to the utility of
wire fence. Is it efficient against cattle and horses ?

What is the best mode of construction and the
cost ? Where can the material be obtained ?

Would it be a profitable investment ?

Geo. Walter.
Woodstock, Vt., Aug. 29, 1871.

Remarks.—Some twenty years ago there was

much said in the agi'icultural papers of New Eng-

land about wire fences. Near Boston, where fenc-

ing stuff is expensive, where no stock is allowed to

run at large, and where, in fact, but little is kept

any way, wire was experimented with considera-

hly. A railroad, over which we pass frequently,

put up quite a strip of wire fence on one side of the

track, using a large "wke, frequent posts, and the

best workmanship in the wu-e fence line we ever

saw. After a year or two, boards were nailed on

to those posts without removing the wires ! All

the cheaper structures that we have seen have

proved failures as a fence.

If 6thers can make a more favorable report we

shall be glad to publish it for the benefit of Mr.

Walter and others who have fences to build or to

support.

SEASON and crops IN ILLINOIS.

We have had and are having an unusual dry
season. There has been no rain of any account
since the first of June. Wells are dry, "the feed is

all parched up, and cattle suffer a great deal. Oats

and wheat were good, but the corn crop in this

county will fall far behind an avei-age, for the dry
weather and chintz bug have used it up. Some of

the fields are black with the pest, which have so

far injured the corn that it will hardly make good
fodder for cattle, Init we have to feed it to them
now, as grass is all dried up. Farmers are getting

their ground ready for fall wheat, but will wait for

rains before they sow. V. B. Reynolds.
Greenville Co., III., Sept. 8, 1871.

Basswood for Pimp Logs.—The Rochester,

N. Y., Rural Home says that Mr. George W. Root,

a successful farmer of York, Genesee County, who
keeps 80 or 90 head of cattle, from 300 to 400 sheep,

merinos and Leiccsters, which clipped over six

pounds of wdol the past season, and who sold his

lambs at three months old for .$4 each, carries

water to every field on the farm in logs, and also

to the house, stables and yards. The logs, of

which there arc 300 rods, are basswood saplings cut

on the farm, and although they have been down
over nine years are to all appearances as sound as

when laid. Mr. Root claims that basswood is the

best timber for this purpose, as it soaks full of
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water, and timber constantly saturated, it is well

knowTi, is very durable.

Dr. Shurtleff's Seedling Pears.—Last year

we had the pleasure of testing three varieties of

some forty which this gentleman has originated on

his grounds in Brookline,—all of which we con-

sidered worthy of further cultivation,—viz : the

Gen. Grant, Shurtleff's Favorite and one unnamed.

We have recently received specimens of three

others of his seedlings. The Gen. Shcrjnan, re-

sembling in appearance the Bartlett, of a lively,

good flavor; the Admiral Farragut, a large, good

looking fruit, but rather too ripe to test its quali-

ties as an eating pear, and the Jiev. John Cotton, of

good size, rich, fine flavor, melting, and somewhat
butteiT.

For the Neto England Farmer.

THE •WEST, AS I SAW IT.

BY JOHN DIMON, OF POMFRET, CONN.

Mr. Editor:— Having just returned from
a six weeks'" tour through the far West, under-

taken with a view of gaining all jiossible infor-

mation in regard to that portion of our great

country, I have thought that some of your
readers might be interested in a few extracts

from my journal.

July 18th Ileft Pomfret, Conn., and on my
return, August 31st, I find I have travelled

during my absence upwards of 4000 miles. I

went to Chicago by way of the Pennsylvania

Central Railroad, and passed through some
splendid farming country in Pennsylvania and
Ohio. The farmers in Pennsylvania were
then (July 19th) engaged in securing their

oats, of which they had a very heavy crop, and
were using four horses to a machine in cutting.

Their hay crop had been all .secured, and the

aftermath was starting up very promisingly.

Some parts of Pennsylvania resembles my part

of Connecticut very much in the lay of the

land, but their farms are all fenced with rails

instead of stone walls. Saw large quantities

of tobacco growing near Parksburg, Chester

Co., in which is some very good farming land.

West of Parksburg the streams become West-
ernized in their limy or muddy appearance,

and even the '^Blue Juniata" is not at all blue

but muddy. Now good bye, clear, sparkling,

dancing streams of New England, until my re-

turn. You are seen neither at the West nor in

the sunny Soulh, though the sons and daughters

of New England in exile miss you more than

any thing else they left behind. We may
find more fertile fields and sunnier climes, but

nowhere on the face of the globe can we find

the crystal springs and bubbhng brooks of

New England.
I saw many fine looking and well cultivated

farms in Ohio. Tlieir crops, herds and flocks

look well, but the lack of the thrift and enter-

prise of New England is attested by the appear-

ance of their farm buildings. Much of the

western part of Ohio resembles Canada very
much, in its surface, timber and farm build-

ings. Ohio is a good sheep State, and the

recent rise in wool has given a new impetus to

the business, increasir.g the price of store sheep
about 50 cents per head.

I reached Chicago July 20th, and passed on
to Monmouth, 111., 179 miles south-west of that

city, and 18 east of the Mississippi, at Burling-
ton, where I have friends and relatives. ,

This
is the residence of my genial friend, James
Bower, the acknowledged horse man of the

AV^est. In traveling from Chicago to this

place I ride through miles of growing corn,
averaging from nine to twelve feet in height,

and promising a yield of from 50 to 75 bushels
per acre. Wheat and oats are also good, and
farmers are very busy in securing the latter

crop, as well as in cutting and securing their

hay, which is very heavy. The morning after

my arrival at Monmouth I accepted an invita-

tion from Samuel Hillis, Esq., of this city, to

visit his farm, about five miles south. He
has a field of corn containg 460 acres, averag-
ing about 11 feet high, and I should judge bids

fair to yield 60 bushels per acre of good sound
corn. Corn is^ow worth hereSt) to 35 cents,

and quite dull at that, and it is thought that

the new crop will not sell for more than 20
cents.

From Monmouth I cross the river at Bur-
lington, and go West over the Burlington and
Missouri Railroad, tlirough a splendid farming
country embracing the second southern tier of

counties in Iowa. At Villisca, Montgomery Co.,

I cross the Nodaway River by stage, through
leagues of mammoth corn and grass, and up
its valley 15 miles to Clarinda, the shire town
of Page Co., where I was met by my old

friend and relative, C. A. Aylsworth, Esq.,

who has a farm four miles south, on the No-
daway bottom, which contains 331 acres, near-

ly all bottom land, with a soil three feet deep
on an average, of the very richest quality of

this rich land. He has a field of 95 acres corn

from 12 to 15 feet high, and estimated to yield

from 75 to 90 bushels per acre. This land

will produce immense crops for at least one
century, without manure. This is a good
farming country, but is a little off from rail-

roads at present.

Land here is worth from $15 to $40 per

acre ; corn from 28 to 30 cents, with the pros-

pect that new corn will be sold at 15 cents.

Beef cattle are worth 3 cents per lb., live

weight, for Omaha and Council Bluffs mar-
kets. Farm labor worth $20 per month, with

board. I saw people here from Connecticut,

Rhode Island, Vermont and Illinois, engaged
in farming. All crops are good except spring

wheat, which has been nearly destroyed by the

chintz bugs. Spring wheat is not considered

a certain crop here anyway. Neither do I be-

lieve winter wheat can be relied on. I think

corn and grass converted into beef and pork
will prove most profitable. South-western
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Iowa it) a good farming country, generally

wi'll watered and hcaltliy.

From Clarinda I go west to Red Oak Junc-
tion, in ^lontgonierj- County, on the East
Nislinabetany River, a place of 2000 inhabi-

tants and only two years old, located on the

Burlington and IMissouri Railroad, 89 miles

east of the Missouri River. This place is ex-

ceedingly well located for the centre of a good
agricullural comnumity, and land is fast set-

tling up around here, and is worth from $10 to

Sol ) per acre, by the farm . The society here is

a little rough and rum by far too plenty.

For the Neic England Faiin'-r,

HARVESTING CORN.
I have read the very ilattering approval of my

article, "What is the best method of harvest-

ing com," by C. E. Kimball, and also his mode
of procedure, which is unobjectionable ; but
as it varies somewhat from my own, I will, at

his request, furnish a more detailed statement
of my method.

I commence as soon as the corn is found to

be well glazed, even though the stover may be
green. Take five rows of corn at each cut-

ting, using the middle row to set the stooks
upon, which, instead of using any implement,
are set about hills, which has a twulency to

support the stook in case of severe winds.
Begin cutting by taking the first hill in the

middle row and place it against the second
bill, around which the bills are placed until the

stook is sufficiently large, which in corn of

good size, will usually be found to be three

hills from each of the five rows, so that the
stooks will be the distance of three hills apart.

Continue cutting, unless there be a wind suf-

ficient to prostrate the stooks, until a good
portion of a field is cut, before binding at all.

In this way perhaps less time is occupied than
by the method pursued by Mr. Kimball.
Wiien ready for binding, procure a bundle of

rye straw, clasp the top, or rather near the

top of the stook, lightly, with the left arm,
over which, -with the right arm, break the

tops of the stalks and bind tightly with the

straw, and the operation is performed. Some,
however, prefer to use two bands, as men-
tioned by Mr. Kimball, but I have been una-
ble to discover any advantage resulting from
the additional labor.

The corn being cut, is allowed to stand until

sufficiently cured, and which, if properly and
carefully placed when cut up, will be effected

with but little injury to the stover.

"When about to cart, a man takes a knife and
rapidly passes along each row of stooks, sev-

ering the stalks of the hill about which the

othi^rs are placed ; he is followed l)y the cart,

whicli is an ordinary hay rack, upon whi(;h the

stooks are placed, with the butts alternating,

£0 as to keep the load well balanced, and
which can sometimes be increased in width, so

that the butts may be put out both sides. In

this manner the entire load must be thrown off

with the fork, which takes more time than the

method employed by Mr. Kimball.

I was very much gratified in reading the ar-

ticle of ]\Ir. Kimball, as it has confirmed my
previous belief that among the great benefits

of an agricultural paper are the opportunities

it affords practical farmers to give expression

to their experiences, and in which can be re-

lated the different modes of practice adopted
by all, which can be compared and the better

method adopted. w. u. Y.

Columbia, Conn., Sept., 1871.

For the Xeic England Farmer.

THE ENGLISH SPAKRO^W.
Several articles that I have read in the New

Englaxd Fakmer indicate doubt in regard
to the usefulness, or otherwise, of the English
sparrow in gardens.

For twenty years I was surrounded by the

"Finches," which include the Robin, Linnet,

Nightingale, Lark, Redstart, Hedge, Ground
and House Sparrows ; the three last taking

their names from the places in which they
build their nest ; they all live on the same
kinds of food, but having habits that are dis-

similar they are regarded with more or less

favor, as the prejudice or interest of individu-

als may be affected. All the birds I have
mentioned live on seeds, fruit and insects,

never on buds of fruit trees, except when in

unusual cold winters the soil is covered with

snow so as to cut off all means of obtaining

their natural supply of food,—seeds and in-

sects.

The House Sparrow is, especially in and
near to large towns, far more numerous than
the other birds I have mentioned, and hence
it is that amateurs in such localities are so

much out of tehiper with them in the fruiting

season, and for the same reason the market
gardener dislikes them.
The aversion manifested by cultivators of

the soil for the house sparrow more than for

the other varieties of the finches is not be-
cause they destroy any kind of seed or fruit

the others do not, but because of their prolific,

voracions, persistent and pugnacious nature.

The Robin is as pugnacious and intrusive

as the sf)arrow, but prejudice protects him

;

he is discreetly bold, is round chested and of

beautiful color, not more than a quarter as

large as the American robin and with soft and
pleading voice. In winter, he comes to your
door and sweetly pleads for help, and woe to

the cruel boy who dares to injure "poor Bob."
For similar reasons, the other birds I have
mentioned, though they eat fruit and seeds,

are respected ; the form, color, and particu-

larly the song of these win regard and inspire

love
; but the house sjiarrow, poor fellow,

call him Ishmael, for every man's hand is

lifted against him ; he is destroyed without

mercy or regret, and he seems to increase in
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about the same proportion means are used to

exterminate him.
In winter, boys are encouraged to destroy

the house sparrow by any means they can ; in

spring and summer they take the young from
their nests, as many sometimes as a hundred
from the eaves of a single house, cut off their

heads and take them to the Church Wardens
of the parish ; these officers have corporate

power over the temporal concerns of the sec-

tions in England called parishes, and as a re-

ward for the industry of th'? boys they give

them one farthing per head.

In the southwest of England the gardener
spades up his land in February, and the birds

become useful in eating insects, just as they

had been in the fall and winter in eating the

seeds of weeds. In March the gardener and
farmer begin to pay for services rendered. By
this time wheat is above ground ; by the twenty-

fourth day onions, carrots, parsnips and let-

tuce seed have been sown ; as early as Febru-
ary, on southern borders protected on the

north, potatoes were planted in drills, radishes

were sown broadcast over them and straw put
on to protect all ; this being removed by day,

forwards the radishes, and in i\Iarch the spar-

rows are as busy with them as they are with

the wheat now just above ground ; and now for

the farm and garden boys, from early morn
till dark, in the dry, bleak wind of March
which chaps the hands and face until the blood
is seen on the surface of both ; in father's old

coat with sleeves rolled up and tippet around
the neck, with cap drawn down over the eyes,

he continues to clap, clap, clap with his wood-
en clappers, and hoarse with continued vocal

performance he cries perpetually " Holloa,
holloa there, I will with my clappers, knock
you down backwards, for stealing my master's
corn."

Now it is that the poor boy gets sixty cents

per week for his vigilance in preventing the

poor sparrow from taking his pay for eating

up insects and the seeds of weeds, and the war
goes on ; the sparrow is industrious in his

work of self preservation, the farmer and
gardener equally so disposed, and in the end
each lives by effort and dies in good time to

relinquish the strife which for ages has been
bequeathed from father to son ; but who can
demonstrate that the sparrows devour of good
seed and fruit equal to what they save by de-

stroying injurious seeds and insects ?

Poor house sparrow ! His constantly excited

chirp, chirp, chirp ; his noisy quarrels and
pugnacious disposition make him disliked,

and his voracity and fruitfulness make him in

spring and summer a pest to the farmer and
gardener ; but in fall and winter, in a general

sense, he is a great blessing, the balance is

certainly in his favor. But as "the dog that

gets a bad name seldom loses it," so the spar-

row is hated by the force of tradition and
prejudice, while the other varieties of small

birds, because of their retiring habits, their

plumage or their song, are general favorites
;

but remember, they all live by destroying in-

sects, seeds and fruit. Johx Fleming.
Sherborn, Mass., Sept., 1871.

FABM KOADS.
Every farm of considerable size, if compact

in form, should have a substantial road

through it. This should be so arranged as to

afford access to most of the cultivated fields,

and to the pastures. It should be of sufficient

width to enable a team to turn into, or out of,

with a load of hay. The gates or bars open-

ing to the fields should be strong, so as to

allow the cattle to be turned into the road

directly from the barn-yard. In this case the

road becomes a part of the pasture.

It would be economical to remove the sur-

face of this road, and replace with coarse

gravel at the bottom, and screened gravel at

the top. When thoroughly rolled, with a

very heavy roller, it would probably resist the

action of wheels, so as to leave quite a smooth

and easily travelled road.

If some portions of the way are of a soft

and swampy character, it would be well to

take off the surface until a firm bottom is

reached, and then fill up to within six or eight

inches of the top, with some of the stones that

are in the way on the farm. If on a farm

where stones do not abound, fill with old

timber, coarse brush, plank, or anything

which will prevent the gravel from sinking,

then fill with sand, gravel, or whatever can be

obtained at least cost, that will best meet the

purposes desired.

For want of such a road, we have seen

farms greatly disfigured. Othei-wise beauti-

ful fields were cut into unsightly ruts, and the

cost of mowing and raking them nearly

doubled in consequence of their existence.

When it becomes necessary to re-seed such

fields, the furrows are broken every time the

plough passes over the ruts, and the places

can only be made level and smooth by hand,

with hoe or spade. If the land is to be

planted and cultivated before seeding to grass,

it is not of so much consequence ; but still,

the neat workman will be annoyed by the

slovenly appearance of the field.

A good road passing through the farm is

greatly needed in the spring. The ground is

then soft, and the teaming to be done of the

heaviest kind. Very few farmers appreciate
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the weight of a two-horse cartload of green

manure. An easy way of ascertaining will be

by taking an old bushel basket, weigh it, and

fill the basket, weigh again and empty into

the cart until it is filled with such a load as is

usually drawn out by the team.

Dana, in his Muck Manual, page 138, states

that one cord of green cow dung, will weigh

9289 pounds ! It is not unusual to see an ox

cart filled with such material, to be hauled off

by a single pair of oxen, and perhaps over

ploughed ground, where the power to move it

ought to be twice as great as on a hard road.

We have often seen a common horse cart

filled with green manure from the barn cellar,

and taken to a ploughed field by a single

horse. When there, the feet of the hoise

would sink to the fetlocks, and the wheels of

the cart several inches into the soft soil!

Still, the poor animal was expected to draw

the load. On requiring a farm hand to find

the weight of his loads by the "basket pro-

cess," it appeared that he was hauling out

about 2200 pounds at each load. Such a load

would not be too much, perhaps, for a stout

horse, on a hard road, but over a newly

ploughed field, it was a cruel exaction.

There are other reasons why the farm

should be supplied with one good road, at

least. Through moist soils, ruts are soon

deeply cut ; this not only increases the draft,

but the carts soon become coated with mud,
and sometimes that coating remains on them

during the entire summer—haying season and

all ! This injures the paint and wood work
of the vehicles, and, to say the least, is no

credit to the farmer.

With good private roads, then, a farmer

will perform his operations at nmch less ex-

pense ; the labor of the teams will be much
easier ; a greater (quantity or weight of grain

and other articles may be more expeditiously

earned over them ; manure can be more easily

conveyed to the fields ; the harvests can be

carried on more rapidly, and wear and tear of

every description will be greatly reduced.

HARVESTING BEANS.
Beans are sometimes injured by the want of

proper care after they are pulled. If they

lay too compactly, so that they heat a little,

they acquire a musty flavor which greatly in-

jures them. To prevent this they must be

laid in such a position as to receive the sun

and a free circulation of air.

Some persons set posts in the ground, in

the form of a square, put rails into the post

holes, crossing with other rails, and upon

these lay the beans. But even upon this net-

work they will sometimes mould, if they are

piled up to the depth of a foot. Other per-

sons hang them upon fences or lay them upon

stone walls. They will dry in either of these

positions, but are apt to be blown about, and

disturbed by cattle, or other causes.

They will dry admirably if packed upon

birch poles. Cut the poles to about eight or

nine feet in length, leaving the side branches

projecting some ten or twelve inches. Set

the poles firmly in the ground, in holes made

with an iron bar, and ram the earth about

them so that they shall not be swayed by the

wind.

If there is no branch on the pole near the

ground, nail on a piece of board a foot and a

half from the ground, then another piece

across it. Upon these lay the vines, having

the roots always on the inside. Fill the pole

nearly to the top in this way, then hang a

bunch of beans on top and tie them to the

pole. In this way they will stand firmly, and

become sufficiently dry to thrash out easily,

and at the same time be perfectly sweet.

Another mode which was given by a corres-

pondent of the Rural Neto Yorker, several

years ago, was as follows :—Use two stakes

seven or eight feet long and about two inches

through. Set them in the ground about two

inches apart, put a withe on the stakes eighteen

inches from the ground ; take a small handful

of beans, and lay the roots between the

stakes, so far through that the tops will not

reach the ground ; then a bunch the other

side in the same way. After this, the roots

only should come between the stakes, and the

roots of each bunch should be laid at right

angles with those of the bunch preceding.

When within a foot of the top of the stakes,

put on another toithe, drawing the stakes

together to hug the roots closely, then fill up

with beans as before, to the top ; then take

two bunches of beans, tie the roots together

and lay astride the top and it is finished.

This, upon the whole, may be the best way

of stacking beans. If pulled soon after most

of the leaves have turned yellow, they might
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be stacked as fast as pulled. They should

always be handled by the roots. When the

stacks are thoroughly dry, they may be taken

to the barn whole, by pulling the stakes from

the ground.

AUTUMN TINTS.

Mr. H. C. SoRiJY, who has for some time

been engaged in investigating the coloring

matters in plants, has recently pubhshed the

results of his researches jn several English

scientific works and given a summary of them

in "iVrtf«<re," from which we gather the follow-

ing conclusions.

He divides the different coloring matters

found in leaves as follows:—1. The Cliloro-

pJiijU group, containing the dark green; 2.

The Xantlioplujll group, which contains, with

some other rarer forms, two shades of oi'ange

common in leaves ; 3. The Eryth7'ophijU group,

which contains a number of colors ; but those

met with in leaves are more or less purple,

made bluer by alkalis and redder by acids

;

thus plants containing the same color of this

group may vary much in tint by the varying

amount of free acid ; 4. The Chrysotaimin

group, containing many yellows, some very

pale and others of a golden yellow; 5. The

Phaiophyll group comprising the brown colors.

Thus the many tints of foliage depend on

the relative amount of the various colors of

the several groups mentioned. The color of

green leaves is mainly due to a mixture of

chlorophyll and xanthophyll, and the different

shades of green is owing to the relative amount

of these two primary coloring matters, and

the other colors of leaves are occasioned by

the preponderance of coloring matter from

the other groups and the alteration by chemi-

cal action of the chlorophyll. So long as the

chlorophyll remains green and fresh, the other

colors ai*e impossible, but as it disappears, the

yellow color of the xanthophyll appears, and

if much erythrophyll is present its color com-

bines with the yellow and gives the scarlet and

red tints. When the chlorophyll does not

disappear, but is modified by acids to its dark

olive form, only the dull tints come out on the

leaves.

"We may thus easily understand why the

special tints of early autumn are yellow and

red, or dull and dark green. In these changes

the various pale yellow substances of the

chrysotannin group remain comparatively un-

altered, and even sometimes increase in quan-

tity ; but they soon pass into the much darker

red-browns of the phaiophyll group, whilst

the erythrophyll fades ; and thus later in the

autumn the most striking tints are the brighter

or duller browns, characteristic of the differ-

ent kinds of plants or trees.
*****

"As far as we are able to judge of the vari-

ous facts described, we must look upon the

more characteristic tints of foliage of early

spring as evidence of the not yet matured vital

powers of the plant. In summer the deeper

and clearer greens are evidence of full vigor

and high vitality, which not only resist, but

also actually overcome the powerful affinity

of oxygen. Later on, the vital powers are

diminished, and partial changes occur, but the

affinity of the oxygen of the atmosphere is

nearly balanced by the weakened but not de-

stroyed vitality. At this stage the beautiful

red and yellow tints are developed, which pro-

duce such fine effects of scenery. Then comes

death, when the aflfinity of oxygen acts with-

out opposition, and the various brown tints of

later autumn make their appearance, due to

changes which we can imitate in our experi-

ments with dead compounds. This may not

be a pleasing way of viewing an otherwise

charming subject, but I think that it is sub-

stantially true."

AGRICULTUKAL ITEMS.

—Mr. J. C. Oliver suggests that the bulk of

butter exhibited at our fairs be protected by glass,

with small samples placed so that visitors could

test and examine them.

—A Western paper says that the farmers of Jas-

per county, Missouri, are offering their com on the

stalk at ten cents per bushel. It is so abundant

that some think it will not pay to gather it.

—The newest wonder at the "West is a soda lake

near Rawlings, on the Union Pacific Railroad, sev-

eral miles in circumference, and capable of supply-

ing 65,000 tons of soda a year.

—The editor of the Germantown Telegraph says

he has raised the Buerre Clairgeau pear, recently

figured in the Farmer, for years apparently in

perfection, judging from its size and rosy cheeks,

j

but has never had one yet that was fit to eat.

—In a description of Robert Leeds' farm at

Castle Acre, in Norfolk, Eng., Mr. Geo. H. Cook,

!
of the New Jersey Agricultural College says, in

I

the Country Gentleman, "The farm lies in the chalk

I district, and the soil is everywhere underlain by

,
that substance, which is only a foot or two beneath
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the surface. The land is rolling, the soil loamy,

and sufficiently dry to need no artificial draining.

The crop of wheat averages from thirty-two to

thirtj'-six. bushels an acre, though in exceptional

seasons it has gone as high as fifty-six and even

sixty bushels an acre."

—At Elmwood, 111., recently, a threshing ma-
chine, while in operation, caught fire from the

friction of the machinery, and burned up, com-

municating with and destroying two stacks of

grain. The entire loss was about §1000.

—A new kind of fodder plant {Gymnothrix lati-

folia) has recentlj' been introduced into France

from Uruguay. It is not unlike the sugar-cane in

appeai-ance, grows eight or nine feet high, and is

said to make excellent fodder either when green or

cured.

—We learn from the California Farmer, that the

Alvarado Sugar Co. bids fair to be successful in the

.manufacture of sugar from the beet root ; having

been in operation only a few months, they have

consumed about 3000 tons of beets, and made half

a million pounds of sugar.

—Nothing is wanting but good hives, good pas-

ture, cleanliness and attention to insure a rich re-

ward to those who engage in bee culture; but,

says Mrs. Griffith, training is quite as necessary to

the full comprehension of the occupation, as it is

in the trade of a carpenter or shoemaker.

—Cover closely all cistfems, rain-water barrels,

and other vessels containing water, and fill up all

holes where water is inclined to stand. By thus

propagating no "wiggle-tails," you w^ill have no
mosquitos. These precautions are good as a sani-

tarj^ measure, too.

—A Canton, 111., farmer says :—"I was going

out past my corn crib the other morning, when I

observed a large rat, with head erect, carrying a

full-sized ear of corn in his mouth. At the same
time his tail was wrapped around another and an

extra large ear, which he was dragging behind
him."

—Plough and Cultivator makers of the West,

representing a capital of .'gi'5,000,000, held a conven-

tion at Chicago recently. Resolutions were adopted
to regulate the number to be made, manner of

putting them on the market, scale of prices, &c.

It was stated that the yearly profits did not exceed

10 per cent on capital employed.

—As Henry Sargeant of Waterport, N. Y., was
driving a load of grain to his bam recently, he

struck one of the horses with the butt end of the

pitch-fork, when the animal kicked, hitting the

handle of tlie fork and sending the tines as straight

as an arrow through Sargeant's body, killing him
instantly.

—At South Sunapee, N. H., a few days since, as

Mr. Asahel Lear and Mr. C. A. Maxfield were
going to their work they observed a cloud of sin-

.gulai- looking insects in the air. Theii- wings came

off, and they fell to the ground in such numbers as

to completely cover it. Soon as they fell they be-

gan to dig holes in the ground and disappear.

Their wings looked like scales, and blew like dust

before the wind. The insect resembled the ant in

some respects. Its body was divided into three

parts, its head, its corslet, which was very small

and round, and its abdomen, which was as broad

as long, and altogether larger than the ant. They
possessed great strength, digging into the hard

earth and removing pebbles several times their size

with astonishing rapidity.

—In reply to a correspondent, the St, Louis

Joiirnal of Agriculture says, we cannot recom-

mend you to make the raising of fast horses a spe^

cialty in your business. True, fabulous prices are

often paid for extra fast steeds—more especiallj' at

the present period ; however, if you will take the

trouble to consult the experience of men who have

started out on this plan, you w'ill find they possess

light purses as a general thing. Far better would
it be, were you to raise fast roadsters and rapid

walkers, and leave all the 2 :15's and 2 :20's for

others to rear. English history records a fact that

j'ou would do well to ponder : Out of every thirty

colts from thoroughbred stock on both sides, but

otie proves extra fast.

Treating old Pork.—Old pork in sum-
mer is not generally relished ; nuieh of it is

tainted, and some of it not fit to use. Now
this can all be remedied, and a fesli palatable

dish made of it, except where the taint is too

evident.

First, soak in cold water (changing the

water) till fully freshened. Then bring to a
boil and boil fifteen minutes. Pour off the

water, and fry for the same length of time or

little less, depending on the heat. Remove the

grease and cover with sweet milk. Boil down,
salt a little, and finish by frying it a light

brown. Be careful and do not burn, as this is

easily done in the tender condition the pork is

now in. It will be very tender and sweet, and
have the taste of fresh pig's meat.

This, it will be seen, requires some labor.

But this can be much lessened by treating a
sufficient quantity at one time for several

meals, as it will be equally good if "warmed
up."

—

F. G., in Prairie Farjner.

GROWING POND LILIES.

On seeing my dish of pond lilies and ad-
miring their beauty and fragrance, I asked,

why IS the pond lily so little cultivated ?—

a

flower so much admired and so easily grown,
and yet in many places so rare. The answer
was : It is not universally known that it can
be grown so easily. Many ask the question,

where did you get those pond lilies ? We
tell them we raise them. "What, raise pond
lilies ?" We reply yes—raise them as easy

as corn or potatoes. And, as many seem in-
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terestcd about them, I thought I would t«ll

the lovers of flowers how we raise ours. A
few years ago my husband, seeing some grow-
ing in a distant pond so nicely and sponta-

neously, thought he would try them in his

—

a small pond of a few rods extent at one end
of his field. He brought home a root and set

it in. This was done by wading in barefoot,

and taking it between the toes and pressing it

down in the mud. It soon made its appear-

ance above the water, and now the pond is

pretty well covered with leaves and lilies,

and it dues not have that sickening appear-
ance that standing water usually has, but is

made the home of one of the most beautiful

kinds of Howers instead. We know of no
insect that troubles them ; neither frost nor
wind affects them ; nothing molests them but

mischievous bctys, who love the flowers, but
will take no pains to raise them themselves.

—

Maine Farmei'.

Remarks.—Those who do not like to wade

into the water to plant the roots, may tie a

stone to each root, and from a boat drop it

where they would like to see a lily show its

face.

An English Prize Farm.—The Royal Ag-
ricultural Societj' of England annually awards
prizes for the best conducted farm. Last year
the first prize went to a lady. This year
twenty-three farms were entered. Four prizes

were awarded. The first was £100 ; the sec-

ond £50 ; the third and fourth, or rather two
of equal merit, £25 each. One of these last

was awarded to a lady.

The first prize was awarded a tenant farmer
holding about 400 acres, of which something
less than 300 are ploughed. The rotation is

what is called the Norfolk or four course rota-

tion, of wheat, turnips, barley and clover.

Each year he has 70 or 75 acres each of wheat
and barley, the first yielding 32 to 36, and the

second 44 to 50 bushels per acre. He keeps
25 to 30 Hereford cows "with their produce up
to two and a half or three years old ; 150 to

160 Shropshire ewes with lambs and yearlings,

sold when 15 months old. Pigs are not bred,

but a considerable number are fed on the farm
each year. The land is considered second
rate land, and the management is spoken of as

"clean and business like."

—

Western Farmer.

labor and skill in curing it, or in endeavoring
to obviate its injurious effects. — Working
Farmer.

From the Atlantic Monthly, for October.

MY BIRTHDAY.

To Harden the Necks of Teams.—When
a harness or yoke of bows do not fit properly,

and the skin is liable to be galled, bathe those

parts before they are galled, with cold water
until the outside skin appears quite soft, and
then bathe those parts with a strong decoction

of white oak bark. Let this be done every

day, and the skin will become much harder

and tougher than it usually is. A little care

in preventing an ill, is far better than much

JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Beneath the moonlight and the snow
Lies dead my latest year

;

The winter winds are wailing low
Its dirges in my ear.

I grieve not with the moaning wind
As if a loss befell;

Before me, even as behind,
God is, and all is well

!

His light shines on me from above,
His low voice speaks withhi,

—

The patience of immortal love
Outwearying mortal sLu.

Not mindless of the growing years
Of -care and loss and pain.

My eyes are wet with thankful tears
For blessings which remain.

If dim the gold of life has grown,
I will not count it dross,

Nor turn from treasures still my own
To sigh for lack and loss.

The years no charm from Nature take

;

As sweet her voices call,

As beautiful her mornings break,
As fair her evenings fall.

Love watches o'er my quiet ways
Kind voices speak my name,

And lips that find it hard to praise
Are slow, at least to blame.

How softly ebb the tides of will I

How fields, once lost or won.
Now lie behind me green and still

Beneath a level sua 1

How hushed the hiss of partj' h ate,
The clamor of the throng

!

How old, harsh voices of debate
Flow into rythmic song I

Melhinks the spirit's temper grows
Too soft in this still air.

Somewhat the restful heart foregoes
Of needed watch and prayer.

The barque bj^ tempest vainly tossed
May founder in the calm,

And he who braved the polar frost

Faint by the isles of balm.

Better than self-indulgent years
The outflung heart of youth,

Than pleasant songs in idle ears
The tumult of the truth.

Rest for the weary hands is good,
And love for hearts that pine,

But let the manly habitude
Of upright souls be mine.

Let winds that blow from heaven refresh,
Dear Lord, the languid air;

And let the weakness of the flesh
Thy strength of spirit share.

And, if the eye must fail of light.
The ear forget to hear,

Make clearer still the spirit's sight,

More fine the inward ear.

Be near me in my hours of need
To soothe, or cheer, or warn,

And down these slopes of sunset lead
As up the hills of morn I
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AMBER.
A very large proportion of the amber ap-

pearing in the various markets of the world is

supplied by the province of Prussia, including

the neighboring district of Memel. The fol-

lowing particulars are gleaned from a report

by INlr. Ward, Her Majesty's Vice-Consul at

Memel.

In the western portion of the province of

Prussia amber is found not only on the sea

shore, but also in the mountainous ranges of

the interior ; excepting, however, in rare cases,

of its appearai.ce in so-called "nests,'' amber
is only to be met with in isolated places in the

latter localities, so that the profit arising from
the amber diggings among the hills is but a

very moderate one, and may be estimated at

about double the amount paid by the proprie-

tors for the wages of the diggers. In East

Prussia, however, and especially in that part

called the Samland, amber is more abuntJant,

and during the prevalence of certain winds is

frequently thrown upon the shore by the sea

in large quantities ; it is collected there, as

well as tished for in the surf ; it is also dug out

of the sand-hillocks running along the sea

coast. In these sand-hillocks regular beds of

amber are found enclosed in a soil of blue

clav, which is to be met with at an average

depth of about 100 feet in a thickness of twen-

ty-five to thirty feet. It is stated that out of

some diggings established in those parts 4,500

pounds of amber were raised in the course of

four mqnths of the year 1869. Diggings of

this kind exist at present in various spots of

Samland. There are establishments at Brus-

terort, where amber is obtained Ijy divers from
the bottom of the sea, and at Schwarzort,

near Memel, where it is raised by dredging

for it at the bottom of the Curish HafF; the

importance and size of the dredging establish-

ment last mentioned has of late years increased

considerably, and at present about 80,000

pounds of amber are annually obtained by it.

The total amount of amber obtained during

the year 1869 in all parts of the province of

Prussia by the various means of collection is

estimated at about 150,000 pounds, the value

of which may be taken at 650,000 Prussian

dollars. The quantity collected (by fishing

for it) in the sea and upon the shore is about

equal to that raised by the digging and dredg-

ing works. Accoidingly to the opinion of

competent persons, the produce of the diggings

could be increased considerably by working

them upon a regular mining system.

Apart from the fact that no certain knowl-

edge has hitherto been arrived at as to the ac-

tual extent of the amber fields in the blue

clay,—and these fields exist most probably

not only in the vicinity of the sea-coast, but

also in "the interior of the Samland, and even

beyond that district and the frontiers of East-

ern Prussia,—it is most likely that below the

stratum of clay to which the diggings are at

I

present confined there are other strata in which
amber would be met with. This supposition

is based upon the circumstance that consider-

I

able quantities of amber have been found
among the soil washed away by the sea during

I

heavy gales from those portions of the coastal

I

sand-hills which lie below the layer of blue

clay first alluded to.

The prices of the principal kinds of amber,
as stated by an official report, vary according

to the size, ranging from twenty-two Prussian

dollars per pound, where the pieces run about
nine to the pound, to four dollars, where the

pound requires 100 or more. The j^i'i^^es of

larger (so-called cabinet) pieces are subject te

great fluctuations, and are fixed by the in-

crease or decrease of demand from the East

;

the prices of the commoner kinds seldom vary

more than about ten per cent. »The chief seat

of the retail amber trade is Dantzic ; the whole-
sale trade is at present in the hands of only

two or three firms in the province of Prussia.

The working of the Prussian amber into

mouth-pieces, beads. &c., is likewise carried

on chietly at Dantzic, but also m all large

cities ; of late a manufactory of amber wares,
has been established at Polangen, a small Rus-
sian town near Memel, and it is intended to

open similar works at Konigsberg, Moscow
and at New York.

Scouring in Stock.—Among the many
remedies given for scouring in stock, I find

none so good as strong coffee. We have
saved the lives of colts, cov/s, calves, and
pigs. Make the coffee strong, and if they

cannot be induced to drink, pour it through a
funnel or from a bottle ; but don't pull out

the animal's tongue, as is recommended by
some, because it is most sure to get into the

windpipe. We saved a valuable cow by
giving ground coffee in some bran, salted to

suit the taste. We once bought a pair of

Chester White pigs, and at six weeks old one
of them commenced scouring. All remedies
failed to check it. We gave it a few spoon-
fuls of strong coffee, which effected a cure.

—

liural New Yorker.

Pear Tree Blight.—At a late meeting
of the Western New York Farmei-s' Club at

Rochester, JNIr. Quinby said he had noticed

that the pear blight was more prevalent this

year than common. It generally commences
on the extremities of the limbs, and is easily

headed by cutting off the limb below the dis-

eased part. If neglected, the disease works
down the limb to the body and soon destroys

the tree. He had noticed that a small, dis-

eased limb lying across a healthy one would
inijiart the disease. Fruit growers who per-

mitted the blight to ravage their trees were
very much to blame, when it could so easily

be cured. Some varieties of pears were very
knotty this year.
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THE BASHFUL LOVER.

Ab, well I John came to-night and stood
For full an hour beside the bars;

And we two watched between the trees
The glimmer of the moon and stars.

John acted very strange, I think

—

1 wish 1 knew the reason why;
I really thought he meant to say
Something, to-night, besides good-bye,

John's coming here quite often now;
I'm sure I don't know why he ehould

—

Although my sister Mary says
It's talked about the neighborhood

That he is making love to me

—

The strangest thing I ever heard;
For if it's true, how queer it is

That John has never said a word.

Ah, well I I shouldn't care so much
If John himself had told me so

;

For then he might have said it all

Upon his own account, you know.
But he's so bashful, I believe
He'd never dare to speak out plain,

I hope he'll muster courage up,
And try it, when he comes again.

It cannot be that I'm to blame

—

I'm sure I've helped him all I could;
I've always met him at the bars
And talked as any woman would

That had a lover whom she liked,

And waited with her heart aglow
For him to break the subject first.

And then how quick she'd let him know I

But John, he keeps a coming still,

Just as he has for twelve months past;
I've thought sometimes it looked as though

I'd have to speak myself, at last.

I'm bound that he shall know the truth,
And now, resolved, I aannot wait

For him to find it out himself;
And so, next time, I'll try my fate.

YOUTH, LOVE AND HOPE.
They were now also part of the great circle

of newly wedded bliss, which, involving the

whole land during the season of bridal-tours,

may be said to show richest and fairest at Ni-
agara, like the costly jewel of a precious ring.

The place is, in fact, almost abandoned to bri-

dal couples, and any one out of his honey-
moon is in some degree an alien there, and
must discern a certain immodesty in his intru-

sion. Is it for his profane eyes to look upon
all that blushing and trembling joy ? A man
of any sensibility must desire to veil his face,

and, bowing his excuses to the collective rap-

ttire, take the first train for the wicked outside

world to which he belongs. Everywhere he
sees brides and brides. Three or four, with
the benediction still upon them, come down in

the same car with him ; he hands her travelling

shawl after one as she springs from the omni-
bus into her husband's arms ; there are two or
three walking back and forth with their new
lords upon the porch of the hotel ; at supper
they are on every side of him, and he feels

himself suffused, as it were, by a roseate at-

mosphere of youth, and love, and hope. At
breakfast it is the same, and then, in all his

wanderings about the place, he encounters
them. They are of all manners of beauty,
fair and dark, slender and plump, tall and
short ; but they are all beautiful with the radi-

ance of loving and being loved. Now, if ever
in their lives, they are charmingly dressed,

and ravishing toilets take the willing eye from
the objects of interest. How high the heels

of the pretty boots ; how small the tender-

tinted gloves ; how electrical the flutter of the

snowy skirts ! What is Niagai-a to these

things P * * * *

The place perpetually renews itself in the

glow of love as long as the summer lasts.

The moon which is elsewhere so often of

wormwood, or of the ordinary green cheese
at the best, is of lucent honey there from the

first of June to the last of October ; and this

is a great charm in Niagara. I think with

tenderness of all the lives that have opened so

fairly there ; the hopes that have reigned in

the glad young hearts ; the measureless tide

of joy that ebbs and Hows with the arriving

and departing trains. Elsewhere there are

carking cares of business and of fashion,

there are age, and sorrow, and heartbreak

;

but here only youth, faith, rapture. I kiss my
hand to Niagara for that reason, and would I

were a poet for quarter of an hour.

—

W. D.
Hoicdls, in the Atlantic Monthly for October.

TOWEL COSTUMES.
The great novelty in travelling-dresses are

the Baden-Baden towel costumes, that are lit-

erally made of the rough brown bath towel-

ing, which we know better as Turkish. One
of these suits was made in the form of a polon-

aise, body and skirt in one, very boufi'ante at

the back, the sleeves rather of a large coat-

sleeve form, trimmed round and down the

front, round the neck and skirt, with four or

five cross-cut bands of chocolate-colored cam-
bric, the petticoat being of the same cambric,

made with a succession of flounces ; and,

strange as it may seem, there was nothing at

all ontre in the appearance, but it was rather

warm and heavy. Various other species of

towelling are now converted into polonais es,

and worn over bright-colored petticoats.

That useful material, chambertin, a kind of

canvas cloth of a dark-brown hoUand color, is

very much sold for travelling dresses for im-

mediate wear, where no warmth is required.

Among the prettiest style or make is the fol-

lowing : A skirt long enough to touch the

ground, with a straight-cut flounce from the

knee put on in box plaits ; at the edge of this

a narrow cross-cut flounce, edged with white

lace ; the tunic trimmed with white narrow
lace, and made to tie up the back, which is so

easy for packing ; a semi-tight-fitting jacket,

the basques cut up in tabs, edged round with

crossway tucks of the material laid on with
piping, and edged top and bottom with lace.

Brown hollands are always useful for travel-
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ing ; they are made just now mostly with flat

crossway tucks, and piped at the top, and are

very easily washed and packed. Nearly all

the jackets of such costumes are semi-tight-

fitting. I have also seen several made with

iloiuices to the waist, and over this a loose

jacket, the basques cut in scjuare tabs, and a

ruching of the hoUand all round, edged both

sides with lace. Still the polonaise is the

fashion of the year ; and whether for travel-

ing dresses or anything else, is most worn.

Serges, for Scotland and anywhere where
warmth is required, are still much in reijuest,

especially black. I have seen several trimmed
with bands of the same, piped with red, and
worn over a red petticoat ; other black ones

are trimmed with very broad black Russian

braid and fringe. One of the old shade of

naval blue I saw trimmed round the skirt and

tunic with four rows of inch-wide braid, with

loops of the same close together under the

bottom and above the top row ; an inexpen-

sive and very effective style. Most of the

jackets are made loose, and the bodies under

them so arranged that they can be worn with

with or without them as they may be required.

Poplin costumes for travelling are most fashion-

able ; so are the woolen poplins, and nearly

all these are trimmed with crossway folds

piped at the top. The shades in woolen pop-

lins are very pretty, particularly the grays,

and slate colors, and buffs. Mohairs are very

much improved this season, especially what

are called the lustre mohairs, which are very

bright, and wear better than anything. Pret-

ty costumes of narrow-striped black and

white mohairs can be easily made by people

having sewing-machines, as most of them are

trimmed with black woolen poplin, stitched on

in crossway bands. Twilled mohairs and

bareges, (a new, thick, useful woolen mate-

rial,) in two shades of brown, and black and

gray, are stylish and useful.

—

Queen.

THE FALSE EDUCATION OP OTJK
DAUGHTERS.

The English nobleman who sends to Paris

for his daughter's dresses is reasonably cer-

tain that he, and his daughter's husband after

him, can continue sending, and that in the

training of his child he is fostering no habit

which cannot be rightfully indulged in. The
American knows, if he knows anything, that

the habits of luxury in which his child is

reared unfit her for the duties of the life to

which she will in all likelihood be called

—

that he cannot hope tliat his family wealth can

long survive him, any more than that his

daughter will love a man to whom that wealtli

will be unimportant. Experience and obser-

vation alike tell him that wealth in this coun-

try rarely continues in a family three genera-

tions, and that at any time he may find him-

self a poor man again. Yet he regulates his

life and that of his children as if his wealth

and theirs were assured forever, and as

though the habits of a lifetime were to be
broken like wisps of straw. His daughters

are not fit to marry any but the rich men they

experience so much difficulty in finding, and a

man of moderate means is careful to avoid

asking them to change their habits of life.

There are few sadder pictures than the one

we see when some such woman of braver

heart than most of her sex chooses the portion

of a poor man's love and vainly seeks to adapt

herself to a life of which she has hitherto

known nothing. The habits of her girlhood

bind her like strong fetters, her ignorance of

domestic duties weighs her to the earth, the

loss of social position or the fevered efforts

she makes to support it wear out her life in

bitter repinings, until her health gives way
and she dies, leaving her faults to vex the

world in her children, and her virtues undis-

covered save by the husband, who hides from
himself all else of her memory.

—

LippincoWs
Magazine for October

.

Irish Poplin.—Beyond doubt there are

few materials so thoroughly becoming to a wo-
man as Irish poplin. It falls in soft massive

folds, and has no disagreeable rustle ; but

rather that soft frou-frou about Avhich the

French novelist goes into raptures when he de-

scribes the gracious movements of his hero-

ine. The brilliant colors are varied and nu-

merous as the tints on a painter's palette, and
afford a choice of hues so extended that

every complexion may find its most becoming
color. There are tender Spring-like greens

for the too florid cheek of the matron, tur-

quoise blue for the rose bloom of girlhood,

delicious French grays and pearly shades of

every degree for the bride of mature years,

or the young bride's mother, and a sliding

scale of the rubies, amethysts, and maroons
which are just now so fashionable ; while for

those who desire to exhibit their loyalty or
nationality, there are tartans of every clan.

Of the economy of the fabric it is almost need-
less to speak. It is alike on both sides, has
none of that "up and down" about which
dressmakers complain when making up figured

silks, and will look bri^^ht to the last hour of

its wear. For the interests of the manufac-
tui-er, Irish Poplins wear too well ; they out-

last every other material used for ladies'

dresses, and are a real boon to the economic.—Behjravia.
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DECEMBER—THE LAST MONTH OP
THE OLD YEAR.

"Thou .art passing, passing old year,
In the fhadowy mist afar,

"With thy last faint flash of revelry,
Like the light of a falling star.

Mrs. Brooks.

rcEMHER, the last

mouth of the year

usually brings to

lis established

^Mnter weather

before it clos-

,^ es. The trees

ire stripped

)f their leaves,

he flowers have

^ faded, the fields
|

^^5E^^=.ire brown and I

"
uninviting, or,

perhaps, covered
j

with snow ; the cloudy !

atmosphere wraps us

about with dewiness and

chilliness
; the birds have mostly

gone, and the reptiles and other

creatures, that sleep or hide dur-

ing the cold weather, have retired to their

winter quarters.

The operaMons of the farmer on the soil are

now greatly contracted, so that he can give

time and careful attention to the domestic ani-

mals which are dependent upon him for com-
fort, and even for the means of sustaining life

itself. They have been faithful co-workers

with him in preparing the soil for the produc-
tion of crops, in cultivating them during the
growing season, and, -when ripened, in secur-
ing the rich harvests that are to sustain all,

man and beast, during the inclement winter
months.

To the superficial observer, all nature now
seems inactive and dead. But it is not so.

There is more of decay and death in the sum-
mer than in the winter montlis. When the
soil is open and the sun sends its creative

beams upon it, and gentle rains send their re-
freshing influences through its every pore, then
vegetable matter springs into life rapidly,
comes to perfection and dies. Plants in per-

(

petual succession,—from early April to the

j

time when the earth is bound in solid frosts,

start into life, grow, ripen their seeds and cast

them upon the ground. Their little life is

then over. They have performed their part,

have done all they could to perpetuate their

kind, and then return to their native dust.
And so it is with insect life. They come, live

their brief day, perform their part in the grand
scale of animated nature, and go down to the
dust, to be succeeded by others, whose appro-
priate season had not yet arrived.

If we turn our thoughts more closely to the
operations of Nature, we shall not find De-
CEAU'.ER less efficient in carrying on the grand
work of the months than any of her sisters

which have preceded her. There is little of
decay or death now. Millions of buds are
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hidden in the axils of branches, having stored,

or are storing np food for the production of

future leaves and blossoms and fruits. So

millions of roots are seeking new sources of

supply, pumping and imbibing and gaining

new power, even though winds are chill and

the earth is covered with a n)antle of snow.

These operations are not so obvious as the

summer growth ; but the summer growth could

do nothing without them.

Dkcembkr, then, need not be a dark and

gloomy season. It has its peculiar bright

and cheerful aspects ; the cloudless winter

evenings ; the starry heavens ; the cry.'ital

snowh, contrasting with the evergreen of the

pines, hemlocks, spruces and firs. The

house-plants, also, become more beautiful and

more highly valued than ever. How bright

and cheerful they stand in the sunny nooks of

the parlor, shedding their fragrance all around

them, and teaching us lessons of gratitude and

trust.

Then there is one circumstance in Decem-

ber which ought to inspiie us with a deeper

gratitude than any thing in our material life.

It is Christmas—the festival of the Christian

church,—in memory of the birth of Ilim who

brought "Life and Immortality to light." Our

English ancesters celebrated this event with

the most lively gratitude. They made it a

holiday for all, young and old, rich and poor,

master and servant. They adorned their

houses with green boughs. The whole nation

were in as happy a ferment at Christmas, with

the warmth of exercise and their firesides, as

they were in May with the new sunshine.

This is the way to turn winter to sumn)er,

and make the world what heaven has enabled

it to be ; but as some people manage it, they

might as well curn summer itself to winter.

Hear what a poet said who carried his own

sunshine about with him :

—

"A« for those chilly orbs, on tlie verge of creation
,

Wlii-re 8unshiiU! and emiles miist be equally rare,

Di'l ih'-y want a supply of coM hearts for ihat station,

H'.-aveii knows we have plenty on earth we could

spare.

Oh, think what a world we should have of it here.

If the haters of peace, of afl'ection, and i^lee,

Were to tly up to t^aluin's comfortless sphere,
And leave earth to such spirits, as you, love, andme.'

" But there is Life in Death. Not in man's in-

spired writings only, but in every lineament, in

every movement of our ^rcaX. mother Earth all

around us. All over this globe, Death seems to stalk

triiim pliant. Tlie summer passes away, flowers

fade and forests decay; field and meadow are

buried in deep slumber. Broad lands are swal-

lowed up by the hungry ocean, and gigantic moim-

tains sink to be seen no more. But Death has

found his conqueror in Nature also. What per-

ishes, rises again ; what fudes away, changes but

form and shape. Sweet spring follows winter ; new
life blossoms out of the grave."

NUMBSKULLS AND BOOK FARMERS.
The author of "Elements of Agriculture" and

writer of the "Ogden Farm Papers" has under-

taken to test the principles of scientific agricul-

ture in farm management. It is understood that

he is not stinted or cramped for want of means
necessary to prosecute such experiments as his

theoretical knowledge or Ins practical experience

may suggest. But as time is required for the de-

velopment of any new system of agriculture, peo-

ple ought not to be too impatient for results. That

some of his country neighbors are not only impa-

tient ])ut impudent we infer from one of his late

"Papers" in the American Agricultutist, in which

he waxes indignant :

—

But, unless one has a particnlarl}' tender hide,
the skiving that he gets in a few years' experience
of tlie twaddle of country neighborhoods will turn
his cuticle to leather, and, unless his wits are un-
usually dull, will teach him the art of chaffing back
again sufficiently for liis own protection. I gener-
ally know, wlien I write, just about what sort of
comments I shall elicit from a class of numbskulls
that collect at the Four Corners store on a rainy
afternoon for the discussion of book farmers such
as I ; and 1 am sufiiciently used to the process not
to be deterred bj' it from writing whatever I think
more intelligent men may be glad to read.

He alludes to the request that was made some-

time since for his "balance sheet" and to some
questions more recently asked, and says,

—

"Having spent a good sliare of my time, first

and last, gossiping with brother farmers in stores

and grist-mills, I am not at all blind to the fact

that even simpler questions than these lead to my
being hauled over the coals and chaflod about in a
sufficiently uncomplimentary way to satisfy any
modest man's liighest ambition."

George E. Waring as well as Tim Bunker are un-

fortunate in their association with farmers at grist-

mills and the Four Corners' store, and we would
advise them to call on fanners in their fields or

at their firesides, where any suggestions, however

scientific, will be listened to respectfully, though

we may not promise that the visitor will not be

"hauled over the coals" of a thoughtful inquiry,

or that questions will not be propounded that could

hardly be expected to originate in skulls that are

numb.

Poultry on a Large Scale.—The Rural JVew

Yorker publishes an article from the London Field,

which characterizes the account of the great poul-

try establishment of Mme. De Linas, at Charney,

South America, in Mr. Wright's Practical Poultry

Keeper, as a fiction ; and also the storj' of a great

Paris establishment, where it was said the poultry
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was fed on cheap horse flesh, which went the

rounds of the papers a few years ago. This writer,

who is supposed to be Mr. Tegutmeier, regards

these statements as "ridiculous sensational stories

of impossible poultry farms that never existed ex-

cept in the fertile imagination of some wretched

scribblers, hard up for a subject out of which to

earn a few shillings," and he gives some very good
reasons for this opinion.

For the New England Farmer.

DOES INTELLIGENT FARMING PAY IN
MASSACHtrSETTS ?

This is a fast as well as a luxurious age.

As money furnishes the means of fast and
luxurious living, so it has become the standard
scale that weighs the common events of life

;

bence the question at the head of this article

will be considered and weighed in the pecuni-

ary balances alone.

The subject has been suggested by notes of

wailing that have occasionally appeared in the

columns of this paper in regard to the profits

of farming, which it is feared will foot up on
the wrong side of the ledger. The past two
years have indeed produced short crops, and
perhaps it would be too much to expect to

hear songs of rejoicing at the present time.

The children of Israel, when a song was re-

quired of them, could not sing in a strange

land, and hung their harps upon the willows.

If farming pays in the heart of the Com-
monwealth, ought it not in other sections of

the State, in the long run ? In this town,
(Barre,) there are three cheese factories,

which may be designated as Central, Southern
and Western. Within the area of a mile of

the Central and Southern there is scarcely an
instance to be found where a farmer who has

devoted his whole attention to legitimate farm-
ing for ten years or more, that is woith less'

than three thousand or five thousand dollars,'

while some will approach to twenty and even
fifty thousand dollars, which has been acquired

'

through agricultural pursuits. As "a live dog
is better than a dead lion," I will select some

i

instances of successful farming from repre-
j

sentative men. Their names are legion, and
:

there is such a uniforuiity in a general sense !

in the amount of business done, in the num- \

ber of the herd, in selected stock, and to qtiite
I

an extent in the size and value of the farms
I

themselves, that when these are described a i

great many more would merit somewhat the

same description. Some twenty-five to thirty

head of dairy cows is the orthodox number,
j

and part Durham is the ruling grade.
|

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of
[

the Southern Factory, is Dea. T. P. Root,
whose farm lies on the hillside, sloping to-

wards the east, occupying a beautiful and com-
manding situation, but which it may be pre-

sumed is hard to cultivate. Mr. Root com-
menced operations upon this farm some twenty-

•five years ago with his father-in-law, Reuben

Haynes, clearing up new land, and if I mis-
take not the estate was heavily encumbered
with debt,—sometimes the hardest of all en-
cumbrances and will make the farmers' heart
ache the most—since which time all these have
been removed, and the owner of this fair do-
main "goes on his way rejoicing." Mr. Root
has experimented much in manures, sowing
grass crops and ploughing in, &c. I omitted
to state in the proper connection above, that
it is characteristic of all these farms, that the
sons, or sons-in-law remain on the farm. The
venerable philosopher of the Tribune, who has
enlightened the world on "What I know about
Farming," says, "I can understand very well
the reason why the boys leave the farm.
Epitomized it is thus : their school books and
reading matter contain nothing calculated to
interest them in agricultural pursuits, and
their fireside reading is not of geological or
chemical lore, or related sciences, but of tour-
naments, or knightly troubadours, of fairies
and sensational fiction." This is true to a
certain extent ; but it is also true that every
improvement made, every stone wall and out-
house erected, and every tree planted, identi-
fies youthful affections and associations with
these improvements, and is a living prayer to
the Heavenly Father that the successor will
stick to the farm and beautify it still more.
The subject of this short sketch has a goodly
family of boys, of which one or more will re-
main on the farm. I believe in big families of
children—that it pays, especially on a big farm—although like some railroad stocks they are
not immediately remunerative. During the
vernal months this farm, as seen from the vil-

lage below it, is a perfect Acadia of beauty.
H^If a mile below is the farm of Luke

Adams, which is carried on by himself and
son, whose fertile fields show high cultivation.
Mr. Adams, senior, has kept a diary for many
years, carefully noting every fact connected
with his business, and the high culture and
successful results of his well laid plans attest
the value of this method. The past two
years, though a most unprecedented season
of drought, the meadows have worn their
green mantle as of yore, and yielded abun-
dant hay crops. Mr. Adams, junior, is of the
third generation who have occupied the farm.

The next farm is owned and worked by Job
Stetson and his son, George Stetson. Ten
years ago, or such a matter, Mr. Stetson
bought this farm partially on credit, but years
ago it was redeemed from all encumbrance.
Last year they cut fifteen tons of hay, more
than any year before.

The Chairman of the Board of Directors of
the Central Factory, is Henry E. Rice, who
has a fine place under good cultivation. Mr.
Rice, senior, is still living on the old place,
and walks about with a firm tread and form i

unbent, at the age of eighty-six years. This
is a square built farm with a square built
owner upon it.
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Another Ifadinp fanner is A. H. Holland,

belonging to this district, who distributes the

manure with a seeming reckless prodigality,

whieh tells at the cheese factory,—his cows

rating among the first. No im{)roveinentshave

been 8y)ared here ; but notwithstanding, the

sons will not remain on this farm, although in

the march of events a son-in-law may ; for it

is impossible to conceive that two such flowers

as a sj)lendid farm and its prospective mis-

tress, shall bloom in the conservatory of life

unheeded and unseen.

There are some five amateur farmers in the

town, among whom is the editor of the Ga-

zette, J. Henry Goddard, who seldom tells

through the columns of his paper, "What I

know about Farming," evidently fearing if he

acts the schoolmaster, too big boys and too

many will come to school.

Poor farms are scarce in this town, but me-
chanical business is at low ebb, although the

southern part has been galvanized into new
life by the passage of a new railway, which

will soon be in operation. There is no doubt

that the force of association and competition

contribute greatly to the prosperity of the

farming interest in a town like this ; but pub-

lic improvements add very much of their quotas

to the general result. The broker understands

this when he sets forth prominently in his ad-

vertisement of two farms for sale, its prox-

imity to churches, schools and depots.

Churches make the best society to be found

this side of heaven, and where this interest is

indilFerently supported, the farms are scrubby,

the stone walls tumble, the outhouses decay,

and the boys rush away into the shop and are

lost to the farm forever. The church pays

because it compels men to be social, energetic

and wholesomely ambitious. There are many
who think it pays in other respects, but that

will not be considered here. There are some,

too, who may think that farming pays in other

respects as well as in "filthy lucre ;" but those

ideas are primitive and old fashioned. It

gives an indescribable charm to that fine old

Saxon word Home. The New England farm

is protected from the fire blast which so ter-

ribly desolated the prairie homes of Wiscon-

sin.' Its moderate profits and hard labor do

not aUure speculators who overrun a good

business. It gives health and happiness to the

farmer.

The fjuestion, then, "Does Intelligent Farm-

ing Pay in Massachusetts?" may be answered,

as Mark Twain says, thusly : it pays if the

necessary conditions are complied with—which

are publlcimprovementsand—private improve-

ments—not forgetting the good, live, agricul-

tural newspaper—for instance, like the one

you hold in your hand, good reader ; and, let

me add, lay on the manure lavishly. As the

miller of Mansfield said to his boys in his dy-

ing charge, "Get money if you can honestly,

boys, but get it." As there is no dishonest
• way in making manure, it is safe to follow the

the miller's advice, only substituting the word
mamire for money, which will prove* synony-
mous terms in the end. It Does Pay; it

pays as it paid the Dutchman, who at the

breakfast table on the first morning of the hay
season, set down with his hired man to a dish

of buttermilk and whey. The "help" looked
sorrowfully on the bill of fare, eat sparingly,

and retired to the hayfields, when hanging his

scythe to the limb of an apple tree, he sung
with a dolorous pitch

—

"Buttermilk and whey ;

—

No work done to-day."

Next morning the bill of fare was amended
by the substitution of bacon and eggs.

After breakfasting heartily he went into the

field and sang this merry lay, at the same time
cutting down the grass something like a first-

class mowing machine :

—

"Ba'"on and eegs;
Take care of your legs."

The ground is your servant who will work
for you with a will if you give substantial

food—though unlike the hired man it requires

food but once a year—but then it craves enough
to last all the year round. d. w. h.

Barre, Mass., Nov. 7, 1871.

Deep Ploughing.—The last monthly re-

port on the progress of scientific farming on
the Ogden Farm, near Newport, R. I., under
the direction of Col. Geo. E. Waring, closes

with the following paragraph, as printed in

the American Agriculturist

:

—
In general farm matters there is nothing of

especial interest to report. We jog along
very much as usual, well satisfied of the bene-

fits of soiling, and not especially dissatisfied

with our results in anj' respect, save that, in

spite of thorough cultivation and heavy ma-
luiring, we still feel the ill elFect of the deep
ploughing of about ten acres of the farm in

the autumn of 1868. For ordinary crops it

does very well, probably nmcli better, because
of the deep ploughing, but about two acres of

carrots planted upon it will bi'ing a very in-

significant result, because of the injurious

ellcct of the upturned clay on the delicate and
slow-growing seedlings.

Beet-sugar in California.—The Alvara-

do Beet-Sugar Company are now well under
way again in the manufacture of sugar. It is

stated that the supply of beets this year will

reach 8U0 tons— 16 tons to the acre. The
juice yields most satisfactorily. The amount
of sugar made last year was 500,000 pounds.
This year it is expected to reach 1,125,000

pounds. This will enq)loy tlie mill about five

months.' The remainder of the year will be
occupied in refining imported sugar. The
Sacramtnito Company will soon be ready for

operations. This company expect to realize

about 400 tons of beets this year.

—

Ag. Hep.
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For the New England Farmer.

THE GARDEM" IN DECEMBEB.
The faithful engineer of a railroad train

keeps a sharp look-out ahead, to see that the

track is clear that accidents may not happen.
Like him, the good gardener is always on the

look-out, and providing for the future. The
gardener who neglects his garden as soon as

the last crop is off and frost causes vegetation

to cease, and gives it no more thought and does

nothing to forward future culture till spring

opens, is always behind hand ; while he who is

constantly on the look-out, anticipating what
may be, and keeping everything in readiness

to take advantage of the changing seasons, al-

ways has earhj vegetables, late vegetables,

and vegetables throughout the whole season.

Although December days are short and cold,

yet there may usually be some time found in

which something may be done in the garden at

clearing up, pruning, repairing tools, hot-bed

frames, sashes, stakes, trellises, &c. ; and the

long evenings are just the time to get all the

information of the best practices of others with

which to compare our own. Resolve and plan

that the future garden shall excel the past in

more respects than one. With the practically

useful, let there be a proportion of the orna-

mental. The latter need not be of the expen-
*' sive sort, but such as may be done at odd in-

tervals, of home manufacture, from home ma-
terials. Rustic seats for some shady nook may
be made, from materials brought from the

woods. Vases, arbors and other useful as well

as ornamental things may be constructed from
rough material selected from limbs, branches,

&c., of trees and shrubs.

Botation of Crops ajid Plan of Garden.

If -we would preserve the fertility of the

soil in the garden, and still obtain the greatest

possible products, we must plan for, and adopt,

some rotation of ci'ops— it is as essential here

as on any part of the farm.

The best form for a garden is a rectangle

or parallelogram ; it may then be divided into

foui; equal portions, exclusive of the borders,

to be occupied by asparagus, rhubarb, and like

perennial plants, by walks through the centre

and crossways. Thus we have four compart-

ments, giving us an opportunity of a four-

course rotation. No one division can be ex-

clusively devoted to one article, or variety, as

we wish to grow so many kinds ; but we must
group them, so as to occupy the division to

which their nature suits them. In the border,

some three feet wide with path next inside

two feet wide around the garden plot, we
have room for beds of small things, as well as

for those requiring a more permanent location.

Within, we have a rectangle divided into four

main compartments, with a narrow border

walk. These may, for convenience, be num-
bered 1, 2, 3, 4.

In No. 1, potatoes may be planted, to be

followed bycabbage and its tribe, transplant-

ed between the rows ; after the potatoes are

dug the cabbage will occupy the ground, which

after the cabbages are removed in the fall,

should be ridged, and deeply dug over, so as

to expose the soil to the action of winter frosts

&c., and permit the free escape of surface

water.

In No. 2, Corn and Lima beans. These the

second year to occupy the plot No. 1.

In No. 3, plant onions, spring spinach, ear-

ly beets, early cabbage, transplanted, celery,

okra, tomatoes and egg plants. Some of these

will have to be planted between the rows of

others as intermediate or stolen and succession

crops, while the early maturing crops are re-

moved to make room for the later. The sec-

ond year these crops occupy plot No. 2.

In No. 4, plant peas, string, or snap beans,

long beets, carrots, parsnips and salsify. Ear-

ly crops as removed may be succeeded by tur-

nips, and spinach for fall and winter use. The
second year these crops occupy plot No. 3,

and are succeeded, the second year by the

crops on No. 1, the first year. Thus we com-
plete the round.

There are many kinds grown that are not

here mentioned, which are introduced between

the others and grown as stolen crops. Our
object here being more to suggest a system-

atic course, by mentioning a few of the main

crops. Experience teaches the gardener where

and how to obtain best results ;
and it can

hardly be expected that the inexperienced will

meet with the same success even though he

may have the best theory in the world. Ex-
perience as well as good judgement are re-

quired in order to know how to adapt fertiliz-

ers to crops, how to fit the soil, and in short

the whole routine of culture. The mere rota-

tion will do little towards obtaining large crops.

There must be skill in adapting means to ends.

Celery.—Protect the tops by means of

leaves or litter. A small quantity may be pro-

tected and sheltered by means of boards with

straw or hay underneath, and can be reached

during mild weather.

Cold Frames.—The chief points in suc-

cessfully wintering j)lants in these are to give

proper ventillation, without too great exposure

of cold, and to keep the plants perfectly dor-

mant and yet healthy. Last season letters of

inquiry came to hand asking if a bed of snow,

as it fell, over the frames would do harm ?

Snow seldom is injurious to pants in cold

frames properly constructed, and may lie on for

some weeks without detriment, oftentimes.

Mice sometimes are destructive to the plants
;

give them poison or trap them. Keep shut-

ters and mats in readiness for use in severe

weather.
Manure and Compost.—The winter sea-

son is the time for accumulating a full supply

of fertilizers. The stables, yard, piggery,

privy and hennery, are to be made the most
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of by using«dry muck, earth, straw, litter and
other absorbents and divisors to absorb the

liquids and increase the quantity. Fertilizers

may be collceted from many sources ; villages

and cities will furnish large supplies of various
kinds of refuse, waste, and stable manure, and
often may be had at reasonable rates when
accessible.

Seeds.—See that those of home produc-
tion are well cared for. Cl^an out all of
doubtful quality or identity. Be ready to or-

der those not raised, as soon as Catalogues
are out.

Tools.—The time of leisure is the time to
repair and put in order all implements. If

you have no tool room set apart a place at

once and fit it with the essentials, so that there
may be a place for everything, and you may
know when a thing is missing.

W. H. White.
[ South Windsor, Conn., 1871.

Fur the K(w England Farmer,

THE BLOOD, AND ITS OIKCULATION".
In all organized beings—that is, in all be-

ings endowed with life, the process of nutri-
tion and growth is carried on by means of a
circulating fluid. In the vegetable kingdom,
this Huid is called sap ; in animals it is called
blood. The blood of insects is without color,

while that of fishes is red in the gills, heart,
and liver, but nearly colorless in other parts
of the body. In mammals, or animals which
suckle their young, and in birds and reptiles,

the blood is of a dark purple color when
drawn from a vein, and of a bright scarlet
when it comes from an artery.

Soon after blood is taken from a living ani-

mal, it begins to coagulate, or become solid;
and if allowed to stand for a few hours, the
clot will be found diminished in size, firmer
than before, and floating in the midst of a
yellowish fluid, called serum.
The serum, or licjuid which remains after

coagulation, is composed principally of albu-
men and water. Albumen is a colorless semi-
fluid when pure, but is coagulated or har-
dened by heat and by acids. It forms a very
large proportion of the brain, spinal cord,
and nerves. A good example of this sub-
stance may be found in the white of an egg.
The icater of the blood is one of its most im-
portant constituents, and forms by far the
greater proportion of its bulk,—one thousand
parts of blood containing seven or eight hun-
dred parts of water.

The cnaguhim, clot or crassamenfum, which
is the soliii part of the blood, is composed of
fibrin, and numerous red particles, called
blood discs or corpuscles. Fibrin is of a
whitish color, inodorous, Jnsoluble in cold wa-
ter, coagulates at all temperatures, and con-
stitutes the basis of the muscular tissue. The
blood discs, which contain the coloring mat-
ter of the blood, vary in size and form in

different species of animals. In man, they
are little round cells, flattened like a piece of

money, and from l-40()0ths to l-2800ths of an
inch in diameter. In birds, reptiles and fishes,

they are nmch larger. Their number corres-

ponds, very much, to the temperature of the

animal. In birds, they form fifteen per cent,

of the whole mass of blood ; in man they
form twelve or thirteen per cent. ; and in

fishes and some of the other cold-blooded ani-

mals, they form only five or six per cent.

The coloring matter of the blood contains

nearly seven per cent, of iron.

The blood is found by chemical analysis, to

have nearly the same elements, combined in

about the same proportions, as they exist in

the animal. It is therefore fitted to carry nu-
triment to every part of the system, and thus

renovate the tissues,—to furnish at one point,

the elements of bone ; at another, those of

muscles ; at another, those of brain, and so

on. The blood also takes up and carries off,

through appropriate organs, all waste parti-

cles, and thus maintains in the body a contin-

vious round of organization and disorganiza-

tion, of growth and decay.
The organs which carry the blood from one

part of the body to another, constitute, when
taken together, the circulatory apparatus, and
the course of the blood through these organs,

is called its circulation. In insects, the blood
is sent to the diirerent parts of the body by
the alternate contractions of different portions

of a central vessel which extends along the

back, forming a rudimentary heart. In the

crab, lobster, and other members of the class

Crustacea, there is a single sack or ventricle,

which receives the blood from the gills or

lungs, and propels it to other parts of the

body. In fishes, we find a distinct heart, di-

vided into two cavities—an auricle, and a ven-

tricle. Reptiles and amphibious animals,

such as the snake, lizard, frog, crocodile,

&c., have two auricles or reservoirs, and one
ventricle or propelling organ. In the class

mammalia, or animals which suckle their

young, and in birds, we find a double heart, or

what is e(|uivalent to two such hearts as the^ish

possesses, with a complete double circulation.

Indeed, the heart is constructed on the same
general plan in all the warm blooded animals,

so that the heart of an ox, a horse, a sheep,

or a dog, with the entire circulation of blood,

may be taken to illustrate those of the human
subject.

The'^ieart, then, is the great central organ
of circulation ; and the double heart is, in

form, somewhat like a pear. In man, it is

situated in the front part of the thorax or

chest, between the lungs, with its base above,

and inclining obliquely backward towards the

right shoulder, while its apex points forward,

and to the left side, between the fifth and sixth

ribs, where its beatings can be most distinctly

felt. It is surrounded by a firm smooth mem-
brane, called the peri cardium, the office of
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which is to protect the heart against friction

by contact with other organs.

Tiie heart is a large, strong, hollow muscle,

the walls of which are composed of fibres run-

ning, some longitudinally, but most of them
in a spiral direction. It is divided in the di-

rection of its length, into two halves, each

representnig a single heart, divided into an

auricle and a ventricle ; thus we have a right

and a left side of the heart,—a right auricle

and a right ventricle ; a left auricle and a left

ventricle. The ventricles make up the body
of the heart, the auricles being, in reality, only

appendages to the heart proper, which serve

as reservoirs for the blood. Butchers call

them deafears.

The walls of the left side of the heart are

thicker and stronger tlian those of the right,

and the reason is—the right side sends its con-

tents only to the lungs—a short distance—while

the left side projiels its blood to all parts of

the system. The walls of the auricles are

also much thinner than those of the ventricles.

The auricles are separated from the ven-

tricles by triangular folds of membrane, which
perform the office of valves. Those which
separate the right auricle and ventricle are

called tricuspid valves, because they have

three points, and those which separate the

left auricle and ventricle are called bicuspid

or mitral valves, because they have two
points. There are also three valves at the

entrance of the aorta, the great artery of the

body, and the same number at the mouth of

the pulmonary artery. These six valves are

called semi-lunar, or half-moon, on account

of their peculiar shape. These several valves

are kept in position by small white cords,

called chordce tendince. The ventricles are

separated, one from the other, by a strong

muscular septum or partition ; and within

each ventricle are seen numerous fleshy col-

ums, called columnoi carnece. These are sup-

posed to aid in the contraction of the ven-
tricles.

The channels of communication between the

heart and the se- eral parts of the body, and
through which the blood is propelled, are

the arteries, veins, and capillaries.

The arteries are cylindrical tubes, composed
of three coats. The external or cellular

coat is composed of condensed cellular mem-
brane, and forms a strong, tough investment

to the artery, enabling it to resist the action

of the heart. The middle orJihrous coat, by
its elasticity equalizes t ;e How of blood through

the vessels, and by its contractility enables

the arteries to close their divided extremities

when they are cut or torn, so as to prevent a

great loss of blood, unless the vessel be of

considerable size. Thw internal or serous coat

is a thin smooth membrane, which permits the

blood to flow with the least possible friction.

The arteries gradually diminish in size to-

wards their extremities, and finally terminate

in minute, hair-like vessels, called capillaries,

which are too small to be seen with the naked
eye.

The veins, like the arteries, are composed
of three coats, but they are much thinner, so

that the veins do not, like the arteries, retain

a cylindrical form when emptied of their con-

tents, but collapse, or become flattened. The
veins commence by minute vessels, called

radicals, which have their origin in the ca-

pilliary arteries. They unite, one with an-

other, to form larger and still larger branches,
until they terminate in two large trunks—the

ascending venacava, and the descending vena-

cava—which convey the blood directly to the

heart.

The capillaries—so called on account of

their resemblance to hairs—are so minutely
distributed to every part of the body, as to

render it impossible to puncture the skin any-
where, without wounding some of them ; and so

small are they, in the human subject, that a

single one of them will not measure more than
l-o()00th of an inch in diameter. In the ca-

pillaries, the blood is brought into immediate
contact with all parts of all the tissues of the

body, and in them it parts with its nutritive

elements, so that these little microscopic ves-

sels constitute the medium through which the

functions of nutrition and secretion are per-

formed, as well as the channels of communi-
cation between the arteries and the veins.

Having described the organs by which the

circulation of the blood is performed, we will

now trace its course through them ; and in

doing so, we begin at the left side of the

heart.

By the contraction of the left ventricle, the

blood is forced through the semi-lunar valves

into the aorta or great arterial trunk, and
along its successive branches—the smaller ar-

teries—into the net-work of the capillaries.

Here the blood parts with its nutritive ele-

ments, and is changed from a scarlet to a
purple color, and is collected into the small

veins. It flows through their converging

branches into the vence cava, and finally into

the right auricle, which empties it through the

tricuspid valves into the 7-ic/ht ventricle.

From the right ventricle, the blood is im-

pelled through the semi-lunar valves into the

jndmonary artery. This artery divides near

the heart, one branch leading to the right

lung, and the other to the left, so that through

this artery and its branches, the blood is car-

ried to the capillaries of the lungs, where it is

exposed to the action of the air. From the

capillaries of the lungs, the blood enters, in

converging streams, the pidmonary veins,

which return it to the heart and empty it into

the left auricle, which, in its turn, empties it'

through the bicusjnd or mitral valves into the

left ventricle,—the point whence we started.

The course of the blood from the left side

of the heart through the arteries, capillaries,

and veins, back to the right side of the heart,

is called the greater or systemic circulation
;
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and the course of the blood from the right i

side of the heart through the lunj^^s, and back
to the h'ft side of the lieart, is called the lesser

or jmlmonani circulation.

'J'he heart uf a man in middle life, whose
blood avorajxes al)()ut twenty-eight poiuids,

j

empties itself of two ounces at each contrac-

1

tion, with a proj)elling power of about four

and one quarter pounds ; and the heart of

such a ])erson contracts about seventy-five

times in each minute, so tiiat in every three

minutes, twenty-eight pounds and two ounces

of blood pass through the heart,—a quantity

equal to the weight of all the blood in the

body. It is also estimated that in man, the

blood completes its entire circuit through the

heart, lungs, arteries, capillaries, and veins,

in less than one minute. This estimate is

based on the rapidity with which poisons are

transmitted from one part of the system to

another ; but many physiologists suppose the

time to be about three miimtes, in most per-

sons, and in ordinary circumstances.

The phenomenon known under the name of

*'yw/.s'f," is the motion caused by the pressure

of the blood against tlie coats of the arteries

at each contra<-tion of the ventricles, so that

the pulse and the action of the heart corres-

pond, except in some rare instances. The
frequency of the pulse, and of the heart's mo-
tions, vary at different periods of life, and in

different circumstances. During infancy and
ciiildhood, the pulse is from one hundred and
fifty, to ninety, or less : in middle life, it is

from seventy-eight, to seventy ; and in old

age, it is from sixty-five to fifty.

The pulse is quicker in women than in men.
It is also quicker after, than before eating

;

and slower during sleep, th^in when awake

;

in the evening, than in the morning ; in the

sitting, than in the standing posture. Fear,

anger, and the stronger passions, move the

heart to violent action, and accelerate the

pulse
',
while sorrow and melancholy retard

them, both in frequency and in force.

J. H. Stedman.
West Braitleboro, Vt., Oct., 1871.

FOUL BEE BROOD.
Mr. E. Rood, of Detroit, read a paper at

the late Bee-keepers' Convention, at Kalama-
zoo, Mich., in which he said lie had ])repared

a paper, making it of respectable length and

having some regard to details, but that in re-

ality he knew little about the subject, though,

])erhaps, he was as well posted as any one, as

he had watched the disease for many years

and had lost a great many colonies by foul

brood. He described the disease at consider-

able length, showing an intimate knowledge
of the little industrious insect, but was unable

to clearly determine the cause of the disease

or give any remedy. It was contagious and
would go through an apiary as cholera or

suiall-pox would a human hive of people. He

used disinfectants to prevent its spread and
was very carefid to destroy bees and honey
after a hive had been attacked. He thinks

nothing can save a hive of bees after foul

brood appears, but something may be done in

preventing its spread. He hoped that an ef-

fectual preventive or remedy woidd be dis-

covered, but he knew of none, nor of any-

body who did.

When he had concluded, a discussion took
place in which a great number of speakers

took part, but there was nothing elicited that

solved the proposition in the paper.

Keport on Hives.

The committee to whom was referred the

resolution concerning the requisites of a bee-

hive, submitted the following report :

—

1

.

For out-door wintering, we recommend
a hive not exceeding twelve inches in depth,

nor less than ten inside of the breeding cham-
ber, for use in northern latitudes.

2. For inside wintering, we consider that a
hive may be as shallow in depth as five inches

in the breeding department.
3. We believe the breeding chamber should

not contain less than 2U00 cubic inches actual

breeding space, nor more than 2500 ; the same
to be so constructed as to admit of upward
ventilation at pleasure, and the entrance to be
contracted so as to admit not more than one or

two bees to pass or repass at the same time

during the winter ; believing that a very heavy
current of air being allowed to pass through

the center of the hive at this season of the

year will serve as a cause of disease.

4. We believe that a hive to be cheap in

cost to the bee keeper, and at the same time

adapted to procuring hone}- in the comb, or by
the use of the melextractor, should be so

constructed as to admit of boxes, of shallow

frames, or of frames equal in size with those

of the breeding chamber. This we regard as

a hive well adapted to general as well as spe-

cial purposes.

5. We would not under any circumstances

recommend or encourage the use of any but

the movable comb hives, feeling well convinced

that no other method will enable the bee-

keeper to make his profession successful or

profitable.

Value of Muck.—In a discussion before

the Little Falls Club, Mr. A. L. Fish stated

that twelve years ago he drew out oOOO loads

of muck, and applied it at the rate of fiftj

loads to the acre, pulverizing and mixing it

with the soil. The result was good crops with-

out further cultivation. Two years later he

drew out 4000 loads, and applied it at tiie rate

of 100 loads to the acres, spread with a plank

to which was attached a tongue to hitch the

team. The land was planted to corn. After

taking two crops from the land it was put

down in meadow, and it has produced at the

rate of two tons of hay per acre ever since,
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though before the application it did not yield

one ton per acre. It did not act so quickly as

manure, but was more lasting.

—

Rural Home.

FAT BREEDING ANIMALS.
Mr. W. H. Southam of Chicago, formerly

of England, a great writer for Western pa-

pers, and an advocate of the Hereford breed

of cattle, who seems to rake much pleasure in

stroking the fur of Short-horn breeders

against the pile, criticises, in the Michigan

Farmer, the Short-horn stock exhibited at the

late Illinois State Fair at Du Quoin :

—

The whole of the Short-horns came to show
with as much flesh as they could carry—not
one of them but was extra Christmas beef,

but no prospect of milking or raising calves.

I am convinced that but very few of them
would produce a live calf, and if so, not a
healthy one.

This example was set in England, and
would have died out long ago had it not been
for Americans and Australians going there

with more money than judgment, to buy fat

animals, called breeding ones, and made so to

hide their numerous faults. English breeders
had seen the error of their ways, and were
coming to a proper sense of their situation,

when foreigners came in with their "almighty
dollars," to outbid Englishmen. The demand
for fat animals received, and enormous prices

were given for fancy stock, far beyond the

reach of a practical man who understood the

art of breeding, and was calculated to produce
such as were suitable for butcher, consumer,
and the dairy. Grand titles were placed upon
their heads, and a promise to pay in "bank
bills" hanging at their tails. Thus the battle

went on—Americans with their almighty dol-

lars, the Australians with their pounds, shil-

lings, and pence, had to contend against the

fancy men of England, such as Mr. Betts,

and the kid glove men of confectionary noto-
riety, Capt. Gunter, Col. Townley, of fancy
Butterfly fame, Mr. Thornton and Mr. Staf-

ford, as middle men, and many others of more
money and less judgment, urging each other
on to fame and notoriety, from the extrava-
gant prices they paid. Many animals bought
to-day at very fabulous prices died to-morrow
with disease, and others who did not breed
went to the butcher, or died with a heart en-

cased with fat. Such was the fascinating

system of fancy men of money ; but where
did the profit lie ? Where would such men
have been, had they had nothing more than
their breeding establishment to support them ?

In that case their moneyed prodigality would
have found them out.

from the West which feed the eastern part of

the United States are grade Short-horns ?

Remarks.—If the case is as bad as repre-

sented by Mr. S., how happens it that so

large a proportion of all the beef animals

HOUSING STOCK IN AUTUMN STORMS.
The care of stock during the Winter which

is rapidly approaching, is a matter which caus-

es unusual anxietj' to the farmer, on account
of the short supply of forage and the low price

and light demand for stock, which puts it out
of his power to reduce the numbers of the lat-

ter to correspond with the size of his hay mows
without submitting to a very great sacrifice.

Under these circumstances, the only alter-

native left to the farmer is the pra<;tice of rig-

id economy in the use of the supplies he may
have laid up for his cattle in Winter. Many
a farmer to-day looks forward with gloomy an-
ticipations to the long New England Winter,
seeing no way, even by close feeding, to carry
his stock through in a condition to be of any
value in the Spring.

There is one precautionary measure, too
often neglected, which will be found to assist

materially in the difficult task the farmer has
in hand. It is the saving of condition and
vigor of animals which may be made by a lit-

tle extra pains in protecting them this Fall. It

is a well-known fact that stock coming to the

barn in vigorous health and fair condition, is

carried through more easily and cheaply, and
comes out heavier and better than if it is in

low condition and vitality at the opening of

AVinter. Exposure to storms in the Fall is

more injurious to stock than farmers are wil-

lling to admit. The effects of such exposure
this Fall will be more than usually prejudicial

because Fall feed is scanty, and farmers have
not the usual surplus of winter feed with which
to overcome the injury which may be sustained

before the stock comes to the barn. The few
pounds of flesh which may be lost by an ani-

mal which is forced to remain without shelter

in storms of cold rain or sleet, is very slight

compared to the diminution of tone and stam-

ina.

We think it good economy, short as the hay
crop is, to house and feed farm stock at the

barns through cold storms, — Vt. Record and
Fanner.

Bran for Poultry.—A correspondent of

the Oermantown Telegraph says, "that the

best food to make hens lay is a mixture of

bran and middlings. His mode of preparing

the feed is to mix about five parts of bran

with one of middlings. 'In the morning,' he
says, 'I wet up with water about four quarts

of the mixture in a large tin pan, taking pains

to have it rather dry, though all damp. This

I set in a warm, sunny spot, south of their

shed, and they walk up, take a few dips,

don't seem to fancy it like, but they soon re-

turn to it, and continue to feed from it at

intervals during the day.'

"
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NEW FARM OUT OF AN OLD ONE.
MIDST the reitera-

t onsthaffarin-

i ig is unprofita-

ble," the fre-

'q lent unskilful

management of

i^f^^ the soil, and the

flight of the

young from their

ancestral acres,

it is pleasant oc-

casionally to find the re-

^^ verse of all this
;
to see

y>i^"^iP jj^^ buildings take the

place of old and dilapidated

ones ; snug, instead of incon-

venient barns ; substantial and

tidy fences instead of sprawl-

ing walls, skirted by ages of accumu-

lated weeds and brush ; and broad

and smooth fields which yield two to

three tons of hay per acre annually, instead of

rough, moss-grown "mowings."

When Mr. R. W. Emerson delivered an

address before the Middlesex Agricultural So-

ciety several years ago, he said, "there is a

Concord under Concord," conveying the idea

that under the surface so long scraped and

robbed, there are large and fertile farms which

have not yetbeen cultivated.

It was our good fortune a few days since

to find that one of these farms had been dis-

covered, and it reijuired about half a day to

examine it, and learn how a new farm had

been made out of an old one

!

The farm to which we refer, lies in the

westerly part of Concord, Mass., is the prop-

erty of Mr. Joseph A. Smith, and twenty

years ago was one of the roughest and most

unpromising. It abounded with small stones

in some places, and bowlders, large loose

stones and ledges in others. The "balance"

walls had changed their centre of gravity, so

that it would be difl[icult to decide where it

was intended to be originally. Their sides

were flanked by lines of bushes and briars,

affording convenient retreats for wood'chucks,

from whence to issue to feed upon the beans

or clover in the fields, and for hosts of squir-

rels to emerge into the Indian corn hills.

Six cows, a pair of oxen and one horse,

was the usual stock kept upon the farm. The

hay upon which they fed, was mostly swale,

that is, from the wet runs among the uplands,

or from meadows that were never ploughed.

And this, fifty years ago, was the usual style of

farming, and was thought to be pretty good.

In a great many cases, the amount of stock

kept was less than on this farm. The idea of

improving the farm so as to feed double the

amount of stock, and raise double the amount

of vegetables, fruits and grains at the same

time, d[(\ not seem to have come into the cal-

culations of the owners.

Out of this condition of things, is it any

wonder that the idea became popular, that

farming is unprofitable, and that the popula-

tion of the rural districts in New England,

has, and is constantly growing less ?

At present, on this tiew farm, which consists

of about 75 acres, are kept twenty-five cows,

young and old, every one of which have been

raised on the farm. They are grades of Ayr-

shire and the old red cattle. Six horses are

also employed in farm work, taking milk to

the station, and for a portion of the year ia

the delivering of ice.

All this stock is fed upon fodder cut upon

the farm, and some $200 to $300 worth of

hay annually sold besides. Ten cans, or

about eighty quarts, of milk per day are sold

through the year. This year, between the

10th of August and the 10th of September,

Mr. Smith sent to Boston, by cars, 325 bar-

rels of green corn, pickles and potatoes.

Last year, on about one and a half acres of

orchard, he gathered 500 barrels of ai)i)les,

for which he received $1.77 per barrel in

Boston. This year he had twelve barrels,

and of very poor quality !

In addition to these products, he raises

vegetables, grapes, strawberries, asparagus,

and some of the small grains, and is raising a

pear orchard. The dwelling house has been

improved, a large and convenient barn erected,

together with carriage and other needed out-

buildings. Besides these, he has purchased

as much land as makes up the home farm,

which is devoted to pasture and wood.

On the old farm, the annual products were

in a ratio with the amount of stock kept, and

about the same condition exists at this time.

For instance, the stock has been increased

fourfold, and so have all the other products

of the farm.
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The secret of this great improvement, was

m gradually finding the "Concord under Con-

cord," and giving it an opportunity to "bud

and blossom as the rose ;" and the leading

steps in the work, were :

—

1. To draw off the surplus water that stood

under some of the best land. This was done

over about eighteen acres, where some of the

grass was cut which went to feed the nine

head of cattle on the old farm.

2. On other portions of these swamp lands

were alders, birches, and a variety of water-

brush common to such places. These were

torn out, piled and burnt. The plough fol-

lowed, some portions were planted with pota-

toes, and others, not yet sufficiently dry for

cultivation, sowed at once with seeds of the

best upland grasses.

Thorough drainage preceded all this. With-

out that, nothing could have been done to-

wards reclaiming and finding the farm that lay

"under Concord."

3. These reclaimed lands have been kept

in such condition as to produce from two to

three tons of hay annually. The oldest of

them having been ploughed once or twice,

manured, and re-seeded, without being culti-

vated for any other crop than grass, so that

these eighteen acres, in their first and second

crop, give about fifty tons of hay each year

;

enough to fill a good-sized barn !

4. All the reclaimed meadows have been

dressed with sand. First, as soon as the

water had subsided so as to leave the surface

hard enough to bear the team and load ; and

again as opportunity permitted, a slight coat-

ing at each time.

5. In addition to these, they have received

an occasional top-dressing of composted ma-

nures, old and fine, and aided by small appli-

cations of ashes, bone dust, or some other

reliable commercial fertihzer. The latter,

however, only at a trifling cost.

6. The changes wrought under Mr. Smith's

management are no less striking on the high

lands of the farm, than they have been in the

meadows and swamps. The surface of most

of the farm, compared with the surrounding

lands, is low. But among the meadows there

are abrupt knolls, and patches of upland.

These were dotted with bowlders of various

sizes ; some jutting just above the surface,

and rising from that point all the way to four

feet in height. -Most of these have been sunk

a foot below the surface, or where this could

not well be done, blasted and carried off, and

the holes filled with small stones, and sand and

dressed with loam or manure. Thus, with

few exceptions, the plough, mowing machine,

tedder and horse rake, have free course over

the fields, and are enabled to perform rapid

and good work.

7 . One side of the farm receives a large

amount of surface water, the water-shed above

being very extensive. In long rains, some-

times in a heavy summer shower, this land,

.though quite descending, would formerly be

covered with water during the continuance of

the rain, and continue so wet through the

season as to prevent the growth of any plants

but water grasses. Through these runs, Mr.

S., has laid tile drains, crooking about among

buried rocks, and picking the way through a

substratum almost as hard as rock itself. A
portion of these now yield two crops annually

of fine upland grasses . These runs were not

improved by the application of sand, although

in some places having black muck underneath.

Such are some of the results of an explora-

tion to find the "Concord that lies under

Concord !" If every farm in the town had

received similar treatment, its present valua-

tion would be double what it is to-day.

This is one of the cases where progress and

profit have been made, u'iildn thefarm itself;

where skill and energy have produced the

most encouraging results, and not inherited

capital. With the exception of supplying ice

to a portion of the citizens, Mr. Smith haa

had . no other business than farming ;
has en-

gaged in no speculations in farm products,

horses, cattle or lands, but has always found

the earth liberal, responding to his own liber-

ality in a ten-fold degree. His example is

valuable, and is a great credit to himself, and

equally so to his skilful and zealous co-worker,

who manages the internal aifairs of the family.

MANAGEMENT OF DAZRy CO'WS IN
HOLLAND,

Prof. Geo. H. Cook, of New Jersey Agri-

cultural College, furnishes the Country Oen-

tlcrnan an interesting article concerning Dutch

Dairies. One that he visited was 15 or 20

miles from Amsterdam, on a farm of 207 1-2

acres, nearly all in meadow and pasture. The
land was at the level of tide water but was

well drained. Tliere were 46 head of cattle
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kept, of which 26 were milch cows. The av-
eratje yield of each cow durino; the year was
4,894 quarts, a daily average of ISA] qts. This
average is remarkably large—and of course
much above the general average of the coun-
try. The average yield of Dutch cows has
been given at 2,S:i5 to 2,940 ([uarts per year.

Prof. Cook speaks especially of the mar-
velous neatness of the cow stables which are
under the same roof and only separated from
the dwelling house by a partition and door.
They are not used in summer, and as soon as
the cattle are turned out to pasture in the
spring, the stables are washed out, the floors
either sanded or tiled. During the summer
they are sometimes used for cheese rooms.
During storms in spring or fall the cows are
generally covered with blankets while at pas-
ture. In winter the stables are frequently
thoroughly cleaned and washed, and the cows
are curried regularly.— irei-^ J^ural.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

COVE SEAWEED.

I have a pile of some si.xty cords of cove sea-
weed and the mud which is attached to the roots of
the seaweed. VVliat material can be added to im-
prove the qualities of this collection, and what pro-
portions and maimer of composting' ? This "cove"
seaweed with the mud attached, is a verv different
thing, and much superior to ordinary shore sea-
weed, as large numbers of nunute animals are at-
tached to the weed.

Last year I manured a piece of quite ordinary
soil with similar cove seaweed, composted bv ming-
ling twelve two-horse loads stable manurej twelve
loads frchh-water muck, that had been exposed to
the air and frost a year or two, and loO bushels of
ashes from Maine lime kilns, with about six cords
Of the seaweed. The result was the best crop of
corn I ever raised. I have seen statements that the
Imie a.-;hcs is of small value. Is it so ?

iitomngton, Ct., 1871. c. P. w.

Remarks.—The compost described above seems
to have produced highly beneficial results. All
the articles used were excellent as fertilizers. How
much influence may be imputed to each, it is im-
possible to tell. Nor can it be known whether such
a compost is profitable, unless we know what the
cost of the articles was, and how much land was
manured with them. In 150 bushels of lime-ashes,
there must have been sufficient alkaline matter to
have had a decided influence upon the crops grow-
ing on two or three acres of land, unless they were
adulterated to an inordinate degree. In listening

to a lecture on commercial fertilizers sometime
last year, Ijy Dr. J. R. Nichols, it is our impres-
sion that he spoke of a cargo of Hmc-ashes brought
from Maine. The cost, if we remember correctly,

he stated to l)e twenty-five cents per bushel in the
vessel at Boston, and that upon an analysis only
five per cent, of alkaline matter was found in them.
This cannot be the case, we think, with lime-kiln
ashes, as they may be gathered from the kiln.

We have supposed the wood ashes and the refuse

lime mingled with them, to hare considerable value
as fertilizing agents.

It would be hardly advisable to seek a new com-
pound for the seaweed, when it proved so success-
ful with the one already tried.

From a pretty thorough examination of the
properties of seaweed, and the modes of using it

in this country and abroad, we are inclined to
think that it will prove most valuable to the soil

when ploughed under immediately after it is gath-
ered.

Among some of our agricultural friends residing

near the sea coast in Essex county, it is a common
practice to place it in heaps and allow it to ferment
before it is used. Others strew it on the cattle

yards, in the pig styes, or wherever it will be likely

to be broken up. Those who have examined the

matter with care, state that this is wholly unne-
cessary, for there is no fibrous matter rendered sol-

uble in the process, and a part of the manure is

lost. The best cultivators use it as fresh as it can
be procured; and the practical results of this mode
of applying it are exactly conformable to the the-
ory of its operation. It seems that the Ciirbonic

acid formed by its incipient fermentation must be
partly dissolved by the water set free in the same
process; and thus become capable of absorption
by the roots of plants. The etfects of the seaweed
as manure, must principally depend upon this car-

bonic acid, and upon the soluble mucilage the
weed contains.

From what we can leara aliout seaweed, it ap-
pears that its valuable qualities consist largely of
mucilaginous matter, and it is supi)osed that some
of this substance is destroyed by the process of
fermentation.

In some experiments in England, where sea-

weeds were subjected to an analysis, no ammonia
was found ; the ashes contained sea salt, carbonate
of soda and carbonaceous matter. Digesting the

weed in boiling water, one-eighth o/ a gelatinous
substance was obtained.

When ploughed under the sod, seaweed was
found to be a powerful fertilizer, but transient in

its effects, and did not last for more than a single

crop, which was accounted for from the large quan-
tity of water, or the elements of water, which it

contains.

It is stated by Norton, in liis Elements of Sci-

entific Agriculture, that seaweed is usually ploughed
in green, or applied as compost. In either case it

decays very rapidly, unless extremely dry, and
produces most of its effects upon the first crop.

Many of the seaweeds contain much nitrogen ; and
this, while it adds greatly to their value as manures,
increases the rapidity with which they decompose.
Upon the whole, then, it seems to us that the

cheapest and best way would be to i)lough the sea-

weed under in its fresh state, sow the ashes broad-
cast upon the soil, and compost the stable manure
with the old muck. Much cost would be saved in

manipulating, by disposing of the seaweed and
ashes at one handling, and the muck would oper-
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ate as an absorbent and divisor in the stable ma-
nure. The latter may be used broadcast in the

hill, or as a top-diessing.

A NEW CANKER \VORM.—HYBERNIA TILIARIA.

I send yon a specimen of an insect which I find

ascendiiitr mj- apple trees with the canker worm
moth. The male moth is yellowish, the female is

wingless, and as you will see is very ditferent in

form and appearance from the female of the canker
worm moth. What is it ? The canker worm
moths run unusually early this year, and are very
numerous and apparently vigorous.

Sherman D. Fletcher.
Westford, Mass., Nov. 1, 1871-

Remarks.—The insect received corresponds ex-

actly with the description in Prof. Harris' Treatise

on Insects, of a species allied to the canker worm.

He says :

—

Apple, elm, and lime trees, are sometimes in-

jured a good deal by another kind of span-worm,

larger than the canker-worm, and very difi'crent

from it in appearance. It is of a bright yellow

color, with ten crinkled black lines along the top

of the back; the head is rust-colored; the belly is

paler than the rest of the body. When fully

grown, it measures about one inch and a quarter

in length. It often 'rests with the middle of the

body curved upwards a little, and sometimes even

without the support of its fore legs. The leaves of

the lime seem to be its natural and favorite food,

for it may be found on this tree every year ; but I

have often seen it in considerable abundance, with

common canker-worms, on other trees. It is

hatched rather later, and does not leave the trees

quite so soon as the latter. About or soon after

the middle of June it spins down from the trees,

goes into the ground, and changes to a chrysalis

in a little cell five or six inches below the surface

;

and from this it comes out in the moth state

towards the end of October or during the month
of November. More rarely its last transformation

is retarded till the spring. The females are wing-

less and grub-like, with slender thread-shaped

antennre. As soon as they leave the ground they

creep up the trees, and lay their eggs in little

clusters, here and there on the branches. The
males have large and delicate wings, and their

antenniB have a narrow feathery edging on each

side. They follow the females, and pair with

them on the trees. This kind of moth closely re-

sembles the lime-looper or umber moth {Hyhernia

defoliaria) of Europe; but differs from it so much
in the larva state, that I have not the slightest

doubt of its being a distinct species, and accord-

ingly name it Hyberrda Tiliaria, the lime-tree

winter-moth, from Tilia, the scientific name of its

favorite tree. The fore wings of the male are rusty

bulF or nankin-yellow, sprinkled with very fine

brownish dots, and banded with two transverse,

wavy, brown lines, the band nearest tire shoulders

being often indistinct; in the space between the

bands, and near to the thick edge of the wing,

there is generally a brown dot. The hind wings

are much paler than the others, and have a small

brownish dot in the middle. The color of the

body is the same as that of the fore wings ; and
the legs are ringed with buff and brown. The
wings expand one inch and three-quarters. The
body of the female is grayish or yellowish white;

it is sprinkled on the sides with black dots, and
there are two square black spots on the top of each

ring, except the last, which has only one spot.

The front of the head is black ; and the antennaj

and the legs are ringed with black and white.

The tail is tipped with a tapering, jointed egg-tube,

that can be drawn in and out, like the joints of a
telescope. Exclusive of this tube, the female

measures about half an inch in length. The egga

are beautiful objects when seen under a micro-

scope. They are of an oval shape, and pale yel-

low color, and are covered with little raised lines,

like net-work, or like the cells of a honeycomb.
As these span-worms appear at the same time as

canker-worms, resemble them in their habits, and
often live on the same trees, they can be kept in

check by such means as are found useful when
employed against canker-worms.

CATTLE AT LOW PRICES IN MAINE.

We often hear in this locality that cows can be had
for #10 to #'1 2 ; ycarl ings, from f6 to fS ; good oxen
^'GOtoi^TO; other cattle in proportion, in Maine,
if that is so, I wish to buy twenty cows, and some
of my townsmen wish to "buy other stock. We do
not like to start off on such business at random,
and would be obliged for information as to the lo-
calities at which stock can be purchased at such
prices. T. J. Baker.

Johnso7i, rt., Oct. 23, 1811.

Remarks.—About the time that farmers in

Maine were finishing up their haying and wonder-
ing how they should make the unusually small

crop suffice to carry their stock through the long

winter season, then- cattle were driven by drought
and grasshoppers from their pastures and came up
to the barn asking to be fed from the scanty

amount of hay that had been secured. Drovers
had not then commenced their usual fall purchases.

Reports from Brighton market represented prices

for beef cattle as rapidly declining, and, in conse-

quence of the short crop of hay and its consequent
high price elsewhere, thei-e was little demand for

store cattle in any section. Under these circumstan-

ces it is not strange that there should have been an
alarm and excitement in which cattle were sold at

low prices, nor that reports of cattle being offered

at still lower prices than were actually accepted

should have obtained currency. But as droves

were started off and buyers entered into competi-

tion with each other, farmers regained confidence

and prices soon improved, so that were you to en-

ter the field now as a buyer you would probably

find that you were too late to secure animals at the

prices you have named, unless you were willing to

take those of an inferior quality. The prices re-

ported at Brighton from week to week, with cost of
freight, &c., deducted, may be taken as a near ap-

proximation to what you would have to pay in
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Maine. Oxen are sold at $I60 to $70 per pair, it is

true ; and they are also sold at $100 to $200, and

you will see one pair reported recently at $2o0,

and the presumption is that at these prices the

drovers did not realize an extravagant "drift."

Yearlings might probably be had at the prices you

name. But cows at $10 to $12 per head would

probably rank with the "lean kine." Good new

milch cows are sold from $50 to $85, at retail, in

Brighton.

If you wish for more definite information, per-

haps you might obtain it by addressing some of

the drovers in Maine, many of whom have buyers

in different counties. Of the few whose address

we remember we may give that of Gideon Wells,

Pishon's Ferry, Kennebec county; "W. W. Hall,

East Dixficld, Oxford county; J. L. Prescott,

Farmington, Franklin county ; T. J. Savage, East

Madison, Somerset county; I. Tozier, East Cor-

inth, Penobscot county; A. H. Clark, Unity,

Waldo county.

SX'LT FOB CATTLE.

Some time since one of your correspondents said

he believed salt was injinious to cattle. As it is

sometimes fed, I think'it may be injurious to them.

He remarked that he kept salt in a trough for his

cattle most of the time. If put in a trough for

them at all it should be kept there constantly.

The ox that he supposed died from eating too

much salt had probably been without any for a

long time, and having a ravenous appetite, ate so

much as to cause inflammation of the stomach and
bowels, which resulted in death.

A few years since I heard of a similar case. A
man kept salt for his stock in a tight trough. A
rain dissolved the salt, and his cattle drank the

brine, and two died in consequence, as was sup-

posed, of taking so much of the brine. I should

consider it lisky to leave enough salt at one time

for a whole week or longer, under such circum-

stances. Different animals have different appe-

tites for salt. Some appear to care little for it,

others are greedy and ravenous. If my cattle

have been some time without salt I take a stick to

keep them from me as I deal it out. I have fed

salt to my cattle for forty years, but have never

been as "regular in doing so as some fsirmers are,

because my" belief has been that it did but little

good or hurt, being a sort of luxury. I generally

throw down about a handful to each animal, and
usually remain till most of it is eaten.

I once had a pasture some distance from home
where I kept a lot of young cattle. When I went
to salt them they would come up to me as fast as

they could run, on being called. This proves that

they love salt whether it docs them any good or

not. As already remarked I have never been

regular in feeding salt,~sometimes giving it weekly,

sometimes once in three or more weeks. Last

winter I did not feed it more than two or three

times during the season, and I never had my cattle

do better. Still as they seem to want salt, I like to

see them eat it. I never had an animal sick for

want of salt, or from eating too much of it, so far

as I know.
A dairy woman remarked to me not long since

that she could tell when the cows had been

salted by the increased flow of milk. But as long

as I have kept cows, and as closely as I have

watched their yield of milk I have never witnessed

such result. I suppose salt will kill hens if they

eat too much of it, and I do not know why it

should not have a similar effect on cattle. For the

human family, salt alone is not desirable, but we
could not well do without it as a seasoning for our
food. Everything is good and beautiful in its place

and season ; for which let us be thankful to the
giver of all good, and endeavor to use them as he
intended we should. M. L. Goodell.
South Amherst, Mass., 1871.

BONE DISEASE.

Your coiTCspondent, Mr. Fisher, in speaking of
the bone disease, alludes to the habit of chewing
bones, sticks and old pieces of leather, as symptoms
of the disease. Having never seen a case of the

kind of disease to which he alludes ; in fact, hav-
ing been rather sceptical about its existence, other
than in the imagination of some people,— I have
supposed it to be something like the horn ail, or
loss of the cud, only a symptom of some other

disease, and not a disease of itself.

The habit cattle have of chewing bones may be
an indication of it in Mr. Fisher's case, but in

other sections it is not. In some parts of New
Hampshire near the White Mountains it is consid-

ered as an indication of the "Burton ail," the rem-
edy for which is rye meal. I believe the cause of
the bone disease has been attributed to the want of
lime in the soil upon which the cattle are kept.

Now the most inveterate bone chewers I have ever
known were in the limestone region of Newbury,
in this State, where stock is wintered mostly on
salt hay. Whether that has anything to do with
the habit, I do not know. I am now located on a
farm .that has been used as a milk farm for nearly
or quite a century, and though there is no lime
stone here, yet I have never heard that the dis-

ease was ever known here, and in the ten years
that I have been here I have never seen an instance

of bone chewing. Cows taken fi'om a Newbury
fiirm twenty miles distant and brought here have
never been seen to indulge in it.

It seems to be a morbid appetite which induces
cows—I don't recollect of ever seeing an ox in-

dulge the pastime of bone chewing—to sometimes
resort to strange and we should think offensive

things to supply a craving for something they do
not get in the usual course of feeding. For in-

stance, I have had cows that would pass good clear

water on their way to the bam to drhik their fill of
the nasty green water that stood in the barn yard.
Mr. Fisher's description of the disease would

hardly indicate an aflection of the bone, as he says
the muscles seem to be affected. The remedy, too,

would not seem to be potent enough to eradicate a
disease of the bone, as I suppose the medical qual-
ities of the soap is contained in the alkali. I wish
Mr. F. had told us what is the final termination of
the disease, as he thinks that the soap would not
cure a case of long standing. In fine, it is so hard
to locate disease in the limbs of animals, unless

there is an enlargement of the parts, that I am
rather doubtful about the bone disease, as I never
heard of the caries of a bone in a dumb beast.

Peabody, Oct. 31, 1871. J. L. Hubbard. .

DEODORIZING SKUNK SKINS.

Will you, or some of the readers of the Farmer,
tell me a sure process wherelty skunk skins may
be deodorized, and thereby rendered fit for use ?

I hope no one will pass this by, thinking it un-
worthy of notice, but rather, if they know of a
method, will give it, thereby obliging owe, if not
more readers of the "Farmer." "Keader."

Remarks.—Among all the animals figured and

colored to life, in Audubon's splendid work on the

"Quadrupeds of North America," no one is more

beautiful than the Texan skunk. The whole of

the long hair, including the under fur on the back,
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and tlie tail on both surfaces, is white. This broad

stripe commences on the forehead about two inches

from the point of the nose, running near the ears,

and in a straight line along the sides and over the

haunches, taking in the whole of the tail. The
nails are white; the whole of the under surface of

the body black, with here and there a white hair

interspersed.

This Texan variety is more beautiful than those

found in New England, but the latter are very

handsome when seen in their native haunts. At

some seasons the hair is long and thick, and the

fur beneath quite fine and soft. The skins are

purchased by furriers and are used in many forms

of work.

How they can be thoroughly divested of the

odor which is sometimes imparted to them, we do

not know. Burying the skins in a moist loam in

the garden, for three or four days and then taking

them out and exposing them to the air for a day

or two, and then burying them again, and so

changing for a few times, we should think would

accomplish the purpose desired, and not injure

the skin.

If they are instantly killed, there would be no

offensive odor in the skin. This may be some-

times done by shooting them and hitting the brain.

If in a hole like that of a wood-chuck, they may
be drowned out by collecting a considerable quan-

tity of water in tubs, and tui'ning it in at once.

The moment they appear at the mouth of the hole

a rap between the eyes will destroy all sensation,

and there will be no odor. We have seen this

done. Perhaps some reader of the Fakmer may
be able to answer the question of our correspond-

ent.

six rows of each of the phosphates, and one row
of ashes, and one row of nothing. The land was
sandy loam, with no perceptible diflerence in the
quality. I gave it the same care, and this is the
result.

Wilson's Ammo'd Phosphate 6 rows produced 5>^ bu.
Bav State Bone ..." 6 "

•
8,i^ "

K. Frank Coe's ..." 6 " Hi% ".
Br.uiley's " 6 "

ISfiJ
"

Cumberland . . . . " 6 " 13>^ "

Ashes 1 " 3 "
Nothing 1 " IJ^ "

I could see no ditference through the whole sea-
son between the Cumberland and Bradley's, but
the H ilson's was a failure from the lirst. The
Bay State bone started the best but did not hold
out till the end. The ashes were made from a mix-
ture of pine and hard wood, the greater part pine.

I also tried potatoes the same way, only I took
three rows with each of the phosphates, an
each with ashes, plaster and no fertilizer, with the
following results :

—

Nothing 6 bu. Bay State Bone . 9 bu.
Plafter 8;^ " E. F. Cue's .... 7 '
Ashes 9 " Bradley's .... 8 "
Wilson 6?i " Cumberland . . . 9% "

Of the potatoes, those on the Bay State Bone
were the largest in size ; those on the Wilson's
were the smallest; those on the Cumberland were
the most even in size ; those on the ashes showed
the least rot, and those on the plaster were the
whitest. There were less small ones where there
was nothing than on the Wilson's Phosphate,
though there were three pecks more in the whole
of the latter.

The land on which these crops grew was an old
field badly run out and no other kind of manure
was used. The cultivation was the same on the
whole, and every etfort was used to give a fair and
impartial trial. I give the results, and readers can
judge for themselves. H. W. Loking.
LewUton, Me., Oct. 30, 1871.

CHEMICAL REASONS FOR SAVING LIQUID MANURE
Much has been said about the saving of liquid

from the barn or stable. But there is no doubt
that many of your readers do not understand the ,

chemical reasons why the liquids should be saved, i

Chemistry tells us that ammonia is one of the
most active elements of manure ; it is produced by
putrifaction of all organic substances containing
nitrogen, and as it is highly volatile, it constantly

tends to escape into the air, where it is lost. The
fluid excretions of animals evolve it in large quan-

,

titles. If these are collected in tanks, and sul-

phuric acid added, fixed sulphate of ammonia is

formed in the liquid, and all the ammonia is thus
saved for farm use. Sulphate of lime, (plaster,)

and sulphate of iron also serve to fix ammonia.
The application of ammonia increases luxuri-

ance of vegetation. It enters the roots of plants

dissolved in water, and, according to Liebig, is

absorbed by the leaves from the air.

I am a reader of the Farmer and hope some-
time to be a farmer myself, but am at present

A Young Student of Chemistry,
Boston, Mass., JS'^ov. 7, 1S71.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SUPERPHOSPHATES.

According to promise I will now wi-ite you the

results of my experiments with five kinds of su-

perphosphate of lime in comparison with ashes,

with plaster and with nothing.

In the first place, I planted one and one-half

acres of pop com. There were thirty-two rows

;

Rye for Milch Cows before Calving.—
George C. Kirtland writes the Rural New
Yorker, recommending that for each cow to

calve the herdsman should procure a half

bushel of rye, grind it if convenient, and com-
mence, two weeks before calving, to feed a
single handful of meal upon which a gallon or
more of boiling water has been poured. Feed
when cold, increasing the amount both of
meal and water, so as that the cow shall have
consumed the half bushel of rye about the

time of calving. If the rye is not ground,
boil it until the grains will mash easily between
the thumb or finger. Mr. Kirtland has prac-

ticed the above treatment for about fifteen

years, and has had no ills to cure in his cows
after calving.

Destroying Worms in Pots.—The worms
in pots may be destroyed by stopping up
the holes in the pots with corks, and water-
ing with lime-water until it stands on the sur-

face. The lime-water may remain for an
hour ; then, on removing the cork it will pass
oiF. The lime-water may be made by pour-
ing thirty gallons of water over ten pounds of
fresh lime. Stir well up, and allow the whole
to stand two or three days ; then employ the
clear liquid.

—

Journal of Horticulture.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE.
At the autunin meeting of the Board of Agricul-

ture of New Hampshire at Concord, October 17,

arrangements were made for holding at least one
farmers' meeting in each county of the State dur-
ing the coming winter, for the discussion of agri-

cultural sulyects.

The first meeting was appointed at the Agricul-

tural College, Hanover, on the 14th and loth of
Novemlier. But we learn from the Mirror and
Farmer that Prof. Dimond requests that the meet-
ing there should be postponed until January or
February.

It was proposed to hold the next meeting at

Concord on the 16th and 17th of December. The
following places have been selected for other meet-
ings, and the times will be as near the dates here

named as practicable : AtTilton, Dec. 5th and 6th

;

Moultonboro', Dec. 6th and 7th; Conway, Dec.
19th; Rochester, Dec. 20th; Durham, Dec. 21st;

"Walpole and Fitzwilliam, first week in January;
Littleton and Lancaster, the third week; Hills-

boro' Bridge, the last week in January ; Newport
and Clarcmont, the first week in February ; Ep-
ping and Exeter, about the middle of February

;

and at Manchester, at a time to be arranged by a

special committee appointed by the Board, and a
similar coiumittee of the State Society.

Some one member or more of the Board will be
present at each of these meetings, and at some of

them the full Board will be present.

We have also received a copy of a circular signed

by James O. Adams, Esq., Secretai-y of the Board,
addressed—not to the farmers of New Hampshire,
but—to "The Friends of Agriculture." Would the

secretary of an association of blacksmiths M-ho de-

sired to collect statistics of the craft and informa-

tion as to the condition of the craftsmen address

his circulars to the friends of blacksmithing .!"

Would not every blacksmith feel himself person-

ally slighted by such an address ? And should we
be surprised that the secretary had cause to regret

the neglect of his correspondents to respond to his

inquiries ?

The difference between these forms of expression

may at first sight appear too small for serious criti-

cism. And so perhaps might the difference be-

tween the various conversations that the mother
bird in ^sop's fable listened to. But so long as

the owner of that field talked about getting the as-

sistance of his "friends" to harvest it, she told lier

nestlings they might lie still and slumber; but

when he decided to take hold of the work himself

she told them it was time to move.

And until farmers themselves shall co-operate

with Boards and Societies, we have little hope that

much will l)e accomplished by all the "friends of

agriculture" in the country, or by the multitude,

however numerous, "who are interested in the suc-

cess of the farm."

Though objecting to what wc consider unfortu-

nate expressions in the circular, wc believe the
i

Board desires to secure the counsel and co-operation
of all cultivators of the soil in the Granite State,

and most sincerely hope that the proposed meet-
ings in various parts of the State will prove to be
assemltlages not only of officials and those "inter-

ested in agriculture," but of those who are practi-

cally engaged, heart and hand, in farming.
Mr. Adams solicits information in regard to

crops, the weather, insects, farmers' clubs, pros-
perity of farmers, &c. He furnishes a form for a
farmers' club constitution, and says, "we feel it to

be a matter of great importance to the farmers to

sustain clubs in all the towns of the State, for the
purpose of discussing their material interests, hold-
ing local fairs, and protecting themselves against
the tricks of 'sharpers,' or imposters in various
departments of trade."

—John Buckman, of Winslow, Me., gised
twenty-eight bushels of wheat on three-quarters
of an acre of old pasture land broken up a year
ago last spring, planted with corn, manured in the
hill with plaster and ashes, and sowed with five

pecks of wheat, about the 1.5th of last September.
The wheat was sold for $70 for seed, and the straw,
$32 cwt. for $1760.

Down East Wool.—The Augusta Journal
says that a shipment of fleece wool from
Aroostook county has just been received in
Hallowell. It was bought" principally in
Presque Isle, and was carted to Mattawam-
keag, a distance of one hundred miles, and
thence came by railroad. After adding all
expenses the wool does not cost quite as nnich
as the same quality bought here. It is a lonw
staple, and is used in tne manufactm-e of
delaines. It is nearly all "tub-washed," and
is the second shipment received in Hallowell
this season.

For the iVejo England Ftmn-r.

ADVICE FROM AN OLD FARMER.
I am now more than four score years old,

but my interest in the improvement of agri-
culture increases with my years. I thouglit I
would give you some of my experient-e in
farming,— if you think it worth laying before
your readers, you are at liberty to do so. I
hope it will be the means of inducing others
to stick by the homestead with a determination
to improve it and take care of their parents.
I have not a doubt that they will succeed if

their desire to be useful is stronger than mere
money-getting.
My father gave up the management of the

farm to me when I was twenty years old. It
had been managed as was usual in this neigh-
borhood at that time. He was always com-
plaining that he had the poorest farm in the
neighborhood. I determined to improve it

as fast as I could get the means. Upon the
death of my parents, my brothers and sisters
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had the largest half of the farm. I

then began to im[»rove by manuring
higher and trying to keep the weeds
down, and have succeeded so far

that I do not allow one to go to

seed if I can help it. I think one
day spent in keeping weeds from go-
ing to seed this year, will save four

days in killing weeds hereafter. I

would advise all old and young not

to be so bound to their old practices

as not to be willing to try new im-

provements. I have changed my
system of management more within

ten yeai's than I di<l in fifty years be-

fore. I hire my help by the year,

and find it will not pay to cultivate

more land than I can manure and
tend well and get in order to bear a

good crop of grass when I put it

down. The greater part of the land

that used to be occupied as pastur-

ing, is very ledgy, and pine wood
grows spontaneously upon it. I

think it more profitable to let it

grow, for I believe it would be a

benefit to the public if we let more
of our land grow to forest trees, and
what we keep for grass and cultiva-

tion maimre well and keep the weeds
down.

I keep five cows, two oxen and
one horse. The oxen and horse are

kept in the barn when not at work.
The oxen fed chietly on salt hay

;

the cows are fed well with green fod-

der night and morning. 1 raise clo-

ver to feed the cows, beginning to

cut about the 10th of June. The
second crop comes on and lasts until

we have plenty of corn fodder.

I like to read your reports of great

farms and men of great abilities to

manage them. I hope my experi-

ence will encourage those of smaH
means to persevere, for we of small

means may be just as useful mem-
bers of society if we improve what
talents we have, and should be
equally respected.

I think 1 have all the enjoyment of

the present life 1 can have while I

remain in this poor old worn out

body. I am trying to solve the

labor and capital jjroblem according to my
ideas of right. I wi:sh my hired help to feel

themselves my equals in every respect. I need
their labor as much as they do my money.

Thomas Haskkll.
West Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 19, 1871.

—Rhode Island has not raised apples enough this

year to make the usual number of pies; while

Michigan cannot find barrels enough to hold her

crop, and is selling at ^1.00.

2

DWAKF PBAB TJREES.

A few years ago there was a great excite-

ment about pear trees on quince stocks, and
shiploads of dried-up looking things were im-

ported from France and sold here by whole-

sale and retail. As usual in such cases, the

fever was followed by a chill, and now but
little is seen or heard of French dwarf pears

;

perhaps not as much as their peculiar merits

deserve. For general culture the pear stock

is undoubtedly the best. But the small amount
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of space required by a dwarf pear tree and its

early bearing, are advantages which warrant

the planting of a few in the garden, as curios-

ities and pets as well as for the fruit they may

yield. Our cut is designed rather to illustrate

the theoretical than the practical, as a tree that

should be allowed to produce the amount of

fruit represented would be likely to exhaust its i

powers if not its vitality. The best cultiva-
j

tors thin out the fruit severely, and find that a

few nice specimens will sell for more money

than a much larger amount of inferior fruit.

For the New England Farmer.

PORK-MAKING TN MASSACHUSETTS,

In the Fat!Mkr of July 1 5, friend Fisher, of

Franklin, refers to a statement of mine in re-

gard to feeding and selling pork. He says he

quotes from memory and the language may not

be quite correct, bnt the idea is given. The
article to which he referred is in the Farmer of

June 3, where I said that, "I find it impossi-

ble to keep exact accounts' with dairy stock.

I can buy a pig for $10, feed him $10 worth

of meal and sell him for $25, and know that I

have made a profit of $5, allowing the value of

the manure to be equal to the cost of labor of

taking care of him."

Now I must say to your Franklin correspon-

dent that I was not intending to discuss the

profits of pork-making at all ; but only used

those figures to show how much more difficult

it is to keep a correct account with a dairy than

-with a pig, because an account with a pig can

be commenced, and finished up in a few

months,—while an account with dair}^ stock

must run through several years, and estimates

must be made of the value of the animals at

different times, instead of prices found by ac-

tual purchases and sales.

However, as hogs are now the subject of

discussion 1 will say that I do not think my fig-

ures were very extravagant in allowing a profit

of five dollars on an animal. By referring

back to old accounts with my swine, I find even

better returns than that.

One year 1 bought, A pril 3, two pigs, weigh-

ing 43 i-2 pounds each, for $5 a piece, or $10,

ami fed grain to the value of $15.88. Oct.

28, sold 632 pounds of pork at (5 cents per

pound, wholesale, amounting to $37 92; giv-

ing a gain uf $6 02 on each hog. The meal

averaged that year $1.33 per bag of 100

pounds.
The last few years I have sold my pork at

retail and have done better with it,—saving

to myself the profits that would have gone to

the '"'middle men.'" As Mr. Fisher says, lam
a butter-maker, and feed sour milk to my pigs.

He sells his milk, and of course has to buy

most if not all he feeds to his swine. If I

were selling my milk 1 would keep very few if

any hogs. Certainly no more than enough to

supply the family demand.
Having plenty of skimmed milk through the

warm months, I have considered T was getting

something for it when fed to pigs. I think,

however, that farmers generally place too high

a money value on a quart of milk for hog feed.

One of the best experiments I ever made did

not pay over two-thirds of a cent a quart for

the milk fed to a pair of hogs during their whole
growth. The younger the pigs the more
the milk is worth. For this reason I have
always endeavored to buy very young pigs

and grow them myself in preference to buying
shoats ; and for the last two or three years I

have kept no hogs during the winter, because I

could sell all my milk during the cold weather

for family uses. Last spring the prospects

looked so unfavorable for pork-making, I was
tempted to pour my milk directly on the ma-
nure heap and thus save the labor and care of

feeding bogs.

Old habits are strong. I am not certain as

I could ever make up my mind to use sweet

Indian meal as a manure, as some of the West-
ern Massachusetts farmers are said to have done
with profit. It ought to be worth more as food
than as a fertilizer ; and so good, sweet or sour

milk, after taking off the cream, cniglit to be
worth more as food for either man or beast

than as a fertilizer. So I bought three pi 's

the first day of last April. Small pigs were
scarce and high. Six weeks old suckers

brought $6 a piece, even if they would not

weigh more than 25 pounds each. I had at that

time milk enough to have fed a dozen of that

size for a few weeks. I concluded to buy
three larger ones instead, that weighed 75 lbs.

each at $10 apiece.

And now I can tell brother Fisher just how
profitable pork-making has been to me this

year. Supposing I sell at wholesale prices for

round hogs, the account would stand thus :

—

April 1—To 3 ehoats, at 75 lbs each . $30 00
58 l"bs. meal, at 77 20-58c ... 44 86
263 lbs. shorts 5 04

Oct. 19—By 3 hogs, wt. 308 lbs each, ©7^0.

Loss

79 90
69 30

$10 60

The highest price I have heard of any hogs
being sold this fall is 7 l-2c. per lb., and I

have dressed one of mine and it weighed as

above. I could not through the whole time of

feeding tell one from another, and I have
been perfectly satisfied with their growth.

Perhaps others, by using cooked food, could

have done better.

Every one knows that the past season has

been a losing one for all pork-makers, unless

it is made from what would have been wasted
if it had not been fed. But if one believes in

pork-raising, he must not give it up because of

one poor season. There is every reason to

believe prices will be more satisfactory before

another crop of pork comes on the market.

I do not, however, believe in pork-raising
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here in Norfolk county as a paying business,

only so far as it works up materials that would
otherwise be wasted. One of my village

friends told me this week that he had for many
years grown his own pork in preference to buy-
ing it, on account of the better quality, but that

he had never fatted but one hog that did not

cost him more than it would bring in market,
and that only gave a profit of a few cents. I

hope your Franklin correspondent will accept

this explanation, and excuse my delay in an-

swering his (piestion, as I wished to give him
and your readers a correct report of the pmfifs
of making pork this year. A. W. Cheever.

ShddonvUle, Mass., Oct. 21,1871.

For the New England farmer.

"WEEDS.

Tlie organism which plants have in common
with animals is not the only point of re-

semblance between the two ; for in their nat-

ural tastes, qualities and habits, there seems
to be a similarity, so that certain plants, like

certain persons, suggest to us the idea of mod-
esty, contentment, persistence, boldness and
the like ; and it is some such special tendency
that gives to plants more or less prominence
as pernicious weeds in cultivated grounds.

There are many, that with the most favor-

able circumstances, would never become really

injurious, while others seem to improve the

slightest opportunity to obtain a "citzenship."

Among the specimens of this description,

perhaps the one best known in New England,
is the white weed, (^Levranthemum vtdgare,)

though in some localities there are others

equally persevering ; for instance, the yellow

broom, {Oenista tinctoria,) at Danvers, that

from a single root brought by a true-hearted

Scotchman, as a memento of his native hills,

now covers whole fields to the exclusion of

grasses and useful plants.

The St. John's-wort in some soils inclines to

supplant other vegetion. The toad flax,

(^Linaria vulgaris,) too, intrudes itself about
our gardens and the borders of fields.

The wild carrot, (Davcns Carota,) also is

making rapid incursions where a few years ago
it was unknown. Another "immigrant" is the

purple cone flower, {Riidbeckia hirta,) which
was undoubtedly introduced in grass seed

brought from the West, where this plant is an
old inhabitant.

There are many others, less showy but equal-

ly pernicious, such as the Roman wormwood
the fleabane, the pigweed, the princess' feath-

er, smart weed, and purslain ; this last covers

the ground with astonishing rapidity and is

very exhaustive to our gardens.

Now I would not have this class of vegeta-

ble exterminated entirely, they have their

place in the world, and like the passions and
appetites of humanity if they are servants and
not masters, they are a blessing instead of a
curse. I would allow these hardy "self-reli

ants" to beautify our country road-sides and
waste places, but if every farmer would
promptly oppose their first appearance in his

cultivated grounds, tker/ would find their true

position, and he would be saved great trouble
in the future. h.

(jfeorgetown, Mass., Sept. 23, 1871.

Remarks.— The spread of a single root of

the "yellow broom," mentioned by our cor-

respondent, is suflicient, we think, to caution

farmers against allowing pernicious weeds a

foothold in our country roads and waste pla-

ces. The sides of the highway through the

farm will furnish seed enough to plant a whole

neighborhood.

For the New England Farmer,

FALL PLOUGHING.
BY EMORY A. ELLSWORTH.

While the autumn days are growing shorter
and shorter and another month is drawing
swiftly to its close, the farmer must likewise

finish his work, as each day is bringing him
one step nearer that time when winter will cut
short all his out-door operations.

The potatoes have been dug ; those who
have been blessed above their neighbors, in

having apples, have gathered them ; the man-
golds and rutabagas will soon be harvested,,
and the corn is ready for the husking ; but in

all the haste which swiftly shortening days and
the near approach of winter brings upon the
farmer, the fall ploughing must not be neg-
lected.

Geologists tell us that the entire surface of

'

the earth was originally covered with a solid

crust of rock, and from this, by decomposi-
tion, our soil has been formed. The pnnci-
f)le, therefore, that the finer the particles

which compose the soil are broken up the
more fertile the soil becomes, follows directly,

and is based upon this geological fact.

Nature is always ready to aid man when he
will act in accordance with her laws, and espe-
cially is her help required in thoroughly pul-

verizing the soil. The same processes by
which it was originally formed can always be
used to improve it.

The principal pulverizing agents are,— 1..

The action of frost; 2. The action of water,

and 3. The chemical changes of the constitu-

-

ents of the rock.

In order to hasten this decomposition, as

well as to render the soil more porous and
mellow, men have resorted to diiferent meth-
ods of mechanically pulverizing it ; among
the more important and universal of which is

that of ploughing. If, therefore, this mechan-
ical method is so applied that these agents are
aided and hastened in the accomplishment of
their work, much more beneficial results may-
be expected.
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Ploughing in the fall, therefore, expecially

for heavy lands, is the best means for securing

the action of the frosts of winter and the rains

of spring to decompose and disintegrate the

particles of the soil. I have heard individuals

say, however, that they would not have their

lands ploughed at this time for the reason

that, when the ground is not covered with

snow, a great deal of the soil is carried away
j

by winds ; but from a long experience it has
|

been found that lands ploughed in the fall,
\

especially if the manure is put on, can be
|

worked much earlier in the spring, besides
|

being in a much better mechanical condition

than when turned over and immediately

planted. For this reason alone, if not for

other advantages, many farmers would find it

very much to their convenience to adopt it,

since in many portions of New England, far-

mers find it almost impossible to get their

corn planted early enough to have it well ri-

pened before the early frosts attack it.

Another advantage of some importance is,

that our teams are in a much better condition

to do this work now than in the spring when
the warm weather is coming on. They have

been in the barn all winter, and when taken

out to work it requires some time and exer-

cise to recover their full strength, while it is

always a noticeable fact that they feel this

work much more then than now.

Weeds are moreeasily and completely kept

under control, also, when the land is turned

over in the fall, and where farmers are so un-

fortunate as to have witch grass, (Triticum

repeyis), in their \a.nd, they will find that it

can be considerably backened and subdued by

turning up the roots to the action of the win-

ter's frost. It would be well when this

troublesome pest abomids, to plough two or

three times in the fall as well as to harrow it.

Then, as soon as the ground becomes settled

in the spring, plough and harrow every few

days from the time it starts well until it is

completely subdued. If it requires a whole

summer, the land will be enough richer and

I better broken up to pay the farmer for his

work, while the weeds can be elTectually sub-

dued by this process.

And, finally, when we consider that by

ploughing in the fall we are aided in our ef-

forts by those forces of nature to which we

owe all our soil, and by whose action the soil

is constantly made more and more fertile

;

that much time is saved, in that we can com-

mence operations nuich ealier in the spring

upon our lands when thus treated ; that our

teams are better prepared to perform this

work now than in the spring ; that many
y^eeds,—the worst enemies of the farmer,

—

. can be effectually got rid of by if,—is not fall

ploughing worthy your trial and adoption as

one of the improvements in the cultivation of

the soil.

Maple.ioood Farm, )

Barre, Masa., Oct. 16, 1871.)

ADUIiTEKATION Of BUTTEB.
Thousands of pounds of butter are daily

sold in the city of New York, which are

adulterated with a substance made from cot-

ton-seed oil. It is creditable to the farmers,

as a class, that they are not open to the charge
of adulterating their produce

;
yet they suffer

from the dishonest competition of dealers who
make up and sell these fraudulent compounds,
and by so doing affect unfavorably not only
the sale but the character of the genuine ar-

ticle. As a matter of curiosity we describe

an artificial compound which was manufac-
tured in Paris to supply the want of real

butter during the late siege. The refuse ma-
terials left after the manufacture of stearine

from fatty animal matters, such as tallow, &c.,

consisting of an oily paste, composed of oleine

and margarine, were washed in water acidu-

lated with muriatic acid for the purpose of

bleaching it. It was then subjected to the

action of a chemical solution for a period of

three hours, during which it was made to ac-

quire the taste and color of butter. This sub-
stance, manufactured without any assistance

from the cows, was considered an excellent

substitute for butter, and was readily accepted
in place of it by the people, who considered it

much superior to any other artificial product
of this description.

—

Scientific American.

CORN FODDER.
The opinion we have always held upon the

question of the value of green corn fodder for

milch cows has been, that when raised from
broadcast sowing it is nearly worthless, but
when sown in hills or in drills, and cultivated,

with access of air and sunlight, it is of high

value.

During the present season we have made
some experiments to test the correctness of

these views. Stalks were collected from a field

where the seed was sown broadcast, and also

stalks growing in drills upon the same field,

and they were dried in a drying closet to ex-

pel the moisture. Both specimens were plant-

ed at the same time (the 6th of May), and it

was found that the plants from the broadcast

sowing contained 92 per cent, of water, those

from drills 83 per cent, of water. Thus it was
shown that the difference of solid matter in the

two was relatively as 8 to 17 per cent. The
solid matter was composed of starch, gum,
sugar, and woody fibre. There was almost an
entire absence of sugar and gum in the stalks

from the broadcast sowing, while the stalks

that had grown under the influence of light and
air held these nutrient principles in considera-

ble (|uantities. The stalks were collected at

the period of growth just before the ear begins

to form, a period when most farmers commence
to cut the fodder for their cows.

Our experiments upon corn fodder have af-

forded us important information upon other

points. We find that the stalks cut before they
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reach a certain stage of growth are deficient in

nutrient matter, and therefore it is a waste to

feed them too early. The corn plant, like all

other vegetable structures, has but one object

or aim in its growth, and that is to produce
seed. It is engaged during its whole life in

storing up large quantities of starch, which is

to be used when the pressing occasion arrives,

or the seed vessels mature, to form by some
subtle mysterious changes the rich nutrient

principles which are found in seeds. As soon

as this struggle is over, the corn plant, like all

annuals, dies a natural death. It is not neces-

sary for frost to strike it ; it dies from simple

exhaustion.

The proper time to cut and feed corn stalks

is during the four or five weeks which succeed

inflorescence, or in other words they should

not be cut until the flower is fairly developed,

and the ear commences to form ; and any corn

that is so planted that the ear cannot form and
mature \s pradicallij loorlhless asfodder.

Farmers may learn from these facts that

corn designed to be cut for fodder should be
planted at two or three periods during the sea-

son ; some fields quite early, others somewhat
later, and still others as late as is safe. In

this way, when the hot, dry months of July

and August are reached, and the pastures fal-

ter, a supply of fodder is secured, at a proper
stage of growth to afford the largest amount
of nutriment.

—

Boston Journal of Chemistry.

PURE BREEDS,
It seldom occurs that topics of farm busi-

ness afford a subject of conversation among
the general public

;
yet this year the extreme

prizes for thoroughbred stock have been con-

tinually remarked, even by those who know
scarcely anything of cattle. One thousand

five hundred guineas [about $7, .500] for a six

year old cow, and two thousand five hundred
guineas for a pair of two year old heifers, may
well cause surprise. These sums were actual-

ly paid, and with no luck penny, for pure
short-horns bred by Mr. Booth and Captain
Gunter. At Oxford and Yorkshire shows,

other high sums were paid—the first prize

yearling heifer sold for .500 guineas, and the

second prize 350 guineas. Twelve guineas

were paid for Leicester gimmers [tbat is, a fe-

male lamb, just weaned] . Cotswold command
similar sums, and even pigs sold as high as

thirtj-five guineas each ! But these prices,

high as they seem, fall in the shade when 5800
guineas were paid for the thoroughbred Glad-
iateur.

It maj' be asked how such prices came about?
Is there a scarcity of stock ? or is the axiom
of "fools and their money" found to be truer

as it grows older ?

Scarcity of animals of certain pedigrees

there undoubtedly is, hence tlie rise in the

market for animals of pure Bates and Booth
tribes ; but there is not such a scarcity of thor-

oughbred stock. The slaughter of continental

cattle may have caused an increased price for

graziers, and thus tempted farmers to breed

more than to buy in and graze. Moreover,

our agriculturists are every day becoming
more enlightened as to the profits of improved
stock, and selection-in breeding the lower ani-

mals. Every huntsman knows the value of

propagating certain qualities of scent and en-

durance in the kennel. Of how much more
value, then, is it to the farmer to breed ani-

mals whose very management alone tends to

benefit his business ? In keeping stock, well

bred cattle get done a little better than com-
mon things ; it is a well known fact that ani-

mals fed well when young never lose their calf

flesh. The better keeping leaves a richer and
larger quantity of manure, which, in turn,

produces better crops of grain and roots.

Many men in our own district have long since

known the benefit of this. The late Earl Ducie
was one of the first to make it apparent to an
eye witness, and the Royal Agricultural Col-

lege still demonstrates it. But, argues the

doubter, who can compete with a lord in buy-

ing pedigree stock at such prices ? It don't

pay. The late Mr. William Hewer, at Seven-

hampton, for thirty years proved that weU
bred stock would pay. He bought large-

framed pedigree cows, showing dairy proper-

ties, and put them to the best bull he could

purchase. In this way he produced a class of

cattle that would give their twenty-five quarts

of milk a day, and when dry, feed in a short

time to upwards of 150 stone. [In weighing

animals a "stone" is 14 lbs., but varies in other

articles.] The same way with his stock of

B rkshire pigs, by judiciously selecting, and
feeding them well when younsr, he brought out

swine that won the first prize at the Royal
shows for years in succession.

—

Eng. Country

Gentleman''s Magazine.

A POUND OP MILK.

The Country Gentleman says :— A corres-

pondent who criticises the very excellent cus-

tom which has become almost or quite univer-

sal at butter and cheese factories, and is rapid-

ly spreading elsewhere, of reckoning milk by
the pound instead of by the gallon, is not

aware of the origin of the custom, and is in

error in basing his criticism upon the supposed

fact that e%'erybody "knows what is a quart of

milk." There are several standards as regards

measures of capacity, especially the wine gal-

lon of 231 cubic inches and the beer gallon of

282 cubic inches. One of these is sometimes

used and sometimes the other. In the early

history of the factories, farmers were often in-

duced to give beer gallons instead of wine gal-

lon, because they wished the price per gallon

to be nominally as large as possible ;
and the

system of buying and selling by measure rap-

idly came into disfavor. A pound is a stand-

ard weight, and has the same meaning wherev-
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er tbe English language is spoken. The bulk
of a given quantity of milk, moreover, will

vary with its temperature, and we have had oc-

casional doubts whether the froth is not some-
times "counted in," when the number of quarts
yielded is measured warm from the cow, for

the information of the public. As to compar-
ison of weights and measures it is common to

regard a pint as a pound, but a careful corres-

pondent of the Country Genteinan lately stat-

ed, as the result of numerous trials, that a quart
of milk will average 2 1-5 pounds in weight,

and when thoroughly cold, that he had iound
a quart to weigh nearly 2 1-4 (2.23) pounds.

ANALYSIS OF SOILS.

In a recent lecture on the subject of soils,

Dr. Voelcker vigorously, and sensibly as he
always is, opposed the belief that soil analysis

alone can determine the kind and quality of

fertilizer required for a given crop. To those

knowing little of the teachings of modern ag-

ricultural science, it appears very simple to

remedy a deficient soil by finding out through
analysis the wanting constituents, and then to

supply them. But this is not ^o. It is not
only difficult to exactly analyze a soil, but
many other things besides its chtmijal compo-
sition have to be observed. The state of com-
bination in which the mineral constituents of

a soil are found, its physical condition, the

presence or absence of substances injurious to

the growth of plants, are so many points of
great importance upon which soil analysis casts

a very dim and uncertain light. The fertility

of the soil cannot be maintained, much less in-

creased, if only as much of fertilizing constit-

uents is applied to the land as was removed by
the crop. Waste takes place in various di-

rections, and one important source of this is

through the process of drainage. Careful
collection and examination of drainage waters
has shown that a large proportion of nitrogen
is carried off in this way, chiefly in the form of
nitrates. Dr. Voelcker's analysis of drainage
waters also shows that potash and phosphoric
acid, both most important mineral constituents

for the plant, are almost entirely retained in

the soil ; while others less important, such as

lime, magnesia, or sulphuric acid, pass with
greater readiness out of the land.

Winter Care of Pears.—Make a point

of regularly examining every week all the

choice kinds of fruits that may be approach-
ing ripeness or which are found not to be
keeping well, so that eveiything may be used
at the proper time, for the finest pears are
worthless enough if allowed to become over-
ripe before being used, and the same is the

case with many varieties of apples. Also
look over the whole stock as often as time can
be spared, removing any fruit that exhibits

symptoms of decay, and put tht-m aside for
immediate use. Any of the choicer kinds of

pears that do not ripen properly in the fruit

room, should be removed to a warm, dry room
for a few days. This will be found to greatly

improve them. Keep the fruit as dry and cool

as possible, and if the frost is excluded the

fruit room can hardly be too cool when tht

object is to preserve the fruit plump and sound
for a long time.

ON DRESSING HOGS.
Two years ago many hogs were par-

tially or wholly lost, by becoming tainted

after they were dressed, and before the meat

cooled off. One instance came to our knowl-

edge, where two fine hogs, each weighing 400

pounds, were injured by taint. They were

dressed in quite a cool day, thoroughly cleaned

and washed oif with cold water. They were

hung up under a shed, where a cool breeze

blew over them, and yet the next morning

there was a perceptable taint in the carcasses.

To prevent this the body should be split

down the whole length by dividing the back

bone. This will admit the air, allow the ani-

mal heat to escape, and keep the meat sweet.

Quite cold weather will not always prevent

a taint. It did not in the case alluded to

above. It is supposed by some that it is even

safer to dress when the thermometer stands at

about 40°. The reason given is, that when the

weather is quite cold, the skin contracts and

prevents the animal heat from escaping.

Whether this is so or not, we do not know.

This, however, is quite certain,—that if the

carcass is split down, there will be little or no

danger of the meat becoming tainted ; if it

is not, there is danger ; and it is so trifling a

work to do it, that it is very poor economy to

omit it.

In sending hogs to market, it would un-

doubtedly be more convenient to hatidle them

whole, than if cut apart, and it may be safe

enough to keep them whole in such hogs as

are usually sent long distances, those weighing

only from 200 to 300 pounds.

In the winter of 1868, we listened with

much interest to a lecture by Prof. Gamgee,
of London, upon "T/te Principles Involved in

the Preservation of Meats,'''' before the State

Board of Agriculture, at Amherst. In the

course of his remarks he said :

—

"Even in winter a lot of hogs may be killed in

the evening, and wbiLst still warm packed in carts

ready for delivery early next morning. The car-

casses buried beneath others heat. The cold hogs
remain intact, but the hams of the lower ones taint

in pickle. Masses of frozen hams termed "green,"
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in the trade,—that is, which have been a few days
in salt,—are sent from the West to New York, are
purchased by ptovision-dcalers ; they are tested,

and apparently sound ; but when spring-time comes
and a thaw supervenes, large quantities of these
hams turn. The salt luis not penetrated. A pu-
trefying centre has been suiTounded l)y ice; all has
remained stationar}" so long as the temperature has
been low; but the instant heat supervenes, the pro-
cess advances, and the entire hams turn sour."

This shows the very great importance of so

managing as to allow all the heat to escape as

soon as possible after the animal is dressed.

ORIGIN OF WOOLEN FACTORIES.
Though the clothing of our boyhood was all

home-made, we have been so long familiar with

the products of woolen factories in the form of

cloths for ladies' and gentlemen's wear, of beauti-

ful shawls, carpets, &c., which are now manufac-

tured not only in New England but in nearly every

State in the Union ; and we have been so long ac-

customed to hear complaints from certain quarters

about governmental favors to "rich corporations of

lordly manufacturers," that we had almost for-

gotten the fact of the comparatively recent date of

the introduction of the woolen factory into this

country.

In a late number of the "Bulletin of the National

Association of Wool Manufacturers," we find some

extracts from a paper on the Introduction of the

Woolen Manufacture into the United States, by

Royal C. Taft, of the Rhode Island Society for the

Promotion of Domestic Industry, which has not

only refreshed our memory but added to our stock

of knowledge on the subject.

There are many interesting particulars given,

but we have space only for the concise summary
of the writer of the article referred to, which is as

follows :

—

We have found in our investigation, that Mr.
John Manning had land grained him by the town
of Ipswich upon which to build a woolen factory,

in 1792, which grant was subsequently confirmed to

him in 179.5, when the fiictory had been erected.
The work here done was all performed by hand,
being no advance upon the method previously pur-
sued.
That John and Arthur Schol field came from

England, in March, 1793, with a knowledge of the
process of manufacturing woolen cloths, as pur-
sued there; that they did during that j-ear erect

and put into operation a carding-machinc at By-
field, Mass., which was the first one erected in tliis

country ; that in 1798, they built a factory at Mont-
Tille, Conn., and furnished that with the improved
raachinei;y ; also, that in 1800, Arthur Scholfield

left his brother John, and removed to Pittsfield,

where he erected the first carding-machine intro-

duced to that section of the country, and followed
the business of manufacturing woolen goods with
such success that in 1804 his broadcloths, con-
signed to the New York market, were sold in suc-
cessful competition with the imported article, while,

in 1808, he had made such substantial progress as

to be able to make and furnish the President of the
United States, James Madison, with fi le American
black broadcloth, for his inaugural suit, this being
the first (and perhaps the last) time that a Presi-

dent of the United States has been inaugurated in

cloth of home manufacture; that he also pursued
the business of building machinery ; and that John
Scholfield started his third and last enterprise in

1806, at Paweatuck Bridge. Several factories were
built soon after 1800; that of James Sanderson, at

New Ipswich; of John Everett, at Mason Village,

both in New Hampshire; and in Amherst, Hadley,
and Worcester, Massachusetts.

The following from the Pittsfield, Mass., Sun,

of Nov. 2, 1801, is supposed to be the first adver-

tisement of a wool carding machine ever published

in this country.

Arthur Scholfield respectfully informs the
inhabitants of Pittsfield, and the neighboring
towns that he has a carding-machine, half a mile
west of the meeting-house, where they maj^ have
their wool carded into rolls for twelve and a half

cents per pound; tnixed, for fifteen and a half
cents per pound. If they find the grease, and pick
and grease it, it will be ten cents per pound, and
twelve and a half cents mixed. They are requested
to send their wool in sheets, as they will serve to

bind up the rolls when done. Also, a small assort-

ment of woolens for sale.

In 1805 the prices for carding were reduced to

eight and twelve and a half cents a pound, and in

1806 Mr. Scholfield offered double carding ma-
chines for sale for $100, and picking machines for

$30, which were rapidly set in operation in various

parts of New England.

EXTRACTS AND REPLIES.

WHY DID CLOVER GROW WHERE BRUSH WAS
BURNED ?

"Why does wood ashes cause clover to spring up
where none has grown bef(jre ? A few years ago I

burned some brush that I had cut on the margin
of the field. This brush I burned on a spot where
nothing Init spear grass had grown for a great many
years. The next year there sprang up a splendid
plot of clover where I burned the brush. Where
did the seed come from ? If it was in the ground,
why did it not germinate before ? c. h. w.
South Braintree, Mass., Oct., 1871.

Remarks.—Are j'ou prepared to defend the as-

sertion made in your first question ? Can you

prove that clover had never grown on those spots

where wood ashes caused it to spring up ? If you

can, you are able to do more than all the scientific

men in the world have been able to do, and those

who hold to the spontaneous production of plants

will, we presume, be willing to pay you well for

your trouble in settling in their favor a long dis-

puted question.

The common opinion, we suppose to be, that

clover, and other plants and trees that spring up

under circumstances similar to the growth of your

clover, come from seed in the ground, which is pre-

ser%'ed there by some process of nature not well

understood. From experiments that have been

made, most kinds of seeds kept in the ordinary way
lose vitality in from three to twelve years—a few

kinds being found to grow after somewhat longer

periods.

But most scientific men believe that seeds buried

in the ground preserve their vitality for hundreds

and even thousands of years.
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Mr. Marsh, in his learned work entitled "Man
and Nature," says the vitality of seeds "seems al-

niost imperishable while they remain in the situa-

tion in which nature deposits them." He gives
many instances in which one crop of plants had
disappeared on a change of conditions, and an-
other, of ditfercnt nature, had promptly assumed
its place, originating evidently from seeds preexist-
ing for ages in the soil.

In a book entitled "Sketches of Creation," by
Prof. Winchcll, of the University of Michigan, re-

cently published, there is a chapter on the vitality

of buried vegetable germs, which fully corrobo-
rates the views expressed by Mr. Marsh. The
writer alludes to the facts that on removing a pine
forest, hard wood often succeeds, and vice versa

;

that earth thrown out of wells sends up a ready
crop of weeds, and, not unfrequently, of species

previously unknown; that on breaking up a sod
of grass land, after any number of years, a crop of
annual weeds will immediately resume possession

;

that a dressing of raw muck develops sorrel; and
to a great many similar facts. He also cites the
fixct, as an authenticated one, that some well dig-

gers in a town on the Penobscot river, in Maine,
about forty miles from the sea, came, at the depth
of about twenty feet, upon a stratum of sand. No
such sand was to be found in the neighborhood,
and none like it was known nearer than the sea,

forty miles away. It was saved and piled up by
itself and on the completion of the well it was
spread about the spot on which it had been placed.

As some peculiar plants soon showed themselves,
they were protected out of curiosity, and on grow-
ing up they were ascertained to be beach-plum
trees, and actually bore the beach-plum, which had
never been seen except immediately upon the sea-

shore. Now, geologists and other scientific men,
suppose that the seeds from which these shrubs
grew were deposited in this sand when that part of
the State was the shore of the slowly receding sea;

a period anterior perhaps to the creation of man.

Well known instances of the preservation of
wood in water and swamps are cited as confirma-
tory of this theory of the long continued vitality

of seeds. The piles that sustain the London
Bridge are still comparatively sound, after having
been driven five hundred years. Venice stands on
piles that were driven in the seventh and eighth

centuries—more than a thousand years ago. And
in New Jersey are swamps filled with timber so

valuable that it is "mined" for lumber. Prof.

Cook, in his Geology of New Jersey, says, "the

number of annual rings in the trunk of one of
these buried trees, six feet in diameter, was one
thousand and eighty; while Ijcneath it was an-
other trunk counting five hundred rings, which
had evidently grown and fiillen down before the
huge log above it had commenced its growth.
This carries us back much further into the past
than human records reach, but it is by no means a
solitary case. Buried trunks of trees are often

found from twenty to sixty feet deep in the earth,

in what the geologists call the glacial deposits.

At Salem, Ohio, fifteen miles north of Dayton, a
mass of drift wood is found from thirty-seven to
forty-three feet beneath the surface of the ground,
embedded in mud.
And up in Siberia the flesh of the extinct mam-

moth has been preserved in ice so completely that,

on being exposed, dogs and bears greedily de-
voured it.

Prof. Winchell asks, if a material so perishable
as muscular fibre could be preserved since an epoch
which antedates authentic history, is it not more
probable that the oily tissues of vegetable seeds
could resist the tendency to decay under similar

circumstances ?

Now, m reply to your question, why the clover
seed, if in the ground, did not germinate before
you burned the brush, it may be said that possibly
the hardy spear grass, having got possession of the
soil held it with a conqueror's power, and thus
made it impossible for the clover to raise its head.
The destruction of this grass and of the tough sod
it had formed by its innumerable roots, not only
gave the poor over-powered clover a chance to
germinate, but the ashes of its old oppressor,
as well as that of the brush you burned, furnished
the needed stimulus to rouse to life and action the
dormant powers of the sleeping, but not dead,
germ of the clover plant.

AN ACRE OF CORN ON A VERMONT HILL FARM.
The late decline in prices, the drought, grasshop-

pers. Western competition, &c., are discouraging
many farmers in this section. Some have sold,
others are trying to sell their fiirms, to g ^ into oth-
er kinds of business. But as I have lived through
several "hard times" in the past, I am disposed to
look on the bright side, and to hope we may sur-
vive the present dark day, and perhaps be all the
stronger for the lessons of economy it may force
upon us.

Having just filled one of my com bins, which by
measurement holds one hundred bushels of ears,
from an acre of land which was broken up last
spring, I have referred to my account with this
field, and think it shows that properly managed
farniing is still not entirely unprofitable. The fol-
lowing is a statement of the expense of this crop :

—

Ploughing, one acre, $4.00
HaiTowirig, gg
Furrowing and putting manure in hill 3.75
Covering manure and plantiDg 2.75
noting twice 7 50
Harvesting and husking 10 40

$29 20

Com here is now worth about one dollar a bush-
el, and at present prices, the fodder is worth $;20,— making, say, ^70, as the value of the crop. No
manure was spread on the land, and the value of
that put in the hill, which would be differently es-
timated by diflTcrcnt individuals, should be added to
the expense of the crop, after proper allowance for
its benefit to other crops. This is only a common
yield, such as common fiirmers may expect; still
many claim they can buy corn cheaper than they
can raise it. Perhaps fhcy can, bnt I do not know
of any way by which I could have earned the value
of this crop of corn easier than by raising it.

Hard times with mechanics, manufacturers, and
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traders have in the past often followed hard times
for the fanner,—possibly as a natural result. At
any rate, I am not sure that all the youns farmers,
or old ones either, who are nowfieciiig to cities and
villayes to escape these hard times will find them-
selves entirely safe in their new avocations, or that
all will be able to live there as much more pleas-
antly and make money as much more rapidly as
they expect to do. Jakvis Phatt.
Reading, Vt., Oct., 20, 1871.

MY CROP OF CORN
Is now in the stook in the field, and is, I think, a
little the best I ever raised. According to my rule
for estimating the yield of corn, which you know
is rather severe on l)rag crops, I estimate that I

have raised from eighty to ninety bushels per acre,
with twenty five loads of manure to the acre.
When husked I will send you a specimen which I

thinli cannot be excelled in New England.
JoAB Hapgood.

Shrewsbury, Mass., Oct. 21, 1871.

SIDE-HILL or swivel PLOX'GHS.

I was interested in the remarks and inquiries of
your corresjjondent "Jones" in the Farmer of
Sept. 2, on the subject of "Ploughs." I have used
one of Hoi brook's No. 4 reversible ploughs three
years and I find the same trouble with it that he
experiences with the Lebanon plough. The team
in drawing, twists it over upon the niouldl)oard so
that when the ground is dry it is almost impossi-
ble to keep the plough where it ought to be.

Gideon Spencer.
Vergennes, Vt., Oct. 16,1871.

Remarks.— The manuf\icturcrs of landside

ploughs have found it necessary to furnish some
kind of clevis machinery by which the line of

draught may be changed to suit the different cir-

cumstances in which the plough is used. Ifsuch a

clevis were applied to the swivel plough it must be

changed as often as the mouldboard is reversed,

which would be excecdinsly troublesome. Hence
the same object is usually secured by a change in

the length of eveners for horses, or of the yoke for

oxen. The largest sizes of ploughs require a long-

er evener or ox yoke than the smaller ones. With
Holbrook's No. 4, the distance between the bows
should not be less than from 24 to 28 inches, for

oxen ; and the evener, for horses, at least four feet.

The hitch of the team should be of sufficient length

to bear a little on the wheel. The team ought to

walk square; if "Old Broad" on the off side keeps

his end of the yoke ahead, the plough will take a

little less land.

J^or the Neio Enqland Farmer.

ECONOMY NECESSABY TO THRIFT.
The address of General B. F. Butler before

the Norfolk Farmer's Club, of which I saw an
extract in the Farmer, contains much that is

of the greatest importance to the fanners of

all our New England States, who, dissatisfied

with their present lot, are contemplating a

move to the West or some other locality that

they hope will enable them to better their con-

dition in life.

He shows quite conclusively that much of

the unthrift among us is owing to the absence

of that rigid economy that was so conspicuous

in our ancestors, or rather to our reckless ex-

travagance in all directions. A'^ery few will be
disposed to deny his statements, or to contro-

vert his conclusions, however much inclined to

apologize for the present condition of things.

The advice to farmers to teach their chil-

dren frugality, sobriety, thrift and economy,
is certainly very timely, to say the least. I

have, through your columns, given expression

to the same sentiments, and cannot but be
gr tified at finding them enforced on such an
occasion by such an advocate.

Letters that occasionally come to me from
the West give me an insight of the modes of

life of the writers,—their farming, misfortunes

and fears, and I am more inclined, as time

passes on and new light dawns, to commiser-
ate their lot than to bewail our own, at the

East.

I know two young men (brothers) in Kan-
sas who were tenderly reared here and whose
every want was anticipated on the old farm.

The oltlest of the two was in Kansas two years

before being joined by his brother, three years

since. They have lived in a little slianty of

one room, where they cook, sleep and receive

their company.* These young men are within

five miles of the capital of the State and have
good society within reach. Others I know
who are living in the same manner in the same
State, but are isolated from near neighbors and
society. They do their own cooking, washing,

mending, &c.
Now, how many young men with us can be

found willing to subject themselves to the same
mode of life here, in order to make a business

start? I fancy they are few. They appear to

be enchanted with such modes of life when
seen at a distance, but revolt from them if

proposed for their adoption here. Why is

this so ? Chiefly, I suppose, because they

fear it would place them outside of the social

circle they desire to move in, and they are

probably correct in their conclusions. In all

new settlements it is expected that every one
will adapt himself to the surrounding?, and con-

fine his expenses within the limit of his means.

He is not regarded as being mean or penuri-

ous if he does live in a log house of but one

room, cook his own food, wash and mend his

own clothes.

With us, public opinion, or fashion, or both

combined, have become so tyrannical that but

fww have the manliness to face and defy them,

even when the conviction is strong upon them
that they ought to do so in order to avoid

moral obliquity or financial disaster.

It is unquestionably true that we are hedged
around with such adense atmosphere of ex-

travagance that we dare not assert ourselves,

lest we incur the stigma of being regarded as

mean. Rather than incur this stigma there is

no doubt that thousands are driven from their

New England homes to other parts of our
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country, and so far as real comfort is con-
cerned have literallj' "jumped out of the fry-
ing-pan into the fire."

Is it not well for our young men to consider
these facts, and see if they cannot call up suf-
ficient self-reliance, self-respect and courage to
enable therato adapt themselves to the circum-
stances of their lot, even if it involves living as
our new settlers live at the West, and see if it

will not eventuate in ultimate prosperity and
happiness? We can with more confidence rely
upon our crops maturing than farmers can at
the West or South, and are sure of much bet-
ter prices. In the localities referred to, they
are in almost constant fear of tornadoes, fires,

too much or too little rain, grasshoppers and
other destructive insects, if I am to form an
opinion from the impression I receive from
friends there.

I hope we shall see, when another census is

taken, that the old thrift of the farmers of
New England is again returning to bless com-
ing generations. K. o.

Sept. 25, 1871.

For the New England Farmer.

VALLEY OF THE MERRIMAC.
Autumnal Scenery—Harvest—Apples—Pears—Grapes
—Cabbage Worm—Cranberries—Advance in price of
Grain.

Summer with its heat, dust and showers is

past and gone, and lovely, golden-hued Au-
tumn, with its beautiful foliage and purple
fruit, its soft bracing air and vellow sunlight,

its frosty mornings and warm noons, is with
us once more. To me it is the most beautiful
season of the year. I cannot see the "mel-
ancholy days ;" all is bright and glorious. As
I stand at my window and gaze upon the pan-
orama of beauty spread out before me, a wild
gladness comes over me that no words can ex-
press. Up the hill-sides are ranged tier upon
tier of scarlet and gold, of crimson and brown,
of green and yellow, so softly blended, that no
brush of artist can transfer the tints to can-
vass. I rode by the shore of Lake Kenoza
yesterday afternoon, frequently stopping the
carriage to admire the most lovely shading of
rich colors I ever saw. Will science ever be
able to give us instantaneous pictures with all

these colors in the rich shading that I saw them
last night "i

People are busy harvesting. Potatoes are
a little inclined to rot and do not turn out re-

markably well. Apples are only in our mem-
ories as a thing of last year's growth. Pears
have proved very poor with us, ripening very
early and in most cases rotting at the core be-
fore mellowing, and prove poor eating. Our
Buffums are the freest from rot, but are mealy,
rather than juicy as usual ; Swan's Orange are
crabbed and poor ; Lawrence is ripening now
and nice ; of Flemish Beauty we have not a
pear, and why not remains a mystery ; Vicar
not ripe, but large and handsome. Grapes

are very fine—uncommonly so ; while there is

great complaint among our neighbors about

the ripening of all varieties. Our Concord's

were beginning to ripen before Blood's Pur-

ple were gone, and ripened up beautifully

even and handsome, while others say their

Concord's are very late and ripen unevenly,

and are also sour. We had a few of what we
suppose to be Diana. They are very nice;

small compact clusters of amber or rather

green-white berries, small, rich, vinous, sweet,

soft and luscious ; thin skin, melting pulp

and fine flavor—what more can we ask for a

grape ? We also had a few Rebecca—at least

we call them by that name ; berries medium
size, pale red or amber, clear, vinous, melt-

ing, sprightly and a little acid ;—bunches

loose, large, shouldered,—a very handsome
grape, so clear that you can see the seeds after

the bloom is rubbed off; rather acid for eating

but splendid to preserve.

The cabbage worm was very short-lived this

season, doing but little damage. The crop

was about two thirds as much as last year.

Cranberries are in market at $4.50 and $5.00
per bushel and very nice. The cry was that

the frost had cut off the crops and they would
be scarce, but we have all heard the old story

of the boy that cried "wolf, wolf," and we ex-

perience it often. Grain has risen twenty to

twenty-five cents per bag since Chicago was
reduced to ashes, but we now learn the eleva-

tors were not all burned. L. B. Sawyer.
West Amesbury, Mass., Oct. 13, 1811.

For the New England Fai'mer.

DOES FARMING PAY ?

Profit on Milch Cows—Cost of Keeping—How to Esti-

mate Profits— Subsoil Drainage—Radical Views.

I noticed in the Farmer of Sept. 9th, a short

review of a series of Lectures on Agricultural

Topics by Mr. Hyde. Now if the few extracts

you have made are a fair sample of the whole,

I think the tendency is to mislead rather than

to impart useful instruction.

Under the head "Does Farming Pay?" he
refers to the increased fertility of the farms
in the Housatonic Valley during the last few
years. To prove his position he says that the

annual income per cow has advanced from
$50 or $60 per cow to $80 and $100. If this

has been effected without a corresponding in-

crease of expenditure, it would really be inter-

esting to know how it has been done. If the

farmers in that section have found out how to

make two blades of grass grow where but one
grew before, it is certainly a great gain. He
says a large farmer in Egremont has obtained

the last year an income of $100 per cow from
21 cows, and that he expects by an addition of

nine cows to his flock, to get an income of

$1000, or an average of $133 per cow the

coining year. As this is to be done by cutting

and steaming the food, it seems that as this in-

crease will be due more to extra labor and at-
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tention than anything else, it will not be fair

to set it down as an evidence of the increased

fertility of soil in that locality.

Now let us examine this statement for one
moment. I am ignorant of the way the milk

was disposed of in the case referred to, but
will suppose it to have been sold at the door,

as the most profitable way of turning it into

money. I base my calculation on the price of

milk and feed hereabouts, within four or five

miles of the cities of Salem and Lj-nn, where
hay is worth thirty-five or forty dollars per

ton, and milk four to five cents a quart at the

door. Well, then, in order to get an income
of one hundred dollars per cow, with milk at

five cents, he must get an average of five and
a half quarts per day from each cow through

the year. This amount of milk might be ob-

tained with a new set of cows for the first

year, but I hardly think it could be kept up
the second year. Now I suppose Mr. Hyde
looked upon these cows as machines to work
up the raw material raised on the farm and
condense it into a more convenient form to be
turned into mooey. Mr. Hyde, it seems, has

made no allowance for keeping the cows. If

we take English hay as our basis and calculate

that twenty-five pounds per day, or its value

in other kinds of feed per cow, we shall find

that it will cost 41^ cents a day for the feed

of a cow, or as I will call it 42 cents to get

rid of the fraction. If the cows are stabled

from Nov. 1st to May 20th, as is the custom
here usually, it will be 201 days, at a cost of

$5.52 per day, or $1772.82 for the 201 days.

If we add $1 a day for attention, we have an
aggregate of $1'J73.82 as the cost of keeping

the twenty-one cows through the winter, to

say nothing about the summer keep. Deduct-
ing this from the income, leaves $126.18 as

the nett profit on the cows, over the cost of

wintering.

Now I don't for one moment question the

truth of Mr. Hyde's statement, but I do say

that in my opinion it proves nothing at all in

regard to. profits of farming. I think that the

only true waj- to get at the real facts in the

case is to do as all other men do if they are

shrewd, where capital is invested, and that is

to charge interest on the capital stock, allow

for attention and depreciation, and give credit

for betterments, and then strike the balance,

and see whether there has been a gain or loss.

Tried by this standard, I believe that farming,

as a general thing, will prove not very remu-
nerating.

I said above, that there should be an allow-

ance for attention ; by this 1 mean that the

farmer and his wife should be allowed a fair

compensation for their services. I see no rea-

son why tliey should work from "early morn
to dewy eve" for only a bare living, and not

lay by anything to make them comfortable

when old age takes them in a measure from
the active duties connected with the manage-
ment of the farm.

Mr. Hyde's remarks on the subsoil are not
perhaps very guarded. He says "If of the

same mineral constitution as thfe surface soil,

then by a little care it can be made just as avail-

able for the production of cro{)s." The ques-

tion might be asked, if it is of the same min-

eral constituents as the surface soil what is the

use of turning it up as it will not change the

character of the soil ?

The remarks upon drainage, it seems to me
are expressed in too broad terms altogether.

While I believe draining might be made use-

ful to a much greater extent than it is, yet to

assert the principle that it lays at the founda-
tion of successful farming in New England,
is overstepping the mark altogether. Far-
mers have been taught to believe that manure
lay at the foundation ; in fact, is the top and
bottom of all successful farming. Mr. Hyde
says, No, it is drainage. An opinion which a
large majority of practical farmers will be
slow to adopt. The future of New England
farming looks gloomy enough, with compe-
tition bearing down upon it from every quar-

ter. It becomes the farmer to be cautious

how he enhances the cost of his farm, or ex-

tends his operations ; as it is concentration,

and not expansion, that is needed.
I make these remarks because I think that

such radical views often promulgated by agri-

cultural writers and speakers, are liable to mis-

lead the practical farmer who needs correct

information. .7. L. Hubbard.
Feabody, Mass., Sept., 27., 1871.

FALL MANURING.
A year ago, I had ten acres of wheat seeded

down with clover, but on which the clover

failed. I wished very much to get it into clover,

and could hardly make up my mind to plough
it up. I thought the clover might still come in.

And so, innnediately after harvest, I top-

dressed it with barnyard manure, thinking that,

if the clover came in, the mauure would help

it, and if it did not, that it would at any rate

help any crop I might put on the land in the

spring.

The clover did not come in. And so, with

great reluctance, I this spring ploughed it up^

and drilled in three bushels of peas and one
bushel of oats per acre. The manure put on
the previous September was of good quality,

pretty well rotted, and we put on a liberal

dressing, say fifteen tons per acre. It was
spread as fast as drawn. The weather was hpt

and dry, and some of my neighbors thought

the manure would all be burnt up), or at any
rate that nearly all the virtue in it would evap-
orate and be lost. I never had any fears on
this score. We harrowed it once or twice last

fall, and re-spread any portion that the har-

rows pulled together ; and there the manure
lay, exposed on this bare ground, through the

fall and winter, until it was ploughed under in

the spring.
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The result fully came up to myexpectatlnos.
We haJ on the ten acres eighty loads of pro-
duce. The crop was pretty hard to thrash, as

the straw and haulm was very long, and we
raised the concave of the machine pretty high,

and probably did not thrash very clean. Still

we had 5G0 bushels from the ten acres, weigh-
ing 49 lbs. per bushel. Estimating the crop
as oats, at 32 lbs. per bushel, the yield was
equal to 88^ bushels per acre. I was fortu-

nate enough to get in the crop without a drop
of rain falling on it, and the straw will be ful-

ly as good as over-ripe or badly cured hay.
Of course, I cannot say that there would

not have been just as good a crop if the ma-
nure had not been applied until spring, but I

am inclined to doubt it. And, at any rate

—

and this was one of my objects— it gave an op-
portunity for the weed seeds in the manure to

germinate last fall, and the spring ploughing
destroyed the plants. The field is the one I

"fall-fallowed'" three years ago, and, for a

run-down, weedy farm, the land is now en-

couragingly clean, and I expect a good crop
of wheat on it next year, and a big crop of

clover hay, with the chance of a good crop of

clover seed the year following.

—

J. Harris, in

Am. Agriculturist.

PORK RAISING- AT THE "WEST.

The great obstacle to success in raising pork
cheaply, is in feeding hogs that are more or

less diseased animals. The practice of feed-

ing hogs of different ages raw corn, shut up
in small lots or pens, at all seasons of the year,

is sure to produce disease and debility, from
which a stunted growth follows ; and a condi-

tion of system that induces cholera, and other

epidemic diseases. The hog, like most other

animals, is naturally, and should be made, a

grazing animal. Dry corn should not be ft-d to

hogs under any cin.-umstances, but should be
soaked in water, if fed raw, and plenty of salt

and wood ashes supplied at all times.

Hog Cholera.

The prevailing disease called Hog Cholera,

confined to the corn district of the Western
States, I am satisfied is induced by feeding

corn without other vegetable food. The nat-

ural tendency of that kind of feeding is to pro-

duce worms and other animalcuUe that infest

the intestines of the hog, and from ther.ce

make their way through into the flesh, and in-

fest the whole system. The peculiarity of the

disease is that, if a hog becomes once infected

it will never entirel^' recover. Sows once in-

fected will never raise a healthy littler of pigs,

even if kept for years. The pigs will usually

show symptoms of the disease before they are

a week old, and some, or all of them, die

within one or two months. A large share of

the hogs of the Western country are more or

less infected in this way, and quite often where
there appears to be no visible signs of disease.

This kind of meat is not tempting to the pal-

ate. All white hogs seem to be sooner af-

fected and die sooner than black or spotted
ones I find the Berkshire will resist it much
longer than any other hog.

—

Iowa Homestead.

CO-W WITHHOLDING HER MILK.

A cow will sometimes withhold her milk

when her calf is taken away, but usually only

fur a short time. The remedy in such cases

is gentle treatment, and a persistent effort to

draw the milk and bathing the udder with cold

water. The milking should be attempted at

short intervals—at least three or four times a

day. If the cow is treated kindly, and a con-

tinued effort be made to draw the milk from
time to time, she usually yitlds the point, and
in a few days will forget her (-alf and give

down her milk regularly. If harsh treatment

is resorted to, and the milking be neglected,

inflammation of the udder and garget may
set in, causing serious trouble and perhaps

loss of milk entirely, if not other and perma-
nent injury to the cow. It is not advisable to

puncture the teat under such circumstances

—

at least, not until continued and thorough ef-

forts have been made to draw the milk by
hand in the usual way.

In case of obstructions in the milk duct, on
account of coagulated milk or from some im-

perfection of the parts, a pro{)erly formed
milk tube may sometimes be used with advan-

tage. These tubes are constructed of silver,

with a smooth, round point, pierced with holes,

through which the milk may pass into the tube,

and so arranged as not to injure the milk duct

when introducing or withdrawing it from the

teat. When pointed wires, straws, or goose
(juills are used for the purpose, they are liable

to wound the parts and get up an inflamma-

tion in the teat, which may extend to the ud-

der and spoil the cow for milk, at least for the

season, if not permanently. This would be
very likely to be the case if the weather be
warm and the cow secrete a large quantity of

milk.

We have seen wires, straws and quills used
in numerous instances, and in nearly all bad
results followed. In some cases the inflam-

mation was so rapid as to make the cow in a

few days almost unmanageable, and the final

result was a broken udder and consequent loss

of the cow.—A'. A. Willard, in Moore''s Ru-
ral New Yorker.

Insects.—Some idea of the injury caused

by insects to agricultural products may be
formed from the statement that, from seventy-

four tons of Spanish wheat stored in a gran-

ary, ten hundred weight of beetles were
screened out in one instance, and in another

thirty five hundred weight were removed from
145 tons of American corn. The offender in

both cases was a weevil, known as Calandra
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IMPORTANCE OF FARMERS' CLUBS.
AKMEHS of the present gen-

^1^ eration have had the exam-

ple before them of associa-

tion, among merchants, literary and

scientific men, mechanics, manufac-

turers, and of nearly all the classes

of the industrial population.

These classes have combined for

several reasons, First, because in union there

is strength. They long ago learned that their

scattered power accomplished little or nothing,

but that when united in purpose, they were re-

spected, and their objects gained. Second, to

protect their interests. Striking examples of

this may be found in certain classes of manu-

facturers in New England, and of importers and

merchants in New York, whose zealous care

watches with Argus eyes every change in

State or National law, which would tend to af-

fect their interests. To protect themselves in

such cases, they always have in readiness

some of their most astute and influential men,

paid liberally from a common fund, who are

too often able to shape the form of law to

suit special cases, rather than to favor the gen-

eral interest.

Thirdly, they unite in order to learn of each

other. In the course of an hour, the grand

results of a lifetime of studies, experiment and

investigation, may be made known to a com-

pany of one hundred or a thousand persons,

all of whom, may be earnest inquirers in the

same direction. The subject may be of vast

importanceto our national industry, or perhaps,

as in the case of the cotton-gin, by our own

Whitney, the gathering of earnest thinkers,

may bring out new points to improve or per-

fect the work under consideration.

All these the farmer has always seen going

on, but the examples, so plain that none could

mistake them, or doubt of their utility when

honestly conducted, have not led to their

general adoption.

There are State and County Associations,

and they are doing their work,—imperfectly,

to be sure,—arousing attention and having

many excellent influences. There are also

Farmer's Clubs, but compared with the extent

of territory occupied by farmers, and the vast

importance of their profession, they are alto-

gether too few and far between.

Let us, as farmers, quit some of the old

hackneyed paths, and avail ourselves of the

examples offered by the shrewd, money-mak-
ing classes about us, and thus gain strength
by union, protect our interests by a better

knowledge of them, and gain ability to state

and defend them, and learn of each other how
to secure the best products in our art at the

least cost.

Let us illustrate by a single case. The
statement has been so long and so often made
that "manure is the basis of all good farming"
that it has become a maxim, a settled princi-

ple with farmers, so that their energies are

mainly turned to securing it. But though so

often repeated by books, newspapers andspeak-
ers everywhere, is it an indisputable fact?

Are there no preliminary preparations re-

(juired in the soil, which, if neglected, would
leave the manure cold and inactive ? Are not
depth, pulverization and moisture all to be at-

tended to before manure will have much influ-

ence upon the growth of plants?

Much larger quantities of manure are col-

lected upon many farms now than there used to

be. This is done by employing every availa-

ble means. In some instances by an increase

of fodder, and in others by the use of grain

purchased from abroad, and by collecting all

possible perishable articles to increase the gen-
eral mass.

The increase of the hay crop, however, has

not been equal to the increased cost and
amount of fertilizers. These fertilizers have
been applied, in too many cases, where the

land was not fitted to receive them, and con-

sequently, they had no power to act. If this

be so, "manure cannot be the basis of all good
farming." On many of our best lands, some
action is indispensable, previously to the ap-

plication of manure,—and that action is to re-

move all surplus water in the soil.

The reader can be referred to hundreds of

acres which have been cultivated for fifty years

with little or no profit, because the opera-

tion and importance of draining the soil were

not understood. In some instances these lands

were ploughed, well manured and cleanly cul-

tivated, and yet yielded no profit. In others,

no ploughing had taken place, but a crop of

poor grass annually cut to the amount of about

one ton to the acre. When drained and mod-
erately manured, these same lands annually

produce a crop of English grass of from two

to three tons per acre.
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Here, then, is a work for the farmers' clubs,

so to illustrate the principles involved in it, and

so to enforce its importance as to lead every

one to investigate for himself, and to examine

lands drained and undrained, Ijing side by

side, and learn the comparative profits which

they yield.

If this simple sifbject could be more under-

stood, and lead to a corresponding practice by

the members of a farau r's club, it would af-

ford more profit to each member, perhaps,

than any other arising from the winter's work.

The subject, considered in all its bearings,

might well occupy the attention of the club for

several evenings and we have no doubt with

increasing interest, as its importance should be

developed.

There are numerous other topics which

might be discussed, and a better understand-

ing of which are essential to a profitable pros-

ecution of the business of farming.

The club should be a thoroughly systematic

organization. It shoiild be an association for

discussion, not for mere conversation. Mem-
bers should prepare themselves for its duties.

They must not be excused because they are

not familiar with the subject proposed ; but re-

quired to investigate it by reading, experiment

and inquiry. It is these which will increase

their knowledge, and qualify them for good

farmers.

In many places farmers' clubs are among

the best educational institutions in the towns

where they are established. Their influences

reach far beyond the mere cultivation of the

soil, into the recesses of the family, schools,

politics, religion and all the social relations of

life. They tend to elevate and refine, and

create a bond of sympathy and regard in the

community ; and this is true Christian progress.

Below we give a form for the

Organization of a Farmers' Club.

Article 1. This Associatiou shall be styled

the
Art. 2. Its object shall be to promote the inter-

ests of agriculture, and the welfare of the farmer,
to disseminate such knowledge, practical and scien-

tific, as shall conduce to tliat end.
Art. 3. Its officers sliall be a President, Vice-

President, Sccretaiy, and Treasurer, who shall be

chosen annually by ballot.

Art. 4. The president shall preside at all meet-
ings of the Clul), with power to preserve order and
appoint speakers and committees.
Art. 5. In the absence of the president all his

power may be exercised by the vice-president.
Art. G. The secretary shall keep a record of

the proceedings of each meeting, which shall be
read by him at the opening of the next meeting.

He shall preserve all essays read by members, re-
ports of Committees, and conduct whatever corres-
pondence is directed by the Club.
Art. 7. The treasurer shall keep a correct ac-

count of all moneys received, shall disbui'se the
8an)e as directed by the Club, and at each annual
meeting present a clear and correct statement oi
the same.
Art. 8. There shall be at each meeting a discus-

sion upon a tojiic previously ainiouiiecd ; a member
liciug apixiintrd to rend an essay uyivn it, and two
otlier members to commence the discussion as lead-
ers.

Art. 9. New members may be elected at any
regular meeting of the Club Ijy signing the consti-
tution and paying the sum of —
Art. 10. the annual meeting of the Club shall

be holden on of each year, for the election
of officers; and all officers so elected shall hold
their ofHce one year, or until a new election is

made.

This constitution has been in force in a club

for twenty years, and with two or three simple

rules, has been found all that was needed.

The success and usefulness of the club will

greatly depend upon the observance of strict

parliamentary rules. There will be a con-

stant tendency to mn into conversation, which

if allowed, would soon destroy the distinctive

features of the club, and reduce it to a mere

fireside conversation. All that we achieve is

by labor. And it will only be by earnest, in-

terested application, that the farmers' club

will become one of the educational institutions

of the State.

NE^W PUBLICATIOM"S.
War Department Cinci lar. The Practical use oi

tlie Meteorological llfiiOrtH and Wenther Maps. Of-
fice of the Chief Signal Uflicer, Division of Telegrams
and Reports for the benehl of Commerce. Washing-
ton. 1871.

Middle-aged men can remember when the first

telegraph wires in this country were put up be-

tween Washington and Baltimore, and when for

the first time men forty miles apart could sit down
and "talk" with each other. Such communication

now exists between the people of all the large

towns in this country, and even between us and
cities of the old world. Among the advantages or

such instantaneous communication, is the possi-

bility of predicting for a brief time the probabili-

ties of the weather and the progress of changes in

the atmosphere.

This pamphlet details the means by which the

"Chief Signal Ofticer" at Washington has been

able to foretell coming storms, the approach of fair

weather, &c., with an accuracj^ that has smprised

those who have read his report of "probabilities"

as published in the daily papers of late, and its ob-

ject is "to put it in the power of the largest num-
ber to make use of, and to profit by, the labors of

this Office ; to enable them to test, and to avail

themselves of some of the laws and generalizations

by which meteorologists are guided ; and to afford
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the means by which at once to supplement, judge

of, and aid the work of the Department." Though
commerce is particularly mentioned in the title-

page as the interest to be benefited by these .me-

teorological observations and reports, they must

be at least of equal importance to agriculture, as

the interest of those who do business on the great

waters is not more aflfected by the weather than is

that of those who do business on the land.

Catalogue of the Officers and Students of the
Stale Agriculluriil ColU ge of Michigan. 1871.

Too many of the States have treated the con-

gressional grant of land for the establishment of

institutions for "teaching such branches of learn-

ing as are related to Agriculture and the Mechanic

Arts," much as the goose that laid the golden eggs

was treated in the fable. Michigan, however, had

the wisdom to spare the life of the bird, though the

eggs she laid were not at first as numerous as was

desired. Instead of putting their portion of lands

into the hands of speculators for what it would

bring at a forced sale, the managers held on to

them, and now the prospect is that the institution

will soon be self supporting. 7 he names of 141

students are given, among which are eight females,

together with the course of study, &c.

G-uiDF, TO THE Study of Insect,^, and a Treatise on
those injurious and beneficial to Crops; for the use of
Colleges, Farm Schools, and Agriculturists. By A. 8.

Pacliard, Jr., M. D. With eleven plates and six hun-
dred and fifty wood-cuts. Salem : Naturalif^fs Book
Agency; London: Trubner & Co. 1869. Price $6.00.

This work was issued in numbers. These we have

had bound, and find they make a volume of 702

pages. The title is a modest one— but after all,

what is any book but a "guideto the study" of the

suDject discussed, however "exhaustively" it may
be treated ? The statement as to the number of il-

lustrations — "eleven plates and six hundred and

fifty wood-cuts," — is also a modest one, as there

are 1238 figures of American insects, from a butter-

fly to an animalcule, executed in the best style of

modern engraving. "Farmers and Gardeners" and

others for whom this work is intended, who are li-

able to stumble at hard words, will be glad to know

that the hardest of them are defined in a "Glossary"

at the end of the volume. Though scientific terms

are avoided as far as possible, most unscientific read-

ers will probably have frequent occasion to consult

the "Glossary," as in a concise description of an in-

sect the use of technical terms is unavoidable.

As we do not feel competent to express an opin-

ion of the value of this work compared with others

that have been published on entomology, we will

quote that of an English scientific journal, called

"Nature," which says it is "certainly the best man-

ual of entomology which the English reader can at

present obtain."

Beet Sugar.—We learn by the Western Farmer-

that the Beet Sugar Factory in Sauk county, Wis-

consin, is now in operation, and employs from forty

to fifty hands, half of whom work during the day

and half at night. The supply of beets, from 2-50

acres amounting to some 2000 tons, is sufficient to

keep the factory in operation from the middle of
October to about the first of January. The daily

product is stated at ten barrels, but with some ad-
ditional machinery it may be increased to fifteen

barrels without other additional expense. The
sugar is white, with a slight taste not found in the
best sugars, which it is thougl^t will be remedied
soon.

From the Country Gentleman.

THE SEED AND THE SOWEK.S.

Ever 80 little the seed may be,
Ever so little the hand.

But when it is sown it must grow, you see.
And develop its nature, weed, flower or tree;
The sunshine, the air and the dew are free

At its command.

If the seed be good, we rejoice in hope
Of the harvest it will yield.

We wait and watch for its springing up,
Admire its growth, and count on'the crop
That will come from the little seeds we drop

In the great wide field.

But if we heedlessly scatter wide
Seeds we may happen to find,

We care not for culture or what may betide,
We sow here and there on the highway side;
Whether they've lived or whether they've died,

We never mind.

Yet every sower must one day reap
Fruit from the seed he has sown.

How carefully then it becomes us to keep
A watchful eye on the seed, and seek
To sow what is good, that we may not weep

To receive our own !

New Crops ix California.—The climate in

California admits of a larger variety of crops than
almost any other country, and the number culti-

vated is rapidly increasing. In addition to those

now generally grown, the California Farmer calls

attention to Flax, Hemp, the Ramie, New Zealand
Flax, Cotton, Nut Trees, Oranges, Lemons, Limes,
Almonds, Walnuts, Olives, Ornamental Evergreens,

Forest Trees, all of which, it is believed, may be
made profitable.

Not too Old to Plant Trees.—A correspon-

dent of the Iowa Homestead tells a good story of
David Cutler, of Frankville, Winneshiek Co.,

Iowa, who in 1863, when eighty-one years old

bought a lot of apple trees of a nursery man; in

1869, when eightv-seven years of age, he bought
another lot, handling the trees himself, and driving

the team that drew them, and in 1871, when eighty-

nine years old, exhibited at his county fair one
hundred and nine varieties of apples—including

specimens grown on trees of his last planting—and
fifteen varieties of grapes—including many new
and rare sorts.

Amount of Pork from a Bushel of Corn.—
Mr. Milton Briggs of Kellogg, Iowa, says, in the

Homestead, that various experiments have proved
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the fact that corn fed to hogs has produced all the

way from two to twenty pounds gain, a bushel,

according to the different modes of preparing feed,

and the age, breed or condition of hogs fed. He is

satisfied that over one-half of all the hogs fed in

Iowa, do not produce over five pounds gross

weight for each bushel of corn fed, which, counting

hogs at ft3 per hundred pounds, gives fifteen cents

per bushel for corn.
,

Vermont Dairymen.—At the annual meeting

of the Vermont Dairymens' Association at Mont-

pelier, Oct. 25, Hon. E. D. Mason was elected

president; W. P. Nash, C. Horace Hubliard and

C. W. Brownell, Vice presidents, and O. S. Bliss,

secretary and treasurer.

AQRICULTT7RAL ITEMS.
—The latest device for "breaking up" a setting

hen is to put a couple of lumps of ice in the nest.

—It is stated that Texas, west of the , Colprado,

has taken ®1,000,000 or more in gold for cattle and

horses within one hundred days.

—Commissioner Delano, of New York, has de-

cided that a farmer selling his produce from his

own wagon, without any regular business stand, is

not liable to pay a tax as a produce dealer.

—Experiments often repeated have shown that a

plant may be raised in a flower pot from a seed and

receive no nourishment but pure water, yet shall

far exceed in weight all tlie soil in which it grew.

—Of the Michigan Agricultural College Farm,

although it contains over 600 acres, but about 150

acres are under cultivation—the remainder being

either heavily timbered or swamp land.

—Herkimer County, N. Y., ships annually cheesy

and butter, worth #4,-500,000 in the market. St.

Albans, Vt., ships cheese and butter, worth in the

market $1,250,000. The village of Willington,

Ohio, cheese worth $1,500,000.

—Moss peat is said to be one of the best materi-

als for ice houses. When it is thoroughly dried it

proves to be a poor conductor of heat, and when

laid up around ice houses above the ground, is

preferred by many persons to sawdust, tan bark,

and the like.

—The Country Gentleman states that Messrs. E.

L. & J. N. Sturtevant, of South Framingham, pro-

pose to publish all the facts they can obtain illus-

trative of the history, characteristics and value of

the Ayrshire breed of cattle.

—The moment any creature is found curled up

and shivering, there is a loss of comfort which

costs the owner mills and cents, if not dollars and

eagles; and it is far better economy to house stock

and give them extra feed and care at this season.

—A wonderful instance of vegetable transmuta-

tion is mentioned by a correspondent of the loica

Homestead. A farmer purchased of a tree peddler

fifty different varieties of apples for a large orchard.

In a few years these trees resolved themselves into

only two kinds.

—A correspondefit of the Rural Kew Yorker

says: "Flies have been so bad on my horses that

I found it almost impossible to work •them. I took

smart weed and soaked it in water, and in the morn-

ing applied it to the horses with a sponge, all over

thorn, and found the horses to work along without

any further trouble, the flies not annoying them in

the least."

—On the farm of Mr. Cyrus G. Smith, of New-
market, N. H., are a white oak fifty feet tall, and a

hemlock ten feet less, the butts of which seem to

be united one or two feet up. Further up a limb

of the oak grows through the hemlock and then a

hemlock through the oak, beating the Siamese

twins by long odds.

—The question having arisen in a law suit

whether certain animals were sheep or lambs, the

decision was made, according to Hearth and Home,
not by the age, which was fifteen months, but by
testimony as to whether they had their first per-

manent teeth. Legally then a lamb becomes a

sheep when it gets its first permanent teeth.

—Jeremiah Cousens, of Kennebunk, Me., eighty-

one years of age, and a well known veteran of the

war of 1812, has mowed upwards of seventeen

acres of grass land this season and carried it lot by
lot on poles to the barn, besides walking two and
one-half miles to the house of his daughter, and

attending to her gardening.

Fodder Corn.—It is better to sow the

corn rather thick together at the rate of about
three bushels per acre. In this way we get

smaller stalks, which are more easily cured
and better when fed to the cattle. I have
the rows from 28 to 30 inches apart. After
the corn is a few inches liigli, run the culti-

vator between the rows, slightly hilling it, and
the corn will soon cover the ground, and there

will be little trouble afterwards with the

weeds. If it is sown so as to be cut early, a

crop of turnips can be grown after the corn is

taken off.

—

S. F. Lane, Rockinyltam Co.,

N. H., in Country Gentleman.

New Varieties of Weeds.— It is stated

that there are now no less than two hundred
and fourteen weeds which have been intro-

duced into the United States from foreign

countries, and principally from England. As
a proof of the rapidity with which useless

plants are accidently brought over the seas, it

is said that in 1837 there were only one hun-
dred and thirty-seven foreign weeds known in

this country. As far back as 1672 a curious

little volume, called "New England Rarie-
ties," gave a list of twenty-two plants which
the author considered had sprung up since the

English had kept cattle in New England.
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BUTTER DAIBIES—MILK ROOMS.
Many very considerable improvements in

the methods of treating milk have been effect-

ed in a few years, and the rooms which but
lately were deemed best adapted to that pur-
pose are not now ayiproved by the more pro-
gressive and intelligent diarymen. Formerly
every facility for cooling the rooms was hus-
banded, and the location and construction
were chiefly with reference to that end. But
it has been found that the new method of
cooling the milk by the use of water is more
economical and every way preferable, and
that a more elevated temperature of the room
is desirable ; and, as a consequence, other prin-

ciples govern in locating and constructing
them.

It is not worth while to enter upon an ex-
tended discussion of that subject in this con-
nection, but it may be pertinent to remark
that another season's experience of many in-

dividual dairymen confirms the position as-

sumed by us and advocated at the meetings
of the several dairymen's associations and
elsewhere, last winter, that the cooling prin-

ciple, whatever it may be, should be applied
to the milk and not to the room, and that the

milk having been once cooled should be kept
in a warm room for the production of the

most and best butter. Very satisfactory re-

sults have attended the use of the broad, shal-

low, bulk pans, with water underneath
; but

better results, so far as we have been able to

make comparisons between the two systems
at different establishments, seem to have at-

tended the use of the deeper and narrower
pans with water well up the sides ; and this

latter system possesses another advantage in

that it
' much more economical of space.

We return to the discussion of our main
subject with the remark that we no longer, as

f jr iierly, advocate the erection of separate

Oxiry houses for butter dairies, nor indeed for

cheese, if there is plenty of room in the house.

We would, then, if building a new farm house,

or rearranging an old one, place one daiiy

room just in that part of the house where it

would be most convenient to the water sup-

ply and to tl e kitchen, for we would do our
dairy work-in the kitchen, or anywhere else

but in the room where our milk is kept. If

just as convenient, we would put it on the

shady side of the house, but not otherwise.

We would not put ourselves out at all to se-

cure ventilation, other than by lowering or
raising a window on special occasions, as cur-

rents of air are not ordinarily desirable. We \

would keep a small box stove in the room,
and light a little fire in it in damp weather,
even in midsummer, and that would answer
every purpose of the most elaborate and ex-

pensive system of ventilation. One very de-

cided advantage afforded by the stove venti

charged gases which many dairymen believe
are expelled from the milk by the cooling pro-
cess, are mixed with these lower strata o^f air,
as are the exhalations of any occupants of the
room.

In regard to the amount of room required,
we remark that the best equipped 4()-cow
dairy with which we are acquainted, occupies for
settuig purposes a room containing only about
120 scjuare feet, though we confess we would
prefer to have a little more elbow room. The
pans used in this establishment are six feet
long and one foot wide, and the same deep,
set m wooden tanks about four inches wider!
They are arranged in pairs, the water supplied
by rubber hose from a penstock in one corner
of the room, and both water and skimmed
milk are drawn off through hose and tubing
The pans are lifted out and carried into the
kitchen adjoining for cleansing and scaldino-
and no work is done in the room other than
straining the milk and dipping off the cream
The churning is done in an adjacent shed in
a revolving box churn, by horse power.
Very great economy of construction and

operation will result from the adoption of the
new method which we understandingly com-
mend to any who are seeking the best re-
sults.— (A S. B., Georgia Vt., in Co. Gent.

Lawxs and Grass Plats—Lawns, grass
plats and borders should have a top dressing
of fine stable manure late in the fall—any
time before snow covers them. They will
then make an early growth in spring, and the
grass will keep up its verdure until late in the
fall, unless a protracted drougth, like that of
the present season, arrests its growth. Octo-
ber is a suitable month for preparing the
ground for new lawns or green plats. The
soil for this purpose should be trenched or
subsotled, but deepening is of very little ser-
Tice without drainage. Many fine pieces^ of
grass have beeji made without trenching the
soil, but the deeper the tillage has been, the
longer the grass will retain its verdure in dry
seasons. For either turfing or seeding, a fine',

level surface should be made. If green
sods are used, they should be taken froln an
old, upland meadow or pasture. Sods
low, moist land should never be used, ai

grass is coarse in such places. The sods
should be marked out with a line, and cut in
pieces of equal width, so th:it they can be laid
evenly. When the sods are of' equal sizes,
they should be beaten down level, and fine
soil sifted in to fill the crevicus.—StiiaU Fruit
Itecorder.

from
the

—Alonzo Porter, of Hardwick, Vt., wlio last fall
took the agency for the sale of a patent pitchfork,

']

and signed what he supposed was an order for a
lation is that the air taken up by it from near

j

specimen, was lately surprised by a notice from a
the bottom of the room, is damper and cooler ' neighboring bank that his note for ^'204 was due at
than the more elevated strata, and the odor- . that iastitutiou.

3
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For the New England Farmer.

DUTCH FLO"WERINQ BULBS.
CULTURE IN -WINDOW GARDENS.

"Bay, what impels, amidst surrounding snow,
Congealed, the crocus flamy bud to glow ?

Say, what retards, amidst the summer's breeze
Th' autumnal bulb, till pale decaying days ?

The God of Seasons, whose pervading power
Controls the fun, or sheds the fleecy shower:
He bids each flower his quickening word obey,

Or to each lingering bloom enjoins decay."

The principal bulbs employed for indoor culture

are Hyacinths, Early Tulips, Crocuses, Cyclamens,

Narcissus, Jonquils, and Scillas.

They can be grown in moss, cocoanut refuse,

sand or good sandy loam.

Hyacinths.

These bulbs take precedence of all others, on ac-

count of the fragrance and beauty of their flowers,

whose exquisite forms and colorings are unsur-

passed by those of any other class ; and they are

the most popular of all Dutch Flowering Bulbs.

No window garden can be complete without sev-

eral of these lovely bulbs, and their culture is ex-

tremely simple. For flowering at Christmas they

should be planted in September—but if planted

now, they will flower in February or March in

great perfection.

In selecting bulbs choose those that are the larg-

est, plumpest and without break in the skin. The

dark bulbs bear dark colored flowers, red or pur-

ple ; and the light colored those that are white,

yellow, blush or porcelain blue. To grow them

in moss, wrap it in a conical form about the bulb,

bringing it six cr eight inches below the base of

it, for the roots will run that far. Do not cover

the whole top of it; dip the moss in water, and

weave it around with copper or iron wire, hanging

it with the same or with bright colored ribbons

which should not be attached until the bulbs have

good roots, and are ready to bear light and warmth.

Then place the balls of moss on a plate and put

it in a dark, cool cellar or closet, to allow the roots

to form. This is very essential, unless the roots

form well before the green sheath of leaves starts,

the flowers cannot be as fine. They are all pre-

pared, for a bulb is but the store house of leaves

and flowers and its roots must start in darkness

and moisture. Leave them for six weeks, looking

, at them every ten days to see if the moss is dry,

for without dampness the roots cannot grow.

Bring them to light and warmth by degrees, first

i hanging them at a northeastern window in a cool

chamber, and changing the location in a week or

more until the flower stalk is well formed, when

they can have all the warmth and sun you can

give.

Hyacinths grow in glass dishes filled with moss

or cocoanut fibre prepared for the purpose, require

. similar treatment. They must stay in utter darkness

and cool moist atmosphere for six weeks, and

neither moss nor fibre must be allowed to become

dry.

Any common soup plate or China bowl, or even

a tin dish will grow Hyacinths well, and when the

bright flowers appear it can be lowered by a piece

of ribbon or tape crossed underneath the bowl or

dish, into a handsome casing.

They can be planted in wet sand in bowls or

soup plates and covered with moss. They are very

lovely when arranged with the pretty little blue

Scilla Siberica, and miniature Hyacinths mixed
with them. Place one in the centre and the Scillas

about it, then the Hyacinths close around them,

and miniature Hyacinths or Crocuses, white and

versicolor, edging the whole dish. Of course they

must be kept dark for six weeks ; for this is requir-

ed for all Dutch Flowering Bulbs.

For pot culture, take a six inch pot that will

hold three bulbs, and fill it with three parts sand

to one part leaf mould, wet it thoroughlj-, press

in the bulbs leaving the upper part or crown un-

covered ; do not let them become drj' -after once

being wet, for that is the ruin of all bulbs, yet the

water must not settle at the roots, but good drain-

age of bits of charcoal should be provided in the

bottom of the pots. Keep as prescribed for moss

and sand and gradually accustom to light and

heat.

Thus treated, they will come forward most rap-

idly and will blossom much sooner than them that

are kept in the dark, only three or four weeks. The
single sorts are the most effective for house cul-

ture, and the earliest varieties, those that will

force the quickest, are the best to select.

The most desirable for window gardens are Czar

Kicholas, pure rose color, bells and flower spike very

large. Amphion, deep red, white centre, splendid

truss of flowers. La Dame du Lac, rose pink, large

compact flowers. Bleu Mourant, lovely deep blue,

close clusters. Charles Dickens, porcelain blue,

splendid flowers. Prince Albert, dark purple, very

fine. Uncle Tom, violet black, very elegant.

Grand Vainquer, pure white, large and beautiful.

La Gandeur, snowy white, fine close truss. Grande

Blanche, Imperiale, blush white, large bulbs.

Victoria Beyina, pearly white, fine flower. Vol-

taire, blush white, very large truss.

Miniature Hyacinths.

These are the loveliest for dish culture. They re-

quire the same treatment as the larger flowered,

and form very pretty groups. Among them are :

—Ami du Caeur, Deibitsche Sabaskaiiski, which are

rose colored; Alice Maud, a bright carmine,

George, delicate porcelain ; Jessie, pure white ; Liz-

zie, dark red ; Nellie, pure white ; and Uncle Sam,

deep blue.

There are no prettier flowers for children to cul-

tivate than these miniature varieties.

Tulips.

The tulip ranks second in importance as a bulb
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for window gardening. The Due Van Thols, single :

and double varieties, are the species usually se-

lected.

Of the single Due Van Thols there are nine or ten

various shades in red, white, yellow, rose, Vermil-

lion and variegated. They are not over six inches

in height, and with their brilliant colors form most

charming additions to every window garden. They

are most etfective when grown in groups, six to

twelve in one pot, but they accommodate them-

selves to every situation, and blend admirably with

a stand of flowers.

Among the double varieties are Coxtronne des

Bases, a bright carmine ; Purple Grown, deep pur-

plish crimson ; Tournesol, deep red, margined with

yellow ; Iniperator Rubroriim, richest crimson

;

Mariage de ma Fille, white, striped with red;

Duke of York, crimson, edged with white.

The culture of the Tulip is the same as that of the

Hyacinth, only the bulbs being so much smaller,

the roots will develop sooner, and four weeks of

darkness will be sufficient for them. By cautiously

cutting through the concentric coats of a Tulip

root in autumn, longitudinally from the top to the

base, and taking them otf successively, the whole

flower is disclosed with its petals, stamens and

pistils. The flowers exist in other bulbs in the

same manner, but the individual flowers of the tu-

lip being larger, they are more easily dissected, and

more conspicuous to the naked eye.

The Crocus.

There are many varieties which bear much larger

flowers than the older kind. The Dutch florists

have manipulated their bulbs with great success,

and made the Crocus quite an etfective flower.

For house culture, the largest varieties should be

selected, and they can be planted in china saucers

preserve dishes, or any small plates, only taking

care to keep the moss, fibre, sand or soil wet, never

allowiug it to dry ofl'. They can be had in various

colors of purple, blue, white, yellow, and striped

either in white and blue, or yellow and brown, like

the Cloth of Gold.

Among the newer vai'ieties are :

—

Albion, fine-striped ; Cloth of Silver, pure white

;

David Bizzio, splendid dark purple ; Ida Pfeiffer,

light striped ; Lilaceus Supehrue, light blue, finely

shaded; ZonZ i?yro«, perfect blue ; Madame Mina
fine striped; Maria D'Ecosse, pure white; Prince

Albert, purple lilac; Sir Walter Scott, beautiful

penciled lilac ; Sulphiireus, sulphur yellow.

Narcissus.

All the varieties of the Polyanthus Narcissus are

suitable for house cultui-e. The perfume is that of

the Jon(iuil, and its flower resembles the Polyan-

thus. Mingled with hyacinths, and Due VanThol

tulips they add much to a window garden. The

Double Roman, if planted in September will be in

flower at Christmas. The bulbs are so large that it

takes a 5 or 6 inch pot for a single bulb—but three

can be grown in eight inch pots.

The culture is the same as the hyacinth in every

respect. The tip of the bulb should be left uncov-

ored. The handsomest varieties are :

—

Belle Princesse, yellow ; Bazelman Major, white,

yellow cup; Dubius, whtte, very delicate; Grand

Prinio, white, citron colored cup; Grand Soleil
d'

Or, tine yellow, orange cup ;
Queen of the Nether-

lands, white, deep yellow cup ; BuUocodium, ( Hoop

Petticoat Narcissus,) is very fine for pot culture,

it is called so from the form of its flower, and is a

very beautiful species.

Cyclamen.

Cyclamen are not really bulbs, but are botani-

cally described as corms, the fleshy roots being

solid, as in a potato, and not in layers as in a hya-

cinth. The root should never be inserted more

than one half its depth in the soil, and they can be

placed in the window at once, as they do not re-

quire to be kept in the dark to make them push

their roots. They should be planted singly in pots

— a 5 inch will do if the bulb is small— not over

an inch or so in diameter, but if of good size, a 7

inch is needed. They bloom best in a dark, peaty

soil mixed with a little sand, or leaf mould and

sand. Give water moderately when the leaves are

starting, but when the flowers appear, it will need

a more plentiful supply. After flowering, withdraw

the pots from the window, and give little sun or

water until another Autumn. There are three spe-

cies, G. Persicum, which vary in color from light

rose to rich crimson, and a pure white with a pur-

ple thi-oat, Antumnale flore alba and Dubra; they

flower in the Autumn. The Coum species are very

ornamental with small l)right rosy crimson and

snow white flowers, blotched with deeper crimson

at the base.

Jonquils.

There are three varieties, the double and single

sweet scented, and the large Campernell or Bell-

flowered. They can be cultivated like other bulljs,

in clusters and mixed groups. Three roots can be

planted in a five inch pot; five or six in a seven or

eight inch pot, not covering the tip of the bulb, and

they are very lovely in form, hue and fragrance.

Scilla.

Scillas are sparkling gems for window gardens,

and are quite popular and fashionable at present,

for there is a fashion in plants as well as in dress.

And what is a la mode is of course, beautiful^

The flowers are borne in spikes of six to twelve,

the individual blossoms being gracefully pendant

and bcU-shaped. They are very dwarf iu habit,

averaging not over six inches and the prevailing

colors are blue and white. S- Hyancinihoides, S.

Periivana, S. Sibcica, 8. Amoena, S- Campanu-

lata, are the handsomest for in-door blooming.

Glasses for Hyacinth Growing.

In selecting hyacinth glasses be sure to choose

the deep blue shades, as this color is best adapted

to forcing the roots ; fill up within an inch of the

bulb, but do not let it touch the water. And soon

the tiny roots will strike downwards towards it.
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Keep bits of charcoal in the water to purify it, and

it need not be changed. To encourage the flower-

ing of bulbous roots,—take three ounces of nitre,

one ounce of salt, half an ounce of white potash,

half an ounce of white sugar ; dissolve th em in one

pint of soft water, and put ten drops of it to each

hyacinth glass twice a month.

We beg our readers to cultivate some or all of the

Dutch Flowering Bulbs because they are so bright

beautiful, and fragrant. No other flowers possess

so many charms ! Plant Hyacinths and say with

the poet—
"And the Hyacinth purple and white and blue,

Wtiich flung from its beils a sweet peal anew
Of music so delicate, soft and intense,

It was felt like an odor within the sense." 8. o. J.

DOMESTIC BBCEIPTS.

Boiled Indi.vn Puddixg.—Two cupfuls of

sour milk, two spoonfuls of molasses, one tea-

spoonful of soda, one of salt, half a cupful of

sifted tloLir, mixed with enough corn-meal to

make a batter not very stiif ; half a cupful of

chopped suet, from which all the stringy sub-

stance has been removed ; a cup and a half

of chopped sweet apples, or huckleberries,

dried or fre^h, as you have on hand. Boil

from two and a half to three hours.

Graham Flour Muffins.—One pint of

sour milk, a small teaspoonful of soda, one

tablespoonful of sugar, and Graham flour

sufficient to make a thick batter. Bake in

rings, or drop the batter in spoonfuls on a

flat tin. Add a little salt before baking.

Quince Preserves.—The orange quince

is the best to preserve. Peel and core the

quinces ; weigh a pound of crushed sugar to

a pound of ([uinces
;
put the peel and cores in-

to a kettle with just water enough to cover

them. Let them simmer about two hours

;

then strain the liquor and put it back into the

kettle, and put in it as many quinces as the li-

quor will cover ; boil them until they are ten-

der, take them out, and put them on a flat

dish to cool
;
put in more until all are boiled

;

then put the sugar in, and let it boil until it

becomes a syrup ; then put in as many quinces

as the syrup will cover ; let them boil about
thirty minutes, keeping them covered, so that

they may retain their light color
;
put them on

a flat dish to cool ; and then more until they
are all boiled ; then boil the syrup until all

the water is boiled out of it. When the quin-

ces are all cool, put them into jars, and strain

the syrup while it is hot through a very fine

sieve on the quinces.

Making Sauer-kraut.—The best we ate

ever we made ourselves for many years, and
for a considerable time with our own hands,

and always from Savoy cabbage. It was
manufactured in this wise : In the first place let

j'our "stand," holding from a half barrel to a
barrel,be thoroughly scalded out ; the cutter,the

tub and the stamper also well-scalded. Take off

all the outer leaves of the cabbages, halve them,
remove the heart and proceed with the cut-

ting. Lay some clean leaves at the bottom
of the stand, sprinkle with a handful of salt,

fill in half a bushel of out cabbage, stamp
gently until the juice just makes its appear-
ance, then add another handful of salt, and
so on until the stand is full. Cover over with

cabbage leaves, place on top a clean board
fitting the spice pretty well, and on top of

that a stone weighing twelve or fifteen pounds.
Stand away in a cool place, and when hard
freezing comes on remove to the cellar. It

will be ready for use in from four to si.K

weeks. The cabbage should be cut tolerably

coarse. The Savoy variety makes the best

article, but it is only half as productive as the

Drumhead and Flat Dutch.

—

Germaatoion
Telegraph.

CLOSE OF SECOND SERIES.
With this number we close the second series of the Monthly New England Farmer,

and also suspend its further publication. We do this in order to give more attention to our

Weekly edition, finding it difficult to issue both editions without allowing one to interfere with

the proper conduct of the other.

We can for a limited time supply complete sets of this work, from 1867 to 1S72—five

volumes—for $8. The set forms an agricultural library of great ^ alue for any farmer, being

largely original, and embracing contributions from not less than 1500 practical farmers. Any

single volume will be sent for $2, and postage (30 cts.)














